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ON EARTH, THERE IS NOTHING GREAT BUT MAN;

IN MAN, THERE IS NOTHING GREAT BUT MIND.
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03- The only authentic edition of the " Essays on the Active Powers" is tha+ of 1788,

in 4to ; and from that edition the present is taken. The pages of the original impression

are here also marked, and by them aii prospective references made.—H.



INTRODUCTION.

The division of the faculties of the hu-
man mind into Understanding and Will* is

very ancient, and has been very generally
adopted ; the former comprehending all

our Speculative, the latter all our Active
powers, -f

It is evidently the intention of our Ma-
ker, that man should be an active and not
merely a speculative being. For this pur-
pose, certain active powers have been given
him, limited indeed in many respects, but
suited to his rank and place in the crea-
tion.

Our business is to manage these powers,
by proposing to ourselves the best ends,
planning the most proper system of con-
duct that is in our power, and executing it

with industry and zeal. This is true wis-
dom; this is the very intention of our
being.

Everything virtuous and praiseworthy
must lie in the right use of our power ;

everything vicious and blameable in the
abuse of it What is not within the sphere

* See above, p. 242, a, note t. £ </. .
'

'
• X ' • 6

The division of the powers into those of the Un-
derstanding and those of the Will, is very objection,
able. It is, as I have before observed, taken from the
Peripatetic distinction of these into gnostic or cogni-
tive, and orectic or appetent ; but the original division
is far preferable tc the borrowed ; for, in the first
place, the term Understanding usually and properly
denotes only a part—the higher par*—of the cognitive
faculties, and is then exclusive of sense, imagination,
memory, &c, which it is now intended to include.
In the second place, the term Will is also usually
and properly limited to our higher appetencies, or
rational determinations, as opposed to our lower ap-
petencies, or irrational desires, which last, however,
it is here employed to comprehend. In the third
place, both the original and borrowed divisions are
improper, inasmuch as they either exclude or impro-
perly include a third great class of mental phaeno-
mena—the phajnomena of Feeling.—H.

t The distribution of our powers into Speculative
and Active, is also very objectionable. Independently
of the objection common to it with that into the
powers of the understanding and the powers of the
will—that the Feelings are excluded or improperly I

included— it is liable to objections peculiar to itself.
In the first place, Speculation, or Theory, is a certain '

kind or certain application of k owledge : therefore,
Speculation is not a proper term bv which to denote
the cognitive operations in general. In the second
place, speculation and knowledge are not opposed to
action, but to practice or doing, or, as it is best ex-
pressed in German, das Handelh. Speculative powers
ought not, therefore, to have been opposed to active.
In the third place, the distinction of active powers is
in itself vicious, because it does not disiinguish, or
distinguishes wrongly. Active is opposed to inactive ,-

but it is not here intended to be said, that the cogni-
tive powers are inactive ; but merely that the action
of the powers of appetency is different in kind from
the action of the powers of knowledge. The term
active does not, therefore, express what was meant,
or rather does express what was not meant. It is to'
he observed, however, that the English language is
very detective in terms requisite to denote the dig.
tinctions in question.— H.

[1-4]

of our power cannot be imputed to us either

for blame or praise. These are self-evi-

dent truths, to which every unprejudiced
mind yields an immediate and invincible

assent. [2]
Knowledge derives its value from this,

that it enlarges our power, and directs us
in the application of it. For, in the right

employment of our active power consists all

the honour, dignity, and worth, of a man,
and, in the abuse and perversion of it, all

vice, corruption, and depravity.

We are distinguished from the brute ani-

mals, not less by our active than by our
speculative powers.
The brutes are stimulated to various ac-

tions by their instincts, by their appetites,

by their passions. But they seem to be
necessarily determined by the strongest im-
pulse, without any capacity of self-govern-

ment. Therefore we do not blame them
for what they do ; nor have we any reason
to think that they blame themselves. They
may be trained up by discipline, but cannot
be governed by law. There is no evidence
that they have the conception of a law, or
of its obligation.

Man is capable of acting from motives of

a higher nature. He perceives a dignity and
worth in one course of conduct, a demerit
and turpitude in another, which brutes

have not the capacity to discern.

He perceives it to be his duty to act the
worthy and the honourable part, whether
his appetites and passions incite him to it

or to the contrary. When he sacrifices

the gratification of the strongest appetites

or passions to duty, this is so far from di-

minishing the merit of his conduct, that it

greatly increases it, and affords, upon re-

flection, an inward satisfaction and triumph,
of which brute-animals are not susceptible.

When he acts a contrary part, he has a
consciousness of demerit, to which they are
no less strangers. [3]

Since, therefore, the active powers of

man make so important a part of his con-
stitution, and distinguish him so eminently
from his fellow-animals, they deserve no
less to be the subject of philosophical dis-

quisition than his intellectual powers.

A just knowledge of our powers, whether
intellectual or active, is so far of real im-
portance to us, as it aids us in the exer-

cise of them. And every man must ac-

knowledge, that to act properly is much
more valuable than to think justly or rea-

son acutely. [4]
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ACTIVE POWERS OF MAN.

ESSAY I.

OF ACTIVE POWER IN GENERAL.

CHAPTER 1.

OP THB NOTION OF ACTIVE POWER-

To consider gravely what is meant by
Active Power, may seem altogether unne-
cessary, and to be mere trifling. It is not

a term of art, but a common word in our
language, used every day in discourse, even
by the vulgar. We find words of the same
meaning in all other languages ; and there
is no reason to think that it is not perfectly

understood by all men who understand the
English language.

I believe all this is true, and that an
attempt to explain a word so well under-
stood, and to shew that it has a meaning,
requires an apology.

The apology is, That this term, so well

understood bythe vulgar, has been darkened
by philosophers, who, in this as in many
other instances, have found great difficul-

ties about a thing which, to the rest of man-
kind, seems perfectly clear.

This has been the more easily effected,

because Power is a thing so much of its own
kind, and so simple in its nature, as not to

admit of a logical definition. [6]
It is well known that there are many

things perfectly understood, and of which
we have clear and distinct conceptions,

which cannot be logically defined. No man
ever attempted to define magnitude ; yet
there is no word whose meaning is more
distinctly or more generally understood.
We cannot give a logical definition ofthought,
of duration, of number, or of motion.
When men attempt to define such things,

they give no light. They may give a synony-
mous word or phrase, but it will proba-
bly be a worse for a better. If they will

define, the definition will either be grounded
upon a hypothesis, or it will darken the
subject rather than throw light upon it.

The Aristotelian definition ofmotion—that
it is " Actus entis in potentia, quatenus in
potentia," has been justly censured by mo-
dern pHilosophers;* yet I think it is matched
by what a celebrated modern philosopher
has given us, as the most accurate definition
of belief— to wit, " That it is a lively idea
related to or associated with a present im-
pression." (" Treatise of Human Nature,"
vol i. p. 172.) " Memory," according to
the same philosopher, " is the faculty by
which we repeat our impressions, so as that
they retain a considerable degree of their
first vivacity, and are somewhat interme-
diate betwixt an idea and an impression.''

Euclid, if his editors have not done him
injustice, has attempted to define a right
line, to define unity, ratio, and number.
But these definitions are good for nothing.
We may indeed suspect them not to be
Euclid's ; because they are never once
quoted in the Elements, and are of no use.

I shall not therefore attempt to define
Active Power, that I may not be liable to
the same censure ; but shall offer some ob-
servations that may lead us to attend to the
conception we have of it in our own minds.

1. Power is not an object of any of our,^
external senses, nor even an object of con-
sciousness. -|- [7]
That it is not seen, nor heard, nor touched,

nor tasted, nor smelt, needs no proof. That
we are not conscious of it, in the proper
sense of that word, will be no less evident,
if we reflect, that consciousness is that
power of the mind by which it has an im-
mediate knowledge of its own operations.
Power is not an operation of the mind, and
therefore no object of consciousness. In-
deed, every operation of the mind is the
exertion of some power of the mind ; but

* Whetherjustly, may be disputed.—H.
t Inasmuch as by consciousness, Reid means our

immediate internal experience, he is right.—H.

[5-7]
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we are conscious of the operation only —the"
power lies behind the scene ; and, though
we may justly infer the power from the

operation, it must be remembered, that

inferring is not the province of conscious-

ness, but of reason.

I acknowledge, therefore, that our having
any conception or idea of power is repug-

nant to Mr Locke's theory, that all our
simple ideas are got either by the external

senses, or by consciousness. Both cannot
be true. Mr Hume perceived this repug-
nancy, and consistently maintained, that

we have no idea of power. Mr Locke did

not perceive it. If he had, it might have
led him to suspect his theory ; for when
theory is repugnant to fact, it is easy to

see which ought to yield. I am conscious

that I have a conception or idea* of power

;

but, strictly speaking, I am not conscious

that I have power.

I shall have occasion to shew, that we
have very early, from our constitution, a
conviction or belief of some degree of active

power in ourselves. This belief, however,
is not consciousness— forwe may be deceived
in it ; but the testimony of consciousness

can never deceive. Thus, a man who is

struck with a palsy in the night, commonly
knows not that he has lost the power of

speech till he attempts to speak : he knows
.not whether he can move his hands and
arms till he makes the trial ; and if, with-
out making trial, he consults his conscious-
ness ever so attentively, it will give him no
information whether he has lost these powers,
or still retains them. [8]
From this we must conclude, that the

powers we have are not an object of con-
sciousness, though it would be foolish to

censure this way of speaking in popular
discourse, which requires not accurate at-

tention to the different provinces of our
various faculties. The testimony of con-
sciousness is always unerring, nor was it

ever called in question by the greatest

sceptics, ancient or modern.
2. A second observation is—That, as there

are some things of which we have a direct,

and others of which we have only a rela-

tive^ conception; Power belongs to the
latter class.

As this distinction is overlooked by most
writers in logic, I shall beg leave to illus-

trate it a little, and then shall apply it to

the present subject.

Of some things, we know what they are
in themselves : our conception of such
things I call direct. Of other things, we

* It would have been better if Reid bad abstained
from the term idea in this relation, or indeed alto-
gether. The word notion would he here preferable.—H.

+ The word relative is here again improperly used.
Is not all our knowledge relative? It would be better
ro say direet and indirect, or immediate and mediate.
See abofe, p. '322, nuts *.— H.

8, 9]

know not what they are In themselves, but
only that they have certain properties or
attributes, or certain relations to other
things : of these our conception is only
relative.*

To illustrate this by some examples :

—

In the university library, I call for the

book, press L, shelf 10, No. 10 ; the library-

keeper must have such a conception of the
book I want as to be able to distinguish it

from ten thousand that are under his care.

But what conception does he form of it

from my words ? They inform him neither
of the author, nor the subject, nor the lan-

guage, nor the size, nor the binding, but
only of its mark and place. His concep-
tion of it is merely relative to these circum-
stances ; yet this relative notion enables
him to distinguish it from every other book
in the library.

There are other relative notions that are
not taken from accidental relations, as in

the example just now mentioned, but from
qualities or attributes essential to the thing.h
Of this kind are our notions both of body

and mind. What is body ? It is, say
philosophers, that which is extended, solid,

and divisible. Says the querist. I do not
ask what the properties of body are, but
what is the thing itself ; let me first know
directly what body is, and then consider
its properties ? To this demand, I am
afraid the querist will meet with no satisfac-

tory answer ; because our notion of body is

not direct but relative to its qualities. We
know that it is something extended, solid,

and divisible, and we know no more.
Again, if it should be asked, What is

mind? It is that which thinks. I ask
not what it does, or what its operations are,

but what it is. To this I can find no
answer ; our notion of mind being not
direct, but relative to its operations, as our
notion of body is relative to its qualities.

There are even many of the qualities of
body, of which we have only a relative con-
ception. What is heat in a body ? It is

a quality which affects the sense of touch
in a certain way. If you want to know,
not how it affects the sense of touch, but
what it is in itself—this, I confess, I know
not. My conception of it is not direct, but
relative to the effect it has upon bodies.

The notions we have of all those qualities

which Mr Locke calls secondary, and of
those he calls powers of bodies—such as the
power of the magnet to attract iron, or of

fire to burn wood—are relative.

Having given examples of things of which
our conception is only relative, it may be
proper to mention some of which it is direct.

Of this kind, are all the primary qualities of

See preceding note.— H.
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body—figure, extension, solidity, hardness,

fluidity, and the like. Of these we have a
direct and immediate knowledge from our

senses. To this class belong also all the

operations of mind of which we are con-

scious. I know what thought is, what
memory, what a purpose, what a promise.

[10]
There are some things of which we can

have both a direct and a relative conception.

I can directly conceive ten thousand men,
or ten thousand pounds, because both are

objects of sense, and may be seen. But,

whether I see such an object, or directly

conceive it, my notion of it is indistinct : it

is only that of a great multitude of men,
or of a great heap of money ; and a small

addition or diminution makes no perceptible

change in the notion I form in this way.

But I can form a relative notion of the

same number of men or of pounds, by at-

tending to the relations which this number
has to other numbers, greater or less. Then
I perceive that the relative notion is distinct

and scientific ; for the addition of a single

man, or a single pound, or even of a penny,

is easily perceived.

In like manner, I can form a direct notion

of a polygon of a thousand equal sides and
equal angles. This direct notion cannot be
more distinct, when conceived in the mind,

than that which I get by sight, when the

object is before me ; and I find it so indis-

tinct, that it has the same appearance to my
eye, or to my direct conception, as a poly-

gon of a thousand and one, or of nine hund-
red and ninety-nine sides. But, when I

form a relative conception of it, by attend-

ing to the relation it bears to polygons of a
greater or less number of sides, my notion

of it becomes distinct and scientific, and I

can demonstrate the properties by which it

is distinguished from all other polygons.*

From these instances, it appears that our
relative conceptions of things are not always
less distinct, nor less fit materials for accu-

rate reasoning than those that art* direct

;

and that the contrary may happen in a
remarkable degree.

Our conception of power is relative to its

exertions or effects. Power is one thing

;

its exertion is another thing. It is true,

there can be no exertion without power

;

but there may be power that is not exerted.

Thus, a man may have power to speak
when he is silent ; he may have power to

rise and walk when he sits still. [1 1

J

But, though it be one thing to speak, and
another to have the power of speaking, I

apprehend we conceive of the power as

something which has a certain relation to

the effect. And of every power we form

* This example of the Polygon is taken from Dos
Cartes or Arnauld.—H.

I our notion by the effect which it is able to

produce.

3. It is evident that Power is a quality,

and cannot exist without a subject to which
it belongs.

That power may exist without any being
or subject to which that power may be at-

tributed, is an absurdity, shocking to every
man of common understanding.

It is a quality which may be varied, not
only in degree, but also in kind ; and we
distinguish both the kinds and degrees by
the effects which they are able to pro-

duce.

Thus a power to fly, and a power to rea-

son, are different kinds of power, their

effects being different in kind. But a power
to carry one hundred weight, and a power
to carry two hundred, are different degrees
of the same kind.

4. We cannot conclude the want of power
from its not being exerted ; nor from the
exertion of a less degree of power, can we
conclude that there is no greater degree in

the subject. Thus, though a man on a
particular occasion said nothing, we cannot
conclude from that circumstance, that he
had not the power of speech ; nor from a
man's carrying ten pound weight, can we
conclude that he had not power to carry
twenty.

5. There are some qualities that have a
contrary, others that have not : Power is a
quality of the latter kind.

Vice is contrary to virtue, misery to

happiness, hatred to love, negation to affirm-

ation ; but there is no contrary to power.
Weakness or impotence are defects or pri-

vations of power, but not contraries to it.

[12]
If what has been said of power be easily

understood, and readily assented to, by all

who understand our language, as I believe

it is, we may from this justly conclude, That
we have a distinct notion of power, and may
reason about it with understanding, though
we can give no logical definition of it.

If power were a thing of which we have
no idea, as some philosophers have taken
much pains to prove—that is, if power were
a word without any meaning—we could
neither affirm nor deny anything concerning
it with understanding. We should have
equal reason to say that it is a substance,
as that it is a quality ; that it does not admit
of degrees as that it does. If the under-
standing immediately assents to one of these
assertions, and revolts from the contrary,
we may conclude with certainty, that we
put some meaning upon the word power—
that is, that we have some idea of it. And
it is chiefly for the sake of this conclusion,

that I have enumerated so many obvious
things concerning it.

The term active power is used, I conceive,

f 10-121



J OF THE NOTION OF ACTIVE POWER. 515

to distinguish it from speculative powers*
As all languages distinguish action from
speculation, the same distinction is applied

to the powers by which they are produced.

The powers of seeing, hearing, remembering,
distinguishing, judging, reasoning, are spe-

culative powers ; the power of executing any
work of art or labour is active power.

There are many things related to power,

in such a manner that we can have no no-

tion of them if we have none of power. [13]
The exertion of active power we call

action ;-f and, as every action produces some
change, so every change must be caused by
some exertion, or by the cessation of some
exertion of power. That which produces
a change *by the exertion of its power we
call the cause of that change ; and the
change produced, the effect of that cause.

When one being, by its active power,
produces any change upon another, the last

is said to be passive, or to be acted upon.
Thus we see that action and passion, cause
and effect, exertion and operation, have
such a relation to active power, that, if it

be understood, they are understood of con-
sequence ; but if power be a word without
any meaning, all those words which are re-

lated to it, must be words without any mean-
ing. They are, however, common words in

our language ; and equivalent words have
always been common in all languages.

It would be very strange indeed, if man-
kind had always used these words so fami-
liarly, without perceiving that they had no
meaning ; and that this discovery should
have been first made by a philosopher of

the present age.

With equal reason it might be maintain-
ed, that though there are words in all lan-

guages to express sight, and words to sig-

nify the various colours which are objects

of sight ; yet that all mankind, from the
beginning of the world, had been blind, and
never had an idea of sight or of colour. But
there are no absurdities so gross as those
which philosophers have advanced con-
cerning ideas.

CHAPTER II.

THE SAME SUBJECT

There are, I believe, no abstract no-
tions, that are to be found more early, or
more universally, in the minds of men, than
those of acting and being acted upon. Every
child that understands the distinction be-

* No: from passive Power See above, p. 51],
note t ,and below, p. 23, note * —H.

\ Also operation and energy (ivieyitot., the being in
work.) Energy is often ighbraut'y used in English
for force. In Latin, fttnetio, fanc'tio minwri.t, cor.
respond* to operation or performance ; with usfunc-
tion denotes something to be performed.— H.

[13 1.)]

tween striking and being struck, must have
the conception of action and passion. [ 14]
We find accordingly, that there is no lan-

guage so imperfect but that it has active

and passive verbs and participles ; the one
signifying some kind of action ; the other be-

ing acted upon. This distinction enters

into the original contexture of all lan-

guages.

Active verbs have a form and construc-

tion proper to themselves ; passive verbs a

different form and a different construction.

In all languages, the nominative to an ac-

tive verb is the agent ; the thing acted up-
on is put in an oblique case. In passive

verbs, the thing acted upon is the nomina-
tive, and the agent, if expressed, must be
in an oblique case ; as in this example

—

Raphael drew the Cartoons ; the Cartoons-

were drawn by Raphael.
Every distinction which we find in the

structure of all languages, must have been
familiar to those who framed the languages
at first, and to all who speak them with
understanding.

It may be objected to this argument,
taken from the structure of language, in the
use of active and passive verbs, that active

verbs are not always used to denote an ac-

tion, nor is the nominative before an ac-

tive verb, conceived in all cases to be an
agent, in the strict sense of that word ; that

there are many passive verbs which have an
active signification, and active verbs which
have a passive. From these facts, it may be
thought a just conclusion, that, in contriv-

ing the different forms of active and passive
verbs, and their different construction, men
have not been governed by a regard to any
distinction between action and passion, but
by chance, or some accidental cause. [15]

In answer to this objection, the fact on
which it is founded must be admitted ; but
I think the conclusion not justly drawn
from it, for the following reasons :

—

1. It seems contrary to reason to attri

bute to chance or accident what is subject

to rules, even though there may be excep-
tions to the rule. The exceptions may, in

such a case, be attributed to accident, but
the rule cannot. There is perhaps hardly
anything in language so general as not to

admit of exceptions. It cannot be denied
to be a general rule, that verbs and parti-

ciples have an active and a passive voice ;

and, as this is a general rule, not in one
language only, but in all the languages we
are acquainted with, it shews evidently that
men, in the earliest stages, and in all periods
of society, have distinguished action from
passion.

2. It is to be observed, that the forms of

language are often applied to purposes dif-

ferent from those for which they were ori-

ginally intended. The varieties of a Ian-

2l2
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guage, even the most perfect, can never be
made equal to all the variety of human
conceptions. The forms and modifications

of language must be confined within certain

limits, that they may not exceed the capa-
city of human memory. Therefore, in all

languages, there must be a kind of frugality

used, to make one form of expression serve

many different purposes, like Sir Hudibras'
dagger, which, though made to stab or

break a head, was put to many other uses.

Many examples might be produced of this

frugality in language. Thus, the Latins

and Greeks had five or six cases of nouns,

to express the various relations that one
thing could bear to another.* The geni-

tive case must have been at first intended

to express some one capital relation, such

as that of possession or of property ; but it

would be very difficult to enumerate all the

relations which, in the progress of language,

it was used to express. The same observ-

ation may be applied to other cases of

nouns. [1G]

The slightest similitude or analogy is

thought sufficient to justify the extension

of a form of speech beyond its proper mean-
ing, whenever the language does not afford

a more proper form. In the moods of

verbs, a few of those which occur most fre-

quently are distinguished by different forms,
and these are made to supply all the forms
that are wanting. The same observation
may be applied to what is called the voices

of verbs. An active and a passive are the
capital ones; some languages have more,
but no language so many as to answer to

all the variations of human thought. We
cannot always coin new ones, and there-

fore must use some one or other of those
that are to be found in the language,
though at first intended for another pur-
pose.

3- A third observation in answer to the
objection is, that we can point out a cause
of the frequent misapplication of active

verbs, to things which have no proper acti-

vity—a cause which extends to the greater

part of such misapplications, and which
confirms the account I have given of the

proper intention of active and passive

verbs.

As there is no principle that appears to

be more universally acknowledged by man-
kind, from the first dawn of reason, than
that every change we observe in nature
must have a cause ; so this is no sooner
perceived, than there arises in the human
mind a strong desire to know the causes of

those changes that fall within our observa-

* The Sanscrit, if I recollect, has ten. Thus, while
in Latin the relations of with,from, by, &e., are con-
fusedly denoted by one form of inflection, called the
ablative ; in Sanscrit, these different relations are
distinctly pointed out by different cases.—

H

tion. Felix qui point rerum cognoscert

cansas, is the voice of nature in all men.
Nor is there anything that more early

distinguishes the rational from the brute

creation, than this avidity to know the

causes of things, of which I see no sign in

brute-animals. [17]
It must surely be admitted, that, in those

periods wherein languages are formed, men
are but poorly furnished for carrying on
this investigation with success. We see

that the experience of thousands of years is

necessary to bring men into the right track

in this investigation, if indeed they can yet

be said to be brought into it. What innu-

merable errors rude ages must fall into

with regard to causes, from impatience to

judge, and inability to judge right, we may
conjecture from reason, and may see from
experience ; from which I think it is evi-

dent, that, supposing active verbs to have
been originally intended to express what is

properly called action, and their nomina-
tives to express the agent ; yet, in the rude
and barbarous state wherein languages are

formed, there must be innumerable misap-

plications of such verbs and nominatives,

and many things spoken of as active which
have no real activity.

To this we may add, that it is a general

prejudice of our early years, and of rude
nations, when we perceive anything to be
changed, and do not perceive any other

thing which we can believe to be the cause

of that change, to impute it to the thing

itself, and conceive it to be active and ani-

mated, so far as to have the power of pro-

ducing that change in itself. Hence, to a

child, or to a savage, all nature seems to be
animated ; the sea, the earth, the air, the

sun, moon, and stars, rivers, fountains and
groves, are conceived to be active and ani-

mated beings. As this is a sentiment

natural to man in his rude state, it has, on
that account, even in polished nations, the

verisimilitude that is required in poetical

fiction and fable, and makes personification

one of the most agreeable figures in poetry

and eloquence.

"

The origin of this prejudice probably is,

that we judge of other things by ourselves,

and therefore are disposed to ascribe to them
that life and activity which we know to be
in ourselves.

A little girl ascribes to her doll the pas-

sions and sentiments she feels in herself.

Even brutes seem to have something of this

nature. A young cat, when she sees any
brisk motion in a feather or a straw, is

prompted, by natural instinct, to hunt it as

she would hunt a mouse. [18]
Whatever be the origin of this prejudice

* See Schiller's " Die Gotter Giiechcnlands" and
Wordsworth passim. — H.

[16-18]
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in mankind, it has a powerful Influence upon
language, and leads men, in the structure

of language, to ascribe action to many things

that are merely passive ; because, when such

forms of speech were invented, those things

were really believed to be active. Thus we
say, the wind blows, the sea rages, the sun

rises and sets, bodies gravitate and move.
When experience discovers that these

things are altogether inactive, it is easy to

correct our opinion about them ; but it is

not so easy to alter the established forms
of language. The most perfect and the

most polished languages are like old furni-

ture, which is never perfectly suited to the

present taste, but retains something of the

fashion of the times when it was made.
Thus, though all men of knowledge be-

lieve that the succession of day and night

is owing to the rotation of the earth round
its axis, and not to any diurnal motion of

the heavens, yet we find ourselves under a
necessity of speaking in the old style, of

the sun's rising and going down, and coming
to the meridian. And this style is used,

not only in conversing with the vulgar, but
when men of knowledge converse with one
another. And if we should suppose the

vulgar to be at last so far enlightened as to

have the same belief with the learned, of

the cause of day and night, the same style

would still be used.

From this instance we may learn, that

the language of mankind may furnish good
evidence of opinions which have been early

and universally entertained, and that the

forms contrived forexpressing such opinions,

may remain in use after the opinions which
gave rise to them have been greatly changed.

[19]
Active verbs appear plainly to have been

first contrived to express action. They are

still in general applied to this purpose.

And though we find many instances of the

application of active verbs to things which
we now believe not to be active, this ought
to be ascribed to men's having once had
the belief that those things are active, and
perhaps, in some cases, to this, that forms
of expression are commonly extended, in

course of time, beyond their original inten-

tion, either from analogy, or because more
proper forms for the purpose are not found
in language.

Even the misapplication of this notion of

action and active power shews that there is

such a notion in the human mind, and shews
the necessity there is in philosophy of dis-

tinguishing the proper application of these

words, from the vague and improper appli-

cation of them, founded on common lan-

guage or on popular prejudice.

Another argument to shew that all men
have a notion or idea of active power is.

that there are manv operations of mindcom-
• iy, sa]

mon to all men who have reason, and neces-

sary in the ordinary conduct of life, whbh
imply a belief of active power in ourselves

and in others.

All our volitions and efforts to act, all

our deliberations, our purposesand promises,

imply a belief of active power in ourselves ;

our counsels, exhortations, and commands,
imply a belief of active power in those to

whom they are addressed.

If a man should make an effort to fly to

the moon—if he should even deliberate

about it, or resolve to do it—we should con-

clude him to be a lunatic ; and even lunacy

would not account for his conduct, unless it

made him believe the thing to be in his

power.

If a man promises to pay me a sum of

money to-morrow, without believing that it

will then be in his power, he is not an
honest man ; and, if I did not believe that

it will then be in his power, I should have
no dependence on his promise. [20]

All our power is, without doubt, derived

from the Author of our being, and, as he
gave it freely, he may take it away when he-

will. No man can be certain of the con-

tinuance of any of his powers of body or

mind for a moment; and, therefore, in

every promise, there is a condition under-

stood—to wit, if we live, if we retain that

health of body and soundness of mind which
is necessary to the performance, and if

nothing happen, in the providence of God,
which puts it out of our power. The rudest

savages are taught by nature to admit these

conditions in all promises, whether they be

expressed or not ; and no man is charged
with breach of promise, whenhe fails through
the failure of these conditions.

It is evident, therefore, that, without the

belief of some active power, no honest man
would make a promise, no wise man would
trust to a promise ; and it is no less evident

that the belief of active power, in ourselves

or in others, implies an idea or notion of

active power.
The same reasoning may be applied to

every instance wherein we give counsel to

others, wherein we persuade or command.
As long, therefore, as mankind are beings

who can deliberate and resolve and will, as

long as they can give counsel, and exhort,

and command, they must believe the exist-

ence of active power in themselves and in

others, and, therefore, must have a notion

or idea of active power.

It might farther be observed, that power
is the proper and immediate object of ambi-
tion, one of the most universal passions of

the human mind, and that which makes the

greatest figure in the history of all ages.

Whether Mr Hume, in defence of his sys-

tem, would maintain that there is no such

passion in mankind as ambition, or that
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ambition is not a vehement desire of power,

)T that men may have a vehement desire of

power, without having any idea of power, I

will not pretend to divine. [21]

I cannot help repeating my apology for

insisting so long in the refutation of so great

an absurdity. It is a capital doctrine in a

late celebrated system of human nature,

that we have no idea of power, not even in

the Deity ; that we are not able to discover

a single instance of it, either in body or

spirit, either in superior or inferior natures ;

and that we deceive ourselves when we im-

agine that we are possessed of any idea of

this kind.

To support this important doctrine, and
the outworks that are raised in its defence,

a great part of the firstvolume of the " Trea-

tise of Human Nature" is employed. That
system abounds with conclusions the most
absurd that ever were advanced by any
philosopher, deduced with great acuteness

and ingenuity from principles commonly re-

ceived by philosophers. To reject such
j

conclusions as unworthy of a hearing, would
be disrespectful to the ingenious author

;

and to refute them is difficult, and appears

ridiculous.

It is difficult, because we can hardly find

principles to reason from more evident than
those we wish to prove ; and it appears
ridiculous, because, as this author justly

observes, next to the ridicule of denying an
evident truth, is that of taking much pains

to prove it.

Protestants complain, with justice, of the

hardship put upon them by Roman Ca-
tholics, in requiring them to prove that

bread and wine is not flesh and blood. ;

They have, however, submitted to this

hardship for the sake of truth. I think it

is no less hard to be put to prove thatmien
have an idea of power.

What convinces myself that I have an
idea of power is, that I am conscious that

I know what I mean by that word, and,

while I have this consciousness, I disdain

equally to hear arguments for or against

my having such an idea. But, if we would
convince those, who, being led away by
prejudice or by authority, deny that they
have any such idea, we must condescend to

use such arguments as the subject will af-

ford, and such as we should use with a man
who should deny that mankind have any
idea of magnitude or of equality. [22]
The arguments I have adduced are taken

* The Catholics require nothing of the kind.
They admit that physically the bread and wine are
bread and wine ; and only contend that, hyperphysi-
catty, in a spiritual, mysterious, and inconceivable
sense, they are really flesh and blood. Those, there-
fore, who think of disproving the doctrine of transub-
.-tantiation, by proving that in theeucharist bread and
wine remain physically bread*and wine, ?rc guilty of
the idle sophism called mulatto elenchi.— H.

from these five topics :— 1. That there are

many tilings that we can affirm or deny con-

cerning power, with understanding. 2. That
there are, in all languages, words signifying,

not only power, but signifying many other

things that imply power, such as action

and passion, cause and effect, energy, ope-

ration, and others. 3. That, in the struc-

ture of all languages, there is an active and
passive form in verbs and participles, and a
different construction adapted to these

forms, of which diversity no account can
be given, but that it has been intended to

distinguish action from passion. 4. That
there are many operations of the human
mind familiar to every man come to the
use of reason, and necessary in the ordinary

conduct of life, which imply a conviction of

some degree of power in ourselves and in

others. 5. That the desire of power is one
of the strongest passions of human nature.

CHAPTER III.

of mr locke's account of our idka of
POWER.

This author, having refuted the Carte-
sian doctrine of innate ideas, took up, per-

haps too rashly, an opinion that all our
simple ideas are got, either by Sensation or

by Reflection—that is, by our external

senses, or by consciousness of the opera-

tions of our own minds.

Throughout the whole of his " Essay," he
shews a fatherly affection to this opinion,

and often strains very hard to reduce our
simple ideas to one of those sources, or

both. Of this several instances might be
given, in his account of our idea of substance,

of duration, of personal identity. Omitting
these as foreign to the present subject, I

shall only take notice of the account he
gives of our idea of -power. [23]
The sum of it is, that observing, by our

senses, various changes in objects, we col-

lect the possibility in one object to be chan-
ged, and in another a possibility of making
that change, and so come by that idea

which we call power.

Thus we say the fire has a power to melt
gold, and gold has power to be melted ;

the first he calls active, the second passive

power.

He thinks, however, that we have the
most distinct notion of active power, by
attending to the power which we ourselves

exert, in giving motion to our bodies when
at rest, or in directing our thoughts to this

or the other object as we will. And thie

way of forming the idea of power he attri-

butes to reflection, as he refers the former
to sensation.

On this account of the origin of our idea

[21-23"]
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of power, I would beg leave to make two
remarks, with the respect that is most justly

due to so great a philosopher and so good
a man.

1. Whereas he distinguishes power into

active and ]>assivc, I conceive passive power
is no power at all. He means by it, the

possibility of being changed. To call this

poiver, seems to be a misapplication of the
word. I do not remember to have met
with the phrase passive power in any other

good author. Mr Locke seems to have
been unlucky in inventing it ; and it de-
serves not to be retained in our language.*

[24]
Perhaps he was unwarily led into it, as

an opposite to active power. But I con-
ceive we call certain powers active, to dis-

tinguish them from other powers that are
called spec/ilitive.f As all mankind distin-

guish action from speculation, it is very
proper to distinguish the powers by which
those different operations are performed
into active and speculative. Mr Locke,
indeed, acknowledges that active power is

more properly called power ; but I see no
propriety at all in passive power ; it is a
powerless power, and a contradiction in

terms.

2. I would observe, that Mr Locke seems
to have imposed upon himself, in attempt-
ing to reconcile this account of the idea of
power to his favourite doctrine, that all our
simple ideas are ideas of sensation, or of
reflection.

There are two steps, according to his

account, which the mind takes in forming this

idea of power : first. It observes changes in

things ; and, secondly, From these changes
it infers a cause of them, and a power to

produce them.
If both these steps are operations of the

external senses, or of consciousness, then
the idea of power may be called an idea of
sensation, or of reflection. But, if either
of those steps requires the co-operation of
other powers of the mind, it will follow,

* This paragraph is erroneous in almost all its state-
ments. Locke did not invent the phrase passive
power. The distinction of Svvx/ms rod -roiCiv (S. i>sj-

yvTtxY)) potentia activa, and Swot/us toZ nutrxuv
(*. 9tt.6ws.Yi) potentia patsiva, was established, if
not invented, by Aristotle ; and, subsequently tohim,
it became one not only common but classical. So
far, therefore, is the phrase passive power from being
not to be met with in any other good author, it is
to he found in almost every metaphysical system
whatever before Locke. Reid understands by Power
merely Active Power, Efficacy, Force, Vis,- and in
this exclusive sense, Passive Power is certainly •« a
contradiction in terms." But this is not the mean-
ing attached to it by philosophers in general. The
Greek language, I may observe, affords a fine illus-
tration of the contrast and correlation of power active
and power passive in its adjectives ending in nxo;
and "«?• It has also otheis to express power in
action, and power th ,t must of necessity be exerted.

r Bee last note, and note *, at p. 515.— H.

[24, 85j

that the idea of power cannot be got by

sensation, nor by reflection, nor by both
together.* Let us, therefore, consider each
of these steps by itself.

First, We observe various changes in

things. And Mr Locke takes it for granted,

that changes in external things are observed
by our senses, and that changes in our
thoughts are observed by consciousness.

I grant that it may be said, that changes
in things are observed by our senses, when
we do not mean to exclude every other
faculty from a share in this operation. And
it would be ridiculous to censure the phrase,
when it is so used in popular discourse.

[25]
But it is necessary to Mr Locke's pur-

pose, that changes in external things should
be observed by the senses alone, excluding
every other faculty ; because every faculty

that is necessary in order to observe the
change, will claim a share in the origin of

the idea of power.
Now, it is evident, that memory is no

less necessary than the senses, in order to

our observing changes in external things,

and therefore the idea of power, derived
from the changes observed, may as justly

be ascribed to memory as to the senses.

Every change supposes two states of the
thing changed. Both these states may be
past ; one of them at least must be past

;

and one only can be present. By our senses
we may observe the present state of the
thing ; but memory must supply us with
the past ; and, unless we remember the past
state, we can perceive no change.
The same observation may be applied to

consciousness. The truth, therefore, is,

that, by the senses alone, without memory,
or by consciousness alone, without memory,
no change can be observed. Every idea,

therefore, that is derived from observing
changes in things, must have its origin,

partly from memory, and not from the
senses alone, nor from consciousness alone,
nor from both together.

+

The second step made by the mind in

forming this idea of power is this :—From
the changes observed we collect a cause of
those changes, and a power to produce
them.

Here one might ask Mr Locke, whether
it is by our senses that we draw this con-
clusion, or is it by consciousness ? Is rea-
soning the province of the senses, or is it

* Locke does not exclude the co-operation of othei
faculties. Sensation and Reflection are, in his philo-
sophy, the exclusive sources, and not the exclusive
elaboratort of our notions. The only question is, do
all our notions spring from experience ? H.

t Mr Locke did not, like Reid, contradistinguish
consciousness and memory, as two separate and spe-
cial faculties ; but memory he properly regarded as a
mere modification of consciousness. The same may
be said in regard to our reasoning po^er in whal
follows.—H.
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the province of consciousness ? If the
senses can draw one conclusion from pre-

mises, they may draw five hundred, and
demonstrate the whole elements of Euclid.

[26]
Thus, I think, it appears, that the ac-

count which Mr Locke himself gives of the
origin of our idea of power, cannot be re-

conciled to his favourite doctrine—That all

our simple ideas have their origin from
sensation or reflection ; and that, in attempt-
ing to derive the idea of power from these
two sources only, he unawares brings in our
memory, and our reasoning power, for a
share in its origin.

CHAPTER IV.

OP MR HUME'S OPINION OP THE IDEA OP
POWER.

This very ingenious author adopts the
principle of Mr Locke before mentioned

—

That all our simple ideas are derived either
from sensation or reflection. This he seems
to understand even in a stricter sense than
Mr Locke did. For he will have all our
simple ideas to be copies of preceding im-
pressions, either of our external senses or
of consciousness. " After the most accu-
rate examination," says he, " of which I

am capable, I venture to affirm, that the
rule here holds without any exception, and
that every simple idea has a simple impres-
sion which resembles it, and every simple
impresssion a correspondent idea. Every
one may satisfy himself in this point, by
running over as many as he pleases."

I observe here, by the way, that this

conclusion is formed by the author rashly
and unphilosophically. For it is a conclu-
sion that admits of no proof but by induc-
tion ; and it is upon this ground that he
himself founds it. The induction cannot
be perfect till every simple idea that can
enter into the human mind be examined,
and be shewn to be copied from a resembling
impression of sense or of consciousness. No
man can pretend to have made this examin-
ation of all our simple ideas without ex-
ception ; and, therefore, no man can, con-
sistently with the rules of philosophising,

assure us, that this conclusion holds with-
out any exception. [27]
The aut' or professes, in his title page, to

introduce into moral subjects, the experi-
mental method of reasoning. This was a
very laudable attempt ; but he ought to

have known that it is a rule in the experi-
mental method of reasoning—That conclu-
sions established by induction ought never
to exclude exceptions, if any such should
afterwards appear from observation or ex-
periment. Sir Isaac Newton, sneaking of

|
such conclusions, says, " Et si quando in

j

experiundo postea reperiatur aliquid, quod
a parte contraria faciat ; turn demum, nou
sine istis exceptionibus affirmetur conclusio

opportebit." " But," says our author, " I
will venture to affirm that the rule here
holds without any exception."

Accordingly, throughout the whole trea-

tise, this general rule is considered as of

sufficient authority, in itself, to exclude,
even from a hearing, everything that appears
to be an exception to it. This is contrary
to the fundamental principles of the experi-
mental method of reasoning, and, therefore,

may be called rash and unphilosophical.

Having thus established this general
principle, the author does great execution
by it among our ideas. He finds, that we
have no idea of substance, material or
spiritual ; that body and mind are only cer-

tain trains of related impressions and ideas

;

that we have no idea of space or duration,

and no idea of power, active or intellectual.

[28]
Mr Locke used his principle of sensation

and reflection with greater moderation and
mercy. Being unwilling to thrust the ideas

we have mentioned into the limbo of non-
existence, he stretches sensation and reflec-

tion to the very utmost, in order to receive

these ideas within the pale; and draws
them into it, as it were, by violence.

But this author, instead of shewing them
any favour, seems fond to get rid of them.
Of the ideas mentioned, it is only that of

power that concerns our present subject.

And, with regard to this, the author boldly

affirms, " That we never have any idea of
Power ; that we deceive ourselves when we
imagine we are possessed of any idea of this

kind."

He begins with observing, " That the
terms efficacy, agency, power, force, energy,

are all nearly synonymous ; and, therefore,

it is an absurdity to employ any of them in

defining the rest. By this observation,"
says he, " we reject at once all the vulgar
definitions which philosophers have given
of power and cfficaci;."

(Surely this author was not ignorant that
there are many things of which we have a
clear and distinct conception, which are so
simple in their nature, that they cannot be
defined any other way than by synonymous
words. It is true that this is not a logical

definition ; but that there is, as he affirms,

an absurdity in using it, when no better can
be had, I cannot perceive.

He might here have applied to power and
efficacy, what he says, in another place, of

pride and humility. " The passions of

pride and humility,'''' he says, " being simple
and uniform impressions, it is impossible we
can ever give a just definition of them. As
the words are of general use, and the things
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they represent the most common of any,

every one, of himself, will be able to form a
just notion of them without danger of

mistake." [29]
lie mentions Mr Locke's account of the

idea of Power—that, observing various

changes in things, we conclude that there

must be somewhere a power capable of

producing them, and so arrive at last, by
tins reasoning, at the idea of Power and
Efficacy;

" But," says he, " to be satisfied that this

explication is more popular than philoso-

phical, we need but reflect on two very
obvious principles : first, That Reason alone
can never give rise to any original idea ;

m

and, secondly, That Reason,as distinguished

from Experience, can never make us con-

clude that a cause, or productive quality, is

tibsolute'y requisite to every beginning of
existence."^

Before we consider the two principles

which our author opposes to the popular
opinion of Mr Locke, I observe

—

First, That there are some popular opi-

nions, which, on that very account, deserve
more regard from philosophers than this

author is willing to bestow.

That things cannot begin to exist, nor
undergo any change, without a cause that

hath power to produce that change, is in-

deed so popular an opinion that, I believe,

this author is the first of mankind that ever
called it in question. It is so popular that
there is not a man of common prudence
who does not act from this opinion, and
rely upon it every day of his life. And
any man who should conduct himself by
the contrary opinion, would soon be con-
fined as insane, and continue in that state

till a sufficient cause was found for his

enlargement. [30]
Such a popular opinion as this stands

upon a higher authority than that of phi-
losophy ; and philosophy must strike sail

to it, if she would not render herself con-
temptible to every man of common under-
standing.

For though, in matters of deep specula-
tion, the multitude must be guided by phi-
losophers, yet, in things that are within the
reach of every man's understanding, and
upon which the whole conduct of human
life turns, the philosopher must follow the
multitude, or make himself perfectly ridi-

culous.

Secondly, I observe, that whether this

popular opinion be true or false, it follows,

from men's having this opinion, that they

* In other words—there are n<> native or a priori
notions in the intellect ; all are immediate or mediate
educts from experience.— H.

t In other words, that we cannot, on the Princi-
ple of Contradiction, shew, that tor everything which
begins to be, a cause inu>t have been.

[29-31]

have an idea of power. A false opinion

about power, no less than a true, implies

an idea of power ; for how can men have
any opinion, true or false, about a thing of

which they have no idea ?

The first of the very obvious principles

which the author opposes to Mr Locke's

account of the idea of power, is— that Rea-
son alone can never give rise to any original

idea.

This appears to me so far from being a

very obvious principle, that the contrary is

very obvious.

Is it not our reasoning faculty that gives

rise to the idea of reasoning itself ?* As
our idea of sight takes its rise from our be-

ing endowed with that faculty, so does our
idea of reasoning. Do not the ideas of

demonstration, of probability, our ideas of

a syllogism, of major, minor and conclu-

sion, of an enthymeme, dilemma, sorites,

and all the various modes of reasoning, take
their rise from the faculty of reason ? Or
is it possible that a being, not endowed with
the faculty of reasoning, should have these

ideas ? This principle, therefore, is so far

from being obviously true, that it appears
to be obviously false. [31]
The second obvious principle is, That

Reason, as d stinguishd from Experience,
can never make us conclude, that a cause, or

productive quality, is absolutely requisite to

every beginning of existence.

In some " Essays on the Intellectual

Powers of Man," I had occasion to treat

of this principle,—That every change in

nature must have a cause ; and, to pre-
vent repetition, I beg leave to refer the
reader to what is said upon this subject,

Essay vi. Chap. 6. I endeavoured to

shew that it is a first principle, evident
to all men come to years of understand-
ing. Besides its having been universally

received, without the least doubt, from
the beginning of the world, it has this

sure mark of a first principle, that the
belief of it is absolutely necessary in the
ordinary affairs of life, and, without it,

no man could act with common prudence,
or avoid the imputation of insanity. Yet
a philosopher, who acted upon the firm

belief of it every day of his life, thinks fit,

in his closet, to call it in question.

He insinuates here that we may know
it from experience. [?] I endeavoured to

shew, that we do not learn it from expe-
rience, for two reasons.

First—Because it is a necessary truth,

and has always been received as a necessary
truth. Experience gives no information oj

what is necessary, or of what must be.\

We may know from experience, what is,

* Mr Hume says, " reason alone."-- H.
t See above, pp. 3*2 J, a ; 45a, b ; 460, a ; aad notes*.

See also note T.— H.
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or what was, and from that may proba-

bly conclude what shall be in like circum-

stances ; but, with regard to what must
necessarily be, experience is perfectly silent.

Thus we know, by unvaried experience,

from the beginning of the world, that the

sun and stars rise in the east and set in

the west. But no man believes, that it

could not possibly have been otherwise,

or that it did not depend upon the will

and power of Him who made the world,

whether the earth should revolve to the

east or to the west. [32]
In like manner, if we had experience,

ever so constant, that every change in na-

ture we have observed, actually had a cause

this might afford ground to believe, that,

for the future, it shall be so ; but no ground
at all to believe that it must be so, and
cannot be otherwise.

Another reason to shew that this princi-

ple fe not learned from experience is

—

That
experience does not shew us a cause of one

in a hundred of those changes which we
observe, and therefore can never teach us

that there must be a cause of all-

Of all the paradoxes this author has ad-

vanced, there is not one more shocking to

the human understanding than this, That
things may begin to exist without a cause. *

This would put an end to all speculation,

as well as to all the business of life. The
employment of speculative men, since the

beginning of the world, has been to inves-

tigate the causes of things. What pity is

it, they never thought of putting the pre-

vious question, Whether things have a
cause or not ? This question has at last

been started ; and what is there so ridi-

culous as not to be maintained by some phi-

losopher ?

Enough has been said upon it, and more,
I think, than it deserves. But, being about
to treat of tke active powers of the human
mind, I thought it improper to take no no-
tice of what has been said by so celebrated

a Philosopher, to shew that there is not, in

the human mind, any idea of power.+ [33 ]

CHAPTER V.

WHETHER BEINGS THAT HAVE NO WILL
NOR UNDERSTANDING MAY HAVE ACTIVE
POWER.

That active power is an attribute, which
cannot exist but in some being possessed of

that power, and the subject of that attri-

bute, I take for granted as a self-evident

truth. Whether there can be active power

* This is not Hume's assertion ; but that, on the
psychological doctrine generally admitted, we haye no
valid assurance that they may not.-— H.

On Brown's criticUm of Keid, see Note Q.-H.

in a subject which has no thought, no un-
derstanding, no will, is not so evident.

The ambiguity of the words jxwer, cause,

agent, and of all the words related to these,

tends to perplex this question. The weak-
ness of human understanding, which gives

us only an indirect and relative conception of

power, contributes to darken our reasoning,

and should make us cautious and modest in

our determinations.

We can derive little light in this matter
from the events which we observe in the
course of nature. We perceive changes
innumerable in things without us. We
know that those changes must be produced
by the active power of some agent ; but we
neither perceive the agent nor the power,
but the change only. Whether the things
be active, or merely passive, is not easily dis-

covered. And though it may be an object
of curiosity to the speculative few, it does
not greatly concern the many.
To know the event and the circumstances

that attended it, and to know in what cir-

cumstances like events may be expected,
may be of consequence in the conduct of

life ; but to know the real efficient, whether
it be matter or mind, whether of a supe-
rior or inferior order, concerns us little.

[34]
Thus it is with regard to all the effects

we ascribe to nature.

Nature is the name we give to the effi-

cient cause of innumerable effects which
fall daily under our observation. But, if it

be asked what nature is—whether the first

universal cause or a subordinate one, whe-
ther one or many, whether intelligent or

unintelligent—upon these points we find

various conjectures and theories, but no
solid ground upon which we can rest. And
I apprehend the wisest men are they who
are sensible that they know nothing of the

matter.

From the course of events in the natural

world, we have sufficient reason to conclude
the existence of an eternal intelligent First

Cause. But whether He acts immediately
in the production of those events, or by
subordinate intelligent agents, or by in-

struments that are unintelligent, and what
the number, the nature, and the different

offices, of those agents or instruments may
be—these I apprehend to be mysteries
placed beyond the limits of human know-
ledge. We see an established order in the

succession of natural events, but we se^

not the bond that connects them together.

Since we derive so little light, with re-

gard to efficient causes and their active

power, from attention to the natural world,

let us next attend to the moral, I mean to

human actions and conduct.

Mr Locke observes very justly, "That,
from the observation of the operation of

[32-31
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bodies by our senses, we have but a very im-

perfect obscure idea of active power, since

they afford us not any idea in themselves

of the power to begin any action, either of

motion or thought." He adds, " That we

find in ourselves a power to begin or for-

bear, continue or end, several actions of

our minds and motions of our bodies, barely

by a thought or preference of the mind, or-

dering, or, as it were, commanding the do-

ing or not doing such a particular action.

This power which the mind has thus to

order the consideration of any idea, or the

forbearing to consider it, or to prefer the

motion of any part of the body to its rest,

and vice versa, in any particular instance,

is that which we call the will. The actual

exercise of that power, by directing any

particular action, or its forbearance, is that

which we call volition or willing." [35]

According to Mr Locke, therefore, the

only clear notion or idea we have of active

power, is taken from the power which we

find in ourselves to give certain motions to

our bodies, or a certain direction to our

thoughts ; and this power in ourselves can

be brought into action only by willing or

volition.

From this, I think, it follows, that, if we

had not will, and that degree of understand-

ing which will necessarily implies, we could

exert no active power, and, consequently,

could have none ; for power that cannot be

exerted is no power. It follows, also, that

the active power, of which only we can

have any distinct conception, can be only in

beings that have understanding and will.

Power to produce any effect, implies

power not to produce it. We can conceive

no way in which power may be determined

to one of these rather than the other, in a

being that has no will.

Whatever is the effect of active power,

must be something that is contingent. Con-

tingent existence is that which depended

upon the power and will of its cause. Op-
posed to this, is necessary existence, which

we ascribe to the Supreme Being, because

his existence is not owing to the power of

any being. The same distinction there is be-

tween contingent and necessary truth. [36]

That the planets of our system go round

the sun from west to east, is a contingent

truth ; because it depended upon the power

and will of Him who made the planetary

system, and gave motion to it. That a

circle and a right line can cut one another

only in two points, is a truth which depends

upon no power nor will, and, therefore, is

called necessary and immutable. Contin-

gency, therefore, has a relation to active

power, as all active power is exerted in con-

tingent events, and as such events can

have no existence but by the exertion of

active power.

[35-3?]

When 1 observe ft plant growing from

its seed to maturity, I know that there must

be a cause that has power to produce this

effect. But I see neither the cause nor the

manner of its operation.

But, in certain motions of my body and

directions o! my thought, I know not only

that there must be a cause that has power

to produce these effects, but that I am that

cause; and I am conscious of what I do

in order to the production of them.

From the consciousness of our own acti-

vity, seems to be derived not only the

clearest, but the only conception we can

form of activity, or the exertion of active

power.

"

As I am unable to form a notion of any

intellectual power different in kind from

those I possess, the same holds with respect

to active power. If all men had been blind,

we should have had no conception of the

power of seeing, nor any name for it in

language. If man had not the powers of

abstraction and reasoning,we could not have

had any conception of these operations. In

like manner, if he had not some degree of

active power, and if he were not conscious

of the exertion of it in his voluntary actions,

it is probable he could have no conception

of activity, or of active power. [37]

A train of events following one another

ever so regularly, could never lead us to

the notion of a cause, if we had not, from

our constitution, a conviction of the neces-

sity of a cause to every event.

And of the manner in which a cause may
exert its active power, we can have no con-

ception, but from consciousness of the

manner in which our own active power is

exerted.

With regard to the operations of nature,

it is sufficient for us to know, that, what-

ever the agents may be, whatever the man-

ner of their operation or the extent of their

power, they depend upon the First Cause,

and are under his control ; and this indeed

is all that we know ; beyond this we are

left in darkness. But, in what regards

human actions, we have a more immediate

concern.

It is of the highest importance to us, as

moral and accountable creatures, to know

what actions are in our own power, because

it is for these only that we can be account-

able to our Maker, or to our fellow-men in

society ; by these only we can merit praise

or blame ; in these only all our prudence,

wisdom, and virtue must be employed ; and.

therefore, with regard to them, the wise

Author of nature has not left us in the

dark. _
* From this consciousness, many philosophers have,

after Locke, endeavoured to deduce our whole notion

of Causality. The ab est dcvclopeineut of this theory

is that of M. Maine <lc Hiran ; the ablest refutation

of it that of his frh m! and editor, M. (.'• usm.—H.
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Every man is led by nature to attribute

to himself the free determinations of his

own will, and to believe those events to be
in his power which depend upon his will.

On the other hand, it is self-evident, that
nothing is in our power that is not subject
to our will.

We grow from childhood to manhood,
we digest our food, our blood circulates, our
heart and arteries beat, we are sometimes
sick and sometimes in health ; all these
things must be done by the power of some
agent ; but they are not done by our power.
How do we know this ? Because they are
not subject to our will. This is the infal-

lible criterion by which we distinguish what
is our doing from what is not ; what is in

our power from what is not. [38]
Human power, therefore, can only be

exerted by will, and we are unable to con-
ceive any active power to be exerted with-
out will. Every man knows infallibly that
what is done by his conscious will and in-

tention, is to be imputed to him, as the
agent or cause ; and that whatever is done
without his will and intention, cannot be
imputed to him with truth.

We judge of the actions and conduct of
other men by the same rule as we judge of
our own. In morals, it is self-evident that
no man can be the object either of approba-
tion or of blame for what he did not. But
how shall we know whether it is his doing
or not ? If the action depended upon his
will, and if he intended and willed it, it is

his action in the judgment of all mankind.
But if it was done without his knowledge,
or without his will and intention, it is as
certain that he did it not, and that it ought
not to be imputed to him as the agent.
When there is any doubt to whom a par-

ticular action ought to be imputed, the
doubt arises only from our ignorance of
facts ; when the facts relating to it are
known, no man of understanding has any
doubt to whom the action ought to be im-
puted.

The general rules of imputation are self-

evident. They have been the same in all

ages, and among all civilized nations. No
man blames another for being black or fair,

for having a fever or the falling sickness
;

because these things are believed not to be
in his power ; and they are believed not to

be in his power, because they depend not
upon his will. We can never conceive that
a man's duty goes beyond his power, or that
his power goes beyond what depends upon
his will. [39]

Reason leads us to ascribe unlimited
power to the Supreme Being. But what
do we mean by unlimited power ? It is

power to do whatsoever he wills. To sup-
pose him to do what he does not will to do, i

»s absurd.

The only distinct conception I can form
of active power is,, that it is an attribute in

a being by which he can do certain things
if he wills. This, after all, is only a rela-

tive conception It is relative to the effect,

and to the will of producing it. Takeaway
these, and the conception vanishes. They
are the handles by which the mind takes
hold of it. When they are taken away, our
hold is gone. The same is the case with
regard to other relative conceptions. Thus
velocity is a real state of a body, about whicli

philosophers reason with the force of de-
monstration; but our conception of it is

relative to space and time. What is velo-

city in a body ? It is a state in which it

passes through a certain space in a certain
time. Space and time are very different

from velocity ; but we cannot conceive it

lut by its relation to them. The effect

produced, and the will to produce it, are
things different from active power, but we
can have no conception of it, but by its re-

lation to them.
Whether the conception of an efficient

cause, and of real activity, could ever have
entered into the mind of man, if we had
not had the experience of activity in our-
selves, I am not able to determine with cer-

tainty. The origin of many of our concep-
tions, and even of many of our judgments,
is not so easily traced as philosophers have
generally conceived. No man can recol-

lect the time when he first got the concep-
tion of an efficient cause, or the time when
he first got the belief that an efficient cause
is necessary to every change in nature. [40]
The conception of an efficient cause may
very probably be derived from the expe-
rience we have had in very early life of our
own power to produce certain effects. But
the belief, that no event can happen without
an efficient cause, cannot be derived from
experience. We may learn from experience
what is, or what was, but no experience
can teach us what necessarily must be.*

In like manner, we probably derive the
conception of pain from the experience we
have had of it in ourselves ; but our belief

that pain can only exist in a being that hath
life, cannot be got by experience, because
it is a necessary truth ; and no necessary
truth can have its attestation from expe-
rience.

If it be so that the conception of an effi-

cient cause enters into the mind, only from
the early conviction we have that we are
the efficients of our own voluntary actions,

(which I think is most probable,) the notion
of efficiency will be reduced to this, That
it is a relation between the cause and the
effect, similar to that which is between us
and our voluntary actions. This is surely

* See above, pp. 323, a; 455, b; 4 CO, a; 52), b; and
notes. See also Note T.—H.

[38-40]
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the most distinct notion, and, I think,

the only notion we can form of real effi-

ciency.

Now it is evident, that, to constitute the

relation between me and my action, my con-

ception of the action, and will to do it, are

essential. For what I never conceived nor
willed, I never did.

If any man, therefore, affirms, that a
being maybe the efficient cause of an action,

and have power to produce it, which that

being can neither conceive nor will, he
speaks a language which I do not under-
stand. If he has a meaning, his notion of

power and efficiency must be essentially

different from mine ; and, until he < conveys
his notion of efficiency to my understand-
ing, I can no more assent to his opinion
than if he should affirm that a being with-

out life may feel pain. [41]
It seems, therefore, to me most probable,

that such beings only as have some degree
of understanding and will, can possess ac-

tive power ; and that inanimate beings must
be merely passive, and have no real activity.

Nothing we perceive without us affords any
good ground for ascribing active power to

any inanimate being ; and everything we
can discover in our own constitution, leads

us to think that active power cannot be ex-

erted without will and intelligence.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE EFFICIENT CAUSES OF THE PHENO-
MENA OF NATURE.

If active power, in its proper meaning,
requires a subject endowed with will and in-

telligence, what shall we say of those active

powers which philosophers teach us to

ascribe to matter—the powers of corpuscu-
lar attraction, magnetism, electricity, gra-
vitation, and others ? Is it not universally

allowed, that heavy bodies descend to the
earth by the power of gravity ; that, by the
same power, the moon, and all the planets
and comets, are retained in their orbits ?

Have the most eminent natural philosophers
been imposing upon us, and giving us words
instead of real causes ?

In answer to this, I apprehend, that the
principles of natural philosophy have, in

modern times, been built upon a foundation
that cannot be shaken, and that they can be
called in question only by those who do not
understand the evidenceon which they stand.
But the ambiguity of the words cau.se,

agency, active power, and the other words
related to these, has led many to understand
them, when used in natural philosophy, in

a wrong sense, and in a sense which is

neither necessary for establishing the true
principles of natural philosophy, nor was
[4.1-4.3]

ever meant by the most enlightened in that

science. [42]
To be convinced of this, we may observe

that those very philosophers who attribute

to matter the power of gravitation, and
other active powers, teach us, at the same
time, that matter is a substance altogether

inert, and merely passive ; that gravitation,

and the other attractive or repulsive powers
which they ascribe to it, are not inherent
in its nature, but impressed upon it by
some external cause, which tliey do not pre-

tend to know or to explain. Now, when
we find wise men ascribing action and active

power to a substance which they expressly
teach us to consider as merely passive and
acted upon by some unknown cause, we
must conclude that the action and active
power ascribed to it are not to be understood
strictly, but in some popular sense.

It ought likewise to be observed, that
although philosophers, for the sake of being
understood, must speak the language of the
vulgar—as when they say, the sun rises and
sets, and goes through all the signs of the
zodiac—yet they often think differently from
the vulgar. Let us hear what the greatest
of natural philosophers says, in the eighth
definition prefixed to his " Principia :"

" Vocesautem attractions, impulsus, vel pro-
pensionis cujuscunque in centrum, indiffer-

enter et pro se mutuo promiscue usurpo ;

has voces non physice sed mathematice con-
siderando. Unde caveat lector, ne per
hujus modi voces cogitet me speciem vel
modum actionis, causamve aut rationem
physicam, alicubi definire ; vel centris (quae
sunt puncta mathematica) vires vere et

physice tribuere, si forte centra trahere,

aut vires centrorum esse, dixero."

In all languages, action is attributed to

many things which all men of common un-
derstanding believe to be merely passive.

Thus, we say the wind blows, the rivers

flow, the sea rages, the fire burns, bodies
move, and impel other bodies. [43]

Every object which undergoesany change
must be either active or passive in that

change. This is self-evident to all men
from the first dawn of reason ; and, there-
fore, the change is always expressed in

language, either by an active or a passive
verb. Nor do I know any verb, expressive
of a change, which does not imply either
action or passion. The thing either changes,
or it is changed. But it is remarkable in

language, that when an external cause of

the change is not obvious, the change is

always imputed to the thing changed, as if

it were animated, and had active power to

produce the change in itself. So we say,

the moon changes, the sun rises and goes
down.

Thus active verbs are very often applied,

and active power imputed to things, which
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a little advance in knowledge and experience

teaches us to be merely passive. This

property, common to all languages, I en-

deavoured to account for in the secoud

chapter of this Essay, to which the reader

is referred.

A like irregularity may be observed in

the use of the word signifying cause, in all

languages, and of the words related to it.

Our knowledge of causes is very scanty

in the most advanced state of society, much
more is it so in that early period in which
language is formed. A strong desire to

know the causes of things, is common to all

men in every state ; but the experience of

all ages shews, that this keen appetite,

rather than go empty, will feed upon the

husks of real knowledge where the fruit can-

not be found.

While we are very much in the dark with

regard to the real agents or causes which
produce the phenomena of nature, and
have, at the same time, an avidity to know
them, ingenious men frame conjectures,

which those of weaker understanding take

for truth. The fare is coarse, but appetite

makes it go down. [44]
Thus, in a very ancient system, love and

strife were made the causes of things.*

Plato made the causes of things to be mat-
ter, ideas, and an efficient architect ; Aris-

totle, matter, form, and privation ; Des
Cartes thought matter, and a certain quan-
tity of motion given it by the Almighty at

first, to be all that is necessary to make the
material world ; Leibnitz conceived the

whole universe, even the material part of it,

to be made up of monades, each of which is

active and intelligent, and produces in ite^lf,

by its own active power, all the changes it

undergoes from the beginning of its existence

to eternity.

In common language, we give the name
of a cause to a reason, a motive, an end, to

any circumstance which is connected with
the effect, and g'oes before it.

Aristotle, and the schoolmen after him,
distinguished four kinds of causes—the Ef-
ficient, the Material, the Formal, and the
Final. This, like many of Aristotle's dis-

tinctions, is only a distinction of the various
meanings of an ambiguous word ; for the
Efficient, the Matter, the Form, and the End,
have nothing common in their nature, by
which they may be accounted species of the

same genus ;-\- but the Greek word which
we translate cause, had these four different

meanings in Aristotle's days, and we have
added other meanings.J We do not indeed
call the matter or the form of a thing its

cause ; but we have final causes, instru-

* I he system of Empedocles.— H.
t They all have this in common—that each is an

Antecedent, which not being, the consequent, called
»he cf'ect, would not be.—H.
t See above, p. 75 ; below, E-say IV. cc 2, 3.— H.

mental causes, occasional causes, and I

know not how many others.

Thus the word cause has been so hack-
neyed, and made to have so many different

meanings in the writings of philosophers,

and in the discourse of the vulgar, that its

original and proper meaning is lost in the
crowd. [45]
With regard to the phsenomena of nature,

the important end of knowing their causes,

besides gratifying our curiosity, is, that we
may know when to expect them, or how to

bring them about. This is very often of

real importance in life ; and this purpose is

served by knowing what, by the course of

nature, goes before them and is connected
with them ; and this, therefore, we call the
cause of such a pheenomenon.

If a magnet be brought near to a mariner's
compass, the needle, which was before at

rest, immediately begins to move, and bends
its course towards the magnet, or perhaps
the contrary way. If an unlearned sailor

is asked the cause of this motion of the
needle, he is at no loss for an answer. He
tells you it is the magnet ; and the proof is

clear ; for, remove the magnet, and the ef-

fect ceases ; bring it near, and the effect is

again produced. It is, therefore, evident
to sense, that the magnet is the cause of

this effect.

A Cartesian philosopher enters deeper
into the cause of this pheenomenon. He
observes, that the magnet does not touch
the needle, and therefore can give it no im-
pulse. He pities the ignorance of the sailor.

The effect is produced, says he, by magne-
tic effluvia, or subtile matter, which passes
from the magnet to the needle, and forces

it from its place. He can even shew you,

;
in a figure, where these magnetic effluvia

! issue from the magnet, what round they
: take, and what way they return home again.

|

And thus he thinks he comprehends per-

fectly how, and by what cause, the motion
of the needle is produced.
A Newtonian philosopher inquires what

proof can be offered for the existence of

magnetic effluvia, and can find none. He
therefore holds it as a fiction, a hypothesis ;

and he has learned that hypotheses ought to

have no place in the philosophy of nature.
He confesses his ignorance of the real cause
of this motion, and thinks that his busi •

ness, as a philosopher, is only to find from
experiment the laws by which it is regu-
lated in all cases. [46]

These three persons differ much in their

sentiments with regard to the real cause of

this pheenomenon ; and the man who knows
most is he who is sensible that he knows
nothing of the matter. Yet all the three

speak the same language, and acknowledge
that the cause of this motion is the attract-

ive or repulsive power of the magnet.

['44-46
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What has been said of this, may be ap-

plied to every phenomenon that falls with-

in the compass of natural philosophy. We
deceive ourselves if we conceive that we
can point out the real efficient cause of any

?ne of them.

The grandest discovery ever made in na-

-ural philosophy, was that of the law of

gravitation, which opens such a view of our

planetary system that it looks like some-

thing divine. But the author of this disco-

very was perfectly aware, that he discovered

no real cause, but only the law or rule,

according to which the unknown cause ope-

rates.

Natural philosophers, who think accu-

rately, have a precise meaning to the terms

they use in the science ; and, when they

pretend to shew the cause of any phaenome-
non of nature, they mean by the cause, a

law of nature of which that phaenomenon
is a necessary consequence.

The whole object of natural philosophy,

as Newton expressly teaches, is reducible

to these two heads : first, by just induction

from experiment and observation, to disco-

ver the laws of nature ; and then, to apply

those laws to the solution of the phaenome-
na of nature. This was all that this great

philosopher attempted, and all that he
thought attainable. And this indeed he at-

tained in a great measure, with regard to

the motions of our planetary system, and
with regard to the rays of light. [47]

But supposing that all the phenomena
that fall within the reach of our senses, were
accounted for from general laws of nature,

justly deduced from experience—that is,

supposing natural philosophy brought to its

utmost perfection—it does not discover the

efficient cause of any one phaenomenon in

nature.

The laws of nature are the rules accord-

ing to which the effects are produced ; but
there must be a cause which operates ac-

cording to these rules. The rules of navi-

gation never navigated a ship ; the rules

of architecture never built a house.

Natural philosophers, by great attention

to the course of nature, have discovered

many of her laws, and have very happily

applied them to account for many phaeno-

mena ; but they have never discovered the
efficient cause of any one phaenomenon

;

nor do those who have distinct notions of

the principles of the science make any such
pretence.

Upon the theatre of nature we see innu-
merable effects, which require an agent
endowed with active power ; but the agent

is behind the scene. Whether it be the

Supreme Cause alone, or a subordinate

sause or causes ; and if subordinate causes

be employed by the Almighty, what their

nature, their number, and their different

[47-49]

offices may be—are things hid, for wise

reasons without doubt, from the human
eye.

It is only in human actions, that may be

imputed for praise or blame, that it is neces-

sary for us to know who is the agent ; and
in this, nature has given us all the light

that is necessary for our conduct. [48]

CHAPTER VII.

OF THE EXTENT OF HUMAN POWER-

Every thing laudable and praiseworthy
in man, must consist in the proper exercise

of that power which is given him by his

Maker. This is the talent which he is

required to occupy, and of which he must
give an account to Him who committed it

to his trust.

To some persons more power is given
than to others ; and to the same person,
more at one time and less at another. Its

existence, its extent, and its continuance,

depend solely upon the pleasure of the
Almighty ; but every man that is account-
able must have more or less of it. For, to

call a person to account, to approve or dis-

approve of his conduct, who had no power
to do good or ill, is absurd. No axiom of

Euclid appears more evident than this.

As power is a valuable gift, to under-
rate it is ingratitude to the giver ; to over-
rate it, begets pride and presumption, and
leads to unsuccessful attempts. It is there-

fore, in every man, a point of wisdom to

make a just estimate of his own power.
Quidferre recusent, quid valcant humeri.
We can only speak of the power of man

in general ; and as our notion of power is

relative to its effects, we can estimate its

extent only by the effects which it is able
to produce.

It would be wrong to estimate the extent
of human power by the effects which it has
actually produced. For every man had
power to do many things which he did not,

and not to do many things which he did

;

otherwise he could not be an object either

of approbation or of disapprobation to any
rational being. [49]
The effects of human power are either

immediate, or they are more remote.
The immediate effects, I think, are re-

ducible to two heads. We can give c rtain

motions to oar own bodies ; find we can
give a certain direction to our own thoughts.

Whatever we can do beyond this, must
be done by one of these means, or both.
We can produce no motion in any body

in the universe, but by moving first our own
body as an instrument. Nor can we pro-

duce thought in any other person, but by
thought and motion in ourselves.
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Our power to move our own body, is not

only limited in its extent, but in its nature

is subject to mechanical laws. It may be

compared to a spring endowed with the

power of contracting or expanding itself,

but which cannot contract without drawing

equally at both ends, nor expand without

pushing equally at both ends ; so that every

action of the spring is always accompanied

with an equal reaction in a contrary direc-

tion.

We can conceive a man to have power

to move his whole body in any direction,

without the aid of any other body, or a

power to move one part of his body without

the aid of any other part. But philosophy

teaches us that man has no such power.

If he carries his whole body in any di-

rection with a certain quantity of motion,

this he can do only by pushing the earth,

or some other body, with an equal quantity

of motion in the contrary direction. If he

but stretch out his arm in one direction,

the rest of his body is pushed with an equal

quantity of motion in the contrary direc-

tion. [50]
This is the case with regard to all animal

and voluntary motions, which come within

the reach of our senses. They are per-

formed by the contraction of certain mus-
cles ; and a muscle, when it is contracted,

draws equally at both ends. As to the

motions antecedent to the contraction of

the muscle, and consequent upon the voli-

tion of the animal, we know nothing, and
can say nothing about them.
We know not even how those immediate

effects of our power are produced by our
willing them. We perceive not any ne-

cessary connection between the volition and
exertion on our part, and the motion of our

body that follows them.
Anatomists inform us, that every volun-

tary motion of the body is performed by the

contraction of certain muscles, and that the

muscles are contracted by some influence

derived from the nerves. But, without

thinking in the least, either of muscles or

nerves, we will only the external effect,

and the internal machinery, without our
call, immediately produces that effect.

This is one of the wonders of our frame,

which we have reason to admire ; but to

account for it, is beyond the reach of our
understanding.

That there is an established harmony
between our willing certain motions of our
bodies, and the operation of the nerves and
muscles which produces those motions, is a
fact known by experience. This volition is

an act of the mind. But whether this act

of the mind have any physical effect upon
the nerves and muscles ; or whether it be
only an occasion of their being acted upon
by some other efficient, according to the

established laws of nature, is hid from us.

So dark is our conception of our own powei

when we trace it to its origin. [51]

We have good reason to believe, that

matter had its origin from mind, as well as

all its motions ; but how, or in what man-
ner, it is moved by mind, we know as little

as how it was created.

It is possible, therefore, for any thing we
know, that what we call the immediate ef-

fects of our power, may not be so in the

strictest sense. Between the will to pro-

duce the effect, and the production of it,

there may be agents or instruments of which

we are ignorant.

This may leave some doubt, whether we
be, in the strictest sense, the efficient cause

of the voluntary motions of our own body.

But it can produce no doubt with regard to

the moral estimation of our actions.

The man who knows that such an event

depends upon his will, and who deliberately

wills to produce it, is, in the strictest moral

sense, the cause of the event; and it is

justly imputed to him, whatever physical

causes may have concurred in its produc-

tion.

Thus, he who maliciously intends to

shoot his neighbour dead, and voluntarily

does it, is undoubtedly the cause of his

death, though he did no more to occasion

it than draw the trigger of the gun. He
neither gave to the ball its velocity, nor to

the powder its expansive force, nor to the

flint and steel the power to strike fire

;

but he knew that what he did must be fol-

lowed by the man's death, and did it with

that intention ; and therefore he is justly

chargeable with the murder. [52]

Philosophers may therefore dispute inno-

cently, whether we be the proper efficient

causes of the voluntary motions of our own
body ; or whether we be only, as Malebranche

thinks, the occasional causes. The determin-

ation of this question, if it can be deter-

mined, can have no effect on human conduct.

The other branch of what is immediately

in our power, is to give a certain direction

to our own thoughts. This, as well as the

first branch, is limited in various ways. It

is greater in some persons than in others,

and in the same person is very different,

according to the health of his body and the

state of his mind. But that men, when
free from disease of body and of mind, have a

considerable degree of power of this kind,

and that it may be greatly increased by
practice and habit, is sufficiently evident

from experience, and from the natural con-

viction of all mankind.
Were we to examine minutely into the

connection between our volitions, and the

direction of our thoughts which obeys these

volitions—were we to consider how we are

able to give attention to an object for a cer-
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tain time, and turn our attention to another

when we choose, we might perhaps find it

difficult to determine whether the mind it-

self be the sole efficient cause of the volun-

tary changes in the direction of our thoughts,

or whether it requires the aid of other effi-

cient causes.

I see no good reason why the dispute

about efficient and occasional causes, may
not be applied to the power of directing our

thoughts, as.well as to the power of moving
our bodies. In both cases, I apprehend,

the dispute is endless, and, if it could be

brought to an issue, would be fruitless.

Nothing appears more evident to our rea-

son, than that there must be an efficient

cause of every change that happens in na-

ture. But when I attempt to comprehend
the manner in which an efficient cause ope-

rates, either upon body or upon mind, there

is a darkness which my faculties are not

able to penetrate. [53]
However small the immediate effects of

human power seem to be, its more remote

effects are very considerable.

In this respect, the power of man may
be compared to the Nile, the Ganges, and
other great rivers, which make a figure up-

on the globe of the earth, and, traversing

vast regions, bring sometimes great benefit,

at other times great mischief, to many na-

tions : yet, when we trace those rivers to

their source, we find them to rise from in-

considerable fountains and rills.

The command of a mighty prince, what
is it but the sound of his breath, modified

by his organs of speech ? But it may have
great consequences : it may raise armies,

equip fleets, and spread war and desolation

over a great part of the earth.

The meanest ofmankind has considerable

power to do good, and more to hurt him-
self and others.

From this I think we may conclude, that,

although the degeneracy of mankind be
great, and justly to be lamented, yet men,
in general, are more disposed to employ
their power in doing good, than in doing

hurt, to their fellow-men. The last is much
more in their power than the first ; and, if

they were as much disposed to it, human
society could not subsist, and the species

must soon perish from the earth.

We may first consider the effects which
may be produced by human power upon
the material system.

It is confined indeed to the planet which
we inhabit ; we cannot remove to another

;

nor can we produce any change in the an-
nual or diurnal motions of our own. [54]

But, by human power, great changes may
be made upon the face of the earth ; and
those treasures of metals and minerals that

are stored up in its bowels, may be disco-

vered and brought forth.

[53-55]

The Supreme Being could, no doubt, hava
made the earth to supply the wants of man,
without any cultivation by human labour.

Many inferior animals, who neither plant,

nor sow, nor spin, are provided for by the

bounty of Heaven. But this is not the

case with man.
He has active powers and ingenuity given

him, by which he can do much for supply-

ing his wants ; and his labour is made ne-

cessary for that purpose.

His wants are more than those of any
other animal that inhabits this globe; and
his resources are proportioned to them,

and put within the sphere of his power.

The earth is left by nature in such a state

as to require cultivation for the accommo-
dation of man.

It is capable of cultivation, in most places,

to such a degree, that, by human labour,

it may afford subsistence to an hundred
times the number of men it could in its

natural state.

Every tribe of men, in every climate,

must labour for their subsistence and ac-

commodation ; and their supply is more or

less comfortable, in proportion to the labour

properly employed for that purpose.

It is evidently the intention of Nature,
that man should be laborious, and that he
should exert his powers of body and mind
for his own, and for the common, good.

And, by his power properly applied, he
may make great improvement upon the fer-

tility of the earth, and a great addition to

his own accommodation and comfortable

state. [55]
By clearing, tilling, and manuring the

ground, by planting and sowing, by build-

ing cities and harbours, draining marshes
and lakes, making rivers navigable, and
joining them by canals, by manufacturing
the rude materials which the earth, duly

cultivated, produces in abundance, by the

mutual exchange of commodities and of

labour, he may make the barren wilderness

the habitation of rich and populous states.

If we compare the city of Venice, the

province of Holland, the empire of China,
with those places of the earth which never
felt the hand of industry, we may form some
conception of the extent of human power
upon the material system, in changing the

face of the earth, and furnishing the accom-
modations of human life.

But, in order to produce those happy
changes, man himself must be improved.

His animal faculties are sufficient for the

preservation of the species ; they grow up
of themselves, like the trees of the forest,

which require only the force of nature and
the influences of Heaven.

His rational and moral faculties, like the
earth itself, are rude and barren by nature,

but capable of a high degree of culture ; and
2m
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this culture he must receive from parents,

from instructors, from those with whom he
lives in society, joined with his own in-

dustry.

If we consider the changes that may he
produced by man upon his own mind, and
upon the minds of others, they appear to be

great. [56]
Upon his own mind he may make great

improvement, in acquiring the treasures of

useful knowledge, the habits of skill in arts,

the habits of wisdom, prudence, self-com-

mand, and every other virtue. It is the

constitution of nature, that such qualities

as exalt and dignify human nature are to

be acquired by proper exertions ; and, by
a contrary conduct, such qualities as debase

it below the condition of brutes.

Even upon the minds of others, great

effects may be produced by means within

the compass of human power ; by means of

good education, of proper instruction, of

persuasion, of good example, and by the

discipline of laws and government.

That these have often had great and good
effects on the civilization and improvement
of individuals and of nations, cannot be
doubted. But what happy effects they
might have, if applied universally with the

skill and address that is within the reach
of human wisdom and power, is not easily

conceived, or to what pitch the happiness
of human society, and the improvement of

the species, might be carried.

What a noble, what a divine employment
of human power is here assigned us • How
ought it to rouse the ambition of parents,

of instructors, of lawgivers, of magistrates,

of every man in his station, to contribute

his part towards the accomplishment of so

glorious an end !

The power of man over his own and
other minds, when we trace it to its

origin, is involved in darkness, no less

than his power to move his own and other

bodies.

How far we are properly efficient eauses,

how far occasional causes, I cannot pre-

tend to determine. [57]
We know that habit produces great

changes in the mind ; but how it does so,

we know not. We know that example has
a powerful, and, in the early period of life,

almost an irresistible effect ; but we know
not how it produces this effect. The com-
munication of thought, sentiment, and pas-
sion, from one mind to another, has some-
thing in it as mysterious as the communi-
cation of motion from one body to another.
We perceive one event to follow another,

according to established laws of nature, and
we are accustomed to call the first the
cause, and the last the effect, without know-
ing what is the bond that unites them. In
order to produce a certain event, we use
means which, by laws of nature, are con-
nected with that event ; and we call our-
selves the cause of that event, though other
efficient causes may have had the chief

hand in its production.

Upon the whole, human power, in its

existence, in its extent, and in its exertions
is entirely dependent upon God, and upon
the laws of nature which he has established.

This ought to banish pride and arrogance
from the most mighty of the sons of men.
At the same time, that degree of power
which we have received from the bounty of

Heaven, is one of the noblest gifts of God
to man ; of which we ought not to be in-

sensible, that we may not be ungrateful,

and that we may be excited to make the
proper use of it.

The extent of human power is perfectly

suited to the state of man, as a state of

improvement and discipline. It is sufficient

to animate us to the noblest exertions. By
the proper exercise of this gift of God,
human nature, in individuals and in societies,

may be exalted to a high degree of dignity

and felicity, and the earth become a para-
dise. On the contrary, its perversion and
abuse is the cause of most of the evils that

afflict human life. [59]

ESSAY II.

OF THE WILL.

CHAPTER I.

OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE WILL.

Every man is conscious of a power to
determine, in things which he conceives to
depend upon his determination. To this

power we give the name of Will ; and, as it

is usual, in the operations of the mind, to

give the same name to the power and to

the act of that power, the term will is often

put to signify the act of determining, which
more properly is called volition.

Volition, therefore, signifies the act of

[56-59]
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willing and determining, and Will is put

indifferently to signify either the power of

willing or the act.

But the term will has very often, espe-

cially in the writings of philosophers, a more
extensive meaning, which we must care-

fully distinguish from that which we have
now given.

In the general division of our faculties

into Understanding and Will, our passions,

appetites, and affections are comprehended
under the will ; and so it is made to signify,

not only our determination to act or not to

act, but every motive and incitement to

action. [60]
It is this, probably, that has led some

philosophers to represent desire, aversion,

hope, fear, joy, sorrow, all our appetites,

passions, and affections, as different modi-
fications of the will,* which, I think, tends
to confound things which are very different

in their nature.

The advice given to a man, and his de-

termination consequent to that advice, are
things so different in their nature, that it

would be improper to call them modifica-

tions of one and the same thing. In like

manner, the motives to action, and the de-

termination to act or not to act, are things
that have no common nature, and, there-

fore, ought not to be confounded under one
name, or represented as different modifica-
tions of the same thing.

For this reason, in speaking of the will

in this Essay, I do not comprehend under
that term any of the incitements or motives
which may have an influence upon our de-
terminations, but solely the determination
itself, and the power to determine.
Mr Locke has considered this operation

of the mind more attentively, and dis-

tinguished it more accurately, than some
very ingenious authors who wrote after him.
He defines volition to be, " An act of the

mind knowingly exerting that dominion it

takes itself to have over any part ofthe man,
by employing it in, or withholding it from
any particular action."

It may more briefly be defined—The de-
termination of the mind to do, or not to do,

something which we conceive to be in our
power. [61]

If this were given as a strictly logical de-
finition, it would be liable to this objection,

that the determination of the mind is only
another term for volition. But it ought to

be observed, that the most simple acts of
the mind do not admit of a logical defini-

tion. The way to form a clear notion of
them is, to reflect attentively upon them as
we feel them in ourselves. Without this

reflection, no definition can give us a distinct

conception of them.

[(JO 62]

* Secfoliowing note.— H.

For this reason, rather than sift any de-

finition of the will, I shall make some ob-

servations upon it, which may lead us to re-

flect upon it, and to distinguish it from other
acts of mind, which, from the ambiguity of

words, are apt to be confounded with it.

Fust, Every act of will must have an

object. He that wills must will something
;

and that which he wills is called the object

of his volition. As a man cannot think

without thinking of something, nor remem-
ber without remembering something, bo

neither can he will without willing some-
thing. Every act of will, therefore, must
have an object ; and the person who wills

must have some conception, more or less

distinct, of what he wills.

By this, things done voluntarily are dis-

tinguished from things done merely from
instinct, or merely from habit.

A healthy child, some hours after its birth,

feels the sensation of hunger, and, if applied

to the breast, sucks and swallows its food

very perfectly. We have no reason to

think, that, before it ever sucked, it has
any conception of that complex operation,

or how it is performed. It cannot, there-

fore, with propriety, be said that it wills to

suck. [62]
Numberless instances might be given of

things done by animals without any previous

conception of what they are to do, without
the intention of doing it. They act by some
inward blind impulse, of which the efficient

cause is hid from us : and, though there is

an end evidently intended by the action,

this intention is not in the animal, but in

its Maker.
Other things are done by habit, which

cannot properly be called voluntary. We
shut our eyes several times every minute
while we are awake ; no man is conscious
of willing this every time he does it.

A second observation is, That the imme-
diate object of will must be some action of

our own.
By this, will is distinguished from two

acts of the mind, which sometimes takes its

name, and thereby are apt to be confounded
with it. These are desire and command.
The distinction between will and desire,

has been well explained by Mr Locke ; vet

many later writers have overlooked it, and
have represented desire as a modification of

will*

Desire and will agree in this, that both
must have an object, of which we must
have some conception ; and, therefore, both
must be accompanied with some degree of

understanding. But they differ in several

things.

* Rather— Will as a modification of Desire. Thii
has been done, since Heid, (to say nothing of others,)
also by L)r Thomas Brown, in whose scheme there
is thus virtually abolished all rational freedom, all

retpowibic agency, all moral distinctions.—H.

2ai2
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The object of desire may be anything

which appetite, passion, or affection leads

us to pursue ; it may be any event which
we think good for us, or for those to whom
we are well affected. I may desire meat,

or drink, or ease from pain ; but, to say

that I will meat, or will drink, or will ease

from pain, is not English. There is, there-

fore, a distinction in common language be-

tween desire and will. And the distinction

is, That what we will must be an action,

and our own action ; what we desire may
not be our own action ; it may be no
action at all. [63]
A man desires that his children may be

happy, and that they may behave well.

Their being happy is no action at all ; their

behaving well is not his action but theirs.

With regard to our own actions, we may
desire what we do not will, and will what
we do not desire; nay, what we have a
great aversion to.

A man a-thirst has a strong desire to

drink, but, for some particular reason, he
determines not to gratify his desire. A
judge, from a regard to justice, and to the

duty of his office, dooms a criminal to die,

while, from humanity or particular affec-

tion, he desires that he should live. A man,
for health, may take a nauseous draught,

for which he has no desire, but a great aver-

sion. Desire, therefore, even when its

object is some action of our own, is only an
incitement to will, but it is not volition.

The determination of the mind may be, not
to do what we desire to do. But, as desire

is often accompanied by will, we are apt to

overlook the distinction between them.
The command of a person is sometimes

called his will, sometimes his desire ; but,

when these words are used properly, they
signify three different acts of the mind.
The immediate object of will is some

action of our own ; the object ofa command
is some action of another person over
whom we claim authority; the object of

desire may be no action at all.

In giving a command, all these acts con-

cur ; and, as they go together, it is not un-
common in language to give to one the name
which properly belongs to another.

A command being a voluntary action,

there must be a will to give the command.
Some desire is commonly the motive to that

act of will, and the command is the effect

of it. [64]
Perhaps it may be thought that a com-

mand is only a desire expressed by language,

that the thing commanded should be done.

But it is not so. For a desire may be ex-

pressed by language when there is no com-
mand ; and there may possibly be a com-
mand, without any desire that the thing

commanded should be done. There have
been instances of tyrants who have laid

grievous commands upon their subjects, in

order to reap the penalty of their disobe-

dience, or to furnish a pretence for their

punishment.
We might farther observe, that a com-

mand is a social act of the mind. It can
have no existence but by a communication
of thought to some intelligent being ; and
therefore implies a belief that there is such
a being, and that we can communicate our
thoughts to him.

Desire and will are solitary acts, which
do not imply any such communication or

belief.

The immediate object of volition, there-

fore, must be some action, and our own
action.

A third observation is, That the object of

our volition must be something which we
believe to be in our power, and to depend
upon our will.

A man may desire to make a visit to the

moon, or to the planet Jupiter, but he can-
not will or determine to do it : because he
knows it is not in his power. If an insane

person should make an attempt, his insanity

must first make him believe it to be in his

power. [65]
A man in his sleep may be struck with a

palsy, which deprives him of the power of

speech ; when he awakes, he attempts to

speak, not knowing that he has lost the
power. But when he knows by experience

that the power is gone, he ceases to make
the effort.

The same man, knowing that some per-

sons have recovered the power of speech
after they had lost it by a paralytical stroke,

may now and then make an effort. In this

effort, however, there is not properly a will

to speak, but a will to try whether he can
speak or not.

In like manner, a man may exert his

strength to raise a weight which is too

heavy for him. But he always does this,

either from the belief that he can raise the
weight, or for a trial whether he can or
not. It is evident, therefore, that what we
will must be believed to be in our power,
and to depend upon our will.

The next observation is, That when we
will to do a thing immediately, the volition

is accompanied with an effort to execute
that which we willed.

If a man wills to raise a great weight
from the ground by the strength of his arm,
he makes an effort for that purpose pro-

portioned to the weight he determines to

raise. A great weight requires a great

effort ; a small weight a less effort. We
say, indeed, that to raise a very small body
requires no effort at all. But this, I appre-

hend, must be understood either as a figura-

tive way of speaking, by which things very

small are accounted as nothing; or it is

[63-65

]
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owing to our giving no attention to very

small efforts, and therefore having no name
for them. [GG]

Great efforts, whether of body or mind,

are attended with difficulty, and, when long

continued, produce lassitude, which requires

that they should be intermitted. This leads

us to reflect upon them, and to give them a
name. The name effort is commonly ap-

propriated to them; and those that are

made with ease, and leave no sensible effect,

pass without observation and without a

name, though they be of the same kind,

and differ only in degree from those to which

the name is given.

This effort we are conscious of, if we will

but give attention to it ; and there is no-

thing in which we are in a more strict sense

active.

The last observation is, That in all deter-

minations of the mind that are of any im-

portance, there must be something in the

preceding state of the mind that disposes or

inclines us to that determination.

If the mind were always in a state of

perfect indifference, without any incitement,

motive, or reason, to act, or not to act, to

act one way rather than another, our active

power, having no end to pursue, no rule to

direct its exertions, would be given in vain.

We should either be altogether inactive,

and never will to do anything, or our voli-

tions would be perfectly unmeaning and
futile, being neither wise nor foolish, vir-

tuous nor vicious.

We have reason therefore to think, that,

to every being to whom God hath given any
degree of active power, he hath also given

some principles of action, for the direction

of that power to the end for which it was
intended.

It is evident that, in the constitution of

man, there are various principles of action

suited to our state and situation- A parti-

cular consideration of these is the subject

of the next essay ; in this we are only to

consider them in general, with a view to

examine the relation they bear to volition,

and how it is influenced by them. [67]

CHAPTER II.

OP THE INFLUENCE OF INCITEMENTS AND
MOTIVES UPON THE WILL.

We come into the world ignorant of every
thing, yet we must do many things in order
to our subsistence and well-being. A new-
born child may be carried in arms, and kept
warm by his nurse ; but he must suck and
swallow his food for himself. And this must
be done before he has any conception of

sucking or swallowing, or of the manner in

which they are to be performed. He is ltd

66-68"]

by nature to do these actions without know-
ing for what end, or what he is about. This
we call instinct.

In many cases there is no time for volun-
tary determination. The motions must go
on so rapidly that the conception and voli-

tion of every movement cannot keep pace
with them. In some cases of this kind,
instinct, in others habit, comes in to our
aid.

When a man stumbles and loses his ba-
lance, the motion necessary to prevent his

fall would come too late, if it were the con-
sequence of thinking what is fit to be done,
and making a voluntary effort for that pur-
pose. He does this instinctively.

When a man beats a drum or plays a
tune, he has not time to direct every parti-

cular beat or stop by a voluntary deter-
mination ; but the habit which may be ac-
quired by exercise answers the purpose as
well.

By instinct, therefore, and by habit, we
do many things without any exercise either
of judgment or will.

In other actions the will is exerted, but
without judgment. [68]

Suppose a man to know that, in order to
live, he must eat. What shall he eat ?

How much ? And how often ? His reason
can answer none of these questions; and
therefore can give no direction how he
should determine. Here, again, nature, as
an indulgent parent, supplies the defects of

his reason ; giving him appetite, which
shews him when he is to eat, how often,
and how much ; and taste, which informs
him what he is and what he is not to eat.

And by these principles he is much better
directed than he could be without them, by
all the knowledge lie can acquire.

As the Author of nature has given us
some principles of action to supply the
defects of our knowledge, he has given
others to supply the defects of our wisdom
and virtue.

The natural desires, affections, and pas-
sions, which are common to the wise and
to the foolish, to the virtuous and to the
vicious, and even to the more sagacious
brutes, serve very often to direct the course
ofhuman actions. By these principles men
may perform the most laborious duties of
life, without any regard to duty; and do
what is proper to be done, without regard
to propriety ; like a vessel that is carried on
in her proper course by a prosperous gale,

without the skill or judgment of those that
are aboard.

Appetite, affection, or passion, give an
impulse to a certain action. In this im-
pulse there is no judgment implied. It

may be weak or strong ; we can even con-
ceive it irresistible. In the case of mad*
ness it is so- Madmen have their appe-
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tites and passions ; but they want the power
of self-government ; and therefore we do
not impute their actions to the man, but to

the disease.

In actions that proceed from appetite or

passion, we are passive in part, and only in

part active. They are therefore partly

imputed to the passion ; and if it is sup-

posed to be irresistible, we do not impute
them to the man at all. [69]
Even an American savage judges in this

manner : When in a fit of drunkenness he
Kills his friend—as soon as he comes to

himself, he is very sorry for what he has
done ; but pleads that drink, and not he,

was the cause.

We conceive brute animals to have no
superior principle to control their appetites

and passions. On this account, their ac-

tions are not subject to law. Men are in a
like state in infancy, in madness, and in

the delirium of a fever. They have appe-
tites and passions, but they want that which
makes them moral agents, accountable for

their conduct, and objects of moral appro-
bation or of blame.

In some cases, a stronger impulse of ap-
petite or passion may oppose a weaker.
Here also there may be determination and
action without judgment.

Suppose a soldier ordered to mount a
breach, and certain of present death if he
retreats, this man needs not courage to go
on—fear is sufficient. The certainty of pre-

sent death if he retreats, is an overbalance
to the probability of being killed if he goes
on. The man is pushed by contrary forces,

and it requires neither judgment nor ex-
ertion to yield to the strongest

A hungry dog acts by the same principle,

if meat is set before him with a threatening
to beat him if he touch it. Hunger pushes
him forward, fear pushes him back with
more force, and the strongest force prevails.

Thus we see, that, in many even of our
voluntary actions, we may act from the
impulse of appetite, affection, or passion,

without any exercise of judgment, and
much in the same manner as brute animals
seem to act. [70]

Sometimes, however, there is a calm in

the mind from the gales of passion or ap-
petite, and the man is left to work his way,
in the voyage of life, without those im-
pulses which they give. Then he calmly
weighs goods and evils, which are at too
great a distance to excite any passion. He
judges what is best upon the whole, without
ieeling any bias drawing him to one side.

He judges for himself as he would do for

another in his situation ; and the determin-
ation is wholly imputable to the man, and
not in any degree to his passion.

Every man come to years of understand-
ing, who has given any attention to his own

conduct, and to that of others, has, in his

mind, a scale or measure of goods and evils,

more or less exact. He makes an estimate
of the value of health, of reputation, of

riches, of pleasure, of virtue, of self-appro-

bation, and of the approbation of his Maker.
These things, and their contraries, have a
comparative importance in his cool and de-

liberate judgment.
When a man considers whether health

ought to be preferred to bodily strength,

fame to riches ; whether a good conscience
and the approbation of his Maker, to every-
thing that can come in competition with it

;

this appears to me to be an exercise of

judgment, and not any impulse of passion
or appetite.

Everything worthy of pursuit, must be
so, either intrinsically, and upon its own ac-
count, or as the means of procuring some-
thing that is intrinsically valuable. That
it is by judgment that we discern the fitness

of means for attaining an end, is self-evi-

dent ; and in this, I think, all philosophers

agree. But that it is the office of judgment
to appreciate the value of an end, or the
preference due to one end above another, is

not granted by some philosophers. [71]
In determining what is good or ill, and,

of different goods, which is best, they think
we must be guided, not by judgment, but
by some natural or acquired taste, which
makes us relish one thing and dislike an-
other.

Thus, if one man prefers cheese to lob-

sters, another lobsters to cheese, it is

vain, say they, to apply judgment to deter-

mine which is right. In like manner, if

one man prefers pleasure to virtue, another
virtue to pleasure, this is a matter of taste,

judgment has nothing to do in it. This
seems to be the opinion of some philoso-

phers.

I cannot help being of a contrary opin-

ion. I think we may form a judgment,
both in the question about .cheese and lob-

sters, and in the more important question

about pleasure and virtue.

When one man feels a more agreeable
relish in cheese, another in lobsters, this, I

grant, requires no judgment ; it depends
only upon the constitution of the palate.

But, if we would determine which of the
two has the best taste, I think the question
must be determined by judgment ; and that,

with a small share of this faculty, we may
give a very certain determination—to v»t,

that the two tastes are equally good, and
that both of the parties do equally well, in

preferring what suits their palate and their

stomach.

Nay, I apprehend, that the two persons
who differ in their tastes will, notwithstand-
ing that difference, agree perfectly in their

judgment, that both tastes are upon a foot-

[69-71]
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ing of equality, and that neither has a j ust

claim to preference. [72]

Thus it appears, that, in this instance,

the office of taste is very different from that

of judgment; and that men, who differ

most in taste, may agree perfectly in their

judgment, even with respect to the tastes

wherein they differ.

To make the other case parallel with this,

it must be supposed that the man of plea-

sure and the man of virtue agree in their

judgment, and that neither sees any reason

to prefer the one course of life to the

other.

If this be supposed, I shall grant that

neither of these persons has reason to con-

demn the other. Each chooses according

to his taste, in matters which his best judg-

ment determines to be perfectly indiffer-

ent.

But it is to be observed, that this suppo-

sition cannot have place, when we speak of

men, or indeed of moral agents. The man
who is incapable of perceiving the obliga-

tion of virtue when he uses his best judg-

ment, is a man in name, but not in reality.

He is incapable either of virtue or vice,

and is not a moral agent.

Even the man of pleasure, when his judg-

ment is unbiassed, sees that there are cer-

tain things which a man ought not to do,

though he should have a taste for them. If

a thief breaks into his house and carries off

his goods, he is perfectly convinced that he
did wrong, and deserves punishment, al-

though he had as strong a relish for the

goods as he himself has for the pleasures he
pursues.

It is evident that mankind, in all ages,

have conceived two parts in the human con-

stitution that may have influence upon our

voluntary actions. These we call by the

general names of passion and reason ; and
we shall find, in all languages, names that

are equivalent. [73]
Under the former, we comprehend vari-

ous principles of action, similar to those we
o! serve in brute-animals, and in men who
have not the use of reason. Appetites,

affections, passions, are the names by which
they are denominated ; and these names are

not so accurately distinguished in common
language, but that they are used somewhat
promiscuously. This, however, is common
to them all, that they draw a man toward
a certain object, without any farther view,

by a kind of violence; a violence which,
indeed, may be resisted, if the man is mas-
ter of himself, but cannot be resisted with-

out a struggle.

Cicero's phrase for expressing their in-

fluence is

—

u Honiinem hue et illuc rapiunt.

"

Dr llutchesonnsesa similar phrase—"Qui-
bus agitator mens et bruto quodam impetu
fertur." There is no exercise of reason or

rT2-74l

judgment necessary in order to feel their
influence.

With regard to this part of the human
constitution, I see no difference between
the vulgar and philosophers.

As to the other part of our constitution,

which is commonly called reason, as opposed
to passion, there have been very subtile

disputes among modern philosophers, whe-
ther it ought to be called reason, or be not
rather some internal sense or taste.

Whether it ought to be called reason, or

by what other name, I do not here inquire,

but what kind of influence it has upon our
voluntary actions.

As to this point, I think all men must
allow that this is the manly part of our con-
stitution, the other the brute part. This
operates in a calm and dispassionate man-
ner ; a manner so like to judgment or rea-
son, that even those who do not allow it to

be called by that name, endeavour to account
for its having always had the name ; be-

cause, in the manner of its operation, it has
a similitude to reason. [74]
As the similitude between this principle

and reason has led mankind to give it that

name, so the dissimilitude between it and
passion has led them to set the two in oppo-
sition. They have considered this cool

principle as having an influence upon our
actions so different from passion, that what
a man does coolly and deliberately, without
passion, is imputed solely to the man, whe-
ther it have merit or demerit ; whereas,
what he does from passion is imputed in

part to the passion. If the passion be con-
ceived to be irresistible, the action is im-
puted solely to it, and not at all to the man.
If he had power to resist, and ought to

have resisted, we blame him for not doing
his duty ; but, in proportion to the violence
of the passion, the fault is alleviated.

By this cool principle, we judge what
ends are most worthy to be pursued, how
far every appetite and passion may be in-

dulged, and when it ought to be resisted.

It directs us, not only to resist the im-
pulse of passion when it would lead us
wrong, but to avoid the occasions of inflam-
ing it ; like Cyrus, who refused to see the
beautiful captive princess. In this he acted
the part both of a wise and a good man

;

firm in the love of virtue, and, at the same
time, conscious of the weakness of human
nature, and unwilling to put it to too severe
a trial. In this case, the youth of Cyrus,
the incomparable beauty of his captive, and
every circumstance which tended to inflame
his desire, exalts the merit of his conduct
in resisting it.

It is in such actions that the superiority
of human nature appears, and the specific

difference between it and that of brutes. In
them we mayobserve one passion combating
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another, and the strongest prevailing ; but
we perceive no calm principle in their con-

stitution, that is superior to every.passion,

and able to give law to it. [75]
The difference between these two parts of

our constitution, may be farther illustrated

by an instance or two wherein passion pre-

vails.

If a man, upon great provocation, strike

another, when he ought to keep the peace,

he blames himself for what he did, and ac-

knowledges that he ought not to have
yielded to his passion. Every other per-

son agrees with his sober judgment. They
think he did wrong in yielding to his passion,

when he might and ought to have resisted

its impulse. If they thought it impossible

to bear the provocation, they would not

blame him at all ; but, believing that it was
in his power, and was his duty, they impute
to him some degree of blame, acknowledg-
ing, at the same time, that it is alleviated

in proportion to the provocation ; so that

the trespass is imputed partly to the man
and partly to the passion. But, if a man
deliberately conceives a design of mischief

against his neighbour, contrives the means,
and executes it, the action admits of no al-

leviation, it is perfectly voluntary, and .he

bears the whole guilt of the evil intended
and done.

If a man, by the agony of the rack, is

made to disclose a secret of importance with
which he is entrusted, we pityhim more than
we blame him. We consider, that such is

the weakness of human nature, that the
resolution, even of a good man, might be
overcome by such a trial. But, if he have
strength of mind, which even the agony of

the rack could not subdue, we admire; his

fortitude as truly heroical. [76]
Thus, I think, it appears that the common

sense of men (which, in matters of common
life, ought to have great authority) has led

them to distinguish two parts in the human
constitution, which have influence upon our
voluntary determinations. There is an
irrational part, common to us with brute

animals, consisting of appetites, affections,

and passions ; and there is a cool and
rational part. The first, in many cases,

gives a strong impulse, but without judg-
ment and without authority. The second
is always accompanied with authority. All

wisdom and virtue consist in following its

dictates ; all vice and folly in disobeying

them. We may resist the impulses of ap-

petite and passion, not only without regret,

but with self-applause and triumph ; but
the calls of reason and duty can never be
resisted without remorseand self-condemna-
tion.

The ancient philosophers agreed with the
vulgar, in making this distinction of the
principles of action. The irrational part,

the Greeks called tgpfc Cicero calls it ap-

petitus, taking that word in an extensive

tense, so as to include every propensity to

action which is not grounded on judg-

ment.
The other principle the Greeks called *ovs

[and *<y«5-] ; Plato calls it the vytptuxo*. or

leading principle. " Duplex enim. est vis

animorum atque natural says Cicero, " una
pars in appetitu posita - est, qua est iy**

Greece, qnte hominem hue et illuc rajiit

;

altera in ratione, guce docet, et explanat,

quid faciendum fugiendumve sit ; itafit, nt

ratio prcesit, appetitus obtemper et."—[De
Off. L. I. c. 28.]

The reason of explaining this distinction

here is, that these two principles influence

the will in different ways. Their influence

differs, not in degree only, but in kind.

This difference we feel, though it may be

difficult to find words to express it. We
may, perhaps, more easily form a notion of

it by a similitude. [77]
It is one thing to push a man from one

part of the room to another ; it is a thing

of a very different nature to use arguments
to persuade him to leave his place and go to

another. He may yield to the force which
pushes him, without any exercise of his

rational faculties ; nay, he must yield to it,

if he do not oppose an equal or a greater

force. His liberty is impaired in some
degree ; and, if he has not power sufficient

to oppose, his liberty is quite taken away,
and the motion cannot be imputed to him
at all. The influence of appetite or passion

seems to me to be very like to this. If the

passion be supposed irresistible, we impute
the action to it solely, and not to the man.
If he had power to resist, but yields after a
struggle, we impute the action partly to the

man, and partly to the passion.

If we attend to the other case, when the

man is only urged by arguments to leave

his place, this resembles the operation of

the cool or rational principle. It is evident

that, whether he yields to the arguments or

not, the determination is wholly his own
act, and is entirely to be imputed to him.

Arguments, whatever be the degree of their

strength, diminish not a man's liberty

;

they may produce a cool conviction of what
we ought to do, and they can do no more.
But appetite and passion give an impulse to

act, and impair liberty, in proportion to their

strength.

With most men, the impulse of passion

is more effectual than bare conviction ; and,

on this account, orators, who would per-

suade, find it neoessary to address the pas-

sions, as well as to convince the understand-

ing ; and, in all systems of rhetoric, these

two have been considered as different in-

tentions of the orator, and to be accomplished

by different means. [78]

[75-78]
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CHAPTER III.

OF OPERATIONS OF MIND WHICH MAY BE
CALLED VOLUNTARY.

The faculties of Understanding and Will,

are easily distinguished in thought, but very

rarely, if ever, disjoined in operation.

In most, perhaps in all the operations of

mind for which we have names in language,

both faculties are employed, and we are

both intellective and active.

Whether it be possible that intelligence

may exist without some degree of activity,

or impossible, is, perhaps, beyond the reach

of our faculties to determine ; but, I appre-

hend, that, in fact, they are always con-

joined in the operations of our minds.

It is probable, I think, that there is some
degree of activity in those operations which

we refer to the understanding ; accordingly,

they have always, and in all languages,

been expressed by active verbs ; as, I see,

J hear, I remember, I apprehend, I judge,

I reason. And it is certain that every act

of will must be accompanied by some oper-

ation of the understanding; for he that

wills must apprehend what he wills, and
apprehension belongs to the understanding.

The operations I am to consider in this

chapter, I think, have commonly been re-

ferred to the understanding ; but we shall

find that the will has so great a share in

them, that they may, with propriety, be
called voluntary. They are these three,

Attention, Deliberation, and Fixed Purpose,

or Resolution. [79]
1. Attention may be given to any object,

either of sense or of intellect, in order to

form a distinct notion of it, or to discover

its nature, its attributes, or its relations.

And so great is the effect of attention, that,

without it, it is impossible to acquire or

retain a distinct notion of any object of

thought.

If a man hear a discourse without atten-

tion, what does he carry away with him ?

If he see St Peter's or the Vatican without

attention, what account can he give of it ?

While two persons are engaged in interest-

ing discourse, the clock strikes within their

hearing, to which they give no attention

—

what is the consequence ? The next
minute they know not whether the clock

struck or not. Yet their ears were not

shut. The usual impression was made
upon the organ of hearing, and upon the

auditory nerve and brain ; but from inat-

tention the sound either was not perceived,

or passed in the twinkling of an eye, with-

out leaving the least vestige in the memory.
A man sees not what is before his eyes

when his mind is occupied about another

object. In the tumult of a battle a man
[79-81]

may be shot through the body without
knowing anything of the matter, till he dis-

cover it by the loss of blood or of strength.

The most acute sensation of pain may be
deadened, if the attention can be vigorously

directed to another object. A gentleman
of my acquaintance, in the agony of a fit of

the gout, used to call for the chess-board.

As he was fond of that game, he acknow-
ledged that, as the game advanced and drew
his attention, the sense of pain abated, and
the time seemed much shorter.

Archimedes, it is said, being intent upon
a mathematical proposition, when Syracuse
was taken by the Romans, knew not the

calamity of the city, till a Roman soldier

broke in upon his retirement, and gave him
a deadly wound ; on which he lamented
only that he had lost a fine demonstra-
tion. [80]

It is needless to multiply instances to

shew, that when one faculty of the mind is

intensely engaged about any object, the
other faculties are laid, as it were, fast

asleep.

It may be farther observed, that, if there

be anything that can be called genius in

matters of mere judgment and reasoning,

it seems to consist chiefly in being able to

gire that attention to the subject which
keeps it steady in the mind, till we can
survey it accurately on all sides.

There is a talent of imagination, which
bounds from earth to heaven, and from
heaven to earth in a moment. This may
be favourable to wit and imagery ; but the

powers of judging and reasoning depend
chiefly upon keeping the mind to a clear

and steady view of the subject.

Sir Isaac Newton, to one who compli-

mented him upon the force of genius which
had made such improvements in mathe-
matics and natural philosophy, is said to

have made this reply, which was both mo-
dest and judicious, That if he had made
any improvements in those sciences, it was
owing more to patient attention than to any
other talent.

Whatever be the effects which attention

may produce, (and I apprehend they are

far beyond what is commonly believed,) it

is for the most part in our power.

Every man knows that he can turn his

attention to this subject or to that, for a
longer or a shorter time, and with more or

less intenseness, as he pleases. It is a
voluntary act, and depends upon his will.

[81]
But what was before observed of the

will in general, is applicable to this parti-

cular exertion of it, That the mind is rarely

in a state of indifference, left to turn its

attention to the object which to reason ap-

pears most deserving of it. There is, for

the most part, a bias to some particular
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object, more than to any other ; and this

not from any judgment of its deserving our
attention more, but from some impulse or
propensity, grounded on nature or habit.

It is well known that things new and un-
common, things grand, and things that are

beautiful, draw our attention, not in pro-

portion to the interest we have, or think we
have in them, but an a much greater pro-

portion.

Whatever moves our passions or affec-

tions, draws our attention, very often, more
than we wish.

You desire a man not to think of an un-
fortunate event which torments him. It

admits of no remedy. The thought of it

answers no purpose but to keep the wound
bleeding. He is perfectly convinced of all

you say. He knows that he would not
feel the affliction, if he could only not think

of it ; yet he hardly thinks of anything
else. Strange ! when happiness and misery
stand before him, and depend upon his

choice, he chooses misery, and rejects hap-
piness with his eyes open

!

Yet he wishes to be happy, as all men
do. How shall we reconcile this contra-

diction between his judgment and his con-

duct ?

The account of it seems to me to be
this : The afflicting event draws his atten-

tion so strongly, by a natural and blind

force, that he either hath not the power, or

hath not the vigour of mind to resist its

impulse, though he knows that to yield to

it is misery, without any good to balance it.

182]
Acute bodily pain draws our attention,

and makes it v«ry difficult to attend to any
thing else, even when attention to the pain
serves no other purpose but to aggravate it

tenfold

The man who played a game at chess in

the agony of the goivt, to engage his atten-

tion to another object, acted the reason-

able part, and consulted his real happi-
ness ; but it required a great effort to give

that attention to his game which was ne-

cessary to produce the effect intended by
it.

Even when there is no particular object

that draws away our attention, there is a

desultoriness of thought in man, and in

some more than in others, which makes it

very difficult to give that fixed attention to

important objects which reason requires.

It appears, I think, from what has been
said, that the attention we give to objects

is for the most part voluntary ; that a great

part of wisdom and virtue consists in giving
a proper direction to our attention ; and
that, however reasonable this appears to

the judgment of every man, yet, in some
eaves, it requires an effort of self-command
uo less than the most heroic virtues.

2. Another operation that may be called

voluntary, is Deliberation about what we
are to do or to forbear.

Every man knows that it is in his power
to deliberate or not to deliberate about any
part of his conduct ; to deliberate for a
shorter or a longer time, more carelessly or

more seriously : and, when he has reason

to suspect that his affection may bias his

judgment, he may either honestly use the

best means in his power to form an impar-
tial judgment, or he may yield to-his bias,

and only seek arguments to justify what
inclination leads him to do. In all these

points, he determines, he wills the right or

the wrong. [83]
The general rules of deliberation are

perfectly evident to reason, when we con-

sider them abstractly. They are axioms in

morals.

We ought not to deliberate in cases that

are perfectly clear. No man deliberates

whether he ought to choose happiness or

misery. No honest man deliberates whether
he shall steal his neighbour's property.

When the case is not clear, when it is of

importance, and when there is time for

deliberation, we ought to deliberate with

more or less care, in proportion to the im-

portance of the action. In deliberation we
ought to weigh things in an even balance,

and to allow to every consideration the

weight which, in sober judgment, we think

it ought to have, and no more. This is to

deliberate impartially. Our deliberation

should be brought to an issue in due time,

so that we may not lose the opportunity of

acting while we deliberate.

The axioms of Euclid do not appear to

me to have a greater degree of self-evidence

than these rules of deliberation. And as

far as a man acts according to them, his

heart approves of him, and he has confi-

dence of the approbation of the Searcher of

Hearts.

But though the manner in which we
ought to deliberate be evident to reason, it

is not always easy to follow it. Our appe-
tites, our affection and passions, oppose all

deliberation, but that which is employed in

finding the means of their gratification.

Avarice may lead to deliberate upon the

ways of making money, but it does not

distinguish between the honest and the dis-

honest.

We ought surely to deliberate how far

every appetite and passion' may be in-

dulged, and what limits should be set to it.

But our appetites and passions push us on
to the attainment of their objects, in the

shortest road, and without delay. [84]
Thus it happens, that, if we yield to their

impulse, we shall often transgress those

rides of deliberation which reason approves.

In this conflict between the dictates of

[82- 8 4"
J
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reason, and the blind impulse of passion,

we most voluntarily determine. When we
take part with our reason, though in oppo-

sition to passion, we approve of our own
conduct.

What we call a fault of ignorance, is

always owing to the want of due delibera-

tion. When we do not take due pains to

be rightly informed, there is a fault, not

indeed in acting according to the light we
have, but in not using the proper means
to get light. For if we judge wrong, after

using the proper means of information,

there is no fault in acting according to that

wrong judgment ; the error is invincible.

The natural consequence of deliberation

on any part of our conduct, is a determina-

tion how we shall act ; and if it is not

brought to this issue it is lost labour.

There are two cases in which a deter-

mination may take place—when the oppor-

tunity of putting it in execution is present,

«nd when it is at a distance.

When the opportunity is present, the

determination to act is immediately fol-

lowed by the action. Thus, if a man de-

termine to rise and walk, he immediately
does it, unless he is hindered by force, or

lias lost the power of walking. And if he
sit still when he has power to walk, we
conclude infallibly that he has not deter-

mined or willed to walk immediately.

Our determination or will to act, is not

always the result of deliberation, it may be

the effect of some passion or appetite, with-

out any judgment interposed. And when
judgment is interposed, we may determine

and act either according to that judgment
or contrary to it. [85]
When a man sits down hungry to dine,

he eats from appetite, very often without

exercising his judgment at all ; nature in

vites, and he obeys the call, as the ox, or

the horse, or as an infant does.

When we converse with persons whom
we love or respect, we say and do civil

things merely from affection or from re-

spect. They flow spontaneously from the

heart, without requiring any judgment. In

such cases we act as brute-animals do, or

as children before the use of reason. We
feel an impulse in our nature, and we yield

to it

When a man eats merely from appetite,

he does not consider the pleasure of eating,

or its tendency to health. These considera-

tions are not in his thoughts. But we can
suppose a man who eats with a view to en-

joy the pleasure of eating. Such a man rea-

sons and judges. He will take care to use the

proper means of procuring an appetite. He
will be a critic in tastes, and make nice dis-

criminations. This man uses his rational

faculties even in eating. And however
contemptible this application of them may

f85-87"!

be, it is an exercise of which, I apprehend,

brute-animals are not capable.

In like manner, a man may say or do ci-

vil things to another, not from affection,

but in order to serve some end by it, or be-

cause he thinks it his duty.

To act with a view to some distant inte-

rest, or to act from a sense of duty, seems

to be proper to man as a reasonable being
;

but to act merely from passion, from appe-

tite, or from affection, is common to him
with the brute-animals. In the last case

there is no judgment required, but in the

first there is. [86]
To act against what one judges to be for

his real good, upon the whole, is folly. To
act against what he judges to be his duty,

is immorality. It cannot be denied that

there are too many instances of both in hu-

man life. Video weliora proboyue, deleriora

sequor, is neither an impossible nor an un-

frequent case.

While a man does what he really thinks

wisest and best to be done, the more his

appetites, his affections, and passions draw

him the contrary way, the more he ap-

proves of his own conduct, and the more
he is entitled to the approbation of every

rational being.

3. The third operation of mind I men-
tioned, which may be called voluntary, is,

a Fixed Purpose or Resolution with regard

to our future conduct.

This naturally takes place, when any ac-

tion, or course of action, about which we
have deliberated, is not immediately to be

executed, the occasion of acting being at

some distance.

A fixed purpose to do, some time hence,

something which we believe shall then be

in our power, is strictly and properly a de-

termination of will, no less than a deter-

mination to do it instantly. Every defini-

tion of volition agrees to if. Whether the

opportunity of doing what we have deter-

mined to do be present or at some distance,

is an accidental circumstance which does

not affect the nature of the determination,

and no good reason can be assigned why it

should not be called volition in the one case,

as well as in the other. A purpose or re-

solution, therefore, is truly and properly an

act of will.

Our purposes are of two kinds. We
may call the one particular, the other gene-

ral. By a particular purpose, I mean that

which has for its object an individual action,

limited to one time and place ; by a general

purpose, that of a course or train of action,,

intended for some general end, or regulated

by some general rule. [87]
Thus, I may purpose to go to London

next winter. When the time comes, I exe-

cute my purpose, if I continue of the same

mind ; and the purpose, when executed, is
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no more. Thus it is with every particular

purpose.

A general purpose may continue for life

;

and, after many particular actions have been
done in consequence of it, may remain and
regulate future actions.

Thus, a young man proposes to follow

the profession of law, of medicine, or of

theology. This general purpose directs the

course of his reading and study. It directs

him in the choice of his company and com-
panions, and even of his diversions. It de-

termines his travels and the place of his

abode. It has influence upon his dress and
manners, and a considerable effect in form-
ing his character.

There are other fixed purposes which
have a still greater effect in forming the

character. I mean such as regard our mo-
ral conduct.

Suppose a man to have exercised his in-

tellectual and moral faculties, so far as to

have distinct notions of justice and injus-

tice, and of the consequences of both, and,

after due deliberation, to have formed a fixed

purpose to adhere inflexibly to justice, and
never to handle the wages of iniquity.

Is not this the man whom we should call

a just man ? We consider the moral virtues

as inherent in the mind of a good man, even
when there is no opportunity of exercising

them. And what is it in the mind which
we can call the virtue of justice, when it is

not exercised ? It can be nothing but a
fixed purpose, or determination, to act ac-

cording to the rules of justice, when there is

opportunity. [88]
The Roman law defined justice, A steady

and perpetual will to give to every man kis

due. When the opportunity of doing jus-

tice is not present, this can mean nothing
else thana steady purpose, which is very pro-
perly called will. Such a purpose, if it

is steady, will infallibly produce just con-
duct ; for every known transgression of jus-

tice demonstrates.a change of purpose, at

least for that time.

What has been said of justice, may be so

easily applied, to every other moral virtue,

that it is unnecessary to give instances.

They are all fixed purposes of acting ac-
cording to a certain rule.*

* Mr Stewart, ('« Philosophy of the Active and
Moral Powers," ii. p. 446,) in adopting this doctrine
says—" Agreeably to this view of the subject, the
ancient Pythagoreans defined virtue to be 'E|/s

rou htovros, the oldest definition of virtue of which
wc have any account, and one of the most un-
exceptionable which is yet to be found in any system
ot philosophy." The definition to which Mr Stewart
refers

—

ota-^sra,. t£ts tIs tvn tco diovros—is that un-
der the name of linages. The treatise attributed
to this philosopher is, however, like the other Py.
thagorean treatises, spurious. The definition in
Tuition, «ith thewholemorai i-ys' em of its pretended
author, is an elegant epitome of Aristotle, who, on
the faith of these forgeries, has been commonly

By this, the virtues may be easily dis

tinguished, in thought at least, from natural

affections that bear the same name. Thus,
benevolence is a capital virtue, which,
though not so necessary to the being of so-

ciety, is entitled to a higher degree of appro-
bation than even justice. But there is a
natural affection of benevolence, common
to good and bad men, to the virtuous and
to the vicious. How shall these be distin-

guished ?

In practice, indeed, we cannot distinguish

them in other men, and with difficulty in

ourselves ; but, in theory, nothing is more
easy. The virtue of benevolence is a fixed

purpose or resolution to do good when we
have opportunity, from a conviction that it

is right, and is our duty. The affection of

benevolence, is a propensity to do good, from
natural constitution or habit, without regard
to rectitude or duty.

There are good tempers and bad, which
are a part of the constitution of the many
and are really involuntary, though they of-

ten lead to voluntary actions. A good na-
tural temper is not virtue, nor is a bad one
vice. Hard would it be indeed to think,

that a man should be born under a decree
of reprobation, because he has the misfor-

tune of a bad natural temper. [89]
The physiognomist saw, in the features

of Socrates, the signatures of many bad
dispositions, which that good man acknow
ledgedhe felt within him ; but the triumph
of his virtue was the greater in having con-
quered them.

In men who have no fixed rules of con-
duct, no self-government, the natural temper
is variable by numberless accidents. The
man who is full of affection and benevolence
this hour, when a cross accident happens
to ruffle him, or perhaps when an easterly

wind blows, feels a strange revolution in

his temper. The kind and benevolent
affections give place to the jealous and
malignant, which are as readily indulged in

their turn, and for the same reason, because
he feels a propensity to indulge them.
We may observe, that men who have

exercised their rational powers, are generally
governed in their opinions by fixed prin-
ciples of belief; and men who have made
the greatest advance in self-government,
are governed, in their practice, by general
fixed purposes. Without the former, there
would be no steadiness and consistence in

our belief; nor without the latter, in our
conduct.

When a man is come to years of under-
standing, from his education, from his com-
pany, or from his study, he forms to him-
selfa set ofgeneral principles, a creed, which

viewed as himself the plagiarist. Ethics, I may ob-
serve, are thus will denominated Deontology.— H.

f 88, 89
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governs his judgment in particular points

that occur.

If new evidence is laid before him which

tends to overthrow any of his received

principles, it requires in him a great degree

of candour and love of truth, to give it an
impartial examination, and to form a new
judgment. Most men, when they are fixed

in their principles, upon what they account
sufficient evidence, can hardly be drawn
into a new and serious examination ofthem.

[90]
They get a habit of believing them, which

is strengthened by repeated acts, and re-

mains immoveable, even when the evidence

upon which their belief was at first grounded,
is forgot.

It is this that makes conversions, either

from religious or political principles, so

difficult.

A mere prejudice of education sticks fast,

as a proposition of Euclid does with a man
who hath long ago forgot the proof. Both
indeed are upon a similar footing. We rest

in both, because we have long done so, and
think we received them at first upon good
evidence, though/ that evidence be quite

forgot.

When we know a man's principles, we
judge by them, rather than by the degree
of his understanding, how he will deter-

mine in any point which is connected with
them.

Thus, the judgment of most men who
judge for themselves is governed by fixed

principles ; and I apprehend that the con-
duct of most men who have any self-govern-

ment, and any consistency of conduct, is

governed by fixed purposes.

A man of breeding may, in his natural

temper, be proud, passionate, revengeful,

and in his morals a very bad man ; yet, in

good company, he can stifle every passion

that is inconsistent with good breeding, and
be humane, modest, complaisant, even to

those whom in his heart he despises or
hates. Why is this man, who can com-
mand all his passions before company, a
slave to them in private ? The reason is

plain : He has a fixed resolution to be a
man of breeding, but hath no such resolu-

tion to be a man of virtue. He hath com-
bated his most violent passions a thousand
times before he became master of them in

company. The same resolution and per-
severance would have given him the com-
mand of them when alone. [91]
A fixed resolution retains its influence

upon the conduct, even when the motives
to it are not in view, in the same manner
as a fixed principle retains its influence
upon the belief, when the evidence of it is

forgot. The former may be called a habit
of the will, the latter a habit of the under-
standing. By such habits chiefly, men are

[90-92]

governed in their opinions and in their

practice.

A man who has no general fixed pur-

poses, may be said, as Pope says of most
women, (I hope unjustly,) to have no cha-

racter at all. He will be honest or dis-

honest, benevolent or malicious, compas-
sionate or cruel, as the tide of his passions

and affections drives him. This, however,

I believe, is the case of but a few in ad-

vanced life, and these, with regard to con-

duct, the weakest and most contemptible of

the species.

A man of some constancy may change
his general purposes once or twice in life,

seldom more. From the pursuit of pleasure

in early life, he may change to that of am-
bition, and from ambition to avarice. But
every man who uses his reason in the con-

duct of life, wi'.l have some end, to which
he gives a preference above all others. To
this he steers his course ; his projects and
his actions will be regulated by it. With-
out this, there would be no consistency in his

conduct. He would be like a ship in the

ocean, which is bound to no port, under no
government, but left to the nlercy of winds
and tides.

We observed before, that there are moral

rules respecting the attention we ought to

give to objects, and respecting our delibe-

rations, which are no less evident than

mathematical axioms. The same thing

may be observed with respect to our fixed

purposes, whether particular or general.

[92]
Is it not self-evident, that, after due de-

liberation, we ought to resolve upon that

conduct, or that course of conduct, which,

to our sober judgment, appears to be best

and most approvable ?—that we ought to

be firm and steady in adhering to such re-

solutions, while we are persuaded that they

are right ; but open to conviction, and ready

to change our course, when we have good

evidence that it is wrong ?

Fickleness, inconstancy, facility, on the

one hand, wilfulness, inflexibility, and ob-

stinacy, on the other, are moral qualities,

respecting our purposes, which every one
sees to be wrong. A manly firmness,

grounded upon rational conviction, is the

proper mean which every man approves

and reveres.

CHAPTER IV.

COROLLARIES.

From what has been said concerning the

will, it appears

—

First, That as some acts of the will are

transient and momentary, so others are per-

manent, and may continue for a long time.
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or even through the whole course of our

rational life.

When I will to stretch out my hand,

that will is at an end as soon as the action

is done. It is an act of the will which be-

gins and ends in a moment. But when I

will to attend to a mathematical proposi-

tion, to examine the demonstration, and the

consequences that may be drawn from it,

this will may continue for hours. It must
continue as long as my attention continues ;

for no man attends to a mathematical pro-

position longer than he wills.

The same thing may be said of delibera-

tion, with regard, either to any point of

conduct, or with regard to any general

course of conduct. We will to deliberate

as long as we do deliberate ; and that may
be for days or for weeks. [93]

A purpose or resolution, which we have
shewn to be an act of the will, may con-

tinue for a great part of life, or for the

whole, after we are of age to form a resolu-

tion.

Thus, a merchant may resolve, that, after

he has made such a fortune by traffic, he
will give it up, and retire to a country

life. He may continue this resolution for

thirty or forty years, and execute it at last

;

but he continues it no longer than he wills,

for he may at any time change his resolu-

tion.

There are therefore acts of the will which
are not transient and momentary, which
may continue long, and grow into a habit.

This deserves the more to be observed, be-

cause a very eminent philosopher has ad-

vanced a contrary principle—to wit, That
all the acts of the will are transient and
momentary ; and from that principle has
drawn very important conclusions, with

regard to what constitutes the moral cha-
racter of man.
A second corollary is—That nothing in a

man, wherein the will is not concerned, can
justly be accounted either virtuous or im-
moral.

That no blame can be imputed to a man
for what is altogether involuntary, is so

evident in itself, that no arguments can
make it more evident. The practice of all

criminal courts, in all enlightened nations,

is founded upon it.

If it should be thought an objection to

this maxim, that, by the laws of all nations,

children often sufferfor the crimesof parents,

in which they had no hand, the answer is

easy. [94]
For, first, Such is the connection between

parents and children, that the punishment
of a parent must hurt his children whether
the law will or not. If a man is fined, or
imprisoned—if he loses life, or limb, or
estate, or reputation, by the hand of justice

—

his children suffer by necessary consequence.

Secondly, When laws intend to appoint any
punishment of innocent children for the

father's crime, such laws are either unjust,

or they are to be considered as acts of police,

and not of jurisprudence, and are intended

as an expedient to deter parents more ef-

fectually from the commission of the crime.

The innocent children, in this case, are

sacrificed to the public good, in like manner
as, to prevent the spreading of the plague,

the sound are shut up with the infected in

a house or ship that has the infection.

By the law of England, if a man is killed

by an ox goring him, or a cart running over

him, though there be no fault or neglect in

the owner, the ox or the cart is a deodaivl,

and is confiscated to the church. The
legislature surely did not intend to punish

the ox as a criminal, far less the cart.

The intention evidently was. to inspire the

people with a sacred regard to the life of

man.
When the Parliament of Paris, with a

similar intention, ordained the house in

which Ravilliac was born, to be razed to the

ground, and never to be rebuilt, it would be

great weakness to conclude, that the wise

judicature intended to punish the house.

If any judicature should, in any instance,

find a man guilty, and an object of punish-

ment, for what they allowed to be altogether

involuntary, all the world would condemn
them as men who knew nothing of the first

and most fundamental rules of justice.

[95]
I have endeavoured to shew, that, in our

attention to objects, in order to form a right

judgment of them ; in our deliberation

about particular actions, or about general

rules of conduct ; in our purposes and reso-

lutions, as well as in the execution of them,

the will has a principal share. If any man
could he found, who, in the whole course of

his life, had given due attention to things

that concern him, had deliberated duly and
impartially about his conduct, had formed

his resolutions, and executed them accord-

ing to his best judgment and capacity, surely

such a man might hold up his face before

God and man, and plead innocence. He
must be acquitted by the impartial Judge,

whatever his natural temper was, whatever

his passions and affections, as far as they

were involuntary.

A third corollary is, That all virtuous

habits, when we distinguish them from vir-

tuous actions, consist in fixed purposes of

acting according to the rules of virtue, as

often as we have opportunity.

We can conceive in a man a greater or a

less degree of steadiness to his purposes or

resolutions ; but that the general tenor of

his conduct should be contrary to them, is

impossible.

The man who has a determined resolu-

[93-95]
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tion to do his duty in every instance, and
who adheres steadily to his resolution, is a
perfect man. The man who has a deter-

mined purpose of carrying ou a course of

action which ho knows to he wrong, is a
hardened offender. Between these extremes
there are many intermediate degrees of

virtue and vice. ['.Hi]

ESSAY III.

OF THE PRINCIPLES OF ACTION.

PART I.

OF THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES
OP ACTION.

CHAPTER I.

OP THE PRINCIPLES OP ACTION IN GENERAL.

In the strict philosophical sense, nothing
can be called the action of a man, but what
he previously conceived and willed or de-
termined to do. In morals we commonly
employ the word in this sense, and never
impute anything to a man as his doing, in
which his will was not interposed. But when
moral imputation is not concerned, we call
many things actions of the man, which he
neither previously conceived nor willed.
Hence the actions of men have been dis-
tinguished into three classes—the voluntary,
the involuntary, and the mixed. By the
last are meant such actions as are under
the command of the will, but are commonly
performed without any interposition of
will.

We cannot avoid using the word aclion
in this popular sense, without deviating too
much from the common use of language

;

and it is in this sense we use it when we
inquire into the principles* of action in the
human mind.
By principles 9 of action, I understand

everything that incites us to act. [98]
If there were no incitements to action,

active power would be given us in vain.
Having no motive to direct our active ex-
ertions, the mind would, i^ all cases, be in
a state of perfect indifference, to do this or
that, or nothing at all. The active power
would either not be exerted at all, or its ex-
ertions would be perfectly unmeaning and
frivolous, neither wise nor foolish, neither
good nor bad. To every action that is of
the smallest importance, there must be
some incitement, some motive, some rea-
son.

* It would have l>een better to have heresubsti-
tutcd another word (as Cause) for the ambieuous
term }>rinri}>le.—H

96 90]
'

It is therefore a most important part of

the philosophy of the human mind, to have

a distinct and just view of the various prin-

ciples of action, which the Author of our

being hath planted in our nature, to ar-

range them properly, and to assign to every

one its rank.

By this it is, that we may discover the

end of our being, and the part which is as-

signed us upon the theatre of life. In this

part of the human constitution, the noblest

work of God that falls within our notice,

we may discern most clearly the character

of Him who made us, and how he would
have us to employ that active power which
he hath given us.

I cannot, without great diffidence, enter

upon this subject, observing that almost
every author of reputation, who has given

attention to it, has a system of his own ;

and that no man has been so happy as to

give general satisfaction to those who came
after him.

There is a branch of knowledge much
valued, and very justly, which we call know-
ledge of the world, knowledge of mankind,
knowledge of human nature. This, I think,

consists in knowing from what principles

men generally act ; and it is commonly the

fruit of natural sagacity joined with expe-
rience. [99]
A man of sagacity, who has had occasion

to deal in interesting matters, with a great

variety of persons of different age, sex, rank,

and profession, learns to j udge what may
be expected from men in given circum-
stances ; and how they may be most effec-

tually induced to act the part which he de-

sires. To know this is of so great import-
ance to men in active life, that it is called

knowing men, and knowing human nature.

This knowledge may be of considerable

use to a man who would speculate upon the

subject we have proposed, but is not, by it-

self, sufficient for that purpose.

The man of the world conjectures, per-

haps with great probability, how a man
will act in certain given circumstances ; and
this is all he wants to know. To enter in-

to a detail of the various principles which
influence the actions of men, to give them
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distinct names, to define them, and to as-

certain their different provinces, is the busi-

ness of a philosopher, and not of a man of the

world ; and, indeed, it is a matter attended

with great difficulty from various causes.

First, On account of the great number of

active principles that influence the actions

of men.
Man has, not without reason, been called

an epitome of the universe. His body, by
which his mind is greatly affected, being a

part of the material system, is subject to

all the laws of inanimate matter. During
some part of his existence, his state is very

like that of a vegetable. He rises, by im-

perceptible degrees, to the animal, and, at

last, to the rational life, and has the princi-

ples that belong to all.

Another cause of the difficulty of tracing

the various principles of action in man, is,

That the same action, nay, the same course

and train of action may proceed from very

different principles. [100]

Men who are fond of a hypothesis, com-
monly seek no other proof of its truth, but

that it serves to account for the appear-

ances which it is brought to explain. This

is a very slippery kind of proof in every

part of philosophy, and never to be trusted ;

but, least of all, when the appearances to be
accounted for are human actions.

Most actions proceed from a variety of

principles concurring in their direction ;

and according as we are disposed to judge

favourably or unfavourably of the person,

or of human nature in general, we impute

them wholly to the best, or wholly to the

worst, overlooking others which had no
small share in them.

The principles from which men act can

be discovered only in these two ways—by
attention to the conduct of other men, or

oy attention to our own conduct, and to

what we feel in ourselves. There is much un-
certainty in the former, and much difficulty

in the latter.

Men differ much in their characters ; and
we can observe the conduct of a few only

of the species. Men differ not only from
other men, but from themselves at different

times, and on different occasions ; accord-

ing as they are in the company of their su-

periors, inferiors, or equals; according as

they are in the eye of strangers, or of their

familiars only, or in the view of no human
eye ; according as they are in good or bad
fortune, or in good or bad humour. We see

but a small part of the actions of our most
familiar acquaintance ; and what we see

may lead us to a probable conjecture, but
can give no certain knowledge of the prin-

ciples from which they act

A man may, no doubt, know with cer-

tainty the principles from which he himself
acts, because he is conscious of them. But

this knowledge requires an attentive reflec-

tion upon the operations of his own mind,

which is very rarely to be found. It is per-

haps more easy to find a man who has formed

a just notion of the character of man in gen-

eral, or of those of his familiar acquaint-

ance, than one who has a just notion of his

own character. [101]
Most men, through pride and self-flattery,

are apt to think themselves better than they

really are ; and some, perhaps from melan-

choly, or from false principles of religion,

are led to think themselves worse than

they really are.

It requires, therefore, a very accurate

and impartial examination of a man's own
heart, to be able to form a distinct notion

of the various principles which influence his

conduct. That this is a matter of great

difficulty, we may judge from the very dif-

ferent and contradictory systems of philoso-

phers upon this subject, from the earliest

ages to this day.

During the age of Greek philosopny, the

Platonist, the Peripatetic, the Stoic, the

Epicurean, had each his own system. In
the dark ages, the Schoolmen and the

Mystics had systems diametrically opposite

;

and, since the revival of learning, no con-

troversy hath been more keenly agitated,

especially among British philosophers, than

that about the principles of action in the

human constitution.

They have determined, to the satisfaction

of the learned, the forces by which the

planets and comets traverse the boundless

regions of space ; but have not been able to

determine, with any degree of unanimity,

the forces which every man is conscious of

in himself, and by which his conduct is

directed.

Some admit no principle but self-love;

others resolve all into love of the pleasures

of sense, variously modified by the associa-

tion of ideas ; others admit disinterested

benevolence along with self-love ; others

reduce all to reason and passion ; others to

passion alone ; nor is there less variety

about the number and distribution of the

passions. [102]
The names we give to the various prin-

ciples of action, have so little precision,

even in the bestftnd purest writers in every

language, that, on this account, there is no
small difficulty in giving them names, and
arranging them properly.

The words appetite, passion, affection, in-

terest, reason, cannot be said to have one

definite signification. They are taken some-

times in a larger, and sometimes in a more
limited sense. The same principle is some-

times called by one of those names, some-

times by another ; and principles of a very

different nature are often called by the same
name.

[100-102]
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To remedy tins confusion of names, it

might, perhaps, seem proper to invent new
ones. But there are so few entitled to this

privilege, that I shall not lay claim to it

;

but shall endeavour to class the various

principles of human action as distinctly as

1 am able, and to point out their specific

differences; giving them such names as may
deviate from the common use of the words
as little as possible.

There are some principles of action which

require no attention, no deliberation, no will.

These, for distinction's sake, we shall call

mechanical. Another class we may call

animal, as they seem common to man with

other animals. A third class we may call

rational, being proper to man as a rational

creature.* [103]

CHAPTERH

The mechanical principles of action may,
I think, be reduced to two species

—

instincts

and habits.

By Instinct, I mean a natural blind im-
pulse to certain actions, without having any
end in view, without deliberation, and very
often without any conception of what we
do.

Thus, a man breathes while he is alive,

by the alternate contraction and relaxation

of certain muscles, by which the chest, and
of consequence the lungs, are contracted

and dilated. There is no reason to think

that an infant new-born knows that breath-

ing is necessary to life in its new state, that

lie knows how it must be performed, or even
that he has any thought or conception of

that operation ; yet he breathes, as soon as

he is born, with perfect regularity, as if he
had been taught, and got the habit by long

practice.

By the same kind of principle, a new-
born child, when its stomach is emptied,

and nature has brought milk into the mo-
ther's breast, sucks and swallows its food as

perfectly as if it knew the principles of that

operation, and had got the habit of working
according to them.

Sucking and swallowing are very complex
operations. Anatomists describe about
thirty pairs of muscles that must be em-
ployed in every draught. Of those muscles,

every one must be served by its proper
nerve, and can make no exertion but by some
influence communicated by the nerve. The
exertion of all those muscles and nerves is

not simultaneous. They must succeed each

* On this classifiration of Reid, see Mr Stewart's
strictures, in his " Philosophy of the Active Powers,"
i. pp. It, -l>. The division I would prefer, is diller-

ent from that of either philosopher.--H.

[103-105]

other in a certain order, and their order is

DO less necessary than the exertion itself.

[104]
This regular train of operations is carried

on according to the nicest rules of art, by
the infant, who has neither art, nor science,

nor experience, nor habit.

That the infant feels the uneasy sensation

of hunger, I admit ; and that it sucks no
longer than till this sensation be removed.

But who informed it that this uneasy sensa-

tion might be removed, or by what means ?

That it knows nothing of this is evident

;

for it will as readily suck a finger, or a bit

of stick, as the nipple.

By a like principle it is, that infants cry

when they are pained or hurt ; that they are

afraid when left alone, especially in the dark

;

that they start when in danger of falling ;

that they are terrified by an angry counte-

nance, or an angry tone of voiee, and are

soothed and comforted by a placid counte-

nance, and by soft and gentle tones of voice.

In the animals we are best acquainted

with, and which we look upon as the more
perfect of the brute creation, we see much
the same instincts as in the human kind, or

very similar ones, suited to the particular

state and manner of life of the animal.

Besides these, there are in brute animals

instincts peculiar to each tribe, by which
they are fitted for defence, for offence, or

for providing for themselves, and for their

offspring.

It is not more certain that nature hath
furnished various animals with various

weapons of offence and defence, than that

the same nature hath taught them how to

use them : the bull and the ram to butt,

the horse to kick, the dog to bite, the lion

to use his paws, the boar his tusks, the

serpent his fangs, and the bee and wasp
their sting. [105]
The manufactures of animals, if we may

call them by that name, present us with a
wonderful variety of instincts, belonging to

particular species, whether of the social or

of the solitary kind ; the nests of birds, so

similar in their situation and architecture

in the same kind, so various in different

kinds ; the webs of spiders, and of other

spinning animals ; the ball of the silkworm ;

the nests of ants and other mining animals ;

the combs of wasps, hornets, and bees ; the

dam* and houses of beavers.

The instinct of animals is one of the most
delightful and instructive parts of a most
pleasant study, that of natural history ; and
deserves to be more cultivated than it has
yet been.

Every manufacturing art among men
was invented by some man, improved by
others, and brought to perfection by time
and experience. Men learn to work in it

by long practice, which produces a habit*

2 N
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The arts of men vary in every age and in

every nation, and are found only in those

who have been taught them.

The manufactures of animals differ from
those of men in many striking particulars.

No animal of the species can claim the

invention. No animal ever introduced any
new improvement, or any variation from the

former practice. Every one of the species

has equal skill from the beginning, with-

out teaching, without experience or habit
Every one has its art by a kind of inspira-

tion. I do not mean that it is inspired with

the principles or rules of .the art, but with

the ability and inclination of working in it

to perfection, without any knowledge of its

principles, rules, or end. [106]
The more sagacious animals may be

taught to do many things which they do
not by instinct. What they are taught to

do, they do with more or less skill, accord-
ing to their sagacity and their training.

But, in their own arts, they need no teach-
ing nor training, nor is the art ever im-
proved or lost. Bees gather their honey
and their wax, they fabricate their combs,
and rear their young at this day, neither
better nor worse than they did when Virgil

so sweetly sung their works.

The work of every animal is indeed like

the works of nature, perfect in its kind, and
can bear the most critical examination of
the mechanic or the mathematician. One
example from the animal last mentioned,
may serve to illustrate this.

Bees, it is well known, construct their
combs with small cells on both sides, fit both
for holding their store of honey, and for

rearing their young. There are only three
possible figures of the cells, which can make
them all equal and similar, without any
useless interstices. These are the equi-
lateral triangle, the square, and the regular
hexagon.

It is well known to mathematicians, that
there is not a fourth way possible, in which
a plane may be cut into little spaces that
shall be equal, similar and regular, without
leaving any interstices. Of the three, the
hexagon is the most proper, both for con-
veniency and strength. Bees, as if they
knew this, make their cells regular hexa-
gons.

As the combs have cells on both sides,

the cells may either be exactly opposite,
having partition against partition, or the
bottom of a cell may rest upon the parti-

tions between the cells on the other side,

which will serve as a buttress to strengthen
it. The last way is best for strength ; ac-
cordingly, the bottom of each cell rests

against the point where three partitions
meet on the other side, which gives it all

the strength possible. [107]
The bottom of a cell may either be one

plane perpendicular to the side-partitions, or

it may be composed of several planes, meet-
ing in a solid angle in the middle point. It

is only in one of these two ways, that all

the cells can be similar without losing room.
And, for the same intention, the planes of

which the bottom is composed, if there be
more than one, must be three in number,
and neither more nor fewer.

It has been demonstrated, that, by mak-
ing the bottoms of the cells to consist of

three planes meeting in a point, there is a
saving of material and labour no way in-

considerable. The bees, as if acquainted
with these principles of solid geometry, fol-

low them most accurately ; the bottom of

each cell being composed of three planes,

which make obtuse angles with the side-

partitions, and with one another, and meet
in a point in the middle of the bottom ; the

three angles of this bottom being supported
by three partitions on the other side of the

comb, and the point of it by the common
intersection of those three partitions.

One instance more of the mathematical
skill displayed in the structure of a honey-
comb, deserves to be mentioned.

It is a curious mathematical problem, at

what precise angle the three planes which
compose the bottom of a cell ought to meet,
in order to make the greatest possible sav-

ing, or the least expense, of material and
labour.

This is one of those problems, belonging
to the higher parts of mathematics, which
are called problems of maxima and minima.

It has been resolved by some mathemati-
cians, particularly by the ingenious Mr
Maclaurin, by a fluxionary calculation,

which is to be found in the " Transactions
of the Royal Society of London." He has
determined precisely the angle required;

and he found, by the most exact mensura-
tion the subject could admit, that it is the
very angle, in which the three planes in the
bottom of the cell of a honey-comb do ac-

tually meet. [108]
Shall we ask here, who taught the bee

the properties of solids, and to resolve prob-
lems of maxima and minima ? If a honey-
comb were a work of human art, every man
of common sense would conclude, without
hesitation, that he who invented the con-

struction must have understood the prin-

ciples on which it is constructed.

We need not say that bees know none of

these things. They work most geometri-

cally, without any knowledge of geometry ;

somewhat like a child, who, by turning the

handle of an organ, makes good music, with-

out any knowledge of music.

The art is not in the child, but in him
who made the organ. In like manner,
when a bee makes its comb so geometrically,

the geometry is not in the bee, but in that

[106-108]
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great Geometrician who made the bee, and
made all things in number, weight, and
measure.*

To return to instincts in man ; those are

most remarkable which appear in infancy,

when we are ignorant of everything neces-

sary to our preservation, and therefore must
perish, if we had not an invisible guide, who
leads us blindfold in the way we should
take, if we had eyes to see it.

Besides the instincts which appear only

in infancy, and are intended to supply the
want ot understanding in that early period,

there are many which continue through life,

and which supply the defects of our intel-

lectual powers in every period. Of these
we may observe three classes.

First) There are many things necessary
to be done for our preservation, which, even
when we will to do, we know not the means
by which they must be done- [109]
A man knows that he must swallow his

food before it can nourish him. But this

action requires the co-operation of many
nerves and muscles, of which he knows no-
thing ; and if it were to be directed solely

by his understanding and will, he would
starve before he learned how to perform it.

Here instinct comes in to his aid. He
needs do no more than will to swallow. All

the requisite motions of nerves and mus-
cles immediately take place in their proper
order, without his knowing or willing any-
thing about them.

If we ask here, whose will do these nerves
and muscles obey ? Not his, surely, to

whom they belong. He knows neither

their names, nor nature, nor office ; he
never thought of them. They are moved
by some impulse, of which the cause is un-
known, without any thought, will, or inten-

tion on his part— that is, they are moved
instinctively.

This is the case, in some degree, in every
voluntary motion of our body. Thus, I

will to stretch out my arm. The effect im-
mediately follows. But we know that the
arm is stretched out by the contraction of
certain muscles ; and that the muscles are
contracted by the influence of the nerves.
I know nothing, I think nothing, either of
nerves or muscles, when I stretch out my
ann : yet this nervous influence, and this

contraction of the muscles, uncalled by me,
immediately produce the effect which I

willed. This is as if a weight were to be
raised, which can be raised only by a com-
plication of levers, pullies, and other me-
chanical powers, that are behind the cur-
tain, and altogether unknown to me. I

will to raise the weight ; and no sooner is

this volition exerted, than the machinery

* •« Omnia in mensura, et numero, et pondere dis.
posuisu."—'(Wisdom v/' Solomon). 1 foiget liou it is
rendered in our Inglish version.— II.

[109-111]

behind the curtain falls to work and rakes
the weight. [110]

If such a case should happen, we would
conclude that there is some person behind
the curtain who knew my will, and put the

machine in motion to execute it.

The case of my willing to stretch out my
arm, or to swallow my food, has evidently

a great similarity to this- But who it is

that stands behind the curtain, and sets (lie

internal machinery a-going, is hid from us

:

so strangely and wonderfully are we made.
This, however, is evident, that those in-

ternal motions are not willed nor intended

by us, and therefore are instinctive.

A second case in which we have need of

instinct, even in advanced life, is, When
the action must be so frequently repeated,

that to intend and will it every time it is

done,'would occupy too much of our thought,
and leave no room for other necessary em-
ployments of the mind.
We must breathe often every minute

whether awake or asleep. We must often

close the eye-lids, in order to preserve the

lustre of the eye. If these things required

particular attention and volition every time
they are done, they would occupy all our
thought. Nature, therefore, gives an im-
pulse to do them as often as is necessary,

without any thought at all. They consume
no time, thoy give not the least interrup-

tion to any exercise of the mind ; because
they are done by instinct.

A third case, in which we need the aid of

iustinct, is, When the action must be done
so suddenly that there is no time to think

and determine. When a man loses his

balance, either on foot or on horseback, lie

makes an instantaneous effort to recover it

by instinct. The effort would be in vain,

if it waited the determination of reason and
will. [Ill]
When anything threatens our eyes, we

wink hard, by instinct, and can hardly

avoid doing so, even when we know that

the stroke is aimed in jest, and that weaie
perfectly safe from danger. I have seeft

this tried upon a wager, which a man was
to gain if he could keep his eyes open, while

another aimed a stroke at them in jest.

The difficulty of doing this shews that there

may be a struggle between instinct and
will ; and that it is not easy to resist the

impulse of instinct, even by a strong reso-

lution not to yield to it.

Thus the merciful Author of our nature
hath adapted our instincts to the defects

and to the weakness of our understanding.

In infancy we are ignorant of everything ;

yet many things must be done by us for

our preservation : These are done by in-

stinct. When we grow up there are many
motions of our limbs and bodies necessary,

which can be performed only by a curious

2N 2
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and complex internal machinery—a ma-

chinery of which the bulk of mankind are

totally ignorant, and which the most skilful

anatomist knows but imperfectly. All this

machinery is set a-going by instinct. We
need only to will the external motion, and

all the internal motions, previously neces-

sary to the effect, take place of themselves,

without our will or command.
Some actions must be so often repeated,

through the whole of life, that, if they re-

quired attention and will, we should be able

to do nothing else : These go on regularly

by instinct.

Our preservation from danger often re-

quires such sudden exertions, that there is

no time to think and to determine : Ac-

cordingly we make such exertionsby instinct.

Another thing in the nature of man,

which I take to be partly, though not wholly,

instinctive, is his proneness to imitation.

[H2]
Aristotle observed, long ago, that man is

an imitative animal. He is so in more
respects than one. He is disposed to imi-

tate what he approves. In all arts men
learn more and more agreeably, by example

than by rules. Imitation by the chissel, by
the pencil, by description prosaic and poet-

ical, and by action and gesture, have been

favourite and elegant entertainments of the

whole species. In all these cases, however,

the imitation is intended and willed, and
therefore cannot be said to be instinctive.

But I apprehend that human nature

disposes us to the imitation of those among
whom we live, when we neither desire nor

will it.

Let an Englishman, of middle age, take

up his residence in Edinburgh or Glasgow ;

although he has not the least intention to

use the Scots dialect, but a firm resolution

to preserve his own pure and unmixed, he
will find it very difficult to make good his

intention. He will, in a course of years,

fall insensibly, and without intention, into

the tone and accent, and even into the words

and phrases of those he converses with

;

and nothing can preserve him from this,

but a strong disgust to every Scotticism,

which perhaps may overcome the natural

instinct.

It is commonly thought that children

often learn to stammer by imitation ; yet I

believe no person ever desired or willed to

learn that quality.

I apprehend that instinctive imitation has

no small influence in forming the peculia-

rities of provincial dialects, the peculiarities

of voice, gesture, and manner which we
see in some families, the manners peculiar

to different ranks and different professions

;

and perhaps even in forming national cha-

racters, and the human character in gen-

eral. [113]

The instances that history furnishes of

wild men, brought up from early years,

without the society of any of their own spe-

cies, are so few, tl at we cannot build con-

clusions upon them with great certainty.

But all I have heard of agreed in this, that

the wild man gave but very slender indica-

tions of the rational faculties; and, with

regard to his mind, was hardly distin-

guishable from the more sagacious of the

brutes.

There is a considerable part of the lowest

rank in every nation, of whom it cannot be

said that any pains have been taken by
themselves, or by others, to cultivate their

understanding, or to form their manners ;

yet we see an immense difference between
them and the wild man

This difference is wholly the effect of

society ; and, I think, it is in a great mea-
sure, though not wholly, the effect of unde-
signed and instinctive imitation.

Perhaps not only our actions, but even

our judgment and belief, is, in some cases,

guided by instinct—that is, by a natural and
blind impulse.

When we consider man as a rational

creature, it may seem right that he should

have no belief but what is grounded upon
evidence, probable or demonstrative ; and
it is, I think, commonly taken for granted,

that it is always evidence, real or apparent,

that determines our belief.

If this be so, the consequence is, that, in

no case, can there be any belief, till we
find evidence, or, at least, what to our judg-

ment appears to be evidence. I suspect it

is not so ; but that, on the contrary, before

we grow up to the full use of our rational

faculties, we do believe, and must believe,

many things without any evidence at all.

[114]
The faculties which we have in common

with brute-animals, are of earlier growth
than reason. We are irrational animals
for a considerable time before we can pro-

perly be called rational. The operations

of reason spring up by imperceptible de-

grees ; nor is it possible for us to trace

accurately the order in which they rise.

The power of reflection, by which only we
could trace the progress of our growing
faculties, comes too late to answer that

end. Some operations of brute-animals

look so like reason that they are not easily

distinguished from it. Whether brutes

have anything that can properly be called

belief, I cannot say ; but their actions shew
something that looks very like it.

If there be any instinctive belief in man,
it is probably of the same kind with that

which we ascribe to brutes, and may be

specifically different from that rational be-

lief which is grounded on evidence; but

that there is something in man which we

p 12-1 U
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call belief, which is not grounded on evi-

dence, I think, must be granted.

[ 1°] We need to be informed of many
things before we are capable of discerning

the evidence on which they rest. Were
our belief to be withheld till we are capable,

in any degree, of weighing evidence, we
should lose all the benefit of that instruc-

tion and information, without which we
could never attain the use of our rational

faculties.

INI an would never acquire the use of rea-

son if he were not brought up in the society

of reasonable creatures. The benefit he
receives from society is derived partly from
imitation of what he sees others do, partly

from the instruction and information they

communicate to him, without which he
could neither be preserved from destruc-

tion, nor acquire the use of his rational

powers.

Children have a thousand things to learn,

and they learn many things every day ;

more than will be easily believed by those

who have never given attention to their

progress. [115]
Optrtet discentem credere is a common

adage. Children have everything to learn ;

and, in order to learn, they must believe

their instructors. They need a greater

stock of faith from infancy to twelve or

fourteen, than ever after. But how shall

they get this stock so necessary to them ?

If their faith depend upon evidence, the

stock of evidence, real or apparent, must
b< ar proportion to their faith. But such,

in reality, is their situation, that when their

faith must be greatest, the evidence is least.

They believe a thousand things before they

ever spend a thought upon evidence. Na-
ture supplies the want of evidence, and
gives them an instinctive kind offaith with-

out evidence.*

They believe implicitly whatever they

are told, and receive with assurance the

testimony of every one, without ever think-

ing of a reason why they should do so.

A parent or a master might command
them to believe, but in vain, for belief is

not in our power ; but, in the first part of

life, it is governed by mere testimony in

matters of fact, and by mere authority in

all other matters, no less than by evidence

in riper years.

It is not the words of the testifier, but
his belief, that produces this belief in a
child : for children soon learn to distinguish

what is said in jest, from what is said in

good earnest. What appears to them to

be said in jest, produces no belief. They
glory in shewing that they are not to be

* Sec St warts" Philosophy ot the Active rowers,"
ii. p. .311. Kent is not, however, the first who re-

solved the credulity of children into an original

principle. See above, pp. 19f>, 19;.— II.
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imposed on. When the signs of belief in

the speaker are ambiguous, it is pleasant to

observe with what sagacity they pry into

his features, to discern whether he really

believes what he says, or only counterfeits

belief. As soon as this point is determined,

their belief is regulated by his. If he be
doubtful, they are doubtful ; if he be as-

sured, they are also assured. [ 1 10']

It is well known what a deep impression

religious principles, zealously inculcated,

make upon the minds of children. The
absurdities of ghosts and hobgoblins, early

impressed, have been known to stick so

fast, even in enlightened minds, as to baffle

all rational conviction.

When we grow up to the use of reason,

testimony, attended with certain circum-

stances, or even authority, may afford a

rational ground of belief ; but with children,

without any regard to circumstances, either

of them operates like demonstration. And
as they seek no reason, nor can give any
reason, for this regard to testimony and to

authority, it is the effect of a natural im-

pulse, and may be called instinct.

[2°] Another instance of belief which

appears to be instinctive, is that which
children shew even in infancy, That an event

which they have observed in certain circum-

stances, will happen again in like circum-

stances. A child of half a year old, who
has once burned his finger by putting it in

the candle, will not put it there again. And
if you make a shew of putting it in the

candle by force, you see the most manifest

signs that he believes he shall meet with

the same calamity.

Mr Hume hath shewn very clearly, that

this belief is not the effect either of Reason
or Experience. He endeavours to account

for it by the Association of Ideas. Though
I am not satisfied with his account of this

phaenomenon, I shall not now examine it

;

because it is sufficient for the present argu-

ment, that this belief is not grounded on
evidence, real or apparent, which I think

he clearly proves.

A person who has lived so long in the

world as to observe that nature is governed

by fixed laws, may have some rational

ground to expect similar events in similar

circumstances ; but this cannot be the case

of the child. His belief, therefore, is not

grounded on evidence. It is the result of

his constitution. [117]
Nor is it the less so, though it should arise

from the association of ideas. For what is

called the association of ideas is a law of

nature in our constitution ; which produces

its effects without any operation of reason

on our part, and in a manner of which we
are entirely ignorant.*

* See above, pp. 197-201.—H.
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CHAFTER III.

Habit differs from Instinct, not in its

nature, but in its origin ; the latter being
natural, the former acquired. Both operate
without will or intention, without thought,
and therefore may be called mechanical prin-
ciples.

Habit is commonly defined, A facility of
doing a thing, acquired by having done it

frequently. This definition is sufficient for

habits of art ; but the habits which may,
with propriety, be called principles of action,

must give more than a facility, they must
give an inclination or impulse to do the
action ; and that, in many cases, habits
have this force, cannot be doubted.
How many awkward habits, by frequent-

ing improper company, are childrent apt to

learn, in their address, motion, looks, ges-

ture, and pronunciation. They acquire
such habits commonly from an undesigned
and instinctive imitation, before they can
judge of what is proper and becoming.

When they are a little advanced in

understanding, they may easily be con-
vinced that such a thing is unbecoming, they
may resolve to forbear it, but when the
habit is formed, such a general resolution

is not of itself sufficient ; for the habit will

operate without intention ; and particular

attention is necessary, on every occasion,
to resist its impulse, until it be undone by
the habit of opposing it. [118]

It is owing to the force of habits, early
acquired by imitation, that a man who has
grown up to manhood in the lowest rank of
life, if fortune raise him to a higher rank,
very rarely acquires the air and manners of
a gentleman.
When to that instinctive imitation which

I spoke of before, we join the force of habit,

it is easy to see, that these mechanical
principles have no small share in forming
the manners and character of most men.
The difficulty of overcoming vicious habits

has, in all ages, been a common topic of
theologians and moralists ; and we see too
many sad examples to permit us to doubt of
it.

There are good habits, in a moral sense,
as well as bad ; and it is certain, that the
stated and regular performance of what we
approve, not only makes it easy, but makes
us uneasy in the omission of it. This is

the case, even when the action derives all

its goodness from the opinion of the per-
former. A good illiterate Roman Catholic
does not sleep sound if he goes to bed with-
out telling his beads, and repeating prayers
which he does not understand.

Aristotle makes Wisdom, Prudence, Good

Sense,* Science, and Art, as well as the

moral virtues and vices, to be habits. If

he meant no more, by giving this name to

all those intellectual and moral qualities,

than that they are all strengthened and con-

firmed by repeated acts, this is undoubtedly
true. I take the word in a less extensive

sense, when I consider habits as principles

of action. I conceive it to be a part of our
constitution, that what we have been ac-

customed to do, we acquire, not only a

facility, but a proneness to do on like occa-

sions ; so that it requires a particular will

and effort to forbear it, but to do it, requires

very often no will at all. We are carried

by habit as by a stream in swimming, if we
make no resistance. [119]

Every art furnishes examples both of

the power of habits and of their utility ; no
one more than the most common of all arts,

the art of speaking.

Articulate language is spoken, not by
nature, but by art. it is no easy matter to

children to learn the simple sounds of lan-

guage ; I mean, to learn to pronounce the
vowels and consonants. It would be much
more difficult, if they were not led by
instinct to imitate the sounds they hear;
for the difficulty is vastly greater of teach-
ing the deaf to pronounce the letters and
words, though experience shews that can
be done.

What is it that makes this pronunciation
so easy at last which was so difficult at first ?

It is habit.

But from what cause does it happen, that

a good speaker no sooner conceives what he
would express, than the letters, syllables,

and words arrange themselves according to

innumerable rules of speech, while he never
thinks of these rules ? He means to ex-
press certain sentiments ; in order to do
this properly, a selection must be made of

the materials, out of many thousands. He
makes this selection without any expense
of time or thought. The materials selected

must be arranged in a particular order,

according to innumerable rules of gram-
mar, logic, and rhetoric, and accompanied
with a particular tone and emphasis. He
does all this as it were by inspiration, with-

out thinking of any of these rules, and
without breaking one of them. [120]

This art, if it were not more common,
would appear more wonderful than that

a man should dance blindfold amidst a
thousand burning ploughshares, without
being burnt ;

yet all this may be done by
habit.

It appears evident, that as, without in-

stinct, the infant could not live to become

* N«u? is here ill translated by Good Sense. It cor-

responds rather to what Heid ami others have called

Common Sense, being the faculty of primary truths—
locus principiorum.— 11.

[1 18-120]
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a man, so, without liabit, man would re-

main an infant through life, and would be

as helpless, as unhandy, as speechless, and

as much a child in understanding at three-

score as at three.

I see no reason to think that we shall

ever be able to assign the physical cause,

either of instinct, or of the power of habit.*

Both seem to be parts of our original

constitution. Their end and use is evi-

dent ; but we can assign no cause of them,

but the will of Him who made us-

With regard to instinct, which is a na-

tural propensity, this will perhaps be easily

granted ; but it is no less true with regard

to that power and inclination which we ac-

quire by habit.

No man can shew a reason why our do-

ing a thing frequently should produce either

facility or inclination to do it.

The fact is so notorious, and so con-

stantly in our eye, that we are apt to think

no reason should be sought for it, any more

than why the sun shines. But there must

be a cause of the sun's shining, and there

must be a cause of the power of habit.

We see nothing analogous to it in inani-

mate matter, or in things made by human
art. A clock or a watch, a waggon or a

plough, by the custom of going, does not

learn to go better, or require less moving
force. The earth does not increase in fer-

tility by the custom of bearing crops. [121]

It is said, that trees and other vegetables,

by growing long in an unkindly soil or

climate, sometimes acquire qualities by

which they can bear its inclemency with

less hurt. This, in the vegetable kingdom,

has some resemblance to the power of habit

;

but, in inanimate matter, I know nothing

that resembles it.

A stone loses nothing of its weight by

being long supported, or made to move up-

ward. A body, by being tossed about ever

so long, or ever so violently, loses nothing

of its inertia, nor acquires the least dispo-

sition to change its state.

* Mr Stewart has made an ingenious attempt to

explain sundry of the phenomena referred to the oc-

cult principle of habit, in his chapter en Attention,

iir the fir-t volume of his " Elements of the Philo-

sophy of the Human Mind." It is to be regretted

that hehnd not studied (he even treats it as incon-

ceivable) the Leibnitian doctrine of what has not

well been denominated, obscure perceptions, or ideas—
that is, acts and affections of mind, which, manifest-

ing their existence in their effects, are themselves out

of consciousness or ap])crception. The fact of such
latent mental modifications, is now established be-

yond al rational doubt j ana on the supposition of

their reality, we are able to solve various psycholo-

gical phenomena otherwise inexplicable. Among
these are many of those attributed to Habit.— H.

[121, 122]

PART II.

OF ANIMAL PRINCIPLES OF ACTION

CHAPTER I

OF APPETITES.

Having discoursed of the mechanical

principles of action, I proceed to consider

those I called animal.*

They are such as operate upon the will

and intention, but do not suppose any exer-

cise of judgment or reason ; and are most

of them to be found in some brute animals,

as well as in man.
In this class, the first kind I shall call

Appetites, taking that word in a stricter

sense than it is sometimes taken, even by

good writers. [122]
The word appetite is sometimes limited,

so as to signify only the desire of food when
we hunger ; sometimes it is extended so as

to signify any strong desire, whatever be its

object. Without pretending to censure

any use of the word which custom hath

authorized, I beg leave to limit it to a par-

ticular class of desires, which are dis-

tinguished from all others by the following

marks :

—

First, Every appetite is accompanied

with an uneasy sensation proper to it,

which is strong or weak, in proportion to

the desire we have of the object. Secondly,

Appetites are not constant, but periodical,

being sated by their objects for a time, and

returning after certain periods. Such is

the nature of those principles of action, to

which I beg leave, in this essay, to appro-

priate the name of appetites. Those that

are chiefly observable in man, as well as in

most other animals, are Hunger, Thirst, and

Lust.

If we attend to the appetite of Hunger,

we shall find in it two ingredients, an uneasy

sensation and a desire to eat. The desire

keeps pace with the sensation, and ceases

when it ceases. When a man is sated with

eating, both the uneasy sensation and the

desire to eat cease for a time, and return

after a certain inverval. So it is with other

appetites.

In infants, for some time after they come

into the world, the uneasy sensation of

hunger is probably the whole. We cannot

* It is observed by Mr Stewart, in reference to the

undue latitude with which, in this part of his work,

Reid has employed, among others, the term Animal,

that, in consequence of this, he has been led to rank

among our animal principles of action, (that is,

among the active principles common toman with the

brutes,) not only the desire of knowledge, and the

desire of esteem, but pity to the* distressed, patriot,

ism, and other benevolent affections.— 11.
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suppose in them, before experience, any
conception of eating, nor, consequently, any
desire of it. They are led by mere instinct

to suck when they feel the sensation of

hunger. But when experience has con-
nected, in their imagination, the uneasy
sensation with the means of removing it,

the desire of the last comes to be so asso-

ciated with the first, that they remain
through life inseparable. And we give the

name of hunger to the principle that is

made up of both. [123]
That the appetite of hunger includes the

two ingredients I have mentioned will not,

I apprehend, be questioned. I take notice

of it the rather because we may, if I mis-
take not, find a similar composition in other
principles of action. Thay are made up of dif-

ferent ingredients, and may be analyzed in'o

the parts that enter into their composition.

If one philosopher should maintain that

hunger is an uneasy sensation, another,

that it is a desire to eat, they seem to differ

widely ; for a desire and a sensation are
very different things, and have no simili-

tude. But they are both in the right ; for

hunger includes both an uneasy sensation
and a desire to eat.

Although there has been no such dispute

among philosophers as we have supposed
with regard to hunger, yet there have been
similar disputes with regard to other princi-

ples of action ; and it deserves to be con-
sidered whether they may not be termi-
nated in a similar manner.
The ends for which our natural appetites

are given, are too evident to escape the ob-
servation of any man of the least reflection.

Two of those I named are intended fur the
preservation of the individual, and the
third for the continuance of the species.

The reason of mankind would be alto-

gether insufficient for these ends, without
the direction and call of appetite.

Though a man knew that his life must be
supported by eating, reason could not direct

him when to eat, or what ; how much, or
now often. In all these things, appetite is

a much better guide than our reason.
Were reason only to direct us in this mat-
ter, its calm voice would often be drowned
in the hurry of business, or the charms of
amusement. But the voice of appetite
rises gradually, and, at last, becomes loud
enough to call off our attention from any
other employment. [124]

Every man must be convinced that,

without our appetites, even supposing man
kind inspired with all the knowledge re-
quisite for answering their ends, the race of
men must have perished long ago ; but, by
their means, the race is continued from one
generation to another, whether men be
savage or civilized, knowing or ignorant,
virtuous or vicious.

By the same means, every tribe of brute
animals, from the whale that ranges the

ocean to the least microscopic insect, has
been continued from the beginning of the
world to this day ; nor has good evidence
been found, that any one species which God
made has perished.

Nature has given to every animal, not
only an appetite for its food, but taste and
smell, by which it distinguishes the food
proper for it.

It is pleasant to see a caterpillar, which
nature intended to live upon the leaf of one
species of plant, travel over a hundred
leaves of other kinds without tasting one,

till it comes to that which is its natural

food, which it immediately falls on, and de-

vours greedily.

Most caterpillars feed only upon the leaf

of one species of plant, and nature suits the
season of their production to the food that

is intended to nourish them- Many insects

and animals have a greater variety of food
;

but, of all animals, man has the greatest

variety, being able to subsist upon almost
every kind of vegetable or animal food, from
the bark of trees to the oil of whales- [125]

I believe our natural appetites may be
made more violent by excessive indulgence,
and that, on the other hand, they may be
weakened by starving. The first is often

theeffect of a pernicious luxury, the last may
sometimes be the effect of want, sometimes
of superstition. I apprehend that nature
has given to our appetites that degree of

strength which is most proper for us ; and
that whatever alters their natural tone,
either in excess or in defect, does not mend
the work of nature, but may mar and per-
vert it.

A man may eat from appetite only. So
the brutes commonly do. He may eat to

please his taste when he has no call of ap-
petite. I believe a brute may do this also.

He may eat for the sake of health, when
neither appetite nor taste invites. This, as
far as I am able to judge, brutes never do.

From so many different principles, and
from many more, the same action may be
done ; and this may be said of most human
actions. From this," it appears that very
different and contrary theories may serve to

account for the actions of men. The causes
assigned may be sufficient to produce the
effect, and yet not be the true causes.

To act merely from appetite, is neither
good nor ill in a moral view. It is neither
an object of praise nor of blame. No man
claims any praise because he eats when he
is hungry, or rests when he is weary. On
the other hand, he is no object of blame, if

he obeys the call of appetite when there u
no reason to hinder him. In this he acts
agreeably to his nature.

From this, we may observe that the de-

[1S3-$25
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finition of virtuous actions given by the

ancient Stoics, and adopted by some modern
authors, is imperfect. They defined virtu-

ous actions to be such as are acoording to

nature. What is done according to the an-

imal part of our nature, which is common
to us with the brute animals, is in itself

neither virtuous nor vicious, but perfectly

indifferent. Then only it becomes vicious,

when it is done in opposition to some prin-

ciple of superior importance and authority.

And it may be virtuous, if done for some
important or worthy end. [126]

Appetites, considered in themselves, are

neither social principles of action, nor selfish.

They cannot be called social, because they
imply no concern for the good of others.

Nor can they justly be called selfish, though
they be commonly referred to that class.

An appetite draws us to a certain object,

without regard to its being good for us, or

ill. There is no self-love implied in it any
more than benevolence. We see that, in

many cases, appetite may lead a man to

what he knows will be to his hurt. To call

this acting from self-love, is to pervert the

meaning of words. It is evident that, in

every case of this kind, self-love is sacrificed

to appetite.

There are some principles of the human
frame very like to our appetites, though they
do not commonly get that name.
Men are made for labour either of body

or mind. Yet excessive labour hurts the

powers of both. To prevent this hurt,

nature hath given to men, and other ani-

mals, an uneasy sensation, which always
attends excessive labour, and which we call

fatigue, weariness, lassitude. This uneasy
Sensation is conjoined with the desire of rest,

or intermission of our labour ; and thus na-
ture calls us to rest when we are weary, in the
same manner as to eat when we are hungry.

In both cases, there is a desire of a cer-

tain object, and an uneasy sensation accom-
panying that desire. In both cases, the de-

sire is satiated by its object, and returns

after certain intervals. In this only they
differ, that in the appetites first mentioned,
the uneasy sensation arises at intervals with-
out action, and leads to a certain action. In
weariness, the uneasy sensation arises from
action too long continued, and leads to rest.

[127]
But nature intended that we should be

active, and we need some principle to incite

us to action when we happen not to be in-

vited by any appetite or passion.

For this end, when strength and spirits

are recruited by rest, nature has made total

inaction as uneasy as excessive labour.

We may call this the principle of activity.

It is most conspicuous in children, who can-
not be supposed to know how useful and
necessary it is for their improvement to bo

f!26-128]

constantly employed. Their constant acti-

vity, therefore, appears not to proceed from
their having some end constantly in view,

but rather from this, that they desire to be
always doing something, and feel uneasiness
in total inaction.

Nor is this principle confined to childhood

;

it has great effects in advanced life.

When a man has neither hope, nor fear,

nor desire, nor project, nor employment of

body or mind, one might be apt to think him
the happiest mortal upon earth, having no-
thing to do but to enjoy himself ; but we
find him, in fact, the most unhappy.
He is more weary of inaction than ever

he was of excessive labour ; he is weary of

the world and of his own existence ; and is

moremiserablethan the sailor wrestling with
a storm, or the soldier mounting a breach.

This dismal state is commonly the lot of

the man who has neither exercise of body
nor employment of mind ; for the mind, like

water, corrupts and putrifies by stagnation,

but, by running, purifies and refines. •

Besides the appetites which nature hath
given us for useful and necessary purposes,
we may create appetites which nature never
gave. [128]
The frequent use of things which stimu-

late the nervous system, produces a lan-

guor when their effect is gone off, and a
desire to repeat them. By this means, a
desire of a certain object is created, accom-
panied by an uneasy sensation. Both are
removed for a time by the object desired ;

but they return after a certain interval.

This differs from natural appetite only in

being acquired by custom. Such are the
appetites which some men acquire for the use
of tobacco, for opiates, and for intoxicating

liquors.

These are commonly called habits, and
justly. But there are different kinds of

habits, even of the active sort, which ought
to be distinguished. Some habits produce
only a facility of doing a thing, without any
inclination to do it. All arts are habits of

this kind ; but they cannot be called prin-

ciples of action. Other habits produce a
proneness to do an action, without thought
or intention. These we considered before

as mechanical principles of action. There
are other habits which produce a desire of a
certain object, and an uneasy sensation till

it is obtained. It is this last kind only that

I call acquired appetites.

As it is best to preserve our natural appe-
tites in that tone and degree of strength
which nature gives them, so we ought to

beware of acquiring appetites which naturv
never gave. They are always useless, and
very often hurtful.

* The true theory of Pleasure and Pain affords *

solution of tins and ot many other psychological
phenomena.—.11.
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Although, as was before observed, there

be neither virtue nor vice in acting from
appetite, there may be much of either in

the management of our appetites. [129]
When appetite is opposed by some prin-

ciple drawing a contrary way, there must
be a determination of the will, which shall

prevail, and this determination may be, in

a moral sense, right or wrong.

Appetite, even in a brute-animal, may
be restrained by a stronger principle op-

posed to it. A dosr, when he is hungry and
has meat set before biffi, may be kept from
toucbing it by the fear of immediate punish-

ment. In this case his fear operates more
strongly than his desire.

Do we attribute any virtue to the dog on
this account ? I think not. Nor should we
ascribe any virtue to a man in a like case.

The animal is carried by the strongest mov-
ing force. This requires no exertion, no
self-government, but passively to yield to

the strongest impulse. This, I think,

brutes always do ; therefore we attribute

to them neither virtue nor vice. We con-

sider them as being neither objects of mo-
ral approbation, nor disapprobation.

But it may happen that, when appetite

draws one way, it may be opposed, not by
any appetite or passion, but by some cool

principle of action, which has authority

without any impulsive force—for example,

by some interest which is too distant to

raise any passion or emotion, or by some
consideration of decency or of duty.

In cases of this kind, the man is con-

vinced that he ought not to yield to appetite,

yet there is not an equal or a greater im-

pulse to oppose it. There are circum-

stances, indeed, that convince the judgment

;

but these are not sufficient to determine

the will against a strong appetite, without

self-government. [130]
I apprehend that brute-animals have no

power of self-government. From their con-
st itution, they must be led by the appetite

or passion which is strongest for the time.

On this account, they have, in all ages,

and among all nations, been thought inca-

pable of being governed by laws, though
some of them may be subjects of disci-

pline.

The same would be the condition ofman,
if he had no power to restrain appetite but
by a stronger contrary appetite or passion.

It would be to no purpose to prescribe laws

to him for the government of his actions.

You might as well forbid the wind to blow,

as forbid him to follow whatever happens
to give the strongest present impulse.

Every one knows that when appetite

draws one way, duty, decency, or even in-

terest, may draw the contrary way ; and
that appetite may give a stronger impulse

than any one of these, or even all of them

conjoined. Yet it is certain, that, in every

case of this kind, appetite ought to yield to

any of these principles when it stands op-

posed to them. It is in such cases that

self-government is necessary.

The man who suffers himself to be led by
appetite to do what he knows, he ought not

to do, has an immediate and natural con-

viction that he did wrong, and might have
done otherwise ; and therefore he condemns
himself, and confesses that he yielded to an
appetite which ought to have been under
his command.
Thus it appears, that, though our natural

appetites have in themselves neither virtue

nor vice, though the acting merely from ap-

petite, when there is no principle of greater

authority to oppose it, be a matter indiffer-

ent ; yet there may be a great deal of vir-

tue or of vice in the management of our
appetites; and that the power ofself-govern-

ment is necessary for their regulation.

[131]

CHAPTER II.

OF DESIRES.

Another class of animal principles of

action in man, I shall, for want of a better

specific name, call desires.

They are distinguished from appetites by
this : That there is not an uneasy sensa-

tion proper to each, and always accompany-
ing it ; and that they are not periodical,

hut constant, not being sated with their ob-

jects for a time, as appetites are.

The desires I have in view, are chiefly

these three—the desire of power, the de-

si: e of esteem, and the desire of knowledge.

We may/T*think, perceive sonWttegree
of these principles in brute-animals of the

more sagacious kind ; but in man they are

much more conspicuous, and have a larger

sphere.

In a herd of black cattle, there is a rank
and subordination. When a stranger is in-

troduced into the herd, he must fight every

one till his rank is settled. Then he yields

to the stronger and assumes authority over

the weaker. The case is much the same
in the crew of a ship of war.

As soon as men associate together, the

desire of superiority discovers itself. In
barbarous tribes, as well as among the gre-

garious kinds of animals, rank is determined

by strength, courage, swiftness, or such

other qualities. Among civilized nations,

many things of a different kind give power
and rank—places in government, titles of

honour, riches, wisdom, eloquence, virtue,

and even the reputation of these. All these

are either d fterent species of power, or

ine.ins of acquiring it ; and when they are

[129-131")
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ought for that end, must be considered as

instances of the desire of power. [ 132]

The desire of esteem is not peculiar to

man. A dog exults in the approbation and

applause of his master, and is humbled by

his displeasure. But in man this desire is

much more conspicuous, and operates in a

thousand different ways.

Hence it is that so very few are proof

against flattery, when it is not very gross.

AVe wish to be well in the opinion of

others, and therefore are prone to inter-

pret in our own favour, the signs of their

good opinion, even when they are ambi-
guous.

There are few injuries that are not

more easy to be borne than contempt.

We cannot always avoid seeing, in the

conduct of others, things that move con-

tempt ; but, in all polite circles, the signs

of it must be suppressed, otherwise men
could not converse together.

As there is no quality, common to good
and bad men, more esteemed than courage,

nor anything in a man more the object

of contempt than cowardice, hence every

man desires to be thought a man of cou-

rage; and the reputation of cowardice is

worse than death. How many have died

to avoid being thought cowards ? How
many, for the same reason, have done
what made them unhappy to the end of

their lives.

I believe many a tragical event, if traced

to its source in human nature, might be
referred to the desire of esteem, or the
dread of contempt. [133 J

In brute animals there is so little that

can be called knowledge, that the desire of

it can make no considerable figure in them.
Vet I have seen a cat, when brought into

a new habitation, examine with care every
corner of it, and anxious to know every
lurking place, and the avenues to it. And
I believe the same thing may be observed
in many other species, especially in those
that are liable to be hunted by man or by
other animals.

But the desire of knowledge in the human
species, is a principle that cannot escape
our observation.

The curiosity of children is the principle

that occupies most of their time while they
are awake. What they can handle they
examine on all sides, and often break in

pieces, in order to discover what is within.

When men grow up, their curiosity does
not cease, but is employed upon other ob-
jects. Novelty is considered as one great
source of the pleasures of taste, and indeed
is necessary, in one degree or other, to give

a relish to them all.

When we speak of the desire of know-
ledge as a principle of action in man. wo
must not confine it to the pursuits of the

[132-13.5]

philosopher, or of the literary man. The
desire of knowledge discovers itself, in one
person, by an avidity to know the scandal

of the village, and who makes love, and to

whom ; in another, to know the economy
of the next family ; in another, to know
what the post brings ; and, in another, to

trace the path of a new comet.

When men shew an anxiety, and take

pains to know what is of no moment, and
can be of no use to themselves or to others,

this is trifling, and vain curiosity. It is a

culpable weakness and folly ; but still it is

the wrong direction of a natural principle,

and shews the force of that principle more
than when it is directed to matters worthy
to be known. [134]

I think it unnecessary to use arguments
to shew that the desires of power, of esteem,

and of knowledge, are natural principles in

the constitution of man. Those who are

not convinced of this by reflecting upon
their own feelings and sentiments, will not

easily be convinced by arguments.
Power, esteem, and knowledge, are so

useful for many purposes, that it is easy to

resolve the desire of them into other prin-

ciples. Those who do so must maintain,

that we never desire these objects for their

own sakes, but as means only of procuring

pleasure, or something which is a natural

object of desire. This, indeed, was the

doctrine of Epicurus : and it has had its

votaries in modern times. But it has been
observed, that men desire posthumous fame,
which can procure no pleasure.

Epicurus himself, though he believed that

he should have no existence after death,

was so desirous to be remembered with

esteem, that, by his last will, he appointed

hisheirsto commemorate his birth annually,

and to give a monthly feast to his disciples,

upon the twentieth day of the moon. What
pleasure could this give to Epicurus when
he had no existence ? On this account,

Cicero justly observes, that his doctrine was
refuted by his own practice.

Innumerable instances occur in life, of

men who sacrifice ease, pleasure, and every-

thing else, to the lust of power, of fame,

or even of knowledge. It is absurd to sup-

pose that men should sacrifice the end to

what they desire only as the means of pro-

moting that end. [135]
The natural desires I have mentioned

are, in themselves, neither virtuous nor
vicious. They are parts of our constitu-

tion, and ought to be regulated and re-

strained, when they stand in competition

with more important principles. But to

eradicate them, if it were possible, (and I

believe it is not,) would only be like cutting

off a leg or an arm—that is, making our-

selves other creatures than God has made
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They cannot, with propriety, be called

selfish principles, though they have com-
monly been accounted such.

When power is desired for its own sake,

and not as the means in order to obtain

something else, this desire is neither selfish

nor social. When a man desires power as

the means of doing good to others, this is

benevolence. When he desires it only as

the means of promoting his own good, this

is self-love. But when he desires it for its

own sake, this only can properly be called

the desire of power ; and it implies neither

self-love nor benevolence. The same thing

may be applied to the desires of esteem and
of knowledge.

The wise intention of nature in giving us

these desires, is no less evident than in

giving our natural appetites.

Without the natural appetites, reason, as

was before observed, would be insufficient,

either for the preservation of the individual

or the continuation of the species; and
without the natural desires we have men-
tioned, human virtue would be insufficient

to influence mankind to a tolerable conduct
in society.

To these natural desires, common to good
and to bad men, it is owing, that a man,
who has little or no regard to virtue, may
notwithstanding be a good member of so-

ciety. It is true, indeed, that perfect virtue,

joined with perfect knowledge, would make
both our appetites and desires unnecessary
incumbrances of our nature ; but, as human
knowledge and human virtue are both very

imperfect, these appetites and desires are

necessary supplements to our imperfections.

[136]
Society, among men, cculd not subsist

without a certain degree of that regularity

of conduct which virtue prescribes. To
this regularity of conduct, men who have
no virtue are induced by a regard to cha-
racter, sometimes by a regard to interest.

Even in those who are not destitute of

virtue, a regard to character is often an
useful auxiliary to it, when both principles

concur in their direction.

The pursuits of power, of fame, and of

knowledge, require a self-command no less

than virtue does. In our behaviour towards
our fellow-creatures, they generally lead to

that very conduct which virtue requires.

I say generally ^ for this, no doubt, admits
of exceptions, especially in the case of am-
bition, or the desire of power.

The evils which ambition lias produced
in the world are a common topic of declaim
ation. But it ought to be observed that,

where it has led to one action hurtful to

society, it has led to ten thousand that are
beneficial to it. And we justly look upon
the want of ambition as one of the most
unfavourable symptoms in a man's temper.

The desires of esteem and of knowledge
are highly useful to society, as well as the
desire of power, and, at the same time, are
less dangerous in their excesses.

Although actions proceeding merely from
the love of power, of reputation, or of know-
ledge, cannot be accounted virtuous, or be
entitled to moral approbation ; yet we allow
them to be manly, ingenuous, and suited to

the dignity of human nature ; and, there-

fore, they are entitled to a degree of esti-

mation superior to those which proceed
from mere appetite. [137]

Alexander the Great deserved that epi-

thet in the early part of his life, when ease
and pleasure, and every appetite, were sac-

rificed to the love of glory and power. But
when we view him conquered by oriental

luxury, and using his power to gratify his

passions and appetites, he sinks in our
esteem, and seems to forfeit the title which
he had acquired.

Sardanapalus, who is said to have pur-
sued pleasure as eagerly as Alexander pur-
sued glory, never obtained from mankind
the appellation of Ihe Great.

Appetite is the principle of most of the
actions of brutes, and we account it brutal

in a man to employ himself chiefly in the
gratification of his appetites. The desires

of power, of esteem, and of knowledge, are
capital parts in the constitution of man ; and
the actions proceeding from them, though not
properly virtuous, are human and manly

;

and they claim a just superiority over those
that proceed from appetite. This, I think,

is the universal and unbiassed judgment of

mankind. Upon what ground this judg-
ment is founded may deserve to be consi-

dered in its proper place.

The desires we have mentioned are not
only highly useful in society, and in their

nature more noble than our appetites—they
are likewise the most proper engines that
can be used in the education and discipline

of men.
In training brute-animals to such habits

as they are capable of, the fear of punish-
ment is the chief instrument to be used.
But, in training men of ingenuous disposi-

tion, ambition to excel, and the love of

esteem, are much nobler and more power-
ful engines, by which they may be led to

worthy conduct, and trained to good habits.

[138]
To this we may add, that the desires we

have mentioned are very friendly to real

virtue, and make it more easy to be ac-

quired.

A man that is not quite abandoned must
behave so in society as to preserve some
degree of reputation. This every man
desires to do, and the greater part actually

do it. In order to this, he must acquire
the habit of restraining his appetites and

[_
136- 138

j
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passions within the hounds which common
decency requires, and so as to make himself

a tolerahle member of society, if not an use-

ful and agreeable one.

It cannot be doubted that many, from a

regard to character and to the opinion of

others, are led to make themselves both

useful and agreeable members of society, in

whom a sense of duty has but a small in-

fluence.

Thus men, living in society, especially in

polished society, are tamed and civilized by
the principles that are common to good and
bad men. They are taught to bring their

appetites and passions under due restraint

before the eyes of men, which makes it

more easy to bring them under the rein of

virtue.

As a horse that is broken is more easily

managed than an unbroken colt, so the man
who has undergone the discipline of society

is more tractable, and is in an excellent

state of preparation for the discipline of

virtue ; and that self-command, which is

necessary in the race of ambition and honour,

is an attainment of no small importance in

the course of virtue. [139]
For this reason, I apprehend, they err

very grossly who conceive the life of a her-

mit to be favourable to a course of virtue.

The hermit, no doubt, is free from some
temptations to vice, but he is deprived of

many strong inducements to self-govern-

ment, as well as of every opportunity of

exercising the social virtues.*

A very ingenious author-j- has resolved

our moral sentiments respecting the virtues

of self-government, into a regard to the opin-

ion of men. This, I think, is giving a great

deal too much to the love of esteem, and
putting the shadow of virtue in place of the

substance ; but that a regard to the opinion

of others is, in most instances of our exter-

nal behaviour, a great inducement to good
conduct, cannot be doubted. For, whatever
men may practice themselves, they will al-

ways approve of that in others which they

think right.

It was before observed, that, besides the

appetites which nature has given us, we
may acquire appetites which, by indulgence,

become as importunate as the natural. The
same thing may be applied to desires.

One of the most remarkable acquired de-

sires is that of money, which, in commer-
cial states, will be found in most men, in

one degree or other, and, in some men,
swallows up every other desire, appetite,

and passion.

The desire of money can then only be ac-

counted a principle of action, when it is de-

* The solitary (say* Aristotle) is either a god or a

beMt—H,
f Adam Smith.—H.

! 139 141]

sired for its own sake, and not merely as

the means of procuring something else.

It is evident that there is in misers such

a desire of money ; and, I suppose, no man
will say that it is natural, or a part of our

original constitution. It seems to be the

effect of habit. [140]
In commercial nations, money is an in-

strument by which almost everything may
be procured that is desired. Being useful

for many different purposes as the means,

some men lose sight of the end, ai.d termi-

nate their desire upon the means. Money
is also a species of power, putting a man in

condition to do many things which he could

not do without it ; and power is a natural

object of desire, even when it is not exer-

cised.

In like manner, a man may acquire the

desire of a title of honour, of an equipage,

of an estate.

Although our natural desires are highly

beneficial to society, and even aiding to vir-

tue, yet acquired desires are not only use-

less, but hurtful and even disgraceful.

No man is ashamed to own that he loves

power, that he loves esteem, that he loves

knowledge, for their own sake. There may
be an excess in the love of these things,

which is a blemish ; but there is a degree

of it which is natural, and is no blemish.

To love money, titles, or equipage, on any
other account than as they are useful or or-

namental, is allowed by all to be weakness

and folly.

The natural desires I have been consi-

dering, though they cannot be called social

principles of action in the common sense of

that word, since it is not their object to

procure any good or benefit to others, yet

they have such a relation to society as to

shew most evidently the intention of Nature
to be, that man should live in society.

The desire of knowledge is not more na-

tural than is the desire of communicating
our knowledge.* Even power would be

less valued if there were no opportunity of

shewing it to others. It derives half its

value from that circumstance. And as to

the desire of esteem, it can have no possible

gratification but in society. [141]
These parts of our constitution, therefore,

are evidently intended for social life ; and
it is not more evident that birds were made
for flying and fishes for swimming, than

that man, endowed with a natural desire of

power, of esteem, and of knowledge, is made,
not for the savage and solitary state, but

for living in society,j

* Scire tnum nihil est, nisi te scire hoc sciat alter.

Prrgiux, after I.ucilius.—-H
t On this subject, what has heen best said ha*

been said by Aristotle. See his Politic!, 1 ook
First.- H.
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CHAPTER III.

OP BENEVOLENT AFFECTION IN GENERAL.

We have seen how, by instinct and ha-

bit—a kind of mechanical principles—man,
without any expense of thought, without de-

liberation or will, is led to many actions, ne-
cessary for his preservation and well-being,

which, without those principles, all his skill

and wisdom would not have been able to ac-

complish.

It may perhaps be thought, that his deli-

berate and voluntary actions are to be guided

by his reason.

But it ought to be observed, that he is a
voluntary agent long before he has the use
of reason. Reason and virtue, the prero-

gatives of man, are of the latest growth.
They come to maturity by slow degrees, and
are too weak, in the greater part of the spe-

cies, to secure the preservation of individu-

als and of communities, and to produce
that varied scene of human life in which
they are to be exercised and improved.

Therefore, the wise Author of our being
hath implanted in human nature many in-

ferior principles of action, which, with little

or no aid of reason or virtue, preserve the
species, and produce the various exertions,

and the various changes and revolutions

which we observe upon the theatre of life.

[142]
In this busy scene, reason and virtue

have access to act their parts, and do often

produce great and good effects ; but whe-
ther they interpose or not, there are actois

of an inferior order that will carry on the
play, and produce a variety of events, good
or bad.

Reason, if it were perfect, would lead

men to use the proper means of preserving
their own lives, and continuing their kind.

But the Author of our being hath not
thought fit to leave this task to reason alone,

otherwise the race would long ago have
been extinct. He hath given us, in com-
mon with other animals, appetites, by which
those important purposes are secured, whe-
ther men be wise or foolish, virtuous or vi-

cious.

Reason, if it were perfect, would lead

men neither to lose the benefit of their ac-

tive powers by inactivity, nor to overstrain

them by excessive labour. But Nature hath
given a powerful assistant to reason, by
making inactivity a grievous punishment
to itself ; and by annexing the pain of las-

situde to excessive labour.

Reason, if it were perfect, would lead us
to desire power, knowledge, and the esteem
and affection of our fellow-men, as means
of promoting our own happiness, and of be-
ing useful to others. Here again, Nature,

to supply the defects of reason, hath given

us a strong natural desire of those objects,

which leads us to pursue them without re-

gard to their utility.

These principles we have already consi-

dered ; and, we may observe, that all of

them have things, not persons, for their ob-

ject. They neither imply any good nor ill

affection towards any other person, nor even

towards ourselves. They cannot, therefore,

with propriety, be called either selfish or so-

cial. But there are various principles of

action in man, which have persons for their

immediate object, and imply, in their very

nature, our being well or ill affected to some
person, or, at least, to some animated be-

ing. [143]
Such principles, I shall call by the gen-

eral name of affections, whether they dis-

pose us to do good or hurt to others.

Perhaps, in giving them this general

name, I extend the meaning of the word
affection beyond itscommon use in discourse.

Indeed, our language seems in this to have
departed a little from analogy ; for we use

the verb affect, and the participle affected,

in an indifferent sense, so that they may be

joined either with good or ill. A man may
be said to be ill affected towards another

man, or well affected. But the word affec-

tion, which, according to analogy, ought to

have the same latitude of signification with

that from which it is derived, and, there*

fore, ought to be applicable to ill affections

as well as to good, seems, by custom, to be

limited to good affections. When we speak

of having affection for any person, it is al-

ways understood to be a benevolent affec-

tion.

Malevolent principles— such as anger,

resentment, envy—are not commonly called

affections, but rather passions.

I take the reason of this to be, that the

malevolent affections are almost always ac-

companied with that perturbation of mind
which we properly call passion ; and this

passion, being the most conspicuous ingre-

dient, gives its name to the whole.

Even love, when it goes beyond a certain

degree, is called a passion. But it gets not

that name when it is so moderate as not to

discompose a man's mind, nor deprive him
in any measure of the government of him-
self. [144]
As we give the name of passion, even to

benevolent affection when it is so vehement
as to discompose the mind, so, I think,

without trespassing much against propriety

of words, we may give the name of affection

even to malevolent principles, when unat-

tended with that disturbance of mind which

commonly, though not always, goes along

with them, and which has made them get

the name of passions.

The principles which lead us immediately

[142-144"]
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to desire the good of others, .and those that

lead us to desire their hurt, agree in this,

that persons, and not things, are their im-
mediate object. Both imply ourbeing some
way affected towards the person. They
ought, therefore, to have some common
name to express what is common in their

nature ; and I know no name more proper
for this than affectum.

Taking affection, therefore, in this exten-

sive sense, our affections are very naturally

divided into benevolent and malevolent,

according as they imply our being well or

ill affected towards their object.

There are some things common to all

benevolent affections, others wherein they
differ.

They differ both in the feeling or sensa-

tion, which is an ingredient in all of them,
and in the objects to which theyare directed.

They all agree in two things— to wit,

That the feeling which accompanies them is

agreeable ; and, That they imply a desire of

good and happiness to their object.

The affection we bear to a parent, to a
child, to a benefactor, to a person in dis-

tress, to a mistress, differ not more in their

object, than in the feelings they produce
n the mind. We have not names to ex-
press the differences of these feelings, but
every man is conscious of a difference. Yet,
with all this difference, they agree in being
agreeable feelings. [145]

I know no exception to this rule, if we
distinguish, as we ought, the feeling whicli

naturally and necessarily attends the kind
affection, from those which accidentally, in

certain circumstances, it may produce.

The parental affection is an agreeable
feeling ; but it makes the misfortune or mis-
behaviour of a child give a deeper wound to

the mind. Pity is an agreeable feeling, yet
distress, which we are not able to relieve,

may give a painful sympathy. Love to one
of the other sex is an agreeable feeling

;

but, where it does not meet with a proper
return, it may give the most pungent dis-

tress.

The joy and comfort of human life con-
sist in the reciprocal exercise of kind affec-

tions, and without them life would be
undesirable.

It has been observed by Lord Shaftesbury,
and by many other judicious moralists, That
even the epicure and the debauchee, who
are thought to place all their happiness in

the gratifications of sense, and to pursue
these as their only object, can find no relish

in solitary indulgences of this kind, but in

those only that are mixed with social inter-

course, and a reciprocal exchange of kind
affections.

Cicero has observed that the word convi-

viunty which in Latin signifies a feast, is

not borrowed from eating or from drinking,

[145-147]

but from that social intercourse which,
being the chief part of such an entertain-
ment, gives the name to the whole.

Mutual kind affections are undoubtedly
the balm of life, and of all the enjoyments
common to good and bad men, are the chief.

If a man had no person whom he loved or

esteemed, no person who loved or esteemed
him, how wretched must his condition be !

Surely a man capable of reflection would
choose to pass out of existence, rather than
to live in such a state. [ 146]

It has been, by the poets, represented as
the state of some bloody and barbarous
tyrants ; but poets are allowed to paint a
little beyond the life. Atreus is represented
as saying Oderint dum metuant—" I care
not for their hatred, provided they dread my
power." I believe there never was a man
so disposed towards all mankind. The
most odious tyrant that ever was, will have
his favourites, whose affection he endeavours
to deserve or to bribe, and to whom he bears
some good will.

We may, therefore, lay it down as a prin-
ciple, that all benevolent affections are, in

their nature, agreeable ; and that, next to

a good conscience, to which they are al-

ways friendly, and never can be adverse,
they make the capital part of human hap-
piness.

Another ingredient essential to every
benevolent affection, and from which it takes
the name, is a desire of the good and happi-
ness of the object.

The object of benevolent affection, there-
fore, must be some being capable of happi-
ness. When we speak of affection to a
house, or to any inanimate thing, the word
has a different meaning ; for that which has
no capacity of enjoyment or of suffering,

may be an object of liking or disgust, but
cannot possibly be an object either of bene-
volent or malevolent affection.

A thing may be desired either on its own
account, or as the means in order to some-
thing else. That only can properly be
called an object of desire, which is desired
upon its own account ; and it is only such
desires that I call principles of action. When
anything is desired as the means only, there
must be an end for which it is desired ; and
the desire of the end is, in this case, the
principle of action. The means are desired
only as they tend to that end ; and, if dif-

ferent, or even contrary means, tended to
the same end, they would be equally de-
sired. [147]
On this account, I consider tho.e affec-

tions only as benevolent, where the good of

the object is desired ultimately, and not
as the means only, in order to something
else.

To say that we desire the good of other*,
only in order to procure some pleasure or
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good to ourselves, is to say that there is no
benevolent affection in human nature.

This, indeed, has been the opinion ofsome
philosophers, both in ancient and in later

times. I intend not to examine this opinion

in this place, conceiving it proper to give

that view of the principles of action in man,
which appears to me to be just, before I

examine the systems wherein they have
been mistaken or misrepresented.

I observe only at present, that it appears
as unreasonable to resolve all our benevo-
lent affections into self-love, as it would
be to resolve hunger and thirst into self-

love.

These appetites are necessary for the
preservation of the individual. Benevolent
affections are no less necessary for the pre-

servation of society among men, without
which man would become an easy prey to

the beasts of the field.

We are placed in this world by the Author
of our being, surrounded with many objects

that are necessary or useful to us, and with
many that may hurt us. We are led, not
by reason and self-love only, but by many
instincts, and appetites, and natural desires,

to seek the former and to avoid the latter.

[148]
But of all the things of this world, man

may be the most useful or the most hurtful

to man. Every man is in the power of

every man with whom he lives. Every
man has power to do much good to his

fellow-men, and to do more hurt.

We cannot live without the society of

men ; and it would be impossible to live in

society, if men were not disposed to do
much of that good to men, and but little

of that hurt, which it is in their power to

do.

But how shall this end, so necessary to

the existence of human society, and conse-

quently to the existence of the human spe-

cies, be accomplished ?

If we judge from analogy, we must con-
clude that in this, as in other parts of our
conduct, our rational principles are aided

by principles of an inferior order, similar to

those by which many brute animals live in

society with their species ; and that, by
means of such principles, that degree of re-

gularity is observed, which we find in all

societies of men, whether wise or foolish,

virtuous or vicious.

The benevolent affections planted in

human nature, appear therefore no less

necessary for the preservation of the human
species, than the appetites of hunger and
thirst-

CHAPTER IV.

OP THE PARTICULAR BENEVOLENT AFFEC-
TIONS.

Having premised these things in general

concerning benevolent affections, 1 shall

now attempt some enumeration of them.

[149]
1. The first I mention is, that of parents

and children, and other near relations.*

This we commonly call natural affection.

Every language has a name for it- It is

common to us with most of the brute-ani-

mals ; and is variously modified in differ-

ent animals, according as it is more or less

necessary for the preservation of the spe-

cies.

Many of the insect tribe need no other

care of parents, than that the eggs be laid

in a proper place, where they shall have
neither too little nor too much heat, and
where the animal, as soon as it is hatched,
shall find its natural food. This care the
parent takes, and no more.

In other tribes, the young must be lodgea
in some secret place, where they cannot be
easily discovered by their enemies. They
must be cherished by the warmth of the

parent's body. They must be suckled, and
fed at first with tender food ; attended in

their excursions, and guarded from danger,

till they have learned, by experience, and by
the example of their parents, to provide for

their own subsistence and safety. With
what assiduity and tender affection this is

done by the parents, in every species that

requires it, is well known.
The eggs of the feathered tribe are com-

monly hatched by incubation of the dam,
who leaves off at once her sprightly motions
and migrations, and confines herself to her
solitary ana painful task, cheered by the

song of her mate upon a neighbouringbough,
and sometimes fed by him, sometimes re-

lieved in her incubation, while she gathers

a scanty meal, and with the greatest dispatch

returns to her post. [150]
The young birds of many species are so

very tender and delicate, that man, with all

his wisdom and experience, would not be
able to rear one to maturity. But the

parents, without any experience, know per-

fectly how to rear sometimes a dozen or

more at one brood, and to give every one
its portion in due season. They know the

food best suited to their delicate constitu-

tion, which is sometimes afforded by nature,

sometimes must be cooked and half digested

in the stomach of the parent.

In some animals, nature hath furnished

the female with a kind of second womb, into

* 2r*p>%— H.

[IIS- 150]
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which the young retire occasionally, for

food, warmth, and the conveniency of being

carried about with the mother.

It would be endless to recount all the

various ways in which the parental affection

is expressed by brute-animals.

He must, in my apprehension, have a
very strange complexion of understanding,

who can survey the various ways in which

the young of the various species are reared,

without wonder, without pious admiration

of that manifold wisdom which hath so

skilfully fitted means to ends, in such an
infinite variety of ways.

In all the brute-animals we are ac-

quainted with, the end of the parental affec-

tion is completely answered in a short time ;

and then it ceases as if it had never been.

The infancy of man is longer and more
helpless than that of any other animal. The
parental affection is necessary for many
years ; it is highly useful through life ; and
therefore it terminates only with life. It

extends to children's children, without any
diminution of its force.

How common ia it to see a young woman,
in the gayest period of life, who has spent

her days in mirth, and her nights in pro-

found sleep, without solicitude or care, all

at once transformed into the careful, the

solicitous, the watchful nurse of her dear

infant : doing nothing by day but gazing

upon it, and serving it in the meanest
offices ; by night, depriving herself of sound
sleep for months, that it may lie safe in her

arms. Forgetful of herself, her whole care

is centred in this little object. [151]
Such a sudden transformation of her

whole habits, and occupation, and turn of

mind, if we did not see it every day, would
appear a more wonderful metamorphosis
than any that Ovid has described.

This, however, is the work of nature,

and not the effect of reason and reflection.

For we see it in the good and in the bad,

in the most thoughtless as well as in the

thoughtful.

Nature has assigned different depart-

ments to the father and mother in rearing

their offspring. This may be seen in many
brute animals ; and that it is so in the hu-
man species, was long ago observed by So-
crates, and most beautifully illustrated by
him, as we learn from Xenophon's (Econo-

micfes. Tke parental affection in the dif-

ferent sexes is exactly adapted to the office

assigned to each. The father would make
an awkward nurse to a new-born child, and
the mother too indulgent a guardian. But
both act with propriety and grace in their

proper sphere.

It is very remarkable that, when the

office of rearing a child is transferred from
the parent to another person, nature seems
to transfer the affection along with the

[151-153]

office. A wet nurse, or even a dry nurse,

has commonly the same affection for her

nursling as if she had borne it. The fact ia

so well known that nothing needs be said to

confirm it ; and it seems to be the work of

nature.

Our affections are not immediately in our

power, as our outward actions are. Nature
has directed them to certain objects. We
may do kind offices without affection ; but

we cannot create an affection which nature

has not given. [152]
Reason might teach a man that his

children are particularly committed to his

care by the providence of God, and, on that

account, that he ought to attend to them as

his particular charge ; but reason could not

teach him to lovethem more than other child-

ren of equal merit, or to be more afflicted

for their misfortunes or misbehaviour.

It is evident, therefore, that that peculiar

sensibility of affection, with regard to his

own children, is not the effect of reasoning

or reflection, but the effect of that constitu-

tion which nature has given him.

There are some affections which we may
call rational, because they are grounded

upon an opinion of merit in the object. The
parental affection is not of this kind. For,

though a man's affection to his child may
be increased by merit, and diminished b}

demerit, I think no man will say, that it

took its rise from an opinion of merit. It is

not opinion that creates the affection, but

affection often creates opinion. It is apt

to pervert the judgment, and create an

opinion of merit where there is none.

The absolute necessity of this parental

affection, in order to the continuance of the

human species, is so apparent that there is

no need of arguments to prove it. The
rearing of a child from its birth to maturity

requires so much time and care, and such

infinite attentions, that, if it were to be done

merely from considerations of reason and

duty, and were not sweetened by affection

in parents, nurses, and guardians, there is

reason to doubt whether one child in ten

thousand would ever be reared. [153]

Beside the absolute necessity of this part

of the human constitution to the preserva-

tion of the species, its utility is very great,

for tempering the giddiness and impetuosity

of youth, and improving its knowledge by

the prudence and experience of age, for en-

couraging industry and frugality in the

parents, in order to provide for their child-

ren, for the solace and support of parents

under the infirmities of old age; not to

mention that it probably gave rise to the

first civil governments.

It does not appear that the parental, and
other family affections, are, in general,

either too strong or too weak for answer-

ing their end. If they were too weak,

20
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parents would be most apt to err on the

side of undue severity ; if too strong, of

undue indulgence. As they are in fact, I

believe no man can say that the errors are

more general on one side than on the other.

When these affections are exerted ac-

cording to their intention, under the direc-

tion of wisdom and prudence, the eco-

nomy of such a family is a most delightful

spectacle, and furnishes the most agreeable

and affecting subject to the pencil of the

painter, and to the pen of the orator and

poet.

2. The next benevolent affection I men-
tion, is Gratitude to Benefactors.

That good offices are, by the very con-

stitution of our nature, apt to produce good

will towards the benefactor, in good and

bad men, in the savage and in the civilized,

cannot surely be denied by any one in the

least acquainted with human nature.

The danger of perverting a man's judg-

ment by good deeds, where he ought to

have no bias, is so well known that it is

dishonourable in judges, in witnesses, in

electors to offices of trust, to accept of

them; and, in all civilized nations, they

are, in such cases, prohibited, as the means
of corruption. [154]
Those who would corrupt the sentence

of a judge, the testimony of a witness, or

the vote of an elector, know well, that they

must not make a bargain, or stipulate what

is to be done in return. This would shock

every man who has the least pretension to

morals. If the person can only be pre-

vailed upon to accept the good office, as a

testimony of pure and disinterested friend-

ship, it is left to work upon his gratitude.

He finds himself under a kind of moral

obligation to consider the cause of his bene-

factor and friend in the most favourable

light He finds it easier to justify his con-

duct to himself, by favouring the interest

of his benefactor, than by opposing it.

Thus the principle of gratitude is sup-

posed, even in the nature of a bribe. Bad
men know how to make this natural prin-

ciple the most effectual means of corrup-

tion. The very best things may be turned

to a bad use. But the natural tendency

of this principle, and the intention of nature

in planting it in the human breast, are,

evidently to promote good-will among men,
and to give to good offices the power of

multiplying their kind, like seed sown in

the earth, which brings a return, with in-

crease.

Whether there be, or be not, in the

more sagacious brutes, something that may
be called gratitude, I will not dispute. We
must allow this important difference be-

tween their gratitude and that of the human
kind, that, in the last, the mind of the bene-

factor is chiefly regarded, in the first, the

external action only. A brute-animal will

be as kindly affected to him who feeds it in

order to kill and eat it, as to him who does

it from affection-

A man may be justly entitled to our gra-

titude, for an office that is useful, though

it be, at the same time, disagreeable ; and

not only for doing, but for forbearing what

he had a right to do. Among men, it is

not every beneficial office that claims our

gratitude, but such only as are not due to

us in justice. [155] A favour alone gives

a claim to gratitude ; and a favour must be

something more than justice requires. It

does not appear that brutes have any con-

ception of justice. They can neither dis-

tinguish hurt from injury, nor a favour

from a good office that is due.

3. A third natural benevolent affection

is Pity and Compassion towards the Dis-

tressed.

Of all persons, those in distress stand

most in need of our good offices. And, for

that reason, the Author of nature hath

planted in the breast of every human crea

ture a powerful advocate to plead their

cause.

In man, and in some other animals, there

are signs of distress, which nature hath

both taught them to use, and taught all

men to understand without any interpreter.

These natural signs are more eloquent than

language ; they move our hearts, and pro-

duce a sympathy, and a desire to give re-

lief.

There are few hearts so hard, but great

distress will conquer their anger, their in-

dignation, and every malevolent affection.

We sympathise even with the traitor and

with the assassin, when we see him led to

execution. It is only self-preservation and

the public good, that makes us reluctantly

assent to his being cut off from among
men.
The practice of the Canadian nations

towards their prisoners would tempt one

to think that they have been able to root

out the principle of compassion from their

nature. But this, I apprehend, would be

a rash conclusion. It is only a part of the

prisoners of war that they devote to a

cruel death. This gratifies the revenge of

the women and children who have lost their

husbands and fathers in the war. The
other prisoners are kindly used, and adopted

as brethren. [156]
Compassion with bodily pain is no doubt

weakened among these savages, because

they are trained from their infancy to be

superior to death, and to every degree of

pain ; and he is thought unworthy of the

name of a man, who cannot defy his tor-

mentors, and sing his death-song in the

midst of the most cruel tortures. He who
can do this, is honoured as a brave man,

[154-156T
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though an enemy. But he must perish in

the experiment.

A Canadian has the most perfect con-

tempt for every man who thinks pain an
intolerable evil. And nothing is so apt to

stifle compassion as contempt, and an ap-
prehension that the evil suffered is nothing
but what ought to be manfully borne.

It must also be observed, that savages
set no bounds to their revenge. Those who

• find no protection in laws and government
never think themselves safe, but in the

destruction of their enemy. And one of
the chief advantages of civil government is,

that it tempers the cruel passion of re-

venge, and opens the heart to compassion
with every human wo.

It seems to be false religion only, that is

able to check the tear of compassion.
We are told, that, in Portugal and Spain,

a man condemned to be burned as an ob-

stinate heretic, meets with no compassion,
even from the multitude. It is true, they
are taught to look upon him as an enemy to

God, and doomed to hell-fire. But should
not this very circumstance move compas-
sion ? Surely it would, if they were not
taught that, in this case, it is a crime to

shew compassion, or even to feel it.

4. A /mirth benevolent affection is, Esteem
of (he I Vise and the-Good. [ 1 57 ]

The worst men cannot avoid feeling this

in some degree. Esteem, veneration, de-
votion, are different degrees of the same
affection. The perfection of wisdom, power,
and goodness, which belongs only to the

Almighty, is the object of the last.

It may be a doubt whether this principle

of esteem, as well as that of gratitude, ought
to be ranked in the order of animal prin-

ciples, or if they ought not rather to be
placed in a higher order.* They are cer-

tainly more allied to the rational nature
than- the others that have been named

;

nor is it evident that there is anything in

brute animals that deserves the same name.
There is indeed a subordination in a herd

of cattle, and in a flock of sheep, which, I

believe, is determined by strength and
courage, as it is among savage tribes of

men. I have been informed that, in a
pack of hounds, a stanch hound acquires a
degree of esteem in the pack ; so that, when
the dogs are wandering in quest of the scent,

if he opens, the pack immediately closes in

with him, when they would not regard the
opening of a dog of no reputation. This is

something like a respect to wisdom.
But I have placed esteem of the wise and

good in the order of animal principles, not
from any persuasion that it is to be found
in brute-animals, but because, I think, it

appears in the most unimproved and in the

* See above, p 551 , b, note *.—H.
[157-159]

most degenerate part of our species, even in

those in whom we hardly perceive any ex-
ertion, either of reason or virtue.

I will not, however, dispute with any
man who thinks that it deserves a more
honourable name than that of an animal
principle. It is of small importance what
name we give it, if we are satisfied that

that there is such a principle in the human
constitution. [158]

5. Friendship is another benevolent
affection.

Of this we have some instances famous in

history—few indeed, but sufficient to shew
that human nature is susceptible of that

extraordinary attachment, sympathy, and
affection, to one or a few persons, which the

ancients thought alone worthy of the name
of friendship.

The Epicureans found it very difficult to

reconcile the existence of friendship to the

principles of their sect. They were not so

bold as to deny its existence. They even
boasted that there had been more attach-

ments of that kind between Epicureans than
in any other sect. But the difficulty was,
to account for real friendship upon Epicu-
rean principles. They went into different

hypotheses upon this point, three of which
are explained by Torquatus the Epicurean,
in Cicero's book, " De Finibus."

Cicero, in his reply to Torquatus, ex-

amines all the three, and shews them all

to be either inconsistent with the nature of

true friendship, or inconsistent with the

fundamental principles of the Epicurean
sect.

As to the friendship which the Epicu-
reans boasted of among those of their sect,

Cicero does not question the fact, but ob-

serves that, as there are many whose prac-

tice is worse than their principles, so there

are some whose principles are worse than
their practice, and that the bad principles

of these Epicureans were overcome by the

goodness of their nature.

6. Among the benevolent affections, the

passion of Love between the Sexes cannot be
overlooked.

Although it is commonly the theme of

poets, it is not unworthy of the pen of the

philosopher, as it is a most important part

of the human constitution. [159]
It is no doubt made up of various in-

gredients, as many other principles of action

are ; but it certainly cannot exist without a

very strong benevolent affection towards
its object, in whom it finds, or conceives,

everything that is amiable and excellent, and
even something more than human. I con-

sider it here only as a benevolent affection

natural to man. And that it is so, no man
can doubt who ever felt its force.

It is evidently intended by nature to

direct a man in the choice of a mate, with

2o2
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whom he desires to live, and to rear an off-

spring.

It has effectually secured this end in all

ages, and in every state of society.

The passion of love, and the parental

affection, are counterparts to each other ;

and when they are conducted with pru-
dence, and meet with a proper return, are

the source of all domestic felicity, the
greatest, next to that of a good conscience,

which this world affords.

As, in the present state of things, pain
often dwells near to pleasure, and sorrow
to joy, it needs not be thought strange

that a passion, fitted and intended by nature
to yield the greatest worldly felicity, should,

by being ill-regulated or wrong directed,

prove the occasion of the most pungent
distress.

But its joys and its griefs, its different

modifications in the different sexes, and its

influence upon the character of both, though
very important subjects, are fitter to be
sung than said ; and I leave them to those
who have slept upon the two-topped Par-
nassus. [160 J

7. The last benevolent affection I shall

mention is, what we commonly call Public
Spirit, that is, an affection to any community
to which we belong.

If there be any man quite destitute of

this affection, he must be as great a monster
as a man born with two heads. Its effects

are manifest in the whole of human life,

and in the history of all nations.

The situation of a great part of mankind,
indeed, is such, that their thoughts and
views must be confined within a very nar-
row sphere, and be very much engrossed
by their private concerns. With regard to
an extensive public, such as a state or
nation, they are like a drop to the ocean,
so that they have rarely an opportunity of
acting with a view to it

In many, whose actions may affect the
public, and whose rank and station lead
them to think of it, private passions may be
an overmatch for public spirit. All that can
be inferred from this is, that their public
spirit is weak, not that it does not exist.

If a man wishes well to the public, and
is ready to do good to it rather than hurt,
when it costs him nothing, he has some
affection to it, though it may be scandalously
weak in degree.

I believe every man has it in one degree
or another. What man is there who does
not resent satirical reflections upon his
country, or upon any community of which
he is a member ?

Whether the affection be to a college or
to a cloister, to a clan or to a profession,
to a party or to a nation, it is public spirit.

These affections differ, not in kind, but in
the extent of their object. [ 161 ]

The object extends as our connections
extend ; and a sense of the connection car-

ries the affection along with it to every
community to which we can apply the pro-
nouns we and our.

" Friend, parent, neighbour, first it will embrace,
His country next, and then all human race."

—

Pope.

Even in the misanthrope, this affection

is not extinguished. It is overpowered by
the apprehension he has of the worthless-
ness, the baseness, and the ingratitude of

mankind. Convince him that there is any
amiable quality in the species, and imme-
diately his philanthropy revives, and rejoices

to find an object on which it can exert it-

self.

Public spirit has this in common with
every subordinate principle of action—that,

when it is not under the government of

reason and virtue, it may produce much
evil as well as good. Yet, where there is

least of reason and virtue to regulate it, its

good far overbalances its ill.

It sometimes kindles or inflames animo-
sities between communities or contending
parties, and makes them treat each other
with little regard to justice. It kindles

wars between nations, and makes them
destroy one another for trifling causes. But,
without it, society could not subsist, and
every community would be a rope of sand.

When under the direction of reason and
virtue, it is the very image of God in the
soul. It diffuses its benign influence as far

as its power extends, and participates in the
happiness of God, and of the whole creation.

These are the benevolent affections which
appear to me to be parts of the human con-
stitution. [162]

If any one thinks the enumeration in-

complete, and that there are natural bene-
volent affections, which are not included
under any of those that have been named,
I shall very readily listen to such a cor-

rection, being sensible that such enumera-
tions are very often incomplete.

If others should think that any, or all,

the affections I have named, are acquired
by education, or by habits and associations

grounded on self-love, and are not original

parts of our constitution ; this is a point
upon which, indeed, there has been much
subtile disputation in ancient and modern
times, and which, I believe, must be de-
termined from what a man, by careful re-

flection, may feel in himself, rather than
from what he observes in others. But I

decline entering into this dispute, till I

shall have explained that principle of action
which we commonly call .self-love.

I shall conclude this subject with som
reflections upon the benevolent affections.

The first is, That all of them, in as fa

as they are benevolent, in which view only
I consider them, agree very much in the

[160-1621
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conduct they dispose us to, with regard to

their objects.

They dispose us to do them good as far

as we have power and opportunity ; to wish
them well, when we can do them no good ;

to judge favourably, and often partially, of

them ; to sympathise with them in their

afflictions and calamities ; and to rejoice

with them in their happiness and good
fortune.

It is impossible that there can be bene-
volent affection without sympathy both
with the good and bad fortune of the object;

and it appears to be impossible that there
can be sympathy without benevolent affec-

tion. Men do not sympathise with one
whom they hate ; nor even with one to

whose good or ill they are perfectly indif-

ferent. [163]
We may sympathise with a perfect

stranger, or even with an enemy whom we
see in distress; but this is the effect of
pity ; and, if we did not pity him, we should
not sympathise with him.

I take notice of this the rather, because
a very ingenious author,* in his " Theory
of Moral Sentiments," gives a very differ-

ent account of the origin of Sympathy. It
appears to me to be the effect of benevolent
affection, and to be inseparable from it.

A second reflection is, That the constitu-
tion of our nature very powerfully invites
us to cherish and cultivate in our minds the
benevolent affections.

The agreeable feeling which always at-
tends them as a present reward, appears to
be intended by nature for this purpose.

Benevolence, from its nature, composes
the mind, warms the heart, enlivens the
whole frame, and brightens every feature of
the countenance. It may justly be said to
be medicinal both to soul and body. We
are bound to it by duty ; we are invited to
it by interest ; and because both these cords
are often feeble, we have natural kind affec-

tions to aid them in their operation, and
supply their defects; and these affections
are joined with a manly pleasure in their
exertion.

A third reflection is, That the natural
benevolent affections furnish the most irre-
sistible proof that the Author of our nature
intended that we should live in society, and
do good to our fellow-men as we have oppor-
tunity ; since this great and important part
of the human constitution has a manifest
relation to society, and can have no exer-
cise nor use in a solitary state.

The last reflection is, That the different
principles of action have different degrees
of dignity, and rise one above another in
our estimation, when we make them objects
of contemplation. [ I G4

]

[163 165]
* Adam Smith.— H.

We ascribe no dignity to instincts or to
habits. They lead us only to admire the
wisdom of the Creator, in adapting them so
perfectly to the manner of life of the dif-

ferent animals in which they are found.
Much the same may be said of appetites.

They serve rather for use than ornament.
The desires of knowledge, of power, and

of esteem, rise higher in our estimation,

and we consider them as giving dignity and
ornament to man. The actions proceeding
from them, though not properly virtuous,

are manly and respectable, and claim a just

superiority over those that proceed merely
from appetite. This, I think, is the uni-
form judgment of mankind.

If we apply the same kind of judgment
to our benevolent affections, they appear
not only manly and respectable, but amiable
in a high degree.

They are amiable even in brute animals.
We love the meekness of the lamb, the
gentleness of the dove, the affection of a dog
to his master. We cannot, without pleasure,

observe the timid ewe, who never shewed
the least degree of courage in her own de-
fence, become valiant and intrepid in de-

fence of her lamb, and boldly assault those

enemies, the very sight of whom was wout
to put her to flight.

How pleasant is it to see the family eco-

nomy of a pair of little birds in rearing their

tender offspring ; the conjugal affection and
fidelity of the parents ; their cheerful toil

and industry in providing food to tkeir

family; their sagacity in concealing their

habitation ; the arts they use, often at the

peril of their own lives, to decoy hawks, and
other enemies, from their dwellingplace

;

and the affliction they feel when some un-
lucky boy has robbed them of the dear
pledges of their affection, and frustrated

all their hopes of their rising family ?

[165]
If kind affection be amiable in brutes,

it is not less so in our own species. Even
the external signs of it have a powerful
charm.
Every one knows that a person of ac-

complished good breeding charms every

one he converses with. And what is this

good breeding ? If we analyze it, we shall

find it to be made up of looks, gestures, and
speeches, which are the natural signs of

benevolence and good affection. He who
has got the habit of using these signs with

propriety, and without meanness, is a well-

bred and a polite man.
What is that beauty in the features of

the face, particularly of the fair sex, which
all men love and admire ? I believe it con«-

sists chiefly in the features which indicate

good affections. Every indication of meek-
ness, gentleness, and benignity, is a beauty.

On the contrary, every feature that indi-
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cates pride, passion, envy, and malignity,

is a deformity.*

Kind affections, therefore, are amiable in

brutes. Even the signs and shadows of

them are highly attractive in our own spe-

cies. Indeed they are the joy and the com-
fort of human life, not to good men only,

but even to the vicious and dissolute.

Without society, and the intercourse of

kind affection, man is a gloomy, melancholy,

and joyless being. His mind oppressed

with cares and fears, he cannot enjoy the

balm of sound sleep : in constant dread
of impending danger, he starts at the rust-

ling of a leaf. His ears are continually

upon the stretch, and every zephyr brings

some sound that alarms him.

When he enters into society, and feels

security in the good affection of friends and
neighbours, it is then only that his fear

vanishes, and his mind is at ease. His
courage is raised, his understanding is

enlightened, and his heart dilates with joy.

[166]
Human society may be compared to a

heap of embers, which when placed asunder,

can retain neither their light nor heat,

amidst the surrounding elements ; but, when
brought together, they mutually give heat
and light to each other ; the flame breaks
forth, and not only defends itself, but sub-
dues everything around it.

The security, the happiness, and the
strength of human society, spring solely

from the reciprocal benevolent affections of

its members.
The benevolent affections, though they be

all honourable and lovely, are not all equally

so. There is a subordination among them ;

and the honour we pay to them generally

corresponds to the extent of their object.

The good husband, the good father, the
good friend, the good neighbour, we honour
as a good man, worthy of our love and af-

fection. But the man in whom these more
private affections are swallowed up in zeal

for the good of his country and of man-
kind, who goes about doing good, and seeks

opportunities of being useful to his species,

we revere as more than a good man—as a
hero, as a good angel.

CHAPTER V.

OF MALEVOLENT AFFECTION.

Are there, in the constitution of man,
any affections that may be called malevo-
lent ? What are they ? and what is their

use and end? [167]

* Hence, on this principle of association, some
philosophers would exclusively explain the sentiment
of '.he Beautiful. See above," p. 89— H.

To me there seem to be two which we
may call by that name. They are Emula-
tion and liesrntment. These I take to be
parts of the human constitution, given us

by our Maker for good ends, and, when
properly directed and regulated, of excel-

lent use. But, as their excess or abuse, to

which human nature is very prone, is the

source and spring of all the malevolence
that is to be found among men, it is on that

account I call them malevolent.

If any man thinks that they deserve a
softer name—since they may be exercised,

according to the intention of nature, with-

out malevolence—to this I have no objec-

tion.

[1.] By Emulation, I mean a desire of

superiority to our rivals in any pursuit,

accompanied with an uneasiness at being

surpassed.*

Human life has justly been compared to

a race. The prize is superiority in one
kind or another. But the species or forms
(if I may use the expression ) of superiority

among men are infinitely diversified.

There is no man so contemptible in his

own eyes as to hinder him from entering

the lists in one form or another ; and he
will always find competitors to rival him in

his own way.

We see emulation among brute-animals.

Dogs and horses contend each with his

kind in the race. Many animals of the

gregarious kind contend for superiority in

their flock or herd, and shew manifest signs

of jealousy when others pretend to rival

them.
The emulation of the brute-animals is

mostly confined to swiftness, or strength,

or favour with their females. But the emu-
lation of the human kind has a much wider
field. [168]

In every profession, and in every accom-
plishment of body or mind, real or imagin-

|
ary, there are rivalships. Literary men rival

j
one another in literary abilities ; artists, in

their several arts ; the fair sex, in their

beauty and attractions, and in the respect

paid them by the other sex.

In every political society, from a petty

corporation up to the national administra-

tion, there is a rivalship for power and in-

fluence.

Men have a natural desire of power, with-

out respect to the power of others. This
we call Ambition. But the desire of supe-

riority, either in power, or in anything we
think worthy of estimation, has a respect

to rivals, and is what we properly call emu-
lation.

* Reid has not properly distinguished Emulation
from Envy. See, among others, Aristotle's " Rheto-
ric,"Book Second, in the chapters on those affections

;

Butler, > ermon I. " On Human Nature ;" Stewart's
" Philosophy ofthe Active Powers," I. p. 66, sq.; ana
other authors quoted by him~.H.
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The stronger the desire is, the more
puugent will be the uneasiness of being

found behind, and the mind will be the

more hurt by this humiliating view.

Emulation has a manifest tendency to

improvement. Without it life would stag-

nate, and the discoveries of art and genius

would be at a stand. This principle pro-

duces a constant fermentation in society,

by which, though dregs may be produced,

the better part is purified and exalted to a

perfection which it could not otherwise

attain.

We have not sufficient data for a com-
parison of the good and bad effects which
this principle actually produces in society

;

but there is ground to think of this, as of

other natural principles, that the good over-

balances the ill. As far as it is under the

dominion of reason and virtue, its effects

are always good ; when left to be guided by
passion and folly, they are often very bad.

[169]
Reason directs us to strive for supe-

riority only in things that have real excel-

lence, otherwise we spend our labour for

that which profiteth not. To value our-

selves for superiority in things that have
no real worth, or none compared with what
they cost, is to be vain of our own folly ;

and to be uneasy at the superiority of

others in such things, is no less ridiculous.

Reason directs us to strive for superiority

only in things in our power, and attainable

by our exertion, otherwise we shall be like

the frog in the fable, who swelled herself

till she burst, in order to equal the ox in

magnitude.

To check all desire of things not attain-

able, and every uneasy thought in the

want of them, is an obvious dictate of pru-

dence, as well as of virtue and religion.

If emulation be regulated by such maxims
of reason, and all undue partiality to our-

selves be laid aside, it will be a powerful

principle of our improvement, without hurt
to any other person. It will give strength

to the nerves and vigour to the mind in

every noble and manly pursuit.

But dismal are its effects, when it is not
under the direction of reason and virtue.

It has often the most malignant influence

on men's opinions, on their affections, and
on their actions.

It is an old observation, that affection

follows opinion ; and it is undoubtedly true

in many cases. A man cannot be grateful

without the opinion of a favour done him.
He cannot have deliberate resentment with-

out the opinion of an injury ; nor esteem
without the opinion of some estimable

quality; nor compassion. without the opi-

nion of suffering.

But it is no less true, that opinion some-
times follows affection—not that it it ought.

[l'i'J 17 ]

but that it actually does so, by giving a false

bias to our judgment. We are apt to be

partial to our friends, and still more to

ourselves. [170]
Hence the desire of superiority leads men

to put an undue estimation upon those

things wherein they excel, or think they

excel. And by this means, pride may feed

itselfupon the very dregs of human nature.

The same desire of superiority may lead

men to undervalue those things wherein

they either despair of excelling, or care not

to make the exertion necessary for that

end. " The grapes are sour," said the

fox, when he saw them beyond his reach.

The same principle leads men to detract

from the merit of others, and to impute their

brightest actions to mean or bad motives.

He who runs a race feels uneasiness at

seeing another outstrip him. This is uncor-

rupted nature, and the work of God within

him. But this uneasiness may produce either

of two very different effects. It may incite

him to make more vigorous exertions, and to

strain every nerve to get before his rival. This
is fair and honest emulation. This is the

effect it is intended to produce. But, if he
has not fairness and candour of heart, he will

look with an evil eye upon his competitor,

and will endeavour to trip him, or to throw
a stumblingblock in his way. This is pure

envy, the most malignant passion that can
lodge in the human breast ; which devours,

as its natural food, the fame and the happi-

ness of those who are most deserving of our

esteem. *

If there be in some men, a proneness to

detract from the character, even of persons

unknown or indifferent, in others an avidity

to hear and to propagate scandal, to what
principle in human nature must we ascribe

these qualities ? The failings of others

surely add nothing to our worth, nor are

they, in themselves, a pleasant subject of

thought or of discourse. But they flatter

pride, by giving an opinion of our supe-

riority to those from whom we detract.

[171]
Is it not possible that the same desire of

superiority may have some secret influence

upon those who love to display their elo-

quence in declaiming upon the corruption of

human nature, and the wickedness, fraud,and
insincerity of mankind in general ? It ought
always to be taken for granted, that the de-

claimer is an exception to the general rule,

otherwise he would rather choose, even for

his own sake, to draw a veil over the naked-

ness of his species. But, hoping that his

audience will be so civil as not to include

him in the black description, he rises supe-

rior by the depression of the species, and

* In thii paragraph Reid makei ttie distinction

between Envy and Emulation, which, in the other
parti of the chapter he has not kept in view.— 11.
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stands alone, like Noah in the antediluvian
world. This looks like envy against the

human race.

It would be endless, and noways agree-

able, to enumerate all the evils and all the

vices which passion and folly beget upon
emulation. Here, as in most cases, the

corruption of the best things is the worst.

In brute-animals, emulation has little mat-
ter to work upon, and its effects, good or

bad, are few. It may produce battles of

cocks and battles of bulls, and little else

that is observable. But in mankind, it has
an infinity of matter to work upon, and its

good or bad effects, according as it is well

or ill regulated and directed, multiply in

proportion.

The conclusion to be drawn from what
has been said upon this principle is, that

emulation, as far as it is a part of our con-
stitution, is highly useful and important in

society ; that in the wise and good, it pro-
duces the best effects without any harm ;

but in the foolish and vicious, it is the par-
ent of a great part of the evils of life, and
of the most malignant vices that stain human
nature. [172]

[2.] We are next to consider Resentment.
Nature disposes us, when we are hurt, to

resist and retaliate. Besides the bodily
pain occasioned by the hurt, the mind is

ruffled, and a desire raised to retaliate upon
the author of the hurt or injury. This, in

general, is what we call anger or resent-

ment.

A very important distinction is made by
Bishop Butler between sudden resentment,
which is a blind impulse arising from our
constitution, and that which is deliberate.

The first may be raised by hurt of any
kind ; but the last can only be raised by
injury real or conceived.

The same distinction is made by Lord
Karnes in his " Elements of Criticism."
What Butler calls sudden, he calls instinc-

tive.

We have not, in common language, dif-

ferent names for these different kinds of re-

sentment ; but the distinction is very neces-
sary, in order to our having just notions of
this part of the human constitution. It

corresponds perfectly with the distinction I

have made between the animal and rational

principles of action. For this sudden or
instinctive resentment, is an animal prin-
ciple common to us with brute-animals.
But that resentment which the authors I

have named call deliberate, must fall under
the class of rational principles.

It is to be observed, however, that, by
referring it to that class, I do not mean,
that it is always kept within the bounds
that reason prescribes, but only that it is

proper to man as a reasonable being, cap-
able, by his rational faculties, of distinguish-

ing between hurt and injury ; a distinction

which no brute-animal can make.
Both these kinds of resentment are raised,

whether the hurt or injury be done to our-

selves, or to those we are interested in. [ 1 73

]

Wherever there is any benevolent affec-

tion towards others, we resent their wrongs
in proportion to the strength of our affec-

tion. Pity and sympathy with the sufferer

produce resentment against the author of

the suffering, as naturally as concern for

ourselves produces resentment of our own
wrongs.

I shall first consider that resentment

which I call animal, which Butler calls

sadden, and Lord Kames instinctive.

In every animal to which nature hath

given the power of hurting its enemy, we
see an endeavour to retaliate the ill that is

done to it. Even a mouse will bite when
it cannot run away.

Perhaps there may be some animals to

whom nature hath given no offensive weapon.

To such, anger and resentment would be of

no use ; and I believe we shall find that

they never shew any sign of it. But there

are few of this kind.

Some of the more sagacious animals can

be provoked to fierce anger, and retain it

long. Many of them shew great animosity

in defending their young, who hardly shew
any in defending themselves. Others resist

every assault made upon the flock or herd
to which they belong. Bees defend their

hive, wild beasts their den, and birds their

nest.

This sudden resentment operates in a
similar manner in men and in brutes, and
appears to be given by nature to both for

the same end—namely, for defence, even in

cases where there is no time for deliberation.

It may be compared to that natural instinct

by which a man, who has lost his balance

and begins to fall, makes a sudden and
violent effort to recover himself, without

any intention or deliberation. [174]
In such efforts, men often exert a degree

of muscular strength beyond what they are

able to exert by a calm determination of the

will, and thereby save themselves from
many a dangerous fall.

By a like violent and sudden impulse,

nature prompts us to repel hurt upon the

cause of it, whether it be man or beast.

The instinct before mentioned is solely de-

fensive, and is prompted by fear. This sud-

den resentment is offensive, and is prompted
by anger, but with a view to defence.

Man, in his present state, is surrounded
with so many dangers from his own species,

from brute-animals, from everything around
him, that he has need of some defensive

armour that shall always be ready in the

moment of danger. His reason is of great

use for this purpose, when there is time to

[172-174]
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apply it. But, in many cases, the mischief

would be done before reason could think of

the means of preventing it.

The wisdom of nature hath provided two
means to supply this defect of our reason.

One of these is the instinct* before men-
tioned, by which the body, upon the appear-

ance of danger, is instantly, and without

thought or intention, put in that posture

which is proper for preventing the danger,

or lessening it. Thus, we wink hard when
our eyes are threatened ; we bend the body
to avoid a stroke ; we make a sudden effort

to recover our balance, when in danger of

falling. By such means we are guarded
from many dangers which our reason would
come too late to prevent.

But, as offensive arms are often the surest

means of defence, by deterring the enemy
from an assault, nature hath also provided

man, and other animals, with this kind of

defence, by that sudden resentment of which
we now speak, which outruns the quickest

determinations of reason, and takes fire in

an instant, threatening the enemy with re-

taliation. [175]
The first of these principles operates upon

the defender only ; but this operates both
upon the defender and the assailant, inspir-

ing the former with courage and animosity,

and striking terror into the latter. It pro-

claims to all assailants, what our ancient

Scottish kings did upon their coins, by the
emblem of a thistle, with this motto, Nemo
me impune lacesset. By this, in innumerable
cases, men and beasts are deterred from do-

ing hurt, and others thereby secured from
suffering it.

But, as resentment supposes an object on
whom we may retaliate, how comes it to

pass, that in brutes, very often, and some-
times in our own species, we see it wreaked
upon inanimate things, which are incapable

of suffering by it ?

Perhaps it might be a sufficient answer
to this question—That nature acts by gen-
eral laws, which, in some particular cases,

may go beyond or fall short of their inten-

tion, though they be ever so well adapted
to it in general.

But I confess it seems to me impossible
that there should be resentment against a
thing which at that very moment is con-

* See Mr Stewart, in ** Philosophical Essays," Note
(I), who censures Reid for applying the term instinct
to an acquired dexterity. Reid may be defended,
however, on the ground that, though in man there
may be prima facie reason on which to explain the
motions in question as the results of practice, that
this is not, at least in a gteat measure, the case. We
see many of the brutes performing these actions from
the moment of birth in full perfection ; those, to wit,
as I have ascertained, who have the cerebellum pro.
portionally to the brain proper, then fully developed;
and it is only with the proportional developement of
this part of the cncephalos, that children obtain the
full command of their liinos, the complete power of
regulated movement.— H.

p75-177]

sidered as inanimate, and consequently in-

capable either of intending hurt, or of being

punished. For what can be more absurd
than to be angry with the knife for cutting

me, or with the weight for falling upon my
toes ? There must, therefore, I conceive,

be some momentary notion or conception

that the object of our resentment is capable

of punishment ; and, if it be natural, before

reflection, to be angry with things inanimate,

it seems to be a necessary consequence, that

it is natural to think that they have life and
feeling.

Several phenomena in human nature lead

us to conjecture that, in the earliest period

of life, we are apt to think every object

about us to be animated. Judging of them
by ourselves, we ascribe to them the feelings

we are conscious of in ourselves. So we
see a little girl judges of her doll and of her
playthings. And so we see rude nations

judge of the heavenly bodies, of the elements,

and of the sea, rivers, and fountains. [17G]
If this be so, it ought not to be said, that

by reason and experience, we learn to ascribe

life and intelligence to things which we be-

fore considered as inanimate. It ought
rather to be said—That by reason and ex-

perience we learn that certain things are

inanimate, to which at first we ascribed life

and intelligence.

If this be true, it is less surprising that,

before reflection, we should for a moment
relapse into this prejudice of our early years,

and treat things as if they had life, which
we once believed to have it.

It does not much affect our present argu-

ment, whether this be or be not the cause

why a dog pursues and gnashes at the stone

that hurt him ; and why a man, in a passion

for losing at play, sometimes wreaks his

vengeance on the cards or dice.

It is not strange that a blind animal im-

pulse should sometimes lose its proper di-

rection. In brutes this has no bad conse-

quence ; in men the least ray of reflection

corrects it, and shews its absurdity.

It is sufficiently evident, upon the whole,

that this sudden or animal resentment, is

intended by nature for our defence. It pre-

vents mischief by the fear of punishment.

It is a kind of penal statute, promulgated

by nature, the execution of which is com-

mitted to the sufferer.

It may be expected, indeed, that one who
judges in his own cause, will be disposed to

seek more than an equitable redress. But
this disposition is checked by the resent-

ment of the other party. [177]
Yet, in the state of nature, injuries once

begun will often be reciprocated between

the parties, until mortal enmity is produced,

and each party thinks himself safe only in

the destruction of his enemy.

This right of redressing and punishin.
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our own wrongs, so apt to be abused, is one
of those natural rights which, in political

society, is given up to the laws, and to the
civil magistrate ; and this, indeed, is one of

the capital advantages we reap from the
political union, that the evils arising from
ungoverned resentment are in a great degree
prevented.

Although deliberate resentment does not
properly belong to the class of animal prin-

ciples ; yet, as both have the same name,
and are distinguished only by philosophers,
and as in real life they are commonly inter-

mixed, I shall here make some remarks
upon it.

A small degree of reason and reflection

teaches a man that injury only, and not
mere hurt, is a just object of resentment to

a rational creature. A man may suffer

grievously by the hand of another, not only
without injury, but with the most friendly

intention ; as in the case of a painful chir-

urgical operation. Every man of common
sense sees, that to resent such suffering, is

not the part of a man, but of a brute.

Mr Locke mentions a gentleman who,
having been cured of madness by a very
harsh and offensive operation, with great
sense of gratitude, owned the cure as the
greatest obligation he could have received,

but could never bear the sight of the oper-
ator, because it brought back the idea of
that agony which he had endured from his

hands. [178]
In this case, we see distinctly the opera-

tion both of the animal and of the rational

principle. The first produced an aversion
to the operator, which reason was not able
to overcome ; and probably in a weak mind,
might have produced lasting resentment
and hatred. But, in this gentleman, reason
so far prevailed as to make him sensible
that gratitude, and not resentment, was
due.

Suffering may give a bias to the judg-
ment, and make us apprehend injury where
no injury is done. But, I think, without
an apprehension of injury, there can be no
deliberate resentment.

Hence, among enlightened nations, hostile

armies fight without anger or resentment.
The vanquished are not treated as offenders,

but as brave men who have fought for their

country unsuccessfully, and who are en-
titled to every office of humanity consistent
with the safety of the conquerors.

If we analyze that deliberate resentment
which is proper to rational creatures, we
shall find that, though it agrees with that
which is merely animal in some respects, it

differs in others. Both are accompanied
with an uneasy sensation, which disturbs
the peace of the mind. Both prompt us to
seek redress of our sufferings, and security
from harm. But, in deliberate resentment,

there must be an opinion of injury done or

intended. And an opinion of injury implies

an idea of justice, and consequently a moral
faculty.

The very notion of an injury is, that it is

less than we may justly claim ; as, on the
contrary, the notion of a favour is, tl at it is

more than we can justly claim. ^ hence,
it is evident, that justice is the stindaxd by
which both a favour and an injury are to be
weighed and estimated. Their very nature
and definition consist in their exceeding or

falling short of this standard. No man,
therefore, can have the idea either of a
favour or of an injury, who has not the idea

of justice. [179]
That very idea of justice which enters

into cool and deliberate resentment, tends
to restrain its excesses. For, as there is

injustice in doing an injury, so there is in-

justice in punishing it beyond measure.
To a man of candour and reflection, con-

sciousness of the frailty of human nature,

and that he has often stood in need of for-

giveness himself, the pleasure of renewing
good understanding after it has been in-

terrupted, the inward approbation of a
generous and forgiving disposition, and even
the irksomeness and uneasiness of a mind
ruffled by resentment, plead strongly against
its excesses.

Upon the whole, when we consider, That,
on the one hand, every benevolent affection

is pleasant in its nature, is health to the
soul, and a cordial to the spirits ; That
nature has made even the outward expres-
sion of benevolent affections in the counte-
nance, pleasant to every beholder, and the
chief ingredient of beauty in the humanface
divine ; That, on the other hand, every
malevolent affection, not only in its faulty

excesses, but in its moderate degrees, is

vexation and disquiet to the mind, and even
gives deformity to the countenance—it is

evident that, by these signals, nature loudly

admonishes us to use the former as our
daily bread, both for health and pleasure,

but to consider the latter as a nauseous
medicine, which is never to be taken with-
out necessity ; and even then in no greater

quantity than the necessity requires. [180]

CHAPTER VI.

OF PASSION.

Before I proceed to consider the rational

principles of action, it is proper to observe
that there are some things belonging to the
mind, which have great influence upon
human conduct, by exciting or allaying,

inflaming or cooling the animal principles

we have mentioned.
Three of this kind deserve particular con-

[178-180]
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sideration. I shall call them by the names

of Passion, Disposition, and Opinion.

The meaning of the word Passion is not

precisely ascertained, either in common
discourse, or in the writings of philosophers.

I think it is commonly put to signify

some agitation of mind, which is opposed

to that state of tranquillity and composure

in which a man is most master of himself.

The word sr«0«s, which answers to it in

the Greek language, is, by Cicero, rendered

by the word pettier batio.

It has always been conceived to bear

analogy to a storm at sea,* or to a tempest

in the air.*f* It does not therefore signify

anything in the mind that is constant and
permanent, but something that is occa-

sional, and has a limited duration, like a

storm or tempest.

Passion commonly produces sensible effects

even upon the body. It changes the voice,

the features, and the gesture. The external

signs of passion have, in some cases, a great

resemblance to those of madness ; in others,

to those of melancholy. It gives often a

degree of muscular force and agility to the

body, far beyond what it possesses in calm
moments. [181]
The effects of passion upon the mind are

not less remarkable. It turns the thoughts

involuntarily to the objects related to it,

so that a man can hardly think of any-
thing else. It gives often a strange bias

to the judgment, making a man quick-

sighted in everything that tends to inflame

his passion, and to justify it, but blind to

everything that tends to moderate and

* " Saepe mihi humana? meditanti incommoda
vita?,

Spesque leves, trepidosque metus, v anosque laborcs,

Gaudiaque instabili semper fucata sereno,
Non secus ac navis lato jactataprofundo,
Quamventi, violensqnea;«.tus, canus-que magister
In divcrsa trahunt," &c—Buciianani h.

Montaigne alludes to these verses in the tenth
chapter of his third book, but without naming his

master. He has thus puzzled his commentators.
—H.

" Nubibus atris

Condita nullum
Fundere possunt
Sidera lumen.
Si mare volvens
Turbidus Austcr
Misccat aestum,
Vitrea dudum,
Parque serenis

Unda ditbus,

Mox resoluto

Sordida cceno
Visibus obstat.

Tu quoque si vis

Lumn.e claro
Cernere verum,
Tiamite recto
Carpere callem

;

Gaudiapelle,
Pelletimorem,
Spemque fugato,
Nee dolor adsit,

Nubila mens est,

Vinctaque fraenis

Haec ubi regnant— Hoi.riiiu-.--H

[181, 18^]

allay it. Like a magic lanthorn, it raises

up spectres and apparitions that have no
reality, and throws false colours upon every

object. It can turn deformity into beauty,

vice into virtue, and virtue into vice.

The sentiments of a man under its in-

fluence will appear absurd and ridiculous,

not only to other men, but even to himself,

wiien the storm is spent and is succeeded

by a calm. Passion often gives a violent

impulse to the will, and makes a man do
what he knows he shall repent as long as

he lives.

That such are the effects of passion, I

think all men agree. They have been
described in lively colours by poets, ora-

tors, and moralists, in all ages.* But men
have given more attention to the effects of

passion than to its nature ; and, while they

have copiously and elegantly described the

former, they have not precisely defined the

latter.

The controversy between the ancient

Peripatetics and the Stoics, with regard to

the passions, was probably owing to their

affixing different meanings to the word.

The one sect maintained that the passions

are good and useful parts of our constitu-

tion, while they are held under the govern-

ment of reason. The other sect, con-

ceiving that nothing is to be called passion

which does not, in some degree, cloud and
darken the understanding, considered all

passion as hostile to reason, and therefore

maintained that, in the* wise man, passion

should have no existence, but be utterly

exterminated. [182]
If both sects had agreed about the defini-

tion of passion, they would probably have
had no difference. But while one con-

sidered passion only as the cause of those

bad effects which it often produces, and
the other considered it as fitted by nature
to produce good effects, while it is under
subjection to reason, it does not appear
that what one sect justified, was the same
thing which the other condemned. Both
allowed that no dictate of passion ought to

he followed in opposition to reason. Their
difference therefore was verbal more than
real, and was owing to their giving different

meanings to the same word.

The precise meaning of this word seems
not to be more clearly ascertained among
modern philosophers.

Mr Hume gives the name of passion to

every principle of action in the human
mind ; and, in consequence of this, main-
tains that every man is and ought to be

led by his passions, and that the use of

reason is to be subservient to the passions.

Dr Hutcheson, considering all the prin-

ciples of action as so many determinations

* See particularly Aristotle's delineation of the

Passions In the .«ccomi book of his " Rhetoric."—H.
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or motions of the will, divides them into

the calm and the turbulent. The turbulent,

he says, are our appetites and our passions.

Of the passions, as well as of the calm
determinations, he says, that " some are

benevolent, others are selfish ; that anger,

envy, indignation, and some others, may be

either selfish or benevolent, according as

they arise from some opposition to our own
interests, or to those of our friends, or per-

sons beloved or esteemed."

It appears, therefore, that this excellent

author gives the name of passions, not to

every principle of action, but to some, and
to those only when they are turbulent and
vehement, not when they are calm and
deliberate. [183]
Our natural desires and affections may

be so calm as to leave room for reflection,

so that we find no difficulty in deliber-

ating coolly, whether, in such a particular

instance, they ought to be gratified or not.

On other occasions, they may be so im-

portunate as to make deliberation very dif-

ficult, urging us, by a kind of violence, to

their immediate gratification.

Thus, a man may be sensible of an in-

jury without being inflamed. He judges

coolly of the injury, and of the proper means
of redress. This is resentment without

passion. It leaves to the man the entire

command of himself.

On another occasion, the same principle

of resentment rises into aflame. His blood
boils within him ; .his looks, his voice, and
his gesture are changed ; he can think of

nothing but immediate revenge, and feels a
strong impulse, without regard to conse-

quences, to say and do things which his

cool reason cannot justify. This is the
passion of resentment.

What has been said of resentment may
easily be applied to other natural desires

and affections. When they are so calm as
neither to produce any sensible effects upon
the body, nor to darken the understanding
and weaken the power of self-command,
they are not called passions. But the same
principle, when it becomes so violent as to

produce these effects upon the body and
upon the mind, is a passion, or, as Cicero
very properly calls it, a perturbation.

It is evident, that this meaning of the

word passion accords much better with its

common use in language, than that which
Mr Hume gives it. [184]
When he says, that men ought to be

governed by their passions only, and that

the use of reason is to be subservient to

the passions, this, at first hearing, appears
a shocking paradox, repugnant to good
morals and to common sense ; butj like

most other paradoxes, when explained ac-

cording to his meaning, it is nothing but an
abuse of words.

For, if we give the name of passion to

every principle of action, in every degree,

and give the name of reason solely to the

power of discerning the fitness of means to

ends, it will be true that the use of reason
is to be subservient to the passions.

As I wish to use words as agreeably as

possible to their common use in language,*
I shall, by the word passion mean, not an\
principle of action distinct from those de-

sires and affections before explained, but
such a degree of vehemence in them, or in

any of them, as is apt to produce those
effects upon the body or upon the mind
which have been above described.

Our appetites, even when vehement, are

not, I think, very commonly calledpassions;

yet they are capable of being inflamed to

rage, and in that case their effects are very
similar to those of the passions ; and what
is said of one may be applied to both.

Having explained what I mean by pas-

sions, I think it unnecessary to enter into

any enumeration of them, since they differ,

not in kind, hut rather in degree, from the
principles already enumerated.
The common division of the passions into

desire and aversion, hope and far, j<>y and
grief, has been mentioned almost by every
author who has treated of them, and needs
no explication. But we may observe, that
these are ingredients or modifications, not
of the passions only, but of every principle

of action, animal and rational. [185]
All of them imply the desire of some

object ; and the desire of an object cannot
be without aversion to its contrary ; and,
according as the object is present or absent,

desire and aversion will be variously modi-
fied into joy or grief, hope or fear. It is

evident that desire and aversion, joy and
grief, hope and fear, may be either calm
and sedate, or vehement and passionate.

Passing these, therefore, as common to

all principles of action, whether calm or
vehement, I shall only make some observa-
tions on passion in general, which tend to

shew its influence on human conduct.
First, It is passion that makes us liable

to strong temptations. Indeed, if we had
no passions, we should hardly be under any
temptation to wrong conduct. For, when
we view things calmly, and free from any
of the false colours which passion throws
upon them, we can hardly fail to see the
right and the wrong, and to see that the
first is more eligible than the last.

I believe a cool and deliberate preference
of ill to good is never the first step into vice.
" When the woman saw that the tree

was good for food, and that it was pleasant
to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to

* It is not in all languages that Reid's limitation of
the term passion to the more vehement affections,
will find a warrant.— H.
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make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof

and did eat, and gave also to her husband
with her, and he did eat ; and the eyes of

them both were opened." Inflamed desire

had blinded the eyes of their understand-

ing. [18G]
" Fixed on the fruit she gaz'd, which to behold
Might tempt alone ; and in her ears the sound
Yet rung of his persuasive words, impregn'd
With reason to her seeming, and with truth.

Fair to the eye, inviting to the taste,

Of virtue to make wise— what hinders, then,
To reach, and feed at once both body and mind P"

Milton.

Thus our first parents were tempted to

disobey their Maker, and all their posterity

are liable to temptation from the same
cause. Passion, or violent appetite, first

blinds the understanding, and then perverts

the will.

It is passion, therefore, and the vehement
motions of appetite, that make us liable,

in our present state, to strong temptations

to deviate from our duty. This is the lot

of human nature in the present period of

our existence.

Human virtue must gather strength by
struggle and effort. As infants, before they

can walk without stumbling, must be ex-

posed to many a fall and bruise ; as wrest-

lers acquire their strength and agility by
many a combat and violent exertion ; so it

is in the noblest powers of human nature,

as well as the meanest, and even in virtue

itself.

It is not only made manifest by tempta-
tion and trial, but by these means it ac-

quires its strength and vigour.

Men must acquire patience by suffering,

and fortitude by being exposed to danger,
and every other virtue by situations that
put it to trial and exercise.

This, for anything we know, may be ne-
cossary in the nature of things. It is cer-

tainly a law of nature with regard to man.
[187]
Whether there may be orders of intelli-

gent and moral creatures who never were
subject to any temptation, nor had their

virtue put to any trial, we cannot without
presumption determine. But it is evident
that this neither is, nor ever was the lot of

man, not even in the state of innocence.

Sad, indeed, would be the condition of

man, if the temptations to which, by the
constitution of his nature, and by his cir-

cumstances, he is liable, were irresistible.

Such a state would not at all be a state of
trial and discipline.

Our condition here is such that, on the
one hand, passion often tempts and solicits

us to do wrong ; on the other hand, reason
and conscience oppose the dictates of pas-
sion. The flesh lustetU against the spirit,

and the spirit against the flesh. And upon
the issue of tnis conflict, the character of

the man and his fate depend.

£186-188^

If reason be victorious, his virtue is

strengthened ; he has the inward satisfac-

tion of having fought a good fight in behalf

of his duty, and the peace of his mind is

preserved.

If, on the other hand, passion prevail

against the sense of duty, the man is con-

scious of having done what he ought not

and might not have done. His own heart

condemns him, and he is guilty to himself.

This conflict between the passions of our

animal nature and the calm dictates of rea-

son and conscience, is not a theory invented

to solve the phsenomena of human conduct

;

it is a fact, of which every man who attends

to his own conduct is conscious.

In the most ancient philosophy of which
we have any account— I mean that of the

Pythagorean school*—the mind of man was
compared to a state or commo nwealth, iu

which there are various powers, some that

ought to govern and others that ought to

be subordinate. [188]
The good of the whole, which is the sn-

preme law in this, as in every common-
wealth, requires that this subordination be
preserved, and that the governing powers
have always the ascendant over the appe-
tites and passions. All wise and good con-

duct consists in this ; all folly and vice in the

prevalence of passion over the dictates of

reason.

This philosophy was adopted by Plato

;

and it is so agreeable to what every man
feels in himself, that it must always prevail

with men who think without bias to a
system.

The governing powers, of which these

ancient philosophers speak, are the same
which I call the rational principles of action,

and which I shall have occasion to explain.

I only mention them here, because, with-

out a regard to them, the influence of the

passions, and their rank in our constitution,

cannot be distinctly understood.

A second observation is, That the impulse
of passion is not always to what is bad, but
very often to what is good, and what oui

reason approves. There are some passions,

as Dr Hutcheson observes, that are bene-
volent, as well as others that are selfish.

The affections of resentment and emula-
tion, with those that spring from them,
from their very nature, disturb and disquiet

the mind, though they be not carried beyond
the bounds which reason prescribes; and
therefore they are commonly called passions,

even in their moderate degrees. From a
similar cause, the benevolent affections,

which are placid in their nature, and are

* Of the Pythagorean school aid Its particular
doctrines, we know very little with any certainty

The articulate accounts we have from the lower
Platonists are recent and fabulous, and the treatises

under the names of the Pythagorean philosopher!
themselves, <.puriou<.— H.
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rait ly carried beyond the bounds of reason,

are very seldom called passions. We do
not give the name of passion to benevo-
lence, gratitude, or friendship. Yet we
must except from this general rule, love

between the sexes, which, as it commonly
discomposes the mind, and is not easily kept
within reasonable bounds, is always called

a passion. [189]
All our natural desires and affections are

good and necessary parts of our constitu

tion ; and passion, being only a certain de-

gree of vehemence in these, its natural tend-

ency is to good, and it is by accident that it

leads us wrong.
Passion is very properly said to be blind.

It looks not beyond the present gratifica-

tion. It belongs to reason to attend to the
accidental circumstances which may some-
times make that gratification improper or

hurtful. When there is no impropriety
in it, much more when it is our duty, pas-
sion aids reason, and gives additional force

to its dictates.

Sympathy with the distressed may bring

them a charitable relief, when a calm sense of

duty would be too weak to produce the effect.

Objects, either good or ill, conceived to

be very distant, when they are considered

coolly, have not that influence upon men
which in reason they ought to have. Ima-
gination, like the eye, diminisheth its objects

in proportion to their distance. The pas-
sions of hope and fear must be raised, in

order to give such objects their due magni-
tude in the imagination, and their due in-

fluence upon our conduct.

The dread of disgrace and of the civil

magistrate, and the apprehension of future
punishment, prevent many crimes, which
bad men, without these restraints, would
commit, and contribute greatly to the peace
and good order of society. [190]

There is no bad action which some pas-
sion may not prevent ; nor is there any
external good action, of which some passion
may not be the main spring ; and it is very
probable that even the passions of men, upon
the whole, do more good to society than hurt.

The ill that is done draws our attention

more, and is imputed solely to human pas-
sions. The good may have better motives,
and charity leads us to think that it has

;

but, as we see not the heart, it is impossible
to determine what share men's passions
may have in its production.

The last observation is—That, if we dis-

tinguish, in the effects of our passions,

those which are altogether involuntary and
without the sphere of our power, from the
effects which may be prevented by an ex-
ertion, perhaps a great exertion, of self-

government ; we shall find the first to be
good and highly useful, and the last ouly
to be bad.

Not to speak of the effects of moderate
passions upon the health of the "boay, to

which some agitation of this kind seems to

be no less useful than storms and tempests

to the salubrity of the air ; every passion

naturally draws our attention to its object,

and interests us in it.

The mind of man is naturally desultory,

and when it bas no interesting object in

view, roves from one to another, without

fixing its attention upon any one. A tran-

sient and careless glance is all that we be-

stow upon objects in which we take no
concern. It requires a strong degree of

curiosity, or some more important passion,

to give us that interest in an object which
is necessary to our giving attention to it.

And, without attention, we can form no
true and stable judgment of any object.

[191]
Take away the passions, and it is not

easy to say how great a part of mankind
would resemble those frivolous mortals,

who never had a thought that engaged
them in good earnest.

It is not mere judgment or intellectual

ability that enables a man to excel in any
art or science. He must have a love and
admiration of it bordering upon enthusiasm,

or a passionate desire of the fame, or of

some other advantage to be got by that

excellence. Without this, he would not

undergo the labour and fatigue of his facul-

ties, which it requires. So that, I think,

we may with justice allow no small merit

to the passions, even in the discoveries and
improvements of the arts and sciences.

If the passions for fame and distinction

were extinguished, it would be difficult to

find men ready to undertake the cares and
toils of government ; and few perhaps would

make the exertion necessary to raise them-
selves above the ignoble vulgar.

The involuntary signs of the passions

and dispositions of the mind, in the voice,

features, and action, are a part of the human
constitution which deserves admiration.

The signification of those signs is known to

all men by nature, and previous to all expe-

rience.

They are so many openings into the souls

of our fellow-men, by which their senti-

ments become visible to the eye. They are

a natural language common to mankind,

without which it would have been impos-

sible to have invented any artificial lan-

guage.

It is from the natural signs of the pas-

sions and dispositions of the mind that the

human form derives its beauty ; that paint-

ing, poetry, and music derive their expres-

sion ; that eloquence derives its greatest

force, and conversation its greatest charm.

[192]
The passions, when kept within their

[189-192]
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proper bounds, give life and vigour to the

whole man. Without them man would be
a slug. We see what polish and anima-
tion the passion of love, when honourable
and not unsuccessful, gives to both 'sexes.

The passion for military glory raises the
brave commander, in the day of battle, far

above himself, making his countenance to

shine, and his eyes to sparkle. The glory
of old Englaud warms the heart even of the
British tar, and makes him despise every
danger.

As to the bad effects of passion, it must
be acknowledged that it often gives a strong
impulse to what is bad, and what a man
condemns himself for, as soon as it is done.
But he must be conscious that the impulse,
though strong, was not irresistible, other-
wise he could not condemn himself.

We allow that a sudden and violent pas-
sion, into which a man is surprised, alle-

viates a bad action ; but, if it was irresist-

ible, it would not only alleviate, but totally

exculpate, which it never does, either in the
judgment of the man himself, or of others.

To sum up all, passion furnishes a very
strong instance of the truth of the common
maxim, " That the corruption of the best
things is worst."*

CHAPTER VII.

OF DISPOSITION.

By Disposition I mean a state of mind
which, while it lasts, gives a tendency, or
proneness, to be moved by certain animal
principles, rather than by others; while,
at another time, another state of mind, in
the same person, may give the ascendant
to other animal principles. [ 193]

It was before observed, that it is a pro-
perty of our appetites to be periodical,
ceasing for a time, when sated by their
objects, and returning regularly after cer-
tain periods.

Even those principles which are not peri-
odical, have their ebbs and flows occasion-
ally, according to the present disposition of
the mind.
Among some of the principles of action,

there is a natural affinity, so that one of the
tribe naturally disposes to those which are
allied to it.

Such an affinity has been observed by
many good authors to be among all the
benevolent affections. The exercise of one
benevolent affection gives a proneness to the
exercise of others.

There is a certain placid and agreeable

*• Corruptio optimi pessinm. From Aristotle;
who uses it when speaking of pure monarchy—

a

form of polity which may either be the best or the
worst H.

[193, 191]

tone of mind which is common to them all.

which seems to be the bond of that connec-
tion and affinity they have with one another.
The malevolent affections have also an

affinity, and mutually dispose to each other,

by means, perhaps, of that disagreeable
feeling common to them all, which makes
the mind sore and uneasy.

As far as we can trace the causes of the
different dispositions of the mind, they seem
to be in some cases owing to those associat-

ing powers of the principles of action which
have a natural affinity, and are prone to

keep company with one another; sometimes
to accidents of good or bad fortune ; and
sometimes, no doubt, the state of the body
may have influence upon the disposition of

the mind.
At one time, the state of the mind, like a

serene unclouded sky, shews everything in

the most agreeable light. Then a man is

prone to benevolence, compassion, and
every kind affection ; unsuspicious, not
easily provoked. [194]
The poets have observed that men have

their mollia tempora fundi,* when they are
averse from saying or doing a harsh thing

;

and artful men watch these occasions, and
know how to improve them to promote their

ends.

This disposition, I think, we commonly
call good humour ; of which, in the fair sex,

Mr Pope says

—

" Good humour only teaches charms to last,

Still makes new conquests, and maintains the past."

There is no disposition more comfortable
to the person himself, or more agreeable to

others, than good humour. It is to the
mind, what good health is to the body, put-
ting a man in the capacity of enjoying
everything that is agreeable in life, and of

using every faculty without clog or impedi-
ment. It disposes to contentment with our
lot, to benevolence to all men, to sympathy
with the distressed. It presents every
object in the most favourable light, and dis-

poses us to avoid giving or taking offence.

This happy disposition seems to be the
natural fruit of a good conscience, and a
firm belief that the world is under a wise
and benevolent administration ; and, when
it springs from this root, it is an habitual

sentiment of piety.

Good humour is likewise apt to be pro-
duced by happy success, or unexpected good
fortune. Joy and hope are favourable to

it ; vexation and disappointment are un-
favourable.

The only danger of this disposition seems
to be—That, if we are not upon our guard,
it may degenerate into levity, and indispose

us to a proper degree of caution, and of at-

* Mollis&ima fandi Tempora.—VrRdLins.
Sola viri molles aditus et tempora uoras, Id.— H.
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tention to the future consequences of our

actions. [195]
There is a disposition opposite to good

humour which we call bad humour, of which

the tendency is directly contrary, and there-

fore its influence is as malignant as that of

the other is salutary.

Bad humour alone is sufficient to make
a man unhappy ; it tinges every object with

its own dismal colour ; and, like a part that

is galled, is hurt, by everything that touches

it. It takes offence where none was meant,

and disposes to discontent, jealousy, envy,

and, in general, to malevolence.

Another couple of opposite dispositions

are elation of mind, on the one hand, and
depression, on the other.

These contrary dispositions are both of

an ambiguous nature : their influence may
be good or bad, according as they are

grounded on true or false opinion, and ac-

cording as they are regulated.

That elation of mind which arises from a

just sense of the dignity of our nature, and
of the powers and faculties with which God
hath endowed us, is true magnanimity, and
disposes a man to the noblest virtues, and
the most heroic actions and enterprises.

There is also an elation of mind, which
arises from a consciousness of our worth

and integrity, such as Job felt, when he
said
—" Till I die, I will not remove my

integrity from me. My righteousness I

hold fast, and will not let it go ; my heart

shall not reproach me while I live." This

may be called the pride of virtue ; but it is

a noble pride. It makes a man disdain to

do what is base or mean. This is the true

sense of honour. [196]
But there is an elation of mind arising

from a vain opinion of our having talents,

or worth, which we have not ; or from put-

ting an undue value upon any of our endow-
ments of mind, body, or fortune. This is

pride, the parent of many odious vices

;

such as arrogance, undue contempt of others,

self-partiality, and vicious self-love.

The opposite disposition to elation of

mind, is depression, which also has good or

bad effects, according as it is grounded upon
true or false opinion.

A just sense of the weakness and imper-
fections of human nature, and of our own
personal faults and defects, is true humility.

It is, not to think of ourselves above what we
ought to think—a most salutary and amiable
disposition, of great price in the sight of

God and man. Nor is it inconsistent with
real magnanimity and greatness of soul.

They may dwell together with great advan-
tage and ornament to both, and be faithful

monitors against the extremes to which each
has the greatest tendeney.
But there is a depression of mind which

is the opposite to magnanimity, which de-

bilitates the springs of action, and frcezea

every sentiment that should lead to any

noble exertion or enterprise.

Suppose a man to have no belief of a

good administration of the world, no con-

ception of the dignity of virtue, no hope of

happiness in another state. Suppose him,

at the same time, in a state of extreme

poverty and dependence, and that he has

no higher aim than to supply his bodily

wants, or to minister to the pleasure, or

flatter the pride of some being as worthless

as himself. Is not the soul of such a man
depressed as much as his body or his for-

tune ? And, if fortune should smile upon
him while he retains the same sentiments

he is only the slave of fortune. His mind
is depressed to the state of a brute ; and his

human faculties serve only to make him
feel that depression. [197]

Depression of mind may be owing to

melancholy, a distemper of mind which

proceeds from the state of the body, which
throws a dismal gloom upon every object

of thought, cuts all the sinews of action, and
often gives rise to strange and absurd

opinions in religion, or in other interesting

matters. Yet, where there is real worth

at bottom, same rays of it will break forth

even in this depressed state of mind.

A remarkable instance of this was ex-

hibited in Mr Simon Brown, a dissenting

clergymen in England, who, by melancholy,

was led into the belief that his rational soul

had gradually decayed within him, and at

last was totally extinct. From this belief

he gave up his ministerial function, and
would not even join with others in any act

of worship, conceiving it to be a profana-

tion to worship God without a soul.

In this dismal state of mind, he wrote

an excellent defence of the Christian reli-

gion, against Tindal's " Christianity as old

as the Creation." To the book he pre-

fixed an epistle dedicatory to Queen Caro-

line, wherein he mentions—" That he was
once a man ; but, by the immediate hand of

God, for his sins, his very thinking sub-

stance has, for more than seven years, been

continually wasting away, till it is wholly

perished out of him, if it be not utterly

come to nothing." And, having heard of

her Majesty's eminent piety, he begs the

aid of her prayers.

The book was published after his death

without the dedication, which, however,

having been preserved in manuscript, was
afterwards printed in the " Adventurer,"

No. 88. [198]
Thus, this good man, when he believed

that he had no soul, shewed a most gene-

rous and disinterested concern for those

who had souls.

As depression of mind may produce

strange opinions, especially in the case of

[196-198"j
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melancholy, so our opinions may have a

very considerable influence, either to ele-

vate or to depress the mind, even where
there is no melancholy.

Suppose, on one hand, a man who be-

lieves that he is destined to an eternal

existence ; that He who made and who
governs the world, maketh account of him,

and hath furnished him with the means of

attaining a high degree of perfection and
glory. With this man, compare, on the

other hand, the man who believes nothing

at aU, or who believes that his existence is

only the play of atoms, and that, after he
hath been tossed about by blind fortune

for a few years, he shall again return to

nothing. Can it be doubted, that the

former opinion leads to elevation and great-

ness of mind, the latter to meanness and
depression ?

CHAPTER VIII.

OP OPINION.

When we come to explain the rational

principles of action, it will appear that
Opinion is an essential ingredient in them.
Here we are only to consider its influence

upon the animal principles. Some of those

I have ranked in that class cannot, I think,

exist in the human mind without it

Gratitude supposes the opinion of a
favour done or intended; resentment the

opinion of an injury ; esteem the opinion
of merit ; the passion of love supposes the
opinion of uncommon merit and perfection

in its object. [199]
Although natural affection to parents,

children, and near relations is not grounded
on the opinion of their merit, it is much
increased by that consideration. So is

every benevolent affection. On the con-
trary, real malevolence can hardly exist

without the opinion of demerit in the ob-
ject.

There is no natural desire or aversion
which may not be restrained by opinion.

Thus, if a man were a-thirst, and had a
strong desire to drink, the opinion that
there was poison in the cup would make him
forbear.

It is evident that hope and fear, which
every natural desire or affection may create,

depend upon the opinion of future good or

Thus it appears, that our passions, our
dispositions, and our opinions, have great
influence upon our animal principles, to

strengthen or weaken, to excite or restrain
them ; and, by that means, have great
influence upon human actions and charac-
ters.

That brute-animals have both passions

[1 99-S01
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and dispositions similar, in many respects,

to those of men, cannot be doubted. Whe-
ther they have opinions is not so clear. I

think they have not, in the proper sense of

the word. But, waving all dispute upon
this point, it will be granted that opinion in

men has a much wider field than in brutes.

No man will say that they have systems of

theology, morals, jurisprudence, or politics ;

or that they can reason from the laws of

nature, in mechanics, medicine, or agricul-

ture.

They feel the evils or enjoyments that

are present ; probably they imagine those

which experience has associated with what
they feel. But they can take no large pros-

pect either of the past or of the future, nor
see through a train of consequences. [200]
A dog may be deterred from eating what

is before him by the fear of immediate
punishment, which he has felt on like occa-

sions ; but he is never deterred by the con-
sideration of health, or of any distant good.

I have been credibly informed, that a
monkey, having once been intoxicated with
strong drink, in consequence of which it

burnt its foot in the fire, and had a severe

fit of sickness, could never after be induced
to drink anything but pure water. I be-

lieve this is the utmost pitch which the

faculties of brutes can reach.

From the influence of opinion upon the
conduct of mankind, we may learn that it is

one of the chief instruments to be used in

the discipline and government of men.
All men, in the early part of life, must be

under the discipline and government of pa-
rents and tutors. Men who live in society

must be under the government of laws and
magistrates through life. The government
of men is undoubtedly one of the noblest

exertions of human power. And it is of

great importance that those who have any
share, either in domestic or civil govern-
ment, should know the nature of man, and
how he is to be trained and governed.
Of all instruments of government, opinion

is the sweetest, and the most agreeable to

the nature of man. Obedience that flows
from opinion is real freedom, which every
man desires. That which is extorted by
fear of punishment is slavery, a yoke which
is always galling, and which every man w ill

shake off when it is in his power.
The opinions of the bulk of mankind have

always been, and will always be, what they
are taught by those whom they esteem to

be wise and good ; and, therefore, in a con-
siderable degree, are in the power of those
who govern them. [201]
Man, uncorrupted by bad habits and bad

opinions, is of all animals the most tract-

able ; corrupted by these, he is of all ani-

mals the most untractable.

I apprehend, therefore, that, if ever civil

2 P
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government shall be brought to perfection,

it must be the principal care of the state to

make good citizens by proper education, and
proper instruction and discipline.*

The most useful part of medicine is that

which strengthens the constitution, and pre-

vents diseases by good regimen ; the rest

is somewhat like propping a ruinous fabric

at great expense, and to little purp >se. The
art of government is the medicine of the

mind, and the most useful part of it is that

which prevents crimes and bad habits, and
trains men to virtue and good habits by
proper education and discipline.

The end of government is to make the

society happy, which can only be done by
making it good and virtuous.

That men in general will be good or bad
members of society, according to the edu-

cation and discipline by which they have
been trained, experience may convince us.

The present age has made great advances
in the art of training men to military duty.

It will not be said that those who enter

into that service are more tractable than
their fellow-subjects of other professions.

And I know not why it should be thought
impossible to train men to equal perfec-

tion in the other duties of good citizens.

'202
]

What an immense difference is there, for

the purpose of war, between an army pro-

perly trained, and a militia hastily drawn
out of the multitude ? What should hinder

us from thinking that, for every purpose of

civil government, there may be a like dif-

ference between a civil society properly

trained to virtue, good habits, and right

sentiments, and those civil societies which
we now behold ? But I fear I shall be
thought to digress from my subject into

Utopian speculation.

To make an end of what I have to say
upon the animal principles of action, we
may take a complex view of their effect in

life, by supposing a being actuated by prin-

ciples of no higher order, to have no con-

science or sense of duty, only let us allow

him that superiority of understanding and
that power of self-government which man
actually has. Let us speculate a little upon
this imaginary being, and consider what

* It is not creditable to the people of Great Britain
that we are about the last nation of Europe, if not
to recognise this principle, at least to carry it into
effect. But the spirit of manufactures, which views
human beings only in relation to production, and
aims exclusively at obtaining them for instruments
at the cheapest rate, s diametrically opposed to the
spirit of education ; in as much as education views
the citizen as a subject of intellectual improvement,
and, without making him a better instrument, makes
him one more costly. Aristotle has signalised this

antagonism, which has been overlooked by recent po.
litical speculators. But, in ancient times, the pros-
perity of a state was placed in the moral and intel-

lectual dignity of its citizens ; in modern times, in

their material riches.— H.

conduct and tenor of action might be ex-

pected from him.

It is evident he would be a very different

animal from a brute, and, perhaps, not very

different, in appearance, from what a great

part of mankind is.

He would be capable of considering the

distant consequences of his actions, and of

restraining or indulging his appetites, de-

sires, and affections, from the consideration

of distant good or evil.

He would be capable of choosing some
main end of his life, and planning such a
rule of conduct as appeared most subser-

vient to it. Of this we have reason to think

no brute is capable.

We can, perhaps, conceive such a balance

of the animal principles of action as, with

very little self-government, might make a
man to be a good member of society, a good
companion, and to have many amiable qua-

lities. [203]
The balance of our animal principles, I

think, constitutes what we call a man's
natural temper ; which may be good or

bad, without regard to his virtue.

A man in whom the benevolent affec-

tions, the desire of esteem and good humour,
are naturally prevalent, who is of a calm
and dispassionate nature, who has the good
fortune to live with good men and associate

with good companions, may behave pro-

perly with little effort.

His natural temper leads him, in most
cases, to do what virtue requires. And if

he happens not to be exposed to those try-

ing situations in which virtue crosses the

natural bent of his temper, he has no great

temptation to act amiss.

But, perhaps, a happy natural temper,

joined with such a happy situation, is more
ideal than real, though, no doubt, some men
make nearer approaches to it than others.

The temper and the situation of men is

commonly such that the animal principles

alone, without self-government, would never

produce any regular and consistent train

of conduct.

One principle crosses another. Without
self-government, that which is strongest

at the time will prevail. And that which

is weakest at one time may, from passion,

from a change of disposition or of fortune,

become strongest at another time.

Every natural appetite, desire, and affec-

tion, has its own present gratification only

in view. A man, therefore, who has no

other leader than these, would be like a

ship in the ocean without hands, which

cannot be said to be destined to any port.

He would have no character at all, but be

benevolent or spiteful, pleasant or morose,

honest or dishonest, as the present wind of

passion or tide of humour moved him.

[204]

[202-204]
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Everj man who pursues an end, be it

good or bad, must be active when he is dis-

posed to be indolent ; he must rein every
passion and appetite that would lead him
out of his road.

Mortification and self-denial are found
not in the path of virtue only—they are
common to every road that leads to an end,
be it ambition, or avarice, or even pleasure
itself. Every man who maintains a uni-
form and consistent character, must sweat
and toil, and often struggle with his pre-
sent inclination.

Yet those who steadily pursue some end
in life, though they must often restrain their
strongest desires, and practise much self-

denial, have, upon the whole, more enjoy-
ment than those who have no end at all,

but to gratify the present prevailing in-

clination.

A dog that is made for the chase cannot
enjoy the happiness of a dog without that
exercise. Keep him within doors, feed him
with the most delicious fare, give him all

the pleasures his nature is capable of, he
soon becomes a dull, torpid, unhappy ani-
mal. No enjoyment can supply the want
of that employment which nature has made
his chief good. Let him hunt, and neither
pain, nor hunger, nor fatigue seem to be
evils. Deprived of this exercise, he can
relish nothing. Life itself becomes burden-
some.

It is no disparagement to the human
kind to say, that man, as well as the dog,
is made for hunting, and cannot be happy
but in some vigorous pursuit. He has, in-
deed, nobler game to pursue than the dog ;

but he must have some pursuit, otherwise
life stagnates, all the faculties are benumbed,
the spirits flag, and his existence becomes
an unsupportable burden.
Even the mere foxhunter, who has no

higher pursuit than his dogs, has more en-
joyment than he who has no pursuit at all.

He has an end in view, and this invigorates
his spirits, makes him despise pleasure;*
and bear cold, hunger, and fatigue, as if

they were no evils. [205
J

" Manet sub Jove frigido
Venator, tenera; conjugis immemor,
Seu visa est catulis cerva fMelibus,
Seu rupit teretes Marsus aper plagas."f

* Despise one pleasure for the sake of a higher.
In tact, all pleasure is the reflex or coucoraitant of
energy—spontaneous and unimpeded energy. This
has been best developed by Aristotle.— H.

* Horace.

[205, 206]

PART III.

OP THE RATIONAL PKINCIPLKS OF
ACTION.

CHAPTER I.

THERE ARE RATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF ACTION
IN MAN.

Mechanical principles of action produce
their effect without any will or intention o;i

our part. We may, by a voluntary effort,

hinder the effect ; but, if it be not hindered
by will and effort, it is produced without
them.

Animal principles of action require in-
tention and will in their operation, but not
judgment. They are, by ancient moralists,
very properly called caeca: cupidines, blind
desires.

Having treated of these two classes, I

proceed to the third—the Hational principles
of action in man ; which have that name,
because they can have no existence in be-
ings not endowed with reason, and, in alJ

their exertions, require, not only intention
and will, but judgment or reason. [206]

That talent which we call Reason,* bv
which men that are adult and of a sound
mind are distinguished from brutes, idiots,
and infants, has, in all ages, among the
learned and unlearned, been conceived to
have two offices— fo regulate our belief, and
to regulate our actions and conduct.

Whatever we believe, we think agree-
able to reason, and, on that account, yield
our assent to it. Whatever we disbelieve,
we think contrary to reason, and, on that
account, dissent from it. Reason, there- \

fore, is allowed to be the principle by which
our beliefandopinions ought to be regulated.

\
But reason has been no less universally \

conceived to be a principle by which our \

actions ought to be regulated.
To act reasonably, is a phrase no less

common in all languages, than to judge
reasonably. We immediately approve of a
man's conduct, when it appears that he had
good reason for what he did. And every
action we disapprove, we think unreason-
able, or contrary to reason.
A way of speaking so universal among

men, common to the learned and the un-
learned in all nations and in all languages,
must have a meaning. To suppose it to
be words without meaning, is to treat, with
undue contempt, the common sense of man-
kind.

Supposing this phrase to have a meaning,

* Reason is here used for intelligense in general.—
H.

2p2
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we may consider in what way reason may
serve to regulate human conduct, so that
some actions of men are to be denominated
reasonable, and others unreasonable.

I take it for granted, that there can be
no exercise of Reason without Judgment,
nor, on the other hand, any judgment of
things, abstract and general, without some
degree of reason. [207]

If, therefore, there be any principles of

action in the human constitution, which, in

their nature, necessarily imply such judg-
ment, they are the principles which we may
call rational, to distinguish them from ani-

mal principles, which imply desire and will,

but not judgment.
Every deliberate human action must be

done either as the means, or as an end ; as
themeans to some end, to which it is subserv-
ient, or as an end, for its own sake, and
without regard to anything beyond it.

That it is a part of the office of reason to

determine what are the proper means to

any end which we desire, no man ever de-
nied. But some philosophers, particularly

Mr Hume, think that it is no part of the
office of reason to determine the ends we
ought to pursue, or the preference due to

one end above another. This, he thinks,
is not the office of reason, but of taste or
feeling.

If this be so, reason cannot, with any pro-
priety, be called a principle of action. Its

office can only be to minister to the princi-

ples of action, by discovering the means of
their gratification. Accordingly, Mr Hume
maintains, that reason is no principle of ac-

tion ; but that it is, and ought to be, the
servant of the passions.

I shall endeavour to shew that, among
the various ends of human actions, there
are some, of which, without reason, we
could not even form a conception ; and that,

as soon as they are conceived, a regard to
them is, by our constitution, not only a
principle of action, but a leading and go-
verning principle, to which all our annual
principles are subordinate, and to which
they ought to be subject. [208]
These I shall call rational principles ; be-

cause they can exist only in beings endowed
with reason, and because, to act from these
principles, is what has always been meant
by acting according to reason.

The ends of human actions I have in
view, are two—to wit, What is goodfor us
upon the whole, and, What appears to be
our duly. They are very strictly connected,
lead to the same course of conduct, and co-
operate with each other % and, on that ac-
count, have commonly been comprehended
under one name—that of reason. But, as
they may be disjoined, and are really dis-
tinct principles of action, I shall consider
them separately.

CHAPTER II.

OF REGARD TO OUR GOOD ON THE WHOLE.

It will not be denied that man, when he
comes to years of understanding, is led, by
his rational nature, to form the conception

of what is good for him upon the whole.

How early in life this general notion of

good enters into the mind, I cannot pre-

tend to determine. It is one of the most
general and abstract notions we form.

Whatever makes a man more happy or
more perfect, is good, and is an object of

desire as soon as we are capable of forming
the conception of it. The contrary is ill,

and is an object of aversion.

In the first part of life, we have many
enjoyments of various kinds ; but very si-

milar to those of brute-animals. [209]
They consist in the exercise of our senses

and powers of motion, the gratification of

our appetites, and the exertions of our kind
affections. These are chequered with many
evils of pain, and fear, and disappointment,

and sympathy with the sufferings of others.

But the goods and evils of this period of

life are of short duration, and soon forgot.

The mind, being regardless of the past, and
unconcerned about the future, we have
then no other measure of good but the pre-

sent desire ; no other measure of evil but
the present aversion.

Every animal desire has some particular

and present object, and looks not beyond
that object to its consequences, or to the

connections it may have with other things.

The present object, which is most at-

tractive, or excites the strongest desire, de-

termines the choice, whatever be its con-
sequences. The present evil that presses

most, is avoided, though it should be the
road to a greater good to come, or the only
way to escape a greater eviL This is the
way in which brutes act, and the way in

which men must act, till they come to the
use of reason.

As we grow up to understanding, we ex-

tend our view both forward and backward.
We reflect upon what is past, and, by the
lamp of experience, discern what will pro-

bably happen in time to come. We find

that many things which we eagerly desired,

were too dearly purchased, and that things

grievous for the present, like nauseous me-
dicines, may be salutary in the issue.

We learn to observe the connexions of

things, and the consequences of our actions ;

and, taking an extended view of our exist-

ence, past, present, and future, we correct

our first notions of good and ill, and form
the conception of what is good or ill upon
the whole ; which must be estimated, not
from the present feeling, or from the pre-

[•207-209]
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sent animal desire or aversion, but from a
due consideration of its consequences, cer-

tain or probable, during the whole of our
existence. [210]
That which, taken with all its discover-

able connections and consequences, brings
more good than ill, I call good upon the

whole.

That brute-animals have any conception
of this good, I see no reason to believe.

And it is evident that man cannot have the
conception of it, till reason is so far ad-
vanced that he can seriously reflect upon
the past, and take a prospect of the future
part of his existence.

It appears, therefore, that the very con-
ception of what is good or ill for us upon
the whole, is the offspring of reason, and
can be only in beings endowed with reason.
And if this conception give rise to any
principle of action in man, which he had
not before, that principle may very proper-
ly be called a rational principle of action.

I pretend not in this to say anything
that is new, but what reason suggested to

those who first turned their attention to

the philosoph) of morals. I beg leave to

quote one passage from Cicero, in his first

book of " Offices ;" wherein, with his usual
eloquence, he expresses the substance of
what I have said. And there is good rea-

son to think that Cicero borrowed it from
Pansetius, a Greek philosopher whose books
of " Offices" are lost.

" Sed inter hominem et belluam hoc
maxime interest, quod hsec tantum, quan-
tum sensu movetur, ad id solum, quod adest
quodque praesens est se accommodat, pau-
lulum admodum sentiens prseteritum aut
futurum. Homo autem quoniam rationis

est particeps, per quam consequentia cer-

nit, causas rerum videt, earumque progres-
sus et quasi antecessiones non ignorat, si-

militudines comparat, et rebus prsesenti-

bus adjungit atque annectit futuras; facile

totius vitze cursum videt, ad eamque de-
gendam preeparat res necessarias." [211]

I observe, in the nor-J place—That as soon
as we have the conception of what is good
or ill for us upon the whole, we are led, by
our constitution, to seek the good and avoid
the ill ; and this becomes not only a prin-
ciple of action, but a leading or governing
principle, to which all our animal principles

ought to be subordinate.

I am very apt to think, with Dr Price,
that, in intelligent beings, the desire of what
is good, and aversion to what is ill, is neces-
sarily connected with the intelligent nature;
and that it is a contradiction to suppose
such a being to have the notion of good
without the desire of it, or the notion of ill

without aversion to it. Perhaps there may
be other necessary connections between un-
derstanding and the best principles of action,

[210-213]

which our faculties are too weak to discern.

That they are necessarily connected in him
who is perfect in understanding, we have
good reason to believe.

To prefer a greater good, though distant,

to a less that is present ; to choose a pre-

sent evil, in order to avoid a greater evil,

or to obtain a greater good, is, in the judg-

ment of all men, wise and reasonable con-

duct ; and, when a man acts the contrary

part, all men will acknowledge that he acts

foolishly and unreasonably. Nor will it be

denied, that, in innumerable cases in com-
mon life, our animal principles draw us one
way, while a regard to what is good on the

whole, draws us the contrary way. Thus
the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the

spirit against the flesh, and these two are

contrary. That in every conflict of this

kind the rational principle ought to prevail,

and the animal to be subordinate, is too

evident to need, or to admit of proof. [212]
Thus, I think, it appears, that, to pursue

what is good upon the whole, and to avoid

what is ill upon the whole, is a rational prin-

ciple of action grounded upon our constitu-

tion as reasonable creatures.

It appears that it is not without just cause,

that this principle of action has in all ages

been called reason, in opposition to our
animal principles, which in common lan-

guage are called by the general name of the

passions.

The first not only operates in a calm and
cool manner, like reason, but implies real

judgment in all its operations. The second

—

to wit, the passions— are blind desires of

some particular object, without any judg-

ment or consideration, whether it be good
for us upon the whole, or ill.

It appears also, that the fundamental
maxim of prudence, and of all good morals

—

That the passions ought, in all cases, to be
under the dominion of reason—is not only

self-evident, when rightly understood, but
is expressed according to the common use
and propriety of language.

The contrary maxim maintained by Mr
Hume, can only be defended by a gross and
palpable abuse of words. For, in order to

defend it, he must include under the pas-

sions that very principle which has always,

in all languages, been called reason, and
never was, in any language, called a passion.

And from the meaning of the word reason

he must exclude the most important part

of it, by which we are able to discern and
to pursue what appears to be good upon the

whole. And thus, including the most im-

portant part of reason under passion, and
making the least important part of reason

to be the whole, he defends his favourite

paraddx, That reason is, and ought to be,

the servant of the passions. [213]
To judge of what is true or false in specu-
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jative points, is the office of speculative

reason ; and to judge of what is good or ill

for us upon the whole, is the office of prac-

tical reason. Of true and false there are

no degrees ; but of good and ill there are

many degrees, and many kinds ; and men
are very apt to form erroneous opinions

concerning them ; misled by their passions,

by the authority of the multitude, and by
other causes.

Wise men, in all ages, have reckoned it

a chief point of wisdom, to make a right

estimate of the goods and evils of life.

They have laboured to discover the errors

of the multitude on this important point,

and to warn others against them.
The ancient moralists, though divided

into sects, all agreed in this—That opinion

has a mighty influence upon what we com-
monly account the goods and ills of life, to

alleviate or to aggravate them.
The Stoics carried this so far, as to con-

clude that they all depend on opinion, itevret

'TtroXvi^is was a favourite maxim with them.
We see, indeed, that the same station or

condition of life, which makes one man
happy, makes another miserable, and to a
third is perfectly indifferent. We see men
miserable through life, from vain fears and
anxious desires, grounded solely upon wrong
opinions. We see men wear themselves
out with toilsome days, and sleepless nights,

in pursuit of some object which they never
attain ; or which, when attained, gives little

satisfaction, perhaps real disgust.

The evils of life, which every man must
feel, have a very different effect upon dif-

ferent men. What sinks one into despair
and absolute misery, rouses the virtue and
magnanimity of another, who bears it as
the lot of humanity, and as the discipline of

a wise and merciful Father in heaven. He
rises superior to adversity, and is made
wiser and better by it, and, consequently,
happier. [214]

It is therefore of the last importance, in

the conduct of life, to have just opinions
with respect to good and evil ; and, surely,

it is the province of reason to correct wrong
opinions, and to lead us into those that are
just and true.

It is true, indeed, that men's passions and
appetites too often draw them to act con-
trary to their cool judgment and opinion of

what is best for them. Video meliora p?-o-

bnque, detrriora sequor, is the case in every
wilful deviation from our true interest and
our duty.

When this is the case, the man is self-

condemned ; he sees that he acted the part

of a brute when he ought to have acted the

part of a man. He is convinced that

reason ought to have restrained his passion,

and not to have given the rein to it.

When he feels the bad effects of his con-

duct, he imputes them to himself, and would
1 >e stung with remorse for his folly, though

he had no account to make to a superior

Being. He has sinned against himself, and
brought upon his own head the punishment
which his folly deserved.

From this we may see that this rational

principle of a regard to our good upon the

whole, gives us the conception of a right

and a wrong in human conduct, at least of

a wise and a foolish. It produces a kind of

self-approbation, when the passions and
appetites are kept in their due subjection to

it ; and a kind of remorse and compunction
when it yields to them. [215]

In these respects, this principle is so

similar to the moral principle, or Conscience,

and so interwoven with it, that both are

commonly comprehended under the name
of Reason. This similarity led many of the

ancient philosophers, and some among the

moderns, to resolve conscience, or a sense

of duty, entirely into a regard to what is

good for us upon the whole.

That they are distinct principles of action,

though both lead to the same conduct in

life, I shall have occasion to shew when I

come to treat of conscience.

CHAPTER III.

THE TENDENCY OP THIS PRINCPLE.

It has been the opinion of the wisest

men, in all ages, that this principle, of a

regard to our good upon the whole, in a
man duly enlightened, leads to the practice

of every virtue.

This was acknowledged, even by Epi-

curus ; and the best moralists among the

ancients derived all the virtues from this

principle. For, among them, the whole of

morals was reduced to this question ? Wlial

is the greatest good? or, What course of
conduct is best for us upon the whole ?

In order to resolve this question, they
divided goods into three classes : the goods

of the body—the goods of fortune or ex-

ternal goods—and the goods of the mind
y

meaning, by the last, wisdom and virtue.

Comparing these different classes of goods,

they shewed, with convincing evidence, that

the goods of the mind are, in many respects,

superior to those of the body and of for-

tune, not only as they have more dignity,

are more durable, and less exposed to the

strokes of fortune, but chiefly as they are

the only goods in our power, and which
depend wholly on our conduct. [216]

Epicurus himself maintained, that the

wise man may be happy in the tranquillity

of his mind, even when racked with pain

and struggling with adversity.

They observed very justly, that the goods

[214-216]
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of fortune, and even those of the body, de-
pend much on opinion; and that, when our
opinion of them is duly corrected by reason,
we shall find them of small value in them-
selves.

How can he be happy who places his
happiness in things which it is not in his
power to attain, or in things from which,
when attained, a fit of sickness, or a stroke
of fortune, may tear him asunder ?

The value we put upon things, and our
uneasiness in the want of them, depend
upon the strength of our desires ; correct
the desire, and the uneasiness ceases.
The fear of the evils of body and of for-

tune, is often a greater evil than the things
we fear. As the wise man moderates his
desires by temperance, so, to real or ima-
ginary dangers, he opposes the shield of
fortitude and magnanimity, which raises
him above himself, and makes him happy
and triumphant in those moments wherein
others are most miserable.

These oracles of reason led the Stoics so
far as to maintain—That all desires and
fears, with regard to things not in our
power, ought to be totally eradicated ; that
virtue is the only good ; that what we call

the goods of the body and of fortune, are
really things indifferent, which may, accord-
ing to circumstances, prove good or ill, and,
therefore, have no intrinsic goodness in
themselves; that our sole business ought
to be, to act our part well, and to do what
is right, without the least concern about
things, not in our power, which we ought,
with perfect acquiescence, to leave to the
care of Him who governs the world. [217]

This noble and elevated conception of
human wisdom and duty was taught by
Socrntes, free from the extravagancies
which the Stoics afterwards joined with it.

We see it in the " Alcibiades" of Plato,*
from which Juvenal hath taken it in his
tenth satire, and adorned it with the graces
of poetry.

" Omnibus in terri* qua* sunt a Gadibus usque [I]
Auromm et Gangen, pauci dignoscere possunt
Vera bona atquc illis nwltuin diversa, remota
Knoris nebula. Quid enim ratione tiniemus
Au; cupimus ? Quid 'am dextro pede concipis ut te
CouatUl lion pceniteat votique peracti ?

Nil ergo optabunt homines ? Si consilium' vis, [346]
I'ermittes ipsis ex;>endere numinibus, quid
(jnveniat nobis rebusque sit utile nostris.
Nam pro jucundis aptisMma quaeque dabunt DI.
Carter est illis homo quain sibi. Nos animorum
ImpuUu, et caeca magnaque cupidine ducti,
C onjugium petimus partumque uxoris ; at illis
Notum, qui pueri qualisque lutura sit uxor.
[Oraiidum est, ut sit mens sana in corpore sano.]
itirtem posce animum, mortis terrore caren'em,
Qui spatium vitae extremum inter munera ponat
Naturae, qui ferre queat quoscunque labores,
NVsciat irasci, cupiat nihil, et potiores
I lerculu rerumoas credat saevosque labores
Et Venere, et ccenis, et plumis, Sardanapali.

* The Second Alcibiades : which is not Plato's j as
can bo shewn on grounds apart from its inferiority
lothe genuine woiki oftbat philosopher.— H.

r«ir-«i9j

Monstro, quod ipse tibi possis dare : semita certe
IranquillsB per virtutem patet unica viiae.
Nullum numen abest si sit piudentia ; nos te
Nos facimus, Fortuna, Deam, coeloque locamus."

Even Horace, in his serious moments,
falls into this system. [218]

" Nil admirari, prope res est una, Numici,
Solaque qua? possit facere et servare bealum."

We cannot but admire the Stoical system
of morals, even when we think that, in
some points, it went beyond the pitch of

human nature. The virtue, the temperance,
the fortitude, and magnanimity of some
who sincerely embraced it, amidst all the
flattery of sovereign power and the luxury
of a court, will be everlasting monuments
to the honour of that system, and to the
honour of human nature.

That a due regard to what is best for us
upon the whole, in an enlightened mind,
leads to the practice of every virtue, may
be argued from considering what we think
best for those for whom we have the
strongest affection, and whose good we
tender as our own. In judging for our-
selves, our passions and appetites are apt to

bias our judgment ; but when we judge for

others, this bias is removed, and we judge
impartially.

What is it, then, that a wise man would
wish as the greatest good to a brother, a
son, or a friend ?

Is it that he may spend his life in a con-
stant round of the pleasures of sense, and
fare sumptuously every day ?

No, surely ; we wish him to be a man of

real virtue and worth. We may wish for

him an honourable station in life ; but only
with this condition, that he acquit himself
honourably in it, and acquire just reputa-
tion, by being useful to his country and to

mankind. We would a thousand times
rather wish him honourably to undergo the
labours of Hercules, than to dissolve in

pleasure with Sardanapalus. [219]
Such would be the wish of every man of

understanding for the friend whom he loves
as his own soul. Such things, therefore,

he judges to be best for him upon the whole

;

and if he judges otherwise for himself, it is

only because his judgment is perverted by
animal passions and desires.

The sum of what has been said in these
three chapters amounts to this :

—

There is a principle of action in men that
are adult and of a sound mind, which, in

all ages, has been called reason, and set iti

opposition to the animal principles which
we call the passions. The ultimate object*
of this principle is what we judge to be
good upon the whole. This is not the ob-
ject* of any of our animal principles ; they
being all directed to particular objects,

* The word object should not be used for aim or end,
but exclusively for the materia circa quant.— H.
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without any comparison with others, or

any consideration of their being good or ill

upon the whole.

What is good upon the whole cannot even

be conceived without the exercise of rea-

son, and therefore cannot be an object* to

beings that have not some degree of rea-

son.

As soon as we have the conception of

this object/ we are led, by our constitu-

tion, to desire and pursue it. It justly

claims a preference to all-objects of pursuit

that can come in competition with it. In
preferring it to any gratification that op-

poses it, or in submitting to any pain or

mortification which it requires, we act ac-

cording to reason ; and every such action is

accompanied with self-approbation and the

approbation of mankind. The contrary ac-

tions are accompanied with shame and self-

condemnation in the agent, and with con-

tempt in the spectator, as foolish and un-
reasonable. [220]
The right application of this principle to

our conduct requires an extensive prospect

of human life, and a correct judgment and
estimate of its goods and evils, with re-

spect to their intrinsic worth and dignity,

their constancy and duration, and their at-

tainableness. He must be a wise man in-

deed, if any such man there be, who can
perceive, in every instance, or even in every

important instance, what is best for him
upon the whole, if he have no other rule to

direct his conduct.

However, according to the best judgment
which wise men have been able to form,

this principle leads to the practice of every
virtue. It leads directly to the virtues of

Prudence, Temperance, and Fortitude.

And, when we consider ourselves as social

creatures, whose happiness or misery is very

much connected with that of our fellow-

men ; when we consider that there are

many benevolent affections planted in our

constitution, whose exertions make a capi-

tal part of our good and enjoyment : from
these considerations, this principle leads us

also, though more indirectly, to the prac-

tice of justice, humanity, and all the social

virtues.

It is true, that a regard to our own good

cannot, of itself, produce any benevolent

affection. But, if such affections be a part

of our constitution, and if the exercise of

them make a capital part of our happiness,

a regard to our own good ought to lead us

to cultivate and exercise them, as every be-

uevolent affection makes the good of others

to be our own. [221]

* See the last note.

CHAPTER IV.

OEFECTS OF THIS PRINCITLE.

Having explained the nature of this

principle of action, and shewn in general

the tenor of conduct to which it leads, f

shall conclude what relates to it, by point-

ing out some of its defects, if it be supposed,

as it has been by some philosophers, to be
the only regulating principle of human
conduct.

Upon that supposition, it would neither

be a sufficiently plain rule of conduct, nor
would it raise the human character to that

degree of perfection of which it is capable,

nor would it yield so much real happiness

as when it is joined with another rational

principle of action—to wit, a disinterested

regard to duty.

First, I apprehend the greater part of

mankind can never attain such extensive

views of human life, and so correct a judg-

ment of good and ill, as the risrht applica-

tion of this principle requires.

The authority of the poet before quoted,"

is of weight in this point. " Pauci dignos-

cere* possunt vera bona, remota erroris

nebula." The ignorance of the bulk of

mankind concurs with the strength of their

passions to lead them into error in this most
important point.

Every man, in his calm moments, wishes
to know what is best for him on the whole,

and to do it. But the difficulty of discover-

ing it clearly, amidst such variety of opinions

and the importunity of present desires,

tempt men to give over the search, and to

yield to the present inclination. [222]
Though philosophers and moralists have

taken much laudable pains to correct the

errors of mankind in this great point, their

instructions are known to few ; they have
little influence upon the greater part of

those to whom they are known, and some-
times little even upon the philosopher

himself.

Speculative discoveries gradually spread

from the knowing to the ignorant, and dif-

fuse themselves over all ; so that, with re-

gard to them, the world, it may be hoped,

will still be growing wiser. But the errors

of men, with regard to what is truly good
or ill, after being discovered and refuted in

every age, are still prevalent.

Men stand in need of a sharper monitor

to their duty than a dubious view of distant

good. There is reason to believe, that a
present sense of duty has, in many cases,

a stronger influence than the apprehension

of distant good would have of itself. And
it cannot be doubted, that a sense of guilt

and demerit is a more pungent reprover

* Juvenal.—H.

["220-222]
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than the bare apprehension of having mis-

taken our true interest.

The brave soldier, in exposing himself to

danger and death, is animated, not by a

cold computation of the good and the ill, but

by a noble and elevated sense of military

duty.

A philosopher shews, by a copious and
just induction, what is our real good, and
what our ill. But this kind of reasoning is

not easily apprehended by the bulk of men.
It has too little force upon their minds to

resist the sophistry of the passions. They
are apt to think that, if such rules be good
in the general, they may admit of particu-

lar exceptions, and that what is good for

the greater part, may, to some persons, on
account of particular circumstances, be ill.

Thus, I apprehend, that, if we had no
plainer rule to direct our conduct in life

than a regard to our greatest good, the

greatest part of mankind would be fatally

misled, even by ignorance of the road to it.

[223]
Secondly, Though a steady pursuit of our

own real good may, in an enlightened mind,

produce a kind of virtue which is entitled

to some degree of approbation, yet it can
never produce the noblest kind of virtue

which claims our highest love and esteem.

We account him a wise man who is wise

for himself; and, if he prosecutes this end
through difficulties and temptations that lie

in his way, his character is far superior to

that of the man who, having the same end
in view, is continually starting out of the

road to it from an attachment to his appe-

tites and passions, and doing every day
what he knows he shall heartily repent.

Yet, after all, this wise man, whose
thoughts and cares are all centred ulti-

mately in himself, who indulges even his

social affections only with a view to his own
good, is not the man whom we cordially love

and esteem.

Like a cunning merchant, he carries his

goods to the best market, and watches every

opportunity of putting them off to the best

account. He does well and wisely. But
it is for himself. We owe him nothing upon
this account. Even when he does good to

others, he means only to serve himself; and,

therefore, has no just claim to their grati-

tude or affection.

This surely, if it be virtue, is not the

noblest kind, but a low and mercenary spe-

cies of it. It can neither give a noble ele-

vation to the mind that possesses it, nor
attract the esteem and love of others. [224]
Our cordial love and esteem is due only

to the man whose soul is not contracted

within itself, but embraces a more exten-

sive object : who loves virtue, not for her
dowry only, but for her own sake : whose
benevolence is not selfish, but generous and

023-225]

disinterested : who, forgetful of himself, has

the common good at heart, not as the means
only, but as the end : who abhors what is

base, though he were to be a gainer by it

;

and loves that which is right, although he

should suffer by it.

Such a man we esteem the perfect man,
compared with whom he who has no other

aim hut good to himself is a mean and des-

picable character.

Disinterested goodness and rectitude is

the glory of the Divine Nature, without

which he might be an object of fear or hope,

hut not of true devotion. And it is the

image of this divine attribute in the human
character that is the glory of man.
To serve God and be useful to mankind,

without any concern about our own good
and happiness, is, I believe, beyond the

pitch of human nature. But to serve God
and be useful to men, merely to obtain

good to ourselves, or to avoid ill, is servility,

and not that liberal service which true de-

votion and real virtue require.

Thirdly, Though one might be apt to

think that he has the best chance for hap-

piness who has no other end of his deliber-

ate actions but his own good, yet a little

consideration may satisfy us of the con-

trary.

A concern for our own good is not a prin-

ciple that, of itself, gives any enjoyment.

On the contrary, it is apt to fill the mind
with fear, and care, and anxiety. And
these concomitants of this principle often

give pain and uneasiness, that overbalance

the good they have in view. [225]
We may here compare, in point of pre-

sent happiness, two imaginary characters :

The first, of the man who has no other ulti-

mate end of his deliberate actions but his

own good ; and who has no regard to virtue

or duty, but as the means to that end.

The second character is that of the man
who is not indifferent with regard to his

own good, but has another ultimate end
perfectly consistent with it—to wit, a dis-

interested love of virtue, for its own sake,

or a regard to duty as an end.

Comparing these two characters in point

of happiness, that we may give all possible

advantage to the selfish principle, we shall

suppose the man who is actuated solely by
it, to be so far enlightened as to see it his

interest to live soberly, righteously, and
godly in the world, and that he follows the

same course of conduct from the motive of

his own good only, which the other does,

in a great measure, or in some measure,

from a sense of duty and rectitude

We put the case so as that the difference

between these two persons may be, not in

what they do, but in the motive from which

they do it ; and, I think, there can be no
doubt that he who acts from the noblest
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aud most generous motive, will have most
happiness in his conduct.
The one laboui-s only for hire, without

any love to the work. The other loves the
work, and thinks it the noblest and most
honourable he can be employed in. To
the first, the mortification and self-denial

which the course of virtue requires, is a
grievous task, which he submits to only
through necessity. To the other it is vic-

tory and triumph, in the most honourable
warfare. [226]

It ought farther to be considered—That
although wise men have concluded that
virtue is the only road to happiness, this

conclusion is founded chiefly upon the
natural respect men have for virtue, and
the good or happiness that is intrinsic to it

and arises from the love of it. If we sup-
pose a man, as we now do, altogether des-
titute of this principle, who considered
virtue only as the means to another end,
there is no reason to think that he would
ever take it to be the road to happiness,
but would wander for ever seeking this
object, where it is not to be found.
The road of duty is so plain that the

man who seeks it with an upright heart
cannot greatly err from it. But the road
to happiness, if that be supposed the only
end our nature leads us to pursue, would
be found dark and intricate, full of snares
and dangers, and therefore not to be trodden
without fear, and care, and perplexity.
The happy man, therefore, is not he

whose happiness is his only care, but he
who, with perfect resignation, leaves the
care of his happiness to him who made
him, while he pursues with ardour the road
of his duty.

This gives an elevation to his mind,
which is real happiness. Instead of care,
and fear, and anxiety, and disappointment,
it brings joy and triumph. It gives a relish
to every good we enjoy, and brings good
out of evil.

And as no man can be indifferent about
his happiness, the good man has the con-
solation to know that he consults his hap-
piness most effectually when, without any
painful anxiety about future events, he does
his duty.

Thus, I think, it appears—That, although
a regard to our good upon the whole, be a
rational principle in man, yet if it be sup-
posed the only regulating principle of our
conduct, it would be a more uncertain rule,
it would give far less perfection to the
human character, and far less happiness,
than when joined with another rational prin-
ciple—to wit, a regard to duty. [227]

CHAPTER V.

OF THE NOTION OF DUTY, RECTITUDE, MORAL
OBLIGATION.

A being endowed with the animal prin-
ciples of action only, may be capable of
being trained to certain purposes by dis-

cipline, as we see many brute-animals are,
but would be altogether incapable of being
governed by law.

The subject of law must have the con-
ception of a general rule of conduct, which,
without some degree of reason, he cannot
have. He must likewise have a sufficient

inducement to obey the law, even when his

strongest animal desires draw him the con-
trary way.

This inducement may be a sense of in-

terest, or a sense of duty, or both concur-
ring.

These are the only principles I am able
to conceive, which can reasonably induce a
man to regulate all his actions according to

a certain general rule or law. They may
therefore be justly called the rational prin-

ciples of action, since they can have no
place but in a being endowed with reason,
and since it is by them only that man is

capable either of political or of moral go-
vernment.

Without them human life would be like

a ship at sea without hands, left to be
carried by winds and tides as they happen.
It belongs to the rational part of our nature
to intend a certain pert, as the end of the
voyage of life ; to take the advantage of
winds and tides when they are favourable,
and to bear up against them when they are
unfavourable. [228]
A sense of interest may induce us to do

this, when a suitable reward is set before
us. But there is a nobler principle in the
constitution of man, which, in many cases,

gives a clearer and more certain rule of
conduct, than a regard merely to interest
would give, and a principle, without which
man would not be a moral agent.

A man is prudent when he consults his
real interest ; but he cannot be virtuous, if

he has no regard to duty.

I proceed now to consider this regard
to Duty as a rational principle of action

m man, and as that principle alone by
which he is capable either of virtue or
vice.

I shall first offer some observations with
regard to the general notion of duty, an I

its contrary, or ofright and wrong in hitman
conduct, and then consider, how we come ,o

judge and determine certain things in hu-
man conduct to be right, and others to be

wrong.

With regard to the notion or conception

[226-228]
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of Duty, I take it to be too simple to admit

of a logical definition.

We can define it only by synonymous
words or phrases, or by its properties and
necessary concomitants, as when we say

that it is what we otu/ht to do—ivhat is fair
and honest—what is approvable—whateverp
man pro/eases to be the rule ofhis conduct—
what all men praise— and, ivhat is in itself

laudable, though no man should praise it.

I observe, in the next place, That the
notion of duty cannot be resolved into that

of interest, or what is most for our happi-

ness. [229]
Every man may be satisfied of this who

attends to his own conceptions, and the
language of all mankind shews it. When
I say, This is my interest, I mean one thing

;

when I say, It is my duty, I mean another
thing. And, though the same course of

action, when rightly understood, may be
both my duty and my interest, the concep-
tions are very different. Both are reason-

able motives to action, but quite distinct in

their nature.

I presume it will be granted, that, in every
man of real worth, there is a principle of

honour, a regard to what is honourable or

dishonourable, very distinct from a regard
to his interest. It is folly in a man to dis-

regard his interest, but to do what is dis-

honourable, is baseness. The first may
move our pity, or, in some cases, our con-
tempt; but the last provokes our indigna-

tion.

As these two principles are different in

their nature, and not resolvable into one,

so the principle of honour is evidently supe-
rior in dignity to that of interest.

No man would allow him to be a man of

honour who should plead his interest to

justify what he acknowledged to be dis-

honourable ; but to sacrifice interest to

honour never costs a blush.

It likewise will be allowed by every man
of honour, that this principle is not to be
resolved into a regard to our reputation

among men, otherwise the man of honour
would not deserve to be trusted in the dark.

He would have no aversion to lie, or cheat,

or play the coward, when he had no dread
of being discovered. [230 J

I take it for granted, therefore, that every
man of real honour feels an abhorrence of
certain actions, because they are in them-
selves base, and feels an obligation to cer-
tain other actions, because they are in them-
selves what honour requires, and this in-

dependently of any consideration of interest

or reputation.

This is an immediate moral obligation.
This principle of honour, which is acknow-
ledged by all men who pretend to character,
is only another name for what we call a
regard to duty, to rectitude, to propriety of

[229-2S1]

conduct.* It is a moral obligation which
obliges a man to do certain things because
they are right, and not to do other things
because they are wrong.

Ask the man of honour why he thinks

himself obliged to pay a debt of honour ?

The very question shocks him. To sup-

pose that he needs any other inducement to

do it but the principle of honour, is to sup-

pose that he has no honour, no worth, and
deserves no esteem.

There is, therefore, a principle in man,
which, when he acts according to it, gives

him a consciousness of worth, and, when he
acts contrary to it, a sense of demerit.

From the varieties of education, of fashion

of prejudices, and of habits, men may dif-

fer much in opinion with regard to the ex-
tent of this principle, and of what it com-
mands and forbids ; but the notion of it, aa

far as it is carried, is the same in all. It

is that which gives a man real worth, and
is the object of moral approbation. [231 ]

Men of rank call it honour, and too often

confine it to certain virtues that are thought
most essential to their rank The vulgar

call it honesty, probity, virtue, conscience.

Philosophers have given it the names of

the moral sense, the moral faculty, rectitude.

The universality of this principle in men
that are grown up to years of understand-
ing and reflection, is evident. The words
that express it, the names of the virtues

which it commands, and of the vices which
it forbids, the ought and ought not which
express its dictates, make an essential part

of every language. The natural affections

of respect to worthy characters, of resent-

ment of injuries, of gratitude for favours,

of indignation against the worthless, are
parts of the human constitution which sup-
pose a right and a wrong in conduct. Many
transactions that- are found necessary in

the rudest societies go upon the same sup-
position. In all testimony, in all promises,
and in all contracts, there is necessarily im-
plied a moral obligation on one party, and
a trust in the other, grounded upon this

obligation.

The variety of opinions among men in

points of morality, is not greater, but, as I

apprehend, much less than in speculative

points ; and this variety is as easily ac-

counted for, from the common causes of

error, in the one case as in the other ; so

that it is not more evident, that there is a
real distinction between true and false, in

matters of speculation, than that there is a
real distinction between right and wrong in

human conduct.

Mr Hume's authority, if there were any
need of it, is of weight in this matter, be-

* This would be true were the term Honour used
in Kng'ish in the same latitude at the Latin term
Honestum.'—R.
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cause he was not wont to go rashly into

vulgar opinions.
" Those," says he, " who have denied

the reality of moral distinctions, may be

ranked among the disingenuous disputants"

(who really do not believe the opinions they

defend, but engage in the controversy, from
affectation, from a spirit of opposition, or

from a desire of shewing wit and ingenuity

superior to the rest of mankind) ;
" nor is it

conceivable, that any human creature could

ever seriously believe that all characters

and actions were alike entitled to the regard

and affection of every one. [232]
" Let a man's insensibility be ever so

great, he must often be touched with the

images of right and wrong ; and let his pre-

judices be ever so obstinate, he must observe

that others are susceptible of like impres-

sions. The only way, therefore, of con-

vincing an antagonist of this kind, is to leave

him to himself For, finding that nobody
keeps up the controversy with him, it is

probable he will at last, of himself, from
mere weariness, come over to the side of

common sense and reason." [Principles of
Morals, § I.]

What we call right and honourable in

human conduct, was, by the- ancients, called

honestum, ro x*\o* [xk\ov xa.) «y«0ey,and xctko

xa.ya.Sov] ; of which Tully says, " Quod vere
dicimus, etiamsi a nullo laudetur, natura
esse laudabile." \_De Officiis, L. I. c. iv.]

All the ancient sects, except the Epi-
cureans, distinguished the honesturn from
the utile, as we distinguish what is a man's
duty from what is his interest.

The word officium, x»9ijx«v, extended both
to the honestum and the utile : so that every
reasonable action, proceeding either fr^m a
sense of duty or a sense of interest, was
called officium. * It is defined by Cicero to

be—" Id quod cur factum sit ratio proba-
bilis reddi potest. "-j- We commonly render
it by the word duty, but it is more extensive

;

for the word duty, in the English language,

I think, is commonly applied only to what
the ancients called hones<um.% Cicero, and
Panaetius before him, treating of offices,

first point out those that are grounded upon
the honestum

t
and next those that are

grounded upon the utile.

The most ancient philosophical system
concerning the principles of action in the
human mind, and, I think, the most agree-
able to nature, is that which we find in

some fragments of the ancient Pythago-

* The Stoic? divided umSnmm (officium) into

xotTo^du/Mx, (recte /actum—absolutum, sive perfec-

tum, officium), and xmdZxov pio-ov (commune, sive

medium, officium.)^ H.

t This definition does not apply to xxOijxov or qffu

cium, in general, but onlyto xocd^xovf^iirov. officium
commune. See Cicero Be Officiis, L. 1. e. iii. — H.

.j: That is, it is limited to the xxr6^8ai/Aot. oxpcrfec
turn officium.— H.

reans,* and which is adopted by Plato, and
explained in some of his dialogues. [233]

According to this system, there is a lead-

ing principle in the soul, which, like the
supreme power in a commonwealth, has
authority and right to govern. This lead-

ing principle they called Reason. It is that

which distinguishes men that are adult from
brutes, idiots, and infants. The inferior

principles, which are under the authority of

the leading principle, are our passions and
appetites, which we have in common with
the brutes.

Cicero adopts this system, and expresses,

it well in few words. " Duplex enim est

vis animorum atque naturae. Una pars in

appetitu posita est, quae est i%^n graece,

quae hominem hue et illuc rapit ; altera in

ratione, quae docet, et explanat quid facien-

dum fugiendumve sit. Ita fit ut ratio

prsesit appetitu3 obtemperet."

—

[De Offi-
ciis, L. I. c. 28.]

This division of our active principles can
hardly, indeed, be accounted a discovery of

philosophy, because it has been common to

the unlearned in all ages of the world, and
seems to be dictated by the common sense
of mankind.
What I would now observe concerning

this common division of our active powers,
is, that the leading principle, which is called

Reason, comprehends both a regard to what
is right and honourable, and a regard to

our happiness upon the whole.

Although these be really two distinct

principles of action, it is -,-ery natural to

comprehend them under one name, because
lioth are leading principles, both suppose
the use of Reason, and, when rightly under-
stood, both lead to the same course of life.

They are like two fountains, whose streams
unite and run in the same channel.

When a man, on one occasion, consults

his real happiness in things not inconsistent

with his duty, though in opposition to the
solicitation of appetite or passion ; and
when, on another occasion, without any
selfish consideration, he does what is right

and honourable, because it is so—in both
these cases, he acts reasonably ; every man
approves of his conduct, and calls it reason-

able, or according to reason. [234]
So that, when we speak of reason as a

principle of action in man, it iucludes a re-

gard both to the honestum and to the util

:

Both are combined under one name ; and,

accordingly, the dictates of both, in the

Latin tongue, were combined under the

name officium, and in the Greek under
tutitimm.

If we examine the abstract notion of

* Which are, however, all spurious, and written
long subsequently to Plato. The moral system of

these fragments is also principally accommodated to

that of Aristotle.—H.

[
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Duty, or Moral Obligation, it appears to be
neither any real quality of the action con-

sidered by itself, nor of the agent con-

sidered without respect to the action, but a
certain relation between the one and the

other.

When we say a man ought to do such a
thing, the ought, which expresses the moral
obligation, has a respect, on the one hand,

to the person who ought ; and, on the other,

to the action which he ought to do. Those
two correlates are essential to every moral
obligation ; take away either, and it has no
existence. So that, if we seek the place of

moral obligation among the categories, it

belongs to the category of relation.*

There are many relations of things, of

which we have the most distinct conception,

without being able to define them logically.

Equality and proportion are relations be-

tween quantities, which every man under-

stands, but no man can define.

Mora) obligation is a relation of its own
kind, which every man understands, but is,

perhaps, too simple to admit of logical de-

finition. Like all other relations, it may be

changed or annihilated by a change in any
of the two related things—I mean the agent

or the action. [235]
Perhaps it may not be improper to point

out briefly the circumstances, both in the

action and in the agent, which are neces-

sary to constitute moral obligation. The
universal agreement of men in these, shews
that they have one and the same notion of it.

With regard to the action, it must be a
voluntary action, or prestation of the per-

son obliged, and not of another. There
can be no moral obligation upon a man to

be six feet high. Nor can I be under a
moral obligation that another person should

do such a thing. His actions must be im-
puted to himself, and mine only to me,
either for praise or blame.

I need hardly mention, that a person can
be under a moral obligation, only to things

within the sphere of his natural power.

As to the party obliged, it is evident

there can be no moral obligation upon an
inanimate thing. To speak of moral obli-

gation upon a stone or a tree is ridiculous,

because it contradicts every man's notion

of moral obligation.

The person obliged must have under-

standing and will, and some degree of active

power. He must not only have the natural

faculty of understanding, but the means of

knowing his obligation. An invincible

ignorance ofthis destroys all moral obligation.

The opinion of the agent in doing the

The ancients rightly founded the xttXov or honcstum

on the Tf-Vav or decorum ,• that is, they considered an
action to be virtuous which was performed in har-
mony with the relations necessary and accidental of
the agent.—H.

[235-237
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action gives it its moral denomination. If

he does a materially good action, without
any belief of its being good, but from some
other principle, it is no good action in him.

And if he does it with the belief of its being

ill, it is ill in him. [236]
Thus, if a man should give to his neigh-

bour a potion which he really believes will

poison him, but which, in the event, proves

salutary, and does much good; in moral
estimation, he is a poisoner, and not a bene-

factor.

These qualifications of the action and of

the agent, in moral obligation, are self-

evident ; and the agreement of all men in

them shews that all men have the same
notion, and a distinct notion of moral obli-

gation.

CHAPTER VI.

OP THE SENSE OF DUTV.

We are next to consider, how we learn

to judge and determine, that this is right,

and that is wrong.

The abstract notion of moral good and
ill would be of no use to direct our life, if

we had not the power of applying it to par-

ticular actions, and determining what is

morally good, and what is morally ill.

Some philosophers, with whom I agree,

ascribe this to an original power or faculty

in man, which they call the Moral Sense,

the Moral Faculty, Conscience. Othersthink
that our moral sentiments may be account-

ed for without supposing any original sense

or faculty appropriated to that purpose, and
go into very different systems to account
for them.

I am not, at present, to take any notice

of those systems, because the opinion first

mentioned seems to me to be the truth ; to

wit, That, by an original power of the mind,
when we come to years of understanding
and reflection, we not only have the notions

of right and wrong in conduct, but perceive

certain things to be right, and others to be
wrong. [237]
The name of the Moral Sense, though

more frequently given to Conscience since

Lord Shaftesbury and Dr Hutcheson wrote,

is not new. The sensus recti et honesti, is

a phrasenot unfrequent among the ancients

;

neither is the sense of duty, among us.

It has got this name of sense, no doubt,

from some analogy which it is conceived to

bear to the external senses. And, if we
have just notions of the office of the exter-

nal senses, the analogy is very evident, and
I see no reason to take offence, as some
have done, at the name of the moral sense.*

* On the term Sense for Intelligence, see Note \
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The offence taken at this name seems to

be owing to this, That philosophers have
degraded the senses too much, and deprived
them of the most important part of their

office.

We are taught, that, by the senses, we
have only certain ideas which we could not
have otherwise. They are represented as
powers by which we have sensations and
ideas, not as powers by which we judge.

This notion of the senses I take to be
very lame, and to contradict what nature and
accurate reflection teach concerning them.
A man who has totally lost the sense of

seeing, may retain very distinct notions of

the various colours ; but he cannot judge of

colours, because he has lost the sense by
which alone he could judge. By my eyes
I not only have the ideas of a square and a
circle, but I perceive this surface to be a
square, that to be a circle. [238]
By my ear, I not only have the idea of

sounds, loud and soft, acute and grave, but
I immediately perceive and judge this sound
to be loud, that to be soft, this to be acute,

that to be grave. Two or more synchron-
ous sounds I perceive to be concordant,
others to be discordant.

These are judgments of the senses.*
They have always been called and accounted
such, by those whose minds are not tinc-

tured by philosophical theories. They are
the immediate testimony of nature by our
senses ; and we are so constituted by
nature, that we must receive their testi-

mony, for no other reason but because it is

given by our senses.

In vain do sceptics endeavour to over-
turn this evidence by metaphysical reason-
ing. Though we should not be able to
answer their arguments, we believe our
senses still, and rest our most important
concerns upon their testimony.

If this be a just notion of our external
senses, as I conceive it is, our moral faculty
may, I think, without impropriety, be called
the Moral Sense.

In its dignity it is, without doubt, far su-
perior to every other power of the mind

;

but there is this analogy between it and the
external senses, That, as by them we have
not only the original conceptions of the
various qualities of bodies, but the original
judgment that this body has such a quality,
that such another ; so by our moral faculty,
we have both the original conceptions of

* Rather, these are judgments, of which the mate,
rials and the condition are afforded by sense. It is,
no doubt, true that there can be no sensitive percep-
tion without judgment, because there can, in fact, be
no consciousness without judgment, hut it is not
more reasonable to identify sense with judgment, be-
cause the former cannot exist without an act of
the latter, than it would be to identify the sides
and angles of a mathematical figure, because sides
and angles cannot exist apart from each other.— II.

right and wrong in conduct, of merit and
demerit, and the original judgments that

this conduct is right, that is wrong ; that
this character has worth, that demerit.

The testimony of our moral faculty, like

that of the external senses, is the testimony
of nature, and we have the same reason to

rely upon it. . [239]
The truths immediately testified by the ex-

ternal senses are the first principles from
which we reason, with regard to the material
world, and from which all our knowledge
of it is deduced.

The truths immediately testified by our
moral faculty, are the first principles of all

moral reasoning, from which all our know-
ledge of our duty must be deduced.
By moral reasoning, I understand all

reasoning that is brought to prove that such
conduct is right, and deserving of moral
approbation ; or that it is wrong ; or that it

is indifferent, and, in itself, neither morally
good nor ill.

I think, all we can properly call moral
judgments, are reducible to one or other of

these, as all human actions, considered in

a moral view, are either good, or bad, or
indifferent.

I know the term moral reasoning is often

used by good writers in a more extensive
sense ; but, as the reasoning I now speak
of is of a peculiar kind, distinct from all

others, and, therefore, ought to have a dis-

tinct name, I take the liberty to limit the
name of moral reasoning to this kind.

Let it be understood, therefore, that in

the reasoning I call moral, the conclusion
always is, That something in the conduct
of moral agents is good or bad, in a greater
or a less degree, or indifferent.

All reasoning must be grounded on first

principles. This holds in moral reasoning,
as in all other kinds. There must, there-
fore, be in morals, as in all other sciences,

first or self-evident principles, on which all

moral reasoning is grounded, and on which
it ultimately rests. From such self-evident
principles, conclusions may be drawn syn-
thetically with regard to the moral conduct
of life ; and particular duties or virtues
may be traced back to such principles, ana-
lytically. But, without such principles, we
can no more establish any conclusion in

morals, than we can build a castle in the
air, without any foundation. [240]
An example or two will serve to illustrate

this.

It is a first principle in morals, That we
ought not to do to another what we should
think wrong to be done to us in like cir-

cumstances. If a man is not capable of

perceiving this in his cool moments, when
he reflects seriously, he is not a moral
agent, nor is he capable of being convinced
of it by reasoning.

[238-240]
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From what topic can you. reason with
such a man ? You may possibly convince
him by reasoning, that it is his interest to

observe this rule ; but this is not to convince
him that it is his duty. To reason about
justice with a man who sees nothing to be
just or unjust, or about benevolence with
a man who sees nothing in benevolence
preferable to malice, is like reasoning with
a blind man about colour, or with a deaf
man about sound.

It is a question in morals that admits of

reasoning, Whether, by the law of nature,

a man ought to have only one wife ?

We reason upon this question, by bal-

ancing the advantages and disadvantages to

the family, and to society in general, that are
naturally consequent both upon monogamy
and polygamy. And, if it can be shewn
that the advantages are greatly upon the
side of monogamy, we think the point is

determined.

But, if a man does not perceive that he
ought to regard the good of society, and the
good of his wife and children, the reasoning
can have no effect upon him, because he
denies the first principle upon which it is

grounded.

Suppose, again, that we reason for mono-
gamy from the intention of nature, dis-

covered by the proportion of males and of

females that are born—a proportion which
corresponds perfectly with monogamy, but
by no means with polygamy—this argu-
ment can have no weight with a man
who does not perceive that he ought to

have a regard to the intention of nature.

[241]
Thus we shall find that all moral reason-

ings rest upon one or more first principles

of morals, whose truth is immediately per-
ceived without reasoning, by all men come
to years of understanding.

And this indeed is common to every
branch of human knowledge that deserves
the name of science. There must be first

principles proper to that science, by which
the whole superstructure is supported.
The first principles of all the sciences,

must be the immediate dictates of our na-
tural faculties ; nor is it possible that we
should have any other evidence of their
truth. And in different sciences the facul-

ties which dictate their first principles are
very different

Thus, in astronomy and in optics, in
which such wonderful discoveries have been
made, that the unlearned can hardly be-
lieve them to be within the reach of human
capacity, the first principles are phenome-
na attested solely by that little organ the
human eye. If we disbelieve its report,
the whole of those two noble fabrics of sci-

ence, falls to pieces like the visions of the
i

night,

pill -213]

The principles of music all depend upon
the testimony of the ear., The principles
of natural philosophy, upon the facts* at-

tested by the senses. The principles of
mathematics, upon the necessary relations

of quantities considered abstractly—such
as, That equal quantities added to equal
quantities make equal sums, and the like ;

which necessary relations are immediately
perceived by the understanding. [242]
The science of politics borrows its prin-

ciples from what we know by experience of
the character and conduct of man. We
consider not what he ought to be, but what
he is, and thence conclude what part he
will act in different situations and circum-
stances. From such principles we reason
concerning the causes and effects of differ-

ent forms of government, laws, customs,
and manners. If man were either a more
perfect or a more imperfect, a better or a
worse, creature than he is, politics would
be a different science from what it is.

The first principles of morals are the im-
mediate dictates of the moral faculty. They
shew us, not what man is, but what he
ought to be. Whatever is immediately
perceived to be just, honest, and honour-
able, in. human conduct, carries moral ob-
ligation along with it, and the contrary car-
ries demerit and blame ; and, from those
moral obligations that are immediately per-
ceived, all other moral obligations must be
deduced by reasoning.

He that will judge of the colour of an
object, must consult his eyes, in a good
light, when there is no medium or contigu-
ous objects that may give it a false tinge.

But in vain will he consult every other fa-

culty in this matter.

In like manner, he that will judge of the
first principles of morals, must consult his

conscience, or moral faculty, when he is

calm and dispassionate, unbiassed by inter-

est, affection, or fashion. [243]
As we rely upon the clear and distinct

testimony ofour eyes, concerning the colours
and figures of the bodies about us, we have
the same reason to rely with security upon
the clear and unbiassed testimony of our
conscience, with regard to what we ought
and ought not to do. In many cases mo-
ral worth and demerit are discerned no less

clearly by the last of those natural faculties,

than figure and colour by the first.

The faculties which nature hath given
us, are the only engines we can use to find

out the truth. We cannot indeed prove
that those faculties are not fallacious, un-
less God should give us new faculties to sit

in judgment upon the old. But we are born
under a necessity of trusting them.

Every man in his senses believes his eyes,

his ears, and his other senses. He believes

bis consciousness with respect to his own
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thoughts and purposes ; his memory, with

regard to what is past ; his understanding,

with regard to abstract relations of things ;

and his taste, with regard to what is elegant

and beautiful. And he has the same rea-

son, and, indeed, is under the same neces-

sity of believing the clear and unbiassed

dictates of his conscience, with regard to

what is honourable and what is base.

The sum of what has been said in this

chapter is, That, by an original power of

the mind, which we call conscience, or the

moral faculty , we have the conceptions of

right and wrong in human conduct, of merit

and demerit, of duty and moral obligation,

and our other moral conceptions ; and that,

by the same faculty, we perceive some things

in human conduct to be right, and others

to be wrong; that the first principles of

morals are the dictates of this faculty ; and

that we have the same reason to rely upon

those dictates, as upon the determinations

of our senses, or of our other natural fa-

culties.* [244]

CHAPTER VII.

OF MORAL APPROBATION AND
DISAPPROBATION,

Our moral judgments are not like those

we form in speculative matters, dry and
unaffecting, but, from their nature, are

necessarily accompanied with affections and
feelings ; which we are now to consider.

It was before observed, that every human
action, considered in a moral view, appears

to us, good, or bad, or indifferent. When
we judge the action to be indifferent, neither

good nor bad, though this be a moral judg-

ment, it produces no affection nor feeling,

any more than our judgments in specula-

tive matters.

But we approve of good actions, and dis-

approve of bad ; and this approbation and
disapprobation, when we analyse it, ap-

pears to include, not only a moral judgment
of the action, but some affection, favourable

or unfavourable, towards the agent, and
some feeling in ourselves.

Nothing is more evident than this, That
moral worth, even in a stranger, with whom
we have not the least connection, never

fails to produce some degree of esteem mixed
with good will.

The esteem which we have for a man on
account of his moral worth, is different

from that which is grounded upon his in-

tellectual accomplishments, his birth, for-

tune, and connection with us.

* This theory is virtually the same as that which
founds morality on intelligence. The Practical Rea-
son of Kant is not essentially different from the Moral
Sense, the Moral Faculty of Reid and Stewart.— H.

Moral worth, when it is not set off by
eminent abilities and external advantages,

is like a diamond in the mine, which is

rough and unpolished, and perhaps crusted

over with some baser material that takes

away its lustre. [245]
But, when it is attended with these ad-

vantages, it is like a diamond cut, polished,

and set. Then its lustre attracts every

eye. Yet these things, which add so much
to its appearance, add but little to its real

value.

We must farther observe, that esteem
and benevolent regard, not only accompany
real worth by the constitution of our nature,

but are perceived to be really and properly

due to it ; and that, on the contrary, un-
worthy conduct really merits dislike and in-

dignation.

There is no judgment of the heart of man
more clear, or more irresistible, than this,

That esteem and regard are really due to

good conduct, and the contrary to base and
unworthy conduct. Nor can we conceive a
greater depravity in the heart of man, than
it would be to see and acknowledge worth
without feeling any respect to it ; or to see

and acknowledge the highest worthlessness

without any degree of dislike and indigna-

tion.

The esteem that is due to worthy con-
duct, is not lessened when a man is con-
scious of it in himself. Nor can he help

having some esteem for himself, when he
is conscious of those qualities for which he
most highly esteems others.

Self esteem, grounded upon external ad-
vantages, or the gifts of fortune, is pride.

When it is grounded upon a vain conceit of

inward worth which we do not possess, it

is arrogance and self-deceit. But when a
man, without thinking of himself more
highly than he ought to think, is conscious
of that integrity of heart and uprightness
of conduct which he most highly esteems
in others, and values himself duly upon this

account, this, perhaps, may be called the
pride of virtue ; but it is not a vicious pride.

It is a noble and magnanimous disposition,

without which there can be no steady vir-

tue. [246]
A man who has a character with himself,

which he values, will disdain to act in a
manner unworthy of it. The language of

his heart will be like that of Job—" My
righteousness I hold fast, and will not let

it go ; my heart shall not reproach me
while I live."

A good man owes much to his character

with the world, and will be concerned to

vindicate it from unjust imputations. But
he owes much more to his character with

* See the fine portraiture of the Magnanimous
Man, in Aristotle's " Nicomachian Ethics."—H.

|_244-2-16]
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himself. For, if his heart condemns him
not, he has confidence towards God ; and he
can more easily bear the lash of tongues
than the reproach of his own mind.
The sense of honour, so much spoken of,

and so often misapplied, is nothing else,

wheu rightly understood, but the disdain

which a man of worth feels to do a dis-

hourable action, though it should never be
known nor suspected.

A good man will have a much greater

abhorrence against doing a bad action,

than even against having it unjustly im-
puted to him. The last may give a wound
to his reputation, but the first gives a wound
to his conscience, which is more difficult to

heal, and more painful to endure.

Let us, on the other hand, consider how
we are affected by disapprobation, either of

the conduct of others, or of our own.
Everything we disapprove in the conduct

of a man lessens him in our esteem. There
are, indeed, brilliant faults, which, having
a mixture of good and ill in them, may have
a very different aspect, according to the
side on which we view them. [247]

In such faults of our friends, and much
more of ourselves, we are disposed to view
them on the best side, and on the contrary
side in those to whom we are ill affected.

This partiality, in taking things by the
best or by the worst handle, is the chief

cause of wrong judgment with regard to

the character of others, and of self-deceit

with regard to our own.
But when we take complex actions to

pieces, and view every part by itself, ill

conduct of every kind lessens our esteem
of a man, as much as good conduct increases

it. It is apt to turn love into indifference,

indifference into contempt, and contempt
into aversion and abhorrence.

When a man is conscious of immoral
conduct in himself, it lessens his self-esteem.

It depresses and humbles his spirit, and
makes his countenance to fall. He could
even punish himself for his misbehaviour,
if that could wipe out the stain. There
is a sense of dishonour and worthlessness
arising from guilt, as well as a sense of
honour and worth arising from worthy con-
duct. And this is the case, even if a man
could conceal his guilt from all the world.

We are next to consider the agreeable or
uneasy feelings, in the breast of the spec-
tator or judge, which naturally accompany
moral approbation and disapprobation.

There is no affection that is not accom-
panied with some agreeable or uneasy emo-
tion. It has often been observed, that all

the benevolent affections give pleasure, and
the contrary ones pain, in one degree or
another. [248]
When we contemplate a noble character,

though but in ancient history, or even in

T247-249]

fiction ; like a beautiful object, it gives a

lively and pleasant emotion to the spirits.

It warms the heart, and invigorates the

whole frame. Like the beams of the sun,

it enlivens the face of nature, and diffuses

heat and light all around.

We feel a sympathy with every noble and
worthy character that is represented to us.

We rejoice in his prosperity, we are afflicted

in his distress. We even catch some sparks

of that celestial fire that animated his con-

duct, and feel the glow of his virtue and
magnanimity.

This sympathy is the necessary effect of

our judgment of his conduct, and of the

approbation and esteem due to it ; for real

sympathy is always the effect of some bene-

volent affection, such as esteem, love, pity,

or humanity.
When the person whom we approve is

connected with us by acquaintance, friend-

ship, or blood, the pleasure we derive from
his conduct is greatly increased. We claim
some property in his worth, and are apt to

value ourselves on account of it. This
shews a stronger degree of sympathy, which
gathers strength from every social tie.

But the highest pleasure of all is, when
we are conscious of good conduct in our-

selves. This, in sacred scripture, is called

the testimony of a good conscience ; and it is

represented, not only in the sacred writings,

but in the writings of all moralists, of every
age and sect, as the purest, the most noble

and valuable of all human enjoyments.

Surely, were we to place the chief hap.
piness of this life (a thing that has been so

much sought after) in any one kind of

enjoyment, that which arises from the con-

sciousness of integrity, and a uniform en-

deavour to act the best part in our station,

would most justly claim the preference to

all other enjoyments the human mind is

capable of, on account of its dignity, the

intenseness of the happiness it affords, its

stability and duration, its being in our power,
and its being proof against all accidents of

time and fortune. [249]
On the other hand, the view of a vicious

character, like that of an ugly and deformed
object, is disagreeable. It gives disgust

and abhorrence.

If the unworthy person be nearly con-
nected with us, we have a very painful

sympathy indeed. We blush even for the
smaller faults of those we are connected
with, and feel ourselves, as it were, dis-

honoured by their ill conduct.

But, when there is a high degree of de-

pravity in any person connected with us,

we are deeply humbled and depressed by
it. The sympathetic feeling has some re-

semblance to that of guilt, though it be
free from all guilt. We are ashamed to

see our acquaintance ; we would, f possible,

2q
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disclaim all connection with the guilty per-

son. We wish to tear him from our hearts^

and to blot him out of our remembrance.
Time, however, alleviates those sympa-

thetic sorrows which arise from bad beha-
viour in our friends and connections, if we
are conscious that we had no share in their

guilt.

The wisdom of God, in the constitution

of our nature, hath intended that this sym-
pathetic distress should interest us the more
deeply in the good behaviour, as well as in

the good fortune of our friends ; and that

thereby friendship, relation, and every social

tie, should be aiding to virtue, and unfa-

vourable to vice-

How common is it, even in vi«ious pa-
rents, to be deeply afflicted when their

children go into these courses in which,
perhaps, they have gone before them, and,
by their example, shewn them the way.

[250]
If bad conduct in those in whom we are

interested be uneasy and painful, it is so
much more when we are conscious of it in

ourselves. This uneasy feeling has a name
in all languages. We call it remorse.

It has been described in such frightful

colours, by writers sacred and profane, by
writers of every age and of every persua-
£ on, even by Epicureans, that I will not
i tempt the description of it.

It is on account of the uneasiness of this

feeling that bad men take so much pains to

get rid of it, and to hide, even from their
own eyes, as much as possible, the pravity
of their conduct. Hence arise all the arts
of self-deceit, by which men varnish their

crimes, or endeavour to wash out the stain
of guilt. Hence the various • methods of
expiation which superstition has invented,
to solace the conscience of the criminal,

and give some cooling to his parched breast.

Hence also arise, very often, the efforts of
men of bad hearts to excel in some amiable
quality, which may be a kind of counter-
poise to their vices, both in the opinion of
of others and in their own.
For no man can bear the thought of be-

ing absolutely destitute of all worth. The
consciousness of this would make him detest
himself, hate the light of the sun, and fly,

if possible, out of existence.

I have now endeavoured to delineate the
natural operations of that principle of action
in man which we call the Moral Sense, the
Moral Faculty, Conscience. We know no-
thing of our natural faculties, but by their
operations within us. Of their operations
in our own winds we are conscious, and we
see the signs of their operations in the minds
of others. Of this faculty, the operations
appear to be, the judging ultimately of what
is right, wnat is wrong, and what is indif-

ferent in the conduct of moral agents ; the

approbation of good conduct, and disappro-

bation of bad, in consequence of that judg-
ment; and the agreeable emotions which
attend obedience, and disagreeable, which
attend disobedience to its dictates. [251]
The Supreme Being, who has given us

eyes to discern what may be useful and
what hurtful to our natural life, hath also

given us this light within, to direct our mo-
ral conduct.

Moral conduct is the business of every
man ; and therefore the knowledge of it

ought to be within the reach of all.

Epicurus reasoned acutely and justly to

shew, that a regard to our present happi-
ness should induce us to the practice of
temperance, justice, and humanity. But
the bulk of mankind cannot follow long
trains of reasoning. The loud voice of the
passions drowns the calm and still voice of
reasoning.

Conscience commands and forbids with
more authority, and in the most common
and most important points ofconduct, with-
out the labour of reasoning. Its voice is

heard by every man,, and cannot be disre-

garded with impunity.

The sense of guilt makes a man at var-

iance with himself. He sees that he is

what he ought not to be. He has fallen

from the dignity of his nature, and has sold

his real worth for a thing of no value. He
is conscious of demerit, and cannot avoid
the dread of meeting with its reward.
On the other hand, he who pays a sa-

cred regard to the dictates ofhis conscience,
cannot fail of a present reward, and a re-

ward proportioned to the exertion required
in doing his duty. [252]
The man who, in opposition to strong

temptation, by a noble effort, maintains his

integrity, is the happiest man on earth.

The more severe his conflict has been, the
greater is his triumph. The consciousness
of inward worth gives strength to his heart,

and makes his countenance to shine. Tem-
pests may beat and floods roar, but he
stands firm as a rock in the joy of a good
conscience, and confidence of divine appro-
bation.

To this I shall only add, what every
man's conscience dictates, That he who
does his duty from the conviction that it is

right and honourable, and what he ought
to do, acts from a nobler principle, and with
more inward satisfaction, than he who is

bribed to do it merely from the considera-
tion of a reward present or future.

CHAPTER VIII.

OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING CONSCIENCE-

I shall now conclude this essay with

[250-2523
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some observations concerning this power
of the mind which we call Conscience, by
which its nature may be better under-
stood.

Thefirst is, That, like all our other powers,
it comes to maturity by insensible degrees,
and may be much aided in its strength and
vigour by proper culture.

All the human faculties have their in-

fancy and their state of maturity. [253]
The faculties which we have in common

with the brutes, appear first, and have the
quickest growth. In the first period of
life, children are not capable of distinguish-
ing right from wrong in human conduct

;

neither are they capable of abstract reason-
ing in matters of science. Their judgment
of moral conduct, as well as their judgment
of truth, advances by insensible degrees,
like the corn and the grass.

In vegetables, first the blade or the leaf

appears, then the flower, and last of all the
fruit, the noblest production of the three,
and that for which the others were produced.
These succeed one another in a regular
order. They require moisture, and heat,
and air, and shelter to bring them to matu-
rity, and may be much improved by culture.

According to the variations of soil, season,
and culture, some plants are brought to
much greater perfection than others of the
same species. But no variation of culture,
or season, or soil, can make grapes grow
from thorns, or figs from thistles.

We may observe a similar progress in the
faculties of the mind : for there is a wonder-
ful analogy among all the works of God,
from the least even to the greatest.

The faculties of man unfold themselves
in a certain order, appointed by the great
Creator. In their gradual progress, they
may be greatly assisted or retarded, im-
proved or corrupted, by education, instruc-
tion, example, exercise, and by the society
and conversation of men, which, like soil

and culture in plants, may produce great
changes to the better or to the worse.
But these means can never produce any

new faculties, nor any other than were
originally planted in the mind by the Author
of nature. And what is common to the
whole species, in all the varieties of instruc-
tion and education, of improvement and
degeneracy, is the work of God, and not the
operation of second causes. [254]

Such we may justly account conscience,
or the faculty of distinguishing right con-
duct from wrong ; since it appears, and in
all nations and ages, has appeared, in men
that are come to maturity.
The seeds, as it were, of moral discern-

ment are planted in the mind by him that
made us. They grow up in their proper
season, and are at first tender and delicate,
and easily warped. Their progress depends
[253-255'}

very much upon their being duly cultivated
and properly exercised.

It is so with the power of reasoning,
which all acknowledge to be one of the most
eminent natural faculties of man. It ap-
pears not in infancy. It springs up, by in-

sensible degrees, as we grow to maturity.
But its strength and vigour depend so much
upon its being duly cultivated and exercised,
that we see many individuals, nay, many
nations, in which it is hardly to be per-
ceived.

Our intellectual discernment is not so
strong and vigorous by nature as to secure
us from errors in speculation. On the con-
trary, we see a great part of mankind, in
every age, sunk in gross ignorance of things
that are obvious to the more enlightened,
and fettered by errors and false notions,
which the human understanding, duly im-
proved, easily throws off.

It would be extremely absurd, from the
errors and ignorance of mankind, to con-
clude that there is no such thing as truth ;

or that man has not a natural faculty of
discerning it, and distinguishing it from
error.

In like manner, our moral discernment
of what we ought, and what we ought not
to do, is not so strong and vigorous by nature
as to secure us from very gross mistakes
with regard to our duty. [255]

In matters of conduct, as well as in mat-
ters of speculation, we are liable to be misled
by prejudices of education, or by wrong in-

struction. But, in matters of conduct, we
are also very liable to have our judgment
warped by our appetites and passions, by
fashion, and by the contagion of evil ex-
ample.

We must not therefore think, because man
has the natural power of discerning what is

right and what is wrong, that he has no
need of instruction ; that this power has no
need of cultivation and improvement ; that
he may safely rely upon the suggestions of
his mind, or upon opinions he has got, he
knows not how.
What should we think of a man who,

because he has by nature the power of
moving all his limbs should therefore con-
clude that he needs not be taught to dance,
or to fence, to ride, or to swim ? All these
exercises are performed by that power of
moving our limbs which we have by nature

;

but they will be performed very awkwardly
and imperfectly by those who have not been
trained to them, and practised in them.
What should we think of the man who,

because he has the power by nature of dis-

tinguishing what is true from what is false,

should conclude that he has no need to be
taught mathematics, or natural philosophy,
or other sciences ? It is by the natural
power of human understanding that every*

2q2
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thing in those sciences has been discovered,

and that the truths they contain are dis-

cerned. But the understanding, left to

itself, without the aid of instruction, training,

habit, and exercise, would make very small

progress, as every one sees, in persons un-
instructed in those matters.

Our natural power of discerning between
right and wrong, needs the aid of instruc-

tion, education, exercise, and habit, as well

as our other natural powers. [256]
There are persons who, as the Scripture

speaks, have, by reason of use, their senses

exercised to discern both good and evil ; by
that means, they have a much quicker,

clearer, and more certain judgment in

morals than others.

The man who neglects the means of im-
provement in the knowledge of his duty,

may do very bad things, while he follows

the light of his mind. And, though he be
not culpable for acting according to his

judgment, he may be very culpable for not
using the means of having his judgment
better informed.

It may be observed, That there are
truths, both speculative and moral, which a
man left to himself would never discover

;

yet, when they are fairly laid before him,
he owns and adopts them, not barely upon
the authority of his teacher, but upon their

own intrinsic evidence, and perhaps won-
ders that he could be so blind as not to see
them before.

Like a man whose son has been long
abroad, and supposed dead. After many
years, the son returns, and is not known by
his father. He would never find that this

U his son. But, when he discovers himself,
the father soon finds, by many circum-
stances, that this is his son who was lost,

and can be no other person.

Truth has an affinity with the human
understanding, which error hath not. And
right principles of conduct have an affinity

with a candid mind, which wrong principles
have not. When they are set before it in

a just light, a well disposed mind recognises
this affinity, feels their authority, and per-
ceives them to be genuine. It was this, I
apprehend, that led Plato to conceive that
the knowledge we acquire in the present
state, is only reminiscence of what, in a
former state, we were acquainted with. [257]
A man born and brought up in a savage

nation, may be taught to pursue injury with
unrelenting malice, to the destruction of
his enemy. Perhaps when he does so, his
heart does not condemn him.

Yet, if he be fair and candid, and, when
the tumult of passion is over, have the vir-
tues of clemency, generosity, and forgive-
ness laid before him, as they were taught
and exemplified by the divine Author of our
religion, ha will see that it is more noble

to overcome himself, and subdue a savage
passion, than to destroy his enemy. He
will see, that, to make a friend of an enemy,
and to overcome evil with good, is the

greatest of all victories, and gives a manly
and a rational delight, with which the brutish

passion of revenge deserves not to be com-
pared. He will see that hitherto he acted

like a man to his friends, but like a brute

to his enemies ; now he knows how to make
his whole character consistent, and one
part of it to harmonize with another.

He must indeed be a great stranger to

his own heart, and to the state of human
nature, who does not see that he has need
of all the aid which his situation affordshim,
in order to know how he ought to act in

many cases that occur.

A second observation is, That Conscience
is peculiar to man. We see not a vestige

of it in brute animals. It is one of those

prerogatives by which we are raised above
them.

Brute animals have many faculties in

common with us. They see, and hear, and
taste, and smell, and feel. They have their

pleasuree and pains. They have various
instincts and appetites. They have an
affection for their offspring, and some of
them for their herd or flock. Dogs have a
wonderful attachment to their masters, and
give manifest signs of sympathy with them.
[258]
We see, in brute animals, anger and

emulation, pride and shame. Some ofthem
are capable of being trained, by habit, and
by rewardsand punishments, to many things
useful to man.

All this must be granted ; and, if our per-
ception of what we ought, and what we
ought not to do, could be resolved into any
of these principles, or into any combination
of them, it would follow, that some brutes
are moral agents, and accountable for their
conduct
But common sense revolts against this

conclusion. A man who seriously charged
a brute with a crime, would be laughed at.

They may do actions hurtful to themselves,
or to man. They may have qualities, or
acquire habits, that lead to such actions

;

and this is all we mean when we call them
vicious. But they cannot be immoral ; nor
can they be virtuous. They are not capable
of self-government; and, when they act
according to the passion or habit which is

strongest at the time, they act according to
the nature that God has given them, and
no more can be required of them.
They cannot lay down a rule to them-

selves, which they are not to transgress,
though prompted by appetite, or ruffled by
passion. We see no reason to think that
they can form the conception of a general
rule, or of obligation to adhere to it.

[256-958]
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They have no conception of a promise or

contract ; nor can you enter into any treaty

with them. They can neither affirm nor
deny, nor resolve, nor plight their faith.

If nature had made them capable of these

operations, we should see the signs of them
in their motions and gestures.

The i! ost sagacious brutes never in-

vented a language, nor learned the use of

one before invented. They never formed
a plan of government, nor transmitted in-

ventions to their posterity. [259]
These things, and many others that are

obvious to common observation, shew that

there is just reason why mankind have
always considered the brute-creation as

destitute of the noblest faculties with which
God hath endowed man, and particularly

of that faculty which makes us moral and
accountable beings.

The next [third] observation is—That
Conscience is evidently intended by nature
to be the immediate guide and director of

our conduct, after we arrive at the years of

understanding.

There are many things which, from their

nature and structure, shew intuitively the
end for which they were made.
A man who knows the structure of a

watch or clock, can have no doubt in con-
cluding that it was made to measure time.

And he that knows the structure of the eye,

and the properties of light, can have as

little doubt whether it was made that we
might see by it.

In the fabric of the body, the intention

of the several parts is, in many instances,

so evident as to leave no possibility of

doubt. Who can doubt whether the muscles
were intended to move the parts in which
they are inserted ? Whether the bones
were intended to give strength and support
to the body; and some of them to guard
the parts which they inclose ?

When we attend to the structure of the
mind, the intention of its various original

powers is no less evident. Is it not evident
that the external senses are given, that we
may discern those qualities of bodies which
may be useful or hurtful to us ?—Memory,
that we may retain the knowledge we have
acquired—judgmentand understanding, that
we may distinguish what is true from what
is false ? [260]

The natural appetites of hunger and
thirst ; the natural affections of parents to

their offspring, and of relations to each
other ; the natural docility and credulity of

children ; the affections of pity and sym-
pathy with the distressed ; the attachment
we feel to neighbours, to acquaintance,
and to the laws and constitution of our
country—these are parts of our constitu-

tion, which plainly point out their end, so

that he must be blind, or very inattentive,

^259-261]

who does not perceive it. Even the pas-
sions of anger and resentment appear very
plainly to be a kind of defensive armour,
given by our Maker to guard us against
injuries, and to deter the injurious.

Thus it holds generally with regard both
to the intellectual and active powers of man,
that the intention for which they are given
is written in legible characters upon the
face of them.
Nor is this the case of any of them more

evidently than of conscience. Its intention

is manifestly implied in its office ; which is,

to shew us what is good, what bad, and
what indifferent in human conduct.

It judges of every action before it is done.

For we can rarely act so precipitately but
we have the consciousness that what we
are about to do is right, or wrong, or in-

different. Like the bodily eye, it naturally

looks forward, though its attention may be
turned back to the past.

To conceive, as some seem to have done,

that its office is only to reflect on past

actions, and to approve or disapprove, is, as
if a man should conceive that the office of

his eyes is only to look back upon the road
he has travelled, and to see whether it be

clean or dirty ; a mistake which no man
can make who has made the proper use of

his eyes. [261]
Conscience prescribes measures to every

appetite, affection, and passion, and says to

every other principle of action—So far thou
mayest go, but no farther.

We may indeed transgress its dictates,

but we cannot transgress them with inno-

cence, nor even with impunity.

We condemn ourselves, or, in the lan-

guage of scripture, our heart condemns us,

whenever we go beyond the rules of right

and wrong which conscience prescribes.

Other principles of action may have more
strength, but this only has authority. Its

sentence makes us guilty to ourselves, and
guilty in the eyes of our Maker, whatever
other principle may be set in opposition

to it*

It is evident, therefore, that this principle

has, from its nature, an authority to direct

and determine with regard to our conduct

;

to judge, to acquit, or to condemn, and even
to punish ; an authority which belongs to

no other principle of the human mind.
It is the candle of the Lord set up within

us, to guide our steps. Other principles

may urge and impel, but this only authorizes.

Other principles ought to be controlled by
this ; this may be, but never ought to be
controlled by any other, and never can be
with innocence.

The authority of conscience overthe ether

active principles of the mind, I do not con-

sider as a point that requires proof by argu-
ment, but as self-eviuc t. For it implies
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no more than this—That in all cases a man

ought to do his duty. He only who does

in all cases what he ought to do, is the per-

fect man. [262]

Of this perfection in the human nature,

the Stoics formed the idea, and held it forth

in their writings, as the goal to which the

race of life ought to be directed. Their

wise man was one in whom a regard to the

honestum swallowed up every other principle

of action.

The wise man of the Stoics, like the per-

feet orator of the rhetoricians, was an ideal

character, and was, in some respects, carried

beyond nature ; yet it was perhaps the most

perfect model of virtue that ever was ex-

hibited to the heathen world ; and some of

those who copied after it, were ornaments

to human nature.

The [fourth and] last observation is—

That the Moral Faculty or Conscience is

both an Active and an Intellectual power

of the mind.

It is an active power, as every truly vir-

tuous action must be more or less influenced

by it. Other principles may concur with

it, and lead the same way ; but no action

can be called morally good, in which a re-

gard to what is right, has not some influence.

Thus, a.man who has no regard to justice,

may pay his just debt, from no other mo-

tive but that he may not be thrown into

prison. In this action there is no virtue at

all.

The moral principle, in particular cases,

may be opposed by any of our animal prin-

ciples. Passion or appetite may urge to

what we know to be wrong. In every in-

stance of this kind, the moral principle ought

to prevail, and the more difficult its con-

quest is, it is the more glorious.

In some cases, a regard to what is right

may be the sole motive, without the con-

currence or opposition of any other principle

of action ; as when a judge or an arbiter

determines a plea between two different per-

sons, solely from a regard to justice. [263]

Thus we see that conscience, as an active

principle, sometimes concurs with other

active principles, sometimes opposes them,

and sometimes is the sole principle of

action.

I endeavoured before to shew, that a

regard to our own good upon the whole is

not only a rational principle of action, but

a leading principle, to which all our animal

principles are subordinate. As these are,

therefore, two regulating or leading prin-

ciples in the constitution of man—a regard

to what is best for us upon the whole, and

a regard to duty—it may be asked, Which
of these ought to yield if they happen to

interfere ?

Some well-meaning persons have main-

tained—That all regard to ourselves and to

our own happiness ought to be extinguished j

that we should love virtue for its own sake

only, even though it were to be accom-

panied with eternal misery.

This seems to have been the extrava-

gance of some Mystics, which perhaps they

were led into in opposition to a contrary

extreme of the schoolmen of the middle

ages, who made the desire of good to our-

selves to be the sole motive to action, and

virtue to be approvable only on account of

its present or future reward.

Juster views of human nature will teach

us to avoid both these extremes.

On the one hand, the disinterested love

of virtue is undoubtedly.the noblest prin-

ciple in human nature, and ought never to

stoop to any other. [264]

On the other hand, there is no active

principle which God hath planted in our

nature that is vicious in itself, or that

ought to be eradicated, even if it were in

our power.

They are all useful and necessary in our

present state. The perfection of human

nature consists, not in extinguishing, but

in restraining them within their proper

bounds, and keeping them in due subordina-

tion to the governing principles.

As to the supposition of an opposition

between the two governing principles—that

is, between a regard to our happiness upon

the whole, and a regard to duty—this sup-

position is merely imaginary. There can

be no such opposition.

While the world is under a wise and

benevolent administration, it is impossible

that any man should, in the issue, be a loser

by doing his duty. Every man, therefore,

who believes in God, while he is careful to

do his duty, may safely leave the care of

his happiness to Him who made him. He
is conscious that he consults the last most

effectually by attending to the first.

Indeed, if we suppose a man to be an

atheist in his belief, and, at the same time,

by wrong judgment, to believe that virtue

is contrary to his happiness upon the whole,

this case, as Lord Shaftesbury justly ob-

serves, is without remedy. It will be im-

possible for the man to act so as not to

contradict a leading principle of his nature.

He must either sacrifice his happiness to

virtue, or virtue to happiness ; and is re-

duced to this miserable dilemma, whether

it be best to be a fool or a knave.

This shews the strong connection between

morality and the principles of natural re-

ligion ; as the last only can secure a man
from the possibility of an apprehension,

that he may play the fool by doing his duty.

[265]
Hence, even Lord Shaftesbury, in his

gravest work, concludes, That virtue with-

out piety is incomplete. Without piety, it

[262-265']
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loses its brightest example, its noblest ob-

ject, and its firmest support.

I conclude with observing, That con-

science, or the moral faculty, is likewise an
intellectual power.

By it solely we have the original concep-

tions or ideas of right and wrong in human
conduct. And of right and wrong there are

not only many different degrees, but many
different species. Justice and injustice,

gratitude and ingratitude, benevolence and
malice, prudence and folly, magnanimity
and meanness, decency and indecency, are

various moral forms, all comprehended un-
der the general notion of right and wrong
in conduct, all of them objects of moral
approbation or disapprobation, in a greater

or a less degree.

The conception of these, as moral quali-

ties, we have by our moral faculty ; and by
the same faculty, when we compare them
together, we perceive various moral rela-

tions among them. Thus, we perceive that

justice is entitled to a small degree of praise,

but injustice to a high degree of blame;

and the same may be said of gratitude and
its contrary. When justice and gratitude

interfere, gratitude must give place to jus-

tice, and unmerited beneficence must give

place to both.

Many such relations between the various

moral qualities compared together, are im-

mediately discerned by our moral faculty.

A man needs only to consult his own heart

to be convinced of them. [266]
All our reasonings in morals, in natural

jurisprudence, in the law of nations, as well

as our reasonings about the duties of natu-

ral religion, and about the moral govern-

ment of the Deity, must be grounded upon
the dictates of our moral faculty, as first

principles.

As this faculty, therefore, furnishes the

human mind with many of its original con-

ceptions or ideas, as well as with the first

principles of many important branches of

human knowledge, it may justly be ac-

counted an intellectual as well as an active

power of the mind. [267]

ESSAY IV.

OF THE LIBERTY OF MORAL AGENTS.

CHAPTER I.

TU3 NOTIONS OF MORAL LIBERTY AND
NECESSITY STATED.

By the Liberty of a Moral Agent, I un-
derstand, a power over the determinations of
his own Will.*

* That is to say, Moral Liberty does not merely
consist in the power ofdoing what we will, but (though
Reid, p. 271, infra, seems to deny it) in the power of
willing what we will. For a Power over the determ-
inations of our Will supposes an aot of Will that
our Will should determine so and so ; for we can
only freely exert power through a rational determin-
ation or Volition. This definition of Liberty is right.
But then question upon question remains (and this
ad infinitum)— Have we a power (a will) over such
anterior will ?—and until this question be definitively
answered, which it never can, we must be unable to
conceive the possibility of the fact of Liberty. But,
though inconceivable, this fact is not therefore false.
For there are many contradictories (and, of contradic
tories, one mutt, and one only can.be true) ofwhich
we are equally unable to conceive the possibility of
either. The philosophy, therefore, which I profess,
annihilates the theoretical problem— How is the
scheme of Liberty, or the scheme of Necessity, to
be rendered comprehensible f—by shewing that both
ichemes are equally inconceivable; but it estab-
lishes Liberty practically as a fact, by shewing that it
is either itself an immediate datum, or is involved in

[2GG-2C8J

If, in any action, he had power to will

what he did, or not to will it, in that action

he is free. But if, in every voluntary ac-

tion, the determination of his will be tl J

necessary consequence of something invt -

luntary in the state of his mind, or of some*
thing in his external circumstances, he is

not free ; he has not what I call the Liberty

of a Moral Agent, but is subject to Neces-
sity.

This Liberty supposes the agent to have
Understanding and Will ; for the determin-

ations of the will are the sole object about
which this power is employed ; and there

can be no will without such a degree of

understanding, at least, as gives the con-

ception of that which we will.

The liberty of a moral agent implies, not

only a conception of what he wills, but some
degree of practical judgment or reason.

[268]

an immediate datum, of consciousness. But this by
the way. See p. 743 n, 911 b.

I may notice that, among many others, the Plato,
nic definition of Liberty corresponds to that by Reid

;

'E\tC8i{ov, re »$%«* oturou : and the same condition of

self-government is likewise supp sed in the various

expressions tor Liberty

—

to fiyt/Aavixo*—to i$ yfui—to xuTtZoCriov—sui potestat—suijtirit, he—H.
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For, if he has not the judgment to dis-

cern one determination to be preferable to

another, either in itself or for some purpose

which he intends, what can be the use of a

power to determine ? His determinations

must be made perfectly in the dark, with-

out reason, motive, or end. They can

neither be right nor wrong, wise nor fool-

ish. Whatever the consequences may be,

they cannot be imputed to the agent, who
had not the capacity of foreseeing them, or

of perceiving any reason for acting other-

wise than he did.

We may, perhaps, be able to conceive a

being endowed with power over the deter-

minations of his will, without any light in

his mind to direct that power to some end.

But such power would be given in vain.

No exercise of it could be either blamed or

approved. As nature gives no power in

vain, I see no ground to ascribe a power
over the determinations of the will to any
being who has no judgment to apply it to

the direction of his conduct, no discernment

of what he ought or ought not to do.

For that reason, in this Essay, I speak

only of the Liberty of Moral Agents, who
are capable of acting well or ill, wisely or

foolishly, and this, for distinction's sake, I

shall call Moral Liberty.

What kind or what degree of liberty be-

longs to brute animals, or to our own spe-

cies, before any use of reason, I do not

know. We acknowledge that they have
not the power of self-government. Such
of their actions as may be called voluntary

seem to be invariably determined by the

passion, or appetite, or affection, or habit,

which is strongest at the time.

This seems to be the law of their consti-

tution, to which they yield, as the inani-

mate creation does, without any conception
of the law, or any intention of obedience.

[269]
But of civil or moral government, which

are addressed to the rational powers, and
require a conception of the law and an in-

tentional obedience, they are, in the judg-
ment of all mankind, incapable. Nor do I

see what end could be served by giving
them a power over the determinations of

their own will, unless to make them intract-

able by discipline, which we see they are
not.

The effect of moral liberty is, That it is

in the power of the agent to do well or ill.

This power, like every other gift of God,
may be abused. The right use of this gift

of God is to do well and wisely, as far as his

best judgment can direct him, and thereby
merit esteem and approbation. The abuse
of it is to act contrary to what he knows or

suspects to be his duty and his wisdom, and
thereby justly merit disapprobation and
blame.

By Necessity, I understand the want of

that moral liberty which I have above de-

fined.

If there can be a better and a worse in

actions on the system of Necessity, let us

suppose a man necessarily determined in all

cases to will and to do what is best to be
done, he would surely be innocent and
inculpable. But, as far as I am able to

judge, he would not be entitled to the esteem
and moral approbation of those who knew
and believed this necessity. What was, by
an ancient author, said of Cato, might, in-

deed, be said of him : He was good because

he could not be otherwise.* But this say-

ing, if understood literally and strictly, is

not the praise of Cato, but of his constitu-

tion, which was no more the work of Cato
than his existence. -j*

On the other hand, if a man be neces-

sarily determined to do ill, this case seems
to me to move pity, but not disapprobation.

He was ill, because he could not be other

wise. Who can blame him ? Necessity
has no law. [270]

If he knows that he acted under this ne-

cessity, has he not just ground to ex'culpate

himself? The blame, if there be any, is

not in him, but in his constitution. If he
be charged by his Maker with doing wrong,
may he not expostulate with him, and say

—

Why hast thou made me thus ? I may be
sacrificed at thy pleasure, for the common
good, like a man that has the plague, but
not for ill desert ; for thou knowest that

what I am charged with is thy work, and
not mine.

Such are my notions of moral liberty and
necessity, and of the consequences insepar-

ably connected with both the one and the
other.

This moral liberty a man may have,
though it do not extend to all his actions,

or even to all his voluntary actions. He
does many things by instinct, many things
by the force of habit, without any thought
at all, and consequently without will. In
the first part of life, he has not the power
of self-government anymore than the brutes
That power over the determinations of his

own will, which belongs to him in ripe years,

is limited, as all his powers are ; and it is,

perhaps, beyond the reach of his under-
standing to define its limits with precision.

We can only say, in general, that it ex-

* The ancient author is Paterculus, (L. II. c. 35.)
His words are:

—

— Homo virtuti simillimus, et per
omnia ingenio diis quam hominibus propior; qui
nunquam recte fecit, ut facere videretur, sed quia
aliter facere non poterat; cui id solum visum est
rationem habere, quod haberet justitiam

; quique
omnibus humanis vitiis immunis, semper fortunam
in sua potestate habuit."— H.

t But, in the same sense, God is necessarily good
;

for, if he became, or could become, evil, he would no
longer be God. As Euripides hath it—

El ©«•< n i^SSa-it x'i<rx(0¥ ovx e/V/v 8101.—H.

[269, 270]
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tends to every action for which he is ac-

countable-

This power is given by his Maker, and at

his pleasure whose gift it is it may be en-

larged or diminished, continued or with-

drawn. No power in the creature can be

independent of the Creator. His hook is

in its nose ; he can give it line as far as he
sees fit, and, when he pleases, can restrain

it, or turn it whithersoever he will. Let
this be always understood when we as-

cribe liberty to man, or to any created being.

Supposing it therefore to be true, That
man is a free agent, it may be true, at the

same time, that his liberty may be impaired
or lost, by disorder of body or mind, as in

melancholy, or in madness ; it may be im-
paired or lost by vicious habits ; it may, in

particular cases, be restrained by divine

interposition. [ 27 1 ]

We call man a free agent in the same
way as we call him a reasonable agent. In
many things he is not guided by reason,

but by principles similar to those of the

brutes. His reason is weak at best. It is

liable to be impaired or lost, by his own
fault, or by other means. In like manner,
he may be a free agent, though his freedom
of action may have many similar limita-

tions.

The liberty I have described has been
represented by some philosophers as incon-

ceivable, and as involving an absurdity.
" Liberty, they say, consists only in a

power to act as we will ; and it is impossible

to conceive in any being a greater liberty

than this. Hence it follows, that liberty

does not extend to the determinations of

the will, but only to the actions consequent
to its determination, and depending upon
the will. To say that we have power to

will such an action, is to say, that we may
will it, if we will. This supposes the will

to be determined by a prior will ; and, for

the same reason, that will must be deter-

mined by a will prior to it, and so on in an
infinite series of wills, which is absurd. To
act freely, therefore, can mean nothing more
than to act voluntarily ; and this is all the
liberty that can be conceived in man, or in

any being."

This reasoning— first, I think, advanced by
Hobbes*—has been very generally adopted
by the defenders of necessity. It is grounded
upon a definition of liberty totally different

from that which I have given, and there-

fore does not apply to moral liberty, as

above defined,f

* To Hobbes is generally ascribed the honour of first

enouncing the modern doctrine of Determinism, in
contradistinction to the ancient doctrine of Fatalism ;

but most erroneously. Hobbes was not the author of
this scheme of Necessity, nor is this scheme of Neces-
sity itself modern.—H.

f But how does that definition avoid this ab-
surdity P See abovp, p. 599, note.- H.

[271-273]

But it is said that this is the only ttbertv

that is possible, that is conceivable, that

does not involve an absurdity. [272]
It is strange, indeed, if the word Liberty

has no meaning but this one. I shall men-
tion three, all very common. The objection

applies to one of them, but to neither of

the other two.

Liberty is sometimes opposed to external

force or confinement of the body. Some-
times it is opposed to obligation by law, or

by lawful authority. Sometimes it is op-

posed to necessity.

1. It is opposed to confinement of the

body by superior force. So we say a pri-

soner is set at liberty when his fetters are

knocked off, and he is discharged from con-

finement. This is the liberty defined in

the objection ; and I grant that this liberty

extends not to the will, neither does the

confinement, because the will cannot be
confined by external force.*

2. Liberty is opposed to obligation by law,

or lawful authority. This liberty is a right

to act one way or another, in things which
the law has neither commanded nor forbid-

den ; and thisliberty is meant whenwe speak

of a man's natural liberty, his civil liberty,

his Christian liberty. It is evident that this

liberty, as well as the obligation opposed to

it, extends to the will : For it is the will to

obey that makes obedience; the will to

transgress that makes a transgression of

the law. Without will there can be neither

obedience nor transgression. Law supposes

a power to obey or to transgress ; it does

not take away this power, but proposes the

motives of duty and of interest, leaving the

power to yield to them, or to take the con-

sequence of transgression.*!*

3. Liberty is opposed to Necessity, and
in this sense it extends to the determina-

tions of the will only, and not to what is

consequent to the wifl.$ [273]

* This n called the Liberty from Coaction or Vio-

lence—the Liberty of Spontaneity—Spontaneity—to

'Exovnov. In the present question, this species of
liberty ought to be thrown altogether out of account

:

it is admitted by all parties ; is common equally to

brutes and men ; is not a peculiar quality of the
will ; and is, in fact, essential to it, for the will

cannot possibly be forced. The greatest spontaneity
is, in fact, the greatest necessity. Thus, a hungry
horse, who turns of necessity to food, is said, on this

definition of liberty, to do so with freedom, because
he does so spontaneously ; and, in general, the desire
of happiness, which is the most necessary tendency,
will, on this application of the term, be the most free.

I may observe, that, among others, the definition

of liberty, given by the celebrated advocate of moral
freedom, Dr Samuel Clarke, is, in reality, only that
oftheliberty of Spontaneity— viz., " Thepower ofself-
motion or action, which, in all animate agents, is

spontaneity, is, in moral or rational agents, what
we properly call liberty." (Fifth Reply to Leibnitz,

\ § i.—xx. and First Answer to the Gentleman ofCam.
bridge.) This self motion, absolutely considered, is

itself necessary. See below, note on p. 289.

t With this description of liberty also, the present
question has no concern.— H.

t This is variously denominated the Liberty from
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In every voluntary action, the determin-

ation of the will is the first partjof the

action, upon which alone the moral estima-

tion of it depends. It has been made a
question among philosophers, Whether, in

every instance, this determination be the ne-

cessary consequence of the constitution of the

person, and the circumstances in which he

is placed ; or whether he had not power, in

many cases, to determine this ivay or that ?

This has, by some, been called the philo-

sophical notion of liberty and necessity ; but

it is by no means peculiar to philosophers.

The lowest of the vulgar have, in all ages,

been prone to have recourse to this necessity,

to exculpate themselves or their friends in

what they do wrong, though, in the general

tenor of their conduct, they act upon the
contrary principle.*

Whether this notion of moral liberty be
conceivable or not, every man must judge
for himself. To me there appears no dif-

ficulty in conceiving it.-j* I consider the

determination of the will as an effect. This
effect must have a cause which had power
to produce it ; and the cause must be either

the person himself, whose will it is, or some
other being. The first is as easily conceived
as the last. If the person was the cause
of that determination of his own will, he
was free in that action,$ and it is justly

Necessity—Moral Liberty—Philosophical Liberty—
Essential Liberty—Formal Liberty—Liberty oflndif.
ference—Liberty of'Opposition, &c. The terms Aun-
Sourw, Ai/rorexy!*, Arbitrium, Liberum Arbi-
trium, Free Will, though properly limited to the Li-
berty from Necessity, have not always been applied
so as to discriminate it from the Liberty of Spon-
taneity H.
* So Agamemnon :—

Ey« &' ovx otinof lifAi,

'A\Xoc Ziiit xot) Mole* xoc) tueoifaiTis 'Egiyyvs.
This is a favourite topic with Lucian.— H.
t To conceive a free act, is to conceive an act

which, being a cause, is not itself an effect ; in other
words, to conceive an absolute commencement But
is such by us conceivable ?—H.
$ Only if he were not determined to that determ-

ination. But is the person an original undetermined
cause of the determination of his will ? If he be not,
then is he not afree agent, and the scheme of Neces-
sity is admitted. If he be, in the first place, it is im-
possible to conceive the possibility of this ; and, in
the second, if the fact, though inconceivable, be al-
lowed, it is impossible to see how a cause, undeterm-
ined by any motive, can be a rational, moral, and
accountable, cause. There is no conceivable medium
betweenFatalism fy Casualism; & the contradictory
schemes of Liberty and Necessity themselves are in-
conceivable. For, as we cannot compass in thought
an undetermined cause—an absolute commencement—
the fundamental hypothesis of the one; so we can as
little think an infinite series ofdetermined causes—of
relative commencements—the fundamental hypothesis
of the other. The champions of the opposite doctrines
are thus at once resistless in assault, and impotent in
defence. Each is hewn down, and appears to die under
the home-thrust8 of his adversary; but each again
recovers life from the very death of his antagonist,
and, to borrow a simile, both are like the heroes in
Valhalla, ready in a moment to amuse themselves
anew in the same bloodless and interminable con-
flict. The doctrine of Moral Liberty cannot be made
conceivable, for we can only conceive the determined
and the relative. As already stated, all that can be
done, is to shew— 1°, That, for the fact of Liberty,

imputed,to him, whether it be good or bad.
But, if another being was the cause of this

determination, either by producing it im-
mediately, or by means and instruments
under his direction, then the determination
is the act and deed of that being, and is

solely imputable to him.
But it is said—" That nothing is in our

power but what depends upon the will, and
therefore, the will itself cannot be in our
power."

I answer—That this is a fallacy arising
from taking a common saying in a sense
which it never was intended to convey, and
in a sense contrary to what it necessarily
implies. [274]

In common life, when men speak of what
is, or is not, in a man's power, they attend
only to the external and visible effects,

which only can be perceived, and which
only can affect them. Of these, it is true
that nothing is in a man's power but what
depends upon his will, and this is all that
is meant by this common saying.

But this is so far from excluding his will

from being in his power, that it necessarily
implies it. For to say that what depends
upon the will is in a man's power, but the
will is not in his power, is to say that the
end is in his power, but the means necessary
to that end are not in his power, which is a
contradiction.*

In many propositions which we express
universally, there is an exception neces-
sarily implied, and, therefore, always under-
stood. Thus, when we say that all things
depend upon God, God himself is necessarily
excepted. In like manner, when we say,
that all that is in our power depends upon
the will, the will itself is necessarily ex-
cepted : for, if the will be not, nothing else

can be in our power. Every effect must be
in the power of its cause. The determina-
tion of the will is an effect, and, therefore,
must be in the power of its cause, whether
that cause be the agent himself, or some
other being.

From what has been said in this chapter,
I hope the notion of moral liberty will be
distinctly understood, and that it appears
that this notion is neither inconceivable,
nor involves any absurdity or contradic-
tion. [275]

we have, immediately or mediately, the evidence of
consciousness; and, 2°, That there are, among the
phenomena of mind, many facts which we must ad-
mit as actual, but of whose possibility we are wholly
unable to form any notion. I may merely observe,
that the fact of Motion can be shewn to be impossible,
on grounds not less strong than those on which it is

attempted to disprove the fact of Liberty ; to say
nothing of many contradictories, neither of which
can be thought, but one of which must, on the
laws of Contradiction and Excluded Middle, neces-
sarily be. This philosophy—the Philosophy of the
Conditioned—has not, however, either in itself, or in
relation to its consequences, as yet been deve-
loped—H.
* See above p. v>99, note.—H.

[274, 275]
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CHAPTER II.

OF THE WORDS CAUSE AND EFFECT, ACTION,

AND ACTIVE POWER.

The writings upon Liberty and Necessity

have been much darkened by the ambigu-
ity of the words used in reasoning upon that

subject. The words cause and effect, ac-

tion and active power, liberty and necessity,

are related to each other : The meaning of

one determines the meaning of the rest.

When we attempt to define them, we can
only do it by synonymous words which need
definition as much. There is a strict sense

in which those words must be used, if we
speak and reason clearly about moral liber-

ty ; but to keep to this strict sense is diffi-

cult, because, in all languages, they have, by
custom, got a great latitude of significa-

tion.

As we cannot reason about moral liberty

without using those ambiguous words, it is

proper to point out, as distinctly as possible,

their proper and original meaning in which
they ought to be understood in treating of

this subject, and to shew from what causes
they have become so ambiguous in all lan-

guages as to darken and embarrass our
reasonings upon it.

Everything that begins to exist, must
have a cause of its existence, which had
power to give it existence. And everything
that undergoes any change, must have some
cause of that change.

That neither existence, nor any mode of
existence, can begin without an efficient

cause, is a principle that appears very early

in the mind of man ; and it is so universal,

and so firmly rooted in human nature, that

the most determined scepticism cannot era-

dicate it. [276]
It is upon this principle that we ground

the rational belief of a deity. But that is

not the only use to which we apply it.

Every man's conduct is governed by it,

every day, and almost every hour, of his

life. And if it were possible for any man
to root out this principle from his mind, he
must give up everything that is called com-
mon prudence, and be fit only to be con-
fined as insane.

From this principle it follows, That every-

thing which undergoes anychange, must either

be the efficient cause of that change in itself,

or it must be changed by some other being.

In the first case, it is said to have active

•power, and to act in producing that change.
In the second case, it is merely passive, or
is acted upon, and the active power is in that
being only which produces the change.
The name of a cause and of an agent, is

properly given to that being only, which, by
its active power, produces some change in

[276, 277]

itself, or in some other being. The change,

whether it be of thought, of will, or of mo-
tion, is the effect. Active power, therefore,

is a quality in the cause, which enables it to

produce the effect. And the exertion of

that active power in producing the effect, is

called action, agency, efficiency.

In order to the production of any effect,

there must be in the cause, not only power,

but the exertion of that power ; for power
that is not exerted produces no effect.

All that is necessary to the production of

any effect, is power in an efficient cause to

produce the effect, and the exertion of that

power ; for it is a contradiction to say, that

the cause has power to produce the effect,

and exerts that power, and yet the effect is

not produced. The effect cannot be in his

power unless all the means necessary to its

production be in his power. [277]
It is no less a contradiction to say, that

a cause has power to produce a certain ef-

fect, but that he cannot exert that power ;

for power which cannot be exerted is no
power, and is a contradiction in terms.

To prevent mistake, it is proper to ob-

serve, That a being may have a power at

one time which it has not at another. It

may commonly have a power, which, at a

particular time, it has not. Thus, a man
may commonly have power to walk or to

run ; but he has not this power when asleep,

or when he is confined by superior force.

In common language, he may be said to

have a power which he cannot then exert.

But this popular expression means only

that he commonly has this power, and will

have it when the cause is removed which at

present deprives him of it ; for, when we
speak strictly and philosophically, it is a
contradiction to say that he has this power,

at that moment when he is deprived of it.

These, I think, are necessary consequen-

ces from the principle first mentioned

—

That every change which happens in na-

ture must have an efficient cause which had

power to produce it.

Another principle, which appears very

early in the mind of man, is, That we are

efficient causes in our deliberate and volun-

tary actions.

We are conscious of making an exertion,

sometimes with difficulty, in order to pro-

duce certain effects. An exertion made de-

liberately and voluntarily, in order to pro-

duce an effect, implies a conviction that the

effect is in our power. No man can deli-

berately attempt what he does not believe

to be in his power. The language of all

mankind, and their ordinary conduct in life,

demonstrate that they have a conviction of

some active power in themselves to produce

certain motions in their own and in other bo-

dies, and to regulate and direct their own
thoughts. This conviction we have so
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early in life, that we have no remembrance
when, or in what way, we acquired it. [278]

That such a conviction is at first the ne-

cessary result of our constitution, and that

it can never be entirely obliterated, is, I

think, acknowledged by one of the most zeal-

ous defenders of Necessity.* " Free Dis-

cussion, &c," p 298. " Such are the in-

fluences to which all mankind, without dis-

tinction, are exposed that they necessarily

refer actions (I mean refer them ultimately)

first of all to themselves and others ; and it

is a long time before they begin to consider

themselves and others as instruments in

the hand of a superior agent. Consequently,

the associations which refer actions to them-
selves get so confirmed that they are never
entirely obliterated ; and therefore the com-
mon language, and the common feelings, of

mankind, will be adapted to the first, the lim-

ited and imperfect, or rather erroneous,

view of things."

It is very probable that the very concep-
tion or idea of active power, and of efficient

causes, is derived from our voluntary ex-
ertions in producing effects ; and that, if we
were not conscious of such exertion, we
should have no conception at all of a cause,

or of active power, and consequently no
conviction of the necessity of a cause of

every change which we observe in nature, -f-

It is certain that we can conceive no kind
of active power but what is similar or
analogous to that which we attribute to

ourselves ; that is, a power which is exerted
by will and with understanding. Our no-
tion, even of Almighty power, is derived
from the notion of human power, by re-

moving from the former those imperfections
and limitations to which the latter is sub-
jected. [279]

It may be difficult to explain the origin
of our conceptions and belief concerning ef-

ficient causes and active power. The com-
mon theory, that all our ideas are ideas of
Sensation or Reflection, and that all our be-
lief is a perception of the agreement or the
disagreement of those ideas, appears to be
repugnant, both to the idea of an efficient

cause, and to the belief of its necessity.
An attachment to that theory has led

some philosophers to deny that we have
any conception of an efficient cause, or of
active power, because efficiency and active
power are not ideas, either of sensation or

* Priestley.—H.
t If this were the ca?e, our notion of causality

would be of an empirical derivation, and without the
quality of universality and necessity. This doctrine
is also at variance with the account given of the no-
tion above, (p. 455, sq. et alibi,) where it is viewed
as an original and native principle. See p. 323, and
note *. It is true, however, that the consciousness of
our own efficiency illuminates the dark notion of
ausality, founded, as 1 conceive, in our impotence
to conceive the possibility of an absolute commence-
ment, and raises it from the vague and negative into
the precise and positive notion of power.—*H.

reflection. They maintain, therefore, that

a Cause is only something prior to the effect,

and constantly conjoined with it. This is

Mr Hume's notion of a cause, and seems
to be adopted by Dr Priestley,* who says,
" That a cause cannot be defined to be any
thing, but such previous circumstances as
are constantly followed by a certain effect,

the constancy of the result making us con-
clude that there must be a sufficient reason,
in the nature of the things, why it should
be produced in those circumstances."
[Doctrine ofPhilosophical Necessity, p. 11.]
But theory ought to stoop to fact, and

not fact to theory. Every man who under-
stands the language knows that neither
priority, nor constant conjunction, nor both
taken together, imply efficiency. Every
man, free from prejudice, must assent to
what Cicero has said : Hague non sic causa
intelligi debet, ut quod cuique antecedat, id
ti causa sit, sed quod cuique efficienter ante-
cedat. [De Fato, c 15.]
The very dispute, whether we have the

conception of an efficient cause, shews that
we have. For, though men may dispute
about things which have no existence, they
cannot dispute about things of which they
have no conception. [280]
What has been said in this chapter is in-

tended to shew—That the conception of
causes, of action and of active power, in
the strict and proper sense of these words,
is found in the minds of all men very early,
even in the dawn of their rational life. It
is therefore probable, that, in all languages,
the words by which these conceptions were
expressed were at first distinct and unam-
biguous, yet it is certain that, among the
most enlightened nations, these words are ap-
plied to so many things of different natures,
and used in so vague a manner, that it is

very difficult to reason about them distinctly.

This phsenomenon, at first view, seems
very unaccountable. But a little reflection
may satisfy us, that it is a natural conse-
quence of the slow and gradual progress of
human knowledge.
And since the ambiguity of these words

has so great influence upon our reasoning
about moral liberty, and furnishes the
strongest objections against it, it is not
foreign to our subject to shew whence it

arises. When we know the causes that
have produced this ambiguity, we shall bo
less in danger of being misled by it, and
the proper and strict meaning of the words
will more evidently appear. [281]

* The same doctrine has found an advocate in Dr
Thomas Brown . In this theory, the phenomenon to
be saved is silently or in effect evacuated of its
principal quality—the quality of Necessity; for the
real problem is to explain how it is that we cannot
but think that all which begins to be has not an ab-
solute but only a relative commencement. These
pmlosopheri do not anatomize but truncate.— U.

[279-281

J
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CHAPTER III.

CAU8K8 OP THE AMBIGUITY OF THOSE WORDS.

When we turn our attention to external

objects, and begin to exercise our rational

faculties about them, we find that there are

some motions and changes in them, which
we have power to produce, and that they

have many which must have some other

cause. Either the objects must have life

and active power, as we have, or they must
be moved or changed by something that

has life and active power, as external objects

are moved by us.

Our first thoughts seem to be, That the

objects in which we perceive such motion
have understanding and active power as we
have.
" Savages," says the Abbe Raynal,

" wherever they see motion which they can-

not account for, there they suppose a soul."

All men may be considered as savages in

this respect, until they are capable of in-

struction, and of using their faculties in a
more perfect manner than savages do.

The rational conversations of birds and
beasts in ^Esop's " Fables" do not shock
the belief of children. They have that pro-

bability in them which we require in an
epic poem. Poets give us a great deal of

pleasure, by clothing every object with in-

tellectual and moral attributes, in metaphor
and in other figures. May not the pleasure
which we take in this poetical language,

arise, in part, from its correspondence with
our earliest sentiments ? [282]
However this may be, the Abbe Raynal's

observation is sufficiently confirmed, both
from fact, and from the structure of all

languages.

Rude nations do really believe sun, moon,
and stars, earth, sea, and air, fountains and
lakes, to have understanding and active

power. To pay homage to them and im-
plore their favour, is a kind of idolatry

natural to savages.

All languages carry in their structure the
marks of their being formed when this be-
lief prevailed. The distinction of verbs and
participles into active and passive, which is

found in all languages, must have been
originally intended to distinguish what is

really active from what is merely passive ;

and, in all languages, we find active verbs
applied to those objects, in which, accord-
ing to the Abbe* Raynal's observation,

savages suppose a soul.

Thus we say, the sun rises and sets, and
comes to the meridian ; the moon changes ;

the sea ebbs and flows ; the winds blow.

Languages were formed by men who be-
lieved these objects to have life and active

power in themselves. It was therefore

[282-284]

proper and natural to express their motions
and changes by active verbs.

There is no surer way of tracing the

sentiments of nations before they have re-

cords, than by the structure of their lan-

guage, which, notwithstanding the changes
produced in it by time, will always retain

some signatures of the thoughts of those by
whom it was invented. When we find the

same sentiments indicated in the structure of

all languages, those sentiments must have
been common to the human species when
languages were invented. [283]
When a few of superior intellectual abili-

ties find leisure for speculation, they begin

to philosophize, and soon discover that

many of those objects which, at first, thev

believed to be intelligent and active, are
really lifeless and passive. This is a very
important discovery. It elevates the mind,
emancipates from many vulgar supersti-

tions, and invites to farther discoveries of

the same kind.

As philosophy advances, life and activity

in natural objects retires, and leaves them
dead and inactive. Instead of moving
voluntarily, we find them to be moved neces-

sarily ; instead of acting, we find them to

be acted upon ; and nature appears as one
great machine, where one wheel is turned
by another, that by a third ; and how far

this necessary succession may reach, the
philosopher does not know.
The weakness of human reason makes

men prone, when they leave one extreme,
to rush into the opposite ; and thus philo-

sophy, even in its infancy, may lead men
from idolatry and polytheism into atheism,
and from ascribing active power to inani-

mate beings, to conclude all things to be
carried on by necessity.

Whatever origin we ascribe to the doc-

trines of atheism and of fatal necessity, it

is certain that both may be traced almost
as far back as philosophy ; and both appear
to be the opposites of the earliest sentiments
of men.

It must have been by the observation and
reasoning of the speculative few, that those

objects were discovered to be inanimate and
inactive, to which the many ascribed life

and activity. But while the few are con-
vinced of this, they must speak the language
of the many, in order to be understood. So
we see that, when the Ptolemaic system of

astronomy, which agrees with vulgar preju-
dice and with vulgar language, has been
universally rejected by philosophers, they
continue to use the phraseology that is

grounded upon it, not only in speaking to

the vulgar, but in speaking to one another.

They say, The sun rises and sets, and moves
annually through all the signs of the zodiac,

while they believe that he never leaves hta

place. [284 J
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In like manner, those active verbs and par-

ticiples which were applied to the inanimate

objects of nature, when they were believed

to be really active, continue to be applied to

them after they are discovered to be passive.

The forms of language, once established

by custom, are not so easily changed as

the notions on which they were originally

founded. While the sounds remain, their

signification is gradually enlarged or altered.

This is sometimes found, even in those

sciences in which the signification of words
is the most accurate and precise. Thus, in

arithmetic, the word number among the

ancients, always signified so many units;

and it would have been absurd to apply it

either to unity or to any part of an unit

;

but now we call unity, or any part of unity,

a number. With them, multiplication al-

ways increased a number, and division

diminished it ; but we speak of multiplying
by a fraction, which diminishes, and of
dividing by a fraction, which increases the
number. We speak of dividing or multi-
plying by unity, which neither diminishes
nor increases a number. These forms of
expression, in the ancient language, would
have been absurd.

By such changes in the meaning of words,
the language of every civilized nation re-

sembles old furniture new-modelled, in
which many things are put to uses for

which they were not originally intended, and
for which they are not perfectly fitted.

This is one great cause of the imperfec-
tion of language, and it appears very re-

markably in those verbs and participles

which are active in their form, but are fre-

quently used so as to have nothing active in
their signification. [285]
Hence we are authorized by custom to

ascribe action and active power to things
which we believe to be passive. The pro-
per and original signification of every word,
which at first signified action and causation,
is buried and lost under that vague mean-
ing which custom has affixed to it.

That there is a real distinction, and per-
fect opposition, between acting and being
acted upon, every man may be satisfied

who is capable of reflection. And that this
distinction is perceived by all men as soon
as they begin to reason, appears by the
distinction between active and passive verbs,
which is original in all languages, though,
from the causes that have been mentioned,
they come to be confounded in the progress
of human improvement.
Another way in which philosophy has

contributed very much to the ambiguity of
the words under our consideration, deserves
to be mentioned.
The first step into natural philosophy,

and what hath commonly been considered
as its ultimate end, is the investigation of

the causes of the phenomena of nature

;

that is, the causes of those appearances in

nature which are not the effects of human
power. Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere

causas, is the sentiment of every mind that
has a turn to speculation.

The knowledge of the causes of things
promises no less the enlargement of human
power than the gratification of human
curiosity ; and, therefore, among the en-
lightened part of mankind, this knowledge
has been pursued in all ages with an avidity

proportionate to its importance.

In nothing does the difference between
the intellectual powers of man and those of

brutes appear more conspicuous than in

this. For in them we perceive no desire to

investigate the causes of things, nor indeed
any sign that they have the proper notion
of a cause. [286]
There is reason, however, to apprehend,

that, in this investigation, men have wan-
dered much in the dark, and that their

success has, by no means, been equal to

their desire and expectation.

We easily discover an established order
and connection in the phenomena of nature.

We learn, in many cases, from what has
happened, to know what will happen. The
discoveries of this kind, made by common
observation, are many, and are the founda-
tion of common prudence in the conduct of

life. Philosophers, by more accurate ob-
servation and experiment, have made many
more; by which arts are improved, and
human power, as well as human knowledge,
is enlarged.

But, as to the real causes of the phe-
nomena of nature, how little do we know 1

All our knowledge of things external, must
be grounded upon the informations of our
senses ; but causation and active power are
not objects of sense ; nor is that always
the cause of a phenomenon which is prior

to it, and constantly conjoined with it

;

otherwise night would be the cause of day,
and day the cause of the following night.

It is to this day problematical, whether
all the phsenomena of the material system
be produced by the immediate operation of

the First Cause, according to the lawswhich
his wisdom determined, or whether subor-
dinate causes are employed by him in the
operations of nature ; and, if they be, what
their nature, their number, and their dif-

ferent offices are ? And whether, in all

cases, they act by commission, or, in some,
according to their discretion ? [287]
When we are so much in the dark with re-

gard to the real causes of the phsenomena of

nature, and have a strong desire to know
them, it is not strange that ingenious men
should form numberless conjectures and
theories, by which the soul, hungering for

knowledge, is fed with chaff intead of wheat.

[285-287]
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In a very ancient system, love and strife

were made the causes of things. In the
Pythagorean* and Platonic system, Matter,
Ideas, and an Intelligent Mind. By Aris-
totle, Matter, Form, and Privation. Des
Cartes thought that Matter and a certain
quantity of Motion given at first by the
Almighty, are sufficient to account for all the
phsenomena of the natural world. Leibnitz,
that the universe is made up of Monades,
active and percipient, which, by their active
power, received at first, produce all the
changes they undergo.

While men thus wandered in the dark in
search of causes, unwilling to confess their
disappointment, they vainlyconceivedevery-
thing they stumbled upon to be a cause,
and the proper notion of a cause is lost, by
giving the name to numberless things which
neither are nor can be causes.

This confusion of various things under
the name of causes is the more easily toler-
ated, because, however hurtful it may be
to sound philosophy, it has little influence
upon the concerns of life. A constant an-
tecedent or concomitant of the phenome-
non whose cause is sought, may answer the
purpose of the inquirer, as well as if the
real cause were known. Thus a sailor
desires to know the cause of the tides, that
he may know when to expect high water.
He is told that it is high water when the
moon is so many hours past the meridian :

and now he thinks he knows the cause of
the tides. What he takes for the cause
answers his purpose, and his mistake does
him no harm. [288]
Those philosophers seem to have had the

justest views of nature, as well as of the
weakness of human understanding, who,
giving up the pretence of discovering the
causes of the operations of nature, have
applied themselves to discover, by observa-
tion and experiment, the rules or laws of
nature, according to which the phsenomena
of nature are produced.

In compliance with custom, or, perhaps,
to gratify the avidity of knowing the causes
of things, we call the laws of nature causes
and active powers. So we speak of the
powers of gravitation, of magnetism, of elec-
tricity.

We call them causes of many of the
phaenomena of nature ; and such they are
esteemed by the ignorant, and by the half
learned.

But those of juster discernment see that
laws of nature are not agents. They are not
endowed with active power, and, therefore,
cannot be causes in the proper sense. They
are only the rules according to which the
unknown cause acts.

* The less that is said of the Pythagorean system
in this relation the Ijetter.—H.

[288, 2891

Thus it appears that our natural desire
to know the causes of the pheenomena of
nature, our inability to discover them, and
the vain theories of philosophers employed
in this search, have made the word cause,
and the related words, so ambiguous, and
to signify so many things of different na-
tures, that they have, in a manner, lost
their proper and original meaning, and yet
we have no other words to express it.

Everything joined with the effect, and
prior to it, is called its cause. An instru-
ment, an occasion, a reason, a motive, an
end, are called causes.* And the related
words effect, agent, power, are extended in
the same vague manner. [289]
Were it not that the terms cause and

agent have lost their proper meaning, in the
crowd of meanings that have been given
them, we should immediately perceive a
contradiction in the terms necessary cause
and necessary agent. And, although the
loose meaning of those words is authorized
by custom, the arbiter of language, and,
therefore, cannot be censured, perhaps can-
not always be avoided, yet we ought to be
upon our guard, that we be not misled by
it to conceive things to be the same which
are essentially different.

To say that man is a free agent, is no
more than to say that, in some instances, he
is truly an agentf and a cause, and is not
merely acted upon as a passive instrument.
On the contrary, to say that he acts from
necessity, is to say that he does not act at
all, that he is no agent, and that, for any-
thing we know, there is only one agent in
the universe, who does everything that is
done, whether it be good or ill.

If this necessity be attributed even to

* There is no reason why whatever is conceived as
necessarily going to the constitution of the phenome-
non called the effect—in other words, why all and
each ot ns coefficients—may not be properly called
causes, or rather concauses; for there must always
be more causes than one to an effect. This would
be more correct than to give exclusively the name
of Cause to any partial constituent or coefficient,
even though proximate and principal. In this view
the doctrine of Aristotle, and other ancients, is
more rational than that of our modern philosophers

+ It is proper to notice, that, as to live is to act
and as man is not free to live or not to live, so neither,
absolute, y speaking, is he free to act or not to act. As
he lives, he is necessarily determined to act or ener.
gize—to think and will ; and all the liberty to which
he can pretend, is to choose between this mode ofac-
tion and that In scholastic language, man cannot
have the liberty ot exercise, though he may have the
liberty of specification. The root of his freedom is
thus necessity. Nay, we cannot conceive otherwise
even of the Deity. As we must think Him as neces.
sarily existent, and necessarily living, so we must
think him as necessarily active. Such are the condi-
tions of human thought. It is thus sufficiently mani-
fest that Dr Clarke's inference of the fact of moral
liberty, from the conditions of self-activity, is incom-
petent. And when he says " the true definition 0/
Liberty is the Power to Act," he should have recol-
lected that this power is, on his own hypothesis, ab-
solutely fatal if it cannot bid act See his •« Ren-arks
on Collins," pp. 15, 20, 27.—H.
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the Deity, the consequence must be, t
v
nat

there neither is, nor can be, a cause at all

;

that nothing acts, but everything is acted

upon; nothing moves, but everything is

moved ; all is passion without action ; all

instrument without an agent; and that

everything that is, or was, or shall be, has

that necessary existence in its season,

which we commonly consider as the pre-

rogative of the First Cause.

This I take to be the genuine and the

most tenable system of necessity. It was
the system of Spinoza, though he was not

the first that advanced it ; for it is very an-

cient. And if this system be true, our rea-

soning to prove the existence of a first cause

of everything that begins to exist, must
be given up as fallacious. [290]

If it be evident to the human understand-

ing, as I take it to be, That what begins to

exist must have an efficient cause, which

had power to give or not to give it existence

;

and if it be true, that effects well and wisely

fitted for the best purposes, demonstrate

intelligence, wisdom, and goodness in the

efficient cause, as well as power, the proof

of a Deity from these principles is very easy

and obvious to all men that can reason.

If, on the other hand, our belief, That
everything that begins to exist has a cause,

be got only by Experience ; and if, as Mr
Hume maintains, the only notion of a cause

be something prior to the effect, which exper-
ience has shewn to be constantly conjoined

with such an effect, I see not how, from
these principles, it is possible to prove the ex-

istence ofan intelligent cause of the universe.

Mr Hume seems to me to reason justly

from his definition of a cause, when, in the

person of an Epicurean, he maintains that,

with regard to a cause of the universe, we
can conclude nothing, because it is a singu-

lar effect. We have no experience that

such effects are always conjoined with such
a cause. Nay, the cause which we assign

to this effect, is a cause which no man hath
seen, nor can see, and therefore experience
cannot inform us that it has ever been con-
joined with any effect. He seems to me
to reason justly from his definition of a
cause, when he maintains, that anything
may be the cause of anything ; since pri-

ority and constant conjunction is all that

can be conceived in the notion of a cause.

Another zealous defender of the doctrine

of necessity* says, that, " A cause cannot
be defined to be anything but such previous
circumstances as are constantly followed by
a certain effect, the constancy of the result

making us conclude that there must be a
sufficient reason, in the nature of things,

why it should be produced in those circum-
stances.**

* Priestley.—H.

This seems to me to bo Mr Hume's de-

finition of a cause in other words, and neither

more nor less ; but I am far from thinking

that the author of it wiU admit the conse-

quences which Mr Hume draws from it,

however necessary they may appear to

others. [291

J

CHAPTER IV.

OF THE INFLUENCE OF MOTIVES.

The modern advocates for the doctrine

of Necessity lay the stress of their cause

upon the influence of motives.*
" Every deliberate action, they say, must

have a motive. When there is no motive
on the other side, this motive must deter-

mine the agent : When there are contrary

motives, the strongest must prevail. We
reason from men's motives to their actions,

as we do from other causes to their effects.

If man be a free agent, and be not governed
by motives, all his actions must be mere
caprice, rewards and punishments can have
no effect, and such a being must be abso-

lutely ungovernable."
In order, therefore, to understand dis-

tinctly, in what sense we ascribe moral
liberty to man, it is necessary to understand
what influence we allow to motives. To
prevent misunderstanding, which has been
very common upon this point, I offer the

following observations :

—

1. I grant that all rational beings are

influenced, and ought to be influenced, by
motives. But the influeuce of motives is

of a very different nature from that of effi-

cient causes. They are neither causes*!* nor
agents- They suppose an efficient cause, and
can do nothing without it. [292] We cannot,

without absurdity, suppose a motive either

to act, or to be acted upon ; it is equally

incapable of action and of passion ; because

it is not a thing that exists, but a thing

that is conceived ; it is what the schoolmen
called an ens rationis. Motives, therefore,

may influence to action, but they do not

act.:*: They may be compared to advice,

* A motive, abstractly considered, is called an end
orfinal cause. It was well denominated in the Greek

philosophy, to 'inxet, ov—that for the sake of which.
A motive, however, in its concrete reality, is nothing
apart from the mind ; only a mental tendency.—H.

t Not causes; only if the term cause be limited to

the last or proximate efficient cause.— H.
t If Motives " influence to action," they must co-

operate in producing a certain effect upon the agent

;

and the determination to act, and to act in a certain
manner—is that effect. They are thus, on lteid's

own view, in this relation, causes, and efficient causes.
It is of no consequence in the argument whether
motives be said to determine a man to act or to in.

fluence (that is to determine) him to determine him.
self to act. It does not, therefore, seem consistent to

say that motives are not causes, and that they do
not act. See Leibnitz, quoted below, under p. 296,
infra.—H.

|"290-292l
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or exhortation, which loaves a man still at

liberty. For in vain is advice given when
there is not a power either to do or to for-

bear what it recommends. In like manner,

motives suppose liberty in the agent, other-

wise they have no influence at all.

It is a law of nature with respect to

matter, That every motion and change of

motion, is proportional to the force im-

pressed, and in the direction of that force.

The scheme of necessity supposes a similar

law to obtain in all the actions of intelligent

beings; which, with little alteration, may
be expressed thus :—Every action, or

change of action, in an intelligent being, is

proportional to the force of motives im-
pressed, and in the direction of that force.

The iaw of nature respecting matter, is

grounded upon this principle : That matter
is an inert, inactive substance, which does
not act, but is acted upon ; and the law of

necessity must be grounded upon the sup-
position, That an intelligent being is an in-

ert, inactive substance, which does not act,

but is acted upon.

2. Rational beings, in proportion as they
are wise and good, will act according to the
best motives ; and every rational being who
does otherwise, abuses his liberty. The
most perfect being, in everything where
there is a right and a wrong, a better and a
worse, always infallibly acts according to

the best motives. This, indeed, is little

else than an identical proposition ; for it is

a contradiction to say, That a perfect being
does what is wrong or unreasonable. But,
to say that he does not act freely, because
he always does what is best, is to say, That
the proper use of liberty destroys liberty,

and that liberty consists only in its abuse.

[293]
The moral perfection of the Deity con-

sists, not in having no power to do ill,

otherwise, as Dr Clarke justly observes,
there would be no ground to thank him for

his goodness to us, any more than for his

eternity or immensity ; but his moral per-
fection consists in this, that, when he has
power to do everything,* a power which
cannot be resisted, he exerts that power
only in doing what is wisest and best. To
be subject to necessity, is to have no power
at all ; for power and necessity are oppo-
sites. We grant, therefore, that motives
have influence, similar to that of advice or
persuasion ; but this influence is perfectly
consistent with liberty, and, indeed, sup-
poses liberty.

3. Whether every deliberate action must

* To do everything consistent with his perfection.
But here one of the insoluble contradictious in the
question arises > for if, on the one hand, we attribute
to the Deity the power of moral evil, we detract from
his essential goodness ; and ii, on the other, we.deny
him this power, we detract from his omnipotence.—
H.

[293, 294]

have a motive, depends on the meaning we
put upon the word deliberate If, by a
deliberate action, we mean an action wherein
motives are weighed, which seems to be
the original meaning of the word, surely

there must be motives, and contrary mo-
tives, otherwise they could not be weighed.

But, if a deliberate action means only, as it

commonly does, an action done by a cool

and calm determination of the mind, with
forethought and will, I believe there are

innumerable such actions done without a
motive.*

This must be appealed to every man's
consciousness. I do many trifling actions

every day, in which, upon the most careful

reflection, I am conscious of no motive

;

and to say that I may be influenced by a
motive of which I am not conscious, is, in

the first place, an arbitrary supposition

without any evidence, [?] and then, it is to

say, that I may be convinced by an argu-
ment which never entered into my thought.

[294]
Cases frequently occur, in which an end

that is of some importance, may be an-
swered equally well by any one of several dif-

ferent means. In such cases, a man who
intends the end finds not the least difficulty

in taking one of these means, though he be
firmly persuaded that it has no title to be
preferred to any of the others.

To say that this is a case that cannot hap-
pen, is to contradict the experience of man-
kind ; for surely a man who has occasion

to lay out a shilling, or a guinea, may have
two hundred that are of equal value, both
to the giver and to the receiver, any one of

which will answer his purpose equally well.

To say, that, if such a case should happen,
the man could not execute his purpose, is

still more ridiculous, though it have the
authority of some of the schoolmen, who
determined that the ass, between two equal

bundles of hay, would stand still till it died

of hunger. -j-

If a man could not act without a motive,% .
\/~

he would have no power at all ; for motives l'

are not in our power ; and he that has not
power over a necessary mean, has not power
over the end.

That an action, done without any motive,
can neither have merit nor demerit, is much
insisted on by the writers for necessity, and
triumphantly, as if it were the very hinge

* Mr Stewart (" Active andMoral Powers," pp. 48

1

and 165) is disposed to concede that no action is per-
formed without some motive ; and thinks that Keid
has not strengthened his argument by denying this.

+ Joannes Buridanus. See above, p. 238, note.— H.
% Can we conceive any act of which there was not

a lufficient cause or concourse of causes, why the
man performed it, and no other ? If not, call this

cause, or these concauses, the motive, and there is

no longer a dispute. See the three following notes.—
H.
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of the controversy. I grant it to be a self-

evident proposition, and I know no author

that ever denied it.

How insignificant soever, in moral estim-

ation, the actions may be which are done

without any motive, they are of moment in

the question concerning moral liberty. For,

if there ever was any action of this kind,

motives are not the sole causes of human
actions. And, if we have the power of act-

:~>g without a motive, that power, joined to

vt weaker motive, may counterbalance a

stronger. [295]
4. It can never be proved, That when

there is a motive on one side only, that mo-
tive must determine the action.

According to the laws of reasoning, the

proof is incumbent on those who hold the

affirmative ; and I have never seen a sha-

dow of argument, which does not take for

granted the thing in question—to wit, that

motives are the sole causes of actions.

Is there no such thing as wilfulness,

caprice, or obstinacy, among mankind ?
*

If there be not, it is wonderful that they

should have names in all languages. If

there be such things, a single motive, or

even many motives, may be resisted.

5. When it is said, that of contrary mo-
tives the strongest always prevails, this can

neither be affirmed nor denied with under-

standing, until we know distinctly what is

meant by the strongest motive.

I do not find that those who have ad-

vanced this as a self-evident axiom, have

ever attempted to explain what they mean
by the strongest motive, or have given any
rule by which we may judge which of two

motives is the strongest.

How shall we know whether the strongest

motive always prevails, if we know not

which is strongest ? There must be some
test by which their strength is to be tried,

some balance in which they may be weighed

;

otherwise, to say that the strongest mo-
tive always prevails, is to speak without

any meaning. We must therefore search

for this test or balance, since they who have
laid so much stress upon this axiom, have
left us wholly in the dark as to its meaning.
I grant, that, when the contrary motives
are of the same kind, and differ only in

quantity, it may be easy to say which is the
strongest. Thus a bribe of a thousand
pounds is a stronger motive than a bribe of

a hundred pounds. But when the motives
are of different kinds—as money and fame,

* But are not these all tendencies, and fatal tend-
encies, to act or not to act ? By contra-distinguish-
ing such tendencies from motives, strictly so called,
or rational impulses, we do not advance a single
step towards rendering liberty comprehensible. See
following notes. The same may be said of all the
other attempts to this end ; but in regard to these
in general, I conceive it unnecessary to sav anything
farther— H.

duty and worldly interest, health and

strength, riches and honour—by what rule

shall we judge which is the strongest mo-

tive ? [296]
Either we measure the strength of mo-

tives merely by their prevalence, or by

some other standard distinct from their

prevalence-

If we measure their strength merely by

their prevalence, and by the strongest mo-

tive mean only the motive that prevails, it

will be true indeed that the strongest mo-
tive prevails ; but the proposition will be

identical, and mean no more than that the

strongest motive is the strongest motive.

From this surely no conclusion can be

drawn.
If it should be said, That by the strength

of a motive is not meant its prevalence, but

the cause of its prevalence ; that we mea-

sure the cause by the effect, and from the

superiority of the effect conclude the supe-

riority of the cause, as we conclude that to

be the heaviest weight which bears down

the scale : I answer, That, according to this

explication of the axiom, it takes for granted

that motives are the causes, and the sole

causes, of actions. Nothing is left to the

agent, but to be acted upon by the motives,

as the balance is by the weights. The
axiom supposes, that the agent does not

act, but is acted upon ; and, from this sup-

position, it is concluded that he does not

act. This is to reason in a circle, or rather

it is not reasoning but begging the ques-

tion.*

* On this subject, I shall quote a passage from the
controversy between Leibnitz and Clarke :

—

" I shall now" (says the former) " come to an objec-

tion raised here, against my comparing the weights of

a balance with the motives of the Will. It is objected,

that a balance is merely passive, and moved by the

weights ; whereas agents intelligent and endowed
with will, are active. To this I answer, that the

principle ofthewant of a sufficient reason, is common
both to agents and patients. They want a sufficient

reason of their action, as well as of their passion. A
balance does not only not act when it is equally

pulled on both sides, but the equal weights likewise

do not act when they are in an equilibrium, so that

one of them cannot go down without the other rising

up as much.
" It must also be considered that, properly speaking,

motives do not act upon the mind as weights do upon a
balance; but it is rather the mind that acts by virtue

of the motives, which are its dispositions to act. And,
therefore, to pretend, as the author does here, that

the mind prefers sometimes wi ak motives to strong
ones, and even that it prefers that which is indifferent

before motives—this, I say, is to divide the mind
from the motives, as if they were with< ut the mind,
as the weight is distinct from the balance, and as it

the mind had, besides motives, other dispositions to

act, by virtue of which it could reject or accept the
motives. Whereas, in truth, the motives compre-
hend all the dispositions which the mind can have
to act voluntarily ; for they include not only the rea-

sons, but also the inclinations arising from passions,

or other preceding impressions. Wherefore, if the
mind should prefer a weak inclination to a strong one,
it would act a gainst itself, and otherwise than it is

disposed to act. Which shews that the authoi's
notions, contrary to mine, are superficial, and appeal
to have no solidity in them, when they are well con
sidered.

' [295. 296'
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Contrary motives may very properly be
compared to advocates pleading the opposite

sides of a cause at the bar. It would be
very weak reasoning to say, that such an
advocate is the most powerful pleader, be-

cause sentence was given on his side. The
sentence is in the power of the judge, not
of the advocate. It is equally weak reason-
ing, in proof of necessity, to say, such
a motive prevailed, therefore it is the
strongest ; since the defenders of liberty

maintain that the determination was made
by the man, and not by the motive.* [297]
We are therefore brought to this issue,

that, unless some measure of the strength of
motives can be found distinct from their
prevalence, it cannot be determined whether
the strongest motive always prevails or not.

If such a measure can be found and applied,

we may be able to judge of the truth of this

maxim, but not otherwise.

Everything that can be called a motive,
is addressed either to the animal or to the
rational part of our nature. Motives of the
former kind are common to us with the
brutes ; those of the latter are peculiar to

rational beings. We shall beg leave, for

distinction's sake, to call the former, animal
motives, and the latter, rational.

Hunger is a motive in a dog to eat ; so

" To assert, also, that the mind may have good rea-
sons to act, when it has no motives, and when things
are absolutely indifferent, as the author explains
himself here—this, I say, is a manifest contradiction

;

for, if the mind has good reasons for taking the part
it takes, then the things are not indifferent to the
mind."—Collection of Papers, &c, Leibnitz's Fifth
Paper, \\ 14-16.

The death of Leibnitz, terminated his controversy
with Clarke; but a defence of the fifth and last
paper of Leibnitz against the answer of Clarke, by
Thummig, was published, who, in relation to the
point in question, says— •« The simile of the balance
is very unjustly interpreted. No resemblance is in.
tended between scales and motives It is

of no consequence whether, in their reciprocal rela-
tions, the scales are passive, while the mind is active,
since, in this respect, there is no comparison at.
tempted. But, in so far as the principle of Sufficient
Reason is concerned, that principle applies equally to
actions and passions, as has been noticed by Baron
Leibnkz It is to philosophise very
crudely concerning mind, and to image everyihing
in a corporeal manner, to conceive that actuating
reasons are something external, which make an im-
pression on the mind, and to distinguish motives from
the active principle (principio actionis) ifcelf." (/»
Koehler's German Translation of these Papers.—H.
* But was the man determined by no motive to

that determination ? Was his specific volition to
this or to that without a cause ? On the supposition
that the sum of influences (motives, dispositions,
tendencies) to volition A, is equal to ls>, and the sum
of influences to counter volition B, equal to 8—can
we conceive that the determination of volition A
should not be necessary ?—We can only conceive the
volition B to be determined by supposing that the
man create* (calls from non-existence into existence)
a certain supplement of influences. But this creation
as actual, or, in itself, is inconceivable, and even to
conceive the possibility of this inconceivable act,
we must suppose some cause by which the man is
determined to exert it. Wethus, inthoughknevet
escape determination and necessity. It will be ob-
served, that I do not consider this inability to the
notion, any disproof of the fad of Free Will H
I 297, 298]

is it in a man. According to the strength
of the appetite, it gives a stronger or a
weaker impulse to eat. And the same
thing may be said of every other appetite
and passion. Such animal motives give an
impulse to the agent, to which he yields
with ease ; and, if the impulse be strong, it

cannot be resisted without an effort which
requires a greater or a less degree of self-

command. Such motives are not addressed
to the rational powers. Their influence is

immediately upon the will.* We feel their
influence, and judge of their strength, by
the conscious effort which is necessary to
resist them.
When a man is acted upon by contrary

motives of this kind, he finds it easy to yield
1

to the strongest. They are like two forces
pushing him in contrary directions. To
yield to the strongest, he needs only to be
passive. By exerting his own force, he
may resist ; but this requires an effort of
which he is conscious. [298 ] The strength
of motives of this kind is perceived, not by
our judgment, but by our feeling ; and that
is the strongest of contrary motives, to
which he can yield with ease, or which it

requires an effort of self-command to resist

;

and this we may call the animal test of the
strength of motives.

If it be asked, whether, in motives of
this kind, the strongest always prevails, I

would answer, that in brute-animals I be-
lieve it does. They do not appear to have
any self-command ; an appetite or passion
in them is overcome only by a stronger
contrary one. On this account, they are
not accountable for their actions, nor can
they be the subjects of law.

But in men who are able to exercise
their rational powers, and have any degree
of self-command, the strongest animal mo-
tive does not always prevail. The flesh
does not always prevail against the spirit,

though too often it does. And if men were
necessarily determined by the strongest
animal motive, they could no more be ac-
countable, or capable of being governed by
law, than brutes are.

Let us next consider rational motives, to
which the name of motive is more commonly
and more properly given. Their influence
is upon the judgment, by convincing us that
such an action ought to be done ; that it ia

our duty, or conducive to our real good, or
to some end which we have determined to
pursue.

They do not give a blind impulse to the
will,-f- as animal motives do. They con-
vince, but they do not impel, unless, as
may often happen, they excite some passion

* This is virtually to identify Desire and Will,
which is contrary to truth and our author'6 own
doctrine.— H.

t See the last note— H.

S»8
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of hope, or fear, or desire. Such passions

may be excited by conviction, and may
operate in its aid as other animal motives

do. But there may be conviction without

passion ; and the conviction of what we
ought to do, in order to some end which we
have judged fit to be pursued, is what I call

a rational motive. [299]
Brutes, I think, cannot be influenced by

such motives. They have not the concep-

tion of ought and ought not. Children ac-

quire these conceptions as their rational

powers advance ; and they are found in all

of ripe age, who have the human faculties.

If there be any competition between ra-

tional motives, it is evident that the strong-

est, in the eye of reason, is that which it is

most our duty and our real happiness to

follow. Our duty and our real happiness

are ends which are inseparable ; and they

are the ends which every man, endowed
with reason, is conscious he ought to pur-

sue in preference to all others. This we
may call the rational test of the strength of

motives. A motive which is the strongest,

according to the animal test, may be, and
very often is, the weakest according to the

rational.

The grand and the important competition

of contrary motives is between the animal,

on the one hand, and the rational on the

other. This is the conflict between the

flesh and the spirit, upon the event of which
the character of men depends.

If it be asked, Which of these is the

strongest motive ? the answer is, That the

first is commonly strongest, when they are

tried by the animal test. If it were not so,

human life would be no state of trial. It

would not be a warfare, nor would virtue

require any effort or self-command. No
man would have anytemptation to do wrong.

But, when we try the contrary motives by
the rational test, it is evident that the ra-

tional motive is always the strongest.

And now, I think, it appears, that the

strongest motive, according to either of the

tests I have mentioned, does not always

prevail. [300]
In every wise and virtuous action, the

motive that prevails is the strongest ac-

cording to the rational test, but commonly
the weakest according to the animal. In
every foolish and in every vicious action,

the motive that prevails is commonly the

strongest according to the animal test, but

always the weakest according to the ra-

tional. •

6. It is true that we reason from men's
motives to their actions, and, in many cases,

with great probability, but never with abso-

lute certainty. And to infer from this,

that men are necessarily determined by
motives, is very weak reasoning.

For let us suppose, for a moment, that

men have moral liberty, I would ask, wh;tt

use may they be expected to make of this

liberty ? It may surely be expected, that,

of the various actions within the sphere of

their power, they will choose what pleases

them most for the present, or what appears

to be most for their real, though distant

good. When there is a competition be-

tween these motives, the foolish will prefer

present gratification ; the wise the greater

and more distant good.

Now, is not this the very way in which
we see men act ? Is it not from the pre-

sumption that they act in this way, that we
reason from their motives to their actions ?

Surely it is. Is it not weak reasoning,

therefore, to argue, that men have not
liberty, because they act in that very way
in which they would act if they had liberty ?

It would surely be more like reasoning to

draw the contrary conclusion from the same
premises.

7. Nor is it better reasoning to conclude

that, if men are not necessarily determined

by motives, all their actions must be capri-

cious.

To resist the strongest animal motives
when duty requires, is so far from being

capricious that it is, in the highest degree,

wise and virtuous. And we hope this is

often done by good men. [301]
To act against rational motives, must

always be foolish, vicious, or capricious.

And, it cannot be denied, that there are

too many such actions done. But is it

reasonable to conclude, that, because liberty

may be abused by the foolish and the vici-

ous, therefore it can never be put to its

proper use, which is to act wisely and vir-

tuously ?

8. It is equally unreasonable to conclude

—That, if men are not necessarily deter-

mined by motives, rewards and punish-

ments would have no effect. With wise

men they will have their due effect ; but
not always with the foolish and the vicious.

Let us consider what effect rewards and
punishments do really, and in fact, produce,
and what may be inferred from that effect

upon each of the opposite systems of liberty

and of necessity.

I take it for granted that, in fact, the

best and wisest laws, both human and
divine, are often transgressed, notwithstand-
ing the rewards and punishments that are

annexed to them. If any man should deny
this fact, I know not how to reason with
him.

From this fact, it may be inferred with

certainty, upon the supposition of necessity,

That, in every instance of transgression,

the motive of reward or punishment was
not of sufficient strength to produce obe-

dience to the law. This implies a fault in

the lawgiver ; but there can be no fault in

r>99-30l]
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the transgressor, who acts mechanically hy
the force of motives. We might as well

impute a fault to the balance when it does

not raise a weight of two pounds by the

force of one pound.
Upon the supposition of necessity, there

can be neither reward nor punishment, in

the proper sense, as those words imply
good and ill desert. Reward and punish-

ment are only tools employed to produce a
mechanical effect. When the effect is not
produced, the tool must be unfit or wrong
applied. [302]
Upon the supposition of liberty, rewards

and punishments will have a proper effect

upon the wise and the good ; but not so

upon the foolish and the vicious, when
opposed by their animal passions or bad
habits ; and this is just what we see to be
the fact. Upon this supposition, the trans-

gression of the law implies no defect in the

law, no fault in the lawgiver ; the fault is

solely in the transgressor. And it is upon
this supposition only, that there can be
either reward or punishment, in the proper
souse of the words, because it is only on
this supposition that there can be good or

ill desert.

CHAPTER V.

LIBERTY CONSISTENT WITH GOVERNMENT.

When it is said that liberty would make
us absolutely ungovernable by God or man

;

to understand the strength of this conclu-

sion, it is necessary to know distinctly what
is meant by government. There are two
kinds of government, very different in their

nature. The one we may, for distinction's

sake, call mechanical government, the other
moral. The first is the government of

beings which have no active power, but are
merely passive and acted upon ; the second,

of intelligent and active beings. [303]
An instance of mechanical government

may be that of a master or commander of
a ship at sea. Supposing her skilfully

built, and furnished with everything proper
for the destined voyage, to govern Tier pro-

perly for this purpose requires much art

and attention. And, as every art has its

rules, or laws, so has this. But by whom
are those laws to be obeyed, or those rules

observed ? Not by the ship, surely, for

she is an inaovive being, but by the gover-

nor. A sailor may say that she does not

obey the rudder ; and he has a distinct

meaning when he says so, and is perfectly

understood. But he means not obedience
in the proper, but in a metaphorical
sense. For, in the proper sense, the ship can
no more obey the rudder than she can give

a command. Every motion, both of the

£302-304]

ship and rudder, is exactly proportioned to

the force impressed, and in the direction of
that force. The ship never disobeys tho
laws of motion, even in the metaphorical
sense : and they are the only laws she can
be subject to.

The sailor, perhaps, curses her for not
obeying the rudder ; but this is not the

voice of reason, but of passion, like that of

the losing gamester when he curses the dice.

The ship is as innocent as the dice.

Whatever may happen during the voy-

age, whatever may be its issue, the ship, in

the eye of reason, is neither an object of

approbation nor of blame ; because she
does not act, but is acted upon. If the
material, in any part, be faulty, Who put
it to that use ? If the form, Who made it ?

If the rules of navigation were not observed,

Who transgressed them ? If a storm oc-

casioned any disaster, it was no more in the
power of the ship than of the master.

Another instance to illustrate the nature
of mechanical government may be, that of

the man who makes and exhibits a puppet-
show. The puppets, in all their diverting

gesticulations, do not move, but are moved
by an impulse secretly conveyed, which they
cannot resist. If they do not play their

parts properly, the fault is only in the
maker or manager of the machinery. Too
much or too little force was applied, or it

was wrong directed. No reasonable man
imputes either praise or blame to the pup-
pets, but solely to their maker or their

governor. [304]
If we suppose for a moment, the puppets

to be endowed with understanding and will,

but without any degree of active power,
this will make no change in the nature of

their government; for understanding and
will, without some degree of active power,
can produce no effect. They might, upon
this supposition, be called intelligent ma-
chines; but they would be machines still as
much subject to the laws of motion as in-

animate matter, and, therefore, incapable

of any other than mechanical government.
Let us next consider the nature of moral

government. This is the government of

persons who have reason and active power,
and have laws prescribed to them for their

conduct by a legislator. Their obedience
is obedience in the proper sense ; it must,
therefore, be their own act and deed, and,

consequently, they must have power to obey
or to disobey. To prescribe laws to them
which they have not the power to obey, or to

require a service beyond their power, would
betyranny and inj ustice in the highest degree.

When the laws are equitable, and pre-

scribed by just authority, they produce
moral obligation in those that are subject

to them, and disobedience is a crime deserv-

ing punishment. But, if the obedience be
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impossible— if the transgression be neces-

sary it is self-evident that there can be no

moral obligation to what is impossible, that

there can be no crime in yielding to neces-

sity, and that there can be no justice in

punishing a person for what it was not in

his power to avoid.* There are first prin-

ciples in morals, and, to every unprejudiced

mind, as self-evident as the axioms of ma-

thematics- The whole science of morals

must stand or fall with them. [305]

Having thus explained the nature both of

mechanical and of moral government, the

only kinds of government I am able to con-

ceive, it is easy to see how far liberty or

necessity agrees with either.

On the one hand, I acknowledge that

necessity agrees perfectly with mechanical

government. This kind of government is

most perfect when the governor is the sole

agent ; everything done is the doing of the

governor only. The praise of everything

well done is his solely ; and his is the blame

if there be anything ill done, because he is

the sole agent.

It is true that, in common language,

praise or dispraise is often metaphorically

given to the work ; but, in propriety, it be-

longs solely to the author. Every work-

man understands this perfectly, and takes

to himself very justly the praise or dispraise

of his own work.

On the other hand, it is no less evident,

that, on the supposition of necessity in the

governed, there can be no moral govern-

ment. There can be neither wisdom nor

equity in prescribing laws that cannot be

obeyed. There can be no moral obligation

upon beings that have no active power.

There can be no crime in not doing what

it was impossible to du ; nor can there be

justice in punishing such omission.

If we apply these theoretical principles

to the kinds of government which do actually

exist, whether human or divine, we shall

find that, among men, even mechanical

government is imperfect.

Men do not make the matter they work

upon. Its various kinds, and the qualities

belonging to each kind, are the work of

God. The laws of nature, to which it is

subject, are the work of God. The motions

of the atmosphere and of the sea, the heat

and cold of the air, the rain and wind,

which are useful instruments in most human
operations, are not in our power. So that,

in all the mechanical productions of men,

* St Austin eloquently says—" Etiamne libri hi

obscuri mini scrutandi erant, unde discerem, nemi-
nem vituperatione suppliciove dignutn, qui aut id

velit quod justitia velle non prohibet, aut id non
faciat quod facere non potest ? Nonne ista cantant

et in multibus pastures, et in thcatris poetas, et in-

riocti in circulis, et docti in bibliothecis, et magis'ri

in scholis, et antistites .in sacratis.locis, et in orbe

|
the work is more to be ascribed to God

than to man. [306]

Civil government among men is a species

of moral government, but imperfect, as its

lawgivers and its judges are. Human laws

may be unwise or unjust ; human judges

may be partial or unskilful. But, in all

equitable civil governments, the maxims of

moral government above mentioned, are ac-

knowledged as rules which ought never to

be violated. Indeed the rules of justice are

so evident to all men, that the most tyran-

nical governments profess to be guided by

them, and endeavour to palliate what is

contrary to them by the plea of necessity.

That a man cannot be under an obliga-

tion to what is impossible ; that he cannot

be criminal in yielding to necessity, nor

justly punished for what he could not avoid,

are maxims admitted, in all criminal courts,

as fundamental rules of justice.

In opposition to this, it has been said, by

some of the most able defenders of neces-

sity, That human laws require no more to

constitute a crime, but that it be voluntary

;

whence it is inferred that the criminality

consists in the determination of the will,

whether that determination be free or

necessary. This, I think, indeed, is the

only possible plea by which criminality can

be made consistent with necessity, and,

therefore, it deserves to be considered.

I acknowledge that a crime must be vol-

untary ; for, if it be not voluntary, it is no

deed of the man, nor can be justly imputed

to him ; but it is no less necessary that the

criminal have moral liberty.* In men that

are adult and of a sound mind, this liberty

is presumed. But, in every case where it

cannot be presumed, no criminality is im-

puted, even to voluntary actions.- [307]

This is evident from the following in-

stances :— First, The actions of brutes ap-

pear to be voluntary ; yet they are nevei

conceived to be criminal, though they may
be noxious. Secondly, Children in nonage

act voluntarily, but they are not charge-

able with crimes. Thirdly, Madmen have

both understanding and will, but they have

not moral liberty, and, therefore, are not

chargeable with crimes. Fourthly, Even
in men that are adult and of a sound mind,

a motive that is thought irresistible by any

ordinary degree of self-command, such as

the rack, or the dread of present death,

either exculpates or very much alleviates a

voluntary action, which, in other circum-

cumstances, would be highly criminal

;

whence it is evident that, if the motive

were absolutely irresistible, the exculpation

* That is, criminality supposes not merely Liberty

of Spontaneity, but also Liberty from Necessity. All

imputable actions are spontaneous or voluntary ; but

terrarum genus humanum?"—Dc Duahos Animabm, I
all spontaneous or voluntary actions arc not impul

t 14.-H. J
able.-H.

[305-307]
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would be complete. So far is it from being

true in itself, or agreeable to the common
sense of mankind, that the criminality of an
action depends solely upon its being volun-

tary.

The government of brutes, so far as they

are subject to man, is a species of me-
chanical government, or something very
like to it, and has no resemblance to moral
government. As inanimate matter is go-

verned by our knowledge of the qualities

which God hath given to the various pro-

ductions of nature, and our knowledge of

the laws of nature which he hath established

;

so brute animals are governed by our know-
ledge of the natural instincts, appetites,

affections, and passions, which God hath
given them. By a skilful application of

these springs of their actions, they may be
trained to many habits useful to man.
After all, we find that, from causes un-
known to us, not only some species, but
some individuals of the same species, are

more tractable than others.

Children under age are governed much
in the same way as the most sagacious
brutes. The opening of their intellectual

and moral powers, which may be much
aided by proper instruction and example, is

that which makes them, by degrees, capable
of moral government. [308]

Reason teaches us to ascribe to the Su-
preme Being a government of the inanimate
and inactive part of his creation, analogous
to that mechanical government which men
exercise, but infinitely more perfect. This,
I think, is what we call God's natural go-
vernment of the universe. In this part of

the divine government, whatever is done is

God's doing. He is the sole cause and the
sole agent, whether he act immediately
or by instruments subordinate to him;
and his will is always done : For instru-

ments are not causes, they are not agents,

though we sometimes improperly call them
so.

It is therefore no less agreeable to rea-

son, than to the language of holy writ, to
impute to the Deity whatever is done in
the natural world. When we say of any-
thing, that it is the work of Nature, this is

saying that it is the work of God, and can
have no other meaning.
The natural world* is a grand machine,

contrived, made, and governed by the
wisdom and power of the Almighty. And,
if there be in this natural world, beings that
have life, intelligence, and will, without
any degree of active power, they can only
be subject to the same kind of mechanical go-
vernment. Their determinations, whether
we call them good or ill, must be the actions
of the Supreme Being, as much as the pro-
ductions of the earth. For life, intelli-

g ncc, and will, without active power, can
[_^J8-310]

do nothing, and therefore nothing can jugtly

be imputed to it.

This grand machine of the natural world,

displays the power and wisdom of the arti-

ficer. But in it, there can be no display of

moral attributes, which have a relation to

moral conduct in his creatures, such as jus-

tice and equity in rewarding or punishing,

the love of virtue and abhorrence of wicked-

ness : For, as everything in it is God's
doing, there can be no vice to be punished

or abhorred, no virtue in his creatures to

be rewarded. [309]
According to the system of necessity, the

whole universe of creatures is this natural

world ; and of everything done in it, God
is the sole agent. There can be no moral
government, nor moral obligation. Laws,
rewards, and punishments, are only mechan-
ical engines, and the will of the lawgiver

is obeyed as much when his laws are trans-

gressed, as when they are observed. Such
must be our notions of the government of

the world, upon the supposition of necessity.

It must be purely mechanical, and there

can be no moral government upon that hy-

pothesis.

Let us consider, on the other hand, what
notion of the divine government we are na-

turally led into by the supposition of li-

berty.

They who adopt this system conceive

that, in that small portion of the universe

which falls under our view, as a great part

has no active power, but moves as it is

moved by necessity, and therefore must be
subject to a mechanical government, so it

has pleased the Almighty to bestow upon
some of his creatures, particularly upon
man, some degree of active power, and of

reason, to direct him to the right use of his

power.

What connection there may be, in the
nature of things, between reason and active

power, we know not. But we see evidently

that, as reason without active power can do
nothing, so active power without reason has
no guide to direct it to any end. [310]

These two conjoined make moral liberty,

which, in how small a degree soever it is

possessed, raises man to a superior rank in

the creation of God. He is not merely a
tool in the hand of the master, but a ser-

vant, in the proper sense, who has a certain

trust, and is- accountable for the discharge

of it. Within the sphere of his power, he
has a subordinate dominion or government,
and therefore may be said to be made after

the image of God, the Supreme Governor.
But, as his dominion is subordinate, he is

under a moral obligation to make a right

use of it, as far as the reason which God
hath given him can direct him. When he
does so, he is a just object of moral appro-

bation ; and no less an object of disappro-
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tion and just punishment when he abuses

the power with which he is entrusted. And
he must finally render an account of the

talent committed to him, to the Supreme
Governor and righteous Judge.

This is the moral government of God,
which, far from being inconsistent with

liberty, supposes liberty in those that are

subject to it, and can extend no farther than

that liberty extends; for accountableness

can no more agree with necessity than light

with darkness.

It ought, likewise, to be observed, that, as

active power in man, and in every created

being, is the gift of God, it depends entirely

on his pleasure for its existence, its degree,

and its continuance ; and, therefore, can do

nothing which he does not see fit to permit.

Our power to act does not exempt us

from being acted upon, and restrained or

compelled by a superior power ; and the

power of God is always superior to that of

man.
It would be great folly and presumption

in us to pretend to know all the ways in

which the government of the Supreme
Being is carried on, and his purposes ac-

complished by men, acting freely, and hav-

ing different or opposite purposes in their

view. For, as the heavens are high above
the earth, so are his thoughts above our

thoughts, and his ways above our ways.

[311]
That a man may have great influence

upon the voluntary determinations of other

men, by means of education, example, and
persuasion, is a fact which must be granted,

whether we adopt the system of liberty or

necessity. How far such determinations

ought to be imputed to the person who ap-

plied those means, how far to the person

influenced by them, we know not ; but God
knows, and will judge righteously.

But what I would here observe is, That,
if a man of superior talents may have so

great influence over the actions of his fel-

low-creatures, without taking away their

liberty, it is surely reasonable to allow a

much greater influence of the same kind to

Him who made man. Nor can it ever be
proved, that the wisdom and power of the

Almighty are insufficient for governing free

agents, so as to answer his purposes.

He who made man may have ways of

governing his determinations, consistent

with moral liberty, of which we have no
conception. And He who gave this liberty

freely, may lay any restraint upon it that is

necessary for answering his wise and benev-
olent purposes. The justice of his govern-
ment requires that his creatures should be
accountable only for what they have re-

ceived, and not for what was never entrusted

to them. And we are sure that the Judge
of all the earth will do what is right.

Thus, I think, it appears, that, upon the
supposition of necessity, there can be no
moral government of the universe. Its

government must be perfectly mechanical,

and everything done in it, whether good or
ill, must be God's doing ; and that, upon
the supposition of liberty, there may be a
perfect moral government of the universe,

consistent with his accomplishing all his

purposes, in its creation and government.

[312]
The arguments to prove that man is en-

dowed with moral liberty, which have the

greatest weight with me, are three : firsts

Because he has a natural conviction or

belief, that, in many cases, he acts freely ;

secondly, Because he is accountable ; and,
thirdly, Because he is able to prosecute an
end by a long series of means adapted to it.

CHAPTER VI.

FIRST ARGUMENT.

We have, by our constitution a natural

conviction or belief, that we act freely—

a

conviction so early, so universal, and so

necessary in most of our rational operations,

that it must be the result of our constitu-

tion, and the work of Him that made us.

Some of the most strenuous advocates for

the doctrine of necessity acknowledge that

it is impossible to act upon it. They say
that we have a natural sense or conviction

that we act freely ;" but that this is a fallaci-

ous sense. -f

This doctrine is dishonourable to our
Maker, and lays a foundation for universal

scepticism. It supposesthe Author of our be-
ing to have given us one faculty on purpose
to deceive us, and another by which we
may detect the fallacy, and find that he im-
posed upon us.^I

* Thus, Hommel, certainly one of the ablest and
most decided fatalists—" 1 myself believe that I

have a feeling of Liberty even at the very moment
when I am writing against Liberty, upon grounds
which 1 regard as incontrovertible. Zeno was a
fatalist only in theory ; in practice, he did not act in

conformity to that conviction."— H.
t Among others, Reid's friend, Lord Karnes, in the

first edition of his " Essays on the Principles of

Morality and Natural Religion," admitted this natu-
ral conviction of freedom from necessity, maintain-
ing it to be illusive. On this melancholy doctrine,
" Man fondly dreams that he is free in act

:

Naught is he but the powerless, worthless plaything
Of i he blind force that in his Will itself

Work" out for him a dread necessity."

X All necessitarians do not, however, admit the re-

ality of this deceitful experience, or fallacious feeling
of liberty. '« Dr Hartley," says Mr Stewart, "was,
I believe, one of the first, if not the first, who denied
that our consciousness is in favour of free- agency;"
and in this assertion, heobserves, " Hartley was fol-

lowed by Priestley and Belsbam. Speaking of the
latter, " We are told," he says, "by Mr Btlsham, that
thepopular opinion that, in many cases, it was in the
power of the agent to have chosen differently, the
previous cucumsrai-ccs remaining exactly the same,

[311, 312]
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If any one of our natural faculties be
fallacious, there can be no reason to trust

to any ofthem ; for He that made one made
all.

The genuine dictate of our natural facul-

ties is the voice of God, no less than what
he reveals from heaven ; and to say that it

is fallacious, is to impute a lie to the God
of truth.* [313]

If candour and veracity be not an essen-

tial part of moral excellence, there ia no
such thing as moral excellence, nor airy

reason to rely on the declarations and
promises of the Almighty. A man may be
tempted to lie, but not without being con-
scious of guilt and of meanness. Shall we
impute to the Almighty what we cannot
impute to a man without a heinous affront ?

Passing this opinion, therefore, as shock-
ing to an ingenuous mind, and, in its con-
sequences, subversive of all religion, all

morals, and all knowledge, let us proceed to

consider the evidence of our having a natural

conviction that we have some degree of

active power.

The very conception or idea of active

power must be derived from something in our
own constitution. It is impossible to account
for it otherwise. We see events, but we
see not the power that produces them- We
perceive one event to follow another, but

arises either from a mistake of the question, or from
aforgetfulncss of the motives by which our choice was
determined."— (Philosophy of the Active Powers, ii.

p. MO.)
To deny, or rather to explain away, the obnoxious

phenomenon of a sense of liberty, had, however, been
attempted by many Necessitarians before Hartley, and
with far greater ingenuity than either he or his two fol-

lowers displaced. Thus Leibnitz, after rejecting the
Liberty of Indifference, says, " Quamobrem ratio ilia,

quam Cartesius adduxir, ad probandam actiomim
nostrarum liberarum independentiam, ex jactato

quodam vivido sensu interno, vim nullum habet. ifiwi

pouumtts proprie experiri independentiam nostrum,
nee causas a quibvs i lectio nostra pendet semper per.
ci/riixits, utpote ssepe sensum omnem fugientes. [He
here refers to his doctrine of"latent mental modifica-
tions 3 Et perinde est ac si acus magnetica versus po-
lum converti Icetaretur ; ptdaret enim, se illuc con-
vcrti independenter a quacunque alia causa, cum non
pcrciperet motvs insensibiles viateriae magneticae."
Hut, previously to Leibnitz, a similar solution and il-

lustration, I find, had been propo.-ed by Bayle—his il-

lustration is a conscious weathercock ; but both philo.

Miphersare, in argument and example, only followers
of Spinoza Spinoza, after supposing that a certain
quantity of motion had t»een communicated to a stone,

pmceedf—" Porro concipe jam si placet, lapidemdum
mover) pergit cogitareet scire, se quantum potest con-
ari ut nioveri pergat. Hie lapis sane, quandoquidem
Hii taniummodo conatus est conscius etminimeindif-
IVrens, se liberrimum esse et nulla aliade causa in mo.
iu perseverare crrdet quam quia vult.— Atque hcechu-
vxuia ilia libertas est quam omnes habere jactaid, et

qua- in hoc solo consistit—quod homines stti appetttlU
mut eoiiscii, et causarum a quibus determinantur ig-

nari." C hrysippus's Top or Cylinder is the source.— H.
* It can easily be proved to those who are able and

not afraid to reason, that the doctrine ot Necessity
is subversive of religion, natural and revealed ; and,
Fatalism involving Atheism, the Necessitarian who
intrepidly follows out his scheme to its consequences,
however monstrous, will consistently reject every
argument which proceeds upon the supposition of a
Deity and divine attributes.— H.

[313-315
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we perceive not the chain that binds them
together. The notion of power and causa-

tion, therefore, cannot be got from external

objects.

Yet the notion of causes, and the belief

that every event must have a cause which
had power to produce it, is found in every

human mind so firmly established, that it

cannot be rooted out.

This notion and this belief must have its

origin from something in our constitution ;

and that it is natural to man, appears from
1 the following observations.

1. We are conscious of many voluntary

exertions, some easy, others more difficult,

some requiring a great effort. These are

exertions of power. And, though a man
may be unconscious of his power when he
does not exer*. it, he must have both the

conception ana the belief of it, when he
knowingly and will 5ugly exerts it, with in-

tention to produce some effect. [3 14

J

2. Deliberation about an action of mo-
ment, whether we shall do it or not, impl ies a
conviction that it is in our power. To de-

liberate about an end, we must be con-
vinced that the means are in our power ;

and to deliberate about the means, we must
be convinced that we have power to choose
the most proper.

3. Suppose our deliberation brought to

an issue, and that we resolve to do what
appeared proper, can we form such a reso-

lution or purpose, without any conviction of

power to execute it ? No ; it is impossible.

A man cannot resolve to lay out a sum of

money which he neither has nor hopes
ever to have.

4. Again, when I plight my faith in any
promise or contract, I must believe that I

shall have power to perform what I pro-

mise. Without this persuasion, a promise
would be downright fraud.

There is a condition implied in every

promise, if we live and if God continue with

us the power which he hath given us. Our
conviction, therefore, of this power dero-

gates not in the least from our dependence
upon God. The rudest savage is taught by
nature to admit this condition in all pro-

mises, whether it be expressed or not. For
it is a dictate of common sense, that we can
be under no obligation to do what it is im-

possible for us to do.

If we act upon the system of necessity,

there must be another condition implied in

all deliberation, in every resolution, and in

every promise ; and that is, if we shall be

willing. But the will not being in our

power, we cannot engage for it. [315]
If this condition be understood, as it must

be understood if we act upon the system of

necessity, there can be no deliberation, or

resolution, nor any obligation in a promise.

A man might as well deliberate, resolve, and
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promise, upon the actions of other men as

upon his own.
It is no less evident that we have a con-

viction of power in other men, when we
advise, or persuade, or command, or con-

ceive them to be under obligation by their

promises.

5. Is it possible for any man to blame
himself for yielding to necessity ? Then he

may blame himself for dying, or for being a

man. Blame supposes a wrong use ofpower

;

and, when a man does as well as it was pos-

sible for him to do, wherein is he to be
blamed ? Therefore, all conviction of wrong
conduct, all remorse and self-condemnation,

imply a conviction of our power to have
done better. Take away this conviction,

and there may be a sense of misery, or a
dread of evil to come ; but there can be no
sense of guilt or resolution to do better.

Many who hold the doctrine of necessity,

disown these consequences of it, and think

to evade them. To such, they ought not

to be imputed ; but their inseparable con-

nection with that doctrine appears self-evi-

dent ; and, therefore, some late patrons of

it* have had the boldness to avow them.
" They cannot accuse themselves of having
done anything wrong, in the ultimate sense

of the words. In a strict sense, they have
nothing to do with repentance, confession,

and pardon—these being adapted to a falla-

cious view of things."

Those who can adopt these sentiments,

^ay, indeed, celebrate, with high encomiums,
* the great and glorious doctrine of neces-

sity." It restores them, in their own con-

ceit, to the state of innocence. It delivers

them from all the pangs of guilt and re-

morse, and from all fear about their future

conduct, though not about their fate. They
may be as secure that they shall do nothing
wrong as those who have finished their

course. A doctrine so flattering to the
mind of a sinner, is very apt to give strength

to weak arguments. [316]
After all, it is acknowledged, by those who

boast of this glorious doctrine, " That every
man, let him use what efforts he can, will

necessarily feel the sentiments of shame,
remorse, and repentance, and, oppressed
with a sense of guilt, will have recourse to

that mercy of which he stands in need."
The meaning of this seems to me to be,

That, although the doctrine of necessity be
supported by invincible arguments, and
though it be the most consolatory doctrine
in the world; yet no man, in his most
serious moments, when he sists himself be-
fore the throne of his Maker, can possibly

believe it, but must then necessarily lay

aside this glorious doctrine, and all its flat-

tering consequences, and return to the

* Piiertley. Belsham is still more explicit—H.

humiliating conviction of his having made a

bad use of the power which God had given

him.*
If the belief of our having active power

be necessarily implied in those rational

operations we have mentioned, it must be

coeval with our reason ; it must be as uni-

versal among men, and as necessary in the

conduct of life, as those operations are.

We cannot recollect by memory when it

began. It cannot be a prejudice of educa-

tion, or of false philosophy. It must be a

part of our constitution, or the necessary

result of our constitution and therefore

the work of God.
It resembles, in this respect, our belief of

the existence of a material world ; our be-

lief that those we converse with are living

and intelligent beings ; our belief that those

things did really happen, which we distinctly

remember ; and our belief that we continue / jU/*

the same identical persons. [317] /
We find difficulty in accounting for our

belief of these things ; and some philoso-

phers think that they have discovered good
reasons for throwing it off. But it sticks

fast, and the greatest sceptic finds that he
must yield to it in his practice, while he
wages war with it in speculation.

If it be objected to this argument, That
the belief of our acting freely cannot be
implied in the operations we have men-
tioned, because those operations are per-

formed by them who believe that we are,

in all our actions, governed by necessity

—

the answer to this objection is. That men
in their practice may be governed by a be-
lief which in speculation they reject.

However strange and unaccountable this

may appear, there are many well-known
instances of it.

I knew a man who was as much convinced
as any man of the folly of the popular bu-
lief of apparitions in the dark ; yet he could
not sleep in a room alone, nor go alone
into a room in the dark. Can it be said,

that his fear did not imply a belief of danger ?

This is impossible. Yet his philosophy
convinced him that he was in no more
danger in the dark when alone, than with
company.
Here an unreasonable belief, which was

merely a prejudice of the nursery, stuck so

fast as to govern his conduct, in opposition

to his speculative belief as a philosopher and
a man of sense.

There are few persons who can look down
from the battlement of a very high tower
without fear, while their reason convinces
them that they are in no more danger than
when standing upon the ground. [318]

* This is hardly implied. In this the modern Neces-
sitarian, like the ancient Fatalist, only admits—
Hoc quoque Fatale est, sic ipsum expended Faium,
— H.

[316-318]
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Then have been persons who professed

to believe that there is no distinction be-

tween virtue and vice, yet in their practice

they resented injuries, and esteemed noble

and virtuous actions.

There have been sceptics who professed

to disbelieve their senses and every human
faculty ; but no sceptic was ever known,

who did not, in practice, pay a regard to

his senses and to his other faculties.

There are some points of belief so ne-

cessary, that, without them, a man would

not be the being which God made him.

These may be opposed in speculation, but

ir is impossible to root them out. In a

speculative hour they seem to vanish, but

in practice they resume their authority.

This seems to be the case of those who hold

the doctrine of necessity, and yet act as if

they were free.

This natural conviction of some degree of

power in ourselves and in other men, re-

spects voluntary actions only. For, as all

our power is directed by our will, we can

form no conception of power, properly so

called, that is not under the direction of

will.* And therefore our exertions, our

deliberations, our purposes, our promises,

are only in things that depend upon our

will. Our advices, exhortations, and com-
mands, are only in things that depend upon
the will of those to whom they are addressed.

We impute no guilt to ourselves, nor to

others, in things where the will is not con-

cerned.

But it deserves our notice, that we do not

conceive everything, without exception, to

be in a man's power which depends upon
his will. There are many exceptions to

this general rule. The most obvious of

these I shall mention, because they both

serve to illustrate the rule, and are of im-

portance in the question concerning the

liberty of man. [319]
In the rage of madness, men are abso-

lutely deprived of the power of self-govern-

ment. They act voluntarily, but their will

is driven as by a tempest, which, in lucid

intervals, they resolve to oppose with all

their might, but are overcome when the fit

of madness returns.

Idiots are like men walking in the dark,

who cannot be said to have the power of

choosing their way, because they cannot

distinguish the good road from the bad.

Having no light in their understanding, they

must either sit still, or be carried on by
some blind impulse.

Between the darkness of infancy, which
is equal to that of idiots, and the maturity

of reason, there is a long twilight, which,

by insensible degrees, advances to the per-

fect day.

* This explicitly admits what (though seemingly de-
nied) wa> Stilted , s undeoiaMc, i>i note at \i. 5U9.— H.

[319, 320
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In this period of life, man has but little

of the power of self-government. His

actions, by nature, as well as by the laws

of society, are in the power of others more
than in his own. His folly and indiscretion,

his levity and inconstancy, are considered

as the fault of youth, rather than of the

man. We consider him as half a man and

half a child, and expect that each by turns

should play its part. He would be thought

a severe and unequitable censor of manners,

who required the same cool deliberation,

the same steady conduct, and the same

mastery over himself, in a boy of thirteen,

as in a man of thirty.

It is an old adage, That violent anger is

a short fit of madness.* If this be literally

true in any case, a man, in such a fit of

passion, cannot be said to have the com-
mand of himself. If real madness could

be proved, it must have the effect of mad-
ness while it lasts, whether it lie for an hour

or for life. But the madness of a short fit

of passion, if it be really madness, is in-

capable of proof; and therefore is not ad-

mitted in human tribunals as an exculpa-

tion. And, I believe, there is no case where

a man can satisfy his own mind that his

passion, both in its beginning and in its

progress, was irresistible. The Searcher of

hearts alone knows infallibly what allow-

ance is due in cases of this kind. [320]

But a violent passion, though it may not

be irresistible, is difficult to be resisted :

And a man, surely, has not the same power

over himself in passion, as when he is cool.

On this account it is allowed by all men to

alleviate, when it cannot exculpate; and
has its weight in criminal courts, as well as

in private judgment.
It ought likewise to be observed, That

he who has accustomed himself to restrain

his passions, enlarges by habit his power

over them, and consequently over himself.

When we consider that a Canadian savage

can acquire the power of defying death in

its most dreadful forms, and of braving the

most exquisite torment for many long hours,

without losing the command of himself;

we may learn from this, that, in the con-

stitution of human, nature, there is ample
scope for the enlargement of that power of

self-command without which there can be

no virtue nor magnanimity.
There are cases, however, in which a

man's voluntary actions are thought to be

very little, if at all, in his power, on ac-

count of the violence of the motive that

impels him. The magnanimity of a hero,

or of a martyr, is not expected in every

man, and on all occasions.

If a man trusted by the government with

a secret which it is high treason to disclose,

* Ira furor urevis cst.— H.
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be prevailed upon t>y a bribe, we have no
mercy for him, and hardly allow the greatest
bribe to be any alleviation of his crime.

But, on the other hand, if the secret be
extorted by the rack, or by the dread of
present death, we pity him more than we
blame him, and would think it severe and
unequitable to condemn him as a traitor.

1321]
What is the reason that all men agree in

condemning this man as a traitor in the
first place, and, in the last, either excul-
pate him, or think his fault greatly allevi-

ated ? If he acted necessarily in both cases,

compelled by an irresistible motive, I can
see no reason why we should not pass the
same judgment on both.

But the reason of these different judg-
ments is evidently this—That the love of
money, and of what is called a man's inte-
rest, is a cool motive, which leaves to a man
the entire power over himself; but the tor-
ment of the rack, or the dread of present
death, are so violent motives that men
u ho have not uncommon strength of mind,
are not masters of themselves in such a
situation, and, therefore, what they do is

not imputed, or is thought less criminal.
If a man resist such motives, we admire

his fortitude, and think his conduct heroical
rather than human. If he yields, we im-
pute it to human frailty, and think him
rather to be pitied than severely censured.

Inveterate habits are acknowledged to
diminish very considerably the power a man
has over himself. Although we may think
him highly hlameable in acquiring them,
yet, when they are confirmed to a certain
degree, we consider him as no longer master
of himself, and hardly reclaimable without
a miracle.

Thus we see that the power which we
are led, by common sense, to ascribe to man
respects his voluntary actions only, and
that it has various limitations even with
regard to them. Some actions that depend
upon our will are easy, others very difficult,

and some, perhaps, beyond our power. In
different men, the power of self-government
is different, and in the same man at dif-
ferent times. It may be diminished, or
perhaps lost, by bad habits; it may be
greatly increased by good habits. [322]

These are facts attested by experience,
and supported by the common judgment of
mankind. Upon the system of Liberty
they are perfectly intelligible ; but, I think,
irreconcileable to that of Necessity; for,
How can thrre be an easy and a difficult in
actions equally subject to necessity ?—or,
How can power be greater or less, in-
creased or diminished, in those who have
no power ?

This natural conviction of our acting
freely, which is acknowledged by many who

hold the doctrine of necessity, ought to
throw the whole burden of proof upon that
side ; for, by this, the side of liberty has
what lawyers call a jus qutesilum, or a right
of ancient possession, which ought to stand
good till it be overturned. If it cannot be
proved that we always act from necessity,

there is no need of arguments on the other
side to convince us that we are free agents.
To illustrate this by a similar case:

If a philosopher would persuade me that
my fellow-men with whom I converse are
not thinking, intelligent beings, but mere
machines, though I might be at a loss to

find arguments against this strange opinion,

I should think it reasonable to hold the
belief which nature gave me before I was
capable of weighing evidence, until con-
vincing proof is brought against it. [323

J

CHAPTER VII.

SECOND ARGUMENT.

That there is a real and essential distinc-

tion between right and wrong conduct, be-
tweenjust and unjust—That the most perfect
moral rectitude is to be ascribed to the Deity—That man is a moral and accountable
being, capable of acting right and wrong
and answerable for his conduct to Him who
made him, and assigned him a part to act
upon the stage of life ; are principles pro-
claimed by every man's conscience—princi-
ples upon which the systems of morality
and natural religion, as well as the system
of revelation, are grounded, and which
have been generally acknowledged by those
who hold contrary opinions on the subject
of human liberty. I shall therefore here
take them for granted.

These principles afford an obvious, and,
I think, an invincible argument, that man
is endowed with Moral Liberty.
Two things are implied in the notion of

a moral and accountable being

—

Under,
standing and Active Power.

First, He must understand the law to

which he is bound, and his obligation to obey
it. Moral obedience must be voluntary, and
must regard the authority of the law. I

may command my horse to eat when he
hungers, and drink when he thirsts- He
does so ; but his doing it is no moral obedi-
ence. He does not understand my com-
mand, and therefore can have no will to
obey it. He has not the conception of mo-
ral obligation, and therefore cannot act
from the conviction of it. In eating and
drinking, he is moved by his own appetite
only, and not by my authority. [324]

Brute-animals are incapable of moral ob-
ligation, because they have not that degree
of understanding which it implies. They

[321-324]
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have not the conception of a rule of conduct,

ad of obligation to obey it, and therefore,

though they may be noxious, they caunot

be criminal.

Man, by his rational nature, is capable

both of understanding the law that is pre-

scribed to him, and of perceiving its obli-

gation. He knows what it is to be just and
honest, to injure no man, and to obey his

Maker. From his constitution, he has an
immediate conviction of his obligation to

these things. He has the approbation of

his conscience when he acts by these rules ;

and he is conscious of guilt and demerit

when he transgresses them. And, without

this knowledge of his duty and his obliga-

tion, he would not be a moral and account-

able being.

Secondly, Another thing implied in the

notion of a moral and accountable being, is

power, to do what he is accountable for.

That no man can be under a moral obli-

gation to do what it is impossible for him to

do, or to forbear what it is impossible for

him to forbear, is an axiom as self-evident

as any in mathematics. It cannot be con-

tradicted, without overturning all notion of

moral obligation ; nor can there be any ex-

ception to it, when it is rightly understood.

Some moralists have mentioned what
they conceived to be an exception to this

maxim. The exception is this. When a

man, by his own fault, has disabled himself

from doing his duty, his obligation, they
say, remains, though he is now unable to

discharge it. Thus, if a man by sumptu-
ous living has become bankrupt, his inabil-

ity to pay his debt does not take away his

obligation. [325]
To judge whether, in this and similar

cases, there be any exception to the axiom
above mentioned, they must be stated

accurately. •

No doubt a man is highly criminal in

living above his fortune, and his crime is

greatly aggravated by the circumstance of

his being thereby unable to pay his just

debt Let us suppose, therefore, that he is

punished for this crime as much as it de-

serves ; that his goods are fairly distributed

among his creditors, and that one half re-

mains unpaid. Let us suppose also, that
he adds no new crime to what is past, that
he becomes a new man, and not only sup-
ports himself by honest industry, but does
all in his power to pay what he still owes.

I would now ask, Is he further punish-
able, and really guilty for not paying more
than he is able ? Let every man consult his

conscience, and say whether he can blame
this man for not doing more than he is

able to do. His guilt before his bank-

* Such cases are considered jind solved on broader
grounds bv Aristotle. See Nic. Eth. I* iii. c. 5.— H.

I 825. 326]

ruptcy is out of the question, as he baa

received the punishment due for it. lint

that his subsequent conduct is unblameable,

every man must allow ; and that, in his

present state, he is accountable for no more
than he is able to do. His obligation is not

cancelled, it returns with his ability, and
can go no farther.

Suppose a sailor, employed in the navy
of his «ountry, and longing for the ease of

a public hospital as an invalid, to cut off his

fingers, so as to disable him from doing the

duty of a sailor ; he is guilty of a great

crime ; but, after he has been punished
according to the demerit of his crime, will

his captain insist that he shall still do the

duty of a sailor ? Will he command him
to go aloft when it is impossible for him to

do it, and punish him as guilty of disobe-

dience ? Surely, if there be any such thing

as justice and injustice, this would be un-
just and wanton cruelty. [326]

Suppose a servant, through negligence

and inattention, mistakes the orders given
him by his master, and, from this mistake,

does what he was ordered not to do. It is

commonly said that culpable ignorance docs

not excuse a fault. This decision is inac-

curate, because it does not shew where the

fault lies. The fault was solely in that in-

attention, or negligence, which was the

occasion of his mistake. There was no
subsequent fault.

This becomes evident, when we vary the

case so far as to suppose that he was un-
avoidably led into the mistake without any
fault on his part. His mistake is now in-

vincible, and, in the opinion of all moralists,

takes away all blame ; yet this new case

supposes no change, but in the cause of his

mistake. His subsequent conduct was the
same in both cases. The fault therefore

lay solely in the negligence and inattention

which was the cause of his mistake.

The axiom, That invincible ignorance
takes away all blame, is only a particular

case of the general axiom, That there can
be no moral obligation to what is impossible

;

the former is grounded upon the latter, and
can have no other foundation.

I shall put only one case more. Suppose
that a man, by excess and intemperance,
has entirely destroyed his rational faculties,

so as to have become perfectly mad oi

idiotical ; suppose him forewarned of his

danger, and that, though he foresaw that

this must be the consequence, he went on
still in his criminal indulgence. A greater

crime can hardly be supposed, or more de-

serving of severe punishment ? Suppose
him punished as he deserves ; will it be said,

that the duty of a man is incumbent upon
him now, when he has not the faculties of

a man, or that he incurs new guilt when he
is not a moral agent ? Surely we may as
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well suppose a plant, or a elod of earth, to

be a subject of moral duty. [327]

The decisions I have given of these cases,

are grounded upon the fundamental prin-

ciples of morals, the most immediate dic-

tates of conscience. If these principles are

given up, all moral reasoning is at an end,

and no distinction is left between what is

just and what is unjust. And it is evident

that none of these cases furnishes any ex-

ception to the axiom above mentioned. No
moral obligation can be consistent with im-

possibility in the performance.

Active power, therefore, is necessarily

implied in the very notion of a moral ac-

countable being. And if man be such a

being, he must have a degree of active

power proportioned to the account he is to

make- He may have a model of perfection

set before him which he is unable to reach

;

but, if he does to the utmost of his power,

this is all he can be answerable for. To
Incur guilt, by not going beyond his power,
•8 impossible.

What was said, in the first argument, of

iie limitation of our power, adds much
Strength to the present argument. A man's
power, it was observed, extends only to his

voluntary actions, and has many limitations,

even with respect to them.

His accountableness has the same extent

and the same limitations.

In the rage of madness he has no power
over himself, neither is he accountable, or

capable of moral obligation. In ripe age,

man is accountable in a greater degree than
in non-age, because his power over himself

is greater. Violent passions and violent

motives alleviate what is done through
their influence, in the same proportion as,

they diminish the power of resistance. [328]
There is, therefore, a perfect correspond-

ence between power, on the one hand, and
moral obligation and accountableness, on the
other. They not only correspond in gene-
ral, as they respect voluntary actions only,

but every limitation of the first produces a
corresponding limitation of the two last.

This, indeed, amounts to nothing more than
that maxim of common sense, confirmed by
Divine authority, " That to whom much is

given, of him much will be required."

The sum of this argument is—that a cer-

tain degree of active power is the talent

which God hath given to every rational

accountable creature, and of which he will

require an account. If man had no power,
he would have nothing to account for. All

wise and all foolish conduct, all virtue and
vice, consist in the right use or in the abuse
of that power which God hath given us. If
man had no power, he could neither be wise
nor foolish, virtuous nor vicious.

If we adopt the system of necessity, the
terms moral obligation and accountabl'-ness,

praise and blame, merit and dement, justice

and injustice, reward and punishment, wis-

dom and folly, virtue and vice, ought to be
disused, or to have new meanings given to

them when they are used in religion, in

morals, or in civil government ; for, upon
that system, there can be no such things

as they have been always used to signify.

[329]

CHAPTER VIII.

THIRD ARGUMENT.

That man has power over his own ac-

tions and volitions appears, because he is

capable of carrying on, wisely and prudent-

ly, a system of conduct, which he has be-

fore conceived in his mind, and resolved to

prosecute.

I take it for granted, that, among the var-

ious characters of men, there have been
some who, after they came to years of un-
derstanding, deliberately laid down a plan

of conduct, which they resolve to pursue
through life ; and that of these, some have
steadily pursued the end they had in view,

by the proper means.
It is of no consequence in this argument,

whether one has made the best choice of

his main end or not ; whether his end bb

riches, or power, or fame, or the approba-

tion of his Maker. I suppose only, that he
has prudently and steadily pursued it ; that,

in a long course of deliberate actions, he
has taken the means that appeared most
conducive to his end, and avoided whatever
might cross it.

That such conduct in a man demonstrates

a certain degree of wisdom and understand-

ing, no man ever doubted ; and I say it

demonstrates, with equal force, a certain

degree ofpower over his voluntary determin-
ations.

This will appear evident, if we consider,

that understanding without power may pro-

ject, but can execute nothing. A regular

plan of conduct, as it cannot be contrived

without understanding, so it cannot be car-

ried into execution without power; and,

therefore, the execution, as an effect,

demonstrates, with equal force, both power
and understanding in the cause. [330]
Every indication of wisdom, taken from
the effect, is equally an indication of power
to execute what wisdom planned. And, if

we have any evidence that the wisdom
which formed the plan is in the man, we
have the very same evidence that the power
which executed it is in him also.

In this argument, we reason from the

same principles as in demonstrating the

being and perfections of the First Cause of

all things.

[327-330]
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The elieets we observe in the course of

nature require a cause. Effects wisely ad-

apted to an end, require a wise cause.

Every indication of the wisdom of the Crea-
tor is equally an indication of His power.

His wisdom appears only in the works done
by his power; for wisdom without power
may speculate, but it cannot act ; it may
plan, but it cannot execute its plans.

The same reasoning we apply to the

works of men. In a stately palace we see

the wisdom of the architect. His wisdom
contrived it, and wisdom could do no more.
The execution required both a distinct con-
ception of the plan, and power to operate
according to that plan.

Let us apply these principles to the sup-
position we have made—That a man, in a
long course of conduct, has determined and
acted prudently in the prosecution of a cer-

tain end. If the man had both the wisdom
to plan this course of conduct, and that power
over his own actions that was necessary
to carry it into execution, he is a free

agent, and used his liberty, in this instance,

with understanding. [331
]

But, if all his particular determinations,

which concurred in the execution of this

plan were produced, not by himself, but by
some cause acting necessarily upon him,
then there is no evidence left that he con-
trived this plan, or that he ever spent a
thought about it.

The cause that directed all these determ-
inations so wisely, whatever it was, must
be a wise and intelligent cause ; it must
have understood the plan, and have intended
the execution of it-

If it be said that all this course of de-

termination was produced by Motives, mo-
tives, surely, have not understanding to

conceive a plan, and intend its execution.*
We must, therefore, go back beyond motives
to some intelligent being who had the power
of arranging those motives, and applying
them in their proper order and season, so

as to bring about the end.

This intelligent being must have under-
stood the plan, and intended to execute it.

If this be so, as the man had no hand in the
execution, we have not any evidence left

that he had any hand in the contrivance, or

even that he is a thinking being.

If we can believe that an extensive series

of means may conspire to promote an end
without a cause that intended the end, and
had power to choose and apply those means
for the purpose, we may as well believe that
this world was made by a fortuitous con-
course of atoms, without an intelligent and
powerful cause.

If a lucky concourse of motives could

* On the true signification of Motives, see above,
p. 60S, note*, and n. 610, note * U.

[331-333]

produce the conduct of an Alexander or a
Julius Caesar, no reason can be given why
a lucky concourse of atoms might not pro-

duce the planetary system.

If, therefore, wise conduct in a man de-

monstrates that he has some degree of wis-

dom, it demonstrates, with equal force and
evidence, that he has some degree of power
over his own determinations. [332]

All the reason we can assign for believ-

ing that our fellow-men think and reason,

is grounded upon their actions and speeches.

If they are not the cause of these, there is

no reason left to conclude that they think

and reason.

Des Cartes thought that the human body
is merely an engine, and that all its motions
and actions are produced by mechanism.
If such a machine could be made to speak
and to act rationally, we might, indeed,

conclude with certainty, that the maker of

it had both reason and active power ; but,

if we once knew that all the motions of the

machine were purely mechanical, we should
have no reason to conclude that the man
had reason or thought.

The conclusion of this argument is—That,
if the actions and speeches of other men
give us sufficient evidence that they are
reasonable beings, they give us the same
evidence, and the same degree of evidence,

that they are free agents.

There is another conclusion that may be
drawn from this reasoning, which it is pro-

per to mention.

Suppose a Fatalist, rather than give up
the scheme of necessity, should acknow-
ledge that he has no evidence that there is

thought and reason in any of his fellow-

men, and that they may be mechanical
engines for all that he knows, he will be
forced to acknowledge that there must be
active power, as well as understanding, in

the maker of those engines, and that the
first cause is a free agent. We have the

same reason to believe this as to believe

his existence and his wisdom. And, if the
the Deity acts freely, every argument
brought to prove that freedom of action is

impossible, must fall to the ground. [333\
The First Cause gives us evidence of his

power by every effect that gives us evidence
of his wisdom. And, if he is pleased to

communicate to the work of his hands some
degree of his wisdom, no reason can be
assigned why he may not communciate
some degree of his power, as the talent

which wisdom is to employ.
That the first motion, or the first effect,

whatever it be, cannot be produced neces-
sarily, and, consequently, that the First

Cause must be a free agent, has been de-

monstrated so clearly and unanswerably
by Dr Clarke, both in his " Demonstra.
Hon of the Being and Attributes of God.,"
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and in the end of his " Remarks on Collins's

Philosophical Enquiry concerning Human
Liberty," that I can add nothing to what he

has said ; nor have I found any objec-

tion made to bis reasoning, by any of the

defenders of necessity.*

CHAPTER IX.

OF ARGUMENTS FOR NECESSITY.

Some of the arguments that have been

offered for Necessity were already con-

sidered in this essay.

It has been said, That human Liberty

respects only the actions that are subsequent

to Volition; and that power over the determ-

inations of the Will is inconceivable, and

involves a contradiction. This argument

was considered in the first chapter.

It has been said, That Liberty is incon-

sistent with the influence of Motives, that

it would make human actions capricious,

and man ungovernable by God or man.

These arguments were considered in the

fourth and fifth chapters. [334]

I am now to make some remarks upon

other arguments that have been urged in

this cause. They may, I think, be reduced

to three classes. They are intended to

prove, either [A] that liberty of determina-

tion is impossible— or, [B] that it would be

hurtful—or, [C] that, in fact, Man has no

such liberty.

[A] To prove that liberty of determina-

tion is impossible, it has been said—That

there must be a sufficient reason for every-

thing. For every Existence, for every

Event,for every Truth, there must be a suf-

ficient reason, -j-

The famous German philosopher Leib-

nitz boasted much of having first applied

this principle to philosophy,X and of having,

by that means, changed metaphysics from

* It is needless again to say, that, in the preceding
three arguments for Liberty, Reid has done nothing

to render the scheme of Liberty conceivable. But, if

our intellectual nature be not a lie—if our c n-

fcciousness and conscience do not deceive us in

the immediate datum of an Absolute Law of Duty,
(to say nothing of an immediate datum of Liberty

itself)—we are free, as we are moral agents ; for mo-
rality involves Liberty as its essential condition—as

its ratio essendi. But this doctrine I cannot now
develope.— H.

t The principle of the Sufficient Reason, (p. ra-
tionis sufficients,)—called, likewise, by Leibnits.that
of the Determining Reason, (p. rationis determinan-
tis)—of Convenience, (p. convenientice)—of Perfec-
tion, (p. perfectionis)—and of the Order of Exist-
ences, (p. existentiarumJ— is one of the most exten.
sive, not to say ambiguous, character. For it is

employed to denote, conjunctly and severally, the
two metaphysical or real principles— 1°, Why a
thing is, (principium or ratio essendi ;) 2°, Why a

thing becomes or is produced, {p. or r.fiendi ,-) and, 3°,

the logical or ideal principle, Why a thing is known
er conceived, (p. or r. coqnoscendi.)—H,

* First he did not—H.

being a play of unmeaning words, to be a
rational and demonstrative science. On
this account it deserves to be considered.

A very obvious objection to this prin-

ciple was—That two or more means may be

equally fit for the same end ; and that, in

such a case, there may be a sufficient reason

for taking one of the number, though there

be no reason for preferring one to another,

of means equally fit.

To obviate this objection Leibnitz main-

tained, that the case supposed could not

happen ; or, if it did, that none of the means
could be used, for want of a sufficient rea-

son to prefer one to the rest. Therefore he

determined, with some of the schoolmen

—

That, if an ass could be placed between two

bundles of hay, or two fields of grass equally

inviting, the poor beast would certainly

stand still and starve ; but the case, he says,

could not happen without a miracle. [335]
When it was objected to this principle,

That there could be no reason but the will

of God why the material world was placed

in one part of unlimited space rather than

another, or created at one point of un-

limited duration rather than another, or

why the planets should move from west to

east, rather than in a contrary direction ;

these objections Leibnitz obviated by main-

taining, That there is no such thing as un-

occupied space or duration ; that space is

nothing but the order of things coexisting,

and duration is nothing but the order of

things successive ; that all motion is relat-

ive, so that, if there were only one body in

the universe, it would be immovable ; that

it is inconsistent with the perfection of the

Deity, that there should be any part of

space unoccupied by body ; and, I sup-

pose, he understood the same of every part

of duration. So that, according to this sys-

tem, the world, like its Author, must be

infinite, eternal, and immovable ; or, at

least, as great in extent and duration as it

is possible for it to be.

When it was objected to the principle of

a sufficient reason, That of two particles of

matter perfectly similar, there can be no

reason but the will of God for placing this

here and that there ; this objection Leib-

nitz obviated by maintaining, that it is im-

possible that there can be two particles

of matter, or any two things, perfectly simi-

lar. And this seems to have led him to

another of his grand principles, which he
calls, The Identity of Indiscerhibles.*

When the principle of a Sufficient Rea-
son had produced so many surprising dis-

coveries in philosophy, it is no wonder that

it should determine the long disputed ques-

tion about human liberty. This it does in

* This principle I find enounced in several authors

prior to Leibnitz.—H.

[334, 33o]
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a moment. The determination of the will

is an event for which there must be a suffi-

cient reason—that is, something previous,
which was necessarily followed by that de-
termination, and could not be followed by
any other determination ; therefore it was
necessary. [336]
Thus we see, that this principle of the

necessity of a Sufficient Reason for every-
thing, is very fruitful of consequences ; and
by its fruits we may judge of it. Those
who will adopt it, must adopt all the conse-
quences that hang upon it. To fix them
all beyond dispute, no more is necessary
but to prove the truth of the principle on
which they depend.

I know of no argument offered by Leib-
nitz in proof of this principle, but the
authority of Archimedes, who, he says,
makes use of it to prove that a balance
loaded with equal weights on both ends will

continue at rest.

I grant it to be good reasoning with re-
gard to a balance, or with regard to any
machine, That, when there is no external
cause of its motion, it must remain at rest,

because the machine has no power ofmoving
itself. But to apply this reasoning to a man,
is to take for granted that the man is a
machine, which is the very point in question. *

Leibnitz and his followers would have us
to take this principle of the necessity of a
sufficient reason for every existence, for
every event, for every truth, as a first

principle, without proof, without explana-
tion ; though it be evidently a vague pro-
position, capable of various meanings, as the
word reason is. It must have different

meanings when applied to things of so dif-

ferent nature as an event and a truth : and
it may have different meanings when ap-
plied to the same thing. We cannot, there-
fore, form a distinct judgment of it in the
gross, but only by taking it to pieces, and
applying it to different things, in a precise
and distinct meaning.

It can have no connection with the dis-

pute about liberty, except when it is applied
to the determinations of the will. Let us,

therefore, suppose a voluntary action of a
man ; and that the question is put, Whether
was there a sufficient reason for this action
or not ? [337]
The natural and obvious meaning of this

question is—Was there a motive to the
action sufficient to justify it to be wise and
good, or, at least, innocent ? Surely, in
this sense, there is not a sufficient reason
for every human action, because there are
many that are foolish, unreasonable, and
unjustifiable,f

* See above, p. 610, b, note *.—H.
t Bat, in regard to the signification of motive

,

t'ibnitz snvs:— '« Non semper yequitruir judicium ul-
"» intellects practtd, dum ad rolenduu no6 de-timum i

If the meaning of the question l>e—Was
there a cause of theactl Undoubtedly
there was. Of every event there must be a
cause that had power sufficient to produce
it, and that exerted that power for the pur*
pose. In the present case, either the man
was the cause of the action, and then it

was a free action, and is justly imputed to

him* ; or it must have had another cause,
and cannot justly be imputed to the man.*
In this sense, therefore, it is granted that
there was a sufficient reason for the action ;

but the question about liberty is not in the
least affected by this concession.

If, again, the meaning of the question 1 e
—Was there something previous to the
action which made it to be necessarily pro-
duced ?—every man who believes that the
action was free, will answer to this question
in the negative.-f-

I know no other meaning that can lie

put upon the principle of a sufficient rea-
son, when applied to the determinations of

the human will, besides the three I have
mentioned. In the first, it is evidently
false ; in the second, it is true, but does
not affect the question about liberty ; in the
third, it is a mere assertion of necessity
without proof.

Before we leave this boasted principle,

we may see how it applies to events of
another kind. When we say that a philo-

sopher has assigned a sufficient reason for

such a phenomenon, what is the meaning
of this ? The meaning surely is, that he
has accounted for it from the known laws
of nature. The sufficient reason of a phse-
nomenon of nature must therefore be some
law or laws of nature, of which the pheno-
menon is a necessary consequence. But
are we sure that, in this sense, there is a
sufficient reason for every phenomenon of
nature ? I think we are not. [338]

For, not to speak of miraculous events
in which the laws of nature are suspended
or counteracted, we know not but that, in

the ordinary course of God's providence,
there may be particular acts of his adminis-
tration that do not come under any general
law of nature.

Established laws of nature are necessary
for enabling intelligent creatures to conduct
their affairs with wisdom and prudence,
and prosecute their ends by proper means

;

but still it may be fit that some particular
events should not be fixed by general laws,

L336-338]

terminamus; at ubi vo'umus, semper sequimur col.
lectionem omnium inclinationum, tarn a parte ra-
tionum, quam passiouum, profectarum ; id quod
saepenumero sine expre.sso intellectus judicio contin.
git."-(7%forf P. I. g 51. Op. I. p. Iftfi.) See also
above, p. 608, b, note *, and p. 61", b, note*.— II.

* See above, p. 608, b, note $, and p. 61 1, a, note*—H.
t If it had a cause, (and every effect is the product

of more than one cause,) then " was there something
previous to the action which made it to h? necessarily
produced." For, posita causa, ponitur <$'rchu.—H.

8t
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but be directed by particular acts of the i

Divine government, that so his reasonable !

creatures may have sufficient inducement

to supplicate his aid, his protection and
direction, and to depend upon him for the

success of their honest designs-

We see that, in human governments,

even those that are most legal, it is impos-

sible that every act of the administration

should be directed by established laws.

Some things must be left to the direction

of the executive power, and particularly

acts of clemency and bounty to petitioning

subjects. That there is nothing analogous

to this in the Divine government of the

world, no man is able to prove.

We have no authority to pray that God
would counteract or suspend the laws of

nature in our behalf. Prayer, therefore,

supposes that he may lend an ear to our

prayers, without transgressing the laws of

nature. Some have thought that the only

use of prayer and devotion is, to produce a

proper temper and disposition in ourselves,

and that it has no efficacy with the Deity.

But this is a hypothesis without proof. It

contradicts our most natural sentiments, as

well as the plain doctrine of Scripture, and
tends to damp the fervour of every act of

devotion.* [339]
It was, indeed, an article of the system

of Leibnitz, That the Deity, since'the crea-

tion of the world, never did anything, ex-

cepting in the case of miracles ; his work
being made so perfect at first as never to

need his interposition. But, in this, he
was opposed by Sir Isaac Newton, and
others of the ablest philosophers, nor was
he ever able to give any proof of this tenet.

-f-

There is no evidence, therefore, that there

is a sufficient reason for every natural

event ; if, by a sufficient reason, we under-
stand some fixed law or laws of nature, of

which that event is a necessary conse-

quence.

But what, shall we say, is a sufficient

reason for a truth ? For our belief of a
truth, I think, the sufficient reason is our
having good evidence; but what may be
meant by a sufficient reason for its being a
truth I am not able to guess, unless the

sufficient reason of a contingent truth be,

* But, in relation to the last five paragraphs, and
the t wo following, it may be observed, t h at, of a h yper-
physical as well as of a physical event, we must, by a
necessary mental law, always suppose a sufficient
reason why it is, and is as it is,- and Reid has no
ground on which to restrict the Leibnitzian applica-
tion of that principle to the sphere of the ordinary
laws of nature.—H.

t This opinion of Leibnitz stands, however, al^o.

jrether apart from his doctrine of the Sufficient Rea-
son. That doctrine is equally applicable in the theory
of Malebranche, who viewed the Deity as the proxi-
mate efficient cause of every effect in nature, and
to the theory of Leibnitz himself, who held that the
Deity operated in the universe once, and once for all.—H.

That it is true ; and, of a necessary truth,

That it must be true. This makes a man
little wiser.

From what has been said, I think it ap-

pears, that this principle of the necessity

of a sufficient reason for everything is very
indefinite in its signification. If it mean,
that of every event there must be a cause
that had sufficient power to produce it, this

is true, and has always been admitted as a
first principle in philosophy, and in common
life.* If it mean that every event must
be necessarily consequent upon something
(called a sufficient reason) that went before

it ; this is a direct assertion of universal fatal-

ity, and has many strange, not to say ab-

surd, consequences.* But, in this sense, it

is neither self-evident, nor has any proof of

it been offered. And, in general, in every

sense in which it has evidence, it gives no
new information ; and, in every sense in

which it would give new information, it

wants evidence. [340]
Another argument that has been used to

prove liberty of action to be impossible is,

That it implies " an effect without a cause.''''

To this it may be briefly answered,
That a free action is an effect produced by
a being who had power and will to produce
it ; therefore it is not an effect without a
cause.

To suppose any other cause necessary to

the production of an effect than a being
who had the power and the will to produce
it, is a contradiction ; for it is to suppose
that being to have power to produce the
effect, and riot to have power to produce it.

But, as great stress is laid upon this

argument by a late zealous advocate for

necessity,
-f we shall consider the light in

which he puts it

He introduces this argument with an ob-

servation to which I entirely agree. It is,

That, to establish this doctrine of neces-

sity, nothing is necessary but that, through-
out all nature, the same consequences
should invariably result from the same cir-

cumstances.

I know nothing more that can be desired

to establish universal fatality throughout the
universe. When it is proved that, through
all nature, the same consequences invari-

ably result from the same circumstances, the
doctrine of liberty must be given up.

[341]
To prevent all ambiguity, I grant that, in

reasoning, the same consequences, through-
out all nature, will invariably follow from
the same premises ; because good reasoning
must be good reasoning in all times and
places. But this has nothing to do with
the doctrine of necessity. The thing to be

* These two positions are, in reality, one and the
same. Sufficient Reason — Stan of Causes.— H.

f Priestley.—H.

[339-341]
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proved, therefore, in order to establish that

doctrine, is, That, through all nature, the

flame events invariably result from the same
circumstances.

Of this capital point, the proof offered by
that author is, That an event not preceded by
any circumstances that determined it to be

what it was, would be an effect withouta cause.

Why so ? " For," says he, c* a cause can-

not be defined to be anything but such pre-

vious circumstances as arc constantly fol-

lowed by a certain effect ; the constancy of

the result making us conclude that there

must be a sufficient reason, in the nature of

things, why it should be produced in those

circumstances."*

—

[Doctrine of Philosophi-

cal Necessity, p. 11.]

I acknowledge that, if this be the only

definition that can be given of a Cause, it

will follow that an event not preceded by
circumstances that determined it to be what
it was, would be (not an effect without a

cause, which is a contradiction in terms,

but) an event without a cause, which I hold

to be impossible. The matter, therefore, is

brought to this issue, Whether this be the

only definition that can be given of a cause ?

With regard to this point, we may ob-

serve, first, That this definition of a cause,

bating the phraseology of putting a cause

under the category of circumstances, which
I take to be new, is the same, in other

words, with that which Mr Hume gave, of

which he ought to be acknowledged the in-

ventor ; for I know of no author before Mr
Hume, who maintained that we have no
other notion of a cause but that it is some-
thing prior to the effect, which has been
found by experience to be constantly fol-

lowed by the effect. This is a main pillar

of his system ; and he has drawn very im-

portant consequences from this definition,

which I am far from thinking this author

will adopt. [342]
Without repeating what I have before

said of causes in the first of these Essays,

and in the second and third chapters of

this, I shall here mention some of the con-

sequences that may be justly deduced from
this definition of a cause, that we may
judge of it by its fruits.

First, It follows from this definition of a
cause, that night is the cause of day, and
day the cause of night. For no two things

have more constantly followed each other

since the beginning of the world.

Secondly, It follows from this definition

of a cause, that, for what we know, any-
thing may be the cause of anything, since

nothing is essential to a cause but its being
constantly followed by the effect. If this

be so, what is unintelligent may be the

cause of what is intelligent ; folly may be

* See atxjve, |>. f.OV, b, note *.— II.

[342-344]

the cause of wisdom, and evil of good ; all

reasoning fromthe nature of the effect—to
the nature of the cause, and all reasoning
from final causes, must be given up as fal-

lacious.

Thirdly, From this definition of a cause,

it follows that we have no reason to con-

clude that every event must have a cause ;

for innumerable events happen, when it

cannot be shewn that there were certain

previous circumstances that have constantly

been followed by such an event. And,
though it were certain that every event
we have ha. 1 access to observe had a cause,

it would not follow that every event must
have a cause ; for itris contrary to the rules

of logic to conclude, that, because a thing
has always been, therefore it must be—to

reason from what is contingent to what is

necessary. [343]
Fourthly, From this definition of a cause,

it would follow that we have no reason to

conclude that there was any cause of the
creation of this world ; for there were no
previous circumstances that had been con-
stantly followed by such an effect. And,
for the same reason, it would follow from
the definition, that whatever was singular
in its nature, or the first thing of its kind,

could have no cause.

Several of these consequences were fondly
embraced by Mr Hume, as necessarily fol-

lowing from his definition of a cause, and
as favourable to his system of absolute scep-
ticism. Those who adopt the definition of

a cause, from which they follow, may choose
whether they will adopt its consequences,
or shew that they do not follow from the
definition.

A second observation with regard to this

argument is, That a definition of a cause
may be given, which is not burdened with
such untoward consequences.
Why may not an Efficient Cause be de-

fined to be a *being that hadpower arid will

to produce the effect ? The production of

an effect requires active power, and active

power, being a quality, must be in a being
endowed with that power. Power without
will produces no effect ; but, where these
are conjoined, the effect must be produced.

This, I think, is the proper meaning of

the word cause, when it is used in meta-
physics ; and particularly when we affirm,

that everything that begins to exist must
have a cause ; and when, by reasoning, we
prove that there must be an eternal First
Cause of all things.

Was the world produced by previous
circumstances which are constantly followed
by such an effect ? or, Was it produced
by a Being that had power to produce it,

and willed its production ? [344]
In natural philosophy, the word cause is

often used in a very different sense. When
2 s 2
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an event is produced according to a known
law of nature, the law of nature is called

the cause of that event. But a law of na-

ture is not the efficient cause of any event.

It is only the rule, according to which the

efficient cause acts. A law is a thing con-

ceived in the mind of a rational being, not

a thing that has a real existence ; and, there-

fore, like a motive, it can neither act nor be

acted upon, and consequently cannot be

an efficient cause. If there be no being

that acts according to the law, it produces

no effect.

This author takes it for granted, that

every voluntary action of man was deter-

mined to be what it was by the laws of na-

ture, in the same sense as mechanical mo-
tions are determined by the laws of motion ;

and that every choice, not thus determined,
" is just as impossible as that a mechanical
motion should depend upon no certain law
or rule, or that any other effect should ex-

ist without a cause."

It ought here to be observed, that there

are two kinds of laws, both very properly

called laws of nature, which ought not to be
confounded. There are moral laws of na-
ture, and physical laws of nature.* The
first are the rules which God has prescribed

to his rational creatures for their conduct.

They respect voluntary and free actions

only ; for no other actions can be subject

to moral rules. These laws of nature
ought to be always obeyed, but they are of-

ten transgressed by men. There is, there-

fore, no impossibility in the violation of the
moral laws of nature, nor is such a violation

an effect without a cause. The transgres-

sor is the cause, and is justly unaccountable
for it. [345]
The physical laws ofnature are the rules

according to which the Deity commonly acts

in his natural government of the world;
and whatever is done according to them, is

not done by man, but by God, either im-
mediately or by instruments under his di-

rection. These laws of nature neither re-

strain the power of the Author of nature,
nor bring him under any obligation to do no-
thing beyond their sphere. He has some-
times acted contrary to them, in the case of
miracles, and, perhaps, often acts without
regard to them, in the ordinary course
of his providence. Neither miraculous
events, which are contrary to the phy-

* On the ambiguous extent in which the term
Nature is employed, see above, p. 216, note }. Ety-
mologically considered, " physical laws of nature"
is tautological—physical being equivalent to natural
It would, perhaps, have been better to have distin-
guished the one class of laws simply as moral laws, or
laws of Intelligence, the other as physical laws, or
laws ofNature. Nature would thus be restricted to
the material universe, as is done by the German phi-
losophers. But it must be admitted that there is no
imperative reason why Nature should not be used to
comprehend both mind and matter, as was done by
the <ireek philosophers.—H.

sical laws of nature, nor such ordinary
acts of the Divine administration as are
without their sphere, are impossible, nor
are they effects without a cause. God is the
cause of them, and to him only they are to
be imputed.
That the moral laws of nature are often

transgressed by man, is undeniable. If the
physical laws of nature make his obedience
to the moral laws to be impossible, then he
is, in the literal sense, born under one law,
bound unto another, which contradicts every
notion of a righteous government of the
world.

But though this supposition were attended
with no such shocking consequence, it is

merely a supposition ; and, until it be proved,
that every choice or voluntary action ofman
is determined by the physical laws of nature,
this argument for necessity is only the tak-
ing for granted the point to be proved.
Of the same kind is the argument for the

impossibility of liberty, taken from a balance,
which cannot move but as it is moved by
the weights put into it. This argument,
though urged by almost every writer in de-
fence of necessity, is so pitiful, and has been
so often answered, that it scarce deserves
to be mentioned.
Every argument in a dispute, which is

not grounded on principles granted by both
parties, is that kind of sophism which lo-

gicians call petitio principii ,• and such, in
my apprehension, are all the arguments
offered to prove that liberty of action is im-
possible. [346]

It may farther be observed, that every
argument of this class, if it were really con-
clusive, must extend to the Deity, as well

as to all created beings ; and necessary ex-
istence, which has always been considered
as the prerogative of the Supreme Being,
must belong equally to every creature and
to every event, even the most trifling.

This I take to be the system of Spinosa,
and of those among the ancients who carried
fatality to the highest pitch.

I before referred the reader to Dr Clarke's
argument, which professes to demonstrate
that the First Cause is a free agent. Until
that argument shall be shewn to be fallaci-

ous, a thing which I have not seen at-

tempted, such weak arguments as have
been brought to prove the contrary, ought
to have little weight.*

* A6 I have before observed, the advocates of
Liberty and of Necessity are severally successful in
proving the doctrine of their antagonists to be, under
the law of cause and effect, fundamentally incompre-
hensible, if not self-repugnant ; but it remains to be
shewn, on the very conditions of human thought,
wny these counter schemes are, and must be, un.
thinkable.— H.

[345, 340]
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CHAPTER X.

THE SAME SUBJECT.

[B. ] With regard to the second class of

arguments for necessity, which are intended
to prove that liberty of action would be

hurtful to man, I have only to observe, that

it is a fact too evident to be denied, whether
we adopt the system of Liberty or that of

Necessity, that men actually receive hurt
from their own voluntary actions, and from
the voluntary actions of other men ; nor
can it be pretended, that this fact is incon-
sistent with the doctrine of liberty, or that
it is more unaccountable upon this system
than upon that of necessity. [347]

In order, therefore, to draw any solid

argument against liberty, from its hurtful-

ness, it ought to be proved—That, if man
were a free agent, he would do more hurt to

himself, or to others, than he actually does.

To this purpose, it has been said, That
liberty would make men's actions caprici-

ous ; that it would destroy the influence of

motives ; that it would take away the effect

of rewards and punishments ; and that it

would make man absolutely ungovernable.
[C] These arguments have been al-

ready considered in the fourth and fifth

chapters of this Essay ; and, therefore, I
shall now proceed to the third class of ar-

guments for necessity, which are intended
to prove, that, in fact, men are not free
agents.

The most formidable argument of this

class, and, I think, the only one that has
not been considered in some of the preced-
ing chapters, is taken from the prescience

of the Deity.

God foresees every determination of the

human mind. It must, therefore, be what he
foresees it shall be ; a?id, therefore, must be
necessary.

This argument may be understood three

different ways, each of which we shall con-
sider, that we may see all its force.

The necessity of the event may be thought
to be a just consequence, either barely from
its being certainly future—or barely from
its being foreseen—or from the impossibility

of its being foreseen if it was not neces-
sary.

Ft7-st, It may be thought, that, as no.
thing- can be known to be future which is

not certainly future ; so. if it be certainly

future, it must be necessary. [348]
This opinion has no less authority in its

favour than that of Aristotle, who indeed
held the doctrine of liberty, but believing,
at the same time, that whatever is certainly
future must be necessary, in order to defend
the liberty of human actions, maintained,
Thai contingent events hare no certain

[317-348]

futurity ;* but I know of no modern advo-
cate for liberty who has put the defence of

it upon that issue.

It must.be granted, that, as whatever was,
certainly was, and whatever is, certainly is,

so whatever shall be, certainly shall be.

These are identical propositions, and can-
not be doubted by those who conceive them
distinctly.

But I know no rule of reasoning by which
it can he inferred, that, liecause an event
certainly shall be, therefore its production
must he necessary. The manner of its pro-

duction, whether free or necessary, cannot
be concluded from the time of its produc-
tion, whether it be past, present, or future.

That it shall be, no more implies that it

shall be necessarily than that it shall be
freely produced ; for neither present, past,

nor future, have any more connection with
necessity than they have with freedom.

I grant, therefore, that, from events be-
ing foreseen, it may be justly concluded,
that they are certainly future ; but from
their being certainly future, it does not fol-

low that they are necessary.
Secondly, If it be meant by this argu-

ment, thut an event .must be necessary,
merely because it is foreseen, neither is this

a just consequence ; for it has often been
observed, That prescience and knowledge of

every kind, being an immanent act, has no
effect upon the thing known. Its mode of

existence, whether it be free or necessary,
is not in the least affected by its being
known to 1 e future, any more than by its

being known to be past or present. The
Deity foresees his own future free actions,
but neither his foresight nor his purpose
makes them necessary. The argument,
therefore, taken in this view, as well as in
the former, is inconclusive. [349]
A third way in which this argument may

be understood, is this

—

It is impossible that
an event which is not necessary should be

foreseen ; therefore every event thut is cer-

tainly foreseen must be necessary. Hera
the conclusion certainly follows from the
antecedent proposition, and therefore the
whole stress of the argument lies upon the
proof of that proposition.

Let us consider, therefore, whether it can
be proved—That no free action can be cer-
tainly foreseen. If this can be proved, it

will follow, either that all actions are ne-
cessary, or that all actions cannot be foreseen.

* See De Interpretatione, c. ix. ; and there the
commentary of Ammonius. By contingent is meant
what *nay or may not happen. On this definition,
Aristotle, therefore, justly agued, that, of any pro.
position concerning future contingents, we can only
say indefinitely that it may or may not be true ; nor
is it possible for the human mind to conceive how,
without contradiction, a future event can be at wee
viewed as certain, (that is, whic cannot, hv not hap-
pening, possibly falsify .the affirmation that it will
happen,') and contingent, (that is, which may or maj
not happen.) See Note U.- H.
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With regard to the general proposition

—

That it is impossible that anyfree action can

be certainly foreseen, I observe

—

First, That every man who believes the

Deity to be a free agent, must believe that

this proposition not only is incapable of

proof, but that it is certainly false. For

the man himself foresees, that 'the Judge

of all the earth will always do what is

right, and that he will fulfil whatever he

lias promised ; and, at the same time, be-

lieves, that, in doing what is right, and in

fulfilling his promises, the Deity acts with

the most perfect fredom.

Secondly, I observe, that every man who
believes that it is an absurdity or contradic-

tion that any free action should be certainly

foreseen, must believe, if he will be con-

sistent, either that the Deity is not a free

agent, or that he does not foresee his own
actions ;.. nor can we foresee that he will do

what is right, and will fulfil his promises.

[350]
Thirdly, Without considering the conse-

quences which this general proposition car-

ries in its bosom, which give it a very bad

aspect, let us attend to the arguments offered

to prove it.

Dr Priestley has laboured more in the

proof of this proposition than any other

author I am acquainted with, and main-
tains it to be, not only a difficulty and a

mystery, as it has been called, that a con-

tingent event should be the object of know-
ledge, but that, in reality, there cannot be

a greater absurdity or contradiction. Let

us hear the proof of this.

" For," says he, " as certainly as nothing

can be known to exist but what does exist

;

so certainly can nothing be known to arise

from what. does exist, but what does arise

from it or depend upon it. But, according

to the definition of the terms, a contingent

event does not depend upon any previous

known circumstances, since some other event

might have arisen in the same circum-

stances."

—

\ Doctrine of Philosophical' Ne-
cessity.]

This argument, when stripped of inci-

dental and explanatory clauses, and affected

variations of expression, amounts to this :

Nothing can be known to arise from what
does exist, but what does arise from it.

But a contingent event does not arise

from what does exist. The conclusion,

which is left to be drawn by the reader,

must, according to the rules of reason-

ing, be—Therefore, a contingent event
cannot be known to arise from what does
exist.

It is here very obvious, that a thing may
arise from what does exist, two ways, freely

or necessarily. A contingent event arises

from its cause, not necessarily but freely,

&ud so, that another event might have arisen

from the same cause, in the same circum-

stances. [351]
The second proposition of the argument

is, that a contingent event does not depend

upon any previous known circumstances,

which I take to be only a variation of the

term of not arising from what does exist.

Therefore, in order to make the two pro-

positions to correspond, we must under-

stand, by arising from what does exist, aris-

ing necessarily from what does exist. When
this ambiguity is removed, the argument
stands thus : Nothing can be known to

arise necessarily from what does exist, but

what does necessarily arise from it : but a

contingent event does not arise necessarily

from what does exist ; therefore, a contin-

gent event cannot be known to arise neces-

sarily from what does exist.

I grant the whole ; but the conclusion of

this argument is not what he undertook to

prove, and therefore the argument is that

kind of sophism which logicians call igno-

rantia elenehi.

The thing to be proved is not, that a

contingent event cannot be known to arise

necessarily from what exists ; but that a

contingent future event cannot be the object

of knowledge.

To draw the argument to this conclusion,

it must be put thus :—Nothing can beknown
to arise from what does exist, but what

arises necessarily from it : but a contingent

event does not arise necessarily from what
does exist ; therefore, a contingent event

cannot be known to arise from what does

exist.

The conclusion here is what it ought to

be ; but the first proposition assumes the

thing to be proved, and therefore the argu-

ment is what logicians call petilio principii.

To the same purpose he says, " That
nothing can be known at present, except

itself or its necessary cause exist at pre-

sent."

This is affirmed, but I find no proof of it.

[352]
Again, he says, "That knowledge sup-

poses an object which, in this case, does

not exist." It is true that knowledge sup-

poses an object ; and everything that is

known is an object of knowledge, whether

past, present, or future, whether contingent

or necessary.

Upon the whole, the arguments I can

find upon this point bear no proportion to

the confidence of the assertion, that there

cannot be a greater absurdity or contradic-

tion, than that a contingent event should

be the object of knowledge-

To those who, without pretending to

shew a manifest absurdity or contradiction

in the knowledge of future contingent events,

are still of opinion that it is impossible that

the future free actions of man, a being oi

[350-35^
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imperfect wisdom and virtue, should be

certainly foreknown, I would humbly offer

the following considerations.

1. I grant that there is no knowledge of

this kind in man ; and this is the cause that

we find it so difficult to conceive it in any
other being.

All our knowledge of future events is

drawn either from their necessary connec-

tion with the present course of nature, or

from their connection with the character of

the agent that produces them. Our know-
ledge, even of those future events that ne-

cessarily result from the established laws of

nature, is hypothetical. It supposes the

continuance of those laws with which they

are connected. And how long those laws

may be continued, we have no certain

knowledge. God only knows when the

present course of nature shall be changed,

and therefore he only has certain know-
ledge even of events of this kind. [353]

The character of perfect wisdom and
perfect rectitude in the Deity, gives us

certain knowledge that he will always be
true in all his declarations, faithful in all his

promises, and just in all his dispensations.

But when we reason from the character of

men to their future actions, though, in many
cases, we have such probability as we rest

upon in our most important worldly con-

cerns, yet we have no certainty, because
men are imperfect in wisdom and in virtue.

If we had even the most perfect knowledge
of the character and situation of a man,
this would not be sufficient to give certainty

to our knowledge of his future actions

;

because, in some actions, both good and
bad men deviate from their general charac-

ter.

The prescience of the Deity, therefore,

must be different not only in degree, but

in kind, from any knowledge we can attain

of futurity.

2. Though we can have no conception

how the future free actions of men may be
known by the Deity, this is not a sufficient

reason to conclude that they cannot be
known. Do we know, or can we conceive,

how God knows the secrets of men's hearts ?

Can we conceive how God made this world
without any pre-exisent matter ? All the

ancient philosophers believed this to be im-
possible : and for what reason but this, that

they could not conceive how it could be
done ? Can we give any better reason for

believing that the actions of men cannot be
certainly foreseen ?

3. Can we conceive how we ourselves

have certain knowledge by those faculties

with which God has endowed us ? If any
man thinks that he understands distinctly

how he is conscious of his own thoughts ;

how he perceives external objects by his

senses; how he remembers past events—

I

[3.53,35+]

am afraid that he is not yet so wise as to

understand his own ignorance. [354]
4. There seems to me to be a great an-

alogy between the prescience of future con-

tingents, and the memory of past contin-

gents. * We possess the last in some degree,

and therefore find no difficulty in believing

that it may be perfect in the Deity. But
the first we have in no degree, and there-

fore are apt to think it impossible.

In both, the object of knowledge is

neither what presently exists, nor has any
necessary connection with what presently

exists. Every argument brought to prove

the impossibility of prescience, proves, with

equal force, the impossibility of memory.
If it be true that nothing can be known to

arise from what does exist, but what neces-

sarily arises from it, it must be equally true

that nothing can be known to have gone

before what does exist but what must
necessarily have gone before it. If it be

true that nothing future can be known un-

less its necessary cause exist at present, it

must be equally true that nothing past can

be known unless something consequent,

with which it is necessarily connected, exist

at present. If the fatalist should say,

that past events are indeed necessarily

connected with the present, he will not

surely venture to say, that it is by tracing

this necessary connection that we remember
the past.

Why then should we think prescience

impossible in the Almighty, when he has

given us a faculty which bears a strong

analogy to it, and which is no less unac-

countable to the human understanding than

prescience is ? It is more reasonable, as

well as more agreeable to the sacred writ-

ings, to conclude, with a pious father of the

church—" Quocirca nullo modo cogimur,

aut, retenta prsescientia Dei, tollere volun-

tatis arbitrium, aut, retento voluntatis ar-

* We have no memory of past contingents. A past

contingent is a contradiction. An event is only con-
tingent as future; in becoming pa»t, it forthwith

becomes necessary—it cannot but be. "Exu *"' W*
ovos ivayxjjv, says Aristotle; and the proverb—
Factum infectum reddere, ne Beus quidem potest,

has been said and sung in a thousand forms. But it

is only as past that anything is remembered ; what-
ever, therefore, is known in memory is known as

necessary.
Now, so far is it from being true, as Reid soon

after says, that N every argument to prove the im-
possibility of prescience (as the knowledge of future
contingents) pioves, with equal force, the impossi.

bility of memory," (as the knowledge of past contin-
gents,) that the possibility of a memory of events a*
conthujcnt was, I believe, never imagined by any
philosopher—nor, in reality, is it by Reid himself;
and , in fact, one of the most insoluble objections to the
possibility of a free agency, arises (on the admission
that all future events are foreseen by God) from the
analogy of prescience to memory ; it being impossible
foi the human mind to reconcile the supposition that

an event may or may not occur, and the supposition

that one of these alternatives has been foreseen ascer.
tain. On this I may say something in Note U.—H.
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bitrio, Deum (quod nefas est) negare prse-

soium futurorum ; sed utrumque amplecti-

mur, utrumque fideliter et veraciter con-

fitemur : Illud, ut bene credamus ; hoc, ut

benevivamus." [Augustinus, DeCtvitate

Dei, L. v. c. 10.]

CHAPTER XI.

OF THE PERMISSION OF EVIL.

Another use has been made of Divine

prescience by the advocates for necessity,

which it is proper to consider before we
leave this subject-

It has been said—" That all those conse-

quences follow from the Divine prescience

which are thought most alarming in the

scheme of necessity ; and particularly God's

being the proper cause of moral evil. For,

to suppose God to foresee and permit what

it was in his power to have prevented,

is the very same thing as to suppose him
to will, and directly to cause it. He dis-

tinctly foresees all the actions of a man's
life, and all the consequences of them. If,

therefore, he did not think any particular

man and his conduct proper for his plan

of creation and providence, he certainly

would not have introduced him into being

at all."

In this reasoning we may observe, that

a supposition is made which seems to con-

tradict itself.

That all the actions of a particular man
should be distinctly foreseen, and, at the

same time, that that man should never be

brought into existence, seems to me to be

a contradiction ; and the same contradic-

tion there is, in supposing any action to be

distinctly foreseen, and yet prevented.

For, if it be foreseen, it shall happen ; and, if

it be prevented, it shall not happen, and
therefore could not be foreseen. [356]

The knowledge here supposed is neither

prescience nor science, but something very

different from both. It is a kind of know-
ledge, which some metaphysical divines, in

their controversies about the order of the

Divine decrees, a subject far beyond the

limits of human understanding, attributed

to the Deity, and of which other divines

denied the possibility, while they firmly main-
tained the Divine prescience.

It was called scientia media, to distin-

guish it from prescience ; and by this scien-

tin med>a was meant, not the knowing from
eternity all things that shall exist, which is

prescience, nor the knowing all the connec-

tions and relations of things that exist or

may be conceived, which is science, but a

knowledge of things contingent, that never

did nor shall exist. For instance, the know-
ing every action that would be done by a

man who is barely conceived, and shall

never be brought into existence.*

Against the possibility of the scientia me-

dia arguments may be urged, which can-

not be applied to prescience. Thus it may
be said, that nothing can be known but

what is true. It is true that the future ac-

tions of a free agent shall exist, and there-

fore we see no impossibility in its being

known that they shall exist. But with re-

gard to the free actions of an agent that

never did nor shall exist, there is nothing

true, and therefore nothing can be known.

To say that the being conceived, would cer-

tainly act in such a way, if placed in such a

situation, if it have any meaning, is to say,

That his acting in that way is the conse-

quence of the conception ; but this contra-

dicts the supposition of its being a free ac-

tion.

Things merely conceived have no rela-

tions or connections but such as are implied

in the conception, or are consequent from
it. Thus I conceive two circles in the same
plane. If this be all I conceive, it is not

true that these circles are equal or unequal,

because neither of these relations is implied

in the conception ; yet, if the two circles

really existed, they must be either equal or

unequal. Again, I conceive two circles in

the same plane, the distance of whose cen-

tres is equal to the sum of their semidiame-
ters. It is true of these circles, that they

will touch one another, because this follows

from the conception ; but it is not true that

they will be equal or unequal, because nei-

ther of these relations is implied in the con-

ception, nor is consequent from it. [357]

* The Scientia Media (called likewise Sc. Hypoth-
etica—Sc. defuturo conditionato,) is a scheme excogi-
tated by certain Jesuits about the end of the six-

teenth century, and first reduced to system by the
Spaniard Molina and his learned countryman Fon-
seca. It wms opposed to another theory, touching
the divine decrees, called that of redetermination,
which had a little before bee i introduced among
the Spanish I homists. The former doctrine was
generally espoused by the Franciscans and Jesuits

;

the latter by the Dominicans and Augustinians : a
keen theological controversy was the result. Mo-
Una regarded the objects of the divine knowledge as

threefold. They were— 1° things possible ,• 2° actual
events , and, 3° conditional events, that is, such as

would have existed, had a certain condition been
realiziJ. The knowledge ot possibilities he denomi-
naied the knowledge of simple intelligence, (scientia

simplicis intelligcntice ;) and the knowledge of events
which have actually happened in the universe, he
called the knowledge of vision, (scientia visionis.)

But as, besides the knowledge of the simply possibe
and the absolutely actual, there was a third know-
ledge—that, to wit, of conditional events— Molina
conceived that this afforded an intermediate know-
ledge

—

scientia media—between Vision and Simple
Intelligence. A celebrated example of the scientia

media is that of David consulting the Lord,
whether the men of Keilah would deliver him to

Saul, if Saul came down against the city. '1 he
answer was, that they would so deliver him ; upon
which David, who had intended retiring into Kei-
lah, adopted other plans.— From this it will be seen
that Reid is not altogether exact in his statement
of the Scientia Media ,• nor is his ciitici*m of it un-
exceptionable.— H.

[355-357]
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In like manner, I ean conceive a being
who has power to do an indifferent action
or not to do it. It is not true that he
would do it, nor is it true that he would not
do it, because neither is implied in my con-
ception, nor follows from it ; and what is

not true cannot be known.
Though I do not perceive any fallacy in

this argument against a scientia media, I

am sensible how apt we are to err in apply-
ing what belongs to our conceptions and
our knowledge, to the conceptions and
knowledge of the Supreme Being ; and,
therefore, without pretending to determine
for or against a scientia media, I only ob-
serve, that, to suppose that the Deity pre-
vents what he foresees by his prescience,

is a contradiction, and that to know that a
contingent event which he sees fit not to

permit would certainly happen if permitted,

is not prescience, but the scientia media,
whose existence or possibility we are under
no necessity of admitting.

Waving all dispute about scientia media,
we acknowledge that nothing can happen
under the administration of the Deity,
which he does not see fit to permit. The
permission of natural and moral evil, is a
phenomenon which cannot be disputed.

To account for this pheenomenon under the
government of a Being of infinite goodness,
justice, wisdom, and power, has, in all ages,

been considered as difficult to human reason,
whether we embrace the system of liberty

or that of necessity. But, if the difficulty

of accounting for this pheenomenon upon
the system of necessity, be as great as it

is upon the system of liberty, it can have
no weight when used as an argument against
liberty. [358]
The defenders of necessity, to reconcile

it to the principles of Theism, find them-
selves obliged to give up all the moral at-

tributes of God, excepting that of goodness,
or a desire to produce happiness. This
they hold to be the sole motive of his
making and governing the universe. Justice,
veracity, faithfulness, are only modifica-
tions of goodness, the means of promoting
its purposes, and are exercised only so far

as they serve that end- Virtue is accept-
able to him and vice displeasing, only as
the first tends to produce happiness and the
last misery. He is the proper cause and
agent of all moral evil as well as good ; but
it is for a good end, to produce the greater
happiness to his creatures. He does evil

that good may come, and this end sanctifies

the worst actions that contribute to it. All
the wickedness of men being the work of
God, he must, when he surveys it, pro-
nounce it, as well as all his other works, to
be very good.

This view of the Divine nature, the only
one consistent with the scheme of necessity,

[358-360]

appears to me much more shocking than the
permission of evil upon thescheme of liberty.

It is said, that it requires only strength oj

mind to embrace it : to me it seems to re-

quire much strength of countenance to pro-
fess it.

In this system, as in Cleanthes' Tabla-
ture of the Epicurean System, Pleasure or
Happiness ir placed upon the throne as the
queen, to whom all the virtues bear the
humble office of menial servants.— [Cic.

Fin. ii. 21.]

As the end Of the Deity, in all his actions,

is not his own good, which can receive no
addition, but the good of his creatures ; and,
as his creatures are capable of this disposi-

tion in some degree, is he not pleased with
this image of himself in his creatures, and
displeased with the contrary ? Why then
should he be the author of malice, envy,
revenge, tyranny, and oppression, in their

hearts ? Other vices that have no malevo-
lence in them may please such a Deity,

but surely malevolence cannot please him.

[359]
If we form our notions of the moral attri-

butes of the Deity from what we see of his

government of the world, from the dictates

of reason and conscience, or from the doc-
trine of revelation—justice, veracity, faith-

fulness, the love of virtue and the dislike of

vice, appear to be no less essential attri-

butes of his nature than goodness.

In man, who is made after the image of

God, goodness or benevolence is indeed an
essential part of virtue, but it is not the
whole.

I am at a loss what arguments can be
brought to prove goodness to be essential to

the Deity, which will not, with equal force,

prove other moral attributes to be so ; or
what objections can be brought against the
latter, which have not equal strength against

the former, unless it be admitted to be an
objection against other moral attributes

that they do not accord with the doctrine

of necessity.

If other moral evils may be attributed to

the Deity as the means of promoting gen-
eral good, why may not false declarations

and false promises ? And then what ground
have we left to believe the truth of what he
reveals, or to rely upon what he promises ?

Supposing this strange view of the Divine
nature were to be adopted in favour of the
doctrine of necessity, there is still a great

difficulty to be resolved. [360]
Since it is supposed that the Supreme

Being had no other end in making and
governing the universe but to produce the

greatest degree of happiness to his crea-

tures in general, how comes it to pass that

there is so much misery in a system made
and governed by infinite wisdom and power
for a contrary purpose ?
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The solution of this difficulty leads us

necessarily to another hypothesis—That all

the misery and vice that is in the world is

a necessary ingredient in that system which
produces the greatest sum of happiness upon
the whole. This connection betwixt the

greatest sum of happiness and all the misery
that is in the universe must be fatal and
necessary in the nature of things, so that

even Almighty power cannot break it ; for

benevolence can never lead to inflict misery
without necessity.

This necessary connection between the
greatest sum of happiness upon the whole,

and all the natural and moral evil that is,

or has been, or shall be, being once esta-

blished, it is impossible for mortal eyes to

discern how far this evil may extend, or on
whom it may happen to fall ; whether this

fatal connection may be temporary or eter-

nal, or what proportion of the happiness may
be balanced by it.

A world made by perfect wisdom and Al-
mighty power, for no other end but to make
it happy, presents the most pleasing pro-

spect that can be imagined. We expect
nothing but uninterrupted happiness to pre-

vail for ever. But, alas ! when we con-
sider that, in this happiest system, there
must be necessarily all the misery and vice

we see, and how much more we know not,

how is the prospect darkened !

These two hypotheses, the one limiting

the moral character of the Deity, the other
limiting his power, seem to me to be the
necessary consequences of necessity, when
it is joined with Theism ; and they have,
accordingly, been adopted by the ablest

defenders of that doctrine. [361]
If some defenders of liberty, by limiting

too rashly the Divine prescience, in order
to defend that system, have raised high in-

dignation in their opponents; have they
not equal ground of indignation against
those who, to defend necessity, limit the
moral perfection of the Deity, and his

Almighty power ?

Let us consider, on the other hand, what
consequences may be fairly drawn from
God's permitting the abuse of liberty in

agents on whom he has bestowed it.

It it be asked, Why does God permit so
much sin in his creation ? I confess, I can-
not answer the question, but must lay my
hand upon my mouth. He giveth no ac-
count of his conduct to the children of

men. It is our part to obey his com-
mands, and not to say unto him, Why dost
thou thus ?

Hypotheses might be framed ; but, while
we have ground to be satisfied that he does
nothing but what is right, it is more be-
coming us to acknowledge that the ends and
reasons of his universal government are
beyond our knowledge, and, perhaps, be-

yond the comprehension of human under-

standing. We cannot penetrate so far into

the counsel of the Almighty as to know all

the reasons why it became him, ofwhom are

all things, and to whom are all things, to

create, not only machines, which are solely

moved by his hand, but servants and child-

ren, who, by obeying his commands, and
imitating his moral perfections, might rise

to a high degree of glory and happiness in

his favour ; or, by perverse disobedience,

might incur guilt and just punishment. In
this he appears to us awful in his justice, as

well as amiable in his goodness.

But, as he disdains not to appeal to men
for the equity of his proceedings towards

them when his character is impeached, we
may, with humble reverence, plead for God,
and vindicate that moral excellence which
is the glory of his nature, and of which the

image is the glory and the perfection of

man. [362]
Let us observe, first of all, that to permit

hath two meanings. It signifies not to for-

bid ; and it signifies not to hinder by supe-

rior power. In the first of these senses,

God never permits sin. His law forbids

every moral evil. By his laws and by his

government, he gives every encouragement
to good conduct, and every discouragement
to bad. But he does not always, by his

superior power, hinder it from being com-
mitted. This is the ground of the accu-

sation ; and this, it is said, is the very same
thing as directly to will and to cause it.

As this is asserted without proof, and is

far from being self-evident, it might be suf-

ficient to deny it until it be proved. But,

without resting barely on the defensive, we
may observe that the only moral attributes

that can be supposed inconsistent with the

permission of sin, are either goodness or

justice.

The defenders of necessity, with whom
we have to do in this point, as they main-
tain that goodness is the only essential

moral attribute of the Deity, and the motive

of all his actions, must, if they will be con-

sistent maintain, That to will, and directly

to causae sin, much more not to hinder it, is

consistent with perfect goodness, nay, that

goodness is a sufficient motive to justify the

willing, and directly causing it.

With regard to them, therefore, it is surely

unnecessary to attempt to reconcile the

permission of sin with the goodness of God,
since an inconsistency between that attri-

bute and the causing of sin would overturn

their whole system.

If the causing of moral evil, and being

the real author of it, be consistent with per-

fect goodness, what pretence can there be
to say, that not to hinder it is inconsistent

with perfect goodness ? [363]
What is incumbent upon them, there-

[361-363]
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fore, to prove, is, That the permission of

sin is inconsistent with justice ; and, upon
this point, we are ready to join issue with

them.
But what pretence can there he to say,

that the permission of sin is perfectly con-

sistent with goodness in the Deity, but in-

consistent with justice ?

Is it not as easy to conceive that he
should permit sin though virtue be his de-

light, as that he inflicts misery when his

sole delight is to bestow happiness ? Should

it appear incredible, that the permission of

sin may tend to promote virtue, to them
who believe that the infliction of misery is

necessary to promote happiness ?

The justice, as well as the goodness of

God's moral government of mankind ap-
pears in this—that his laws are not arbi-

trary nor grievous, as it is only by the obe-

dience of them that our nature can be per-

fected and qualified for future happiness;
that he is ready to aid our weakness, to

help our infirmities, and not to suffer us to

lie tempted above what we are able to bear

;

that he is not strict to mark iniquity, or to

execute judgment speedily against an evil

work, but is long-suffering, and waits to be

gracious ; that he is ready to receive the

humble penitent to his favour ; that he is

no respecter of persons, but in every na-
tion, be that fears God and works righteous-

ness is accepted of him ; that of every man
he will require an account proportioned to

the talents he hath received ; that he de-

lights in mercy, but hath no pleasure in the

death of the wicked ; and, therefore, in

punishing, will never go beyond the de-

merit of the criminal, nor beyond what the

rules of his universal government require.

[364]
There were, in ancient ages, some who

said, the way of the Lord is not equal ; to

whom the Prophet, in the name of God,
makes this reply, which, in all ages, is

sufficient to repel this accusation. " Hear
now, O house of Israel, is not my way
equal, are not your ways unequal ? When
a righteous man turneth away from his

righteousness, and committeth iniquity, for

his iniquity which he hath done shall he
die. Again, When a wicked man turneth
away from his wickedness that he hath
committed, and doth that which is lawful

and right, he shall save his soul alive. O
house of Israel, are not my ways equal, are

not your ways unequal ? Repent, and
turn from all your transgressions, so ini-

quity shall not be your ruin. Cast away
from you all your transgressions whereby
you have transgressed, and make you a new
heart and a new spirit, for why will ye die,

O house of Israel ? For I have no pleasure
in the death of him that dieth, sulfa the
Lord God."

[364, 365]

Another argument for necessity has been
lately offered, which we sball very briefly

consider.

It has been maintained that the power of

thinking is the result of a certain modifica-

tion of matter, and that a certan configura-

tion of brain makes a soul ; and, if man be
wholly a material being, it is said that it

will not be denied that he must be a me-
chanical being ; that the doctrine of neces-

sity is a direct inference from that of ma-
terialism, and its undoubted consequence.

As this argument can have no weight with

those who do not see reason to embrace
this system of materialism ; so, even with

those who do, it seems to me to be a mere
sophism.

Philosophers have been wont to conceive

matter to be an inert passive being, and to

have certain properties inconsistent with

the power of thinking or of acting. But a
philosopher arises, - who proves, we shall

suppose, that we were quite mistaken in our
uotion of matter ; that it has not the pro-

perties we supposed, and, in fact, has no
properties but those of attraction and re-

pulsion ; but still he thinks, that, being
matter, it will not be denied that it is a

mechanical being, and that the doctrine of

necessity is a direct inference from that of

materialism. [365]
Herein, however, he deceives himself.

If matter be what we conceived it to be, it

is equally incapable of thinking and of act-

ing freely. But, if the properties from
which we drew this conclusion, have no
reality, as he thinks he has proved— if it

have the powers of attraction and repulsion,

and require only a certain configuration to

make it think rationally—it will be impos-
sible to shew any good reason why the same
configuration may not make it act rationally

and freely. If its reproach of solidity, in-

ertness, and sluggishness be wiped off; and
if it be raised in our esteem to a nearer
approach to the nature of what we call

spiritual and immaterial beings, why should

it still be nothing but a mechanical being ?

Is its solidity, inertness, and sluggishness

to be first removed to make it capable of

thinking, and then restored in order to make
it incapable of acting ?

Those, therefore, who reason justly from
this system of materialism, will easily per-

ceive that the doctrine of necessity is so

far from being a direct inference, that it

can receive no support from it.

To conclude this Essay :—Extremes ol

all kinds ought to be avoided ; yet men are

prone to run into them ; and, to shun one
extreme, we often run into the contrary.

Of all extremes of opinion, none are more
dangerous than those that exalt the powers

* Prie^lcy is intended.—

R
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of man too high, on the one hand, or sink

thera too low, on the other.* [366]

By raising them too high, we feed pride

and vainglory, we lose the sense of our

dependence upon God, and engage in at-

tempts beyond our abilities. By depressing

them too low, we cut the sinews of action

and of obligation, and are tempted to think

that, as we can do nothing, we have nothing

to do, but to be carried passively along by

the stream of necessity.

Some good men, apprehending that to

kill pride and vainglory, our active powers

cannot be too much depressed, have been

led, by zeal for religion, to deprive us of all

active power.

Other good men, by a like zeal, have been

led to depreciate the human understanding,

and to put out the light of nature and rea-

son, in order to exalt that of revelation.

Those weapons which were taken up in

support of religion, are now employed to

overturn it ; and what was, by some, ac-

counted the bulwark of orthodoxy, is be-

come the stronghold of atheism and infi-

delity.

Atheists join hands with Theologians in

depriving man of all active power, that they

may destroy all moral obligation, and all

sense of right and wrong. They join hands

with Theologians in depreciating the human
understanding, that they may lead us into

absolute scepticism.

God, in mercy to the human race, has

made us of such a frame that no specula-

tive opinion whatsoever can root out the sense

of guilt and demerit when we do wrong,

nor the peace and joy of a good conscience

when we do what is right. No speculative

opinion can root out a regard to the testi-

mony of our senses, of our memory, and of

our rational faculties. But we have reason

to be jealous of opinions which run counter

to those natural sentiments of the human
mind, and tend to shake though they never

can eradicate them. [367]
There is little reason to fear that the

conduct of men, with regard to the concerns

of the present life, will ever be much affect-

ed, either by the doctrine of necessity, or

by scepticism. It were to be wished that

men's conduct, with regard to the concerns

of another life, were in as little danger from

those opinions.

* Could Reid have had the thought of the grea*

Pascal in his view ?—" II est dangereux de trop f'aire

voir a 1'homme combien il est egal aux betes, sans lui

montrer sa grandeur. II est encore dangereux de lui

faire trop voir sa grandeur sans sa basesse. It est

encore plus dangereux de lui laisser ignorer l'un et

I'autre. Mais il est tres avantageux de lui represen-
ter l'un ct I'autre." ^Pensees, L Partie, Art. iv. § 7.)

In the present state, we see some whc
zealously maintain the doctrine of necessity,

others who as zealously maintain that of

liberty. One would be apt to think, that a

practical belief of these contrary systems

should produce very different conduct in

them that hold them ; yet we see no such

difference in the affairs of common life.

The Fatalist deliberates, and resolves,

and plights his faith. He lays down a plan

of conduct, and prosecutes it with vigour

and industry. He exhorts and commands,
and holds those to be answerable for their

conduct to whom he hath committed any
charge. He blames those that are false or

unfaithful to him, as other men do. He
perceives dignity and worth in some cha-

racters and actions, and in others demerit

and turpitude. He resents injuries, and is

grateful for good offices.

If any man should plead the doctrine of

necessity to exculpate murder, theft, or

robbery, or even wilful negligence in the

discharge of his duty, his judge, though a

Fatalist, if he had common sense, would
laugh at such a plea, and would not allow

it even to alleviate the crime.

In all such cases, he sees that it would
be absurd not to act and to judge as those

ought to do who believe themselves and
other men to be free agents, just as the

Sceptic, to avoid* absurdity, must, when he
goes into the world, act and judge like other

men who are not Sceptics. [368]
If the Fatalist be as little influenced by

the opinion of necessity in his moral and
religious concerns, and in his expectations

concerning another world, as he is 4n the

common affairs of life, his speculative opi-

nion will probably do him little hurt. But,

if he trust so far to the doctrine of neces-

sity, as to indulge sloth and inactivity in

his duty, and hope to exculpate himself to

his Maker by that doctrine, let him con-

sider whether he sustains this excuse from

his servants and dependants, when they are

negligent or unfaithful in what is committed
to their charge.

Bishop Butler, in his " Analogy," has an
excellent chapter upon the opinion of ne-

cessity considered as influencing practice,

which I think highly deserving the consi-

deration of those who are inclined to that

opinion.* [369]

* Suetonius of Tiberius observes:

—

" Circa Deos
et religiones negligentior crat, quippe addictus ma-
thematicae, pen-uasionisque plenus, omnia fato agi."

(c. W.) And, among others, Eusebius has shewn,
in general, that the opinioa of Necessity operates

practically as a powerful incentive to profligacy, in.

justice and every vice by which the private and pub-
lic welfare of mankind is subverted. {Praep. Evang.,
L. vi. c. 6.)— H.

[366-369]
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ESSAY V.

OF MORALS.

CHAPTER I.

07 THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF MORALS.

Mora**!, like all other sciences, must
have first principles, on which all moral

reasoning is grounded.

In every branch of knowledge where dis-

putes have been raised, it is useful to dis-

tinguish the first principles from the super-

structure. They are the foundation on
which the whole fabric of the science leans ;

and whatever is not supported by this

foundation can have no stability.

In all rational belief, the thing believed

is either itself a first principle, or it is by

just reasoning deduced from first principles.

When men differ about deductions of rea-

soning, the appeal must be to the rules of

reasoning, which have been very unani-

mously fixed from the days of Aristotle.

But when they differ about a first principle,

the appeal is made to another tribunal—to

that of Common Sense. [370]
How the genuine decisions of Common

Sense may be distinguished from the coun-

terfeit, has been considered in Essay Sixth,

on the Intellectual Powers of Man, chapter

fourth, to which the reader is referred.

What I would here observe is, That, as

first principles differ from deductions 01

reasoning in the nature of their evidence,

and must be tried by a different standard

when they are called in question, it is of

importance to know to which of these two

classes a truth which we would examine,

belongs. When they are not distinguished,

men are apt to demand proof for everything

they think fit to deny. And when we
attempt to prove, by direct argument, what
is really self-evident, the reasoning will

always be inconclusive; for it will either

take for granted the thing to be proved, or

something not more evident ; and so, in-

stead of giving stength to the conclusion,

will rather tempt those to doubt of it who
never did so before.

I propose, therefore, in this chapter, to

point out some of the first principles 01

morals, without pretending to a complete

enumeration.
The principles I am to mention, relate

either [A] to virtue in general, or [B] to

the different particular branches of virtue,

""370, 371]

I

or [C] to the comparison of virtues where

they seem to interfere.

[A] 1. There are some things in humitn

conduct that merit approbation and praise,

others that merit blame and punishment

;

and different degrees either of approbation

or of blame, are due to different actions,

2. What is in no degree voluntary, can

neither deserve moral approbation nor blame.

3. What is done from unavoidable neces-

sity mag be agreeable or disagreeable, useful

or hurtful, but cannot be the object either of

blame or of moral approbation.

4. Men may be highly culpable in omit-

ting what they ought to have done, as wall

as in doing u'hut they ought not. [371]
5. We ought to use the best means we

can to be well informed of our duty—by ser-

ious attention to moral instruction ; by ob-

serving what we approve, and what we dis-

approve, in other men, whether our acquaint-

ance, or those whose actions are recorded

in history ; by reflecting often, in a calm

and dispassionate hour, on our own past

conduct, that we may discern what was
wrong, what was right, and what might

have been better; by deliberating coolly

and impartially upon our future conduct,

as far as we can foresee the opportunities

we may have of doing good, or the tempta-

tions to do wrong; and by having this

principle deeply fixed in our minds, that, as

moral excellence is the true worth and
glory of a man, so the knowledge of our

duty is to every man, in every station of

life, the most important of all knowledge.

6. It ought to be our most serious con-

cern to do our duty as far as we know
it, and to fortify our minds against every

temptation to deviate from it—by main-

taining a lively sense of the beauty of right

conduct, and of its present and future reward,

of the turpitude of vice, and of its bad conse-

quences here and hereafter ; by having al-

wa\ s in our eye the noblest examples ; by

the habit of subjecting our passions to the

government of reason ; by firm purposes

and resolutions with regard to our conduct

;

by avoiding occasions of temptation when
we can; and by imploring the aid of Him
who made us, in every hour of temptation.

These principles concerning virtue and

vice in general, must appear self-evident

to every man who hath a conscience, and

who hath taken pains to exercise this na«
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tural power of his mind. I proceed to

others that are mor. particular.

[B] 1. We ought to prefer a greater

goo'ly though more distant, to a less ; and a

less evil to a greater. [372]
A regard to our own good, though we

had no conscience, dictates this principle i,

and we cannot help disapproving the man
that acts contrary to it, as deserving to lose

the good which he wantonly threw away,

and to suffer the evil which he knowingly

brought upon his own head.

We observed before, that the ancient

moralists, and many among the modern,
have deduced the whole of morals from this

principle, and that, when we make a right

estimate of goods and evils according to

their degree, their dignity, their duration,

and according as they are more or less in

our power, it leads to the practice of every
virtue. More directly, indeed, to the vir-

tues of self-government, to prudence, to

temperance, and to fortitude ; and, though
more indirectly, even to justice, humanity,
and all the social virtues, when their influ-

ence upon our happiness is well understood.

Though it be not the noblest principle of

conduct, it has this peculiar advantage, that

its force is felt by the most ignorant, and
even by the most abandoned.

Let a man's moral judgment be ever so

little improved by exercise, or ever so much
corrupted by bad habits, he cannot be in-

different to his own happiness or misery.

When he is become insensible to every no-
bler motive to right conduct, he cannot be
insensible to this. And though to act from
this motive solely may be called prudence
rather than virtue, yet this prudence de-

serves some regard upon its own account,

and much more as it is the friend and ally

of virtue, and the enemy of all vice ; and
as it gives a favourable testimony of virtue

to those who are deaf to every other recom-
mendation.

If a man can be induced to do his duty
even from a regard to his own happiness,
he will soon find reason to love virtue for

her own sake, and to act from motives less

mercenary. [373]
I cannot therefore approve of those

moralists who would banish all persuasives
to virtue taken from the consideration of

private good. In the present state of human
nature these are not useless to the best,

and they are the only means left of reclaim-
ing the abandoned.

2. As far as the intention of nature ap
pears in the constitution of man, we ought
to comply with that intention, and to act

agreeably to it.

The Author of our being hath given us
not only the power of acting within a limited
sphere, but various principles or springs of
action, of different nature and dignity, to

direct us in the exercise of our active

power,
From the constitution of every species of

the inferior animals, and especially from
the active principles which nature has given

them, we easily perceive the manner of life

for which nature intended them ; and they

uniformly act the part to which they are

led by their constitution, without any reflec-

tion upon it, or intention of obeying its dic-

tates. Man only, of the inhabitants of this

world, is made capable of observing his own
constitution, what kind of life it is made for,

and of acting according to that intention, or

contrary to it. He only is capable of yield-

ing an intentional obedience to the dictates

of his nature, or of rebelling against them.
In treating of the principles of action in

man, it has been shewn, that, as his natural

instincts and bodily appetites are well

adapted to the preservation of his natural

life, and to the continuance of the species ;

so his natural desires, affections, and pas-

sions, when uncorrupted by vicious habits,

and under the government of the leading

principles of reason and Conscience, are ex-

cellently fitted for the rational and social

life. Every vicious action shews an excess,

or defect, or wrong direction of some natural

spring of action, and therefore may, very
justly, be said to be unnatural. Every
virtuous action agrees with the uncorrupted
principles of human nature. [374 ]

The Stoics defined Virtue to be a bfe ac-

cording to nature. Some of them more ac-

curately, a life according to the nature of
man, in so far as it is superior to that oj

brutes. The life of a brute is according to

the nature of the brute ; but it is neither

virtuous nor vicious. The life of a moral
agent cannot be according to his nature,

unless it be virtuous. That conscience

which is in every man's breast, is the law
of God written in his heart, which he can
not disobey without acting unnaturally, and
being self-condemned.

The intention of nature, in the various

active principles of man—in the desires ot

power, of knowledge, and of esteem, in the

affection to children, to near relations, and
to the communities to which we belong, in

gratitude, in compassion, and even in re-

sentment and emulation—is very obvious,

and has been pointed out in treating of those

principles. Nor is it less evident, that

reason and conscience are given us to regu-

late the inferior principles, so that they maj
conspire, in a regular and consistent plan

of life, in pursuit of some worthy end.

3. No man is born for himself only.

Every man, therefore, ought to consider

himself as a member of the common society

of mankind, and of those subordinate socie-

ties to which he belongs, such as family,

friends, neighbourhood, country, and to do

[372-374]
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as much good as he can, and as little hurt
to the societies of which he is a part.

This axiom leads directly to the practice

of every social virtue, and indirectly to the
virtues of self-government, by which Dnly

we can be qualified for discharging the duty
we owe to society. [375]

4. In every case, voe ought to act that

part towards another, which we would judge
to be right in him to act toward us, if ive

were in his circumstances and he in ours ;

or, more generally— What we approve in
others, that we ought to practise in like cir-

cumstances, and what we condemn in others
we ought not to do.

If there be any such thing as right and
wrong in the conduct of moral agents, it

must be the same to all in the same circum-
stances.

We stand all in the same relation to Him
who made us, and will call us to account
for our conduct ; for with Him there is no
respect of persons. We stand in the same
relation to one another as members of the
great community of mankind. The duties
consequent upon the different ranks and
offices and relations of men are the same
to all in the same circumstances.

It is not want of judgment, but want of
candour and impartiality, that hinders men
from discerning what they owe to others.
They are quicksighted enough in discerning
what is due to themselves. When they are
injured, or ill-treated, they see it, and feel

resentment. It is the want of candour that
makes men use one measure for the duty
they owe to others, and another measure
for the duty that others owe to them in like

circumstances. That men ought to judge
with candour, as in all other cases, so espe-
cially in what concerns their moral conduct,
is surely self-evident to every intelligent

being. The man who takes offence when
he is injured in his person, in his property, in

his good name, pronouncesjudgment against
himself if he act so toward his neighbour.
As the equity and obligation of this rule

of conduct is self-evident to every man who
hath a conscience ; so it is, of all the rules
of morality, the most comprehensive, and
truly deserves the encomium given it by
the highest authority, that " it is the law
and the prophets." [376]

It comprehends every rule of justice

without exception. It comprehends all the
relative duties, arising either from the more
permanent relations of parent and child, of
master and servant, of magistrate and sub-
ject, of husband and wife, or from the more
transient relations of rich and poor, of
buyer and seller, of debtor and creditor, of
benefactor and beneficiary, of friend and
enemy. It comprehends every duty of
charity and humanity, and even of courtesy
and good manners.
T375-377]

Nay, I think, that, without any force or
straining, it extends even to the duties of

self-government. For, as every man ap-
proves in others the virtues of prudence,
temperance, self-command, and fortituae,

he must perceive that what is right in

others must be right in himself in like cir-

cumstances.

To sum up all, he who acts invariably

by this rule will never deviate from the

path of his duty, but from an error of judg-

ment. And, as he feels the obligation that

he and all men are under to use the best

means in his power to have his judgment
well-informed in matters of duty, his errors

will only be such as are invincible.

It may be observed, that this axiom sup-

poses a faculty in man by which he can
distinguish right conduct from wrong. It

supposes also, that, by this faculty, we easily

perceive the right and the wrong in other

men that are indifferent to us ; but are very

apt to be blinded by the partiality of selfish

passions when the case concerns ourselves-

Every claim we have against others is apt

to be magnified by self-love, when viewed
directly. A change of persons removes this

prejudice, and brings the claim to appear
in its just magnitude. [377]

5. To every man who believes the exist-

ence, the perfections, and the providence of
God, the veneration and submission we owe
to him is srIf-evident. Right sentiments of

the Deity and of his works, not only make
the duty we owe to him obvious to every

intelligent being, but likewise add the au-
thority of a Divine law to every rule of right

conduct.

[C] There is another class of axioms in

morals, by which, when there seems to be

an opposition between the actions that dif-

ferent virtues lead to, we determine to

which the preference is due.

Between the several virtues, as they are

dispositions of mind, or determinations of

will, to act according to a certain general

rule, there can be no opposition. They
dwell together most amicably, and give

mutual aid and ornament, without the pos-

sibility of hostility or opposition, and, taken

altogether, make one uniform and consist-

ent rule of conduct. But, between par-

ticular external actions, which different

virtues would lead to, there may be an oppo-

sition. Thus, the same man may be in

his heart, generous, grateful, and just.

These dispositions strengthen, but never

can weaken one another. Yet it may
happen, that an external action which

generosity or gratitude solicits, justice ma}
forbid.

That in all such cases, unmerited gene-

rosity should yield to gratitude, and both to

justice, is self-evident. Nor is it less so,

that unmerited beneficence to those who are
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at ease should yield to compassion to the

miserable, and external acts of piety to works

of mercy, because God loves mercy more
than sacrifice.

A.t the same time, we perceive, that those

acts of virtue which ought to yield in the

case of a competition, have most intrinsic

worth when there is no competition. Thus,

it is evident that there is more worth in

pure and unmerited benevolence than in

compassion, more in compassion than in

gratitude, and more in gratitude than in

justice. [378]
I call these first principles, because they

appear to me to have in themselves an
intuitive evidence which I cannot resist.

I find I can express them in other words.

I can illustrate them by examples and
authorities, and perhaps can deduce one of

them from another ; but I am not able to

deduce them from other principles that are

more evident. And I find the best moral

reasonings of authors I am acquainted with,

ancient and modern, Heathen and Christian,

to be grounded upon one or more of them.

The evidence of mathematical axioms is

not discerned till men come to a certain

degree of maturity of understanding. A boy
must have formed the general conception of

quantity, and of more and less and equal, of

sum and difference ; and he must have
been accustomed to judge of these relations

in matters of common life, before he can

perceive the evidence of the mathematical
axiom—that equal quantities, added to

equal quantities, make equal sums.

In like manner, our Moral Judgment or

Conscience, grows to maturity from an im-

perceptible seed, planted by our Creator.

When we are capable of contemplating the

actions of other men, or of reflecting upon
our own calmly and dispassionately, we
begin to perceive in them the qualities of

honest and dishonest, of honourable and
base, of right and wrong, and to feel the

sentiments of moral approbation and disap-

probation.

These sentiments are at first feeble,

easily warped by passions and prejudices,

and apt to yield to authority. By use and
time, the judgment, in morals, as in other

matters, gathers strength, and feels more
vigour. We begin to distinguish the dic-

tates of passion from those of cool reason,

and to perceive that it is not always safe

to rely upon the judgment of others. By
an impulse of nature, we venture to judge
for ourselves, as we venture to walk by our-

selves. [379]
There is a strong analogy between the

progress of the body from infancy to matur-
ity, and the progress of all the powers of

the mind. This progression in both is the
work of nature, and in both may be greatly

aided or hurt by proper education. It is

natural to a man to be able to walk, or run,

or leap ; but, if his limbs had been kept in

fetters from his birth, he would have none

of those powers. It is no less natural to a

man trained in society, and accustomed to

judge of his own actions and those of other

men, to perceive a right and a wrong, an
honourable and a base, in human conduct

;

and to such a man, I think, the principles

of morals I have above mentioned will ap-

pear self-evident. Yet there may be indi-

viduals of the human species so little accus-

tomed to think or judge of anything but

of gratifying their animal appetites, as to

have hardly any conception of right or

wrong in conduct, or any moral judgment

;

as there certainly are some who have not

the conceptions and the judgment necessary

to understand the axioms of geometry.

From the principles above mentioned,

the whole system of moral conduct follows

so easily, and with so little aid of reason-

ing, that every man of common understand-

ing, who wishes to know his duty, may
know it. The path of duty is a plain path,

which the upright in heart can rarely mis-

take. Such it must be, since every man is

bound to walk in it. There are some intri-

cate cases in morals which admit of disputa-

tion ; but these seldom occur in practice •,

and, when they do, the learned disputant

has no great advantage : for the unlearned

man, who uses the best means in his power

to know his duty, and acts according to his

knowledge, is inculpable in the sight of God
and man. He may err, but he is not guilty

of immorality. [380]

CHAPTER II.

OF SYSTEMS OF MORALS.

If the knowledge of our duty be so level

to the apprehension of all men as has been

represented in the last chapter, it may seem

hardly to deserve the name of a Science.

It may seem that there is no need for in

struction in morals.

From what cause then has it happened,

that we have many large and learned sys-

tems of Moral Philosophy, and systems of

Natural Jurisprudence, or the Law of Na-
ture and Nations; and that, in modern
times, public professions* have been insti-

tuted in most places of education for in-

structing youth in these branches of know-

ledge ?

This event, I think, may be accounted

for, and the utility of such systems and

professions* justified, without supposing

any difficulty or intricacy in the knowledge

of our duty.

* Professorships.— H.

[378-380]
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I am far from thinking instruction in

morals unnecessary. Men may, to the end
of life, be ignorant of Belf-evident truths.
They may, to the end of life, entertain
gross absurdities. Experience shews that
this happens often in matters tliat are indif-
ferent. Much more may it happen in mat-
ters where interest, passion, prejudice, and
fashion, are so apt to pervert the judgment.
The most chvious truths are not per-

ceived without some ripeness of judgment.
For we see that children may be made to
believe anything, though ever so absurd.
Our judgment of things is ripened, not by
time only, but chiefly by being exercised
about things of the same or of a similar
kind. [381]
Judgment, even in things self-evident, re-

quires a clear, distinct, and steady concep-
tion of the things about which we judge.
Our conceptions are at first obscure and
wavering. The habit of attending to them is

necessary to make them distinct and steady
;

and this habit requires an exertion of mind
to which many of our animal principles are
unfriendly. The love of truth calls for
it ; but its still voice is often drowned by
the louder call of some passion, or we are
hindered from listening to it by laziness and
desultoriness. Thus men often remain
through life ignorant of things which they
needed but to open their eyes to see, and
which they w, uld kave seen if their atten-
tion had been turned to them.
The most knowing derive the greatest

part of their knowledge, even in things ob-
vious, from instruction and information,
and from being taught to exercise their
natural faculties, which, without instruc-
tion, would lie dormant.

I am very apt to think, that, if a man
could be reared from infancy, without
any society of his fellow-creatures, he
would hardly ever shew any sign, either of
moral judgment, or of the power of reason-
ing. His own actions would be directed by
bis animal appetites and passions, without
cool reflection, and he would have no access
to improve, by observing the conduct of
other beings like himself.

The power of vegetation in the seed of a
plant, without heat and moisture, would for
ever lie dormant. The rational and moral
powers of man would perhaps lie dormant
without instruction and example. Yet
these powers are a part, and the noblest
part, of his constitution ; as the power of
vegetation is of the seed. [382]
Our first moral conceptions* are proba-

bly got by attending coolly to the conduct
of others and observing what moves our
approbation, what our indignation. These
sentiments* spring from our moral faculty

* Moral Conceptions and Moral Sentiment*, though
relatfd, ought not to be used coim-rtiMv.- H.

[.381-383]

as naturally as the sensations of sweet and
bitter from the faculty of taste. They have
their natural objects. But most human
actions are of a mixed nature, and have
various colours, according as they an*
viewed on different sides. Prejudice against
or in favour of the person, is apt to warp
our opinion. It requires attention and
candour to distinguish the good from the
ill, and, without favour or prejudice, to form
a clear and impartial judgment. In this
we may be greatly aided by instruction.
He must be very ignorant of human

nature, wdio does not perceive that the seed
of virtue in the mind of man, like that of a
tender plant in an unkindly soil, requires
care and culture in the first period of life,

as well as our own exertion when we come
to maturity.

If the irregularities of passion and appe-
tite be timely checked, and good habits
planted ; if we be excited by good examples,
and bad examples be shewn in their proper
colour ; if the attention be prudently di-
rected to the precepts of wisdom and virtue,
as the mind is capable of receiving them—
a man thus trained will rarely be at a loss
to distinguish good from ill in his own con-
duct, without the labour of reasoning.
The bulk of mankind have but little of

this culture in the proper season ; and what
they have is often unskilfully applied; by
which means bad habits gather strength,
and false notions of pleasure, of honour,
and of interest occupy the mind. They give
little attention to what is right and honest.
Conscience is seldom consulted, and so little

exercised that its decisions are weak and
wavering. Although, therefore, to a ripe
understanding, free from prejudice, and
accustomed to judge of the morality of
actions, most truths in morals will appear
self-evident, it does not follow that moral
instruction is unnecessary in the first part
of life, or that it may not be very profitable
in its more advanced period. [383]
The history of past ages shews that na-

tions, highly civilized and greatly enlight-
ened in many arts and sciences, may, for
ages, not oidy hold the grossest absurdities
with regard to the Deity and his worship,
but with regard to the duty we owe to our
fellow-men, particularly to children, to ser-
vants, to strangers, to enemies, and to
those who differ from us in religious opin-
ions.

Such corruptions in religion and in mor-
als had spread so wide among mankind, and
were so confirmed by custom, as to require
a light from heaven to correct them Re-
velation was not intended to supersede, but
to aid the use of our natural faculties ; and
I doubt not but the attention given to moral
truths, in such systems as we have men-
tioned, has contributed much to correct the
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errors and prejudices of former ages, and
may continue to have the same good effect

in time to come.
It needs not seem strange that systems

of morals may swell to great magnitude, if

we consider that, although the general

principles be few and simple, their applica-

tion extends to every part of human con-

duct, in every condition, every relation, and
every transaction of life. They are the

rule of life to the magistrate and to the sub-

ject, to the master and to the servant, to

the parent and to the child, to the fellow-

citizen and to the alien, to the friend and to

the enemy, to the buyer and to the seller,

to the borrower and to the lender. Every
human creature is subject to their authority

in his actions and words, and even in his

thoughts. They may, in this respect, be
compared to the laws of motion in the natu-
ral world, which, though few and simple, serve

to regulate an infinite variety of operations

throughout the universe. [384]
And as the beauty of the laws of motion

is displayed in the most striking manner,
when we trace them through all the variety

of their effects ; so the divine beauty and
sanctity of the principles of morals appear
most august when we take a comprehen-
sive view of their application to every con-

dition and relation, and to every transaction

of human society.

This is, or ought to be, the design of sys-

tems of morals. They may be made more
or less extensive, having no limits fixed by
nature, but the wide circle of human trans-

actions. When the principles are applied

to these in detail, the detail is pleasant and
profitable. It requires no profound reason-

ing, (excepting, perhaps, in a few disput-

able points.) It admits of the most agree-

able illustration from examples and autho-
rities ; it serves to exercise, and thereby to

strengthen, moral judgment. And one who
has given much attention to the duty of

man, in all the various relations and cir-

cumstances of life, will probably be more
enlightened in his own duty, and more able

to enlighten others.

The first writers in morals, we are ac-

quainted with, delivered their moral instruc-

tions, not in systems, but in short uncon-
nected sentences, or aphorisms. They saw
no need for deductions of reasoning, because
the truths they delivered could not but be
admitted by the candid and attentive.

Subsequent writers, to improve the way
of treating this subject, gave method and
arrangement to moral truths, by reducing
them under certain divisions and subdivi-

sions, as parts of one whole. By these

means the whole is more easily compre-
hended and remembered, and from this

arrangement gets the name of a system
and of a science. [385]

A system of morals is not like a system
of geometry, where the subsequent parts

derive their evidence from the preceding,

and one chain of reasoning is carried on
from the beginning ; so that, if the arrange-

ment is changed, the chain is broken, and
the evidence is lost. It resembles more a
system of botany, or mineralogy, where the

subsequent parts depend not for their evi-

dence upon the preceding, and the arrange-

ment is made to facilitate apprehension
and memory, and not to give evidence.

Morals have been methodised in differ-

ent ways. The ancients commonly ar-

ranged them under the four cardinal vir-

tues of Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude,

and Justice;* Christian writers, I think

more properly, under the three heads of

the Duty we owe to God—to Ourselves

—

and to our Neighbour. One division may
be more comprehensive, or more natural,

than another ; but the truths arranged are

the same, and their evidence the same in

all.

I shall only farther observe, with regard

to systems of morals, that they have been
made more voluminous and more intricate,

partly by mixing political questions with

morals, which I think improper, because
they belong to a different science, and are

grounded on different principles ; partly by
making what is commonly, but I think im-
properly, called the Theory of Morals, a
part of the system.

By the Theory of Morals is meant a just
account of the structure of our moral
powers—that is, of those powers of the
mind by which we have our moral concep-
tions, and distinguish right from wrong in

human actions. This, indeed, is an intri-

cate subject, and there have been various

theories and much controversy about it in

ancient and in modern times. But it has
little connection with the knowledge of our
duty ; and those who differ most in the
theory of our moral powers, agree in the

practical rules of morals which they dictate.

As a man may be a good judge of colours,

and of the other visible qualities of objects,

without any knowledge of the anatomy of

the eye, and of the theory of vision ; so a
man may have a very clear and compre-
hensive knowledge of what is right and
what is wrong in human conduct, who never
studied the structure of our moral powers.

[386]

* This particular distribution was introduced by
the Stoics, and adopted from them by Cicero. But
a doctrine of four fundamental virtues is to be traced

to Plato, and even to Socrates. J hese, according

to the latter, are—Piety (tMCfim) Self-restraint

{iyx^a-ruot), Fortitude («vdg/a), and Justice (h
xctioo-vvri) ; according to the former—Wisdom ( <ro<pict),

Temperance {(ra><f^oirvy*i), Fortitude («*Sg/«), and

Justice ( lixoiioffCvn. ) Aristotle did not countenance
such a reduction.— H,

[384-356]
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A good ear in music may be much im-

proved by attention and practice in that

art ; but very little by studying the ana-
tomy of the ear, and the theory of sound.

In order to acquire a good eye or a good
ear in the arts that require them, the theory
of vision and the theory of sound are by no
means necessary, and indeed of very little

use. Of as little necessity or use is what
we call the theory of morals, in order to

improve our moral judgment.
I mean not to depreciate this branch of

knowledge. It is a very important part of

the philosophy of the human mind, and
ought to be considered as such, but not as

any part of morals. By the name we give

to it, and by the custom of making it a
part of every system of morals, men may
lie led into this gross mistake, which I wish
to obviate, That, in order to understand his

duty, a man must needs be a philosopher
and a metaphysician. [387]

CHAPTER III.

OP SYSTEMS OF NATURAL JURISPRUDENCE.

Systems of Natural Jurisprudence, of the
Rights of Peace and War, or of the Law of

Nature and Nations, are a modern inven-
tion, which soon acquired such reputation
as gave occasion to many public establish-

ments.for teaching it along with the other
sciences. It has so close a relation to

morals, that it may answer the purpose ofa
system of morals, and is commonly put in

the place of it, as far, at least, as concerns
our duty to our fellow-men. They differ in

the name and form, but agree in substance.
This will appear from a slight attention to

the nature of both.

The direct intention of Morals is to teach
the duty of men : that of Natural Jurispru-
dence to teach the rights of men. Right
and Duty are things very different, and
have even a kind of opposition ; yet they are
so related that the one cannot even be
conceived without the other ; and he that
understands the one must understand the
other.

They have the same relation which credit

has to debt As all credit supposes an
equivalent debt, so all right supposes a cor-
responding duty. There can be no credit

in one party without an equivalent debt in

.'mother party ; and there can be no right
in one party, without a corresponding duty
in another party. The sum of credit shews
the sum of debt ; and the sum of men's
rights shews, in like manner, the sum of
their duty to one another. [388]
The Word Right has a very different

meaning, according as it is applied to actions
or to persons. A right action is an action

[387-380]

agreeable to our duty. But, when we speak
of the rights oj men, the word has a very
different and a more artificial meaning. It

is a term of art in law, and signifies all that
a man may lawfully do, all that he may
lawfully possess and use, and all that he
he may lawfully claim of any other person.

This comprehensive meaning of the word
right, and of the Latin word jus, which cor-

responds to it, though long adopted into

common language, is too artificial to be the
birth of common language. It is a term of

art, contrived by Civilians when the Civil

Law became a profession.

The whole end and object of Law is to

protect the subjects in all that they may
lawfully do, or possess, or demand. This
threefold object of law, Civilians have com-
prehended under the word jus or right,

which they define, " Facultas aliquid agendi,

vel possidendi, vel ah alio consequendi :"

" A lawful claim to do anything, to possess
anything, or to demand some prestation

from some other person. " The first of these
may be called the right of liberty ; the second
that of property, which is also called a real
right ; the third is called personal right, be-
cause it respects some particular person or
persons of whom the prestation may be de-
manded.
We can be at no loss to perceive the

Duties corresponding to the several kinds of

Rights. What I have a right to do, it is

the duty of all men not to hinder me from
doing. What is my property or real right,

no man ought to take from me ; or to molest
me in the use and enjoyment of it. And
what I have a right to demand of any n an,
it is his duty to perform. Between the right,

on the one hand, and the duty, on the other,

there is not only a necessary connection,
but, in reality, they are only different ex-
pressions of the same meaning ; just as it is

the same thing to say, I am your debtor,

and to say, You are my creditor ; or as it is

the same thing to say, I am your father, and
to say, You are my son. [389]
Thus we see, that there is such a corre-

spondence between the rights of men and
the duties of men, that the one points out
the other ; and a system of the one may be
substituted for a system of the other.

But here an objection occurs. It may
be said, That, although every right implies

a duty, yet every duty does not imply a right.

Thus, it may be my duty to do a humane
or kind office to a man who has no claim of

right to it ; and therefore a system of the

rights of men, though it teach all the duties

of strict justice, yet it leaves out all the

duties of charity and humanity, without

which the system of morals must be very
lame.

In answer to this objection, it may be

observed, That, as there is a strict notion

2t2
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of justice, in which it is distinguished from

humanity and charity, so there is a more

extensive signification of it, in which it in-

cludes those virtues. The ancient moralists,

both Greek and Roman, under the cardinal

virtue of justice, included beneficence

;

and, in this extensive sense, it is often used

in common language- The like may be

said of right, which, in a sense not un-

common, is extended to every proper claim

of humanity and charity, as well as to the

claims of strict justice. But, as it is proper

to distinguish these two kinds of claims by

different names, writers in natural jurispru-

dence have given the name of perfect rights

to the claims of strict justice, and that of

imperfect rights to the claims of charity and
humanity. Thus, all the duties ofhumanity
have imperfect rights corresponding to

them, as those of strict justice have perfect

rights.

Another objection may be, That there is

still a class of duties to which no right, per-

fect or imperfect, corresponds. [390]
We are bound in duty to pay due respect,

not only to what is truly the right of an-

other, but to what, through ignorance or

mistake, we believe to be his right. Thus,

if my neighbour is possessed of a horse

which he stole, and to which he has no
right, while I believe the horse to be really

his, and am ignorant of the theft, it is my
duty to pay the same respect to this con-

ceived right as if it were real. Here, then,

is a moral obligation on one party without

any corresponding right on the other.

To supply this defect in the system of

rights, so as to make right and duty corre-

spond in every instance, writers in juris-

prudence have had recourse to something

like what is called a fiction of law. They
give the name of right to the claim which
even the thief hath to the goods he has

stolen, while the theft is unknown, and to

all similar claims grounded on the ignor-

ance or mistake of the parties concerned.

And to distinguish this kind of right from

genuine rights, perfect or imperfect, they

call it an external right.

Thus it appears, That, although a system

of the perfect rights of men, or the rights

of strict justice, would be a lame substitute

for a system of human duty, yet, when we
add to it the imperfect and the external

rights, it comprehends the whole duty we
owe to our fellow-men.

But it may be asked, Why should men be

taught their duty in this indirect way, by

reflection, as it wtre, from the rights of
other men ?

Perhaps it may be thought that this in-

direct way may be more agreeable to the

pride of man, as we see that men of rank

like better to hear of obligations of honour

than of obligations of duty (although the

dictates of true honour and of duty be the

same ;) for this reason that honour puts a

man in mind of what he owes to himself,

whereas duty is a more humiliating idea.

For a like reason, men may attend more
willingly to their rights which put them in

mind of their dignity, than to their duties,

which suggest their dependence. And we
see that men may give great attention to

their rights who give but little to their

duty. [391]
Whatever truth there may be in this, I

believe better reasons can be given why
systems of natural jurisprudence have been

contrived and put in the place of systems

of morals.

Systems of Civil Law were invented

many ages before we had any system of

Natural Jurisprudence ; and the former

seem to have suggested the idea of the

latter.

Such is the weakness of human under-

standing, that no large body of knowledge

can be easily apprehended and remembered,
unless it be arranged and methodised—that

is, reduced into a system. When the laws

of the Roman people were multiplied to a

great degree, and the study of them became
an honourable and lucrative profession, it

became necessary that they should be meth-
odised into a system. And the most natu-

ral and obvious way of methodising law, was
found to be according to the divisions and
subdivisions of men's rights, which it is the

intention of law to protect.

The study of law produced not only sys-

tems of law, but a language proper for ex-

pressing them. Every art has its terms of

art for expressing the conceptions that be-

long to it ; and the civilian must have terms
for expressing accurately the divisions and
subdivisions of rights, and the various ways
whereby they may be acquired, transferred,

or extinguished, in the various transactions

of civil society. He must have terms accu-

rately defined, for the various crimes by
which men's rights are violated, not to speak

of the terms which express the different

forms of actions at law, and the various

steps of the procedure of judicatories. [392]
Those who have been bred to any pro-

fession are very prone to use the terms of

their profession in speaking or writing on

subjects that have any analogy to it. And
they may do so with advantage, as terms of

art are commonly more precise in their sig-

nification, and better defined, than the words

of common language. To such persons, it

is also very natural to model and arrange

other subjects, as far as their nature admits,

into a method similar to that of the system

which fills their minds.

It might, therefore, be expected that a

civilian, intending to give a detailed system
of morals, would use many of the terms of

[390-392]
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civil law, and mould it, as far as it can be

lioue, into the form of a system oi' law, or

of the rights of mankind.
The necessary and close relation of right

to duty, which we before observed, justified

this. And Moral Duty had long been con-

sidered as a law of nature. ; a law, not

wrote on tables of stone or brass, but on
the heart of man ; a law of greater anti-

quity and higher authority than the laws of

particular states ; a law which is binding
upon all nun of all nations, and, therefore,
is called by Cicero the law of nature and of
nations.

The' idea of a system of this law was
worthy of the genius of the immortal Hugo
CJrotius, and he was the first who executed
it in such a manner as to draw the attention
of the learned in all the European nations ;

and to give occasion to several princes and
states to establish public professions for the
teaching of this law.

The multitude of commentators and an-
notutors upon this work of Grotius, and the

public establishments to which it gave occa-
sion, are sufficient vouchers of its merit.

It is, indeed, a work so well designed,
and so skilfully executed ; so free from the
scholastic jargon which infected the learned
at that time ; so much addressed to the
common sense and moral judgment of man-
kind ; and so agreeably illustrated by ex-
amples from ancient history, and authorities
from the sentiments of ancient authors,
heathen and Christian, that it must always
be esteemed as the capital work of a great
genius upon a most important subject.

L393]
The utility of a just system of natural

jurisprudence appears— 1. As it is a system
of the moral duty we owe to men, which,
by the aid they have taken from the terms
and divisions of the civil law, has been
given more in detail and more systematic-
ally by writers in natural jurisprudence
than it was formerly. 2. As it is the best

preparation for the study of law, being, as
it were, cast in the mould, and using and
explaining many of the terms of the civil

law, on which the law of most of the Euro-
pean nations is grounded. 3. It is of use
to lawgivers, who ought to make their laws
as agreeable as possible to the law of nature.

And as laws made by men, like all human
works, must be imperfect, it points out the
errors and imperfections of human laws.

4. To judges and interpreters of the law it

is of use, because that interpretation ought
to be preferred which is founded in the law
of nature. 5. It is of use in civil contro-
versies between states, or between indivi-

duals who have no common superior. In
such controversies, the appeal must be made
to the law of nature ; and the standard sys-

tems of it, particularly that of Grotius, have

[393-395]

great authority. And, C, To say no more
upon this point, it is of great use to sove-
reigns and states who are above all human
laws, to be solemnly admonished of the
conduct they are bound to observe to their

own subjects, to the subjects of other states,

and to one another, in peace and in war.
The better and the more generally the law
of nature is understood, the greater dis-

honour, in public estimation, will follow

every violation of it. [394]
Some authors have imagined that sys-

tems of natural jurisprudence ought to be
confined to the perfect rights of men, be-

cause the duties which correspond to the

imperfect rights, the duties of charity and
humanity, cannot be enforced by human
laws, but must be left to the judgment and
conscience of men, free from compulsion.
But the systems which have had the great-
est applause of the public, have not followed
this plan, and, I conceive, for good reasons.
First, Because a system of perfect rights

could by no means serve the purpose of a
system of morals, which surely is an im-
portant purpose. Secondly, Because, in

many cases, it is hardly possible to fix the
precise limit between justice and humanity,
between perfect and imperfect right. Like
the colours in a prismatic image, they run
into each other, so that the best eye cannot
fix the precise boundary between them.
Thirdly, As wise legislators and magistrates
ought to have it as their end to make the
citizens good as well as just, we find, in all

civilized nations, laws that are intended to

encourage the duties of humanity. Where
human laws cannot enforce them by punish-
ments, they may encourage them by re-

wards. Of this the wisest legislators have
given examples ; and how far this branch
of legislation may be carried, no man can
foresee.

The substance of the four following chap-
ters was wrote long ago, and read in a lite-

rary society,* with a view to justify some
points of morals from metaphysical objec-

tions urged against them in the writings of

David Hume, Esq. If they answer that

end, and, at the same time, serve to illus-

trate the account I have given of our moral
powers, it is hoped that the reader will not
think them improperly placed here; and
that he will forgive some repetitions, and
perhaps anachronisms, occasioned by theii

being wrote at different times, and on dif-

ferent occasions. [395]

* Probably the Philosophical Society in Abcnleon
,

and, it so, tbeoe chapters weie written before 176k
See above, pp. 7, a, 41, b.— H.
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CHAPTER IV.

WHETHER AN ACTION DESERVING MORAL AP-

PROBATION, MUST BE DONE WITH THE BE-

LIEF OF ITS BEING MORALLY GOOD.

There is no part of philosophy more sub-

tile and intricate than that which is called

The Theory of Morals. Nor is there any
more plain and level to the apprehension of

man than the practical part of morals.

In the former, the Epicurean, the Peri-

patetic, and the Stoic, had each his different

system of old ; and almost every modern
author of reputation has a system of his own.

At the same time there is no branch of hu-

man knowledge, in which there is so gen-

eral an agreement among ancients and mo-
derns, learned and unlearned, as in the

practical rules of morals.

From this discord in the theory, and har-

mony in the practical part, we may judge

that the rules of morality stand upon an-

other and a firmer foundation than the

theory. And of this it is easy to perceive

the reason.

For, in order to know what is right and
what is wrong in human conduct, we need
Dnly listen to the dictates of our conscience

when the mind is calm and unruffled, or at-

tend to the judgment we form of others in

like circumstances. But, to judge of the

various theories of morals, we must be able

to analyze and dissect, as it were, the ac-

tive powers of the human mind, and espe-

cially to analyze accurately that conscience

or moral power by which we discern right

from wrong. [396]
The conscience may be compared to the

eye in this as in many other respects. The
learned and the unlearned see objects with

equal distinctness. The former have no
title to dictate to the latter, as far as the

eye is judge, nor is there any disagreement

about such matters. But, to dissect the

eye, and to explain the theory of vision, is

a difficult point, wherein the most skilful

have differed.

From this remarkable disparity between
our decisions in the theory of morals and
in the rules of morality, we may, I think,

draw this conclusion, That wherever we
find any disagreement between the practi-

cal rules of morality, which have been re-

ceived in all ages, and the principles of any
of the theories advanced upon this sub-

ject, the practical rules ought to be the

standard by which the theory is to be cor-

rected, and that it is both unsafe and un-
philosophical to warp the practical rules,

in order to make them tally with a favour-

ite theory.

The question to be considered in this

chapter belongs to the practical part of mo-

I rals, and therefore is capable of a more easy

and more certain determination. And, if

it be determined in the affirmative, I con-

ceive that it may serve as a touchstone to

try some celebrated theories which are in-

consistent with that determination, and
which have led the theorists to oppose it by
very subtile metaphysical arguments.

Every question about what is or is not

the proper object of moral appro ation, be-

longs to practical morals, and such is the

question now under consideration :— Whe-
ther actions deserving moral approbation

must be done with the belief of their being

morally gnod? or, Whether an action, done

without any regard to duty or to the dictates

of conscience, can be entitled to moral ap-

probation? [397]
In every action of a moral agent, his

conscience is either altogether silent, or it

pronounces the action to be goad, or bad, or

indifferent. This, I think, is a complete

enumeration. If it be perfectly silent, the

action must be very trifling, or appear so.

For conscience, in those who have exer-

cised it, is a very pragmatical faculty, and
meddles with every part of our conduct,

whether we desire its counsel or not. And
what a man does in perfect simplicity,

without the least suspicion of its being bad,

his heart cannot condemn him for, nor will

He that knows the heart condemn him.

If there was any previous culpable negli-

gence or inattention which led him to a

wrong judgment, or hindered his forming a
right one, that I do not exculpate. I only

consider the action done, and the disposi-

tion with which it was done, without its

previous circumstances. And in this there

appears nothing that merits disapproba-

tion. As little can it merit any degree of

moral approbation, because there was neither

good nor ill intended. And the same may
be said when conscience pronounces the

action to be indifferent.

If, in the second place, I do what my
conscience pronounces to be bad or dubi-

ous, I am guilty to myself, and justly de-

serve the disapprobation of others. Nor
am I less guilty in this case, though what
I judged to be bad should happen to be
good or indifferent. I did it believing it

to be bad, and this is an immorality.

Lastly, If I do what my conscience pro-

nounces to be right and my duty, either I

have some regard to duty, or I have none.

The last is not supposable ; for I believe

there is no man so abandoned but that he
does what he believes to be his duty, with

more assurance and alacrity upon that ac-

count. The more weight the rectitude of

the action has in determining me to do it,

the more I approve of my own conduct.

And if my worldly interest, my appetites,

or inclinations draw me strongly the con-

[396,397]
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trary way, my following the dictates of my
t-Uii8cieo.ee, in opposition to these motives,

adds to the moral worth of the action.

[398]
When a man acts from an erroneous

judgment, if his error he invincible, all

agree that he is inculpable. But if his

error be owing to some previous negligence

or inattention, there seems to be some dif-

ference among moralists. This difference,

however, is only seeming, and not real.

For wherein lies the fault in this case ? It

must be granted by all, that the fault lies

in this and solely in this, that he was not
at due pains to have his judgment well in-

formed. Those moralists, therefore, who
consider the action and the previous conduct
that led to it as one whole, find something
to blame in the whole ; and they do so

most j ustly. But those who take this whole
to pieces, and consider what is blameable
and what is right in each part, find all that

is blameable in what preceded this wrong
judgment, and nothing but what is ap-

provable in what followed it.

Let us suppose, for instance, that a man
believes that God has indispensably re-

quired him to observe a very rigorous fast

iu Lent ; and that, from a regard to this

supposed divine command, he fasts in such
manner as is not only a great mortification

to his appetite, but even hurtful to his

health.

His superstitious opinion may be the
effect of a culpable negligence, for which
he can by no means be justified. Let him,
therefore, bear all the blame upon this ac-

count that he deserves. But now, having
this opinion fixed in his mind, shall he act

according to it or against it ? Surely we
cannot hesitate a moment in this case. It

is evident that, in following the light of

his judgment, he acts the part of a good
and pious man ; whereas, in acting contrary
to his judgment, he would be guilty of wil-

ful disobedience to his Maker.
If my servant, by mistaking my orders,

does the contrary of what I commanded,
believing, at the same time, that he obeys
my orders, there may be some fault in his

mistake, but to charge him with the crime
of disobedience, would be inhuman and un-
just. [399]

These determinations appear to me to

have intuitive evidence, no less than that

of mathematical axioms. A man who is

come to years of understanding, and who
has exercised his faculties in judging of

right and wrong, sees their truth as he sees

daylight. Metaphysical arguments brought
against them have the same effect as when
brought against the evidence of sense : they
may puzzle and confound, but they do not
c nivincc. It appears, evident, therefore,

that those actions only can truly be culled

[3V8-400]

virtuous, or deserving of moral approba-
tion, which the agent believed to be right,

and to which he was influenced, more or

less, by that belief.

If it should be objected, That this prin-

ciple makes it to be of no consequence to a
man's morals, what his opinions may be,

providing he acts agreeably to them, the

answer is easy.

Morality requires, not only that a man
should act according to his judgment, but

that he should use the best means in his

power that his judgment be according to

truth. If he fail in either of these points, he

is worthy of blame ; but, if he fail in neither,

I see not wherein he can be blamed.

When a man must act, and has no longer

time to deliberate, he ought to act accord-

ing to the light of his conscience, even when
he is in an error. But, when he has time

to deliberate, he ought surely to use all the

means in his power to be rightly informed.

When he has done so, he may still be in

an error ; but it is an invincible error, and
and cannot justly be imputed to him as a

fault. [400]
A second objection is, That we imme-

diately approve of benevolence, gratitude,

and other primary virtues, without inquiring

whether they are practised from a per-

suasion that they are our duty. And the

laws of God place the sum of virtue in

loving God and our neighbour, without any
provision that we do it from a persuasion

that we ought to do so.

The answer to this objection is, That the

love of God, the love of our neighbour,

justice, gratitude, and other primary vir-

tues, are, by the constitution of human
nature, necessarily accompanied with a con-

viction of their being morally good. We
may, therefore, safely presume, that these

things are never disjoined, and that every

man who practises these virtues does it

with a good conscience. In judging of

men's conduct, we do not suppose things

which cannot happen, nor do the laws of

God give decisions upon impossible cases,

as they must have done if they supposed

the case of a man who thought it contrary

to his duty to love God or to love mankind.

But if we wish to know how the laws of

God determine the point in question, we
ought to observe their decision with regard

to such actions as may appear good to one

man and ill to another. And here the

decisions of scripture are clear : " Let tvery

man he persuaded in his own mind ,•"—" He
thai doubtelh is condemned if he eat, fecouse

he eateth not of faith, for whatsoever is not

of faith is sin ;"—" To him that esteemeth

anything to he unclean, it is unclean." The
Scripture often placeth the sum of virtue in

" l.vinq in all good conscience,'* in acting

so " that our hcaits condemn us not."
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Tlie last objection I shall mention is a

metaphysical one urged by Mr Hume.
It is a favourite point in his system of

morals, Thai justice is not a natural but an

artificial virtue. To prove this, ho has ex-

erted the whole strength of his reason and

eloquence. And as the principle we are

considering stood in his way, he takes pains

to refute it. [401]
" Suppose," says he, " a person to have

lent me a sum of money, on condition that it

be restored in a few days. After the expira-

tion of the term, he demands the sum. I ask,

what reason or motive have I to restore the

money ? It will perhaps be said, That my
regard to justice and abhorrence of villany

a-'id knavery are sufficient reasons for me."
And this, he acknowledges, would be a

satisfactory answer to a man in his civilized

state, and when trained up according to a

certain discipline and education. " But,

in his rude and more natural condition,"

says he, u
if you are pleased to call such a

condition natural, this answer would be re-

jected as perfectly unintelligible and sophis-

tical.

" For wherein consists this honesty and
justice ? Not surely in the external action.

It must, therefore, consist in the motive

horn which the external action is derived.

This motive can never be a regard to the

honesty of the action- For it is a plain

fallacy to say, That a virtuous motive is

requisite to render an action honest, and, at

the same time, that a regard to the honesty

is the motive to the action. We can never

have a regard to the virtue of an action

unless the action be antecedently virtuous."

And, in another place—" To suppose

that the mere regard to the virtue of the

action is that which rendered it virtuous, is

to reason in a circle. An action must be

virtuous before we can have a regard to its

virtue. Some virtuous motive, therefore,

must be antecedent to that regard. Nor
is this merely a metaphysical subtilty," &c
'Treatise of Human Nature, Book 111.

Part ii. Sect. 1.)

I am not to consider, at this time, how
this reasoning is applied to support the

author's opinion, That justice is not a na-

tural but an artificial virtue. I consider ir

only as far as it opposes the principle 1

have been endeavouring to establish, That,
to render an action truly virtuous, the agei t

must have some regard to its rectitude.

And I conceive the whole force of the rea-

soning amounts to this :— [402]
When we judge an action to be good or

bad, it must have been so in its own nature

antecedent to that judgment, otherwise the
judgment is erroneous. If, therefore, the

action be good in its nature, the judgment
of the agent cannot make it bad, nor can
bis judgment make it good if, in its nature,

it be bad. For this would be to ascribe to

our judgment a strange magical power to

transform the nature of things, and to say,

that my judging a thing to I e what it is

not, makes it really to be what I erron-

eously judge it to be. This, I think, is the

objection in its full strength. And, in an-
swer to it

—

[1.] First, If we could not loose this

metaphysical knot, I think we might fairly

and honestly cut it. because it fixes an ab-

surdity upon the clearest and most indis-

putable principles of morals and of common
sense. For I appeal to any man whether
there be any principle of morality, or any
principle of common sense, more clear and
indisputable than that which we just now
quoted from the Apostle Paul, That, al-

though a thing be not unclean in itself, yet

to him that esteemeth it to be unclean, to

him it is unclean. But the metaphysical
argument makes this absurd. For, says

the metaphysician, If the thing was not un-
clean in itself, you judged wrong in esteem-
ing it to be unclean ; and what can be more
absurd than that your esteeming a thing to

be what it is not, should make it what ^ou
erroneously esteem it to be ? [ J03]

Let us try the edge of this argument in

another instance. Nothing is more evident

than that an nction does not merit the name
of benevolent, unless it be done from a be-

lief that it tends to promote the good of our

neighbour. But this is absurd, says the
metaphysician. For, if it be not a bene-

volent action in itself, your belief of its

tendency cannot change its nature. It is

absurd that your erroneous belief should
make the action to be what you believe it

to be. Nothing is more evident than that

a man who tells the truth, believing it to

be a lie, is guilty of falsehood ; but the

metaphysician would make this to be ab-

surd.

In a word, if there be any strength in

this argument, it would follow, That a man
might be, in the highest degree, virtuous,

without the least regard to virtue ; that he

might be very benevolent, without ever in-

tending to do a good office ; very malicious,

without ever intending any hurt ; very re-

vengeful, without ever intending to retaliate

an injury ; very grateful, without ever in-

tending to return a benefit ; and a man oi

strict veracity, with an intention to lie.

We might, therefore, reject this reasoning,

as repugnant to self-evident truths, though
we were not able to point out the fallacy oi

it.

2. But let us try, in the second place,

whether the fallacy of this argument may
not be discovered.

We ascribe moral goodness to actions

considered abstractly, without any relation

to the agent. We likewise ascribe moral

[401-403
i
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goodness to an agent on account of an action

he lias done; we call it a good action,

though, in this case, the goodness is properly

in the man, and is only by a figure ascribed

to the action. Now, it is to be considered,

whether moral f/ondness, when applied to an

action considered abstractly, has the same

meaning as when we apply it to a man on

account of that action; or whether we do

not unawares change the meaning of the

word, according as we apply it to the one

or to the other. [404]
The action, considered abstractly, has

neither understanding nor will; it is not

accountable, nor can it be under any moral

obligation. But all these things are essen-

tial to that moral goodness which belongs

to a man ; for, if a man had not under-

standing and will, he could have no moral

goodness. Hence it follows necessarily,

that the moral goodness which we ascribe

to an action considered abstractly, and that

which we ascribe to a person for doing that

action, are not the sati'ie. The meaning of

the word is changed when it is applied to

these different subjects.

This will be more evident, when we con-

sider what is meant by the moral goodness

which we ascribe to a man for doing an

action, and what by the goodness which be-

longs to the action considered abstractly.

A good action in a man is that in which he

applied his intellectual powers properly,

in order to judge what he ought to do, and

acted according to his best judgment. This

is all that can be required of a moral agent

;

and in this his moral goodness, in any good

action, consists. But is this the goodness

which we ascribe to an action considered

abstractly ? No, surely. For the action,

considered abstractly, is neither endowed

with judgment nor with active power ; and,

therefore, can have none of that goodness

which we ascribe to the man for doing it.

But what do we mean by goodness in an

action considered abstractly ? To rne it

appears to lie in this, and in this only,

That it is an action which ought to be done

jy those who have the power and oppor-

tunity, and the capacity of perceiving their

ol "ligation to do it. I would gladly know
of any man, what other moral goodness can

be in an action considered abstractly. And
this goodness is inherent in its nature, and

inseparable from it No opinion or judg-

ment of an agent can in the least alter its

nature.

Suppose the action to be that of reliev-

ing an innocent person out of great distress.

This surely has all the moral goodness that

an action, considered abstractly, can have.

Yet, it is evident that an agent, in relieving

a person in distress, may have no moral

goodness, may have great merit, or may
have great demerit. [40.")]

[101-kHij

Suppose, first, That mice cut the cords

which bound the distressed pe.son, and so

bring him relief. Is there moral goodness

in this act of the mice ?

Suppose, srciHidly, That a man maliciously

relieves the distressed person, in order to

plunge him into greater distress. In this

action, there is surely no moral goodness,

but much malice and inhumanity.

If, in the last place, we suppose a person,

from real sympathy and humanity, to bring

relief to the distressed person, with consider-

able expense or danger to himself—here is

an action of real worth, which every heart

approves and every tongue praises. But

wherein lies the worth ? Not in the action

considered by itself, which was common to

all the three', but in the man who, on this

occasion, acted the part which became a

good man. He did what his heart approved,

and therefore he is approved by tJod and

man.
Upon the whole, if we distinguish between

that goodness which may be ascribed to an

action considered by itself, and that good-

ness which we ascribe to a man when he

puts it in execution, we shall find a key to

this metaphysical lock- We admit that

the goodness of an action, considered ab-

stractly, can have no dependence upon the

opinion or belief of an agent, any more than

the truth of a proposition depends upon our

believing it to be true. But, when a man
exerts his active power well or ill, there is

a moral goodness or turpitude which we

figuratively impute to the action, but which

is tiuly and properly imputable to the man
only ; and this goodness or turpitude de-

pends very much* upon the intention of the

agent, and the opinion he had of his action.

[406]
This distinction has been understood in

all ages by those who gave any attention to

morals," though it has been variously ex-

pressed. The Greek moralists gave the

name of xct&yxov to an action good in itself

;

such an action might be done by the most

worthless. But an action done with a right

intention, which implies real worth in the

agent, they called *«Teg3-*^«. The distinc-

tion is explained by Cicero in his " Offices
"

He calls the first officium medium, and the

second officium pe>fectum, or lectum.-f In

the scholastic ages, an action good in itself

was said to be materially good, and an action

done with a right intention was called fonn-

* It should h»ve been sakl— '* depends altog- thcr,"

&C.-H.

f The xet^xov piirov or officium medium, was

never called simply either xx&inxov ox officium ;'hou.j

frequently nv rely (Attrov
m

Reid was probably led mio

the mistake by an erroneous reading, (uncouute

nancedbj any Ms., and coi.trary to the umver al

analogy of the Stoica' language), which Pearcc, in

his edition, introduced into the third chapter ot the

first book of Cicero's Offices.—H.
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ally good. This last way of expressing the

distinction is still familiar among Theo-
logians ; but Mr Hume seems not to have
attended to it, or to have thought it to be

words without any meaning.

Mr Hume, in the section already quoted,

tells us with great assurance

—

u In short,

it may be established as an undoubted
maxim, that no action can be virtuous or

morally good, unless there be in human
nature some motive to produce it, distinct

from the sense of its morality." And upon
tli is maxim he founds many of his reason-

ings on the subject of morals.

Whether it be consistent with Mr Hume's
own system, that an action may be pro-

duced merely from the sense of its morality,

without any motive of agreeableness or

utility, I shall not now inquire. But, if it

be true, and I think it evident to every man
of common understanding, that a judge or

an arbiter acts the most virtuous part when
his sentence is produced by no other motive

but a regard to justice and a good con-

science—nay, when air other motives dis-

tinct from this are on the other side :—if

this, I say, be true, then that undoubted
maxim of Mr Hume must be false, and all

the conclusions built upon it must fall to the

ground. [407]
From the principle I have endeavoured

to establish, I think some consequences may
be drawn with regard to the theory of

morals.

First, If there be no virtue without the

belief that what we do is right, it follows,

that a moral faculty—that is, a power of

discerning moral goodness and turpitude in

human conduct—is essential to every being
capable of virtue or vice. A being who has
no more conception of moral goodness and
baseness, of right and wrong, than a blind

man hath of colours, can have no regard to

it in his conduct, and therefore can "neither

be virtuous nor vicious.

He may have qualities that are agreeable
or disagreeable, useful or hurtful ; so may
a plant or a machine. And we sometimes
use the word virtue in such a latitude as to

signify any agreeable or useful quality, as
when we speak of the virtues of plants.

But we are now speaking of virtue in the
strict and proper sense, as it signifies that
quality in a man which is the object of
moral approbation.

This virtue a man could not have, if he
had not a power of discerning a right and a
wrong in human conduct, and of being in-

fluenced by that discernment. For in so
far only he is virtuous as he is guided in his
conduct by that part of his constitution.
Brutes do not appear to have any such
power, and therefore are not moral or ac-
countable agents. They are capable of
culture and discipline, but not of virtuous

or criminal conduct. Even human crea

tures, in infancy and non-age, are not mora,
agents, because their moral faculty is not

yet unfolded. These sentiments are sup-
ported by the common sense of mankind,
which has always determined that neither

brutes nor infants can be indicted for crimes.

[408]
It is of small consequence what name we

give to this moral power of the human
mind ; but it is so important a part of our
constitution as to deserve an appropriated

name. The name of conscience, as it is the

most common, seems to me as proper ixa

any that has been given it. I find no fault

with the name moral sense, although I con-

ceive this name has given occasion to some
mistakes concerning the nature of our moral
power. Modern philosophers have conceived

of the external senses as having no other

office but to give us certain sensations, or

simple conceptions, which wc could not have
without them. And this notion has been
applied to the moral sense. But it seems
to me a mistaken notion in both. By the

sense of seeing, I not only have the con-

ception of the different colours, but I per-

ceive one body to be of this colour, another

of that. In like manner, by my moral
sense, I not only have the conceptions of

right and wrong in conduct, bnt I perceive

this conduct to be right, that to be wrong,
and that indifferent. All our senses are

judging faculties,* so also is conscience.

Nor is this power only a judge of our own
actions and those of others—it is likewise a
principle of action in all good men ; and so

far only can our conduct be denominated
virtuous as it is influenced by this prin-

ciple.

A second consequence from the principle

laid down in this chapter is, that the formal

nature and essence of that virtue which is

the object of moral approbation consists

neither in a prudent prosecution of our pri-

vate interest, nor in benevolent affections

towards others, nor in qualities useful or

agreeable to ourselves or to others, nor in

sympathizing with the passions and affec-

tions of others, and in attuning our own
conduct to the tone of other men's pas-

sions ; but it consists in living in all good
conscience—that is, in using the best means
in our power to know our duty, and acting

accordingly.

Prudence is a virtue, Benevolence is a
virtue, Fortitude is a virtue ; but the essence
and formal nature of Virtue must lie in

something that is common to all these, and
to every other virtue. And this I conceive

can be nothing else but the rectitude of such
conduct and turpitude of the contrary, which
is discerned by a good man. And so far

* See above, p. 590, a, note; et alibi.—H.

[407,408]
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jnly he is virtuous as lie pursues the former

and avoids the latter. [409]

CHAPTER V.

WHETHER JUSTICE BE A NATURAL OR AN
ARTIFICIAL VIRTUE.

MrH ume's philosophy concerning morals
was first presented to the world in the third

volume of his "Treatise ofHuman Nature,"
in the year 1740 ; afterwards in his " In-

quiry concerning the Principles qf Morals,"
which was first published by itself, and then
in several editions of his " Essays and Trea-
tises."

In these two works on morals, the system
is the same. A more popular arrangement,
great embellishment, and the omission of

some metaphysical reasonings, have given a
preference in the public esteem to the last

;

but I find neither any new principles in it,

nor any new arguments in support of the

system common to both.

In this system, the proper object of Moral
Approbation is not actions or any voluntary

exertion, but qualities of mind—that is,

natural affections or passions, which are in-

voluntary, a part of the constitution of the

man, and common to us with many brute

animals. When we praise or blame any
voluntary action, it is only considered as a
sign of the natural affection from which it

flows, and from which all its merit or demerit
is derived.

Moral Approbation or Disapprobation, is

not an Act of the Judgment, which, like all

acts of judgment, must be true or false

;

it is only a certain Feeling, which, from
the constitution of human nature, arises

upon contemplating certain characters, or

qualities of mind, coolly and impartially.

[410]
This feeling, when agreeable, is moral

approbation ; when disagreeable, disappro-

bation. The qualities ot mind which pro-
duce this agreeable feeling, are the moral
virtues ; and those that produce the disa-

greeable, the vices.

These preliminaries being granted, the
question about the foundation of morals is

reduced to a simple question of fact—to wit,

What are the qualities of mind which pro-
duce, in the disinterested observer, the feel-

ing of approbation, or the contrary feel-

ing >

In answer to this question, the author
endeavours to prove, by a very copious in-

duction, That all personal merit, all virtue,

all that is the object of moral approbation,
consists in the qualities of mind which are
agreeable or useful to the person who pos-
sesses them, or to others.

The du'ce and the utile is the whole sum
[409-411]

of merit in every character, in every quality

of mind, and in every action of life. There
is no room left for that honestum which
Cicero thus defines :

—

Honestum igitur id

intel/igimus, quod tale est, ut delracta omni
utilHa'e, sine ullis premiis fructibusve, per
seipsiim jure possit laudari.— [Dv Finibus,

ii. 14.]

Among the ancient moralists, the Epicu-

reans were the only sect who denied that

there is any such thing as honestum, or

moral worth, distinct from pleasure. In
this, Mr Hume's system agrees with theirs.

For the addition of utility to pleasure, as a
foundation of morals, makes only a verbal,

but no real difference What is useful only

has no value in itself ; but derives all its

merit from the end for which.it is useful.

That end, in this system, is agreeableness,

or pleasure ; so that, in both systems, plea-

sure is the only end, the only thing that is

good in itself, and desirable for its own sake ;

and virtue derives all its merit from its

tendency to produce pleasure. [411]
Agreeableness and utility are not moral

conceptions, nor have they any connection

with morality. What a man does, merely
because it is agreeable, or useful to pro-

cure what is agreeable, is not virtue. There-
fore the Epicurean system wasjustly thought,
by Cicero, and the best moralists among
the ancients, to subvert morality, and to

substitute another principle in its room

;

and this system is liable to the same cen-

sure.

In one thing, however, it differs remark-
ably from that of Epicurus. It allows that

there are disinterested affections in human
nature ; that the love of children and rela-

tions, friendship, gratitude, compassion, and
humanity, are not, as Epicurus maintained,

different modifications of self-love, butsimple

and original parts of the human constitu-

tion ; that, when interest, or envy, or re-

venge, pervert not our disposition, we are

inclined, from natural philanthropy, to de-

sire, and to be pleased with the happiness

of the human kind.

All this, in opposition to the Epicurean

system, Mr Hume maintains with great

strength of reason and eloquence, and, in

this respect, his system is more liberal and
disinterested than that of the Greek phi-

losopher. According to Epicurus, virtue is

whatever is agreeable to ourselves—accord-

ing to Mr Hume, every quality of mind
that is agreeable or useful to ourselves or

to others.

This theory of the nature of virtue, it

must be acknowledged, enlarges greatly the

catalogue of moral virtues, by bringing into

that catalogue every quality of mind that

is useful or agreeable. Nor does there

appear any good reason why the useful and

agreeable qualities of body and of fortune
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as well as those of the mind, should not
have a place among moral virtues in this

system. They have the essence of vir-

tue ; that is, agreeableness and utility

—

why then should they not have the name ?

1412]
But, to compensate this addition to the

moral virtues, one class of them seems to
be greatly degraded and deprived of all

intrinsic merit. The useful virtues, as was
above -observed, are only ministering ser-

vants of the agreeable, and purveyors for

them ; they must, therefore, be so far in-

ferior in dignity as hardly to deserve the
same name.
Mr Hume, however, gives the name of

virtue to both ; and, to distinguish them,
calls the agreeable qualities natural virtues,

and the useful artificial.

The natural virtues are those natural
affections of the human constitution which
give immediate pleasure in their exercise.

Such are all the benevolent affections.

Nature disposes to them, and from their
own nature they are agreeable, both when
we exercise them ourselves, and when we
contemplate their exercise in others.

The artificial virtues are such as are
esteemed solely on account of their utility,

either to promote the good of society—as
justice, fidelity, honour, veracity, allegiance,

chastity ; or on account of their utility to
the possessor—as industry, discretion, fru-
gality, secrecy, order, perseverance, fore-

thought, judgment, and others, of which, he
says, many pages could not contain the
catalogue.

This general view of Mr Hume's system
concerning the foundation of morals, seemed
necessary, in order to understand distinctly

the meaning of that principle of his, which
is to be the subject of this chapter, and on
which he has bestowed much labour—to

wit, that justice is not a natural but an
artificial virtue. [413]

This system of the foundation of virtue is

so contradictory in many of its essential

points to the account we have before given
(>f the active powers of human nature, that,

if the one he true, the other must be
false.

If God has given to man a power which
we call conscience, the moral faculty, the
tense of duty, by which, when he comes to

> ears of understanding, he perceives certain

things that depend on his will to be his

duty, and other things to be base and un-
w orthy ; if the notion of duty be a simple
conception, of its own land, and of a differ-

ent nature from the conceptions of utility

and agreeableness, of interest or reputation
;

if this moral faculty be the prerogative of
man, and no vestige of it be found in brute
animals ; if it be given us by God to regu-
late all our animal affections and passions ;

if to be governed by it, le the glory of man
and the image of God in hit/ soul, and to

disregard its dictates be his dishonour and
depravity—I say, if these things be so, to

seek the foundation of morality in the affec-

tions which we have in common with the
brutes, is to seek the living among the
dead, and to change the glory of man, and
the image of God in his soul, into the simi-

litude of an ox that eateth grass.

If virtue and vice be a matter of choice,

they must consist in voluntary actions, or
in fixed purposes of acting according to a
certain rule when there is opportunity, and
not in qualities of mind which are involun-
tary.

It is true that every virtue is both agree-
able and useful in the highest degree ; and
that every quality that is agreeable or use-

ful, has a merit upon that account. But
virtue has a merit peculiar to itself, a merit
which does not arise from its being useful

or agreeable, but from its being virtue.

This merit is discerned by the same faculty

by which we discern it to be virtue, and
by no other. [414]
We give the name of esteem both to the

regard we have for things useful and agree-

able, and to the regard we have for virtue ;

but these are different kinds of esteem. 1

esteem a man for his ingenuity and learn-

ing— I esteem him for his moral worth. The
sound of esteem in both these speeches is

the same, but its meaning is very dif-

ferent.

Good breeding is a very amiable quality ;

and even if I knew that the man had i,o

motive to it but its pleasure and utility to

himself and others, I should like it still ;

but I would not in that case call it a moral
virtue.

A dog has a tender concern for her pup-
pies ; so has a man for his children. The
natural affection is the same in both, and
is amiable in both. But why do we impute
moral virtue to the man on account of this

concern, and not to the dog ? The reason
surely is, That, in the man, the natural

affection is accompanied with a sense of

duty ; but in the dog it is not. The same
thing may be said of all the kind affections

common to us with the brutes. They
are amiable qualities; but they are not
moral virtues.

What has been said relates to Mr Hume's
system in general. We are now to con-
sider his notion of the particular virtue of

justice—That its merit consists wholly in its

utility to society.

That justice is highly useful and neces-

sary in society, and, on that account, ought
to be loved and esteemed by all that love

mankind, will readily be granted. And as

justice is a social virtue, it is true also, that

there could be no exercise of it, and, per-

[412-411]
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haps, \vc should have no conception of it,

without society. But this is equally true
of the natural affections of benevolence,
gratitude, friendship, and compassion, which
JVlr Hume makes to be the natural virtues.

[415]
It may he granted to Mr Hume, that

men have no conception of the virtue of jus-
tice till they have lived some time in so-
ciety. It is purely amoral conception, and
our moral conceptions and moral judgments
are not born with us. They grow up by
degrees, as our reason does. Nor do I pre-
tend to know how early, or in what order,
we acquire the conception of the several vir-

tues. The conception of justice supposes
some exercise of the moral faculty, which,
being the noblest part of the human con-
stitution, and that to which all its other
parts are subservient, appears latest.

It may likewise be granted, that there is

no animal affection in human nature that
prompts us immediately to acts of justice,
as such. We have natural affections of the
animal kind, which immediately prompt us
to acts of kindness ; but none, that I know,
that has the same relation to justice. The
very conception of justice supposes a moral
faculty ; but our natural kind affections do
not ; otherwise we must allow that brutes
have this faculty.

What I maintain is,./? st, That when men
come to the exercise of their moral faculty,
they perceive a turpitude in injustice, as
they do in other crimes, and consequently
an obligation to justice, abstracting from the
consideration of its utility. And, secondly,
That, as soon as men have any rational con-
ception of a favour, and of an injury, they
must have the conception of justice, and
perceive its obligation distinct from its utii-

ky.

The first of these points hardly admits of
any other proof but an appeal to the sent-
iments of every honest man and every
man of honour, Whethex* his indignation is

not immediately inflamed against an atro-
cious act of villany, without the cool consi-
deration of its distant consequences upon
the good of society ? [416]
We might appeal even to robbers and pi-

rates, whether they have not had great strug-
gles with their conscience, when they first

resolved to break through all the rules of
justice ; and whether, in a solitary and ser-
ious hour, they have not frequently felt the
pangs of guilt. They have very often con-
fessed this at a time when all disguise is laid
aside.

The common good of society, though a
pleasing object to all men, when presented
to their view, hardly ever enters into the
thoughts of the far greatest part ofmankind ;

and, if a regard to it were the sole motive to
justice, the number of hoj st men must be
[415-417]

small indeed. It would be confined to
the higher ranks, who, by their educa-
tion or by their office, are ted to make
the public good an object ; but that it is so
confined, I believe no man will venture to

affirm.

The temptations to injustice are strong-
est in the lowest class of men ; and, if na-
ture had provided no motive to oppose those

temptations, but a sense of public good,
there would not be found an honest man
in that class.

To all men that are not greatly corrupt-
ed, injustice, as well as cruelty and ingra-

titude, is an object of disapprobation on its

own account. There is a voice within us
that proclaims it to be base, unworthy, and
deserving of punishment.
That there is, in all ingenuous natures,

an antipathy to roguery and treachery, a
reluctance to the thoughts of villany and
baseness, we have the testimony of Mr
Hume himself; who, as I doubt not but he
felt it, has expressed it very strongly in the
conclusion to his " Enquiry," and acknow-
ledged that, in some cases, without this re-

luctance and antipathy to dishonesty, a sen-
sible knave would find no sufficient motive
from public good to be honest. [417]

I shall give the passage at large from the
" Enquiry concerning the Principles of

Morals," Section 9, near the end.
" Treating vice with the greatest can-

dour, and making it all possible concessions,

we must acknowledge that there is not, in

any instance, the smallest pretext for giv-
ing it the preference above virtue, with a
view to self-interest ; except, perhaps, in

the case of justice, where a man, taking
things in a certain light, may often seem to

be a loser by his integrity. And, though it

is allowed that, without a regard to property,
no society could subsist ; yet, according
to the imperfect way in which human af-

fairs are conducted, a sensible knave, in

particular incidents, may think that an act

of iniquity or infidelity will make a consider-

able addition to his fortune, without causing
any considerable breach in the social union
and confederacy. That honesty is the hi st

policy, may be a good general rule, but it

is liable to many exceptions : and he, it may
perhaps be thought, conducts himself with
most wisdom, who observes the general
rule, and takes advantage of all the excep-
tions.

" I must confess that, if a man think that

this reasoning much requires an answer, it

will be a little difficult to find any which
will to him appear satisfactory and con-
vincing. If his heart rebel not against such
pernicious maxims, if he feel no reluctance
to the thoughts of villany and baseness, he
has indeed lost a considerable motive to vir-

tue, and we may expect that his practice
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will be answerable to his speculation. But,

in ail ingenuous natures, the antipathy to

treachery and roguery is too strong to be

counterbalanced by any views of profit or

pecuniary advantage. Inward peace of

mind, consciousness of integrity, a satisfac-

tory review of our own conduct—these are

circumstances very requisite to happiness,

and will be cherished and cultivated by
every honest man who feels the importance

of them." [418]
The reasoning of the sensible knave in

this passage, seems to me to be justly

founded upon the principles of the " En-
quiry" and of the " Treatise of Human Na-
ture," and therefore it is no wonder that

the author should find it a little difficult to

give any answer which would appear satis-

factory and convincing to such a man. To
counterbalance this reasoning, he puts in

the other scale a reluctance, an antipathy,

a rebellion of the heart against such perni-

cious maxims, which is felt by ingenuous
natures.

Let us consider a little the force of Mr
Hume's answer to this sensible knave, who
reasons upon his own principles. I think

it is either an acknowledgment that there

is a natural judgment of conscience in man,
that injustice and treachery is a base and
unworthy practice—which is the point I

would establish ; or it has no force to

convince either the knave or an honest
man.
A clear and intuitive judgment, resulting

from the constitution of human nature, is

sufficient to overbalance a train of subtile

reasoning on the other side. Thus the test-

imony of our senses is sufficient to over-
balance all the subtile arguments brought
against their testimony. And, if there be
a like testimony of conscience in favour of
honesty, all the subtile reasoning of the
knave against it ought to be rejected with-
out examination, as fallacious and sophist-
ical, because it concludes against a self-evi-

dent principle ; just as we reject the subtile

reasoning of the metaphysician against the
evidence of sense.

If, therefore, the reluctance, the antipa-
thy, the rebellion of the heart against injust-
ice, which Mr Hume sets against the rea-
soning of the knave, include in their mean-
ing a natural intuitive judgment of con-
science, that injustice is base and unworthy,
the reasoning of the knave is convincingly
answered ; but the principle, That justice
is an artificial virtue, approved solely for its

utility, is given up. [419]
If, on the other hand, the antipathy, re-

luctance, and rebellion of heart, imply no
judgment, but barely an uneasy feeling, and
that not natural, but acquired and artificial,

the answer is indeed very agreeable to the
principles of the " Enquiry," but has no

force to convince the kna\e, or any othei

man.
The knave is here supposed hy Mr Hume

to have no such feelings, and therefore the

answer does not touch his case in the least,

but leaves him in the full possession of his

reasoning. And ingenuous natures, who
have these feelings, are left to deliberate

whether they will yield to acquired and
artificial feelings, in opposition to rules of

conduct, which, to their best judgment,
appear wise and prudent.

The second thing I proposed to shew was,

That, as soon as men have any rational

conception of a favour and of an injury,

they must have the conception of justice,

and perceive its obligation.

The power with which the Author of

nature hath endowed us, may be employed
either to do good to our fellow-men, or to

hurt them. When we employ our power
to promote the good and happiness of others,

this is a benefit or favour ; when we employ
it to hurt them, it is an injury. Justice

fills up the middle between these two. It

is such a conduct as does no injury to

others ; but it does not imply the doing

them any favour. [420]
The notions of a favour and of an injury,

appear as early in the mind of man as any
rational notion whatever. They are dis-

covered, not by language only, but by cer-

tain affections of mind, of which they are

the natural objects. A favour naturally

produces gratitude. An injury done to our-

selves produces resentment ; and even when
done to another, it produces indignation.

I take it for granted that gratitude and
resentment are no less natural to the human
mind than hunger and thirst ; and that

those affections are no less naturally ex-

cited by their proper objects and occasions

than these appetites.

It is no less evident, that the proper and
formal object of gratitude is a person who
has done us a favour ; that of resentment,

a person who has done us an injury.

Before the use of reason, the distinction

between a favour and an agreeable office is

not perceived. Every action of another

person which gives present pleasure pro-

duces love and good will towards the agent.

Every action that gives pain or uneasiness

produces resentment. This is common to

man before the use of reason, and to the

more sagacious brutes; and it shews no

conception of justice in either.

But, as we grow up to the use of reason,

the notion, both of a favour and of an in-

jury, grows more distinct and better de-

fined. It is not enough that a good office

be done ; it must be done from good will,

and with a good intention, otherwise it is

no favour, nor does it produce gratitude.

I have heard of a physician who gave

[418-420]
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spiders in a medicine to a dropsical patient,

with an intention to poison him, and that

this medicine cured the patient, contrary

to the intention of the physician. Surely

no gratitude, but resentment, was due by
the patient, when he knew the real state of

the case. It is evident to every man, that

a benefit arising from the action of another,

either without or against his intention, is

not a motive to gratitude ; that is, is no
favour. [421]

Another thing implied in the nature of a

favour is, that it be not due. A man may
save my credit by paying what he owes me.
In this case, what he does tends to my
benefit, and perhaps is done with that in-

tention ; but it is not a favour—it is no more
than he was bound to do.

If a servant do his work and receive his

wages, there is no favour done on either

part, nor any object of gratitude ; because,

though each party has benefited the other,

yet neither has done more than he was
bound to do.

What I infer from this is, That the con-

ception of a favour in every man come to

years of understanding, implies the concep-
tion of things not due, and consequently the
conception of things that are due.

A negative cannot be conceived by one
who has no conception of the correspondent
positive. Not to be due is the negative of

being due ; and he who conceives one of

them must conceive both. The conception
of things due and not due must therefore be
found in every mind which has any rational

conception of a favour, or any rational senti-

ment of gratitude.

If we consider, on the other hand, what
an injury is which is the object of the na-
tural passion of resentment, every man,
capable of reflection, perceives, that an in-

jury implies more than being hurt. If I

be hurt by a stone falling out of the wall,

or by a flash of lightning, or by a convul-
sive and involuntary motion of another
man's arm, no injury is done, no resent-

ment raised in a man that has reason. In
this, as in all moral actions, there must be
the will and intention of the agent to do the
hurt. [422]
Nor is this sufficient to constitute an in-

jury. The man who breaks my fences, or

treads down my corn, when he cannot
otherwise preserve himself from destruc-

tion, who has no injurious intention, and is

willing to indemnify me for the hurt which
necessity, and not ill will, led him to do, is

not injurious, nor is an object of resentment.

The executioner who does his duty in

cutting off the head of a condemned crim-
inal, is not an object of resentment. He
does nothing unjust, and therefore nothing
injurious.

From this it is evident, that an injury,

[421-424]

the object of the natural passion of resent

ment, implies in it the notion of injustice.

And it is no less evident that no man can
have a notion of injustice without having
the notion of justice.

To sum up what has been said upon this

point, a favour, an act of justice, and an
injury, are so related to one another that

he who conceives one must conceive the

other two. They lie, as it were, in one
line, and resemble the relation's of greater,

less, and equal. If one understands what is

meant by one line being greater or less than
another, he can be at no loss to understand
what is meant by its being equal to the

other ; for, if it be neither greater nor less,

it must be equal.

In like manner, of those actions by which
we profit or hurt other men, a favour is

more than justice, an injury is less ; and
that which is neither a favour nor an in-

jury is a just action.

As soon, therefore, as men come to have
any proper notion of a favour and of an in-

jury ; as soon as they have any rational

exercise of gratitude and of resentment— so

soon they must have the conception of just-

ice and of injustice ; and, if gratitude and
resentment be natural to man, which Mr
Hume allows, the notion of justice must be
no less natural. [423]
The notion of justice carries inseparably

along with it a perception of its moral obli-

gation. For, to say that such an action is

an act of justice, that it is due, that it ought
to be done, that we are under a moral obli-

gation to do it, are only different ways of

expressing the same thing. It is true, that

we perceive no high degree of moral worth
in a merely just action, when it is not op-

posed by interest or passion ; but we per-

ceive a high degree of turpitude and demerit
in unjust actions, or in the omission of what
justice requires.

Indeed, if there were no other argument
to prove that the obligation of justice is

not solely derived from its utility to procure
what is agreeable either to ourselves or to

society, this would be sufficient, that the
very conception of justice implies its obli-

gation. The morality of justice is included
in the very idea of it : nor is it possible that

the conception of justice can enter into the
human mind, without carrying along with
it the conception of duty and moral obliga-

tion. Its obligation, therefore, is insepar-

able from its nature, and is not derived
solely from its utility, either to ourselves or

to society.

We may farther observe, that, as in all

moral estimation, every action takes its

denomination from the motive that pro-

duces it ; so no action can properly be de-

nominated an act of justice, unless it ba

done from a regard to justice. [424]
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If a man pays his debt, only that he may
not be cast into prison, he is not a just man,

because prudence, and not justice, is his

motive. And if a man, from benevolence

and charity, gives to another what is really

due to him, but what lie believes not to be

due, this is not an act of justice in him, but

of charity or benevolence, because it is not

done from a motive of justice. These are

self-evident truths ; nor is it less evident,

that what a man does, merely to procure

something agreeable, either to himself or

to others, is not an act of justice, nor has

the merit of justice.

Good music and good cookery have the

merit of utility, in procuring what is agree-

able both to ourselves and to socie-y: but

they never obtained among mankind the

denomination of moral virtues. Indeed, if

this author's system be well founded, great

injustice has been done them on that ac-

count.

I shall now make some observations upon

the reasoning of this author, in proof of his

favourite principle, That justice is not a

natural but an artificial virtue ; or, as it is

expressed in the " Enquiry," That public

utility is the sole origin of justice, and that

reflections on the beneficial consequences of

this virtue, are the sole foundation of its

merit.

1. It must be acknowledged that this

principle has a necessary connection with

his system concerning the foundation of all

v i tue ; and, therefore, it is no wonder that

he hath taken so much pains to support it

;

for the whole system must stand or fall with

it.

If the dulce and the utile—that is, plea-

sure, and what is useful to procure pleasure

—be the whole merit of virtue, justice can

have no merit beyond its utility to procure

pleasure. If, on the other hand, an intrin-

sic worth in justice, and demerit in injust-

ice, be discerned by every man that hath

a conscience ; if there be a natural principle

in the constitution of man by which justice

is approved, and injustice disapproved and

condemned—then the whole of this laboured

system must fall to the ground. [425]

2. We may observe, That, as justice is

directly opposed to injury, and as there are

various ways in which a man may be in-

jured, so there must be various branches of

justice opposed to the different kinds of

injury.

A man may be injured, first, in his per-

son, by wounding, maiming, or killing him ;

secondly, in his family, by robbing him of

his children, or any way injuring those he

is bound to protect ; thirdly, in his liberty,

by confinement ;
fourthly, in his reputation ;

fifthly, in his goods, or property ; and,

lastly, in the violation of contracts or en-

gagements made with him. This enumera-

tion, whether complete or not, is sufficient

for the present purpose.

The different branches of justice, opposed

to these different kinds of injury, are com-

monly expressed by saying, that an innocent

man has a right to the safety of his person

and family, a right to his liberty and reput-

ation, a right to his goods, and to fidelity

to engagements made with him. To say

that he has a right to these things, has pre-

cisely the same meaning as to say that

justice requires that he should be permitted

to enjoy them, or that it is unjust to violate

them ; for injustice is the violation of right,

and justice is to yield to every man what is

his right.

These things being understood as the

simplest and most common ways of express-

ing the various branches of justice, we are

to consider how far Mr Hume's reasoning

proves any or all of them to be artificial, or

grounded solely upon public utility. The
last of them, fidelity to engagements, is to

be the subject of the next chapter, and,

therefore, 1 shall say nothing of it in this.

[426]
The four first named—to wit, the right of

an innocent man to the safety of his person

and family, to his liberty and reputation,

are, by the writers on jurisprudence, called

natural rights of man, because they are

grounded in the nature of man as a rational

and moral agent, and are by his Creator

committed to his care and keeping. By
being called natural or innate, they, are

distinguished from acquired rights, which

suppose some previous act or deed of man
by which they are acquired ; whereas natu-

ral rights suppose nothing of this kind.

When a man's natural rights are violated,

he perceives intuitively, and he feels that he

is injured. The feeling of his heart arises

from the judgment of his understanding ;

for, if he did not believe that the hurt was

intended, and unjustly intended, he would

not have that feeling. He perceives that

injury is done to himself, and that he has a

right to redress. The natural principle of

resentment is roused by the view of its pro-

per object, and excites him to defend his

right. Even the injurious person is con-

scious of his doing injury ; he dreads a just

retaliation ; and, if it be in the power of the

injured person, he expects it as due and de-

served.

That these sentiments spring up in the

mind of man as naturally as his body grows

to its proper stature ; that they are not the

birth of instruction, either of parents,

priests, philosophers, or politicians, but the

pure growth of nature—cannot, I think,

without effrontery, be denied. We find

them equally strong in the most savage and

in the most civilized tribes of mankind;

and nothing can weaken them but an invete-

[425, 426]
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rate habit of rapine and bloo lshed, which

benumbs the conscience, and turns men into

wild beasts.

The public good is very properly con-

sidered by the judge who punishes a private

injury, but seldom enters into the thought
of the injured person. In all criminal law,

the redress due to the private sufferer is

distinguished from that which is due to the

public ; a distinction which could have no
foundation, if the demerit of injustice arose

solely from its hurting the public. And
every man is conscious of a specific differ-

ence between the resentment he feels for an
injury done to himself, and his indignation

against a wrong done to the public. [427]
I think, therefore, it is evident that, of

the six branches of justice we mentioned,
four are natural, in the strictest sense, being

founded upon the constitution of man, and
antecedent to all deeds and conventions of

society ; so that, if there were but two men
upon the earth, one might be unjust and
injurious, and the other injured.

But does Mr Hume maintain the con-

trary ?

To this question I answer, That his doc-

trine seems to imply it ; but I hope he meant
it not.

He affirms, in general, that justice is not

a natural virtue ; that it derives its origin

solely from public utility ; and that reflec-

tions on the beneficial consequences of this

virtue, are the sole foundation of its merit.

He mentions no particular branch of just-

ice as an exception to this general rule

;

yet justice, in common language, and in all

the writers on jurisprudence I am acquainted
with, comprehends the four branches above
mentioned. His doctrine, therefore, ac-

cording to the common construction of

words, extends to these four, as well as to

the two other branches of justice.

On the other hand, if we attend to his

long and laboured proof of this doctrine, it

appears evident that he had in his eye only

two particular branches of justice. No
part of his reasoning applies to the other

four. He seems, I know not why, to have
taken up a confined notion of justice, and
to have restricted it to a regard to property

and fidelity in contracts. As to other

branches he is silent. He nowhere says,

that it is not naturally criminal to rob an
innocent man of his life, of his children, of

his liberty, or of his reputation ; and I am
apt to think he<never meant it. [428]
The only philosopher I know who has

had the assurance to maintain this, is Mr
Hobbes, who makes the state of nature to

be a state of war, of every man against

every man ; and of such a war in which
every man has a right to do and to acquire
whatever his power can, by any means, ac-

complish— that is, a state wherein neither

[427-4.29]

right nor injury, justice nor injustice, can
possibly exist.

Mr Hume mentions this system of

Hobbes, but without adopting it, though he

allows it the authority of Cicero in its favour.

He says, in a note, " This fiction of a
state of nature as a state of war was not

first started by Mr Hobbes, as is commonly
imagined. Plato endeavours to refute an
hypothesis very like it, in the 2d, 3d, and
4th books, i De Republica.' Cicero, on

the contrary, supposes it certain and uni-

versally acknowledged, in the following pas-

sage," &c

—

Pro Sextio, § 42.

The passage, which he quotes at large

from one of Cicero's orations, seems to me
to require some straining to make it tally

with the system of Mr Hobbes. Be this as

it may, Mr Hume might have added, That
Cicero, in his orations, «like many other

pleaders, sometimes says not what he be-

lieved, but what was fit to support the cause

of his client. That Cicero's opinion, with

regard to the natural obligation of justice,

was very different from that of Mr Hobbes,
and even from Mr Hume's, is very well

known. [429]
3. As Mr Hume, therefore, has said

nothing to prove the four branches of just-

ice which relate to the innate rights of

men, to be artificial, or to derive their ori-

gin solely from public utility, I proceed to

the fifth branch, which requires us not to

invade another man's property.

The right of property is not innate, but

acquired. It is not grounded upon the con-

stitution of man ; but upon his actions.

Writers on jurisprudence have explained

its origin in a manner that may satisfy every

man of common understanding.

The earth is given to men in common
for the purposes of life, by the bounty of

Heaven. But, to divide it, and appropriate

one part of its produce to one, another part

to another, must be the work of men who
have power and understanding given them,

by which every man may accommodate him*

self without hurt to any other.

This common right of every man to what
the earth produces, before it be occupied

and appropriated by others, was, by ancient

moralists, very properly compared to the

right which every citizen had to the public

theatre, where every man that came might

occupy an empty seat, and thereby acquire

a right to it while the entertainment lasted

,

but no man had a right to dispossess an-

other.

The earth is a great theatre, furnished by

the Almighty, with perfect wisdom and
goodness, for the entertainment and employ-

ment of all mankind. Here every man has

a right to accommodate himself as a spec-

tator, and to perform his part as an actor,

but without hurt to others.

2o
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He who does so is a just man, and thereby

entitled to some degree of moral approba-

tion ; and he who not only does no hurt,

but employs his power to do good, is a good

man, and is thereby entitled to a higher de-

gree of moral approbation. But he who
jostles and molests his neighbour, who de-

prives him of any accommodation which

his industry has provided without hurt to

others, is unjust, and a proper object of

resentment. [430]
It is true, therefore, that property has a

beginning from the actions of me.i, occupy-

ing, and, perhaps, improving by their in-

dustry, what was common by nature. It is

true, also, that, before property exists, that

branch of justice and injustice which re-

gards property cannot exist. But it is also

true, that, where there are men, there will

very soon be property of one kind or an-

other, and, consequently, there will be that

branch of justice which attends property as

its guardian.

There are two kinis ofproperty which we
may distinguish.

The first is what must presently be con-

sumed to sustain life ; the second, which is

more permanent, is, what may be laid up
and stored for the supply offuture wants.

Some of the gifts of nature must be used
and consumed by individuals for the daily

support of life ; but they cannot be used
till they be occupied and appropriated. If

another person may, without injustice, rob

me of what I have innocently occupied for

present subsistence, the necessary conse-

quence must be, that he may, without in-

justice, take away my life.

A right to life implies a right to the neces-

sary means of life. And that justice which
forbids the taking away the life of an inno-

cent man, forbids no less the taking from
him the necessary means of life. He has
the same right to defend the one as the
other ; and nature inspires him with the
same just resentment of the one injury as

of the other. [431]
The natural right of liberty implies a

right to such innocent labour as a man
chooses, and to the fruit of that labour. To
hinder another man's innocent labour, or to

deprive him of the fruit of it, is an injust-

ice of the same kind, and has the same
effect, as to put him in fetters or in prison,

and is equally a just object of resentment.
Thus it appears, that some kind, or some

degree, of property must exist wherever
men exist, and that the right to such pro-
perty is the necessary consequence of the
natural right of men to life and liberty.

It has been further observed, that God
has made man a sagacious and provident
animal, led by his constitution not only to
occupy and use what nature has provided
for the supply of his present wants and

necessities, but to foresee future wants, and
to provide for them ; and that not only for

himself, but for his family, his friends, and
connections.

He therefore acts in perfect conformity

to his nature, when he stores, of the fruit

of his labour, what may afterwards be use-

ful to himself or to others ; when he invents

and fabricates utensils or machines by which
his labour may be facilitated, and its pro-

duce increased ; and when, by exchanging

with his fellow-men commodities or labour,

he accommodates both himself and them.

These are the natural and innocent exer-

tions of that understanding wherewith his

Maker has endowed him. He has there-

fore a right to exercise them, and to enjoy

the fruit of them. Every man who impedes

him in making such exertions, or deprives

him of the fruit of them, is injurious and
unjust, and an object of just resentment.

Many brute-animals are led by instinct

to provide for futurity, and to defend their

store, and their store-house, against all in-

vaders. There seems to be in man, before

the use of reason, an instinct of the same
kind. When reason and conscience grow
up, they approve and justify this provident

care, and condemn, as unjust, every inva-

sion of others, that may frustrate it. [432]

Two instances of this provident sagacity

seem to be peculiar to man : I mean the

invention of utensils and machines for facili-

tating labour, and the making exchanges

with his fellow-men for mutual benefit. No
tribe of men has been found so rude as not

to practise these things in some degree.

And I know no tribe of brutes that was ever

observed to practise them. They neither

invent nor use utensils or machines, nOr do

they traffic by exchanges.

From these observations, I think it evi-

dent that man, even in the state of nature,

by his powers of body and mind, may ac-

quire permanent property, or what we call

riches, by which his own and his family's

wants are more liberally supplied, and his

power enlarged to requite his benefactors,

to relieve objects of compassion, to make
friends, and to defend his property against

unjust invaders. And we know from history,

that men, who had no superior on earth,

no connection with any public beyond their

own family, have acquired property, and
had distinct notions of that justice and in-

justice of which it is the object.

Every man, as a reasonable creature, has

a right to gratify his natural and innocent

desires, without hurt to others. No desire

is more natural, or more reasonable, than
that of supplying his wants. When this is

done without hurt to any man, to hinder or

frustrate his innocent labour, is an unjust

violation of his natural liberty. Private

utility leads a man to desire property, and

[430-132]
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to labour for it ; and his right to it is only

a right to labour for his own benefit. [433]
That public utility is the sole origin, even

of that branch of justice which regards pro-

perty, is so far from being true, that, when
men confederate and constitute a public,

under laws and government, the right of

each individual to his property is, by that

confederation, abridged and limited. In the

state of nature every man's property was
solely at his own disposal, because he had
no superior. In civil society it must be
subject to the laws of the society. He gives

up to the public part of that right which he
had in the state of nature, as the price of

that protection and security which he re-

ceives from civil society. In the state of

nature, he was sole judge in his own cause,

and had right to defend his property, his

liberty, and life, as far as his power reached.

In the state of civil society, he must sub-
mit to the judgment of the society, and ac-

quiesce in its sentence, though he should

conceive it to be unjust.

What was said above, of the natural right

every man has to acquire permanent pro-

perty, and to dispose of it, must be under-
stood with this condition, That no other

man be thereby deprived of the necessary
means of life. The right of an innocent
man to the necessaries of life, is, in its

nature, superior to that which the rich man
has to his riches, even though they be
honestly acquired. The use of riches, or
permanent property, is to supply future and
casual wants, which ought to yield to pre-

sent and certain necessity.

As, in a family, justice requires that the
children who are unable to labour, and
those who, by sickness, are disabled, should
have their necessities supplied out of the
common stock, so, in the great family of

God, of which all mankind are the children,

justice, I think, as well as charity, requires,

that the necessities of those who, by the
providence of God, are disabled from sup-
plying themselves, should be supplied from
what might otherwise be stored for future
wants. [434]
From this it appears, That the right of

acquiring and that of disposing of property,
may be subject to limitations and restric-

tions, even in the state of nature, and much
more in the state of civil society, in which
the public has what writers in jurisprudence
call an eminent dominion over the property,
as well as over the lives of the subjects, as
far as the public good requires.

If these principles be well founded, Mr
Hume's arguments to prove that justice is

an artificial virtue, or that its public utility

is the sole foundation of its merit, may be
easily answered.
He supposes, first, a state in which nature

has bestowed on the human race, such
U33-13A

abundance of external goods, that everyman,
without care or industry, finds himself pro-

vided of whatever he can wish or desire. It

is evident, says he, that, in such a state,

the cautious, jealous virtue of justice would
never once have been dreamed of.

It may be observed, first, That this argu-

ment applies only to one of the six branches

of justice before mentioned. The other

five are not in the least affected by it ; and
the reader will easily perceive that this

observation applies to almost all his argu-

ments, so that it needs not be repeated.

Secondly, All that this argument proves

is, That a state of the human race may be

conceived wherein no property exists, and
where, of consequence, there can be no
exercise of that branch of justice which re-

spects property. But does it follow from
this, that where property exists, and must
exist, that no regard ought to be had to it ?

He next supposes that the necessities of

the human race continuing the same as at

present, the mind is so enlarged with friend-

ship and generosity, that every man feels as

much tenderness and concern for the interest

of every man, as for his own. It seems
evident, he says, that the use of justice

would be suspended by such an extensive

benevolence, nor would the divisions and
barriers of property and obligation have ever

been thought of. [435]
I answer, The conduct which thisextensive

benevolence leads to, is either perfectly con-

sistent with justice, or it is not. First, If

there be any case where this benevolence
would lead us to do injustice, the use ofjust-

ice is not suspended. Its obligation is super-

ior to that of benevolence ; and, to shew be-

nevolence to one, at the expense of injustice

to another, is immoral. Secondly, Supposing
no such case could happen, the use of just-

ice would not be suspended, because by it

we must distinguish good offices to whiv.li

we had a right, from those to which he
had no right, and which therefore require

a return of gratitude. Thirdly, Suppos-
ing the use of justice to be suspended, as

it must be in every case where it cannot

be exercised, Will it follow, that its obliga-

tion is suspended, where there is access to

exercise it ?

A third supposition is, the reverse of the

first, That a society falls into extreme want
of the necessaries of life : The question is

put, Whether, in such a case, an equal part-

ition of bread, without regard to private

property, though effected by power, and
even by violence, would be regarded as cri-

minal and injurious ? And the author con-

ceives that this would be a suspension of

the strict laws of justice.

I answer, That such an equal partition

as Mr Hume mentions, is so far from be-

ing criminal or injurious, that justice re-

2 V %
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quires it ; and surely that cannot be a sus-
pension of the laws of justice which is an
act of justice. All that the strictest justice

requires in such a case, is, That the man
whose life is preserved at the expense of

another, and without his consent, should
indemnify him when he is able. His case

is similar to that of a debtor who is insolv-

ent, without any fault on his part. Justice

requires that he should be forborne till he is

able to pay. It is strange that Mr Hume
should think that an action, neither crim-
inal nor injurious, should be a suspension
of the laws of justice. This seems to me a
contradiction ; for justice and injury are
contradictory terms. [436]
The next argument is thus expressed :—

" When any man, even in political society,

renders himself, by crimes, obnoxious to

the public, he is punished in his goods and
person—that is, the ordinary rules of just-

ice are, with regard to him, suspended for a
moment, and it becomes equitable to inflict

on him what otherwise he could not suffer

without wrong or injury."

This argument, like the former, refutes

itself. For that an action should be a sus-

pension of the rules of justice, and at the
same time equitable, seems to me a contra-
diction. It is possible that equity may in-

terfere with the letter of human laws, be-
cause all the cases that may fall under them,
cannot be foreseen ; but that equity should
interfere with justice is impossible. It is

strange that Mr Hume should think that
justice requires that a criminal should be
treated in the same way as an innocent
man.

Another argument is taken from public
war. What is it, says he, but a suspension
of justice among the warring parties ? The
laws of war, which then succeed to those
of equity and justice, are rules calculated
for the advantage and utility of that parti-

cular state in which men are now placed.

I answer, when war is undertaken for self-

defence, or for reparation of intolerable in-

juries, justice authorizes it. The laws of
war, which have been described by many
judicious moralists, are all drawn from the
fountain of justice and equity ; and every-
thing contrary to justice, is contrary to the
laws of war. That j ustice which prescribes
one rule of conduct to a master, another to
a servant ; one to a parent, another to a
child—prescribes also one rule of conduct
towards a friend, another towards an enemy.
I do not understand what Mr Hume means
by the advantage and utility of a state of
war, for which he says the laws of war are
calculated, and succeed to those of justice
and equity. I know no laws of war that
are not calculated for justice and equity.

[437]
The next argument is this—Were there a
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species of creatures intermingled with men,
which, though rational, were possessed of

such inferior strength, both of body and
mind, that they were incapable of all re-

sistance, and could never, upon the highest

provocation, make us feel the effects of

their resentment; the necessary conse-

quence, I think, is, that we should be bound,

by the laws of humanity, to give gentle

usage to these creatures, but should not,

properly speaking, lie under any restraint

of justice with regard to them, nor could

they possess any right or property, exclu-

sive of such arbitrary lords.

If Mr Hume had not owned this senti-

ment as a consequence of his Theory of

Morals, I should have thought it very un-

charitable to impute it to him. However,
we may judge of the Theory by its avowed
consequence. For there cannot be better

evidence that a theory of morals, or of any
particular virtue, is false, than when it

subverts the practical rules of morals.

This defenceless species of rational crea-

tures, is doomed by Mr Hume to have no
rights. Why ? Because they have no
power to defend themselves. Is not this

to say—That right has its origin from

power ; which, indeed, was the doctrine of

Mr Hobbes. And to illustrate this doc-

trine, Mr Hume adds—That, as no incon-

venience ever results from the exercise of

a power so firmly established in nature, the

restraints of justice and property being

totally useless, could never have place in

so unequal a confederacy ; and, to the same
purpose, he says, that the female part of

our own species owe the share they have

in the rights of society, to the power which

their address and their charms give them.

If this be sound morals, Mr Hume's Theory

of Justice may be true. [438]

We may here observe, that, though, in

other places, Mr Hume founds the obliga-

tion of justice upon its utility to ourselves

or to others, it is here founded solely upon
utility to ourselves. For surely to be treated

with justice would be highly useful to the

defenceless species he here supposes to ex-

ist. But, as no inconvenience to ourselves

can ever result from our treatment of

them, he concludes, that justice would be

useless, and therefore can have no place.

Mr Hobbes could have said no more.

He supposes, in the last place, a state

of human nature wherein all society and
intercourse is cut off between man and
man. It is evident, he says, that so so-

litary a being would be as much incapable

ofjustice as of social discourse and convers-

ation.

And would not so solitary a being be as

incapable of friendship, generosity, and com-
passion, as of justice ? If this argument
prove justice to be an artificial virtue, it
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will, with equal force, prove every social

virtue to be artificial.

These are the arguments which Mr Hume
has advanced in his " Enquiry," in the

first part of a long section upon justice.

In the second part, the arguments are

not so clearly distinguished, nor can they

be easily collected. I shall offer some re-

marks upon what seems most specious in

this second part.

He begins with observing—" That, if

we examine the particular laws by which

j ustice is directed and property determined,
they present us with the same conclusion.

The good of mankind is the only object of

all those laws and regulations." [439]
It is not easy to perceive where the stress

of this argument lies. The good of man-
kind is the object of all the laws and regula-

tions by which justice is directed and pro-

perty determined ; therefore, justice is not a

natural vi tue, but has its origin solelyfrom
public utility , and its beneficial consequences

are the solefoundation of its merit.

Some step seems to be wanting to connect

the antecedent proposition with the conclu-

sion, which, I think, must be one or other

of these two propositions—first, All, the

rules of justice tend to public utility ; or,

secondly, Public utility is the only standard,

«f justice, from which alone all its rules

must be deduced.

If the argument be, That justice must
have its origin solely from public utility,

because all its rules tend to public utility, I

cannot admit the consequence ; nor can Mr
Hume admit it without overturning his own
system ; for the rules of benevolence and
humanity do all tend to the public utility ;

and yet, in his system, they have another

foundation in human nature ; so likewise

may the rules of justice.

I am apt to think, therefore, that the

argument is to be taken in the last sense>

That public utility is the only standard of

justice, from which all its rules must be
deduced ; and therefore justice has its origin

solely from public utility.

This seems to be Mr Hume's meaning,
because, in what follows, he observes, That,

in order to establish laws for the regulation

of property, we must be acquainted with

the nature and situation of man ; must re-

ject appearances which may be false though
specious; and must search for those rules

which are, on the whole, most useful and
beneficial ; and endeavours to shew, that the

established rules which regard property are

more for the public good than the system,

either of those religious fanatics of the last

age who held that saints only should in-

herit the earth, or of those political fanatics

who claimed an equal division of property.

We see here, as before, that, though Mr
Hume's conclusion respects justice in gene-
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ral, his argument is confined to one branch
ofjustice—to wit, the right of property ; and
it is well known that, to conclude from a

part to the whole is not good reasoning. [440 J

Besides, the proposition from which his

conclusion is drawn cannot be granted,

either with regard to property, or with re-

gard to the other branches of justice.

We endeavoured before to shew that

property, though not an innate but an ac-

quired right, may be acquired in the state

of nature, and agreeably to the laws of na-

ture ; and that this right has not its origin

from human laws, made for the public

good, though, when men enter into political

society, it may and ought to be regulated

by those laws.

If there were but two men upon the face

of the earth, of ripe faculties, each might
have his own property, and might know his

right to defend it, and his obligation not to

invade the property of the other. He would
have no need to have recourse to reasoning

from public good, in order to know when he
was injured, either in his property or in any
of his natural rights, or to know what rules

of justice he ought to observe towards his

neighbour.

The simple rule, of not doing to his neigh-

bour what he would think wrong to be done
to himself, would lead him to the knowledge
of every branch of justice, without the con-

sideration of public good, or of laws and
statutes made to promote it. [441]

It is not true, therefore, that public utility

is the only standard of justice, and that the

rules of justice can be deduced only from
their public utility.

Aristides, and the people of Athens, had
surely another notion of justice, when he
pronounced the counsel of Themistocles,

which was communicated to him only, to

be highly useful, but unjust ; and the as-

sembly, upon this authority, rejected the

proposal unheard. " These honest citizens,

though subject to no laws but of their own
making, far from making utility the stand-

ard of justice, made justice to be the stand-

ard of utility.

" What is a man's property ? Anything
which it is lawful for him, and for him alone,

to use. But what rule have we by which

we can distinguish these objects ? H ere we
must have recourse to statutes, customs,

precedents, analogies, &c."
Does not this imply that, in the state of

nature, there can be no distinction of pro-

perty ? If so, Mr Hume's sta'e of nature

is the same with that of Mr Hobbes.

It is true that, when men become mem-
bers of a political society, they subject their

Had they heard it, there would not probably

have been found the same unanimity. The rejection

of a vague abstraction is very different from that of

a specific reality.— H.
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property, as well as themselves, to the laws,

and must either acquiesce in what the laws

determine, or leave the society. But just-

ice, and even that particular branch of it

which our author always supposes to be the

whole, is antecedent to political societies

and to their laws ; and the intention of these

laws is, to be the guardians of justice, and
to redress injuries.

As all the works of men are imperfect,

human laws may be unjust ; which could

never be, if justice had its origin from law,

as the author seems here to insinuate. [442]
Justice requires that a member of a

state should submit to the laws of the state,

when they, require nothing unjust or im-
pious. There may, therefore, be statutory

rights and statutory crimes. A statute

may create a right which did not before exist,

or make that to be criminal which was not
so before. But this could never be, if

there were not an antecedent obligation

upon the subjects to obey the statutes. In
like manner, the command of a master may
make that to be the servant's duty which,
before, was not his duty, and the servant
may be chargeable with injustice if he dis-

obeys, because he was under an antecedent
obligation to obey his master in lawful

things.

We grant, therefore, that particular laws
may direct justice and determine property,
and sometimes even upon very slight rea-

sons and analogies, or even for no other
reason but that it is better that such a point

should be determined by law than that it

should be left a dubious subject of conten-
tion. But this, far from presenting us with
the conclusion which the author would
establish, presents us with a contrary con-
clusion. For all these particular laws and
statutes derive their whole obligation and
force from a general rule of justice antece-
dent to them—to wit, That subjects ought
to obey the laws of their country.

The author compares the rules of justice

with the most frivolous superstitions, and
can find no foundation for moral sentiment
in the one more than in the other, except-
ine that justice is requisite to the well-being
and existence of society.

It is very true that, if we examine mine
and thine by the senses of sight, smell, or
touch, or scrutinize them by the sciences of
medicine, chemistry or physics, we perceive
no difference. But the reason is, that none
of these senses or sciences are the judges
of right or wrong, or can give any conception
of them any more than the ear of colour, or
the eye of sound. Every man of common
understanding, and every savage, when he
applies his moral faculty to those objects,

perceives a difference as clearly as he per-
ceives day-light. When that sense or fa-

culty is not consulted, in vain do we con-

sult every other, in a question of right and
wrong [443]
To perceive that justice tends to the good

of mankind, would lay no moral obligation

upon us to be just, unless we be conscious
of a moral obligation to do what tends to

the good of mankind. If such a moral obli-

gation be admitted, why may we not admit a
stronger obligation to do injury to no man ?

The last obligation is as easily conceived as
the first, and there is as clear evidence of

its existence in human nature.

The last argument is a dilemma, and is

thus expressed :
—" The dilemma seems

obvious. As justice evidently tends to pro-

mote public utility, and to support civil

society, the sentiment of justice is either

derived from our reflecting on that tend-
ency, or, like hunger, thirst, and other ap-
petites, resentment, love of life, attachment
to offspring, and other passions, arises from
a simple original instinct in the human
breast, which nature has implanted for like

salutary purposes. If the latter be the case,

it follows, That property, which is the ob-

ject of justice, is also distinguished by a
simple original instinct, and is not ascer-

tained by any argument or reflection. But
who is there that ever heard of such an
instinct,'' &c

I doubt not but Mr Hume has heard of

a principle called conscience, which nature
has implanted in the human breast.

Whether he will call it a simple original

instinct I know not, as he gives that name
to all our appetites, and to all our passions.

From this principle, I think, we derive the

sentiment of justice. [444]
As the eye not only gives us the concep-

tion of colours, but makes us perceive one
body to have one colour, and another body
another ; and as our reason not only gives

us the conception of true and false, but

makes us perceive one proposition to be
true and another to be false ; so our con-

science, or moral faculty, not only gives us
the conception of honest and dishonest,

but makes us perceive one kind of conduct
to be honest, another to be dishonest. By
this faculty we perceive a merit in honest

conduct, and a demerit in dishonest, with-

out regard to public utility.

That these sentiments are not the effect

of education or of acquired habits, we have
the same reason to conclude as that our

perception of what is true and what false, is

not the effect of education or of acquired

habits. There have been men who pro-

fessed to believe that there is no ground to

assent to any one proposition rather than
its contrary ; but I never yet heard of a
man who had the effrontery to profess him-
self to be under no obligation of honour or

honesty, of truth or justice, in his dealings

with men.

[442-444]
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Nor does this faculty of conscience re-

quire innate ideas of property, and of the

various ways of acquiring and transferring
if, or innate ideas of kings and senators, <f
jr.atnrs, and chancellors, and juries, any
more than the faculty of seeing requires in-

nate ideas of colours, or than the faculty of

reasoning requires innate ideas of cones,

cylinders, and spheres. [445]

CHAPTER VI.

OP THE NATURE AND OBLIGATION OP A
CONTRACT.

The obligation of Contracts and Promises
is a matter so sacred, and of such conse-
quence to human society, that speculations
which have a tendency to weaken that obli-

gation, and to perplex men's notions on a
subject so plain and so important, ought to

meet with the disapprobation of all honest
men.
Some such speculations, I think, we have

in the third volume of Mr Hume's " Trea-
tise of Human Nature," and in his " En-
quiry into the Principles of Morals ;" and
my design in this chapter is, to offer some
observations on the nature of a contract or
promise, and on two passages of that author
on this subject.

I am far from saying or thinking that
Mr Hume meant to weaken men's obliga-

tions to honesty and fair dealing, or that he
had not a sense of these obligations himself.

1 1 is not the man I impeach, but his writ-

ings. Let us think of the first as charitably

as we can, while we freely examine the im-
port and tendency of the last.

Although the nature of a contract and of

a promise is perfectly understood by all men
of common understanding ; yet, by atten-

tion to the operations of mind signified by
these words, we shall be better enabled to

judge of the metaphysical subtilties which
have been raised about them. A promise
and a contract differ so little in what con-
cerns the present disquisition, that the same
reasoning (as Mr Hume justly observes)

extends to both. In a promise, one party
oidy comes under the obligation, the other
acquires a right to the prestation promised.
But we give the name of a contract to a
transaction in which each party comes under
an obligation to the other, and each recipro-

cally acquires a right to what is promised
by the other. [446]
The Latin word Pactum seems to extend

to both ; and the definition given of it in

the Civil Law, and borrowed from Ulpian,
is, Duorum pluriurnve in idem placitum
consensus. Titius, a modern Civilian, has
endeavoured to make this definition more
complete, W adding the words, obligationis
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licite constituentce vrl tvllendec causa datus.

With this addition, the definition is, that
a Contract is the consent of two or more per-
sons in the same thing, given with the inten-

tion of constituting or dissolving lawfully
some obligation.

This definition is, perhaps, as good as any
other that can be given ; yet, I believe,

every man will acknowledge that it gives

him no clearer or more distinct notion of a
contract than he had t efore. If it is con-
sidered as a strictly logical definition, I be-
lieve some objections might be made to it

;

but I forbear to mention them, because I

believe that similar objections might be made
to any definition of a contract that can be
given.

Nor can it be inferred from this, that the
notion of a contract is not perfectly clear

in every man come to years of understand-
ing. For this is common to many opera-
tions of the mind, that, although we under-
stand them perfectly, and are in no danger
of confounding them with anything else;

yet we cannot define them according to the
rules of logic, by a genus and a specific dif-

ference. And when we attempt it, we
rather darken than give light to them.

Is there anything more distinctly under-
stood by all men, than what it is to see, to
hear, to remember, to judge ? Yet it is the
most difficult thing in the world to define

these operations according to the rules of

logical definition. But it is not more diffi-

cult than it is useless. [447]
Sometimes philosophers attempt to de-

fine them ; but, if we examine their defin-

itions, we shall find that they amount to no
more than giving one synonymous word for

another, and commonly a worse for a better.

So, when we define a contract, by calling it

a consent, a convention, an agreement, what
is this but giving a synonymous word for it,

and a word that is neither more expressive
nor better understood ?

One boy has a top, another a scourge

;

says the first to the other, If you will lend
me your scourge as long as I can keep up
my top with it, you shajl next have the top
as long as you can keep it up. Agreed,
says the other. This is a contract perfectly

understood by both parties, though they
never heard of the definition given by
Ulpian or by Titius. And each of them
knows that he is injured if the other breaks
the bargain, and that he does wrong if he
breaks it himself.

The operations of the human mind may
be divided into two classes, the Solitary and
the Social. As promises and contracts be-
long to the last class, it may be proper to
explain this division.

I call those operations solitary which may
lie performed by a man in solitude, without
intercourse with any other intelligent being.
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I call those operations social which neces-

sarily imply social intercourse with some
other intelligent being who bears a part in

them. [448]
A man may see, and hear, and remember,

and judge, and reason ; he may deliberate

and form purposes, and execute them, with-

out the intervention of any other intelligent

being. They are solitary acts. But, when
he asks a question for information, when he
testifies a fact, when he gives a command to

his servant, when he makes a promise, or
enters into a contract, these are social acts

of mind, and can have no existence without
the intervention of some other intelligent

being, who acts a part in them. Between
the operations of the mind, which, for want
of a more proper name, I have called soli-

tary, and those I have called social, there
is this very remarkable distinction, that, in
the solitary, theexpression of them bywords,
or any other sensible sign, is accidental.

They may exist, and be complete, without
being expressed, without being known to
any other person. But, in the social opera-
tions, the expression is essential. They
cannot exist without being expressed by
words or signs, and known to the other
party.

If nature had not made man capable of
such social operations of mind, and fur-

nished him with a language to express
them, he might think, and reason, and de-
liberate, and will ; he might have desires

and aversions, joy and sorrow ; in a word,
he might exert all those operations of mind
which the writers in logic and pneumatology
have so copiously described; but, at the
same time, he would still be a solitary being,

even when in a crowd ; it would be impos-
sible for him to put a question, or give a
command, to ask a favour, or testify a fact,

to make a promise, or a bargain.
I take it to be the common opinion of

philosophers, That the social operations of
the human mind are not specifically differ-

ent from the solitary, and that they are
only various modifications or compositions
of our solitary operations, and may be re-
solved into them.

£t is for this reason, probably, that, in

enumerating the operations of the mind,
the solitary only are mentioned, and no
notice at all taken of the social, though they
are familiar to every man, and have names
in all languages. [449]

I apprehend, however, it will be found
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
resolve our social operations into any modi-
fication or composition of the solitary ; and
that an attempt to do this would prove as
ineffectual as the attempts that have been
made to resolve all our social affections into

the selfish. The social operations appear
to be as simple in their nature as the soli-

tary. They are found in every individual

of the species, even before the use of rea-

son.

The power which man has of holding so-

cial intercourse with his kind, by asking
and refusing, threatening and supplicating,

commanding and obeying, testifying ami
promising, must either be a distinct faculty

given by our Maker, and a part of our con-
stitution, like the powers of seeing and hear-
ing, or it must be a human invention. If

men have invented this art of social inter-

course, it must follow, that every individual

of the species must have invented it for

himself. It cannot, be taught ; for, though,
when once carried to a certain pitch, it may
be improved by teaching ; yet it is impossi-

ble it can begin in that way, because all

teaching supposes a social intercourse and
language already established between the
teacher and the learner. This intercourse

must, from the very first, be carried on by
sensible signs ; for the thoughts of other
men can be discovered in no other way. I

think it is likewise evident, that this inter-

course, in its beginning at least, must be
carried on by natural signs, whose meaning
is understood by both parties, previous to all

compact or agreement. For there can be
no compact without signs, nor without so-

cial intercourse.

I apprehend, therefore, that the social

intercourse of mankind, consisting of those
social operations which I have mentioned,
is the exercise of a faculty appropriated to

that purpose, which is the gift of God, no
less than the powers of seeing and hearing.

And that, in order to carry on this inter-

course, God has given to man a natural

language, by which his social operations are

expressed, and without which, the artificial

languages of articulate sounds, and of writ-

ing, could never have been invented by hu-
man art. [450]
The signs in this natural language are

looks, changes of the features, modulations
of the voice, and gestures of the body. All

men understand this language without in-

struction, and all men can use it in some
degree. But they are most expert in it

who use it most. It makes a great part of

the language of savages, and therefore they
are more expert in the use of natural signs

than the civilized.

The language of dumb persons is mostly
formed of natural signs ; and they are all

great adepts in this language of nature.

All that we call action and pronunciation,

in .the most perfect orator, and the most
admired actor, is nothing else but superadd-
ing the language of nature to the language
of articulate sounds. The pantomimes
among the Romans carried it to the high-
est pitch of perfection. For they could act

parts of comedies and tragedies in dumb-
[448-450J
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bIiow, so as to be understood, not only by
those who were accustomed to this enter-

tainment, but by all the strangers that

came to Home, from all the corners of the

earth.

For it may be observed of this natural

language, (and nothing more clearly de-

monstrates it to be a part of the human con-

stitution,) that, although it require practice

:ind study to enable a man to express his

sentiments by it in the most perfect man-
ner ; yet it requires neither study nor prac-

tice in the spectator to understand it. The
knowledge of it was before latent in the

mind, and we no sooner see it than we im-
mediately recognise it, as we do an acquaint-
ance whom we had long forgot, and could
not have described ; but no sooner do we
see him, than we know for certain that he
is the very man. [451]

This knowledge, in all mankind, of the
natural signs of men's thoughts and senti-

ments, is indeed so like to reminiscence
that it seems to have led Plato to conceive
all human knowledge to be of that kind.

It is not by reasoning that all mankind
know that an open countenance and a
placid eye is a sign of amity ; that a con-
tracted brow and a fierce look is the sign
of anger. It is not from reason that we
learn to know the natural signs of consent-
ing and refusing, of affirming and denying,
of threatening and supplicating.

No man can perceive any necessary con-
nection between the signs of such opera-
tions, and the things signified by them.
But we are so formed by the Author of our
nature, that the operations themselves be-

come visible, as it were, by their natural

signs. This knowledge resembles reminis-
cence, in this respect, that it is immediate.
We form the conclusion with great assur-

ance, without knowing any premises from
which it may be drawn by reasoning.

It would lead us too far from the inten-

tion of the present inquiry, to consider,

more particularly, in what degree the social

intercourse is natural, and a part of our
constitution; how far it is of human inven-
tion.

It is sufficient to observe, that this in-

tercourse of human minds, by which their

thoughts and sentiments are exchanged,
and their souls mingle together, as it were, is

common to the whole species from infancy.

Like our other powers, its first beginnings
are weak, and scarcely perceptible. But
it is a certain fact, that we can perceive
some communication of sentiments between
the nui se and her nursling, before it is a
month old. And I doubt not but that, if

both had grown out of the earth, and had
never seen another human face, they would
be able in a few years to converse together.

[452]
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There appears, indeed, to be some degree

of social intercourse among brute-animals,

and between some of them and man. A
dog exults in the caresses of his master,

and is humbled at his displeasure. But
there are two operations of the social kind,

of which the brute-animals seem to be alto-

gether incapable. They can neither jilight

their veracity by testimony, nor their fide-

lity by any engagement or promise If

nature had made them capable of these

operations, they would have had a language

to express them by, as man has : But of

this we see no appearance.

A fox is said to use stratagems, but he
cannot lie ; because he cannot give his test-

imony, or plight his veracity. A dog is

said to be faithful to his master ; but no
more is meant but that he is affectionate,

for he never came under any engagement.
I see no evidence that any brute-animal is

capable of either giving testimony, or mak-
ing a promise.

A dumb man cannot speak any more
than a fox or a dog ; but he can give his

testimony by signs as early in life as other

men can do by words, lie knows what a
lie is as early as other men, and hates it as

much. He can plight his faith, and is sen-

sible of the obligation of a promise or con-

tract.

It is therefore a prerogative of man, that

he can communicate his knowledge of facts

by testimony, and enter into engagements
by promise or contract. God has given

him these powers by a part of his constitu-

tion, which distinguishes him from all brute-

animals. And whether they are original

powers, or resolvable into other original

powers, it is evident that they spring up in

the human mind at an early period of life,

and are found in every individual of the

species, whether savage or civilized.

These prerogative powers of man, like all

his other powers, must be given for some
end, and for a good end. And if we con-

sider a little farther the economy of nature,

in relation to this part of the human con-

stitution, we shall perceive the wisdom of

nature in the structure of it, and discover

clearly our duty in consequence of it. [453]
It is evident, in the first place, that, if no

credit was given to testimony, if there was
no reliance upon promises, they would
answer no end at all, not even that of de-

ceiving.

Secondly, Supposing men disposed by
some principle in their nature to rely on
declarations and promises ; yet, ifmen found

in experience that there was no fidelity on
the other part in making and in keeping

them, no man of common understanding

would trust to them, and so they would be-

come useless.

Hence it appears, thirdly, That this
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power of giving testimony, and of promising,

can answer no end in society, unless there

be a considerable degree, both of fidelity

on the one part, and of trust on the other

These two must stand or fall together, and
one of them cannot possibly subsist without

the other.

Fourthly, It may be observed that fidelity

in declarations and promises, and its coun-

terpart, trust and reliance upon them, form
a system of social intercourse, the most
amiable, the most useful, that can be among
men. Without fidelity and trust, there can
be no human society. There never was a so-

ciety, even of savages—nay, even of robbers

or pirates—in which there was not a great

degree of veracity and of fidelity among
themselves. Without it man would be the

most dissocial animal that God has made.
His state would be in reality what Hobbes
conceived the state of nature to be—a state

of war of every man against every man

;

nor could this war ever terminate in peace.

It may be observed, in the fifth place,

that man is evidently made for living in

society. His social affections shew this as

evidently as that the eye was made for see-

ing. His social operations, particularly

those of testifying and promising, make it

no less evident. [454]
From these observations it follows, that,

if no provision were made by nature, to en-

gage men to fidelity in declarations and
promises, human nature would be a con-

tradiction to itself, made for an end, yet

without the necessary means of attaining it.

As if the species had been furnished with

good eyes, but without the power of open-

ing their eyelids. There are no blunders

of this kind in the works of God. Where-
ever there is an end intended, the means
are admirably fitted for the attainment of

it ; and so we find it to be in the case be-

fore us.

For we see that children, as soon as they

are capable of understanding declarations

and promises, are led by their constitution

to rely upon them. They are no less led

by constitution to veracity and candour, on
their own part. Nor do they ever deviate

from this road of truth and sincerity, until

corrupted by bad example and bad company.
This disposition to sincerity in themselves,

and to give credit to others, whether we call

it instinct, or whatever name we give it,

must be considered as the effect of their

constitution.

So that the things essential to human
society—I mean good faith on the one part,

and trust on the other—are formed bynature
in the minds of children, before they are

capable of knowing their utility, or being
inHulened by considerations either of duty
or interest.

When we grow up so far as to have the

conception of a right and a wrong in con-
duct, the turpitude of lying, falsehood, and
dishonesty, is discerned, not by any train

of reasoning, but by an immediate percep-
tion. For we see that every man disap-

proves it in others, even those who are con-
scious of it in themselves.

Every man thinks himself injured and ill

used, and feels resentment, when he is im-
posed upon by it. Every man takes it as a
reproach when falsehood is imputed to him.
These are the clearest evidences, that all

men disapprove of falsehood, when their

judgment is not biassed. [455]
I know of no evidence that has been

given of any nation so rude as not to have
these sentiments. It is certain that dumb
people have them, and discover them about
the same period of life in which they ap-
pear in those who speak. And it may rea-

sonably be thought, that dumb persons, at

that time of life, have had as little ad-
vantage, with regard to morals, from their

education, as the greatest savages.

Every man, come to years of reflection}

when he pledges his veracity or fidelity,

thinks he has a right to be credited, and is

affronted if he is not. But there cannot be
a shadow of right to be credited, unless

there be an obligation to good faith. For
right on one hand, necessarily implies ob-
ligation on the other.

When we see that, in the most savage
state that ever was known of the human
race, men have always lived in societies

greater or less, this of itself is a proof from
fact, that they have had that sense of their

obligation to fidelity without which no
human society can subsist.

From these observations, I think, it ap-
pears very evident, that, as fidelity on one
part, and trust on the other, are essential

to that intercourse of men which we call

human society ; so the Author of our nature
has made wise provision for perpetuating
them among men, in that degree that is ne-
cessary to human society, in all the different

periods of human life, and in all the stages

of human improvement and degeneracy.

In early years, we have an innate dis-

position to them. In riper years, we feel

our obligation to fidelity as much as to any
moral duty whatsoever. [456]
Nor is it necessary to mention the col-

lateral inducements to this virtue, from
considerations of prudence, which are obvi-

ous to every man that reflects. Such as,

that it creates trust, the most effectual

engine of human power ; that it requires no
artifice or concealment ; dreads no detec-

tion ; that it inspires courage and mag-
nanimity, and is the natural ally of every
virtue ; so that there is no virtue whatso-
ever, to which our natural obligation ap-

i

pears more strong or more apparent.

[454-456]
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An observation or two, with regard to

the nature of a contract, will be sufficient

fur the present purpose.

It is obvious that the prestation pro-

mised must be understood by both parties.

One party engages to do such a thing, an-

other accepts of this engagement. An en-

gagement to do, one does not know what,

can neither be made nor accepted. It is no
less obvious, that a contract is a voluntary

transaction.

But it ought to be observed, that the

will, which is essential to a contract, is

only a will to engage, or to become bound.

We must beware of confounding this will

with a will to perform what we have en-

gaged. The last can signify nothing else

than an intention and fixed purpose to do
what we have engaged to do. The will to

become bound, and to confer a right upon
the other party, is indeed the very essence

of a contract; but the purpose of fulfilling

our engagement, is no part of the contract

at all.

A purpose is a solitary act of mind, which
lays no obligation on the person, nor con-

fers any right on another. A fraudulent

person may contract with a fixed purpose
of not performing his engagement. But
this purpose makes no change with regard

to his obligation. He is as much bound as

the honest man, who contracts with a fixed

purpose of performing. [457]
As the contract is binding without any

regard to the purpose, so there may be a
purpose without any contract. A purpose

is no contract, even when it is declared to

the person for whose benefit it is intended.

I may say to a man, I intend to do such a
tiling for your benefit, but I come under
no engagement. Every man understands

the meaning of this speech, and sees no
contradiction in it : whereas, if a purpose

declared were the same thing with a con-

tract, such a speech would be a contradic-

tion, and would be the same as if one
should say, I promise to do such a thing,

but I do not promise.

All this is so plain to every man of com-
mon sense, that it would have been unne-

cessary to be mentioned, had not so acute

a man as Mr Hume grounded some of the

contradictions he finds in a contract, upon
confounding a will to engage in a contract

with a will or purpose to perform the en-

gagement.
I come now to consider the speculations

of that author with regard to contracts.

In order to support a favourite notion of

his own, That justice is not a natural but

an artificial virtue, and that it derives its

whole merit from its utility, he has laid

down some principles which, I think, have
a tendency to subvert all faith and fair-

dealing among mankind.

[457-459]

Tn the third volume of the " Treatise of

Human Nature," p. 40, he lays it down as
an undoubted maxim, That no action can
be virtuous or morally good, unless there
be in human nature, some motive to pro-

duce it, distinct from its morality. Let us
apply this undoubted maxim in an instance

or two. If a man keeps his word, from this

sole motive, that he ought to do so, this is

no virtuous or morally good action. If a
man pays his debt from this motive, that

justice requires this of him, this is no vir-

tuous or morally good action. If a judge
or an arbiter gives a sentence in a cause,

from no other motive but regard to justice,

this is no virtuous or morally good action.

These appear to me to be shocking absurd-
ities, which no metaphysical subtilty can
ever justify. [458]

Nothing is more evident than that every
human action takes its denomination and
its moral nature from the motive from which
it is performed. That is a benevolent ac-

tion which is done from benevolence. That
is an act of gratitude which is done from a
sentiment of gratitude That is an act of

obedience to God, which is done from a
regard to his command. And, in general,

that is an act of virtue which is done from
a regard to virtue.

Virtuous actions are so far from needing
other motives, besides their being virtuous,

to give them merit, that their merit is then
greatest and most conspicuous, when every
motive that can be put in the opposite scale

is outweighed by the sole consideration of

their being our duty.

This maxim, therefore, of Mr Hume,
That no action can be virtuous or morally
good, unless there be some motive to produce
it distinct from its morality, is so far from
being undoubtedly true, that it is undoubt-
edly false. It was never, so far as I know,
maintained by any moralist, but by the

Epicureans ; and it savours of the very dregs

of that sect. It agrees well with the prin-

ciples of those who maintained, that virtue

is an empty name, and that it is entitled to

no regard but in as far as it ministers to

pleasure or profit.

I believe the author of this maxim acted

upon better moral principles than he wrote ;

and that what Cicero says of Epicurus, may
be applied to him :

—

Hedarguiiur ipse a
sese, vincunturque script* ejus probitate

ipsius et moHbus ; et ut alii existimantur

dicere melius quam facere, sic ille mihi
videturfacere melius quam dicere. [459]
But let us see how he applies this maxim

to contracts. I give you his words from
the place formerly cited :

—" I suppose,"

says he, " a person to have lent me a sum
of money, on condition that it be restored

in a few days ; and, after the expiration of

the term agreed on, he demands the sum.
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I ask, what reason or motive have I to

restore the money ? It will, perhaps, be
said, that my regard to justice, and abhor-
rence of villany and knavery, are sufficient

reasons for me, if I have the least grain of

honesty, or sense of duty and obligation.

And this answer, no doubt, is just and satis-

factory to man in his civilized state, and
when trained up according to a certain dis-

ci pline and education. But, in his rude
and more natural condition, if you are
pleased to call such a condition natural,

tliis answer would be rejected as perfectly

unintelligible and sophistical."

The doctrine we are taught in this pass-

age is this, That, though a man, in a civil-

iz d state, and when trained up according
to a certain discipline and education, may
have a regard to justice and an abhorrence
of villany and knavery, and some sense of

duty and obligation
; yet, to a man in his

rude and more natural condition, the consi-

derations of honesty, justice, duty, and ob-
ligation, will be perfectly unintelligible and
sophistical. And this is brought as an argu-
ment to shew that justice is not a natural
but an artificial virtue.

I shall offer some observations on this

argument.
1

.

Although it may be true that what is

unintelligible to man in his rude state may
be intelligible to him in his civilized state,

I cannot conceive that what is sophistical

in the rude state should change its nature,

and become just reasoning when man is

more improved. What is a sophism, will

always be so ; nor can any change in the
state of the person who judges make that to

be just reasoning which before was sophist-

ical. [460] Mr Hume's argument re-

quires that to man, in his rude state, the
motives to justice and honesty should not
only appear to be sophistical, but should
really be so. If the motives were just in

themselves, then justice would be a natural
virtue, although the rude man, by an error
of his judgment, thought otherwise. But
if justice be not a natural virtue, which is

the point Mr Hume intends to prove, then
every argument, by which man in his na-
tural state may be urged to it, must be a
sophism in reality, and not in appearance
only ; and the effect of discipline and edu-
cation in the civilized state can only be to
make those motives to justice appear just
and satisfactory, which, in their own nature,
are sophistical.

2. It were to be wished that this ingen-
ious author had shewn us why that state of
man, in which the obligation to honesty,
and an abhorrence of villany, appear per-
fectly unintelligible and sophistical, should
be his more natural state.

It is the nature of human society to be
progressive, as much as it is the nature of

the individual. In the individual, the state

of infancy leads to that of childhood, child-

hood to youth, youth to manhood, manhood
to old age. If one should say that the state

of infancy is a more natural state than that

of manhood or of old age, I am apt to think

that this would be words without any mean-
ing. In like manner, in human society, there

is a natural progress from rudeness to civil-

ization, from ignorance to knowledge. What
period of this progress shall we call man's
natural state ? To me they appear all

equally natural. Every state of society is

equally natural, wherein men have access

to exert their natural powers about their

proper objects, and to improve those powers
by the means which their situation affords.

[461]
Mr Hume, indeed, shews some timidity

in affirming the rude state to be the more
natural state of man ; and, therefore, adds
this qualifying parenthesis, If you are

pleased to call such a condition natural.

But it ought to be observed, That, if the

premises of his argument be weakened by
this clause, the same weakness must be
communicated to the conclusion ; and the

conclusion, according to the rules of good
reasoning, ought to be, That justice is an
artificial virtue, if

v you be pleased to call it

artificial.

3. It were likewise to be wished, that Mr
Hume had shewn, from fact, that there

ever did exist such a state of roan as that

which he calls his more natural state. It

is a state wherein a man borrows a sum of

money, on the condition that he is to re-

store it in a few days ; yet, when the time
of payment comes, his obligation to repay
what he borrowed is perfectly unintelligible

and sophistical. It would have been pro-

per to have given, at least, a single instance

of some tribe of the human race that was
found to be in this natural state. Tf no
such instance can be given, it. is, prcbably,

a state merely imaginary ; like that state,

which some have imagined, wherein men
were ouran outanys, or wherein they were
fishes with tails.

Indeed, such a state seems impossible.

That a man should lend without any con-

ception of his having a right to be repaid

;

or that a man should borrow on the condi-

tion of paying in a few days, and yet have
no conception of his obligation—seems to

me to involve a contradiction.

I grant that a humane man may lend

without any expectation of being repaid ;

but that he should lend without any concep-

tion of a right to be repaid, is a contradic-

tion. In like manner, a fraudulent man
may borrow without an intention of paying

back ; but that he could borrow, while an
obligation to repay is perfectly unintelligible

to him, this is a contradiction. [462]

[460-462]
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The same author, in his " Enquiry into

the Principles of Morals," § 3, treating

of the same subject, has the following

note :

—

" 'Tis evident that the will or consent
alone, never transfers property, nor causes
the obligation of a promise ; (for the same
reasoning extends to both ;) but the will

must be expressed by words or signs, in

order to impose a tie upon any man. The
expression being once brought in as subser-
vient to the will, soon becomes the princi-

pal part of the promise ; nor will a man be
less bound by his word, though he secretly

give a different direction to his intention,

and withhold the assent of his mind- But,
though the expression makes, on most occa-
sions, the whole of the promise ; yet it does
not always so ; and one who should make
use of any expression of which he knows
not the meaning, and which he uses with-
out any sense of the consequences, would
not certainly be bound by it. Nay, though
he know its meaning, yet, if he uses it in
jest only, and with such signs as shew
evidently he has no serious intention of
binding himself, he would not be under any
obligation of performance ; but it is neces-
sary that the words be a perfect expression
of the will, without any contrary signs

;

nay, even this we must not carry so far
as to imagine that one whom, from our
quickness of understanding, we conjectured
to have an intention of deceiving us, is not
bound by his expression or verbal promise,
if we accept of it ; but must limit this con-
clusion to those cases where the signs are
of a different nature from those of deceit.

All these contradictions are easily accounted
for, if justice arises entirely from its useful-
ness to society, but will never be explained
oil any other hypothesis." [463]

Here we have the opinion of this grave
moralist and acute metaphysician, that the
principles of honesty and fidelity are at
bottom a bundle of contradictions. This is

one part of his moral system which, I can-
not help thinking, borders upon licentious-
ness. It surely tends to give a very un-
favourable notion of that cardinal virtue
without which no man has a title to be
called an honest man. What regard can a
man pay to the virtue of fidelity, who be-
lieves that its essential rules contradict each
other ? Can a man be bound by contra-
dictory rules of conduct ? No more, surely,
than he can be bound to believe contradict-
ory principles.

He tells us, " that all these contradic-
tions are easily accounted for, if justice
arises entirely from its usefulness to society,
but will never be explained upon any other
hypothesis."

I know not, indeed, what is meant by
accounting for contradictions, or explaining
^463, 46 1.

]

them. I apprehend that no hypothesis
can make that which is a contradiction to be
no contradiction. However, without attempt-
ing to account for these contradictions upon
his own hypothesis, he pronounces, in a
decisive tone, that they will never be ex-
plained upon any other hypothesis.

What if it shall appear that the contra-

dictions mentioned in this paragraph do all

take their rise from two capital mistakes
the author has made with regard to the
nature of promises and contracts ; and if,

when these are corrected, there shall not
appear a shadow of contradiction in the
cases put by him ?

The first mistake is, That a promise is

some kind of will, consent, or intention,

which may be expressed, or may not be
expressed. This is to mistake the nature
of a promise. For no will, no consent, or
intention, that is not expressed, is a pro-
mise. A promise, being a social transac-
tion between two parties, without being ex-
pressed can have no existence. [464]

Another capital mistake that runs through
the passage cited is, That this will, consent,

or intention, which makes a promise, is a
will or intention to perform what we pro-

mise. Every man knows that there may
be a fraudulent promise, made without in-

tention of performing. But the intention

to perform the promise, or not to perforin

it, whether the intention be known to the
other party or not, makes no part of the
promise—it is a solitary act of the mind, and
can neither constitute nor dissolve an obli-

gation. What makes a promise is, that it

be expressed to the other party with under-
standing, and with an intention to become
bound, and that it be accepted by him.

Carrying these remarks along with us,

let us review the passage cited.

First, He observes, that the will or con-
sent alone does not cause the obligation of

a promise, but it must be expressed.

I answer, The will not expressed is not
a promise ; and is it a contradiction that

that which is not a promise should not
cause the obligation of a promise? He
goes on, The expression being once brought
in as subservient to the will, soon becomes

a principal part of the promise. Here it

is supposed, that the expression was
not originally a constituent part of the
promise, but it soon becomes such. It is

brought in to aid and be subservient to the
promise which was made before by the will.

If Mr Hume had considered that it is the
expression accompanied with understanding
and will to become bound, that constitutes

a promise, he would never have said, that

the expression soon becomes a part, and is

brought in as subservient.

He adds, Nor will a man be less bound
by his word, though he secretly gives a dif-
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ferent direction to his intention, and with-

holds the assent of his mind. [465]
The case here put needs some explication.

Either it means, that the man knowingly

and voluntarily gives his word, without any
intention of giving his word ; or that he
gives it without the intention of keeping it,

and performing what he promises. The
last of these is indeed a possible case, and
is, I apprehend, what Mr Hume means.

But the intention of keeping his promise is

no part of the promise, nor does it in the

least affect the obligation of it, as we have
often observed.

If the author meant that the man may
knowingly and voluntarily give his word,

without the intention of giving his word,

this is impossible : For such is the nature

of all social acts of the mind, that, as they

cannot be without being expressed, so they

cannot be expressed knowingly and will-

ingly, but they must be. If a man puts a
question knowingly and willingly, it is im-
possible that he should at the same time
will not to put it. If he gives a command
knowingly and willingly, it is impossible

that he should at the same time will not

to give it. We cannot have contrary wills

at the same time. And, in like manner, if

a man knowingly and willingly becomes
bound by a promise, it is impossible that

he should at the same time will not to be
bound.
To suppose, therefore, that, when a man

knowingly and willingly gives his word, he
withholds that will and intention which
makes a promise, is indeed a contradiction

;

but the contradiction is not in the nature
of the promise, but in the case supposed by
Mr Hume.
He adds, though the expression, for the

most part, makes the whole of the promise,

it does not always so.

I answer, That the expression, if it is

not accompanied with understanding and
will to engage, never makes a promise.
The author here assumes a postulate, which
nobody ever granted, and which can only
be grounded on the impossible supposi-

tion made in the former sentence. And
as there can be no promise without know-
ledge and will to engage, is it marvellous
that words which are not understood, or
words spoken in jest, and without any in-

tention to become bound, should not have
the effect of a promise ? [466]
The last case put by Mr Hume, is that

of a man who promises fraudulently with
an intention not to perform, and whose
fraudulent intention is discovered by the
other party, who, notwithstanding, accepts
the promise. He is bound, says Mr Hume,
by his verbal promise. Undoubtedly he is

bound, because an intention not to perform
the promise, whether known to the other

party or not, makes no part of the promise,

nor affects its obligation, as has been re*

peatedly observed.

From what has been said, I think it

evident, that to one who attends to the

nature of a promise or contract, there is

not the least appearance of contradiction

in the principles of morality relating to

contracts.

It would, indeed, appear wonderful that

such a man as Mr Hume should have im-
posed upon himself in so plain a matter, if

we did not see frequent instances of inge-

nious men, whose zeal in supporting a fa-

vourite hypothesis darkens their under
standing, and hinders them from seeing

what is before their eyes. [467]

CHAPTER VII.

THAT MORAL APPROBATION* IMPLIES A REAL
JUDGMENT.

The approbation of good actions, and
disapprobation of bad, are so familiar to

every man come to years of understanding,

that it seems strange there should be any
dispute about their nature.

Whether we reflect upon our own con
duct, or attend to the conduct of others

with whom we live, or of whom we hear or

read, we cannot help approving of some
things, disapproving of others, and regard-

ing many with perfect indifference.

These operations of our minds we are

conscious of every day and almost every

hour we live. Men of ripe understanding

are capable of reflecting upon them, and
of attending to what passes in their own
thoughts on such occasions ; yet, for half

a century, it has been a serious dispute

among philosophers, what this approbation

and disapprobation is, Whether there be a
real judgment included in it, which, like a I

other judgments, must be true or false ; or,

Whether it include no more but some agree-

able or uneasy feeling, in the pemon who
approves or disapproves.

Mr Hume observes very justly, that this

is a controversy started of lot.; Before

the modern system of Ideas and Impressions

was introduced, nothing would have ap-

peared more absurd than to say, that when
I condemn a man for what he has done, I

pass no judgment at all about the man, but

only express some uneasy feeling in my-
self. [468]
Nor did the new system produce this dis-

covery at once, but gradually, by several

steps, according as its consequences were
more accurately traced, and its spirit more
thoroughly imbibed by successive philoso-

phers.

Des Cartes and Mr Locke went no far-

[465-468]
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ther than to maintain that the Secondary
Qualities of body—Heat and Cold, Sound,
Colour, Taste, and Smell— which we per-

ceive and judge to be in the external ob-
ject, are mere feelings or sensations in our
minds, there being nothing in bodies them-
selves to which these names can be applied ;

and that the office of the external senses is

not to judge of external things, but only to

give us ideas of sensations, from which we
are by reasoning to deduce the existence of

a material world without us, as well as we
can.

Arthur Collier and Bishop Berkeley dis-

covered, from the same principles, that the
Primary, as well as the Secondary, Quali-
ties of bodies, such as Extension, Figure,
Solidity, Motion, are only sensations in our
minds ; and, therefore, that there is no ma-
terial world without us at all.

The same philosophy, when it came to

be applied to matters of taste, discovered
that beauty and deformity are not anything
in the objects, to which men, from the be-
ginning of the world, ascribed them, but
certain feelings in the mind of the spec-

tator.

The next step was an easy consequence
from all the preceding, that Moral Appro-
bation and Disapprobation are not Judg-
ments, which must be true or false, but
barely agreeable and uneasy Feelings or
Sensations.

Mr Hume made the last step in this pro-
gress, and crowned the system by what he
calls his hypothesis—to wit, That Belief is

more properly an act of the Sensitive than
of the Cogitative part of our nature. [469]

Beyond this I think no man can go in

this track ; sensation or feeling is all, and
what is left to the cogitative part of our na-
ture, I am not able to comprehend.

I have had occasion to consider each of
these paradoxes, excepting that which re-

lates to morals, in " Essays on the Intel-

lectual Powers of Man;" and, though they
be strictly connected with each other, and
with the system which has produced them,
I have attempted to shew that they are in-

consistent with just notions of our intellec-

tual powers, no less than they are with the
common sense and common language of
mankind. And this, I think, will likewise ap-
pear with regard to the conclusion relating

to morals—to wit, That moral approbation is

only an agreeable feeling, and not a real

judgment.
To prevent ambiguity as much as possi-

ble, let us attend to the meaning of Feeling
and of Judgment. These operations of the
mind, perhaps, cannot be logically defined ;

but they are well understood, and easily

distinguished, by their properties and ad-
junct*.

Feeling, or sensation, seems to be the

[169-471]

lowest degree of animation we can conceive.

We give the name of unimal to every be-

ing that feels pain and pleasure ; and this

seems to be the boundary between the in-

animate and animal creation.

We know no being of so low a rank in

the creation of God as to possess this ani-

mal power only without any other.

We commonly distinguish Feeling from
Thinking, because it hardly deserves the

name ; and though it be, in a more general

sense, a species of thought, is least removed
from the passive and inert state of things

inanimate. [470 J

A feeling must be agreeable, or uneasy,
or indifferent. It may be weak or strong.

It is expressed in language either by a sin-

gle word, or by such a contexture of words
as may be the subject or predicate of a pro-
position, but such as cannot by themselves
make a proposition. For it implies neither
affirmation nor negation; and therefore

cannot have the qualities of true or false,

which distinguish propositions from all other
forms of speech, and judgments from all

other acts of the mind.
That I have such a feeling, is indeed an

affirmative proposition, and expresses tes-

timony grounded upon an intuitive judg-
ment. But the feeling is only one term of
this proposition ; and it can only make a
proposition when joined with another term,
by a verb affirming or denying.
As feeling distinguishes the animal na-

ture from the inanimate ; so judging seems
to distinguish the rational nature from the
merely animal.

Though judgment in general is express-
ed by one word in language, as the most
complex operations of the mind may be

;

yet a particular judgment can only be ex-
pressed by a sentence, and by that kind of
sentence which logicians call a proposition,

in which there must necessarily be a verb
in the indicative mood, either expressed or
understood.

Every judgment must necessarily be true
or false, and the same may be said of the
proposition which expresses it It is a de-
termination of the understanding, with re-

gard to what is true, or false, or dubious.
In judgment, we can distinguish the ob-

ject about which we judge, from the act of
the mind in judging of that object. In mere
feeling there is no such distinction. The
object of judgment must be expressed by a
proposition ; and belief, disbelief, or doubt,
always accompanies the judgment we form.
If we judge the proposition to be true, we
must believe it ; if we judge it to be false, we
must disbelieve it ; and if we be uncertain
whether it be true or false, we must doubt.

1471]
The toothache, the headache, are words

which express uneasy feelings ; but to vaj
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that they express a judgment would be ridi-

culous.

That the sun is oreater than the earth, is

a proposition, and therefore the object of

judgment ; and, when affirmed or denied,

believed or disbelieved, or doubted, it ex-
presses judgment; but to say that it ex-
presses only a feeling in the mind of him
that believes it, would be ridiculous.

These two operations of mind, when we
consider them separately, are very differ-

ent, and easily distinguished. When we
feel without judging, or judge without feel-

ing, it is impossible, without very gross in-

attention, to mistake the one for the other.

But in many operations of the mind,
both are inseparably conjoined under one
name ; and when we are not aware that
the operation is complex, we may take one
ingredient to be the whole, and overlook
the other.

In former ages,* that moral power by
which human actions ought to be regulated,
was called Reason, and considered, both by
philosophers and by the vulgar, as the power
of judging what we ought and what we
ought not to do.

This is very fully expressed by Mr Hume,
in his " Treatise of Human Nature," Book
II. Part iii. § 3. " Nothing is more usual
in philosophy, and even in common life,

than to talk of the combat of passion and
reason, to give the preference to reason,
and assert that men are only so far virtuous
as they conform themselves to its dictates.

Every rational creature, 'tis said, is obliged
to regulate his actions by reason ; and, if

any other motive or principle challenge the
direction of his conduct, he ought to oppose
it, till it be entirely subdued, or, at least,

brought to a conformity to that superior
principle. On this method of thinking, the
greatest part of moral philosophy, ancient
and modern, seems to be founded." [472]

That those philosophers attended chiefly

to the judging power of our moral faculty,

appears from the names they gave to its

operations, and from the whole of their
language concerning it.

The modern philosophy has led men to
attend chiefly to their sensations and feel-

ings, and thereby to resolve into mere feel-

ing, complex acts of the mind, of which
feeling is only one ingredient.

I had occasion, in the preceding Essays,
to observe, that several operations of the
mind, to which we give one name, and con-
sider as one act, are compounded of more
simple acts inseparably united in our con-
stitution, and that, in these, sensation or
feeling often makes one ingredient.

Thus, the appetites of hunger and thirst
are compounded of an uneasy sensation, and

* And by many philosophers since Heid.—-H.

the desire of food or drink. In our bene-
volent affections, there is hoth an agreeable
feeling, and a desire of happiness to the

object of our affection ; and malevolent
affections have ingredients of a contrary
nature.

In these instances, sensation or feeling is

inseparably conjoined with desire. In other

instances, we find sensation inseparably

conjoined with judgment or belief, and that

in two different ways. In some instances,

the judgment or belief seems to be the coir-

sequence of the sensation, and to be regu-

lated by it. In other instances, the sensa-

tion is the consequence of the judgment.

[473]
When we perceive an external object by

our senses, we have a sensation conjoined

with a firm belief of the existence and
sensible qualities of the external object.

Nor has all the subtilty of metaphysics
been able to disjoin what nature has con-

joined in our constitution. Des Cartes and
Locke endeavoured, by reasoning, to deduce
the existence of external objects from our
sensations, but in vain. Subsequent philo-

sophers, finding no reason for this connec-
tion, endeavoured to throw off the belief of

external objects as being unreasonable

;

but this attempt is no less vain. Nature
has doomed us to believe the testimony of

our senses, whether we can give a good
reason for doing so or not.

In this instance, the belief or judgment
is the consequence of the sensation, as the

sensation is the consequence of the impres-

sion made on the organ of sense.

But in most of the operations of mind in

which judgment or belief is combined with

feeling, the feeling is the consequence of the

judgment, and is regulated by it.

Thus, an account of the good conduct of

a friend at a distance gives me a very agree-

able feeling, and a contrary account would
give me a very uneasy feeling ; but these feel-

ings depend entirely upon my belief of the

report.

In hope, there is an agreeable feeling, de-

pending upon the belief or expectation of

good to come : fear is made up of contrary

ingredients ; in both, the feeling is regu-

lated by the degree of belief.

In the respect we bear to the worthy, and
in our contempt of the worthless, there is

both judgment and feeling, and the last de-

pends entirely upon the first.

The same may be said of gratitude for

good offices and resentment of injuries. [474 ]

Let me now consider how I am affected

when I see a man exerting himself nobly in

a good cause. I am conscious that the

effect of his conduct on my mind is com-
plex, though it may be called by one name.
I look up to his virtue, I approve, I admire

it. In doing so, I have pleasure indeed, or

[472-474]
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an agreeable feeling ; this is granted. But
1 find myself* interested in his success and
in his fame. This is affection ; it is love

and esteem, which is more than mere feel-

ing. The man is the object of this esteem ;

but in mere feeling there is no object.

I am likewise conscious that this agree-
able feeling in me, and this esteem of him,
depend entirely upon the judgment I form
of his conduct. I judge that this conduct
merits esteem ; and, while I thus judge, I

cannot but esteem him, and contemplate
his conduct with pleasure. Persuade me
that he was bribed, or that he acted from
some mercenary or bad motive, immediately
my esteem and my agreeable feeling vanish.

1 n the approbation of a good action, there-
fore, there is feeling indeed, but there is also

esteem of the agent ; and both the feeling

and the esteem depend upon the judgment
we form of his conduct.

When I exercise my moral faculty about
my own actions or those of other men,
I am conscious that I judge as well as
feel. I accuse and excuse, I acquit and
condemn, I assent and dissent, I believe and
disbelieve, and doubt. These are acts of

judgment, and not feelings.

Every determination of the understanding,
with regard to what is true or false, ia judg-
ment. That I ought not to steal, or to kill, or
to bear false witness, are propositions, of the
truth of which I am as well convinced as of

any proposition in Euclid. I am conscious
that I judge them to be true propositions

;

and my consciousness makes all other argu-
ments unnecessary, with regard to the
operations of my own mind- [475]
That other men judge, as well as feel, in

such cases, I am convinced, because they
understand me when I express my moral
judgment, and express theirs by the same
terms and phrases.

Suppose that, in a case well known to

both, my friend says

—

Such a man did well
and worthily, his conduct is highly approv-
alde. This speech, according to all rules

of interpretation, expresses my friend's

judgment of the man's conduct. This
judgment may be true or false, and I may
agree in opinion with him, or I may dissent
from him without offence, as we may differ

in other matters of judgment.
Suppose, again, that, in relation to the

same case, my friend says

—

The man's con-
duct gave me a very agreeable feeling.

This speech, if approbation be nothing
but an agreeable feeling, must have the
very same meaning with the first, and ex-
press neither more nor less. But thiy can-
not be, for two reasons.

First, Because there is no rule in gram-
mar or rhetoric, nor any usage in language,
by which these two speeches can be con-
strued so as to have the same meaning.
[475-477] •

The first expresses plainly an opinion or
judgment of the conduct of the man, but
says nothing of the speaker. The steona

only testifies a fact concerning the speaker
—to wit, that he had such a feeling.

Another reason why these two speeches
cannot mean the same thing is, that the

first maybe contradicted without any ground
of offence, such contradiction being only a
difference of opinion, which, to a reason-

able man, gives no offence. But the second
speech cannot be contradicted without an
affront : for, as every man must know his

own feelings, to deny that a man had a
feeling which he affirms he had, is to charge
him with falsehood. [476]

If moral approbation be a real judgment,
which produces an agreeable feeling in the

mind of him who judges, both speeches
are perfectly intelligible, in the most obvi-

ous and literal sense. Their meaning is

different, but they are related, so that the
one may be inferred from the other, as we
infer the effect from the cause, or the cause
from the effect. I know, that what a man
judges to be a very worthy action, he con-

templates with pleasure ; and what he con-

templates with pleasure must, in his judg-
ment, have worth. But the judgment and
the feeling are different acts of his mind,
though connected as cause and effect. He
can express either the one or the other

with perfect propriety ; but the speech,

which expresses his feeling, is altogether

improper and inept to express his judgment,
for this evident reason, that judgment and
feeling, though in some cases connected,
are things in their nature different.

If we suppose, on the other hand, that

moral approbation is nothing more than an
agreeable feeling, occasioned by the con-

templation of an action, the second speech,

above mentioned, has a distinct meaning,
and expresses all that is meant by moral
approbation. But the first speech either

means the very same thing, (which cannot
be, for the reasons already mentioned,) or

it has no meaning.
Now, we may appeal to the reader,

whether, in conversation upon human cha-

racters, such speeches as the first are not
as frequent, as familiar, and as well under-
stood, as anything in language ; and whetlu r

they have not been common in all ages
that we can trace, and in all languages ?

[477].
This doctrine, therefore, That moral ap-

probation is merely a feeling without judg-
ment, necessarily carries along with it this

consequence, that a form of speech, upon
one of the most common topics of discourse,

which either has no meaning, or a meaning
irreconcilable to all rules of grammar or
rhetoric, is found to be common and familiar

in all languages and in all ages of the world,

2x
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while every man knows how to express the

meaning, if it have any, in plain and proper

language.

Such a consequence I think sufficient to

sink any philosophical opinion on which it

hangs.

A particular language may have some
oddity, or even absurdity, introduced by
some man of eminence, from caprice or

wrong judgment, and followed by servile

imitators, for a time, till it be detected, and,

of consequence, discountenanced and dropt

;

but that the same absurdity should pervade

all languages, through all ages, and that,

after being detected and exposed, it should

still keep its countenance and its place in

language as much as before, this can never

be while men have understanding.

It may be observed, by the way, that the

same argument may be applied, with equal

force, against those other paradoxical opi-

nions of modern philosophy, which we be-

fore mentioned as connected with this

;

such as, that beauty and deformity are not

at all in the objects to which language uni-

versally ascribes them, but are merely feel-

ings in the mind of the spectator ; that the

secondary qualities are not in external ob-

jects, but are merely feelings or sensations

in him that perceives them ; and, in gene-

ral, that our external and internal senses

are faculties by which we have sensations

or feelings only, but by which we do not

judge. [478]
That every form of speech which language

affords to express our judgment, should, in

all ages and in all languages, be used to

express what is no judgment ; and that

feelings which are easily expressed in pro-

per language, should as universally be ex-

pressed by language altogether improper
and absurd, I cannot believe ; and, there-

fore, must conclude, that, if language be the

expression of thought, men judge of the

primary and secondary qualities of body l>y

their external senses, of beauty and deform-
ity by their taste, and of virtue and vice by
their moral faculty.

A truth so evident as this is, can hardly

be obscured and brought into doubt, but by
the abuse of words. And much abuse of

words there has been upon this subject. To
avoid this as much as possible, 1 have used
the wordjudgment on one side, and sensa-

tion or feeling upon the other ; because
these words have been least liable to abuse
or ambiguity. But it may be proper to

make some observations upon other words
that have been used in this controversy.

Mr Hume, in his " Treatise of Human
Nature," has employed two sections upon
it, the titles of which are, " Moral Dis-
tinctions not derived from Reason," and
" Moral Distinctions derived from a Moral
Sense."

When he is not, by custom, led unawares
to speak of Reason like other men, he
limits that word to signify only the power
of judging in matters merely speculative.

Hence he concludes, "That reason of it-

self is inactive and perfectly inert ;" that
" actions may be laudable or blamable,

but cannot he reasonable or unreasonable ;"

that " it is not contrary to reason to pre-

fer the destruction of the whole world to the

scratching ol my finger ;" that " it is not

contrary to reason for me to chuse my total

ruin to prevent the least uneasiness of an
Indian, or of a person wholly unknown to

me;" that " reason is, and ought only to

be, the slave of the passions, and can never

pretend* to any other office than to serve

and obey them. " [479]
If we take the word reason to mean what

common use, both of philosophers and of

the vulgar, hath made it to mean, these

maxims are not only false, but licentious.

It is only his abuse of the words reason and
pission that can justify them from this

censure.

The meaning of a common word is not to

be ascertained by philosophical theory, but

by common usage ; and, if a man will tako

the liberty of limiting or extending the

meaning of common words at his pleasure,

he may, like Mandeville, insinuate the most
licentious paradoxes with the appearance of

plausibility. I have before made some ob-

servations upon the meaning of this word,

(Essay II., chap. 2, and Essay III., part iii.

chap. I,) to which the reader is referred.

When Mr Hume derives moral distinc-

tions from a Moral Sense, I agree with him
in words, but we differ about the meaning
of the word sense. Every power to which

the name of a Sense has been given, is a

power of judging of the objects of that

Sense,* and has been accounted such in all

ages ; the moral sense, therefore, is the

power of judging in morals. But Mr Hume
will have the Moral Sense to be only a power

of feeling without judging—this I take to be

an abuse of a word.

Authors who place moral approbation in

feeling only, very often use the word Sent-

iment, to express feeling without judgment.

This I take likewise to be an abuse of a

word. Our moral determinations may, with

propriety, be called moral sentiments. For
the word sentiment, in the English lan-

guage, never, as I conceive, signifies mere
feeling, but judgment accompanied with

feeling.-f It was wont to signify opinion or

judgment of any kind, but, of late, is appro-

priated to signify an opinion or judgment,

that strikes, and produces some agreeable

* See above, p. 590, note.— H.

t This is too unqualified an assertion. The term
Sentiment is in English applied to the higherfeelings.
—H.

• [478, 479"]
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or uneasy emotion. So we speak of senti-

ments of respect, of esteem, of gratitude;
but I never heard the pain of the gout, or

auv other mere feeling, called a sentiment.

1480J
Even the word judgment has been used

by Mr Hume to express what he maintains
to be only a feeling. " Treatise of Human
Nature, part iii., page 3 :

—" The term per-

ception is no less applicable to those ./«///-

me its by which we distinguish moral good
and evil than to every other operation of

the mind.'' Perhaps he used this word
inadvertently ; for I think there cannot be
a greater abuse of words than to put judg-
ment for what he held to be mere feel-

ing. «

"All the words most commonly used, both
by philosophers and by the vulgar, to ex-
press the operations of our moral faculty

—

such as, decision, determination, sentence,

approbation, disappro'xiti >n, applause, cen-

sure, praise, blame—necessarily imply judg-
ment in their meaning. When, therefore,

they are used by Mr Hume, and others who
hold his opinion, to signify feelings only,
this is an abuse of words. If these philo-

sophers wish to speak plainly and properly,
they must, in discoursing of morals, discard
these words altogether, because their esta-
blished signification in the language is con-
trary to what they would express by them.
They must likewise discard from morals

the words ouyht and might not, which very
properly express judgment, but cannot be
applied to mere feelings. Upon these words
Mr Hume has made a particular observa-
tion in the conclusion of his first section
above mentioned. I shall give it in his
own words, and make some remarks upon
it.

" I cannot forbear adding to these rea-
sonings an observation whic'.i may, perhaps,
be fouud of some importance. In every
system of morality which I have hitherto
met with, 1 have always remarked that the
author proceeds for some time in the ordin-
ary way of reasoning, and establishes the
being of a God, or makes observations con-
cerning human affairs ; when, of a sud-
den, I am surprised to find that, instead of
the usual populations of propositions, is, and
is not, I meet with no proposition that is

not connected with an ought or an ought not.

[481] This change is imperceptible, but
is, however, of the last consequence. For,
as this ought or ouyht not expresses some
new relation or affirmation, 'tis necessary
that it should be observed and explained

;

and, at the same time, that a reason should
be given for what seems altogether incon-
ceivable—how this new relation can be a
deduction from others which are entirely

* Mr Hume could casitv be defended. -II.

[480- IS?

j

different from it. But, as authors Jo not

commonly use this precaution, I shall pre-

sume to recommend it to the readers ; and
am persuaded that this small attention would
subvert all the vulgar systems of morality,
and let us see that the distinction of vice

and virtue is not founded merely on the
relations of objects, nor is perceived by rea-

son.''

We may here observe, that it is acknow-
ledged that the words ouyht and ouyht not

express some relation or affirmation ; but a
relation or affirmation which Mr Hume
thought inexplicable, or, at least, inconsist-

ent with his system of morals. He must,
therefore, have thought that they ou^ht not

to be used in treating of that subject.

He likewise makes two demands, and,
taking it for granted that they cannot lie

satisfied, is persuaded that an attention to

this is sufficient to subvert all the vulgar
systems of morals.

The Jirst demand is, that ouyht and ouyht
not be explained.

To a man that understands English, there
are surely no words that require explana-
tion less. Are not all men taught, from
their early years, that they ought not to

lie, nor steal, nor swear falsely ? But Mr
Hume thinks, that men never understood
what these precepts mean, or rather that

they are unintelligible. If this be so, I

think indeed it will follow, that all the

vulgar systems of morals are subverted.

[482]
Dr Johnson, in his Dictionary, explains

the word ouyht to signify, beiny obliged by

duty ; and I know no better explication that

can be given of it. The reader will see

what I thought necessary to say concerning
the moral relation expressed by this word
in Essay III., part iii., chap. 5.

The second demand is, That a reason
should be given why this relation should be

a deduction from others which are entirely

different from it.

This is to demand a reason for what docs

not exist. The first principles of morals
are not deductions. They are self-evident

;

and their truth, like that of other axioms,
is perceived without reasoning or deduction.

And moral truths that are not self-evident

are deduced, not from relations quite differ-

ent from them, but from the first principles

of morals.

In a matter so interesting to mankind,
and so frequently the subject of conversa-

tion among the learned and the unlearned
as morals is, it may surely be expected that

men will express both their judgments and
their feelings with propriety, and consist-

ently with the rules of language. An opi-

nion, therefore, which makes the language

of all ages and nations, upon this subject,

to be improper, contrary to all rules of lan«

2 x 2
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guago, aii'l fit to bo discarded, needs r.o

other refutation.

As mankind have, in all ages, understood

reason to mean the power by which not

only our speculative opinions, but our ac-

tions ought to be regulated, we may say,

with perfect propriety, that all vice is con-

trary to reason ; that, by reason, we are to

judge of what we ought to do, as well as of

wh:it we ought to believe. [483]

But, though all vice be contrary to rea-

son, I conceive that it would not be a pro-

per definition of vice to say that it is a con-

duct contrary to reason, because this defin-

ition would apply e<|iially to folly, which all

men distinguish from vice.

There are other phrases which have been

used on the same side of the question, which

I see no reason for adopting, such as—acting

contra y to the relations (/things—contrary

to the reason of things— to the fitness if
things—to the truth of things— to absolute

fitness. These phrases have not the autho-

rity of common use, which, in matters of

language, is great. They seem to have

been invented by some authors, with a
view to explain the nature of vice ; but I

do not think they answer that end. If in-

tended as definitions of vice, they are im-

proper ; because, in the most favourable

sense they can bear, they extend to every

kind of foolish and absurd conduct, as well

as to that which is vicious.

I shall conclude this chapter with some
observations upon the five arguments which
Mr Hume has offered upon this point in his
" Enquiry."
The first is, That it is impossible that the

hypothesis he opposes, can, in any particu-

lar instance, be so much as rendered in-

telligible, whatever specious figure it may
make in general discourse. " Examine,"
says he, " the crime of ingratitude, anato-

mize all its circumstances, and examine, by
your reason alone, in what consists the

demerit or blame, you will never come to

any issue or conclusion."

I think it unnecessary to follow him
through all the accounts of ingratitude which
he conceives may be given by those whom
he opposes, because I agree with him in

that which he himself adopts—to wit,
** That this crime arises from a complica-

tion of circumstances, which, being pre-

sented to the spectator, excites the senti-

ment of blame by the particular structure

and fabric of his mind." [484]
This he thought a true and intelligible

account of the criminality of ingratitude.

So do I. And therefore I think the hypo-
thesis he opposes is intelligible, when ap-
plied to a particular instance.

Mr Hume, no doubt, thought that the
account he gives of ingratitude is incon-

sistent with the hypothesis he opposes, and

could not be adopted by those who hold

that hypothesis. He could be led to think

so, only by taking for granted one of these

two things. Either, firs', That the sentU
ment of blume is a feeling only, without

judgment ; or, secondly, That whatever is

excited by the particular fabric and struc-

ture of the mind must be feeling only, and
not judgment. But I cannot grant either

the one or the other.

For, as to the first, it seems evident to

me, that both sent m nt and b'ame imply
judgment ; and, therefore, that the senti-

ment of blame is a judgment accompanied
with feeling, and not mere feeling without

judgment.
The second can as little be granted ; for

no operation of mind, whether judgment or

feeling, can be excited but by that parti-

cular structure and fabric of the mind which
makes us capable of that operation.

By that part of our fabric which we call

the faculty of seeng, we judge of visible

objects; - by tas'e, another part of ourfabric,

we judge of beauty and deformity ; by that

part of our fabric which enables us to form
abstract conceptions, to compare them, and
perceive their relations, we judge of abstract

truths ; and by that part of ourfabric which
we call the moral faculty, we judge of vir-

tue and vice. If we suppose a being with-

out any moral faculty in his fabric, I grant

that he could not have the sentiments of

blame and moral approbation. [485]
There are, therefore, judgments, as well

as feelings, that are excited by the particu-

lar structure and fabric of the mind. But

there is this remarkable difference between
them, That every judgment is, in its own
nature, true or false ; and, though it de-

pends upon the fabric of a mind, whether it

have such a judgment or not, it depends
not upon that fabric whether the judg-

ment be true or not. A true judgment
will be true, whatever be the fabric of

the mind ; but a particular structure and
fabric is necessary, in order to our per-

ceiving that truth. Nothing like this can

be said of mere feelings, because the at-

tributes of true or false do not belong to

them.
Thus I think it appears, that the hy-

pothesis which Mr Hume opposes is not

unintelligible, when applied to the partic-

ular instance of ingratitude ; because the

account of ingratitude which he himself

thinks true and intelligible, is perfectly

agreeable to it.

The second argument amounts to this :

That, in moral deliberation, we must be

acquainted before-hand with all the ob-

jects and all their relations. After these

things are known, the understanding has

* Sec above, p. 590, note.—H.

[483-48.5]
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no farther room to operate. Nothing re-

inains but to feel, on our part, some sen-

timent of blame or approbation-

Let us apply this reasoning to the of-

fice of a judge. In a cause that cornea

before him, he must ne made acquainted

with all the objects, and all their ref-
lations. After this, his understanding has

HO farther room to operate. Nothing re-

mains, on his part, but to feel the right or

the wrong : and mankind have, very ab-

surdly, called him a, judge—he ought to be

called a, feeler. [486 J

To answer this argument more directly :

The man who deliberates, after all the

objects and relations mentioned by Mr
Hume are known to him, has a point to

determine ; and that is, whether the action

under his deliberation ought to be done or

ought not. In most cases, this point will

appear self-evident to a man who has been

accustomed to exercise his moral judg-

ment ; in some cases it may require reason-

ing.

In like manner, the judge, after all the

circumstances of the cause are known, has

to judge whether the plaintiff has a just

plea or not.

The fiiid argument is taken from the
analogy between moral beauty and natural,

between moral sentiment and taste. As
beauty is not a quality of the object, but a
certain feeling of the spectator, so virtue

and vice are not qualities in the persons to

whom language ascribes them, but feelings

of the spectator.

But is it certain that beauty is not any
quality of the object ? This is indeed a
paradox of modern philosophy, built upon a
philosophical theory ; but a paradox so

contrary to the common language and com-
mon sense of mankind, that it ought rather

to overturn the theory on which it stands,

than receive any support from it. And if

beauty be really a quality of the object,

and not merely a feeling of the spectator,

the whole force of this argument goes over

to the other side of the question.
" Euclid," he says, " has fully explained

all the qualities of the circle, but has not,

in any proposition, said a word of its beauty.

The reason is evident. The beauty is not
a quality of the circle." [487]

By the qualitieu of the circle, he must
mean its properties ; and there are here two
mistakes.

First, Euclid has not fully explained all

the properties of the circle. Many have
been discovered and demonstrated which he
never dreamt of.

Secondly, The reason why Euclid has not

said a word of the beauty of the circle, is

not, that beauty is not a quality ifthe circle ;

the reason is, that Euclid never digresses

from his subject. His purpose was to de-

I 486-488
I

monstrate the mathematical properties of

the circle. Beauty is a quality of the circle,

not demonstrable by mathematical reason-

ing, but immediately perceived by a good
taste. To speak of it would have been a

digression from his subject; and that is a
fault he is never guilty of.

The fourth argument is, That inanimate
objects may bear to each other all the same
relations which we observe in moral agents.

If this were true, it would be very much
to the purpose ; but it seems to be thrown
out rashly, without any attention to its

evidence. Had Mr Hume reflected but a
very little upon this dogmatical assertion,

a thousand instances would have occurred
to him in direct contradiction to it.

May not one animal be more tame, or

more docile, or more cunning, or more fierce,

or more ravenous, than another ? Are
these relations to he found in inanimate ob-
jects ? May not one man be a better painter,

or sculptor, or ship-builder, or tailor, or
shoemaker, than another ? Are these re-

lations to be found in inanimate objects, or

even in brute animals ? May not one moral
agent be more just, more pious, more atten-

tive to any moral duty, or more eminent in

any moral virtue, than another ? Are not
these relations peculiar to moral agents ?

But to come to the relations most essential

to morality. [488]
When I say that / ouyht ti do such an

action, that it is my dut'i, do not these words
express a relation between me and a certain

action in my power ; a relation which can-
not be between inanimate objects, or be-
tween any other objects but a moral agent
and his moral actions ; a relation which is

well understood by all men come to years of

understanding, and expressed in all lan-

guages ?

Again, when in deliberating about two
actions in my power, which cannot both be
done, I say this ought to be preferred to the
other—that justice, for instance, ought to
be preferred to generosity— I express a
moral relation between two actions of a
moral agent, which is well understood, and
which cannot exist between objects of any
other kind.

There are, therefore, moral relations

which can have no existence but between
moral agents and their voluntary actions.

To determine these relations is the object of

morals ; and to determine relations is the
province ot judgment, not of mere feeling.

The last argument is a chain of several

propositions, which deserve distinct con-
sideration. They may, I think, be summed
up in these four:—»1. There must be ulti-

mate ends of action, beyond which it is

absurd to ask a reason of acting. 2. The
ultimate ends of human actions can never
be accounted for by reason ; \S but IfCOW
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mend themselves entirely to tlie sentiments

and affection* of mankind, without any de-

pendence on the intellectual faculties. 4.

As virtue is an end, and is desirable on its

own account, without fee or reward, merely

for the immediate satisfaction it conveys ;

it is requisite that there should be some
sentiment which it touches, some internal

taste or feeling, or whatever you please fa

call it, which distinguishes moral good and
evil, and which embraces the one and rejects

the other. [489]
To the first of these propositions I en-

tirely agree. The ultimate ends of action

are what I have called the principles ofaction,

which I have endeavoured, in the third

essay, to enumerate, and to class under
three heads of mechanical, animal, and
rational.

The second proposition needs some expli-

cation. I take its meaning to be, That
there cannot be another end, for the sake

of which an ultimate end is pursued. For
the reason of an action means nothing but

the end for which the action is done ; and
the reason of an end of action can mean
nothing but another end, for the sake of

which that end is pursued, and to which it

is the means.
That this is the author's meaning is

evident from his reasoning in confirmation

of it. " Ask a man, why he uses exercise ?

he will answer, because he desires to keep his

health. If you then inquire, why he desires

health? he will readily reply, because s'ck-

ncss is painful. If you push your inquiries

further, and desire a reason why he hates

pain, it is impossible he can ever give any.

This is an ultimate end, and is never re-

ferred to any other object." To account
by reason for an end, therefore, is to shew
another end, for the sake of which that end
is desired and pursued. And that, in this

sense, an ultimate end can never be ac-

counted for by reason, is certain, because
that cannot be an ultimate end which is

pursued only for the sake of another end-

I agree therefore with Mr Hume in this

second proposition, which indeed is implied
in the first. [490]
The third proposition is, That idtimate

ends recommend themselves entirely to the
sentiments and affections of mankind, with-
out any dependence on the intellectual fa-

culties.

By sentiments he must here mean feel-

ings without judgment, and by affections,

such affections as imply no judgment. For
surely any operation that implies judgment,
cannot be independent of the intellectual

faculties.

This being understood, I cannot assent
to this proposition.

The author seems to think it implied in

She preceding, or a necessary consequence

from it, that because an ultimate end can-

not be accounted for by reason—that is,

cannot be pursued merely for the sake of

another end—therefore it can have no
dependence on the intellectual faculties. I

deny this consequence, and can see no force

in it.

I think it not only does not follow from
the preceding proposition, but that it is

contrary to truth.

A man may act from gratitude as an
ultimate end ; but gratitude implies a judg-

ment and belief of favours received, and
therefore is dependent on the intellectual

faculties. A man may act from respect to

a worthy character as an ultimate end ;

but this respect necessarily implies a judg-

ment of worth in the person, and therefore

is dependent on the intellectual faculties.

I have endeavoured, in the third Essay
before mentioned, to shew that, beside the

animal principles of our nature, which
require will and intention, but not judg-

ment, there are also in human nature ra-

tional principles of action, or ultimate ends,

which have, in all ages, been called rational,

and have a just title to that name, not only

from the authority of language, but because

they can have no existence but in beings

endowed with reason, and because, in all

their exertions, they require not only inten-

tion and will, but judgment or reason.

[4911
Therefore, until it can be proved that an

ultimate end cannot be dependent on the

intellectual faculties, this third proposition,

and all that hangs upon it, must fall to the

ground.

The last proposition assumes, *vith very

good reason, That virtue is an ultimate

end, and desirable on its own account.

From which, if the third proposition were
true, the conclusion would undoubtedly fol-

low, That virtue has no dependence on the

intellectual faculties. But, as that proposi-

tion is not granted, nor proved, this conclu-

sion is left without any support from the

whole of the argument.

I should not have thought it worth while

to insist so long upon this controversy, if I

did not conceive that the consequences
which the contrary opinions draw after

them are important.

If what we call moral judgment be no real

judgment, but merely a feeling, it follows

that the principles of morals which we have
been taught to consider as an immutable
law to all intelligent beings, have no other

foundation but an arbitrary structure and
fabric in the constitution of the human
mind. So that, by a change in our struct-

ure, what is immoral might become moral,

virtue might be turned into vice, and vice

into virtue. And beings of a different

structure, according to the variety of their

| 189-491]
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feelings, may have different, nay opposite

measures of moral good and evil. [492]
It follows that, from our notions of

morals, we c;m eonclude nothing concern-

ing a moral character in the Deity, which

is the foundation of all religion, and the

strongest support of virtue.

Nay, this opinion seems to conclude

strongly against a moral character in the

Deity, since nothing arbitrary or mutable
can be conceived to enter into the descrip-

tion of a nature eternal, immutable, and
necessarily existent. Mr Hume seems per-

fectly consistent with himself, in allowing

of no evidence for the moral attributes of

the Supreme Being, whatever there may be
for his natural attributes.

On the other hand, if moral judgment be

a true and real judgment, the principles of

morals stand upon the immutable founda-

tion of truth, and can undergo no change
by any difference of fabric, or structure of

those who judge of them. There may be,

and there are, beings, who have not the

faculty of conceiving moral truths, or per-

ceiving the excellence of moral worth, as

there are beings incapable of perceiving

mathematical truths ; but no defect, no error

of understanding, can make what is true to

be false.

[192,493]

If it be true that piety, justice, benevo-
lence, wisdom, temperance, fortitude, are,

in their own nature, the most excellent and
most amiable qualities of a human creature ;

that vice has an inherent turpitude, which
merits disapprobation and dislike ; these

truths cannot be hid from Him whose under-
standing is infinite, whose judgment is

always according to truth, and who must
esteem everything according to its real

value.

The Judge of all the earth, we are sure,

will do right. He has given to men the

faculty of perceiving the right and the wrong
in conduct, as far as is necessary to our pre-

sent state, and of perceiving the dignity of

the one, and the demerit of the other ; and
surely there can be no real knowledge or

real excellence in man, which is not in his

Maker. [493]
We may therefore justly conclude, That

what we know in part, and see in part, of

right and wrong, he sees perfectly ; that the

moral excellence, which we see and admire
in some of our fellow-creatures is a faint

but true copy of that moral excellence which
is essential to his nature ; and that to tread

the path of virtue, is the true dignity of

our nature, an imitation of God, and the

way to obtain his favour.





BRIEF ACCOUNT
OV

ARISTOTLE'S LOGIC,*

WITH REMARKS.

CHAPTER I.

0? THR FIRST THREE TREATISES.

Section I.

OK THE AUTHOR.

Aristotle had very uncommon advan-
tages : born in an age when the philoso-

phical spirit in Greece had long flourished,

and was in its greatest vigour; brought up
in the court of Macedon, where his father

was the king's physician ; twenty years a
favourite scholar of Plato ; and tutor to

Alexander the Great, who both honoured
him with his friendship, and supplied him
with everything necessary for the prosecu-
tion of his inquiries.

* This treatise originally appeared In the MOWN)
volume of Lord Karnes's •< Sketches of the Hi>tory
of M.hi," published in the year 1774. It was written
-•«t the earnest sol citation of his Lordship, and forms
an appendix to the sketch which he has entitled
" Principles and Progress of Reason." From Reid's
Correspondence, {supra, p. 4!), b,) it would appear
ih it he had begun the execution of h'n task toward*
the i lose of the year ll'w. Since Iteid's death, this
work has been once and again published, apart and
in the series of the author's philosophical writings,
underthctitlc, •* Analysisof Aristotle's Logic" But,
as the term Analysis was applied to it only by the fiat

of the bookseller, and may lend to convey an em>.
ip ous conception of its purport, I have adhered to
the original title, which, not only, good or bad, has a
right of occupancy, but is, in fact, far more appro,
priate to the real ch -<ract< r of the work, which is at
once more and less than an analysis of the Organon.
From the number of errors, especially in the pro.

per names and terms of art, with which this treatise
is deformed, as well in the orieinal as in a !

l the sub.
sequent editions, it is probable that the first impres-
sion was not revised by the author, who was, how-
ever, it must be owned, at all times rather negligent
in this respect. These I shall, in th»s trcatise.sd' ntly
correct. This I have, indeed, frequently laken the
liberty of doing in he other worss; but 1 need not
say that such corrections are, in all cases, only of
palpable inaccuracies or ovr rsiglits, and do not extend
t.. a change of even the smallest p. cu uri'y of ex.
Dri'« ion.— H.

These advantages he improved by inde-

fatigable study, and immense reading. He
was the first we know,*f* says Strabo, who
composed a library ; and in this the Egyp-
tian a' d Pergamenian kings copied his ex-

ample. As to l.is genius, it would be dis-

respectful to mankind not to allow an un-

common share to a man who governed the

opinions of the most enlightened part of

the species near two thousand years.*

If his talents had been laid out solely for

the discovery of truth and the good of

mankind, his laurels would have remained
for ever fresh ; but he seems to have had a

greater passion for fame than for truth, and
to have wanted rather to be admired as the

prince of philosophers than to be useful

;

so that it is dubious whether there be in his

character most of the philosopher or of the

sophist.^ The opinion of Lord Bacon is

* If we take circumstances into account, his acti-

vity and research, hi* erudition and universality, have
never been equalled. «* For the ma-ter of the
learned," says Hegel, himself a kindred genius, " the
criminal jurisprudence of the Ocan Cumx or a my-
thical fable of the founding of a city, were not less

attractive than speculations regarding first causes
and supreme ends, than discussions on the laws of
; nun d life or the principles of poetry."— H.

\ Strabo says, "As far as we know" (2> 'irfMv:)

but even this qualification docs not render the asser.

tion correct.—H.
% This is a very scanty allowance. Others have

not been so niggard'y. As a specimen :

—

" Aristotle"
says Johann von Mueller, "was the clearest intellect

that ever illuminated the world ,-" his own rival,

Campanella, styles him " Naturep Genius ;" and
the t hristim rigour of St Jerome confesses him
Miraculum Mutuli, and Ilumani Intcllectus Finis.—
H.

(j In reference to this antithesis, 1 have great plea-

sure in quoting a passage lorn an excellent intra,

ductory lecture to a first course of Greek and I atin

Philosophy in the CoUege Royal de France, by M
Rarthelemy Saint- Hilaire, to whom we owe an ad-

mirable edition, translation, and criticism of the
Politics of Aristotle. M. Saint-Hilaire and M.
Kavaisson are remarkable manifestations of the

sp rit of philosophical scholarship, now auspiciously

awakened ill Fratce by the discipline, example, and
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not without probability, That his ambition

was as boundless as that of his royal pupil

;

the one aspiring at universal monarchy
over the bodies and fortunes of men, the

other over their opinions.* If this was the

case, it cannot be said that the philosopher

pursued his aim with less industry, less

ability, or less success than the hero.+

His writings carry too evident marks of

encouragement of the accomplished thinker to whom
this t dit ion ot Heiil isded cated.
" Depuis Bacon et l)es Cartes, il arait etc recu

com ne i ne opinion de bon gout et une preuved'ori-
ginalite, de dulaigi.er profondement l'amiquite. C«
ded iin appuye sur l'autorite de ces deux grands ex.
emples, fit fortune en France et en Angletene.
Aristote surt< ut en avait tte 1'objet ; et e'est a peine
s'il y a quelques annees que ce sup «be mepris Vi' a
plus de succes parmi nous. Les meilleurs esprits n'

avaieut pas su se defendre deceprejuge et de cet

aveuglement de l'egoisme moderne. Reid, le chef
de I'ecole Ecossaise, tout circonspect qu'il est, par les

habitudes de son caractere et par l'esprit meme de sa
doctrine, Reid se croit encore tenu d'insulttr Aris.
tote, passez-moi le mot. car il est vrai, et il va jus.

qu'a dire qci'il ne sait si, dans le prdcepteur d' Alex-
ander, le scphiste ne I'emporte pas sur le philosophe.
Chez nous, il y a vingt ans a peine, l'illustre M. cte

Tracy affirmait, sans reclamation contraire, que
jamais doctrine n'avait autant nuique celle d' Aris.
tote a l'esprit humain. Brucker, le grand historien
de la philo>ophie, n'est pas plus equitable que Heid
et M.de Tracy. Quand les philosophies eux-mimes
en etaient arrives ace point, on peut imagirer sans
peine ce quedevait etre le sentiment de la loule qui,
j-ur ces n atieres, recevait necessairement ses opinions
toutes faites, des juges competens. Mo'iere avait
raille Aristote sur la scene ; ct les sarcasmes depoete
spirituels et vrai*, quand il les faisait, parce qu'alors
ils pouvaient etre dangereux pour lut et utiles a la
societe, etaient seuls demeures, dans un siecle ou
cvpeiidant ils n' avaient p!us in sel ni meme de eigni.
fication."

This is not the place to enter into a vindication of
the scientific integrity of Aristotle. I shall simply
observe, that his works afford no valid ground on
which to conclude that he was ever actuated by any
other lhan the generous sentiment which he pro-
fesses—"that a philosopher, a lover of wisdom, is

bound, in the cause of Truth, to refute all error,
be it the error of hims.lf or of his friends; for,

though friends be dear, it is still his hallowed

duty to give the higher reverence to Truth : a.f/.$oiv

<ya.$ovTOtv fiXoiv, 'crriov jr^OTi/jcSti r?,v ocK'/fiitocy — H.
* " For this excellent person, Aristotle, 1 will think

of him, that he learned that humour of his >cholar,
with whom, it seemeth, he did emulate—the one to
ennq er all opinions, as the other to conquer all

nations. Wherein, nevertheless, it may be, he may,
at some men's hands, that are of a bitter disposition,
get a like title as h>s scholar d d :

—

Felix terrarum prado, non utile mundo
Editus cxemplum, §c.

So—
Felix doctrines prcedo."

" Advancement of Learning," Hook II. See also
M De Augmcntis Scientiarum," Lib. III.c. 4.

t In fact, were such his aim, he accomplished it

with far superior success. The monarchy of Alex-
ander terminated with his death; whereas of Aris-
totle is pre-eminently true, what has been, not more
beaut •fully than justly, said of the ancients in ge-
neral—

" The great of old !

The dead but sceptered sovrans, who still rule
Our spiritsfrom their urns."
Aris-totle governs the opinions of more than are

to\ scions of their allegiance to the Stagirite. His
seal is upon all the sciences, and his speculations
have mediately or immediate y determined t ose of
ai'i subsequent thinkers. Arist< tie and Plato are ; s

the two |>oles of human intelligence, between which
the various systems of philosophy- mW cont'tiue to
>*ci!late.—H.

that philosophical pride, vanity, and envy,

which have often sullied the character of

the learned. He determines boldly things

above all human knowledge ; and enters

upon the most difficult questions, as his

pupil entered on a battle, with full assur-

ance of success. He delivers his decisions

oracularly, and without any fear of mis-

take.* Rather than confess his ignorance,

he hides it under hard words and ambiguous
expressions, of which his interpreters can

make what pleases them. There is even

reason to suspect that he wrote often with

affected obscurity ; either that the air of

mystery might procure greater veneration,T

or that his books might be understood only

by the adepts who had been initiated in his

philosophy.

His conduct towards the writers that

went before him has been much censured.

After the manner of the Ottoman princes,

says Lord Verulam, he thought his throne

could not be secure unless he killed all his

brethren. X Ludovicus Vives charges him
with detracting from all philosophers, that

he might derive that glory to himself of

which be robbed them.§ He rarely quotes

an author but with a view to censure, and
is not very fair in representing the opinions

which he censures.

The faults we have mentioned are such

as might be expected in a man who had the

daring ambition to be transmitted to all

future ages as the Prince of Philosophers,

as one who had carried every branch of

human knowledge to its utmost limit, and
who was not very scrupulous about the

means he took to obtain his end.

We ought, however, to do him the just-

ice to observe, that, although the pride and
vanity of the Sophist appear too much in

his writings in abstract philosophy, yet, in

natural history, the fidelity of his narrations

seems to be equal to his industry ; and he

always distinguishes between what he knew

* This assertion is curiously incorrect. On the
contrary, Aristotle rarely propounds a categorical de-
cision ; his conclusions being usually qualified with

an lira);, a T«%ot, a Qetivirou, &c.—H.
t "Socrates, Aristotle, Galen, were men full of

ostentation."—Bacon, Essay on Vain Glory. The
selection is singular.—H.

$ M De Augmentis Scientiarum," Lib. 111., c. 4.

" Advancement of Learning," Book II.

^ The passage of Vives, to which, 1 presume, Reid
refers, is in his Commentary on it Austin; and it

is but f.,ir to quote it at large.

—

Magnus et admira-
biVs vir, quiqve ingenio diligentiaque vinccrct pluri-

mos. nemini essct secundus /variorum rerum cogni-

tione Plalone magistro superior; artiftcio, vcro, omnes,
qui ex omni m'emoria humanas tractaverunt artes,

longo intervallo post sereliquit. Non sunt prceclarce

dotes maligne vel observandee vel interprctaiuhr.

Fuisse aridiorem gloria', avidiorem carpendi alios,

fatendum est ; at dexteritatem in tradendis artfbuM
nondum est aliquis ab a?vo condito consecutus. De
Civ. Dei, L. vii. c. 12.

The accusation of unfairness in his representation
of the opinions of others, which owed its origin to the
lower IMatonists, has now been very generally aban
doned — H.
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and what ho had by report.* And, even in

abstract philosophy, it would he unfair to

impute to Aristotle all the faults, all the

obscurities, and all the contradictions that

are to be found in his writings. The greatest

put, and perhaps the hest part, of his writ-

ings is lost.+ There is reason to doubt

whether some of those we ascribe to him
he really his ; and whether what are his be

not much vitiated and interpolated. These
suspicions are justified by the fate of Aris-

totle's writings, which is judiciously re-

lated, from the best authorities, in Bayle's

Dictionary, under the article Tyrannion, to

which I refer.£

His books in Logic, which remain, are,

1. One book of the Categories. 2. One of

Interpretation. 3. First Analytics, two
books. 4. Last Analytics, two books.

o. Topics, eight books. 6. Of Sophisms,

one book. Diogenes Laertius mentions
many others that are lost.§ Those I have
mentioned have commonly been published

together, under the name of Aristotle's

Organon, or his Logic ; and, for many
ages, Porphyry's || Introduction to the Cate-
gories has been prefixed to them.

Section II.

OF PORPHYRY S INTRODUCTION.

In this introduction, which is addressed
to Chrysaorius, the author ol serves, That,
in order to understand Aristotle's doctrine

concerning the Categories, it is necessary
to know what a (lenvs is, what a Species,

what a Specific Difference, what a Property,

and what an Accident ; that the knowledge
of these is also very useful in Definition, in

Division, and even in Demonstration

;

therefore, he proposes, in this little tract,

to deliver shortly and simply the doctrine
of the ancients, and chiefly of the Peripate-
tics, concerning these five Prcdicubles,

* To this, far more than this, ample testimony is

borne, among others, by Bacon, Ruflbn, and Cuvier.
Hut, if so disinterested and indefatigable a worshipper
ot I ruth in the lower walks of science, is it probable
that he would sacrifice Truth to Vanity in the higher?

t This is incorrect.— M.

% The recent critical examination of the testi-

monies of Strabo, Plutarch, Athenaeus, Suidas, &c,
in regard to the fortune of the Aristotelic writings,
by Schneider, Brand*?, Kopp, and Stahr, has thrown
a new light upon this que?tion. It is now proved
that various of his most important works were pub-
iished by Aristotle during his lifetime ; and that, at
least, the greater number of those now extant were
preserved and patent during the two centuries and a
half intervening between the death of Aristotle and
their pretended publication by Tyrannion.—H.

\ We are not, however, to suppose that Aristotle
was the author of all the writings under his name in
the lists of I.aertius, Suidas, the Anonymus Men.
anii, &c, or that these were all in reality distinct
works.—H.

|| Porphyry flourished from the middle cf the third
rriifurv.— H.

avoiding the more intricate questions con-
cerning them ; such as, Whether genera
and species do really exist in nature ? or,

Whether, they are only conceptions of the

human mind ? If they exist in nature.

Whether they are corporeal or incorporeal ?

and. Whether they are inherent in the ob-
jects of sense, or disjoined from them ?

These, he says, are very difficult questions,

and require accurate discussion ; but that

he is not to meddle with them.
After this preface, he explains very

minutely each of the "five words''' above
mentioned, divides and subdivides each of

them, and then pursues all the agreements
and differences between one and another
through sixteen [seventeen] chapters.*

Section III.

OF THE CATEGORIES.+

The book begins with an explication of

what is meant by [synonymous^, or] univo-
cal words, what by [homonymous, or] equi-

vocal, and what by [paronymous, or] de-

nominative. Then it is observed, that what
we say is either simple, without composition
or structure, as man, horse, [fights, runs ,-]

or it has composition and structure, as «
man fights, the horse runs. Next comes a
distinction between a subject of predication ;

that is, a subject of which anything is

affirmed or denied, and a subject of inhesion.

These things are said to be inherent in a

subject, which, although they are not a part

of the subject,§ cannot possibly exist with-

out it, as figure in the thing figured. Of
things that are, says Aristotle, [1°] some
may be predicated of a subject, Cut arc in

no subject ;\\ as man may be predicated of

James or John, but is not in any subject.

[2°] Some again are in a subject, but can
be predicated of no subject. 9̂ Thus my
knowledge in grammar is in me as its sub-
ject, but it can be predicated of no subject

;

because it is an individual thing. [3°] Some
arf both in a subject, and may be predicated

of a su'ject,** as science, which is in the
mind as its subject, and may be predicated

of geometry. [4°] Lastly, Some things can
neither be in a subject nor be predicated of
any subject.-f-f Such are all individual sub-
stances, which cannot be predicated, because

* Keid follows the Pacian distribution of the Or-
gmon into chapters. There are two older.— H.

t The book of Categories is rather a metaphysical
than a logical treatise; and has therefore improperly
been introduced into the Organon.— H.

% Synonymes in Logic and Synonymes in Gram-
mer are not the same.—H.

$ It should have been, «« which are in a thing, but
not in it as a part."— H.

|| Universal substances.— H.
If Individual or Singular Accidents.— H.
** Universal Accidents.- H.
U Individual or Singular Substances.— II.
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they are individuals $ and cain.it be in a

subject, because they are substances. After

some other subtleties about Predicates and
Subjects, we come to the Categories them-
selves ; the things above mentioned being

called by the schoolmen the antepratica-

ame'ita. J t may be observed, however, that,

notwithstanding the distinction now ex-

plained, the being in a subject, and the

bring predicated truly ofa subject, are, in the

Analytics, used as synonymous phrases;*

and this variation of style has led some per-

* For this statement, Kcid has been bitterly re-

proached by the learned I)r Gillies, and various Eng-
lish writers In his wake, while * r Stewart only at.

tempts to palliate the error, but not to vindicate the
accuracy, of his friend.
" The subject," observes the ftwtner In his «• New

Analysis of Aristotle** Works." <« has been strange'y
perplexe I by mistaking An totle's language, which

is Pself highly perspicuous. To hi s» eXu uvea, &c.
« To say that one term is contained in another, is the

same as saying that the second can be predicated of
thefirst in thefull extent of its sifinifcation ; and one
*erin is predicated ofanother in the full extent of its

signification, when there, is no particular denoted by
the siibject to which the predicate does not apply.' 'I his

remark, which is the foundation of all Aristotle's

logic, has been sadly mistaken by many. Among
others, the learned and truly respectable Dr Reid
writes as follows :_« TMe being In a s- bject, and the
beii.g truly predicated of a subject, are used by Aris-
totle in his Analytics as synonymous phrases.' But
the two phrases of ' betng in a subject,' aud'being
predicated of it.' are so far from being used as synd-
nvmous, that Qie meaning of the one is directly the

rrrcrse of the meaning of the other."— ". (VI, 4io edi-

tion.
On this Mr Stewart, in the second volume of his

" Philosophy of the Humar> Mind," remarks:

—

*' Wild- I readily admit the ju tness of this criticism

on I)r Hcd, 1 must take the liberty of adding, that I

consder Rein's error is a mere oversight, or slip of
the pen. That he nvght have accused Aristotle of

confounding two things wh :ch, although different in

fact, had yet a certain degree of resemblance or
affinity, i« by no means impossible ; but it is scarcely
conceivable that he could be so careless as to accuse
him of confounding two things which he invariably
states in direct opposition to each other. I have not
a doubt, th'-refore, that Reid's idea was, that Aris.
totle used as .synonymous phra*es, tl e being in a
thing, and the being a subject of which that thing can
be truly predicated ; more especially as either state-

ment would equally well have answered his purpose."
P. 884.
But even this extenuation Dr Gillies will not ad-

mit. In his •« Introduction to Aristotle's Rhetoric,"
after some prefatory comments on the importance of
t'e point, and theheinousnes«of " this radical error"—" I commend," he says, u Mr Stewart for his zeal in
the defence of his adopted guide in philosophy, and of
so wise and good a man as, from pe tonal acquaintance,
1 knew Dr Reid to lie. But the defence is rendered
altogether ineffectual by the words of Dr Reid him-
self, wh i subjoins—« Aristotle's dUtinction between
the phra«es being in a subject, and being said ofa sid>-

jeet, in the Categories, have led some writers to con.
c.iud» that the Categories were not written by Aris.
totle.' Dr Reid's mistake, therefore, being a matter
of iteliberation, could not proceed from a mere slip

of the pen ; it runs through the rest of his work, and
sometimes becomes the cause of his speaking with
much disrespect of the author whose work he professes
to illustrate. Korthistask Dr Reidpo-se se many re-
quisites—patience, Candour, learning, and science.
What he wanted was a deeper and more intimate ac-
quaintance with Aristotle's writings," &c, &c. P JH.

Now, t"e simple but unsuspected fact is, That
Reid is right and Gillies wrong. " The being in a
suliject, and the being predicated of a subject, are, in
the Analytics used as synonvmous phrases"—this
sta'einrnt of Reid is literally true. For example, the

sons to think that the Categories were nol

written by Aristotle.

Things which may be expressed without

composition or structure are, says the

author, reducible to the following heads :—
They are either Substance, or Quantitu,

or Quality, or Relatives [or Postuit
J,

or Place [where], or Time [irheti\, or

Having, or Doing, or Suffering. These
are the Predicaments or Categories. The
first four are largely treated of in four chap-
ters ; the others are slightly passed over, as

sufficiently clear of themselves. As a speci-

men, I shall give a summary of what he
says on the category of Substance.

Substances are either primary—to wit,

individual substances; or, secondary— to

wit, the genera and species of substances.

Primary substances neither are in a sub-

ject, nor can be predicated of a, subject;

but all other things that exist, either are in

primary substances, or may be predicated

of them. For whatever can be predicated

of that which is in a subject, may also be

predicated of the subject itself. Primary
substances are more substances than tlu?

secondary ; and of the secondary, the spe-

cies is more a substance than the genus.

If there were no primary, there could be no
secondary substances.

The properties of Substance are these :

—

1. No substance is capable of intention or

remission. 2. No substance can be in any
other thing as its subject of inhesion. 3.

No substance has a contrary ; for one sub-

stance cannot be contrary to another ; nor

can there be contrariety between a sub-

stance and that which is no substance. 4.

two following propositions are, in Aristotle's language,

convertible:

—

To A xetret x«vtoj B %otTY,yoeiie-0<x,i

or \iyirOeu, and re A jravn B i-ra^^v; [A is pre-
dicated of all B ; A is. or inheres, in all Ji.) The latter

is Aristotle's usual form of expression. What Dr
Gill es "as thinking of when he said, " the meaning
of the one is directly the reverse of the meaning (if

the other," was the inverse relation of an attributive

whole and subject part to each other. To this, and not

to the subject of predication, and subject of inhe-

sion, does the quotation he makes from Aristotle

apply; and hp must, by some inconceivable confu-

sion or oversight, have imagined that Reid's st te-

ment was tantamount totl'cabsurdi y of saying, that

a species being in a genus, and a species being jn-cdi-

cated ofageiius, we're u>ed by Aristotle as synony-
mous phrases. To vindicate Aristotle's consistency in

'his matter, the present is i*ot the occasion.

The exposition of this elementary blunder, is a

g< od illustration of the maxim—To take nothing

upon trust ; nothing upon authority. Mr Stewart
w'as one of the most acute and cautions of reasoners-

yet we here find him painfully admitting one erro-

neous statement, in reliance on the learned accuracy
of Dr Gill-es ; and it maybe added, that in the note

immediately preceding the one in which the present is

contained, we find him accepting another, in defer-

ence to the authority of I ord Monboddo. The prin-

ciple on which his Lordship supposes the whole truth

of the syllogism to depend, and the discovery of

wheh he marvellously attributes to a then living

author, is one that may be found stated as a common
doctrine ill almost every system of lo^ic, worthy o'

the name, for the last fifteen ceniuries.- H.
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The most remarkable property of substance

is, tbat one and tbe same substance may,
by some change in itself, become the sub-

ject of things that are contrary. Thus the

same I ody may be at one time hot, at

another cold."

Let this serve as a specimen of Aristotle's

manner of treating the categories After

them, we have some chapters, which the

schoolmen call postpret licamenta ; wherein,

first, the four kinds of opposition of terms
are explained ; to wit, relative, privative of

contrariety, and of contiaHctinn. This is

repeated in all systems of logic.
-f- Last of

all, we have distinctions of tlie four Creek
words which answer to the Lathi ones

—

juius, simnl, n.o us, and habeie.

Section IV.

OF THE HOOK CONCERNING INTERFRET.A-

We are to consider, says Aristotle, what
a Noun is, what a Verb, what Ajfirmnton,
what Negation, [what Enunciation,] what
Speech. Words are the signs of what pass-

eth in the mind; Writing is the sign of

words. § The signs both of writing and of

words are different in different nations, but
the operations of mind signified by them
are the same. There are some operations
of thought which are neither true nor false.

These are expressed by nouns or verbs
singly, and without composition.

A Noun is a sound, which, by compact,
signifies something without respect to time,

and of which no part has signification by
itself. The cries of beasts may have a
natural signification, but they are not nouns:
we give that name only to sounds which
have their signification by compact. The
cases of a noun, as the genitive, dative, are
not nouns. Non homo is not a noun, but,

for distinction's sake, may be called a Nomen
I?ifinitiini.\\

A Verb signifies something by compact
with relation to time. Thus, valet is a verb ;

but valetmlo is a noun, because its signifi-

cation has no relation to time. It is only
the present tense of the indicative that is

properly called a verb ; the other tenses

* These are not all the properties enumerated by
Aristotle. Two others are omitted.—H.

t This is hardly correct.—

H

% 1 he bo. k Uifi ' Eef*r,n!*s is absurdly -translated
Ih- Jnterpretatione. It should be styled in Latin,
Dc Eitiniciandi ratione. In hnglish, "we might ren.
der it—On the doctrine of Enouncement—Enuncia-
tion— or the like.— H.

^ " Recte Aristoteles—Copitationum tesserae Verba,
Vcroorum Litlcrae." Baco De Auum. Scicnt. L. VI.
c. 1.— H.

||
More properly, Nornen Ind&mtUM RfAm a.i»t-

rov. This mistranslation of Boethius hasbien the
cause ot error, aim ug others, to Kant.— H.

and moods are variations* of the verb.

Non vultt may be called a verbum infini.

tum.-f

Speech is sound significant by compact,
of which some part is also significant. And
it is either enunciative, or not enunciative.

Enunciative sp ech is that which affirms or
denies. As t» speech which is not enuncia-
tive, such as a prayer or wish, the consi-

deration of it belongs to oratory or poetry.

Every enunciative speech must have a verb,

or some variation of a verb. Affim ation

is the enunciation of one thing concerning
another. Negation is the enunciation of

one thing from another. Contradiction is

an affirmation and negation that are oppo-
site. This is a summary of the first s-ix

chapters.

The seventh and eighth treat of the vari-

ous kinds of enunciations or propositions,

universal, particular, indefinite, and singu-

lar ; and of the various kinds if opp; sition

in propositions, and the axiims concerning
them. These things are repeated in every
s\stem of logic. In the ninth chapter, he
endeavours to prove, by a long metaphysi-
cal reasoning, that propositions respecting

future contingencies are not, determinately,

either true or false ; and that, if they were,
it would follow that all things happen, neces-
sarily, and could not have been otherwise
than as they are. The remaining [five]

chapters contain many minute observations

concerning the aqnipullency of propositions

both pure and modal.

CHAPTER II.

REMARKS.

Section 1.

ON THE FIVE PREDIC.Ahl KS.

The writers on logic have borrowed their

materials almost entirely from Aristotle's

Organon, and Porphyry's Introduction.
The Organon, how ever, was not written by
Aristotle as one work. It comprehends
various tracts, written without the view of

making them parts of one whole, and after-

wards thrown together by his editors under
one name, on account of their affinity.

Many of his books that are lost would have
made a part of the Organon, if they had
been saved.

The three treatises, of which we have
given a brief account, are unconnected with
each other, and with those that follow.

And although the first was undoubtedly
compiled by Porphyry, and the two last

* UToieriif: cases, flexions.— H.
t See penult note.— H.
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probably by Aristotle, yet I consider tbem
as the venerable remains of a philosophy

more ancient than Aristotle. Archytas of

Tarentum, an eminent mathematician and
philosopher of the Pythagorean school, is

said to have wrote upon the ten categories;-

and the five predicables probably had their

origin in the same school. Aristotle, though

abundantly careful to do justice to himself,

does not claim the invention of either. And
Porphyry, without ascribing the latter to

Aristotle, professes only to deliver the doc-

trine of the ancients, and chiefly of the

Peripatetics, concerning them.

The writers on logic have divided that

science into three parts ; the first treating

of Simple Apprehension and of Terms ,* the

second, of Judgment and of Propositions ;

and the third, of Reasoning and of Syllo-

gisms. The materials of the first part are

taken from Porphyry's Introduction and
the Categories ; and those of the second

from the book of Interpretation.

A Predicable, according to the gramma-
tical form of the word, might seem to sig-

nify whatever might he predicated, that is,

affirmed or denied, of a subject • and in this

sense every predicate would he apredicable.

But the logicians give a different meaning to

the word. They divide propositions into

certain classes, according to the relation

which the predicate of the proposition bears

to the subject. The first class is that

wherein the predicate is the genus of the

subject, as when we say, " This is a triangle,"
" Jupiter is a planet." In the second class,

the predicate is a species of the subject ; as

when we say, " This triangle is right-angled.*'

A third class is when the predicate is the

spet ific difference of the subject ; as when
we say, " Every triangle has three sides and
three angles." Afourth,when the predicate

is a property of the subject ; as when we
say, " The angles of every triangle are equal

to two right angles " And a fifth class is

when the predicate is something accidental

to the subject ; as when we say, '* This tri-

angle is neatly drawn."
Each of these classes comprehends a

great variety of propositions, having differ-

ent subjects and different predicates ; but
in each class the relation between the pre-

dicate and the subject is the same. Now,
it is to this relation that logicians have given

* Archytas is only said to have written upon the
ten categories, because there is an exposition of these
in the treatise on the " Nature of the Universe,"
under his name, from winch copious extracts are
preserved by Simplicius, in his Commentaries on
the Categories and the Physics of Aristotle. '1 hese ex.
tracts, however, of themselves, afford sufficient evi-

dence that this treatise is, like the rest of the Pytha-
gorean Fragments, the fabrication of some sophist
long subsequent to Aristotle. The unsuspecting
admission of these Fragments as genuine remains, is

an error, or rather ignorance, of which all British

writer* on Logic ami i hilosophy, who have had occa-
sion to refer to them, arc guilt}'.— H.

the name of a prrdira' Ic. Hence it is, that,

although the number of predicates be infin-

ite, yet the number of predicables can be

no greater than that of the different rela-

tions which may be in propositions between

the predicate and the subject. And if all

propositions belong to one or other of the

five classes above mentioned, there can be

but five predicables—to wit, genus, species, (,

differentia, proprium, and accidens. These )

might, with more propriety perhaps, have
been called the Jive classes of predicates ;

but use has determined them to be called

the Jive predicables.

It may also be observed, that, as some ob-

jects of thought are individuals, such as, Ju-
l as Ccesar, the city of Rome ; so others are

common to many individuals, as good, great,

virtuous, vicious. Of this last kind are all

things that are expressed by adjectives.

Things common to many individuals were
by the ancients called, universal*. All predi-

cates are universals, for they all have the

nature of adjectives; and, on the other hand,
all universals may be predicates. On this ac-

count, universalsmay be divided intothesame
classes as predicates ; and as the fi ve classes of

predicates above mentioned have been called

the five predicables, so, by the same kind of

phraseolegy, they have been called ih' five

universals ; although they may more pro-

perly be called the Jive classes of'universals.

The doctrine of the Five Universals, or

Predicables, makes an essential part of

every system of logic, and has been handed
down without any change to this day. The
very name of predicables shews, that the

author of this division, whoever he was, in-

tended it as a complete enumeration of all

the kinds of things that can be affirmed of any
subject ; and so it has always been under-

stood. It is accordingly implied in this

division, that all that can be affirmed of

anything whatsoever, is either the genus of

the thing, or its species, or its specific, differ-

ence, or some property or accident belong-

ing to it.

Burgersdyk, a very acute writer in logic,

seems to have been aware that strong ob-

jections might be made to the five predica-

bles, considered as a complete enumera-
tion : But, unwilling to allow any imperfec-

tion in this ancient division, he endeavours
to restrain the meaning of the word/;ra//ca-

ble, so as to obviate objections. Those things

only, says he, are to be accounted predica-

bles, which may be affirmed— of many indi-

viduals — truly— properly— [naturally']—
and immediately. The consequence of put-

ting such limitations upon the word predi-

cable is, that, in many propositions, perhaps

in most, the predicate is not a predicable.

But, admitting all his limitations, the enu-

meration will still be very incomplete ; for

of many things we may affirm, truly, pro*
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pcrly, and iriimediately, their existence,

their end, their cause, tlieir effect, and var-

ious relations which they bear to other

things. These, and perhaps many more,
are predicables in the strict sense of the

word, no less than the five which have been
so long famous. •

Although Porphyry, and all subsequent
writers make the predicables to be in num-
ber five, yet Aristotle himself, in the begin-

ning of the topics, reduces them to four,

and demonstrates that there can be no
more.

-J-
We shall give his demonstration

when we come to the topics,^: and shall only

here observe, that, as Burgersdyk justifies

the fivefold division, by restraining the
meaning of the word predicate, so Aristo-

tle justifies the fourfold division, by enlarg-

ing the meaning of the words property and
accident.

After all, I apprehend that this ancient
division of predicables, with all its imper-
fections, will bear a comparison with those
which have been substituted in its stead by
the most celebrated modern philosophers.

Locke, in his " Essay on the Human
Understanding," having laid it down as a
principle, That all our knowledge consists

in perceiving certain agreements and dis-

agreements between our ideas, reduces these
agreements and disagreements to four heads
—to wit, 1, Identity and Diversity ; 2, liela-

Hon; 3, Co-existence ; 4-, Heal Existence.

§

Here are four predicables given as a com-
plete enumeration, and yet not one of the an-
cient predicables is included in the number.

||

The author of the " Treatise of Human
Nature," proceeding upon the same prin-

ciple, that all our knowledge is only a per-
ception of the relations of our ideas, ob-
serves, "That it may perhaps be esteemed
an endless task to enumerate all those qua-
lities which admit of comparison, and by
which the ideas of philosophical relation are
produced ; but, if we diligently consider
them, we shall find, that, without difticulty,

they may be comprised under seven general

* All those, however, fall under one or o her of
the five words which, it should be observed, areforms
or modes of predication, and not things predicated.
Reid seems to have taken t' e objection from ttur.
gersdvk : he should not hare overlooked his solution.-—" Quod quidam aiunt, etiam partem praedicari de
toto, causam de effecto, adjunction externum de sub-
jecto i ac proinde plura esse prsdicabilia quam
quinque, nullius prorsus inomenti est Nam pars
Doll |>ra?dicatur de toto in casu recto, neque causa
de effecto, neque adjunctum externum de subjecto

;

sed tantum in casu obliquo. Neque enim dicimus,
Animal est caput, sed, est capitatum, aut tale quid :

non dicimus etiam. Eelipsis est interpositio terra
(nisi improprie) sed, fit ob interpositionem terra :

neque,Miles est gladius, sed est gladiatus. Et ejus-
modi pratdicatione* rcvocari debent ad diffcientiam,
p- oprium autacc'idem."- Jnstitut. Lex;., 1. i. c. Id.— H.

t Not absolutely ; but only in a 'certain point or
view H.

t Chapter iv. \ 2— H.
S Book iv. chap. I.

II See note next but one.— H.

heads:— 1, Resemblance t 2, identity j 3,

Relations of Space and Tunc ; 4, Relations

of Quantity and Number j 5, Deyees o

Quality; C, Contrariety; 7, Causation.'"*

Here again are seven predicables given as

a complete enumeration, wherein all the
predicables of the ancients, as well as two
of L<>cke*s, are left out.-J-

The ancients, in their division, attended
only to categorical propositions which have
one subject and one predicate ; and of these

to such only as have a general term for their

subject. The moderns, by their definition

of knowledge, have been led to attend only
to relative propositions, which express a
relation between two subjects, and these

subjects they suppose to be always ideas.

£

Section II.

ON THE TEN CATEGORIES, AND ON DIVI3ION8
IN GENERAL.

The intention of the Categories or Predic-
aments is, to muster every object of human
appreheusion under ten heads ; for the
categories are given as a complete enumer.
ation of everything which can be expressed
without composition and structure—that is,

of everything which can be either the subject
or the predicate of a proposition. § So that,

as every soldier belongs to some company,
and every company to some regiment, in

like manner everything that can be the
object of human thought has its place in

oi. e or other of the ten categories; and, by
dividing and subdividing properly the se-

veral categories, all the notions that enter
into the human mind may be mustered in

rank and file, like an army in the day of

battle.
||

* Vol. i. pp. m and 125.

t 'Ihese two paragraphs, independently of the
general tenor of the treatise, shew that lteid, like
our British philosopl ers in general, was unaware iif

the difference between the Logical or Formal, and
the Metaphysical or Real. He did not consider that
the Predicables are forms or modes of predication,
and not things predicated; in the language ot the
schools, second notions, notfirst. These real gener.
alisations of Locke and Hume may be brought into
comparision with the Categories oi Aristotle, which
are, in truth, a Metaphysical, and not a Logical
reduction ; but they cannot be brought into com-
parison with the Five Words, which constitute a
purely formal generalisation. Why, in brief, was
it not objected that the predicables' do not contain
the predicaments, or the predicaments the predic-
ables ?— H.

'

4: This observation is out of place.— H.
§ 1 his is incorrect ; for Irom the Categories are ex-

cluded many things that form the subject and predi-
cate of a proposition, as entia rationis and notion,*
secunda ; while others transcend the classification
altogether, as being, one, whole, the infinite, ac. Iv
fact, as already noticed, the classification is of a me-
taphysical, not a logical, purport H.

II
The ten Aristotclic Categories may be thus

methodically deduced and simplified :—They are all
divisions ofBeing— Juts. Being is divided into Ens per
se and Ens per aeeidens. En's perse, corresponds to
Substance—the first of the An<tr>telic Categories;
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The perfection of the division of cate-

gories into ten heads has been strenuously

defended by the followers of Aristotle, as

well as that of the five predicables. They
are, indeed, of kin to each other ; they

breathe the same spirit, and probably had
the same origin. By the one we are taught

to marshal every term that can enter into

a proposition, either as subject or predicate

;

and, by the other, we are taught all the

possible relations which the subject can

have to the predicate. Thus the whole fur-

niture of the human mind is presented to

us at one view, and contracted, as it were,

into a nutshell. To attempt, in so early a
period, a methodical delineation of the vast

region of human knowledge, actual and
possible, and to point out the limits of

every district, was indeed magnanimous in

a high degree, and deserves our admiration,

while we lament that the human powers

are unequal to so bold a flight.

A regular distribution of things under
proper classes or heads is, without doubt, a
great help both to memory and judgment.

And as the philosopher's province includes

all things, human and divine, that can be ob-

jects of inquiry, he is naturally led to attempt

«ome general division like that of the cate-

gories. And the invention of a division of

this kind, which the speculative part of

mankind acquiesced in for two thousand

years, marks a superiority of genius in

the inventor, whoever he was. Nor does

it appear that the general divisions which,

since the decline of the Peripatetic philoso-

phy, have been substituted in place of the

ten categories are more perfect.

Locke has reduced all things to three ca-

tegories—viz., substances, modes, and rela-

tions. In this division, time, space, and num-
ber, three great objects of human thought,

are omitted.*

The author of the " Treatise of Human
Nature"-]- has reduced all things to tw >

Ens per accidens, comprises the other nine. For it

either denotes som tiling absolute or something rela-

tive. If something absolute, it either originates in

the matter of the substance, and is divisible

—

Quant-
ity, Aristotle's second Category ; or in the form, and
is indivisible

—

Quality, Aristotle's third Category. If

something relative, it constitutes Relation, the touith
Category; and to Relation the other six may easily

be reduced. For the fifih, Where, denotes the rela-

tion between different objects in space, or the rela-

tion between place and the thing placed. The sixth,

When, denotes the relation between objects in suc-
cession, or the relation between time and a thing
in time. The seventh, Posture, is the relation of the
parts of a body to each other. Th.- eighth, Having,
is the relation of the thing having, and the thing had;
while the ninth and tenth, Action and Passion, are
the reciprocal relations between the agent and the
patient. There are, on this scheme, one supreme
Category—Being,- two at the first descent

—

Ens pe>
se. Ens per accidens ; lour at the first and second

—

Substance, Quantity, Quality, Relation ,- and to the
dignity of Category, these four are, ot Aristotle's ten,

pre-eminently, if not exclusively entitled.— H.
* It might be contended that the three latter are

contained under the three former.—H.
Humt.—H.

categories—viz., ideas and imptessions; a

division which is very well adapted to his

system, and which puts me in mind of

another made by an excellent mathema-
tician* in a printed thesis I have seen. In
it the author, after a severe censure of the

ten categories of the Peripatetics, maintains
that there neither are nor can be more than
two categories of things—viz., data and
qucesita.

There are two ends that may be proposed
by such divisions. The first is, to method-
ise or digest in order what a man actually

knows. This is neither unimportant- nor
impracticable; and, in proportion to the

solidity and accuracy of a man's judgment,
his divisions of the things he knows will be
elegant and useful. The same subject may
admit, and even require, various divisions,

according to the different points of view

from which we contemplate it ; nor does it

follow, that, because one division is good,

therefore another is naught. To be ac-

quainted with the divisions of the logicians

and metaphysicians, without a superstitious

attachment to them, may be of use in divid-

ing the same subjects, or even those of a
different nature. Thus Quintilian borrows

from the ten categories his division of the

topics of rhetorical argumentation. Of all

methods of arrangement, the most anti-

philosophical seems to be the invention of

this age ;f I mean the arranging the art?

and sciences by the letters of the alphabet,

in dictionaries and encyclopaedias. With
these authors the categories are. A, B, C,

&c.
Another end commonly proposed by such

divisions, but very rarely attained, is to ex-

haust the subject divided, so that nothing

that belongs to it shall be omitted. It is

one of the general rules of division, in all

systems of logic, That the division should be

adequate to the subject divided : a good rule

without doubt, but very often beyond the

reach of human power. To make a perfect

division, a man must have a perfect com-
prehension of the whole subject at one view.

When our knowledge of the subject is im-

perfect, any division we can make must be

like the first sketch of a painter, to be ex-

tended, contracted, or mended, as the sub-

ject shall be found to require. Yet nothing

is more common, not only among the ancient,

but even among modern philosophers, than

to draw, from their incomplete divisions,

conclusions which suppose them to be per-

fect.

A division is a repository which the phi-

losopher frames for holding his ware in con-

venient order. The philosopher maintains,

* Reid's uncle, James Gregory. See above, p. «J,

b—H.
t Not the invention of Reid's age, though in that

it was more generally and extensively applied.— H.
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that such or such ;i thing is not good ware,

because there is no place ill his wareroom
that fits it. We are apt to yield to tliis

argument in philosophy, but it would appear
ridiculous in any other traffic.

Peter Ramus, who had the spirit of a
reformer in philosophy, and who had a force

of genius sufficient to shake the Aristotelian

fabric in many parts, but insufficient to

erect anything more solid in its place, tried

to remedy the imperfection of philosophical

divisions, by introducing a new manner of

dividing.* His divisions always consisted

of two members, one of which was contra-

dictory of the other, as if one should divide

England into Middlesex and what is not
Middlesex. It is evident that these two
members comprehend all England ; for the
Logicians observe, that a term along with
its contradic:ory comprehend all things.

In the same manner, we may divide what
is not Middlesex into Kent and what is not
Kent. Thus one may go on by divisions and
subdivisions that are absolutely complete.
This example may serve to give an idea of
the spirit of Ramean divisions, which were
in no small reputation about two hundred
years ago.

Aristotle was not ignorant of this kind of
division. But he used it only as a touch-
i tone to prove by induction the perfection
of some other division, which indeed is the
best use that can be made of it. When
applied to the common purpose of division, it

is both inelegant and burdensome to the me-
mory ; and, after it has put one out of breath
by endless subdivisions, there is still a nega-
tive term left behind, which shews that you
are no nearer the end of your journey than
when you began.

Until some more effectual remedy be
foimd for the imperfection of divisions, I

beg leave to propose one more simple than
that of Ramus. It is this—When you meet
with a division of any subject imperfectly
comprehended, add to the last member an
et ccetera. That this 1 t ccetera makes the
division complete, is undeniable ; and there-
fore it ought to hold its place as a member,
and to be always understood, whether ex-
pressed or not, until clear and positive

proof be brought that the division is com-
plete without it. And this same et ccetera

shall be the repository of all members that
may in any future time shew a good and
valid right to a property in the subject.

-f-

* There is nothing new whatever in Ramus's
Dichotomy by contradiction. It was, in particu-
lar, a favourite with i lato. Among others, see
Ammonius on the Categories, f. Ml a. ed. Aid. 1516.
H.

* Is this «' protestation to add and eke" serious or
irtjohe?-!!.

Section HI.

ON DISTINCTIONS.

Having said so much of logical divisions,

we shall next make some remarks upon
distinctions.

Since the philosophy of Aristotle fell into

disrepute, it has been a common topic of

wit and raillery to inveigh against meta-
physical distinctions. Indeed the abuse of

them, in the scholastic ages, seems to justify

a general prejudice against them ; and
shallow thinkers and writers have good
reason to be jealous of distinctions, because
they make sad work when applied to their

flimsy compositions. But every man of true

judgment, while he condemns distinctions

that have no foundation in the nature of

things, must perceive, that indiscriminately

to decry distinctions, is to renounce all

pretensions to just reasoning : for, as false

reasoning commonly proceeds from con-
founding things that are different, so, with-

out distinguishing such things, it is impos-
sible to avoid error or detect sophistry. The
authority of Aquinas, or Suarez, or even of

Aristotle, can neitherstamp a real value upon
distinctions of base metal, nor hinder the
currency of those that have intrinsic value.

Some distinctions are verbal, others are

real. The first kind distinguish the various

meanings of a word, whether proper or me-
taphorical. Distinctions of this kind make
a part of the grammar of a language, and
are often absurd when translated into

another language. Real distinctions are
equally good in all languages, and suffer

no hurt by translation. They distinguish

the different species contained under some
general notion, or the different parts con-
tained in one whole.

Many of Aristotle's distinctions are verbal

merely, and therefore more proper mate-
rials for a dictionary of the Greek language,

than for a philosophical treatise. At least,

they ought never to have been translated

into other languages, when the idiom of the
language will not justify them : for this is

to adulterate the language, to introduce fo-

reign idioms into it without necessity or

use, and to make it ambiguous where it was
not. The distinctions in the end of the
categories of the four words, prius, simul,

motus, and habere, are all verbal.*

The modes or species of Prius, accord-
ing to Aristotle, are five. One thing may
be prior to another—first, in point of time ;

secondly, in point of dignity ; thirdly, in

point of order ; and so forth f The modes

* These distinctions arc all founded on the analo-
gies of real exist nee, and are all equally valid in
other langrages ns in Greek.— H.

t More accurately : One thing is prior to another

2 v
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of simul are only three. It seems this word
was not used in the Greek with so great

latitude as the other, although they are

relative terms.*

The modes or species of Motion he makes
to be six—viz., generation, corruption, in-

crease, decrease, alteration, and change of
place. *

The modes or spefies of Having are

[principally] eight. 1. Having a quality

or habit,+ as having wisdom. 2. Having
quantity or magnitude. 3. Having things

adjacent, as having a sword. 4. Having
things as parts, as having hands or feet.

5. Having in a part or on a part, as having
a ring on one's finger. 6. Containing, as a
cask is said to have wine. 1. Possessing,

as having lands or houses. 8. Having a
wife [or husband.]*

Another distinction of this kind is Aris-

totle's distinction of Causes ; of which he
makes four kinds, efficient, material, formal,
and final. These distinctions may deserve

a place in a dictionary of the Greek lan-

guage ; but, in English or Latin, they adul-

erate the language.J Yet so fond were
the schoolmen of distinctions of this kind,

that they added to Aristotle's enumeration
an impulsive cause,§ an exemplary cause,

||

and I don't know how many more. We
seem to have adopted into English a final

cause ; but it is merely a term of art, bor-

rowed from the Peripatetic philosophy,

without necessity or use ; for the English
word end is as good as final cause, though
not so long nor so learned.

in the order of Time—of Nature-of Arrangement—
of Dignity—of Causation. This last, which «as
added by Aristotle, may be well reduced to the
second.— H.
* The i>enult note applies to these.—

H

t It should have been—" Habit, Disposition, or
other Quality." The others are, in like manner,
neither accurately nor adequately stated: sed non
tanti.— H.

X This statement, that Aristotle's quadruple dis-
tinction of causes was one not established on the
essential nature of things, but founded on a verbal
peculiarity of the Greek language, Reid has, in his
subsequent writings, once and again repeated. (See
above, Correspondence, p. 75, a, and 76, b ; Active
Powers, p. 526, a.) It is not, however, correct. The
distinction is not found marked out in the Greek
language more than in any other ; though, from the
natural flexibility and analogies of that tongue, it

was better suited to express without effort this and
other philosophical discriminations. In itself the
division is not merely verbal, but proceeds on the
natural differences ot real things. This, however,
is not the place to shew that Aristotle had taken a
far juster and more comprehensive view of this sub-
ject than the great majority, if not the whole, of our
recent philosophers.— H.

$ This is a mistake. 'I he schoolmen added no
impulsive cause distinct from thefinal and efficient
causes of Aristotle.—H.

|| The exemplary cause was introduced bv Plato

;

and was not adopted by the schoolmen as a fifth
cause in addition to Aristotle's four.—H.

Section J V.

ON DEFINITIONS.

It remains that we make some remarks
on Aristotle's Definitions, which have ex-
posed him to much censure and ridicule.

Yet I think it must be allowed, that, in

things which need definition, and admit of

it, his definitions are commonly judicious

and accurate ; and, had he attempted to

define such things only, his enemies had
wanted great matter of triumph. I believe

it may likewise be said in his favour, that,

until Locke's essay was wrote, there was
nothing of importance delivered by philo-

sophers with regard to definition,* beyond
what Aristotle has said upon that subject.

He considers a Definition as a speech

declaring what a thing is. Every thing
essential to the thing defined, and nothing
more, must be contained in the definition.

Now, the essence of a thing consists of

these two parts : first, What is common to

it with other things of the same kind; and,

secondly, What distinguishes it from other

things of the same kind. The first is called

the Genus of the thing, the second its Spe-

cific Difference. The definition, therefore,

consists of these two parts. And, for find-

ing them, we must have recourse to the

ten categories ;-f in one or other of which
everything in nature is to be found. Each
category is a genus, and is divided into so

many species, which are distinguished by
their specific differences. Each of these

species is again subdivided into so many
species, with regard to which it is a genus.

This division and subdivision continues

until we come to the lowest species, which
can only be divided into individuals distin-

guished from one another, not by any spe-

cific difference, but by accidental differences

of time, place, and other circumstances.

The category itself, being the highest }

genus, is in no respect a species, and the

lowest species is in no respect a genus ; but
every intermediate order is a genus com-
pared with those that are below it, and a
species compared with those above it. To
find the definition of anything, therefore,

* This is commonly but erroneously asserted.

Locke says little or nothing on the subject of Defin-
ition which had not been previously said by philoso-
phers before him, and with whose works he can be
proved to have been acquainted. See above, p. 220,
a, notef.— H.
f From this and what follows, it would seem that

Reid thought that the Aristotelic doc rineof Defini-
tion is necessarily relative to the ten Categories ; and
that, to find the definition of a thing, we must de-
scend from the category to the genus and specific dif-

ference sought. This, however, is not the case. For,
according to Aristotle, there are two methods of
" hunting up" the required definition: the one by
division and descent, the other by induction and
a cent.—U.
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you must take the genus which is imme-
diately above its place in the category, and
the specific difference by which it is distiii

guished from other species of the same
genus. These two make a perfect defini-

tion. This I take to be the substance of

Aristotle's system, and probably the system
of the Pythagorean school,* before Aristotle,

concerning definition.

But, notwithstanding the specious appear-
ance of this system, it lias its defects. Not
to repeat what was before said of the im-
perfection of the division of things into ten
categories, the subdivisions of each category
are no less imperfect. Aristotle has given
some subdivisions of a few of them ; and,
as far as he goes, his followers pretty unani-
mously take the same road. But, when
they attempt to go farther, they take very
different roads. It is evident, that, if the
series of each category could be completed,
and the division of things into categories

could be made perfect, still the highest genus
in each category could not be defined, be-

cause it is not a species ; nor could indivi-

duals be defined, because they have no
specific difference.*!* There are also many
species of things, whose specific difference

cannot be expressed in language, even when
it is evident to sense, or to the understand-
ing. Thus, green, red, and blue, are very
distinct species of colour ; but who can ex-
press in words wherein green differs from
red or blue ?+
Without borrowing light from the ancient

Bystem, we may perceive that every defini-

tion must consist of words that need no
definition ; and that to define the common
words of a language that have no ambiguity
is trifling, if it could be done ; the only use
of a definition being to give a clear and
adequateconception of themeaningof a word.
The logicians indeed distinguish between

the definition of a word and the definition of
a thing ; considering the former as the mean
office of a lexicographer, but the last as the
grand work of a philosopher. But what they
have said about the definition of a thing, if

it has a meaning, is beyond my compre-
hension. All the rules of definition agree
to the definition of a word : and if they
mean, by the definition of a thing, the giv-

ing an adequate conception of the nature
and essence of anything that exists, this is

impossible, and is the vain boast of men
unconscious of the weakness of human un-
derstanding^

* Sec above, p. 686, note.—H.
t This, of course, is stated by Ari>totle himself and

other logicians : and it does not affect his doctrine of
Definition, but marks the necessary limits of Defini-
tion in general.— H.
4 Hence it was expressly stated by the o:d logicians—Onnis intuitica notitia estdefinitio.— H.
^ Hy a rcal.'m contrast to a verbal or nominal de-

finition, the logicians do not intend "the giving an
adequate conception of the nature and essence of a

The works of Clod are all imperfectly
known by us. We see their outside, or
perhaps we discover some of their qualities

and relations, by observation and experi-

ment, assisted by reasoning : but we can
give no_ definition of the meanest of them
which comprehends its real essence. It

is justly observed by Locke, that nominal
essences only, which are the creatures of our
own minds, are perfectly comprehended h)

us, or can be properly defined ;* and even
of these there are many too simple in their

nature to admit of definition. When we
cannot give precision to our notions by a
definition, we must endeavour to do it by
attentive reflection upon them, by observing
minutely their agreements and differences,

and especially by a right understanding of

the powers of our own minds by which such
notions are formed.

The principles laid down by Locke, with
regard to definition, and with regard to the
abuse of words, carry conviction along with
them : and I take them to be one of the mos
important improvements made in logic,

since the days of Aristotle ; not so much be-

cause they enlarge our knowledge, as be-
cause they make us sensible of our igno-

rance, and shew that a great part of what
speculative men have admired as profound
philosophy, is only a darkening of know-
ledge by words without understanding.

•f

Section V.

ON THE STRUCTURE OF SPEECH.

The few hints contained in the beginning
of the book concerning Interpretation re-

lating to the structure of speech, have been
left out in treatises of logic, as belonging
rather to grammar ; yet I apprehend this is

a rich field of philosophical speculation.

Language being the express image of human

thing"—that is, of a thing considered in itself, and
apart from the conceptions o/ it already possessed.
By verbal definition, is meant the more accurate
determination of the signification ofa word ; by real,

the more accurate determination of the contents of

a notion. The one clears up the relation of words to

notions ; the other of notions to things. The substitu-
tion of notional for real would, perhaps, remove the
ambiguity. But, if we retain the term real, the aim
of a verbal definition being to specify the thought
denoted by the word, such definition ought to be
called notional, on the principle on which the defini-

tion of a notion is called real; for this definition is

the exposition ofwhat things are compreliended in a
thought— H.

* lx)cke gives the title Nominal Essence to the
aUtract notion marked out by a general term ; and
Jieal Essenceio that (prohably unknown) constitution,
whereby a thing is as it is. On this definition as the
Nominal Essence comprehends all that is conceived
it must, nf course, comprehend all that can be de-

fined- The Nominal Essence of Locke is, in fact,

only a new name tor the Logical Essence of otliei

philosophers.—H.
t See above, p. 090, b, note *.—See also, a para,

graph here i mittkh, at the end of this treatise.— H.

2 Y 2
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thought, the analysis of the one must cor-

respond to that of the other. Nouns ad-

jective and substantive, verbs active and

passive, with their various moods, tenses,

and persons, must be expressive of a like

variety in the modes of thought. Tilings

that are distinguished in all languages, such

as substance and quality, action and passion,

cause and effect, must be distinguished by

the natural powers of the human mind. Tlfe

philosophy of grammar, and that of the

human understanding, are more nearly

allied than is commonly imagined.

The structure of language was pursued

to a considerable extent by the ancient com-
mentators upon this book of Aristotle. Their

speculations upon this subject, which are

neither the least ingenious nor the least

useful part of the Peripatetic philosophy,

were neglected for many ages, and lay buried

in ancient manuscripts, or in books little

known, till they were lately brought to light

by the learned Mr Harris, in his "Hermes."
The definitions given by Aristotle of a

noun, of a verb, and of speech, will hardly

bear examination. It is easy in practice to

distinguish the various parts of speech ; but

very difficult, if at all possible, to give ac-

curate definitions of them.

He observes justly, that, besides that

kind of speech called a propisition, which is

always either true or false, there are other

kinds which are neither true nor false, such

as a prayer or wish ; to which we may add,

a question, a command, a promise, a con-

tract, and many others. These Aristotle

pronounces to have nothing to do with his

subject, and remits them to oratory or

poetry ; and so they have remained banished

from the regions of philosophy to this day ;

yet I apprehend that an analysis of such

speeches, and of the operations of mind
which they express, would be of real use,

and perhaps would discover how imperfect

an enumeration the logicians have given of

the powers of human understanding, when
they reduce them to Simple Apprehension,

Judgment, and Reasoning.*

Section VI.

ON PROPOSITIONS.

Mathematicians use the word Proposi-

tion in a larger sense than Logicians. A
problem is called a proposition in mathema-
tics, but in logic it is not a proposition ; it

is one of those speeches which are not enun-
ciative, and which Aristotle remits to

oratory or poetry. [?]

* This eni-meration was never intended by logicians
for a general psi/cfwloaical analysis, but merely for a
*pe ( ial enumeration of tho<e faculties, the Jaws of

which were proposed to logic, as its object matter.— H.

A l'ropositim, according to Aristotle, in

a speech wherein one thing is affirmed or

denied of another. Hence, it is easy to

distinguish the thing affirmed or denied,

which is called the tredieat', from the
thing of which it is affirmed or denied, which
is called the Subject ; and these two are

called the Terms of the proposition. Hence,
likewise, it appears that propositions are

either affirmance or negative; and this is

called th ir Quality. All affirmative propo-
sitions have the same quality, so likewise

have all negative ; but an affirmative and a
negative are contrary in their quality.

When the subject of a proposition is a

general term, the predicate is affirmed or
denied either of the whole, or of a part.

Hence propositions are distinguished into

universal and particular. u All men are
mortal," is an universal proposition; " Some
men are learned," is a particular ; and this

is called the Quantity of the proposition.

All universal propositions agree in quantity,

as also all particular ; while an universal and
a particular are said to differ in quantity.

A proposition is called indefinite when there

is no mark either of universality or particu-

larity annexed to the subject : thus, " Man
is of few days," is an indefinite proposition ;

but it must be understood either as univer-

sal or as particular, and therefore is not a
third species, but, by interpretation, ia

brought under one of the other two.*

There area\sosiuyulur propositions, which
have not a general term, but an individual,

for their subject ; as, " Alexander was a
great conqueror." These are considered

by Logicians as universal, because the sub-

ject being indivisible, the predicate is

affirmed or denied of the whole, and not of

a part only. Thus, all propositions, with

regard to quality, are either affirmative or

negative ; and, with regard to quantity, are

universal or particular ; and, taking in both

quantity and quality, they are universal

affirmatives, or universal negatives, or par-

ticular affirmatives or particular negatives.

These four kinds, after the days of Aristotle,

came to be named by the names of the four

first vowels, A, E, I, O, according to the

following distich :

—

Asserit A, negat E, sed universaliter ambae
;

Assent I, negat O, sed particulanter ambo.t

When the young Logician is thus far in-

structed in the nature of propositions, he is

apt to think there is no difficulty in analyz-

ing any proposition, and shewing its subject

and predicate, its quantity and quality

;

and, indeed, unless he can do this, he will

be unable to apply the rules of logic to use.

Yet he will find there are some difficulties

* The term indefinite ought to be discarded in thi«

relation, and replaced by indesi(jnate.—H.

t The history of these and the other logical verset

is curious, hut, 1 rimy say, to Logicians unknown.—H.
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in this analysis, which :irc overlooked l>y

Aristotle altogether ; and although they are

sometimes touched, they are not removed
by his followers.* For, I. There are propo-

sitions in which it is difficult to find a sub-

ject and a predicate ; as in these, "It rains,'

" It snows." 2. In some propositions, either

term may be made the subject or the predi-

cate, as you like best ; as in this, " Virtue is

the read to happiness." 3. The same ex-
ample may serve to shew that it is some-
times difficult to say, whether a proposition

be universal or particular. 4- The quality

of some propositions is so dubious that

Logicians have never been able to agree
whether they be affirmative or negative ; as
in this proposition, " Whatever is insentient

is not an animal.' 5. As there is one class

of propositions which have only two terms,

viz., one subject a' d one predicate, which
are called C' iteyoiical-f propositions, so there

are many classes that have more than two
terms. What Aristotle delivers in this

book is applicable only to categorical propo-
sitions ; and to them only the rules con-
cerning the conversion of propositions, and
concerning the figures and modes of syllo-

gisms, are accommodated. The subsequent
writers of logic have taken notice of some
of the many classes of complex propositions,

and have given rules adapted to them ; but,

finding this work endless, they have left us to

manage the rest by the rules ofcommon sense.

CHAPTER III.

ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST ANALYTICS.

Section J.

OF THE CONVERSION OF PROPOSITIONS.

In attempting to give some account of

the Analytics and of the Topics of Aristotle,

ingenuity requires me to confess, that,

though I have often purposed to read the
whole with care, and to understand what is

intelligible, yet my courage and patience
always failed before I had done. Why
should I throw away so much time and
painful attention upon a thing of so little

real use ? If I had lived in those ages
when the knowledge of Aristotle's Or-
ganon entitled a man to the highest
rank in philosophy, ambition might have
induced me to employ upon it some years
of painful study ; and less, I conceive,
would not be sufficient. [?] Such reflections

as these always got the better of my resolu-

* The difficulties that follow admit of a very ea«v
•olution.— H.

f I was the first, as far as I am aware, who ob-
served that the t.'rni xa.Tr,y^ty->; i-S by Arintotlr.
'isid tin!;/ in the tense i affirmatii#.~l\.

tion, when the first ardour began to cool.

All I can say is, that I have read some
parts of the different books with care, some
slightly, and some, perhaps, not at all. I

have glanced over the whole often, and,

when anything attracted my attention, have
dipped into it till my appetite was satisfied.

Of all reading, it is the most dry and tho

most painful, employing an infinite labour

of demonstration, about things of the most
abstract nature, delivered in a laconic style,

and often, I think, with affected obscurity ;

and all to prove general propositions, which,

when applied to particular instances, appear
self-evident.*

There is probably but little in the Cate-
gories, or in the book of Interpretation, that

Aristotle could claim as his own inven-

tion [?]; but the whole theory of syllo-

gisms he claims as his own, and as the

fruit of much time and labour. And indeed
it is a stately fabric, a monument of a great

genius, which we could wish to have been
more usefully employed. There must be

something, however, adapted to please the

human understanding, or to flatter humai
pride, in a work which occupied men of

speculation for more than a thousand years.

These books are called Andytics, because
the intention of them is to resolve all rea-

soning into its simple ingredients.

The first book of the Fi st Analytics, con-
sisting oiforty-six ch ipiers, may be divided

into four parts ; the first [A] treating of

the conversion of propositions ; the second,

[ B,] of the structure of syllogisms, in all the

different figures and modes; the third, [C,]
of the invention of a mid lie term ; and the

last, [D,] of the resolution of syllogism*.

We shall give a brief account of each.

[A] To convert a proposition is to infer

from it another proposition, whose subject >s

the predicate of the first, and whose pre li-

cate is the subject of the first.,j This is re-

duced by Aristotle to three rules :— 1. An
universal negative may be converted into

an universal negative : thus, " No man is a
quadruped ;" therefore, " No quadruped is a
man." 2. An universal affirmative can be
converted only into a particular affirmative :

thus, " All men are mortal ;" therefore,

"Some mortal beings are men." 3. A particu-
lar affirmative may be converted into a par-
ticular affirmative : as, u Some men are
just ;" therefore, " Some just persons arn
men " When a proposition may be con-
verted without changing its quantity, this it

called simple; conversion ; but when the quail-

tity is diminished, as in the universal af-

firmative, it is called conversion per acci lens.

There is another kind of conversion

* This is unjust. Aristotle attempts no proof ot
these general proposition*, ; lie only shews that their
denial involves a contradiction.— H.

r It m*ght be added, " the quality renaming »l
,
ways the same."— II.
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omitted in this place by Aristotle, but sup-

plied by his followers, called conversion by

contraposition, in which the term that is

contradictory to the predicate is put for the

subject, and the quality of the proposition

is changed ;* as, " All animals are sentient ;"

therefore, " What is insentient is not an

animal." A fourth rule of conversion there-

fore is, That an universal affirmative, and a

particular negative, may be converted by

contraposition.

Section IJ.

OF THE FIGURES AND MODES OF PURE
SYLLOGISMS.

[1V| A syllogism is an argument, or

re s ming,-f consisting [always, explicitly or

implicitly,] of three propositions, the last of
which, called the conclusion, is [necessari-

ly] inferredfrom the [very statement of the]

two preceding, whichare called the premises.

The conclusion having two terms, a subject

and a predicate, its predicate is called the

major term, and its subject the minor term.

In order to prove the conclusion, each of

its terms is, in the premises, compared with

the third term, called the mi'/dle term. By
this means one of the premises will have for

its two terms the major term and the mid-
dle term ; and this premise is called the

maj »• premise, or the major proposition of

the syllogism. The other premise must
have for its two terms the minor term and
the middle term, and it is called the minor
proposition. Thus the syllogism consists

of three propositions, distinguished by the

names of the major, the minor, and the

conclusion ; and, although each of these has
two terms, a subject and a predicate, yet

there are only three different terms in all.

The major term is always the predicate of

the conclusion, and is also either the sub-

ject or predicate of the major proposition.

The minor term is always the subject of the

conclusion, and is also either the subject or

predicate of the minor proposition. The
middle term never enters into the conclu-

sion, but stands in both premises, either in

the position of subject or of predicate.

According to the various posi ions which
the Mi Idle Term may have in the premises,

s I'ngisms are said to be of various Fit/ureSr

Now, all the possible positions of the mid-
dle term are only four ; for, first, it may be
the subject of the major proposition, and
the predicate of the minor, and then the
syllogism is of the first figure ; or it may

* In this conversion, consider Subject and Predi-
cate as changed into their contradictories, and thus
the quality in both proportions remains identical.— H.

+ Here the genus should lie (,s Aristotle has it) a
Speech or Enunciation ; Cor all "argument or reason-
ing" is a syllogism or series of syllogisms.— II.

be the predicate of both premises, and then

the syllogism is of the second figure ; or it

may be the subject of both, which makes a

syllogism of the third figure ; or it may be

the predicate of the major proposition, and
the subject of the minor, which makes the

fourth figure. Aristotle takes no notice of

the fourth figure. It was added by the fa-

mous Galen,* and is often called the Galen-
ical Figure.

There is another division of syllogisms

according to their Modes. The Mode of a

syllogism is determined by the Qua/ity and
Quantity of the propositions ofwhich it con-

s'sis. Each of the three propositions must
be either an universal affirmative, or an
universal negative, or a particular affirm-

ative, or a particular negative. These four

kinds of propositions, as was before ob-

served, have been named by the four

vowels, A, E, I, O ; by which means the

mode of a syllogism is marked by any three

of those four vowels. Thus, A, A, A, de-

notes that mode in which the major, minor,

and conclusion, are all universal affirma-

tives ; E, A, E, denotes that mode in which
the major and conclusion are universal ne-

gatives and the minor is an universal affirm-

ative.

To know all the possible modes of syl-

logism, we must find how many different

combinations may be made of three out of

the four vowels ; and from the art of com-
bination the number is found to be sixty-

four. So many possible modes there are

in every figure, consequently in the three

figures of Aristotle there are one hundred
and ninety-two, and in all the four figures

two hundred and fifty-six.

Now, the theory of syllogism requires

that we shew what are the particular modes
in each figure, which do or do not form a

just and conclusive syllogism, that so the

legitimate may be adopted, and the spuri-

ous rejected. This Aristotle has shewn in

the first three figures, examining all the

modes one by one, and passing sentence

upon each ; and from this examination he
collects some rules which may aid the

memory in distinguishing the false from
the true, and point out the properties of

each figure.

The firstfigure has only four legitimate

modes. The major proposition in this figure

must be universal, and the minor affirm-

ative ; and it has this property, that it yields

conclusions of all kinds, affirmative and
negative, universal and particular.

The second figure has also four legiti-

mate modes. Its major proposition must
be universal, and one of the premises must
be negative. It yields conclusions both

universal and particular, but all negative.

* Improvable, though universally believed—B-
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The third fiqure has six legitimate modes.
Its minor must always be affirmative ; and
it yields conclusions both affirmative and
negative, but all particular.

Besides the rules that are proper to each
figure, Aristotle has given some that are
common to all, by which the legitimacy of

syllogisms may be tried. These may, I

think, be reduced to five. 1. There must
be only three terms in a syllogism. As
each term occurs in two of the propositions,

it must be precisely the same in both : If

it be not, the syllogism is said to have four
terms, which makes a vitious syllogism.

2 The middle term must be taken uni-

versally in one of the premises. 3. Both
premises must not be particular proposi-
tions, nor both negative. 4. The conclu-
sion must be particular, if either of the
premises be particular ; and negative, if

either of the premises be negative. 5. No
term can be taken universally in the con-
elusion, if it be not taken universally in the
premises.

For understanding the second and fifth of

these rules, it is necessary to observe, that

a term is said to be taken universally, not
only when it is the subject of an universal

proposition, but when it is the predicate of
a negative proposition ; on the other hand,
a term is said to be taken particularly, when
it is either the subject of a particular, or
the predicate of an affirmative proposition.

Section III.

OP THE INVENTION OF A MIDDLE TERM,

l.C] The third part of this book contains
rules, general and special, for the invention

[discovery] of a mi idle term ; and this the

author conceives to be of great utility. The
general rules amount to this—That you are

to consider well both terms of the proposi-

tion to be proved; their definition, their

properties, the things which may be affirmed

or denied of them, and those of which they
may be affirmed or denied ; these things,

collected together, are the materials from
which your middle term is to be taken.

The special rules require you to consider
the quantity and quality of the proposition

to be proved, that you may discover in what
mode and figure of syllogism the proof is to

proceed. Then, from the materials before

collected, you must seek a middle term
whieh has that relation to the subject and
predicate of the proposition to be proved,
which the nature of the syllogism requires.

Thus, suppose the proposition I would prove
is an universal affirmative, I know, by the
rules of syllogisms, that there is only one
legitimate mode in which an universal

•ttfirmative proposition can be proved ; and

that is the first mode of the first figure. I

know likewise that, in this mode, both the
premises must be universal affirmatives

;

and that the middle term must be the sub-
ject of the major, and the predicate of the
minor. Therefore, of the terms collected

according to the general rule, I seek out
one or more which have these two proper-
ties ; first, That the predicate of the pro-
position to be proved can be universally

affirmed of it ; and, secondly, That it can
be universally affirmed of the subject of the
proposition to be proved. Every term you
can find, which has those two properties,

will serve you as a middle term, but no
other. In this way, the author gives spe-
cial rules for all the various kinds of pro-

positions to be proved ; points out the vari-

ous modes in which they may be proved,
and the properties which the middle term
must have to make it fit for answering that

end. And the rules are illustrated, or ra-

ther, in my opinion, purposely darkened,
by putting letters of the alphabet for the
several terms. •

Section I V.

OK THE REMAINING PART OP THE FIRST
BOOK.

The resolution of syllogisms requires no
other principles but those before laid down
for constructing them. However, it is

treated of largely, and rules laid down for

reducing reasoning to syllogisms, by sup-
plying one of the premises when it is under-
stood, by rectifying inversions, and putting
the propositions in the proper order.

Here he speaks also of hypothetical syl-

logisms ;-f which he acknowledges cannot
be resolved into any of the figures, although
there be many kinds of them that ought
diligently to be observed, and which he
promises to handle afterwards. But this

promise is not fulfilled, as far as I know,
in any of his works that are extant.

Section V.

OF THE SECOND BOOK OF THE FIRST

ANALYTICS.

The second book treats of the powers of

* The purelyformal character of logic requires an
abstraction (ton all determinate matter; whieh la

beat shewn through the application of universal and
otherwise unmeaning symbols. This is admirably
stated by the Aphrodisian. - It would, indeed, have
been well had Aristotle always rigidly excluded
everything not formal from his logical treatises.— 1 1

.

f The hypothetical syllogisms of Aristotle were
different from our hypothetical sy'logisms—which,
with the term Caig/orirai in its present sense, are an
inheritance from iWophra^tus and Kudenius.—H.
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syllogisms, and shews, in twenty-seven chap-

ters, how we may perform many feats by

them, and what figures and modes arc

adapted to each. Thus, in some syllogisms,

several distinct conclusions may be drawn
from the same premises ; in some, true

conclusions may be drawn from false pre-

mises ; in some, by assuming the conclu-

sion and one premise, you may prove the

other j you may turn a direct syllogism

into one leading to an absurdity.

We have likewise precepts given in this

book, both to the assailant in a syllogistical

dispute, how to carry on his attack, with

art, so as to obtain the victory, and to the

defendant, how to keep the enemy at such

B distance as that he shall never I e obliged

to yield. From which we learn, that Aris-

totle introduced in his own school the prac-

tice of syllogistical disputation, instead of the

rhetorical disputations which the Sophists

were wont to use in more ancient times.*

CHAPTER IV.

REMARKS-

Section I.

OP THE CONVERSION OF PROPOSITIONS.

We have given a summary view of the

theory of pure syllogisms as delivered by
Aristotle, a theory of which he claims the

sole invention. And I believe it will be
difficult, in any science, to find so large a
system of truths of so very abstract and so

general a nature, all fortified by demonstra-
tion, and all invented and perfected by one
man. It shews a force of genius, and la-

bour of investigation, equal to the most
arduous attempts. I shall now make some
remarks upon it.

As to the conversion of propositions, the

writers on logic commonly satisfy them-
selves with illustrating each of the rules by
an example, conceiving them to be self-

evident, when applied to particular cases-

But Aristotle has given demonstrations of

the rules he mentions. As a specimen, I

shall give his demonstration of the first

rule. u Let A B be an universal negative

proposition ; I say, that if A is in no B,
it will follow that B is in no A. If you
deny this consequence, let B be in some
A,' for example, in C ; then the first sup-
position will not be true ; for C is of the

Bs." In this demonstration, if I under-
stand it, the third rule of conversion is as-

sumed, that, if'B is in some A, then A must
he in some B, which indeed is contrary to

* Inaccurate: see below, under the translation at
the conclusion of chapter iv. fj 3.— il.

the first supposition. If the third rule be
assumed for proof of the first, the proof of

all the three goes round in a circle ; for the

second and third rules are proved by the

first. This is a fault in reasoning which
Aristotle condemns, and which I would be

very unwilling to charge him with, if I

could find any better meaning in his de-

monstration. But it is indeed a fault very
difficult to be avoided, when men at cmpt
to prove things that are self-evident.*

* This objection does credit to lipid's acutencss*
if just, it materially affects the logical impeccability

of Aristotle; and, what is remarkable, it is one
taken by some of the oldest of the Greek logicians

themselves. It is not, however, valid. Alexander
of Aphrodisias, the oldest of Aristotle's expositors

now extant, tells us, in his commentary on this text,

(it is in the Trior Analytics, Book I. ch. li.), that

some doubted, in regard to this demonstration of the
first rule of conversion, whether Aristotle hail not
employed in it the third rule

—

that by which pai'ticu.

lar affirmative propositions are declared simply con.
vertible : thus committing a twofold violation of the
laws of reasoning—

I

u
, In using as a medium of proof

what had not yet itself been proved ; and,* , In thus
employing what was iiself subsequently proved
through the very canon which it is here applied to es.»a-

blish. Besides these charges of va^cv w^on^m and
hiocXXyXos, Philoponus records also another; tut, as

this is, in it-elf, ot little weight, and not relevant to

the matter in hand, 1 will simply translate (wi'h

occasional abridgment and emendation, for the text

is very corrupt,) the sati-l.v tory answer which Alex-
ander gives to the objection "stated. It is as fol-

lows •

—

" This mode of procedure is confessedly vicious.

But AristoMe has not been guilty of it, as they be-

lieve. In the sequel, he will undoubtedly niamte.t

(tW£e<) the convertibility of particular aftirmariveg

through ihat of universal nega lve- ; but he does not,

at present, evince the convertibility of universal ne-

gatives, by assuming that of particular affirm itivcs.

He fairly demonstrates (htixwo-i) his thesis, and does

not employ it as a concession ; lor, on principles al-

ready settled, he shews it manifested and esta-

blished. These principles are to xcltu. tomtos ami r»

xctrk uvfrivo;, [the dictum de omni and the dictum

de nullo,"] and to \y oXu and ts U pu&ul, [the dictum
in toto and dictum in nulto /] and, by the application of

these, does he evince the convertibility of pureuniver.
sal negatives ' It being supposed,' h says, * that A
is in [or is predicable of] no B, it follows fiom this

that B is in [or is predicable ofj no A ; tor, if B is in

some A, let it be in C. Now, C is contained under

the logical whole, A, (>v o\u, in toto, A;) A will,

therefore, be universally predicated of it, (xo.t»

troevro;, de omni.) Fut C is a i art of B; A, iheie.

fore, will be predicated of a part of It, But the prim-
ary hypothesis was that A is predicab e of no B (de

nullo B ;) and the dictum de nidlo is, that there is no
part of B of which A can be predicated.
" Farther, from the very form ot the expression,

it is manifest that the demonstration does not pro.

ceed on the convertibility of paiticular affirmatives.

For he does not say— If B is in some A, A will be in

some B ; for this would have been to demonstrate
through the rule of particular affirmatives. But, in

the sequel, when he demonstrates the convertibility

of particular affirmatives, he imp'oys to that end the
convertibil ty of universal negatives. For he says— ' (/

B is in no A, A is in noB;' thus employing the first

rule as established and confessed; whereas, in now
demonstrating that rule itself, he does not assume as

established t he convertibility ol particular affirmatives.

But, there being held out in a concrete individual ex.

ample, (ixBs/juw,) C as a part of A, he grounds on
this his demonstration— B not being predicated of L

-

as a particidar, but as a singular. It cannot, there-

fore, be maintained that he' employed the reciproca.

tion of particular affirmatives, but the diet urn de omni
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The rules of conversion cannot be applied

to all propositions, but only to those that

arc eategoiical, and we are left to the di-

rection ol common sense in the conversion

of other* propositions. To give an ex-

ample :
" Alexander was the son of Philip ;"

therefore, " Philip was the father of Alex-
ander :" k A is greater than B ;" therefore, " B
is less than A.-j-'' These are conversions

which, as far as I know, do not fall within

any rule in logic ;£ nor do we find any loss

for want of a rule in such cases.

Even in the conversion of categorical

propositions, it is not enough to transpose

the subject and predicate. Both must un-
dergo some change, in order to fit them
for their new station; for, in every propo-
sition, the sui ject must be a substantive,

or have the force of a substantive ; and the

predicate must be an adjective, or have the

force of an adjective. Hence it follows,

that when the subject is an individual, the

proposition admits not of conversion. § How,
ibr instance, shall we convert this proposi-

tion, " God is omniscient" ?||

These observations shew, [?] that the

and the dictum in toto, as liis medium of demonstr?-
lion.

•« It is, however, hetfer perhaps, and more agreeable
to the context, to hold, that Aristotle made his de-
monstration to sense through the holding up or ex}io-

sition ofan individual [txBiirt;, expositio—hence, sin-

gular propositions and syllogisms are called exposi-
tory], ami not in the manner i reviou>ly stated, nor
tylfogiktically. For the expository mode of demon-
stration is brought to hear through .'eiite, and not
syllogistic lly. For C is taken as some exposed and
sensible part of A, and also as an individual part of
B. C is thus a part at once of A and of B ; is con.
lained under both these logical wholes; and when
A is predicated of C, as its own part, it will also be
predicated of a part of B

1 hus, if it be agreed that
Man is in no Horse, [that no Horse is a Man] : and
if it be not admitted, e converso, that Horse is in no
Man, [that no Man is a Horse] ; let us suppose tl at.

Horse is in some Man, [that some Man is a Htirse],
and let this Man lie The<>n. Man will therefore i e
in some Horse, [some Hor-e will be a Man}, for

Theon is, at hy/.othesi, both a Man and a For.-o.

But this is, as con'radictory, impossible ; for it was
originally agreed, that Man is in no Horse, fthat no
Horse is a Man]," &c.

It is to be noticed, that the tirms which I have
Usually translated demonstrate and demonstration,

are only biizwyu and iu^n, and never krrols.Kvjui.

and oLToln^i;.

I may notice, before concluding this note, the
simpler process by which Thc»phra«tus and Kudemus
formally evinced the fir.»t rule of conversion; this
idso is recorded i>y Alexander. " Let it be supposed
that A can be predicated o' no B. Now, if not pre.
th cable of, it is disjoined fn<m, B. B, therefore, is

; Iso disjoined from A ; ami if disjoined Irom, is not
pndicat.le of, A."— H.

* This isincorr ct. Hypothetical propositions can
be converted per cattriijiositionem ; and ])isjitn>-tirr,

per enntraposilionem aid per accidens.— H.

t These propositions are categorical; they cannot
the efore be given a< examples of propositions,
" other" than categorical.— H.

^ But this simply because they are beyond the
sphere of logic, being material not formal convcr.
sions— H.

^ This is erroneous.— H.
'' By saying

—

M An, or the, omniscient is (i<>d."

-H.

doctrine of the conversion of propositions

is not so complete as it appears. The rules

are laid down without any limitation; yet
they are fitted only to one class of propo-
sitions— viz., the Categorical ; and of these

only to such as have a general term for

their subject.

Section II.

ON ADDITIONS MADE TO AKISTOTLE S

Til KOKY.

Although i he logicians have enlarged the

first and second parts of logic, by explain-

ing some technical words and distinctions

which Aristotle had omitted, and by giving

names to some kinds of propositions whieh

he overlooks, yet, in what concerns the

theory of categorical syllogisms, he is more
full, more minute and particular, than any
of them ; so that they seem to have thought

this capital part of the Organon rather

redundant than deficient.

It is true that Galen [?] added a fourth

figure to the three mentioned by Aristotle.

But there is reason to think that Aristotle

omitted the fourth figure, not through ig-

norance or inattention, but of design, as

containing only some indirect modes, which,

when properly expressed, fall into the first

figure.

It is true also that Peter Ramus, a pro-

fessed enemy of Aristotle, introduced some
new modes that are adapted to singular

propositions ; and that Aristotle takes no
notice of singular propositions, either in his

rules of conversion, or in the modes of syl-

logism. But the friends of Aristotle have
shewn that this improvement of Ramus is

more specious than useful. Singular pro-

positions have the force of universal propo-

sitions, and are subject to the same rules.

The definition given by Aristotle of an
universal proposition applies to them ; and
therefore he might think, that there was no
occasion to multiply the modes of syllogism

upon their account.*

These attempts, therefore, shew rather

inclination than power to discover any ma-
terial defect in Aristotle's theory.

The most valuable addition made to the

theory of categorical syllogisms seems to be

the invention of those technical names given

to the legitimate modes, by which they may
be easily remembered, and which have been

comprised in these barbarous verses :

—

Barbara, Celarent,I)arii, JFVr/<>, dato prims

;

Vcsnre, Camcstres, Fvslivo, Btii w, srcundie

;

1 ertia grandesnnans reci'at Darupli, Fdaplon,
Adjm gens I), /amis, Datisi, Bocardo, Feri.Hm.t

* 'J here are other and better rewoni f< r the omis
giOTI ; but they are not unnoticed hy Aristotle.— H.

t I his is client i he man \ variations ol these vvisct

I u> not the original idition.— H.
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In these verses, every legitimate mode be-
longing to the three figures has a name
given to it, by which it may be distinguished
and remembered. And this name is so
contrived as to denote its nature ; for the
name has three vowels, which denote the
kind of each of its propositions.

Thus, a syllogism in Bocardo must be
made up of the propositions denoted by the
three vowels, O, A, O ; that is, its major
and conclusion must be particular negative
propositions, and its minor an universal
affirmative ; and, being in the third figure,

the middle term must be the subject of both
premises.

This is the mystery contained in the
vowels of those barbarous words. But there
are other mysteries contained in their con-
sonants ; for, by their means, a child may
be taught to reduce any syllogism of the
second or third figure to one of the first.

So that the four modes of the first figure
being directly proved to be conclusive, all

the modes of the other two are proved at
the same time, by means of this operation
of reduction. For the rules and manner of
this reduction, and the different species of
it, called [director] ostensive, and [indirect
or] per impossible, I refer to the Logicians,
that I may not disclose all their mysteries.
The invention contained in these verses

is so ingenious, and so great an adminicle
to the dexterous management of syllogisms,
that I think it very probable that Aristotle
had some contrivance of this kind, which
was kept as one of the secret doctrines of
his school, and handed down by tradition,
until some person brought it to light. This
is offered only as a conjecture, leaving it to
those who are better acquainted with the
most ancient commentators on the Ana-
lytics, either to refute or confirm it."

Section III.

ON EXAMPLES USEO TO ILLUSTRATE THIS
THEORY.

We may observe, that Aristotle hardly
ever gives examples of real syllogisms to
illustrate his rules. In demonstrating the
legitimate modes, he takes A, B, C, for the
terms of the syllogism. Thus, the first

mode of the first figure is demonstrated by
him in this manner:—" For," says he, " if

A is attributed to every B, and B to every
C, it follows necessarily, that A may be
attributed to every C." For disproving
the illegitimate modes, he uses the same
manner ; with this difference, that he com-
monly, for an example, gives three real

* This conjecture, I regret to say, is not borne out.

terms, such as bonum, habitus, prudentia :

of which three terms you are to make up a
syllogism of the figure and mode in question,
which will appear to be inconclusive.

The commentators and systematical
writers in logic have supplied this defect,

and given us real examples of every legiti-

mate mode in all the figures. We acknow-
ledged this to be charitably done, in order
to assist the conception in matters so very
abstract ; but whether it was prudently done
for the honour of the art, may be doubted.
I am afraid this was to uncover the naked-
ness of the theory. It has undoubtedly
contributed to bring it into contempt ; for

when one considers the silly and uninstruc-
tive reasonings* that have been brought
forth by this grand organ of science, he can
hardly forbear crying out

—

" Parturiunt mantes ; natcetur ridiculus mut."

Many of the writers of logic are acute
and ingenious, and much practised in the
syllogistical art ; and there must be somo
reason why the examples they have given
of syllogisms are so lean.-f-

We shall speak of the reason afterwards

;

* This must refer to the concrete examples given
by Logicians, in illustration of their rules. Had they
given, or attempted to give instruction beyond Ihe
bare significance ofthese rules, they would have been
indeed very" silly." See next note. Lo»ic also, it may
be observed, is no •* organ tf science" meaning by
this, an instrument of discovery— H.

f Why, these examples, instead of being merely
lean, ought to hare been bare bones,- and the Logi-
cians merit the reproach of having failed in making
their >keletons fat, for attempting to give them a
garniture o f flesh at all. To the symbols of Aristotle
they should have stuck. Logic is the science of the

laws of thought as thought—that is, of the nece-sary
conditio is to which thought, considered in itself, is

subject. This is technically called its Form. Lug c,

therefore, supposes an abstraction from all consi.leg-
ation of the matter of thought—that is, the infinitude
of determinate objects in relation to one or other of

which it is actually mani estod. Now, the principal

reproach which can be fairly urged against logical

authors, is, that they have never realized to the
science its ideal beauty, bv reducing it to a purely
formal system ; that they have never yet fully clis.

engaged it from the material slime out of which it

has so painfully been working its way, and witu
which it still continues to be soiled. Reid's reproach,
on the other hand, and that of many others, is, that
Logic is not wholly a material science ; that it is

not an instrument of objective discovery; (hit its

instances are uninstructive—are not an epitome, or
complement of the omne scibile. He thus reproaches
Logic for not being something other than what it is

;

for not performing what it never professed ; nay,
for not performing what no single science can ef-

fect.— Again, if it be said that logic, as a formal
science, is a lean and barren doctrine—be it so. But
this reproach only affects the science through its

object. Now, this object is the legislation of thought

;

and, if the laws and prrcesses which it displays be
unimportant and uninteresting, they are the laws
atid processes by and through which, and which alone,
what is nearest to us and noblest in creation executes
its marvel-. '« On earth, theie is nothing great but
Man; in Man, there is nothing great but Mind."
It is not, surely, imagined that there arc other law*
and proce ses of thought competent to the human
intellect, besides those of which Logic is the exposi-

tion. All " discourse of reason" is and must be
syllogistic ; what is beyond the syllogism is beyond
us— H.
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and shall now give a syllogism in each

figure as an example.
No work of God is hail

;

The natural passions and appetites of

men are the work of God ;

Therefore, none of them is had.

In this syllogism, the middle term,
" work of God," is the suhject of the major,

and the predicate of the minor; so that the
syllogism is of the first figure. The mode
is that called Cclarcnl ; the major and con-

clusion being both universal negatives, and
the minor an universal affirmative. It

agrees to the rules of the figure, as the

major is universal, and the minor affirma-

tive ; it is also agreeable to all the general

rules; so that it maintains its character in

every trial. And to shew of what ductile

materials syllogisms are made, we may, by
converting simply the major proposition,

reduce it to a good syllogism of the second
figure, and of the mode Cesare, thus :

—

Whatever is bad is not the work of God

;

All the natural passions and appetites

of men are the work of God

;

Therefore, they are not bad.

Another example

:

Every thing virtuous is praiseworthy ;

Some pleasures are not praiseworthy ;

Therefore, some pleasures are not vir-

tuous.

Here the middle term, " praiseworthy,"
being the predicate of both premises, the

syllogism is of the second figure ; and see-

ing it is made up of the propositions, A, O,
O, the mode is Baroca. It will be found to

agree both with the general and special

rules ; and it may be reduced into a good
syllogism of the first figure, upon convert-

ing the major by contraposition, thus :

—

What [ever] is not praiseworthy is not

virtuous

;

dome pleasures are not praiseworthy ;

Therefore, some pleasures are not vir-

tuous.

That this syllogism is conclusive, common
sense pronounces, and all Logicians must
allow; but it is somewhat unpliable to

rules, and requires a little straining to make
it tally with them.
That it is of the first figure is beyond dis-

pute ; but to what mode of that figure shall

we refer it ?

This is a question of some difficulty ; for,

in the first place, the premises seem to be
both negative, which contradicts the third

general rule ; and, moreover, it is contrary

to a special rule of the first figure, That
the minor should he negative. These are

the difficulties to be removed.

Some Logicians think that the two nega-

tive particles in the major are equivalent to

an affirmative ; and that, therefore, the

major proposition, " What[ever] is not

praiseworthy is not virtuous," is to be ac-

counted an affirmative proposition* This,
if granted, solves one difficulty ; but the

other remains. The most ingenious solu-

tion, therefore, is this, Let the middle term
be " not-praiseworthy." Thus, making the

negative particle a part of the middle term,

the syllogism stands thus :

—

Whatever is not-praiseworthy is not

virtuous

;

Some pleasures are not-praiseworthy ;

Therefore, some pleasures are not vir-

tuous.

By this analysis, the major becomes an
universal negative, the minor a particular

affirmative, and the conclusion a particular

negative, and so we have a just syllogism

in Feiit.

We see, by this example, that the quality

of propositions is not so invariable, but that,

when occasion requires, an affirmative may
be degraded into a negative, or a negativo

exalted to an affirmative. •

Another example

:

All Africans are black ;

All Africans are men ;

Therefore, some men are black.

This is of the third figure, and of the

mode Darapti ; and it may be reduced to

Darii in the first figure, by converting the

minor.

All Africans are black ;

Some men are Africans ;

Therefore, some men are black.

By this time I apprehend the reader has

got as many examples of syllogisms as will

stay his appetite for that kind of entertain-

ment.

Section IF.

ON THE DEMONSTRATION OF THE THEORY.

Aristotle and all his followers have thought

it necessary, in order to bring this theory

of categorical syllogisms to a science, to de-

monstrate both that the fourteen authorised

modes conclude justly, and that none of the

rest do. Let us now see how this has been

executed.

As to the legitimate modes, Aristotle and

those who follow him the most closely, de-

monstrate the four modes of the first figure

directly from an axiom called the Dictum
de omni et nulla. The amount of the axiom
is, That what is affirmed of a whole genus
may he affirmed of all the species and indi.

viduals belonging to that genus ; and that

what is denied of the whole genus may he de-

nied of [all] its species and individuals. The
four modes of the first figure are evidently

included in this axiom. And as to the le-

gitimate modes of the other figures, they

are proved by reducing them to some mode

* This ii net, in raifr'ty,. t:ie a H.
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of the first. Nor is there any other principle

assumed in these reductions but the axioms
concerning the conversion of propositions

and, in some cases, the axioms concerning
the opposition of propositions.

As to the illegitimate modes, Aristotle has
taken the labour to try and condemn them
one by one in all the three figures : But this

is done in such a manner that it is very
painful to follow him.* To give a specimen :

In order to prove that those modes of the
first figure, in which the major is particular,

do not conclude, he proceeds thus :
—" If A

is, or is not, in !-ome B, and B in every C,
no conclusion follows. Take for the terms
in the affirmative ea^e, good, ha/At, pru-
dence ; in the negative, good, habit, iynor-
avce." This laconic style, the use of sym-
bols not familiar,

-f*
and, in place of giving

an example, his leaving us to form one
from three assigned terms, give such em-
barrassment to a reader, that he is like one
reading a book of riddles.

Having thus ascertained the true and
false modes of a figure, he subjoins the par-
ticular rules of that figure, which seem to
be deduced from the particular cases before
determined. The general rules come last

of all, as a general corollary from what goes
before.

I know not whether it is from a diffidence

of Aristotle's demonstrations, or from an
apprehension of their obscurity, or from a
desire of improving upon his method, that
almost all the writers in logic I have met
with have inverted his order, beginning
where he ends, and ending where he begins.

They first demonstrate the general rules,

which belong to all the figures, from three
axioms; then, from the general rules and
the nature of each figure, they demonstrate
the special rules of each fig; re. When this

is done, nothing remains but to apply these
general and special rules, and to reject every
mode which contradicts them. J

This method has a very scientific appear-
ance ; and when we consider that, by a few
rules once demonstrated, an hundred and
seventy-eight false modes are destroyed at

* It must be recollected that Aristotle was the
founder of the science ; and that it was requisite for
him to shew articulately what, in consequence of
that manifestation, his successors have been war.
ranted in assuming.—H.

+ From the nature and flexion of the prepositive ar-
ticle in (i reek, such symbols ; re far less vague than in
our language or in Latin: at the same time, itshou'd
be remembered, that those to whom Aristotle addres-
sid himstlf.were already familiar with the application
of such symbols— Mathematics being the first branch
ot juvenile instruction among the Greeks. It is likely,
too, that those letters were relative to diagrams, the
loss of which his later commentators haveendavoured
to supply. Of the intrinsic propriety of using a sym.
bolical notation in Logic, 1 have elsewhere spoken.
— H.

X I aoh order is proper in its place; the At alytic
for the establi hmint ; the Synthetic for the teaching
nt * .'Cicnce.— IL

one blow, which Aristotle had the trouble
to put to death one by one, it seems to be a
great improvement. I have only one ob-
jection to the three axioms.*
The three axioms are these: 1. Things

which agree with the same third agree
with one another. 2. When one agrees
with the third, and the other does not,

they do not agree with one another. 'X

When neither agrees with the third, you
cannot thence conclude, either that they
do, or do not agree with one another. 1 f

these axioms are applied to mathematical
quantities, to which they seem to relate

when taken literally, they have all the evi-

dence that an axiom ought to have ; but
the Logicians apply them in an analogical

sense to things of another nature. In order,

therefore, to judge whether they are truly

axioms, we ought to strip them of their

figurative dress, and to set them down in

plain English, as the Logicians understand
them They amount, therefore, to this :

—

1. If two things be affirmed of a third, or

the third be affirmed of them ; or if one be
affirmed of the third, and the third affirmed

of the other ; then they may be affirmed

one of the other. 2. If one is affirmed of

the third, or the third of it, and the other

denied of the third, or the third of it, they
may be denied one of the other. 3. If both
are denied of the third, or the third of them,
or if one is denied of the third, and the
third denied of the other, nothing can be
inferred.

When the three axioms are thus put in

plain English, they seem not to have that

degree of evidence which axioms ought to

have ; and, if there is any defect of evidence
in the axioms, this defect will be communi-
cated to the whole edifice raised upon them.

It may even be suspected, that an at-

tempt, by any method, to demonstrate that

a syllogism is conclusive, is an impropriety
somewhat like that of attempting to demon-
strate an axiom. In a just syllogism, the
connection between the premises and the

conclusion is not only real, but immediate
;

so that no proposition can come between
them to make their connection more appar-
ent. The very intention of a syllogism is

to leave nothing to be supplied that is neces-

sary to a complete demonstration. There-
fore, a man of common understanding, who
has a perfect comprehension of the pre-

mises, finds himself under a necessity of

admitting the conclusion, supposing the

premises to be true ; and the conclusion is

connected with the premises with all the
force of intuitive evidence. In a word, an
immediate conclusion is seen in the pre-

* These three axioms are rot thus employed by
Logicians in eeneral ; and they have been of'en,
ju-tly, ami severely criticised, asa faulty application
of v a'beiratical liiiifiii'ge to Lo, i< al i:oti< ns — 11.
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mises by the light of common sense ; and,

where that is wanting, no kind of reasoning

will supply its place. *

Section V.

ON THIS THEORY, CONSIDERED AS AN ENGINK
OF SCIENCE.

"f*

The slow progress of useful knowledge,
during the many ages in which the syllo-

gistic art was most highly cultivated as the

only guide to science, and its quick progress

pince that art was disused, suggest a pre-

sumption against it ; and this presumption
is strengthened by the puerility of the ex-
amples which have always been brought to

illustrate its rules.

£

The ancients seem to have had too high

notions, both of the force of the reasoning
power in man, and of the art of syllogism as

its guide. Mere reasoning can carry us
but a very little way in most su!'jects,§

By observation, and experiments properly
conducted, the stock of human knowledge
may be enlarged without end ; but the

power of reasoning alone, applied with vig-

our through a long life, would only carry a
man round like a horse in a mill, who la-

bours hard but makes no progress. There
is indeed an exception to this observation in

* The observations contained in this paragraph,
which have been adopted andexpinded by Mr S ew-
att, are, in my opinion, without application ,There
is no Logician I am a ^are of who has attempt', d to
demonstrate that a syllogism is conchisivc ; though
many have taken different modes of scientifically

stating the principles which constitute its native evi-
dei ce and necessity Aristotle's definition of the
syllogism, which has been generally adopted, of itself

shews h<>w superfluous are these remarks. As this
definition is not given by Reid, I shall quote it :—" A
syllogism is a speech, in which certain things [the pre.
mises] being supposed, something different nom what
is supposed [the conclusion] follows of necessity;
and this solely in virtue of the suppositions them-
selves." And Alexander, in his commentary on this
definition, thus explains—what no logician ever
dreamt of doubting—theformal necessity of the con-
sequence in all syllogisms .—" But when Aristotle
says, 'follows ofnecessity,' this does not mean that the
conclusion, as a proposition in itself, should neces-
sarily be 1 rue ; for this is the case only in syllogisms
of necessary matter ; but that the conclusion, be its

matter what it may—actual, contingent, or necessary
—must follow of necessity from the premises,- for,

even if the conclusion be (materially considered) con.
tmgent, still it cannot but result from prop sitions
standing in syllogistical connection. His words do
not, therefore, denote that the conclusion should be
a necessary proposition ; hut the nature of the rela.
tion in which the conclusion stands, In the pre-
mises "—(On First Book of the Prior Analytics, f. 8,
a. ed. Aid.)— Into Logic ought never to have been
introduced a consideration of the differences of
Matter at all ; it should- have been limited exclu-
sively to the Form j and ti.us would have been avoided
the mistakes so prevalent in regard to its object and
end.— H.

t As an engine' of science, an instrument of•dis-
covery, logic never, even by the schoolmen, was pro.
posed— H.

X See above, p. f>98, b, notes.—H.
ij Does "mere •reasoning" mean. reasoning apart

from the conditions of an object matter?— II.

the mathematical sciences. The relations

of quantity are so various, and so t-uscep-

tihle of exact mensuration, that long trains

of accurate reasoning on that subject may
be formed, and conclusions drawn, very
remote from the first principles. It is in

this science, and those which depend upon
it, that the power of reasoning triumphs ;*

in other matters, its trophies are inconsider-

able. If any man doubt this, let him pro-

duce, in any subject unconnected with ma-
thematics, a train of reasoning of some
Length, leading to a conclusion which, with-

out this train of reasoning, would never
have been brought within human sight.

Every man acquainted with mathematics
can produce thousands of such trains of

reasoning. I do not say that none such can
be produced in other sciences; but I be-

lieve they are few, and not easily found ;

and that, if they are found, it will not be in

subjects that can be expressed by categori-

cal propositions, to which alone the theory
of figure and mode extends.

In matters to which that theory extends,

a man of good sense, who can distinguish

things that differ, who can avoid the snares

of ami iguous words, and who is moderately
practised in such matters, sees at once all

that can be inferred from the premises, or

finds that there is but a very short step to

the conclusion.

When the power of reasoning is so feeble

by nature, especially in subjects to which
this theory can be applied, it would be un-
reasonable to expect great effects from it.

And hence we see the reason why the ex-
amples brought to illustrate it by the most
ingenious Logicians have rather tended to

bring it into contempt.

If it should be thought that the syllo-

gistic art may be an useful engine in mathe-
matics, in which pure reasoning has ample
scope : First, it may be observed, That
facts are unfavourable to this opinion : For
it does not appear that Euclid, or Apol-
lonius, or Archimedes, or Huygens, or New-
ton, ever made the least use of this art

;

and I am even of opinion that no use can
be made of it in mathematics,j I would
not wish to advance this rashly, since Ari-

* If, by "power of reasoning," be understood
mental force, that is loss exerted in mathematics than
in any other intelleetu.il puisuit. As Warburton
truly says, •« Mathematical demonstration is the easiest

exercise ofreason." In another sense, Reid's observ-
ation is correct.— H.

t Mathematical, like all other reasoning. i« syllo-
gistic ; but, Iv re, the perspicuous necessity of the mat.
ter necessitates the correctness of theform .- we cannot
reason wrong. l»gic, whether natural or acquired,
is thus less exercised in mathematics than in any
other department ot science ; at d on this account it

is that mathematical study is the very worst gymnasa
tic of the intellect—the very worst preparative lor

reasoning correctly on matters (and these are only
not all the objects of human concernment) in which
the mind must actively precede, and not p.tssivcb1

follow the evi lution of its ol jeets.— II.
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stotle has said, that mathematicians reason

for the most part in the first figure. What
led him to think so was, that the first figure

only yields conclusions that are universal

and affirmative, and the conclusions of ma-
thematics are commonly of that kind. But
it is to be observed, that the propositions of

mathematics are not categorical proposi-

tions, consisting of one subject and one

predicate. They express some relation

which one quantity bears to another, and
on that account must have three terms.

The quantities compared make two, and the

relation between them is a third. Now, to

such propositions we can neither apply the

rules concerning the conversion of propo-

sitions, nor can they enter into a syllogism

of any of the figures or m >des. We ob-

served before, that this conversion, A is

greater than B, therefore li is less than A,
does not fall within the rules of conversion

given by Aristotle or the Logicians ;* and
we now add, that this simple reasoning,

A is equal to B, and B lo C, therefore A is

equal to C, cannot be brought into any syl-

logism in figure and mode.-f- There are

indeed syllogisms into which mathematical

propositions may enter, and of such we
shall afterwards speak : but they have no-

thing to do with the system of figure and
mode.
When we go without the circle of the

mathematical sciences, I know nothing in

which there seems to be so much demon-
stration as in that part of logic which treats

of the figures and modes of syllogism ; but

the few remarks we have made, shew that

it has some weak places [?] ; and, besides,

this system cannot be used as an engine to

rear itself.X
The compass of the syllogistic system,§

as an engine of science, may be discerned

* See above, p. W-7, a, note £ — H.

t Not as it stands ; for, as expressed, this reason-

ing is elliptical. Explicitly stated, it is as follows :

—

What are equal to the same, are equal to each
ether ;

A and C are equal to the same (B) ;

Therefore, A and C are equal to each other.

Dr Keid could have found a rare work in the Col-

lege Library of Glasgow, which it might have been
profitable for him to consult—vi»., an edition of the
first six books of Euclid, by Herlinus and Dasypo.
dius, in which every demonstration is developed in

regular syllogisms. But this developement did not
render syllogistic what was not syllogistic from the
beginning—it only shews tha* it was always so.

A Reasoning is not the less syllogistic, because not
formally enounced in two orderly premises and a
conclusion. This, however, is the notion that many
of those who have written about and against logic,

seem to have entettained.— H.
+ Which is not attempted— H.
\ " The Compass of the ^syllogistic System" is the

compa.-s of the reasoning faculty of man. I may no-
tice, however, that Logicians have actually over-
looked the better half of Logic; exclusively consi-

dering the reasoning in the Whole ot Extension, and
(except in one accidental variety of Syllogism, and
the peculiar nature of this also they did not under,
fctand) altogether unobservant of that in the Whole
of Comprehension. But this by the way.— H.

by a compendious and general view of the

conclusion drawn, and the argument used,

to prove it,* in each of the three figures.

In the first figure, the conclusion affirms

or denies something of a certain species or

individual ; and the argument to prove*
this conclusion is, That the same thing may
be affirmed or denied of the whole genus to

which that species or individual belongs.

In the second figure, the conclusion is,

That some species or individual does not
belong to such a genus ; and the argument*
is, That some attribute common to the whole
genus does not belong to that species or indi-

vidual.

In the third figure, the conclusion is,

That such an attribute belongs to part of

a genus ; and the argument* is, That the

attribute in question belongs to a species or

individual which is part of that genus.

I apprehend that, in this short view,

every conclusion that falls within the com-
pass of the three figures, as well as the mean
of proof, is comprehended. The rules of

all the figures might be easily deduced from
it; and it appears that there is only one
principle of reasoning in all the three ; so

that it is not strange that a syllogism of

one figure should be reduced to one of an-

other figure.

The general principle in which the whole
terminates, and of which every categorical

syllogism is only a particular application,

is this, That what is affirmed or denied oj

the whole genus mag be affirmed or denied

of every species and individual belonging

to it. This is a principle of undoubted
certainty indeed, but of no great depth.

Aristotle and all the Logicians assume it as

an axiom, or first principle, from which
the syllogistic system, as it were, takes its

departure ; and, after a tedious vovage, and
great expense of demonstration, it lands at

last in this principle, as its ultimate conclu-

sion.

" eurashominum I quantum est in rebus inane !"\

Section VI.

ON MODAL SYLLOGISMS.

Categorical propositions, besides their

quantity and quality, have another affec-

tion, by which they are divided into pure

and modal.% In a pure proposition, the

* For "argument to prove" &c. read, «• proxi-
mate principle which legitimates."— H.

t The end of all science is the reduction of the
many to the one. Is Logic, then, to be derided for

accomplishing this end ? Astronomy is not an empty,
beacuse a simple, science ; nor is La Place unbon.
oured for having shewn the universal sufficiency for

its pbaenomena of the single principle of gravitation.

But see above, p. 698, b, note j.— H.
% The Modality of propositions and syllogisms is a

real or Metaphysical, and not a formal or Logical
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predicate is barely affirmed or denied of the

subject ; but, in a modal proposition, the

affirmation or negation is modified, by being

declared to be necessary, or contingent, or

possible, or impossible. These are the four

modes observed by Aristotle,* from which
he denominates a proposition modal. His
genuine disciples maintain, that these are

all the modes that can affect an affirmation

or negation, and that the enumeration is

complete. Others maintain, that this enu-

meration is incomplete ; and that, when an
affirmation or negation is said to be certain

or uncertain, probable or improbable, this

makes a modal proposition, no less than the

four mode? of Aristotle. We shall not

enter into this dispute, but proceed to ob-

serve, that the epithets of pure and modal
are applied to syllogisms as well as to pro-

positions. A pure syllogism is that in which
both premises are pure propositions. A
modal syllogism is that in which either of

the premises is a modal proposition.

The syllogisms of which we have already

said so much, are those only which are pure
as well as categorical. But, when we con-
sider, that, through all the figuresand modes,
a syllogism may have one premise modal of

any of the four modes, while the other is

pure, or it may have both premises modal,
and that they may be either of the same
mode, or of different modes, what prodigious

variety arises from all these combinations ?

Now, it is the business of a Logician to

shew how the conclusion is affected in all

this variety of cases. Aristotle has done
this in his first Analytics with immense
labour ; and it will not be thought strange
that, when he had employed only four

chapters in discussing one hundred and
ninety-two modes, true and false, of pure
syllogisms, he should employ fifteen upon
modal syllogisms.

I am very willing to excuse myself from
entering upon this great branch of logic,

by the judgment and example of those who
cannot be charged either with want of re-

spect to Aristotle, or with a low esteem of

the syllogistic art.

Keckermann, a famous Dantiscan pro-
fessor, who spent his life in teaching and
writing logic,f in his huge folio system of

that science, published anno 1 o'OO, calls the
doctrine of the medals the vrur Lngicorun).

affection. It ought, therefore, as I have shewn, on
principle, to be wholly excluded from Logic. See
Edinburgh Review, vol. Ivii. p. 315, sq H.

* A ristotle has two enumerat ioni of the Modes ;

—

the one now mentioned, and another in the same
chapter, comprehending, besides the four stated, also
the true and the ftilse. Modes are indefinite in num.
ber; and his Greek expositors contend that Aristotle
did not mean to enumerate all, but only to signalize
the more important—H.

t Keckermann died at the age of thirty-seven,
and, besides Systems of logic, a greater and lees,

left System* of thirteen other science.-, with vatious
other treatises m ] ;iti< ul..r n.ljuts.— 1 .

With regard to the scholastic doctors,

among whom this was a proverb, De moduli
non gustabit asiuvs, he thinks it very dubi-

ous whether they tortured most the modal
syllogisms, or were most tortured by them.
But those crabbed geniuses, says he, made
this doctrine so very thorny that it is fitter

to tear a man's wits in pieces than to give

them solidity. He desires it to be ob-

served, that the doctrine of the modals is

adapted to the Greek language. The
modal terms were frequently used by the

Greeks in their disputations, and, on that

account, are so fully handled by Aristotle

;

but, in [disputations in] the Latin tongue,

you shall hardly ever meet with them. Nor
do I remember, in all my experience, says

he, to have observed any man in danger of

being foiled in a dispute, through his ignor-

ance of the modals.*

This author, however, out of respect to

Aristotle, treats pretty fully of modal pro-

positions, shewing how to distinguish their

subject and predicate, their quantity and
quality. But the modal syllogisms he
passes over altogether.

Ludovicus Vives, whom I mention, not

as a devotee of Aristotle, but on account of

his own judgment and learning, thinks that

the doctrine of modals ought to be banished

out of logic, and remitted to grammar ; and
that, if the grammar of the Greek tongue
had been brought to a system in the time

of Aristotle, that most acute philosopher

would have saved the great labour he has
bestowed on this subject.f

Burgersdyk, after enumerating five classes

of modal syllogisms, observes, that they re-

quire many rules and cautions, which Aris-

totle hath handled diligently ; but that, as

the use of them is not great, and their rules

difficult, he thinks it not worth while to

enter into the discussion of them ; recom-
mending to those who would understand
them, the most learned paraphrase of Jo-
annes Monlorius upon the first book of the
First Analytics.^

All the writers of logic for two hundred
years back, that have fallen into my hands,
have passed over the rules of modal syllo-

gisms with as little ceremony. § So that

this great branch of the doctrine of syllo-

gism, so diligently handled by Aristotle,

fell into neglect, if not contempt, even
while the doctrine of pure syllogisms con-
tinued in the highest esteem. Moved by
these authorities, I shall let this doctrine

rest in peace, without giving the least dis-

turbance to its ashes.

* Systema Plenius, L. i. c. 3. Opera, i. y 7> a—

t Vives De Cattsis Corrupt. Art i inn, L. ni.—H.
\ Burgersdicii, Jnstitut. Log. L. it. c. '4 — »'.

^ Modals have, indeed, been frequently treated

with neglect by Logical writers, but never, at haw
till lately, formally expelled from the science.— H.
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Section VII.

ON SYLLOOISMS THAT DO NOT UELONG TO
FIGURE AND MODE.

Aristotle gives some observations upon
imperfect syllogisms; such ass the Enthy-
meme, in which one of the premises is not

expressed, but understood ;* Induction,

wherein we collect an universal from a full

enumeration of particulars ; and Example,
which is an imperfect induction. The
Logicians have copied Aristotle, upon these

kinds of reasoning, without any consider-

able improvement. But, to compensate
the modal syllogisms, which they have laid

aside, they have given rules for several

kinds of syllogism, of which Aristotle takes

no notice. These may be reduced to two
classes.

The fi tl class comprehends the syllo-

gisms into which any exclusive, restrictive,^

ex-eptive, or reduplicative -\ proposition

enters. Such propositions are by some
called Evponible, by others Impefectly [or

Secondarily] Modal. The rules given with

regard to these are obvious, from a just in-

terpretation of the propositions.

The second class is that of Hypothetical

syllogisms, which take that denomination
from having a hypothetical proposition for

one or both premises. Most Logicians give

the name of hypothetical to all complex
propositions which have more terms than
one subject and one predicate.^ I use the

word in this large sense, and mean, by hy-
pothetical syllogisms, all those in which
either of the premises consists of more terms
than two. How many various kinds there

may be of such syllogisms, has never been
ascertained. The Logicians have given

names to some ; such as the copulative, the

conditional, (by some called hypothetical,)

and the disjunctive.

Such syllogisms cannot be tried by the

rules of figure and mode. Every kind

would require rules peculiar to itself. Lo-
gicians have given rules for some kinds ;

but there are many that have not so much
as the name.
The Dilemma is considered by most Lo-

gicians as a species cf the disjunctive syllo-

gism^ A remarkable property of this kind

* This is the vulgar opinion regarding Aristotle'*

Enthymeme, but, as I have shewn, not the correct.

See Edinburgh Review, \o\. lvii. p. 881, sq.— H.
+ Reduplicative, and Specificative, are two species of

Restrictive propositions.— H.
4 This abusive employment of the term Hypotheti.

cat, is not sanctioned by the best Logician*, nor even
by the greater number. Hypothetical and Conditional
ought to be used as convertible terms. See Edin-
burgh Review, vol. lvii. p. 219.— H.

\ This is hardly accurate. The greater number of
Logicians consider it as an hypothetical ("conditional)

syllogism; but, in fact, it is both hypothetical ami

is, that it may sometimes be happily re-

torted : it is, it seems, like a hand-grenade,
which, by dextrous management, may be
thrown back, so as to spend its force upon
the assailant.* We shall conclude this

tedious account of syllogisms with a di-

lemma mentioned by Aulus Gellius, and
from him by many Logicians, as insoluble

in any other way.-f
" Euathlus, a rich young man, desirous

of learning the art of pleading, applied to

Protagoras, a celebrated sophist, to instruct

him, promising a great sum of money as his

reward ; one half of which was paid down ;

the other half he bound himself to pay as
soon as he should plead a cause before the
judges, and gain it. Protagoras found him
a very apt scholar ; but, after he had made
good progress, he was in no haste to plead

causes. The master, conceiving that he
intended by this means to shift off his second
payment, took, as he thought, a sure method
to get the better of his delay. He sued
Euathlus before the judges; and, having
opened his cause at the bar, he pleaded to

this purpose :
—

' O most foolish young man,
do you not see that, in any event, I must
gain my point ?— for, if the judges give sent-

ence for me, you must pay by their sent-

ence ; if against me, the condition of our
bargain is fulfilled, and you have no plea

left for your delay, after having pleaded and
gained a cause.' To which Euathlus an-

swered :
—

' O most wise master, I might
have avoided the force of your argument,
by not pleading my own cause. But, giv-

ing up this advantage, do you not see that,

whatever sentence the judges pass, I am
safe ? If they give sentence for me, I am
acquitted by their sentence ; if against me,
the condition of our bargain is not fulfilled,

by my pleading a cause, and losing it.' The
judges, thinking the arguments unanswer-
able on both sides, put off the cause to a

long day. "t

disjunctive; and ought, therefore, to be styled the
Hypothetico- Disjunctive Syllogism.— H.
* We must not confound the Dilemma, or Hypoth.

etico- Disjunctive Syllogism, and the Sophism called

the Dilemma.—H.
t Is this not an erratum for " any way P"—H.
$ This story is, by the Greek authors, generally

told of the Rhetorician Corax. (Crow) and his pupil

Tisias. The puzzled judges, in lieu of a decision on
the case, ai grily pronounced of v'aintifTand defend-

ant— Kctxeu xo^a.y.<>; xaxh tuev ,vlaguy egg of a
plaguy crow .') Hence the proverb.—H.
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CHAPTER V.

ACCOUNT OF THE REMAINING BOOKS OF THE
ORGANON.

Section I.

OF THE LAST ANALYTICS

In the First Analytics, syllogisms are
considered in respect of their form ; they
are now to be considered in respect of their

matter. The form lies in the necessary
connection between the premises and the
conclusion ; and, where such a connection
is wanting, they are said to be informal, or
vicious in point of form.

But, where there is no fault in the form,
there may be in the matter—that is, in the
propositions of which they are composed,
which may be true or false, probable or im-
probable.

When the premises are certain,* and the
conclusion drawn from them in due form,
this is demonstration, and produces science.

Such syllogisms are called apodictical, and
are handled in the two books of the Last
Analytics. When the premises are not cer-

tain, but probable only, such syllogisms are
called dialectical ,• and of them he treats in

the eight books of the Topics. But there
are some syllogisms which seem to be per-
fect both in matter and form, when they
are not really so ; as, a face may seem
beautiful which is but painted. These
being apt to deceive, and produce a false

opinion, are called sophistical; and they
are the subject of the book concerning
Sophisms.
To return to the Last Analytics, which

treat of demonstration and of science : We
shall not pretend to abridge those books,
for Aristotle's writings do not admit of
abridgement ; no man, in fewer words, can
say what he says ; and he is not often guilty
of repetition. We shall only give some of
his capital conclusions, omitting his long
reasonings and nice distinctions, of which
his genius was wonderfully productive.

All demonstration must be built upon
principles already known, and these upon
others of the same kind ; until we come at
last to first principles, which neither can
be demonstrated, nor need to be, being
evident of themselves.

We cannot demonstrate things in a circle,

supporting the conclusion by the premises,
and the premises by the conclusion. Nor
can there be an infinite number of middle
terms between the first principle and the
conclusion.

* In Demonstration, the premises must not only
bo true and certain, but necessarily to.—H.

In all demonstration, the first principles,

the conclusion, and all the intermediate
propositions, must be necessary, general,

and eternal truths ; for, of things fortuitous,

contingent, or mutable, or of individual

things, there is no demonstration.

Some demonstrations prove only, that

the thing is thus affected ; others prove,
why it is thus affected. The former may
be drawn from a remote cause, or from an
effect ; but the latter must be drawn from
an immediate cause, and are the most per-
fect.

The first figure is best adapted to demon-
stration, because it affords conclusions uni-

versally affirmative ; and this figure is com-
monly used by the mathematicians.
The demonstration of an affirmative pro-

position is preferable to that of a negative

;

the demonstration of an universal to that
of a particular; and direct demonstration
to that ad absurdum.
The principles are more certain than the

conclusion.

There cannot be opinion and science of

the same thing at the same time.

In the second book, we are taught, that
the questions that may be put with regard
to any thing are four : 1. Whether the thing

be thus affected. 2. Why it is thus affected.

3. Whether it exists. 4. What it is.*

The last of these questions, Aristotle, in

good Greek, calls the What is it of a thing
The schoolmen, in very barbarous Latin,

called this the quiddity of a thing. This
quiddity, he proves by many arguments,
cannot be demonstrated, but must be fixed

by a definition. This gives occasion to treat

of definition, and how a right definition

should be formed. As an example, he gives
a definition of the number three, and de-
fines it to be the first odd number.

In this book he treats also of the four
kinds of causes—efficient, material, formal,
and final.

Another thing treated of in this book is,

the manner in which we acquire first prin-
ciples, which are the foundation of all de-
monstration. These are not innate, be-
cause we may be, for a great part of life,

ignorant of them : nor can they be deduced
demonstratively from any antecedent know-
ledge, otherwise they would not be first

principles. Therefore he concludes, that
first principles are got by induction, from
the informations of sense. The senses give
us informations of individual things, and
from these by induction we draw general
conclusions ; for it is a maxim with Aris-
totle, That there is nothing in the under-
standing which was not before in some sense,f
* The natural order of the four questions, and as

they are commonly enounced, ie:—An sit- Quid sit

—Quale sit—Cur stL— H.
t Whether Aristotle admitted the virtual or po-

tential existence of any a priori or native judg-

2 z
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The knowledge of first principles, as it is

not acquired by demonstration, ought not

to be called science ; and therefore he calls

it intelligence [»«£;.]

Section II.

OF THE TOPICS.

The professed design of the Topics is, to

shew a method by which a man may be
able to reason with probability and con-

sistency upon every question that can
occur.

Every question is either about the genus
of the subject, or its specific difference, or

something proper to it, or something acci-

dental.

To prove that this division is complete,

Aristotle reasons thus . Whatever is attri-

buted to a subject, it must either be, that

the subject can be reciprocally attributed to

it, or that it cannot. If the subject and
attribute can be reciprocated, the attribute

either declares what the subject is, and
then it is a definition ; or it does not de-

clare what the subject is, and then it is a
property. If the attribute cannot be re-

ciprocated, it must be something contained
in the definition, or not. If it be contained
in the definition of the subject, it must
be the genus of the subject, or its spe-

cific difference ; for the definition consists

of these two. If it be not contained in the

definition of the subject, it must be an ac-

cident.

[The instruments by which we may sup-
ply ourselves with] the furniture proper
to fit a man for arguing dialectically may
be reduced to these four heads: 1. [To
make choice of] probable propositions of all

sorts, which may on occasion be assumed
in an argument. 2. [To take] distinc-

tions of words which are nearly of the same
signification. 3. [To mark the] distinctions

of things which are not so far asunder
but that they may be taken for one and the
same. 4. [To consider] similitudes.

The second and the five following books
are taken up in enumerating the topics or
heads of argument that may be used in

questions about the genus, the definition,

the properties, and the accidents of a thing

;

and occasionally he introduces the topics

for proving things to be the same or differ-

ent, and the topics for proving one thing
to be better or worse than another.

In this enumeration of topics, Aristotle

has shewn more the fertility of his genius

merits, or whether he held that all principles are
actually generalizations by induction from expe-
rience, ig a vexata qua'stio among his followers ; and
texts may be produced on both sides of nearlv equal
#eight. See below, pp. 164, b, 771, note —H.

than the accuracy of method. The writers

of logic seem to be of this opinion ; for I

know none of them that has followed him
closely upon this subject. They have con-

sidered the topics of argumentation as re-

ducible to certain axioms. For instance,

when the question is about the genus of a
thing, it must be determined by some axiom
about genus and species ; when it is about
a definition, it must be determined by some
axiom relating to definition, and things de-

fined ; and so of other questions. They
have therefore reduced the doctrine of the

topics to certain axioms or canons, and dis-

posed these axioms in order under certain

heads.

This method seems to be more commod-
ious and elegant than that of Aristotle. Yet
it must be acknowledged that Aristotle has
furnished the materials from which all the

logicians have borrowed their doctrine of

topics; and even Cicero, Quintilian, and
other rhetorical writers, have been much
indebted to the topics of Aristotle.

He was the first, as far as I know, who
made an attempt of this kind ; and in this

he acted up to the magnanimity of his own
genius, aud that of ancient philosophy.

Every subject of human thought had been
reduced to ten categories ; everything that

can be attributed to any subject, to five

predicables ; he attempted to reduce all the
forms of reasoning to fixed rules of figure

and mode, and to reduce all the topics of

argumentation under certain heads; and
by that means to collect, as it were, into

one store, all that can be said on one side

or the other of every question, and to pro-

vide a grand arsenal, from which all future

combatants might be furnished with arms,
offensive and defensive, in every cause, so

as to leave no room to future generations

to invent anything new.
The last book of the Topics is a code

of the laws according to which a syllogist-

ical disputation ought to be managed, both
on the part of the assailant and defendant.

From which it is evident, that this philoso-

pher trained his disciples to contend, not

for truth merely, but for victory.*

* The implication here is unfounded, and could
easily be shewn to be unjust.— I may notice that there
is nothing in regard to which, notions cruder, nar-
rower, or more erroneous prevail, than in regard to
Disputation, its nature, its objects, and its ends

;

nay, I make bold to say, that by no academical de-
generacy has the intellectual vigour of youth lost

more, than through the desuetude into which, during
these latter ages, Disputation, as a regular and daily

exercise in our universities, has fallen. Before the
invention of printing, when universities could vin-

dicate their necessity as organs ofpublication, Exer-
cise, and Disputation in particular, was still recog-
nised as their grand instrument ofeducation ; whereas
now, when books are but a drug, our professors too
often content themselves with reciting in their class-

rooms, what can, with equal profit and far more con-
venience, be read at home I cannot, of course,
here adduce my reasons, historical and psychologi-
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Section III.

OF THE BOOK CONCERNING SOPHISMS.

A syllogism which leads to a false con-
clusion must be vicious, either in matter or
form ; for, from true principles, nothing
but truth can be justly deduced. If the
matter be faulty—that is, if either of the
premises be false, that premise must be de-
nied by the defendant. If the form be faulty,

some rule of syllogism is transgressed ; and
it is the part of the defendant to shew what
general or special rule it is that is trans-

gressed ; so that, if he be an able logician,

he will be impregnable in the defence of
truth, and may resist all the attacks of the
sophist. But, as there are syllogisms which
may seem to be perfect both in matter and
form, when they are not really so, as a
piece of money may seem to be good coin
when it is adulterate, such fallacious syllo-

gisms are considered in this treatise, in or-

der to make a defendant more expert in the
use of his defensive weapons.
And here the author, with his usual mag-

nanimity, attempts to bring all the Fallacies

that can enter into a syllogism under thir-

teen heads ; of which six lie in the diction

or language, and seven not in the diction.

The Fallacies in diction are, 1. When an
ambiguous word is taken at one time in

one sense, and at another time in another.
2. When an ambiguous phrase is taken in

the same manner. 3. and 4. are ambigui-
ties in syntax ; when words are conjoined
in syntax that ought to be disjoined, or
disjoined when they ought to be conjoined.

5. is an ambiguity in prosody, accent, or

pronunciation. 6. An ambiguity arising

from some figure of speech.

When a sophism of any of these kinds is

translated into another language, or even
rendered into unambiguous expressions in

the same language, the fallacy is evident,

and the syllogism appears to have four terms.

The seven fallacies which are said not to

be in the diction, but in the thing [the

thought], have their proper names in Greek
and in Latin, by which they are distinguished.
Without minding their names, we shall

give a brief account of their nature.

1. The first is, Taking an accidental con-
junction of things for a natural or necessary

cal, shewing the superior utility of Disputation as an
exercise, and the superior utility of Exercise in gen-
eral as a mean of intellectual developement ; but I

am tempted to quote, in favour of the principle, the
testimony of a great philosopher, and great scholar :—
" Tacitis meditationibus ma^is proficere nos, quam
altercationibus, verum non est. Etenim sicuti lapi-
dum collisione ignis ; ita ex disceptationibus elicitur
Veritas. Quin egrmet mecum stepe, din, multum
meditatus—sed incarsum • nisi pugnem, infeliciter
endetmihi. A Magistro plus excitamur ; at Adver-
•arius, sua vel pert niacin, vel apientia, mihi duplex
magister est."—

H

connection : as, when from an accident we
infer a property ; when from an example
we infer a rule ; when from a single act
we infer a habit.

2. Taking that absolutely which ought
to be taken comparatively, or with a cer-

tain limitation. The construction of lan-

guage often leads into this fallacy ; for, in

all languages it is common to use absolute

terms to signify things that carry in them
some secret comparison ; or, to use unlim-
ited terms, to signify what from its nature
must be limited.

3. Taking that for the cause of a thing

which is only an occasion, or concomitant.

4. Begging the question. This is done
when the thing to be proved, or something
equivalent, is assumed in the premises.

5. Mistaking the question. When the

conclusion of the syllogism is not the thing

that ought to be proved, but something else

that is mistaken for it.

6. When that which is not a consequence
is mistaken for a consequence ; as if, be-

cause all Africans are black, it were taken
for granted that all blacks are Africans.

7. The last fallacy lies in propositions

that are complex and imply two affirma-

tions, whereof one may be true, and the
other false ; so that, whether you grant the

proposition or deny it, you are entangled ;

as when it is affirmed that such a man has
left off playing the fool. If it be granted, it

implies that he did play the fool formerly •,

if it be denied, it implies, or seems to imply,

that he plays the fool still.

In this enumeration, we ought, in justice

to Aristotle, to expect only the fallacies

incident to categorical syllogisms. And I

do not find that the Logicians have made
any additions to it when taken in this 'view,

although they have given some other falla-

cies that are incident to syllogisms of the
hypothetical [non-categorical] kind, partic-

ularly the fallacy of an incomplete enumera-
tion in disjunctive syllogisms and dilemmas.
The different species of sophisms abov«

mentioned are not so precisely defined by
Aristotle, or by subsequent Logicians, but
that they allow of great latitude in the ap-

plication ; and it is often dubious under
what particular species a sophistical syllo-

gism ought to be classed. We even find

the same example brought under one specif s
by one author, and under another species by
another. Nay, what is more strange, Aris-

totle himself employs a long chapter in

proving, by a particular induction, that all

the seven may be brought under that which
we have called mistaking the question, and
which is commonly called ianoratio elenchi.

And, indeed, the proof of this is easy, with-

out that laborious detail which Aristotle

uses for the purpose ; for if you lop off from.

the conclusion of a sophistical svlfogism all

Iz2
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that is not supported by the premises, the

conclusion in that case will always be found

different from that which ought to have

been proved ; and so it falls under the ignor-

atio eleiichi.

It was probably Aristotle's aim to reduce

all the possible variety of sophisms, as he

had attempted to do of just syllogisms, to

certain definite species ; but he seems to l>e

sensible that he had fallen short in this last

attempt. When a genus is properly di-

vided into its species, the species should not

only, when taken together, exhaust the

whole genus, but every species should have

its own precinct so accurately defined that

one shall not encroach upon another. And
when an individual can be said to belong to

two or three different species, the division

is imperfect ; yet this is the case of Aris-

totle's division of the sophisms, by his own
acknowledgment. It ought not, therefore,

to be taken for a division strictly logical.

It may rather be compared to the several

species or forms of action invented in law

for the redress of wrongs. For every wrong
there is a remedy in law by one action or

another ; but sometimes a man may take

his choice among several different actions.

So every sophistical syllogism may, by a

little art, be brought under one or other of

the species mentioned by Aristotle, and
very often you may take your choice of two
or three.

Besides the enumeration of the various

kinds of sophisms, there are many other

things in this treatise concerning the art of

managing a syllogistical dispute with an
antagonist. And indeed, if the passion for

this kind of litigation, which reigned for so

many ages, should ever again lift up its head,

we may predict, that the Organon of

Aristotle will then become a fashionable

study ; for it contains such admirable mate-
rials and documents for this art, that it may
be said to have brought it to a science.

The conclusion of this treatise ought not

to be overlooked ; it manifestly relates, not

to the present treatise only, but also to the

whole analytics and topics of the author. I

shall therefore give the substance of it .

—

" Of those who may be called inventors,

some have made important additions to

things long before begun and carried on
through a course of ages ; others have given

a small beginning to things which, in suc-

ceeding times, will be brought to greater per-

fection. The beginning of a thing, though
small, is the chief part of it, and requires the

greatest degree of invention ; for it is easy

to make additions to inventions once begun.
" Now, with regard to the dialectical

art,* there was not something done, and

* Aristotle, in this particular passage, does not al-

lude to the doctrine of the syllogism in general, which

something remaining to be done. There
was absolutely nothing done ; for those

who professed the art of disputation had
only a set of orations composed,* and of

arguments, and of captious questions,

which might suit many occasions. These,
their scholars soon learned, and fitted to the

occasion. This was not to teach you the art,

but to furnish you with the materials pro-

duced by the art ; as if a man professing to

teach you the art of making shoes should

bring you a parcel of shoes of various sizes

and shapes, from which you may provide

those who want. This may have its use ;

but it is not to teach the art of making
shoes. And indeed, with regard to rhetori-

cal declamation, there are many precepts

handed down from ancient times ; but, with

regard to the construction of syllogisms,

not one.+
" We have, therefore, employed much

time and labour upon this subject ; and if

our system appear to you not$ to be in the

number of those things which, being before

carried a certain length, were left to be per-

fected, we hope for your favourable accept-

ance of what is done, and your indulgence

in what is left imperfect. §

CHAPTER VI.

REFLKCTIONS ON THE UTILITY OF LOGIC, AND
THE MEANS OF ITS IMPROVEMENT.

Section I.

OF THE UTILITY OF LOGIC

Men rarely leave one extreme without
running into the contrary. It is no wonder,
therefore, that the excessive admiration of
Aristotle, which continued for so many
ages, should end in an undue contempt

;

and that the high esteem of logic, as the
grand engine of science,

||
should at last

make way for too unfavourable an opinion,
which seems now prevalent, of its being
unworthy of a place in a liberal education.
Those who think according to the fashion,

as the greatest part of men do, will be as
prone to go into this extreme as their grand-
fathers were to go into the contrary.

he does not call Dialectic, but to dialectic proper, as
contained in' his books of Topics and Sophisms.—H.
* This appears to be rather incorrfct.—H.
f In this particular passage, Logic in general is

plainly intended.—H.
^ Keid is here led into error by a false reading in

the common editions.— H.
§ I had meant to have here given a full transla-

tion of this remarkable statement of Aristotle in re.
gard to what Logic owed to him when first developed,
with a parallel testimony of Kant, to what the
science now owes him after an assiduous cultivation
of two thousand years . but the press is urgent. I

shall therefore adjourn these to Note V.—H.
I! ^ee above, p. 701, a, notef.—H.
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Laying aside prejudice, whether fashion-
able or unfashionable, letuseonsider whether
logic is, or may be made, subservient to any
good purpose. Its professed end is, to

teach men to think, to judge, and to reason,

with precision and accuracy. No man will

say that this is a matter of no importance ;

the only thing, therefore, that admits of
doubt is, whether it can be taught.

To resolve this doubt, it may be ob-
served, that our rational faculty is the gift

of God, given to men in very different

measure. Some have a larger portion, some
a less ; and where there is a remarkable
defect of the natural power, it cannot be
supplied by any culture. But this natural
power, even where it is the strongest, may
lie dead for want of the means of improve-
ment : a savage may have been born with
as good faculties as a Bacon or a Newton :

but his talent was buried, being never put
to use ; while theirs was cultivated to the
best advantage.

It may likewise be observed, that the
chief mean of improving our rational power,
is the vigorous exercise of it, in various
ways and in different subjects, by which the
habit is acquired of exercising it properly.
Without such exercise, and good sense over
and above, a man who has studied logic all

his life may, after all, be only a petulant
wrangler, without true judgment or skill of
reasoning in any science.

I take this to be Locke's meaning, when,
in his " Thoughts on Education," he says,
" If you would have your son to reason
well, let him read Chillingworth." The
state of things is much altered since Locke
wrote. Logic has been much improved,
chiefly by his writings ; and yet much less

stress is laid upon it, and less time con-
sumed in it. His counsel, therefore, was
judicious and seasonable— to wit, That the
improvement of our reasoning power is to

be expected much more from an intimate
acquaintance with the authors who reason
the best, than from studying voluminous
systems of logic. But if he had meant that
the study of logic was of no use, nor de-
served any attention, he surely would not
have taken the pains to have made so con-
siderable an addition to it by his " Essay
on the Human Understanding " and by his
" Thoughts on the Conduct of the Under-
standing." Nor would he have remitted
his pupil to Chillingworth, the acutest
logician as well as the best reasoner of his
age ; and one who, in innumerable places
of his excellent book, without pedantry even
in that pedantic a^e, makes the happiest

application of the rules of logic, for unravel-
ling the sophistical reasoning of his anta-
gonist.

Our reasoning power makes no appear-
ance in infancy ; but :is we grow up, it

j

unfolds itself by degrees, like the bud of a
tree. When a child first draws an infer-

ence, or perceives the force of an inference
drawn by another, we may call this the

biirih ofhis reason; but it is yet like a new-
born babe, weak and tender ; it must be
cherished, carried in arms, and have food
of easy digestion, till it gathers strength.

I believe no man remembers the birth of
his reason : but it is probable that his de-
cisions are at first weak and wavering

;

and, compared with that steady conviction
which he acquires in ripe years, are like

the dawn of the morning compared with
noon-day. We see that the reason of
children yields to authority, as a reed to
the wind ; nay, that it clings to it, and
leans upon it, as if conscious of its own
weakness.

When reason acquires such strength as
to stand on its own bottom, without the aid

of authority, or even in opposition to au-
thority, this may be called its manly aye.
But, in most men, it hardly ever arrives at
this period. Many, by their situation in

life, have not the opportunity of cultivating
their rational powers. Many, from the
habit they have acquired of submitting their
opinions to the authority of others, or from
some other principle which operates more
powerfully than the love of truth, suffer

their judgment to be carried along to the
end of their days, either by the authority
of a leader, or of a party, or of the multi-
tude, or by their own passions. Such per-
sons, however learned, however acute, may
be said to be all their days children in un-
derstanding. They reason, they dispute,
and perhaps write ; but it is not that they
may find the truth, but that they may de-
fend opinions which have descended to
them by inheritance, or into which they
have fallen by accident, or been led by af-

fection.

I agree with Mr Locke, that there is no
study better fitted to exercise and strengthen
the reasoning powers, than that of the ma-
thematical sciences—for two reasons : first

Because there is no other branch of science
which gives such scope to long and accu-
rate trains of reasoning;* and, secondly,

* It is not " the length and accuracy of its trains
of reasoning" that makes a science a profitable gym-
nastic of the mind— for this is only the result of
the nature and necessity of it* matter—but the
amount of intellccual eflfb t which it determines in
the student. Now mat hematics are, as is universally
confessed, the easiest of all sciences ,• their perspicuity
is excessive; and thus they only conduce to exercise
the patiencf and attention. Mr Stewart, who was an
eminent mathematician before he was adi.-tinguished
philosopher, in the admirable chapter of his " Phllo.
sophy of the Human !\!ind." entitled " The Mat he
matician," limits the benefit to be derived from the
study of mathematics, in the cultivation of the men.
tal faculties, to the power of continuous attention
which it contributes to exercise ; and ths to the ex-
press exclusion of the mechanical process c f the al-

gebraic calculus. " This command ol attention,"
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Because, in mathematics, there is no room
for authority, nor for prejudice of any kind,

which may give a false bias to the judg-
ment- *

When a youth of moderate parts begins
to study Euclid, everything at first is

new to liim. His apprehension is unsteady ;

his judgmentis feeble, and rests partly upon
the evidence of the thing, and partly upon
the authority of his teacher. But, every
time he goes overthe definitions, theaxioms,
the elementary propositions, more light

breaks in upon him ; the language becomes
familiar, and conveys clear and steady con-
ceptions ; the judgment is confirmed ; he
begins to see what demonstration is ; and
it is impossible to see it without being
charmed with it. He perceives it to be a
kind of evidence that has no need of au-
thority to strengthen it. He finds himself
emancipated from that bondage, and exults
so much in this new state of independence,
that he spurns at authority, and would
have demonstration for everything, until ex-
perience teaches him that this is a kind of
evidence which cannot be had in most things;
and that, in his most important concerns,
he must rest contented with probability.

As he goes on in mathematics, the road
of demonstration becomes smooth and easy ;

he can walk in it firmly, and take wider
steps ; and at last he acquires the habit,
not only of understanding a demonstration,
but of discovering and demonstrating ma-
thematical truths.

Thus a man, without rules of logic, may
acquire a habit of reasoning justly in ma-
thematics

;-f-
and I believe he may, by like

means, acquire a habit of reasoning justly
in mechanics, in jurisprudence, in politics,

or in any other science. Good sense, good
examples, and assiduous exercise, may bring

lie says, •« it may be proper to add, is to be acquired,
not by practice of the modem methods, but by the
study of the Greek geometry ; more particularly, by
accustoming ourselves to pursue long trains of de-
monstration, without availing ourselves of the aid of
any sensible diagrams ; the thoughts being directed
solely to those ideal delineations which the powers of
conception and of memory enable us to form."

Reid likewise, in what he now says in favour of
Mathematics as an intellectual exercise, contem.
plat s exclusively the ostensive or geometric method.
1 his is manifest, not only from the necessary mean-
ing of his words, but also from his " Essay on
Quantity," in which he says: " Long deductions in
aigf-bra are, for the most part, made, not so much
by a tram of reasoning in the mind, as by a k.n-.t of
aitificial [mechanical ?] operation which is built on
a few principles," &c. On the pernicious influence
of the modern analysis, in an educational point of
view, many philosophers and practical instructors
have recorded their emphatic testimonies. On this
sui jeer, see Edinburgh Review, No. ItfB, art. 7.— H.
* 1 here is, in fact, no room for difference of opin-

ion. Hut it is difficult to see how we can be trained
to mason right, by a science in which there is no
le.isoni % wrong.— H.

r A man is made "to reason justly in mathematics,"
Jn the same manner in which a man is mad<> to walk
fctiaight in a ditch - H.

| a man to reason justly and acutely in his

own profession, without rules.

But if any man think, that, from this

concession, he may infer the inutility of lo-

gic, he betrays a great want of that art by
this inference ; for it is no better reasoning
than this, That because a man may go
from Edinburgh to London by the way of
Paris, therefore any other road is useless.

There is perhaps no practical art which
may not be acquired, in a very considerable
degree, by example and practice, without re-

ducing it to rules. But practice, joined
with rules, may carry a man on in his art

farther, and more quickly, than practice
without rules. Every ingenious artist

knows the utility of having his art reduced
to rules, and by that means made a science.

He is thereby enlightened in his practice,

and works with more assurance. By rules,

he sometimes corrects his own errors, and
often detects the errors of others ; he finds

them of great use to confirm his judgment,
to justify what is right, and to condemn
what is wrong.

Is it of no use in reasoning to be well
acquainted with the various powers of the
human understanding, by which we reason ?

Is it of no use to resolve the various kinds
of reasoning into their simple elements, and
to discover, as far as we are able, the rules
by which these elements are combined in

judging and in reasoning ? Is it of no use
to mark the various fallacies in reasoning,
by which even the most ingenious men
have been led into error ? It must surely
betray great want of understanding, to think
these things useless or unimportant. These
are the things which Logicians have at-

tempted, and which they have executed

;

not, indeed, so completely as to leave no
room for improvement, but in such a man-
ner as to give very considerable aid to our
reasoning powers. That the principles laid

down with regard to definition and division,

with regard to the conversion and opposi-
tion of propositions, and the general rules
of reasoning, are not without use, is suffi-

ciently apparent from the blunders com-
mitted by those who disdain any acquaint-
ance with them.*

* I am aware," says Baron Degerando, " that in
presenting the syllogism as the primary and essential
form of reasoning, I run counter to the opinions of
modern metaphysicians. I am aware that the very
name of Syllogism is enough, at the present day, to
throw a sort of ridicule on any philosophical work in
which it ventures to appear. Men have reasoned
frequently so ill in miod and figure, that syllogism
seems to have for ever lost its credit. Nevertheless,
I am not afraid to oppose myself to these preoosses.
sions ; and I make bold to maintain that, on this
occasion, our predecessors have analysed better than
tee. The moderns have considered ieasoning only
as clothed in the external and sensible forms <"f

speech ; the ancients have observed it as it exists
in the mind. The abuse that has been made of
syllogism, proves nothing against its necessity
because the connrction of signs is noi enough to
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Although the art of categorical syllogism

is better fitted for scholastic litigation than

for real improvement in knowledge, it is a

venerable piece of antiquity, and a great

effort of human genius. We admire the

pyramids of Egypt, and the wall of China,

though useless burdens upon the earth ;

we can bear the most minute description of

them, and travel hundreds of leagues to

see them : if any person should, with sac-

rilegious hands, destroy or deface them, his

memory would be had in abhorrence. The
predicaments and predicates, the rules of

syllogism, and the topics, have a like title

to our veneration as antiquities ; they are

uncommon efforts, not of human power,

but of human genius ; and they make a
remarkable period in the progress of human
reason.

The prejudice against logic has probably

been strengthened by its being taught too

early in life. Boys are often taught logic

as they are taught their creed, when it is

an exercise of memory only, without under-

standing. One may as well expect to un-

derstand grammar before he can speak, as

to understand logic before he can reason.

It must even be acknowledged, that com-
monly we are capable of reasoning in mathe-
matics more early than in logic. The
objects presented to the mind in this science

are of a very abstract nature, and can be
distinctly conceived only when we are capa-

ble of attentive reflection upon the opera-

tions of our own understanding, and after

we have been accustomed to reason. There
may be an elementary logic, level to the

capacity of those who have been but little

exercised in reasoning ; but the most im-

portant parts of this science require a ripe

understanding, capable of reflecting upon
its own operations. Therefore, to make
logic the first branch of science that is to

l.e taught, is an old error that ought to be
corrected.

•

guarantee the concatenation of ideas, and thus, as
we are about to see, the mind may err in a reasoning
the best conformed to rule. Though it may be use-
less to- enounce, in terms, a proposiiion in itself

evident and simple, this does not prove that such pro-
position ought not to be presented to the mind when
reasoning, in order to establish the connection of the
notions which it compares. Let those who would
reduce all minning to the Enthymeme, ask them-
selves how a fir.-t proposition could conduct them to

a second, if the understanding did not, by a secret
operation, apprehend the nexus of their terms. Let
them propose their enth>meme to a child, or a man
of limited understanding, and they will soon, by
being compelled to restore, in their discourse, the
omitted proposition, be made to see that its presence in

the intellect was necessary all along, andthat, though
not expressed by them, it was always understood."

1 quote this acknowledgment as valuable from a
philosopher of the school of Condillac. To adduce
testimonies from the followers 01 Leibnitz or Kant,
wnii'd be superfluous. In Germany, Logic has al.

v..ns been estimated at lH proper value.— H.
* On the absurdity of entering on the study of the

nienccsot rcthu-titni before concluding the study of

>j$crvatkm t iee above, p. WO, a, note \, To

Section II.

OF THE IMPROVEMENT OF LOliIC.

In compositions of human thought, ex-

pressed by speech or by writing, whatever

is excellent and whatever is faulty fall with-

in the province, either of grammar, or of

rhetoric, or of logic. Propriety of expres-

sion is the province of grammar ; grace,

elegance, and force, in thought and in ex-

pression, are the province of rhetoric ; just-

ness and accuracy of thought are the pro-

vince of logic.

The faults in composition, therefore,

which fall under the censure of logic, are

obscure and indistinct conceptions, false

judgment, inconclusive reasoning, and all

improprieties in distinctions, definitions,

division, or method. To aid our rational

powers in avoiding these faults, and in at-

taining the opposite excellencies, is the end
of logic ; and whatever there is in it that

has no tendency to promote this end, ought
to be thrown out.

The rules of logic being of a very abstract

nature, ought to be illustrated by a variety

of real and striking examples taken from
the writings of good authors. It is both

instructive and entertaining to observe the

virtues of accurate composition in writers

offame : we cannot see them without being

drawn to the imitation of them, in a more
powerful manner than we can be by dry

rules. Nor are the faults of such writers

less instructive or less powerful monitors.

A wreck left upon a shoal, or upon a rock,

is not more useful to the sailor than the

faults of good writers, when set up to view,

are to those who come after them. It was
a happy thought in a late ingenious writer

of English grammar, to collect under the

several rules examples of bad English found

in the most approved authors. It were to

be wished that the rules of logic were illus-

trated in the same manner. By this means,
a system of logic would become a reposi-

tory, wherein whatever is most acute in

judging and in reasoning, whatever is most
accurate in dividing, distinguishing, and
defining, should be laid up and disposed in

order for our imitation, and wherein the

false steps of eminent authors should be
recorded for our admonition.

After men had laboured in the search of

truth near two thousand years by the help

of syllogisms, Lord Bacon proposed the

method of induction, as a more effectual

engine for that purpose. His " Novum
Organum" gave a new turn to the thoughts

Mr Stewart's testimony there quoted, might be added
that of almost every competent authority in educa-
tion. Sic Note W.— H
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and labours of the inquisitive, more re-

markable and more useful than that which
the " Organon" of Aristotle had g'ven be-

fore, and may be considered as a second
grand era in the progress ofhuman reason."

The art of syllogism produced number-
less disputes, and numberless sects who
fought against each other with much ani-

mosity, without gaining or losing ground,
but did nothing considerable for the benefit

of human life. The art of induction, first

delineated by Lord Bacon, produced num-
berless laboratories and observatories, in

which nature has been put to the question

by thousands of experiments, and forced to

confess many of her secrets that before were
hid from mortals : and, by these, arts have
been improved, and human knowledge won-
derfully increased.

In reasoning by syllogism from general

principles, we descend to a conclusion vir-

tually contained in them. The process of

induction is more arduous, being an ascent
from particular premises to a general con-
clusion^ The evidence of such general

conclusions is probable only, not demon-
strative : but when the induction is suffi-

ciently copious, and carried on according
to the rules of art, it forces conviction no
less than demonstration itself does.

The greatest part of human knowledge
rests upon evidence of this kind. Indeed
we can have no other for general truths

which are contingent in their nature, and
depend upon the will and ordination of the
Maker of the world. He governs the world
he has made by general laws : The effects

of these laws in particular phsenomena are

open to our observation ; and, by observing
a train of uniform effects with due caution,

we may at last decipher the law of nature
by which they are regulated.

Lord Bacon has displayed no less force

of genius in reducing to rules this method
of reasoning, than Aristotle did in the me-
thod of syllogism. [?] His ' Novum Or-
ganum" ought therefore to be held as a
most important addition to the ancient logic£
Those who understand it, and enter into

its spirit, will be able to distinguish the
chaff" from the wheat in philosophical dis-

quisitions into the works of God. They
will learn to hold in due contempt all hy-

* The Organon of Aristotle and the Organum
of Bacon stand in relation, but the relation of con-
trariety: the one considers the laws under which
the subject thinks ; the other the laws under which
the object is to be known. To compare them together
is therefore, in reality, to compare together quanti-
ties of different species. Each proposes a different
end both, in different ways, are useful ; and both
ought to be assiduously studied.— H.

} Induction is always a syllogism. But we must
di ti.iguish two i uluctioiis—a formal anda material.
The confusion of these has led to great confusion.
JBut of thhnot here — H.
i It is not of a logical argument at all, if we limit

the domain of logic to theform nf thought.— VI.

potheses and theories, the creatures of hu-
man imagination, and to respect nothing but
facts sufficiently vouched, or conclusions

drawn from them by a fair and chaste in-

terpretation of nature.

Most arts have been reduced to rules,

after they had been brought to a consider-

able degree of perfection by the natural sa-

gacity of artists ; and the rules have been
drawn from the best examples of the art

that had been before exhibited ; but the

art of philosophical induction was delineated

by Lord Bacon in a very ample manner,
before the world had seen any tolerable

example of it.* This, although it adds
greatly to the merit of the author, must
have produced some obscurity in the work,

and a defect of proper examples for illus-

tration. This defect may now be easily

supplied from those authors who, in their

philosophical disquisitions, have the most
strictly pursued the path pointed out in the
" Novum Organum." Among these, Sir

Isaac Newton appears to hold the first

rank ; having, in the third book of his
" Principia," and in his " Optics," had the

rules of the " Novum Organum" constantly

in his eye.

I think Lord Bacon was also the first

who endeavoured to reduce to a system the

prejudices or biasses of the mind, which
are the causes of false judgment, and which
he calls the idols of the human understand-

ing. Some late writers of logic have very

properly introduced this into their system ;

but it deserves to be more copiously hand-
led, and to be illustrated by real examples.

It is of great consequence to accurate

reasoning to distinguish first principles

which are to be taken for granted, from
propositions which require proof. All the

real knowledge of mankind may be divided

into two parts : The first consisting of self-

evident propositions ; the second, of those

which are deduced by just reasoning from
self-evident propositions. The line that

divides these two parts ought to be marked
as distinctly as possible ; and the principles

that are self-evident reduced, as far as can
be done, to general axioms. This has been
done in mathematics from the beginning,

and has tended greatly to the emolument
of that science. It has lately been done in

natural philosophy : and by this means
that science has advanced more in an hun-
dred and fifty years, than it had done be-

fore in two thousand. Every science is in

an unformed state until its first principles

are ascertained ; after which, it advance*

regularly, and secures the ground it has

gained.

* One of the most perfect examples of a genuine
induction is that aflbrdcd by Bacon's contemporary,
Galileo; but Galileo's practice was anterior to lia

• •oil's precept — H.
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Although first principles do not admit of

direct proof, yet there mustbe certain marks
and characters by which those that are

truly such may be distinguished from coun-
terfeits. These marks ou^ht to be described

and applied to distinguish the genuine from
the spurious.

In the ancient philosophy, there is a
redundance, rather than a defect, of first

principles. Many things were assumed
under that character without a just title

That nature abhors a vacuum ; that bodies

do not gravitate in their proper place ; that

the heavenly bodies undergo no change ;

that they move in perfect circles, and with

an equable motion : such principles as these

were assumed in the Peripatetic philosophy

without proof, as if they were self-evident.

Des Cartes, sensible of this weakness in

the ancient philosophy, and desirous to

guard against it in his own system, resolved

to admit nothing until hie assent was forced

by irresistible evidence. The first thing

which he found to be certain and evident

was, that he thought, and reasoned, and
doubted. He found himself under a ne-

cessity of believing the existence of those

mental operations of which he was con-

scious ; and having thus found sure footing

in this one principle of consciousness, he
rested satisfied with it, hoping to be able to

build the whole fabric of his knowledge
upon it ; like Archimedes, who wanted but
one fixed point to move the whole earth.

But the foundation was too narrow ; and
in his progress he unawares assumes many
things less evident than those which he
attempts to prove. Although he was not

able to suspect the testimony of conscious-

ness, yet he thought the testimony of sense,

of memory, and of every other faculty,

might be suspected, and ought not to be

received until proof was brought that they

are not fallacious. Therefore he applies

these faculties, whose character is yet in

question, to prove, That there is an infinitely

perfect Being, who made him, and who
made his senses, his memory, his reason,

and all his faculties ; that this Being is no
deceiver, and therefore could not give him
faculties that are fallacious ; and that on
this account they deserve credit.

It is strange that this philosopher, who
found himself under a necessity of yielding

to the testimony of consciousness, did not

find the same necessity of yielding to the

testimony of his senses, his memory, and
his understanding ; and that, while he was
certain that he doubted and reasoned, he

was uncertain whether two and three made

five, and whether he was dreaming or awake.

It is more strange that so acute a reasoner

should not perceive that his whole train of

reasoning, to prove that his faculties were
not fallacious, was mere sophistry ; for, if

his faculties were fallacious, they might
deceive him in this train of reasoning ; and
so the conclusion, That they were not fal-

Jacious, was only the testimony ofhis faculties

in their own favour, and might be a fallacy.

It is difficult to give any reason for dis-

trusting our other faculties, that will not

reach consciousness itself.* And he who
distrusts the faculties ofjudging and reason-

ing which God hath given him, must even
rest in his scepticism till he come to a sound
mind, or until God give him new faculties

to sit in judgment upon the old. If it be not

a first principle, that our faculties are not fal-

lacious, we must be absolute sceptics ; for

this principle is incapable of a proof; and if

it is not certain, nothing else can be certain.

Since the time of Des Cartes, it has been
fashionable with those who dealt in abstract

philosophy, to employ their invention in

finding philosophical arguments, either to

prove those truths which ought to be re-

ceived as first principles, or to overturn

them : and it is not easy to say, whether
the authority of first principles is more hurt

by the first of these attempts, or by the

last ; for such principles can stand secure

only upon their own bottom ; and to place

them upon any other foundation than that

of their intrinsic evidence, is in effect to

overturn them.

I have lately j met with a very sensible

and judicious treatise, wrote by Father
Buffier about fifty years ago, concerning

first principles and the source of human
judgments, which, with great propriety, he
prefixed to his treatise of logic. And in-

deed I apprehend it is a subject of such
consequence, that, if inquisitive men can be

brought to the same unanimity in the first

principles of the other sciences as in those

of mathematics and natural philosophy, (and
why should we despair of a general agree-

ment in things that are self-evident ?) this

might be considered as a third grand era in

the progress of human reason

* Two things must be distinguished in Conscious-
ness—the reality of the phenomenon, and the truth
of what the phenomenon vouches. Of the lormer,
scepticism is impossible, because the dout>t implies a

contradiction. Ofthe hitter, scepticism is always pos.

sible, because it does not immediately subvert itself.

See below, p. 744—H.
t This would seem to prove that Hcid was not

aware of Burner's treatise on First Truths, when he
wrote his «' Irquiry ;" as indeed, from internal evi.

deuce, is probable.—M.
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OMISSION.

Note. The following paragraph should have formed the conclusion of Chapter /J.,

Section 4 On Definitions. It had been omitted in the editions of this treatise published

apartfrom Lord Karnes's " Sketches," One of these was the copy given to the printer ;

the proof was however, always collated with the two authentic editions, and the various

unauthorized changes which had been subsequently introduced into the text carefully ex-

punged. It was found impossible, however, to restore this passage to its connection, with-

out deranging several sheets which had been s t up together.—H.

If Aristotle had understood those principles, many of his definitions, which furnish

matter of triumph to his enemies, had never seen the light ; let us impute them to the

times rather than to the man. The sublime Plato, it is said, thought it necessary to

have the definition of a man, and could find none better than jinimal implume bipes ;

upon which Diogenes sent to his school a cock with his feathers plucked off, desiring to

know whether it was a man or not.



AN

ESSAY
ON

QUANTITY;*
OCCASIONED BY READING A TREATISE

IN WHICH

SIMPLE AND COMPOUND RATIOS

ARE APPLIED TO

VIRTUE AND MERIT.

Since it is thought that mathematical
demonstration carries a peculiar evidence
along with it, which leaves no room for
further dispute, it may be of some use, or
entertainment at least, to inquire to what
subjects this kind of proof may be applied.

Mathematics contain properly the doc-

trine of measure ; and the object of this
science is commonly said to be Quantity;
therefore, quantity ought to be defined, what
may be measured. Those who have de-
fined quantity to be whatever is capable of
more or Ir^s, have given too wide a notion
of it, which, it is apprehended, has led some
persons to apply mathematical reasoning to

subjects that do not admit of it. Pain and
pleasure admit of various degrees, but who
can pretend to measure them ?

Whatever lias quantity, or is measurable,
must be made up of parts, which bear pro-
portion to each other, and to the whole ; so I

that it may be increased by addition of like

parts, and diminished by subtraction, may
be multiplied and divided, and, in short,

may bear any proportion to another quan-
tity of the same kind, that one line or num-
ber can bear to another. That this is es-

sential to all mathematical quantity, is evi-

dent from the first elements of algebra,

which treats of quantity in general, or of

those relations and properties which are
common to all kinds of quantity. Every
algebraical quantity is supposed capable,

not only of being increased and diminished,
but of being exactly doubled, tripled, halved,
or of bearing any assignable proportion to

another quantity of the same kind. This,
then, is the characteristic of quantity

;

whatever has this property may be adopted
into mathematics ; and its quantity and re-

lations may be measured with mathematical
accuracy and certainty.

J.
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s or,g|nal, y published in the Transactions of the Ro>al Society of London, vol. xlvanno, 1 ,48. On the occasion of the paoer, see above, p. 5 ; and Stewart** Klements, II. 539.

1 his is Keid's earliest publication: and it is curious that Kant should, in the preceding year have alsoushered into the world his first regular work, and on a similar subject; that work, too, containing a refuta

Force's"
Leibmtziiin "**»*« <« velocity. I refer to his " Thoughts on the True Measure of Living

This is not the only parallel between the two philosophers, who, with sundry striking contrasts, presented stillmore remarkable similarities The doct.ines of both, however different in external character and in particuar opinions, were of a kindred spirit : they had a common origin, as recoils against the scepticism of Hume :

the same dominant result, in the establishment of certain ultimate laws or specula' ion and practice- and thesame tendency, in restraining the intellectual pride, and elevating the moral dignity ot man Kadi in a
(inherent sphere, was at tie he d .f agieat scientific determination; both were distinguished rather for
philosophical originality and independence, than tor the extent of their philosophical learniM • and fin dlv(may I add ?) both were Scotchmen- Keid by birth, Kant (Cant) by proximate descent;- h!

g
' *'
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There are some quantities which may be
called proper, and others improper. This
distinction is taken notice of by Aristotle

;

but it deserves some explanation. That
properly is quantity which is measured by
its own kind ; or which, of its own nature,
is capable of being doubled or tripled, with-
out taking in any quantity of a different

kind as a measure of it.

Improper quantity is that which cannot
be measured by its own kind; but to which
we assign a measure by the means of some
proper quantity that is related to it. Thus
velocity of motion, when we consider it by
itself, cannot be measured. We may per-
ceive one body to move faster, another
slower ; but we can have no distinct idea of

a proportion or ratio between their veloci-

ties, without taking in some quantity of an-
other kind to measure them by. Having,
therefore, observed, that by a greater velo-

city a greater space is passed over in the
same time, by a less velocity a less space,

a. id by an equal velocity an equal space ;

we hence learn to measure velocity by the
space passed over in a given time, and to

reckon it to be in exact proportion to that
space : and having once assigned this mea-
sure to it, we can then, and not till then,

conceive one velocity to-be exactly double,
or half, or in any other proportion to

another ; we may then introduce it into

mathematical reasoning without danger of

confusion or error, and may also use it as a
measure of other improper quantities.

All the kinds of proper quantity we
know, may perhaps be reduced to these
four, extension, duration, number, and pro-

portion. Though proportion be measurable
in its own nature, and, therefore, has pro-

per quantity, yet as things cannot have
proportion which have not quantity of some
other kind, it follows, that whatever has
quantity must have it in one or other of
these three kinds, extension, duration, or
number. These are the measures of them-
selves, and of all things else that are mea-
surable.

Number is applicable to some things, to
which it is not commonly applied by the
vulgar. Thus, by attentive consideration,
lots and chances of various kinds appear to

be made up of a determinate number of
chances that are allowed to be equal ; and
by numbering these, the values and propor-
tions of those which are compounded of
them may be demonstrated.

Velocity, the quantity of motion, density,
elasticity, the vis insita and impressa, the
various kinds of centripetal forces, and dif-

ferent orders of fluxions, are all improper
quantities ; which, therefore, ought not to
be admitted into mathematics, without hav-
ing a measure of them assigned. The
measure of an improper quantity ought

always to be included in the definition of

it ; for it is the giving it a measure that

makes it a proper subject of mathematical
reasoning. If all mathematicians had con-

sidered this as carefully as Sir Isaac New-
ton appears to have done, some labour had
been saved both to themselves and to

their readers. That great man, whose clear

and comprehensive understanding appears
even in his definitions, having frequent oc-

casion to treat of such improper quantities,

never fails to define them so as to give

a measure of them, either in proper quan-
tities, or in such as had a known measure.
This may be seen in the definitions prefixed

to his " Principia Philosophise Natural is

Mathematica.".
It is not easy to say how many kinds of

improper quantity may, in time, be intro-

duced into mathematics, or to what new
subjects measures may be applied ; but
this, I think, we may conclude, that there

is no foundation in nature for, nor can any
valuable end be served, by applying measure
to anything but what has these two proper-

ties:— First, It must admit of degrees of
greatt r and less ; Secondly, It must be asso-

ciated with or related to .something that has
proper quantity, so as that when one is in-

creased, the other is increased; when one is

diminishedy the other is diminished also ;

and every degree of the one must have a de-

terminate magnitude or quantity of the other

corresponding to it.

It sometimes happens, that we have occa-

sion to apply different measures to the same
thing. Centripetal force, as defined by
Newton, may be measured in various ways

;

he himself gives different measures of it,

and distinguishes them by different names,
as may be seen in the above-mentioned
definitions.

In reality. Dr M.* conceives, that the

applying of measures to things that properly

have not quantity, is only a fiction or arii-

fice of the mind, for enabling us to conceive

more easily, and more distinctly to express

and demonstrate, the properties and rela-

tions of those things that have real quantity.

The propositions contained in the first two
books of Newton's " Principia" might per-

haps be expressed and demonstrated with-

out those various measures of motion, and
of centripetal and impressed forces which
he uses; but this would occasion such in-

tricate and perplexed circumlocutions, and
such a tedious length of demonstrations, as

would frighten any sober person from at-

tempting to read them.
From the nature of quantity, we may see

what it is that gives mathematics such ad-

vantage over other sciences, in clearness

and certainty; namely, that quantity ad-

* The author, Rcid himself.— II.
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111 its of a much greater variety of relations

than any other subject ofhuman reasoning;

and, at the same time, every relation or

proportion of quantities may, by the help of

lines and numbers, be so distinctly defined

as to be easily distinguished from all others,

without any danger of mistake. Hence it is

that we are able to trace its relations through

a long process of reasoning, and with a
perspicuity and accuracy which we in vain

expect in subjects not capable of mensura-
tion.

Extended quantities, such as lines, sur-

faces, and solids, besides what they have in

common with all other quantities, have this

peculiar, that their parts have a particular

place and disposition among themselves : a
line may not only bear any assignable pro-

portion to another, in length or magnitude,

but lines of the same length may vary in

the disposition of their parts ; one may be

straight, another may be part of a curve

of any kind or dimension, of which there is

an endless variety. The like may be said

of surfaces and solids. So that extended
quantities admit of no less variety with re-

gard to their form, than with regard to their

magnitude ; and as their various forms may
be exactly defined and measured, no less

than their magnitudes, hence it is that geo-

metry, which treats of extended quantity,

leads us into a much greater compass and
variety of reasoning than any other branch
of mathematics. Long deductions in alge-

bra, for the most part, are made, not so

much by a train of reasoning in the mind,
as by an artificial kind of operation, which
is built on a few very simple principles

;

but in geometry we may build one proposi-

tion on another, a third upon that, and so

on, without ever coming to a limit which
we cannot exceed. The properties of the

more simple figures can hardly be exhausted,

much less those of the more complex ones.

It may be deduced from what has been
said above, that mathematical evidence is

an evidence stii generis, not competent to

any proposition which does not express a
relation of things measurable by lines or

numbers. All proper quantity may be
measured by these, and improper quantities

must be measured by those that are proper.

There are many things capable of more
and less, which, perhaps, are not capable of

mensuration. Tastes, smells, the sensa-

tions of heat and cold, beauty, pleasure, all

the affections and appetites of the mind,
wisdom, folly, and most kinds of proba-

bility, with many other things too tedious

to enumerate, admit of degrees, but have
not yet been reduced to measure, nor, per-

haps, ever can be.* I say, most kinds of

probability, because one kind of it—viz., the

* What would Reid now say to the Herbartian
Psychology ?— H.

probability of chances— is properly measur-
able by number, as observed above.

Though attempts have been made to

apply mathematical reasoning to some of

these things, and the quantity of virtue

and merit in actions has been measured by
simple and compound ratios ; yet Dr M.
does not think that any real knowledge has

been struck out this way ; it may, perhaps,

if discreetly used, be a help to discourse on
these subjects, by pleasing the imagination,

and illustrating what is already known ; but

till our affections and appetites shall them-
selves be reduced to quantity, and exact

measures of their various degrees be as-

signed, in vain shall we essay to measure vir-

tue and merit by them. This is only to ring

changes on words, and to make a show of

mathematical reasoning, without advancing
one step in real knowledge.

Dr M. apprehends that the account given

of the nature of proper and improper quan-
tity, may also throw some light on the

controversy about the force of moving
bodies, which long exercised the pens of

many mathematicians, and, perhaps, is

rather dropped than ended, to the no small

scandal of mathematics, which has always

boasted of a degree of evidence inconsistent

with debates that can be brought to no

Though philosophers on both sides agree

with each other and with the vulgar in this,

that the force of a moving body is the same
while its velocity is the same, is increased

when its velocity is increased, and dimi-

nished when that is diminished : but this

vague notion of force, in which both sides

agree, though perhaps sufficient for com-
mon discourse, yet is not sufficient to make
it a subject of mathematical reasoning : in

order to that, it must be more accurately

defined, and so defined as to give us a
measure of it, that we may understand what
is meant by a double or a triple force. The
ratio of one force to another cannot be per-

ceived but by a measure ; and that measure
must be settled, not by mathematical reason-

ing, but by a definition. Let any one con-

sider force without relation to any other

quantity, and see whether he can conceive

one force exactly double to another ; I am
sure I cannot, says he, nor shall, till I shall

be endowed with some new faculty ; for I

know nothing of force but by its effects, and
therefore can measure it only by its effects.

Till force then is defined, and by that de-

finition a measure of it assigned, we fight in

the dark about a vague idea, which is not
sufficiently determined to be admitted into

any mathematical proposition. And when
such a definition is given, the controversy
will presently be ended.

Of the Newtonian Measure of Force.—
You say, the force of a body in motion is as
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its velocity : either you mean to lay this

down as a definition, as Newton himself has

done ; or you mean to affirm it as a propo-

sition capable of proof. If you mean to lay

it down as a definition, it is no more than

if you should say, I call that a double force

which gives a double velocity to the same
body, a triple force which gives a triple

velocity, and so on in proportion. This he

entirely agrees to ; no mathematical defini-

tion of force can be given that is more clear

and simple, none that is more agreeable to

the common use of the word in language.

For, since all men agree that the force of

the body being the same, the velocity must
also be the same ; the force being increased

or diminished, the velocity must be so also

—

what can be more natural or proper than to

take the velocity for the measure of the

force ?

Several other things might be advanced

to shew that this definition agrees best with

the common popular notion of the word
force. If two bodies meet directly with a
shock, which mutually destroys their motion,

without producing any other sensible effect,

the vulgar would pronounce, without hesi-

tation, that they met with equal force ; and
so they do, according to the measure of

force above laid down ; for we find by ex-

perience, that in this case their velocities

are reciprocally as their quantities of matter.

In mechanics, where by a machine two
powers or weights are kept in eequilibrio,

the vulgar would reckon that these powers
act with equal force, and so by this defini-

tion they do. The power of gravity being

constant and uniform, any one would expect

that it should give equal degrees of force to

a body in equal times, and so by this defini-

tion it does. So that this definition is not

only clear and simple, but it agrees best

with the use of the word force in common
language, and this is all that can be desired

in a definition.

But if you are not satisfied with laying it

down as a definition, that the force of a body
is as its velocity, but will needs prove it by
demonstration or experiment, I must beg
of you, before you take one step in the proof,

to let me know what you mean by force,

and what by a double or a triple force.

This you must do by a definition which con-
tains a measure of force. Some primary
measure of force must be taken for granted,

or laid down by way of definition ; other-

wise we can never reason about its quantity.

And why then may you not take the velocity

for the primary measure as well as any
other ? You will find none that is more
simple, more distinct, or more agreeable to

the common use of the word force : and he
that rejects one definition that has these

properties, has equal right to reject any
other. I say then, that it is impossible, by

mathematical reasoning or experiment, to

prove that the force of a body is as its ve-

locity, without taking for granted the thing

you would prove, or something else that is

no more evident than the thing to be proved.

Of the Leibnitzian Measure of Force.—
Let us next hear the Leibnitzian, who says,

that the force of a body is as the square of

its velocity. If he lays this down as a
definition, I shall rather agree to it than

quarrel about words, and for the future shall

understand him, by a quadruple force to

mean that which gives a double velocity ; by
nine times the force, that which gives three

times the velocity ; and so on in duplicate

proportion. While he keeps by his defini-

tion, it will not necessarily lead him into

any error in mathematics or* mechanics.

For, however paradoxical his conclusions

may appear, however different in words
from theirs who measure force by the simple

ratio of the velocity, they will in their

meaning be the same : just as he who would
call a foot twenty-four inches, withoutchang-
ing other measures of length, when he says

a yard contains a foot and a half, means the

very same as you do, when you say a yard

contains three feet.

But, though I allow this measure of force

to be distinct, and cannot charge it with
falsehood, for no definition can be false, yet

I say, in the first place, It is less simple

than the other : for why should a duplicate

ratio be used where the simple ratio will

do as well ? In the next place, This mea-
sure of force is less agreeable to the com-
mon use of the word force, as has been
shewn above; and this indeed is all that

the many laboured arguments and experi-

ments, brought to overturn it, do prove.

This also is evident, from the paradoxes
into which it has led its defenders.

We are next to consider the pretences of

the Leibnitzian, who will undertake to prove

by demonstration, or experiment, that force

is as the square of the velocity. I ask him
first, what he lays down for the first mea-
sure of force ? The only measure I re-

member to have been given by the phi-

losophers of that side, and which seems
first of all to have led Leibnitz into his

notion of force, is this : the height to which
a body is impelled by any impressed force,

is, says he, the whole effect of that force,

and therefore must be proportional to the

cause : but this height is found to be as the

square of the velocity which the body had
at the beginning of its motion.

In this argument I apprehend that great

man has been extremely unfortunate. For,

first, whereas all proof should be taken from
principles that are common to both sides,

in order to prove a thing we deny, he as-

sumes a principle which we think farther

from the truth ; namelyj that the height to
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which the-body rises is the whole effect of

the impulse, and ought to be the whole
measure of it. Secondly, His reasoning
serves as well against him as for him : for

may I not plead with as good reason at

least thus ? The velocity given by an im-
pressed force is the whole effect of that

impressed force ; and therefore the force

must be as the velocity. Thirdly, Sup-
posing the height to which the body is

raised to be the measure of the force, this

principle overturns the conclusion he would
establish by it, as well as that which he
opposes. For, supposing the first velocity

of the body to be still the same ; the height
to which it rises will be increased, if the
power of gravity is diminished; and di-

minished, if the power of gravity is increased.

Bodies descend slower at the equator, and
faster towards the poles, as is found by
experiments made on pendulums. If then
a body is driven upwards at the equator
with a given velocity, and the same body is

afterwards driven upwards at Leipsic with
the same velocity, the height to which it

rises in the former case will be greater than
in the latter ; and therefore, according to

his reasoning, its force was greater in the
former case ; but the velocity in both was
the same ; consequently the force is not
as the square of the velocity any more than
as the velocity.

Reflections on this Controversy On the
whole, I cannot but think the controvertists

on both sides have had a very hard task ;

the one to prove, by mathematical reason-
ing and experiment, what ought to be taken
for granted ; the other by the same means to

prove what might be granted, making some
allowance for impropriety of expression,
but can never be proved.

If some mathematician should take it in

his head to affirm that the velocity of a
body is not as the space it passes over in a
given time, but as the square of that space

;

you might bring mathematical arguments
and experiments to confute him, but you
would never by these force him to yield, if

he was ingenious in his way ; because you
have no common principles left you to

argue from, and you differ from each other

not in a mathematical proposition, but in a
mathematical definition-

Suppose a philosopher has considered

only that measure of centripetal force which
is proportional to the velocity generated by
it in a given time, and from this measure
deduces several propositions. Another phi-

losopher in a distant country, who has the
same general notion of centripetal force,

takes the velocity generated by it, and
the quantity of matter together, as the
measure of it. From this he deduces several

conclusions, that seem directly contrary to

those of the other. Thereupon a serious

controvery is begun, whether centripetal

force be as the velocity, or as the velocity

and quantity of matter taken together.

Much mathematical and experimental dust
is raised, and yet neither party can ever be
brought to yield ; for they are both in the
right, only they have been unlucky in giv-

ing the same name to different mathema-
tical conceptions. Had they distinguished
these measures of centripetal force as New-
ton has done, calling the one vis centripetce

quantitatis acceleratrix, the other, quanti-
tatis motrixi all appearance of contradic-

tion had ceased, and their propositions,

which seem so contrary, had exactly tal-

lied.





STATISTICAL ACCOUNT

OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW.*

INTRODUCTION.

To give a distinct account of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish two periods of its existence, in

which its constitution and appearance were
extremely different—the period before the

reformation from Popery, and that which
followed it ; to which may be subjoined,

the present state of the University, with

such alterations in the mode of conducting
education as the improvements in litera-

ture, and the state of society, have sug-

gested.

I. HISTORY OP THE UNIVERSITY BEFORE THE
REFORMATION.

Origin—At the request of King James
II., Pope Nicolas V. granted a Bull, con-

stituting a " studium generate, tarn in theo-

logia, acjure canonico et civili, quam in arti-

* This Account was published in the last or 21st
volume of the " Statistical Account of Scotland," in

1799, three years alter the death of Reid. It was not
communicated by the author himself to Sir John
Sinclair, nor probably during his life, but, as the
title bears, was «« Transmitted by Professor J inline

in Name of the Principal and Professors of the Uni
versity." In the "Statistical Account," there is no
indication afforded in regard to the writer : but it has
always been attributed to our author. It exhibits his

character of thought and style, and even various of
his peculiarities of expression (us professions tor pro-
fessorships) ; and, as I am informed by my learned
friend, Ur l.ee, was produced and f unded on as the
work of Heid, in an action maintained, some thirty

years ago, by sundry of his colleagues, (Mr Jardine
among the number,; in regard to their collegiate pri.

vileges. From internal evidence, it appears that the
Account itself was drawn up in 1794, two years be-

fore Keid's death ; but the " Additions and Correc-
tions" are of a more recent date, and probably by a
diffe-ent hand.

Before I became aware that this Account was the
work of Reid, I had t>een struck by the singular cor.

rectness of the view that is here taken of the consti-

tution of the ancient University, and this, as it ap-
pears, not from any analogical knowledge of the his.

tory of the European universities in general, but
abstracted from the records of the (>lasgow Faculty
of Arts a one.— II.

bus, et quavis alia licita facilitate"* to

continue in all time to come in the city of

Glasgow, as being a notable place, and fit

for the purpose, by the temperature of the

air, and the plenty of all kinds of provisions

for human life ; and, by his apostolical

authority, ordained, That its doctors, mas-
ters, readers, aud students, shall enjoy all

the privileges, liberties, honours, exemp-
tions, aud immunities granted to the stu-

dium generate of his city of Bononia [Bo-
logna] He likewise appointed William

Turnbull, then Bishop of Glasgow, and his

successors in that see, to be the Rectors,+

called Chancellors, of the said studium ;

and to have the same authority over the

doctors, masters, and scholars, as the Rec-
tors [of the schools] have in the Studium
Bononiense.% This Bull is dated at Rome
the 7th of the month of January 1450, and
the fourth year of his pontificate.

Establishment.—By the care ofthe bishop

and his chapter, a body of statutes was pre-

pared, and an university established in the

year 1451 : consisting, besides the Chancel-
lor, of a Rector, Doctors, and Masters of the

four faculties, who had taken their degrees

in other universities ; and students, who,
after a course of study and examination,

prescribed by their several faculties, might
be promoted to academical degrees.

That this institution might open with the

greater celebrity, the bishop had procured

and published a Bull from the Pope, grant-

ing an universal indulgence to all faithful

* This quotation has been corrected from the
Bull.-H.

t The term Rector is here used generically. The
Rector, the proper head of the University, was by the
University elected.— H.

X The origin and nature of the office of Chancellor,
in i elation to the ancient universities, is a very curi-

ous subject, and one not at all known ; but, as it can-
not be explained in a few words, I must not speak of
i at present — I may observe, in general, that there
is nothing in the privileges and regulations of the
University of < lasgow but what is common, 1 may
saw, to ; II the older Universities.- H.

3 A
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Christians, who should visit the cathedral

church of Glasgow, in the year 1451. We
have no account of the solemnity and cere-

mony of the first establishment ; but it ap-

pears that David Cadzow, licentiate in can-

non-law, and canon of Glasgow, was the

first rector, (probably appointed by the

bishop;) and that he was, by election,

continued in 1452. There are more than

100 members mentioned, as incorporated

by him in these two years ; and most of

them n t young men; but secular or regular

ecclesiastics, canons, rectors, vicars, and
presbyters, abbots, priors, and monks.*
Andrew Stewart, brother to King James
II., was incorporated in 1456, being then

sub-dean of Glasgow.
Exemptions The clergy would perhaps

be the more disposed to attend the Univer-
sity, as, while they were incorporated mem-
bers, they were, by royal charters and acts

of Parliament, exempted from all taxes

and public burdens- And Bishop Turn-
bull, in the year 1453, ordained, That the

beneficed clergy in his diocese, who were
regents or students in his university, or

willing to study while they were teachable,

should, upon asking his license, be exempted
from residence in their cures, providing

they took care to have the religious offices

duly performed.

Royal Charter.— King James II., in the

year 1453, at the request of Bishop Turn-
bull, granted a charter in favour of the

University of Glasgow ; by which the Rec-
tor, the Deans of the Faculties, the Procura-

tors of the four nations, the Masters, Re-
gents, and Scholars, studying in the said

university, providing they be not prelates,

as well as the Beadals, Writers, Stationers,

and Parchment-makers,f are exempted ab

omnibus tributis, muneribus, exactionibus,

taxationibus, collectis, vigiliis, et pedagiis,

aliquo modo infra regnum nostrum statuen-

dis et levandis.

Privileges and Powers.—The same pri-

vilege was renewed by subsequent sove-

reigns, and confirmed by acts of Parliament.

And even in taxes of an eighth part of all

ecclesiastical livings, for the defence of the

nation against an invasion of the English,

the clergy in the University of Glasgow,

* This circumstance was probably the cause why
the election of Rector was conceded to all the mem-
bers of the University, and not limited to the gra-

duated alone. In this particular, the custom of the
Italian schools was preferred to that of Paris, by the
example of which most of the transalpine univen.
sities were regulated. This, with the circumstance
that only one college arose within the University,

enabled the regents of that college more easily to
usurp from the graduates at large the rights of aca-
demical teaching and legislation—to sink the public
university in the private paedagogium.— H.

t These were all the common gupposts (subpositi)

of a univers ty ; and the follow ng are only the im-
munities and privileges ir the usual form granted to

every other institution of the kind over Europe.— '
'.

on pleading their privilege, were exempted.
This right of exemption from taxation, was
pleaded by this-University before the Lords
of Council and Session, on the 20th of No-
vember 1633, and was sustained.

To these privileges, which the bishops of

Glasgow obtained from the Crown and
Parliament, they added others which were
in their own power, in consequence of the

ample civil and criminal jurisdiction which
they possessed within their own diocese

—

to wit, The privilege of buying, selling, and
transporting provisions, within the jurisdic-

tion of the bishop, free of tolls and cus-

toms ; the fixing the rent of houses or lod-

gings, possessed by persons belonging to

the university, by a jury, the one half citi-

zens, the other half persons belonging to

the university ; the obliging the magistrates

of Glasgow, upon their election, to swear
that they shall observe, and cause to be
observed, the immunities, liberties, and sta-

tutes of the university ; the granting the

rector the next place, in precedence to the

bishop, in all ceremonies and processions ;

the granting the privileges of incorporated

members to all the servants of the univer-

sity ; the self-denying clause in the chancel-

lor's oath, [ ?] and which still makes a clause

in it—" Se nihil in academics negotiis sine

moderatorum et magistrorum assentione ten-

taturum"''—and particularly, the granting to

the Rector, at first, the jurisdiction in all

civil and pecuniary questions, respecting

members of the university, and in crimes

less atrocious ; and afterwards, the extend-

ing it to all causes and crimes whatsoever ;

the power also, of inflicting ecclesiastical

censure, even that of excommunication.
Capital Trial.—There is, however, only

one instance on record of a capital trial

before the rector's court, and that so late

as the year 1670. That year, Robert Bar-
toune, a student, was indicted for murder,
before Sir William Fleming, rector ; but

was acquitted by the jury.

II. ANCIENT CONSTITUTION.

The constitution of this learned body will

appear, by taking a view of the parts into

which it was divided, and the powers and
obligations of each.

I. Election of Office-Bearers, §c—The
whole incorporated members, students, as

well as doctors and masters, were divided

into four parts, called the Quatuor Nationes,

according to the place of their nativity. The
whole realm of Scotland, and the Isles, was
distinguished into four districts, under the

names of Clydesdale, Teviotdale, Albany,

and Rothesay. A meeting of the whole
University was annually called, on the day

next after St Crispin's day. This meeting
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was called the Cmgregatio Universitalis

:

and, being divided into the four Nations,

each nation, by itself, chose a Procurator
and an Intrant ; and the intrants, meeting
by themselves, made choice of a Rector
and a Deputatus of each nation, who were
assistants and Assessors to the Rector.*

Functions—The Rector and Deputati

had several functions.

1st, They were judges in all civil and
criminal causes, wherein any member of

the University was a party. Every raera-

who either sued or answered before any
other court, was guilty of perjury, and in-

curred the penalty of expulsion The eccle-

siastics in the University, to whatever dio-

cese they- belonged, could not be called be-
fore their rural deans.

2dly, All members were incorporated by
the rector and deputati, after taking an
oath to obey the rector and his successors,

to observe the statutes, and preserve the
privileges of the University, and not to

reveal its secrets to its prejudice, to what-
ever station they should arive.

3dly, The rector and deputati were the
council of the University ; who deliberated

upon, and digested all matters to be brought
before the congregation of doctors and mas-
ters. And the determinations of the doctors

and masters, in such cases, were accounted,
in respect of authority, next to the statutes

Sometimes the congregatio universHatis was
called occasionally for weighty matters

;

such as the making or repealing of statutes,

or for an embassy to the higher powers, in

name of the University. In such cases,

each nation chose three or four deputati,

who were joined with the rector and his

deputati, to transact the business committed
to them.
Two other office-bearers were chosen

annually, on the morrow after St Crispin's

day ; a Bursarius, who kept the university

purse, and accounted for what he received

and expended ; and a Promoter, whose office

was to see that the statutes were observed,
and to bring delinquents before the Rector's
court, which had power to enforce the sta-

tutes, or to dispense with them in cases
that were not declared to be indispensible.

II. Faculties—A second division of the
University was into its different Faculties.

The Pope's Bull mentions four by name—to
wit, Theology, Canon Law, Civil Law, and
the Arts. All others are comprehended
in a general clause, el in quavis alia licila

facultate In the dark ages, the profes-
sions of theology, canon, and civil law, were
called the three learned professions ; as
being the only professions in which learning
was expected or thought necessary. They
fitted men for the most honourable and lu-

* Sec above, note, 741, b.—H.

crative employments ; for the highest digni-

ties in the church ; for the councils of kings ;

for the offices of judges at home ; and of

ambassadors to foreign courts. To train

men to eminence in these professions, was
the first intention of universities. The
Arts, under which was comprehended logic,

physics, and morals, were considered as a
necessary introduction to the learned pro-

fessions, and, therefore, a necessary part of

study in every university.

Their Plan—The plan upon which uni-

versities were incorporated by the Popes,

was very like to that of incorporated towns
and boroughs, and perhaps was borrowed
from it. The university corresponds to the

whole incorporation of the borough ; the

different faculties to the different companies
of the trades or crafts into which the

borough is divided. A company is a smaller

incorporation, subordinate to that of the

borough ; has the power of choosing its own
head, or deacon ; and an authority over

those who are in the course of being trained

to the same craft. The companies in the

incorporated towns were anciently called

collegia, or colleges ; and the whole incor-

poration, comprehending all the companies,
was called the universitas of that town.

These names were, by analogy, applied to

corporations of the learned professions, and
at last appropriated to them. The word
used in Pope Nicolas' Bull is not universi-

tas but stadium generate ; and the univer-

sity of Bononia he calls Studium Bonon-
iense : but, in the charter of King James
II. in 1453, we have

—

Alma universitas

Glasgucnsis, filia nostra dilecta.*

Government.—The government of a fa-

culty was very similar to that of the Uni-
versity. Each faculty had its own statutes,

determining the time of study, and the ex-

ercises and examinations requisite for at-

taining degrees in that faculty. Each
chose annually its own dean, its own bur-

sarius, and sometimes four deputati as a
council to the dean. We know very little

of the three higher faculties in this Uni-
versity, as there is no record extant, either

of their statutes or of their transactions.

There are only two memorandums relating

to them in the University record. In the

first, we are told, that, on the 29th of July
146*0, the venerable David Cadzow, then
rector of the University, began, in the

chapter house of the predicant friars, the
clergy and masters being there convened,
to read the rubric in the canon law, de v ta

et honestate clericorum ; and that he con-

* Universitas, as originally used, is simply a word
for an incorporated generality. It has nothing to do
with any complement of studies. Collegium is am-
biguous in its acaikmical employment; sometimes
being applied to denote the public sub-incorporation
of a faculty; sometimes a private incorporation 0#
certain individuals of the university.— H.

3 A 3
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tinued according to the pleasure of the

hearers : and that, on the same day, and in

the same place, William de Levenax began
a title in the civil law. But we are not

told how long it pleased the hearers that

these lectures should be continued. In

another memorandum we are told, that, on
the 23d of March, in the year 1521, Robert
Lile, bachelor in theology, and prior of the

convent of predicant friars in Glasgow,
began, pro forma, to read a lecture on the

fourth book of the sentences, in the monas-
tery ; in presence of the rector, dean of

faculty, and the rest of the masters ; John
Ade, professor of theology, and provincial of

the order in Scotland, presiding at the time.

III. Degrees.—A third division was ac-

cording to the academical degree of every

member. The highest degree in theology,

canon, and civil law, was that of Doctor ;

and in the arts, that of Muster. In some
universities, Masters of Arts are called Doc-
tors of Philosophy ; but in most they are

distinguished by the name of Master, from
those who have the highest degree in any
of the higher faculties.* A master, however,
might be chosen to be rector, or a deputa-

tus, as well as doctor. In all the faculties,

there were two degrees by which a man
rose to the highest : these were Bachelor
and Licentiate.-f- The degree of Licentiate,

as well as that of Doctor or Master, was
conferred only by' the chancellor or vice-

chancellor. The requisites to all the de-

grees was a certain time of study, and the
having heard certain books prelected upon,
and certain exercises and examinations : in

Bachelors of the Arts fifteen years of age, and
in Masters twenty. It was forbidden, under a
heavy penalty, to give any man the title of

Master, by word or writing, who had not

attained that degree ; and the penalty was
still more heavy if any man took it to him-
self before he had lawfully obtained it.

Academical degrees were considered as of

divine institution, (probably because insti-

tuted by Popes, who were thought to be
inspired by the Holy Ghost); and, there-

fore, the chancellor or vice-chancellor con-

ferred them authoritate divina, et in nomine
Patris, Filii, et Spiritus Sancti.

IV. Teaching.—The last division we
shall mention, is into teachers, and those
who were taught. On this part of the

constitution, the records that are extant
leave us much in the dark. We know
that four faculties were established; be-

* Originally Magister, Doctor, and Professor were
conrertible terms.— H.

t The License was originally properly granted by
the Chancellor, and usually preceded the highest
Degree, or admission to a Faculty, by a year. This
function of the Chancellor—who, in the older univer.
sities was always the Ecclesiastical Ordinary or his
.mandatory—was the continuance of a right exercised
prior to he origin ol universities, in the eleventh aim
twelfth teir.uries.—H.

cause, in the oath taken by masters of

arts, they swore to promote peace among
the four faculties, especially with the faculty

of theology. A school of canon law is

mentioned as being in disrepair, and to be

repaired out of the university purse ; and
it appears that degrees were conferred both

in that faculty and in theology. Andreas
de Garlies, Doctor in Medicinis, was incor-

porated in 1 169 ; but his name is never
mentioned again, nor anything else that

relates to medicine. It is probable, there-

fore that there was no faculty of medicine,

nor any teaching in that science. Of the

teaching in the faculty of arts we have more
full information, from two manuscripts in

parchment ;—one of which contains the

statutes of that faculty, and its conclusions

;

and the other the minutes of its meetings,

and transactions, from 1451 to 1509, and
from 1535 to 1555. These manuscripts

were transcribed by order of the University

in 1769.
Pcedagogium.—Some years after the Uni-

versity was founded, many of the students

were young men, to whom tuition, as well

as teaching, was necessary ; and, therefore,

provision was made that they should live

and eat in one house, which was called

Paiagogium, or the College of Arts ; where
they were taught and governed by certain

masters, who were called Regentes in Arti-

bxis* This college was at first on the south
side of the Rotten-row, and probably was a
part of the property of the bishop and
chapter; but afterwards a tenement was
bequeathed by Lord Hamilton, for the Col-

lege of Arts, where the college now stands.

Regents.—At first there were three re-

gents in the arts ; to wit, Alexander Ged-
des, a Cistertian monk ; Duncan Bunch

;

and William Arthurlie. Afterwards, we
find sometimes two, and sometimes but one.

It seems to have been the most laborious

and least coveted office in the University.

Besides teaching and presiding in disputa-

tions omni die legibili, they lived within the

College, eat at a common table with the

students of arts, visited the rooms of the

students before nine at night, when the

gates were shut, and at five in the morning,
and assisted in all examinations for degrees

in arts. In the beginning of every session,

they proposed to the faculty the books they

intended to prelect upon, and had their

* A Regens in Artibus was not a title appropri-

ated to a teacher in the predagogium or college. Thii
was only a house into which ce tain members of the
university were admitted, ai d where they were
maintained ; and among these certain graduates, un-
der the condition of there teaching in their faculty.

Regere, or regcre scholas, meant simply and in gen-
eral, to teach • and Magister Regens, or Doctor Re-
gens, denoted a graduate who actually exercised his

duty or his privilege of lecturing, &c. There were,
at leastthere might have been, many other graduates

I

" regenting,' besides those who had appointments
I the paedagogium.— H.
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permission- There was no salary for this

office for many years ; and the fees paid hy
the hearers were very small. Twice we
find a regent presented by the chancellor,

and one of these he turned off for insuffi-

ciency in two or three years. Once, the

faculty turned one out for insufficiency, and
put two in his place, with power to choose

a third, with the consent of the faculty, if

they found it proper. All that had this

office, excepting two, continued in it hut a
few years ; and very often one who was not

a member of the faculty was called to this

office, and made a regent immediately upon
being incorporated. From these parti ;u-

lars, it is prohable that there was no cm-
petition either for this office or for the pa-

tronage of it ; but rather some difficulty to

find persons qualified who were willing to

take it.

Books—The books which students were
obliged to hear read, before taking the de-

gree of Bachelor, were prescribed by sta-

tute. They were, " Porphirie's Introduc-
tion to certain books of Aristotle," and
" Petrus Hispanus " The fee to be paid

for hearing each was also fixed-* When

* This fee was called the Pastxs It was exigible
by all unsalaried graduates for their prelect'ons. But
when the custom of giving salaries to certain gradu-
: tea, i. e. of endowing certain chairs, was introduced,
vo fee could be legally demanded ,• the endowment
was in lieu of ihepastus, a boon to the public and
the j>oor

;
and it was only after these salaried gradu-

ates who in time came to be called professors, had, by
their gratuitous instruction, rendered the \ecK les of
the graduates at large a profitless vocation— 1 say
it was only when other leitures were discontinued,
competition thus removed, and the whole instruc-
tion, and often even the whole regulation, of the
university allowed to fall into their hands, that,
by slow and imperceptible degrees, fees were again
introduced, and in different schools and coun-
tries, by different means, sometimes legally, more
frequently illegalh, raised to the footing of compul-
sory exactions. '1 he records of the University of
Glasgow shew the progress of the innovation in that
institution. In the earlier ages, and when the sal.

aried graduates—the regents of the pasdagogium

—

were very inadequately provided for, honoraria, or
voluntary offerings, hy the richer students, were
naturally made. These gradually became customary

;

were, in time, looked upon as a due ; and, by sanction
of the Moderators, (not Professors,) a graduated scale
was, from time to time, fixed, according to which stu-
dents of different ranks were expected to contribute.
1 he poorer scholars were always declared free, and
those educated for the church being generally of that
den ription, no custom of honoraries was ever intro-

duced into the theological classes. The city of Glas-
gow had been a considerable l enefactor of the col-

lege ; and the corporation, till a late period, took
care that its citizens should enjoy their original priv-
ilege of gratuitous instruction, or, at least, pay only
such fees as they themselves deemed reasonable; for,

at every new regulation touching " schoUtujcs," or
"honoraries," it is stated, either that the chldren
of the citizens shall he entitled to gratuitous educa-
tion, or that they shall be liable in payment only " m
such proportions and rates as the Town Co ncil and
Modcratots, after conference, shall agree upon." At
length, since the commencement of the present
century, the Professors seem to have taken upon them-
selves, to double and treble the previous rate of fees

without the sanction of the Moderaors, far less the
consent of the city. 'I he ^ oininission. rs of Inquiry
into the statr of tin- U nivc- sii ies of Scotland anini".

ad\cn severely upon the impropriety of the high

they had these, and the other requisites,

they were presented by their regent to a
meeting of the Faculty, which, by statute,

was appointed to be held annually the day
after All-Saint*.

Examinations.—When they were found
to have all the reqnisita, or wanted only

such as the factdty saw cause to dispense

with, four examinators, called temptntores.

were elected, to examine them, within ten

days. Of the four temptatores, two were
regents, (when there were two,) and the

other two non-regents. The examinators,

after examination, wrote, signed, and sealed

their report ; which contained not only the

name of those whom they found worthy,

but their order, according to their merit

;

and, in this order, the dean conferred the

degree of Bachelor of Aits. The examin-
ators, when they were chosen, took an oath

to make a faithful report, and not to reveal

the secrets of the examination. The can-
didates were also sworn not to reveal the

secrets of the examination ; nor to shew
any resentment, by word or deed, against

any fellow-candidate, by whom they had
been refuted in the course of the examina-
tion. The examination for the degrees of

Licentiate and of Master was carried on in

the same way.
O'.lgation In the oath taken by one

who took the degree of Master, he came
under an obligation de lectura ad biennium ;

but this, which implied not only his conti-

nuing his studies in the College for two
years, but his giving lectures during that

time, was very often dispensed with upon
paying a fine.*

amount of fees thus exacted ; whereby, in the lac-

uity of arts, the poor student is obliged to pay as

high (and in one class even higher) to the well

endowed professors of a provincial university, as he
does to those of the metropolitan university, who
enjoy no s daries worth taking into account But,
while commenting on the improprieiy of the pro-
ceeding, it is singular that the Commissioiu rs have
not advened to its palpable illegality. If the city of
Glasgow should vindicate its right of control, this

might be exerted not merely as a salutary check o»
the irregular imposition of fees, but indirectly be
employe! as a mean of raising the character of the
university itself, by extorting a reform in the present
mode of its academical patronage—that by self-elec-

tion. See above, p. 43, a, note *.—H.
* This statement is quite correct. This interval

was the period of what, in the older universities, was
called the necessary reqency. I see that this matter is

mistaken in the able Report relative to the Univers-
ity of (dasgow, by the Commissioners on the Uni-
versities and Colleges of .Scotland. The phrase is

there supposed to mean, only a continuation ot study
in the faculty for two years subsequent to the de-
gree of A.M. In the English universities the di-
pensation is still in use; ami, on the supposition that
they are then actually teaching, Masters, during this

interval, have certain privileges in the university
which they may not aftei wards enjoy, i he practi e
was originally universal. In the first place, it was
necessary to ensure instruction in the dep-utment of
the faculty; and, in the second place, our an esfors

knew, it seems, better than we the value of intellect
i'.il exercise, and, in particular, th.it the moat tf-

iLttivc means of learning is to teach.
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Lectures.—The statutes of this faculty

suppose that every master is to give pre-

lections ; for they enjoin, that, on the day
in which the dean is chosen, the masters,

according to their seniority, shall name the

book upon which they are to prelect ; and
that, if two masters choose the same book,

the senior be preferred, unless there be so

many hearers that both may prelect on the

same book, at the same time, in different

schools- But, in tho minutes of faculty,

there is no mention of any such lectures

being proposed or given by any master but
the magistri re<jentes.*

The manner of teaching and of hearing
is, by the statutes, ordained to be the same
as in Bononia and in Pisa. In many other

things, the practice of some one of the fo-

reign universities is made the rule ; but
those of England are never mentioned.

Discipline—Corporeal punishment was
sometimes inflicted upon students in the

College of Arts. For some faults, the sta-

tutes order the punishment to be inflicted

< aligns laxatis.

Property.— It may appear strange that

this University was founded without any
property in lands, houses, or rents. It

came into the world as naked as every in-

dividual does. The congregatio universa-
lis was always held at the cathedral. Some-
times the doctors and masters met at the
convent of the Dominicans, or Predicators,

as they were called. All the lectures we
find mentioned in theology, canon or civil

law, were read there. There was an uni-
versity purse, into which some perquisites,

paid at incorporation, and at examinations,
and promotions to degrees, were put. From
this purse, caps of ceremony were furnished,

after some years : but, to defray the expense
of a silver rod or mace, to be carried before

the rector at certain solemnities, it was
found necessary to tax all the incorporated
members ; and, on that occasion, we are
told that David Cadzow, who was then
rector, gave twenty nobles.

Two or three chaplainries were be-

queathed, under the patronage of the uni-

versity, by some of its first members. The
duty of the chaplain was to perform certain

masses, at such an altar, for the souls of the

As it was proverbially said

—

Diseere si quceris, doceas : sic ipse doceris •

Nam studio tali tibi proficis atque sodali.
Those graduates who not merely performed their

obligation during the years of necessary regency,
but' exercised their privilege of teaching when that
per-od was at an end, were called voluntary regents,
(regentes ad placitum.)— H.

* In regard to ihe term Magistri regentes, see above
p. 7 4. b, *. This practice o! arranging the books to
be prelected on in ordinary (ordinarie) by the regent
ma>ters, was general in the Kuropean schools. We
have some curious lists of the books, and of the var-
ious rates of pastus at which the lectures on them
were stinted, in the histories of the universities of
Vienna and Ingolstadt— H.

founder and his friends ; for which he had
a small annuity. These chaplainries were
commonly given to some of the regents of

the college of arts ; perhaps because they

were the poorest of the sacerdotal order in

the university. This patronage and this

purse, as far as appears, were all the pro-

perty which the university ever possessed.

Nor does it appear that the faculties of

theology, canon or civil law, ever had any
property. The individuals had rich livings

through all parts of the nation—abbacies,

priories, prebends; rectories, and vicarages :

but the community had nothing. ' Its privi-

leges were the inducement to bring rich

ecclesiastics into a society, in which they

lived at ease, free of all taxes, and subject

to no authority but that of their own rector.

The College of Arts, however, being per-

haps thought the most useful part of the

whole, and entitled to public favour, as en-

trusted with the education of youth, soon

came to have some property. In the year

1459, James Lord Hamilton bequeathed
to Mr Duncan Bunch, principal regent of

the College of Arts, and his successors,

regents, for the use of the said College—

a

tenement, with the pertinents, lying on the

north side of the church and convent of the

Predicators, together with four acres of land

in the Dow hill.* From this time we find

the purse of the faculty of arts, which ap-

pears, to have been heavier than that of the

University, employed in repairing and add-
ing to the buildings of the College ; furnish-

ing rooms for the regents and students

;

and things necessary for the kitchen, and a
common table.

In the year 1466, another tenement, ad-

joining to the College, was bequeathed by
Mr Thomas Arthurlie. By this time,

many of the students of arts were the youth
of the nation, whose good education was a
matter of importance to the public. They
were distinguished, according to their rank,

into sons of noblemen, of gentlemen, and of

those of meaner rank ; and, in the expense
of their education, were taxed accordingly.

Such, as far as we can learn, was the

constitution of the University of Glasgow
before the Reformation. There is reason to

think, that, when the zeal in favour of a
new institution began to cool, the three

higher faculties gradually declined into in-

activity.

Defects.—From the year 1490, we find

frequent complaints, of masters not attend-

ing university meetings ; of statutes having

fallen into disuse ; of bachelors and licenti-

* In this deed, the regents and students are re-

quired, every day after dinner and after supper, to

stand up and pray for the souls of James Lord Ham-
ilton, founder of the college ; of Euphemia his spouse,

Countess of Doug'as 1

; ; of his ancestors and successors

;

and of all from whom he has received any benefit, lor

winch he lias not made a proper return.
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ntes not proceeding in their degrees ; of the

jurisdiction of the University not being re-

spected. Sometimes, at the election of a
rector, not one of the nation" of Albany was
present ; and once, none either of Albany
or of Teviotdale. There seems only to have
been one dean in the University for some
time before the Reformation, to wit, the

dean of the faculty of arts ; and, therefore,

it is probable the other faculties had no
meetings. In the later minutes of the Uni-
versity he is called Decanus Facultatis,

without addition ; whereas, more early, he
is always Decanus Facultatis Artium.* This
style, of Dean of Faculty of the University,

which we see was a considerable time be-

fore the Reformation, continues to be used
to this day ; there being only one dean of

faculty in that University, who is considered

not as the head of one particular faculty,

but in the light of an university officer, as

the rector is.

There seem to have been two obvious

defects in the ancient constitution of the

University. The first, that no salaries were
provided for regular lectures in the high

faculties. It was not to be expected, that

the laborious work of teaching should be

performed by those who could not live by it

;

and who could not, by their industry and
eminence in their profession, rise to some
degree of respect proportioned to what their

talents and learning might have raised them
in another line of life. The second defect

—

That there was not sufficient power over
the University to remedy disorders, when
these became general, and infected the
whole body. The chancellor had, by his

oath already mentioned, divested himself

of the power which the Pope's Bull gave
him ; and neither royal nor parliamentary
visitations, so frequent afterwards, were
then introduced.+

* This conjecture is confirmed by a notarial in-

strument of the foundation of a chaplamry, by Mr
Thomas Letss, while he was on a sick-bed, but sound
in his mind. , This instrument was taken, the 8th
day of March, in the year 1529, before respectable
witnesses, five of whom signed it with the notary.
In it the notary s&ys—Constituit dominum rectorem
Univertitatis Glasguensis et decanum facultatis qus-
dcm, indubitatos patronos. From this, it appears,
that only one dean existed at that time in the Uni-
versity, or was expected to exist ; and we know that
a dean of the faculty of arts was chosen annually, till

the year 155.'>. [See p. 7<;y, note.— H.j

t Whatever were the causes of declension in this

University be 'ore the Reformation, the annals of
literature nient on very few of its members who
made any considerable figure in the learned world.
One, however, deserves to be mentioned. William
Elphinston, who had been a canon of t-lasgow, and
had borne the offices both of rector 0/ the University,
and dean of the faculty of arts, was eminent in the
knowledge both of the ranon and civil law. He was
made Bishop of Aberdeen, and Chanccli r of Scot-
land ; and was employed in several e:> b—im to

foreign courts. He founded the University of Old
AI>erdoen. in the year |4M ; and, either from the
rxinrience of what he had teen in the University of

Oia<gnw, or from a deeper knowledge of human
nature, he supplied, in hiiun vcr.-iiy, both the defect*

III. HISTORY AFTER THE REFORMATION.

The reformation in religion, established

by act of Parliament in the year 1560,
brought the University of Glasgow almost

to annihilation. The dignitaries of the

church and convents, of whom its doctors

and masters were composed, were no more.
The Chancellor, James Beaton, fled to

France, and carried with him the plate of

the cathedral, with the bulls, charter, and
rights both of the see and of the University,

which he deposited partly in the Convent
of the Carthusians, and partly in the Scotch
College at Paris, (where they lately were,)

to be restored when Popery should be re-

established. It ought to be observed, to

the honour of that college, that they have
always been ready to give extracts from the
originals deposited with them, as well as to

gratify the curious by the inspection of
them. The late Principal Gordon, of that
college, made a present to the University
of Glasgow of a copy of the chartulary of
the Chapter of Glasgow, notorially attested.

All that was now to be seen of the Uni-
versity was that small part, called the Col-

lege of Arts, or Pcedagogium ; * the least in

dignity, though perhaps not the least useful.

This small part, with its small property

—

probably much impaired by the confusion
of the times, and the loss of rights—re-

mained as a relic of the ancient University,
and a seed of a reformed University, de-

pendent for its subsistence and growth on
future benefactions. The rich fabric of the
Popish hierarchy, in Scotland, was pulled
down with more zeal than prudence, by a
fierce nation, long oppressed, and little

accustomed to regular government. All
who had power or interest scrambled for

we have observed in that of Glasgow ; for he gave
salaries (not illiberal for the times) to those who were
to teach theology, canon and civil law, medicine,
languages, and philosophy, and pensions to a certain
number of poor students; and likewise appointed a
visitorial power, reserving to himself, as chancellor,
and to his successors in that office, a dictatorial power,
to be exercised occasionally according to the report of
the visiters.

James Beaton, the last Popish Arcnbishopof Glas.
gow, deserves also to 1 e mentioned with honour. His
fidelity in depositing everything he carried away,
that belonged to the Archbishopric or to the Univer.
sity, in the Convent ot the Carthusians, or in the
Scotch College at Paris, was never questioned. His
political ability appears by his having been appointed
one of the Scottish ambassadors, at the court of
France, for settling the articles of the Queen s mar-
riage with the Dauphin ; his having been again ap-
pointed her ami assador at that court, and continuing
in that office from the time of the Reformation till

her death : and, after that tragical event, his being
appointed King James's ambassador at the same court,
and holding that office till the time of his own death
in 1608. when King James came to be King ot
England. This archbishop left several monuments of
his learning in manuscript, which are preserved in
the Scotch College at Paris, to which he bequeathed
the greatest part of his effects at his death.

* Not synonymous. See above, p, 7*3, b, note *
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the wreck. The crown, the nobility, and

the cities, were enriched by it; some crumbs

came, by second hand, to the universities.

Queen Mary's Charter The first who
had compassion on the University of Glas-

gow, in its depressed state, was the fam-

ous and the unfortunate Queen Mary. In

a charter granted by her, and to which

her privy seal is appended, dated the 13th

of July 1560, there is the following narra-

tive :
—" Forasmuch as, within the citie of

Glasgow, ane colledge and universitie was
devysit to be hade, &c, of the whilke col-

ledge ane part of the scoles and chalmers

being bigget, the rest thairof, alsweil dwel-

lings as provision for the poor bursars and

maisters to teach, ceasit, swa that the samyn
appeared rather to be the decay of ane uni-

versity, nor onieways to be reckonit ane

establisht foundation." Therefore, for the

zeal she bore to letters, &c, she founds five

poor children bursars within the said col-

lege, to be called, in all times to come, bur-

sors of her foundation ; and for their sus-

tentation, she gives to the Masters of the

said college and university the manse and
kirk of the Friars Predicators, with thirteen

acres of ground adjacent, and several other

rents and annuities therein named, which
had belonged to the said friars.*

Burgh Charter—The next benefaction

made to this college is contained in a char-

ter, granted by Sir John Stewart of Mynto,
provost, with the bailies, council, and com-
munity of the city of Glasgow, in the year

1572, and ratified by the Parliament the

same year. They, considering that, besides

other detriment their town sustained, their

schools and colleges were utterly ruined

;

and their youth, who were wont to be trained

to probity and good morals, left to be cor-

rupted by idleness and wantonness ; and,

being earnestly desirous to remedy so great

an evil, by the exhortation, counsel, and
aid of the most respectable Master Andrew
Hay, Rector of the church of Renfrew, and
Vice-Superintendent, and Rector for the

time, of their University of Glasgow—re-

solved to restore, renew, and give a new
foundation to the Peedagogium Glasguense,

quad pro sumptuum inopia pene corruerat,

et in quo, pro nimia paupertate, disciplin-

arian studia extiucta jacebant. For this

purpose, they annex to the said college,

and to the regents and students after-

named, residing within it, being fifteen per-

sons in all, " for their honest and commo-

* The name of bursar, or bursarius, was anciently
p vi'ii to the treasurer of an university or of a college,
who kept the common pur e of the community. We
see that, in Queen Mary's time, this name had come
to be given to poor students, probably I >ecause they
woe pensioners on the common purse. Her gift is the
first wo have met with, that was destined particularly
for the support of a certain number of such toor
students, wh^m she a point*, to be called bursars of
ktrfoundation.

dious sustentation, all and sundry the lands,

tenements, houses, biggings, kirks, chapels,

yards, orchards, crofts, annual-rents, fruits,

duties, profits and emoluments, mails,

obit-silver, and anniversaries whatsoever,

which pertained to whatsoever chappels,

altarages, prebendaries, founded in what-

ever kirk or college within the said city ; or

of the places of all the friars of the same
city, according to the gift made to them by
the Queen, under the Great Seal, the 26th

March 1566/' They likewise will and de-

clare, that the said College, the fifteen per-

sons before mentioned, and all others who
shall he students in the same, and their ser-

vants, shall be exempted ab omni jurisdic-

lione ordinaria ; necnon ab omnibus cus-

tumis, et exactionibus pedariis, intra civita-

tem nostram impositis, vel imponendis. It

is understood to be in consequence of this

charter, that the magistrates of Glasgow,

or a deputation from them, still continue

annually to inspect the accompts of the old

revenue of the College in which the parti-

culars of this donation were comprehended,*
though the greatest part of it, which con-

sisted of small ground annuals, is now
lost.

One might think, that, when to the for-

mer revenue of the College were added

these donations of Queen Mary, and of the

city of Glasgow, it must have been com-
pletely endowed for the maintenance of

fifteen persons ; yet it was soon found ne-

cessary to increase the revenue, and to

diminish the number of persons to be main-
tained by it. For, although the property of

the Dominican Friars in Glasgow was cer-

tainly very considerable before the Reform-
ation, yet all that the College could make
effectual of that, and all their funds taken

together, amounted only, by their rental, to

i;300 Scotch money,f
A more effectual benefaction was made

to this poor society, in the year 1577< by
King James VI., in his minority, with the

advice and consent of the Earl of Morton,

* Hence, too, the privilege of the citizens of Glas-
gow, to which 1 have alluded in a previous note.— H.

t 'I he reason wny donations, in appearai ce liberal,

turned out to so small account, was, partly, that the
Popish ecclesiastics, secular and regular, though
their form of worship was totally abolished through
the whole nation, continued to enjoy their temporali-
ties for life, subject to a taxation of a third part to

the Crown, out of which the clergy ot the reformed
church were to be maintained

; p rtly, that those in-

cumbents, during their life, practised many arts to

alienate their revenues to laymen, either from
friendship or for their own profit, by pretended feu-

contracts, perpetual or long leases, and many other
means, which their private interest, their regard
to relations, or their hatred of the new religion, sug-
gested.

Some of these pretended alienations, made to the
hurt of the college, were afterwards reduced and
annulled by the courts of law, some by arbit'ation.

Probably many more misfit have been reduced ; but
that very oft, n the sul ject was too small to bear the

< xpense of a lawsuit, or the man in possession too

liouxrfttl t» he sued b; the colle*o
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Recent of the kingdom. That was the rec-

tory and vicarage of the parish of Govan,
of which the incumbent was lately dead,

and the value reckoned about twenty-four

chalders. It was found, however, that the

late incumbent had, before his death, given

a nineteen years' lease of the temporality to

a friend, and that friend had transferred his

right to a man in power. By this, and
some other incumbrances, all that the Col-

lege could draw from it, for about twenty
years, was only 300 merks yearly.

IV. MODERN CONSTITUTION.

New Royal Charter.—With this gift,

King James gave a charter offoundation to

the College, which, in its most essential

articles, has continued in force to this day.

It is commonly called the nova erectio ; all

subsequent changes being superstructures

upon this foundation. The charter proceeds

upon this narrative ;

—

Intelligentes quod
annua prqficua et reditus collegii, seu Pal i-

yogii Glasguensis, tarn exiyua sunt, ut hac
n-'Stra cetat: minime S'iffi-ientia siut ad
sustentandum principalem, magistros re-

yentes, Imrsarios, et officinios nccessarios in

qwtvis collegio ; nee ad adn.iniculandum
uustentutioni et reparattoni ejusdem. And
afterwards

—

Dum animum nostrum adjecer*

imus ad collU,endus reliquias academics

Glasguensis ,• quam p ce inopia languescen-
t*m, ac jam pene confectam reperlmus.—
The persons founded by this charter are

twelve ; a Principal, three Regents, four

Bursars, an CEco?iomus or Steward, a \Jook,

a Porter, and a Servant to the Principal.

Establishment.—The Principal was to

teach Theology one day, and Hebrew and
Syriac the next alternately, through the

|

week ; and to preach in the church of I

Govan on Sunday. Of the Regents, one was
to teach Greek and Rhetoric ; another,

Dialectics, Morals, and Politics, with the
elements of Arithmetic and Geometry ; and
the third, who was also Sub-Principal, was to

teach all the branches of Physiology and
Geography, Chronology and Astrology.

The Principal to be presented by the
Crown; the Regents to be elected by the
Hector, Dean of Faculty, and the Prin-
cipal. The Regents were not, as was the

custom of other Scottish universities, to

carry on their students through the three
years' course ; but to keep by one profes-

sion ; so that the student had a new Regent
every year. The Bursars were to be main-
tained for three years and a half within the
College ; that being the time required in

the Scottish universities for acquiring the
degree of Master of Arts. The Steward
was to collect the whole revenues, and to

provide all necessaries for the CnUWe table ;

and to give an account, every day, to the

Principal and Regents, of his disburse-

ments. The Rector, the Dean of Faculty,

and the Minister of Glasgow, are author-

ized to visit the College four times in the

year, to examine and authenticate the pub-

lic accounts, and to see that all things bo

carried on according to the intention of this

foundation, and to correct what was not.

Privileges and Exempli ns.—All dona-

tions formerly made to the College, by what-
soever person or persons, of whatsoever
rank, are ratified. And the whole revenue
formerly belonging to, or now granted, the

King declares and ordains, for him and his

successors, shall be enjoyed by the said

College, free from any taxation of a third

part, or any other taxation whatsoever;
any law, custom, act, or ordinance of Par-
liament, notwithstanding. Finally, he wills

and declares, That the College and Uni-
versity of Glasgow shall enjoy all the pri-

vileges and immunities, by his ancestors,

by him, or any other way, granted to any
university in his kingdom, as freely, peace-
ably, and quietly as if it had enjoyed them
from ancient times before the memory of

men. This charter was ratified by the
King, after he came to the years of major-
ity, and confirmed by act of Parliament, in

the year 1587.

Government—In Glasgow, the whole
property and revenue pertaining to the
University, is vested in the college, and is

administrated by a meeting of the Principal

and Professors, commonly called the College

Meeting, and very often, though perhaps
with less propriety, the Faculty Meeting.
The record of this meeting is visited and
authenticated by the Rector, Dean of

Faculty, and the Minister of the High
Church of Glasgow. Other business of
the University, besides matters of revenue,
and the discipline of the students, is

managed in what is called an University-

Meeting, or Senate ; in which the Rector
and Dean of Faculty sit, along with the
Principal and Professors. Indeed, besides

the College, all that remains of the Univer-
sity is a Chancellor, Rector, and Dean.
We see that the Nova Erectio supposes
their existence ; but makes no change with
regard to their powers, except in giving to

the two last, together with the Minister of
Glasgow, a visitorial power over the College.
The Rector and Dean are chosen annually
much in the same manner as they wert
from the first foundation of the University.*

The Rector always names the Principal and

* The Dean—the Dean of the faculty of Arts, he
is not. He was originally, and, on the constitutional
principle of the University, he ought now, to be
dieted by the whole body of graduates of thi< Fa-
culty of Arts, (for they constitute that faculty which
i- an university, not a college incorporation,) ond not
iv the I'roie-sor.. only, i. <.', the collegiate or .-alani'J
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Professors to be his Assessors j and, with

them, occasionally forms a court of law, for

judging in pecuniary questions, and less

atrocious crimes, wherein any member of

the University was party. The University

has always maintained its exemption from
all jurisdiction of the City Magistrates, but

not of the Sheriff or Court of Session.

This may suffice for a general view of

the constitution of the university, since the

reformation from Popery. As to the state

of its revenues during that period, it has

been much indebted both to our princes and
to subjects. Its declension before the reign

of James VI. was not more remarkable than

its progress since that period. From the

small beginning derived from the bounty of

that prince, it continued to prosper to the

era of the Restoration ; having, at that

time, besides a Principal, eight Professors,

a Librarian, with a tolerable Library, "the

number of its Bursars increased, and an
additional number of other Students of all

ranks. A renewal of tbe fabric (which
had been ruinous) was begun and carried

on, with great enlargement, in an elegant

manner for the time ; but not finished.

V. DONATIONS.

Soon after the new foundation, in the

year 1581, the Archbishop gave to the Col-

lege the customs of the city of Glasgow, by
which it was enabled to found a fourth

regent. A new body of statutes was formed
about this time, which are extant. ' By
them it appears that the Principal and four

regents were put to very hard and constant

labour ; and the students kept under very
strict discipline. Of the Regents, the first

and highest was Professor of Physiology,

and Sub-Principal ; the second was Profes-

sor of Moral Philosophy; the third of Logic
and Rhetoric ; and the fourth of Greek.
Their salaries rose in gradation ; and, when
any of the higher offices became vacant,

Masters, who are only members of it qua Masters;
for, on principle, no one is eligible to a Professorship
who is not a graduate in the relative faculty. In
like manner, the other faculties ought severally to
have their own Denis elected in the same way by
their graduates at large ; a Dean of Faculties is an
academical solecism. Each Faculty also should con-
fer its proper degrees apart from every other ; and
e.-t.iblish its own bv-laws and statutes.' The college
is not the university, though they are now so con-
fusedly mixed up together. As to the ri^ht of
the graduates at large to constitute the university,
and to ratify its laws ; this was recognised in Glas-
gow, so late as the year 1727, when, as I remember
noticing in the academical records, which I had oc-
casion some years ago >o examine, it was found neces-
sai y, in conformity to principle and practice, (not then
forgotten,) to summon a Congregation of Graduates,
in order to legalise the satutes proposed by the Visita-
tion of that date. All constitutional principles have,
however, in this as in our other British universi-
ties, been so long violated with impunity, that tlicy
are now conscientiously ignored —H.

those who were in the lower were commonly
advanced a step ; and the new chosen Re-
gent had the profession of Greek for his

department.

In this state, the College continued for a
long time ; excepting that, in the year
1C21, by a meeting of the visiters, in which
the Archbishop was present, the principal

was freed from the duty of preaching in the
church of Govan. A minister was appointed
to have the pastoral charge of that parish,

to whom a stipend was provided out of the
teinds of the parish ; the patronage of the
church being reserved to the University,

and the minister being obliged " to read
some public lecture in the common schools

of the college, as shall be prescribed to him
by the officers of the University, and Mas-
ters of the College." This change they
were enabled to make, from having, by an
act of Parliament, in the year 1616, been
vested in the tithes of the parishes of Kil-

bride and Renfrew ; burdened with the
payment of stipends to the ministers of

these two parishes, which are modified by
the act ; and likewise burdened with the
life-rent of the persons who were at that

time titulars of these tithes. In the year

1637, it appears that a Master or Professor,

Humaniorum Literarum, commonly called

Professor of Humanity, had been founded.*

In the year 1641, Charles I., by his sig-

nature, gave to the College the temporality

of the bishopric of Galloway ; reserving to

himself the power of burdening it with the

sum of £100 sterling, to any person he
should name. This gift was confirmed by
an act of Parliament the same year. The
office of Chancellor of the University be-

coming vacant by the abolition of Episco-

pal government in the church, James Mar-
quis of Hamilton was chosen chancellor,

and was the first layman who bore that of-

fice. After him, William Earl of Glen-
cairn was chosen, in the year 1660.

Though the greatest part of the Masters
submitted with reluctance to the govern-

ment of Oliver Cromwell, and wished a re-

storation of the monarchy, under proper lim-

itations, the Principal, Mr Patrick Gillespie,

was a zealous republican ; and, by the in-

terest he had with Oliver, obtained great

favours for the University. The Protector

and his counsel renewed all its immunities
and privileges ; adding that of printing bi-

bles, and all sorts of books l.elonging to the

liberal sciences, and licensed by the Uni-
versity. He confirmed all former founda-

* In the year 1637, a meeting of the Visiters, the
Archbishop being present, appointed Mr ftobert

Mayne, then Professor of Logic, 10 be Professor of
Medicine, and to give lectures in that science. At
the same time, tbe Professor of fiieek was advanced
to the profession of Logic; the Professor of Human,
ity to the profession of Greik; <uid a new Profes»oi

of Humanity was chosen.
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tions, mortifications, and donations made
in its favour, particularly that of the bishop-

ric of Galloway ; to which he added the va-

cant stipends of the parishes which had
been in the patronage of the bishop of Gal-
loway, for seven years to come ; and also,

in perpetuity, the revenues of the deanery
and sub-deanery of Glasgow. This last gift,

however, was accompanied with several lim-

itations and restrietions, by which the Col-
lege had not the possession of the subjects

while his power lasted ; and, his acts being
rescinded at the Restoration, it fell, of

course, and had no effect.

The re-establishment of Episcopal gov-
ernment in the church after the restoration

of Charles II. gave a severe check to the
prosperity of the University ; by depriving
it at once of the best part of its revenue

—

to wit, that of the bishopric of Galloway.
Before arrangements could be made, suited

to this impoverished state, a great debt was
contracted Of the eight professions which
had been established, three were sunk ; and
those that remained were reduced to a very
short allowance. The College now consist-

ed of a Principal, a Professor of Theology,
and four Regents ; a very scanty revenue,
sunk in debt ; and a large fabric unfinished.

A visitation of the universities was ap-
pointed by Parliament, in the year 1664.
The noblemen, gentlemen, and clergy, who
visited the College of Glasgow, after a
strict examination oftheir revenue, report

—

" That the sum of three thousand nine hun-
dred and forty-one pounds Scotch, yearly,

will be necessar to be speedily provided for

unto the University, or otherways it must
quickly decay and ruine"* Besides this,

they found it had a great load of debt ; and
that many professions were wanting which
it ought to have, but cannot for the pre-
sent possibly have for want of revenue. In
this report the visiters were unanimous.

In this state the University remained till

after the Revolution. It is true that, in

Ibis interval, it received several consider-
able donations and mortifications ; but
these were all appropriated, by the donors,
either to the carrying on of the building, or
to the foundation of bursars ; and were
faithfully applied to these purposes. So
that it must have required great economy
in the professors, as well as great lenity in

their creditors, to preserve them from bank-
ruptcy, during this long interval.

In the year 1693, each of the Scottish

universities obtained a gift of £300 a-year
out of the bishops' rents in Scotland. The
sum payable to the University of Glasgow,
was allocated upon the income of the arch-

* The visiters of the college ol Glasgow were, the
Archbishop of ( lasgow, the Bishop of Galloway : of
the nobility, Hamilton, Montrose, Arf»yle, Kilmar-
nock, Cochran ; betide* t-'i ntleincn and clergy.

bishopric of Glasgow ; and soon after, still

better to secure the payment, the College
obtained a lease of the whole rent of the

archbishopric for nineteen years, which
lease has from time to time been renewed
by the Crown.
The University began now to raise her

head, after a long period of depression, by
debt and poverty, and by the diminution of

her professors. The exertions which were
made about this time were encouraged by
the great number of her students. Princi-

pal Stirling, in his diary, i-ays, that in the
year 1702 the students of Theology, Greek,
and Philosophy, amounted to upwards of

four hundred and two. The great demand
for clergymen, to fill the vacant benefices,

immediately after the establishment of the

Presbyterian government, occasioned the
attendance of a greater number of students
about the beginning of this century, than
at any tormer period.

In the year 1706, the profession of Hu-
manity was revived ; and Mr Andrew Ross
was appointed professor.

In the year 1708, her Majesty Queen
Anne was pleased to grant the Univers-
ity £210 sterling yearly, payable out of
the Exchequer; one part of which was
appropriated for salaries to a Professor
of Anatomy and Botany, and to a Pro-
fessor of Oriental Languages ; and an-
other part of it for augmenting the salaries

of the Principal and Professors, according
to a scheme of division mentioned in the
deed. This gift has been renewed by all

the subsequent sovereigns.

The gift of £300 per annum, by King
William, was for some time directed to be
applied for extinguishing the college debts,
and supporting four Bursars. By a subse-
quent deed of Queen Anne, in the year
1713, part of it was continued for the said
purposes ; and the remainder appropriated
for salaries to a Professor of Civil Law, and
a Professor of Medicine.

His Majesty King George I. was pleased
to grant, out of the rents of the archbishop-
ric, a new gift of £T70 per annum; which
was appropriated for a salary to a Professor of
Ecclesiastical History, and for augmenting
the smaller salaries of the other professors.
By these royal donations, the whole of the
rent paid by the College, for the lease of
the archbishopric, is exhausted ; and regu-
lar accompts thereof are transmitted to the
Exchequer.

Since that time, there has been one pro-
fession added to this University, by the
bounty of King George II.

Alexander Macfarlane, Esq., of Jamaica,
had erected an astronomical observatory in
that island for his own use. At his death,
In' bequeathed his astronomical apparatus to

the College of Glasgow, on condition that
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they should build an observatory, and ap-

point an observer. The College very readily

accepted the condition, and built an observ-

atory ; and, in the year 1760, his Majesty
was pleased to grant a presentation to Dr
Alexander Wilson, to be Professor of Prac-
tical Astronomy and Observer, with a salary

of £50 yearly out of the Exchequer.
It will not be expected that we should

enumerate the donations made by subjects :

of books or prints to the public library, or

money to purchase books—of money for

prizes to the more deserving students in

the several classes— of money for carrying

on the buildings—of money, or land, for the

foundation of bursars in philosophy, in the-

ology, and in medicine. The names of

many of these benefactors are now little

known but in the annals of the University

of Glasgow, where they will always be pre-

served. Some may be mentioned, whose
attention to the interest of this society does
them honour. Among these are, Anne
Duchess of Hamilton ; Rabina, Countess
of Forfar ; William Earl of Dundonald

;

the Duke of Chandos ; the Duke of Mon-
trose; Dr Robert Leighton, Archbishop of

Glasgow ; and Boulter, Archbishop of Ar-
magh. Of commoners—Mr Snell, Dr Wil-
liams, Dr Walton, and the late Dr William
Hunter, are distinguished by the largeness

of their donations.

VI. PRESENT STATE,

From the foregoing statement, it appears
that the ancient constitution of the Univers-
ity of Glasgow, in the distribution of

sciences and modes of teaching, as well as

in the form of its government, was very

similar to that of all the other universities

of Europe. The alterations which it has
undergone, in later times, are such as might
be expected from the changes of opinion

with respect to literary objects, and from
other varying circumstances. The pro-

gress of knowledge, and the increasing de-

mand for literature, have produced many
additional departments of science, to those

which were originally thought worthy of a
particular teacher. What is called the
curriculum, or ordinary course of public

education, comprehends at present five

branches—the Latin and Greek languages,

Logic, Moral Philosophy, and Natural Phil-

osophy. These branches are understood to

require the study of five separate sessions.

During their attendance upon these

courses of languages and philosophy, and
par. icularly before they enter the class of na-

tural philosophy, the students are expected
to acquire a knowledge of Mathematics and
Algebra, for which there is a separate Pro-
fessor, and which is understood to be sub-

servient to natural philosophy, and to many
of the practical arts. There is also a Pro-
fessor of Practical Astronomy, whose busi-

ness is to make observations, for the im-
provement of that great branch of physics.

After the course of general education,

above-mentioned, a provision is made for

what are called the three learned profes-

sions—Divinity, Law, and Medicine. For
the peculiar education of Churchmen,
there are four Professors : the Principal,

who is Primarius Professor of Theology,
and has, besides, the superintendence of the

whole University ; and the respective Pro •

fessors of Theology, of Oriental Languages,
and of Church History. This last is also

lecturer in Civil History.
In Law there is only one professor.

There are, by the constitution, no more
than two professors allotted to the faculty

of Medicine—to wit, a professor of the
Theory and Practice of Medicine, and a
professor of Anatomy and Botany. But
the University, out of its funds, and with
the assistance of private donations, has made
an annual provision for three additional

lecturers—in Chemistry, in Materia Medica,,

and in Midwifery.
The University has now the prospect ol

a great and important addition being soon
made to the faculty of Medicine. The late

Rev. Dr Walton, of Upton, in Hunting-
donshire, about twenty years ago, in a tour
to Scotland, visited the University of Glas-

gow ; and, approving of its constitution and
mode of conducting education, gave to the
University £400 sterling ; the interest of

which, at his death, he appropriated for the
bupport of a medical student during the
course of his education. About five years
ago, the same generous benefactor mortified

the additional sum of £1000 sterling, at his

death, to the University, for the purpose of

supporting a lecturer in any branch of me-
dicine, or of science connected with medi-
cine, which the University should judge
most expedient or necessary. By the Doc-
tor's death,which happened about three years
ago, both these donations now take effect.

Miss Christian Brisbane, sister of the

late Dr Brisbane, Professor of Medicine
in this LTniversity, mortified the sum of

£1000 sterling ; the interest of which she
appropriated for the support of a medical
student, two yeai's at this University, and
other two years at any other celebrated

school of medicine in Britain, or on the

Continent, as the University shall direct.

The late celebrated Dr William Hunter,
of London, formerly an alumnus of this

University, and, during the whole of his

life, warmly attached to its interests, be-

queathed to the University, at his death,

the whole of his Musseum, one of the most
valuable collections in Europe, of Natural
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History, Medals, Anatomical Preparations,
Books, &c. When this collection has con-
tinued a certain number of years at Lon-
don, he has, by his will, directed it to be
carried to the University of Glasgow. And,
for the purpose of building a house for the
reception of this noble donation, and esta-

blishing such new professions in medicine as
the University should judge expedient, he
bequeathed £8000 sterling, bearing interest

from his death ; the one-half of which he
directed to be applied for the support of the
said Musseum, while it continues in London
—the other, to increase the principal sum,
till the period arrive when both principal

and interest shall be appropriated, by the
University, for the above-mentioned pur-
poses specified in the deed of donation.

Infirmary.—The progress of a medical
school, in this University, has been hitherto

much retarded by the want of an infirmary

in Glasgow. But there is at present a
prospect of that obstacle being immediately
removed. A very considerable sum of

money has been lately raised, by voluntary
subscription, for the 'purpose of erecting

and supporting an infirmary in Glasgow.
A royal charter has been obtained, and a
grant from the Crown, of the site of the
Archbishop's Castle, for the buildings ;

which, according to a beautiful design, given
by the late Robert Adam, Esq., are now
finished.

Appointments of the Professors The
Principal, and the Professors of Church
History, Law, Medicine, Anatomy and
Botany, and Astronomy, are nominated by
the King. The Professors of Theology,

Oriental Languages, Humanity, Greek,

Logic, Moral Philosophy, Natural Philoso-

phy, and Mathematics, and the Lecturers

on Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Mid-
wifery, are nominated by the College. The
average number of students, of all deno-

minations, attending the different classes,

is considerably above six hundred.

Salaries^ §c—From the state of the uni-

versity funds, the professors are allowed

very moderate salaries ; so as to depend
chiefly for subsistence upon the honorariums,

or fees of their students. This, it is be-

lieved, has greatly promoted their zeal and
their diligence in their several professions.

In seminaries of literature, possessed of

rich endowments, and where there is access

to large ecclesiastical benefices, by seniority,

the business of lecturing has generally gone
into disuse, or been reduced to a mere mat-
ter of form ; as few persons are willing to

labour, who, by doing little, or by following

their amusement, find themselves in easy

and comfortable circumstances. The de-

partment of teaching is likely, in such a

case, to be devolved upon the junior mem-
bers of the society, who discharge the office

of private tutors ; and who, from the mo-
ment they enter upon their office, are ready

to consider it as a passing state, and to

look forward to that period when they shall,

in their turn, be freed from the drudgery of

teaching. In such circumstances, when
neither the tutor nor pupil is under the im-
mediate eye of the public, instead of strug-

gling for distinction and superiority in their

respective stations, they will be too apt to

indulge the laziness, and to gratify the pe-

culiar humour of each other. In the Scot-

tish universities, and particularly that of

Glasgow, where the professors have no be-

nefices in the church, nor any emoluments
of any kind independent of their labour,

nor anything that can be called preferment
within their reach, that radical defect in

the conduct of education is altogether re-

moved. There is likely to grow up with
them, in these circumstances, a habitual

liking to their objects and occupations, and
that interest and zeal in the discharge of

their duty, which are most likely to call forth

the activity and industry of their .pupils.

It may be thought, perhaps, that, as ne-
cessity is the parent of labour, it would be
a still greater improvement, that professors

in colleges should have no salaries at all.

This would be indisputable, if all other em-
ployments were left to the natural profit

which they can produce, and were not pe-

culiarly rewarded by fixed appointments
from the public. But if one trade, or art,

is allowed a bounty, another must, upon
this account, have also some compensation.
The peculiar premiums given by Govern-
ment to other professions, particularly to

the church and the law, seem to require,

that, for maintaining some kind of balance,

a degree of ^similar encouragement should
be given to the teaching of the liberal arts

and sciences. Without this, a private aca-

demy can seldom collect a sufficient number
of well qualified teachers, so as to prevent
a single individual from undertaking too

many branches, and becoming what is vul-

garly called a Jack of all trades.

Time of Lfcturing, §c.—The uniform
assiduity of the professors in the University
of Glasgow, and the length of time which
they employ in lecturing, will afford an
illustration of these remarks. The annual
session for teaching, in the university, be-

gins, in the ordinary curriculum, on the
tenth of October ; and ends, in some of the
classes, about the middle of May, and in

others continues to the tenth of June. The
lectures, in all the other branches, com-
mence on the first of November, and end
about the beginning of May. The class of

Botany begins on the first of May.
During this period, the business of the

College continues without interruption. The
Professors of Humanity, or Latin, and of
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Greek, lecture and examine their students,

receive and correct exercises, three hours
every day, and four hours for two days
every week : the professors of Logic, Moral
Philosophy, and Natural Philosophy, two
hours every day, and three hours during a
part of the session ; excepting on Saturdays,

when, on account of a general meeting of

the public students, there is only one lecture

given. The other professors lecture, in

general, one hour every day ; the Professor

of Mathematics, two hours every day, ex-

cept on Saturdays ; the Professor of Law,
in his public department, two hours. The
Professor of Practical Astronomy gives no
public lecture.

Advantages of Public Lecturing.—In
those universities where the professors are

uniformly employed in lecturing, it may be
expected that the matter of their lectures

will correspond, in some measure, to the

general progress of science and literature

in their several departments. A professor

whose consequence and livelihood depend
upon the approbation given by the public

to his lectures, will find it necessary to

study the principal authors upon the sub-

ject : he will imbibe, in some degree, the
taste of the age in which he lives, and avail

himself of the increase of knowledge and
new discovery : he will find it expedient to

model his instructions in the manner most
likely to suit the purposes and to promote
the interest of his students. By going fre-

quently over the same subject, he has a
chance to correct the erroneous opinions
which he might formerly have admitted;
and, according to the scale of his under-
standing, to attain the most liberal and
comprehensive views of his science. If he
is possessed, at the same time, of taste and
abilities, he can hardly avoid acquiring an
enthusiastic attachment to the objects of

his profession, and an ardent desire of pro-
pagating those improvements in it which
appear to him of importance.

In colleges where no lectures are given,

and where the reading and prelecting on
certain books, in a private manner, make
the chief object of the teacher, the same
dispositions and views will seldom occur.
The professor, having little temptation to

study, in any particular manner, that science
with which he is nominally connected, will

V»e apt to possess but a superficial know-
ledge of it, and to have little zeal in com-
municating new ideas or discoveries con-
cerning it. In such a situation, the preju-
dices and contracted views of literature,

which formerly prevailed, and which were
natural upon the immediate revival of let-

ters, may remain to the present day ; and
the name of scholar be restricted to a mere
proficient in the Greek and Roman lan-
guages, the vehicles only of taste and know-

ledge : the pursuits of philosophy may be
regarded as idle and chimerical ; and every
attempt to dissipate the clouds of ancient

ignorance, or to correct the errors and pre-

judices of a former period, may be repro-

bated as a dangerous innovation.

The distribution of science, and the course

of lectures, formerly established in all the
universities of Europe, were almost exclu-

sively adapted to the education of church-
men, and proceeded upon a much more
limited state of knowledge than that which
obtains at present. To accommodate in-

struction, therefore, to the purposes and
views of the nation at large, and to render
the academical course useful in every situ-

ation, it is frequently necessary, in those

universities where any part of the old plan
is retained, that the professors should now
treat their respective subjects in a different

manner, and that what is comprehended
under particular branches should be greatly

varied and extended.
Latin.—In the University of Glasgow,

the students, who attend the Humanity
lectures, are supposed to have acquired the
elements of the Latin tongue, in public or

private schools ; and the Professor is em-
ployed in reading, explaining, and prelect-

ing upon such Roman authors as are most
suited to carry on their progress in that

language. To a class of more advanced
students, the Professor reads a course of

lectures on the peculiarities and beauties of

the Roman language, on the principles of

classical composition, and on Roman anti-

quities.

Greek.—In the ancient state of the Uni-
versity, it was probably not usual for any
person to study under the professor of

Greek, until he had acquired some previous
knowledge of the Greek language. But, as

Greek is now seldom regularly taught in

public schools, the Professor isunderthe ne-
cessity of instructing a great number in the
very elements of that language. To a second
set, who have made some proficiency in

that respect, he is employed in reading, ex»
plaining, and prelecting upon those classical

authors from an acquaintance with whom
his hearers are most likely to imbibe a
knowledge of Greek, and, at the same time,

to improve their taste in literary composi-
tion. To a still more advanced set of stu-

dents, he also delivers a course of lectures

on the higher branches of Greek literature,

introducing a variety of disquisitions on the
general principles of grammar, of which the
regular structure of that language affords

such copious illustration.

Philosophy.—In the threefold distribu-

tion of Philosophy, in the academical course,

Logic has, in general, preceded the other
two in the order of teaching, and has been

. considered as a necessary preparation for
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them. Before the student entered upon
the subjects of moral and natural philoso-

phy, it was thought proper to instruct him
in the art of reasoning and disputation

;

and the syllogsitic art, taken from the Ana-
lytics of Aristotle, was, for many ages, con-

sidered as the most effectual and infallible

instrument for that purpose. It was sup-

posed to afford a mechanical mode of rea-

soning, by which, in all cases, truth and
falsehood might be accurately distinguish-

ed. [?] But the change of opinions on the

subjects of literature, and on the means of

comprehending them, has occasioned a

correspondent alteration in the manner of

treating this part of the academical course.

Thepreseut Professor, after a short analysis

of the powers of the understanding, and an
explanation of the terms necessary to com-
prehend the subjects of his course, gives a
historical view of the rise and progress of

the art of reasoning, and particularly of the

syllogistic method, which is rendered a

matter of curiosity by the universal influence

which for a long time it obtained over the

learned world ; and then dedicates the

greater part of his time to an illustration

of the various mental operations, as they

are expressed by the several modifications

of speech and writing; which leads him
to deliver a system of lectures on general

grammar, rhetoric, and belles lettres. This
course, accompanied with suitable exercises

and specimens, on the part of the students,

is properly placed at the entrance to phi-

losophy : no subjects are likely to be more
interesting to young minds, at a time when
their taste and feelings are beginning to

open, and have naturally disposed them to

the reading of such authors as are neces-

sary to supply them with facts and mate-
rials for beginning and carrying on the im-

portant habits of reflection and investiga-

tion.

Moral Philosophy.—The lectures in the

Moral Philosophy class consist of three

principal divisions. The first comprehends
natural theology ; or the knowledge, con-

firmed by human reason, concerning the

being, perfections, and operations of God.
The second comprehends ethics; or in-

quiries concerning the active powers of

man, and the regulation of them, both in

the pursuit of happiness, and in the prac-

tice of virtue ; and, consequently, those

questions that have been agitated concern-

ing good and evil, right and wrong. The
third comprehends natural jurisprudence,

or the general rules of justice, which are

founded upon the rights and the condition

of man ; whether considered as an indivi-

dual, or as.a member of a family, or as a
member of some of those various forms of

government which have arisen from the

social combinations of mankind.

Natural Philosophy —The lectures in

Natural Philosophy comprehend a gene-

ral system of physics ; and are calculated, in

like manner, to keep pace with those lead-

ing improvements and discoveries, in that

branch of science, by which the present

age is so much distinguished. The theo-

retical and experimental parts make the

subjects of two separate courses. The ap-

paratus for conducting the latter is believed

not to be inferior to any in Europe.
Mathematics.—The Professor of Mathe-

matics has three separate courses. The
first comprehends the elements of geometry
and algebra ; the second, the higher parts

of those sciences; the third, the general

principles of geometry and astronomy. To
teach the application of the speculative doc-
trines to the various practical arts, makes
a very important object in this useful de-

partment of education.

Theology—In the faculty of Theology,
the respective Professors of Theoloyy,

Church History, and Oriental Languages,
deliver a system of lectures on natural and
revealed religion, on the history of the
church, and on the Hebrew language. In
this faculty, no honorarium or fee is paid

by the students.* If this regulation had
been extended to all the sciences, it would
probably have been fatal to academical ac-

tivity ; but, being limited to a single branch,
it has been counteracted by the influence

of the general industry and exertion which
pervade the society. No deficiency, there-

fore, is imputable to the professors in this

department, either with respect to their

zeal in teaching, or with respect to those
liberal and tolerating principles which are
so conformable to the spirit and genius of

Christianity.

Law—The improvement of Law in this

university, seems to have excited less at-

tention from government than that of the

other sciences, as this profession was not
established till a late period, and as no pro-

vision has hitherto been made for dividing

this branch of education among separate

professors. The want of competition ap-

pears to have had the usual effects ; and the

custom of lecturing in Latin was longer re-

tained in this than in the other sciences.

The predecessor of the present professor

was the first who prelected on Justinian's
" Institutes," in English ; and this example
has, for many years, been followed in the

prelections upon the pandects. It may be
mentioned, as a strong instance of pre-

possession in favour of ancient usages, that,

upon this last innovation, the Faculty of

Advocates made application to the Univer-
sity of Glasgow, requesting " that the old

practice of teaching the civil law in Latin

* Why, see above, p. 725, a, note*.- H.
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might be restored." The Professor of Law,
besides lecturing regularly upon the In-

stitutes and Pandects of Justinian, delivers

annually a course of lectures on the prin-

ciples of civil government, including a par-

ticular account of the British constitution ;

and, every second year, a course of lectures

on the law of Scotland.

Medicine.—The professors and lecturers

in the medical department, it would appear,

have been less limited than those in some
of the other parts of literature, by the effect

of old institutions and prejudices. They
have thus been enabled to accommodate
their lectures to the progress of knowledge
and discovery, and to those high improve-
ments which have of late years been intro-

duced into all the sciences connected with

the art of medicine. The progress of bo-

tany and natural history, and the wonder-
ful discoveries in chemistry, have now ex-

tended the sphere of these useful branches
beyond the mere purposes of the physician,

and have rendered a competent knowledge
of them highly interesting to every man of

liberal education.

Improvements.—The University of Glas-
gow, as has been already observed, was
anciently possessed of a jurisdiction similar

to that of the other universities of Europe,
and exercised a similar discipline and autho-
rity over its members. A great part of the
students were accommodated with lodgings
in the college, and dined at a common table,

under the inspection of their teachers.

While this mode of living continued, almost
everything was the subject of restrictions

and regulations. But, for a long time, this

practice has been discontinued, and the
severity of the ancient discipline has been a
good deal relaxed. The lodgings in the
college rooms, after the disuse of the com-
mon table, became less convenient ; and,
at present, no students live within the
college, but a few of considerable standing,
whose regularity of conduct is perfectly
known and ascertained.

These deviations from the ancient usage
were introduced from the experience of
many inconveniences attending it. The
common table, by collecting a multitude of
students so frequently together, afforded
encouragement and temptations to idleness
and dissipation; and, though the masters
sat at table along with the students, yet few
advantages of conversation could be attained.
Contrivances were fallen upon to remedy
that defect, by appointing one of the stu-
dents (generally a bursar, or servitor) to
read a portion of Scripture, or of some use-
ful book, while the rest of the students were
at table. But this practice, it is obvious,
in such circumstance, was more likely to
bring ridicule upon the subjects, or at least

to occasion indifference or contempt, than

to be productive of improvement. Besides,

from a general alteration in the habits and
manners of the people, the academical rules,

in these matters, were found troublesome

both to the teachers and the students.

Hence, attendance at the common table be-

came a kind of drudgery to the masters,

from which they endeavoured to escape, or

to which they submitted in their turns with

reluctance ; while the students procured
dispensations, or permissions to have their

commons in their own apartments. This
latter was found to be a source of ex-

pense and dissipation, not more unfriendly

to literature than to morals. The common
table, it is said, became a source of mis-
management and imposition, which could

not easily be remedied.

This change in the mode of living has
been attended with much comfort and satis-

faction to all the members of the University,

by superseding many strict regulations, and
of course rigorous penalties, which, in the

former situation, had been thought neces-

sary : neither has it produced any bad effect

upon the manners and behaviour of the

students. When teachers are attentive to

perform their duty, and discover an anxiety
to promote the interests of their scholars,

who are above the age of mere boys, it re-

quires very little authority to enforce respect

and propriety of behaviour. The most
certain and effectual mode of discipline, o«

rather the best method of rendering discip-

line in a great measure useless, is by filling

up regularly and properly the time of the

student, by interesting him in the objects of

his studies and pursuits, and by demand-
ing, regularly and daily, an account of his

labours.

Boarding.—In the present state of the

University of Glasgow, such of the students

as can afford the expense, frequently live in

the families of the Principal and Professors ;

where they have, together with the oppor-

tunity of prosecuting their studies, the ad-

vantages of proper society and private tui-

tion. It is, at the same time, in the powei
of every Professor, to be acquainted with

the behaviour, the application, and the
abilities of almost every one of his students.

And the knowledge of this is likely to be
much more effectual in exciting their exer-

tions, and producing regular attention to

their studies, than the endless penalties

which may be contrived for every species

of misdemeanour. A complicated and
rigorous discipline, extending to innumer-
able frivolous observances, can hardly fail,

in this age, to become contemptible ; and,

if students are treated like children, it is

not to be expected that they will behave
like men.

Weekly Meeting Every Saturday there

is a general meeting of all the public or
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gowned students, which is attended by the

Principal and their respective Professors. A
Latin oration is delivered by the higher

students, in their turns : after which, all

smaller matters of discipline are discussed.

By this weekly meeting, the whole of the

students are brought, in a more particu-

lar manner, under the inspection of the

teachers ; and a good opportunity is regu-

larly afforded of mutual information, re-

specting the studies and deportment of their

scholars.

Tests not required.—No oaths, or sub-

scriptions, or tests of any kind, are required

of students, at their admission to the Uni-
versity; as it is deemed highly improper
that young persons, in prosecuting a general

course of academical education, should bind
themselves to any particular system of

tenets or opinions.

Bu<saries. — Besides the salaries be-

stowed upon professors, additional encour-
agement has been often given to universi-

ties, by the mortification of certain funds
for the maintenance of students ; as also by
requiring that a certain attendance shall be
given, in those seminaries, by such as ob-
tain academical degrees, .accompanied with
various exclusive privileges.

It has of late been remarked, that such
institutions and regulations, though intended
to promote the interest of those incorpora-

ted societies, have proved, in some degree,

hurtful to them, by forcing an attendance
from a greater number of students, and
consequently tending to supersede the
industry and abilities of the respective

teachers. But the number of this descrip-

tion of -students, commonly called bursars,

at the University of Glasgow, cannot have
any considerable tendency of this nature, as
their honorariums make but a small part of

the professor's income ; and, it must not be
overlooked, that the payment of fees to the
professors supposes that lectures are to be
given : so that this establishment encour-
ages, at least, the practice of lecturing,

however it may tend to produce careless-

ness in the performance. One good effect

of it is obvious. Several of these bursaries

are in the gift of the college ; so that the
principal and professors have it in their

power to bestow them upon students of
superior genius and industry, but who have
not the means of prosecuting their studies.

The character of a bursar does not, in the
University of Glasgow, carry with it any
external marks of servility, or degradation
of any kind. Several names might be here
mentioned, that would do great honour to

the University, who were supported, during
the course of their studies, by funds appro-
priated for that purpose.

The foundation by Mr Snell deserves par-

ticularly to be mentioned, as perhaps one of

the largest and most liberal in Britain. That
gentleman, in the year 1688, bequeathed a

considerable estate in Warwickshire for the

support of Scotch students at Baliol College.

Oxford, who had studied for some yean at

the University of Glasgow. By the rise in

the value of lands, and the improvements
which have, from time to time, I'een made
on that estate, that fund now affords £70
per annum, for ten years, to each of ten

exhibitioners. Another foundation, at the

same college, of £20 per annum, to each of

four Scotch students, though under a dif-

ferent patronage, is generally given to the

Glasgow exhibitioners ; so that four of them
have a stipend of £90 per annum, con-

tinuing for ten years. The University have
the sole nomination or appointment of these

exhibitioners.

Rules for obtaining Degrees—The can-

didates for degrees in arts, are, by express

regulations, obliged to attend the hours of

lecture, and the separate hours of examina-
tion, in the curriculum, or public course

already mentioned ; and the laws of the

church oblige all students to pass the same
curriculum before they can be enrolled

students of theology. But no such quali-

fication is requisite for entering upon the

study of law or medicine. Such students,

in short, as are not upon any public founda-

tion, or who do not intend to qualify them-
selves for the church, may attend any of the

lectures which they think most suited to

their views ; though, in case of their de-

viating from the curriculum, they have not

the benefit of the regular examinations and
exercises of the public students.

The rules, for conferring degrees, were
formerly much the same in the University

of Glasgow as in the other ancient univer-

sities. In those days, when the art of dis-

putation was considered as the ultimate

object of academical education, the can-

didates were obliged, after a certain stand-

ing, or residence at the University, to com-
pose and print a thesis, and to defend it in

a public syllogistic disputation. But ex-

perience discovered that mode of trial to be

inadequate to the purpose for which it was
intended. It, by degrees, degenerated into

a mere matter of form and ceremony. The
same subjects of disputation, the same
arguments of attack and defence, were pre-

served and handed down among the stu-

dents; the public disputations were not

attended :— so that degrees became not the

rewards of abilities and diligence, but merely
the marks of standing, or residence at the

University. These circumstances gave oc •

casion for a material change, in the rules

for conferring degrees, in the University of

Glasgow. The composing and defending a
thesis have now become optional on the

part of the candidate. The same standing

3b
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is still required; and the candidates for

degrees in arts are obliged to undergo a
minute examination, in the Greek and
Roman classics, in the different branches
of philosophy which compose the curricu-

lum, and by each of the professors in their

respective branches : an examination which,

in the manner it is conducted, gives the

best opportunity ofjudging of the proficiency

and literature of the candidates.

Degrees in Theology and Law.—Degrees
in theology, having no privileges in the

church attached to them, under the Pres-

byterian form of government, are, without

any regard to standing in the University,

conferred on clergymen respectable for their

abilities and literature.—Degrees in law are

either bestowed upon eminent men as marks
of respect ; or upon students of a certain

standing, after a regular examination of the

candidate The University of Glasgow
admits students who have passed a part of

their academical course in other universi-

ties, ad eundem, as it is commonly called :

that is, whatever part of their academical

course is finished at any other university,

upon proper certificates, is admitted, as a

part of their standing, in the University of

Glasgow ; so that, without again beginning

their course, they can pass forward to de-

grees, and be enrolled students of theology.

Medical Degrees.—Degrees in medicine
are conferred, after having finished the

medical course, at the University ; or, upon
proper certificates of having finished it at

some eminent school of physic : but the

candidates are obliged to undergo both a
private and public examination, on all the

different branches of medicine, before they
can receive that honour. It is very com-
mon also for them, though not absolutely

required, to defend a thesis in the common
hall.

Prizes—The institution of Prizes, or

rewards of literary merit, either in books
or medals, to students, during the course of

their education, has now been tried for

manv years in the University of Glasgow,
and has been attended with the best effects.

Every effort has been made to correct the

common defects and irregularities in the

distribution of prizes, and to render the

competition fair and equal. Subjects of

competition are prescribed, calculated to

give scope to every kind of genius, and ac-

commodated to the standing of the different

students.

Library.—The University Library, to

which all the students have easy access, is

a large and valuable collection of books,

among which are many now become very
scarce. As it was founded about two cen-
turies ago, it is enriched with many early

editions ; and proper attention has been
paid, from time to time, to supply it with

the more elegant and improved productions

of the press, particularly in the classical

departments. The funds which are des-

tined for its support and increase, are con-
siderable ; and many private donations of

books have been made to it from time to

time. It was of late greatly enriched, in

the mathem itical department, by the lib-

rary of the late celebrated Dr Robert Sim-
son, professor of mathematics. By the

ingenuity of the late Dr Wilson & Sons,

type-founders, and the care and accuracy

of the late Messrs Foulis, printers to the

University, the Library contains some of

the most elegant editions of many valuable

books. It will soon receive an important

addition, by a collection of many rare and
splendid editions of hooks, in all the differ-

ent departments of science, but particularly

in the medical department, bequeathed by
the late Dr William Hunter.

Antiquities.— In an adjoining apartment,

the college has placed a number of mile-

stones, altars, and other remains of anti-

quity, which have been discovered in the

ancient Roman wall between the Forth and
the Clyde.

Worship.—During the session, there is

public worship every Sunday in the college

chapel. Three or four preachers are an-

nually appointed out of the number of

those students who continue at the univer-

sity after they have received their license.

The Principal, and such of the Professors

as have been ordained, or have received

licenses, occasionally preach in the college

chapel during the session.

Landed Property, <£c.— The college,

though in some measure surrounded by the

houses of the town, is possessed of more
than twenty acres of ground adjacent to its

buildings. Upon the most distant part of

this ground, and upon a small eminence, is

erected the Observatory, properly fitted up,

and supplied with the most improved in-

struments for the purposes of the Professor

of Practical Astronomy. The college build-

ings, though not splendid, are neat and
commodious. The Principal and all the

Professors possess convenient houses con-

tiguous to the other public buildings. These
buildings are surrounded by a garden of

about ten acres, appropriated to the use of

the members of the University, and some
part of it for exercise to the younger classes

of students.

VII. conclusion.

Upon the whole, this University, after

experiencing many revolutions and turns of

fortune, has, by favourable conjunctures,

and by the bounty of the sovereign and of

the public, been raised to prosperous cir-
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cumstances ; and has, as an academical
foundation, become possessed of some con-
spicuous advantages. Its local situation,

in the neighbourhood of an industrious

city, and at some distance from the capital

;

by which it is not exposed to the dissipa'-

tion arising from a number of amusements ;

nor too remote from the topics of specula-
tion, suggested by the progress of philoso-

phy, and the interesting business of society.

The slate of its revenue, sufficient, with
economy, in the management of the society,

to promote useful improvements ; but not
so large as to be productive of idleness, and
the luxury of learned indolence. Its insti-

tutions and government, by which no sort

of monopoly is created in favour of particu-
lar sects, or particular branches of science ;

but persons of all persuasions are at liberty

to follow that course of study which they
find suited to their various pursuits and
prospects. Lastly, Us moderate discipline,

endeavouring to regulate the behaviour of
the students by a regard to interest and
reputation, more than by authority ; and
substituting the anxious watchfulness of a
parent, in place of the troublesome and
vexatious interpositions of a prying and,
perhaps, unpopular magistrate.

ADDITIONS.*

Infirmary—The medical school in this

University was long retarded by the want
of an infirmary at Glasgow. But that ob-
stacle is now completely removed. In the
year 1790, a voluntary subscription was
opened, for the purpose of erecting and

* Not by Reid.—

H

supporting an infirmary, in this place, for

the western districts of Scotland. This
scheme met with the most liberal encourage-
ment, from the charitable and well disposed

in the city of Glasgow, and in the adjoin-

ing counties, and was, in particular, much
promoted by the activity and influence of

the members of the University. In the

year 1791, upon the petition of the sub-

scribers, a royal charter was obtained from
the ,Crown, together with a grant of the

site of the Archbishop's castle and garden,

for the purpose of erecting the buildings.

During the years 1792 and 1793, the build-

ings were erected, according to a most
I eautiful design given by the late Robert
Adam, Esq., architect, at an expense of

about £8000 ; and it is believed, that, in

point of situation, good air, abundance of

water, and convenient accommodation for

the patients, this infirmary is not excelled

by any other establishment of the same kind
in Britain. The infirmary was opened for

the reception of patients on the 8th Decem-
ber 1794 ; and since that time, the bene-
ficial and salutary effects of it have been so
much felt that it is now considered as a
public benefit and blessing to this part of

the country. Among, other advantages, the

number of medical students is greatly in-

creased since it was opened ; and there is

every reason to believe, that this institution

will contribute, in a great degree, to the
further extension and improvement of the
medical school in this University.

P. 732, b : The Rev. Dr Walton's first

donation was anno 1767> and his second
anno 1788. P. 736, a, 1. 8 : After Scotland,

add, " to which is now added a course of

lectures on English law."
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§ I.— The meaning of the doctrine, and

purport of the argument, of Common
Sense.

In the conception and application of the

doctrine of Common Sense, the most sig-

nal mistakes have been committed; and

m itch unfounded prejudice has been excited

against the argument which it affords, in

consequence of the erroneous views which

have been held in regard to its purport,

and conditions. What is the veritable

character of this doctrine, it is, therefore,

necessary to consider.

Our cognitions, it is evident, are not Ail

at second hand. Consequents cannot, by

an infinite regress, be evolved out of ante-
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cedents, which are themselves only conse-

quents. Demonstration, if proof be pos-

sible, behoves to repose at last on proposi-

tions, which, carrying their own evidence,

necessitate their own admission; and which

being, as primary, inexplicable, as inexpli-

cable incomprehensible, must consequently

.manifest themselves less in the character

of cognitions than of facts, of which con-
' sciousness assures us under the simple form
of feeling or belief.

Without at present attempting to de-

termine the character, number, and rela-

tions—waiving, in short, all attempt at an
articulate analysis and classification of the

primary elements of cognition, as carrying

us into a discussion beyond our limits, and
not of indispensable importance for the

end we have in view;* it is sufficient to

have it conceded, in general, that such ele-

ments there are; and this concession of their

existence being supposed, I shall proceed
to hazard some observations, principally

* Such an analysis and classification is how-
ever in itself certainly one of the most interest-

ing and important problems of philosophy; and
it is one in which much remains to be accom-
plished. Principles of cognition, which now
stand as ultimate, may, I think, be reduced to

simpler elements; and some which are now
viewed as direct and positive, may be shown to

be merely indirect and negative; their cogency
depending not on the immediate necessity of

thinking them—for if carried unconditionally

out they are themselves incogitable— but in

the impossibility of thinking something to

which they are directly opposed, and from
which they are the immediate recoils. An ex-
position of the axiom—That positive thought
lies in the limitation or conditioning of one or
other of two opposite extremes, neither of

which, as unconditioned, can be realized to the
mind as possible, and yet of which, as con-

tradictories, one or other must, by the funda-

mental laws of thought, be recognised as ne-

cessary;—the exposition of this great but un-
enounced axiom would show that some of the
most illustrious principles are only its subordi-

nate modifications, as applied to certain pri-

mary notions, intuitions, data, forms, or cate-

gories of intelligence, as Existence, Quantity,

(protensive, Time— extensive, Space— inten-

sive, Degree) Quality, &c. Such modifications,

for example, are the principles of Cause and
Effect, Substance and Phaenomenon, «fec.

I may here also observe, that though the pri-

mary truths offact, and the primary truths of in-

telligence (the contingent and necessary truths of
Iteid) form two very distinct classes of the
original beliefs or intuitions of consciousness;
there appears no sufficient ground to regard
their sources as different, and therefore to

bo distinguished by different names. In this

I regret that I am unable to agree with Mr
Stewart. Sec his Element*, vol. ii., ch. 1, and
his Account of lieid, supra, p. 27 b,

!
in regard to their authority as warrant

;

and criteria of truth. Nor can this as-
sumption of the existence of some original
bases of knowledge in the mind itself, be re
fused by any. For even those philosophers
who profess to derive all our knowledge
from experience, and who admit no uni-
versal truths of intelligence but such as
are generalized from individual truths of
fact—even these philosophers are forced
virtually to acknowledge, at the root of
the several acts of observation from whic h
their generalization starts, some law or
principle to which they can appeal as guar-
anteeing the procedure, should the validity

of these primordial acts themselves be
called in question. This acknowledgment
is, among others, made even by Locke;
and on such fundamental guarantee of in-

duction he even bestows the name of Com-
mon Sense. (See below, in Testimonies,
No. 51.)

Limiting, therefore, our consideration to
the question of authority ; how, it is asked,
'do these primary propositions—these cog-
nitions at first hand—these fundamental
facts, feelings, beliefs, certify us of their
own veracity ? To this the only possible
answer is— that as elements of our mental
constitution—as the essential conditions of
our knowledge—they must by us be ac-
cepted as true. To suppose their false-

hood, is to suppose that we are created
capable of intelligence, in order to be
made the victims of delusion; that God is a
deceiver, and the root of our nature a lie.

But such a supposition, if gratuitous, is

manifestly illegitimate. For, on the con-
trary, the data of our original conscious-
ness must, it is evident, in the first instance,
be presumed true. It is only if proved
false, that their authority can, in conse-
quence of that proof, be, in the second in-

stance, disallowed. Speaking, therefore,
generally, to argue from common sense, is

simply to show, that the denial of a given
proposition would involve the denial of
some original datum of consciousness; but
as every original datum of consciousness
is to be presumed true, that the proposi-
tion in question, as dependent on such a
principle, must be admitted.

Rut that such an argument is competent
and conclusive, must be more articulately

shown.
Here, however, at the outset, it is pro.

per to take a distinction, (to which in the
foot-notes I have once and again adverted,)
the neglect of which has been productive
of considerable error and confusion. It is

the distinction between the data or deli-

verances of consciousness considered siiu-
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ply, in themselves, as apprehended facts or

actual manifestations, and those deliver-

ances considered as testimonies to the truth

of facts beyond their own phenomenal re-

ality.

Viewed under the former limitation, they

are above all scepticism. \ For as doubt is

, itself only a manifestation of consciousness,

i it is impossible to doubt that, what consci-
' ousness manifests, it does manifest, without,

I
in thus doubting, doubting that we actu-

( ally doubt ; that is, without the doubt con-

tradicting and therefore annihilating itself.

Hence it is that the facts of consciousness,

as mere phenomena, are by the unanimous

confession of all Sceptics and Idealists,

ancient and modern, placed high above the

reach of question. Thus, Laertius, in

Pyrrh. L. ix., seg. 103;— Sextus Empiri-

cus, Pyrrh. Hypot. L. i. cc. 4, 10, et pas-

sim ;

—

Descartes, Med., ii., pp. 13, and iii.,

p. 16, ed. 1658;

—

Hume, Treatise on Hu-
man Nature, vol.i., pp. 123, 370, et alibi,

orig. ed.;

—

Schulze, Aenesidemus, p. 24,

Kritik, vol. i., p. 51 ;

—

Plainer, Aphor.,

vol. i. § 708;

—

Beinhold, Theorie, p. 190;
—Schad, in Fichte's Philos. Jour., vol. x.,

p. 270. See also St. Austin, Contra Aca-
dem., L. iii., c. 11; De Trin. L. xv.,

c. 112;

—

Scotus, in Sent., L. i., dist. 3,

<m. 4, 10 -,—Buffier, Prem. Verit., § 9—
11, 40 ;

—

Mayne's Essay on Consciousness,

p. 177, sq.;—Reid, p. 442, b. et alibi;

—

Cousin, Cours d' Hist, de la Philosophie

Morale, vol. ii., pp. 220, 236.

On this ground, St Austin was war-
ranted in affirming

—

Nihil intelligenti tarn

notum esse quam se sentire, se cogitare, se

velle, se vivere; and the cogito ergo sum
of Descartes is a valid assertion, that in

so far as we are conscious of certain modes
of existence, in so far we possess an abso-

lute certainty that we really exist. (Aug.,

De Lib. Arb. ii., 3; De Trin., x.., 3; De
Civ. Dei., xi., 26; JDesc.,11. cc, et passim.)

Viewed under the latter limitation, the

deliverances of consciousness do not thus

peremptorily repel even the possibility of

doubt. I am conscious, for example, in an
act of sensible perception, 1°, of myself,

the subject knowing; and, 2°, of some
thing given as different from myself, the

object known. To take the second term
cf this relation:—that I am conscious in

this act of an object given, as a non-ego—
that is, as not a modification of my mind—
of this, as a phenomenon, doubt is impos-
sible. For, as has been seen, we cannot
doubt the actuality of a fact of conscious-

ness without doubting, that is subverting,

our doubt itself. To this extent, therefore,

Oil scepticism is precluded. But though

it cannot but be admitted that the object

of which we are conscious in this cognition

is given, not as a mode of self, but as a

mode of something different from self, it

is however possible for us to suppose,

without our supposition at least being/ lo

de se, that, though given as a non-ego, this

object may, in reality, be only a representa-

tion of a non-ego, in and by the ego. Let
this therefore be maintained : let the fact
of the testimony be admitted, but the truth

of the testimony, to aught beyond its own
ideal existence, be doubted or denied.

How in this case are we to proceed ? It

is evident that the doubt does not in this,

as in the former case, refute itself. It is

not suicidal by self contradiction. The
Idealist, therefore, in denying the exis-

tence of an external world, as more than

a subjective phsenomon of the internal,

does not advance a doctrine ab initio null,

as a scepticism would be which denied the

phsenomena of the internal world itself.

Yet many distinguished philosophers have

fallen into this mistake; and, among others,

both Dr Reid, probably, and Mr Stewart,

certainly. The latter in his Philosophical

Essays (pp. 6, 7) explicitly states, " that

the belief which accompanies conscious-

ness, as to the present existence of its ap-

propriate phsenomena, rests on no founda-

tion more solid than our belief of the ex-

istence of external objects." Reid does

not make any declaration so explicit, but

the same doctrine seems involved in va-

rious of his criticisms of Hume and of

Descartes (Inq pp. 100a., 129, 130; Int.

Pow., pp. 269 a., 442 b.) Thus (p. 100 a)

he reprehends the latter for maintaining

that consciousness affords a higher assur-

ance of the reality of the internal phseno-

mena, than sense affords of the reality of

the external. He asks—Why did Descartes

not attempt a proof of the existence of his

thought? and if consciousness be alleged

as avouching this, he asks again,—Who is

to be our voucher that consciousness may
not deceive us ? My observations on this

point, which were printed above three

years ago, in the foot-notes at pp. 129 and
442 b., I am happy to find confirmed by
the authority of M. Cousin. The follow-

ing passage is from his Lectures on the

Scottish School, constituting the second

volume of his " Course on the History of

the Moral Philosophy of the Eighteenth

Century," delivered in the years 1819,

1820, but only recently published by M.
Vacherot. " It is not (he observe? in re-

ference to the preceding strictures of Reid

upon Descartes) as a fact attested by con-

sciotisness, that Descartes declares hi?
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personal existence beyond a doubt; it is

became the negation of this fact would in-

volve a contradiction." And after quot-

ing the relative passage from Descartes:
|—" It is thus by a reasoning that Descartes

establishes the existence of the thinking
|

subject; if he admit this existence, it is not
j

because it is guaranteed by consciousness;
I

it is for this reason, that when he thinks

—let him deceive himself or not—he ex-

ists in so far as he thinks." P. 236. See

also p. 219, sq.

It is therefore manifest that we may
throw wholly out of account the pheno-
mena of consciousness, considered merely

in themselves ; seeing that scepticism in

regard to them, under this limitation, is

confessedly impossible; and that it is only

requisite to consider the argument from

Common Sense, as it enables us to vindi-

cate the truth of these phenomena, viewed

as attestations of more than their own
existence, seeing that they are not, in this

respect, placed beyond the possibility of

doubt.

When, for example, consciousness as-

sures us that, in perception, we are imme-
diately cognizant of an external and ex-

tended non-ego; or that, in remembrance,
through the imagination, of which we are

immediately cognizant, we obtain a medi-

ate knowledge of a real past ; how shall

we repel the doubt—in the former case,

that what is given as the extended reality

itself is not merely a representation of

matter by mind ;—in the latter, that what
is given as a mediate knowledge of the

past, is not a mere present phantasm, con-

taining an illusive reference to an unreal

past ? We can do this only in one way.
The legitimacy of such gratuitous doubt
necessarily supposes that the deliverance

of consciousness is not to be presumed true.

If therefore it can bo shown, on the one
> handTThat the deliverances of conscious-

ness must philosophically be accepted, until

their certain or probable falsehood has

been positively evinced; and if, on the
-) other hand, it cannot be shown that any
attempt to discredit the veracity of con-
sciousness has ever yet succeeded; it fol-

lows that, as philosophy now stands, the

1 testimony of consciousness must be viewed
as high above suspicion, and its declara-

tions entitled to demand prompt and un-
conditional assent.

In the first place, as has been said, it

cannot but be acknowledged that the ve-

racity of consciousness must, at least in

the first instance, be conceded. " Neganti
incumbit probatio." Nature is not gra-

tuitously to be assumed to work, not only

in vain, but in eounteraction of herself;

our faculty of knowledge is not, without a

ground, to be supposed an instrument of

illusion ; man, unless the melancholy fact

be proved, is not to be held organized for

the attainment, and actuated by the love,

of truth, only to become the dupe and
victim of a perfidious creator.

But, in the second place, though the *

veracity of tb<* primary convictions of con-

sciousness must, in the outset, be admitted,

it still remains competent to lead a proof

that they are undeserving of credit But

how is this to be done ? As the ultimate

grounds of knowledge, these convictions

cannot be redargued from any higher

knowledge; and as original beliefs, they

are paramount in certainty to every de-

rivative assurance. But they are many;
they are, in authority, co-ordinate; and
their testimony is clear and precise. It is

therefore competent for us to view them
in correlation; to compare their declara-

tions; and to consider whether they con-

tradict, and, by contradicting, invalidate

each other. This mutual contradiction is

possible, in two ways. 1°, It may be
that the primary data themselves are di-

rectly or immediately contradictory of

each other; 2°, it may be that they are

mediately or indirectly contradictory, in

as much as the consequences to which
they necessarily lead, and for the truth or

falsehood of which they are therefore re-

sponsible, are mutually repugnant. By
evincing either of these, the veracity of
consciousness will be disproved; for in

either case consciousness is shown to be
inconsistent with itself, and consequently
inconsistent with the unity of truth. But
by no other process of demonstration is

this possible. For it will argue nothing
against the trustworthiness of conscious-
ness, that all or any of its deliverances are
inexplicable—are incomprehensible; that
is, that we are unable to conceive through
a higher notion, how that is possible, which
the deliverance avouches actually to be.

To make the comprehensibility of a datum
of consciousness the criterion of its truth,
would be indeed the climax of absurdity.
For the primary data of consciousness, as
themselves the conditions under which
all else is comprehended, are necessarily
themselves incomprehensible. We know,
and can know, only— That they are, not

—

Hoiv they can be. To ask how an imme-
diate fact of consciousness is possible, is to
ask how consciousness is possible; and to
ask how consciousness is possible, is to
suppose that we have another conscious-
ness, before and above that human consci-
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ousness, concerning whose mode of ope-

ration we inquire. Could we answer this,

" verily we should be as gods." *

To take an example :—It would be unrea-

sonable in the Cosmothetic or the Abso-

lute Idealist, to require of the Natural Real-

ist f a reason, through which to under-

stand how a self can be conscious of a not-

self—how an unextended subject can be

cognizant of an extended object; both of

which are given us as facts by conscious-

ness, and, as such, founded on by the Natu-

ral Realist. This is unreasonable, because

it is incompetent to demand the explanation

of a datum of consciousness, which, as ori-

ginal and simple, is necessarily beyond

analysis and explication. It is still further

unreasonable, in as much as all philosophy

being only a development of the primary

data of consciousness, any philosophy, in

not accepting the truth of these, pro tan-

to surrenders its own possibility—is felo

de se. But at the hands of the Cosmo-
thetic Idealists—and they constitute the

great majority of philosophers—the ques-

tion is peculiarly absurd ; for before pro-

posing it, they are themselves bound to

afford a solution of the far more insuper-

able difficulties which their own hypothesis

involves— difficulties which, so far from

attempting to solve, no Hypothetical Re-

alist has ever yet even articulately stated.

For the illustration of this, I must refer

the reader to an article " On the Philo-

sophy of Perception," Edinburgh Review,

vol. lii., p. 175—181 ; to be found also

in Cross's Selections, and Peisse's Frag-

ments.

This being understood, the following

propositions are either self-evident, or ad-

mit of easy proof:

—

1. The end of philosophy is truth; and

consciousness is the instrument and crite-

rion of its acquisition. In other words,

philosophy is the development and appli-

cation of the constitutive and normal

truths which consciousness immediately

reveals.

2. Philosophy is thus wholly dependent

upon consciousness; the possibility of the

former supposing the trustworthiness of

the latter.

* From what has now been stated, it will be

seen how far and on what grounds I hold, at

->nr,e with Dr Reid and Mr Stewart, that our

original beliefs are to be established, but their

authority not to be canvassed; and with M.

Jouft'roy, that the question of their authority is

not to be absolutely withdrawn, as a forbidden

problem, from philosophy.

—

See Preface

f On these terms, see in the sequel of this

§ p. 743,b,sq. and Note C, § I.

3. Consciousness is to be presumed trust

worthy, until proved mendacious.

4. The mendacity of consciousness is

proved, if its data, immediately in them-

selves, or mediately in their necessary con-

sequences, be shown to stand in mutual

contradiction.

5. The immediate or mediate repug-

nance of any two of its data being esta-

blished, the presumption in favour of thf*

general veracity of consciousness is abol-

ished, or rather reversed. For while, on

the one hand, all that is not contradictory

is not therefore true; on the other, a posi-

tive proof of falsehood, in one instance,

|
establishes a presumption of probable false-

hood in all ; for the maxim, "falsus in uno,

\falsus in omnibus" must determine the

|

credibility of consciousness, as the credi-

bility of every other witness.

6. No attempt to show that the data of

consciousness are (either in themselves, or

in their necessary consequences) mutually

contradictory, has yet succeeded: and the

presumption in favour of the truth of con-

sciousness and the possibility of philosophy

has, therefore, never been redargued. In

other words, an original, universal, dog-

matic subversion of knowledge has hitherto

been found impossible.

7. No philosopher has ever formally de-

nied the truth or disclaimed the authority

of consciousness; but few or none have

been content implicitly to accept and con-

sistently to follow out its dictates. Instead

of humbly resorting to consciousness, to

draw from thence his doctrines and their

proof, each dogmatic speculator looked

only into consciousness, there to discover

his preadopted opinions. In philosophy,

men have abused the code of natural, as in

theology, the code of positive, revelation
;

and the epigraph of a great protestant

divine, on the book of scripture, is cer-

tainly not less applicable to the book of

consciousness

:

"Hie liber est in quo qucerit sua dogmata quisque;

Invenit, et pariter dogmata quisque sua."

8. The first and most obtrusive conse-

quence of this procedure has been, the

multiplication of philosophical systems in

every conceivable aberration from the

unity of truth.

9. The second, but less obvious, conse-

quence has been, the virtual surrender, by

each several system, of the possibility of

philosophy in general. For, as the possi-

bility of philosophy supposes the absolute

truth of consciousness, every system which

proceeded on the hypothesis, that even a

single deliverance of consciousness is un-

true, did, however it might eschew the
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overt declaration, thereby invalidate the

general credibility of consciousness, and
supply to the sceptic the premises he re-

quired to subvert philosophy, in so far as

that system represented it.

10. And yet, although the past history

of philosophy has, in a great measure,

been only a history of variation and error

(variasse erroris est) ; yet the cause of

this variation being known, we obtain a

valid ground of hope for the destiny of

philosophy in future. Because, since phi-

losophy has hitherto been inconsistent

with itself, only in being inconsistent with

the dictates of our natural beliefs

—

" For Truth is catholic and Nature one; "

it follows, that philosophy has simply to

return to natural consciousness, to return

to unity and truth.

In doing this we have only to attend to

Mie three following maxims or precau-

tions:

—

1°, That we admit nothing, not either

an original datum of consciousness, or the

legitimate consequence of such a datum

;

2°, That we embrace all, the original

data of consciousness, and all their legiti-

mate consequences ; and
3°, That we exhibit each of these in its

individual integrity, neither distorted nor
mutilated, and in its relative place, whether
of pre-eminence or subordination.

Nor can it be contended that conscious-

ness has spoken in so feeble or ambiguous
a voice, that philosophers have misappre-
hended or misunderstood her enounce-
ments. On the contrary, they have been
usually agreed about the fact and purport
of the deliverance, differing only as to the

mode in which they might evade or qualify

its acceptance.

This J shall illustrate by a memorable
example—by one in reference to the very
cardinal point of philosophy. In the act

of sensible perception, I am conscious of
j

two things;—of myself as the perceiving i

subject, and of an external re lity, in rela-
i

tion with my sense, as the object perceived.

Of the existence of both these things I

am convinced : because I am conscious of

knowing each of them, not mediately, in

something else, as represented, but imme-
diately in itself, as existing. Of their mu-
tual independence I am no less convin-
ced ; because each is apprehended equally,

and at once, in the same indivisible energy,

the one not preceding or determining, the

other not following or determined ; and
because each is apprehended out of, and
in direct contrast to, the other.

Such is the fact of perception, as given

in consciousness, and as it affords to man-

kind in general the conjunct assurance
they possess, of their own existence, and
of the existence of an external world.
Nor are the contents of the deliverance,
considered as a phenomenon, denied by
those who still hesitate to admit the truth
of its testimony. As this point, however,
is one of principal importance, I shall not
content myself with assuming the preced-
ing statement of the fact of perception as
a truth attested by the internal experience
of all ; but, in order to place it beyond the
possibility of doubt, quote in evidence,
more than a competent number of autho-
ritative, and yet reluctant, testimonies,
and give articulate references to others.

Descartes, the father of modern Ideal-
ism, acknowledges, that in perception we
suppose the qualities of the external re-
alities to be themselves apprehended, and
not merely represented, by the mind, in

virtue or on occasion of certain move-
ments of the sensuous organism which
they determine. " Putamus nos videra
ipsam tosdam, et audire ipsam campanam :

non vero solum sentire motus qui ab ipsis

proveniunt." De Passionibus art. xxiii.

This, be it observed, is meant for a state-

ment applicable to our perception of ex-
ternal objects in general, and not merely
to our perception of their secondary
qualities.

De Raei, a distinguished follower of
Descartes, frequently admits, that what is

commonly rejected by philosophers is uni-
versally believed by mankind at large—

.

" Res ipsas secundum se in sensum incur-
rere." De Mentis Humanae Facultatibus,
Sectio II. § 41, 70, 89. De Cognitione
Humana, § 15, 39, et alibi.

In like manner, Berkeley, contrasting
the belief of the vulgar, and the belief of
philosophers on this point, says :

—

u The
former are of opinion that those things
they immediately perceive are the real

things; and the latter, that the things
immediately perceived are ideas which
exist only in the mind." Three Dialogues,
&c, Dial. III. prope finem. His brother
idealist, Arthur/ Collier, might be quoted
to the same purport ; though he does not,
like Berkeley, pretend that mankind at
large are therefore idealists.

Hume frequently states that, in the teeth
of all philosophy, " men are carried by a
blind and powerful instinct of nature* to
suppose the very images presented by the

senses to be the external objects, and never
entertain any suspicion that the one are
nothing but representations of the other."

Enquiry concerning Human Understand-
ing. Sect. XII., Essays, ed. 1788, vol. IL
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p. 154. Compare also ibid. p. 157; and

Treatise of Human Nature, vol. i., B. i.,

P. iv., Sect. 2., pp. 330, 338, 353, 358,

361, 369.

Schelling, in many passages of his works,

repeats, amplifies, and illustrates the state-

ment, that " the man of common sense be-

lieves, and will not but believe, that the ob-

ject he is conscious ofperceiving is the real

cne." This is from his Philosophische

Schriften, I. p. 274 ; and it may be found

with the context, translated by Coleridge

—but given as his own —in the " Biogra-

[)liia Literaria," I. p. 262. See also among
other passages, Philos. Schr., I. pp. 217,

238 ; Ideen zu einer Philosophie der Na-
tur, Einleit. pp. xix, xxvi, first edition,

(translated in Edinb. Rev. vol. lii., p.

202.) ; Philosophisches Journal von Fichte

und Niethhammer, vol. vii., p. 244. In

those passages Schelling allows that it is

only on the believed identity of the object

known and of the object existing, and in

our inability to discriminate in perceptive

consciousness the representation from the

thing, that mankind at large believe in the

reality of an external world.

But to adduce a more recent writer, and

of a different school.—" From the natural

point of view " says Stiedenroth, " the re-

presentation (Vorstellung) is not in sen-

sible perception distinguished from the

object represented ; for it appears as if

the sense actually apprehended the things

out of itself, and in their proper space."

(Psychologie, vol. i. p. 244.) " The
things—the actual realities are not in our

soul. Nevertheless, from the psychologi-

cal point of view on which we are origi-

nally placed by nature, we do not suspect

that our representation of external things

and their relations is nought but repre-

sentation. Before this can become a

matter of consideration, the spatial rela-

tions are so far developed, that it seems

as if the soul apprehended out of itself

—

as if it did not carry the images of things

within itself, but perceived the things

themselves in their proper space," (p.

267.) " This belief (that our sensible

percepts are the things themselves,) is so

strong and entire, that a light seems to

break upon us when we first learn, or be-

think ourselves, that we are absolutely

shut in within the circle of our own re-

presentations. Nay, it costs so painful

an effort, consistently to maintain this

acquired view, in opposition to that per-

manent and unremitted illusion, that we
need not marvel, if, even to many philo-

sophers, it should have been again lost,"

(p. 270

J

But it is needless to accumulate con-

fessions as to a fact which has never, 1

believe, been openly denied ; I shall only

therefore refer in general to the following

authorities, who, all in like manner, even
while denying the truth of the natural be-

lief, acknowledge the fact of its existence.

Malebranche, Recherche, L. iii. c. 1.; Te-
tens, Versuche, vol. i. p . 375. ; Fichte,

Pestimmung des Menschen, p. 56, ed.

1825 ; and in Philos. Journal, VII. p. 35.;

Tennemann, Geschichte der Philosophie,

vol ii. p. 294, (translated in Edinb. Rev.,

vol. lii. p. 202.); Fries, Neue Kritik,

Vorr. p. xxviii. sec. ed.; Herbart, Allge-
meine Metaphysik, II Th., § 327.; Ger-
lach, Fundamental Philosophie, § 33-

;

Beneke, Das Verhaeltniss von Seele und
Leib, p. 23 ; and Kant und die Philoso-

phische Aufgabe unserer Zeit, p. 70.;

Stoeger, Pruefung, &c, p. 504. To these

may be added, Jacobi, Werke, vol. i. p.

119 ; and in vol. ii., his " David Hume"
passim, of which see a passage quoted infra

in Testimonies, No. 87 c. Reid's opinion

will be adduced in Note C, § II.

The contents of the fact of perception,

as given in consciousness, being thus esta-

blished, what are the consequences to phi-

losophy, according as the truth of its tes-

timony (I.) is, or (II.) is not, admitted?
I. On the former alternative, the vera-

city of consciousness, in the fact of per-

ception, being unconditionally acknow-
ledged, we have established at once, with-

out hypothesis or demonstration, the

reality of mind, and the reality of matter

;

while no concession is yielded to the scep-

tic, through which he may subvert philo-

sophy in manifesting its self-contradiction.

The one legitimate doctrine, thus possible,

may be called Natural Realism or Natural
Dualism.

II. On the latter alternative, five great

variations from truth and nature may be
conceived—and all of these have actually

found their advocates— according as the

testimony of consciousness, in the fact of

perception, (A) is wholly, or (B) is par-
tially, rejected.

A. If wholly rejected, that is, if nothing

but the phenomenal reality of the fact

itself be allowed, the result is Nihilism.

This may be conceived either as a dogma-
tical or as a sceptical opinion ; and Hume
and Fichte have competently shown, that

if the truth of consciousness be not uncon-

ditionally recognized, Nihilism is the

conclusion in which our speculation, if

consistent with itself, must end.

B. On the other hand, ii partially re-

jected,/owr schemes emerge, according to
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the way in which the fact is tampered
with.

i. If the veracity of consciousness be

allowed to the equipoise of the subject and
object in the act, but disallowed to the

reality of their antithesis, the system of

Absolute Identity (whereof Pantheism is

the corollary) arises, which reduces mind
and matter to phenomenal modifications

of the same common substance.

ii., iii. Again, if the testimony of consci-

ousness be refused to the equal originality

and reciprocal independence of the subject

and object in perception, two Unitarian

schemes are determined, according as the

one or as the other of these correlatives

is supposed the prior and genetic. Is the

object educed from the subject ? Idealism

;

is the subject educed from the object 1

Materialism, is the result.

iv. Finally, if the testimony of consci-

ousness to our knowledge of an external

world existing be rejected with the Ideal-

ist, but with the Realist the existence of

that world be affirmed ; we have a scheme
which, as it by many various hypotheses,

mdeavours, on the one hand, not to give

up the reality of an unknown material

universe, and on the other, to explain the

ideal illusion of its cognition, may be called

the doctrine of Cosmothetic Idealism, Hy-
pothetical Realism, or Hypothetical Dual-
ism. This last, though the most vacillat-

ing, inconsequent, and self-contradictory

of all systems, is the one which, as less ob-

noxious in its acknowledged consequences,

(being a kind of compromise between spe-

culation and common sense,) has found fa-

vour with the immense majority of philo-

sophers.*

From the rejection of the fact of con-

sciousness in this example of perception,

we have thus, in the first place, multipli-

city, speculative variation, error; in the

second, systems practically dangerous ; and
in the third, what concerns us exclusively

at present, the incompetence of an appeal

to the common sense of mankind by any
of these systems against the conclusions of

others. This last will, however, be more
appropriately shown in our special consi-

deration of the conditions of the argument
of Common Sense, to which we now go
on.

• See, in connexion with this more general
distribution of philosophical systems from the
whole fact of consciousness in perception, other
more special divisions, from the relation of the
object to the subject of perception, in Note C,
II,

§ II.— Conditions of the legitimacy, and
legitimate application, of the argument
from Common Sense.

From what has been stated, it is mani-
fest that the argument drawn from Com-
mon Sense, for the truth or falsehood of

any given thesis, proceeds on two suppo-
sitions

—

1°. That the proposition to be proved is

either identical with, or necessarily evolved

out of, a primary datum of consciousness;

and,
2°. That the primary data of conscious-

ness are, one and all of t/iem, admitted, by
the proponent of this argument, to be true.

From this it follows, that each of these

suppositions will constitute a condition,

under which the legitimate application of

this reasoning is exclusively competent.
Whether these conditions have been ever
previously enounced, I know not. But
this I know, that while their necessity is

so palpable, that they could never, if ex-
plicitly stated, be explicitly denied; that

in the hands of philosophers they have
been always, more or less violated, impli-

citly and in fact, and this often not the
least obtrusively by those who have been
themselves the loudest in their appeal from
the conclusions of an obnoxious specula-

tion to the common convictions of mankind.
It is not therefore to be marvelled at if the
argument itself should have sometimes
shared in the contempt which its abusive
application so frequently and so justly

merited.
-f^j

1. That the first condition— that of \
originality—is indispensable, is involved
in the very conception of the argument.
I should indeed hardly have deemed that
it required an articulate statement, were
it not that, in point of fact, many philoso-

phers have attempted to establish, on the
principles of common sense, propositions
which are not original data of conscious-
ness; while the original data of conscious-

ness, from which their propositions were
derived, and to which they owed their

whole necessity and truth—these data the
same philosophers were (strange to say!)
not disposed to admit. Thus, when it is

argued by the Cosmothetic Idealists

—

" The external world exists, because wp
naturally believe it to exist;" the illation

is incompetent, in as much as it errone-
ously assumes that our belief of an exter-
nal world is a primary datum of conscious-
ness. This is not the case. That an outer
world exists is given us, not as a " miracu-
lous revelation," not as a "cast of magic,''
not as an "instinctive feeling," not as a
" blind belief." These expressions, in
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which the Cosmothetic Idealists shadow
j

forth the difficulty they create, and attempt

to solve, are wholly inapplicable to the

real fact. Our belief of a material uni-

verse is not ultimate; and that universe is

not unknown. This belief is not a super-

natural inspiration ; it is not an infused

faith. We are not compelled by a blind

impulse to believe in the external world,

as in an unknown something; on the con-

trary, we believe it to exist only because

we are immediately cognizant of it as ex-

isting. If asked, indeed —How we know
that we know it?—how we know that

what we apprehend in sensible perception

is, as consciousness assures us, an object,

external, extended, and numerically diffe-

rent from the conscious subject?—how we
know that this object is not a mere mode
of mind, illusively presented to us as a

mode of matter ?—then indeed we must

reply, that we do not in propriety know
that what we are compelled to perceive as

not-self, is not a perception of self, and

that we can only on reflection believe such

to be the case, in reliance on the original

necessity of so believing, imposed on us by

our nature,
* Quse nisi sit veri, ratio quoque falsa fit omnis.'

That this is a correct statement of the

fact has been already shown ; and if such

be the undenied and undeniable ground of

the natural belief of mankind, in the re-

ality of external things, the incompetence

of the argument from common sense in

the hands of the Cosmothetic Idealist is

manifest, in so far as it does not fulfil the

fundamental condition of that argument.

This defect of the argument may, in

the present example indeed, be easily sup-

plied, by interpolating the medium which

has been left out. But this cannot con-

sistently be done by the Cosmothetic

Idealist, who is reduced to this dilemma

—

that if he adhere to his hypothesis, he must

renounce the argument; and if he apply

the argument, he must renounce his hypo-

thesis.

2. The second condition, that of absolute

truth, requires that he who applies the ar-

gument of common sense, by appealing to

the veracity of consciousness, should not

himself, directly or indirectly, admit that

consciousness is ever false ; in other words,

he is bound, in applying this argument, to

apply it thoroughly, impartially, against

himself no less than against others, and not

according to the conveniences of his po-

lemic, to approbate and reprobate the tes-

timony of our original beliefs. That our

immediate consciousness, if competent to

prove any thing, must be competent to

prove every thing it avouches, is a prin-

ciple which none have been found, at least

openly, to deny. It is proclaimed by

Leibnitz: " Si l'experience interne imme-

diate pouvait nous tromper, il ne saurait y
avoir pour moi aucune v£rite de fait,

j 'ajoute, ni de raison. " Andby Lucretius :—
* Denique ut in fabrica si prava 'st Regula prima,

Omnia mendosa fieri atque obstipa necessum 'st

;

Sic igitur Ratio tibirerum prava necesse *st,

Falsaque sit, falsis quaecunque ab Sensibus or-

ta 'st.'

Compare Plotinus, En. V. Lib. v. o, 1 —
Buffier, Pr. Ver., § 1\—Reid, Inq., p. 183,

b. I. P., p. 260, b.

Yet, however notorious the condition,

that consciousness unless held trustworthy

in all its revelations cannot be held trust-

worthy in any ; marvellous to say, philo-

sophers have rarely scrupled, on the one

hand, quietly to supersede the data of con-

sciousness, so often as these did not fall in

with their preadopted opinions;—and on

the other, clamorously to appeal to them,

as irrecusable truths, so often as they could

allege them in corroboration of their own,

or in refutation of a hostile, doctrine.

I shall again take for an example the

fact of perception, and the violation of the

present condition by the Cosmothetic Ideal-

ists—1°, in the constitution of their own
doctrine; 2°, in their polemic against

more extreme opinions.

In the first place, in the constitution of

their doctrine, nothing can be imagined

more monstrous than the procedure of

these philosophers, in attempting to vin-

dicate the reality of a material world, on

the ground of an universal belief in its

existence; and yet rejecting the universal

belief in the knowledge on which the uni-

versal belief in the existence is exclusively

based. Here the absurdity is twofold.

Firstly, in postulating a conclusion though

rejecting its premises; secondly, in found-

ing their doctrine partly on the veracity,

and partly on the mendacity, of conscious-

ness.

In the second place, with what consis-

tency and effect do the Hypothetical Real-

ists point the argument of common sense

against the obnoxious conclusions of the

thorough-going Idealist, the Materialist,

the Absolutist, the Nihilist ?

Take first their vindication of an exter-

nal world against the Idealist.

To prove this, do they, like Dr Thomas
Brown, simply found on the natural belief

of mankind in its existence? But they

themselves, as we have seen, admitting the

untruth of one natural belief—the belief

in our immediate knowledge of external

things— have no right to presume upon
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the truth of any other; and the absurdity

is carried to its climax, when the natural

belief, which they regard as false, is the

sole ground of the natural belief which
they would assume and found upon as true.

Again, do they, like Descartes, allege that

God would be a deceiver, were we con-

strained by nature to believe in the reality

of an unreal world ? But the Deity, on
their hypothesis, is a deceiver; for that

hypothesis assumes that our natural con
sciousness deludes us in the belief, that

external objects are immediately, and in

themselves, perceived. (See 747 a.) Either

therefore maintaining the veracity of God,
they must surrender their hypothesis; or,

maintaining their hypothesis, they must
surrender the veracity of God.

Against the Materialist, in proof of our
Personal Identity, can they maintain, that

consciousness is able to identify self, at

one period, with self, at another ; when,
in their theory of perception, conscious-

ness mistaking self for not-self, is unable,

they virtually assert, to identify self with
self, even at the same moment of existence ?

How. again, can they maintain the sub-

stantial Individuality and consequent Im-
materiality of the thinking principle, on
the unity of consciousness, when the duality

given in consciousness is not allowed sub-

stantially to discriminate the object from
the subject in perception ?

But to take a broader view. It is a
maxim in philosophy,— That substances are

not to be multiplied without necessity; in

other words,— That a 'plurality of prin-
ciples are not to be assumed, when the phe-
nomena can possibly be explain' d by one.

This regulative principle, which may be
called the law or maxim of Parcimony,
throws it therefore on the advocates of a
scheme of psychological Dualism, to prove
the necessity of supposing more than a
single substance for the phenomena of
mind and matter.—Further, we know no-
thing whatever of mind and matter, con-
sidered as substances; they are only known
to us as a twofold series of phamomena

:

and we can only justify, against the law of

parcimony, the postulation of two sub-

stances, on the ground, that the two series

of phanomena are, reciprocally so con-
trary and incompatible, that the one can-
not be reduced to the other, nor both be
supposed to coinhere in the same common
substance. Is this ground shown to be
invalid ?—the presumption against a dual-

istic theory at once recurs, and a unitarian

scheme becomes, in the circumstances,
philosophically necessary.

Now the doctrine of Cosmothetic Ideal-

ism, in abolishing the incompatibility of the
t wo series of phaenomena subverts the only
ground on which a psychological Dualism
can be maintained. This doctrine denies
to mind a knowledge of aught beyond its

own modifications. The qualities, which
we call material—Extension, Figure, &c.—exist for us, only as they are known by
us ; and, on this hypothesis, they are known
by us, only as modes of mind. The tw o

series of phaenomena, therefore, so far

from being really, as they are apparently,
opposed, are, on this doctrine, in fact, ad-
mitted to be all only manifestations of the
same substance.

So far, therefore, from the Hypotheti-
cal Dualist being able to resist the conclu-
sion of the Unitarian—whether Idealist,

Materialist, or Absolutist ; the fundamen-
tal position of his philosophy

—

that the ob-
ject immediately known is in every act of
cognition identical with the subject knowing
—in reality, establishes any and every
doctrine but his own. On this principle,

the Idealist may educe the object from the
subject ; the Materialist educe the subject

from the object; the Absolutist carry both
up into indifference; nay the Nihilist sub-
vert the substantial reality of either :—and
the Hypothetical Dualist is doomed to
prove, that, while the only salvation against

these melancholy results is an appeal to
the natural convictions of mankind, that
the argument from common sense is, in his

hands a weapon, either impotent against
his opponents, or fatal equally to himself
and them.

§ i77.— The argument from Common
Sense is one strictly philosophical and
scientific.

We have thus seen, though the argu-
ment from common sense be an appeal to

the natural convictions of mankind, that it

is not an appeal from philosophy to blind

feeling . It is only an appeal, from Hie
heretical conclusions of particular philoso-

phies, to the catholic principles of all phi-

losophy. The prejudice, which, on this

supposition, has sometimes been excited

against the argument, is groundless.

Nor is it true, that the argument from
common sense denies the decision to the
judgment of philosophers, and accords it

to the verdict of the vulgar. Nothing can
be more erroneous. We admit—nay we
maintain, as D'Alembert well expresses it,

"that the truth in metaphysic, like the
truth in matters of taste, is a truth of
which all minds have the germ within

themselves ; to which indeed the greater
number pay no attention, but which thej
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recogiu.se the moment it is pointed out to

them. . . But if, in this sort, all are able to

understand, all are not able to instruct.

The merit of conveying easily to others

true and simple notions is much greater

than is commonly supposed; for experience

proves how rarely this is to be met with.

Sound metaphysical ideas are common
truths, which every one apprehends, but

which few have the talent to develope.

So difficult is it on any subject to make
our own what belongs to every one."

(Melanges, t. iv. § 6.) Or, to employ the

words of the ingenious Lichtenberg

—

" Philosophy, twist the matter as we may,
is always a sort of chemistry (Scheide-

kunst.) The peasant employs all the
principles of abstract philosophy, only in-

veloped, latent, engaged, as the men of
physical science express it ; the Philoso-

pher exhibits the pure principle." (Hin-
terlassene Schriften, vol. ii

, p. 67.)

The first problem of Philosophy—and
it is one of no easy accomplishment—being
thus to seek out, purify, and establish, by
intellectual analysis and criticism, the ele-

mentary feelings or beliefs, in which are
given the elementary truths of which all

are in possession ; and the argument from
common sense being the allegation of these

feelings or beliefs as explicated and ascer-

tained, in proof of the relative truths and
their necessary consequences ;—this argu-
ment is manifestly dependent on philo-

sophy, as an art, as an acquired dexterity,

and cannot, notwithstanding the errors
which they have so frequently committed,
be taken out of the hands of the philoso-

phers. Common Sense is like Common
Law. Each may be laid down as the ge-
neral rule of decision; but in the one case
it must be left to the jurist, in the other
to the philosopher, to ascertain what are
the contents of the rule ; and though in

both instances the common man may be
cited as a witness, for the custom or the
fact, in neither can he be allowed to offi-

ciate as advocate or as judge.

Mudiwor* xQiueiu uhuypovug oivlgccg
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It must be recollected, also, that in ap-
pealing to the consciousness of mankind
in general, we only appeal to the consci-
ousness of those not disqualified to pro-
nounce a decision. " In saying (to use
the words of Aristotle) simply and with-
out qualification, that this or that it a
known truth, we do not mean that it is in

fact recognized by all, but only by such

as are of a sound understanding; just as

in saying absolutely, that a thing is whole-
some, we must be held to mean, to such as

are of a hale constitution.'' (Top. L. vi.,

c. 4, § 7)—We may, in short, say of the
true Philosopher what Erasmus, in an
epistle to Hutten, said of Sir Thomas
More :

—" Nemo minus ducitur vulgi ju-
dicio ; sed rursus nemo minus abest a
sensu communi."
When rightly understood, therefore, no

valid objection can be taken to the argu-
ment of common sense, considered in itself.

But it must be allowed that the way in

which it has been sometimes applied was
calculated to bring it into not unreason-
able disfavour with the learned. (See C.
L. Reinhold's Beytra?ge zur leichtern

Uebersicht des Zustandesder Philosophie,

i. p. 61 ; and Niethhammer in his Journal,
i. p. 43 sq.) In this country in particular,

some of those who opposed it to the scep-

tical conclusions of Hume did not suffi-

ciently counteract the notion which the
name might naturally suggest; they did

not emphatically proclaim that it was no
appeal to the undeveloped beliefs of the
unreflective many; and they did not in-

culcate that it presupposed a critical ana-
lysis of these beliefs by the philosophers

themselves. On the contrary, their lan-

guage and procedure might even, some-
times, warrant an opposite conclusion.

This must be admitted without reserve
of the writings of Beattie, and more es-

pecially, of Oswald. But even Reid, in

his earlier work, was not so explicit as to

prevent his being occasionally classed in

the same category. That the strictures

on the " Scottish Philosophy of Common
Sense" by Feder, Lambert, Tetens, Eber-
hard, Kant, Ulrich, Jacob, &c, were inap-

plicable to Reid, is sufficiently proved by
the more articulate exposition of his doc-
trine, afterwards given in his Essays on
the Intellectual and Active Powers. But
these criticisms having been once recorded,
we need not wonder at their subsequent
repetition, without qualification or excep-
tion, by philosophers and historians of

philosophy.

To take, as an example, the judgment
of the most celebrated of these critics.

" It is not (says Kant, in the preface to
his Prolegomena) without a certain pain-

ful feeling, that we behold how completely
Hume's opponents, Reid, Oswald, Beattie,

and, at last, Priestley, missed the point of

his problem ; and whilst they, on the one
hand, constantly assumed the very posi-

tions which he did not allow, and on the
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other, demonstrated warmly, and often

with great intemperance, what he had

never dreamt of calling into question, they

so little profited by the hint which he had
given towards better things, that all re-

mained in the same position as if the mat-

ter had never been agitated at all. The
question mooted, was not

—

Wliether the

notion of Cause were right, applicable, and,

in relation to all natural knowledge, indis-

pensable ; for of this Hume had never insin-

uated a doubt ; but— Whether this notion

were by the mind excogitated a priori,

whether it thus possessed an intrinsic truth,

independent of all experience, and conse-

quently a more extensive applicability, one

not limited merely to objects of experience :

on this Hume awaited a disclosure. In

fact, the whole dispute regarded the

origin of this notion, and not its indispen-

sability in use. If the former be made
out, all that respects the conditions of its

use, and the sphere within which it can

be validly applied, follow as corollaries, of

themselves. In order satisfactorily to

solve the problem, it behoved the oppo-

nents of this illustrious man to have pene-

trated deeply into the nature of the mind,

considered as exclusively occupied in pure

thinking : but this did not suit them. They,
therefore, discovered a more convenient

method, in an appeal to the common un-

derstanding of mankind (gemeiner Men-
schenverstand)"—and so forth; showing
that Kant understood by the common
sense of the Scottish philosophers, only

good sense, sound understanding, &c.

(Prolegomena, p. 10.)

I will not object to the general truth of

the statements in this passage ; nor to

their bearing in so far as they are applied

to the British philosophers in general. For
Reid, however, I must claim an exemp-
tion ; and this I shall establish with regard
to the very notion of Cause to which Kant
refers.

That from the limited scope of his

earlier work the " Inquiry," Reid had not

occasion to institute a critical analysis of

the notion of Causality, affords no ground
for holding that he did not consider such
analysis to be necessary in the establish-

ment of that and the other principles of

common sense. This, indeed, he in that

very work, once and again, explicitly de-

clares. " We have taken notice of several

original principles of belief in the course

of this inquiry ; and when other faculties

of the mind are examined we shall find

more. * * * A clear explication and
enumeration of the principles of common
sense, is one of the chiefdesiderata in Logic.

We have only considered such of them aa

occurred in the examination of the five

senses." p. 209 ab. See also p. 96 a. And
accordingly in his subsequent and more
extensive work, the " Essays on the In-

tellectual Powers," published within two
years after Kant's " Prolegomena," we
find the notion of Causality, among others,

investigated by the very same critical pro-
cess which the philosopher of Koenigsberg
so successfully employed ; though there be
no reason whatever for surmising that

Reid had ever heard the name, far less

seen the works, of his illustrious censor
The criterion—the index by which Kant
discriminates the notions ofpure or a priori
origin from those elaborated from expe-
rience, is their quality of necessity; and its

quality of necessity is precisely the cha-

racteristic by which Reid proves that,

among others, the notion of causality can
not be an educt of experience, but must
form a part of the native cognitions of the
mind itself. It is doubtful indeed whether
Reid, like Kant, was even indebted to
Leibnitz for his knowledge of this touch-
stone ; but the fact of its familiar employ-
ment by him in the discrimination and
establishment of the fundamental principles

of thought, more especially in his later

works, sufficiently shows, that the reproach
of an uncritical application of the argu-
ment from common sense, made against
the Scottish philosophers in general, was,
at least in reference to him, unfounded.
Reid however—and to his honour be it(

spoken—stands alone among the philoso-\

phers of this country in his appreciation I

and employment of the criterion of neces-

'

sity. See Note T.
[Since writing the above, I have met

with the following passage in the " Lettere
Philosophiche " of Baron Galluppi, one of
the two most distinguished of the present
metaphysicians of Italy.

" The philosopher of Koenigsberg makes
Hume thus reason :— ' Metaphysical Cau-
sality is not in the objects observed ; it

is, therefore, a product of imagination
engendered upon custom.'—This reason-
ing, says Kant, is inexact. It ought to
have proceeded thus.— ' Causality is not
in the things observed ; it is therefore in

the observer.' But here Kant does not
apprehend Hume's meaning, whose rea-

I

soning, as I have stated in the eighth let-

.
ter, is altogether different. Metaphysical

I

causality, he argues, is not in the things

,

observed; it cannot therefore be in the

j

observer, in whom all is derived from the
things observed. Reid fully understands

j
the purport of Hume's argument, and
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meets it precisely and conclusively with

this counter-reasoning ;
—

' Metaphysical

Causality is a fact in our intellect ; it is not

derived from the things observed, and is

therefore a subjective law of the observer.'

Kant objects, that Reid has not attended

to the state of the question. There is no
dispute, he says, about the existence of the

notion of metaphysical causality ; the only

doubt regards its origin. This is altoge-

ther erroneous. Hume being unable to

find the origin of the notion in experience,

denied its existence. Kant's criticism of

Reid is therefore unjust." P. 225.

Kant, I think, is here but hardly dealt

with. Hume did not, certainly, deny the

existence of the notion of causality, mean-
ing thereby its existence as a mental phai-

nomenon; he only (on the hypothesis of

the then dominant doctrine of sensualism)

shewed that it had no objective validity

—

no legitimate genesis. In different points

of view, therefore, Hume may be said to

deny, and not to deny, its reality. The
dispute is a mere logomachy. See Note
Q.—Kant also stands clear of injustice to-

wards Reid, when it is considered that his

strictures on the Scottish philosophers were
prior to the appearance of the u Essays on
the Intellectual Powers," the work in

which Reid first expounded his doctrine

of causality.]

§ IV. On the Essential Characters by
which the principles of Common Sense

are discriminated.

It now remains to consider what are

the essential notes or characters by which
we are enabled to distinguish our original,

from our derivative, convictions. These
characters, I think, may be reduced to

four ;—1°, their Incomprehensibility—2°,

their Simplicity—3°, their Necessity and
absolute Universality—4°, their compara-
tive Evidence and Certainty.

1. In reference to the first;—A con-

viction is incomprehensible when there is

merely given us in consciousness— That
its object is (on etrn) ; and when we
are unable to comprehend through a higher
notion or belief, Why or How it is (hort

Iffrt), When we are able to comprehend
why or how a thing is, the belief of the
existence of that thing is not a primary
datum of consciousness, but a subsumption
under the cognition or belief which affords

its reason.

2. As to tne second ;—It is manifest

that if a cognition or belief be made up
of, and can be explicated into, a plurality

of cognitions or beliefs, that, as compound,
it cannot be original.

3. Touching the third ;—Necessity and
Universality may be regarded as coinci-

dent. For when a belief is necessary it

is, eo ipso, universal ; and that a belief is

universal, is a certain index that it must
be necessary. (See Leibnitz, Nouveaux
Essais, L. i. § 4. p. 32.) To prove the

necessity, the universality must, however,
be absolute; for a relative universality

indicates no more than custom and educa-
tion, howbeit the subjects themselves may
deem that they follow only the dictates of

nature. As St Jerome has it— " Una-
quaeque gens hoc legem naturae putat,

quod didicit."

It is to be observed, that the necessity

here spoken of, is of two kinds. There
is one necessity, when we cannot construe
it to our minds as possible, that the deli-

verance ofconsciousness should not be true.

This logical impossibility occurs in the

case of whatf are called necessary truths

—

truths of reason or intelligence ; as in the

law of causality, the law of substance, and
still more in the laws of identity, contra-

diction, and excluded middle. There is

another necessity, when it is not unthink-

able, that the deliverance of consciousness

may possibly be false, but at the same
time, when we cannot but admit, that this

deliverance is of such or such a purport.

This is seen in the case of what are called

contingent truths or truths of fact. Thus,
for example, I can theoretically suppose
that the external object I am conscious of

in perception, may be, in reality, nothing
but a mode of mind or self. I am unable

however to think that it does not appear
to me—that consciousness does not com-
pel me to regard it

—

as external

—

as a
mode of matter or not-self. And such
being the case, I cannot practically believe

the supposition I am able speculatively

to maintain. For I cannot believe this

supposition, without believing that the last

ground of all belief is not to be believed

;

which is self-contradictory. " Nature,"
says Pascal, " confounds the Pyrrhonist ;

"

and, among many similar confessions, those

of Hume, of Fichte, of Hommel may suffice

for an acknowledgement of the impossibi-

lity which the Sceptic, the Idealist, the

Fatalist finds in practically believing the

scheme which he views as theoretically

demonstrated.—The argument from com-
mon sense, it may be observed, is of prin-

cipal importance in reference to the class

of contingent truths. The others, from
their converse being absolutely incogitable,

sufficiently guard themselves.

As this criterion of Necessity and Uni-
versality is signalised by nearly the whole
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genes of authorities adduced in the sequel,

it would be idle to refer to any in particu.

lar. See however Reid, p. 233, a.; and
on the quality of Necessity as a criterion

of the originality of a cognition, Note T,

with the relative places. Buffier's second

and third essential qualities of primary

truths may be reduced to this. See in

Testimonies n. 63.

4. The fourth and last character of our

original beliefs is their comparative Evi-

dence and Certainty. This along with

the third is well stated by Aristotle

—

" What appears to all that we affirm to be;

and he who rejects this belief will assured-

ly advance nothing better deserving of cre-

dence." And again:—"If we know and
believe through certain original princi-

ples, we must know and believe these with

paramount certainty, for the very reason

that we know and believe all else through
them." And such are the truths in regard

to which the Aphrodisian says,—" though
some men may verbally dissent, all men
are in their hearts agreed." This con-

stitutes the first of Buffier's essential qua-

lities of primary truths, which is, as he
expresses it,

—" to be so clear, that if we
attempt to prove or to disprove them,
this can be done only by propositions

which are manifestly neither more evident

nor more certain." Testimonies nn. 3,

10, 63. Compare the others, passim.

A good illustration of this character is

afforded by the assurance—to which we
have already so frequently referred—that

in perception mind is immediately cogni-

sant of matter. How self can be con-

scious of not-self, how mind can be cog-

nisant of matter, we do not know ; but we
know as little how mind can be percipient

of itself. In both cases we only know the

fact, on the authority of consciousness;

and when the conditions of the problem
are rightly understood—when it is esta-

blished that it is only the primary qualities

of body which are apprehended in them-
selves, and this only in so far as they are

in immediate relation to the organ of sense,

the difficulty in the one case is not more
than in the other. This in opposition to

the simple Idealists. But the Cosmothe-
tic Idealists— the Hypothetical Realists

are far less reasonable ; who, in the teeth

of consciousness, on the ground of incon-

ceivability, deny to mind all cognisance

of matter, yet bestow on it the more
inconceivable power of representing, and
truly representing, to itself the external

world which, ex hypothesi, it doesnot know.
These theorists do not substitute, in

place of the simple fact which they repu-

diate, anothoi more easy and intelligible.

On the contrary they gratuitously involve

themselves in a maze of unwarrantable

postulates, difficulties, improbabilities, and
self-contradictions, of such a character,

that we well may wonder, how the doc-

trine of Cosmothetic Idealism has been
able to enlist under its banners, not a few
merely, but the immense majority of mo-
dern philosophers. The Cosmothetic
Idealists, in truth, violate in their hypo-
thesis every condition of a legitimate hy-
pothesis. But for the illustration of this,

I must again refer to the article on the

Philosophy of Perception, Edinburgh Re- K
view, vol. lii. p. 178-181.

§ V.— The Nomenclature, that is the vari-

ous appellations by which theprinciples

of Common Sense have been designated.

It is evident that the foundations of our
knowledge cannot properly be themselves
the objects of our knowledge; for as by
them we know all else, by nought else can
they themselves be known. We know
them indeed, but only in the fact, that

with and through them we know. This
it is which has so generally induced philo-

sophers to bestow on them appellations

marking out the circumstance, that in dif-

ferent points of view, they may and they
may not, be regarded as cognitions. They
appear as cognitions, in so far as we are

conscious that (on) they actually are ; they
do not appear as cognitions, in so far as

in them we are not conscious how (bin)
they possibly can be. Philosophers ac-

cordingly, even when they view and desig-

nate them as cognitions, are wont to qua-
lify their appellation, under this character,

by some restrictive epithet. For exam-
ple, Cicero styling them intelligentioz does
not do so simply; but i. inchoat03, i.ad-
umbrato3, i. obscure, &c. A similar limi-

tation is seen in the terms ultimate facts,

primary data, &c. of consciousness-, for

these and the analogous expressions are in-

tended to show, that while their existence

is within our apprehension, the reason or
ground of their existence is beyond our
comprehension.

On the other hand we see the preva-
lence of the opposite point of view in the
nomenclatures which seem to regard them
not as cognitions wholly within conscious-
ness, but as the bases of cognition, and
therefore partly without, and partly with-
in, consciousness. Such is the scope of
the analogical designations applied to
them of Senses, Feelings, Instincts, Revela-
tions, Inspirations, Suggestions, Beliefs,

Assents, Holdings, &c. It is the inexpli-
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cable and equivocal character which the

roots of our knowledge thus exhibit, to

which we ought to attribute the inade-

quacy, the vacillation and the ambiguity of

the terms by which it has been attempted
to denote them; and it is with an indul-

gent recollection of this, that we ought
to criticise all and each of these denomi-
nations,— which, after this general ob-

servation, I proceed to consider in de-

tail. In doing this I shall group them ac-

cording to the principal points of view
from which it would seem they were im-
posed.

I. The first condition, the consideration

of which seems to have determined a cer-

tain class of names, is that of Immediacy.
In our primitive cognitions we apprehend
existence at once, and without the inter-

vention of aught between the apprehend-
ing mind and the existence apprehended.

Under this head the first appellations

are those which, with some qualifying at-

tribute, apply to these cognitions the name
of —Sense.

It is hardly necessary to observe that

the words corresponding to the term Sense
and its conjugates have in no language
been limited to our perceptions of the ex-

ternal world, or to the feeling of our bodily

affections. In every language they have
been extended to the operations of the

higher faculties ;—indeed it can be shown,
in almost every instance, that the names
which ultimately came to be appropriated

to the purest acts of intelligence were, in

their origin, significant of one or other of

the functions of our organic sensibility.

Such among others is the rationale of the

terms moral sense (sensus bonij logical

sense (sensus veri) aesthetical sense (sensus

pulchri), which, even in modern philoso-

phy, have been very commonly employed,
though not employed to denote any thing

lower than the apprehensive faculty of in-

telligence in these different relations. On
this transference of the term Sense, see

Aristotle, (De Anima, L. iii. c. 3)

—

Quin-
tilian, ( Instit. L. viii. c. 5)—Budaeus, (in

Pandectas, Tit. i.)

—

Salmasius, (ad Soli-

num, p. 141.)

—

Grotius, (ad Acta Aposto-
lorum, vii. 32, and I. Petri, i. 12.)

—

Glauber-

gius, (Exercitationes, 83-88)

—

Burman-
nus, (ad Phaedrum, L. ii. Ep. 13.)

—

Gro-
novius, (Diatribe ad Statium, c.43.)

—

J. A.
Fabricius, ( Programma De Gustatu Pul-
cri, p. 5.) &c. &c.

This being, in general, premised we
have now to consider in particular, 1°, the

ancient term Common Sense; and, 2°, the

modern term Internal Sense, as applied to

our elementary consciousness.

1. Sense Common, (sensus communis,
sensus communes, sensus publicus, sens com-
mun,senso comune, Gemeinsinn,J principles,

axioms, maxims, truths, judgments, &c. of.

The Greek tongue was for a long pe-
riod destitute of any word to denote Con-
sciousness; and it was only after both the
philosophy and language of Greece had
passed their prime, that the terms vvtaitr-

0eL\of*.a.i and a-vvaUdnffis were applied not
merely to denote the apperception of sense
but the primary condition of knowledge in

general. (See Note I.) The same ana-
logy explains how in the Latin tongue the
term Sensus Communis came, from a very
ancient period, to be employed with a si-

milar latitude; and as Latin, even after

its extinction as a living language, was
long the exclusive vehicle of religion and
philosophy throughout western Europe,
we need not wonder that the analysis and
its expression, the thing and the word,
passed not only into the dialects in which
the Romanic, but into those also in which
the Teutonic, element was predominant.
But as the expression is not unambiguous
it is requisite to distinguish its significa-

tions.

The various meanings in which the term
Common Sense is met with, in ancient and
modern times, may I think be reduced to

four ; and these fall into two categories,

according as it is, or is not, limited to the

sphere of sense proper.
As restricted to sense proper.
a.—Under this head Common Sense has

only a single meaning; that to wit which
it obtained in the Peripatetic philosophy
and its derivative systems. Common
Sense (x<nvh aXahfn) was employed by
Aristotle to denote the faculty in which
the various reports of the several senses

are reduced to the unity of a common ap-
perception. This signification is determi-

nate. The others are less precisely dis-

criminated from each other.

(I may observe, however, that a second
meaning under this category might be
found in the Coznazsthesis, common feeling

or sensation, by which certain German
physiologists have denominated the sensus

vagus or vital sense, and which some of

them translate by common sense (Gemein-
sinn). But as the term in this significa-

tion has been employed recently, rarely,

abusively, and without imposing authority,

I shall discount it.)

As not limited to the sphere of sense pro-
per, it comprises three meanings.

b—The second signification of Com
mon Sense is when it denotes the comple-
ment of those cognitions or convictions

)
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which we receive from nature ; which all

men therefore possess in common; and by
which they test the truth of knowledge,

I
and the morality of actions. This is the
meaning in which the expression is now
emphatically employed in philosophy, and
which may be, therefore, called its philo-
sophical signification. As authorities for
its use in this relation, Reid (I. P. p. 423-
425) has adduced legitimate examples
from Bentley, Shaftesbury, Fenelon, Buf-
fier, and Hume. The others which he
quotes from Cicero and Priestley can hardly
be considered as more than instances of
the employment of the words; for the for-

mer, in the particular passage quoted, does
not seem to mean by " sensus communes "

more than the faculty of apprehending
sensible relations which all possess; and the
latter explicitly states, that he uses the
words in a meaning (the third) which we
are hereafter to consider. Mr Stewart
(Elements, vol ii., c. 7, sect. 3, p. 76) to
the examples of Reid adds only a single,

and that not an unambiguous, instance-

—

from Bayle. It therefore still remains to
show that in this signification its employ-
ment is not only of authorised usage, but,
in fact, one long and universally estab-

lished. This is done in the series of tes-

timonies I shall adduce in a subsequent
part of this note,—principally indeed to
prove that the doctrine of Common Sense,
notwithstanding many schismatic aberra-
tions, is the one catholic and perennial
philosophy, but which also concur in show-
ing that this too is the name under which
that doctrine has for two thousand years
been most familiarly known, at least, in

the western world. Of these Lucretius,

Cicero, Horace, Seneca, Tertullian, Ar-
nobius, and St Augustin, exhibit the ex-
pression as recognised in the language and
philosophy of ancient Rome; while some
fifty others prove its scientific and collo-

quial usage in every country of modern
Europe. (See Nos. 5—8, 12, 13, 15, 23,

25, 27—29, 31, 32, 34, 36, 38-44, 47, 48,
51—53, 55, 56, 58—69, 71—75, 78—85,
90.)

The objections to the term Common
Sense in this its philosophical application

are obvious enough. It is not unambigu-
ous. To ground an objection it has some-
times unintentionally, more frequently wil-

fully, been taken in the third signification

(v. p. 758 b) ; and its employment has even
afforded a ground for supposing that Reid
and other Scottish philosophers proposed
under it a certain peculiar sense, distinct

from intelligence, by which truth is appre-
hended or revealed. See Fries, in Testi-

1 monies No. 95, and Franke, Leben des
|

Gefuehls, § 42.

On the other hand, besides that no other
expression, to which valid objection may
not be taken, has yet been proposed ; and
besides, that it has itself been ratified by
ancient and general usage; the term Com-
mon Sense is not inappropriately applied
to denote an original source of knowledge
common to all mankind—a fountain of
truths intelligible indeed, but like those of
the senses revealed immediately as facts to
be believed, but not as possibilities to be
explained and understood. On this ground
the term Sense has found favour, in this
application, with the most ancient and the
most recent philosophers. For example
Aristotle (Eth. Nic. L. vi. c. 11, and Eth.
Eud. L. v. c. 11) says that nfy, Intelli.!

gence proper, the faculty of first princi-
ples is, in certain respects, a Sense; and
the ancient Scholiast, Eustratius, in his
commentary on the former work (f. 110, b)
explains it by observing, "that Intelli-
gence and Sense have this exclusively in
common—they are both immediate cogni-
tions." Hence it is that Aristotle (Me-
taph. xii. 7), Theophrastus (see Test. No.
4), and Plotinus (En. vi. L. vii. cc. 36, 39,
L. ix. c. 7) assimilate intellection, the noetic
energy, to touching in particular.* In

* Among the Greeks the expression " Com-
mon Intellect" was, however, rarely, if ever
used for Common Sense in this its second, or
philosophical, meaning. The learned Mr Har-
ris (in a note on his Dialogue concerning Hap.
piness) in stating the doctrine of the Greek
philosophers, says—" The recognition of self
evident truths, or at least the ability to recog-
nize them is called zo/vot vovs, " common sense,"
as being a sense common to all, except lunatics
and idiots." This is inaccurate; for his state-
ment of what was usual among the Greeks is
founded (I presume, for he does not allege any
authority,) on a single, and singular, example
of such usage. It is that of Epictetus (Diss.
Arriani, L. iii. c. 6). This philosopher seems
in that passage to give the name of common
intellect (xoivos vovt which H. Wolfius and Up-
ton translate by sensus communis) to the faculty
of those common notions possessed by all who
are of sound mind. Now were the epithet
common here applied to intellect because intel-
lect is the repository of such common notiona
or in as much as it is common to all men—this,
however likely a usage, is, I am confident, the
only, or almost the only, example to be foun<*
in antiquity of such a nomenclature; for though
the expression in question is frequent among
the Greek writers, I do not recollect to have
elsewhere met with it in a similai import. It
is employed in two significations.—1°, with vovs

in its stricter meaning, for the highest faculty
of mind, ttaim is used to mark its Imperson-
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reference to the apprehension of primary
truths, * the soul,' says Dr John Smith,
' has its senses, in like manner as the

body' (Select Discourses) ; and his friend

Dr Henry More designates the same, by
the name of intellectual sense. (Test. n.

45.) Jacobi defines Vernunft, his faculty

of ' intellectual intuitions' as * the sense

of the supersensible.' (Test. n. 87.) De
la Mennais could not find a more suitable

expression whereby to designate his theo-

logical system of universal consent or gene-

ral reason, than that of Common Sense;
and Borger in his classical work ' De
Mysticismo' prefers sensus as the least ex-

ceptionable word by which to discriminate

those notions, of which, while we are con-
scious of the existence, we are ignorant of
the reason and origin. " Cum igitur, qui

has notiones sequitur, ilium sensum sequi

allty, its unity, its general identity in men , or
in man and God. 2°, With voZs, in its looser
meaning for mind in general, it denotes a com-
munity of opinion or a community.of social

sentiment, corresponding to Sensus Communis
among the Romans, to be spoken of as the fourth
signification. The only second instance, I be-
lieve, that can be brought, is from the Aphro-
disian. (On the Soul, f. 138 ed. Aid.) But
there the epithet common is given to the natu-
ral in opposition to the acquired intellect, ex-
clusively from the circumstance that the for-

mer is possessed by all of sound mind, the latter

only by some; nay from a comparison of the two
passages it is evident, that Alexander in his em-
ployment of the expression had Epictfitue and
this very instance immediately in his eye. But
it is in fact by no means improbable that Epic-
tetus here uses the expression only in the first

of its two ordinary significations—as a Stoic, to
denote the individual intellect, considered as a
particle of the universal; and this even the
commentators are inclined to believe. See
Upton, ad locum. In illustration of this :—Plu-
tarch in his treatise 'On Common Notions
against the Stoics,' uses (after -ra^a. or Kara)
rhv KOivhv hvoiav or <raf Koivas evvoias at least

twenty-three times, and without the adjective rhv
hvoiav or rks svvotas, at least twenty.one times;
which last, by the bye., Xylander always renders
by e Sensus Communis.' Now how many times
does Plutarch use as a synonyme, xoivov voZv ?

Not once. He does, indeed, once employ it

and Koivct; tp^ivas (p. 1077 of the folio editions);
but in the sense of an agreement in thought
with others—the sense which it obtains also in
the only other example of the expression to be
found in his writings. (P. 529 D.)

I see Forcellini (voce Sensus) has fallen into
the same inaccuracy as Harris.

I may here notice that Aristotle does not apply
the epithet common to intellect at all; for rov
xoivov (De An. i 5. § 5) does not, as Themistius
supposes, mean 'of the common [intellect]'

but ' of the composite,' made up of soul and
body.

dicimu3, hoc dicimus, illas notiones non
esse ratione [ratiocinatione] quaesitas, sed

omni argumentatione antiquiores. Eo au-

tem majori jure eos sensus vocabulo com-
plectimur, quod, adeo obscurae sunt, ut

eorum ne distincte quidem nobis conscii

simus, sed eas esse, ex efficacia earum in-

telligamus, i. e. ex vi qua animum afliciunt
1

(P. 259, ed. 2.) See also of Testimonies
the numbers already specified.

c—In the third signification, Common
Sense may be used with emphasis on the

adjective or on the substantive.

In the former case, it denotes such an
ordinary complement of intelligence, that,

if a person be deficient therein, he is ac-

counted mad or foolish.

Sensus communis is thus used in Phae-
drus, L. i. 7 ;—but Horace, Serm i. iii. 66,
and Juvenal Sat. viii. 73, are erroneously,

though usually, interpreted in this signi-

fication. In modern Latinity (as in Milton
contra Salmasium, c. 8) and in most of
the vulgar languages, the expression in

this meaning is so familiar that it would
be idle to adduce examples. Sir James
Mackintosh (Dissertations, &c, p. 387 of
collected edition) .indeed, imagines that^

this is the only meaning of common sense;

and on this ground censures Reid for the
adoption of the term; and even Mr Stew-
art's objections to it seem to proceed on
the supposition, that this is its proper or
more accredited signification. See Ele-
ments ii. ch. 1, sec. 2; et supra 27 b. This
is wrong; but Reid himself, it must be ac-
knowledged, does not sufficiently distin-

guish between the second and third accep-
tations; as may be seen from the tenor
of the second chapter of the sixth Essay
on the Intellectual Powers, but especially

from the concluding chapter of the In-
quiry, (p. 209 b.)

In the latter case, it expresses native,

practical intelligence, natural prudence,
mother wit, tact in behaviour, acuteness
in the observation of character, &c, in

contrast to habits of acquired learning, or
of speculation away from the affairs of
life. I recollect no unambiguous exam-
ple of the phrase, in this precise accepta-
tion, in any ancient author. In the mo-
dern languages, and more particularly in

French and English, it is of ordinary oc-

currence. Thus, Voltaire's saying, 'Le
sens commun n'est pas si commun;'—
which, I may notice, was stolen from Buf-
fier. (Metaphysique, §HS9.)

With either emphasis it corresponds to

the KQivog "hoyurfiog of the Greeks, and
among them to the ogtiog "hoyog of the Sto-
ics, to the gesunde Menschenverstand of the
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Germans, to the Bom Sens of the French,
and to the Good Sense of the English.

The two emphases enable us to reconcile

the following contradictions:

—

' Le bon
sens (says Descartes) est la chose du
raonde la mieux partagee;' * Good sense

(says Gibbon) is a quality of mind hardly

less rare than genius.'

d.—In the fourth and last signification,

Common Sense is no longer a natural

quality; it denotes an acquired perception
or feeling of the common duties and pro-
prieties expected from each member of
society,—a gravitation of opinion—a sense

of conventional decorum— communional
sympathy—general biensiance—public spi-

rit, &c. In this signification—at least as

absolutely used—it is limited to the lan-

guage of ancient Rome. This is the mean-
ing in which it occurs in Cicero, De Orat.
i. 3, ii. 16—Or. pro Domo 37—in Ho-
race, Serm. i. iii. 66—in Juvenal, Sat. viii.

73—in Quintilian, Instit. i. 2—and in Se-
neca, Epp. 5, 105, whose words in ano-
ther place (which I cannot at the moment
recover) are— * Sic in beneficio sensus

communis,^ locum, tempus, personam ob-
served' Shaftesbury and others, misled
probably by~Casaubon, do not seize the

central notion in their interpretation of

several of these texts. In this meaning
the Greeks sometimes employed xoivog vavg

—an ambiguous expression, for which An-
toninus seems to have coined as a substi-

tute, KOtuouoYifcoavi/Yi.—To this head may be
referred Hutcheson's employment of Sen-
sus Communis for Sympathy. Synopsis
Metaphysicae, P. ii. c. 1.

2.— Sense inmost, interior, internal,

(sensus intimus, interior, internus, sens

intime, interne.) This was introduced,

as a convertible term with Conscious-

ness in general, by the philosophers of the

Cartesian school; and thus came to be
frequently applied to denote the source,

complement, or revelation of immediate
truths. It is however not only in itself

vague, but liable to be confounded with
internal sense, in other very different sig-

nifications. We need not therefore re-

gret, that in this relation, it has not (though
Hutcheson set an example) been natural-

ized in British Philosophy.

The third appellation determined by the
condition of Immediacy is that of

3.

—

Intuitions—Intuitive cognitions,

notions, judgments, (Intuitiones—Intuitus
—cognitio Intuitiva— Intuitions —facutte
Intuitive— Anschauungen. We may add,

imQofoccl—yvuaiz Kotrol i,^iny\v Itt/CoThj;/.)

In this sense xvTOKTiKo:, gTro^mxoVare rare.

The term Intuition is not unambiguous.

Besides its original and proper meaning
(as a visual perception), it has been em-
ployed to denote a kind of apprehension,
and a kind of judgment.

Under the former head, Intuition, or in-

tuitive knowledge, has been used in the
six following significations :

—

a.—To denote a perception of the ac-
tual and present, in opposition to the ' ab-
stractive' knowledge which we have of

the possible in imagination, and of the past
in memory.

b.— To denote an immediate appre-
hension of a thing in itself, in contrast to

a representative, vicarious, or mediate, ap-
prehension of it, in or through something
else. (Hence by Fichte, Schelling, and
others, Intuition is employed to designate
the cognition, as opposed to the conception,

of the Absolute.)

c.— To denote the knowledge which
we can adequately represent in imagina-
tion, in contradistinction to the ' symbo-
lical' knowledge which we cannot image,
but only think or conceive, through and
under a sign or word. (Hence probably
Kant's application of the term to the forms
of the Sensibility—the imaginations of
Space and Time—in contrast to the forms
or categories of the Understanding).
d.— To denote perception proper (the

objective), in contrast to sensation proper
(the subjective), in our sensitive consci-

ousness.

e.—To denote the simple apprehension
of a notion, in contradistinction to the
complex apprehension of the terms of a
proposition.

Under the latter head, it has only a
single signification; viz.

f.— To denote the immediate affirma-

tion by the intellect, that the predicate
does or does not pertain to the subject, in

what are called self-evident propositions.

All these meanings, however, with the
exception of the fourth, have this in com-
mon, that they express the condition of
an immediate, in opposition to a mediate,
knowledge. It is therefore easy to see,

how the term was suggested in its appli-

cation to our original cognitions; and how
far it marks out their distinctive character.

It has been employed in this relation by
Descartes, Leibnitz, Locke, Hemsterhuis,
Beattie, Jacobi, Ancillon, Degerando,
Thurot, and many others.

II. The second condition, which, along
with their Immediacy, seems to have d--
termined a class of names, is the Incom-
prehensibility or Inexplicability of our
original cognitions.

Under this head there are two a»-
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pellations which first present themselves

—Feeling and Belief; and these must be
considered in correlation.

A thing mediately known is conceived

under a representation or notion, and
therefore only known as possibly existing

;

a thing immediately known is apprehend-

ed in itself, and therefore known as ac-

tually existing.

l/ This being understood, let us suppose

an act of immediate knowledge. By ex-

ternal or internal perception I apprehend

a phenomenon, of mind or matter, as

existing ; I therefore affirm it to be.

Now if asked how I know, or am assured,

that what I apprehend as a mode of mind,

may not be, in reality, a mode of matter,

or that what I apprehend as a mode of

matter, may not, in reality, be a mode of

mind ; I can only say, using the simplest

language, * I know it to be true, because

J
I feel and cannot but feel/ nr 'because I

V believe and Cannot but believe, it so to be.'

And if farther interrogated, how I know
or am assured, that I thus feel, or thus

believe, I can make no better answer than,

in the one case, ' because I believe that I

feel,' in the other, ' because I feel that I

believe.' It thus appears, that when push-

ed to our last refuge, we must retire either

upon Feeling, or upon Belief, or upon both
indifferently. And accordingly, among

j
philosophers we find that a great many
employ one or other of these terms by
which to indicate the nature of the ulti-

mate ground to which our cognitions are

reducible; while some employ both, even
though they may accord a preference to

one.

1

—

Feeling in English (as Sentiment

in French, Gefuehl in German &c.) is am-
biguous :—And in its present application

(to say nothing of its original meaning in

relation to Touch) we must discharge
that signification of the word by which we
denote the phenomena of pain and plea-

sure. Feeling is a term preferable to

Consciousness, in so far as the latter does
not mark so well the simplicity, ultimacy,

and incomprehensibility of our original

apprehensions, suggesting, as it does, al-

ways something of thought and reflection.

In other respects, Consciousness—at least

with a determining epithet—may be the
preferable expression. In the sense now
hi question, Feeling is employed by Aris-
totle, Theophrastus, Pascal, Malebranche,
Bossuet, Leibnitz, Buffier, D'Aguesseau,
Berkeley, Hume, Karnes, Hemsterhuis,
Jacobi, Schulze, Bouterweck, Fries, Kop-
pen, Ancillon, Gerlach, Franke, and a
hundred others. In this meaning it has

been said, and truly, that ' Reason is only

a developed Feeling.'

2.

—

Belief or Faith, (Hiartg, Fides,

Croyance, Foi, Glaube, &c.) Simply, or

with one or other of the epithets natural,

primary, instinctive, &c, and some other
expressions of" a similar import as Convic-

tion, Assent , Trust, Adhesion, Holdingfor
true or real &c. C2vyxxToi&eartg, Assensus,

Fuerwahr-und-wirklichhalten, &c.) have,

though not unobjectionable, found favour
with a great number of philosophers, as

terms whereby to designate the original

warrants of cognition. Among these may
be mentioned Aristotle, Lucretius, Alex-
ander, Clement of Alexandria, Proclus,

Algazel, Luther, Hume, Reid, Beattie,

Hemsterhuis, Kant, Heidenreich, Fichte,

Jacobi, Bouterweck, Koppen, Ancillon,

Hermes, Biunde, Esser, Elvanich, &c. &c.
Nor can any valid objection be taken to

the expression.— St Austin accurately

says—" We know, what rests upon reason
;

we believe, what rests upon authority."

But reason itself must rest at last upon
authority ; for the original data of reason
do not rest on reason, but are necessarily

accepted by reason on the authority of

what is beyond itself. These data are,
j

therefore, in rigid propriety, Beliefs or
Trusts. Thus it is, that in the last resort,

we must, perforce, philosophically admit,

that belief is the primary condition of

reason, and not reason the ultimate ground
of belief. We are compelled to surrender
the proud Intellige ut credas of Abelard,
to content ourselves with the humble
Crede ut intelligas of Anselm.

3.—A third denomination, under this

head, is that of

Instincts, rational or intellectual (In-
stinctus, Impetus spontanei, Instinctus in-

teUigentio3, rationales.)

Instinctive beliefs, cognitions, judg-
ments, fyc.

These terms are intended to express

not so much the light as the dark side

which the elementary facts of conscious-

ness exhibit. They therefore stand op-

posed to the conceivable, the understood,

the known.

'Notre faible Raison se trouble et se con-

fond;

Oui, la Raison se tait, mais l'lnstinct vous
repond.'

Priestley (Examination, &c, passim) has

attempted to ridicule Reid's use of the

terms Instinct and Instinctive, in this

relation, as an innovation, not only in

philosophy, but in language; and Sir

James Mackintosh (Dissert, p. 388) con-
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aiders the term Instinct not less improper
than the term Common Sense.

As to the impropriety, though like

most other psychological terms these are

not unexceptionable, they are however less

so than many, nay than most, others. An
Instinct is an agent which performs blindly

and ignorantly a work of intelligence and
knowledge. The terms Instinctive belief,

—judgment— cognition, are therefore ex-

pressions not ill adapted to characterise a

belief, judgment, cognition, which, as the

result of no anterior consciousness, is, like

the products of animal instinct, the intel-

ligent effect of (as far as we are concern-

ed) an unknowing cause. In like manner,
we can hardly find more suitable expres-

sions to indicate those incomprehensible

spontaneities themselves, of which the pri-

mary facts of consciousness are the mani-
festations, than rational or intellectual In-

stincts. In fact if Reason can justly be
called a developed Feeling, it may with

no less propriety be called an illuminated

Instinct :—in the words of Ovid,

Et quod nunc Ratio est, impetus ante fuit.

As to an innovation either in language or
philosophy, this objection only betrays the
ignorance ofthe objector. Mr Stewart (Es-
says, p. 87 4to ed.) adduces Boscovich and
D'Alembert as authorities for the employ-
ment of the terms Instinct and Instinctive
in Reid's signification. But before Reid he
might have foundthem JAwsappliedby Cice-
ro, Scaliger, Bacon, Herbert, Descartes,
Rapin, Pascal, Poiret, Barrow, Leibnitz,

Musaeus, Feuerlin, Hume, Bayer, Kames,
Reimarus, and a host of others; while
subsequent to the ' Inquiry into the Hu-
man Mind,' besides Beattie, Oswald,
Campbell, Fergusson, among our Scottish
philosophers, we have, with Hemsterhuis
in Holland, in Germany Tetens, Jacobi,
Bouterweck, Neeb, Koppen, Ancillon,
and many other metaphysicians who have
adopted and defended the expressions.
In fact, Instinct has been for ages fami-
liarised as a philosophical term in the
sense in question, that is, in application to
the higher faculties ofmind, intellectual and
moral. In proof of this, take the article
from the ' Lexicon Philosophicum ' of
Micraelius, which appeared in 1653:

—

' Instinctus est rei ad aliquid tendentis
inclinatio ; estque alius materialis in cor-
poribus; alius rationalis in mente ;' and
Chauvin is to the same purport, whose
'Lexicon Philosophicum' was first pub-
lished in 1691. In a moral relation, as a
name for the natural tendencies to virtue,
it was familiarly employed even by the phi-

losophers of the sixteenth century (v. F
Picolominei ' Decern Gradus,' &e. Gr.
iii. c. i. sq.)', and in the seventeenth, it had
become, in fact, their usual appellation

(v. Velthuysen De Principiis Justi, &c. p.

73 sq.)

4.— Revelations— Inspirations.—
These expressions are intended metapho-
rically to characterise the incomprehen-
sible manner in which we are made sud-

denly aware of existence ; and, perhaps,
to indicate that our knowledge rests ulti-

mately on a testimony which ought to be
implicitly believed, however unable we
may be explicitly to demonstrate, on ra-

tional grounds, its credibility. They have
been thus employed, one or both, by Reid.
Stewart, Degerando, Cousin, and others,

but most emphatically by Jacobi.

5.

—

Suggestions, (Suggestiones, Sug-
gestus.)—This term with some determin-
ing epithet is a favourite word of Reid,
and in a similar signification. So also was
it of St Augustin and Tertullian.—By
the vovg of Aristotle the latter says

—

" non aliud quid intelligimus quam sugges-
tum animse ingenitum et insitum et nativi-

tus proprium. De Anima c. 12. See also

Testimonies, infra, No. 12 d ; and, supra,

p. Ill a, note.

6.

—

Facts—Data (ultimate—primary—original &c.) of Consciousness or Intelli-

gence. These expressions have found
favour with many philosophers, among
whom Fergusson, Fichte, Creuzer, Krug,
Ancillon, Gerlach, Cousin, Bautain, may
be mentioned. They are well adapted to

denote, that our knowledge reposes upon
what ought to be accepted as actually
true, though why, or in what manner it

is true, be inexplicable.

III.—The third quality, in reference to
which our primary cognitions have ob-
tained certain appellations, is their Origi-
nality. Under this head

:

1.

—

First — Primary— Primitive-
Primordial — Ultimate, as epithets
applied to truths, principles of thought,
laws of intelligence, facts or data of consci-
ousness, elements of reason, &c, are ex-
pressions which require no comment.

2

—

Principles ('A^a/, Principia, li-

terally commencements—points of depar-
ture) Principles of Common Sense—first,
proper, authentic (xvgicorxTcti) Principle*

of thought, reason, judgment, intelligence—
Initia naturce, &c.

Without entering on the various mean-
ings of the term Principle, which Aris-
totle defines, in general, thatfrom wh'.nce
any thing exists, is produced, or is known,
it is sufficient to say that it is always used
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for thai on which something else depends

;

and thus both for an original law, and for

an original element. In the former case

it is a regulative, in the latter a constitu-

tive, principle ; and in either signification

it may be very properly applied to our

original cognitions. In this relation, Mr
Stewart would impose certain restrictions

on the employment of the word. But
admitting the propriety of his distinctions,

in themselves,—and these are not new

—

it may be questioned whether the limita-

tion he proposes of the generic term be

expedient, or permissible. See his Ele-

ments ii. c. 1. particularly pp. 59, 93 of

8vo. editions.

3.

—

Anticipations—Presumptions—
Prenotions, (^QO^vj-^/sts, 7r(>ov7ra(>xovaot

yvaatg, anticipations, praesumptiones,

praenotiones, informationes anteceptm, cog-

nitiones anticipate, &c.) with such at-

tributes as common, natural, native, con-

nate, innate, &c, have been employed to

indicate that they are the antecedents,

causes, or conditions of all knowledge.

These are more especially the terms of

ancient philosophy To this group may
be added the expression Legitimate Pre-
judices, borrowed from the nomenclature
of theology, but which have sometimes

aeen applied by philosophers, in a paral-

lel signification.*

4.—A priori—truths, principles, cog-

nitions, notions, judgments, &c.

The term a priori, by the influence of

Kant and his school, is now very generally

employed to characterise those elements

of knowledge which are not obtained a
posteriori,—are not evolved out of expe-

rience as factitious generalizations; but

which, as native to, are potentially in, the

mind antecedent to the act of experience,

on occasion of which (as constituting its

subjective conditions) they are first actu-

ally elicited into consciousness. These
like many—indeed most—others of his

technical expressions, are old words ap-

plied in a new signification. Previously

to Kant the terms apriori and a posteriori

were, in a sense which descended from
Aristotle, properly and usually employed,

—the former to denote a reasoning from

cause to effect—the latter, a reasoning

* As by Trembley of Geneva. It is mani-

fest, though I have not his treatise at hand,

that he borrowed this, not over-fortunate, ex-

pression from the Prejuges Legitimes contre les

Calvinistes of Nicole, the work in which ori-

ginated the celebrated controversy in which
Pajon, Basnage, &c. were engaged. Of this

Mr Stewart does not seem to be aware. See

p. 27 b.

from effect to cause. The term a priori

came, however, in modern times to be
extended to any abstract reasoning from
a given notion to the conditions which
such notion involved ; hence, for example,
the title apriori bestowed on the ontolo-

gical and cosmological arguments for the

existence of the deity. The latter of

these, in fact, starts from experience

—

from the observed contingency of the

world, in order to construct the supposed
notion on which it founds. Clarke's cos-

mological demonstration, called a priori,

is therefore, so far, properly an argument
a posteriori,

5.— Categories of thought, under-
standing, reason, &c.

The Categories of Aristotle and other

philosophers were the highest classes (un-

der Being) to which the objects of our

knowledge could be generalized. Kant
contorted the term Category from its

proper meaning of attribution ; and from
an objective to a subjective application;

bestowing this name on the ultimate and
necessary laws by which thought is go-
verned in its manifestations. The term,

in this relation, has however found accep-

tation ; and been extended to designate,

in general, all the a priori phaenomena of

mind, though Kant himself limited the

word to a certain order of these.

6. Transcendental truths, principles,

cognitions, judgments, 6fC.

In the Schools trancendentalis and tran-

scendens were convertible expressions, em-
ployed to mark a term or notion which

transcended, that is, which rose above, and
thus contained under it, the categories, or

summa genera, of Aristotle. Such, for

example is Being, of which the ten cate-

gories are only subdivisions. Kant, ac-

cording to his wont, twisted these old

terms into a new signification. First of

all, he distinguished them from each other.

Transcendent (transcendens) he employed
to denote what is wholly beyond experi-

ence, being given neither as an a posteriori

nor as an a priori element of cognition

—

what therefore transcends every category

of thought. Transcendental (transcen-

dentalis) he applied to signify the a priori

or necessary cognitions which, though ma-
nifested in, as affording the conditions of,

experience, transcend the sphere of that

contingent or adventitious knowledge

which we acquire by experience. Trans-

cendental is not therefore what transcends,

but what in fact constitutes, a category of

thought. This term, though probably

from another quarter, has found favour

with Mr Stewart; who proposes to ex-
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change the expression principles of com-

mon sense for, among other names, that of

transcendental truths.

7. Pure (rein) is another Kantian ex-

pression (borrowed with a modification of

meaning from previous philosophers*) for

cognitions, in which there is mingled no-

thing foreign or adventitious, that is, no-

thing from experience, and which conse-

quently are wholly native to the mind,

wholly a priori. Such elements however,

it is evident, are obtained only by a pro-

cess of sundering and abstraction. In ac-

tual, or concrete, thinking, there is given

nothing pure; the native and foreign, the

a priori and a posteriori are there present-

ed in mutual fusion.

IV. The fourth determining circum-

stance, is that the cognitions in question

are natural not conventional, native not

acquired. Hence their most universal

denominations:

1. Nature ((pvaig natura) ; as, com-

mon Nature of man—light of Nature^—
primary hypotheses of Nature—initia Na-
turae, &c.

Natural (Qwikos, naturalis) as con-

joined with cognitions, notions, judgments,

anticipations, presumptions, prenotions,

beliefs, truths, criteria, &c.

2. Native, Innate, Connate, Implant-

ed, &c. {huv, 'ipQvrog, avpQvros, innatus,

ingenitus, congenitus, insitus, &c.) as ap-

plied to cognitions, notions, conceptions,

judgments, intellections, beliefs, &c. These

terms may be used either to express a

correct or an erroneous doctrine.

V. The fifth ground of nomenclature,

is the Necessity of these cognitions, consti-

tuting as they do the indispensable foun-

dations and elementary ingredients of every

• Pure knowledge (cognitio pura) was a term

employed by the Cartesians and Leibnitians to

denote that knowledge in which there was no

mixture of sensible images, being purely intel-

lectual. Using the term Intellect less precisely

than the Aristotelians, the Cartesians found it

necessary to employ, in ordinary, for the sake

of discrimination, the expression pure Intellect

(intellectus purus) in contrast to Sense and

Imagination. This term was however borrow-

ed from the Schools; who again borrowed it,

through the medium of St. Augustine, from

the Platonists.—See Scoti Comm. Oxon. in

Sent. L. i. dist. iii. qu. 4. § 22. Op. V. p. 491.

f Light of Nature, or Lumen naturale (intel-

lectus sc. agentis) a household expression with

the Schoolmen, was however used to denote

the natural revelation of inteUigence, in opposi-

tion to the supernatural light afforded through

divine inspiration. The analogy of the active

Intellect and light, was suggested by Aristotlo.

—(De An. iii. § 1.)

act of knowledge and thought, Hence
they have been called in the one point of

view,

Fundamental— truths, laws of belief,

principles of knowledge, intelligence, rea-

son, &c. ; in the other,

Essential or Constituent elements

of reason— Original Stamina, of reason—
Elemental laws of thought, &c. These

are Mr Stewart's favourite denominations.

VI. The sixth circumstance is, that

they afford the conditions and regulative

principles of all knowledge. Hence they

obtain the name of,

Laws, or Canons—;fundamental, ulti-

mate, elemental, necessary, &c. of human
belief, knowledge, thought, &c.

VII. The seventh circumstance is their

Universality; this being at once the con-

sequence of their necessity, and its index.

Hence to designate them the attributes

of—
Common— Universal— Catholic—

Public, &c. (koiuo$, communis, xaOokiHog,

universalis, publicus) applied to sense,

reason, intelligence—to cognitions, notions,

conceptions, judgments, intellections, pre-

notions, anticipations, presumptions, prin-

ciples, axioms, beliefs, nature of man, &c,
&c. I may observe, however, that a prin-

ciple, &c, may be called common for one

or other, or for all of three reasons :

—

1°, because common to all men (philoso-

phers in general) ; 2°, because common to

all sciences, ( Aristotle, Anal. Post. L. i.

c. ii. § 5) ; 3°, by relation to the multitude

of conclusions dependent from it, (Calo-

vius, Nool. c. 2.)

VIII. The eighth, is their presumed
Trustworthiness, either as veracious

enouncements, or as accurate tests, of

truth. Hence, in the one relation, they

have been styled

—

1. Truths (veritates) first, primary,

a priori, fundamental, &c; and in the

other,

2. Criteria (xqitvqioc, normae) natu-

ral, authentic, &c.
IX. The ninth, is that the principles of

our knowledge must be themselves Know*

If viewed as cognitions, in general, they
have been called

1. a. Cognitions or Knowledges
{yvuertig, cognitiones, notitiae, informa-
tions, &c.) with the discriminative attri-

• Knowledges, in common use with Bacon and
our English philosophers till after the time

of Locke, ought not to bo discarded. It is

however unnoticed by any English Lexico

graphcr.
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butes, first, primary, ultimate, original,

fundamental, elemental, natural, common,
pure, transcendental, a priori, native, in-

nate, connate, implanted, &c.

2. b.

—

Consciousness (conscientia, con-

science, Bewusstseyn) facts, data, revela-

tions, &c. of, have been very commonly
employed; while

Consciousnesses (conscientiae, con-

sciences,) with, or without, an epithet, as

connate, innate, has the authority of Ter-

tullian, Keckermann, D'Aguesseau, Hu-
ber, and many others.

If viewed as incomplex cognitions, they

have more properly obtained the names of

3.

—

Notions, Conceptions, Preno-
TIONS (hvQieU, iVVOVIftOlTK, V<jV}[A<X,TCl, T(>Q-

Kq-ipetS, notiones, conceptiones, conceptus,

&c.) sometimes simply, but more usually

limited by the same attributes; though

these terms were frequently extended to

complex cognitions likewise.

If viewed as complex cognitions, they

have been designated, either by the gene-

ral name of

4.

—

Judgments, Propositions (judicia,

cLnotpoiyoiig, rtporoicretc, effata, pronunciata,

enunciata, &c.) qualified by such adjectives

as self-evident, intuitive, natural, common,

a priori, &c;—or by some peculiar name.

Of these last there are two which deserve

special notice—Axiom and Maxim.
5.— Axioms, (dfyafAotroc, dignitates,

pronunciata honoraria, effata fide digna,

propositiones illustres, Kv^tott lo&t, ratae,

firmae sententiae, &c.)

The term Axiom is ambiguous; the his-

tory of its employment obscure, and unin-

vestigated; and the received accounts of

its signification, and the reasons of its sig-

nification, very erroneous.—I am aware of

three very different meanings in which it

has been used. Of these the first and se-

cond are of ancient, the third of modern,

usurpation. The verb cc%toa, originally

and properly, means to rate a thing at a

certain worth or value, to appreciate, to es-

timate. Now it is evident, that from this

central signification it might very easily

be deflected into two collateral meanings.

a.—To rate a thing at its value, seems

to presuppose that it has some value to be

rated ; hence the verb came very naturally

to signify

—

I deem worthy, &c. From it

in this signification we have cL&apcc, worth,

dignity, authority; and, applied in a logi-

cal relation, a worthy, an authoritative,

proposition. But why worthy ?— why
authoritative? Either because a propo-

sition worthy of acceptance {'7r^6r»<ng

d^toiricTYi) ; or because a proposition com-

manding and obtaining acceptance (/cvqioc

}>6%ot, pronunciatum honorarium, illustre.)

But of what nature are the propositions

worthy of, or which command, universal

credence? Manifestly not, at least pri-

marily, those which, though true, and
even admitted to be true, shine in a re-

flected light of truth, as dependent on
other propositions for their evidence; but
those out of which the truth beams di-

rectly and immediately, which borrow not
the proof from any which they afford to all,

which are deserving of credit on their own
authority—in a word, self-evident proposi-

tions (TTQorxasig ocvToiriarTcci.) Hence the

application of the term to judgments true,

primary, immediate, common. To this

result converge the authorities of Aris-

totle, Theophrastus, Alexander, Them-
istius, Proclus, Ammonius Hermiae, and
Philoponus.

In this signification, as lean recollect, the

oldest example of the word is to be found

in Aristotle. That this philosopher li-

mited the expression Axiom to those judg-

ments which, on occasion of experience,

arise naturally and necessarily in the con-

scious mind, and which are therefore vir-

tually prior to experience, cannot, I think,

be reasonably doubted. * Of the imme-
diate principles,' he says, 'of syllogism,

that which cannot be demonstrated, but

which it is not necessary to possess as the

prerequisite of all learning, I call Thesis;

and that Axiom, which he who would

learn aught must himself bring, [and not

receive from his instructor]. For some
such principles there are ; and it is to these

that we are accustomed to apply this name.'

(Anal. Post., L. i. c. 1, § 14. ) And again,

distinguishing the Axiom from the Hypo-
thesis and Postulate, of the two latter he

says—' Neither ofthese of itself necessarily

exists, and necessarily manifests its exis-

tence in thought.' (Ibid. c. 10, § 7.) He,

consequently, supposes that an Axiom is

not only something true, but something

that we cannot but think to be true. All

this is confirmed by sundry other passages.

(Of these,some will be seen in Testimonies,

n. 3 ; where also, in a note, is given a so-

lution of what may be said in opposition to

the attribution of this doctrine to the

Stagirite.) The same is confirmed, also,

by the ancient interpreters of the Poste-

rior Analytics—Themistius, (f. 2. a. ed.

Aid.) and Philoponus, or rather Ammo-
nius Hermiae, (f. 9. b., ed. Aid.) These

harbour no doubt in regard to the pur-

port of the texts now quoted;—and the

same construction is given to Aristotle's

doctrine on this point, by Alexander, else-

where, but especially in his Commentary
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on the Topics (p. 12, ed. Aid.), and by
Proclus in his Commentaries on Euclid.

(Libb. ii. iii.)

The following definition by Theophras-
tus is preserved by Themistius (1. c.) I

translate the context, cautioning the rea-

der that it is impossible to determine
whether the latter part of the passage
belongs to Theophrastus, or, what is more
probable, to Themistius himself. * Theo-
phrastus thus defines an Axiom:—An ax-

iom is a certain kind of opinion [or judg-
ment,] one species of which is [valid] of

all things of the same class, as [under the
category, Quantity]

—

If equals be taken

from equals, the remainders are equal;
while another is [valid] of all things indif-

ferently, as

—

Between affirmation and ne-

gation there is no medium. For these are,

as it were, connate and common to all.

Whence also the reason of the denomina-
tion Axiom, [worth, dignity, authority.]

For what is set over, either all things

absolutely, or certain classes of things

universally, that we judge to have prece-

dence, authority, by reference to them.'

In this sense the word is universally

supposed to have been technically employ-
ed by the mathematicians, from a very an-

cient period. But whether it was so prior

to Aristotle, I should be vehemently dis-

posed to doubt; both from the tenor of

the former passage of the Posterior Ana-
lytics,just quoted, in which the philosopher

seems to attribute to himself this applica-

tion of the term, and from the absence of
all evidence to prove its earlier introduc-

tion. I am aware indeed of a passage in

the Metaphysics, (L. iii. [iv.] c. 3,) which,

at first sight, and as it has always been
understood, might appear unfavourable to

this surmise ; for mention is there made
of ' what in mathematics (eu rclg ftetOt]-

fiaai) are called Axioms.' But this text

is, I suspect, misunderstood, and that it

ought to be translated—* what in our
" Mathematics" are called Axioms.' But
did Aristotle write on this subject ? He
did, one, if not two treatises ; as appears
from the lists of Laertius (L. v. § 24) and
the Anonymus Menagii. In the former
we have Moc^yi^octikou, u, ' On Mathema-
tics, one book;' in the latter—Ile^i rijg iv

rois fiot09]ft,ce<riv ovatocg, ' On the existence

treated of in Mathema tics. ' Nay, the term
is not to be found in the writings we pos-

sess of those geometricians who ascend the

nearest to the age of Aristotle. Euclid,

what may surprise the reader, does not
employ it. There it stands, certainly, in

all the editions and translations of the Ele-

ments, in ordinary use. But this is only

one of the many tamperings with his text,

for which the perfidious editors and trans-

lators of Euclid are responsible ; and in th«

present instance the Aristotelizing com-
mentary of Proclus seems to have origi-

nally determined the conversion of ' Com-
mon Notions' into ' Axioms.' Archime-
des (De Sphaera et Cylindro, sub initio)

is, after Aristotle, the oldest authority

extant for the term, in a mathematical re-

lation; though Archimedes, who only once
employs it, does not apply it in the Aris-
totelic limitation, as equivalent to the
Common Notions of Euclid, and exclusive
of Postulates and Definitions. On the
contrary, with him axiom is, if not con-
vertible with definition, used only in the
second or Stoical sense, for an enunciation
in general. Turning indeed to the works
of the other Greek Mathematicians which
I have at hand, I cannot find the term in

Apollonius of Perga, in Serenus, Dio-
phantus, Pappus, Eutocius, Hero, or the
Samian Aristarchus. Sextus Empiricus,
in ail his controversy with the Mathema-
ticians, knows it not ; nor, except in the
second technical meaning, is it to be found
in Plutarch. Its application in mathema-
tics was therefore, I surmise, compara-
tively late, and determined by the influence
of Aristotle. This is not the only instance
by which it might be shown that the Ma-
thematicians are indebted to the Stagirite
for their language ; who, if he borrowed a
part of his Logical nomenclature from
Geometry, amply repaid the obligation.

This first meaning is that which Ax-
iom almost exclusively obtains in the
writings of the Aristotelian, and (though
Plato does not philosophically employ
the term) of the Platonic school.

b.—To rate a thing at its value, that is,

to attribute or not to attribute to it a
certain worth, is a meaning which would
easily slide into denoting the affirmation
or negation of qualities in regard to a
subject; for its qualities determine, posi-
tively or negatively, the value of any thing.
Hence, in general, to be of opinion, to
think so and so, to judge. (In like man-
ner, among other analogical examples, the
Latin verb existimo (that is ex-mstimo), its

primary meaning falling into desuetude,
was at last almost exclusively employed
in the secondary, as—/ think that, or 1
opine.) From this signification of the
verb flowed a second logical meaning of
the substantive; Axiom being applied to
denote, in general, an enunciation or pro-
position, (properly a categorical), whther
true or false. In this sense it was used,
sometimes by Aristotle (v. Top. L. viii
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cc, 1, 3—if this work be his—et ibi, Alex-

andrum) , and, as far as I am aware, to say

nothing of the Epicureans and Sceptics,

always by the Stoics—though Simplicius

(ad. Epict. Ench. c. 58) asserts, that they

occasionally employed it, like the Aristo-

telians, in the first. Laelius, Varro, Ci-

cero, Sergius, Agellius, Apuleius, Dona-
tus, Martianus Capella, &c, render it by
various Latin terms, in all of which how-
ever the present meaning, exclusively, is

embodied; and in the same signification

the Greek term axioma itself was, in mo-
dern times, adopted by Ramus and his

school, as their common logical expression

for ' proposition.'

Thus in neither of its logical significa-

tions, I make bold to say, is the word
Axiom to be found in any writing extant,

prior to Aristotle ; and in its second, only

in a work, the Topics, which is not with

absolute certainty the production of the

Stagirite.—I may observe, that there is

another account given of the logical ap-

plications of the word, but to this I think

it wholly needless to advert.

c.—The third and last meaning is that

imposed upon the word by Bacon. He
contorted Axiom to designate any higher

proposition, obtained by generalisation and
induction from the observation of indivi-

dual instances—the enunciation of a ge-

neral fact—an empirical law.

So much for the meanings of the term
Axiom itself—now for its translation.

Dignitas was employed by Boethius to

render Axioma in its first or Aristotelic

meaning; and from him came, in this ap-

plication, into general use among the Latin

schoolmen. But before Boethius, and as

a translation of the term in its second or

Stoical meaning, I find Dignitas employed
by Priscian, (Instit. Grammat. L. xvii.

c. 1.) No lexicographer, however, no
philologist has noticed these authorities

for the word, while Latin was still a living

language. It has, indeed, till this hour,

been universally taken for granted by
philologers that dignitas in this relation is

a mere modern barbarism. * Inepte fa-

ciunt (says Muretus) qui d^iapciToc digni-

tates vocant; cujus pravae consuetudinis

Hermolaus Barbarus auctor fuit.' (Variae

Lectiones, L. vi. c. 2.) This is wrong,
more especially as regards the author and
sera of the custom : nay H. Barbarus is

only reprehensible for not always, instead

of rarely, translating the term, as it occurs

in Themistius, by Dignitas, if translated

into Latin it must be; for his usual version

by Proloquium or Pronuntiatum—expres-

sions which only render the word in its

Stoical meaning—has been the cause of

considerable error and confusion among
subsequent logicians, who, unable to resort

to the one rare edition of the original,

were thus led to suppose that the nomen-
clature of Theophrastus and Themistius
were different from that of Aristotle.

The authority of Muretus has obtained,

however, for his mistake a universal accep-

tation ; and what is curious, Nicolaus Loen-
sis (Misc. Epiph. L. i. c. 1.) in his criti-

cism of the very chapter in which it oc-

curs, omitting this solitary error, stupidly

or perfidiously inculpates Muretus for as-

sertions, which that illustrious scholar as-

suredly never dreamt of hazarding.

6. Maxims— (maximae, propositiones

maximae, supremae, principalex, &c.)
In Maxim we have the example of a

word which all employ, but of whos>
meaning none seem to know the origin or

reason. * Extant in all the languages of

Christendom, this term is a bequest of

that philosophy, once more extensive than
Christianity itself, through which Aris-

totle, for a thousand years, swayed at once
and with almost equal authority, the theo-

logy of the Bible and the Koran. But it

was not original to the scholastic philoso-

phy. The schoolmen received it from
Boethius, who is the earliest author to

whom I trace the expression. He pro-
pounds it in his two works—* In Topica
Ciceronis,' and ' De Differentiis Topicis.'

The following is one of his definitions :

—

'Maximas propositiones [which he also

styles propositiones supremae, principales,

indemonstrabiles, per se notae, &c] voca-

mus quae et universales sunt, et ita notae

atque manifestae, ut probatione non ege-

ant, eaque potius quae in dubitatione sunt

* I have had the curiosity to see how far this

ignorance extended. Our English Lexico-
graphers, Johnson, Todd, Webster, are in outer
darkness. They only venture to hint at some
unknown relation between maxim and " maxim-
um, the greatest!'" Richardson is not positively

wrong. He is aware (probably from Furetiere
or his copyist the Dictionaire de Trevoux, for

there is a verbal coincidence in all three) that
maxima was in low Latin used in a similar sig-

nification ; but his explanation of the reason is

not only defective but erroneous. In other
dictionaries, real and verbal, if we find the
word noticed at all, we find nothing beyond a

bare statement of its actual meaning ; as may
be seen in those of Goclenius, Micraelius, Mar-
tinius, Ducange, the Zedlerian Lexicon, to say

nothing of our more modern Encyclopaedias
Even the great Selden (On Fortescue, c. 8) in

attempting to explain the term in its legal ap-

plication, betrays his unacquaintance with its

history and proper import.
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probent. Nam quae indubitatae sunt,

ambiguorum demonstration! solent esse

principia; qualis est

—

Omnem numerum vel

parem vel imparem, et— Aequalia relin~

qui si aequalibus aequalia ditrahuntur,

caeteraeque de quarum nota veritate non
quaeritur.'

With Boethiusmaxima propositio (max-
ima he never uses absolutely) is thus only

a synonyme for axiom or self-evident

judgment. He however applies the term
specially to denote those dialectical prin-

ciples, axioms, or canons, those catholic

judgments which constitute what in Logic
and Rhetoric have since Aristotle been
called common places; that is, the sources

or receptacles of arguments applicable to

every matter, and proper to none. Such
propositions, he says, are styled maximae
or greatest, because as universal and pri-

mary they implicitly contain the other

propositions, (minoresposterioresque,) and
determine the whole inference of a rea-

soning; (reliquas in se propositiones com-
plectuntur, et per eas fit consequens et

rata conclusio.) * But he also sometimes
indicates that they are entitled to this epi-

thet, because, as evident in themselves and
independent of all others, they afford to

the unintuitive judgments they support,

their primary proof, (antiquissimam pro-
bationem,) and their greatest certainty,

(maximam fidem.) Compare In Top. Cic.

• Thus in arguing, that a wise, is not an in-

temperate, man, by the syllogism

—

He is wise who controls his passions

;

He is intemperate who does not control his

passions;

Therefore a wise, is not an intemperate, man;
the whole reasoning is contained under, and
therefore presupposes, the proposition- -To
what the definition is inapplicable, to that is inap-

plicable the thing defined, (cui non convenit defini.

tio, non convenit definitum.) This proposition
(one of six co-ordinates which make up the
common place called of Definition) as contain
ing under it a multitude ofothers (e. g. Cui non
convenit definitio sapientis, nee convenit no-
men ; cui non convenit definitio justi, pulchri,

thnidi, &c. <bc, nee nomen) is not inappro-
priately styled p. maxima. I may observe,
however, that, as thus employed, maxima can
only, in strict propriety, qualify a proposition
relatively, not absolutely, greatest. For every
maxim of every dialectical Place is itself con-
tained within the sphere of one or other of the
four logical laws of Identity, Contradiction,

Excluded Middle, and Reason and Consequent,
of which it is only a subordinate modification.

Thus the maxim adduced, is only a special ap-

plication of the law of Contradiction. To the
four laws therefore the name of propositiones

maximae should be exclusively applicable, if

this expression were intended to denote an un-
conditioned universality.

L. i. Op. p. 765—De Diff. Top. L. i. p. 859
L. ii. p. 865 sq. Boethius had likewise
perhaps Aristotle's saying in his thought—'that principles, though what are least

in magnitude, are what are greatest in

power.'

Maxima propositio, as a dialectical ex-
pression, was adopted from Boethius by
his friend and brother consul, the patrician

Cassiodorus; and from these 'ultimi Ro-
manorum' it passed to the schoolmen, with
whom so soon as it became established as
a common term of art, propositio was very
naturally dropt, and maxima thus came to
be employed as a substantive—by many at
last, who were not aware of the origin
and rationale of its meaning. Finally,
from the Latinity and philosophical no-
menclature of the schools, it subsided, as a
household word, into all the vernacular
languages of Europe ; with this restriction
however—that in them it is not usually
applied except in a practical relation; de-
noting a moral apophthegm, a rule of con-
duct, an ethical, a political, a legal, canon,
&c, and this too, enouncing, not so much
what is always and necessarily, but what
is for the most part and probably, true.
It sounds strange in our ears to hear of a
mathematical or logical maxim, in the
sense of axiom, self-evident principle, or
law—though this is the sense in which it

was commonly employed, among others,
by Locke and Leibnitz. To this restric-
tion, its special employment in Dialectic
(the logic of contingent matter) probably
prepared the way ; though by the school-
men, as by Boethius, it continued to be
used as convertible with axiom. ' Dignitas
dicitur (says Albertus Magnus) quia om-
nibus dignior est, eo quod omnibus influit

cognitionem et veritatem ; et dicitur Max-
ima, eo quod virtute influenzae lucis et
veritatis omnia excedit immediata princi-
pia.' (Ini. Post. Anal. c. 1.) St Thomas
and Scotus, might be adduced to the same
effect; see also P. Hispanus (Summulae,
tr. y. c. 3, et ibi Versor.) At an early
period, it was borrowed as a term of art,
into the Common Law of England; Max-
ims there denoting what by the civilians

were technically denominated Regulae
Juris. (Fortescue, De Laudibus legum
Angliae c. 8.—Doctor and Student, c. 8.)
By Kant Maxim was employed to desig-
nate a subjective principle, theoretical or
practical, i. e. one not of objective validity,
being exclusively relative to some interest
of the subject. Maxim and Regulative
principle are, in the Critical philosophy,
opposed to Law and Constitutive prin-
ciple.
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Besides the preceding designations un-

der this head, names have been given to

the original deliverances of Consciousness,

considered as the manifestations of some

special faculty ; that is, Consciousness as

performing this peculiar function has ob-

tained a particular name. In this respect

It has been called Reason, and, with greater

propriety, Intellect or Intelligence.

7. Reason, {"hoyog, ratio, raison, Ver-

nunft,) truths, principles, beliefs, feelings,

intuitions, &c. of.

Reason is a very vague, vacillating, and

and equivocal word. Throwing aside va-

rious accidental significations which it has

obtained in particular languages, as in

Greek denoting not only the ratio but the

oratio of the Latins; throwing aside its

employment, in most languages, for cause,

motive", argument, principle of probation,

or middle term of a syllogism, and con-

sidering it only as a philosophical word
denoting a faculty or complement of facul-

ties;—in this relation it is found employed

in the following meanings, not only by

different individuals, but frequently, to a

greater or less extent, by the same philo-

sopher.

a .—It has both in ancient and modern

times been very commonly employed,

like understanding and intellect, to denote

our intelligent nature in general {"Koyuov

ftigog) ; and this usually as distinguished

from the lower cognitive faculties, as sense,

imagination, memory— but always, and

emphatically, as in contrast to the feelings

and desires. In this signification, to fol-

low the Aristotelic division, it compre-

hends—1°, Conception, or Simple Appre-

hension (hi/oioc, vbvpig ruv dhcugtrai/,

conceptus, conceptio, apprehensio simplex,

das Begreifen) ;— 2°, the Compositive and
Divisive process, Affirmation and Negation,

Judgment, {ovvQtoig x.ul "htcciQsaig, oi'xoCpu.v

trig, judicium) ;—3°, Reasoning or the Dis-

cursive faculty (htocvoiu, Tioyog, Koytaftog,

to avXhoyi^eadoti, discursus, ratiocinatio)

;

— 4°, Intellect or Intelligence proper,

either as the intuition, or as the place, of
principles or self-evident truths {vovg, in-

tellects, intelligentia, mens.)

b.—In close connexion with the pre-

ceding signification, from which perhaps
it ought not to be separated, is that mean-
ing in which reason, the rational, the rea'
sonable, is used to characterize the legiti-

mate employment of our faculties in gene-
ral, in contradistinction to the irregular

or insubordinate action of one or more
even of our rational faculties, which, if

exercised out of their proper sphere, may
be viewed as opposed to reason. Thus

the plain sense of one of Moliere's charac-

ters complains

—

Raisonner est l'emploi de toute ma maison,

Et le raisonnement en bannit la raison.

c It has not unfrequently been em-
ployed to comprehend the third and fourth
of the special functions above enumerated

—to wit, the dianoetic and noetic. In

this meaning it is taken by ReuT in his

later works. Thus in the Intellectual

Powers (p. 425 ab.) he states, that Rea-
son, in its first office or degree, [the noetic,]

is identical with Common Sense, in its se-

cond, [the dianoetic,] with Reasoning.

d.— It has very generally, both in an-

cient and modern philosophy, been em-
ployed for the third of the above special

functions;

—

"Koyog and "hoyia^og, Ratio and
Ratiocinatio, Reason and Reasoning being

thus confounded. Reid thus applied it in

his earlier^ work, the Inquiry. See pp.
100, b., 108, a., 127, a. b.

e.—In the ancient systems it was very

rarely used exclusively for the fourth spe-

cial function, the noetic, in contrast to the

dianoetic. Aristotle, indeed, (Eth. Nic.

L. vi. c. 11 (12), Eth. Eud. L. v. c. 8) ex-

pressly says that Reason is not the faculty

of principles, that faculty being Intelli-

gence proper. Boethius (De Cons. Phil.

L. v. Pr. 5) states that Reason or Discur-

sive Intellect belongs to man, while In-

telligence or Intuitive Intellect is the ex-

clusive attribute of Divinity. ' Ratio hu-

mani tantum generis est, sicuti Intelligen-

tia sola divini;' while Porphyry somewhere
says ' that we have Intelligence in common
with the Gods, and Reason in common
with the brutes.' Sometimes however it

was apparently so employed. Thus St

Augustine seems to view Reason as the fa-

culty of intuitive truths, and as opposed to

Reasoning:—

'

Ratio est quidam mentis

adspectus, quo, per seipsam non per cor-

pus, verum intuetur; Ratiocinatio autem
est rationis inquisitio, a certis ad incert-

orum indagationem nitens cogitatio.' (De
Quant. An. § 53—De Immort. An. § § 1,

10.) This, however, is almost a singular

exception.

In modern times, though we frequently

meet with Reason, as a general faculty,

distinguished from Reasoning, as a parti-

cular
; yet until Kant, I am not aware that

Reason (Vernunft) was ever exclusively,

or even emphatically, used in a significa-

tion corresponding to the noetic faculty,

in its strict and special meaning, and op-

posedto understanding (Verstand) viewed

as comprehending the other functions of

thought—unless Crusius ( Weg, &c. § 62
sa ) may be regarded as Kant's forerun
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nor in this innovation Indeed the Ver-

nunft of Kant, in its special signification,

( for he also uses it for Reason in the first or

more general meaning, as indeed nothing

can be more vague and various than his

employment of the word,) cannot without

considerable qualification be considered

anilogous to Novg, far less to Common
Souse; though his usurpation of the term
for the faculty of principles, probably de-

termined Jacobi (who had originally, like

philosophers in general, confounded Ver-

nunft with Verstand, Reason with Rea-
soning ) to appropriate the term Reason
to vhat he had at first opposed to it, under
the name of Belief (Glaube. ) Accordingly
in 1 ds maturer writings, * Vernunft, Rea-
son —' Vernunft- GUmbe? Belief of Reason
—

' Vernunft- Gefuehl,' Feeling of Reason
—

' Rationale Anschauung,' Rational Intui-

tion—* Sinn, Organ fuer das Uebersinn-

liche,' Sense or Organ of the Supersen-

sible, &c. are the terms by which we may
roundly say that Jacobi denominates the

noetic faculty or common sense.

Kant's abusive employment o? the term
Reason, for the faculty of the Uncondi-

tioned, determined also its adoption, unde-r

the same signification, in the philosophy of

Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel; though
Sou;, Intellectus, Intelligentia, which had
been applied by the Platonists in a similar

sense, were (through Verstand, by which
they had been always rendered into Ger-
man) the only words suitable to express

that cognition of the Absolute, in which
subject and object, knowledge and exis

tence, God and man, are supposed to be

identified. But even in this, to add to the

confusion, no consistency was maintained.

For though that absolute cognition was
emphatically the act of Reason, it was yet

by Fichte and Schelling denominated the

Intuition of Intellect (intellectuale An-
schauung.) F. Schlegel was therefore jus-

tified in his attempt to reverse the relative

superiority of Vernunft and Verstand.

What were his reasons I know not; but

as they have excited no attention, they

were probably of little weight.

Though Common Sense be not there-

fore opposed to Reason, except perhaps in

its fourth signification, still the term Rea-
son is of so general and ambiguous an im-

port, that its employment in so determi-

nate a meaning as a synonymeof Common
Sense ought to be avoided. It is only, we
have seen, as an expression for the noetic

faculty, or Intellect proper, that Reason
can be substituted for Common Sense;
and as the former is hardly allowable, still

•ess is the latter.

Besides the more precise employment
of Reason as a synonyme for Common
Sense by the recent German philosophers,

it .vill be found more vaguely applied in

the same meaning—usually, however, with

some restrictive epithet, like common, uni-

versal, fundamental, &c. - by many older

authorities, of whom Heraclitus,the Stoics,

Turretin, Lyons, Bentley, Shaftesbury.

De LaMennais,are among the Testimonies

adduced in the sequel.

8.

—

Intellect, Intelligence, (vovg,*

intellectus, intelligentia, mens, entendement,

intelligence, intellect, Verstand,) truth*,

principles, axioms, dicta, intuitions, &c, of.

Intellections, (i/07jaet(, intellectiones,

intelligentia}, intellections, in telligences, ) pri-

mary, natural, common, &c.
By Aristotle, from whom it finally ob-

tained the import which it subsequently re-

tained, the term Not/? is used in two prin-

cipal significations. In the one (like Reason
in its first meaning) it denotes, in general,

our higher faculties of thought and know-
ledge ; in the other it denotes, in special,

the faculty, habit, place, of principles, that

is, of self-evident and self evidencing no-
tions and judgments. The schoolmen,
following Boethius, translated it by intel-

lectus and intelligentia ; f and some of thtm
appropriated the former of these terms to

its first, or general, signification, the latter

to its second or special. Cicero does not

employ the term intellectus; and the Cice-

ronian epidemic prevalent after the revival

of letters, probably induced the Latin trans-

lators of the Greek philosophers to render
it more usually by the term mens. In one
and all of our modern languages the words
derived from, or corresponding to, Intel-

lectus, Intellectio, Intelligentia, have been
so loosely and variously employed, that they

offer no temptation to substitute them for

that of Common Sense. The case is dif-

ferent with the adjective noetic. The cor-

relatives noetic and dianoetic would afford

the best philosophical designations—tha

former for an intuitive principle, or truth

at first hand ; the latter for a demonstra -

• See above, p 757 b, note.

f Intelligentia (like Intellectio) properly de
notes the act or energy of Intellectus. How it

came that the term Intelligence was lat.

terly applied to denote the higher order of

created existences, as angels, &c , is explained
by Aquinas (S. Th. P. i., qu. 79, art. 10,) as an
innovation introduced by certain translations

from the Arabic. I shall not commemorate the
distinction of Intellectus and Intelligentia given
in the contradictory farrago attributed to St
Augustine, under the title De Spiritu et Anhna-
Sec cc. 37, 08.

So 2
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tive proposition, or truth at second hand.
Noology and Noological, Dianoialogy and
Dianoialogical would be also technical

terms of much convenience in various de-
partments of philosophy. On the doctrine
of first principles as a department of
' Gnostology,' the philosophy of know-
ledge, we have indeed during the seven-
teenth century, by German authors alone,

a series of special treatises, under the titles

—of ' Noologia, ' by Calovius, 1651, Meje-
rus, 1662, Wagnerus, 1670, and Zeidler'us,

1680,—and of 'Intelligentia,' by Gutkius,

1625, and Geilfussius, 1662. ' Archelogia,'

again, was the title preferred for their

works upon the same subject by Alstedius,

1620, and Micraelius, 1658. Of these
treatises, in so far as I have seen them, the
execution disappoints the curiosity awak-
ened by the title and attempt.

In this sense, besides the ordinary em-
ployment of Intellectus, and Intelligentia

by the ancient and modern Aristotelians

;

Cicero, St Austin, and others, in like man-
ner, use Intelligentice, either simply, or with
some differential epithet, as inchoatce, ad-
umbrates, complicatae, involutae, primae,
communes, &c. ; as is done likewise by
Pascal and other French philosophers with
the terms Intelligence and Intelligences.

X. The tenth and last circumstance is,

that the native contributions by the mind
itself to our concrete cognitions have, prior
to their elicitatiori into consciousness
through experience, only a potential, and
in actual experience only an applied, en-

gaged, or implicate, existence. Hence
their designation of

—

Habits, (possessions,) Dispositions,
Virtualities. &c, with some discriminat-
ing epithet. Thus, by Aristotle, noetic

Intelligence is called the (natural) Habit

ofprinciples (e%tg rav d^%civ); and prin-
ciples themselves are characterised by
Leibnitz, as natural Habits, Dispositions,

Virtualities. As prior to experience, Ga-
len styles them things occult or delites-

cent (x.£K(>vfif&evc&,) in contrast to the ma-
nifestations made in experience itself

(<Putu6ftiucc) Cicero and others call them
Intelligentiae obscurae, inchoatae, compli-
catae, involutae, &c. To the same head
are to be referred the metaphorical deno-
minations they have obtained of— Seeds
("hoyot c7r£(>f&uTt>toi, semina scientiae, semi-

na aetemitatis, &c.,)—or Sparks (scintil-

lae, igniculi, ^uttv^cc, ivxvaccurot, ottivQ-

qpg, &c.)

% VI. The Universality of the philosophy

of Common Sense ; or its general re-

cognition in Reality and in Name,

shewn by a chronological series of Tes-
timonies,from the dawn of speculation
to the present day.*

1-

—

Hesiod thus terminates his Works
and Days :

—

riVCC TroX'hoi

Auol (Pnfct^ovar hif vv rig earl x,ctl

otvrq.

'The Word proclaimed by the concordant
voice

Of mankind fails not: for in Man speaks
God.'

Hence the adage ?—Vox Populi, vox Dei.
2.—Heraclitos.—The doctrine held

by this philosopher of a Common Reason,
(£vvog >-6yog,) the source and the criterion
of truth, in opposition to individual wis-
dom, (Ihioc (p^ovYioig,) the principle of opin-
ion and error, may be regarded as one of
Common Sense. Its symbol

—

ra. xoivii

(pcuvopevct Turret—Sextus Empiricus thus
briefly expounds:

—

f What appears to all,

that is to be believed ; for it is apprehended
by the Reason which is Common and Di-
vine : whereas, what is presented to indi-

vidual minds, is unworthy of belief, and
for the counter cause.'— I. Adv. Log. 8

131.

In so far, however, as our scanty sources
of information enable us to judge, Hera-
clitus mistook the import, and transgressed
the boundaries of the genuine doctrine, in

the same way as is done in the system of
1 Common Sense,' ' Universal Consent,'
or ' Common Reason, ' so ingeniously

maintained by the eloquent Abbe De La
Mennais, (No. 101.) Both vilipend all

private judgment as opinion ; and opinion
both denounce as a disease. Both sacri-

fice the intelligence of individual men at

the shrine of the common reason of man-
kind; and both celebrate the apotheosis of

this Common Reason or Sense, as an im-

mediate ray of the divinity. Both, finally,

• In throwing together these testimonies, I

had originally in view, merely to adduce such
as bore explicitly and directly on the doctrine
of Common Sense, word and thing

j subse-
quently I found it proper to take in certain

others, in which that doctrine is clearly, though
only implicitly or indirectly, asserted. These
last, I have admitted, in preference, from those
schools which ascribe the least to the mind it-

self, as a fountain of knowledge, and a criterion

of truth ; and have, in consequence, taken little

or nothing from the Platonic. I have also been
obliged to limit the testimonies, almost exclu-

sively, to Common Sense, considered on its spe-

culative side. On its practical, there could havo
been no end.
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in proclaiming—' that we ought to follow

the Common,' (Isiv 'ivtadau r$ %vv$,)
mean, that we should resort to this, not
merely as a catholic criterion, or a source
of elementary truths, but as a magazine of
ready fabricated dogmas. Ileraclitusand
La Mennais are the first and last philo-

sophers in our series : philosophy would
thus Becm to end as it began.— In relation

to the former, see Schleiermacher, in Wolf
und Buttmann's Museum, i. pp. 313, seq.

;

and Brandis Geschichte der Philosophic,
i., § 44. In relation to the latter, see his

Catechisme du Sens Commun— Essais but
L'Indifference, &c, passim ; with Bau-
tain, Psychologie, i., Disc. Prelim., pp.
xliv. seq.; and Biunde, Fund. Phil. pp. 129,
seq. 166. (To these is now to be added
the Esquisse d' une Philospphie par F.
Lamennais, 1840, L. i. ch. 1. Here the
doctrine in question is presented in a far
less objectionable form ; but as its previous
statements are not withdrawn, I have not
thought it necessary to cancel the pre-
ceding observations, which were written
before 1 had received this remarkable
work.)

3.

—

Aristotle.—He lays it down in

general as the condition of the possibility

of knowledge that it do not regress to in-
finity, but depart from certain primary
facts, beliefs, or principles —true, and
whose truth commands assent, through
themselves, and themselves alone. These,
as the foundations, are not objects, of Sci-
ence; as the elements of Demonstration,
they are themselves indemonstrable. The
fountains of certainty to all else, they are
themselves pre-eminently certain ; and if

denied in words, they are still always men-
tally admitted. The faculty of such prin-
ciples is not Reason, the discursive or dia-
noetic faculty, {"hoyog, Itavotot,) but Intel-

lect or Intelligence proper, the noetic fa-

culty, (vov(.) Intellect as an immediate ap-
prehension of what is, may be viewed as a
Sense (cue(twig.) Compare Analyt. Post.
L. i. cc. 2, 3, 10, 32—L. ii. c. ult.—Top.
L. i. c. 1—Metaph. L. i. c. 7—L. ii. (A
minor) c. 2— L. ii. (iii. Duvallio) cc. 3, 4,
6—L. iii. (iv.) c. 6—Eth. Nic. L. vi. cc.

6, 11 (12)—Eth. Eud. L. v. cc. 6, 8—L.
vii. c. 14.—Mag. Mor. L. i. c. 35 See
also above, p. 764 b.

In particular, that Aristotle founds
knowledge on belief, and the objective
certainty of science on the subjective ne- i

cessity of believing, is, while not for-

mally enounced, manifest from many pas-
sages—though he might certainly have
\»een more explicit. Compare Post. Anal.
L. i. c. 2, §§ 1, 2, 16, 17, 18; c 10, § 7;

c 31, § 3; Top. L. 1. c. 1, § 6, &c; Eth.
Nic. vii. c. 3 ; Magn. Mor. L. ii. c. 6.

1 Since Aristotle,' says the profound
Jacobi (Werke ii. p. 11) ' there has been
manifested a continual and increasing ten-
dency in the philosophical schools to sub-
ordinate, in general, immediate to medi-
ate knowledge— the powers of primary
apprehension, on which all is founded, to
the powers of reflexion as determined by
abstraction—the prototype to the ectype— the thing to the word— the Reason
[Vernunft— Aristotle's noetic faculty or
Intellect] to the Intellect [Verstand—Aris-
totle's dianoetic faculty or Reason] ; nay
to allow the former to be wholly subju-
gated and even lost.'—In this Jacobi (and
to Jacobi may be added Fries) does Aris-
totle the most signal injustice ; for there
is no philosopher who more emphatically
denounces the folly of those ' who require
a reason of those things of which there ia

no reason to be given, not considering
that the principle of demonstration is not
itself demonstrable.' Metaph. iii. 6. See
No. 4 a. In fact Jacobi's own doctrine in
its most perfect form will be found to bear
a wonderful analogy to that of Aristotle.
See No. 87 d In determining indeed the
question whether Aristotle does or does
not derive all our knowledge from expe-
rience and induction, there is some diffi-

culty, from the vagueness with which the
problem has usually been stated. In so
far, however, as it concerns the doctrine
of Common Sense, the opinion of Aristotle
admits of no reasonable doubt.*

• The doctrine of those passages (as Post.
An. L. ii. c. ult. Eth. Nic. L. vi. c. 3. Eth. Eud.
L. v. c. 3, &c.) in which Aristotle averts that
our knowledge of principles is derived from
sense, experience, induction, may be reconciled
with the doctrine of those others in which he
makes the intellect itself their source (see
above, p. 764 b, and quotations a. b. c. that fol-

low)—in two ways.
The first is that adopted by a majority of Ida

Greek and Latin expositors. They suppose
that our knowledge of principles is dependent
on both, but in different manners, and in diffe-

rent degrees. On the intellect this knowledge
is principally dependent, as on its proximate,
efficient, essential cause (alria. yivvjjr/xn,

TTotrtTixri, causa, causa per se, origo, &c.) On
sense, experience, induction, it is dependent,
as on its exciting, disponent, permissive, ma.
nifestive, subsidiary, instrumental, occasional
cause (k<poyAt>,\<po£[<Li>, T^oipccris, ulria v-rovfyos,
karris, u<r»e'tTi;, <fcc.) Of the Greek interpre-
ter, see Alexander in Top. pp. 12, 47, 48, ed.
Aid. (Test. n. 10)—Thcmistius in Post. An. ff.

2, 14, 15, and Do An. f. 90, ed. Aid.—Philopo-
nus, (or Ammonius) in Post. An. f. 100, ed. Aid.
and De Anima, Proem.—Eustratiusin Post An.
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But to adduce some special testimonies.

These I shall translate; and for the original

of the more essential parts of sundry of the

following passages, see foot-note at p. 328.

a.— Top. L. i. c. 1. § 6.—' First truths

are such as are believed, not through
aught else, but through themselves alone.

For in regard to the principles of science

we ought not to require the reason Why
[but only the fact That they are given]

;

for each such principle behoves to be itself

a belief in and of itself.'

b.—Pr. Analyt. L. i. c. 3. § 4.—Main-
taining against one party, that demonstra-

tive science is competent to man, and

f. 63. sq., ed. Aid. in Eth. Nic. f 89 b., ed. Aid.

Of the Latin expositors, among many, Fonseca,

in Metaph. L. i. c. 1, q. 4—Conimbricenses,

Org. Post. Anal. L. i. c. 1. q. 1—Sonerus in

Metaph L. i. c. 1, p. 67, sq. Of Testimonies

infra, see nos. 10, 20, 21, 22. On this inter-

pretation, Aristotle justly views our knowledge
as chronologically commencing with Sense, but
logically originating in Intellect. As one of the

oldest of his modern antagonists has incompa-
rably enounced it

—
' Cognitio nostra omnis a

Mente primam originem, a Sensibus exordium ha-

bet primum ;'—a text on which an appropriate

commentary may be sought for in the opening
chapter of Kant's Critique of pure Reason, and
in the seventeenth Lecture of Cousin upon
Locke.
The second mode of reconciling the contra-

diction, and which has not I think been at-

tempted, is—that on the supposition of the
mind virtually containing, antecedent to all ac-

tual experience, certain universal principles of

knowledge, in the form of certain necessities

of thinking; still it is only by repeated and
comparative experiment, that we compass the
certainty—on the one hand, that such and such
cognitions cannot but be thought, and are,

therefore, as necessary, native generalities;

—

and, on the other, that such and such cogni-

tions may or may not be thought, and are,

therefore, as contingent, factitious generaliza-

tions. To this process of experiment, analysis

and classification, through which we attain to

a scientific knowledge of principles, it might
be shown that Aristotle, not improbably, applies

the term Induction.

In regard to the passage (De An. L. iii. c. 5)
in which the intellect prior to experience is

compared to a tablet on which nothing has ac-

tually been written, the context shows that the
import of this simile is with Aristotle very dif-

ferent from what it is with the Stoics; to

whom, it may be noticed, and not, as is usually

supposed, to the Stagirite, are we to refer the
first enouncement of the brocard

—

In Intellectu

nihil est, quod non prius fuerit in Sensu.

In making intellect a source of knowledge,
Aristotle was preceded by Plato. But the
Platonic definition of ' Intellection' is ' The prin.

ciple of science;' and Aristotle's merit is not the
abolition of intellect as such, but its reduction

li >in a sole 4o a conjunct principle of science.

against another, that this science cannot
itself be founded on propositions which
admit of demonstration, Aristotle says

—

* We assert not only that science does ex-
ist, but also that there is given a certain

beginning or principle of science, in so far
as [or on another interpretation of the
term j?

—

' by which'] we recognize the im-
port of the terms.' On the one interpre-
tation the meaning of the passage is

—

* We
assert not only that [demonstrative] sci-

ence does exist, but also that there is given
a certain [indemonstrable] beginning or
principle of science, [that is, Intellect which
comes into operation] so soon as we ap-
prehend the meaning of the terms.' For
example, when we once become aware of
the sense of the terms whole and part, then
the intellect of itself spontaneously enoun-
ces the axiom— The whole is greater than
its part.—On the other interpretation;

—

* We assert not only that [demonstrative
science does exist, but also that there is

given a certain [indemonstrable] begin-
ning or principle of science [viz. intellect]

by which we recognize the import of the
terms,' i. e. recognize them in their ne-
cessary relation, and thereupon explicitly

enounce the axiom which that relation

implies.

c—Anal. Post. L. i. c. 2. § 16.—' But it

is not only necessary that we should be
endowed with an antecedent knowledge
of first principles—all or some—but that
this knowledge should, likewise, be of pa-
ramount certainty. For whatever com-
municates a quality to other things must
itself possess that quality in a still higher
degree ; as that on account of which we
love all objects that partake of it, cannot
but be itself, pre-eminently, an object of
our love. Hence if we know and believe

through certain first principles, we must
know and believe these themselves in a
superlative degree, for the very reason
that we know and believe [all] secondary
truths through them.'

In connexion herewith, compare the
passages quoted above, p. 764 b.

d.—Rhet. L. i. c. 1.— * By nature man
is competently organized for truth; and
truth, in general, is not beyond his reach.'

e.—Metaph. L. ii. (A minor) c. 1.

—

' The theory of Truth is in one respect
difficult, in another easy; as shown indeed
by this—that while enough has been de-

nied to any, some has been conceded to all.'

f.— Eth. Nic. L. x. c. 2—Arguing
against a paradox of certain Platonists, in

regard to the Pleasureable, he says—' But
they who oppose themselves to Eudoxus,
as if what all nature desiderates were not
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a good, talk idly. For what appears to

all, that we affirm to be; and ho who would
subvert this belief, will himself assuredly

advance nothing more deserving of credit.'

— Compare also L. vii. c. 13 (14 Zuing.)

In his paraphrase of the above passage

thp Pseudo-Andronicus(Heliodorus Prus-

ensis) in one place uses the expression

common opinion, and in another all but

uses (what indeed he could hardly do in

this meaning as an Aristotelian, if indeed

in Greek at all) the expression common
tense, which D. Heinsius in his Latin ver-

sion actually employs. ' But, that what all

beings desire is a good, this is manifest to

every one endowed with sense'

—

(noloi rots

iv cuad^att, * omnibus communi sensu prae-

ditis.') See No. 31.

g.—Eth. Eud. L. i. c. 6.—' But of all

these we must endeavour to seek out ra-

tional grounds of belief, by adducing mani-

fest testimonies and examples. For it is

the strongest evidence of a doctrine, if all

men can be adduced as the manifest con-

fessors of its positions; because every in-

dividual has in him a kind of private organ

of the truth. . . Hence we ought not

always to look only to the conclusions of

reasoning, but frequently rather to what

appears [and is believed] to be.' See Nos.

10, 30.

h.—Ibid. L. vii. c. 14.—' The problem
is this ;—What is the beginning or prin-

ciple of motion in the soul ? Now it is

evident, that as God is in the universe,

and the universe in God, that [I read kiv-

tiv Ka.t'] the divinity in us is also, in a

certain sort, the universal mover of the

mind. For the principle of Reason is not

Reason, but something better. Now what
can we say is better than even science, ex-

cept God?'—The import of this singular

passage is very obscure. It has excited,

I see, the attention, and exercised the in-

genuity, of Pomponatius, J. C. Scaliger,

De Raei, Leibnitz, Leidenfrost, Jacobi,

&c. But without viewing it as of pan-

theistic tendency, as Leibnitz is inclined

to do, it may be interpreted as a declara-

tion, that Intellect, which Aristotle else-

where allows to be pre-existent and im •

mortal, is a spark of the Divinity ; whilst

its data (from which, as principles more
certain than their deductions, Reason, De-
monstration, Science must depart) are to

be reverenced as the revelation of truths,

which would otherwiso lie hid from man.
That, in short,

' The voice of Nature is the voice of God.'

By the bye, it is remarkable that this text

was not employed by any of those Aristo-

telians who endeavoured to identify the
Active Intellect with the Deity.

i.—Phys. L. viii. c. 3.— Speaking of

those who from the contradictions in our
conception of the possibility, denied the
fact, of motion:—'But to assert that all

things are at rest, and to attempt a proof
of this by reasoning, throwing the testi-

mony of sense out of account, is a sign not
of any strength, but of a certain imbecility

of reason.' And in the same chapter

—

' Against all these reasonings there suffices

the belief [of sense J
alone.' See Simplicity

ad locum, ed. Aid. ff. 276, 277.
k.—De Gen. Anim. L. iii. c. 10.—' Wo

ought to accord our belief to sense, in pre-
ference to reasoning; and of reasonings,

especially to those whose conclusions are
in conformity with the phenomena.' And
somewhere in the same work he also says,
' Sense is equivalent to, or has the force of,

science.'

1.— See also De Coelo L. i. c. 3, text
22.

m.—Ibid, L. iii. c. 7, text 61.

n.— Meteor., L. i. c. 13.

4.

—

Theophrastus.—a.—Metaph. c. 8,

(ed. Sylb. p. 260, Brand, p. 319.) The
following testimony of this philosopher (if

the treatise be indeed his) is important
both in itself, and as illustrative of the
original peripatetic doctrine touching the
cognition of first principles, which he
clearly refuses to Sense and induction,

and asserts to Intelligence and intuition.

It has however been wholly overlooked

;

probably in consequence of being nearly
unintelligible in the original from the cor-
ruption of the common text, and in the
version of Bessarion—also from a misap-
prehension of his author's meaning,

Having observed that it was difficult to
determine up to what point and in regard
to what things the investigation of causes
or reasons is legitimate;—that this diffi-

culty applies to the objects both of Sense
and of Intelligence, in reference to either
of which a regress to infinity is at once a
negation of them as objects of understand-
ing and of philosophy;—that Sense and
Intelligence, severally furnish a point of
departure, a principle, the one relative, or
to us, the other absolute, or in nature;—
and that each is the converse of the other,
the first in nature being the last to us ;

—

he goes on to state what these counter
processes severally avail in the research,
or, as he calls it, after Aristotle, the specu-
lation, of principles. Up to a certain
point, taking our departure from the
Senses, we are able, rising from reason to

reason, to carry on the speculation of priu-
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ciples; but when we arrive at those which
are [not merely comparatively prior but]

absolutely supreme and primary, we can

no more ; because, either that a reason is

no longer to be found, or of our own im-
becility, unable, as it were to look from
mere excess of light. [Compare A.rist.

Metaph. A minor, c. I; which supports

the reading, (pxstvorocrcc.^ But the other

procedure is probably the more authentic,

which accords the speculation of principles

to the touch, as it may be called, and feel-

ing of Intelligence (tw va Qiyouri xxl oiov

a.\pe*fi£i/a.) [Comp. Aristot. Metaph. xii.

7.] For in this case there is no room for

illusion in regard to these.' He then ob-

serves

—

* That it is even in the sciences of

detail, of great, but in the universal sci-

ences, of paramount, importance, to deter-

mine wherein, and at what point the limit

to a research of reasons should be fixed.'

And why ? * Because they who require a
reason for every thing, subvert, at once, the

foundations of reason and of knowledge.'
b.—See above, p. 765 a, where from his

doctrine in regard to first principles it ap-
pears that Theophrastus, like Aristotle,

founds knowledge on natural Belief.

5.

—

Lucretius.— De Rerum Natura, L.
i. v. 423, sq.

* Corpus enim per sc communis deliquat esse
Sensus; quo nisi prima fides fundata valebit,
Ilaud erit, occultis de rebus quo referentes,
Confirmare animi quicquam ratione queamus.'

Sensus Communis here means Sense,
strictly so called, as testifying not only in

all men, but in all animals. It is a trans-
lation of the expression of Epicurus

—

ii ufoOnais inl Trocureoi/ (Laert. x. 39 )

;

and as in the Epicurean philosophy all our
knowledge is merely an educt of Sense,
the truth of the derived, depends wholly
upon the truth of the original evidence.
See L. iv., vv. 480, sq.

6.

—

Cicero.—a.—De Fin. L. iv. c. 19.

—

Speaking of the Stoical paradoxes, (* recte
facta omnia aequalia,—omnia peccata pa-
ria,' &c.) he says— ' Quae cum magnifice
primo dici videntur, consiclerata, minus
probantur. Sensus enim cujusque, [i.e.

S. communis] et natura rerum, atque ipsa
Veritas clamat, quociam modo, non posse
adduci, ut inter eas res quas Zeno exae-
quaret, nihil interesset.' (See No. 7.)

b.—Tusc. Disp. L. i. c. 13—' Omni au-
tem in re consensio omnium gentium lex
naturae putanda est.' Compare also c. 15.

o.—De Nat. Deor., L. i. c . 16.—The
Epicurean Velleius there speaking the
doctrine of his sect :

—
' Intelligi necesse

oat, esse Deos, quoniam insitas eorum, vel

j
potius innatas cognitiones habemus.* De

i quo autem, omnium natura consentit, id
verum esse necsse est. Esse igitur Deos
confitendum est.' Compare Plato, De
Legibus, L. x. ; Aristotle, De Coelo, L. i.

c. 3, ; Plutarch, Amatores; Seneca, Episto-
lae, 117.

d.—For ' Sensus Communis, and ' Sensus
Communes,'' as the sources of moral judg-
ment, see the Orations Pro Cluentio 6.

—

Pro Plancio, 13, 14—Pro Domo, 36.

e.—For ' Sensus Communis' as criterion

of judgment in the arts, see De Orat., L.
iii. c. 50 ;

quoted by Reid, p. 424, b ; com-
pare L. i. c. 3.

7.

—

Horace.—Sermones, I. iii. 96. Speak-
ing like Cicero (No. 6, a.) of the Stoica-

paradox, he says

—

1 Queis paria esse fore placuit peccata, labo"
rant,

Quum ventum ad verum est ; Sensus moresque
repugnant.'

That is, as Aero (to say nothing of Tor-
rentius, Baxter, and other moderns,) in-

terprets it
—

' communis hominum sensus.' f
8.—Seneca—a—Epist. 117.— ' Mul-

tum dare solemus praesumptioni omnium
hominum. Apud nos veritatis argumen-
tum est, aliquid omnibus videri.'

b.—Ep. 9. ' Ut scias autem hos sensus

communes esse, natura scilicet dictante,

apud poetam comicum invenies,

u Non est beat us, esse sc qui non putet."

* It is not to bo supposed that the xoivttl

ewotcu, tyvtrtftxi v^oXh^nf, of the Stoics, far

less of the Epicureans (however, as in the pre-

sent instance, styled innate or implanted^ were
more than generalisations a posteriori. Yet
this is a mistake, into which, among many
others, even Lipsius and Leibnitz have fallen,

in regard to the former. See Manud. ad Stoic.

Philos. L. ii. diss. 11; and Nouv. Ess. Pref.

f This gloss of Aero is not to be found in any
of the editions of the two Horatian scholiasts.

But I am in possession of extracts made by the
celebrated William Canter, from a more com-
plete MS. of these commentators, than any to

which Fabricius and their other editors had ac-

cess. This codex belonged to Canter himself;

and he gives its character, and a few specimens
of its anecdota, in his Novae Lectiones. The copy
of Horace (one of the first edition of Lambinve)
in which these extracts are found, contains also

the full collation of Canter's ' Manuscripti Co-
dices Antiquissimi' of the poet, (two only, I

can prove, not three, as the Novae Lectiones,

fallaciously state,) and which, from the many
remarkable readings to be found exclusively in

them, must, in all probability, have perished—
perhaps in the inundation by which Canter's
celebrated library was, in a great measure, de-

stroyed
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c—Ep. 120. 4 Natura temina nobis sci-

entiae dedit, scientiam non dedit.'

9.

—

Pliny the Younger.—Paneg. c. 64.
—•' Melius omnibus quam singulis creditur.

Singuli enim decipere et decipi possunt

:

nemo omnes, neminem omnes fefellerunt.'

9*

—

Quintilian.—Inst., L. v. c. 10. §
12.—' Pro certis habemus ea, in quae com-
muni opinione consensum est.'

10 —Alexander of Aphrodisias, the

oldest and ablest of the interpreters of

Aristotle whose writings have come down
to us, follows his master, in resting truth

and philosophy on the natural convictions

of mankind.

a.—On Fate, § 2, edd. Lond. et Orell.

Ov xsuov oyS' cLoroyfiv r ecT^ndovg q xoivvi

rcJv uv^QOiituv tyvois, x.t.Tw * The common
nature of man is neither itself void of truth,

nor is it an erring index of the true ;
*

in virtue whereof all men are on certain

points mutually agreed, those only ex-

cepted, who, through preconceived opin-

ions, and a desire to follow these out con-

sistently, find themselves compelled verbal-

ly f to dissent.' And he adds, that ' An-
axagoras of Clazomene, however otherwise

distinguished as a physical philosopher, is

undeserving of credit, in opposing his tes-

timony touching fate to the common belief

of mankind.' This he elsewhere calls their
• common presumptions,'' their * common
and natural notions.' See §§ 8, 14, 26, of

the same work, and the chapter on Fate
in the second book of his treatise On the

Soul, f. 161, ed. Aid. 1534.

b.—On the Topics of Aristotle, (p. 48,
ed. Aid.) * The induction useful in the
employment of axioms is useful for illus-

trating the application to particulars of the
axiomatic rule, [read Trsgl Kocp.Qocvoftsucc,']

but not in demonstrating its universality
;

for this, as an object of intellect, is self-evi-

dent, nor can it, in propriety, be proved
by induction at all.' Compare also p. 12.

11.

—

Clement of Alexandria— Stro-
rnata. After stating (L. v. Op. ed. 1688,
p. 544,) that there is neither knowledge
without belief, nor belief without know-
ledge, and having shown (L. viii. p. 771,)
after Aristotle and others, that the sup-
position of proof or demonstration being
founded on propositions themselves capable
of being proved, involves the absurdity of
an infinite regress, and therefore subverts
the possibility of demonstration, he says

—

* Thus the philosophers confess that the

• See Aristotle, No. 3, d.

f Verbally, not mentally. Ho has Aristotle
(Anal. Post. L. i. c. 10. § 7,) in view. See Buf-
fer, No. G3.

beginnings, the principles of all knowledge,
are indemonstrable ; consequently if de-

monstration there be, it is necessary that

there should be something prior, believable

of itself, something first and indemonstrable.
All demonstration is thus ultimately re-

solved into an indemonstrable b lie/.*

12.—Tertullian—a.—De Testimonio
Animae adversus Gentes, c. 5.—* Hajc

testimonia animae, quanto vera tanto sim-

plicia, quanto simplicia tanto vulgaria,

quanto vulgaria tanto communia, quanto
communia tanto naturalia, quanto natura-

lia tanto divina ; non putem cuiquam fri-

volum et frigidum videri posse, si recogi-

tet natura; majestatem, ex qua censetur

auctoritas animae. Quantum dederis ma-
gistrae, tantum adjudicabis discipulae. Ma-
gistra natura, anima discipula. Quicquid
aut ilia edocuit, aut ista perdidicit, a Deo
traditum est, magistro scilicet ipsius ma-
gistrae. Quid anima possit de principali

institutore praesumere, in te est aesti-

mare de ea quae in te est. . . . Sed
qui ejusmodi eruptiones animae non puta-
vit doctrinam esse naturae, et congenitae et

ingenitae conscientiae * tacita commissa,
dicet potius de ventilatis in vulgus opi-

nionibus, publicatarum litterarum usum
jam, et quasi vitium, corroboratum taliter

sermocinancii Certe prior anima quam
littera, et prior sermo quam liber, et prior

sensus quam stylus, et prior homo ipse

quam philosophus et poeta. Nunquid ergo
credendum est ante litteraturam et divul-

gationem ejus, mutos absque hujusmodi
pronunciationibus homines vixisse ? . . .

Et unde ordo ipsis litteris contigit, nosse,

et in usum loquelae disseminare, quae nulla

unquam mens conceperat, aut lingua pro-
tulerat, aut auris exceperat ? '—He alludes

to I. Corinthians ii. 9, &c.
b.—De Resurrectione Carnis, c. 3

' Est quidem et de communibus sensibua

sapere in Dei rebus. . . . Utar et con.
scientia * populi, contestantis Deum Deo-
rum ; utar et reliquis communibus sensibus,

etc. . . Communes enim sensus simplicitas

ipsa commendat, et compassio sententia-
rum, et familiaritas opinionum, eoque fide-

liores existimantur, quia nuda et aperta et

omnibus nota definiunt. Ratio enim di-

vina in medulla est, non in superficie, et
plerumque aemula manifestis.'

c— Ibid. c. 5.—'Igiturquoniametrudes
quique de communibus adhuc sensibus sa-
piunt,' &c.

* Tertullian is the only ancient writer who
uses the word Conscicntia in a psychological
sense, corresponding with our Contciousnetz. See
note I.
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d.—De Anima, c 2 — Speaking of the

sources from which a merely human phi-

losophy had derived its knowledge of the

mind, he concludes—* Sed et natura plera-

que suggeruntur quasi de publico sensu,

quo animam Deus dotare dignatus est.'

See above, p. Ill b, note.

e.—Prsescr. 28. ' Quodapud multos unum
invenitur, non est erratum sed traditum.'

13.— Arnobius.—AdversusGentes,L.ii.

p. 92. ed. 1651 .
' Quid est a nobis factum con-

tra s- wsurajudiciumque commune, si majora

et certiora delegimus, nee sumus nos passi

falsorura religionibus attineri ?
' Add., pp.

66, 127.

14.— Lactantios.— Institut. L. Hi. c.

5.—* Debuit ergo Arcesilaus siquid sape-

ret, distinguere, quae sciri possent, quaeve

nesciri. Sed si id fecisset, ipse se in po-

pulum redigisset. Nam vulgus interdum

plus sapit, quia tantum, quantum opus est,

sapit.'

Quaere—Had Lactantius the line of

Martial in his eye ?

' Quisquis plus justo non sapit, ille sapit;'

or the precept of St Paul ?—* Non plus

sapere quam oportet sapere, sed sapere

ad sobrietatem.'

15.— St Augustin.— a.— De duabus

Animabus, c. 10. * Quivis enim homines,

quos modo a communi sensu generis hu-

mani nulla disrupisset amentia,' &c.

b.—De Trinitate. Lib. xiii. c. 1.—' No-
vimus certissima scientia, et clamante Con-
scientia.' That is, Conscience, not Con-
sciousness, as sometimes supposed.

c—De Magistro, c. 11.—'Ait Propheta,

[Is. vii. 9.] Nisi credideritis non intelli-

getis ; quod non dixisset profecto, si nihil

distare judicasset. Quod ergo intelligo,

id etiam credo ; at non omne quod credo,

etiam intelligo. Omne autem quod intel-

ligo scio ; non omne quod credo scio

—

Quare pleraque cum scire non possim,

quanta tamen utilitate credantur scio.'

16.

—

Proclus (In Platonis Theologiam,

Lib. i. c. 25,) has still more remarkable

declarations of the truth, that Belief is the

foundation of knowledge. Speaking of the

faith of the gods, which he describes as

anterior to the act. of cognition, (v^SffQv-

ts(>ov rqg yvuariKV)g evs^ysiotg,) he says that

it is not only to be distinguished from our

belief, or rather error, in regard to things

sensible ; but likewise from the belief we
have of what are called Common Notions,

with which it, however, agrees, in that

these common notions command assent,

prior to all reflection or reasoning : (koci

yolq rotlg Kotuccigluuoioiig 7T(>6 7rxurog "hoyov

vtartvofctv.) See below, Hermes, No. 99.

Among other Platonists the same doctrine

is advanced by the pseudo Hermes Tris-
megistus, L. xvi. sub fine, p. 436, ed. Pa-
tricii, 1593.

17.

—

Ammonius Hermiae (as extracted
and interpolated by Philoponus) in his

Commentary on Aristotle ' On the Soul,'

Introduction, p. 1-3, ed. Trincavelli, 1535.
' The function of Intellect (uovg) is by im-
mediate application [or intuition, olirAouc,

7TQOffQo'Aoitg,'] to reach or compass reality,

and this end it accomplishes more certain-

ly than through the medium of demonstra-
tion. For as Sense, by applying itself at

once to a coloured or figured object, ob-
tains a knowledge of it better than through
demonstration—for there needs no syllo-

gism to prove that this or the other thing
is white, such being perceived by the sim-

ple appliance of the sense ; so also the In-

tellect apprehends its appropriate object

by a simple appliance, [a simple intuitive

jet, «5rA>j Itt/^oAjj,] better than could be

done through any process of demonstra-
tion.' . . .

' I say that the rational soul has in, and
co-essential with, it the reasons (jhoyovg)

of things ; but, in consequence of being
clothed in matter, they are, as it were,

oppressed and smothered, like the spark
which lies hid under the ashes. And as,

when the ashes are slightly dug into, the

spark forthwith gleams out, the digger not
however making the spark, but only re-

moving an impediment ; in like manner,
Opinion, excited by the senses, elicits the

reasons of existences from latency into

manifestation. Hence they [the Plato-

nists] affirm that teachers do not infuse

into us knowledge, but only call out into

the light that which previously existed in

us, as it were, concealed. . . . It is

however more correct to say that these are

Common Notions or adumbrations of the
Intellect ; for whatever we know more
certainly than through demonstration, that

we know in a common notion.' ....
Such common notions are— ' Things that

are equal to the same are equal to one an-

other,'— ' If equals be taken from equals

the remainders are equal,'—' Every thing

must be either affirmed or denied.'

'

18.— St Anselm professes the maxim

—

' Crede ut intelligas ;' which became cele-

brated in the schools, as opposed to the
' Intellige ut credas ' of Abelard.

19

—

Aloazel of Bagdad, 'the Imaum
of the world,' somewhere (in his De-
struction of the Philosophers, if I recol-

lect aright) says, as the Latin version

gives it
—

' Radix cognitionis fides.'

20.

—

St Thomas Aquinas.— a.—De ve-
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ritate fidoi catholicao contra Gentiles. L. i.

c. 7.§1. ' Eaquaenaturaliter rationi insita,

verissima esse constat; intantum, ut nee

ea falsa esse possibile eogitare

Principiorum naturaliter notorum cognitio

nobis divinitus est indita, cum ipse Deus sit

auctor nostrae naturae. Haec ergo prin-

cipia etiam divina sapientia continet. Quic-

quid igitur principiis hujusmodi contrarium

est, est divinae sapientiae contrarium

:

non igitur a Deo esse potest. Ea igitur

quae ex revelatione divina per fidem tenen-

tur, non possunt uaturali cognitioni esse

contraria.'

b.—Expositio in Libb. Metaph. Aristot.

Lect. v.
—

' Et quia talis cognitio princi-

piorum (those of Contradiction and of Ex-
eluded Middle) inest nobis statim a natura,

concludit,' &c.

c.—Summa Theologiae, P. i. Partis ii.

Qu. 51, art. 1.—' Intellectus principiorum

dicitur esse habitus naturalis. Ex ipsa

enim natura animae intellectualis convenit

homini, quod, statim cognito quid est to-

tum et quid est pars, cognoscat quod omne
totum est majus sua parte, et simile in

caeteris. Sed quid sit totum et quid sit

pars cognoscere non potest, nisi per species

intelligibiles a phantasmatibus acceptas, et

propter hoc Philosophus, in fine Posterio-

rum, ostendit quod cognitio principiorum

provenit ex sensu.'

d—De Veritate, Qu. xi. De Magistro,

conclusio.—' Dicendum est similiter de

scientiae acquisitione, quod prseexistunt in

nobis principia quae statim lumin; intellec-

tus agentis cognoscuntur, per species a
sensibilibus abstractas, sive sint complexa
ut dignitates, sive incomplexa sicut entis

et unius et hujusmodi quae statim intellec-

tus apprehendit. Ex istis autem principiis

universalibus omnia principia sequuntur,

sicut ex quibusdam rationibus seminalibus,'

&c.

e.— Summa Theologiae, P. i. Partis ii.

Qu. 5. art. 3. ' Quod ab omnibus dicitur

non potest totaliter falsum esse. Videtur

enim naturale quod in pluribus est ; natura

autem non totaliter deficit.' Compare Nos.

1 and 3, f.

21.

—

Joannes Duns Scotus holds a
doctrine of Common Sense, with reference,

more especially, to necessary truths, in

which the genuine doctrine of Aristotle is

admirably enounced, and cogently de-

fended.

On the one hand, he maintains (against

Averroes) that principles are not, in a cer-

tain sense, innate in the Intellect ; i. e. not

as actual cognitions chronologically ante-

rior to experience.— ' Dicendum quod non
habet aliquam cognitionem naturalem se-

cundum naturam suam, neque simplicium,

nequecomplexorum, quia omnis nostra cog-

nitio ortum habet ex sensu- Primo enim
movetursensusabaliquo simplici noncom-
plexo, et a sensu moto movetur intellectus et

intelligitsimplicia, quod est primus actus in-

tellectus; deinde post apprehensionem sim-

plicium, sequitur alius actus, qui est com-
ponere simplicia ad invicem

;
post illam

autem compositionem, habet intellectus ex

lumine naturali quod assentiat illi veritati

complexorum, si illud complexum sit prin-

cipium primum.' Quaestt. super libros

Metaph. L. ii. q. 1. § 2.

On the other hand, he maintains (against

Henry of Ghent) that, in a different sense,

principles are naturally inherent in the

mind. For he shews that the intellect is

not dependent upon sense and experience,

except accidentally, in so far as these are

requisite, in affording a knowledge of the

terms, .to afford the occasion on which, by
its native and proper light, (in other words,

by the suggestion of common sense,) it

actually manifests the principles which it

potentially contained ; and that these prin-

ciples are certain, even were those pheno-
mena of sense illusive, in reference to

which they are elicited. ' Respondeo, quod
quantum ad istam notitiam, (principiorum

sc.) intellectus non habet sensus pro causa

[vel origine, as he elsewhere has it,] sed

tantum pro occasione : quia intellectus non
potest habere notitiam simplicium nisi ac-

ceptara a sensibus, ilia tamenaccepta potest

simplicia virtute sua componere et, si ex

ratione talium simplicium sit complexio

evidenter vera, intellectus virtute propria

et terminoruaa assentiet illi complexion]*,

non virtute sensus, a quo accipit terminos

exterius. Exemplum ;—si ratio totius et

ratio majoritatis accipiantur a sensu, et

intellectus componat istam

—

Omne totum

est maius sua parte, intellectus virtute sui

et istorum terminorum assentiet indubitan-

ter isti complexioni, et non tantum quia

vidit terminos conjunetos in re, sicut assen-

tit isti

—

Socrates est albus, quia vidit ter-

minos in re uniri. Immo dico, quod si

omnes sensus essent falsi,' &c. In libros

Sent. Comm. Oxon. L. i., Dist. 3, qu. 4,

§ 8.— See also §§ 12, 23; and Quaestt.

super Metaph., L. i. qu. 4. §§ 3, 4, 5, 11,

12, 14, 16; L. ii. qu. 1. §§ 2, 3, et alibi;

where it is frequently repeated that sense

and experience are not the cause or origin,

but only the occasion on which the natural

light of Intellect reveals its principles or

first truths.

I may observe, that like Locke, the Sub-
tle Doctor divides our acquisition of know-
ledge between two sources, Sense and
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Reflection.—( Nihil est in intellectu quin

priiis fuerit in s>nsu, vera est de eo quod
est primum intelligibile, scilicet quod quid

est [to or/] rei materialis, non autem de

omnibus per se intelligibilibus; nam multa

per se intelliguntur, non quia speciem fa-

ciunt in Sensu, sed per Beflexionem intellec-

tus.' Quaestt. super Univ. Porph. q. 3.

But what Locke was sometimes compelled

virtually to confess, in opposition to the

general tenor of his doctrine, (see No. 51,)

Scotus professedly lays down as the very

foundation of his—that Reflection finds in

the mind, or intellect itself, principles, or

necessary cognitions, which are not the

educts of experience, howbeit not actually

manifested prior to, or except on occasion

of, some empirical act of knowledge.*
22.

—

Antonius Andreas, an imme-
diate disciple of Scotus,—the Doctor Dul-

cifluus. Quaestt. super libros Metaph. L.

ii. qu. 1.—' Respondeo, et dico duo.
* Primum ;

— Quod notitia Primorum
Principiorum non est nobis a natura ; quia

omnis nostra cognitio intellectiva habet or-

tum a sensu, et, per consequens, non inesta

natura. . . Primo enim motu movetur sen-

sus ab objecto simplici non complexo ; et a

sensu moto movetur intellectus, et intelligit

simplicia, qui est primus actus intellectus.

Deinde post apprehensionem simplicium

sequitur alius actus, qui est componere sim-

plicia ad invicem ; et post istam composi-

tionem habet intellectus, ex lumine natu-

rali ut assentiat illi veritati complexae, si

illud complexum sit primum principium.
* Secundum;—Quod notitia Primorum

Principiorum [recte~\ dicitur nobis inesse

naturaliter, quatenus, ex lumine naturali

intellectus, sunt nobis inesse nota, habita

notitia simplici terminorum, quia "princi-

pia cognoscimus inquantum terminos cog-

noscimus," (ex primo Posteriorum.)'

To this schoolman we owe the first en-

ouncement of the Principle of Identity.

Those who are curious in this matter

will find many acute observations on the

nature of principles in the other school-

men ; more especially in Averroes on the

Analytics and Metaphysics, in Albertus

* The edition I use, is that by the Irish Fran-

ciscans, Lyons, 1639, of the Opera Omnia of

Scotus, 12 vols, in folio. This is the only edi-

tion in -which the Subtle Doctor can be conve-

niently studied. His editor and commentators

of course maintain him to be a countryman;
but the patriotism of Father Maurice (t. iii. p.

254,) makes no scruple in holding him out as

actually inspired :
—

' Suppono, cum Moyse in

monte hoc vidit, aut cum Paulo ad tertium

ecelum ascendit, aut ccrte cum alio Joanne su-

pra pectus sapientiae rccubuit.'

Magnus on the Predicables and Pr. An-
alytics, and in Hales, 3d and 4th books
of his Metaphysics.

23.

—

Budaeus.—In Pandectas, Tit. i.—
' Ista igitur fere quae juri naturali ascri-

buntur, idest,quae natura docuisse nos ere*

ditur, versantur in Sensu Communi,' &c.

24.—Luther.—Weisheit, Th. iii. Abth.
2.-—' All things have their root in Belief,

which we can neither perceive nor com-
prehend. He who would make this Be-
lief visible, manifest, and conceivable, has

sorrow for his pains.'

25.— Melanchthon.— a.—De Diabe-
tica, ed. Lugd. 1542, p. 90.—Speaking of

the Dicta de Omni et de Nullo—'Nee
opus est procul quaerere harum regularum
interpretationem; si quis sensum commu-
nem consuluerit, statim intelliget eas.

Nam ut Arithmetica et aliae artes initia

sumunt a sensu communi, ita Dialecticae

principia nobiscum nascuntur.'

b.—Ibid., p. 103.—Speaking of the pro-

cess in the Expository Syllogism,— ' Ha-
bet causam haec consequentia in natura

positam quandam xotvvju suvoic&v, ut vocant,

hoc est, sententiam quam omnis natura

docet, de qua satis est sensum communem
consulere.' And again— ' Est et hujus

consequentiae ratio sumpta a communi
sensu.'

c.—Erotemata Dialectica L. iv. in Loco,

ab Absurdo, p. 1040, ed. 3, Strigelii, 1579—
' Absurdum in Philosophia vocatur opi-

nio pugnans cum Sensu Communi, id est

vel cum principiis naturae notis, vel cum
universali experientia.' Reid (see n. 79 a)

says repeatedly the very same.

d.—Ibid., p. 853.
—

' Quare Principia sunt

certa? I. Quia notitia principiorum est

lumen naturale, insitum humanis mentibus
divinitus. II. Quia dato opposito sequi-

tur destructio naturae.' See also pp. 798,

857, and the relative commentary of

Strigelius. What Melanchthon states in

regard to the cognition of Principles and
Light of Nature is borrowed from the

schoolmen. See above, Nos. 20, 21, 22.

Consult also his treatise De Anima in the

chapters De Intellectu; more especially

that entitled

—

Estne verum dictum, notitias

aliquas nobiscum nasci ?

26.

—

Julius Caesar Scaliger.—De
Subtilitate, Exerc. cccvii. § 18.—' Sunt
cum anima nostra quaedam cognatae noti-

tiae, quae idcirco vov$ dicuntur a Philoso-

pho. Nemo enim tam infans est, quern

cognitio lateat pluris et paucioris. In-

fanti duo poma apponito. Uno recepto,

alterum item poscet. Ab his principiis

actus Mentis, asensilibus excitatus.'—Such
principles, lie contends, are innate in the
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human Intellect, precisely as the instincts

of the lower animals are innate in their

highest power. They may therefore be

denominated Intellectual Instincts. Com-
pare §§ 21, 22.

The doctrine of this acute philosopher

was adopted and illustrated, among others,

by his two expositors Rodolphus Goclen-
ius of Marburg, and Joannes Sperlingius

of Wittenberg ; by the former in his Ad-
versaria ad Scaligeri Exercitationes, 1594

(qq. 41, 51, 60) : by the latter, not in-

deed in his Meditationes ad Scaligeri Ex-
ercitationes, but in his Physica Anthro-
pologica, 1G68 (L. i. c. 3, § 8.) In these

the arguments of Gassendi and Locke for

the counter opinion, are refuted by anti-

cipation ; though, in fact, Locke himself

is at last, as we shall see, obliged to ap-

peal to Common Sens-", identical with the

Intellectus, Mens and Lumen Naturale of

these and other philosophers. (No. 51.)

Otto Casmann, the disciple of Goelenius,

may also be consulted in his Psychologia

Anthropologica, 1594. (c. 5, § 5.)

27.

—

Omphalius.—Nomologia, f. 72 b.

'Non eget his praeceptis [dictis scilicet.de

omni et de nullo] qui Sensum Communem
consulit, Natura siquidem plerasque x,oivecg

tvvoiug animis nostris insevit quibus re-

rum naturam pervidemus.'

28.

—

Anton ius Goveanus.—Pro Aris-

totele Responsio adversus Petri Rami Ca-
lumnias. Opera Omnia, ed. Meermanniana,

p. 802 a.
—

' An non ex hominum com-
muni sensu desumptae enunciationum re-

ciprocationes hae videntur? . . . Sumpta
haec, Rame, sunt e communi hominum in-

telligentia, cujus cum mater natura sit,

quid est, quae so, cur negemus naturae de-

creta haec et praecepta esse ?

'

29. — Nunnesius.— De Constitutione

Dialecticae, f. 56, b. ed. 1554.—* Sed cum
Dialectica contenta sit Sensu Communi,'
&c.

30.

—

Muretus.— In Aristotelis Ethica

ad Nicomachum Comment arius, 1583.

Opera Omnia, Ruhnkenii, t. iii. p. 230.

In proof of the immortality of the soul,

in general, and in particular, in disproof

ofan old and ever-recurring opinion—one,

indeed, which agitates, at the present mo-
ment, the divines and philosophers of Ger-
many— that the intellect in man, as a
merely passing manifestation of the uni-

versal soul, the Absolute, can pretend to

no individual, no personal, existence be-

yond the grave ; he adduces the argument
drawn from the common sense of mankind,
in the following noble, though hitherto un-
noticed, passage:—touching the eloquence
of which, it should be borne in mind, that

what is now read as a commentary was
originally listened to by a great and min-
gled auditory, as improvisations from the

mouth of him, for whose equal as a Latin
orator we must ascend to Cicero himself.

* Neque laborandum estetiamsi haec [nisi]

naturalibus argument is probarenequeamu*-,
neque fortassisdissolvererationesquasdam,
quas afferunt ii, qui contrarias opiniones

tuentur. Naturalis enim omnium gentium
consensus multo plus ponderis apud nos,

quam omnia istorum argumenta, habere
debet. Neque quicquam est aliud gigan-
tum more bellare cum diis, quam repug-
nare naturae,* et insitas ab ea in omnium
animis opiniones acutis ac fallacibus con-
clusiunculis velle subvertere. Itaque ut

senes illi Trojani, apud Homerum, dice-

bant, pulchram quidem esse Helenam, sed
tamen ablegandum ad suos, ne exitio esset

civitati ; ita nos, si quando afferetur nobis

ab istis acutum aliquod argumentum, quo
colligatur .... animos interire una cum
corporibus, aut si quid supersit, commune
quiddam esse, et ut unura solem,f ita unam
esse omnium mentem, . . . respondeamus :

— Ingeniosus quidem es, o bone, et erudi-

tus, et in disputando potens; sed habe tibi

istas praeclaras rationes tuas; ego eas, ne
mihi exitiosae sint, admittere in animum
meum nolo. Accipite, enim, gravissimi
viri, . . . studiosissimi adolescentes, . . .

praeclaram, et immortali memoria dignam,
summi philosophi Aristotelis sententiam,
quam in omnibus hujus generis disputa-
tionibus teneatis, quam sequamini, ad quam
sensus cogitationesque vestras perpetuo
dirigatis. Ex illius enim divini hominis
pectore, tanquam ex augustissimo quodam
sapientiae sacrario, haec prodierunt, quae
primo Ethicorum ad Eudemum le^untur—
TL(>oa&%siu ov Ssi" •xa.vrcc ro7{ oid ruv "ho-

yuv, oLKhoi iroXhocKii; p£XA«J> to/£ (pot/i/o/*-

tuotg. Convertam haec in Latinum ser-

monem, utinamque possem in omnes om-
nium populorum linguas convertere, atque
in omnium hominum animis, ita ut nun-

• Cic. De Sen. c. 2. Quid enim est aliud
gigantum more bellare cum diis, nisi naturae
repugnare ?

f Had Muretus the following passage of Bcs-
sarion in his eye?

—

' Intellectum defo~is adven.
ire, [Aristotle's dictum,] Thcophrastus, Alex-
ander, Themistius, Averroes, ita accipiunt, ut
jam quisque ortus, illico intellectus sibi appli-

catam excipiat portionem, ita extinctus relin-

quat in commune ; non aliter, ac si quis Sote,

nascens, participare dicatur, moriens, privari ; et

non esse animam particularem, quae deforis
advenit, sed ex communi acccptam applica.
tionem.' In Calunm. Plat L. iii. c. 27.—Th«
simile of the sun is however to be found in Plo
tinus, and—I think—in Themistius.
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quam delerentur, insculpere:

—

Non sem-

per, neque omnibus in r, bus, assentiendum

est Us quae rationibus et argumentis pro-

bantur ; immo potius ea plerumque tenenda,

quae communi hominum sententia compro-

bantur. Quid enim est tam falsum,

tamque abhorrens a vero, ut non ad id

probandum ab ingeniosis et exercitatis

hominibus argumenta excogitari queant?

. . . Vidistisne unquamin tenebrosa nocte

accensam aliquam facem e longinquo loco

micantem? 111am, igitur, quamvis dissi-

tam, videbatis; neque taraen quicquam, in

illo longo, interjecto inter oeulum vestrum

et facem, densis obsito tenobris spatio, vi-

dere poteratis. Idem putatote animis ac-

cidere. Saepe animus noster veritatem

alicujus enunciationis tanquam eminus ful-

gentem ac collucentem »ddet, etiamsi

propter illam, qua circumfusus est, calig-

inem, videre ea quae intermedia sunt, et

per quae ad earn pervenitur, non potest.

... Si iter aliquod ingressurus, duas vi-

deres vias, quae eodem ferrent ; unam ex-

peditam, planam, tutam, et eo quo consti-

tuisses, sine ulla erratione, ducentem; al-

teram tortuosam, asperam, periculosam, et

quam qui sequerentur, propter varios et

multiplices anfractus, saepe aberrarent ;

—

dubitares utram potius eligeres ? Duae
sunt viae quibus homines ad aliquam cog-

nitionem Dei et animi sui pervenire posse

se putant. Aut enim eo contendunt dis-

putando, et cur quicquam ita sit subtiliter

inquirendo; aut sine dubitatione ullaassen-

tiendo iis, quae majores summo consensu,

partim naturali lumine cognita, partim

divinitus inspirata, tradiderunt. Illam qui

secuti sunt, omnibus saeculis in multiplices

errores inciderunt. At haec illorum sig-

nata est vestigiis, quos in coelum sublatos

veneramur et colimus.'*

31.

—

Giphanius.—Commentarii in li-

* Of none of the great scholars of the 16th
century—the second golden age of Latin letters

—have the works been so frequently republish-
ed, so learnedly annotated, so industriously col-

lected, as those of the pattern critic, the incom-
parable Muretus. There however still remains
a considerable gleaning. I have myself taken
note of some twenty scattered anecdota, in prose
and verse, in Greek, Latin, and French, which, if

the excellent edition (excellent, even after that
of Ruhnkenius) of the Opera Omnia, by Profes-
sor Frotscher of Leipsic, now unfortunately
interrupted, be not finally abandoned, I should
have great pleasure in communicating to the
learned editor.—How is it, that whilst Italy,

Germany, and Holland have, for centuries, been
emulating each other in paying homage to the
genius of Muretus, France has done absolutely
nothing to testify her admiration of so illus-

trious a son?

bros Ethicorum ad Nicomachum, L. x.

c. 2.—* Quod omnibus videtur, id (inquit

Aristoteles) esse dicimus. Nam communis
hominum sensus et judicium est tanquam
lex naturae.' See n. 3. f.

32.

—

Mariana. De Rege et Regis in-

stitutione, L. i. c. 6. ' Et est communis
sensus quasi quaedam naturae vox [lex ?]

mentibus nostris indita, auribus insonans

lex, [vox ?] qua a turpi honestum secer-

nimus.'

33.

—

Sir John Davies. Of the Im-
mortality of the Soul, 1 ed. 1599, pp. 63,

97.

' If then all souls, both good and bad, do teach,

With general voice, that souls can never die;

'Tis not man's flattering gloss, but nature's

speech,

Which, like God's oracle, can never lie.'

* • * • #
1 But how can that be false, which every tongue
Of every mortal man affirms for true?
Which truth has in all ages stood so strong,

That, loadstone-like, all hearts it ever drew.
For not the Christian or the Jew alone,

The Persian or the Turk, acknowledge this;

This mystery to the wild Indian known,
And to the Cannibal and Tartar is.'

These latter stanzas were probably sug-

gested by a passage in the first Disserta-

tion of Maximus Tyrius. This ' learned

poet ' requires, and eminently deserves, a
commentary.

34.

—

Keckermannus, (Systema Logi-
cum, L. iii. c. 13.) treating of Necessary
Testimony :

—
' Testimonium necessarium

est velDeivel Sensuum.' Having spoken of

the former, he proceeds :
* Restat testimo-

nium sensuum, quodsuus cuiquesensus dictat.

Estque vel externum vel internum. Internum
est, quod leges naturae, tam theoreticae

quam practicae dictant ; itemque conscien-

tia. Externum est, quod sensus externi,

ut visus, auditus, &c, recte dispositi, adeo-

que ipsa sensualis observatio, et experien-

tia comprobat.' In illustration of the tes-

timony of Internal Sense, Conscientia, he

says :
' Magna est vis testimonii Conscien-

tiae in utramque partem ; et sicut leges

seu principia naturae duplicia sunt—theo-

retica, ut, totum est major sua parte—et

practica, ut, quod tibi fieri non vis, alterine

feceris : ita duplex est Conscientia, theo-

retica nimirum et practica, per quam con-

clusions theoreticae et practicae firmiter

nobis probantur.'

The employment here of Conscientia, for

the noetic faculty or faculty of principles,

is (if we except the single precedent of

Tertullian) unexampled, as far as I have

observed, previous to the extension given

to the word by Descartes. The internal

and external sense of Keckermann are,
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taken together, nearly equivalent to the

expression common setose, in the meaning
under consideration ; an expression, it may
be added, which this author had himself,

in the same work, previously employed.
(L.i.c.5.)

35.

—

Lord Herbert of Ciierbury.—
In 1624, at Paris and London, was first

published his work ' De Veritate ;' and to

the third edition, London, 1645, was an-

nexed his correlative treatise ' De Causis

Errorum.' These works, especially the

former, contain a more formal and articu-

late enouncement of the doctrine of com-
mon sense, than had (I might almost say

than has) hitherto appeared. It is truly

marvellous, that the speculations of so able

and original a thinker, and otherwise of

so remarkable a man, should have escaped

the observation of those, who, subsequent-

ly, in Great Britain, philosophized in a

congenial spirit
;
yet he is noticed by Locke,

and carefully criticised by Gassendi. The
following is an abstract of his doctrine

—

strictly in reference to our present sub-

ject. The edition I use is the third, that

of 1645.

Lord Herbert makes a fourfold distribu-

tion of the human faculties ;—into Natu-
ral Instinct— Internal Sense— External

Sense—and the Discursive faculty, (Dis-

cursus) p. 37. These names he employs
in significations often peculiar to himself.

Each of these powers is the guarantee of

a certain class of truths ; and there is given

no truth, which is not made known to us

through one or other of these attesting

faculties. Let us not, therefore, be wise

beyond our powers. (Ne sapiamus ultra

facultates.)

But of these there is one whose truths

are of a relatively higher order, as com-
manding universal assent, and therefore of

indubitable certainty. This faculty, which
he calls Natural Instinct, (Instinctus Na-
turalis,) might with more discriminative

propriety have been styled Intellectual In-

stinct ; and it corresponds, as is manifest,

with the Nov? of Aristotle, the Intelligen-

tia of the schoolmen, and the Common
Sense of philosophers in general. Natural

Instinct may be considered, either as a fa-

culty, or as the manifestation of a faculty.

In the former signification, Instinct or the

Noetic faculty is the proximate instrument

of the universal intelligence of God ; in

fact, a certain portion thereof ingrafted

on the mind of man. In the latter signi-

fication, Natural Instincts are those Catho-

lic Cognitions or Common Notions, (koivou

ivvoicct, notitiae communes,) which exist in

every human being of sound and entire

mind ; and with which we are naturally or

divinely furnished, to the end that we may
truly decide touching the objects with

which we are conversant during the pre-

sent life, (pp. 27, 29, 44.) These Instincts

or Common Notions, he denominates also

Primary Truths— Common Principles-

Received Principles of Demonstration—
Sacred Principles against which it is unlaw-

ful to contend, &c. These are so far from
being mere products of experience and
observation, that, without some of them,

no experience or observation is possible,

(pp. 28, 48, 54.) But, unless excited by
an object, they remain silent ; have then

a virtual, not an actual, existence, (pp. 39,

42.) The comparison of the mind to a
tabula rasa or blank book, on which ob-

jects inscribe themselves, must be rejected

;

but it may be resembled to a closed book,

only opened on the presentation of objects,

(p. 54.) The sole criterion by which we
can discriminate principles, natural or di-

vine, is universal agreement ; though, at

the same time, the higher and more neces-

sary the truth, the more liable is it to be
alloyed with error, (p. 52.) Our Natural

Instincts operate irrationally ; that is, they
operate without reasoning or discursion

;

and Reason, (Ratio,) which is the deduc-

tion of these common notions to their lower
and lowest applications, has no other ap-

peal, in the last resort, except to them,

(p. 42.)

The primary truths, or truths of In-

stinct, are discriminated from secondary
truths, (those, to wit, which are not ob-
tained without the intervention of the Dis-

cursive faculty,) by six characters.

1°. By their Priority. For Natural In-

stinct is the first, Discursion the last, of our
faculties.

2°. By their Independence. For if a
truth depend upon a common notion, it is

only secondary ; whereas a truth is pri-

mary, which itself hanging upon no supe-

rior truth, affords dependence to a chain

of subordinate propositions.

3°. By their Universality. Universal

consent is indeed the most unequivocal cri-

terion of an instinctive truth. The Par-
ticular is always to be suspected as false,

or, at least, as partially erroneous ; where-
as Common Notions, drawn as it were
from the very wisdom of nature, are, in

themselves, universal, howbeit, in reason-

ing, they may be brought down and ap-

plied to particulars.

4°. By their Certainty. For such is

their authority, that he who should call

them into doubt, would disturb the whole
• (institution of things, and, in a certain
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sort, denude himself of his humanity. It

is, therefore, unlawful to dispute against

these principles, which, if clearly under-

stood, cannot possibly be gainsaid. (Com-
pare No. 25, d.)

5o. By their Necessity. For there is

none which does not conduce to the con-

servation of man.
6°. By the Manner of their Formation

or Manifestation. For they are elicited,

instantaneously and without hesitation, so

soon as we apprehend the significance of

the relative objects or words. The dis-

cursive understanding, on the other hand,

is in its operations slow aud vacillating

—

advancing only to recede—exposed to in-

numerable errors—in frequent confliction

with sense—attributing to one faculty what
is of the province of another, and not ob-

serving that each has its legitimate boun-
daries, transcending which, its deliverances

are incompetent or null, (pp. 60, 61.) *

36.

—

Joannes Cameron, the celebrated

theologian.—De Ecclesia iv., Op. ed. 1642,

p. . ' Sensus Communis seu Ratio,' &c.
37.

—

Descartes proclaims as the lead-

ing maxim of philosophy a principle which
it would have been well for his own doc-

trine had he always faithfully applied, (v.

p. 749 a.) ' Certum autem est, nihil nos
unquam falsum pro vero admissuros, si

tantum iis assensum praebeamus quae dare
et distincte percipiemus. Certum, inquam,
quia cum Deus non sit fallax,facultasper-
cipiendi, quam nobis dedit \_sive Lumen
Naturae'], non potest tendere in falsum ;

ut neque etiam facultas assentiendi, cum
tantum ad ea, quae clare percipiuntur, se
extendit. Et quamvis hoc nulla ratione
probaretur, ita omnium animis a natura
impressum est, ut quoties aliquid clare

percipimus, ei sponte assentiamur, et nullo
moclo possimus dubitare quin sit verum.'
Princ. i. § 43, with §§ 30, 45—De Meth.
§ 4—Med. iii. and iv—Resp. ad Obj. ii.

passim. What Descartes, after the school-
men, calls the Light of Nature' is only an-
other term for Common Sense (see Nos. 20,
21,22,25) ; and Common Sense is the name
which Descartes' illustrious disciple, Fene-

• I was surprised, to find an eloquent and very
just appreciation of Herbert (for he it is who is

referred to,) by a learned and orthodox theolo-
gian of Cambridge—Nathaniel Culverwell, in
his ' Discourse of the Light of Nature,' written
in 1646, p. 93. Culverwell does not deserve the
oblivion into which he has fallen ; for he is a
compeer worthy of More, Spencer, Smith, Cud-
worth, and Taylor—the illustrious and conge-
nial band by which that university was illustra-
ted, during the latter half of the seventeenth
century*

Ion, subsequently gave it. See No. 60.

There are some good observations on Des-

|

cartes' Light of'Nature, &c. in Gravii Speci-

|
mina Philosophiae Veteris, L. ii. c. 16;

|

and in Regis, Metaphysique, L. i. P. i.

j

ch. 12, who identifies it with consciousness.

That Descartes did not hold the crude

I
and very erroneous doctrine of innate
ideas which Locke took the trouble to

refute, I may have another opportunity
of more fully showing. ' Nunquam scrips\

i vel judicavi (he says) mentem indigere

I

ideis inratis, quae sint aliquid diversum
ab ejus facilitate cogitandi.' Notae in

Programme (Regii) § 12.—Compare § 13
with Responsiones et Objectiones, iii. rr. 5,

10. By innate ideas in general, Descartes
means simply the innate faculty we pos-
sess of forming or eliciting certain mani-
festations in consciousness (whether of
necessary or contingent truths) on occa--
sion of, but wholly different from, both the
qualities of the reality affecting, and the
movements of the organism affected ; these
manifestations or ideas being nothing else

than states of the conscious substance it-

self. On this ground he occasionally calls

the secondary qualities innate ; in so far as

they are, actually, mere modes of mind,
and, potentially, subjective predispositions

to being thus or thus modified.

His doctrine in regard to principles,

when fully considered, seems identical with
that of Aristotle, as adopted and expound-
ed by the schoolmen ; and I have no doubt
that had he and Locke expressed them-
selves with the clearness and precision of

Scotus, their opinions on this subject

would have been found coincident both
with each other and with the truth.

38.— Sir Thomas Brown (Religio
Medici, First Part, sect. 36.) has ' Common
Sense/ word and thing.

39.

—

Balzac in Le Barbon, (Sallengre
Histoire de Pierre de Montmaur, t. ii. p. 88,
and CEuvres de Balzac,) ' Sens Comraun,'
word and thing.

40.—Chanet, (Traite" de l'Esprit, p. 15)
notices that the term Common Sense had
in French a meaning different from its

Scholastic or Aristotelic signification,
1 being equivalent to common or universal
reason, and by some denominated natural
logic'

41.— P. Irenaeus a Sancto Jacobo, a
Thomist philosopher, and Professor of
Theology at Rennes.—Integra Philosophia,
1655; Logica c. iv. sectio 4. § 2.—In re-

ference to the question, ' Quid sit habitus
ille primorum principiorum ?

' he says

—

' Probabilior apparet sententia dicentium
habitum primorum principiorum esse lu*
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men naturale, seu naturaliter inditum (in-

tellectus sc.) . . . Favet communis om-
nium, sensus, qui diffiteri nequit aliqua esse

naturaliter et seipsis cognoscibilia ; ergo
principium talis cognitionis debet censeri

signatum super nos naturae lumen.'

42.

—

Lescalopiek.— Humanitas Theo-
logica, &c. L. i. p. 87.—' Quid gravius in

sentiendo, quod sequamur, habere possu-

mus, quam constans naturae judicium,
aetatum omnium cana sapientia et per-

petuo suffragio confirmatum ? Possunt
errare singuli; labi possunt viri sapientes

sibi suoque arbitrio permissi ; at totam
hominis naturam tanta erroris contagio

invadere non potest. . . . Quod in com-
munibus hominum sensibus positum, id

quoque in ipsa natura situm atque fixum
esse, vel ipse Orator coram judice non dif-

fitetur. [Pro Cluentio, c. 6.] Itaque com-
munis ille sensus, naturae certissima vox
est ; immo, * vox Populi,' ut trito fertur

adagio, ' vox Dei.'

43.— Pascal.— Pensees ; editions of
Bossut and Renouard.

a.—Partie i. art. x. § 4. (eh. 31 old edi-

tions,) ' Tout notre raisonnement se reduit

aceder au Sentiment.' This feeling he, be-

fore and after, calls ' Sens Commun.' Art.
vi. § 17, (ch. 25)—art. xi. § 2, (wanting
in old editions.)

b.— Partie ii. art.i. § 1 (ch 21.) Speak-
ing the doctrine of the Sceptics—' Nous n'

avons aucun certitude de la verite des

principes (hors la foi et la revelation)

sinon en ce que nous les sentons naturelle-

ment en nous.' .... And having stated

their principal arguments why this is not
conclusive, he takes up the doctrine of the
Dogmatists.

* L' unique fort des Dogmatistes, c'est

qu* en parlant de bonne foi et sincerement,
on ne peut douter ikes principes naturels.

Nous connoissons, disent-ils, la verite, non
seulement par raisonnement, mais aussi par
sentiment, et par une intelligence vive et lu-

mineuse; et c'est de cette derniere sorte

que nous connoissons les premiers prin-
cipes. CVst en vain que le raisonnement,
qui n'y a point de part, essaie de les com-
battre. Les Pyrrhoniens, qui n'ont que
cela pour objet, y travaillent inutilement.

Nous savons que nous ne revons point,

quelque impuissance ou nous soyons de le

prouver par raison [which he uses con-
vertibly with raisonnement.] Cette im-
puissance ne conclut autre chose que la

foiblesse de notre raison, mais non pas

lincertitude de toutes nos connoissances,

comme ils le pretendent : car la connois-

sance des premiers principes, comme, par
exemple, qu' il y a cspace, temps, mouve-

ment, nombre, matiere, est aussi ferme
qu' aucune de celles que nos raisonnements
nous donnent. Et c'est sur ces connois-
sances d'intelligence et de sentiment qu' il

faut que la raison s'appuio, et qu' elle

fonde tout son discours. Je sens qu' il y a
trois dimensions dans Tespace, et que les

nombres sont infinis ; et la raison demon-
tre ensuite qu' il n'y a point deux nombres
carres dont l'un soit double de 1' autre.

Les principes se sentent; les proposi-
tions se concluent ; le tout avec certitude,

quoique par differentes voies. Et il est aussi

ridicule que la raison demande au senti-

ment et a V intelligence des preuves de ces
premiers principes pour y consentir, qu' il

seroit ridicule que Vintelligence demandat
a la raison un sentiment de toutes les pro-
positions qu' elle demontre. Cette im-
puissance ne peut done servir qu' a humi-
lier la raison qui voudroit juger de tout,

mais non pas a combattre notre certitude,

comme s' il n' y avoit que la raison cap-
able de nous instruire. Plut a Dieu que
nous n' en eussions au contraire jamais
besoin, et que nous connussions toutes
choses par instinct et par sentiment ! Mais
la nature nous a refuse ce bien et elle ne
nous a donne que tres peu de connoissances
de cette sorte ; toutes les autres ne peu-
vent etre acquises que par le raisonne-
ment.' . . .

* Qui demelera cet embrouillement ?

La nature confond les Pyrrhoniens, et la

raison confond les Dogmatistes. Que de-
viendrez vous done, 6 homme, qui cherchez
votre veritable condition par votre raison

naturelle ? Vous ne pouvez fuir une de
ces sectes, ni subsister dans aucune.
Voila ce qu' est l'homme a l'egard de la

verite.'

44.

—

La Chambre.— Systemede l'Ame,
L. ii. c. 3.—' Sens Commun' word and
thing.

45.

—

Henry More.—Confutatio Cab-'
balae ; Opera Omnia, p. 528. ' Hoc Ex-
ternus Sensus, corporeave Imaginatio non
dictat, sed Sensus Intellectualis, innataque
ipsius mentis sagacitas, inter cujus no-
tiones communes seu axiomata, noematice
vel immediate vera, supra numeratum
est.'—Compare Epistola H. Mori, ad. V.
C. § 17, Opera, p. 117, and Enchiridion
Ethicum, L. i. cc. 4, 5.

46

—

Rapin.— Comparaison de Platon
et d'Aristote, ch. vii. § 11.— • Ceconsente-
ment general de tous les peuples, est un
instinct de la nature qui ne peut estre

faux, estant si universel.'

47.

—

Duhamel.—Philosophia Burgun-
diae, t. i. Disp. ii. in Categ. qu. 4, art. 2.
' Communis Sensus,' name and thing.
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48.

—

Malebranciie.— Recherche de la

Verite—Entretiens sur la Metaphysique
—Traite de Morale, &c. passim.

He holds, 1°, that there is a supreme
absolute essential Reason or Intelligence,

an eternal light illuminating all other

minds, containing in itself and revealing to

them the necessary principles of science

and of duty ; and manifesting also to us

the contingent existence of an external,

extended universe. This Intelligence is

the Deity; these revelations, these mani-
festations, are Ideas. He holds, 2°, that

there is a natural Reason common to all

men—an eye, as it were, fitted to receive

the light, and to attend to the ideas in the

supreme Intelligence ; in so far therefore

an infallible and ' Common Sense.' But,
3°, at the same time, this Reason is ob-

noxious to the intrusions, deceptions, and
solicitations of the senses, the imagination,

and the passions ; and, in so far, is per-

sonal, fallible, and factitious. He opposes
objective knowledge, 'par idee, to sub-

jective knowledge, ' par conscience,' or
1 sentiment interieur.' To the latter be-

long all the Beliefs ; which, when neces-

sary, as determined by Ideas in the Su-

pernal Reason, are always veracious.—It

could, however, easily be shown that, in so

far as regards the representative percep-

tion of the external world, his principles

would refute his theory.—A similar doc-

trine in regard to the infallibility and di-

vinity of our Intelligence or Common
Sense was held by Bossuet.

49.

—

Poiret.—The objects of our cog-
nitions are either things themselves

—

re-

alities ; or the representations of realities,

their shadows, pictures,

—

ideas. Realities

are divided into two classes; corporeal

things, and spiritual things. Each of
these species of object has an appropriate

faculty by which it is cognised. 1°, Cor-
poreal realities are perceived by the ani-

mal or sensual Int< llect—in a word by
Sense; this is merely passive. 2°, Spi-

ritual realities—original truths—are per-

ceived by the passive or receptive Intellect

which may be called Intelligence ; it is the

sense of the supersensible. [This corre-

sponds not to the passive intellect of Aris-

totle, but to his intellect considered as the

place of principles and to Common Sense

;

it coincides also with the Vernunft of Ja-
cobi and other German philosophers, but is

more correctly named.]—These two facul-

ties of apprehension are veracious, as God
is veracious. 3°, The faculty of calling

up and complicating Ideas is the active—
ideal—reflective Intellect, or human Reason.
[Thb answers not to the active or efficient,

but to the discurs
: ve or dianoetic, intellect

of Aristotle and the older philosophers in

general, also to the Verstand of Kant,

Jacobi, and the recent philosophers of

Germany, but is more properly denomi-
nated.! (De Eruditione Solida, &c. ed. 2.

Meth."P. i. § 43-50, and Lib. i. § 4-7,

and Lib. ii. § 3-8, and Def. p. 468 sq—
Cogitationes Rationales, &c. ed. 2. disc. pr.

§ 45. L. ii. c. 4. § 2—Fides et Ratio, &c.

p. 28 sq. p. 81. sq. p. 131 sq.—Defensio

Methodi. &c. Op. post. p. 113 sq.

—

(Eco.

nomia Divina, L. iv. c. 20-25.—Vera et

Cognita, passim.)—' Innate principles' he
indifferently denominates ' Instincts.' (Fi-

des et Ratio, Pr. pp. 13, 45.—Def. Meth.
Op. post. pp. 131, 133, 136, 172.—Vindi-
ciae, ibid. p. 602.)

This profound but mystical thinker has

not yet obtained the consideration he de-

serves from philosophers and historians of

philosophy;—why, is sufficiently apparent.
50.

—

Bossuet.—GEuvres inedites, Lo-
gique, L. iii. c. 22 —' Le Sentiment de
genre humain est considered comme la voix

de toute la nature, et par consequent en
quelque faqon, comme celle de Dieu. C'est

pourquoi la preuve est invincible.'—Alibi.

51.—Locke.—Essay, B. i. c. 3. § 4. < He
would be thought void of common sense,

who asked, on the one side, or on the
other, went to give, a reason, why it is im-
possible for the same thing to be or [and]
not to be.' In other words—Common
Sense or intellect, as the source, is the

guarantee, of the principle of contiadic-

tion.—There is here a confession, the im-
portance of which has been observed nei-

ther by Locke nor his antagonists. Had
Locke, not relying exclusively on Gas-
sendi, prepared himself by a study of the

question concerning the origin of our
knowledge in the writings of previous phi-

losophers, more especially of Aristotle, his

Greek commentators, and the Schoolmen
(see Nos. 3, 10, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, &c.)

;

and had he not been led astray in the pur-
suit of an ignis fatuus, in his refutation, 1

mean, of the Cartesian theory of Innate
Ideas, which, certainly, as impugned by
him, neither Descartes, nor the represen-
tatives of bis school, ever dreamt of hold-

ing ; he would have seen, that in thus ap-

pealing to common sense or intellect, he
was, in fact, surrendering his thesis—that

all our knowledge is an educt from expe-

rience. For in admitting, as he here virtu-

ally does, that experience must ultimately

ground its procedure on the laws of intel-

lect, he admits that intellect contains prin-

ciples of judgment, on which experience
being dependent, cannot possibly be their
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precursor or their cause. Compare Locke's
language with that of the intellectualist,

Price, as given in No. 78. They are, in

substance, identical.—What Locke here
calls Common Sense, he elsewhere by ano-
ther ordinary synonyme denominates In-
tuition (B. iv. c. 2. § 1, c. 3. § 8 et a-

\\\n);a\soS< If-evidence (B.iv. c. 7. §l.sq.)
As I have already observed, had Descartes
and Locke expressed themselves on the
subject of innate ideas and principles with
due precision, the latter would not so have
misunderstood the former, and both would
have been found in harmony with each
other and with the troth.

52.—Bentley.—Quoted by Reid, I. P.

p. 423 a. • Common Sense,' word and thing.
53.

—

Serjeant, Locke's earliest anta-
gonist.— Solid Philosophy Asserted, p.
296—' These ideas of Act and Power are
so natural that common sense forces us to
acknowledge them.' &c. So alibi.

53.*

—

Abercromby.— Fur Academi-
eus, Sectt. 2, 30.— ' Communis hominum
Sensvs,'—name and thing.

54.— Leibnitz.— This great philo-

sopher held a doctrine, on the point in
question, substantially corresponding to
that of Aristotle, the Schoolmen, and Des-
cartes. It is most fully evolved in his

posthumous work the Nouveaux Essais;,
which I refer to in the original edi-
tion by Raspe.—Leibnitz admitted innate
truths, which he explains to be cognitions
not actually, but only virtually, existent
in the mind, anterior to experience ; by
which they are occasioned, excited, re-

gistered, exemplified, and manifested, but
not properly caused or contributed, or their

infallibility and eternal certainty demon-
strated, (pp. 5, 6, 37.) For, as necessary to
be thought, and therefore absolutely univer-
sal, they cannot be the product of sense, ex-
perience, induction ; these at best being
only competent to establish the relatively

general, (pp. 5, sq. 36,116.) See also Opera
by Dutens, t. v. p. 358 and t. vi. p. 274.
These truths are consequently given ' as
natural habitudes, that is, dispositions, ap-
titudes, preformations, active and pas-

sive, which render the intellect more than
a mere tabula rasa; (p. 62.) Truths thus
lunate are manifested in two forms; either

fts Instincts, or as the Light of Nature, (p.
48.) But both become known to us as
facts of consciousness, that is, in an im-
mediate, internal experience ; and if this

experience deceive us, we can have no as-

surance of any truth, be it one of fact, or
be it one of reason, (p. 197.)—Leibnitz's

Natural Light and Instinct are, together,
equivalent to Common Sense.

|

55.

—

Toland.— Christianity not Mys.
j

terious, Sect. i. ch. i. p 9. Common
Sense, orReason in general.' See Leibnit /.

(Opera, t. v. p. 143.) This testimony be
longs perhaps rather to the third signi-

fication of the term.
56

—

Christian Thomasius gave 'Fun-
damenta Juris Naturae et Gentium ex Smsu
Communi deducta ;' and in his introduc-
tory chapter, § 26, he says—' Rogo ut
considerent, quod ubique mihi posuerim
sequi sensum communem, atque non stabi-
lire intenderim sententias, quae multis
subtilibus abstractionibus opus habent, sed
quarum veritatem quilibet, si modo paulu-
lum attentior esse velit, intra se senti!.'

Compare also his Philosophia Aulica. c.

v. §§ 26, 35.

57.

—

Ridiger, in 1709 published his

work ' Be Sensu Veri et Falsi.' By this

he does not, however, designate the Com-
mon Sense of mankind as a natural prin-
ciple, but the dexterity, 'qua quid in una-
quaque re sit verum, falsumve, sentire
queamus.

'

58.

—

Feuerlin.—De genuina ratione
probandi a consensu gentium existentiam
Dei. — ' Haec est praecipui argument!
fades :—Ad cujuscunque rei existentiam
agnoscendam mentes humanae, [ab m-
stinctu naturali, to wit, as he frequently
states] peeuliarem habent inclinationem,
ea vere existit,' &c. p. 28.

59 —A. Turretinus.— Cogitationes et
Disputationes Theologicae, Vol. i. p. 43,
sq.

' De Sensu Communi.
§ xv. Religio sensum communem stip-

ponit; nee enim truncos, aut bruta, auc
ebrios, aut mente captos, sed homines sui

compotes, alloquitur.

§ xvi. In artibus omnibus atque disoi-

plinis, non modo licet, sed et necesse est

adhibere sensum communem. Quis capiat
earn solam artem, earn solam disciplinam,
quae omnium praestantissima est, sensus
communis usum adimere ?

§ xvii. Nisi supponatur sensus com-
munis, nulla fides, nulla religio, consistere
potest : Etenim, quo organo res sacras
percipimus, verasque a falsis, aequas ab,

iniquis, utiles a noxiis, dignoscimus, nisi

ope sensus communis ?

§ xviii. Quomodo gentes notitiam Dei
habuerunt, nisi ope sensus communis ?

—

Quid est ' Lex in eordibus scripta,' de
qua Paulus (Rom. ii.), nisi ipsemet s<nsus
communis, quatenus de moribus pronun-
tiat ?

§ xix. Divinitas Scripturae, quibus ar-
guments probari potest, nisi argument!*
e sensu communi depromptis ?

3d
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§ xx. Sensus Scripturae, quibus regulis

erui potest, nisi regulis a sensu communi
subministratis ?

§ xxi. Scriptura perpetuo provocat ad

sensum communem : etenim quotiescun-

que ratiocinatur, toties supponit sensum

communem esse in nobis, et sensu communi
utendum esse.

§ xxii. In syllogismis theologicis pene

omnibus, quisnescit praemissarum alteram,

imo saepissme utramque, a s~nsu communi
desumptam esse ?

§ xxiii. Divinae veracitati non minus

repugnat, sensum communem nos fallere,

quam Scripturam Sacram aliquid falsum

docere ; etenim sensus communis non minus

opus Dei quam Scriptura Sacra.

§ xxiv. Pessimum est indicium, cum ali-

quis non vult de suis placitis ex sensu

communi judicari.

§ xxv. Nullus est error magis noxius,

magisque Religioni injurius, quam is qui

statuit, Religioni credi non posse, quin

sensui communi nuntius mittatur.

§ xxvi. Nulla datur major absurditas,

quam ea quae nullis non absurditatibus

portam aperit, quaeque ad eas revincendas

omnem praecludit viam : atque talis est

eorum sententia, qui nolunt sensum com-

munem adhiberi in Religione.

§ xxvii. Quae hactenus diximus de sensu

communi, a nemine, ut quidem putamus,

improbabuntur : at si loco Sensus Com-
munis, vocem Rationis subjiciamus, multi

illico caperata fronte et torvis oculis nos

adspicient. Quid ita ? cum sensus com-

munis, lumen naturale, et ratio, urmm
idemque sint.'

60. — Fenelon. — De 1' Existence de

Dieu. Partie ii. ch. 2.—' Mais qu' est-ce

que le Sens Commun ? N' est-ce pasf les

premieres notions que tous les hommes
ont egalement des memes choses ? Ce
Sens Commun qui est toujours et par-tout

le meme, qui previent f tout examen, qui

rend 1' examen meme de certaines ques-

tions ridicule, qui reduit V homme a ne

pouvoir douterf quelque effort qu' il fit

pour se mettre dans un vrai doute; ce

Sens Commun qui est celui de tout

.homme ; ce Sens, qui n' attend que d'etre

consulte, qui se montre au premier coup-

d'ceil, et qui decouvre aussitot Y evidence

ou V absurdite de la question ; n' est-ce

pas ce que j' appelle mes idees ? Les

voila done ces idees ou notions generates

que je ne puis ni contredire ni examiner,

suivant lesquelles au contraire j' examine

et je decide tout ; en sort que je ris au

lieu de repondre, toutes los fois qu' on me
propose ce qui est clairement oppose a ce

que ces idees immuables me representent.

' Ce principe est constant, et il n'y au-

j

roit que son application qui pourroit etre

j

fautive : c' est- a-dire qu' il faut sans hesi-

ter suivre toutes mes idees claires ; mais
qu' il faut bien prendre garde de ne
prendre jamais pour idee clsir celle qui

renferme quelque chose d' obscur. Aussi
veux-je suivre exactement cette regie dans
les choses que jevais mediter.'

Common Sense is declared by Fenelon
to be identical with the Natural Light of

Descartes. See No 37. The preceding
passage is partly quoted by Reid from
a garbled and blundering translation, (p.
424.) The obeli mark the places where
the principal errors have been committed.
Like Melanchthon, Reid, &c. (Nos. 25,

79,) Fenelon calls what is contrary to

common sense, the absurd.
61.

—

Shaftesbury.—Quoted by Reid,

I. P. p. 424 a., ' Common sense,'' word
and thing.

62

—

D'Aguesseau.—Meditations Me-
taphysiques, Med. iv. CEuvres, 4o t. xi. p.
127.—* Jem* arrete done a ces deux prin-

cipes, qui sont comme la conclusion gene -

rale de tout ce que je viens d* etablir sur
1' assurance ou 1' homme peut etre d'

avoir decouvert la verite.

' L' un, que cet etat de certitude n' est en
lui-meme qu* un sentiment ou une conscience

'interieure.

' L' autre, que les trois causes que j' en
eu distinguees se reduissent encore a un
autre sentiment.

* Sentiment simple, qui se prouve lui-

meme comme dans ces verites, j' existe, je

pense, je veux, je suis libre, et que je puis

appeller un sentiment de pure conscience.
* Sentiment Justine, ou sentiment de

1' evidence qui est dans le chose meme, ou
de cette proposition, que tout ce qui est

evident est vrai, et je 1' appellerai un
sentiment d' evidence.

' Enfin, sentiment que peut aussi etre

appelle, un sentiment Justine par le poids
du temoignage qui 1' excite, et qui a pour
fondement une evidence d' autorite. Je
1' appellerai done par cette raison, le senti-

ment d' une autorite cvtdente.'

62.*

—

Berkeley.—Quoted by Reid, I.

P. pp. 283, 284 ; compare p. 423 a.

* Common Sense,' name and reality.

63.

—

Buffier's ' Traite des Premieres
Veritez ' was first published in 1717, his
• Elemens de Metaphysique' in 1724. If

we except Lord Herbert's treatise 'De
Veritate,' these works exhibit the first re-

gular and comprehensive attempt to found
philosophy on certain primary truths, given
in certain primary sentiments or feelings.

These feelings, and the truths of which
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they are the sources, he distinguishes into
two kinds. One is Internal Feeling (sen-

timent intime), the self-consciousness of
our existence, and of what passes in our
minds. By this he designates our convic-
tion of the facts of consciousness in them-
selves, as merely present and ideal pheno-
mena. But these phenomena, as we have
seen, (p. 743 sq.) testify also to the reality

of what lies beyond themselves
; and to our

instinctive belief in the truth of this testi-

mony, he gives, by perhaps an arbitrary
limitation of words, the name of common
natural feeling (sentiment commun de la

nature), or, employing a more familiar

expression, Common Sense (sens commun.)
— Buffier did not fall into the error of Mr
Stewart and others, in holding that we
have the same evidence for the objective
reality of the external world, as we have
for the subjective reality of the internal.
' If,' he says. '& man deny the truths of
internal feeling, he is self-contradictory

;

if he deny the truths of common sense, he
is not self-contradictory—he is only mad.'
Common Sense he thus defines :

—
' J'en-

tens done ici par le Sens Commun la dis-

position que la nature a mise dans tous les

hommes ou manifestment dans la plupart
d' entre eux

;
pour leur faire porter, quand

ils ont ateint 1' usage de la raison ; un
jugement commun et uniforme, sur des ob-
jets diferens du sentiment intime de leur

propre perception; jugement qui n' est

point la consequence d'aucun priucipe in-

terieur.'—Prem. Ver. § 33. And in his
* Metaphy sique,'—' Le sentiment qui est ma-
nifestement le plus commun aux hommes
de tous les temps et de tous les pays,

quand ils ont ateint l'usage de la raison," et

des choses sur quoi ils portent leur juge-
ment.' § 67.

He then gives in both works not a full

enumeration, but examples, of First Truths
or sentiments common to all men. These
are more fully expressed in the 'Metaphy-
sique,' from which as the later work, and
not noticed by Reid (p. 467 b), I quote,

leaving always the author's orthography
intact.

* 1. II est quelque chose qui existe hors
de moi ; et ce qui existe hors de moi, est

autre que moi.

2. II est quelque chose que j'apelle ame,
esprit, pensee, dans les autres hommes et

dans moi, et la pensee n'est point ce qui

s'apelle corps ou maticre.

3. Ce qui est connu par le sentiment ou
par l'experience de tous les hommes, doit

etre recu pour vrai ; et on n'en peut dis-

convenir sans se brouiller avec le sens com-
mun.'—§ 78.

[These three he calls 'veritez externes,
qui soient des sentiments communs a tous
les hommps.' The third is not given in
the ' Traite des Premieres Veritez.'J

4. II est dans les hommes quelque chose
qui s'apelle raison et qui est opose a iex-
travagance ; quelque chose qui s'apelle

prudence, qui est opose a Vimprudence

;

quelque chose qui s'apelle liberie, opose a
la necessity, d' agir.

5. Ce qui reunit un grand nombre de
parties diferentes pour un effet qui revient
regulierement, ne sauroit etre le pur effet

du hazard ; mais e'est l'eftet de ce que nous
apellons une intelligence.

6. Un fait ateste par un tres grand nom-
bre de gens sensez, qui assurent en avoir
ete les temoins, ne peut sensement etre

revoque en doute.' § 82.

These examples are not beyond the reach
of criticism.

In the Treatise on First Truths he gives
a statement and exposition of their three
essential characters. The statemnt is as
follows :

—

'1. Le premier de ces caracteres est,

qu'elles soient si claires, que quand on en-
treprend de les prouver, ou de les ataquer,
on ne le puisse faire que par des proposi-
tions, qui, manifestement, ne sont ni plus
clairs ni plus certaines.

2. D'etre si universellement recues par-
mi les hommes en tous terns, en tous lieux,

et par toutes sortes d'esprits; que ceux
qui les ataquent se trouvent dans le genre
humain, etre manifestement moins d'un
contre cent, ou meme contre mille.

3. D'etre si fortement imprimees dans
nous, que nous y conformions not re con-
duite, malgre les rafinemens de ceux qui
imaginent des opinions contraires ; et qui
eux-memes agissent conformenient, non a
leurs opinions imaginees, mais aux pre-
mieres veritez universellement revues/

—

§ 51-52. Compare Alexander, n. 10 a.*

* We are now only considering the natural
data of consciousness in their most catholic re-
lations,—and it would be out of place to de-
scend to any discussion of them in a subordinate
point of view. But, though alluding to matters
beyond our present purpose, I cannot refrain
from doing, by the way, an act of justice to this
acute philosopher, to whom, as to Gassendi,
his countrymen have never, I think, accorded
the attention he deserves.
No subject, perhaps, in modern speculation,

has excited an intenser interest or more vehe-
ment controversy, than Kant's famous dist'mc
tion of Analytic and Synthetic judgments a priori,
or, as I think they might with far less of ambi-
guity be denominated, Explicative and Amplia.
tive judgments. The interest in the distinction
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I should not have deemed it necessary

to make any comment on Buffier's doc-

trine of Common Sense, were it not that it

is proper to warn my readers against the

itself was naturally extended to its history.

The records of past philosophy were again ran-

sacked; and, for a moment, it was thought, that

the Prussian sage had been forstalled, in the

very groundwork of his system, by the Megaric

Stilpo. But the originality (I say nothing of

the truth) of Kant's distinction still stands un-

touched; the originality of its author, a very
different question, was always above any rea-

sonable doubt. Kant himself is disposed, in-

deed, to allow, that Locke (B. iv. ch. 3. § 9, sq.)

had, perhaps, a glimpse of the discrimination;

but looking to the place referred to, this seems,

on the part of Kant, an almost gratuitous con-

cession. Locke, in fact, came far nearer to it in

another passage (B. i. ch. 2, §§ 19, 20); but there

although the examples on which the distinction

could have been established are stated, and
even stated in contrast, the principle was not

apprehended, and the distinction, consequently,

permitted to escape.

But this passage and its instances seem to

have suggested, what was overlooked by Locke
himself, to Burner; who although his name has
not, as far as I am aware, ever yet been men-
tioned in connexion with this subject, may
claim the honour of having been the first to re-

cognize, to evolve, and even to designate, this

celebrated distinction, almost as precisely as

the philosopher who erected on it so splendid
an edifice of speculation. I cannot now do
more than merely indicate the fact of the anti-

cipation; mentioning only that, leaving to Kant's
analytic judgment its previous title of identical,

Buffier preoccupies Kant's designation of syn-

thetic in that of conjunctive (or logical) judgment,
which he himself proposes. Those interested
in the question will find the exposition in the
' Veritez de Consequence,' Log. ii. Art. xxi.

I may further, however, when on this mat-
ter, notice, that before Kant, another philoso-

pher had also signalised the same distinction.

I refer to Principal Campbell of Aberdeen, in

the chapter on intuitive evidence, of his Philo-

sophy of Rhetoric (B. i. c. 5. S. 1. P. 1.)—first

published in 1776, and therefore four years
prior to the Critique on Pure Reason; for the
distinction in question is to be found, at least

explicitly, neither in the treatise ' Ueber die

Evidenz,' nor in the Dissertation 'De Mundi
Sensibilis atque Intelligibilis forma et princi-

piis,' which appeared in 1763 and 1770. But
Campbell manifestly only repeats Buffier, (with
whose works he was intimately acquainted, and
from which he frequently borrows,) and with
inferior precision; so that, if we may respect
the shrewdness, which took note, and appre-
ciated the value, of the observation, we must
condemn the disingenuity which palmed it on
the world as his own. Campbell's doctrine, I
may finally observe, attracted the attention of
Mr Stewart (El. ii. p. 32 sq.): but he was not
aware either of its relation to Buffier or of its

bearing upon Kant.

misrepresentations of the anonymous Eng-
lish translator of his Treatise on Primary
Truths ; for not only have these never

been exposed, but Mr Stewart has be-

stowed on that individual an adventitious

importance, by lauding his ' acuteness and
intelligence,' while acquiescing in his ' se-

vere but just animadversions' on Dr Beat-

tie. (Elements vol. ii. c. 1, sect. 3, p. 87,

89, 2 ed.)

Buffier does not reduce Reason (which

he employs for the complement of our

higher faculties in general) to Reasoning
;

he does not contra-distinguish Common
Sense from Reason, of which it is con-

stituent ; but while he views the former

as a natural sentiment, he views it as a

sentiment of our rational nature ; and he

only requires, as the condition ofthe exer-

cise of common sense in particular, the

actual possession of Reason or under-

standing in general, and of the object re-

quisite to call that Reason into use. Com-
mon Sense, on Buffier's doctrine, is thus

the primary, spontaneous, unreasoning,
and, as it were, instinctive, energy of our
rational constitution. Compare Pr. Ver.

§§41, 66—72, 93. Met. §§ 65, 72, 73.

The translator to his version, which ap-
peared in 1780, has annexed an elaborate
Preface, the sole purport of which is to
inveigh against Reid, Beattie, and Oswald
—more especially the two last—for at
once stealing and spoiling the doctrine of
the learned Jesuit.

In regard to the spoiling, the translator
is the only culprit. According to him,
Buffier's ' Common Sense is a disposition
of mind not natural but acquired by age
and time,' (pp. iv. xxxiv.) * Those first

truths which are its object require expe-
rience and meditation to be conceived, and
the judgments thence derived are the re-
sult of exercising reason,' (p. v.) ' The
use of Reason is Reasoning ;' and ' Com-
mon Sense is that degree of understand-
ing in all things to which the generality
of mankind are capable of attaining by
the exertion of their rational faculty.'
(p.xvii.) In fact Buffier 's first truths, on
his translator's showing, are last truths

;

for when ' by time we arrive at the know-
ledge of an infinitude of things, and by
the use of reason (i. e. by reasoning)
form our judgment on them, those judg-
ments are then justly to be considered a$
first truths' ! 1 ! (p. xviii.)

But how, it will be asked, does he give
any colour to so unparalleled a perver-
sion ? By the very easy process of—1°

throwing out of account, or perverting,
what his author does say ;—2° of interpo-
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luting what his author not only does not

say, but what is in the very teeth of his as-

sertions ; and 3° by founding on these per-

versions and interpolations as on the au-

thentic words of his author.

As to the plagiarism, I may take this

opportunity of putting down, once and
for ever, this imputation, although the

character of the man might have well

exempted Reid from all suspicion of so

unworthy an act. It applies only to the
' Inquiry ;' and there the internal evi-

dence is almost of itself sufficient to prove
that Reid could not, prior to that publi-

cation, have been acquainted with Buf-
fier's Treatise. The strongest, indeed

the sole, presumption arises from the em-
ployment, by both philosophers, of the

term Common Sense, which, strange to

say, sounded to many in this country as

singular and new; whilst it was even
commonly believed, that before Reid Buf-

fier was the first, indeed the only philo-

sopher, who had taken notice of this prin-

ciple, as one of the genuine sources of our

knowledge. See Beattie, n. 82 ; Camp-
bell's Philosophy of Rhetoric, B. i. c. 5,

part 3; and Stewart's Account of Reid,

supra, p. 27 b.

After the testimonies now adduced, and
to be adduced, it would be the apex of
absurdity to presume that none but Buf-
fier could have suggested to Reid either

the principle or its designation. Here are

given forty-tight authorities, ancient and
modern, for the philosophical employment
of the term Common Sense, previous to

Reid, and from any of these Reid may be
said to have borrowed it with equal jus-

tice as from Buffier ; but, taken together,

they concur in proving that the expres-

sion, in the application in question, was
one in general use, and free as the air to

all and each who chose thus to employ
it.—But, in fact, what has not been no-

ticed, we know, from an incidental state-

ment of Reid himself—and this, be it

noticed, prior to the charge of plagiarism,

—that he only became acquainted with the

treatise of Buffier, after the publication of
his own Inquiry. For in his Account of
Aristotle's Logic, written and published

some ten years subsequently to that work,
he says— ' I have lately met with a very
judicious treatise written by Father Buf-
fier,' &c, p. 713, b. Compare also Intel-

lectual Powers, p. 468, b. In this last

work, however, published after the trans-

lation of Buffier, though indirectly de-

fending the less manifestly innocent part-

ners in the accusation, from the charge
advanced, his self-respect prevents him

from saying a single word in his own vin-

dication.

64.—Lyons— About the year 1720
was published the first edition of the fol-

lowing curious, and now rare, work :

—

' The Infallibility of Human Judgment,
its Dignity and Excellence. Being a New
Art of Reasoning, and discovering Truth,
by reducing all disputable cases to general
and self-evident propositions. Illustrated

by bringing several well known disputes
to such self-evident and universal conclu-
sions. With the Supplement answering
all objections which have been made to it

and the design thereby perfected, in prov-
ing this method of Reasoning to be as
forcibly conclusive and universal as Arith-
metick and as easie. Also a Dissertation
on Liberty and Necessity. The fourth
edition. To which is now added a Post-
script obviating the complaints made to it,

and to account for some things which oc -

curred to it and the author. By Mr
Lyons. London. 1724.'

He gives (p. 83-94) «A Recapitula-
tion of the whole work, being the prin-
ciples of a Rationalist reduced to certain
stated articles containing the Laws of
Reason, the Elements of Religion, of
Morals, and of Politicks ; with the Art of
reducing all disputes to universal deter-
minations.' From these articles (twenty-
three in number) I extract the first three.

1. * Reason is the distinguishing ex-
cellency, dignity, and beauty of man
kind.

2. ' There is no other use of Reason

—

than to judge of Good and Bad, Justice
and Injustice, Wisdom and Folly, and the
like ; that a man may thereby attain
Knowledge to distinguish Truth from
Error, and to determine his Actions ac-
cordingly.

3. ' This Reason is known to us also by
the names of Judgment, Light of Nature,
Conscience, and Common Sense ; only
varying its name according to its different

uses and appearances, but is one and the
same thing.'

The conclusion of the whole is given in

the maxim—* Exert with Diligence and
Fortitude the Common Use of Common
Sense.''

It is probable that Lyons was not unac-
quainted with the treatise of Turretini.

65. — Amherst.— Terrse Filius, No.
21.—' Natural reason and common sense,*

used as convertible terms.
66

—

Wollaston.—Religion of Nature
Delineated, (ed. 1721, p. 23.) * They who
deduce the difference between good and
evil from the Common Sense of mankind,
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H'ul certain principles that are born with

us, put,' &c.
67.

—

Vulpius (Volpi).— Scholae Duae,

p. 45. * Non certe quod putaret Aristo-

teles, summos illos viros (Parmenidem et

Melissum) tam longe a communi sensu ab-

horruisse, ut opinarentur nullam esse om-
nino rerum dissimilitudinem,' &c.

68.— Vico frequently employs the terms
'communis sensus' and * senso comune' for

our primary beliefs. See his Latin and
Italian works, passim.

69.— Wolfius.— Ontologia, § 125.—
'Veritates ad sensum communem reduci-

mus, dum in notiones resolvuntur, quas
ad judicandum utituripsum vulgus imperi-

tum naturali quodam acumine, quae dis-

tincte enunciata maxime abstracta sunt, in

rebus obviis confuse percipiens. . . .

Id igitur in Philosophia prima agimus,

ut notiones quae confusae vulgo sunt, dis-

tinctas reddamus, et terminis generalibus

enunciemus : ita enim demum in disci-

. plinis caeteris, quae sublimia sunt, et a
oognitione vulgi remota, ad notiones

eidem familiares revocare, sicque ad Sen-

sum Communem reducere licebit.' . . .

§ 245. . . .
' Nemo miretur, quod

notiones primas, quas fundamentals me-
rit o dixeris, cum omnis tandem nostra

cognitio iisdem innitatur, notionibus vulgi

conformes probemus. Mirandum potius

esset, quod non dudum de reductione phi-

losophiae ad notiones communes cogitave-

rint philosophi, nisi constaret singulare

requiri acumen, ut, quid notionibus com-
munibus insit, distincte et pervidere, et

verbis minime ambiguis enunciare vale-

amus, quod nonnisi peculiari et continuo

quodam exercitio obtinetur in Psycholo-

gia exponendo.'— See also a curious letter

of Wolf among the * Epistolae Physicae'

of Krazenstein, regarding Common Sense.

70.

—

Huber.—In 1732 appeared the

first edition of Le Monde Fou prefere au
Monde Sage. This treatise is anonymous,
but known to be the work of Mademoiselle

Huber. Its intrinsic merit, independently

of its interest as the production of a Lady,
might have saved it from the oblivion

into which it seems to have fallen.— Con-
sciousness (conscience) is considered as

the faculty of ' uncreated, primary, simple,

and universal truths,' in contrast to 'truths

created, particular, distinct, limited,' (i.

j']>. 180, 220.) Consciousness is superior

to Reasoning; and as primitive is above
all definition, (i. pp. 103, 130, 140). ' Les
veritez les plus simples sont, par leur re-

lation avec la verite primitive si fort au-

dessus des preuves, qu' elles ne paroissent

duuteuses que barcc qu' on ehtfepend de

les prouver ; leur idee scule, ou le senti-

ment que 1' on en a, prouve qu' elles exis-

tent ;
1' existence de la Conscience, par

example, est prouve par son langago

mCme; elle se fait entendre, done elle

est ; son temoignage est invariablement

droit, done il est infaillible, done les veri-

tez particulicres qu' il adopte sont indu-

bitables, par cela seul qu' elles n' out pas

besoin d' autres preuves, (i. p. 189.)

71.

—

Genovesi— Elementorum Meta-
physicae, Pars Prior, p. 94. In reference

to our moral liberty, he says— ' Appello ad
sensum, non plebeiorum modo, ne tantas

res judicio imperitorum judicari quis oppo-

nat, sed philosophorum maxime, commu*
nem, quern qui erroris reprehendere non
veretur, is vecors sit oportet.' See also

Pars Altera, p. 160, et alibi.

72.—Hume.—Quoted by Reid, p. 424
b. ' Common Sense,' word and thing.

73.

—

Crusius.—a.—Weg zur Gewiss-

heit, § 256, et alibi. < The highest prin-

ciple of all knowledge and reasoning is

—

That which we cannot but think to be true,

is true ; and that which we absolutely can-

not think at all, [?] or cannot but think to

be false, isfalse.

*

b.—Entwurf nothwendigen Vermin ft-

wahrheiten, Pref. 2 ed. ' The Leibnitio-

Wolfian system does not quadrate with
the common sense of mankind (sensus com-
munis.)' His German expression is *ge-
meiner Menschensinn.'

74.

—

D'Alembert holds that philoso-

phy is an evolution from, and must, if le-

gitimate, be conformed to, the primary
truths of which all men are naturally in

possession. The complement of these

truths is ' sens commun.' Compare Me-
langes, t. iv. §§ 4, 6, pp. 28, 46 t. v. § 76,

p. 269, ed. Amst. 1763.

75.

—

Oetinger.—Inquisitio in Sensum
Communem et Rationem, necnon utriusque

regulas, pro dijudicandis philosophorum
theoriis, &c. Tubingae, 1753.—' Sensus

Communings defined (§ 11), * Viva et pe-

netrans perceptio objectorum, toti hunia-

nitati obviorum, ex immediato tactu et in-

tuitu eorum, quae sunt simplicissima, uti-

lissima et maxime necessaria,' &c.—§ 18.

. . ' Objecta Sensus Communis sunt veri-

tates omni tempore et loco omnibus utiles,

apprehensu faciles, ad quas conservandas

Deus illos secreto impulsu indesinenter

urget, ut sunt moralia,' &c. &c.—So far,

so well. The book however turns out but

a vague and mystical farrago. The au-

thor appears to have had no knowledge of

Buffier's treatise on First Truths. Solo-

mon and Confucius are his staple autho-

rities. Tho former affords him all his
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rules; and even materials for a separate

publication on the same subject, in the

same year— ' Die Wahrheit des Sensus

Communis in den erklaerten Spruechen

Salomonis.' This I have not seen.

76. — Eschenbach.— Sammlung, &c.

1756. In the appendix to his translation

of the English Idealists Berkeley and

Collier, after showing that the previous

attempts of philosophers to demonstrate

the existence of an external world were

inconclusive, the learned Professor gives

us his own, which is one of common sense.

—
' How is the idealist to prove his exis-

tence as a thinking reality ? He can only

say

—

I know that I so exist, because I fel
that I so exist.' This feeling being thus

the only ground on which the Idealist can

justify the conviction he has of his exis-

tence, as a mind, our author goes on to

show, that the same feeling, if allowed to

be veracious, will likewise prove the ex-

istence, immediately, of our bodily organ-

ism, and, through that, of a material

world, p. 549-552.
77.

—

Gesner, prelecting on his *Isa-

goge in Eruditionem Universalem,' § 808,

speaking of Grotius, says :—
' De jure gen-

tium eleganter scripsit, et auctor classicus

est. Imprimis, quod reprehendunt impe-

riti, laudandum in eo libro est hoc, quod
omnia veterum auctorum locis ac testimo-

niis probat. Nam ita provocatur quasi ad
totum genus humanum. Nam si videmus,

illos viros laudari, et afferri eorum testi-

monia, qui dicuntur sensum communem
omnium hominum habuisse; si posteri di-

cant, se ita sentire, ut illi olim scripserint

:

est hoc citare genus humanum. Profer-

untur enim illi in medium, quos omnes
pro sapientibus habuerunt. Verum est,

potest unusquisque stultus dicere: 'Ego
habeo sensum communem :' sed sensus

communis est, quod consensu humano dic-

tum sit per ommia saecula. Ita etiam in

religione naturali videndum est, quid

olim homines communi consensu dixerint

:

j oc ea ad religionem et theologiam na-

turalem referenda sunt, quae aliunde ac-

cepimus. Sic egit Grotius in opere

praestantissimo. Ostendit, hoc Romano-
rum, hoc Gallorum, legatos dixisse ; hoc

ab omni tempore fuisse jus gentium, hoc

est, illud jus, ex quo totae gentes judicari,

et agi secum, voluerint. Sermo est de eo

jure quod toti populi et illi sapientissimi

scriptores nomine et consensu populorum

totorum, pro jure gentium habuere; de

eo, quo gentes inter se teneantur ; non
de jure putativo, quod unusquisque sibi

exeogitavit. Haec enim eat labes, hoc est

vitium saeculi nostri, quod unusquisque

ponit principium, ex quo deducit deinde

conclusiones. Bene est, et laudandi sunt,

quod in hoc cavent sibi, ut in fine con-

veniant in conelusionibus; quod ex diversis

principiis efficiunt easdem conclusiones

:

Sed Grotius provocat simpliciter ad con-

sensus generis humani et sensum comunem.'
78.

—

Price, in his Review of the prin-

cipal Questions on Morals, 1 ed. 1758,

speaking of the necessity of supposing a

cause for every event, and having stated

examples, says—' I know nothing that can

be said or done to a person who professes

to deny these things, besides referring

him to common sense and reason,' p. 35.

And again ; ' Were the question—whether
our ideas of number, diversity, causation,

proportion, &c, represent truth and
reality perceived by the understanding, or

particular impressions made by the object

to which we ascribe them on our minds

;

—were this, I say, the question; would
it not be sufficient to appeal to common
sense, and to leave it to be determined by
every person's private consciousness ?

' p.
65. See also 2 ed. p. 81 note ;

' Common
sense, the faculty of self-evident truths.'

79.

—

Reid.— a.—Inquiry, &c, p. 108 b.—' If there be certain principles, as I

think there arc, which the constitution of

our nature leads us to believe, and which
we are under a necessity to take for

granted in the common concerns of life,

without being able to give a reason for

them ; these are what we call the prin-

ciples of common sense ; and what is mani-
festly contrary to them is what we call

absurd.'— See also p. 209, b. Compare
Melanchthon n. 25, c, Fenelon, n. 60,
Buffier n. 63.

b—Intellectual Powers, p. 425, a. b.

—

' It is absurd to conceive that there can be
any opposition between Reason and Com-
mon Sense. Common Sense is indeed
the first-born of Reason; and they are
inseparable in their nature.—We ascribe

to Reason two offices or two degrees.

The first is to judge of things self-evident

;

[this is Intellect, vovg.'] The second is to

draw conclusions that are not self-evident

from those that are ; [this is Reasoning,

or hotuoioc'] The first of these is the pro-

vince, and the sole province of Common
Sense ; and therefore it coincides with
Reason in its whole extent, and is only

another name for one branch or one de-

gree of Reason.'— I have already observed
that of these offices, the former (Common
Sense) might be well denominated the

noetic function of Reason, or rather In-

tellect, and the latter (Reasoning) ita

dianoetic or discursive. See p. 7C9 b.
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80.— Hiller.— Curriculum Philoso-

phiae, 1765. Pars iii. § 34.—' Sensus Com-
munis ' used in its philosophical meaning.

81.

—

Hemsterhuis, ' the Batavian Pla-

to,' founds his philosophy on the origi-

ginal feelings or beliefs of our intelligent

nature, as on ultimate facts. Feeling, or

the faculty of primitive intuition (senti-

ment, sensation, faculte intuitive) is prior

to reasoning ; on which it confers all its

validity, and which it supplies with the

. necessary conditions of its activity. It is

not logical inference which affords us the

assurance of any real existence; it is be-

lief—feeling—the instinctive judgment of
the intuitive faculty . (This he sometimes
calls common sense

—

sens commun). De-
monstration is the ladder to remoter
truths. But demonstrations can yield us

information, neither as to the ground on
which the ladder rests, nor as to the points

on which it is supported.—Of his works,
see in particular, ' Sophyle' and * Lettre
sur 1' Homme et ses Rapports,' passim.

82.—Beattie.—Essay on Truth, 1773,

p. 40. * The term Common Sense hath,

in modern times, been used by philo-

sophers, both French and British, to sig-

nify that power of the mind which per-
ceives truth, or commands belief, not by
progressive argumentation, but by an in-

stantaneous, instinctive, and irresistible

impulse ; derived neither from education

nor from habit, but from nature ; acting

independently of our will, whenever its

object is presented, according to an esta-

blished law, and therefore properly called

Sense ; and acting in a similar manner
upon all, or at least upon a great majority
of mankind, and therefore properly called

Common Sense."

I should hardly have thought it neces-
sary to quote Beattie's definition of
common sense any more than those of
Campbell, Oswald, Fergusson, and other

Scottish philosophers in the train of
Reid, were it not to remark that Mr
Stewart, (Elements, vol. ii. c. 1, sect.

3), contrary to his usual tone of cri-

ticism, is greatly too unmeasured in his

reprehension of this and another passage
of the same Essay. In fact if we dis-

count the identification of Reason with
Reasoning—in which Beattie only follows

the great majority of philosophers, ancient
and modern—his consequent distinction

of Reason from Common Sense, and his

error in regard to the late and limited

employment of this latter term, an error
snared with him by Mr Stewart, there is

far more in this definition to be praised
than censured. The attack on Beattie by

the English translator of Buffier is futila

and false. Mr Stewart's approbation of

it is to me a matter of wonder. See
No. 63.

83

—

Von Storchenau.—Grundsaetze
der Logik, 1774. Common Sense (der
allgemeine Menschensinn ) defined and
founded on, as an infallible criterion of

truth, in reference to all matters not be-

yond its sphere.

84.— Stattler.— Dissertatio Logica
de valore Sensus Communis, 1780.

—

A
treatise chiefly in reference to the proof

of the being of a God from the general

agreement of mankind.— See also hi*

Logica.

85.— Hennert.— Aphorismi philoso-

phici Utrecht, 1781.—* Sensus communis,
seu sensus immediatae evidentiae, intimus

est sensus,' § 112. ' Sensus communis est cos

et norma omnis veri,' § 2. * Natura mor-
talibus tribuit sensum communem, qui

omnes edocet quibus in rebus consentire

debeant,' &c. § 1.

86.

—

Kant is a remarkable confessor
of the supreme authority of natural be-
lief; not only by reason of his rare pro-
fundity as a thinker, but because we see
him, by a signal yet praiseworthy incon-
sequence, finally re-establishing in autho-
rity the principle, which he had originally

disparaged and renounced. His theoreti-
cal philosophy, which he first developed,
proceeds on a rejection, in certain re-
spects, of the necessary convictions of
mankind; while on these convictions his

practical philosophy, the result of his ma-
turer contemplations, is wholly established.

As Jacobi well expresses it
—

' The Criti-

cal philosophy, first out of love to science,

theoretically subverts metaphysic ; then

—

when all is about to sink into the yawning
abyss of an absolute subjectivity—it again,
out of love to metaphysic, subverts science,'

(Werkeii. p. 44). The rejection of the
common sense of mankind as a criterion
of truth, is the weakest point of the spe-
culative philosophy of Kant. When he
says—* Allowing idealism to be as dange-
rous as it truly is, it would still remain a
scandal to philosophy and human reason
in general, to be forced to accept the
existence of external things on the testi-

mony of mere belief,' (Cr. d. r. V. Vorr.)

:

yet, that very belief alone is what makes
the supposition of an external world in-

cumbent
; and the proof of its reality

which Kant attempted, independently of
that belief, is now admitted by one and all

of his disciples, to be so inconsequent, that
it may reasonably be doubted, whether he
ever intended it for more than an ex-
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oteric disclaimer of the esoteric idealism

of his doctrine. But the philosopher who
deemed it ' a scandal to philosophy and

human reason ' to found the proof of a

material world—in itself to us a matter of

supreme indifference— on belief; on be-

lief, on feeling, afterwards established the

proof of all the highest objects ofour inte-

rest—God—Free Will—and Immortality.

In the character he ascribes to this Feel-

ing and Belief, Kant indeed erred. For
he ought to have regarded it, not as a

mere spiritual craving, but as an imme-
diate manifestation to intelligence ; not as

a postulate, but as a datum ; not as an

interest in certain truths, but as the fact,

the principle, the warrant, of their cogni-

tion and reality. Kant's doctrine on this

point is too prominent and pervading, and
withal too well known, to render any
quotation necessary ; and I only refer to

his Critique of Practical Reason and his

moral treatises in general.— See also on

Kant's variation in this respect, among
others, Jacobi's Introduction to his col-

lected philosophical writings ( Werke vol.

ii. p. 3-126), with the Appendix on
Transcendental Idealism (ibid. p. 289-

309) ; and Platner's Philosophical Apho-
risms (vol. i. Pref. p. vi.) ; to which may
be added Schoppenhauer's letter in Pre-
face to the first volume of Kant's collected

works by Roseukrantz and Schubert.

87.

—

Jacobi.— The philosophy of Ja-

cobi—who from the character and profun-

dity of his speculations merited and ob-

tained the appellation of the Plato of

Germany—in its last and most perfect ex-

position establishes two faculties immedi-
ately apprehensive (vernehmend, wahrneh-
mend) of reality ; Stnse of corporeal ex-

istence, Reason (Vernunft) of supersen-

sible truths.* Both as primary are incon-

ceivable, being only cognitions of the fact.
Both are therefore incapable of definition,

and are variously and vaguely character-

ised as revelations, intuitions, feelings, be-

liefs, instincts.

The resistless belief or feeling of reality

which in either cognition affords the sur-

rogate of its truth, is equivalent to the

* This last corresponds to the vovt proper of

the Greek philosophers; and the employment
of the term Reason in this limitation by Jacobi

in his later works (to which he was manifestly

led by Kant), is not a fortunate nomenclature.

In Ins earlier writings he does not discriminate

Reason from Understanding (Verstand), view-
ing it as a faculty of mediate knowledge, and
as opposed to Belief, in which Jacobi always

held that we obtain the revelation of all reality

—all original cognition. See pp. 708, 769.

common sense of Reid. Reid was an es-

pecial favourite with Jacobi ; and through
Jacobi's powerful polemic we may trace

the influence of the Scottish philosophy on
the whole subsequent speculation of Ger-
many. See Preface.

a.—Die Lehre des Spinoza, &c. 1785,

p. 162. sq.—Werke, vol.iv. p. 210. < Dear
Mendelsohn, we are all born in belief

(Glaube*), and in belief we must remain,

as we were all born in society, and in so-

ciety must remain. How can we strive

after certainty, were certainty not already

known to us ; and known to us, how can it

be. unless through something which we al-

ready know with certainty? This leads

to the notion of an immediate certainty,

which not only stands in need of no proof,

but absolutely excludes all proof, being it-

self, and itself alone, the representation

(Vorstellungf) corresponding with the

represented thing, and therefore having
its sufficient reason within itself. The
conviction, through proof or demonstra-
tion, is a conviction at second hand ; rests

upon comparison; and can never be alto-

gether sure and perfect. If, then, all as-

sent, all holding for true, (Fuerwahrhal-
ten,) not depending on such grounds of

reasoning, be a belief ; it follows, that the
conviction from reasoning itself, must
spring out of belief, and from belief re-
ceive all the cogency it possesses.

* Through belief we know that we have
a body, and that, external to us, there are
found other bodies, and other intelligent

existences. A truly miraculous [marvel-
lousj] revelation ! For we have only a
sensation (Empfinden) of our body, under
this or that modification ; and whilst we
have a sensation of our body thus modi-
fied, we are at the same time, aware or
percipient, not only of its changes, but
likewise of—what is wholly different from

• The Germans have only this one word
for philosophical Belief and theological Faith.

Hence much scandal, confusion, and misrepre-
sentation, on its first employment by Jacobi.

f Vorstellung in this place might perhaps be
rendered presentation. But I adhere to the
usual translation; for Jacobi never seems to
have risen to the pure doctrine of Natural
Realism.

t The Germans have only one word, Wunder,
wunderbar, to express marvel and miracle, mar-
vellous and miraculous. Hence often confusion
and ambiguity in their theology. The superi-
ority we have over them in the two instances
noticed in this and the penult note is, how.
ever, rare. The making perception a revelation

and not an apprehension of existence belongs
also to a Cosmothetic Idealism, struggling into
Natural Realism.
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mere sensation, or a mere thought—we
are aware or percipient of other real things,

and this too with a certainty, the same as

that with which we are percipient of our

own existejice ; for without a Thou an / is

impossible. [?— See above, p. 742 sq.]

* We have thus a revelation of nature,

which does not recommend merely, but

compels, all and each of us to believe, and,

through belief, to receive those eternal

truths which are vouchsafed to man.'

P. 223.—' V. We can only demonstrate

similarities (coincidences, conditioned ne-

cessary truths) in a series of identical pro-

positions. Every proof supposes, as its

basis, something already established, the

principle of which is a revelation.
1 VI. The element of all human know-

ledge and activity is Belief.'

P. 193. (Given as an aphorism of Spi-

noza)—* An immediate cognition, consider-

ed in and for itself, is without representa-

tion—is a Feeling.'—The three last words

do not appear in the original edition ; and

I cannot find their warrant in Spinoza.

b.—From the Dialogue entitled 'David

Hume upon Belief, or Idealism and Real-

ism,' which appeared two years later

(1787), Werke, vol. ii. p. 143, sq.

1 J.—That things appear as external to

us, requires no argument. But that these

things are not mere appearances in us—
are not mere modifications of our proper

self, and consequently null as representa-

tions of aught external to ourselves; but

that, as representations in us, they have
still reference to something really exter-

nal and self- existent, which they express,

and from which they are taken—in the

face of this, not only is doubt possible, it

has been even often satisfactorily demon-
strated, that such doubt cannot be solved

by any process of reasoning strictly so de-

nominated. Your immediate certainty of

external things would, therefore, on the

analogy of my Belief, be a blind cer-

tainty*

(After defending the propriety of the

term Glaube employed by him in his pre-

vious writings (which, in consequence of

the word denoting in German both posi-

tive faith and general belief, had exposed
him to the accusation of mysticism,) by
examples of a similar usage of the word
Belief, in the philosophical writings of
Hume, Reid, &c. ; he proceeds to vindi-

cate another term he had employed

—

Of-
fenbarung, revelation.)

1 1.—In so far as the universal usage of
language is concerned, is there required
any special examples or authorities ? We
say commonly in German, that objects

ofenbaren, reveal, i. e. manifest, themselves

through the senses. The same expression

is prevalent in French, English, Latin, and
many other languages. With the particu-

lar emphasis which I have laid on it, this

expression does not occur in Hume ;

—

among other reasons because he leaves it

undetermined, whether we perceive things

really external or only as external. . . .

The decided Realist, on the contrary, who
unhesitatingly accepts an external exis-

tence, on the evidence of his senses, con-

siders this certainty as an original convic-

tion, and cannot but think, that on this

fundamental experience, all our specula-

tion touching a knowledge of the external

world, must rest—such a decided Real-

ist, how shall he denominate the mean
through which he obtains his certainty of

external objects, as of existences indepen-

dent of his representation of them ? He
has nothing on which his judgment can
rest, except the things themselves—no-
thing but the fact, that the objects stand

there, actually before him. In these cir-

cumstances, can he express himself by a
more appropriate word, than the word Re-
velation.* And should we not rather in-

quire, regarding the root of this word,
and the origin of its employment ?

* He.—So it certainly appears.
1 1.—That this Revelation deserves to be

called truly miraculous [marvellous] fol-

lows of course. For if we consider suffi-

ciently the reasons for the proposition

—

" That consciousness is exclusively conver-
sant with the modifications of our propel
self," Idealism will appear in all its force,

and as the only scheme which our specu-
lative reason can admit. Suppose, how-
ever, that our Realist, notwithstanding,
still remains a Realist, and holds fast by
the belief that—for example—this object
here, which we call a table, is no mere
sensation—no mere existence found only
in us, but an existence external and inde-
pendent of our representation, and by us
only perceived ; I would boldly ask him
for a more appropriate epithet for the Re-
velation of which he boasts, in as much as
he maintains that something external to
him is presented (sich darstelle) to his

consciousness. For the presented exis-

tence (Daseyn) of such a thing external to
us, we have no other proof than the pre-
sented existence of this thing itself; and
we must admit it to be wholly inconceiv-
able, how that existence can possibly be
perceived by us. But still, as was said,

we maintain that we do perceive it; main-

Thia looks very like Natural Realism.
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tain with the most assured conviction, that

things there are, extant really out of us,

that our representations and notions are

conformed to these external things, and
not that the things which we only fancy
external are conformed to our representa-

tions and notions. I ask on what does

this conviction rest ? In truth on nothing,

except on a revelation, which we can de-

nominate no otherwise than one truly mi-
raculous [marvellous.]'

c. — Allwills Briefsammlung, 1792.

Werke, vol. i. p. 120 ' We admit, pro

ceeded Allwill, freely and at once, that we
do not comprehend how it is that, through
the mere excitation and movement of our

organs of sense, we are not only sensitive

but sensitive ofsomething;—become aware
of, perceive, something wholly different

from us ; and that we comprehend, least of

all, how we distinguish and apprehend our

proper self, and what pertains to our in-

ternal states, in a manner wholly different

from all sensitive perception. But we
deem it more secure here to appeal to an
original Instinct, with which every cog-

nition of truth begins, than, on account of

that incomprehensibility, to maintain—
that the mind can perceive and represent in

an infinitely various fashion not itself, and
not other things, but, exclusively and alone,

what is neither itself, nor any other thing.' *

d.—From the Preface to the second

volume of his "Works, forming the ' Intro-

duction to the author's collected philo-

sophical writings;' this was published in

1815, and exhibits the last and most au-

thentic view of the Jacobian doctrine.

P. 58 sq—' Like every other system of

cognitions, Philosophy receives its Form
exclusively from the Understanding (Ver-

stand) as, in general, the faculty of Con-
cepts (Begriffe). Without notions or

concepts there can be no reconsciousness,

no consciousness of cognitions, conse-

quently no discrimination and comparison,

no separation and connexion, no weigh-

ing, reweighing, estimating, of these ; in a

word, no seizing possession (Besitzer-

greifung) of any truth whatever. On the

other hand the contents—the peculiar

contents, of philosophy are given exclu-

sively by the Reason (Vernunft),f by the

faculty, to wit, of cognitions, independent

of sense, and beyond its reach. The
Reason fashions no concepts, builds no

systems, pronounces no judgments, but,

• And to be represented, a thing must be

known. But ex hypothesi, the external reality

is unknown; it cannot therefore be represented.

* See note at p. 7D3 a, ami references.

like the external senses, it merely reveals,

it merely announces the fact.

* Above all, we must consider—that as

there is a sensible intuition, an intuition

through the Sense, so there is likewise a
rational intuition through the Reason.

j

Each, as a peculiar source of knowledge,

|

stands counter to the other ; and we can

|

no more educe the latter from the former,

than we can educe the former from the

latter. So likewise, both hold a similar

relation to the Understanding (Verstand),

|

and consequently to demonstration. Op-

j

posed to the intuition of sense no demon-
stration is valid ; for all demonstration is

only a reducing, a carrying back of the
concept to the sensible intuition (empiri-
cal or pure), which affords its guarantee

:

and this, in reference to physical science,

is the first and the last, the unconditionally

valid, the absolute. On the same prin-

ciple, no demonstration avails in opposi-
tion to the intuition of reason, which
affords us a knowledge of supersensible

objects, that is, affords us assurance of
their reality and truth.*

* We are compelled to employ the ex-
pression rational intuition, or intuition of
reason (Vernunft-Anschauung), because
the language possesses no other to denote
the mean and the manner, in which the
understanding is enabled to take cogni-
sance of what, unattainable by the sense,

is given by Feeling alone, and yet, not as
a subjective excogitation, but as an ob-
jective reality.

' When a man says

—

I know, we have a
right to ask him— Whence he knows ? And
in answering our question, he must, in the
end, inevitably resort to one or other of
these two sources—either to the Sensation

of Sense (Sinnes-Empfindung), or to the
Feeling of the Mind (Geistes-Gefuehl).
Whatever we know from mental feeling,

that, we say, we believe. So speak we all.

Virtue—consequently, Moral Liberty

—

consequently, Mind and God—these can
only be believed. But the Sensation on
which knowledge in the intuition of sense
—knowledge properly so called—reposes, is

as little superior to the Feeling on which
the knowledge in belief'is founded, as the
brute creation is to the human, the mate-
rial to the intellectual world, nature to its

creator.f

* Compare this with Aristotle's doctrine, No.

3, especially a. b. c. f., and p. 771, b.

f As will be seen from what follows, Jacobi
applies the terms Feeling and Belief to both
Sense and Reason. Sensation, as properly the
mere consciousness of a subjective sensual
state,—of the agreeable or disagreeable in oui
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' The power of Feeling, I maintain, is

the power in man paramount to every

other; it is that alone which specifically

distinguishes him from the brutes, that is,

which, affording a difference not merely
in degree but in kind, raises him to an in-

comparable eminence above them : it is,

I maintain, one and the same with Rea-
son ; or, as we may with propriety ex-

press ourselves—what we call Reason,

what transcends mere understanding, un-

derstanding solely applied to nature,

springs exclusively and alone out of the

power of Feeling. As the senses refer

the understanding to Sensation, so the

Reason refers it to Feeling. The con-

sciousness of that which Feeling mani-
fests, I call Idea.'*

P. 107 ' As the reality, revealed by
the external senses, requires no guarantee,

uself affording the best assurance of its

truth; so the reality, revealed by that

deep internal sense which we call Reason,

needs no guarantee, being, in like man-
ner, alone and of itself the most compe-
tent witness of its veracity. Of necessity,

man believes his senses ; of necessity, he
believes his reason ; and there is no cer-

tainty superior to the certainty which this

belief contains.
' When men attempted to demonstrate

scientifically the truth of our representa-

tions ( Vorstellungen) of a material world,

existing beyond, and independent of, these

representations, the object which they

wished to establish vanished from the de-

monstrators ; there remained nought but

mere subjectivity, mere sensation : they

found Idealism.
* When men attempted to demonstrate

scientifically the truth of our repre-

sentations of an immaterial world, exist-

ing beyond these representations,— the

truth of the substantiality of the hu-

man mind,—and the truth of a free crea-

tor of the universe, distinct from the

universe itself, that is, an administrator,

endowed with consciousness, personality,

and veritable providence; in like man-
ner the object vanished from the demon-
strators ; there remained for them mere lo-

gical phantasms : they found— Nihilism.
' All reality, whether corporeal, revealed

by the senses, or spiritual, revealed by the

reason, is assured to us alone by Feeling ;f
beyond and above this there is no guarantee.'

corporeal organism, is a term that ought to

have been here avoided.
* Without entering on details, I may ob-

serve that Jacobi, like Kant, limits the term Idea
to the highest notions ofpure intellect, or Reason.

f In regard to the term Feeling, see p 7GO a

Among those who have adopted the

principles of Jacobi, and who thus philo-

sophize in a congenial spirit with Reid, be-

sides Koeppen and Ancillon (Nos. 96, 97),
I may refer, in general, to Bouterwek,
Lehrb. d. philos. Wissensch. i. § 20, 27,

and Lehrb. d. philos. Vorkent. §§ 12, 27—
Neeb, Verm. Schr., vol. i. p. 154 sq. vol.

ii. p. 18, 70, 245 sq. 251, vol.iii. p. 141 sq.

88.

—

Heidenkeich, one of the most
distinguished of the older Kantians. Be-
trachtungen, &c, P. i. p. 213, 227.—* In

as much as the conviction of certain cog-
nitions (as of our own existence, of the

existence of an external world, &c ,) does

not depend upon an apprehension of rea-

sons, but is exclusively an immediate in-

nate reliance of the subject on self and
nature, I call it natural belief (Natur-
glaube). Every other cognition, notion,

and demonstration, reposes upon this na-

tural belief, and without it cannot be
brought to bear.'

89. — L. Creuzeb.— Skeptische Be-
trachtungen, &c, p. 110.—' We accord
reality to the external world because our
consciousness impels us so to do. . , .

That we are unable to explain, conceive,

justify all this, argues nothing against its

truth. Our whole knowledge rests ulti-

mately on facts of consciousness, of which
we not only cannot assign the reason, but
cannot even think the possibility.' He
does not however rise above Hypothetical
Realism ; see p. 108.

90.

—

Platner.—Philosophische Apho-
rismen, 2d ed. Pref. p. vi.—' There is, I

am persuaded, only one philosophy ; and
that the true ; which in the outset of its

inquiries departs from the principle, that

the certainty of human knowledge is

demonstrable, only relatively to our fa-

culty of knowing, and which, at the end
of its speculative career, returns within

the thoughts—Experience, Common Sense,

and Morality—the best results of our
whole earthly wisdom.'

91.

—

Fichte is a more remarkable, be-
cause a more reluctant, confessor of the
paramount authority of Belief than even
Kant. Departing from the principle

common to Kant and philosophers in

general, that the mind cannot transcend
itself, Fichte developed, with the most ad-

mirable rigour of demonstration, a scheme
of idealism, the purest, simplest, and
most consistent which the history of phi-

losophy exhibits. And so confident was
Fichte in the necessity of his proof, that

on one occasion he was provoked to im-
precate eternal damnation on his head,

should he ever swerve from any, even the
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least of the doctrines which he had so

victoriously established. But even Fichte

in the end confesses that natural belief is

paramount to every logical proof; and
that his own idealism he could not be-

lieve.

In the foot note at page 129 b, I have
given the result as stated by himself of his

theoretical philosophy—Nihilism. After

the passage there quoted, he thus pro-

ceeds :
—

' All cognition strictly so called

(Wissen) is only an effigiation (Abbild-

ung), and there is always in it some-
thing wanted, that to which the image or

effigies (Bild) corresponds. This want
can be supplied through no cognition

;

and a system of cognitions is necessarily a

system of mere images, destitute of rea-

lity, significance, or aim.' These passages

are from the conclusion of the second

book of his ' Bestimmung de3 Menschen,'

entitled < Wissen,' pp. 130, 132, ed. 1825.

But in his Practical Philosophy Fichte

became convinced that he had found an
organ by which to lay hold on the inter-

nal and external worlds, which had
escaped from him in his Theoretical. ' I

have discovered, he says, the instrument

by which to seize on this Reality, and
therewith, in all likelihood, on every other.

Knowledge (das Wissen) is not this in-

strument : no cognition can be its own
basis, and its own proof; every cognition

supposes another still higher, as its reason,

and this ascent has no termination. The
instrument I mean, is Belief (Glaube).'

( lb. book third, entitled * Glaube,' p. 146.

)

—
' All my conviction is only Belief, and

it proceeds from Feeling or Sentiment

(Gesinnung), not from the discursive Un-
derstanding (Verstand).' (lb. p. 147). 'I

possess, when once I am aware of this,

the touchstone of all truth and of all con-

viction. The root of truth is in the Con-
science (Gewissen) alone.' (lb. p. 148).

Compare St Austin, supra, No. 15, b.

—

See also to the same effect Fichte's ' Sys-

tem der Sittenlehre,' p. 18 ;—his work
' Ueber den Begriff der Wissenschafts-

lehre, p. 21, sq. ;— and the * Philoso-

phische Journal, vol. x. p. 7. Still more
explicit is the recognition of ' internal

sense' and * belief ' as an irrecusable testi-

mony of the reality of our perception of

external realities, subsequently given by
Fichte in his lectures at Erlangen in 1805,

and reported by Gley in his 'Essai sur

les Elements de la Philosophic,' p. 141,

sq., and in his ' Philosophia Turonensis,'

vol. i. p. 237.— 1 regret that I have not yet

seen Fichte's ' Hinterlassene Schriften,'

lately published by his son.

After these admissions it need not sur-

prise us to find Fichte confessing, that
' How evident soever may be the demon-
stration that every object of conscious-
ness (Vorstellung) is only illusion and
dream, I am unable to believe it ;' and
in like manner maintaining, that Spinoza
never could have believed the system
which he deduced with so logical a neces-
sity. (Philos. Journ. vii. p. 35.)

93.

—

Krug.—The Transcendental Syn-
thetism of this philosopher is a scheme of
dualism founded on the acceptance of the
original datum of consciousness, that we
are immediately cognisant, at once, of an
internal, and of an external world. It is

thus a scheme of philosophy, really, though
not professedly, founded on Common
Sense. Krug is a Kantian ; and as origi-

nally promulgated in his * Entwurf eines
neuen Organons,' 1801, (§ 5), his system
was, like Kant's, a mere Cosmothetic Ideal •

ism ; for while he allowed a knowledge of
the internal world, he only allowed a be-

lief of the external. The polemic of
Schulze against the common theory of
sensitive representation, and in professed
conformity with Reid's doctrine of per-
ception, was published in the same year;
and it was probably the consideration of
this that determined Krug to a fundamen-
tal change in his system. For in his trea-
tise ' Ueber die verschiedenen Methoden,'
&c. 1802 (p. 44), and still more explicitly
in his 'Fundamental Philosophic,' 1803
(§ 68), the mere belief in the unknown
existence of external things is commuted
into a cognition, and an immediate percep-
tion apparently allowed, as well of tho
phaenomena of matter, as of the phaeno-
mena of mind. See also his pamphlet
' Ueber das Verhaeltniss der Philosophic
zum gesunden Menschenverstande,' 1835,
in reference to Hegel's paradox,— That
the world of Common Sense, and the
world of Philosophy, are, to each other,
worlds upside down.'

94.

—

Degerando—Histoire comparee
des Systemes de Philosophie t. iii. p, 343,
original edition. 'Concluons: la realite
de nos connaissances [of the external
world] ne se demontre pas; elle se recon-
nait. Elle se reconnait, par I'effet de cette
meme conscience qui nous revele notre
connaissance elle-meme. Tel est le pri-
vilege de 1' intelligence humaine. Elle
apercoit les objets, elle s'aperqoit ensuite
elle-meme, elle apercoit quelle a aperc,u.
Elle est toute lumicre, mais une lumierti
qui reflechit indefiniment sur elle-mtmc.
On nous opposera ce principe abstmit

:

qu'une sensation ne peut nous instruire que
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de notre propre existence. . . Sans doute

lorsqu' on commence par contbndre la sen-

sation avec la perception, par definir celle-

ci une maniere d'etre du moi, on ne peut

leur attribuer d'autre instruction que celle

dont notre propre existence est P objet.

Mais evitons ici les disputes de mots ; il

s'agit seulement de constater un fait ; sa-

voir, si dans certains cas, en reflechissant

sur nos operations, en demelant toutes leurs

circonstances, nous n' y decouvrons pas

la perception immediate et primitive d'une

existence etrangere, perception a la quelle

on donnera tel nom qu' on jugera conven-

able. Si ce fait est exact, constant, uni-

versel, si ce fait est primitif, il est non

seulement inutile, mais absurde, d'en de-

mander le pourquoi et le comment. Car

nous n'avons aucune donnee pour l'ex-

pliquer.'

95.

—

Fbles, a distinguished philosopher

of the Kantian school, but whose opinions

have been considerably modified by the in-

fluence of the Jacobian philosophy of be-

lief, professes in his Feeling of Truth

(Wahrheitsgefuehl) a doctrine of common
sense. This doctrine is in every essential

respect the same as Reid's ; for Fries is

altogether wrong in the assertion which,

in different works, he once and again ha-

zards that, under Common Sense, Reid

had in view a special organ of truth

—

a peculiar sense, distinct from reason

or intelligence in general. See in par-

ticular his Krit. vol. i. § 85.— Metaph.

§ 17.— Gesch. d. Phil. vol. ii. § 172.

Anthr. vol. i. § 52. ii. Vorr. p. xvi.—

Log. § 84.

96.— Koeppen—a philosopher of the

school of Jacobi.—Darstellung des Wes-
ens der Philosophic, § 11.—' Human know-

ledge, (Wissen) considered in its totality,

exhibits a twofold character. It is either

Apprehension (Wahrnehmung) or Concep-

tion (Begriff) ; either an immediate con-

viction, or a mediate insight, obtained

through reasons. By the former we are

said to believe, by the latter to conceive

[or comprehend] ' After an articulate ex-

position of this, and having shown, with

Jacobi and Hume, that belief as convert-

ible with feeling constitutes the ultimate

ground both of action and cognition, he

proceeds :
—

* In a philosophical sense, be-

lieved is tantamount to apprehended. For
all apprehension is an immediate convic-

tion which cannot be founded upon reflec-

tion and conception. In our human in-

dividuality we possess a double faculty of

apprehension

—

Reason [intelligence, vovg]

and Sense. What, therefore, through

reason and sense is an object of our appre-

hension is believed. . . . The belief of rea-

son and the belief of sense, are our guar-

antees for the certainty of what we appre-

hend. The former relies on the testi-

mony of reason, the latter on the testi-

mony of sense. Is this twofold testimony

false, there is absolutely no truth of ap-

prehension. The combinations of concep-

tions afford no foundation for this original

truth.

—

Belief is thus the first in our cog-

nition, because apprehension is the first

;

conception is the second, because it regards

the relations of what is given through ap-

prehension. If, then, I exclusively appro-

priate to the result of conceptions the

name of knowledge (Wissen) —still all

knowledge presupposes belief, and on be-

lief does the truth of knowledge repose.

Belief lays hold on the originally given

;

knowledge developes the relations of the

given, in conformity with the laws of

thought,' &c.

97.

—

Ancillon (the Son).—German by

birth, French by lineage, writing in either

language with equal elegance, and repre-

senting in himself the highest and most

peculiar qualities of both his nations ; we
have still farther to admire in the prime

minister of Prussia, at once, the metaphy-

sician and moralist, the historian and

statesman, the preacher and man of the

world. He philosophised in the spirit of

Jacobi; and from his treatise Ueber
Glaube ( On Belief), one of his later

writings, I translate the following pas-

sages:

—

P. 36. ' Existences, realities, are given us

We apprehend them by means of an inter-

nal mental intuition (geistige Anschauung)
which, in respect of its clearness, as in re-

spect of its certainty, is as evident as uni-

versal, and as resistless and indubitable as

evident.
1 Were no such internal, immediate,

mental intuition given us, there would be

given us no existence, no reality. The
universe—the worlds of mind and matter

—

would then resolve themselves into appa
rency. All realities would be mere ap-

pearances, appearing to another mere ap-

pearance—Man ; whilst no answer could

be afforded to the ever-recurring questions

— What is it that appears ? and To whom
is the appearance made ? Even language

resists such assertions, and reproves the

lie.

' Had we no such internal, immediate,

mental intuition, existences would be be-

yond the reach of every faculty we possess.

For neither our abstractive nor reflective

powers, neither the analysis of notions,

nor notions themselves, neither synthesis,
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nor reasoning, could ever lead us to reality

and existence.'*

(Having shown this in regard to each

of these in detail, he proceeds : p. 40.)

—

* This root of all reality, this ground of

existence, is the Reason (Vernunft),f out

of which all reasonings proceed, and on

which alone they repose.
1 The Reason of which I here speak is

not an instrument which serves for this or

that performance, but a true productive

force, a creative power, which has its own
revelation ; which does not show what is

already manifested, but, as a primary con-

sciousness, itself contemplates existence

;

which is not content to collect data, and
from these data to draw an inference, but

which itself furnishes Reality as a datum.

This Reason is no arithmetical machine,

but an active principle ; it does not reach

the truth after toil and time, but departs

from the truth, because it finds the truth

within itself.

1 This Reason, this internal eye, J which

immediately receives the light of existence,

and apprehends existences, as the bodily eye

the outlines and the colours of the sensu-

ous world, is an immediate sense which

contemplates the invisible.
1 This Reason is the ground, the prin-

ciple, of all knowledge ( Wissen) ; for all

knowledge bears reference to reality and
existences.

* All knowledge must, first or last, rest

on facts (Thatsachen,) universal facts,

necessary facts, of the internal sense ;—on

facts which give us ourselves, our own ex-

istence, and a conviction of the existence

of other supersensible beings.
* These facts are for us mental intui-

tions. In as much as they give us an in-

stantaneous, clear, objective perception

of reality, they are entitled to the name of

Intuition (Anschauung) ; in as much as

this intuition regards the objects of the in-

visible world, they deserve the attribute of

mental.
* Such an intuition, such a mental

feeling (Gefuehl), engenders Philosophical

Belief. This belief consists in the imme-
diate apprehending of existences wholly

concealed and excluded from the senses,

which reveal themselves to us in our in-

• Fichte says the same :
—

' From cognition to

pass out to an object of cognition—this is im
possible; we must therefore depart from the

reality, otherwise we should remain forever un
able to reach it.'

f On the employment of the word Reason >y

the German philosophers, supra, p. 768, sq.

$ Plato, Aristotle, and many philosophers

after them, say this of Intelligence, v»vs.

most consciousness, and fin's too with a

necessary conviction of their objectivity

(reality.)

Belief, in the philosophical sense,

means, the apprehension without proof,

reasoning or deduction of any kind, of

those higher truths which belong to the

supersensible world, and not to the world
of appearances.' ....

P. 43. ' Philosophical belief apprehends
existences which can neither be conceived
nor demonstrated. Belief is therefore a
knowledge conversant about existences,

but it does not know existences, if under
knowledge be understood—demonstrating,

comprehending, conceiving.' . . .

P. 44.— ' The internal intuition which
affords us the apprehension of certain

existences, and allows us not to doubt in

regard to the certainty of their reality,

does not inform us concerning their na-

ture. This internal intuition is given us

in Feeling and through Feeling.' . . .

P. 48.—' This internal universal sense,

this highest power of mental vision in

man, seems to have much in it of the in-

stinctive, and may therefore appropriately

be styled int> llectual Instinct. For on the

one hand it manifests itself through sud
den, rapid, uniform, resistless promptings-,

and on the other hand, these promptings
relate to objects, which lie not within the
domain of the senses, but belong to the
supersensible world.

' Let no offence be taken at the expres-
sion Instinct. For, &c.' . . .

P. 50.—' Had man not an intellectual

instinct, or a reason giving out, revealing,

but not demonstrating, truths rooted in

itself, for want of a point of attachment
and support, he would move himself in all

directions, but without progress ; and on
a level, too, lower than the brutes, for he
could not compass that kind of perfection

which the brute possesses, and would be
disqualified from attaining any other.

4 The immediate Reason elicits inter-

nal mental intuitions ; these intuitions

have an evidence, which works on us like

an intellectual instinct, and generates in us

a philosophical belief, which constitutes

the foundation of our knowledge. To
which soever of these expressions the pre-

ference be accorded, all their notions

have a common character, and are so in-

terlinked together, that they all equally

result in the same very simple proposi-

tion :
—

' There is either no truth, or there

are fundamental truths, which admit at
little of demonstration as of doub'.' . . .

P. 51.—* Had we not in ourselves an ac-

tive principle of truth, we should liav«
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neither a rule, nor a touchstone, nor a

standard, of the true. Had we not in our-

selves the consciousness of existences,

there would be for us no means of know-

ing, whether what comes from without

be not mere illusion, and whether what

the mind itself fashions and combines be

aught but an empty play with notions.

In a word—the truth must be in us, as a

constitutive, and as a regulative, prin-

ciple ; or we should never attain to truth.

Only with determinate points of com-
mencement and termination, and with a

central point of knowledge, from which

every thing departs, and to which every

things tends to return, are other cogni-

tions possible ; failing this primary condi-

tion, nothing can be given us to know, and
nothing certain can exist.'

And in the Preface (p. xi.) he had

said :—' The Reason invents, discovers,

creates, in propriety, nothing ; it enounces

only what it harbours, it only reveals what

God himself has deposited within it ; but

so soon as it is conscious to itself of this,

it speaks out with a force which inspires

us with a rational belief, a faith of rea-

son (Vernunftglaube),— a belief which

takes priority of every other, and which

serves to every other as a point of depar-

ture and of support. How can we believe

the word of God, if we do not already

believe that a God exists V
Compare also his * Zur Vermittlung

der Extreme,' vol. ii. p. 253, sq., and his

1 Moi Humain ' passim.

98.

—

Gerlach.— Fundamental Philo-

sophic, § 16.— ' So soon as a man is con-

vinced of any thing—be his conviction of

the True, of the Good, Or of the Beauti-

ful—he rests upon his Consciousness ; for

in himself and in his Consciousness alone

does he possess the elements which consti-

tute the knowledge of things, and it is

herein alone that he finds the necessity of

all and each of his judgments. In a

word, that only has an existence for us

of which we are conscious.'

99.

—

Hermes, the late illustrious orna-

ment of the Catholic faculty of Theo-
logy in Bonn, a thinker of whom any
country may well be proud, is the author

of a philosophy of cognition which, in its

fundamental principles, is one of Common
Sense. It is contained in the first volume

of his * Introduction to Christian Catholic

Theology,' a work which, since the au-

thor's death, has obtained a celebrity,

apart from its great intrinsic merits,

through the agitation consequent on its

condemnation at Rome, for doctrines,

which, except on some notoriously open

questions, the Hermesians—in Germany,
now a numerous and able school strenu-

ously deny that it contains.

To speak only of his theoretical philo-

sophy.— For the terms Feeling of Truth,

Belief, &c, Hermes substitutes the term
Holding-for-true (Fuerwahrhalten) which
is only inadequately expressed by the

Latin assensus, assensio, adhcesio, the

Greek owyKctroifeais, or any English
term. Holding-for-true involves in it a du
plicity;—viz., a Holding-for-irwe of the
knowledge, and a Holding- for-rea^ (Fuer-
wirklichhalten) of the thing known. Both
of these parts are united in the decision

—

that the knowledge and the thing known
coincide.

Holding-for-real is not consequent on
reflection ; it is not the result of a recog-
nition; it is the concomitant, not the con-
sequent of apprehension. It is a consti-

tuent element ofthe primary consciousness

of a perception external or internal ; it is

what, in the language of the Scottish phi-

losophers, might be called an instinctive

belief. ' This holding - for - real ( says

Hermes) is manifestly given in me prior
to all Reflection : for with the first con-
sciousness, with the consciousness ' that I

know,' from which all Reflection departs,

the consciousness is also there, ' that I

hold the thing known for real/ ' Einl. vol.

i. p. 182. See Nos. 3,15* (at end), 16, &c.
The necessity we find of assenting or

holding is the last and highest security we
can obtain for truth and reality. The ne-

cessary holding of a thing for real is not
itself reality ; it is only the instrument,

the mean, the surrogate, the guarantee, of

reality. It is not an objective, it is only
a subjective, certainty. It constitutes,

however, all the assurance or certainty of
which the human mind is capable. ' The
[necessary] Holding,' says Hermes, ' of
something known [for real,] can afford no
other certainty of the objective existence

of what is known but this

—

that I (the

subjectJ must hold the thing known for ob-

jectively < xistent ; or (meaning always by
the word subjective what is in me, in \he

subject,)—of the objective existence of a
thing known there can possibly be given
only the highest subjective certainty. But
no one who knows what he would be at, will

ever ask after any other certainty ; not
merely because it is unattainable, but
because it is contradictory for human
thought : in other words, can a subject be

any otherwise certain than that if is certain

—than that itself, the subject, is certain ?

To be objectively certain (taking the term
objective in a sense corresponding to the
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term subjective as hero employed) the
subject must, in fact, no longer remain
the subject, it must also be the object,

and, as such, be able to become certain
;

and yet in conformity to our notion of
certainty ( Gewissheit ) — or whatever
more suitable expression may be found for

it—all questions concerning certainty
must be referred to the subject (to
the Ego) : the attempt to refer them
to the object involves a contradiction.'
Ibid. p. 186.

This is clearly and cogently stated;
and it would seem as if we had only to

appeal to the subjective certainty we have,
in our being compelled to hold that in

perception the ego, is immediately cog-
nisant, not only of itself as subject but of
a non-ego as object—to prove that the
external world being actually known as

existing, actually exists. (See above, p.

745, sq.) This Hermes does not, however,
do. He seems not, indeed, to have con-
templated the possibility of the mind
being conscious or immediately cognitive

of aught but self ; and only furnishes us

with an improved edition ot the old and in-

conclusive reasoning, that an external
world must be admitted, as the necessary
ground or reason of our internal repre-
sentation of it.

100. — Cocsin. — Fragmens Philoso-

phiques, third edition, Vol. i.

a— P. 243.—* Philosophy is already re-

alized, for human thought is there.
' There is not, and there cannot be, a

philosophy absolutely false ; for it would
behove the author of such a philosophy to

place himself out of his own thought, in

other words, out of his humanity. This
power has been giveu to no man.

* How then may philosophy err ?—By
considering thought only on a single side,

and by seeing, in that single side, the to-

tality of thought. There are no false, but
many incomplete systems;—systems true
in themselves, but vicious in their preten-
sions, each to comprise that absolute truth
which is only found distributed through all.

* The incomplete, and by consequence,
the exclusive—this is the one only vice of
philosophy, or rather, to speak more cor-

rectly, of philosophers, for philosophy rises

above all the systems. The full portrait

of the real, which philosophy presents, is

indeed made up of features borrowed from
every several system ; for of these each
reflects reality ; but unfortunately reflects

it under a sinjrle anjjle.*

• The like has been said by Leibnitz and Ile-

gt'J ; but not so tinely.

' To compass possession of reality full

and entire, it is requisite to sist ourselves

at the cen re. To reconstitute the intel-

lectual life, mutilated in the several sys-

tems, it behoves us to re-enter Consci-

ousness, and there, weaned from a systema-

tic and exclusive spirit, to analyse thought

into its elements, and all its eliments, and
to seek out in it the characters, and all the

characters, under which it is at present ma-
nifested to the eye of consciousness.*—Du
Fait de Conscience.

b.—P. 181.—' The fundamental prin-

ciple of knowledge and intellectual life is

Consciousw ss. Life begins with consci-

ousness, and with consciousness it ends :

in consciousness it is that we apprehend
ourselves ; and it is in and through con-

sciousness that we apprehend the external

world. Were it possible to rise above
consciousness, to place ourselves, so to

speak, behind it, to penetrate into the se-

cret workshop where intelligence blocks

out and fabricates the various phaenome-
na, there to officiate, as it were, at the
birth, and to watch the evolution of con-

sciousness ;—then might we hope to com-
prehend its nature, and the different steps

through which it rises to the form in which
it is first actually revealed. But, as all

knowledge commences with consciousness,

it is able to remount no higher. Here a
prudent analysis will therefore stop, and oc-

cupy itself with what is given.''

Other testimonies might easily be quot-

ed from the subsequent writings of M.
Cousin—were this not superfluous ; for I

presume that few who take an interest in

philosophical inquiries can now be igno-

rant of these celebrated works.

101.—De La Mennais See No. 2.

OMITTED.
9**. — Aelius Aristides.— Platonic

Oration, ii. (Opera, ed. Canter, t. iii.p. 249
ed. Jebb. t. ii. p. 150)—'That the Many
are not to be contemned, and their opinion

held of no account ; but that in them, too,

there is a presentiment, an unerring in-

stinct, which, by a kind of divine fatality,

seizes darkling on the truth;—this we
have Plato himself teaching, and, ages ear-

lier than Plato, this old Hesiod, with poste-

rity in chorus, in these familiar verses sangr

The Fame, torn of the many-nation.- d voice

Ofmankind, dies not
; for it lives as God.'

For Hesiod, see No. 1. These verses
are likewise adduced bv Aristotle as pro-
verbial. (Eth. Nic. vii" 13 [14.] ) They
may be also rendered thus :

' The Word, forth sent by tlie conclamant voice

Oj mankind, errs not ; for its truth it Qod't.'

3 E
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Fame (Public Opinion) had her temple in

Athens. See Pausanias.

Plato is referred to in the Laws, (L. xii §
5. ed. Bekk. t. ii. p. 950, ed Steph.) Ano-
ther passage, in the Crito, which Canter
indicates, is irrelevant. In the former,

Plato attributes to mankind at large a
certain divine sense or vaticination of the

truth (0e7ovTiKui e&Vro^oi/), by which, in our

natural judgments, we are preserved from
error. I did not, however, find the state-

ment sufficiently generalized to quote the

context as a testimony.

15*.— Theodoret.—The Curative of

Greek Affections, Sermon i., On Belief.

(Opera, ed. Sirmondi, t. iv. p. 478.)

—

* Belief [or Faith], therefore, is a matter
of the greatest moment. For, according

to the Pythagorean Epicharmus,

Mind, it seethf Mind, it heareth;

A 11 beside is deaf and blind:

and Heraclitus, in like manner, exhorts

us to submit to the guidance of belief, in

these words;

—

Unless ye hope, ye shall

notfind the unhopedfor, which is inscrut-

able and impermeable. . . . And let

none of you, my friends, say aught in dis-

paragement of belief. For belief is called

by Aristotle the Criterion of Science;

whilst Epicurus says, that it is the Antici-

pation of Reason, and that anticipation,

having indued Knowledge, results in

Comprehension.— But, as we define it, Be-
lief is

—

a spontaneous assent or adhesion of
the mind,—or the intuition of the unappa-
rent,—or the taking possession of the real

(crs^i to ov 'ivaretaig—v. Bud. in Pand. et

Com. L. G.), and natural apprehension of
the unperceivable,—oraw unvacillatingpro-
pension established in the mind of the be-

liever.—But, on the one hand, Belief re-

quires knowledge, as on the other, Know-
ledge requires belief. For there can sub-

sist, neither belief without knowledge, nor
knowledge without belief. Belief pre-

cedes knowledge, knowledge follows be-

lief; while desire is attendant upon know-
ledge, and action consequent upon desire.

For it is necessary,—to believe first ; then
to learn ; knowing, to desire ; and desiring,

to act —Belief, therefore, my
friends, is a concern common to all ; . . .

for all who would learn any thing must
first believe. [So Aristotle.] Belief is,

therefore, the foundation and basis of Sci-

ence. For your philosophers have defined

Belief

—

a voluntary assent or adhesion of
the mind; and Science

—

an immutabU
habit, accompanied with reason.'—This is

a testimony which I should regret to have
totally forgotten. Compare Nos. 3, 11,

15, 16, 18, 19, 24, 81, 86, 87, 91, 96, 97,
99, &c.

17*.— Simplicius Commentary on
the Manual of Epictetus ; and there speak-
ing in the language of the Porch, i-ather

than in that of the Lyceum or the Aca-
demy.
a.— C. 33, Heins.23, Schweigh.— * The

Common Notions of men concerning the
nature of things, according to which, in

place of varying from each other, they are
in opinion mutually agreed, (as, that the

good is useful, and the useful good, that all

things desiderate the good, that the equal is

neither surpassing nor surpassed, that twice

two isfour)—these notions, and the like,

suggested in us by right reason, and tested

by experience and time, are true, and in

accordance with the nature of things;
whereas the notions proper to individual

men are frequently fallacious.'

b.—C. 72, Heins. 48, Schweigh—« But
Reason, according to the proverb, is a
Mercury common to all ; for, although, as
in us individually, reasons are plural, or
numerically different, they are in species

one and the same ; so that, by reason all

men follow after the same things as good,
and eschew the same things as bad, and
think the same things to be true or to be
false.'

In these passages, Reason, in the vaguer
meaning of the Stoics, is employed, where
Intellect, in the precise acceptation of the
Aristotelians and Platonists, might have
been expected from Simplicius. But he is

here speaking by accommodation to his

author.

As a chronological Table was luckily

omitted at the head of the Series, I here
append, ethnographically subarranged, the

following

—

LIST OF THE PRECEDING TESTIMONIES.

Greek.—1, Hesiod ; 2, Heraclitus; 3, Aristotle; 4, Theophrastus ; 9**, Aelius
Aristides, see at end; 10, Alexander Aphrodisiensis ; 11, Clemens Alexandrinus

;

15, Theodoret, see at end ; 16, Proclus; 17, Ammonius Hermiae; 17*, Simplicius,

see at end.
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Roman.—5, Lucretius; 6. Cicero; 7, Horace; 8, Seneca; 9, Pliny, younger; 9*»
Qumtilinp.; ]2, Tertullian ; 13, Arnobius; 14, Laetantius ; 15, St Augustin.

Arabian.—19, Algazel.

Italian.—18. St Anselin (ambiguously French); 20, Aquinas; 2G, Julius Caesar

Scaliger; 67, Vulpius; 68, Vico ; 71, Genovesi.

Spanish.—22, Antonius Andreas; 28, Antonius Goveanus (Portuguese); 29,
Nunnesius ; 32, Mariana.

French.— 23, Budaeus; 27, Omphalitis; 30, Muretus ; 37, Descartes; 39, Bal
zac; 40, Chanet; 41, Irenaeus a Sancto Jacobo ; 42, Lescalopier ; 43, Pascal; 44,
La Chambre ; 46, Le Pere Rapin ; 47, Du Hamel ; 48, Malebranche ; 49, Poiret

;

50, Bossuet; 59, John Alphonso Turretini (Genevese) ; 60, Fenelon ; 62, D'Agues-
seau; 63, Buffier ; 70, Huber; 74, D'Alembert ; 94, Degerando ; 100, Cousin; 101.

De La Mennais.

British.—21, Duns Scotus ; 33, Sir John Davies ; 35, Lord Herbert; 30,

Cameron; 38, Sir Thomas Brown; 45, Henry More; 51, Locke; 52, Bentley ; 53,

John Serjeant; 53*, Abercromby ; 55, Toland ; 61, Shaftesbury; 62*, Berkeley; 64,
Lyons; 65, Amherst; G6, Wollaston ; 72, Hume; 78, Price; 79, Reid ; 82, Beattie.

(Of these, 21, [?] 36, 53*, 72, 79, 82, are Scottish.)

German.—24, Luther; 25,Melanchthon ; 34, Keckermann ; 54, Leibnitz; 56, Chris-
tian Thomasius ; 57, Ridiger ; 58, Feuerlin ; 69, Christian Wolf ; 73, Crusius ; 75, Oetin-
ger; 76, Eschenbach; 77, John Matthew Gesner ; 80, Hiller; 83, Storchenau ; 84,
Stattler ; 86, Kant ; 87, Jacobi ; 88, Heidenreich ; 89, Leonhard Creuzer ; 90, Plat-

ner ; 91, Fichte; 93, Krug ; 95, Fries ; 96, Koeppen; 97, Ancillon, the son: 98,Ger-
lach ; 99, George Hermes.

Belgian.—31, Giphanius; 81, Hemsterhuis; 85, Hennert.

In all one hundred and six Witncs&Mi



NOTE B.

OP PRESENTATIVE AND REPRESENTATIVE

KNOWLEDGE.

$ I.— The distinction of Presentative, Intuitive or Immediate, and of Representative

or Mediate cognition ; with the various significations of the term Object, its

conjugates and correlatives.

§ II.

—

Errors of Reid and other philosophers, in reference to the preceding distinctions.

[References. -From Inq. 106 a, from I. P. 226 b, 233 a, 292 a b, 293 b, 298 b,

305 a, 339 b, 351 b, 357 a, 368 b, 369 a b, 373 a, 427 a.]

§ /.— The distinction of Presentative, In-
tuitive or Immediate, and of Representa-
tive or Mediate cognition; with the vari-

ous significations of the term Object, its

conjugates and correlatives.

The correlative terms, Immediate and
Mediate, as attributes of knowledge and its

modifications, are employed in more than
a single relation. In order, therefore, to

obviate misapprehension, it is necessary,

in the first place, to determine in what sig-

nification it is, that we are at present to

employ them.
In apprehending an individual thing,

either itself through sense or its represen-

tation in the phantasy, we have, in a cer-

tain sort, an absolute or irrespective

cognition, which is justly denominated im-

mediate, by contrast to the more relative

and mediate knowledge which, subsequent-

ly, we compass of the same object, when,
by a comparative act of the understand-

ing we refer it to a class, that is, think or

recognise it, by relation to other things,

under a certain notion or general term.

With this distinction we have nothing now
to do. The discrimination of immediate
and mediate knowledge, with which we are

at present concerned, lies within and sub-

divides what constitutes, in the foregoing

division, the branch of immediate cogni-

tion ; for we are only here to deal with

the knowledge of individual objects abso-

lutely considered, and not viewed in rela-

tion to aught beyond themselves.

This distinction of immediate and me-
diate cognition it is of the highest impor-

tance to establish ; for it is one without

which the whole philosophy of knowledge
must remain involved in ambiguities.

What, for example, can be more various,

vacillating, and contradictory, than the

employment of the all-important terms

object and objective, in contrast to subject

and subjective, in the writings of Kant ?

—

though the same is true of those of other

recent philosophers. This arose from
the want of a preliminary determination

of the various, and even opposite, mean-
ings of which these terms are susceptible,

—a selection of the one proper meaning,

—and a rigorous adherence to the mean-
ing thus preferred. But, in particular,

the doctrine of Natural Realism cannot,

without this distinction, be adequately un-

derstood, developed, and discriminated.

Reid, accordingly, in consequence of the

want of it, has not only failed in giving

to his philosophy its precise and appro-
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priate expression, he has failed even in

withdrawing it from equivocation and
confusion ;—in so much, that it even
remains a question, whether his doc-
trine be one of Natural Realism at all.

—The following is a more articulate deve-

lopement of this important distinction than
that which I gave, some ten years ago

;

and since, by more than one philosopher

adopted. See Edinburgh Review, vol. Hi.

p 166, sq.; Cross's Selections from Ed.
Rev. vol. iii. p. 200 sq.; Peisse, Fragments
Philosophiques, p. 75 sq.

For the sake of distinctness, I shall

state the different momenta of the dis-

tinetion in separate Propositions ; and
these for more convenient reference I

shall number.
1.—A thing is known immediately or

proximately, when we cognise it in itself;

mediately or remotely, when we cognise it

in or through something numerically diffe-

rent from ihef. Immediate cognition,

thus the knowledge of a thing in itself, in-

volves the fast of its existence; mediate

cognition, thus the knowledge of a thing

in or through something not itself, involves

only the possibility of its existence.

2.—An immediate cognition, inasmuch
as the thing known is itself presented to

observation, may be called a presentative ;

and in as much as the thing presented, is,

as it were, viewed by the mindface to face,

may be called an intuitive,* cognition.—

A

mediate cognition, in as much as the thing

known is held up or mirrored to the mind
in a vicarious representation, may be called

a representative f cognition.

3.—A thing known is called an object of

knowledge.
4.— In a presentative or immediate cog-

nition there is one sole object; the thing

(immediately) known and the thing exist-

ing being one and the same.—In a repre-

sentative or mediate cognition there may
be discriminated two objects ; the thing

(immediately) known, and the thing ex-

isting being numerically different.

• On the application of 'the term Intuitive, in

this sense, sec in the sequel of this Excursus,

p. 812 a b.

j- The term Representation I employ always

strictly, as in contrast to Presentation, and,

therefore, with exclusive reference to indivi-

dual objects , and not in tho vague generality

of Represents io or Vorstcllung in the Leibni-

tiiin an«l subsequent philosophies of Germany,
where it is used for any cognitive act, consider-

ed, not in relation to what knows, but to what
is known ; that is, as the genus Including under

it Intuitions, Perceptions, Sensations, Concep-
tions, Notions, Thoughts proper, <i'C. as spc-

5.—A thing known in itself is the (sole)

presentative or intuitive object of know-
ledge, or the (sole) object of a presen-

tative or intuitive knowledge.— A thing
known in and through something else is

the primary, mediate, remote,* real,f

existent, or represented, object of (medi-
ate) knowledge,

—

objectum quod; and a
thing through which something else is known
is the secondary, immediate, proximate,*

• The distinction of proximate and remote, ob-

ject is sometimes applied to perception in a
different manner. Thus Colour (the White of

the Wall, for instance,) is said to be the proxi-

mate object of vision, because it is seen imme-
diately ; the coloured thing (the Wall itself for

instance) is said to be the remote object of

vision, because it is seen only through the me-
diation of the colour. This however is inaccu-

rate. For the Wall, that in which the colour

inheres, however mediately known, is never me-
diately seen. It is not indeed an object of per-

ception at all; it is only the subject of such an
object, and is reached by a cognitive process,
different from the merely perceptive.

f On the term Real.—The term Real (realis),

though always importing the existent, is used in

various significations and oppositions. The
following occur to me :-—

1. As denoting existence, in contrast to the

nomenclature of existence,—the thing, as con-

tradistinguished from its name. Thus we have
definitions and divisions real, and definitions

and divisions nominal or verbal.

2. As expressing the existent opposed to the
non-existent,—^something in contrast to a nothing.

In this sense the diminutions of existence, to

which reality, in the following significations, is

counterposed, are all real.

3. As denoting material or external, in con-

trast to mental, spiritual or internal, existence.

This meaning is improper; so, therefore, is

the term Realism, as equivalent to Materialism,

in the nomenclature of some recent philo-

sophers.

4. As synonymous with actual ; and this a.)

as opposed to potential, b.) as opposed to pos-

sible, existence.

5. As denoting absolute or irrespective, in op-

position to phamomenal or relative, existence

;

in other words, as denoting things in thein-

selves and out of relation to all else, in con-
trast to things in relation to, and as known by,

intelligences, like men, who know only under
the conditions of plurality and difference. In
this sense, which is rarely employed and may
be neglected, the Real is only another term for

the Unconditioned or Absolute,

—

to ovrtus o».

6. As indicating existence considered as a
s'ibsistance in nature, (ens extra animam, ens na-

turae,) it stands counter to an existence con-

sidered as a representation in thought. In this

I sense, rcale, in the language of the older phi.

losophy (Scholastic, Cartesian, Gassendian.) :is

I applied to esse or ens, is opposed to intentionole,

J

notionale, conceptibile, imaginarium, rationis, cog-

nitionis, in animo-, in intcllcctn, prout cognitum,

uUale, <Sc. ; and oorr"8ponds with a parte vci.
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ideal, * vicarious or representative, object

of (mediate) knowledge,

—

objectum quo, or

per quod. The former may likewise be

styled objectum entitativum.

6.—The Ego as the subject of thought

and knowledge is now commonly styled

by Philosophers simply The Subject ; and

Subjective is a familiar expression for what

as opposed to a parte intellectus, with subjectivum,

as opposed to objectivum, (see p. 80G b, sq. note),

with proprivm, principale and fundamentale, as

opposed to vicorium, with materiale, as opposed

to formale, and with formate in seipso, and enti-

tativum, as opposed to representativum, 8,-c. Un-

der this head, in the vacillating language of

our more recent philosophy, real approximates

to, but is hardly convertible with, objective, in

contrast to subjective in the signification there

prevalent, (see p. 808 ab, note.,

7. In close connexion with the sixth mean-
ing, real, in the last place, denotes an identity

or difference founded on the conditions of the

existence of a thing in itself, in contrast to an

identity or difference founded only on the rela-

tion or point of view in which the thing may
be regarded by the thinking subject. In this

sense it is opposed t o logical or rational, the

terms being here employed in a peculiar mean-
ing. Thus a thing which really (re) or in itself

;s one and indivisible may logically (ratione) by

the mind be considered as diverse and plural,

and, vice versa, what are really diverse and
plural may logically be viewed, as one and in-

divisible. As an example of the former ;—the

sides and angles of a triangle (or trilateral), as

mutually correlative—as together making up
the same simple figure—and as, without de-

struction of that figure, actually inseparable

from it, and from each other, are really one

;

but in as much as they have peculiar relations

which may, in thought, be considered severally

and for themselves, they are logically twofold.

In like manner take apprehension and judg-

ment. These are really one, as each involves

the other, (for we apprehend only as we judge
something to be, and we judge only, as we ap-

prehend the existence of the terms compared),
and as together they constitute a single indi-

visible act of cognition ; but they are logically

double, in as much as, by mental abstraction,

they may bo viewed each for itself, and as a
distinguishable element of thought. As an
example of the latter

;
—individual things, as

John, James, Richard, <fcc, are really (nume-
rically) different, as co-existing in nature only

under the condition of plurality ; but, as re-

sembling objects constituting a single class or
notion (man) they are, logically considered, (ge-

nerically or specifically) identical and one.
» I eschew, in general, the employment of the

words Idea and Ideal—they are so vague and
various in meaning. (See Note G.) But they
cannot always be avoided, as the conjugates of

the indispensable term Idealism. Nor is there,

as I use them, any danger from their ambi-
guity ; for I always manifestly employ them
simply for subjective—(what is in or of the
mindt, in contrast to objective—(what is out

of, or cxtcrual to, the mind.)

pertains to the mind or thinking principle.

In contrast and correlation to these, the

terms Object and Objective are, in like

manner, now in general use to denote the

Non-ego, its affections and properties,

—

and in general the Really existent as op-

posed to the Ideally known. These ex-

pressions, more especially Object and Ob-
jective, are ambiguous; for though the

Non-Ego may be the more frequent and
obtrusive Object of cognition, still a mode
of mind constitutes an object of thought
and knowledge, no less than a mode of

matter. Without, therefore, disturbing

the preceding nomenclature, which is not

only ratified but convenient, I would pro-

pose that, when we wish to be precise, or

where any ambiguity is to be dreaded, we
should employ—on the one hand, either

the terms subject-object or subjective ob-

ject, (and this we could again distinguish

as absolute or as relative)—on the other,

either object-object, or objective object.*

• The terms Subject and Subjective, Object and
Objective.—I have already had occasion to shew,
that, in the hands of recent philosophers, the
principal terms of philosophy have not only

been frequently changed from their original

meanings and correlations, but those mean-
ings and correlations sometimes even simply
reversed. I have again to do this in refe-

rence to the correlatives subjective and ob-

jective, as employed to denote what Aristotle

vaguely expressed by the terms ret fjjttiv and t±
<p6ffil—the things in us, and tlie things in nature.

The terms subject and object were, for a long

time, not sufficiently discriminated from each

other.—Even in the writings of Aristotle to

vToKUftivov is used ambiguously for id in quo,

the subject proper, and id circa quod, the object

proper;—and this latter meaning is unknown
to Plato. The Greek language never, in fact,

possessed any one term of equal universality,

and of the same definite signification, as object.

For the term kvriKiifAivov, which conies the

nearest, Aristotle uses, like Plato, in the plu-

ral, to designate, in general, the various kinds
of opposites ; and there is, I believe, only a
single passage to be found in his writings, (Do
An. ii. c.4,)in which this word can be adequately
translated by object. The reason of this, at

first sight, apparent, deficiency may have been
that as no language, except the Greek, could
express, not by a periphrasis, but by a special

word, the object of every several faculty or

application of mind, (as altrQwrov, <pxvr*<rr6v,

voKToy, yvuerrov, iTurwrov, GovXnrov, oatKrov,

QovXivrov, *i<r<ri*, &c. Ac.,) so the Greek phi-

losophers alone found little want of a term
precisely to express the abstract notion of ob-

jectivity in its indeterminate universality, which
they could apply, as they required it, in any
determinate relation. The schoolmen distin-

guished the subjectum occupationis, from the sub.

jectum inhaesionis,praedicationis, SfC, limiting the

term objectum (which in classical Latinity had
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7.— If the represent iitive object be sup-
posed (according to one theory) a mode
of the conscious mind or self, it may be
distinguished as Egoistical; if it be sup-

ticvcr been naturalised as an absolute term,
even by the philosophers) to the former; and
It would have been well had the term subjec-
tum, in that sense, been, at the same time,
wholly renounced. This was not, however,
done. Even to the present day, the word sub-
iect is employed, in most of the vernacular
languages, for the materia circa quam, in which
signification the term object ought to be exclu-
sively applied. But a still more intolerable
abuse has recently crept in; object has, in
French and English, been for above a century
vulgarly employed for end, motive, final cause.
But to speak of these terms more in detail.

The term object (objectum, id quod objicitur
cognitioni, <fcc.,) involves a twofold element
of meaning. 1°, It expresses something abso-
lute, something in itself that is ; for before a
thing can be presented to cognition, it must
be supposed to exist. 2°, It expresses some-
thing relative ; for in so far as it is presented
to cognition, it is supposed to be only as it is

known to exist. Now if the equipoise be not
preserved, if cither of these elements be al-

lowed to preponderate, the word will assume
a meaning precisely opposite to that which it

would obtain from the preponderance of the
other. If the first element prevail, object and
objective will denote that which exists of its

own nature, in contrast to that which exists
only under the conditions of our faculties ;

—

the real in opposition to the ideal. If the se-

cond element prevail, object and objective will
denote what exists only as it exists in thought;
—the ideal in contrast to the real.

Now both of these counter meanings of the
terms object and objective have obtained in the
nomenclature of different times and different

philosophies,—nay in the nomenclature of the
same time and even the same philosophy.
Hence great confusion and ambiguity.

In the Scholastic philosophy in which, as al.

ready said, object and objective, subject and sub-

jeetive, were first employed in their high ab-
straction, and as absolute terms, and, among
the systems immediately subsequent, in the
Cartesian and Gassendian schools, the -latter

meaning was the one exclusively prevalent.
In these older philosophies} objectivum, as ap.
plied to ens or esse, was opposed to formalc and
sd'jectivum ; and corresponded with intentionale,

vicarium, representativum, rationale or rationis,

intellectuale or in intellectu, prout cognitum,
ideale, <fcc, as opposed to rcale, proprium, princi-

pal*,fundamentale, prout in seipso, SfC.

In these schools the esse subjectivum, in con.

trast to the esse objectivum, denoted a thing con-
sidered as inhering in its subject, whether
that subject were mind or matter, as contra-
distinguished from a thing considered as pre-
sent to the mind only as an accidental object of
thought. Thus the faculty of imagination, for
example, and its acts, were said to have a sub-

iectivc existence in the mind ; while its several
images or representations had, una images or

posed (according to another) something
numerically different from the conscious
mind or self, it may bo distinguished as,

Non- Egoistical. See Note C. The former

objects of consciousness, only an objective.

Again, a material thing, say a horse, qua exist-
ing, was said to have a subjective being out of
tho mind ; qua conceived or known, it was said

to have an objective being in the mind. Every
thought had thus a subjective and an objective

phasis j—of which more particularly as fol

lows :

—

1. The esse subjectivum, formate, or proprium
of a notion, concept, species, idea, #<?., denoted it

as considered absolutely for itself, and as dis-

tinguished from the thing, the real object, of
which it is the notion, species, Ac. ; that is,

simply as a mode inherent in the mind as a
subject, or as an operation exerted by tho
mind as a cause. In this relation, the esse

rcale of a notion, species, «fcc, was opposed to
the following.

2. The esse objectivum, vicarium, intentionale,

ideale, representativum of a notion, concept, spe-
cies, idea, <fcc, denoted it, not as considered ab-
solutely for itself, and as distinguished from its

object, but simply as vicarious or representa-
tive of the thing thought. In this relation tho
esse realc of a notion, &c, was opposed to the
mere negation of existence—only distinguished
it from a simple nothing.

Hitherto we have seen the application of the
term objective determined by the preponderance
of the second of the two counter elements of
meaning ; we have now to regard it in its sub-
sequent change of sense as determined by the
first.

The cause of this change I trace to the more
modern Schoolmen, in the distinction they
took of conceptus (as also of Motto and intentio)

into formalis and objectivus,—a distinction both
in itself and in its nomenclature, inconsistent
and untenable.—A formal concept or notion
they defined—'the immediate and actual re-

presentation of the thing thought;' an objec-

tive concept or notion they defined—' the thing
itself which is represented or thought.'—Now,
In the first place, the second of tnesc, is, either
not a concept or notion at all, or it is indis.

tinguishable from the first. (A similar ab-
surdity is committed by Locke in his employ,
ment of Idea for its object—the reality re-

presented by it—the Jdeatum.)—In the second
place, the terms formal and objective are here
used in senses precisely opposite to what they
were when the same philosophers spoke of the
esse formate and esse objectivum of a notion.

This distinction and the terms in which it

was expressed came however to be universally
admitted. Hence, though proceeding from an
error, I would account, in part, but in part
only, for the general commutation latterly ef-

fected in the application of the term objective.

This change began, I am inclined to think,
about the middle of the seventeenth century

—

and in the German schools. Thus Calovius

—

'Quicquid objective fundamentalitcr in natura
cxistit,' Ac, (Scripta Philosophica, 1661, p.

72.) In the same seine it is used by Leibnitz;
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theory supposes toothings numerically dif-

ferent: 1°, the object represented,—2°,

the representing and cognisant mind :

—

the latter, three;— L°, the object repre-

«*. g. N. Essais, p. 187 ; and subsequently to

him by the Leibnitio Wolfians and other Ger-

man philosophers in general. This application

of the term, it is therefore seen, became pre-

valent among his countrymen long before the

time of Kant; in the 'Logica' of whose mas-

ter Knutzen, I may notice, objective, and sub-

jective, in their modern meaning are employed
in almost every page. The English philo-

sophers, at the commencement of the last cen-

tury, are found sometimes using the term
objective in the old sense,—as Berkeley in his

' siris,' § 292; sometimes in the new,—as

N orris in his ' Reason and Faith,' (ch. 1.) and
Olrlfield in his ' Essay towards the improve-
ment of Reason,' (Part ii. c. 19,) who both like-

wise oppose it to subjective, taken also in its

present acceptation.

But the cause, why the general terms subject

and subjective, object and objective, came, in phi-

losophy, to be simply applied to a certain

special distinction; and why, in that distinc-

tion, they came to be opposed as contraries

—

this is not to be traced alone to the inconsis-

tencies which I have noticed ; for that incon-

sistency itself must be accounted for. It lies

deeper. It is to be found in the constituent

elements of all knowledge itself; and the no-

menclature in question is only an elliptical

abbreviation, and restricted application of the

scholastic expressions by which these ele-

ments have for many ages been expressed.

All knowledge is a relation—a relation be-

tween that which knows, (in scholastic lan-

guage, the subject in which knowledge inheres),

and that which is known, (in scholastic lan-

guage, the object about which knowledge is con-

versant); and the contents of every act of

knowledge are made up of elements, and re-

gulated by laws, proceeding partly from its

object and partly from its subject. Now phi-

losophy proper is principally and primarily

the science of knowledge; its first and most im-
portant problem being to determine

—

What
can we know ?—that is, what are the conditions

\

of our knowing, whether these lie in the na-

ture of the object, or in the nature of the sub-

ject, of knowledge ?

But Philosophy being the Science ofKnowledge;

and the science of knowledge supposing, in its

most fundamental and thorough going analysis,

the distinction of the subject and object of know-
ledge ; it is evident, that to philosophy the sub-

ject of knoicledge would be, by pre-eminence,
The Subject, and the object of knowledge by pre-

eminence, The Object. It was therefore natural

that the object and the objective, the sub.

ject and the subjective should be employed
by philosophers as simple terms, compen-
diously to denote the grand discrimina
tion, about which philosophy was constantly

employed, and which no others could be found
so precisely and promptly to express In fact,

had it not been for the special meaning given
to objective in the Schools, their emplojmcnt in

sented,—2°, the object representing,—3°,

the cognisant mind. Compared merely

with each other, the former, as simpler,

may, by contrast to the latter, be consi.

this their natural relation would probably have
been of a much earlier date ; not however that

they are void of ambiguity, and have not been
often abusively employed. This arises from
the following circumstance :—The subject of

knowledge is exclusively the Ego or con-

scious mind. Subject and subjective, considered

in themselves, are therefore little liable to

equivocation. But, on the other hand, the

object of knowledge is not necessarily a phae-

nomenon of the Non-Ego; for the phaenomena
of the Ego itself constitute as veritable, though
not so various and prominent, objects of cog-

nition, as the phsenomena of the Non-Ego.
Subjective and objective do not, therefore,

thoroughly and adequately discriminate that

which belongs to mind, and that which belongs to

matter; they do not even competently distin-

guish what is dependent, from what is inde-

pendent, on the conditions of the mental self But

in these significations they are and must be

frequently employed. Without therefore dis-

carding this nomenclature, which, as far as it

goes, expresses, in general, a distinction of

the highest importance, in the most apposite

terms ; these terms may by qualification easily

be rendered adequate to those subordinate

discriminations, which it is often requisite to

signalise, but which they cannot simply and of

themselves denote.

Subject and subjective, without any qualifying

attribute, I would therefore employ, as has hi -

therto been done, to mark out what inheres in,

pertains to, or depends on, the knowing mind
whether of man in general, or of this or that

individual man in particular; and this in con-

trast to object and objective, as expressing what
does not so inhere, pertain, and depend, 'lhus,

for example, an art or science is said to be ob-

jective, when considered simply as a system of

speculative truths or practical rules, but with-

out respect of any actual possessor ; subjective

when considered as a habit of knowledge or a

dexterity, inherent in the mind, either vaguely

of any. or precisely of this or that, possessor.

But, as has been stated, an object of know-
ledge may be a mode of mind, or it may be

something different from mind; and it is ire.

quently of importance to indicate precisely un-

der which of these classes that object comes.

In this case by an internal developement of the

nomenclature itself, we might employ, on the

former alternative, the term subject-object ; on

the latter, the term object-object.

But the subject-object may be either a mode
of mind, of wiiich we are conscious as absolute

and for itself alone,—as, for example, a pain or

pleasure; or a mode of mind, of which we are

conscious, as relative to, and representative of,

something else,—as, for instance, the imagina-

tion of something past or possible. Of these

we might distinguish, when necessary, the one,

as the absoluteov the real subject-object, the other,

as the relative or the ideal or the representative

suljcct-objcct.
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dered, but still inaccurately, as an imme-
diate cognition.* The latter of these as

limited in its application to certain facul-

ties, and now in fact wholly exploded, may
be thrown out of account.

8.

—

External Perception or Perception

simply, is the faculty presentative or intui-

tive of the phaenomena of the Non-Ego or

Matter—if there be any intuitive appre-

hension allowed of the Non-Ego at all.

Internal Perception or Self- Consciousness

is the faculty presentative or intuitive of

the phaenomena of the Ego or Mind.
9.

—

Imagination or Phantasy, in its most
extensive meaning, is the faculty represen-

tative of the phaenomena both of the ex-

ternal and internal worlds.

10.—A representation considered as an

object is logically, not really, different from

a representation considered as an act.

Here object and act are merely the same
indivisible mode of mind viewed in two
different relations. Considered by refer-

ence to a (mediate) object represented, it

is a representative object ; considered by

reference to the mind representing and

contemplating the representation, it is a »

representative act. A representative ob-

ject being viewed as posterior in the order

of nature, but not of time, to the repre-

sentative ac- t
is viewed as a product ; and

the representative act being viewed as prior

in the order of nature, though not of time,

to the representative object, is viewed as a

producing process, (v. I. P. 305 a.) The
same may be said of Image and Imagina-

tion. (Prop. 21, and p. 813, a b, and note.)

11.—A thing to be known in itself must

be known as actually existing (Pr. 1.) and

it cannot be known as actually existing

unless it be known as existing in its When
and its Where. But the When and Where
of an object are immediately cognisable by

the subject, only if the When be now (i. e.

at the same moment with the cognitive act,)

and the Where be here, (i. e. within the

sphere of the cognitive faculty) ; therefore

n presentative or intuitive knowledge is

only competent of an object present to the

mind, both in time and in space.

12.— E converso—whatever is known,

but not as actually existing now and here,

is known not in itself, as the presentative

Finally it may be required to mark whether

the object-object and the subject-object be inline-

diatcly known as present, or only as represent-

ed. In this case we must resort, on the former

alternative to the epithet presentative or intui-

tive; on the latter, to those of represented, medi-

ate, remote, primary, principal, &.C.

* This observation has reference to Reid.

8re sequel of this note. § ii., and noto C. § U.

A, 4.

object of an intuitive, but only as the re-

mote object of a representative, cogni-
tion.

13.—A representative object, considered

irrespectively of what it represents, and
simply as a mode of the conscious subject,

is an intuitive or presentative object. For
it is known in itself, as a mental mode, ac-
tually existing now and here.*

• Propositions 10-13 may illustrate a pas-

sage in Aristotle's treatise on Memory and
Iteminiscence (c. 1), which has been often

curiously misunderstood by his expositors;

and as it, in return, serves to illustrate the

doctrine here stated, I translate it :

—

' Of what part of the soul memory is a func-

tion, is manifest ;—of that, to wit, of which
imagination or phantasy is a function. [And
imagination had been already shown to be a

function of the common sense.]

'And here a doubt maybe started—Whether
the affection [or mental modification] being

present, the reality absent, that which is not

present can be remembered [or, in general,

known.] For it is manifest that we must
conceive the affection, determined in the soul

or its proximate bodily organ, through sense,

to be, as it were, a sort of portrait, of which we
say that memory is the habit [or retention].

For the movement excited [to employ the

simile of Plato] stamps, as it were, a kind of

impression of the total process of perception^

[on the soul or its organ], after the manner of

one who applies a signet to wax. . . .

' But if such be the circumstances of memory,
—Is remembrance [a cognition] of this af

fection, or of that fi om which it is produced ?

For if, of the latter, avc can have no remembrance
[or cognition] of things absent* if of the for-

mer, how, as percipient [or conscious] of this

[present affection], can we have a remem-
brance [or cognition] of that of which we are

not percipient [or conscious] — the absent

[reality] 1—Again 1—supposing there to be a

resembling something, such as an impression

or picture, in the mind ; the perception [or

consciousness] of this—Why should it be the

remembrance [or cognition] of another thing,

and not of this something itself?—for in the

act of remembrance we contemplate this men-
tal affection, and of this [alone] are we per-

cipient [or conscious]. In these circumstances,

how is a remembrance [or cognition] possible

of what is not present ? For if so, it would
seem that what is net present might, in like

manner, be seen and heard.
4 Or is this possible, and what actually

occurs ? And thus :—As in a portrait tne

thing painted is an animal and a represen-

tation Uixiiv) [of an animal], one and the

f AirM/tuTes :— this comprehends both the

objective presentation

—

alcrffnrov, and the sub-

jective energy— a\o6r.eii.

| I read It< tl rt. Thcmistius has $«•
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14.— Consciousness is a knowledge solely

of what is now and here present to the

mind. It is therefore only intuitive, and
its objects exclusively presentative. Again,
Consciousness is a knowledge of all that

is now and here present to the mind : every
immediate object of cognition is thus an
object of consciousness, and every intuitive

cognition itself, simply a special form of

consciousness. See Note H.
15.— Consciousness comprehends every

cognitive act; in other words, whatever we
are not conscious of, that we do not know.
But consciousness is an immediate cogni-

tion. Therefore all our mediate cognitions

are contained in our immediate.
16.—The actual modifications—the pre-

sent acts and affections of the Ego, are ob-

jects of immediate cognition, as themselves

objects of consciousness. (Pr. 14.) The
past and possible modifications of the Ego
are objects of mediate cognition, as repre-

sented to consciousness in a present or ac-

tual modification.

17.—The Primary Qualities'* of matter
or body, now and here, that is in proximate
relation to our organs, are objects of im-

mediate cognition to the Natural Realists,!

of mediate, to the Cosmothetic Idealists :f
the former, on the testimony of conscious-

ness, asserting to mind the capability of

intuitively perceiving what is not itself;

same being, at once, both
; (for, though in

reality both are not the same, in thought we
can view the painting, either [absolutely] as

animal, or [relatively] as representation [of

an animal] ) : in like manner, the phantasm in

us, we must consider, both absolutely, as a phe-
nomenon {hdi^nfia.) in itself, and relatively, as

a phantasm [or representation] of something
different from itself. Considered absolutely,
it is a [mere] phenomenon or [irrespective]
phantasm ; considered relatively, it is a repre-
sentation or recollective image. So that when
a movement [or mental modification] is in

present act ;—if the soul perceive [or appre-
hend] it as absolute and for itself, a kind of

[irrespective] concept or phantasm seems the
result; whereas, if as relative to what is diffe-

rent from itself, it views it (as in the picture)
for a representation, and a representation of
Coriscus, even although Coriscus has not him-
self been seen. And here we are differently

affected in this mode of viewing [the move-
ment, as painted representation,] from what
we are when viewing it, as painted animal

;

the mental phenomenon, in the one case, is, so
to say, a mere [irrelative] concept ; while in the
other, whatisremembercdis here [in the mind,]
as there [in the picture,] a representation.'

* On the distinction of the Primary and Se-
condary Qualities of Matter—its history and
completion, see Note D.

•f
On these designations, see above, Note A.

| L pp. 74G» 747 and below, Note C. § i.

the latter denying this capability, but as-
serting to the mind the power of repre-
senting, and truly representing, what it

does not know—To the Absolute Ideal-
ists! matter has no existence as an object
of cognition, either immediate or mediate.

18.—The Secondary Qualities''' of body
now and here, as only present affections of
the conscious subject, determined by an un-
known external cause, are, on every theory,
now allowed to be objects of immediate
cognition. (Pr. 16.)

19.—As not now present in time, an im-
mediate knowledge of the past is impos-
sible. The past is only mediately cog-
nisable in and through a present modifica-
tion relative to, and representative of, it,

as having been. To speak of an imme-
diate knowledge of the past involves a
contradiction in adjecto. For to know
the past immediately, it must be known in

itself;—and to be known in itself it must
be known as now existing. But the past
is just a negation of the now existent : its

very notion therefore excludes the possi-

bility of its being immediately known.

—

So much for Memory, or Recollective
Imagination.

20.—In like manner, supposing that a
knowledge of the future were competent,
this can only be conceived possible, in and
through a now present representation

;

that is, only as a mediate cognition. For
as not yet existent the future cannot be
known in itself, or as actually existent.
As not here present, an immediate know-
ledge of an object distant in space is like-

wise impossible.* For, as beyond the
sphere of our organs and faculties, it can-
not be known by them in itself; it can
only therefore, if known at all, be known
through something different from itself,

that is mediately, in a reproductive or a
constructive act of imagination.

21.—A possible object—an ens rationis
—is a mere fabrication of the mind kself

;

it exists only ideally in and through an
act of imagination, and has only a logi-

cal existence, apart from that act with
which it is really identical. (Pr. 10, and
p 813 a b, with note.) It is therefore an in-

tuitive object in itself: but in so far, as
not involving a contradiction, it is con-
ceived as prefiguring something which
may possibly exist some-where and some-
when,—this something, too, being con-
structed out of elements which had been

* On the assertions of Reid, Stewart, <fcc,

that the mind is immediately percipient of dis-

tant objects, sec § ii. of this Note, and Note C
§ ii-
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previously given in Presentation—it is Re-
presentative. See Note C. § i.

Compared together, these two cogni-

tions afford the following similarities and
differences.

A. Compared by reference to their

simplicity or complexity, as Acts.

22.—Though both as really considered,

(re, non ratione), are equally one and in-

divisible; still as logically considered, (ra-

tione, non re,) an Intuitive cognition is

rimpU, being merely intuitive ; a Repre-
sentative, complex, as both representative

and intuitive of the representation.

B. Compared by reference to the num-
ber of their Objects.

23—In a Presentative knowledge there

can only be a single object, and the term
object is here therefore univocal.— In a

Representative knowledge two different

things are viewed as objects, and the term
object, therefore, becomes equivocal ; the

secondary object within, being numeri-
cally different from the primary object

without, the sphere of consciousness, which
it represents.

C. Compared by reference to the rela-

tivity of their Objects, known in conscious-

ness.

24.—In a presentative cognition, the
object known in consciousness, being re-

lative only to the conscious subject, may,
by contrast, be considered as absolute or

irrespective. In a representative cogni-

tion, the object known in consciousness,

being, besides the necessary reference to

the subject, relative to, as vicarious of, an
object unknown to consciousness, must, in

every point of view, be viewed as relative

or respective. Thus, it is on all hands ad-
mitted, that in Self- consciousness the ob-

ject is subjective and absolute; and, that

in Imagination, under every form, it is

subjective and relative. In regard to ex-
ternal Perception, opinions differ. For,
on the doctrine of the Natural Realists, it

is objective and absolute; on the doctrine

of the Absolute Idealists, subjective and
absolute ; on the doctrine of the Cosmo-
thetic Idealists, subjective and relative.

See Note C. § i.

D. Compared by reference to the cha-
racter of the existential Judgments they in-

volve.

25—The judgment involved in an In-
tuitive apprehension is assertory; for the
fact of the intuition being dependent on
the fact of the present existence of the ob-
ject, the existence of the object is uncon-
ditionally enounced as actual.—The judg-
ment involved in a Representative appre-

hension is problematic; for here the fact

of the representation not being dependent
on the present existence of the object re-

presented, the existence of that object can
be only modally affirmed as possible.

E. Compared by reference to their

character as Cognitions.

26.—Representative knowledge is ad-
mitted on all hands to be exclusively sub-

jective or ideal ; for its proximate object is,

on every theory, in or of the mind, while
its remote object, in itself, and, except in

and through the proximate object, is un-
known.—Presentative knowledge is, on the
doctrine of the Natural Realists, partly
subj' ctive and ideal, partly objective and
real; inasmuch as its sole object may be a
phaenomenon either of self or of not-self

:

while, on the doctrine of the Idealists

(whether Absolute or Cosmothetic) it is

alw'djs subjective or ideal ; consciousness,

on their hypothesis, being cognisant only
of mind and its contents.

F. Compared in respect of their Self-

sufficiency or Dependence.
27.—a.—In one respect, Representative

knowledge is not self-sufficient, in as much
as every representative cognition of an
object supposes a previous presentative ap-

prehension of that same object. This is

even true of the representation of an
imaginary or merely possible object ; for

though the object, of which we are con-
scious in such an act, be a mere figment
of the phantasy, and, as a now represented
whole, was never previously presented to

our observation; still that whole is no-

thing but an assemblage of parts, of which,
;

* different combinations, we have had an
intuitive cognition.—Presentative know-
ledge, on the contrary, is, in this respect,

self-sufficient, being wholly independent on
Representative for its objects.

28.—b.—Representative knowledge, in

another respect, is not self-sufficient. For
in as much as all representation is only the
repetition, simple or modified, of what Mas
once intuitively apprehended ; Representa-
tive is dependent on Presentative know-
ledge, as (with the mind) the concause
and condition of its possibility.— Presen-
tative knowledge, on the contrary, is in

this respect independent of Representative;
for with our intuitive cognitions, com-
mences all our knowledge.

29.—c.—In a third respect Representa-
tive knowledge is not sef-sufficient ; for it

is only deserving of the name of know-
ledge in so far as it is conformable with
the intuitions which it represents.—Pre-
sentative knowledge, on the contrary, is,

in this respect, all-sufficunt; for in thu
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last resort it is the sole vehicle, the exclu-

sive criterion and guarantee of truth.

30.—d.—In afourth respect, Represen-

tative knowledge is not self-sufficient,

being wholly dependent upon Intuitive;

for the object represented is only known
through an intuition of the subject repre-

senting. Representative knowledge al-

ways, therefore, involves presentative, as

its condition.— Intuitive knowledge, on

the contrary, is, in this respect, all-suffi-

cient, being wholly independent of repre-

sentative, which it, consequently, excludes.

Thus in different points of view Repre-

sentative knowledge contains and is con-

taiied in, Presentative, (Pr. 15.)

G.—Compared in reference to their

intrinsic Completeness and Perfection.

31.—a. —In one respect Intuitive know-
ledge is complete and perfect, as irrespec-

tive of aught beyond the sphere of con-

sciousness; while Representative know-
ledge is incomplete and imperfect, as re-

lative to what transcends that sphere.

32.— b.—In another respect, Intuitive

knowledge is complete and perfect, as

affording the highest certainty of the

highest determination of existence—the

Actual—the Here and Now existent ;—Re-
presentative, incompl te and imperfect, as

affording only an inferior assurance of

certain inferior determinations of exist-

ence—the Past, the Future, the Possible

—the not Here and not Now existent.

33.—c.—In a third respect, Intuitive

knowledge is complete and perfect, its

object known being at once real, and

known as real ;—Representative know-
ledge, incomplete and imperfect, its known
object being unreal, its real object un-

known.

The precise distinction between Pre-

sentative and Representative knowledge,

and the different meanings of the term
Object,—the want of which has involved

our modern philosophy in great confusion,

— I had long ago evolved from my own
reflection, and before I was aware that a

parallel distinction had been taken by the

Schoolmen, under the name Intuitive and
Abstract knowledge (cognitio Intuitiva et

Abstractiva, or Visionis et Simplicis In-

telligentiae.) Of these, the former they
defined

—

the knowledge of a thing present

as it is present, (cognitio rei praesentis,

ut praesens est) ; the latter

—

the know-
ledge of a thing not as it is present, (cog-

nitio rei non ut praesens est.) This
distinction remounts, among the Latin

Schoolmen, to at least the middle of the

eleventh century ; for 1 find that both St

Anselm and Hugo a Sancto Victore no-

tice it. It was certainly not borrowed from

the Arabians ; for Averroes, at the end

of the following century, seems unaware
of it. In fact, it bears upon its front the

indication of a Christian origin ; for, as

Scotus and Ariminensis notice, the term
Intuitive was probably suggested by St

Paul's expression, 'facie adfaciem,' as the

Vulgate has it, (1 Corinth, xiii. 12.) For
intuitive, in this sense, the lower Greeks

sometimes employed the terms g-z-oor-

rixog, and uvroTrrtKog—a sense unknown
to the Lexicographers;—but they do not

appear to have taken the counter distinc-

tion. The term abstract or abstractive

was less fortunately chosen than its cor-

relative; for besides the signification in

question, as opposed to intuitive, in which

case we look away from the existence of

a concrete object ; it was likewise em-
ployed in opposition to concrete, and,

though improperly, as a synonyme of uni-

versal, in which case we look away from
each and every individual subject of inhe-

sion. As this last is the meaning in which
abstract as it was originally, is now ex-

clusively, employed, and as representative

is, otherwise, a far preferable expres-

sion, it would manifestly be worse than

idle to attempt its resuscitation in the

former sense.

The propriety and importance of the dis-

tinction is unquestionable; but the School-

men—at least the great majority who held

the doctrine of intentional species—wholly

spoiled it in application; by calling the

representative perception they allowed of

external things, by the name of an in-

tuitive cognition, to say nothing of the

idle thesis which many of them defended

—that by a miracle we could have an

intuitive apprehension of a distant, nay
even of a non-existent, object. This error,

I may notice, is the corollary of anothei

of which I am soon to speak—the holding

that external things, though known only

through species, are immediately known
in themselves, (see p. . )

§ II.— The errors of Reid and other phi-

losophers, in reference to the distinction

of Presentative or Immediate and Re-
presentative or Mediate knowledge, and

of Object Proximate and Remote.

The preceding distinction is one which,

for the Natural Realist, it is necessary to

establish, in order to discriminate his own
peculiar doctrine of perception from those

of the Idealists, Cosmothetic and Abso-

j

lute, in their various modifications. This,

however, Reid unfortunately did not do

;
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and the consequence has been the follow-

ing imperfections, inaccuracies, and errors.

A. In the first place he has, at least

in words, abolished the distinction of pre-

tentative and representative cognition.

1°, He asserts, in general, that every
object of thought must be an immediate
object, (I. P. 427 b.)

2°, He affirms, in particular, not only
of the faculties whose objects are, but
of those whose objects are not, actually

present to the mind,— that they are
all and each of them immediate know-
ledges. Thus he frequently defines me-
mory (in the sense of recollective ima-
gination) 4 an immediate knowledge of
things past,' (I. P. 339 a, 351 b, 357 a)

;

he speaks of an immediate knowledge of
things future, (I. P. 340 b) ; and main-
tains that the immediate object in our
conception (imagination) of a distant

reality is that reality itself (I. P. 374 b.)

See above, Propp. 10, 11, 12, 19, 20, 21.

Now the cause why Reid not only did

not establish, but even thought to abolish,

the distinction of mediate cognition with
its objects proximate and remote was, 1£*
his error, which we are elsewhere to con-
sider, (Note C. § ii.,) in supposing that

philosophers in the proximate object of
knowledge, had in view, always, a tertium
quid different both from the reality repre-
sented and the conscious mind (Inq. 106 a,

1. P. 226 b, 3C9 ab) ; and 2°, his failing to

observe that the rejection of this complex
hypothesis of non-egoistical representa-
tion, by no means involved either the sub-

version of representative knowledge in

general, or the establishment of presenta-
tive perception in particular. ( See Prop. 7,

and Note C. § i.)

But Reid's doctrine in this respect is

perhaps imperfectly developed, rather than
deliberately wrong; and I am confident
that had it been proposed to him, he would
at once have acquiesced in the distinction

of presentative and representative know-
ledge, above stated, not only as true in it-

self, but as necessary to lay a solid foun-
dation for a theory of intuitive perception,
in conformity with the common sense of
mankind.

B. In the second place, Reid maintains
that in our cognitions there must be an ob-
ject (real or imaginary) distinctfrom the

operation of the mind conversant about it ;

for the act is one thing and the object of
the act another. (I. P. 292 b, 305 a, also

298 b, 373 a, 374 b.)

This is erroneous—at least it is errone-
ously expressed. Take an imaginary ob-
ject, and Reid's own instance— a centaur.

Here he says, ' The sole object of concep-
tion (imagination) is an animal which I

believe never existed.' It • never existed
;'

that is never really, never in nature, never
externally, existed. But it is 'an object
of imagination.' It is not therefore a
mere non-existence ; for if it had no kind
of existence, it could not possibly be the
positive object of any kind of thought.
For were it an absolute nothing, it could
have no qualities (non-entis nulla sunt at-

tributa) ; but the object we are conscious

of, as a Centaur, has qualities,—qualities

which constitute it a determinate some-
thing, and distinguish it from every other
entity whatsoever. We must, therefore,

per force, allow it some sort of imaginary,
ideal, representative, or (in the older
meaning of the term) objective, existence
in the mind. Now this existence can only
be one or other of two sorts ; for such
object in the mind, either is, or is not, a
mode of mind. Of these alternatives the
latter cannot be supposed; for this would
be an affirmation of the crudest kind of
non-egoistical representation—the very
hypothesis against which Reid so strenu-

ously contends. The former alternative

remains—that it is a mode of the imagin-
ing mind ;—that it is in fact the plastic

act of imagination considered as represent-
ing to itself a certain possible form—

a

Centaur. But then Reid's assertion—that

there is always an object distinct from the
operation of the mind conversant about it,

the act being one thing, the object of the
act another—must be surrendered. For
the object and the act are here only one
and the same thing in two several relations.

(Prop. 21.) Reid's error consists in mis-
taking a logical for a metaphysical diffe-

rence—a distinction of relation for a dis-

tinction of entity. Or is the error only

from the vagueness and ambiguity of ex-
pression ?

*

• In what manner many of the acutest of

the later Schoolmen puzzled themselves like-

wise, with this, apparently, very simple mat-
ter, maybe seen in their discussions touch,
ing the nature of Entia Rationis. I may men-
tion in general Fonseca, Suarez, Mendoza,
Ruvius, Murcia, Oviedo, Arriaga, Carleton, &c,
on the one hand; and Biel, Mirandulanus,
Jandunus, Valesius, Erice, &c, on the other.

I may here insert, though only at present, for

the latter paragraph in which Reid's difficulty

is solved, the following passage from Biel. It

contains important observations to which I

must subsequently refer :

—

' Ad secundum de figmentis dicitur, quod
(Intelligendo illam similitudinem quam anima
fingit, i.e. abstrahit a rebus) sic figmenta sunt
actus intelligendi, qui habent esse verum et

subjectivum (v. p. 807 a b, note ) in anima.
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C. In the third place, to this head we
may refer Reid's inaccuracy in regard to

the precise object ofperception. This ob-

ject is not, as he seems frequently to assert,

any distant reality; (Inq. 104 b, 158 b,

159 a b, 160 a, 186 b._ I. P. 299 a, 302
a, 303 a, 304 a, et alibi) ; for we are per-

cipient of nothing but what is in proxi-

mate contact, in immediate relation, with
our organs of sense. Distant realities we
reach, not by perception, but by a subse-

quent process of inference founded there-

on : and so far, as he somewhere says,

(I. P. 284 b,) from all men who look

upon the sun perceiving the same object,

in reality, every individual, in this instance,

perceives a different object, nay, a diffe-

rent object in each several eye.' The
doctrine of Natural Realism requires no
such untenable assumption for its basis.

It is sufficient to establish the simple fact,

that we are competent, as consciousness

assures us, immediately to apprehend
through sense the non-ego in certain

limited relations ; and it is of no conse-

quence whatever, either to our certainty

of the reality of a material world, or to

our ultimate knowledge of its properties,

whether by this primary apprehension we
lay hold, in the first instance, on a larger

or a lesser portion of its contents.

Mr Stewart also (Elem. vol. i. ch. i.

sect. 2, p. 79 sq. 6 ed.), in arguing against

the counter doctrine in one of its acci-

dental forms, maintains, in general, that

we may be percipient of distant objects.

Sunt enim qualitates animae inhaerentes ; et

hi actus sunt naturales similitudines rerum a
quibus formantur, quae sunt objecta eorum;
nee oportet ponere aliquod objectum medium
inter cognitionem intellectivam actus, et reale

ejus objectum.
' Dicuntur autem hujusmodi actus figmenta,

quia tales sunt in reprcesentando rem, quales

sunt res reprsesentatae. Non autem talia in

existendo, i.e. in qualitatibus realibus; quia
sunt qualitates spirituales, objecta vero ire-

quenter res materiales ; sunt autem naturaliter

similes in reprcesentando, quia reprsesentant res

distincte cum suis habitudinibus sicut sunt
realiter ; non autem sunt similes in essendo, i.e.

quod actus [actu] haberent esse reale ejusdem
Bpeciei cum suis objectis.

' Quod additur de Chimaera
; patet quod ali-

ter chimaera dicitur figmenturn, et aliter cog-
nitio rei possibilis. Verum conceptus chi-

maerae, id est actus cognoscendi correspon-

dent huic voci ' chimaerae,' est vera qualitas in

inente ; tamen illud quod significat nihil est.'

In i. Sent. Dist. ii. Qu. 8.

The author of the preceding passage, it must
be remembered, allowed no intentional species,

that is, no representative entities different from
the operations of the mind itself.

But his observations do not contemplate,
therefore do not meet, the cardinal ques-
tions;—Is perception a presentative cog-
nition of the non-ego, or only a represen-
tative cognition of it, in and through tho
ego ? — and if the former,—Can we ap-
prehend a thing immediately and not
know it in itself ?—Can we apprehend it

as actually existing ?—and, Can we ap-
prehend it as actually existing, and not
apprehend it in the When and Where of
its existence, that is, only as present ?

A misapprehension analogous to that of
Reid and Stewart, and of a still more ob-
trusive character, was made by a majority
of those Schoolmen who, as non-egoistical

representat ionists, maintained the hypothe-
sis of intentional species, as media of sen-

sitive perception, imagination, &c. They,
in general, held, that the species is not

itself perceived, but the reality through the K
species;—and on the following as the
principal grounds:—The present objects

we perceive by sense, or the absent ob-
jects we imagine, are extended, figured,

coloured, &c. ; but the species are not

themselves extended, figured, coloured,

&c, they are only representative of these

qualities in external objects; the species

are not, therefore, themselves objects of

knowledge, or, as they otherwise ex-
pressed it, do not themselves terminate
the cognition.* See, instar omnium, De
Raconis, Physica, Disp. iii. de An. Sens.

App. sect. ii. qu. 4. art 3.—Irenaeus, De
Anima, c. 2. sect. 3. § 3.

The error of this doctrine did not,

however, escape the observation of the

acuter even of* those who supported the
theory of intentional species. It is ex-
posed by Scaliger the father; and his ex-

position is advanced as a ' very subtle

'

speculation. Addressing Cardan, whose
work ' De Subtilitate ' he is controverting,

he says :

—

' Cum tarn praeclare de visu sentires,

maximam omisisti subtilitatem. Doce me
prius sodes—Quid est id quod video ? Dices,
" Puerilem esse interrogationem — Hem
enim esse, quae vidoatur." At doce quaeso
nos pueros per salebras hasce Naturae
perreptantes. Si sensio est receptio ; nee
recipitur Res; demonstrabitur certissima

• This doctrine his recent and very ablo

biographer (M. Huet) finds maintained by the
great Henry of Ghent, and he adduces it as

both an original opinion of the Doctor Solen-

nis, and an anticipation of one of the truths
established by the Scottish school. There
was, however, nothing new in the opinion; and
if an anticipation, it was only the anticipation

of an error. I&chcrchcs, <fcc, pp. 130, lit).
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demonstratione sic;

—

ergo non sentitur

lies. Aiunt—" Rem vidcri per Speciem."
Intelligo ; et concludo :

—

Species ergo sen-

titur. Rem ipsam haud percipit sensus.

Species ipsa non est ea res, cujus est

species. Isti vero ausi sunt ita dicere ;

—

u Non videri speciem, sed Rem per Spe-
ciem. Speciem vero esse videndi ratio-

nem.'' Audio verba; rem haud intelli-

go. Non enim est species ratio videndi,

ut Lux. Quid igitur ?
—" Per speciem

(inquiunt) vides rem ; non potes autem
videre speciem, quia necesse esset ut, per

speciem, videres." Quae sententia est om-
nium absurdissima. Dico enim jam ;

—

Rem
non videri, sed Speciem. Sensus ergo
recipit speciem

;
quam rei similem judicat

Intellectus, atque sic rem cognoscit per

reflexionem.' (De Subtilitate, Ex. ccxcviii.

§ 14.)

But in correcting one inconsistency

Scaliger here falls into another. For how
can the reflective intellect judge the species

to resemble, that is, correctly to represent,

the external reality, when, ex hypothesi,

the reality itself is unknown ; unknown in

its qualities, unknown even in its existence ?

This consideration ought to have led ' the

Master of Subtilties' to doubt concerning

the doctrine of perception by species alto-

gether.

But long before Scaliger, the error in

question had been refuted by certain of

those Schoolmen who rejected the whole

doctrine of intentional species. I was sur-

prised to find the distinction between an

immediate and a mediate object, in our

acts cognitive of things not actually pre-

sent to apprehension, advanced by Gre-

gory of Rimini, in a disputation maintained

by him against a certain ' Joannes Scotus,'

--not the Subtle Doctor, who was already

gone, but—a Scotsman, who appears to

have bee a fellow Regent with Gregory

in the University of Paris. This doctrine

did not, however, obtain the acceptation

which it merited ; and when noticed at all,

it was in general noticed only to be re-

dargued—even by his brother Nominalists.

Biel rejects the paradox, without naming

its author. But John Major, the last of

the regular Schoolmen, openly maintains

on this point, against the Authentic Doc-

tor, the thesis of his earlier countryman,

Joannes—a thesis also identical with the

doctrine of his later countryman, Reid.

'Dico (he says, writing in Paris,) quod

notitiam abstractivam quam habeo pinna-

culi Sanctae Genovefes in Scotia, in Sanc-

to Andrea, ad pinnaculum immediate ter-

minatur; verura, ob notitiae imperfec-

tionem et naturam, nescio certitudinaliter

an sit dirutum exusturave, sicut olim to-

nitruo conflagravit.'* In Sent. L. i. dist.

3. qu. 2.

I have omitted however to notice, that

the vulgar doctrine of the Schools in re-

gard to the immediate cognition of real

objects, through their species or represen-

tations, was refuted, in anticipation, by
Plotinus, who observes

—

i That if we re-

ceive the impressed forms (tvitovs) of ob-

jects perceived, it cannot be that we really

perceive the things which we are said to

perceive, but only their images or sha-

dows; so that the things existing are one
distinct order of beings, the objects per-

ceived by us, another.' (Ennead. v. L. vi.

c. 1.) His own doctrine of perception is

however equally subjective as that which
he assails; it is substantially the same with

the Cartesian and Leibnitian hypotheses.

Representationists (Note C. § i.) are

not however always so reluctant to see

and to confess, that their doctrine in-

volves a surrender of all immediate and
real knowledge of an external world.

This too is admitted by even those who,
equally with Reid, had renounced ideas

as representative entities, different, either

from the substance of mind, or from the

act of cognition itself. Arnauld frankly

acknowledges this of his own theory of

perception ; which he justly contends to be
identical with that of Descartes. (See
above, p. 296 a, n. f) Other Cartesians,

and of a doctrine equally pure, have been no
less explicit. ' Nota vero, (says Flender,
whose verbosity I somewhatabridge,) men.
tem nostram percipere vel cognoscere im-
mediate tantum seipsam suasque facultates,

per intimam sui conscientiam ; sed alias res

a se distinctas, non nisi mediate, scilicet per
ideas. . . Nota porro, quod perceptio seu

idea rei spectari dupliciter : vel in se ipsa,

prout. est modus cogitandi cujus mens est

conscia,—quo modo a mente ut causa effi-

ciente fluit ; vel relata ad objectum quod
per earn representatur, prout est cogitatio

intellectus hanc vel illam rem representans,

—quo modo forma seu essentia ideae con-
sists in representation rei, sive in eo quod
sit representamen vel imago ejus rei quam
concipimus.' (Phosph. Philos. § 5.)

• The existence of a Pinnacle of St Gene,
vieve in St Andrews is now unknown to our
Scottish Antiquaries ; and this, I may notice,

is one of a thousand curious anecdotes relative

to his country, scattered throughout Major's

writings, and upon matters to which allusions

from a Doctor of the Sorbonnc, in a Commen.
tary on the Sentences, were least to be ex-
pected.
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ON THE VARIOUS THEORIES OF EXTERNAL PERCEPTION.

§ I.

—
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§ /.—Systematic Schemes, from different

points of view, of the various theories of
the relation of External Perception to

its Object, and of the various systems of

Philosophyfounded thereon.*

Scheme I.— Table of distribution, Ge-

neral and Special.—In the perception of

the external world, the object of which

we are conscious may be considered

—

either, (I.) as absolute and total— or, (II.)

as relative and partial, i. e. vicarious or

representative of another and principal

object, beyond the sphere of conscious-

ness. Those who hold the former ofthese

doctrines may be called Presentationists

or Intuitionists ; those who hold the lat-

ter, Representationists.f Of these in their

order.

I.—The Presentationists or Intuitionists

constitute the object, of which we are

tonscious in perception, into a sole, abso-

• Compare the more comprehensive evolu-

tion of Philosophical Systems from the total

fact of Consciousness in Perception, given

above, p. 746 a, sq. An acquaintance with

that distribution is here supposed.

f On the terms Intuition and Representation,

and on the distinction of immediate and mediate,

of ideal and real, object, see Note B. § i.

lute, or total, object ; in other words, re-

duce perception to an act of immediate
or intuitive cognition : and this—either

(A) by abolishing any immediate, ideal,

subjective object, representing ;—or, ( B)
by abolishing any mediate, real, objective

object, represented.

A.—The former of these, viewing the

one total object of perceptive conscious-

ness as real, as existing, and therefore,

in this case, as material, extended, external,

are Realists, and may distinctively be called

Intuitional or Presentative Realists, and
Real Presentationists or Intuitionists ; while,

as founding their doctrine on the datum
of the natural consciousness, or common
sense, of mankind, they deserve the names
of Natural Realists or Natural Dualists.

Of this scheme there are no subordinate

varieties ; except in so far as a difference

of opinion may arise, in regard to—what
qualities are to be referred to the object

perceived, or non-ego,—what qualities to

the percipient subject, or ego. Presenta-

tive Realism is thus divided (i.) into a

philosophical or developed form—that, to

wit, in which the Primary Qualities of

body, the Common Sensibles, (see Note
D.) constitute the objective object of

perception ; and (ii.) into a vulgar or un-

developed form—that, to wit, in which
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not only the primary qualities, (as Exten-

sion and Figure,) but also the secondary,

(as Colour, Savour, &c.,) are, as known
to us, regarded equally to appertain to the

non-ego.

B.— The latter of these, viewing the

object of consciousness in perception as

ideal, (as a phenomenon in or of mind,)

are Idealists ; and as denying that this

ideal object has any external prototype,

they may be styled Absolute Idealists, or

Idealist Unitarians.—They are to be

again divided into two subaltern classes,

as the Idea— (i.) is,—or (ii.) is not, con-

sidered a modification of the percipient

mind.

i.—If the Idea be regarded as a mode
of the human mind itself, we have a

scheme of Egoistical Idealism : and this

again admits of a twofold distinction, ac-

cording as the idea is viewed— (a) as

having no existence out of the momen-
tary act of presentative consciousness,

with which it is, in fact, identical ;—or (b)

as having an (unknown) existence, inde-

pendent of the present act of conscious-

ness by which it is called up, contemplated,

but not created. Finally, as in each of

these the mind may be determined to

present the object either— (1.) by its own
natural laws,—or (2.) by supernatural

agencies, each may be subdivided into a

Natural and Supernatural variety.

ii.— If, on the other hand, the Idea be

viewed not as a mode of the human mind,

there is given the scheme of Non-Egois-

tical Idealism, which, in all its forms, is

necessarily hyperphysical. It admits, in

the first place, of a twofold distinction,

according as the ideal object is supposed

—

(a) to be,—or (b) not to be, in the per-

ceiving mind itself.

a.—Of these the former may again be

subdivided according as the ideas are sup-

posed— (1.) to be connate with the mind
and existent in it out of consciousness

;

.—or (2.) infused into it at the moment
of consciousness,— ( ot ) immediately by

God,— (€) by some lower supernatural

agency.

b.—The latter supposes that the human
mind is conscious of the idea, in some
higher intelligence, to which it is inti-

mately present ; and this higher mind
may either be— (1.) that of the deity, or

— (2) that of some inferior supernatural

existence.

All these modifications of Non-Egoisti-

cal Idealism admit, however, in common,
of certain subordinate divisions, according

as the qualities (primary and secondary)

and the phenomena of the several senses

may be variously considered *nther as

objective and ideal or as su/.jective and
sensational.*

II.—The Repr< sentationists, as denying

to consciousness the cognisance of aught
beyond a merely subjective phenomenon,
are likewise Idealists

;
yet as positing the

reality of an external world, they must
be distinguished as Cosmothetic Idealists.

But, as affirming an external world, they

are also Realists, or Dualists. Since,

however, they do not, like the Natural

Realists, accept the existence of an exter- \/

nal world directly on the natural tes-

timony of consciousness, as something
known, but endeavour to establish its un-
known existence by a principal and sundry
subsidiary hypotheses; they must, under
that character, be discriminated as Hypo-
thetical Realists or Hypothetical Dualists.

This Hypothesis of a Representative per-

ception has been maintained under one or

other of two principal forms,—a finer and
a cruder,—according as the representa-

tion—either, (A) is,—or (B) is not, sup-
posed to be a mode of the percipient

subject itself. (And, be it observed, this

distinction, in reference to Reid's philo-

sophy, ought to be carefully borne in mind.

)

A.—If the immediate, known, or repre-

sentative, object be regarded as a modifi-

cation of the mind or self, we have one
variety of representationisra, (the simpler

• The general approximation of thorough-
going Ilealism and thorough-going Idealism
here given, may, at first sight, be startling.

On reflection, however, their radical affinity

will prove well grounded. Both build upon
the same fundamental fact—that the extended
object immediately perceived is identical with
the extended object actually existing ;—for the
truth of this fact, both can appeal to the com-
mon sense of mankind ;—and to the common
sense of mankind Berkeley did appeal not less

confidently, and perhaps more logically, than
Reid. Natural Realism and Absolute Idealism

are the only systems worthy of a philosopher

;

for, as they alone have any foundation in con-

sciousness, so they alone have any consistency

in themselves. The scheme of Hypothetical
Realism or Cosmothetic Idealism, which sup-
poses that behind the non-existent world per-

ceived, there lurks a correspondent but un-
known world existing, is not only repugnant to

our natural beliefs, but in manifold contradic
tion with itself. The scheme of Natural Real*
ism may be ultimately difficult—for, like all

other truths, it ends in the inconceivable ; but
Hypothetical Realism— in its origin—in its

development—in its result, although the fa-

vourite scheme of philosophers, is philosophi-

cally absurd. See Philosophy of Perception,
Ed. Rev. vol. lii. p. 175-181.

"

3 F
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and more refined) which may be charac-

terised as the Egoistical Representationism.

This finer form is, however, itself again

subdivided into a finer and a cruder ; ac-

cording as the subjective object— (i.) is

—

or (ii.) is not, identified with the perci-

pient act.

i—In the former case, the immediate
or ideal object is regarded, as only logi-

cally distinguished from the perceptive

act ; being simply the perceptive act itself,

considered in one of its relations,—its re-

lation, to wit (not to the subject perceiv-

ing, in which case it is properly called a

perception, but) to the mediate object, the

reality represented, and which, in and
through that representation alone, is ob-

jectified to consciousness and perceived.

ii.— In the latter case, the immediate
object is regarded, as a mode of mind,

existent out of the act of perceptive con-

sciousness, and, though contemplated in,

not really identical with, that act. This
cruder form of egoistical representationism

substantially coincides with that finer form
of the non-egoistical, which views the vi-

carious object as spiritual (II. B, i. b.)

] have therefore found it requisite to con-

sider these as identical; and accordingly

in speaking of the finer form of represen-

tation, be it observed, I exclusively have
in view the form of which I have last

spoken, (II. A, i.)

This form, in both its degrees, is divid-

ed into certain subaltern genera and
species, according as the mind is supposed

to be determined to represent by causes

—

either, (a) natural, physical,—or, (b) su-

pernatural, hyperphysical.

a Of these, the natural determination

to represent, is—either, (1.) one foreign

and external, (by the action of the mate-

rial reality on the passive mind, through

sense) ;—or (2.) one native and internal,

(a self determination of the impassive

mind, on occasion of the presentation of

the material object to sense) ;—or finally,

(3.) one partly both, (the mind being at

once acted on, and itself reacting.)

b.— The hyperphysical determination,

again, may be maintained—either to be,

(1.) immediate and special; whether this be

realized

—

{a) by the direct operation or

concourse of God (a1* in a scheme of Occa-
sional Causes)—or (£) by the influence of

inferior supernatural agencies:—or (2.)

mediate and general, (as by the predeter-

mined ordination of God, in a theory of

Pre-established Harmony.)
B.— If the representative object be

viewed as something in, but not a mere
mode of, mind ;—in other words, if it be

viewed as a tertium quid numerically dif-

ferent both from the subject knowing and
the object represented ; we have a second
form of Representationism, (the more
complex and cruder,) which may be dis-

tinguished as the Non-egoistical. This
also falls into certain inferior species : for

the ideal or vicarious object has been held
(i.) by some to be spiritual;— (ii.) by
others to be corporeal ;—while (iii.) others,

to carry hypothesis to absurdity, have re-

garded it, as neither spiritual nor corpo-
real, but of an inconceivable nature, inter-

mediate between, or different from, both.

i.

—

Spiritual. Here the vicarious ob-
ject may be supposed—either, (a) to be
some supernatural intelligence, to which
the human mind is present ; and this

—

either (1.) the divine,—or (2.) not the di-

vine:—or (b) in the human mind; and if

so—either (1.) connate and inexistent, be-
ing elicited into consciousness, on occasion

of the impression df the external object on
the sensual organ;—or, (2.) infused on
such occasions, and this—either (et) by
God,—or (€) by other supernatural intel-

ligences,—and of these different theorists

have supposed different kinds.

ii.

—

Corporeal, in the common sensory
(whether brain or heart.) This—either

(a) as a propagation from the external re-

ality—(1.) of a grosser ;—(2.) of a more
attenuated nature :—or (b) a modification

determined in the sensory itself—(1.) as a
configuration;— (2.) as a motion, (and
this last—either («) as a flow of spirits

—

or (€) as a vibration of fibres—or (y) as

both a flow and a vibration);—or (3.) as
both a configuration and a motion.

iii.— Neither spiritual nor corporeal.

This might admit, in part, of similar mo-
difications with B, i. and B, ii.

All these species of Representationism
may be, and almost all of them have been,
actually held. Under certain varying re-

strictions, however, in as much as a repre-
sentative object may be postulated in per-

ception for all, or only for some of the
senses, for all or only for some of the
qualities made known to us in the percep-
tive act. And this latter alternative

which has been most generally adopted,
again admits of various subdivisions, ac-

cording to the particular senses in which,
and the particular qualities of which, a

vicarious object is allowed.

Scheme II.— Table of General distri-

bution ; with references for details io Scheme

The object of Consciousness in Percep-
tion is a quality, mode or phaenomenon

—

either (I.) of an external reality, in imme-
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diate relation to our organs;—or (II.) not

of an external reality, but either of the

mind itself, or of something in the mind,

which internal object, let us on either al-

ternative, here call Idea.

I. The former opinion is the doctrine of

real preventative perception. (I. A.)

II. The latter is the doctrine of idaal

perception; which either

—

A— supposes that the Idea is an origi-

nal and absolute presentment, and thus

constitutes the doctrine of ideal presenta-

tive perception (I. B) ; or

B—supposes that the Idea only repre-

sents the quality of a real object ; and thus

constitutes the doctrine of ideal represen-

tative perception (II.)

Scheme III.— Merely General Table.

In relation to our perception of an ex-

ternal world, philosophers are ( I.) Realists;

(II.) Idealists.

I. The Realists are (A) Natural; (B)
Hypothetical, (= Cosmothetic Idealists.)

II. The Idealists are (A) Absolute or

Presentative ; (B) Cosmothetic or Repre-

sentative, (= Hypothetical Realists.) See
above, p. 817 b, and 747 a.

Such is a conspectus in different points

of view of all the theories touching per-

ception and its object ; and of the diffe-

rent systems of philosophy founded there-

on, which, as far as they occur to me, have
been promulgated during the progress of

philosophy. But it is at present only requi-

site for the student of philosophy to bear

in mind the more general principles and
heads of distribution. To enumerate the

individual philosophers by whom these se-

veral theories were originated or main-

tained, would require a far greater ampli-

tude of detail than can be now afforded

;

and, though of some historical interest,

this is not required for the purposes which
I am here exclusively desirous of accom-
plishing. Similar tables might be also

given of the opinions of philosophers,

touching the object of Imagination and of

Intellect. But the relation of these facul-

ties to their object does not, in like man-
ner, afford the fundamental principles of

ditference, and therefore a common start

ing point,' to the great philosophical sys-

tems; while a scheme of the hypotheses in

regard to them, would, at least in the de-

tails, be little more than an uninteresting

repetition of the foregoing distribution.

There is therefore little inducement to an-

nex such tables; were they not, in other

respects, here completely out of place. I

have only, at present, two ends in view.

Of these the primary, is to display, to dis-

criminate, and to lay down a nomenclature
of, the various theories of Perception, ac-

tual and possible. This is accomplished.

The secondary, is to determine under
which of these theories the doctrine of

Reid is to be classed. And to this inquiry

I now address myself. w»

§ II.—O ' what character, in 4he preced-

ing respect, is Reid's doctrine of Per-
ception ?

As in this part of his philosophy, in par-

ticular, Mr Stewart closely follows the

footsteps of his predecessor, and seems
even to have deemed all further speculation

on the subject superfluous ; the question

here propounded must be viewed as com-
mon to both philosophers;

Now, there are only tivo of the preced-
ing theories of perception, with one or

other of which Reid's doctrine can pos-

sibly be identified. He is a Dualist ;

—

and the only doubt is—whether he be a

Natural Realist, (I. A,) or a Hypotheti-

cal Realist, under the finer form of Ego-
istical Representationism, (II. A, i.)

The cause why Reid left the character

of his doctrine ambiguous on this the very
cardinal point of his philosophy, is to be
found in the following circumstances.

1°, That, in general, (although the

same may be said of all other philoso-

phers,) he never discriminated either spe-

culatively or historically the three theories

of Real Presentationism, of Egoistical,

and of Non-Egoistical, Representationism.
2°, That, in particular, he never clearly

distinguished the first and second of these,

as not only different, but contrasted, theo-

ries; though on one occasion (I. P. p.

297 a b) he does seem to have been ob-

scurely aware that they were not identical.

3°, That, while right in regarding phi-

losophers, in general, as Cosmothetic
Idealists, he erroneously supposed that

they were all, or nearly all, Non-Egoisti-
cal Representationists. And

—

4°, That he viewed the theory of Non-
Egoistical Representationism as that form
alone of Cosmothetic Idealism which
when carried to its legitimate issue ended
in Absolute Idealism; whereas the other

form of Cosmothetic Idealism, the theory
of Egoistical Representationism, whether
speculatively or historically considered, is,

with at least equal rigour, to be deve-
loped into the same result.

Dr Thomas Brown considers Reid to

be, like himself, a Cosmothetic Idealist,

under the finer form of egoistical repre
sentationism ; but without assigning ant
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reason for this belief, except one which,

as I have elsewhere shewn, is altogether

nugatory.* For my own part, 1 am de-

cidedly of opinion, that, as the great end

—the governing principle of Reid's doc-

trine was to reconcile philosophy with

the necessary convictions of mankind,

that he intended a doctrine of natural,

consequently a doctrine of presentative,

realism ; and that he would have at once

surrendered, as erroneous, every state-

ment which was found at variance with

such a doctrine. But that the reader

should be enabled to form his own opi-

nion on the point, which I admit not to

be without difficulty ; and that the ambi-

guities and inconsistencies of Reid, on this

the most important part of his philosophy,

should, by an articulate exposition, be de-

prived of their evil influence : I shall

now enumerate — (A) the statements,

which may, on the one hand, be adduced

to prove that his doctrine of perception is

one of mediate cognition under the form

of egoistical representationism;—and (B)
those which may, on the other hand, be

alleged to shew, that it is one of imme-
diate cognition, under the form of real

prescntationism. But as these counter

statements are only of import, in as much
as they severally imply the conditions of

mediate or of immediate cognition; it is

necessary that the reader should bear in

mind the exposition, which has been given

of these conditions, in Note B. § I.

A.

—

Statements conformable to the doc-

trine of a mediate perception, under the

form of an egoistical representation, and
inconsistent with ~that of immediate per-

ception, under the form of a real presen-

tation, of material objects.

1. On the testimony of consciousness,

and in the doctrine of an intuitive per-

ception, the mind, when a material exis-

tence is brought into relation with its

organ of sense, obtains two concomitant,

and immediate, cognitions. Of these, the

• Edinb. Rev. vol. Hi. p. 173-175;—also in

Cross and Peisse. In saying, however, on that

occasion, that Dr Brown was guilty of ' a re-

versal of the real and even unambiguous import

'

of Reid's doctrine of perception, I feel called

upon to admit, that the latter epithet is too

strong ;—for on grounds, totally different from
the untenable one of Brown, I am now about
to shew, that Reid's doctrine, on this point, is

doubtful. This admission does not, however,
imply that Brown is not, from first to last,— is

not in one and all of his strictures on Reid's

doctrine of perception, as there 6hewn, wholly
in error

qae is the consciousness (sensation) of cer-
tain subjective modifications in us, which
we refer, as effects, to certain unknown
powers, as causes, in the external reality;

the secondary qualities of body : the o^her
is the consciousness (perception) of certain
objective attributes in t.ie external reality

itself, as, or as in relation to our sensi-

ble organism ;—the primary qualities of

body. Of these coguitions the former is

admitted, on all hands, to be subjective

and ideal : the latter, the Natural Realist
maintains, against the Cosmothetic Idea-
list, to b^- objective and real. But it is

only objective and real, in so far as it is

immediate ; and immediate it cannot be,

if—either, 1° dependent on theformer,as
its cause or its occasion—or, 2° conse-
quent on it, as on a necessary antecedent.
But both these conditions of a presenta-
tive perception Reid and Stewart are seen
to violate ; and therefore they may be
held, virtually, to confess, that their doc-
trine is one only of representative per-
ception. See Note D. § i. No. 23.

Touching the former condition : Reid
states, that the primary qualities of mate-
rial existences Extension, Figure, &c, are
suggested to us through the secondary;
which, though not the sufficient causes of
our conception, are the signs,* on occa-
sion of which, we are made to ' conceive

'

the primary. (Inq. 188 a, 122 a, 123 b,

128 b note). The secondary qualities, as
mere sensations, mere consciousness of
certain subjective affections, afford us no
immediate knowledge of aught different

from self. If, therefore, the primary qua-
lities be only ( suggestions,' only 'concep-
tions/ (Inq. 183 a, I. P. 318 a b), which
are, as it were, ' conjured up by a kind of
natural magic,' (Inq. 122 a), or * inspired
by means unknown,' (Inq. 188 a) ; these
conceptions are only representations, which
the mind is, in some inconceivable manner,
blindly determined to form of what it does
not know ; and, as perception is only a
consciousness of these conceptions, per-
ception is, like sensation, only an imme-
diate cognition of certain modes of self.

Our knowledge of the external world, on
this footing, is wholly subjective or ideal

;

• This application of the term sign suits the
Cosmothetic Idealist, as the Cartesian Bos-
suet (Connaissance de Dieu, &c, ch. 3, § 8), or
the Absolute Idealist, as Berkeley (passim),
but not the Natural Realist. In this doctrine
of natural signs, I see Reid was, in a manner,
also preceded by Hutcheson, (Syn. Met. P. ii.

c. 1—Syst. of Mor B. i. ch. 1, p. 5).
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and if such bo Roid's doctrine, it is wholly

conformable to that enounced in the fol-

lowing statement of the Cartesian repre-

sentationism by Silvain Regis:— ' We
may thus, he says, affirm, that the cogni-

tion we have of any individual body which

strikes the sense is composed of two parts,

—of a sensation (sentiment), and of an
imagination ; an imagination, which re-

presents the extension of this body under

a determinate size; and a sensation of

colour and light, which renders this ex-

tension visible.' (Metaph. L. ii. P. i. ch.

5. Cours, t. i. p. 162, ed. 1691). Thb
statement may stand equally for an enounce-

ment of the Kantian doctrine of percep-

tion ; and it is, perhaps, worth noticing,

that Regis anticipated Kant, in holding the

imagination of space to be the a priori

form or subjective condition of percep-

tion. * L' idee de I' Entendue (he says)

est nee avec 1' ame,' &c, (ibid. c. 9, p.

171 et alibi.)—This theory of Suggestion,

so explicitly maintained in the ' Inquiry,'

is not repeated in the * Essays on the In-

tellectual Powers.' Reid, therefore, as I

have already observed, (p. 129 a, note,)

may seem to have become doubtful of the

tendency of the doctrine advanced in his

earlier work; and we ought not, at ail

events, to hold him rigorously account-

able for the consequences of what, if he

did not formally retract in his later writ-

ings, he did not continue to profes3.

Touching the latter condition:—Reid
in stating, that 'if sensation be produced,

the corresponding perceptionfollows even
when there is no object,' (I. P. 320 b,)

—

and Stewart in stating, that * sensations

are the constant antecedents of our per-

ceptions,* (El. i. c. 1, p. 93, e d. 6,) mani-

festly advance a doctrine, which if rigidly

interpreted, is incompatible with the re-

quisites of an intuitive perception.

2. It is the condition of an intuitive

perception, that a sensation is actually I

felt there, where it is felt to be. To sup-

pose that a pain, for instance, in the toe,
i

is felt really in the brain, is conformable I

only to a theory of representationism.
I

For if the mind cannot be conscious of
!

the secondary qualities, except at the cen- I

tre of the nervous organism, it cannot be

conscious of the primary, in their relation

to its periphery ; and this involves the

admission, that it is incompetent to more
than a subjective or ideal or representa-

tive cognition of external things. But
such is the doctrine which Reid mani-
festly holds. ( 1. P. 319 b, 320 a b.)

3. On the doctrine of Natural Realism,

that the ego has an intuitive perception of

the non-ego in pro_ximate relation to its

organs, a knowledge and a belief of the
existence of the external world, is clearly

given in the fact of such intuitive percep-
tion. In this case, therefore, we are not
called upon to explain such knowledge
and belief by the hypothesis, or, at least,

the analogy, of an inspired notion and
infused faith. On the doctrine of Cosmo-
thetic Idealism, on the contrary, which
supposes that the mind is determined to

represent to itself the external world,
which, ex hypothesi, it does not know

;

the fact of such representation can only

be conceived possible, through some hy-
perphysical agency ; and therefore Reid's

rationale of perception, by an inspiration

or kind of magical conjuration, as given
in the Inquiry, (122 a, 188 a; Stewart,
El. i. 64, 93), may seem to favour the con-
struction, that his doctrine is a represen-
tatio lism. In the Essays on the Intellec-

tual Powers he is, however, more cautious;
and th«> note I have appended in that work
at p. 257 a, is to be viewed in more
especial reference to the doctrine of the
Inquiry; though in the relative passage
4 the will of God ' may, certainly, seem
called as 4 Deus ex machina, to solve a
knot which the doctrine of intuitive per-
ception doey not tie.

4. The terms notion and conception are,

in propriety, only applicable to our me-
diate and representative cognitions. —
When Reid, therefore, says that ' the Per-
ception of an object consists of, or im-
plies, a conception or notion of it,' (Inq.

183 a, 188 a, I. P. 258 a b, 318 b, 319 a,

et alibi) ; there is here, either an impro-
priety of language, or perception is, in

his view, a mediate and representative
knowledge. The former alternative is,

however, at least equally probable as the
latter; for Consciousness, which, on all

hands, is admitted to be a knowledge im-
mediate and intuitive, he defines (I. P.
327 a) *an immediate conception of the
operation of our own minds,' &c. Con-
ception and Notion, Reid seems, therefore,
to employ, at least sometimes, for cogni-
tion in general.

5. In calling imagination of the past,

the distant, &c, an immediate know-
ledge, Reid, it may be said, could only
mean by immediate, a knowledge effected

not through the supposed intermediation
of a vicarious object, numerically diffe-

rent from the object existing and the
mind knowing, but through a representa-
tion of the past, or real, object, in and by
the mind itself; in other words, that by
tnerftatejcnowledge he denoted a non-ego-
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isticah by immediate knowledge an egoisti-

cal, representation. (Note B. § I. Pr. 7.

p. 805 a). This being established it may
be further argued— 1°, that in calling

Perception an immediate knowledge, he,

on the same analogy, must be supposed to

deny, in reference to this faculty, only the

doctrine of non-egoistical representation.

This is confirmed—

2

y
, by his not taking

the distinction between perception as a
presentative, and Memory, for instance,

(i. e. recollective imagination) as a repre-

sentative, cognition; which he ought to

have done, had he contemplated, in the

former, more than a faculty, through
which the ego represents to itself the non-

ego, of which it has no consciousness—no
true objective and immediate apprehension.

This, however, only proves that Reid's

Perception may be representative, not that

it actually is so.

6. The doctrine maintained bv Reid
(I. P. 199 a, 298 b, 299 a, 302 e, 305 b)

and by Stewart (Elem. vol. i. c. I, sect. 2)
that perception is possible of distant ob-

jects, is, when sifted, found necessarily to

imply, that perception is not, in that case,

an apprehension of the object m its place

in space—in its Where ; and this again ne-

cessarily implies, that it is not an appre-

hension of the object, as existing, or in it-

self. But if not known as existing, or in

itself, a thing is, either not known at all,

or known only in and through something
different from itself. Perception, there-

fore, is, on this doctrine, at best a mediate
or representative cognition;—of the sim
pier form of representation, the egoistical,

it may be, but still only vicarious and sub-

jective. See Note B.

7. In some places our author would
seem to hold that Perception is the result

of an inference, and that what is said to be
perceived is the remote cause and there

fore not the immediate object of Percep-
tion. If this be so, Perception is not a
presentative knowledge. (Inq. 125 a, I.

P. 310 a b, 319 a.) In other passages,

that perception is the result of inference

or reasoning is expresslv denied. (I. P.

259 b, 260 a b, 309 b, 326 a, 328 b, &c.)

8. On the supposition, that we have an
immediate cognition or consciousness of
the non-ego, we must have, at the same
time, involved as part and parcel of that

cognition, a belief of its existence. To
view, therefore, our belief of the existence

of the external world, as any thing apart
from our knowledge of that world,—to

refer it to instinct—to view it as unac-
countable—to consider it as an ultimate

law of our constitution, &c. as Reid does,

(Inq. 188 a b, I. P. 258 b, 309 b, 326 a,

327 a, et alibi), is, to say the least of it,

;

suspicious ; appearing to imply, that oui

cognition of the material world, as only

|

mediate and subjective, does not, at once

|

and of itself, necessitate a belief of the ex-

|

istence of external things.

B. Counter statements, conformable to

|

the doctrine of a representation of mate

-

I

rial objects, and inconsistent w. th that of a

|

representative perception.

1. Knowledge and existence only infer

each other when a reality is known in it-

self or as existing ; for only in that case

can we say of it,—on the one hand, it is

known, because it exists,—on the other, ix

exists, since it is known. In propriety of

language, this constitutes, exclusively, an
immediate, intuitive or real, cognition.

This is at once the doctrine of philoso-

phers in general, and of Reid in particular.

' It seems,' he says, 'admitted as a first

principle, by the learned and the unlearn-

ed, that what is really perceived must ex-

ist, and that to perceive what does not

exist is impossible. So far the unlearned

man and the philosopher agree.' (I. P.

p. 274 b.) This principle will find an ar-

ticulate illustration in the three proxi-

mately following statements, in all of which

it is implied.

2. The idea or representative object, all

philosophers, of whatever doctrine, con-

cur in holding to be, in the strictest sense

of the expression, itself immediately ap-

prehended ; and that, as thus apprehended,

it necessarily exists. That Reid fully un-

derstands their doctrine, is shown by his

introducing a Cosmothetic Idealist thus

speaking :
—

' I perceive an image, or form,

or idea, in my own mind, or in my brain.

I am certain of the existence of the idea
;

because 1 immediately perceive it.' (Ibid.)

Now then, if Reid be found to assert

—

that, on his doctrine, we perceive material

objects not less immediately, than, on the

common doctrine of philosophers, we per-

ceive ideal objects ; and that therefore

his theory of perception affords an equal

certainty of the existence of the external

reality, as that of the Cosmothetic Ideal-

ist does of the existence of its internal re-

presentation;—if Reid, I say, do this, he

unambiguously enounces a doctrine of

presentative, and not of representative,

perception. And this he does. Having
repeated, for the hundredth time, the deli-

verance of common sense, that we per-

ceive material things immediately, and not

their ideal representations, he proceeds:

—

1
I shall only here observe that if external

objf cts be perceived immediately, we have
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the same reason to believe their existence

as philosophers have to believe the exis-

tence of ideas, while they hold them to be

the immediate objects of perception.' (I.

P. 446 a b. See also_263 b, 272 b.)

3 Philosophers— even Sceptics and

Idealists- concur in acknowledging, that

mankind at large believe that the exter-

nal reality is itself the immediate and only

object in perception. (Note A. p. 745 sq.)

Reid is of course no exception. After stat-

ing the principle, previously quoted (B,

st 1.) 'that what is really perceived must

exist,' he adds ;—• the unlearned man
says, I perceive the external object and 1

perceive it to exist. Nothing can be more
absurd than to doubt it.' (I. P. 274 b).

—Again :
—

' The vulgar undoubtedly be-

lieve, that it is the external object which

we immediately perceive, and not a re-

presentative image of it only. It is for

this reason, that they look upon it as per-

fect lunacy to call in question the exis-

tence of external objects.' (Ibid.) Again:
—

' The vulgar are firmly persuaded, that

the very identical objects which they per-

ceive continue to exist when they do not

perceive them ; and are no less firmly per-

suaded, that when ten men look at the

sun or the moon they all see the same in-

dividual object.'* (I. P. 284 b). Again,

speaking of Berkeley :
—

' The vulgar opi-

nion he reduces to this,—that' the very

things which we perceive by our senses

do really exist. This he grants.' (I. P.

284 a). Finally, speaking of Hume :

—

1
It is therefore acknowledged by this phi-

losopher to be a natural instinct or pre-

possession, an universal and primary opi-

nion of all men, that the objects which we
immediately perceive, by our senses, are

not images in our minds, but external

objects, and that their existence is inde-

pendent of us and our perception.' (I. P.

299 b ; see also 275 a, 298 b, 299 a b,

302 a b).

It is thus evinced, that Reid, like other

philosophers, attributes to men in general

the belief of an intuitive perception. If

then he declare that his own opinion coin-

cides with that of the vulgar, he will,

consequently, declare himself a Presenta-

tive Realist. And he does this ; empha-
tically too. Speaking of the Perception

of the external world:—' We have here a

remarkable conflict between two contra-

dictory opinions, wherein all mankind are

engaged. On the one side stand all the

• The inaccuracy of this statement (sec

814 a) does not affect the argument.

vulgar, who are unpractised in philosophi-

cal researches, and guided by the uncor-
rupted primary instincts of nature. On
the other side, stand all the philosophers,

ancient and modern ; every man, without
exception, who reflects. In this division,

to my great humiliation, J find myselj

classed with the vulgar.' (I. P. 302 b).

4. All philosophers agree that self-

consciousness is an immediate knowledge,
and therefore affords an absolute and
direct certainty of the existence of its

objects, Reid (with whom consciousness

is equivalent to self-consciousness,) of

course maintains this ; but he also main-
tains, not only that perception affords a
sufficient proof, but as valid an assurance
of the reality of material phaenomena, as

consciousness does of the reality of men-
tal. (I. P. 263 b, 269 a, 373, et alibi.)

In this last assertion I have shewn that

Reid (and Stewart along with him) is

wrong ; for the phenomena of self-con-

sciousness cannot possibly be doubted or
denied (p. 741 b, sq.) j but the statement, at

least tends to prove, that his perception is

truly immediate,—is, under a different

name, a consciousness of the non-ego.
5. Arnauld's doctrine of external per-

ception is a purely egoistical representa-
tionism ; and he has stated its conditions

and consequences, with the utmost accu -

racy and precision. (I. P. 295-298).
Reid expresses both his content and dis-

content with Arnauld's theory of per-
ception, which he erroneously views as

inconsistent with itself, (297 a b). This
plainly shews that he had not realised to

himself a clear conception of the two doc-
trines of Presentationism and Egoistical

Representationism, in themselves and in

their contrasts. But it also proves that
when the conditions and consequences of
the latter scheme, even in its purest form,
were explicitly enounced, that he was
then sufficiently aware of their incompa-
tibility with the doctrine which he him-
self maintained—a doctrine, therefore, it

may be fairly contended, (though not in

his hands clearly understood, far less ar-

ticulately developed,) substantially one of

Natural Realism.*

To Reid's inadequate discrimination

-common to him with other philoso-

* It will be observed that I do not found any
argument on Reid's frequent assertion, that

perception affords an immediate knowledge and
immediate belief of external things, (e. g. I. P.
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phcrs—of the different theories of Per-
ception, either as possible in theory, or as

actually held, is, as I have already noticed,

to be ascribed the ambiguities, and virtual

contradictions, which we have now been
considering-.

In the first place, (what was of little

importance to the Hypothetical, but in-

dispensably necessary for the Natural

Realist), he did not establish the fact of

the two cognitions, the presentative and
representative;—signalise their contents;
.—evolve their several conditions;—con-

sider what faculties in general were to be

referred to each;— and, in particular,

which of these was the kind of cognition

competent, in our Perception of the ex-

ternal world.

In the second place, he did not take

note, that representation is possible under
two forms—the egoistical, and non-egois-

tical; each, if Perception be reduced to a

259 b, 260 a b, 267 a, 309 b, 326 b). For if he
call memory an immediate knowledge of the
past—meaning thereby, in reference to it, only

a negation of the doctrine of non-egoistical re-

presentation—he may also call Perception an
immediate knowledge of the outward reality,

and still not deny that it is representative
cognition, in and by the mind itself.

representative faculty, affording prenvc"<5

of equal cogency to the absolute idealist

and sceptic. On the contrary, he seems
to have overlooked the egoistical form of

representationism altogether ( compare
Inq. 106 a, 128 a b, 130 b, 210 a, I. P.

226 a b, 256 a b, 257 a b, 269 a, 274 a,

277 b, 278 a b, 293 b, 299 a, 318 b, 427
ab.); and confounded it either with the

non-egoistical form, or with the courter

doctrine of real presentationism. In con-

sequence of this, he has been betrayed
into sundry errors, of less or greater ac-

count. On the one hand;—to the confu-

sion of Presentationism and Egoisti-

cal representationism, we must attribute

the inconsistencies, we have just signalis-

ed, in the exposition of his own doctrine.

These are of principal account. On the

other hand ;—to the confusion of Egoisti-

cal and Non-egoistical representationism,

we must refer the less important errors

;

—1°, of viewing many philosophers who
held the former doctrine, as holding the

latter ; and 2°, of considering the refuta-

tion of the non-egoistical form of repre-

sentation, as a subversion of the only

ground on which the sceptic and absolute

idealist established, or could establish their

conclusions.



NOTE D.

DISTINCTION OF THE ritlMARY AND SECONDARY QUALITIES

OF BODY.

§ I.

—

Historically considered.

§ II.— Critically considered.

[References—From Inq. 123 a, 205. From I. P. 316 a, 319 a.]

The developed doctrine of Real Pre-
sentationism, the basis of Natural Realism,

asserts the consciousness or immediate
perception of certain essential attributes

of matter objectively existing ; while it

admits that other properties of body are

unknown in themselves, and only inferred

as causes to account for certain subjective

affections of which we are cognisant in

ourselves. This discrimination, which to

Qther systems is contingent, superficial,

extraneous, but to Natural Realism neces-

sary, radical, intrinsic, coincides with

what, since the time of Locke, has been
generally known as the distinction of the

Qualities of Matter or Body, using these

terms as convertible, into Primary and
Secondary.

Of this celebrated analysis, I shall here,

in the first place, attempt an historical sur-

vey ; and in the second, endeavour to place

it on its proper footing by a critical ana-

lysis ; without however in either respect

proposing more than a contribution to-

wards a more full and regular discussion

of it in both.

§ I.—Distinction of the Primary and Se-

condary Qualities of Body considered

Historically.

In regard to its History—this, as hither-

to attempted, is at onto extremely erro-

neous, if History may be called the inci-

dental notices in regard to it of an histori-

cal import, which are occasionally to be

met with in philosophical treatises.

—

Among the most important of these, are

those furnished by Reid himself, and by

M. Royer Collard.

The distinction of the real and the ap-

parent, of the absolute and the relative,

or of the objective and the subjective qua-

lities of perceived bodies is of so obtru-

sive a character, that it was taken almost

at the origin of speculation, and can be

shown to have commanded the assent even

of those philosophers by whom it is now
commonly believed to have been again

formally rejected. For in this, as in many
other cases, it will be found that while

philosophers appear to differ, they are, in

reality, at one.

1.—Leucippus and Democritus are

the first on record by whop-, the observa-

tion was enounced, that the Sweet, the

Bitter, the Cold, the Hot, the Coloured,

&c., are wholly different, in their absolute

nature, from the character in which they

come manifested to us. In the latter

case, these qualities have no real or inde-

pendent existence (ov kclto. uhviductv.)

The only existence they can pretend to,

is merely one phaenominal in us ; and this

in virtue of a law or relation (vofia), esta-

blished between the existing body and the
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percipient mind ; while all that can be de-

nominated Quality in the external reality,

is only some modification of Quantity,

some particular configuration, position, or

co-arrangement of Atoms, in conjunction

with the Inane. (Aristoteles, Metaph. L.

i. c. 4—Phys. Ausc L. i. c. 5—De Ani-

ina, L. iii. c. 1—De Sensu et Sensili, c. 4

— De Gen. et Corr. L. i. cc. 2. 7. 8. ;—
Theophrastus, De Sensu, §§ 63. 65. 67.

69. 73, ed. Schneid. ;

—

Sextus Empiricus,

adv. Math. vii. § 135— Hypot. i. § 213 ;—
Galenus, De Elem. L. i. c. 2. ;

—

Laertius,

L. ix. seg. 44.;

—

Plutarchus, adv. Colot.

p. 1110, ed. Xyl.;

—

Simplicius, in Phvs.

Ausc. ff. 7. 10, 106, 119. ed. Aid. ;—Phi-
loponus, De Gen. et Corr. f. 32. ed. Aid.)

2, 3. —This observation was not lost en

Protagoras or on Plato. The former

on this ground endeavoured to establish

the absolute relativity of all human know-
ledge ; the latter the absolute relativity of

our sensible perceptions. (Theaetetus,

passim.)

4.—By the Cyren^an philosophers the

distinction was likewise adopted and ap-

plied. (Cic. Qu. Acad. iv. c. 24.)

5.—With other doctrines of the older

Atomists it was transplanted into his sys-

tem by Epicurus. (Epist. ad Herod,

apud Laert. L. x. seg. 54. Lucret. L. ii. v.

729—1021.)
6.—In regard to Aristotle, it is re-

quisite to be somewhat more explicit. This

philosopher might seem, at first sight, to

have rejected the distinction (De Anima,

L. iii. c. 1.) ; and among many others,

Reid has asserted that Aristotle again ig-

nored the discrimination, which had been

thus recognised by his predecessors. (Inq.

123 a, I. P. 313 b.) Nothing, however,

can be more erroneous than the accredited

doctrine upon this point. Aristotle does

not abolish the distinction;—nay, I am
confident of showing, that to whatever

merit modern philosophers may pretend in

this analysis, all and each of their observa-

tions are to be found, clearly stated, in the

writings of the Stagirite.

In the first place, no philosopher has

discriminated with greater, perhaps none

with equal, precision, the difference of cor-

poreal qualities considered objectively and

subjectively. These relations he has not

only contrasted, but has assigned to them
distinctive appellations. In his Categories,

(c. viii. § 10, Pacian division, by which,

as that usually adopted, I uniformly quote,)

speaking of Quality, he says :
—

' A third

kind of Quality [Suchness] is made up of

the Affective Qualities and Aff< ctions (ku.-

OwikuI 7rot6rr,T£i, Tufa.) Of this class

are Sweetness, Bitterness, Sourness, and
the like, also Heat and Cold, Whiteness
and Blackness, &c. That these are qua-

lities [suchnesses] is manifest. For th<

subjects in which they are received, are

said to be such and such by relation to

them. Thus honey is called sweet, as re-

cipient of sweetness, body, white, as re-

cipient of whiteness, and so of the rest.

They are called affective [i. e. causing

passion or affection*] not because the

* The activo-potential term, •jexSnrnt'oi, pri-

marily and properly denotes that which can in

itself suffer or be affected / it is here employed in

a secondary and abusive sense (for <rm<rp(
i
u

is intransitive), but which subsequently be-

came the more prevalent,— to signify that

which can cause buffering or affection in some-

thing else. The counter passivo-potential form,

tcc&htos, is not, I venture to assert, ever used

by Aristotle, though quoted from him, and
from this very treatise, by all the principal

lexicographers for the last three centuries;

nay, 1 make further bold to say, there is no

authority for it, (Menander's is naught,) until

long subsequently to the age of the Stagirite.

[The error, I suspect, originated thus :—Tu-

sanus, in his Lexicon (1552), says, under the

word,—' Vide Fabrum Stapulensem apud Aris-

totelem in Praedicamentis ; ' meaning, it is

probable (for I have not the book at hand), to

send us to Faber's Introduction to the Cate-

gories, for some observations on the term.

The Lexicon Septemvirale (1563), copying

Tusanus, omits Faber, and simply refers ' Aris-

toteli, in Praedicamentis,' as to an authority

for the word; and this error propagated
through Stephanus, Constantine, Scapula, and
subsequent compilers, stands uncorrected to

the present day.] But this term, even were
it of Aristotelic usage, could not, without vio-

lence, have been twisted to denote, in conjunc-

tion with -roiorris, what the philosopher less

equivocally, if less symmetrically, expresses by

wados, affection—Patibilis, like most Latin ver-

bals of its class, indiscriminately renders the

two potentials, active and passive, which tho

Greek tongue alone so admirably contradis-

tinguishes. But, in any way, the word is in-

competent to Aristotle's meaning in the sense

of affective. For it only signifies, either that

which can suffer, or that which can be suffered

;

and there is not, I am confident, a single an-

cient authority to be found for it, in the sense

of that which can cause to suffer,—the sense to

which it is contorted by the modern Latin

Aristotelians. But they had their excuse

—

necessity; for the terms, passivus, used in the

.' Categorise Decern ' attributed to St Augustine,

and passibilis, employed by Bocthius in his

version of the present passage, arc even worse.

The words affective and affection render the

Greek adjective and substantive tolerably well.

This distinction by Aristotle is very com-

monly misunderstood . It is even reversed by

Gassendi; but with him, of course, only fro:n

inadvertence. Phys. Sect. i. Lib. vi. c. 1.
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thing3 to which these qualities belong,

have been themselves affected in any way

;

(for it is not because honey, or the like,

has been somehow affected that it is called

sweet, and in like manner heat and cold

are not called affective qualities because
the bodies in which they inhere have un-

dergone any affection ;) but they are called

(iff dire, because each of the foresaid qua-

lities has the power of causing an affection

in the sense. For sweetness determines a
certain affection in tasting, heat in touch-

ing, and in like manner the others.'

Nothing can be juster than this distinc-

tion, and it is only to be regretted that he

should have detracted from the precision

of the language it which it is expressed

by not restricting the correlative terms,

Affective (Jtialities and Affections, to the

discrimination in question alone. In this

particular observation, it is proper to no-

tice, Aristotle had in view the secondary

qualities of our modern philosophy exclu-

sively. It suffices, however, to show that

no philosopher had a clearer insight into

the contrast of such qualities, as they are,

and as they arejs rceived; and, were other

proof* awanting, it might also of itself ex-

onerate him from any share in the perver-

sion made by the later Peripatetics of his

philosophy, in their doctrine of Substantial

Forms;—a doctrine which, as Reid (I. P.

31G) rightly observes, is inconsistent with

the distinction in question as taken by the

Atomic philosophers, but which in truth,

is not less inconsistent with that here es-

tablished by Aristotle himself.* It may

• The theory of what are called Substantial

Forms, that is, qualities viewed as entities

conjoined with, and not as mere dispositions or

modifications of, matter, was devised by the

perverse ingenuity of the Arabian philosophers

and physicians. Adopted from them, it was

long a prevalent doctrine in the Western

schools, among the followers of Aristotle and

Galen; to either of whom it is a gross injus

tice to attribute this opinion. It was the am-

biguity of the word ola-ia, by which the Greeks

express what is denoted (to say nothing of

Arabic) by both the Latin terms essentia and

substantia, that allowed of, and principally oc-

casioned, the misinterpretation.

I may, likewise, notice, by the way, that

Aristotle's doctrine of the assimilation, in the

sensitive process, of that which perceives with

that which is perceived, may reasonably be ex-

plained to mean, that the object and subject

arc then, so brought into mutual relation, as,

by their coefficient energy, to constitute an

act of cognition one and indivisible, and in

which the reality is to us, as we perceive it to

be. ' This is a far easier and a far more con-

sistent i literpretal ion of his words, than tho

be here likewise observed that Androni-
cus, as quoted by Simplicius (Categ. f. 55
ed. Velsii), explicitly states, that the Affec-

tive Qualities arc, in strict propriety, not

qualities but jiow'.rs (ov Kotoi oih'Kcc 7ro:ri-

rtKu.) Aristotle himself, indeed, accords

to these, apart from perception, only a po-

tential existence ; and the Peripatetics in

general held them to be, in their lan-

guage not KudriTtKas, formalin , subjective-

ly, but iui^yr,rix.ug, virtually, eminently, in

the external object. Locke has thus no
title whatever to the honour generally ae-

j

corded to him of first promulgating the

;

observation, that the secondary qualities,

as in the object, are not so much qualities

\
as powers. This observation was, how-
ever, only borrowed by Locke from the

Cartesians. But of this hereafter.

In the second place, Aristotle likewise

|
notices the ambiguity which arises from

I languages not always affording different

j

terms by which to distinguish the potential

from the actual, and the objective from the

! subjective phases, in our perception by the

!
different, senses. Thus, he observes (Do

|
Anima, L. iii. c. 1.) that, ' Though the ac-

|
tuality or energy of the object of sense and

j

of the sense itself be one and indivisible,

!

the nature, the essence, of the energy is,

however, not the same in each ; as, for ex-

ample, sound in energy, and hearing in
' energy. For it may happen, that what
has the power of hearing does not now
hear, and that what has the power of

monstrous doctrine of intentional forms or spe-

ciesi—a doctrine founded on one or two vaguo
or metaphorical expressions, and for which
the general analogy of his philosophy required a

very different meaning. For example, when
Aristotle (De Annua, iii. 1.) in showing that an
objection was incompetent, even on its own
hypothesis, dialcctically admits—' that what

i sees colour is, in a certain sort, itself coloured;'

i —is this more than a qualified statement of

! what modern philosophers have so often, far

less guardedly, asserted—that colour is not

to be considered merely as an attribute of

body, since, in a certain respect, it is an affec

tion of mind ?--And when he immediately sub.

joins the reason,— 'for each organ of sense is

receptive of its appropriate object,' or, as he

elsewhere expresses it, ' receptive of the form
without the matter ; ' what is this but to say

— that our organs of sense stand in relation to

certain qualities of body, and that each organ

is susceptible of an affection from its appro-

priate quality ; such quality, however, not

being received by the sense in a material efflux

from the object, as was held by Democritus
and many previous philosophers ? Yet this is

the principal text on which the common doc-

trine of Intentional Species is attributed to

Aristotle.
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sounding does not always sound. But
when what has the faculty of hearing, on
the one hand, operates, and what has the

faculty of sounding, on the other, sounds,

then the actual hearing and the actual

sounding take place conjunctly ; and of

these the one may be called Audition, the

other Sonation /'—the subjective term,

hearing, and the objective term, sound, as

he afterwards states, being twofold in

meaning, each denoting ambiguously both

the actual and the potential. — ' The
same analogy,' he adds, ' holds good in re-

gard to the other senses and their respec-

tive objects. For as affection and passion

are realized in the patient, and not in the

efficient, so the energy of the object of

sense (otiadviTov), and the energy of the

faculty of sense (ctiaQyiriKoi/) are both in

the latter ;—but whilst in certain of the

senses they hav e obtained distinct names,

(as Sonation and Audition), in the rest,

the one or the other is left anonymous.
For Vision denotes the energy of the visu-

al faculty, whereas the energy of colour,

its object, is without a name; and while

Gustation expresses the act of what is able

to taste, the act* of that capable of being

tasted is nameless. But seeing that of

the object, and of the faculty, of sense the

energy is one and the same, though their

nature be different, it is necessary, that

hearing and sound, as actual, (and the

same is the case in the other senses), should

subsist and perish together ; whereas this

is not necessary, in so far as these are con-

sidered as potentially existing.'

He then goes on to rectify, in its state-

ment, the doctrine of the older physical

philosophers; in whom Philoponus (or Am-
monius) contemplates Protagoras and his

followers, but Simplicius, on better

grounds, the Democriteans. * But the

earlier speculators on nature were not

correct in saying, that there is nothing

white or black, apart from sight, and no-

thing sapid, apart from taste. This doc-

trine is, in certain respects, right, in cer-

* In English and in most other languages
there are not distinct words to express as well

the objective, as the subjective, coefficient in

the senses, more particularly of Tasting and
Smelling ; and we are therefore obliged ambi-
guously to apply the terms taste and smell

(which are rather subjective in signification) in

an objective sense, and the terms savour, fla-

vour, &c. (which have perhaps now more of an
objective meaning) in a subjective significa-

tion. In reference to the sense of touch, the
same word is often equivocally used to denote,

objectively, a primary quality, and subjectively,

a secondary. As hardness, roughness, <fcc

tain respects, wrong. For sense, and the

object of sense, having each a twofold sig-

nification, in as much as they may severally

mean either what is potentially, or- what is

actually, existent ; in the latter case, what
is here asserted, takes place, but not so
in the former. These speculators were
therefore at fault, in stating absolutely

what is only true under conditions.' ( De
Anima, iii. c. 1-)

This criticism, it is evident, so far from
involving a rejection of the distinction

taken by Leucippus and Democritus, is

only an accommodation of it to the form
of his own philosophy ; in which the dis-

tinction of the Potential and Actual ob-
tains a great, perhaps an exaggerated im-
portance. And it is sufficiently manifest
that the older philosophers exclusively

contemplated the latter.

But, in the third place, not only did

Aristotle clearly establish the difference

between qualities considered absolutely,

as in the existing object, and qualities

considered relatively, as in the sentient

subject ; and not only did he signalize the
ambiguity which arises from the poverty
of language, employing only a single word
to denote these indifferently;—he like-

wise anticipated Descartes, Locke, and
other modern philosophers, in establishing,

and marking out by appropriate terms, a
distinction precisely analogous with that

taken by them of the Primary and Secon-
dary Qualities of Matter. The Aristo-
telic distinction which, in its relation to

the other, has been wholly overlooked, is

found in the discrimination of the Com-
mon and Proper Percepts, Sensibles,

or objects of Sense (ododriToc xoiv& kou

ihtet.) It is given in the two principal

psychological treatises of the philosopher;

and to the following purport.

Aristotle (De Anima L. ii. c. 2, L. iii. c.

1. and De Sensu et Sensili, c. 1.) enume-
rates five percepts common to all or to a

plurality of the senses,—viz, Magnitude
(Extension), Figure, Motion, Rest, Num.
ber. To these in one place (De Anima
iii. 1.) he adds Unity; and in another

(De Sensu et Sensili c, 4), he states, as

common, at least to sight and touch, be-

sides Magnitude and Figure, the Rough
and the Smooth, the Acute and the Ob-
tuse. Unity however he comprises under

Number ; and the Rough and Smooth, the

Acute and Obtuse, under Figure. Nay,

of the five common sensibles or percepts,

he gives us (De Anima iii. 1.) a further

reduction, resolving Figure into Magni-
tude ; while both of these, he says, as well

as Rest and Number, are known through
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Motion; which last, as he frequently re-

peats, necessarily involves the notion of

Time; for motion exists only as in Time.

(Compare Phys. Ausc. L iv. passim.)

His words are—' All these we perceive by
Motion.* Thus Magnitude (Extension)

is apprehended by motion; wherefore also

Figure, for figure is a kind of magni-
tude ; what is at Rest by not being moved

;

Number, by a negation of the continuous,f
even in the sensations proper to the se-

veral senses, for each of these is itself per-

cipient of what is one.'— This attempt at

simplification was followed out by his dis-

ciples. Thus St Thomas (Summa Theo-
logiae P. i. Qu. 78, art. 3), in shewing
that the common sensibles do not prima-

• This doctrine of Aristotle is rejected by
Theophrastus, as we learn from the fragments
concerning Sense preserved in the rare and
neglected treatise of Priscianus Lydus, p. 285.

Many modern philosophers when they attempt-

ed to explain the origin of our notion of ex-

tension from motion, and, in particular, the

motion of the hand, were not aware that they
had the Stagirite at their head. It is to be re-

membered, however, tha.t Aristotle does not

attempt, like them, to explain by motion our
necessary concept of space, but merely our
contingent perception of the relative exten-
sion of this or that particular object.

This, however, takes it for granted, that by
motion, (xivws,) Aristotle intends local motion.

But motion is with him a generic term, com-
prising under it four, or six, species ; and, in

point of fact, by motion Aristotle may here, as

in many, if not most, other places of his psycho-

logical writings, mean a subjective mutation

(aWoluffis) or modification of the percipient.

This, too, is the interpretation given to the

passage by the great majority, if not the whole,

of the ancient expositors—by Plutarchus of

Athens, Ammonius or Philoponus, Simplicius,

and Priscianus Lydus;—Themistius alone is

silent. I say nothing of the sequacious cloud

of modern commentators. It is therefore re-

markable that Dr Trendelenburg, in his late

valuable edition of the De Anima, should have
apparently contemplated the interpretation by

local motion, as the only one proposed or pos-

sible. This may, however, adduce in its fa-

vour the authority of Theophrastus, among the

ancients—nmong the moderns, of the subtle

Scaliger.—From both interpretations, how-
ever, a defensible meaning can be elicited.

f This explicitly shews that, by Number,
Aristotle means only the necessary attribu-

tion of either unity or plurality to the object of

sense. Divisibility (in extension, intension,

protension,) is thus contained under Number.
Number in the abstract is, of course, a merely
intellectual concept, as Aristotle, once and
again, notices. See Philoponus on 63 text of

second book De Anima, Sign. i. 8 cd. Trine.

1536. Of tins again under Locke, No. 19 5
and

Royer Collard, No. 25.

rily, and of themselves, act upon and
affect the sense, carries them all up into

modifications of Quantity (Quantitatis)

;

—and in another book (De Sensu et Sen-

sibili, Lect. ii.) by a variation of the ex-

pression (for in both cases he contem-

plates only the Extended) into species of

the Continuous. To quote the latter :

—

1 Sensibilia communia omnia pertinent

aliquo modo ad Continuum; vel secun-

dum mensuram ejus, ut Magnitudo ; vel

secundum divisionem, ut Numerus ; vel

secundum terminationem, ut Figura ; vel

secundum distantiam et propinquitatem,

ut Motus?
Aristotle indeed (De Anima, L. ii. c. 6.)

virtually admits, that the common are abu-

sively termed sensibles at all: for he says,
1 the proper alone are accurately, or pre-

eminently, objects of sense' (roc i'ltec kvq-

iug iari otiaQriTU.) ; and the same seems
also to be involved in his doctrine, that

the common percepts (which in one place

he even says are only apprehended per ac-

cidens) are, in fact, within the domain
of sense, merely as being the concomitants

or consequents (ccx.o7iov6ouvrcc, iKopivct) of

the proper.* (Ibid. L. hi. cc. 1, 4.) See

• I have already noticed (p. 124) that Hut-

cheson, in saying that ' Extension, Figure,

Motion, and Rest, seem to be more properly

ideas accompanying the sensations of Sight

and Touch than the sensations of either of

these senses ' only, mediately or immediately,

repeats Aristotle; to whom is therefore due
all the praise which has been lavished on the

originality and importance of the observation.

[I might have there added, however, that Hut-
cheson does not claim it as his own. For in

his System of Moral Philosophy (which is to

be annexed to the other references) he speaks

of ' what some call the Concomitant ideas of

Sensation.' (B. i. c. 1, p. 6 ) ]. Dr Price ex-

tols it as ' a very just observation of Butche-
son ' (Rev. p. 56, ed. 1). Mr Stewart calls it

' a remark of singular acuteness,'—' a very in-

genious and original remark,'—and ' a sentence

which, considering the period at which the

author (Hutcheson) wrote, reflects the highest

honour on his metaphysical acuteness.' (Es-

says pp. 31, 46, 551, 4° ed.) M. Royer Col-

lard says,—'Hutcheson est le premier de8

philosophes modernes qui ait fait cette obser-

vation aussi fine que juste que,' &c. (Oeuvres

de Reid, t. iii. p. 431).

I may here observe that Philippson (
CTX»

kvfywrtvri p. 335) is misled by an ambiguous

expression of Aristotle in stating that he as-

signed the common sensibles as objects to tba

Common Sense. See the Commentaries of Phi-

loponus and of Simplicius on the 134 com-
mon text of third book De Anima. But com-
pare also Alexander in his treatise on the

Soul, first Book, in the chapter on the Com-
mon Sense, f. 134 ed. Aid
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also Alexander On the Soul. (A. ff. 130

b, 134 ab—B. if. 152, 153, ed. Aid.)

The more modern Schoolmen (followed

sometimes unwittingly by very recent

philosophers) have indeed contended, that

on the principles of Aristotle the several

common sensibles are in reality appre- I

hended by other and higher energies than
j

those of sense. Their argument is as

follows : — Motion cannot be perceived

without the collation of past and present

time, without acts of memory and com-

parison. Rest, says Aristotle, is known
as a privation, but sense is only of the po-

sitive ; let it, however, be considered as a

state, and as opposed to motion, still this

supposes comparison. Number in like

manner as a negation, a negation of the

continuous, is beyond the domain of sense;

and while Aristotle in one treatise (Phys.

iv. 14) attributes the faculty of numera-

tion to intelligence ; in another (Problem,

sect. 30 § 5, if this work be his,) he

virtually denies it to sense, in denying it

to the brutes. Magnitude (extension), if

considered as comparative, is likewise

manifestly beyond the province of mere

sense; Aristotle, indeed, admits that its

apprehension, in general, presupposes Mo-
tion. Finally, Figure, as the cognition

of extension terminated in a certain man-
ner, still more manifestly involves an act

of comparison. (Scaliger, De Subtilitate,

Ex. lxvi. and ccxcviii. § 15

—

Toletus, in

lib. de Anima L. ii. c. 6.— Conimbricences.

ibid.

—

Jrenaeus, De An. p. 40.—Compare
Gassendi, Phys. Sect. iii. Memb. Post. L.

vi. c. 2.

—

Du Hamel, Philos. Vetus et

Nova, Phys. P. iii. c. 4.—and Royer Col-

lard, in (Euvres de Reid, t. iii. p. 428 sq.

—to be quoted in the sequel, No. 25.

The common sensibles thus came, in

fact, to be considered by many of the

acutest Aristotelians, as not so much per-

ceptions of sense (in so far as sensible per-

ception depends on corporeal affection) as

concomitant cognitions to which the im-

pression on the organ by the proper sen-

sible only afforded the occasion. ' Sen-

sible Commune dicitur (says Compton
Carleton) quod vel percipitur pluribus

sensibus, vel ad quod cognoscendum, ab

intellectu vel imaginatione desumitur oc-

casio ex variis s-ensibus ; ut sunt Figura,

Motus, Ubicatio, Duratio, Magnitudo, Dis-

tantia, Numerus,' &c. (Philosophia Uni-
versa, De Anima Disp. xvi. Sect 2. § 1.)

But before leaving Aristotle, I should

state, that he himself clearly contemplated,

in his distinction of Common and Proper
Sensibles, a classification correspondent

to that of the Primary and Secondary

Qualities of bodies, as established by the

ancient atomists. This is expressly shewn
in a passage wherein he notices that
4 Democritus, among others, reduced the

projier sensibles to the common, in explain-

ing, for example, the differences of colour

by differences of roughness and smooth-
ness in bodies, and the varieties of savour

by a variety in the configuration of atoms.'

(De Sensu et Sensili, c. 4.)

Of a division by Aristotle, in a physical

point of view, of the Qualities of body
into Primary and Secondary, I shall

speak in the sequel, when considering

this nomenclature, as adopted, and trans-

ferred to the psychological point of view,

by Locke, No. 19.

7.—Galen, whose works are now hardly

more deserving of study by the physician

than by the philosopher, affords me some
scattered observations which merit notice,

not merely in reference to the present

subject. Sensitive perception, he well ob-

serves, consists not in the passive affection

of the organ, but in the discriminative re-

cognition—the dijudication of that affec-

tion by the active mind. "Ecrr/ li dhOws
ovx, ocKhoiua ig, otAAas Trnkyvaais dXhoiu-

atag. This function of diagnostic ap-

prehension he accords to the dominant

principle (to qyefiovixou,) that is, the

imaginative, recollective and ratiocinativo

mind. (De Placit. Hipp, et Plat. L. vii.

cc. 14, 16, 17).*—Again:—< The objects

in propriety called Sensible, are such as

require for their discriminative recogni-

tion no other faculty but that of sensitive

perception itself; whereas those objects

are improperly called sensible, whose re-

cognition, besides a plurality of the senses,

involves memory and what is called the

compositive and collective (generalising)

reason. [I read avvhriKa and x,i<pot"hcciu-

TtK$.~] Thus Colour is an object proper

of sense, and Savour and Odour and

Sound; so likewise are Hardness and

Softness, Heat and Cold, and, in a word,

all the Tactile qualities.' Then, after stat-

ing that no concrete object of sense—an

apple for instance—is fully cognisable by

sense alone, but, as Plato has it, by opi-

nion with the aid of sense; and having

well shewn how this frequently becomes a

source of illusion,—in all which he is close-

ly followed by Nemesius,—he goes on :

—

' But to carry sense into effect in all its

* The annotators of Neme-ius have not ob-

served that this philosopher is indebted to

Galen, really and verbally, for the whole of his

remarkable doctrine of sense. See his trea-

tise De Nat. Horn. c. 6-11. ed. Matthiae.
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various applications, is impossible without
the co-operation of memory and connume-
ration (avyccqi^Yiatg), and this, which like-

wise obtains the name of summation (aw/-
KtQockctiaaig, conceiving, thinking under
a class,) is an act neither of sense nor of
memory, but of the discursive or dianoetic
faculty of thought. (Com. i. in Hipp.
Lib. De Medici Officina, text. 3.)— In
another work we have the same doctrine
applied to solve the question—By what
faculty is Motion apprehended ? and it

affords the result,—* That all motion is

manifestly recognised, not by a mere act
of sensitive perception, not even by sense
with the aid of memory, but principally
by a compositive act of thought' (<rt»A-

Xoy/a^w). This is a fourth synonyme for
the three other convertible terms which
occur in the previous passage. They are
Platonic. (De Dignoscendis Pulsibus, L.
iii.c. 1.)

8.—A remarkable but neglected pas-
sage relative to the present subject is to
be found in the Saggiatore of Galileo,
a work first published in 1623. Mamiani
della Rovere is the only philosopher, as
far as I am aware, who has ever alluded to
it. Galileo there precedes Descartes in the
distinction, and anticipates Locke in its

nomenclature. The following is an ab-
stract of his doctrine, which coincides
with that of the ancient Atomists, in some
respects, and with that of Kant, in others.

In conceiving matter or corporeal sub
I

stance we cannot but think that it is
|

somehow terminated, and therefore of
such and such a figure ; that in relation to
other bodies it is large or small ; that it

exists in this or that place ; in this or that
time ; that it is in motion or at rest ; that
it does or does not touch another body

;

that it is single or composed of parts;
and these parts either few or many. These
are conditions from which the mind can-
not in thought emancipate the object.
But that it is white or red, bitter or sweet,
sonorous or noiseless, of a grateful or un-
grateful odour;— with such conditions
there is no necessity for conceiving it ac-
companied.* Hence Tastes, Odours, Col-

* But, as Aristotle has observed, we cannot
imagine body without all colour, though we
can imagine it without any one. In like man-
ner where the qualities are mutual contradic-
tories, we cannot positi vily represent to our.
selves an object without a determination by
one or other of these opposites. Thus we
cannot conceive a body which is not either sapid
or tasteless, cither sonorous or noiseless, and
so forth. This observation applies likewise to
the first class

ours, &c, considered as qualities inherent
in external objects, are merely names;

i

they reside exclusively in the sentient

;

subject. Annihilate the animal perci-
pient of such qualities, and you annihilate
such qualities themselves ; and it is only
because we have bestowed on them parti-
cular names different from those by which
we designate the other primary and real
affections of matter (primi e reali acci-
denti), that we are disposed to believe that

,

the former are in objects truly and really

I

different from the latter.

Having illustrated this doetrine at con-

|

siderable length in relation to the senses
of Touch, Taste, Smell, and Hearing;
and, in imitation of Aristotle, shewn the
analogy which these severally hold to the
elements of Earth, Water, Fire, and Air,
he adds :—

' Ma che ne' corpi esterni per
eccitare in noi i sapori, gli odori, e i suoni,
si richiegga altro, que grandezze, figure,
moltitudini, e movimenti tardi o veloci, io
non lo credo. Io stimo, che tolti via gli
orecchi, le lingue, e i nasi, restino bene le
figure, i nuraeri, e i moti, ma non gia gli
odori, ne i sapori, ne i suoni, li quali fuor
dell' animal vivente, non credo che sieno
altro che nomi, come appuiito altro
che nome non e il solletico, e la titilla-

zione, rimosse V ascelle, e la pelle intorno
al naso ; e come a i quattro sensi consi-
derat: hanno relazione i quattro elementi,
cosi credo, che per la vi.sta, senso sopra
tutti gli altri eminentissimo, abbia rela-
zione la luce, ma non quella proporzione d'
eccellenza, qual' e tra '1 finito, e I" infinito,
tra '1 temporaneo, e 1' instantaneo, tra '1

quanto, e V indivisible, tra la luce, e le te-
nebre.'

He then applies this doctrine to the
case of Heat and says,— ' Ma che oltre alia
figura, moltitudine, moto, penetrazione, e
toccamento, sia nel fuoco altra qualita, e
che questa sia caldo, io non lo credo altri-
menti, e stimo, che questo sia talmente nos-
tro, che rimosso il corpo animato, e sen-
sitivo, il calore non resti altro che un
semplice vocabolo.' (Opere, t. ii. p. 340
sq. ed. Padov. 1744.)

9.

—

Descartes is always adduced as
the philosopher by whom the distinction
in question was principally developed

;

and by whom, if not first established, it
was, at least in modern times, first restor-
ed. In truth, however, Descartes origi-
nated nothing. He left the distinction as
he found it. His only merit is that of sig-
nalizing more emphatically than had pre-
viously been done, the different character
of the knowledge we are conscious of in
reference to the two contrasted classes;
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although this difference is not, as he thinks,

to be explained by a mere gradation in

the clearness of our perceptions. But
neither of the one nor of the other is his

enumeration of the contents exhaustive

;

nor did he bestow distinctive appellations

on the counter classes themselves.—His
1 Meditationes' were first published in

1641, his • Principia' in 1644; and in these

works his doctrine upon this matter is

contained.

In the latter, he observes—* Nos longe

alio modo cognoscere quidnam sit in viso

corpore Magnitudo, vel Figura, vel Mo-
tus, (saltern localis, philosophi enim alios

quosdam motus a locali diversos affingen-

do, nat'iram ejus sibi minus intelligibilem

reddiderunt,) vel Situs, vel Duratio, vel

Numerus, et similia, quae in corporibus

clare percipi jam dictum est
;
quam quid

in eodem corpore sit Color, vel Dolor, vel

Odor, vel Sapor, vel quid aliud ex iis,

quae ad sensus dixi esse referenda. Quam
vis enim videntes aliquod corpus, non magis
certi simus illud existere, quatenus ap-
paret figuratum, quam quatenus apparet
coloratum ; longe tamen evidentiusagnos-

cimus, quid sit in eo esse figuratum, quam
quid sit esse coloratum.' (Princ. i. § 69.)

Of theformer class we find enumerated
by a collation of different passages, Mag-
nitude (or Extension in length, breadth,

and thickness), Figure, Locomotion, Posi-

tion, Duration, Number, Substance, and
the like ;—all (with the exception of Sub-
stance, which is erroneously and only once
enumerated) corresponding with the Com-
mon Sensibles of the Peripatetics. Of
the latter class, he instances Colours,

Sounds. Odours, Savours, the Tactile qua-
lities * in general, specially enumerating,
as examples, Heat, Cold, Pain, Titillation,

*nd (N. B.) Hardness, Weight;—all con-
formable to the Proper Sensibles of Aris-
totle.—In the one class we have an idea
of the property, such as it exists, or
may exist, (' ut sunt, aut saltern esse pos-
sunt,') in the external body ; in the other,

we have only an obscure and confused

• I am not aware that Descartes, any where,
gives a full and formal list of the Tactile qua-
lities. In his treatise De Homine, under the
special doctrine of Touch (§§. 29, 30) we have
Pain, Titillation, Smoothness, Roughness, Heat,
Cold, Humidity, Dryness, Weight, 'and the

like.'' He probably acquiesced in the Aristo-
telic list, the one in general acceptation,

—

viz., the Hot and Cold, Dry and Moist, Heavy
and Light, Hard and Soft, Viscid and Friable,
Rough and Smooth, Thick and Thin. De Gen.
et Corr. ii. 2.

conception of a something in that body
which occasions the sensation of which
we are distinctly conscious in ourselves,

but which sensation does not represent to

us aught external—does not afford us a I

real knowledge of any thing beyond the
[

states of the percipient mind itself. (Princ.

P. i. §§. 70, 71. P. iv. §§ 191, 197, 199.

—Medit. iii. p. 22. vi. pp. 43, 47, 48.—
Resp. ad. Med. vi. p. 194, ed. 1658.) Of
these two classes, the attributes included
under the latter, in so far as they are con-
sidered as residing in the objects them-
selves of our sensations, Descartes, like

Democritus and Galileo, held to be only
modifications of those contained under the
former. * Exceptis Magnitudine, Figura
et Motu, quae qualia sint in unoquoque cor-
pore explicui, nihil extra nos positum sen-
titur nisi Lumen, Color, Odor, Sapor,
Sonus, et Tactiles qualitates

;
quae nihil

aliud esse in objectis, quam ditposition'

s

quasdam in Magnitudine, Figura et Motu
consistentes, hactenus est demonstratum.
(Princ. P. iv. § 199—Med. Resp. vi. p.

194.) This distinction, by their master,
of the two classes of quality, was, as we
shall see, associated by the Cartesians
with another, taken by themselves,—be-
tween Idea and Sensation.

I have previously shewn, that Aristotle
expressly recognises the coincidence of his

own distinction of the proper and com-
mon sensibles with the Democritean dis-

tinction of the apparent and real proper-
ties of body. I have now to state that
Descartes was also manifestly aware of

the conformity of his distinction with
those of Aristotle and Democritus. Suf-
ficient evidence, I think, will be found—of
the former, in the Principia P. iv. §. 200,
and De Homine §. 42;—of the latter, in
the Principia P. iv. §. 200-203. All this

enhances the marvel, that the identity of
these famous classifications should have
hitherto been entirely overlooked.

10.—The doctrine of Derodon—an
acute and independent thinker, who died
in 1664—coincides with that of Aristotle
and his genuine school ; it is very dis-

tinctly and correctly expressed. Sen-
sible qualities, he says, may be considered
in two aspects ; as they are in the sen-
sible object, and as they are in the sentient

animal. As in the latter, they exist

actually a,ndfo7-mally, constituting certain
affections agreeable or disagreeable, in a
word, sensations of such or such a charac-
ter. The feeling of Heat is an example.
As in the former, they exist only virtu-

ally or potentially ; for, correctly speak-
ing, the fire does not contain heat, and is,
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therefore, not hot, but only capable of
heating. ' Ignis itaque, proprie loquendo,

non habere calorem, atque adeo non esse

calidum sed calorificum ;* nisi vocaba-
lum caloris sumatur pro virtute produ-
cendi calorem in animali. Sed philosophi

(he refers to the scholastic Aristotelians

with their substantial Forms, and Inten-
tional Species, though among them were
exceptions)—sed philosophi sunt prorsus
inexcusabiles, qui volunt calorem, sump-
tum pro virtute calefaciendi, quae est in

igne, aut potius identificatur cum ipso

igne, et calorem productum in animali,

esse ejusdem speciei, naturae et essentiae
;

nam calor moderatus productus in ani-

mali consistit in aliqua passione et quasi

titillatione grata quae sentitur ab animali,

quae passio non potest esse in igne.' And
30 forth in regard to the other senses.

(Philos. Contr. Phys. p. 199.)
11.— I may adduce to the same purport

Glanville, who, in his * Vanity ofDogma-
tizing ' (1661 p. 88 sq.), and in his ' Scepsis
Scientifica' (1665 p. 65 sq.), though a
professed, and not overscrupulous anta-
gonist of Aristotle, acknowledges, in re-

ference to the present question, that ' the
Peripatetic philosophy teaches us, that

Heat is not in the body of the sun, as

formally considered, but only virtually,

and as in its cause.' I do not know
whether Glanville had Aquinas specially

in view ; but the same general statement
and particular example are to be found in

the Summa contra Gentes, L. i. cc. 29,
31, of the Angelic Doctor.

12.— It is remarkable that Mb Boyle's
speculations in regard to the classifica-

tion of corporeal Qualities should have
been wholly overlooked in reference to

the present subject ; and this not only on
account of their intrinsic importance, but
because they probably suggested to Locke
the nomenclature which he has adopted,
but, in adopting, has deformed.

In his treatise entitled ' The origin of

Forms and Qualities,' published at Oxford
in 1666, Boyle denominates ' Matter and
Motion '

' the most Catholic Principles of

bodies.' (P. 8.) * Magnitude ( Size,

Bulk, or Bigness), Shape (Figure), Mo-
tion or Rest,' to which he afterwards
adds * Texture,' he styles * the Primitive

• The chemists have called Caloric what
they ought to have called Calorific. The La-

voiseriau nomenclature, whatever it merits in

other respects, is a system of philological

monstrosities, in which it is fortunate when
the analogies of language are only violated,

and not reversed.

Moods or Primary Affections of bodies, tu

distinguish them from those less simple

Qualities (as Colours, Tastes, Odours, and
the like) that belong to bodies upon their

account,' (p. 10). The former of these,

he likewise designates 'the Primitive or

more Catholic Affections of Matter,' (pp.

43, 44) ; and in another work, (Tracts

1671, p. 18), • the Primary and most

Simple Affections of Matter.' To the lat-

ter he gives the name of ' Secondary Qua-
lities, if (he says) I may so call them,'

(p. 44).

In reference to the difficulty, 'That
whereas we explicate colours, odours, and
the like sensible qualities, by a relation to

our senses, it seems evident that they have
an absolute being irrelative to us ; for snow
(for instance) would be white, and a
glowing coal would be hot, though there

were no man or any other animal in the

world,' (p. 42). And again (p. 49) :

—

* So if there were no sensitive Beings,

those bodies that are now the objects of

our senses, would be so dispositively, if I

may so speak, endowed with Colours,

Tastes, and the like, but actually only

with those more catholic affections of

bodies, Figure, Motion, Texture, &c.' Is

this intended for an Aristotelic qualifica-

tion of the Democritean paradox of Ga-
lileo ?

In his ' Tracts, published at Oxford
1671—in that entitled ' History of parti-

cular Qualities,' he says ;—' I shall not in-

quire into the several significations of the

word Quality, which is used in such va-

rious senses, as to make it ambiguous
enough. But thus much I think it not
amiss to intimate, that there are some
things that have been looked upon as Qua-
lities, which ought rather to be looked on
as States of Matter or complexions of
particular Qualities; as animal, inanimal,

&c, Health, Beauty. And there are some
other attributes— namely, Size, Shape,
Motion, Rest, that are wont to be reckoned
among Qualities, which may more con-
veniently be esteemed the Primary Modes
of the parts of Matter , sinee from these

Simple Attributes or Primordial Affections,

all the Qualities are derived,' (p. 3) . This
is accurate ; and it is to be regretted that

Locke did not profit by the caution.

13.

—

De la Fobge, whose able trea-

tise ' De 1' Esprit de 1' Homme ' was first

published in 1666, contributes little of
importance to the observation of Des-
cartes, of whose psychology he there ex-
hibits a systematic view. To the ideas of
the primary attributes, enumerated by
Descartes, he inconsistently adds those of

3o
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Solidity and Fluidity ; and among the se-

condary he mentions the sensations of

the Dry and the Humid, (ch. 10). In

shewing that our sensations of the secon-

dary qualities afford us no knowledge of

what these are, as in the external object

;

and in explanation of the theories of Aris-

totle and Descartes, he says ;—' Mais sans

examiner ici lequel a le mieux rencontre,

je ne pense pas qu' aucun des sectateurs

de V un ni de 1' autre fassent difficulte

d' avoiier que le Sentiment qu' excitent en
lui les corps chauds ou froids, et 1' Idee

qu' il en a ne lui represente rien de tout

cela.' He thus correctly places the Aris-

totelians and Cartesians on a level, in ad-

mitting that both equally confess our
ignorance of what the secondary qualities

are in themselves,—an ignorance which is

commonly regarded as a notable disco-

very of Descartes alone.

14.

—

Geulinx, a Cartesian not less

distinguished than De la Forge, and who
with him first explicitly proclaimed the
doctrine of Occasional Causes, died in

1669 ; but his ' Annotata ' and ' Dictata '

on the * Principia' of Descartes were only
published in 1690, and 1691. In these

works, like most other Cartesians, he
uses the term Idea, in reference to body,
exclusively to denote the representations

of its primary qualities ; but he adopts the
scholastic term Species, instead of Sensatio

(sensation, sentiment) as employed by
them, to express our consciousness of the

secondary. (Species, De la Forge had
made a better use of, in relieving an am-
biguity in the philosophical language of
Descartes, who had sometimes abusively

usurped the word idea for the organic
motion in the brain, to which the idea
proper—the intellectual representation in

the mind itself was by the law of union
attached.) Geulinx is the Cartesian who,
from the occasional paradox of his ex-
pression, has afforded the most valid foun-
dation for the charge so frequently, but
so erroneously, preferred against the sect,

of denying all objective reality to the se-

condary qualities of matter.
15.

—

Rohault, another illustrious Car-
tesian whose ' Physique, ' was first pub-
lished in 1671, (and which continued until

about the middle of last century to be
a College text-book of philosophy in the
University of Newton) may be adduced in
disproof of this accusation—an accusa-
tion which will be further refuted in the
sequel by the testimonies of Malebranche
and Sylvain Regis.—Speaking of Heat
and Cold, he says,— ' Ces deux mots ont
ehacun deux significations. Car, premiore-

ment, par la Chaleur et par la Froideur
on entend deux sentimens particuliers qui

sont en nous, et qui resemblent en quelque
fagon a, ceux qu' on nomme douleur et

chatouillement, tels que les sentimens qu
on a quand on approche du feu, ou quand
on touche de la glace. Secondement, par
la Chaleur et par la Froideur on entend le

pouvoir que certains corps ont de causer
en nous ces deux sentimens dont je viens
de parler.' He employs likewise the same
distinction in treating of Savours (ch.

24)—of Odours (ch. 25)—of Sound (ch.

26)—of Light and Colours (ch. 27.)
16.

—

Duhamel.—I quote the following

passage without the comment, which some
of its statements might invite, from the
treatise ' De Corpore Animato,' 1673, of
this learned and ingenious philosopher.
It contains the most explicit (though still

• a very inadequate) recognition of the
merits of Aristotle, in reference to our
present subject, with which I am ac-
quainted.— ' Quocirca, ut id, quod sentio,

paucis aperiam. Corpus omne sensibile

vim habet in se, qua sensum moveat ; sed
forma ipsa, qua percipimus, vel est motus,
vel effluvium, vel quidam substantia? mo-
dus, quem possumus qualitatem appellare.
Nee sensibile solius qualitatis prsedicamen-
to continetur, sed per omnia fere vagatur
genera. Corporum enim Figurae, Di-
mensiones, Motus, et varise Positiones
sensum impellunt. Itaque Humor Sicci-

tas, Durities, Figura, atque alii modi,
tales sunt, quales a nobis percipiuntur.
Rotunditas enim circuli, vel terrae siccitas

a sensuum cognitione non pendet. Idem
fortassis erit de Colore, Luce, atque aliis

activis qualitatibus judicium. Sonus vero
nihil est quam percussio organi ex motione
aeris, aut conflictu corporum orta. Sapor
item et Odor positi sunt in sola sensus
impressione. Tolle animalia, nullus erit

sapor, nullus odor. Quanquam, ut mihi
videtur, rem totam optime distinguit Arts-
toteles, cum Patibilem Qualitatem vocat id
quod in objecto est sensibili, Passionem
vero eandem vocat qualitatem, ut a nobis
percipitur.' (Lib. i. c 3, § 11.)

17.—In the following year (1674) was
first published the celebrated < Recherche
de la Verite ' of Malebranche. The
admissions already quoted of 'his imme-
diate predecessor might have guarded
him, at least on the point under conside-
ration, from the signal injustice of his at-
tack on Aristotle, the philosophers, and
mankind in general, as confounding our
subjective sensations with the objective qua-
lities of matter ; and it is only by a not
unmerited retribution, that he likewise
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has been made the object of a counter ac-

cusation, equally unfounded, by authori-

ties hardly inferior to himself. Buffier,*

Reid,f Royer Collard,J and many beside,

reproach Descartes, Malebranche, Locke,
and others, with advancing it, without
qualification, as a new and an important
truth, that the sensible or secondary quali-

ties have no existence in external objects,

their only existence being as modes of the

percipient mind. The charge by Male-
branche in the following passage, has been
already annihilated, through what has been
previously adduced ; and the passage itself

sufficiently disproves the charge against

Malebranche.—' As regards the terms ex-

pressive of Sensible ideas, there is hardly

any one who recognises that they are

equivocal. On this Aristotle and the

ancient philosophers have not even be-

stowed a thought. [!] What I state will

be admitted by all who will turn to any
of their works, and who are distinctly

cognisant of the reason why these terms
are equivocal. For there is nothing more
evident, than that philosophers have be-

lieved on this subject quite the contrary

of what they ought to have believed. [1 !]

'For example, when the philosophers

say that fire is hot, the grass green, the

sugar sweet, &c, they mean, as children

and the vulgar do, that the fire contains

what they feel when they warm themselves

;

that the grass has on it the colours which
they believe to be there ; that the sugar
contains the sweetness which they taste in

eating it ; and thus of all the objects of the

different senses. It is impossible to doubt
of it in reading their writings. They
speak of sensible qualities as of sensations

;

they mistake motions for heat; and they

thus confound, by reason of the ambiguity
of these terms, the modes in which bodies

with the modes in which minds, exist. [ ! ! !]
' It is only since the time of Descartes

that those confused and indeterminate
questions whether fire be hot, grass green,
sugar sweet, &c, have been answered by
distinguishing the ambiguity of the terms
in which they are expressed. If by heat,

colour, savour, you understand such or

such a motion of the insensible parts, then
fire is hot, grass green, and sugar sweet.

But if by heat and the other sensible qua-
lities, you mean what I feel when near the

• Logique, § 222. Cours, p. 819.

f P. 131 a, second paragraph, from which
there should have been a reference to the pre-
sent Note.

t (Euvres dc Reid, t. iii. pp. 380, 447.

fire, what I see when I look at the grass,

&c, in that case the fire is not hot, nor
the grass green, &c. ; for the heat I feel

and the colour I see are only in the soul.'

(Recherche, Liv. vi. P. ii. c. 2.)

Malebranche contributed to a more pre-
cise discrimination .between the objective
or primary, and the subjective or secon-
dary qualities, by restricting the term Idea
to the former, and the term Sensation to
the latter. For though the other Carte-
sians soon distinguished, more accurately
than Descartes himself, Idea from Sensa-
tion, and coincided with Malebranche, in
their application of the second

;
yet in al-

lowing Ideas of the modes, both of exten-
sion and of thought, they did not so pre-
cisely oppose it to sensation as Male-
branche, who only allowed ideas of exten-
sion and its modes. (See Recherche, L.
iii. P. ii. cc. 6, 7, and relative Eclaircisse-

ment.) It has not, I believe, been ob-
served that Locke and Leibnitz, in their
counter criticisms of Malebranche 's theory,
have both marvellously overlooked this

his peculiar distinction, and its bearing on
his scheme ; and the former has moreover,
in consequence of neglecting the Cartesian
opposition of Idea and Sensation altoge-
ther, been guilty of an egregious mutatio
elenchi in his strictures on the Cartesian
doctrine of Extension, as the essential

attribute of body. (Essay, B. ii. c. 13.

§25.
18.—The < Systeme de Philosophie' of

the celebrated Cartesian Sylvain Regis
appeared in 1690. The following, among
other passages of a similar import, deserve
quotation from the precision with which
the whole ambiguity of the terms expres-
sive of the secondary qualities in their sub-
jective and objective relations, is explain-
ed and rectified.

' It is evident that savours, taken for-
mally, are nothing else than certain sen-
sations (sentimens) or certain perceptions
of the soul, which are in the soul itself;

and that savours, taken for the physical
cause of formal savours, consist in the par-
ticles themselves of the savoury bodies,
which according as they differ in size, in
figure, and in motion, diversely affect the
nerves of the tongue, and thereby cause
the sensation of different savours in the
soul in virtue of its union with the body.'
This doctrine, as the author admits, is

conformable to that of Aristotle, though
not to that of his scholastic followers,
' who maintain that savour in the savoury
body is something similar to the sensation
which we have of it.' (Phys. L.viii. P. ii.

oh. 4.)
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The same, mutatis mutandis, is repeated

in regard to Odours (ch.5), and to Sounds

(ch. 7) ; and so far, the distinction with

its expression offormal as opposed to vir-

tual is wholly borrowed from the Aristo-

telians.

But a more minute analysis and nomen-
clature are given in regard to Light and

to Colour.
' The word Light is not less equivocal

than those of Savour, Smell, and Sound

;

for it is employed sometimes to express

the peculiar sensation which the soul re-

ceives from the impression made by lumi-

nous bodies on the eye, and sometimes to

denote what there is in those bodies by

which they cause in the soul this peculiar

sensation.
* Moreover, as luminous bodies are not

applied immediately to the eye, and as they

act by the intervention of certain interme-

diate bodies, as air, water, glass, &c, what-

soever that may be which they impress on

these media is also called Light, but light Se-

condary and Derived, to distinguish it from

that which is in the luminous body, which

last is styled Primitive or Radical Light.'

(ch. 9.)
' We call the Sensation of Colour, For-

mal colour ; the quality in bodies causing

this Sensation, Radical colour ; and what
these bodies impress on the medium, De-
rivative colour.' (ch. 17.)

But this acute subdivision of objective

Light and Colour into primitive or radi-

cal, and into secondary or derivative, is not

original with Regis, nor indeed with any
Cartesian at all. It is evidently borrowed
from the following passage of Gassendi:

—

' Lumen, ut Simplicius ait, est quasi bac-

ulus qui uno sui extremo a sole motus, alio

extremo oculum moveat: sicque motio in

ipso sole (non movit quippe nisi moveatur)

est ipsa radicalis et quasi fontana lux ;

—

motio vero perspicui per omnia spatia a

sole ad terram extensa, est lux diffusa de-

rivataque ;—et motio in oculo est percep-

tio conspectiove ipsius lucis.' (Animadv.
in x. lib. Diog. Laertii. p 851.) Though
appaiently the whole sentence is here

given as a quotation from Simplicius (or,

as I suspect, Priscianus) in his commen-
tary on the De Anima of Aristotle ; the

comparison of the staff (or more correctly

of the lever) is alone his; and there-

fore the merit of the distinction in ques-

tion would belong to Gassendi, were it

not that the term radical was an ex-
pression common in the Schools as a syno-
nyme of fundamental, and as opposed to

actual or formal. The distinction is thus

substantially Aristotelian.

19.—The Essay of Locke on the Hu-
man Understanding was published in the
same year with the Systeme de Philoso-

phie of Regis,—in 1690. His doctrine in

regard to the attributes of bodies, in so

far as these have power to produce sensa-

tions, or perceptions, or simple ideas in

us, contains absolutely nothing new ; and
it is only in consequence of the prevalent
ignorance in regard to the relative obser-

vations of previous philosophers, that so

much importance has been attached to

Locke's speculations on this matter. The
distinction is, however, far more correctly

given by him than by many of those who
subsequently employed it.

Neglecting what Locke calls qualities

mediately perceivable, but which lie alto-

gether beyond the sphere of sense, being
in reality powers, which, from the phae-

nomena manifested in certain bodies, we
infer to exist in other bodies of producing
these phenomena as their effects—ne-
glecting these, the following is an abstract

of the doctrine given, at great length, and
with much repetition, in the eighth chapter
of the second book of the Essay.

a.—Locke discriminates the attributes

of sensible objects into the same two classes

which had been established by all his pre-

decessors.

b.—To the one of these he gives the
name of Primary, to the other that of Se~

condary, Qualities ;
* calling likewise the

former Real or Original, the latter Im-
puted, Qualities.

Remark.— In this nomenclature, of
which Locke is universally regarded as

the author, there is nothing new. Pri-

mary or Original and Secondary or De-
rived Qualities had been terms applied by
Aristotle and the Peripatetics to mark a
distinction in the attributes of matter ;—

a

distinction, however, not analogous to that

of Locke, for Aristotle's Primary and Se-
condary qualities are exclusive of Locke's

Primary.f But Galileo had bestowed the

* The term Quality ought to have heen re.

stricted to the attributes of the second class;

for these are the properties of body as such or
such body, (corporis ut tale corpus), whereas
the others are the properties of body as body,

(corporis ut corpus) ; a propriety of language
which Locke was among the first to violate.

f Corporeal qualities, in a physical point of

view, were according to Aristotle, (De Gen.
et Corr. L. ii. and Meteor. L. iv.)—and the

distinction became one classical in the Schools,

—divided into Primary and Secondary; the

former being original, the latter, derived.

The Primary are four in number, and all tac-

tile,—Hot and Cold, Humid (Liquid) and Dry;
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names of Primary or Real on the same
class of attributes with Locke, leaving, of

course, the correlative appellations of Se-

condary, Intentional, Ideal, &c. to be given
to the other; while Boyle had even anti-

cipated him in formally imposing the
names of Primary and Secondary on the
counter classes. It is indeed wholly im-
possible to doubt, from many remarkable
coincidences of thought and expression,

that Locke had at least the relative trea-

tises of his countryman, friend and cor-

respondent under his eye ; and it is far

more probable, that by Boyle, than by
either Aristotle or Galileo, were the names
suggested, under which Locke has had the

honour of baptising this classical distinc-

tion.

c.—To the first class belong Extension
(or Bulk), Solidity (or Impenetrability),

Figure, Motion and Rest (or Mobility),

Number ; * and to these five (or six) which
he once and again formally enumerates, he
afterwards, without comment, throws in

Situation and Texture.

and are subdivided into two classes,—the two
former being active, the two latter, passive.

The Secondary are either less, or more, pro-
perly secondary.—The former are common to

elementary and to mixed bodies ; and are all

potentially objects of touch. Of these Aristotle

enumerates fourteen,—the Heavy and Light,
the Dense and Rare, the Thick and Thin,

(Concrescent and Fluid), the Hard and Soft,

the Viscid and Friable, the Rough and Smooth,
the Tenacious and Slippery.—The latter are
Colour, Savour, Odour, [to which ought to be
added Sound],—the potential objects of the
senses of Sight, Taste, Smell, [and Hearing.]

This whole distinction of Qualities Primary
and Secondary, is exclusive of Locke's class

of Primary. To these, Aristotle would not in-

deed have applied the term Quality at all.

Cicero also may have given the hint.

—

i Qua-
litatum aliae principes (vel primae,) aliae ex iis

ortae,' Ac. The former are the corporeal ele-

ments, the latter the bodies constituted by
them. (Acad. i. 7.)

• Locke borrowed Number (i. e. Unity or
Plurality)from the Cartesians,—Descartes, from
Aristotle. It corresponds in a sort with Divi-

sibility, for which it has latterly been ex-
changed. See Nos. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25.

Locke i3 not therefore primarily liable to Mr
Stewart's censure for the introduction of Num-
ber among the Primary Qualities, were that

censure in itself correct. But it is not ; for

Mr Stewart (with M. Royer Collard, No 25)
has misapprehended the import of the ex-
pression. (Essays p. 95 4° ed.) For Number
is not used only for the measure of discrote

quantity, but likewise for the continuation

(unity) or discontinuation (plurality) of a per-

cept. The former is an abstract notion ; the
latter is a recognition through sense. See
Above p. 829 a, note f and Note D. • § i

Remark.—In all this there is nothing

original. To take the last first:— Situa-

tion (relative Position or Ubication) was
one of the Common Sensibles current in

the Schools. Texture is by Boyle, in like

manner, incidentally enumerated, though
neither formally recognised as a co-ordi-

nate quality, nor noticed as reducible to

any other. Solidity or Impenetrability is,

to go no higher, borrowed from Gassendi

;

De la Forge's Solidity is only the contrast

of Fluidity. But Solidity and Exten-
sion ought not thus to be contra-distin-

guished, being attributes of body only, as

constituting its one total property—that

of occupying space,f The other attributes

f The term Solidity (ro anpiov, solidum), as

denoting an attribute of body/is a word of va-

rious significations; and the non-determina-
tion and non-distinction of these have given
rise to manifold error and confusion.

First Meaning.—In its most unexclusive sig-

nification the Solid is that which fills or occupies

space, (to t<xi%ov rorav.) In this meaning it

is simply convertible with Body; and is op-
posed, 1°, to the unextended in all or in any
of the three dimensions of space, and 2° to

mere extension or empty space itself. This
we may call Solidity, simply.

But the filling of space may be viewed in

different phases. The conditions it involves,

though all equally essential and inseparable, as

all involving each other, may, however, in

thought, be considered apart ; from differe

points of view the one or the other may ev n
be regarded as the primary ; and to these parts
or partial aspects, the name of the unexclusive
whole may be conceded. The occupation of

space supposes two necessary conditions ;

—

and each of these has obtained the common
name of Solidity, thus constituting a second
and a third meaning.

Second Meaning.—What is conceived, as oc-

cupying space, is necessarily conceived as

extended in the three dimensions of space Wo >"£/, H

hao-rxTov.) This is the phasis of Solidity

which the Geometer exclusively contemplates.
Trinal extension has accordingly, by mathema-
ticians, been emphatically called the Solid

;

and this first partial Solidity we may therefore
distinguish as the Mathematical, or rather, the
Geometrical.

Third Meaning.—On the other hand, what is

conceived as occupying space, is necessari y
conceived as what cannot be eliminated from
space. But this supposes a power of resisting

such elimination. This is the phasis of solidity

considered exclusively from the physical point
of view. Accordingly, by the men of natural
science the impossibility of compressing a

body from an extended to an unextended h as

been emphatically styled Solidity; and this sc
cond partial solidity we may therefore disti n
guish as the Physical. The resisting force
hero involved has been called the Jmpenetra.

bility of matter; but most improperly and most
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are those of Aristotle, Descartes, and the

philosophers in general ;—their legitimacy

will be considered in the sequel.

d.—The principle which constitutes the

ambiguously. It might more appropriately be

termed its Ultimate or Absolute Incompressibility

.

In each of these its two partial significations,

Solidity denotes an essential attribute of body

;

and which soever of these attributes be sisted as

the prior, the other follows, as a necessary con-

sequent. In regard to their priority, opinions

are divided. Precedence is accorded to trinal

extension by Descartes, at the head of one body

of philosophers ; to impenetrability by Leibnitz,

at the head of another. Both parties are right

;

and both are wrong. Each is right as looking

from its peculiar point of view ; each is wrong,

in not considering that its peculiar, is only a

partial, point of view, and neither the one sole,

nor even the one absolutely preferable.—From
the psychological point of view, Descartes is

triumphant ; for extension is first in the

order of thought.—From the physical point of

view, Leibnitz is victorious ; for impenetrabi-

lity is the more distinctive attribute of body.

The two properties, the two points of view,

ought not, in truth, to be disjoined; and the

definitions of body by the ancients are, as least

exclusive, still the most philosophical that have

been given ;

—

to lvrs%ov <riirov, and to t^i^v

Hixtrrarov fAtr' avnrviricif, andoy*o? avrlrvtfos

ocrov l<p' havroo-

Locke is therefore wrong, really and ver-

bally.

—

Really he is wrong, in distinguishing

trinal extension and impenetrability (or ulti-

mate incompressibility) as two primary and
separate attributes, instead of regarding them
only as one-sided aspects of the same primary
and total attribute—the occupying of space.

Each supposes the other. The notion of a

thing trinally extended, eo ipso, excludes the

negation ofsuch extension. Ittherefore includes

the negation of that negation. But this is just

the assertion of its ultimate incompressibility.

Again, the notion of a thing as ultimately in-

compressible, is only possible under the notion

of its trinal extension. For body being, ex
hypothesi, conceived or conceivable only as

that which occupies space ; the final compres-

sion of it into what occupies no space goes to

reduce it, either from an entity to a non- entity,

or from an extended to an unextended entity.

But neither alternative can be realised in

thought. Not the former ; for annihilation, not

as a mere change in an effect, not as a mere
resumption of creative power in a cause, but

as a taking out from the sum total of existence,

is positively and in itself incogitable. Not the

latter; for the conception of matter, as an
unextended entity, is both in itself inconceiv-

able, and ex hypothesi absurd.— Verbally,

Locke is wrong, in bestowing the name of so-

lidity, without a qualification, exclusively on
the latter of these two phases; each being

equally entitled to it with the other, and neither

80 well entitled to it, without a difference, as

the total attribute of which they are the par-

tial expressions.—But these inaccuracies of

Locke are not so important as the errors of

preceding qualities into a separate class, is

that the mind finds it impossible to think

any particLe of matter, as divested of such
attributes.

subsequent philosophers, to which, nowever,
they seem to have afforded the occasion. For
under the term Solidity, and on the authority of

Locke, there have been introduced as primary,
certain qualities of body to which in common
language the epithet Solid is applied, but
which have no title whatever to the rank in

question. Against this abuse, it must be ac-

knowledged, Locke not only guarded himself,

but even, to a certain extent, cautioned others

;

for he articulately states, that Solidity, in his

sense, is not to be confounded with Hardness.
(B. ii. c. 4 § 4.) It must, however, also be con-

fessed, that in other passages he seems to iden-

tify Solidity and Cohesion ; while on Solidity

he, at the same time, makes ' the mutual im-

pulse, resistance and protrusion of bodies to

depend.' (Ibid. § 5.) But I am anticipating.

In a psychological point of view—and this is

that of Locke and metaphysicians in general

—

no attribute of body is primary which is not
necessary in thought; that is, which is not
necessarily evolved out of, as necessarily im-

plied in, the very notion of body. And such is

Solidity, in the one total and the two partial

significations heretofore enumerated. But in

its physical application, this term is not always

limited to denote the ultimate incompressi-

bility of matter. Besides that necessary at.

tribute, it is extended, in common language, to

express other powers of resistance in bodies,

of a character merely contingent in reference

to thought. (See § ii.) These may be re-

duced to the five following :

—

Fourth Meaning.—The term Solid is very

commonly employed to denote not merely the

absolutely, but also the relatively, incompres-

sible, the Dense, in contrast to the relatively

compressible, the Rare, or Hollow.—(In Latin

moreover, Solidus was not only employed, in

this sense, to denote that a thing fully oc-

cupied the space comprehended within its

circumference ; but likewise to indicate, 1° its

entireneu in quantity—that it was whole or

complete ; and, 2°, its entireness in quality—

that it was pure, uniform, homogeneous. This

arose from the original identity of the Latin

Solidum with the Oscan solium or solum, and

the Greek oXav. See Feetus or Verrius Flac-

cus, vv. Solitaurilia and Sollo f
also J. C. Sca-

liger, De Subtilitate, ex. 76.)

Fifth Meaning.— Under the Vis Inertiae, a

body is said to be Solid, i.e. Inert, Stable, Im-

moveable, in proportion as it, whether in mo-
tion or at rest, resists, in general, a removal

from the place it would otherwise occupy in

space.

Sixth Meaning.—Under Gravity, a body is said

to be Solid, i.e. Heavy, in proportion as it resists,

in particular, a displacement by being lifted up.

The two following meanings fall under Co-

hesion, the force with which matter resists the

distraction of its parts ; for a body is said in a

Seventh Meaning, to be Solid, i.e. Hard, iv

contrast to Soft ; and in i
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Remark.— In this criterion Locke was
preceded by Galileo. But it does not,

alone, suffice to discriminate the primary
from the secondary qualities. For, as al-

ready noticed, of two contradictory qua-

lities, one or other must, on the logical

principle of excluded middle, be attributed

to every object. Thus, odorous or inodo-
rous, sapid or tasteless, &c, though not
primary qualities, cannot both be abstract-

ed in thought from any material object

;

and, to take a stronger example, colour,

which, psychologically speaking, contains

within itself such contradictions (for light

and darkness, white and black, are, in this

relation, all equally colours) is thus a ne-
cessary concomitant of every perception,

and even every imagination, of extended
substance ; as has been observed by the

Pythagoreans, Aristotle, Themistius, and
many others.

e.—These attributes really exist in the
objects, as they are ideally represented to

our minds.

Remark.—In this statement Locke fol-

lowed Descartes ; but without the impor-
tant qualification, necessary to its accu-
racy, under which Descartes advances it.

On the doctrine of both philosophers, we
know nothing of material existence in it-

self; we know it only as represented or in

idea. When Locke, therefore, is asked,
how he became aware that the known idea
truly represents the unknown reality ; he
can make no answer. On the first prin-

ciples of his philosophy, he is wholly and
necessarily ignorant, whether the idea

does, or does not, represent to his mind
the attributes of matter, as they exist in

nature. His assertion is, therefore, con-
fessedly without a warrant ; it transcends,
ex hypothesi, the sphere of possible know-

Eighth Meaning, to be Solid, i.e. Concrete, in

apposition to Fluid.

The term Solidity thus denotes besides the
absolute and necessary property of occupying
space, simply and in its two phases of Exten-
sion and Impenetrability, also tho relative and
contingent qualities of the Dense, the Inert,

the Heavy, the Hard, the Concrete ; and the
introduction of these latter, with their corre-

lative opposites, into the list of Primary Qua-
lities was facilitated, if not prepared, by Locke's
vacillating employment of the vague expres-
sion Solid ; in partial designation of the for-

mer. By Karnes, accordingly, Gravity and
Inertia were elevated to this rank ; while Co-
hesion, in its various modifications and de-

grees, was, by Karnes, Rcid,Fergusson, Stewart,
Roycr Collard, and many others, not only re-

cognized as Primary, but expressly so recog-
nized as in conformity with the doctrine of

Locke. See the sequel of this §, and § ii.

ledge. Descartes is more cautious. He
only says, that our ideas of the qualities in

question represent those qualities as they
are, or as they may exist ;—' ut sunt, vel

saltern esse possunt.' The Cosmothetic
Idealist can only assert to them a proble-
matical reality.

f.—To the second class belong those
qualities which, as in objects themselves,
are nothing but various occult modifica-

tions of the qualities of the former class

;

these modifications possessing, however,
the power of determining certain manifest
sensations or ideas in us. Such for exam-
ple are colours, sounds, tastes, smells, &c,
—all, in a word, commonly known by the
name of Sensible Qualities. These qua-
lities, as in the reality, are properly only
powers ; powers to produce certain sensa-
tions in us. As- in us, they are only sensa-
tions, and cannot, therefore, be considered
as attributes of external things.

Remark— All this had, long before
Locke, become mere philosophical com-
monplace. With the exception of the
dogmatical assertion of the hypothetical
fact, that the subjective sensations of the
secondary, depend exclusively on the ob-
jective modifications of the primary, qua-
lities, this whole doctrine is maintained by
Aristotle ; while that hypothetical asser
tion itself had been advanced by the an-
cient Atomists and their followers the
Epicureans, by Galileo, by Descartes and
his school, by Boyle, and by modern philo-
sophers in general. That the secondary
qualities, as in objects, are only powers of
producing sensations in us—this, as we
have seen, had been explicitly stated, after
Aristotle, by almost every theorist on the
subject. But it was probably borrowed
by Locke from the Cartesians.

It is not to be forgotten, that Locke did
not observe the propriety of language in-

troduced by the Cartesians, of employing
the term Idea, in relation to the primary,
the term Sensation, in relation to the se-
condary, qualities. Indeed Locke's whole
philosophical language is beyond measure
vague, vacillating, and ambiguous ; in this

respect, he has afforded the worst of pre-
cedents, and has found only too many
among us to follow his example.

20.

—

Purchot'8 doctrine on this sub-
ject deserves to be noticed—which it never
has been. It struck me from its corres-
pondence, in certain respects, with that
which I had myself previously thought
out. The first edition of his Institutiones
Philosophicae did not appear at Paris un-
til a year or two after the publication o'
Locke's Essay,—the second was in 1698

j
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but the French cursualist does not appear

to have been aware of the speculations of

the English philosopher, nor does he refer

to Boyle. His doctrine—which is not ful-

ly stated in any single place of his work
—is as follows

:

a.—The one Primary Affection or Attri-

bute of Body is Extension. Without this,

matter cannot be conceived. But in the

notion of Extension as an attribute is im-

mediately involved that of Solidity or Im-
penetrability, i. e. the capacity of filling

space to the exclusion of another body.

b.—But extended substance (eo ipso,

solid or impenetrable)—
1°, Necessarily exists under some par-

ticular mode of Extension, in other words
it has a certain Magnitude ; and is Divisible

into parts

;

2°, Is necessarily thought as capable of

Motion and Rest

;

3°, Necessarily supposes a certain Fi-

gure ; and in relation to other bodies a
certain Position.

These five, 1, Magnitude or measure of
extension, involving Divisibility; 2, Mo-
tion ; 3, Rest ; 4, Figure ; 5, Position or

Situation, he styles the simple and secon-

dary attributes, affections or qualities which
flow immediately from the nature of Body,
i. e. Extension.

c.—Out of these Primary Affections of
Body there are educed, and as it were"

compounded, other affections to which the

name of Quality in a more emphatic and
appropriate sense belongs; such among
others are Light, Colours, Sounds, Odours,
Tastes,and the Tactile qualities, Heat, Cold,

Moisture, Dryness, &c. These he deno-
minates the secondary and composite qua-
lities or affections ofBody. (Instit. Philos.

t. ii. Phys. Sect*, i. iv. v. pp. 87, 205, 396,
ed4.)

21.

—

Le Clebc does not borrow his

doctrine on this head from his friend

Locke ; and his point of view is not purely

psychological. The five properties com-
mon to allbodies—Extension—Divisibility

— Solidity ( Impenetrability) — Figure

—

Mobility—he very properly does not de-

nominate Qualities, but reserves that name
for what serves to distinguish bodies from
each other. Under this restriction, he
divides Qualities into Primitive and Deri-
vative. By Primitive he designates those
occult qualities in body which are known
to us only in their effects ; as, for example,
the cause of Solidity. The Derivative, he
says, are those which flow from the Pri-
mitive and affect our senses, as colour, sa-

vour, odour, &c. His doctrine is, how-
ever, neither fully «volved nor unambigu-

ously expressed. (Clerici Opera Philos.

Phys. L. v. cc. 1, 6.)

22.

—

Lord Kames, in theirs* edition of
his ' Essays on the principles of Morality
and Natural Religion/ (1751,) touches only
incidentally on the present subject. He
enumerates Softness, Hardness, Smooth-
ness, Roughness, among the Primary Qua-
lities (p. 248) ; and he was, I am confi-

dent, the only philosopher before Reid, by
whom this amplification was sanctioned,

although Mr Stewart has asserted that

herein Reid only followed the classifica-

tion of most of his immediate predeces-
sors.* (Essays, p. 91.) The second edi-

tion I have not at hand. In the third and
last, (1779,) there is introduced a chap-
ter expressly on the distinction, which is

treated of in detail. He does not here re-

peat his previous enumeration ; but to

Size, Figure, Solidity (which he does not
define) and Divisibility, he adds, as pri-

mary qualities, Gravity, the Vis Inertiae,

and the Vis Incita ; the two last being the

Vis Insita or Vis Inertiae of Kepler and
Newton divided into a double power. See
Reid's Correspondence, pp. 55, 58. Kames
unwittingly mixes the psychological and
physical points of view ; and, otherwise, his

classification, in so far as original, is open
to manifold objections. See the foot-note

f at p. 837 c, and § ii.

•if- 23.

—

Reid.—We have seen that Des-
' cartes and Locke, to say nothing of other

metaphysicians, admitted a fundamental
difference between the primary and the

secondary qualities : the one problema-
tically, the other assertorily, maintaining,

that the primary qualities, as known, cor-

respond with the primary qualities, as ex-

istent ; whereas that the secondary quali-

ties, as sensations in us, bear no analogy
to these qualities as inherent in matter.

On the general doctrine, however, of

these philosophers, both classes of quali-

ties, as known, are confessedly only states

of our own minds ; and, while we have no

right from a subjective affection to infer

the existence, far less the corresponding
character of the existence, of any objec-

tive reality, it is evident that their doc-
trine, if fairly evolved, would result in a
dogmatic, or in a sceptical, negation of

the primary, no less than of the secondary

* Mr Stewart also says that Berkeley ' em-
ploys the word Solidity as synonymous with
Hardness and Resistance.' This is not cor-

rect. Berkeley does not consider hardness
and resistance as convertible; and these he
mentions as two only out of three significations

in which, he thinks, the term Solidity is used.
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qualities of body, as more than appear-

ances in and for us. This evolution was
accordingly soon accomplished ; and Leib-

nitz, Berkeley, Hume, Condillac, Kant,

Fichte, and others, found no difficulty in

demonstrating, on the principles of Des-
cartes, and Locke, and modern Represen-
tationists in general, that our notions of

Space or Extension, with its subordinate

forms of Figure, Motion, &c, have no
higher title to be recognized as objec-

tively valid, than our sensations of Colour,

of Savour, of Odour ; and were thus

enabled triumphantly to establish their

several schemes of formal or virtual ideal-

ism. Hence may we explain the fact

tjiat this celebrated distinction is over-

.ooked or superseded in the speculation,

not of some merely, but of all the more
modern German Schools.

It is therefore manifest that the fun-

damental position of a consistent theory of

dualistic realism is—that our cognitions

of Extension and its modes are not wholly
ideal ;—that although Space be a native,

necessary, a priori, form of imagination,

and so far, therefore, a mere subjective

state, that there is, at the same time, com-
petent to us, in an immediate perception

of external things, the consciousness of a
really existent, of a really objective, ex-

tended world. To demonstrate this was
therefore prescribed, as its primary prob-
lem to a philosophy which, like that of Reid,

proposed to re-establish the philosophy of

natural realism—of common sense, on a
refutation of every idealism overt or im-

plied. Such is the problem. It remains
for us to see how it was dealt with.

Reid's doctrine, in regard to the Pri-

mary and Secondary Qualities, is to be
found in the Inquiry, ch. 5, sect. 4-6, p.

123-126, and in the Intellectual Powers
Essay ii. ch. 17, p. 313-318.

In his enumeration of the Primary qua-

lities Reid is not invariable ; for the list

in the Inquiry is not identical with that in

the Essays. In the former, without pro-

fessing to furnish an exhaustive catalogue,

he enumerates Extension, Figure, Motion,

Hardness and Softness, Roughness and
Smoothness. The four last are, as we have

seen, to be found, for the first time, in the

earliest edition of Lord Karnes's Essays

on Morality, which preceded Reid's In-

quiry by thirteen years. In the latter he

gives another list, which he does not state

to be an altered edition of his own, but

which he apparently proposes as an enu.

meration identical with Locke's. ' Every

one,' he says, ' knows that Extension, Di~

visibility. Figure, Motion, Solidity, Hard-

ness, Softness, and Fluidity, were by Locke
called primary qualities of body.' In re-

ference to himself—this second catalogue
omits Roughness and Smoothness, which
were contained in his first: and intro-

duces, what were omitted in the first, Di-
visibility (which Karnes had also latterly

added), Solidity and Fluidity. In refe-

rence to Locke—this and the former list

are both very different from his. For,
allowing Divisibility to replace Number,
and saying nothing in regard, either to

the verbal inaccuracy of making Motion
stand for Mobility, or to the real inaccu-
racy of omitting Rest as the alternative

of Motion ; we find in both lists a series

of qualities unrecognized as primary by
Locke ; or, as far as I know, by any other
philosopher previous to Lord Karnes and
himself. These are Roughness and Smooth-
ness, in the Inquiry ; Fluidity in the
Essays; and Hardness and Softness in

both. But these five qualities are not
only not to be ascribed to the list of primary
qualities by Locke ; they ought not to be
viewed as co-ordinate with Extension, So-
lidity (which Reid more rigorously than
Locke limits to the ultimate incompressi-
bility of matter), Figure, Mobility, and
Divisibility, i.e. not as primary qualities at

all. Of these five qualities, the last three,

as he himself states (p. 314 a), are only
different degrees of Cohesion; and the
first two are only modifications of Figure
and Cohesion combined. But Cohesion,
as will be shewn (§ ii.), is not a character
necessarily involved in our notion of body

;

for though Cohesion, (and we may say
the same of Inertia,) in all its modes, ne-
cessarily supposes the occupation of space,
the occupation of space while it implies a
continuity does not necessarily imply a
cohesion of the elements (whatever they
may be) of that which occupies space.

At the same time, the various resistances

of cohesion and of inertia cannot be re-

duced to the class of Secondary qualities.

It behoves us therefore, neither with
Locke and others, to overlook them ; nor
to throw them in without qualification

or remark, either with Descartes among
the Secondary, or with Reid among the
Primary, qualities. But of this again.

Independently of these minor differen-

ces, and laying also out of account Reid's
strictures on the cruder forms of the re-
presentative hypothesis, as held by Des-
cartes and Locke, but which there is no
sufficient ground to suppose that Des-
cartes, at least, adopted; Reid's doctrine
touching the present distinction corre*
gj^onda, in all essential respects, with tlu>.t
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maintained by these two philosophers.

He does not adopt, and even omits to no-

tice, the erroneous criterion of insepara-

bility in thought, by which Locke at-

tempts to discriminate the primary quali-

ties from the secondary. Like Descartes,

he holds that our notions of the primary

qualities are clear and distinct ; of the se-

condary, obscure and confused ; and, like

both philosophers, he considers that the

former afford us a knowledge of what the

corresponding qualities are (or, as Des-
cartes cautiously interpolates may be) in

themselves, while the latter only point to

the unknown cause or occasion of sensa-

tions of which we are conscious ourselves.

Reid therefore calls the notion we have of

the primary qualities, direct ; of the se-

/ condary, relative. (I. P. 313 b.) On this

subject there is, thus, no important dif-

ference of opinion between the three phi-

losophers. For i f we modify the obnoxious

language of Descartes and Locke; and,

instead of saying that the ideas or notions

of the primary qualities resemble, merely
assert that they truly represent, their ob-

jects, that is, afford us such a knowledge
of their nature as we should have were an
immediate intuition of the extended rea-

lity in itself competent to man,—and this

is certainly all that one, probably all that

either philosopher, intended,—Reid's doc-

trine and theirs would be found in perfect

unison. The whole difficulty and dispute

on this point is solved on the old distinc-

^ tion of similarity in existence, and simi-

larity in representation, which Reid and
our more modern philosophers have over-

looked. Touching this, see, as stated

above, the doctrine of those Schoolmen
who held the hypothesis of species, (p. 814
b) ; and of those others who, equally with
Reid, rejected all representative entities

different from the act itself of cognition,

(p. 8L3b. note.)

But much more than this was called for

at Reid's hands. His philosophy, if that

of Natural Realism, founded in the com-
mon sense of mankind, made it incumbent
on him to shew, that we have not merely a
notion, a conception, an imagination, a
subjective representation—of Extension,

for example, 'called up or suggested,' in

some incomprehensible manner to the mind,
on occasion of an extended object being
presented to the sense; but that in the
perception of such an object, we really

have, as by nature we believe we have, an
immediate knowledge or consciousness of

that external object, as extended. In a
word, that in sensitive perception the ex-

tension, as known, and the extension, as

existing, are convertible ; known, because

existing, and existing, since known.
Reid however, unfortunately, did not

accomplish—did not attempt this. He
makes no articulate statement, even, that

in perception we have an immediate know-
ledge—an objective consciousness, of an
extended non-ego, actually existing; as

in imagination we have a subjective con-

sciousness of a mode of the ego, repre-

senting such an extended non-ego, and
thereby affording us a mediate knowledge
of it as possibly existing. On the con-

trary were we to interpret his expressions

rigidly, and not in liberal conformity with
the general analogy of his philosophy, we
might, as repeatedly noticed, found on the

terms in which he states his doctrine of the

primary qualities, and, in particular, his

doctrine concerning our cognition of ex-

tension, a plausible argument that his own
theory of perception is as purely subjec-

tive, and therefore as easily reducible to

an absolute Idealism, as that of any of the

philosophers whom he controverts.

Thus when Reid, for example, (Inq.

123 b.) states 'that Extension is a quality

suggested to us by certain sensations,' i. e.

by certain merely subjective affections;

and when (324 b.) he says ' that Space
[Extension] whether tangible or visible,

is not so properly an object of sense as a
necessary concomitant of the objects both
of sight and touch ;' he apparently denies

us all immediate perception of any extend-
ed reality. But if we are not percipient

of any extended reality, we are not per-

cipient of body as existing ; for body ex-
ists, and can only be known immediately
and in itself, as extended. The material

world, on this supposition, sinks into some-
thing unknown and problematical; and its

existence, if not denied, can, at best, be
only precariously affirmed, as the occult

cause, or incomprehensible occasion, of
certain subjective affections we experience
in the form, either of a sensation of the

secondary quality, or of a perception of

the primary. Thus interpreted, what is

there to distinguish the doctrine of Reid
from the undeveloped idealism of Des-
cartes or of Kant ? See Note C. § ii. p.

820 b, sq.

Having noticed the manifest incongruity

of Reid's doctrine on this point with the

grand aim of his philosophy,—an incongru
ity which I am surprised has not been long

ago adverted to either by friend or foe,

—

I may take this opportunity of modifying
a former statement, (p. 123 b, note *)

—

that, according to Reid, Space is a notion

a posteriori, the result of experience. On
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reconsidering more carefully his different

statements on this subject, (Inq. 123 sq. I.

P. 324 sq.), I am now inclined to think

that his language implies no more than the

chronological posteriority of this notion
;

and that he really held it to be a native,

necessary, a priori form of thought, re-

quiring only certain prerequisite condi-

tions to call it from virtual into manifest

existence. I am confirmed in this view by
finding it is also that of M. Royer Collard.

Mr Stewart is however less defensible,

when he says, in opposition to Kant's doc-
trine of Space—* I rather lean to the com-
mon theory which supposes our first ideas

of Space or Extension to be formed by
other qualities of matter.' (Dissertation,

&c. p. 281, 2d ed.)

Passing over the less important obser-

vations of several intermediate philoso-

phers in the wake of Reid, I proceed to

the most distinguished of his disciples.

24.

—

Stewart, while he agrees with his

master in regard to the contrast of Pri-

mary and Secondary Qualities, proposes

the following subdivision, and change of

nomenclature in reference to the former.
' I distinguish,' he says, ' Extension and
Figure by the title of the mathematical af-

fections of matter ; restricting the phrase

primary qualities to Hardness and Soft-

ness, Roughness and Smoothness, and
other properties of the same description.

The line which I would draw between
primary and secondary qualities is this;

that the former necessarily involve the

notion of extension, and consequently of

externality or outness ; whereas the latter

are only conceived as the unknown causes

of known sensations ; and when first ap-

prehended by the mind do not imply the

existence of any thing locally distinct from
the subjects of its own self-consciousness.'

(Essays, p. 94.)

The more radical defects of this inge- I

nious reduction are, as they appear to me,
\

the following

:

1°, That it does not depart from the

central notion of body— from Solidity

Absolute, the occupying of space. (See

p. 837 c, note f) In logical propriety Ex-
tension and Figure are not proximately

attributes of body but of space; and belong
to body only as filling space. Body sup-

poses them ; they do not suppose body

;

and the inquiry is wholly different in re-

gard to the nature of extension and figttre

as space, and of the extended and figured

as body.
2°, This original defect in the order of

evolution, has led, however, to more im-
portant consequences. Had Mr Stewart

looked at Extension (Solidity Mathema-
cal), as a property of body, in virtue of

body filling space, he would not only not
have omitted, but not have omitted as an
attribute co-ordinate with extension, the
Ultimate Incompressibility or Impenetra-
bility of body, (Solidity Physical.)

3°, But while omitting this essential

property, the primary qualities which,
after Reid, he enumerates, (Hardness,
Softness, Roughness, Smoothness,) are,

as already noticed, and to be hereafter
shewn, not primary, not being involved
in the necessary notion of body. For
these are all degrees or modifications of
Cohesion ; but a Cohesion of its ultimate
elements it is not necessary to think as a
condition or attribute of matter at all.

See § ii. Moreover, Roughness and
Smoothness, as more than the causes of
certain sensations in us, therefore only se-

condary qualities, are modifications, not
only of Cohesion, but of Figure, and
would, therefore, on Mr Stewart's distri-

bution, fall under the category of the Ma-
thematical Affections of Body.
As regards the great problem of Na-

tural Realism,—to prove that we have an
immediate perception of the primary qua-
lities of body,—this was left by Mr Stewart
where it was left by Reid.

25.—The last philosopher to be ad-
duced is the illustrious founder of the
Scoto-Gallican School, M. Royer Col-
lard. The sum of his doctrine touching
the Primary Qualities is given in the fol-

lowing passage, which I translate from
the Fragments of his Lectures, published
by M. Jouffroy as Appendices to his ver-
sion of the Works of Reid, (Vol. Hi. p.

429 sq.) ;— Fragments which, with M.
Jouffroy's general Preface, I have reason
to hope will be soon given to the British

public by a translator eminently qualified

for the task. My observations I find it

most convenient to subjoin in the form of
notes ; and admiring as I do both the at-

tempt itself and the ability of its author,
I regret to differ here so widely, not only
from the doctrines which M. Royer Collard
holds in common with other philosophers,
but from those which are peculiar to him-
self. On the former, however, in so far

as, with his more immediate predecessors,
he confounds in one class qualities which
I think ought to be discriminated into
two, I deem it unnecessary to make any
special comment; as this matter, which
has been already once and again adverted
to, is to be more fully considered in the
sequel. (§ ii.) As to the latter, it will

be seen that the more important differences
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arise from the exclusive point of view

from which M. Royer Collard has chosen

to consider the Qualities in question.

' Among the Primary Qualities, that of

Number is peculiar to Locke.* It is evi-

dent that Number, far from being a qua-

lity of matter, is only an abstract notion,

the work of intellect and not of sense,f
* Divisibility is proper to Reid.J On

this quality and Mobility I will observe,

that neither ought to have been placed

among the qualities manifested through

sense ; and yet this is what Reid under-

stands by the Primary Qualities, for he

distinguishes them from the Secondary by

this—that we have of the former a direct

notion.§ Divisibility is known to us by

division ; and a body divided is known to

us, as such, by memory. For did we not

recollect that it had previously been one,

• Number is, with Locke, common to Aris-

totle and the Aristotelians, Galileo, Descartes,

and the Cartesians, &c.

f Number, as an abstract notion, is certainly

not an object of sense. But it was not as an ab-

stract notion intended by the philosophers to

denote an attribute of Body. This misprision

was expressly guarded against by the Aristo-

telians See Toletus in Aristotelem De Anima,

L. ii. c. 6, qu. 15. Number may be said to

correspond to Divisibility 3 see p. 829 a, and

p. 837 a. If it cannot be said that sense is

percipient of objects as many, it cannot be said

to be percipient of an object as one. Percep-

tion, moreover, is a consciousness, and con-

sciousness is only realized under the condition

of plurality and difference. Again, if we deny
that through sense we perceive a plurality of

colours, we must deny that through sense we
perceive a figure or even a line. See Note E.

And if three bodies are not an object of sense,

neither is a triangle. Sense and intellect can-

not thus be distinguished. See Note D#
, § i.

X Sundry philosophers preceded Reid in mak-
ing Divisibility (.which corresponds also to

Number) one of the Primary Qualities. See

Nos. 20, 21, 22.

§ M. Royer Collard not only takes his point

of view exclusively from Sense ; but sense he
do limits, that, if rigorously carried out, no
sensible perception, as no consciousness, could
be brought to bear. See Note D *, § i. The
reason he gives why Reid must be held as of

the same opinion, I do not understand. Psy-
chologically speaking, an attribute would not
be primary if it could be thought away from
body ; and the notion of body being supposed
given, every primary quality is to be evolved,

out of that notion, as necessarily involved in

it, independently altogether of any experience
of sense. In this respect, such quality is an
object of intellect. At the same time, a pri-

mary quality would not be an attribnte of body,

if it could not, contingently, to some extent, at

least, be apprehended as an actual phenomenon
of sense. In this respect, such quality is an
object of perception and experience.

we should not know that H is at present

two ; we should be unable to compare its

present with its past state ; and it is by
this comparison alone that we become
aware of the fact of division. Is it said

that the notion of Divisibility is not ac-

quired by the fact of division, but that it

presents itself immediately to the mind
prior to experience ? In this case it is

still more certain that it is not a cognition

proper to sense.f
' As to the notion of Mobility it is evi-

dently posterior to that of motion
; ff that

of motion supposes not less evidently the

exercise of memory and the idea of time

;

it is thus not derived exclusively from
sense. J J As Divisibility also supposes

motion, this again is an additional proof

that the notion of divisibility is not imme-
diate.

' Figure is a modification of Extension.

'Solidity, Impenetrability, Resistance, are

one and the same thing; §§ Hardness,

Softness, Fluidity, are modifications of So-

lidity and its different degrees ; while the

Roughness and Smoothness of surfaces ex-

press only sensations attached to certain

perceptions of Solidity.

'The Primary Qualities may be thus

generalized, if I may so express myself,

into Extension and Solidity.'

Tf I am afraid that this, likewise, is a misap-
prehension of the meaning of the philosophers.

Divisibility, in their view, has nothing to do
with the process of dividing. It denotes either

the alternative attribute, applicable to all body,
of unity or plurality; or the possibility that

every single body, may, as extended, be sun-

dered into a multitude of extended parts.

Every material object being thus, though ac-

tually one, always potentially many, it is thus
convertible with Number ; see foot-note f.

|f Mobility, as applied in this relation, ia

merely a compendious expression for the al-

ternative attributions of motion or rest; and
both of these, as possible attributes, are in-

volved in the notion of body. See § ii. of this

Excursus.

XX Compare above pp. 830 a, 831 a. But
Perception can no more be separated from all

memory than from all judgment ; for con-

sciousness involves both. See Note D#
, § i.

§§ This is only correct from M. Royer Col-

lard's exclusive point of view—from sense
alone. On the various meanings of the term
Solidity, see p. 837, note f. The confusion also

resulting from the ambiguity of the word
Impenetrability as denoting both a resistance

absolute and insuperable, and a resistance re-

lative and superable, both what is necessary,
and what is contingent to body, is here shown,
either in the reduction to a single category of

qualities of a wholly heterogeneous character,

or in the silent elimination of the higher.
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The distinction of these different classes

of material qualities has, as already no-

ticed, no real importance, no real foun-

dation, on the hypothesis of Idealism,

whether absolute or cosmothetic,—in no
philosophy, indeed, but that of Natural
Realism ; and its recognition, in the sys-

tems of Descartes and Locke, is, there-

fore, with them a superficial observation,

if not a hors d'ceuvre. It was, accord-
ingly, with justice formally superseded,

because virtually null, in the philosophy
of Leibnitz, the complement of the Car-
tesian, and in the philosophy of Condillac,

the complement of the Lockian. The
Kantian system, again, is built on its

positive negation, or rather its positive

reversal. For Kant's transcendental

Idealism not only contains a general as-

sertion of the subjectivity of all our per-

ceptions ; its distinctive peculiarity is, in

fact, its special demonstration of the ab-

solute subjectivity of Space or Exten-
sion, and in general of the primary attri-

butes of matter ; these constituting what
he calls the Form, as the Secondary con-

stitute what he calls the Matter, of our

Sensible intuitions. (See, in particular,

Proleg., § 13, Anm. 2.) This, I repeat,

may enable us to explain why the discri-

mination in question has, both in the in-

tellectualism of Germany and in the sen-

sualism of France, been so generally

overlooked ; and why, where in relation

to those philosophers by whom the dis-

tinction has been taken, any observations

on the point have been occasionally ha-

zarded, (as by Tetens with special refe-

rence to Reid,) that these are of too per-

functory a character to merit any special

commemoration. *

• To this also are we to attribute it, that

the most elaborate of the recent histories of

philosophy among the Germans, slur over, if

they do not positively misconceive, the dis-

tinction in question. In the valuable exposi-

tions of the Cartesian doctrine by the two dis-

tinguished Hegelians, Peuerbach and Erdmann,
it obtains from the one no adequate consider-

ation, from the other no consideration at all.

In the Lectures on the History of Philosophy

by their illustrious master, a work in which
the erudition is often hardly less remarkable
than the force of thought, almost every state-

ment in reference to the subject is, to say the

least of it, inaccurate. Hegel, as he himself

employs, apparently makes Aristotle and Des-

cartes employ, the term Solidity simply for

Hardness. This, however, neither one nor

other ever does; while by Locke, the terms
are even expressly distinguished. (Vol. iii.

pp. 360, 431.) He confounds Descartes' dis-

tinction (baptized by Locke that) of the

Primary and Secondary qualities, with Des-

Such, then, are the forms under which
the distinction of the Primary and Se-
condary Qualities of Body has been pre-
sented, from its earliest promulgation to

its latest development. In this histori-

cal survey, I have to acknowledge no
assistance from the researches of preced-
ing inquirers ; for what I found already

done in this respect was scanty and super-

ficial, even when not positively erroneous.

Every thing had thus anew to be explored
and excavated. The few who make a

study of philosophy in its sources, can ap-

preciate the labour of such a researcli ; and
from them, at least, I am sure of indul-

gence for the imperfections of what 1

offer, not as a history, but as a hasty col-

lection of some historical materials.

§ II.

—

Distinction of the Primary and
Secondary Qualities of Body critically

considered.

From what has been said in the fore-

going section, it will be seen that I am by
no means satisfied with the previous re-

duction of the Qualities of Body to two
classes of Primary and Secondary. With-
out preamble, I now go on to state what
I deem their true and complete classi-

fication ; limiting the statement, however,
to little more than an enouncement of

the distribution and its principles, not
allowing myself to enter on an exposition

of the correlative doctrine of perception,

and refraining, in general, from much
that I might be tempted to add, by way
of illustration and support.

The Qualities of Body I divide into

three classes.

Adopting and adapting, as far as pos-

sible, the previous nomenclature — the
first of these I would denominate the class

of Primary, or Objective, Qualities ; the

second, the class of Secundo-Primary, or

Subjectivo- Objective, Qualities ; the third,

the class of Secondary, or Subjective.

Qualities.

cartes' distinction of the Primitive and
Derivative attributes of body; distinctions

not coincident, though not opposed. Figure,

for example, in the one is primary, but not in

the other primitive. In regard to his criti-

cism of Locke, (p. 431,) suffice it to say, that

Locke, so far from opposing, in fact follows

Descartes in making " Figure and so forth"

primary qualities; nor docs Descartes deno-

minate any claBS of qualities " secondary.'—
(pp. 359, 430.) Finally, Aristotle's distinction

of " external qualities" into primary and
secondary, it* this be referred to, correspond!
with that bo styled by Locke only in the name.
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The general point of view from which

the Qualities of Matter are here consi-

dered is not the Physical, but the Psycho-

logical. But, under this, the ground or

principle on which these qualities are

divided and designated is, again, twofold.

There are, in fact, within the psycholo-

gical two special points of view ; that of

Sense, and that of Understanding. Both
of these ought to be taken, but taken

separately, into account in a classification

like the present; and not, as has been
often done, either one only adopted or

both fortuitously combined. Differing,

however, as these widely do from each
other, they will be found harmoniously to

conspire in establishing the threefold dis-

tribution and nomenclature of the quali-

ties in question which I have ventured to

propose.

The point of view chronologically prior,

or first to us, is that of Sense. The prin-

ciple of division is here the different cir-

cumstances under which the qualities are

originally and immediately apprehended.

On this ground, as apprehensions or im-
mediate cognitions through Sense, the

Primary are distinguished as objective,

not subjective,* as percepts proper, not
sensations proper ; the Secundo-primary,
as objective and subjective, as percepts
proper and sensations proper ; the Secon-
dary, as subjective, not objective, cogni-

tions, as sensations proper, not percepts
proper.

The other point of view chronologi-
cally posterior, but first in nature, is that
of Understanding. The principle of di-

vision is here the different character
under which the qualities, already appre-
hended, are conceived or construed to the
mind in thought. On this ground, the
Primary, being thought as essential to
the notion of Body, are distinguished
from the Secundo-primary and Secondary,
as accidental; while the Primary and
Secundo-primary, being thought as mani-
fest or conceivable in their own nature, are
distinguished from the Secondary, as in

• All knowledge, in one respect, is subjec-
tive ; for all knowledge is an energy of the
Ego. But when I perceive a quality of the
Non-Ego, of the object-object, as in imme-
diate relation to my mind, I am said to have of
it an objective knowledge j in contrast to the
subjective knowledge, I am said to have of it
when supposing it only as the hypothetical or
occult cause of an affection of which I am con-
scious, or thinking it only mediately through
a subject-object or representation in, and of,
the mind. But see below, in footnote to Par.
15, and first footnote to Par. 18.

their own nature occult and inconceivable.

For the notion of Matter having been
once acquired, by reference to that no-

tion, the Primary Qualities are recognized

as its a priori or necessary constituents

;

and we clearly conceive how they must
exist in bodies in knowing what they are

objectively in themselves ; the Secundo-
primary Qualities, again, are recognized

as a posteriori or contingent modifications

of the Primary, and we clearly conceive

how they do exist in bodies in knowing
what they are objectively in their condi-

tions; finally, the Secondary Qualities

are recognized as a posteriori or contin-

gent accidents of matter, but we ob-

scurely surmise how they may exist in

bodies only as knowing what they are

subjectively in their effects.

It is thus apparent that the Primary
Qualities may be deduced a priori, the

bare notion of matter being given ; they
being, in fact, only evolutions of the con-

ditions which that notion necessarily im-

plies : whereas the Secundo-primary and
Secondary must be induced a posteriori;

both being attributes contingently super-

added to the naked notion of matter.

The Primary Qualities thus fall mor6
under the point of view of Understand-
ing, the Secundo-primary and Secondary,

more under the point of view of Sense.

Deduction of the Primary Qualities.—
Space or Extension is a necessary form
of thought. "We cannot think it as non-
existent ; we cannot but think it as exis-

tent. But we are not so necessitated to

imagine the reality of aught occupying
space ; for while unable to conceive as

null the space in which the material uni-

verse exists, the material universe itself

we can, without difficulty, annihilate in

thought. All that exists in, all that occu-

pies, space, becomes, therefore, known to

us by experience : we acquire, we con-
struct, its notion. The notion of space
is thus native or a priori ; the notion of

Ivhat space contains, adventitious or a
posteriori. Of this latter class is that of
Body or Matter.
But on the hypothesis, always, that

body has been empirically apprehended,
that its notion has been acquired ;—What
are the a priori characters in and through
which we must conceive that notion, if

conceived it be at all, in contrast to the
a posteriori characters under which we
may, and probably do, conceive it, but
under which, if we conceive it not, still

the notion itself stands unannihilated ? In
other words, what are the necessary or

essential, in contrast to the contingent or
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accidental properties of Body, as appre-

hended and conceived by us ! The answer
to this question affords the class of Pri-

mary, as contradistinguished from the two
classes of Secundo-primary and Secondary
Qualities.

Whatever answer may be accorded to

the question—How do we come by our

knowledge of Space or trinal extension ?

it will be admitted on all hands, that

whether given solely a priori as a native

possession of the mind, whether acquired
solely a posteriori as a generalization from
the experience of sense, or whether, as I

would maintain, we at once must think

Space as a necessary notion, and do per-

ceive the extended in space as an actual

fact; still, on any of these suppositions,

it will be admitted, that we are only able

to conceive Body as that which (I.) occu-
rs pies space, and (II.) is contained in space.

But these catholic conditions of body,
though really simple, are logically com-
plex. We may view them in different

aspects or relations, which, though like

the sides and angles of a triangle, incap-

able of separation, even in thought, sup-
posing as they do each other, may still, in

a certain sort, be considered for them-
selves, and distinguished by different ap-
pellations.

I.—The property of filling space (Soli-

dity in its unexclusive signification, So-
lidity Simple) implies two correlative

conditions: (A) the necessity of trinal

extension, in length, breadth, and thickness,

(Solidity geometrical j) and (B) the cor-

responding impossibility of being reduced
from what is to what is not thus extended,

(Solidity Physical, Impenetrability.)

A.—Out of the absolute attribute of
Trinal Extension may be again explicated

three attributes, under the form of neces-
j

sary relations:— (i.) Number or Divisi-
i

bility ; (ii.) Size, Bulk, or Magnitude;
(hi.) Shape or Figure.

i.—Body necessarily exists, and is ne-
cessarily known, either as one body or as

many bodies. Number, i. e. the altemar
tive attribution of unity or plurality, is

thus, in a first respect, a primary attribute

of matter. But again, every single body
is also, in different points of view, at the
same time one and many. Considered as

a whole, it is, and is apprehended, as actu-
ally one ; considered as an extended whole,
it is, and is conceived, potentially many.
Body being thus necessarily known, if not
as already divided, still as always capable
of division, Divisibility or Number is thus
likewise, in a second respect, a primarv
attribute of matter. ( See pp. 829 a, 837 a.)

ii.— Body (multo raajus this or that

body) is not infinitely extended. Each
body must therefore have a certain finite

extension, which by comparison with that

of other bodies must be less, or greater,
or equal ; in other words, it must by rela-

tion have a certain Size, Bulk, or Magni-
tude; and this, again, as estimated both
(a) by the quantity of space occupied, and
(b) by the quantity of matter occupying,
affords likewise the relative attributes of
Dense and Rare.

iii.—Finally, bodies, as not infinitely ex-
tended, have, consequently, their exten-
sion bounded. But bounded extension is

necessarily of a certain Shape or Figure.
B.—The negative notion—the impossi-

bility of conceiving the compression of
body from an extended to an unextended,
its elimination out of space—affords the
positive notion of an insuperable power in

body of resisting such compression or
elimination. This force, which, as abso-
lute, is a conception of the understanding,
not an apprehension through sense, has
received no precise and unambiguous name

;

for Solidity, even with the epithet Physi-
cal, and Impenetrability and Extreity are
vague and equivocal.—(See p. 837 b, note

f.) We might call it, as I have said,

Ultimate or Absolute Incompressibility.
It would be better, however, to have a
positive expression to denote a positive
notion, and we might accordingly adopt,
as a technical term, Autantitypy. This is

preferable to Antitypy (ciurtrv7rtu,) a
word in Greek applied not only to this

absolute and essential resistance of matter,
qua matter, but also to the relative and
accidental resistances from cohesion, in-

ertia, and gravity.

II.—The other most general attribute
of matter—that of being contained in
space—in like manner affords, by explica-
tion, an absolute and a relative attribute

:

viz., (A) the Mobility, that is the possible
motion, and, consequently, the possible
rest, of a body; and (B) the Situation,

Position, Ubication, that is, the local cor-
relation of bodies in space. For

A.—Space being conceived as infinite,

(or rather being inconceivable as not in-

finite,) and the place occupied by body ae
finite, body in general, and, of course,
each body in particular, is conceived
capable either of remaining in the place
it now holds, or of being translated from
that to any then unoccupied part of space.
And
B.—-As every part of space, i.e., every

potential place, holds a certain position
relative to every other, so, consequently,
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must bodies, in so far as they are all con-

tained in space, and as each occupies, at

one time, one determinate place.

To recapitulate :—The necessary con-

stituents of our notion of Matter, the

Primary Qualities of Body, are thus all

evolved from the two catholic conditions

of matter— (I.) the occupying space, and
(II.) the being contained in space. Of
these the former affords (A) Trinal Ex-
tension, explicated again into (i.) Divisi-

bility, (ii.) Size, containing under it

Density or Rarity, (iii.) Figure ; and (B)
Ultimate Incompressibility : while the lat-

ter gives (A) Mobility ; and (B) Situation.

Neglecting subordination, we have thus

eight proximate attributes ; 1, Extension

;

2, Divisibility ; 3, Size ; 4, Density, or

Rarity ; 5, Figure ; 6, Incompressibility

absolute ; 7, Mobility ; 8, Situation.

The primary qualities of matter thus

develope themselves with rigid necessity

out of the simple datum of

—

substance oc-

cupying space. In a certain sort, and by
contrast to the others, they are, there-

fore, notions a priori, and to be viewed,

pro tanto, as products of the understand-

ing. The others, on the contrary, it is

manifestly impossible to deduce, i.e., to

evolve out of such a given notion. They
must be induced, i.e., generalized from
experience ; are, therefore, in strict pro-

priety, notions a posteriori, and, in the

last resort, mere products of sense. The
following may be given as consummative
results of such induction in the esta-

blishment of the two classes of the Se-

cundo-primary and Secondary Qualities.

Induction of the Class of Secundo-
primary Qualities.— This terminates in

the following conclusions.—These quali-

1/ ties are modifications, but contingent mo-
difications, of the Primary. They sup-

pose the Primary ; the Primary do not

suppose them. They have all relation to

space, and motion in space ; and are all

contained under the category of Resist-

ance or Pressure. For they are all

only various forms of a relative or supe-

rable resistance to displacement, which,

we learn by experience, bodies oppose to

other bodies, and, among these, to our
organism moving through space ;—a re-

sistance similar in kind (and therefore

clearly conceived) to that absolute or in-

superable resistance, which we are compel-
led, independently of experience, to think

that every part of matter would oppose to

any attempt to deprive it of its space, by
compressing it into an inextended.

In so far, therefore, as they suppose the

primary, which are necessary, while they

themselves are only accidental, they ex-

hibit, on the one side, what may be called

a quasi primary quality ; and, in this re-

spect, they are to be recognised as per-

cepts, not sensations, as objective affec-

tions of things, and not as subjective

affections of us. But, on the other side,

this objective element is always found ac-

companied by a secondary quality or sen-

sorial passion. The Secundo-primary
qualities have thus always two phases,

both immediately apprehended. On their

Primary or objective phasis they mani-
fest themselves as degrees of resistance

opposed to our locomotive energy ; on
their secondary or subjective phasis, as

modes of resistance or pressure affecting

our sentient organism. Thus standing be-

tween, and, in a certain sort, made up of

the two classes of Primary and Secon-
dary qualities, to neither of which, how-
ever, can they be reduced ; this their

partly common, partly peculiar nature,

vindicates to them the dignity of a class

apart from both the others, and this

under the appropriate appellation of the
Secundo-primary qualities.

They admit of a classification from two
different points of view. They may be
physically, they may be psychologically,

distributed.— Considered physically, or in

an objective relation, they are to be re-

duced to classes corresponding to the
different sources in external nature from
which the resistance or pressure springs.

And these sources are, in all, three :—

•

(I.) that of Co-attraction ; (II.) that of
Repulsion; (III.) that of Inertia.

I.—Of the resistance of Co-attraction

there may be distinguished, on the same
objective principle, two subaltern genera

;

to wit (A) that of Gravity, or the co-at-

traction of the particles of body in gene-
ral; and (B) that of Cohesion, or the

co-attraction of the particles of this and
that body in particular.

A.— The resistance of Gravity or

Weight according to its degree, (which,

again, is in proportion to the Bulk and
Density of ponderable matter,) affords,

under it, the relative qualities of Heavy
and Light (absolute and specific.)

B.—The resistance of Cohesion (using

that term in its most unexclusive univer-

sality) contains many species and counter-

species. "Without proposing an exhaus-

tive, or accurately subordinated, list ;—of

these there may be enumerated, (i.) the

Hard and Soft; (ii.) the Firm (Fixed,

Stable, Concrete, Solid,) and Fluid
(Liquid,) the Fluid being again subdivided

into the Thick and Thin ; (iii.) the
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Vtteid and Friable ; with (iv.) the Tovah
and Brittle (Irruptile and Ru[)tile) ;

(v.)

the Higid and Flexible ; (vi.) the FUsile

and Injivsile; (vii.) the Ductil' and /h-

ductifo (Extensible and Inextensible)
;

(viii.) the Rectractile and IrretmctUe
(Elastic and Inelastic); (ix.) (combined
with Figure) the Rough and Smooth

:

(x.) the Slippery and Tenacious.

II.—The resistance from Repulsion is

divided into the counter qualities of (A.)

the (relatively) Compressible and Incom-
pressible; (B.) the Resilient and Irresi-

liint (Elastic and Inelastic.)

III.— The resistance from Inertia

(combined with Bulk and Cohesion) com-
prises the counter qualities of the (rela-

tively) Moveable and Immoveable.
There are thus, at least, fifteen pairs

of counter attributes which we may refer

to the Secundo-primary Qualities of

Body ;—all obtained by the division and
subdivision of the resisting forces of mat
ter, considered in an objective or physical

point of view. (Compare Aristotle,

Meteor. L. iv., c. 8.)

Considered psychologically, or in a subj ac-

tive relation, they are to be discriminated,

under the genus of the relatively Resist-

'n<7> (!•) according to the degree in which
the resisting force might counteract our
locomotive faculty or muscular force

;

and, (II.) according to the mode in which
it might affect our capacity of feeling or

sentient organism. Of these species, the
former would contain under it the grada-
tions of the quasi-primary quality, the
latter the varieties of the secondary qua-
lity—these constituting the two elements
of which, in combination, every Secundo-
primary quality is made up. As, how-
ever, language does not afford us terms
by which these divisions and subdivisions

can be unambiguously marked, I shall not

attempt to carry out the distribution,

which is otherwise sufficiently obvious, in

detail.- So much for the induction of the
Secundo-primary qualities.

But it has sometimes been said of the
Secundo-primary qualities as of the Pri
mary, that they are necessary characters
in our notion of body ; and this has more
particularly heen asserted of Gravity,
Cohesion, and Inertia. This doctrine,
though never brought to proof, and never,
I believe, even deliberately maintained,
it is, however, necessary to show, is wholly
destitute of foundation.

That Gravity, Cohesion, Inertia, and
Repulsion, in their various modifications,
are not conceived by us as necessary pro-

perties of mutter, and that the resistances !

through which they are manifested do
not therefore, psychologically, constitute

any primary quality of body ;—this is

evident, 1°, from the historical fact of
the wavering and confliction of philoso-

phical opinion, in regard to the nature of

these properties ; and. 2°, from the re-

sponse afforded to the question by out

individual consciousness. These in their

order :
—

1.— The vacillation of philosophical

opinion may be shown under two heads,
to wit, from the Psychological, and from
the Physical, point of view.

As to the Psychological point of view,

the ambiguous, and at the same time the
unessential, character of these qualities,

is shown by the variation of philosophers
in regard to which of the two classes of

Primary or Secondary they would refer

them ; for the opinion, that philosophers

•are in this at one, is an error arising from
the perfunctory manner in which this

whole subject has hitherto been treated.

Many philosophers in their schemes of
classification, as Galileo, Boyle, Le Clere,

overlook, or at least omit to enumerate
these qualities. In point of fact, how-
ever, they undoubtedly regarded them as

Sensible, and therefore, as we shall see, as

Secondary, qualities. The great majority
of philosophers avowedly consider them as

secondary. This is done, implicitly or
explicitly, by Aristotle and the Aristote-

lians, by Galen, by Descartes * and his

school, by Locke,f by Purchot, &c. ; for

these philosophers refer Hardness, Soft-

ness, Roughness, Smoothness, and the
like, to the Tactile qualities—the sensible

qualities of Touch ; while they identify

the sensible qualities in general, that is,

the sensations proper of the several senses,

with the class of Secondary, the percepts

• Sea, besides what is said under Des-
cartes, No. 9, Regis, Phys. L. viii. P. ii., ch.

2. Spinosa, Princ. Philos. Cartes. P. ii., Lem.
2, pr. 1

.

•j- Compare Essay B. ii., c 3, § 1, and c. 4,

§ 4, and c. 8, §§ 14, 23 ; with Lee's Notes B.

ii., c. 8, § 4, p. 56. Looking superficially at

certain casual ambiguities of Locke's language,
we may, with Karnes, Reid, and philosophers
in general, suppose him to have referred the
qualities in question to the class of Primary
Looking more closely, we may "hold him to

have omitted them altogether, as inadvertent-
ly stated at p. 841 b. But, looking critically

to the whole analogy of the places now quoted,
and, in particular, considering the import of
the term " sensible qualities," as then in or.
iliiiai y use, we can have no doubt that, like

the Peripatetics and Descartes, he viewed
them as pertaining to the class of Secondary.

3 H
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common to more than a single sense, with

the class of Primary, qualities. In this

Aristotle, indeed, is found not always in

unison with himself; or rather, at differ-

ent times he views as proximate the dif-

ferent phases presented by the qualities

in question. For though in general he

regards the Rough and the Smooth as

sensations proper to Touch, (De Gen, et

Corr. ii. 2, et alibi,) on one occasion he

reduces these to the class of common
percepts, as modifications of Figure. (De
Sensu et Sensili, c. 4.) Recently, how-
ever, without suspecting their confliction

with the older authorities, nay, even in

professed conformity with the doctrine of

Descartes and Locke, psychologists have,

with singular unanimity, concurred in con-

sidering the qualities in question as Pri-

mary. For to say nothing of the ano-

malous and earlier statements of De La
Forge and Du Hamel, (Nos. 13, 14,) and

passing over, as hardly of psychological

import, the opinion of Cotes, (Praef. ad

Newtoni Princ. ed. 2,) this has been done

by Kames, Reid, Fergusson, Stewart, and

Royer Collard—philosophers who may be

regarded as the authors or principal re-

presentatives of the doctrine now pre-

valent among those by whom the distinc-

tion is admitted.

Looking, therefore, under the surface

at the state of psychological opinion, no
presumption, assuredly, can be drawn from
the harmony of philosophers against the

establishment of a class of qualities dif-

ferent from those of Primary and Secon-

dary. On the contrary, the discrepancy

of metaphysicians not only with each

other, but of the greatest even with them-
selves, as to which of these two classes

the qualities I call Secundo-primary should

be referred, does, in fact, afford a strong

preliminary probability that these qualities

can with propriety be reduced to neither

;

themselves, in fact, constituting a peculiar

class, distinct from each, though interme-

diate between both.

As to the Physical point of view, I shall

exhibit in detail the variation of opinion

in relation to the several classes of those

qualities which this point of view affords.

a.

—

Gravity. In regard to weight, this,

so far from being universally admitted,

from the necessity of its conception, to be

an essential attribute of body, philoso-

phers, ancient and modern, very generally

disallow all matter to be heavy ; and
many have even dogmatically asserted to

certain kinds of matter a positive levity.

This last was done by Aristotle, and his

Greek, Arabian, and Latin followers ; i.e.,

by the philosophio world In general for

nearly two thousand years. At a recent
period, the same doctrine was maintained,
as actually true, by Gren and other ad-
vocates of the hypothesis of Phlogiston,
among many more who allowed its truth

as possible; and Newton had previously
found it necessary to clothe his universal

aether with a quality of negative gravity,

(or positive lightness,) in order to enable
him hypothetically to account for the
phenomenon of positive gravity in other
matter.

Of Gravity, some, indeed, have held the
cause to be internal and essential to mat-
ter. Of these we have the ancient ato-

mists, (Democritus, Leucippus, Epicurus,

&c.,) with Plato and a few individual

Aristotelians, as Strato and Themistius

;

and in modern times a section of the
Newtonians, as Cotes, Freind, Keill, with
Boscovich, Kant, Kames, Schelling, and
Hegel. But though holding (physically)

weight to be, de facto, an essential pro-
perty of matter, these philosophers were
far from holding (psychologically) the

character of weight to be an essential

constituent of the notion of matter. Kant,
for example, when speaking psychologi-
cally, asserts that weight is only a syn-
thetic predicate which experience enables

us to add on to our prior notion of body,
(Cr. d. r. Vern. p. 12, ed. 2.—Proleg.

§ 2, p. 25, ed. 1.) ; whereas, when speak-
ing physically, he contends that weight
is an universal attribute of matter, as

a necessary condition of its existence,

(Met. Anfangsgr. d. Naturwiss. p. 71,
ed. 2.)

But the latter opinion—that weight is

only, in reality, as in thought, an accident

of body—is that adopted by the immense
majority, not only of philosophers but of

natural philosophers. Under various mo-
difications, however; some, for example,
holding the external cause of gravity to

be physical, others to be hyperphysical.

Neglecting subordinate distinctions, to

this class belong Anaxagoras, Democri-
tus, Melissus, Diogenes of Apollonia,

Aristotle and his school, Algazel, Avi-

cembron, Copernicus, Bruno, Keppler,
Gilbert, Berigardus, Digby, Torricelli,

Descartes, Gassendi, Lana, Kircher, An-
dala, Malebranche, Rohault, De Guericke,
Perrault, H. More, Cudworth, Du Hamel,
Huygens, Sturmius, Hooke, Is. Vossius,

Newton, S. Clarke, Halley, Leibnit2
}

Saurin, Wolf, Mueller, Bilfinger, the Ber-
noullis James and John, Canz, Hamber-
ger, Varignon, Viliemot, Fatio, Euler,

j Baxter, Colden, Saussure, Le Sage,
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L'Huillier, Provost, De Luc, Monboddo,
Horsley, Drummond, Playfair, Blair, &c.

In particular, this doctrine is often and
anxiously inculcated by Newton— who
seems, indeed, to have sometimes inclined

even to an immaterial cause ; but this

more especially after his follower. Cotes,

had ventured to announce an adiifsion to

the counter theory, in his preface to the

second edition of the ' Principia,' which he

procured in 1713. See Newton s letter

to Boyle, 1678 — Letters, second and
third, to Bentley, 1693;— Principia, L.

i. c. 5. L. iii. re£. 3, alibi ;—in particu-

lar, Optics, ed. 1717, B. iii. Qu. 21.

b.— Cohesion, comprehending under
that term not only Cohesion proper, but

all the specific forces, (Adhesion, Capil-

larity, Chemical Affinity, &c.,) by which
the particles of individual bodies tend to

approach, and to maintain themselves in

union—Cohesion is even less than Gra-
vity, than the force by which matter in

general attracts matter, a character essen-

tial to our notion of body. Upon Gravity,

indeed, a majority of the earlier Newton-
ians maintained Cohesion, in some inex-

plicable manner, to depend ; and the other
hypotheses of an external agency, all pro
ceed upon the supposition that it is merely
an accident of matter. Cohesion, the
cause of which Locke wisely regarded as

inconceivable, Descartes attempted to ex-
plain by the quiescence of the adjoining

molecules ; Malebranche, (as an occa-
sional cause,) by the agitation of a per-
vading invisible matter ; Stair, by the
pressure (whence, he does not state) of

the physical points, his supposed consti-

tuents of body, to a common centre

;

and James Bernoulli, by the pressure of a
circumambient fluid,—an hypothesis to
which Newton likewise seems to have in-

clined: while a host of others, following

Algazeland Avicembron, Biel and D'Ailly,

spurned all mechanical media, these being
themselves equally inexplicable as the
phenomenon in question, and resorted to

the immediate agency of an immaterial
principle. The psychologists, therefore,

who (probably from confounding hard-
ness with solidity, solidity with impene-
trability) have carried up the resistance

of cohesion into the class of primary
qualities, find but little countenance for

their procedure, even among the crude
precedents of physical speculation.

c.— Vis Inertioe. But if, on the ground
of philosophical agreement, Gravity and
Cohesion are not to be regarded as pri-

mary qualities of matter; this dignity is

oven less to be accorded to that force by

which bodies resist any chango of state,

whether that be one of quiescence or of
motion. This, variously known under the
names of Vis Inertia?, Inertia, Vis Insita

Resistentise, Resistentia Passiva, &c, was,
indeed, if not first noticed, only first gene-
ralized at a comparatively recent period—
to wit, by Keppler ; while the subsequent
controversies in regard to its nature and
comprehension, equally concur in showing
that there is no necessity for thinking it

as an essential attribute of matter. The
Cartesians, among others, viewed it as a

quality not only derivative but contingent

;

and even those Newtonians who, in oppo-
sition to Newton, raised Gravity to th«

rank of a primary quality, did not, how-
ever, venture to include inertia under the

same category. (See Cotes's Preface to

the second edition of the Principia.)

Leibnitz, followed, among others, by
Wolf, divided this force into two ;—dis-

criminating the vis activa or motrix, from
the vis passiva or inertia. The former
they held not to be naturally inherent in,

but only supernaturally impressed on,

matter. Without reference to Leibnitz,

a similar distinction was taken by D'Alem-
bert, in which he is followed by Destutt

de Tracy ; a distinction, as we have seen,

which also found favour with Lord Kames,
who in this, however, stands alone, among,
metaphysicians, that he places both his

vis inertia and vis incita among the pri-

mary qualities of body.

Finally, Physical speculators, in gene-
ral, distinguish Inertia and Weight, as

powers, though proportional, still distinct.

Many, however, following Wiedeburg,
view the former as only a modification or

phasis of the latter.

d.

—

Repulsion, meaning by that term
more than the resistance of impenetrabi-
lity, gravity, cohesion, or inertia, has, least

of all, authority to plead in favour of its

pretension to the dignity of a primary
quality. The dynamical theories of mat-
ter, indeed, view Attraction and Repulsion
not merely as fundamental qualities, but
even as its generic forces ; but the ground
of this is the necessity of the hypothesis,

not the necessity of thought.
2.—But the voice of our individual

consciousness is a more direct and cogent
evidence than the history of foreign opi-

nion ;—and this is still less favourable to

the claim in question. The only resist-

ance which we think as necessary to the
conception of body, is a resistance to the
occupation of a body's space—the resist-

ance of ultimate ineoinpressiuility. The
others, with their causes, we think onlv

1/
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as contingent, because, one and all of them
we can easily annihilate in thought.

Repulsion (to take them backwards)

—

a resistance to the approximation and
contact of other matter—we come only

by a late and learned experience to view

as an attribute of body, and of the ele-

ments of body ; nay, so far is it from being

a character essential in our notion of mat-

ter, it remains, as apparently an actio in

distans, even when forced upon us as a fact,

still inconceivable as a possibility. Ac-
cordingly, by no philosopher has the re-

sistance of Repulsion been psychologi-

cally regarded as among the primary

qualities.

Nor has Inertia a greatly higher claim

to this distinction. There is no impossi-

bility, there is little difficulty, in imagin-

ing a thing, occupying space, and there-

fore a body ; and yet, without attraction

or repulsion for any other body, and
wholly indifferent to this or that position,

in space, to motion and to rest ; opposing,

therefore, no resistance to any displacing

powfr. Such imagination is opposed to

experience, and consequently to our ac-

quired habitudes of conceiving body ; but

it is not opposed to the necessary condi-

tions of that concept itself.

It was on this psychological ground

that Descartes reduced inertia to a mere

accident of extension. Physically rea-

soning, Descartes may not perhaps be

right ; but Karnes is certainly, as he is

singularly, wrong, in psychologically re-

cognizing Inertia as a primary attribute

of body.

Of the two attractions, Cohesion is not
j

constituent of the notion of what occu- '

pies, or is trinally extended in, space.

This notion involves only the supposition

of parts out of parts ; and although what
fills an uninterrupted portion of space, is,

pro tanto, considered by us as one thing
;

the unity which the parts of this obtain in

thought, is not the internal unity of co-

hesion, but the external unity of conti-

nuity or juxtaposition. Under the notion

of repletion of space, a rock has not in

Ihought a higher unity than a pile of sand.

Cohesion, consequently, is not, in a psy-

chological view, an essential attribute of

body. [In saying this, I may notice

paronthetically, that I speak of cohesion

only as between the ultimate elements of

body, whatever these may be ; and fortu-

nately our present discussion does not

require us to go higher, that is to regard

cohesion in reference to our conception of

these considered in themselves. In form-

ing to ourselves such concept, two counter

inconceivabilities present themselves ;

—

inconceivabilities from the one or other of

which, as speculators have recoiled, they
have embraced one or other of the counter
theories of Atomism and Dynamism.]
But if cohesion be not thought as an
essential attribute of body, Karnes, Reid,

Fergusson, Stewart, Royer Collard, and
other recent philosophers, were wrong to

introduce the degrees of cohesive resist-

ance among the primary qualities ; either

avowedly, under the explicit titles of the

Hard, the Soft, &c, or covertly, under
the ambiguous head of Solidity. But
though Locke did not, as they believe,

precede them in this doctrine, his lan-

guage, to say the least of it, is unguarded
and inaccurate. For he employs cohesion

and continuity as convertible terms ; and
states, without the requisite qualification,

that 'upon the solidity [to him the im-

penetrability or ultimate incompressibi-

lity] of bodies depend their mutual im-
pulse, resistance and protrusion.' (ii. 4,

5.)

As to Weight,—we have from our ear-

liest experience been accustomed to find

all tangible bodies in a state of gravita-

tion ; and, by the providence of nature,

the child has, even anteriorly to expe-

rience, an instinctive anticipation of this

law in relation to his own. This has

given weight an advantage over the

other qualities of the same class ; and it

is probably through these influences, that

certain philosophers have been disposed to

regard gravity, as, physically and psy-

chologically, a primary quality of matter.

But instinct and consuetude notwith-

standing, we find no difficulty in imagin-

ing the general co-attraction of matter to

be annihilated; nay, not only annihilated,

but reversed. For as attraction and re-

pulsion seem equally actiones in distans, it

is not more difficult to realize to our-

selves the notion of the one, than the

notion of the other.

In reference to both Cohesion and
Gravity, I may notice, that though it is

only by experience we come to attribute an
internal unity to aught continuously ex-

tended, that is, consider it as a system or

constituted whole ; still, in so far as we
do so consider it, we think the parts as held

together by a certain force, and the whole,

therefore, as endowed with a power of

resisting their distraction. It is, indeed,

only by finding that a material continuity

resists distraction, that we view it as

more than a fortuitous aggregation of

many bodies, that is, as a single body.

The material universe, for example,
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t hough not defactoponttnuously extended,
we consider ;ts one system, in so far, but

u 1 1 v in so far, as we find all bodies tend-

ing together by reciprocal attraction.

I5nt here I may add, that though a love

of unity may bias us, there is no necessity

for supposing this co-attraction to be the

effect of any single force. It may be the

result of any plurality of forces, provided
that these co-operate in due subordina-
tion. Thus we are not constrained to

view the universe of matter as held to-

gether by the power of gravity alone.

For though gravity be recognized as the
prime, proximate, and most pervading
principle of co-attraction, still, until the
fact be proved, we are not required to
view it as the sole. We may suppose that
a certain complement of parts are en-
dowed with weight ; and that the others,

immediately and in themselves indifferent

to gravitation, are mediately drawn with-
in its sphere, through some special affinity

or attraction subsisting between them and
the bodies immediately subjected to its

influence. Let the letters A, B, C, x, y,
z, represent in general the universe of
matter ; the capital letters representing,
in particular, the kinds of matter pos-
sessed of, the minor letters representing
the kinds of matter destitute of, weight.
Of themselves, A, B, C will, therefore,
gravitate ; x, y, z will not. But if x have
a peculiar affinity for A, y for B, and z

for C; x, y, z, though in themselves
weightless, will, through their correla-
tion to A, B, C, come mediately under
the influence of gravitation, and enter
along with their relatives, as parts, into

the whole of which gravity is the proxi-
mate bond of unity. To prove, there-
fore, a priori, or on any general principle

whatever, that no matter is destitute of
weight, is manifestly impossible. All
matter may possibly be heavy ; but. until

experiment can decide, by showing, in

detail, that what are now generally re-

garded as imponderable fluids, are either

in truth ponderable substances, or not
substances at all, we have no data on
which to infer more than a conjectural

affirmative of little probability. On the
dynamical theories of matter, the at-

tempts made from Boscovich to Hegel
to demonstrate, that weight is a catholic

property, as a fundamental condition, of

matter, are all founded on petitory pre-

mises. This is justly acknowledged by
Hegel himself of the Kantian deduction,

( Werke, Vol. vii. P. i. § 262) ; and, were
the proof of psychological concernment,

the same might no less justly be demon-
strated of his own..*

Induction of the Secondary Qualities.

— Its results are the following.—The
Secondary as manifested to us, are not,

* Since writing the above, I am indebted to
the kindness of Mr Whewell for his ' Demon,
stration that all Matter is Heavy,' published in

the Transactions of the Cambridge Philoso-
phical Society, Vol. vii., Part ii. ;—an author
whoso energy and talent all must admire,
even while convinced the least by the cogency
of his reasoning. As this demonstration pro-
ceeds not on a mere physical ground, but on
the ground of a certain logical or psychologi

.

cal law, and as it is otherwise diametrically
opposed to the whole tenor of the doctrine
previously maintained, I shall briefly consider
it in its general bearing ;—which Mr Whewel'
thus states, afterwards illustrating it in de-

tail :—
' The question then occurs, whether we can,

by any steps of reasoning, point out an incon-
sistency in the conception of matter without
weight. This I conceive we may do, and this

I shall attempt to show.—The general mode of

stating the argument is this :—The quantity

of matter is measured by those sensible pro.
perties of matter [Weight and Inertia] which
undergo quantitative addition, subtraction, and
division, as the matter is added, subtracted,

and divided. The quantity of matter cannot
be known in any other way. But this mode of

measuring the quantity of matter, in order to

be true at all, must be universally true. If it

were only partially true, the limits within
which it is to be applied would be arbitrary;

and, therefore, the wh<le procedure would be
arbitrary, and, as a method of obtaining philo-

sophical truth, altogether futile.' [But this

is not to be admitted. ' We must suppose the
rule to be universal. If any bodies have weight
all bodies must have weight.']

1°. This reasoning assumes in chief that we
cannot but have it in our power, by some
means or other, to ascertain the quantity of

matter as a physical truth. But gratuitously.

For why may not the quantity of matter be
one of that multitude of problems, placed be-

yond the reach, not of human curiosity, but of

human determination?
2°. But, subordinate to the assumption that

some measure we must have, the reasoning fur-

ther supposes that a measure ofthe weight (and

inertia) is the only measure we can have of the
quantity of matter. But is even this cor-

rect? We may, certainly, attempt to esti-

mate the quantity of matter by the quantity of

two, at least, of the properties of matter; to

wit—a) by the quantity of space of which it is

found to resist the occupation; and—b) by the
quantity of weight (and inertia), which it

manifests. We need not enquire, whether,
were these measures harmonious in result,

they would, in combination, supply a compe-
tent criterion ; for they are at variance ; and,

if either, one must be exclusively selected.

Of the two, the former, indeed, at first sight,
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In propriety, qualities of Body at all. As
apprehended, they are only subjective

affections, and belong only to bodies in so

far as these are supposed furnished with

the powers capable of specifically deter-

mining the various parts of our nervous

apparatus to the peculiar action, or rather

passion, of which they are susceptible

;

which determined action or passion is the

quality of which alone we are immedi-

ately cognisant, the external concause of

that internal effect remaining to percep-

tion altogether unknown. Thus, the

recommends itself as the alone authentic For
the quantity of matter is, on all hands, ad-

mitted to be in proportion to the quantity

of space it fills, extension being necessarily

thought as the essential property of body

;

whereas it is not universally admitted that the

quantity of matter is in proportion to its

amount of weight and inertia ; these being, on
the contrary, conceivable, and generally con.

ceived, as adventitious accidents, and. not,

therefore, as necessary concomitants of mat-

ter.—But, then, it may be competently ob-

jected,—The cubical extension of compressed
bodies cannot be taken as an authentic mea-
sure of the quantity of space they fill, because

we are not assured that the degree of com-
pressing force which we can actually apply is

An accurate index of what their cubical exten-

sion would be, in a state of ultimate or closest

compression. But though this objection must
be admitted to invalidate the certainty of the

more direct and probable criterion, it does

not, however, leave the problem to be deter-

mined by the other ; against which, indeed, it

falls to be no less effectually retorted. For •!

little, at least, can we be assured that there is not

(either separately, or in combination with gra-

vitating matter) substance occupying space,

and, therefore, material, but which, being des-

titute of weight, is, on the standard of pon-

derability, precisely as if it did not exist.

This supposition, be it observed, the experi-

ments of Newton and Bessel do not exclude.

Kay, more ; there are, in fact, obtruded on our
observation a series of apparent fluids, (as

Light or its vehicle, the Calorific, Electro-gal-

vanic and Magnetic agents,) which, in our pre-

sent state of knowledge, we can neither, on
the one hand, denude of the character of sub-

stance, nor, on the other, clothe with the

attribute of weight.

3P . This argument finally supposes, as a lo-

gical canon, that a presumption from analogy
affords a criterion of truth, subjectively neces-

sary, and objectively certain. But not the

former ; for however inclined, wo are never
necessitated, a posteriori, to think, that be-

cause some are, therefore all the constituents

of a class must be, the subjects of a predicate a
priori contingent. Not the latter •, for though
a useful stimulus and guide to investigation,

analogy is, by itself, a very doubtful guarantee
of truth

Secondary qualities (and the same is to

be said, mutatis mutandis, of the Secundo-
priraary) are, considered subjectively, and
considered objectively, affections or quali-

ties of things diametrically opposed in

nature—of the organic and inorganic, of

the sentient and insentient, of mind and
matter : and though, as mutually corre-
lative, and their several pairs rarely ob-
taining in common language more than a
single name, they cannot well be con-
sidered, except in conjunction, under the

same category or general class; still their

essential contrast of character must be
ever carefully borne in mind. And in

speaking of these qualities, as we are here
chiefly concerned with them on their sub-

jective side, I request it maybe observed,

that I shall employ the expression Second-
ary qualities to denote those phenomenal
affections determined in our sentient or-

ganism by the agency of external bodies,

and not, unless when otherwise stated,

the occult powers themselves from which
that agency proceeds.

Of the Secondary qualities, in this rela-

tion, there are various kinds ; the variety

principally depending on the differences

of the different parts of our nervous ap-

paratus. Such are the proper sensibles,

the idiopathic affections of our several

organs of sense, as Colour, Sound, Flavour,

Savour, and Tactual sensation ; such are

the feelings from Heat, Electricity, Gal-

vanism, &c. ; nor need it be added, such
are the muscular and cutaneous sensations

which accompany the perception of the

Secundo-primary qualities. Such, though
less directly the result of foreign causes,

are Titillation, Sneezing, Horripilation,

Shuddering, the feeling of what is called

Setting-the-teeth-on-edge, &c, &c; such,

in fine, are all the various sensations of

bodily pleasure and pain determined by
the action of external stimuli.—So much
for the induction of the Secondary Quali-

ties in a subjective relation.

It is here, however, requisite to add
some words of illustration.—What aro

denominated the secondary qualities of

body, are, I have said, as apprehended,
not qualities of body at all ; being only

idiopathic affections of the different por-

tions of our nervous organism—affections

which, however uniform and similar in us,

may be determined by the most dissimilar

and multiform causes in external things.

This is manifest from the physiology of

our senses and their appropriate nerves.

Without entering on details, it is sufficient

to observe, that we are endowed with
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various assortments o* names; each of

those being ast rioted to certain definite

functions ; and each exclusively discharg-

ing the function which specially belongs

to it. Thus there are nerves of feeling,

(comprehending under that term the

sensations of cutaneous touch and feeling

proper, of the muscular sense, and of the

vital sense, or sensus vagus, in all its

modifications,) of seeing, of hearing, of

smelling, of tasting, &c.
The nerves of feeling afford us sensa-

tions to which, in opposite extremes, we
emphatically, if not exclusively, attribute

the qualities of pain and pleasure. Acute
pain—pain from laceration may, indeed,

be said to belong exclusively to these
;

for the nerves appropriated to the other

and more determinate senses, are like the

brain in this respect altogether insensible,

and it is even probable that the pain we
experience from their over-excitement is

dependent on the nerves of feeling with

which they are accompanied. Now pain

and pleasure no one has ever attributed

as qualities to external things : feeling has

always been regarded as purely subjective,

and it has been universally admitted that

its affections, indicating only certain con-
scious states ofthe sentient animal, afforded

no inference even to definite causes of its

production in external nature. So far

there is no dispute.

The case may, at first sight, seem dif-

ferent with regard to the sensations pro-
per to the more determinate senses ; but
a slight consideration may suffice to satisfy

us that these are no less subjective than
the others ;—as is indeed indicated in

the history already given of the distinction

of Primary and Secondary qualities. As,
however, of a more definite character,

it is generally, I believe, supposed that

these senses, though they may not pre-
{

cisely convey material qualities from ex-

ternal existence to internal knowledge,
'still enable us at least to infer the posses-

sion by bodies of certain specific powers,
each capable exclusively of exciting a
certain correlative manifestation in us.

But even this is according greatly too

large a share in the total sensitive

effect to the objective concause. The
sensations proper to the several senses

depend, for the distinctive character of

their manifestation, on the peculiar cha-

racter of the action of their several

nerves ; and not, as is commonly sup-

posed, on the exclusive susceptibility of

these nerves for certain specific stimuli.

In fact every the most different stimulus

(and there are manv such, both extra and

intra-organic, besides the one viewed as

proper to the sense,) which can be brought
to bear on each several nerve of sense,

determines that nerve only to its one pe-

culiar sensation. Thus the stimulus by
the external agent exclusively denomi-
nated Light, though the more common, is

not the only, stimulus which excites in the

visual apparatus the subjective affection

of light and colours. Sensations of light

and colours, are determined among other

causes, from ivithin, by a sanguineous

congestion in the capillary vessels of the

optic nerve, or by various chemical agents
which affect it through the medium of

the blood
; from without, by the applica-

tion to the same nerve of a mechanical
force, as a blow, a compression, a wound,
or of an imponderable influence, as elec-

tricity or galvanism. In fact, the whole
actual phamomena of vision might be
realized to us by the substitution of an
electro-galvanic stimulus, were this radi-

ated in sufficient intensity from bodies,

and in conformity with optical laws. The
blind from birth are thus rarely without
all experience of light, colour and visual

extension, from stimulation of the interior

organism.—The same is the case with the

other senses. Apply the aforementioned
or other extraordinary stimuli to their

several nerves ; each sense will be excited

to its appropriate sensation, and its ap-
propriate sensation alone. The passion

manifested (however heterogeneous its

external or internal cause) is always,—of

the auditory nerves, a sound, of the olfac-

tory, a smell, of the gustatory, a taste. But
of the various common agencies which
thus excite these several organs to their

idiopathic affection, we are manifestly no
more entitled to predicate the individual

colour, sound, odour, or savour of which,
in each case, we have a sensation, than we
are to attribute the pain we feel to the pin

by which we are pricked. But if this must
per force be admitted of the extraordinary
external causes of these sensations, it is

impossible to deny it of the ordinary.

In this respect Aristotle, (and the same
may also be said of Theophrastus,) was far

in advance of many of our modern philo

sophers. In his treatise on Dreams, to

prove that sensation is not a purely objec-

tive cognition, but much more a subjective

modification or passion of the organ, he
shows, and with a detail very unusual
to him, that this sensible affection does
not cease with the presence, and, there-
fore, does not manifest the quality, of the
external object. ' This (he says) is ap-
parent so often as we have the sensaticu
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of a thing for a certain continuance.

For then, divert as we may the sense fron

one object to another, still the affection

from the first accompanies the second; a.-

(for example) when we pass from sun-

shine into shade. In this case we at first

see nothing, because of the movement in

the eyes still subsisting, which had beei.

determined by the light. In like manner
if we gaze for a while upon a single colour,

say white or green, whatever we may now
turn our sight on will appear of that tint.

And if, after looking at the sun or other

dazzling object, we close our eyelids, we
shall find, if we observe, that, in the line

of vision, there first of all appears a colour

such as we had previously beheld, which
then changes to red, then to purple, until

it last the affection vanishes in black ; '

—

with more to the same effect. (C. 2.)

And in the same chapter he anticipates

modern psychologists in the observation

—that * Sometimes, when suddenly awoke,
we discover, from their not incontinently

vanishing, that the images which had ap-

peared to us when asleep are really move-
ments in the organs of sense ; and to

young persons it not unfrequently hap-
pens, even when wide awake, and with-

drawn from the excitement of light, that

moving images present themselves so

vividly, that for fear they are wont to

hide themselves under the bed-cloatbs.'

(C. 2.) See also Ockham, in Sent. L. ii.

qq. 17, 18.

—

Biel, in Sent. L. ii. Dist. iii.

q. 2.

—

Berigardus, Circulus Pisanus P. vi.

Circ. 12, ed. 2.

—

Hobbes, Human Nature,
ch. ii. § 7-10.

—

Boerhaave, Praelectiones
in proprias Institutiones, §§ 284, 579.

—

Sprtngel, Semiotik § 770-773; Patho-
logie, vol. ii. § 719.

—

Gruithuism, Anthro-
pologic § 449—Sir Charles Bell, An
Idea, &c. (in Shaw's Narrative, p. 35, sq. ;)

The Hand, &c, p. 175, sq.— Plateau,
Essai d'une Theorie, &c, p. J. Muel-
ler, Physiology, Book v., Preliminary Con-
siderations, p. 1059, sq., Engl. Transl.

Such being the purely subjective cha-
racter of the Secondary qualities, as ap-
prehended or immediately known by us,

we must reject as untenable the doctrine
on this point, however ingeniously sup-
ported, of the celebrated Neapolitan phi-
losopher, Baron Galluppi ; who, while,
justly I think, dissatisfied with the opinion
of Reid, that the perception of the pri-
mary qualities is a conception instinctively
suggested on occasion of our sensation of
the secondary, errs on the opposite ex-
treme, in his attempt to show that this
sensation itself affurds us what is wanted,

immediate cognition, an objective

apprehension, of external things. The
result of his doctrine he thus himself

states :
—

' Sensation is of its very nature

objective ; in other words, objectivity is

essential to every sensation.' Element! di

Filosofia, vol. i. c. 10, ed. 4. Florence,

1837. The matter is more amply treated

in his Critica della Conoscenza, L. ii. c. 6,

and L. iv.—a work which I have not yet
seen. Compare Bonelli, Institutiones

Logico-Metaphysicae, t. i. pp. 184, 222,
ed.2, 1837.

Such is a general view of the grounds
on which the psychological distinction of

the Qualities of Body, into the three

classes of Primary, Secundo-primary, and
Secondary is established. It now remains

to exhibit their mutual differences and
similarities more in detail. In attempt-

ing this, the following order will be pur-

sued— I shall state of the three relative

classes,—(A) What tJiey are, considered

in general ; then, (B) Whit they are, con-

sidered in particular. And under this

latter head I shall view them, (1°) as in

Bodies : (2°) as in Cognition ; and this

(a) as in Sensitive Apprehension ; (b) as

in Thought ; (c) as in both.—For the

conveniency of reference the paragraphs
will be numbered.

A.— What they are in general.

1. The Primary are less properly de-

nominated Qualities (Suchnesses,) and
deserve the name only as we conceive

them to distinguish body from not-body,

—corporeal from incorporeal substance.

They are thus merely the attributes of

body as body,—corporis ut corpus. The
Secundo-primary and Secondary, on the

contrary, are in strict propriety denomi-
nated Qualities, for they discriminate

body from body. They are the attri-

butes of body as this or that kind of body,—corporis ut tale corpus*
2. The Primary arise from the universal

relations of body to itself; the Secundo-
primary from the general relations of this

body to that ; the Secondary from the

special relations of this kind of body to

this kind of animated or sentient organism.

J 3. The Primary determine the possi-

bility of matter absolutely ; the Secundo-

* Thus, in the Aristotelic and other philo-

sophies, the title Quality would not be allowed

to those fundamental conditions on which th»

very possibility of matter depends, but wliich

modern philosophers have denominated iti

Primary Qualities.
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primary, the possibility of the material

universe as actually constituted ; the

Secondary, the possibility of our relation

as sentient existences to that universe.

4. Under the Primary we apprehend
modes of the Non-ego; under the Secundo-
primary we apprehend modes both of the

Kgo and of the Non-ego ; under the

Secondary we apprehend modes of the

Ego, and infer modes of the Non-ego.
(See par. 15.)

5. The Primary are apprehended as

they are in bodies ; the Secondary, as

they are in us; the Secundo-primary, as

they are in bodies, and as they are in us.

(See par. 15.)

6. The term quality in general, and
the names of the several qualities in par-

ticular, are—in the case of the Primary,
univocal, one designation unambiguously
marking out one quality;*—in the case

of the Secundo-primary and Secondary,
equivocal, a single term being ambigu-
ously applied to denote two qualities, dis-

tinct though correlative—that, to wit,

which is a mode of existence in bodies,

and that which is a mode of affection in

our organism.f (See par. 24.)

7. The Primary, and also the Secundo-
primary qualities, are detinite in number
and exhaustive ; for all conceivable rela-

tions of body to itself, or of body to body
merely, are few, and all these found actu-

ally existent. The Secondary, on the
contrary, are in number indefinite; and
the actual hold no proportion to the pos-

sible. For we can suppose, in an animal
organism, any number of unknown capa-

cities of being variously affected ; and, in

matter, any number of unknown powers
of thus variously affecting it

; % and this

though Ave are necessarily unableto imagine
to ourseLvos what these actually mav be.

* For example, there is ro subjective Sensa-
tion of Magnitude, Figure, Number, &c, but
only an objective Perception. (See par 15-19.)

f Thus, in the Secundo-primary the term
Hardness, for instance, denotes both a certain

resistance, of which we are conscious, to our
motive energy, and a certain feeling from
pressure on our nerves. The former, a Per-
ception, is wholly different from the latter, a
Sensation; and we can easily imagine that we
might have been so constituted, as to appre-
hend Resistance as we do Magnitude, Figure,
inc., without a corresponding organic passion.

(See par. 18.)—In the Secondary the term
Heat, for example, denotes ambiguously both
the quality which \vc infer to be in bodies and
the quality of which we are conscious in our-

selves.

i Sextus Empiricus, Montaigne, Voltaire,

Ueuisterhuis, Krueger, 6c., notice this as pos-

B.— What they are in particular ; and
1°, Considered as in Bodies.

8. The Primary are the qualities of

body iu relation to our organism, as a

body simply ; the Secundo-primary, are

the qualities of body in relation to our

organism, as a propelling, resisting, cohe-

sive body ; the Secondary are the quali-

ties of body in relation to our organism,

as an idiopathically excitable and sentient

body. (See p. 854 b—856 a.)

+ 9. Under this head we know the Pri-

mary qualities immediately as objects of

perception ; the Secundo-primary, both
immediately as objects of perception and
mediately as causes of sensation , the Se-

condary, only mediately as causes of sen-

sation. In other words:—The Primary
are known immediately in themselves

;

the Secundo-primary, both immediately

in themselves and mediately in their

effects on us ; the Secondary, only me-
diately in their effects on us. (See par.

15.)

10. The Primary are known under
the condition of sensations ; the Secundo-
primary, in and along with sensations

;

the Secondary, in consequence of sensa-

tions. (See par. 20.)

11. The Primary are thus apprehended
objects ; the Secondary, inferred powers ;

the Secundo-primary, both apprehended
objects and inferred powers.

12. The Primary are conceived as ne-

cessary and perceived as actual ; the Se-
cundo-primary are perceived and con-
ceived as actual ; the Secondary are
inferred and conceived as possible.

13. The Primary are perceived as con-
ceived. The Secundo-primary are con-
ceived as perceived. The Secondary are
neither perceived as conceived, nor con-
ceived as perceived ;—for to perception
they are occult, and are conceived only
as latent causes to account for manifest
effects. (See par. 15, and footnote.)*

14. The Primary may be roundly cha-

racterized as mathematical ; the Secundo
primary, as mechanical ; the Secondary,
as physiological.

2°. Considered as Cognitions ; and here

(a) As in Sensitive Apprehension, o*" in

relation to Sense.

15. In this relation the Primary quali-

ties are, as apprehended, unambiguously

siblc j but do not distinguish the possibility

limited to the Secondary Qualities.
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objective (object-objects) ; the Secondary,

unambiguously subjective ( subject-ob-

jects ) ;
* the Secundo - primary, both

objective and subjective (object-objects

and subject-objects). In other words :

—

We are conscious, as objects, in the Pri-

mary qualities, of the modes of a not-

self; in the Secondary, of the modes of

self;* in the Secundo-primary, of the

modes of self and of a not-self at once.f

16. Using the terms strictly, the ap-

prehensions of the Primary are percep-

tijns, not sensations; of the Secondary,

sensations, not perceptions; of the Se-

* How much this differs from the doctrine

of lleid, Stewart, <fcc, who hold that in every
sensation there is not only a subjective object

of sensation, but also an objective object of

perception, Bee Note D*, § 1.

f In illustration of this paragraph, I must
notice a confusion and ambiguity in the very
cardinal distinction of psychology and its terms
—the distinction I mean of subjective and ob-

jective, which, as far as I am aware, has never
been cleared up, nay, never even brought
clearly into view.

Our nervous organism, (the rest of our body
may be fairly thrown out of account,) in con-
trast to all exterior to itself, appertains to the
concrete human Ego, and in this respect is

subjective, internal; whereas, in contrast to the
abstract immaterial Ego, the pure mind, it

belongs to the Non-ego, and in this respect is

objective, external. Here is one source of am-
biguity sufficiently perplexing ; but the dis-

crimination is here comparatively manifest,
and any important inconvenience from the
employment of the terms may, with proper
attention, be avoided.
The following problem is more difficult?

Looking from the mind, and not looking be-
yond our animated organism, are the phaeno-
liioia of which we are conscious in that organ-
ism all upon a level, i.e., equally objective or
equally subj eetive ; or is there a discrimination
to be made, and some phsenomena to be con-
sidered as objective, being modes of our organ-
ism viewed as a mere portion of matter, and
in this respect a Non-ego, while other phseno-
mena are to be considered as subjective, being
the modes of our organism as animated by or
in union with the mind, and therefore states
of the Ego ? Without here attempting to enter
on the reasons which vindicate my opinion,
suffice it. to say, that I adopt the latter alter-
native ; and hold further, that the discrimina-
tion of the sensorial phsenomena into objective
and subjective, coincides with the distinction
of the qualities of body into Primary and
Secondary, the Secundo-primary being sup-
posed to conbributo an element to each. Our
nervous organism is to be viewed in two rela-
tions ;—1°, as a body simply, and—2°, as an
animated body. As a body simply it can pos-
sibly exist, and can possibly be known as ex-
istent, only under those necessary conditions
of all matter, which have been denominated

cundo-primary, perceptions and sensations

together. (See par. 15, footnote*.)

17. In the Primary there is, thus, no
concomitant Secondary quality; in the
Secondary there is no concomitant pri-

mary quality ; in the Secundo-primary, a
secondary and quasi-primary quality ac-
company each other.

••18. In the apprehension of the Primary
<

qualities the mind is primarily and prin-

j

cipally active ; it feels only as it knows.
In that of the Secondary, the mind is

primarily and principally passive ; it knows
only as it feels. \ In that of the Secundo-

its Primary qualities. As an animated body
it actually exists, and is actually known to

exist, only as it is susceptible of certain affec-

tions, which, and the external causes of which,
have been ambiguously called the Secondary
qualities of matter. Now, by a law of our
nature, we are not conscious of the existence
of our organism, consequently not conscious
of any of its primary qualities, unless when
we are conscious of it, as modified by a secon-
dary quality, or some other of its affections, as
an animated body. But the former conscious-
ness requires the latter only as its negativo
condition, and is neither involved in it as a
part, nor properly dependent on it as a cause.

The object in the one consciousness is also

wholly different from the object in the other.

In that, it is a contingent passion of the organ-
ism, as a constituent of the human self; in

this, it is some essential property of the organ,
ism, as a portion of the universe of matter,
and though apprehended by, not an affection

proper to, the conscious self at all. In these
circumstances, the secondary quality, say a
colour, which the mind apprehends in the
organism, is, as a passion of self, recognised
to be a subjective object; whereas the primary
quality, extension, or figure, or number, which,
when conscious of such affection, the mind
therein at the same time apprehends, is, as
not a passion of self, but a common property
of matter, recognized to be an objective object

(See par. 16-19, with footnote f, and par. 18,

with footnote J.)

\ Thus in vision the secondary quality of

colour is, in the strictest sense, a passive

affection of the sentient ego; and the only

activity the mind can be said to exert in the

sensation of colours, is in the recognitive con-

sciousness that it is so and so affected. It thus

knows as it feels, in knowing that it feels.

But the apprehension of extension, figure,

divisibility, <fcc, which, under condition of its

being thus affected, simultaneously takes

place, is, though necessary, wholly active and
purely spiritual ; in as much as extension,

figure, <fec , are, directly and in their own
nature, neither, subjectively considered, pas

sions of the animated sensory, nor, objectively

considered, efficient qualities in things by

which such passion can be caused. The per-

ception of parts out of parts is not given in

the mere affection of colour, but is obtained by
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primary the mind is equally and at once

active and passive; in one respect, it feels as

it knows, in another, it knows as it feels.*

19. Thus Perception and Activity are

at the maximum in the Primary qualities
;

at the minimum in the Secondary; Sen-

sation and Passivity are at the minimum

a reaction of the mind upon such affection. It

is merely the recognition of a relation. But a

relation is neither a passion nor a causo of

passion ; and, though apprehended through

sense, is, in truth, an intellectual not a sensi-

tive cognition ;—unless under the name of

sensitive cognition we comprehend, as I think

we ought, more than the mere recognition of

an organic passion. (See Note D*, § 1.) The
perception of Extension is not, therefore, the

mere consciousness of an affection—a mere
sensation.—This is still more manifest in re-

gard to Figure, or extension bounded. Visual

figure is an expanse of colour bounded In a

certain manner by % line. Here all is nothing

but relation. ' Expanse of colour ' is only

coloured extension ; and extension, as stated,

is only the relation of parts out of parts.

' Bounded in a certain manner,'' is also only the

expression of various relations. A thing is

* bounded, 1 only as it has a limited number of

parts; but limited, number, and parts, are, all

three, relations : and, further, 'in a certain man-
ner" denotes that these parts stand to each other

in one relation and not in another. The percep-

tion of a thing as bounded, and bounded in a
certain manner, is thus only the recognition of

a thing under relations. Finally, ' by a line
'

still morely indicates a relation ; for a line is

nothing but the negation of each other, by two
intersecting colours. Absolutely considered,
it is a nothing ; and so far from there being
any difficulty in conceiving a breadthless line,

a line is, in fact, not a line (but a narrow sur-

face between two lines) if thought as pos-
sessed of breadth. (See Note B.)—In such per-
ceptions, therefore, if the mind can be said to

feel, it can be said to feel only in being con-
scious of itself as purely active ; that is, as

spontaneously apprehensive of an object- ob-

ject or mode of the non-ego, and not of a sub-
ject-object or affection of the ego. (See par.
10—19, and relative footnote f.)

The application of the preceding doctrine to

the other primary qualities is even more ob-
trusive.

To prevent misunderstanding, it may be
observed, that in saying the mind is active, .not

passive, in a cognition, I do not mean to say that
the mind is free to exert or not to exert the
cognitive act, or even not to exert it in a de-
terminate manner. The mind energises as it

lives, and it cannot choose but live; it knows
as it energises, and it cannot choose but ener-
gise. An object being duly presented, it is

unable not -to apprehend it, and apprehend it,

both in itself, and in the relations under which
it stands. We may evade the presentation,
not the recognition of what is presented. But
©f this again.

• This is apparent when it is considered

in the Primary, at tne maximum in tho

Secondary ; while, in the Secundo-pri-

mary, Perception and Sensation, Activity

and Passivity, are in equipoise.—Thus too

it is, that the most purely material phaeno-

mena are apprehended in the most purely

inorganic energy.

f

that under thb cognition of a secundo-primary

quality are comprehended both the apprehen-

sion of a secondary quality, i.e. the sensation

of a subjective affection, and the apprehension

of a quasi-primary quality, i.e. the perception

of an objective force. Take, for example, the

Secundo-primary quality of Hardness. In tho

sensitive apprehension of this we are aware of

two facts. The first is the fact of a certain

affection, a certain feeling, in our sentient or •

ganism, (Muscular and Skin senses.) This is

tho sensation, the apprehension of a feeling

consequent on the resistance of a body, and
which in one of its special modifications con-

stitutes Hardness, viewed as an affection in

us ;—a sensation which we know, indeed, by
experience to be the effect of the pressure of

an unyielding body, but whichwe can easily con-

ceive might be determined in us independently
of all internal movement, all external resis-

tance ; while we can still more easily conceive

that such movement and resistance might be
apprehended, independently of such concomi-
tant sensation. Here, therefore, we know
only as we feel, for here we only know, that is,

are conscious, that we feel.—The second is the
fact of a certain opposition to the voluntary

movement of a limb—to our locomotive energy.

Of this energy we might be conscious, without
any consciousness of the state, or even the

existence, of the muscles set in motion; and
we might also be conscious of resistance co its

exertion, though no organic feeling happened
to be its effect. But as it is, though conscious of

the sensations connected both with the active

state of our muscular frame determined by its

tension, and of the passive state in our skin
and flesh determined by external pressure;
still, over and above these animal sensations,

we are purely conscious of the fact, that the
overt exertion of our locomotive volition is, in

a certain sort, impeded. This consciousness is

the perception, the objective apprehension, of

resistance, which in one of its special modifi-

cations constitutes Hardness, as an attribute
of body. In this cognition, if we can be said

with any propriety to feel, we can be said

oidy to feel as we know, because we only feel,

I.e., are conscious, that we know. (See par
18, footnote J, and par 25, first footnote, Part
I.)

f The doctrine of paragraphs 16—19 seems
to have been intended by Aristotle (seo above,

p. 829 b) in saying that the Common Sensiblcs

(—the Primary Qualities) are percepts con-

comitant or consequent on the sensation of tho
Proper (—the Secondary Qualities), and on
one occasion that the Common Sensibles are,

in a certain sort, only to be considered as ap-
prehensions of sense per accidons. For this

may be interpreted to mean, that our appro
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20. In the Primary, a sensation of

organic affection is the condition of

perception, a mental apprehension ; in

the Secundo-primary, a sensation is the

concomitant of the perception; in the

Secondary, a sensation is the all in all

which consciousness apprehends. (See

par. 10 )

21. In the Primary, the sensation, the

condition of the perception, is not itself

caused by the objective quality perceived;

in the Secundo-primary, the concomitant
sensation is the effect of the objective

quality perceived ; in the Secondary, the

sensation is the effect of an objective

quality supposed, but not perceived. In

other words :—In the apprehension of the

Primary, there is no subject-object de-

termined by the object- object ; in the

Secundo-primary, there is a subject-object

hension of the common sensibles is not, like

that of the proper, the mere consciousness of

a subjective or sensorial passion, but, though
only exerted when such passion is determined,

is in itself the spontaneous energy of the mind
in objective cognition.

Tending towards, though not reaching to,

the same result, might be adduced many pas-

sages from the works of the Greek interpre-

ters of Aristotle. In particular, I would refer

to the docrine touching the Common Sen-

sables, stated by Simplicius in his Commentary
on the De Anima, (L. ii., c. 6, f, 35 a, L. iii., c.

1, f, 51 a, ed. Aid.,) and by Priscianus Lydus,
in his Metaphrase of the Treatise of Theo-
phrastus on Sense, (p. 274, 275, 285, ed. Basil.

Theoph.):—but (as already noticed) these books
ought, I suspect, from strong internal evi-

dence, both to be assigned to Priscianus as

their author ; while the doctrine itself is pro-

bably only that which Iainblichus had de-

livered, in his lost treatise upon the Soul. It

is to this effect :— The common sensibles

might appear not to be sensibles at all, or
sensibles only per accidens, as making no im-
pression on the organ, and as objects analo-

gous to, and apprehended by, the understand-
ing or rational mind alone This extreme
doctrine is not, however, to be admitted. As
sensibles, the common must be allowed to act
somehow upon the sense, though in a diffe-

rent manner from the proper. Comparatively
speaking, the proper act primarily, corporeally,

and by causing a passion in the sense ; the
common, secondarily, formally, and by elicit-

ing the sense and understanding to energy.
But though there be, in the proper more of
passivity, in the common more of activity, still

the common are, in propriety, objects of sense
per se ; being neither cognized (as substances)
exclusively by the understanding, nor (as is

the sweet by vision) accidentally by sense
A similar approximation may be detected in

the doctrine of the more modern Aristotelians.

(See p. 830 a.) Expressed in somewhat diffe-

rent terms, it was long a celebrated contro-
versy in the schools, whether a certain class
of objects, under which common sensibles
were included, did or did not modify the or-
ganic sense; and if this they did, whether
primarily and of themselves, or only secon-
darily through their modification of the pro-
per sensibles, with which they were associated.
Ultimately, it became the prevalent doctrine,
that of Magnitude, Figure, Place, Position,
Time, Relation in general, <fcc, ' nullara
Oflse efficaoiam vel actionem :' that is, these

do not, like the affective qualities (qualitates

patibiles) or proper sensibles, make any real,

any material impress on the sense; but if

they can be said to act at all, act only,

either, as some held, spiritually or inten-

tionally, or as others, by natural resultance,

(vel spiritualiter sive intentionaliter, vel per
naturalem resultantiam.) See Tolclus, Comm.
De Anima, L. ii., c. 6, qq. 14, 15 ;

—

Zabarella,

Comm De. Anima, L. ii., Text. 65 ; De Rebus
Naturalibus, p. 939 sq., De Scnsu Agcnte, cc.

4, 5;

—

Goclenius, Adversaria, q. 55;

—

Suarcz,

Metaphysicae Disputationes, disp. xviii., sec.

4 ;

—

ScheibUr, Metaphysica, L. ii., c. 5, art. 5,

punct. 1 ; De Anima, P. ii., disp. ii., § 24; Liber
Sententiarum, Ex. vi., ax. 4, Ex. vii., ax. 10.

The same result seems, likewise, confirmed
indirectly, by the doctrine of those philoso-

phers who, as Condillac in his earlier writ-

ings, Stewart, Brown, Mill, J. Young, <fec, hold

that extension and colour are only mutually
concomitant in imagination, through the influ-

ence of inveterate association. In itself, in-

deed, this doctrine I do not admit; for it

supposes that we could possibly be conscious
of colour without extension, of extension with-
out colour. Not the former ; for we are only,

as in sense, so in the imagination of sense,

aware of a minimum visible, as of a luminous
or coloured point, in contrast to and out of a
surrounding expanse of obscure or differently

coloured surface ; and a visual object, larger

than the minimum, is, ex hypothesi, presented,

or represented, as extended (See also Note
E.)—Not the latter; for, as I have already ob-
served, psychologically speaking, the sensation

of colour comprehends contradictory oppo-
sites; to wit, both the sensation of positive

colour, in many modes, and the sensation of a
privation of all colour, in one But of contra-
dictory predicates one or other must, by the
logical law of excluded middle, be attributed
in thought to every object of thought. We
cannot, therefore, call up in imagination an
extended object, without representing it either

as somehow positively coloured, (red, or green,
or blue, &c.,)or as negatively coloured, (black.)

But though I reject this doctrine, I do not
reject it as absolutely destitute of truth. It is

erroneous I think ; but every error is a truth
abused; and the abuse in this case seems to
lie in the extreme recoil from the counter
error of the common opinion,—that the appre-
hension through sight of colour, and the ap-
prehension through sight of extension and
figure, are as inseparable, identical cognition*
of identical objects.—Sec Rcid, Inq. 146.
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determined by the object- object ; in the

Secondary, a subject-object is the only

object of immediate cognition.

22. In the Primary, the sensation of

the secondary quality, which affords its

condition to the perception of the pri-

mary, is various and indefinite ;
* in the

Secundo- primary, the sensation of the

• The opinions so generally prevalent, that

through touch, or touch and muscular feeling,

or touch and sight, or touch, museular feeling,

and sight,—that through these senses, exclu-

sively, we are percipient of extension, &c,
I do not admit. On the contrary, I hold that

all sensations, whatsoever, of which we are

conscious, as one out of another, eo ipso, afford

us the condition of immediatelyand necessarily

apprehending extension ; for in the conscious-

ne -s itself of such reciprocal outness is actually

involved a perception of difference of place in

space, and, consequently, of the extended.

Philosophers have confounded what supplies

the condition of the more prompt and precise

perception of extension, with what supplies the
condition of a perception of extension at all.

And be it observed, that it makes no essen-

tial difference in this doctrine, whether the
mind be supposed proximately conscious of

the reciprocal outness of sensations at the
central extremity of the nerves, in an extended

sensorium commune, where each distinct ner-

vous filament has its separate locality, or at the
peripheral extremity of the nerves, inthe places

themselves where sensations are excited, and
to which they are referred. From many pa-

thological phaenomena the former alternative

might appear the more probable. In this

view, each several nerve, or rather, each
Beveral nervous filament, (for every such fila-

ment has its peculiar function, and runs isola-

ted from every other,) is to be regarded merely
as one sentient point; which yields one indivi-

biblo sensation, out of and distinct from that

of every other, by the side of which it is

arranged; and not as a sentient line, each point

of which, throughout its course, has for itself

a separate local sensibility. For a stimulus
applied to any intermediate part of a nerve, is

felt not as there, but as if applied to its peri-

pheral extremity; a feeling which continues
when tliat extremity itself, nay, when any por-

tion of the nerve, however great, has been long

cut off. Thus it is that a whole line of nerve
affords, at all its points, only the sensation of

one determinate point. One point, therefore,

physiologically speaking, it is to be considered.

(See Plutarch, De Plac. Pbilos. L. iv. c. 23;—
Nemesius, De Horn., c. 8;

—

Fabricius Hildanus,

Obs Cent iii. obs. 15;

—

Descartes, Princ. P. iv.

§ ldG*,—Blancard, Coll. Med. Phys. cent, vii

.

obs. 15;

—

Stuart, Lk; Motu Muse. c. 5 ;

—

Kaau
Boerhaave, Imp. fac. § 368 sq. ;

—

Sir Ch. Bell,

Idea, ibc. p. 12; The Hand, p. 159;

—

Magendie,
Journ t. v. p. 38 ;—Mueller, Phys. pp. G0L'-G%,
Engl, tr.)

Take for instance a man whose leg has been
amputated. If now two nervous filaments bfl

irritated, the one of which ran to his great,

secondary quality, which accompanies the
perception of the quasi primary, is, under
the same circumstances, uniform and de«
finite ; in the Secondary, the sensation is

itself definite, but its exciting cause, the
supposed quality in bodies, various and
indefinite. (See p. 854 b—856 a.)

23. The Primary and Secondary qualities

the other to his little, toe—ho will experience
two pains, as in these two members. Nor if

there, In propriety, any deception in such sen-
sations. For his toes, as all his members, are
his only as they are to him sentient ; and they
are only sentient and distinctively sentient, as

endowed with nerves and distinct nerves.
The nerves thus constitute alone the whola
sentient organism. In these circumstances,
the peculiar nerves of the several toes, running
isolated from centre to periphery, and thus
remaining, though curtailed in length, uimiu-
tilated in function, will, if irritated at any
point, continue to manifest their original
sensations ; and these being now, as heretofore,
manifested out of each other, must afford the
condition of a perceived extonsion, not less

real than that which they afforded prior to

the amputation.
The hypothesis of an extended sensorium

commune, or complex nervous centre, the
mind being supposed in proximate connexion
with each of its constituent nervous termina-
tions or origins, may thus be reconciled to the
doctrine of natural realism; and therefore
what was said at p. 821 a, No. 2, and relative

places, with reference to a sensorium of a dif-

ferent character, is to be qualified in conform-
ity to the present supposition.

It is, however, I think, more philosophical,

to consider the nervous system as one whole,
with each part of which the animating prin-

ciple is equally and immediately connected,
so long as each part remains in continuity with
the centre. To this opinion may bo reduced
the doctrine of Aristotle, that the soul contains

the body, rather than the body the soul, (De
An., L. i., c. 9, § 4) ;—a doctrine on which
was founded the common dogma ofthe Schools,

that the Soul is all in the whole body, and all

in every of its parts, meaning thereby, that the

simple, uuextended mind, in somo inconceiv-

able manner, present to all the organs, is per-

cipient of the peculiar affection which each is

adapted to receive, and actuates each in the
peculiar function which it is qualified to dis-

charge. See also St Gregory of Nyssa, (De
Horn. Opif. cc. 12, 14, 15), the oldest philoso-

pher I recollect, by whom this dogma is ex-

plicitly enounced. Compare Galen. De Sympt.
Causis. L i c. 8. Of modern authorities to the

same result, are

—

Perrault (Du Mouv. des

Yeux, p. 591, and Du Toucher, p. 531); Tabor

(Tract, iii. c. 3); Stuart (De Motu Muse. c. 5);

Leidenfrost (De Mente Humana, c. iii. §§ 11, 14,

15) ; Tiedemann (Psychologic, p. 309. sq.); Be-

rard, (Rapports <fcc. ch. i § 2 ); R. G. Cams
(Vorlcs. neb. Psychologie, passim); Umbreit
i Psychologic, c. 1, and Beilage, passim); F.

Fischer Web d. Sitz d Secle, passim, and Psy-
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are, in this relation, simple and self-dis-

criminated. For, in the perception of a

primary, there is involved no sensation of

a secondary with which it can be mixed

up ; while in the sensation of a secondary

chologie, c. 4). The two last seem to think that

their opinion on this matter is something new I

Rosmini also maintains the same doctrine, but

as I have not yet obtained his relative works,

I am unable to refer to them articulately—See

Bibl. Univ. do Geneve, No. 76, June 1842. p.

241, sq.

As to the question of materialism this doc-

trine is indifferent. For the connexion of an

unextended with an extended substance is

equally incomprehensible, whether we con-

tract the place of union to a central point, or

whether we leave it co-extensive with organi-

zation.

The causes why the sensations of different

parts of the nervous apparatus vary so greatly

from each other in supplying the conditions of

a perception of extension, «Sic, seem to me
comprehended in two general facts, the one
constituting a physiological, the other a psycho-

logical, law of perception
;
—laws, neither of

which, however, has yet obtained from philo-

sophers the consideration which it merits.

The Physiological law is

—

That a nervous point

yields a sensation felt as locally distinct, in pro-

portion as it is isolated in its action from every

other. Physiological experiment has not yet

been, and probably never may be able, to prove
anatomically the truth of this law which I have
here ventured to enounce; physiologists, in-

deed, seem hitherto to have wholly neglected

the distinction. So far, however, is it from
being opposed to physiological observation, it

may appeal in its confirmation to the analogy
of all the facts to which such observation
reaches, (see par. 25, first note, III. ;) while the
psychological phenomena are such as almost
to necessitate its admission. To say nothing
of the ganglionic fusions, which are now dis-

proved, the softness and colliquescence of the
olfactory nerves and nervous expansion, for

example, correspond with the impossibility we
experience, in smell, of distinctly apprehend-
ing one part of the excited organism as out of

another ; while the marvellous power we have
of doing this in vision, seems, by every more
minute investigation of the organic structure,

more clearly to depend upon the isolation,

peculiar arrangement, and tenuity of the pri.

mary fibrils of the retina and optic nerve;
though microscopical anatomy, it must be con-
fessed, has not as yet been able to exhibit any
nervous element so inconceivably small as is

the minimum visibile. Besides the older ex-
periments of Porterfield, Haller, &c, see Tre-
viranus, Beytraege, 1835, p. 63 sq.

—

Volkmann,
Neue Beytraege, 1836, pp. 61 sq , 197 sq. ;—
Mueller, Phys. 1838, pp. 1073 sq. 1121 sq.

Engl. tr. ;—also Baer, Anthropologic, 1824,
§ 153.—Of Touch and Feeling I am to speak
immediately.

And here I may say a word in relation to a
difficulty which has perplexed the physiolo-

there is no perception of a primary at all.

Thus prominent in themselves, and pro-

minently contrasted as mutual extremes,

neither class can be overlooked, neither

class can be confounded with the other.

gists, and to which no solution, I am aware of,

has been attempted.—The retina, as first

shown by Treviranus, is a pavement of perpen-
dicular rods, terminating in papilla? ; a con-

stitution which may be roughly represented to

imagination by the bristles of a thick set

brush. The retina is, however, only the ter.

minal expansion of the optic nerve; and the

rods which make up its area, after bending

behind to an acute angle, run back as the con-

stituent, but isolated, fibrils of that nerve, to

their origin in the brain. On the smaller sizo

of the papillae and fibrils of the optic nerve,

principally depends, as already stated, the

greater power we possess, in the eye, of dis-

criminating one sensation as out of another,

consequently of apprehending extension, figure,

&c.—But here the difficulty arises : Micro-

scopic observations on the structure of the re-

tina give the diameter of the papilla? as about

the eight or nine thousandth part of an inch.

Optical experiments, again, on the ultimate

capacity of vision, show that a longitudinal

object (as a hair) viewed at such a distance

that its breadth, as reflected to the retina, is

not more than the six hundred thousandth or

millionth of an inch, is distinctly visible to a

good eye. Now there is here—1° a great dis.-

crepancy between the superficial extent of the

apparent ultimate fibrils of the retina, and the

extent of the image impressed on the retina by

the impinging rays of light, the one being

above a hundred times greater than the other

;

and, 2°, it is impossible to conceive the exist-

ence of distinct fibrils so minute as would be

required to propagate the impression, if the

breadth of the part affected were actually no
greater than the breadth of light reflected

from the object to the retina. To me the

difficulty seems soluble if we suppose, 1°,

that the- ultimate fibrils and papillae are, in

fact, the ultimate units or minima of sensa-

tion ; and, 2°, that a stimulus of light, though
applied only to part of a papilla, idiopathically

affects the whole. This theory is confirmed

by the analogy of the nerves of feeling, to

which I shall soon allude. The objections to

which it is exposed I see; but I think that

they may easily be answered. On the discus-

sion of the point I cannot however enter.

The Psychological law is

—

That though a per.

ception be only possible under condition of a sen-

sation : still, that above a certain limit the more

intense the sensation or subjective consciousness,

the more indistinct the perception or objective

consciousness.

On this, which is a special case of a stil'

higher law, I have already incidentally spoken

and shall again have occasion to speak. (See

Note D*.) It is at present sufficient to notice

—

1°. That we are only conscious of the exist-

ence of our organism as a physical body, under

our consciousness of its existence as an animal
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The Secundo-primary qualities, on tho
j

the secondary, they may, if not altogether

contrary, aro, at once, complex and con-
j

overlooked, lightly be, as they have al-

fusive. For, on the ono hand, as percep-

tions approximating to the primary, on

the other, as sensations identified with

body, and are only conscious of its oxistenco

as an animal body under our consciousness of

it as somehow or other sensitively affected.

2°. That though the sensation of our organ-

ism as. animally affected, is, as it were, the

light by which it is exhibited to our percep-

tion as a physically extended body; still, if the

affection bo too strong, the pain or pleasure

too intense, the light blinds by its very splen-

dour, and the perception is lost in tho sensa-

tion. Accordingly, if we take a survey of the

Benses, we shall find, that exactly in propor-

tion as each affords an idiopathic sensation

more or less capable of being carried to an
extreme either of pleasure or of pain, does it

afford, but in an inverse ratio, the condition of

an objective perception more or less distinct.

In the senses of Sight and Hearing, as con-

trasted with those of Taste and Smell, the

counter proportions are precise and manifest;

and precisely as in animals these lattei senses

gain in their objective character as means of

knowledge, do they lose in their subjective

character as sources of pleasurable or painful

sensations. To a dog, for instance, in whom
the sense of smell is so acute, all odours seem,
in themselves, to be indifferent. In Touch or

Feeling the same analogy holds good, and
within itself; for in this case, where the sense

is diffused throughout the body, the subjective

and objective vary in their proportions at

different parts. Tho parts most subjectively

sensible, those chiefly susceptible of pain and
pleasure, furnish precisely the obtusest organs
of touch ; and the acutest organs of touch do
not possess, if ever even that, more than an
average amount of subjective sensibility. I

am disposed, indeed, from the analogy of the

other senses, to surmise, that the nerves of

touch proper (the more objective) and of feel-

ing proper (tho more subjective) are distinct

;

and distributed in various proportions to dif-

ferent parts of the body. I should also sur-

mise, that the ultimate fibrils of the former
run in isolated action from periphery to centre,

while the ultimate fibrils of the latter may, to

a certain extent, be confounded with each
other at their terminal expansion in the skin

;

so that for this reason, likewise, they do not,

as the former, supply to consciousness an op-

portunity of so precisely discriminating the

reciprocal outness of their sensations. The
experiments of Weber have shown, how dif.

ferently in degree different parts of the skin

possess the power of touch proper ; this

power, as measured by the smallness of 'the

interval at which the blunted points of a pair

of compasses, brought into contact with the

skin, can be discriminated as double, varying
from the twentieth of an English inch at the
tip of the tongue, and a tenth on the volar

surface of the third finger, to two inches and
a half over the greater part of the neck,

ways hitherto been, confounded with the

one or with the other of these classes.

(See pp. 849 b, 860 a.)

back, arms, and thighs.—(De Pulsu, <fcc, p. 44-

81, in particular p. 58. An abstract, not al-

together accurate, is given by Mueller, Phys.

p. 700.) If these experiments be repeated
with a pair of compasses not very obtuse, and
capable, therefore, by a slight pressure, of ex-
citing a sensation in the skin, it will be found,

that whilst Weber's observations, as to the re-

markable difference of the different parts in

the power of tactile discrimination, are cor-

rect; that, at the same time, what he did
not observe, there is no corresponding diffe-

rence between the parts in their sensibility to

superficial pricking, scratching, <fcc. On tho

contrary, it will be found that, in the places
where, objectively, touch is most alive, sub-
jectively feeling is, in the first instance at

least, in some degree deadened ; and that the
parts the most obtuse in discriminating the
duplicity of the touching points, are by no
means the least acute to the sensation excited
by their pressure.

For example ;—The tip of the tongue has

fifty, the inferior surface of the third finger

twenty five, times the tactile discrimination of
the arm. But it will be found, on trial, that
the arm is more sensitive to a sharp point
applied, but not strongly, to the skin, than
either the tongue or the finger, and (depi-

lated of course) at least as alive to the pre-
sence of a very light body, as a hair, a thread,
a feather, drawn along the surface. In tho
several places the phsenomena thus vary ;

—

In those parts where touch proper prevails, a
subacute point, lightly pressed upon the skin,

determines a sensation of which we can hardly
predicate either pain or pleasure, and nearly
limited to the place on which the pressure is

made. Accordingly, when two such points
are thus, at the same time, pressed upon the
skin, we are conscious of two distinct impres-
sions, even when the pressing points approxi-
mate pretty closely to each other.—In those
parts, on the other hand, where feeling proper
prevails, a subacute point, lightly pressed
upon the skin, determines a sensation which
we can hardly call indifferent ; and which ra-

diates, to a variable extent, from the place on
which the pressure is applied. Accordingly,
when two such points are thus, at the same
time, pressed upon the skin, we are not con-
scious of two distinct impressions, unless the
pressing points are at a considerable distance
from each other; the two impressions run-
ning, as it were, together, and thus consti-

tuting one indivisible sensation. The discri-

minated sensations in the one case, depends
manifestly on the discriminated action, throug h
the isolated and unexpanded termination of

the nervous fibrils of touch proper ; and the
indistinguishable sensation in the other, will,

I have no doubt, be ultimately found by micro-
scopic anatomy to depend, in like manner, on
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24. In the same relation a Primary or

a Secondary quality, as simple, has its

term univocal. A Secundo-primary, on

the contrary, being complex, its term, as

one, is necessarily equivocal. For, viewed

on one side, it is the modification of a

primary ; on the other, it is, in reality,

simply a secondary quality.—(How, in a

more general point of view, the Second-

ary qualities are no less complex, and their

terms no less ambiguous than the Secundo-

primary, see par. 6.)

the nervous fibrils of feeling proper being, as

it were, fused or interlaced together at their

termination, or rather, perhaps, on each ulti-

mate fibril, each primary sentient unit being

expanded through a considerable extent of skin.

The supposition of such expansion seems, in

deed, to me necessitated by these three facts

:

—1°, that every point of the skin is sensible;

2°, that no point of the skin is sensible ex-

cept through the distribution to it of nervous
substance ; and, 3^, that the ultimate fibrils,

those minima, at least, into which anatomists

have, as yet, been able to analyse the nerves,

are too large, and withal too few, to carry

sensation to each cutaneous point, unless by an
attenuation and diffusion of the finest kind.

—

Within this superficial sphere of cutaneous ap-

prehension, the objective and subjective, per.

ception and sensation, touch proper and feeling

proper, are thus always found to each other in

an inverse ratio.

But take the same places, and puncture
deeply. Then, indeed, the sense of pain will

be found to be intenser in the tongue and
finger than in the arm ; for the tongue and
finger are endowed with comparatively more
numerous nerves, and consequently with a

more concentrated sensibility, than the arm;
though these may either, if different, lie

beneath the termination of the nerves of

touch, or, if the same, commence their energy
as feeling only at the pitch where their energy
as touch concludes. Be this, however, as it

may, it will be always found, that in propor-
tion as the internal feeling of a part becomes
excited, is it incapacitated, for the time, as an
organ of external touch.

I do not therefore assert, without a quali-

fication, that touch and feeling are every
where manifested in an inverse ratio ; for

both together may be higher, both together
may be lower, in one place than another.
But whilst I diffidently hold that they are de-
pendent upon different conditions—that the
capacity of pain and pleasure, and the power
of tactual discrimination, which a part pos-

sesses, are not the result of the same nervous
fibres ; I maintain, with confidence, that these
senses never, in any part, coexist in exercise
in any high degree, and that wherever the one
rises to excess, there the other will be found
to sink to a corresponding deficiency.

In saying, in the present note, that touch is

more objective than feeling, I am not to be
apposed to mean, that touch is, in itself,

25. All the senses, simply or in combi-
nation, afford conditions for the percep-
tion of the Primary qualities, (par. 22,
note;) and all, of course, supply the sen-
sations themselves of the Secondary. As
only various modifications of resistance,

the Secundo-primary qualities are all, a3

percepts proper, as quasi-primary qualities,

apprehended through the locomotive
faculty,* and our consciousness of its

energy ; as sensations, as secondary qualii

ties, they are apprehended as modification*

aught but a subjective affection—a feeling—

a

sensation. Touch proper is here styled objec-
tive, not absolutely, but only in contrast and
in comparison to feeling proper; 1°, in as
much as it affords in the cycle of its own phe-
nomena a greater amount of information ; 2 ',

as it affords more frequent occasions of per-
ception or objective apprehension; and, 3^, as

it is feebly, if at all, characterized by tha sub-
jective affections of pain and pleasure.

•I.

—

On the Locomotive Faculty and Muscular
Sense, in relation to Perception.—I say that the
Secundo-primary qualities, in their quasi-pri-

mary phasis, are apprehended through the
locomotive faculty, and not through the muscu-
lar sense ; for it is impossible that the state of
muscular feeling can enable us to be immedi-
ately cognisant of the existence and degree of
a resisting force. On the contrary, supposing
all muscular feeling abolished, the power of

moving the muscles at will remaining, how-
ever, entire, I hold (as will anon be shown)
that the consciousness of the mental motive
energy, and of the greater or less intensity of

such energy requisite, in different circum-
stances, to accomplish our intention, would of

itself enable us always to perceive the fact,

and in some degree to measure the amount,
of any resistance to our voluntary movements

;

howbeit the concomitance of certain feelings

with the different states of muscular tension,

renders this cognition not only easier, but, u
fact, obtrudes it upon our attention. Scaliger,

therefore, in referring the apprehension of

weight, «fcc, to the locomotive faculty, is, in my
opinion, far more correct than recent philoso

pliers, in referring it to the muscular sense.

(See II. of this footnote.)

We have here to distinguish three things.

1°. The still immanent or purely mental act

of will : what for distinction s sake I would
call the hpperorganic volition to move;—the

actio elicita of the schools. Of this volition wo
are conscious, even though it do not go out
into overt action.

2°. If this volition become transeunt, be

carried into effect, it passes into the mental
effort or nisus to move. This I would call the

enorganic volition, or, by an extension of the

scholastic language, the actio imperans. Of
this we are immediately conscious. For we
are conscious of it, though by a narcosis or

stupor of the sensitive nerves we lose all

feeling of the movement of the limb;—thougk
by a paralysis of the motive nerves, no move-
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of touch proper, and
muscular feeling.*

of cutaneous and

b)—As in Thoupht ; as in

Intellect.

relation to

20. As modes of matter, the Primary
qualities are thought as necessary and

ment in the limb follows the mental effort to

move;—though by an abnormal stimulus of
the muscular fibres, a contraction in them is

caused oven in opposition to our will.

3°. Determined by the enorganic volition,

the cerebral influence is transmitted by the
motive nerves ; the muscles contract or endea-
vour to contract, so that the limb moves or
endeavours to move. Thia motion or effort to

move I would call the organic movement, the
organic nisus ; by a limitation of the scholastic
term, it might bo denominated the actio im-
perata.

It might seem at first sight,—1°, that the
organic movement is immediately determined
by the enorganic volition ; and, 2°, that we are
immediately conscious of the organic nisus in

itself. But neither is the case.—Not the for-

mer : for even if we identify the contraction
of the muscles and the overt movement of the
limb, this is only the mediate result of the
enorganic volition, through the action of the
nervous influence transmitted from the brain.
The mind, therefore, exerts its effort to move,
proximately in determining this transmission;
but we are unconscious not only of the mode
In which this operation is performed, but even
of the operation itself.—Not the latter : for
all muscular contraction is dependent on the
agency of one set of nerves, all feeling of mus-
cular contraction on another. Thus, from the
exclusive paralysis of the former, or the ex-
clusive stupor of the latter, the one function
may remain entire, while the other is abo-
lished ; and it is only because certain muscu-
lar feelings are normally, though contingently,
associated with the different muscular states,

that, independently of the consciousness of the
enorganic volition, we are indirectly made
aware of the various degrees of the organic
nisus exerted in our different members.* But

• I must here notice an error of inference,
which runs through the experiments by Pro-
fessor Weber of Leipsic, in regard to the shares
which the sense of touch proper and the con-
sciousness of muscular effort have in the esti-

mation of weight, as detailed in his valuable
'Annotations de Pulsu, Resorptione, Auditu
et Tactu,' 1834, pp. 81-113, 134, 159-161.—
Weight he supposes to be tested by the Touch
alone, when objects are laid upon the hand,
reposing, say, on a pillow. Here there appears
to me a very palpable mistake. For without
denying that different weights, up to a certain
point, produce different sensations on the
•erves of touch and feeling, and that conse-
qnently an experience of the difference of such

universal ; the Secundo-primary, as con-
tingent and common ; the Secondary, as
contingent and peculiar.

27. Thought as necessary, and imme-
diately apprehended as actual, modes of
matter, we conceive the Primary qualities
in what they objectively are. The Se-
cundo-primary, thought in their objective
phasis, as modifications of the Primary,

though indirect, the information thus forced
upon us is not the less valuable. By the as-
sociated sensations our attention is kept alive
to the state of our muscular movements; by
tbem we arc enabled to graduate with the re
quisite accuracy the amount of organic effort,

and to expend in each movement precisely the
quantum necessary to accomplish its purpose.
Sir Charles Bell records the case of a mother
who, while nursing her infant, was affected
with paralysis or loss of muscular motion on
one side of her body, and by stupor or loss of
sensibility on the other. With the arm ca-
pable of movement she could hold her child to
her bosom ; and this she continued to do so
long as her attention remained fixed upon the
infant. But if surrounding objects withdrew
her observation, there being no admonitory
sensation, the flexor muscles of the arm gra-
dually relaxed, and the child was in danger of
falling. (The Hand, p. 204.)

These distinctions in the process of volun
tary motion, especially the two last, {for the
first and second may be viewed as virtually the
same,) are of importance to illustrate the
double nature of the secundo-primary qaali-
ties, each of which is, in fact, the aggregate of
an objective or quasi-primary quality, appre-
hended in a perception, and of a secondary or
subjective quality caused by the other, appre-
hended in a sensation. Each of these quali-
ties, each of these cognitions, appertains to a
different part of the motive process. The
quasi-primary quality and its perception, de-
pending on the enorganic volition and the
nerves of motion; the secondary quality and
its sensation, depending on the organic nisus
and the nerves of sensibility.

The quasi-primary quality is, always, simply
a resistance to our enorganic volition, as rea-
lized in a muscular effort. But, be it remem-

sensation may help us to an inference of a
difference of weight; it is mauifest, that if a
body be laid upon a muscular part, that we
estimate its weight proximately and princi.
pally by the amount of lateral pressure on the
muscles, and this pressure itself, by the diffi.

culty wo find in lifting the body, however im-
perceptibly, by a contraction or bellying out of
the muscular fibres. When superincumbent
bodies, however different in weight, are all

still so heavy as to render this contraction
almost or altogether impossible; it will bo
found, that our power of measuring their com.
parative weights becomes, in the one ease
feeble and fallacious, in the other null.

3*
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and, in both their objective and subjective

phases, immediately apprehended, we con-

ceive them in what they objectively, as

well as in what they subjectively, are.

The Secondary being neither thought as

bcred, there may be muscular effort, even if a

body weighs or is pressed upon a part of our

muscular frame apparently at rest. (See

footnote * of page 865.)—And how is the

resistance perceived? I have frequently as-

serted, that in perception we are conscious

of the external object immediately and in

itself. This is the doctrine of Natural Real-

ism. But in saying that a thing is known in

itself, I do not mean that this object is known
in its absolute existence, that is, out of rela-

tion to us. This is impossible ; for our know-
ledge is only of the relative. To know a thing

in itself or immediately, is an expression I use

merely in contrast to the knowledge of a thing

in a representation, or mediately. (See Note
B.) On this doctrine an external quality is said

to be known in itself, when it is known as the

immediate and necessary correlative of an

internal quality of which I am conscious.

Thus, when I am conscious of the exertion of

an enorganic volition to move, and aware
that the muscles are obedient to my will, but

at the same time aware that my limb is arrest-

ed in its motion by some external impediment

;

—in this case I cannot be conscious of myself

as the resisted relative without at the same
time being conscious, being immediately per-

cipient, of a not-self as the resisting correla-

tive. In this cognition there is no sensation,

no subjectivo-organic affection. I simply know
myself as a force in energy, the not- self as u

counter force in energy.—So much for the

quasi-primary quality, as dependent on the

enorganic volition.

But though such pure perception may be

detected in the simple apprehension of re-

sistance, in reality it does not stand alone;

for it is always accompanied by sensations, of

which the muscular nisus or quiescence, on

the one hand, and the resisting, the pressing

body, on the other, are the causes. Of these

sensations, the former, to wit the feelings con-

nected with the states of tension and relaxa-

tion, lie wholly in the muscles, and belong to

what has sometimes been distinguished as the

muscular sense. The latter, to wit the sensa-

tions determined by the foreign pressure, lie

partly in the skin, and belong to the sense of

touch proper and cutaneous feeling, partly in

the flesh, and belonging to the muscular sense.

These affections, sometimes pleasurable, some-

times painful, are, in either case, merely modi
fications of the sensitive nerves distributed to

the muscles and to the skin; and, as mani-

fested to us, constitute the secondary quality,

the sensation of which accompanies the per-

ception of every secundo-primary.
Although the preceding doctrine coincide,

in result, with that which M. Maine de Biran,

after a hint by Locke, has so ably developed,

more especially in his ' Nouvelles Considera-

tions sur les Rapports du Physique et du
Moral de l'Hrmme ;' I find it impossible to go

necessary, nor immediately apprehended
in their external reality, we conceive
adequately what they are in their subjec-

tive effects, but inadequately what they
are as objective causes.

along with his illustrious editor, M Cousin,

(p. xxv. of Preface,) in thinking that his exa-
mination of Hume's reasoning against the de.
duction of our notion of Power from the con
ociousness of efficacy in the voluntary move
ment of our muscles, * leaves nothing to de-
sire, and nothing to reply.' On the contrary,

though always dissenting with diffidence from
M. Cousin, I confess it does not seem to me,
that in any of his seven assaults on Hume, has
De Biran grappled with the most formidable
objections of the great sceptic. The second
third, and seventh, of Hume's arguments, as

stated and criticized by Biran, are not pro -

posed, as arguments, by Hume at all ; and the

fourth and. fifth in Biran's array constitute only

a single reasoning in Hume's. Of the three

arguments which remain, the first and sixth in

Biran's enumeration are the most important.

—But, under the first, the examples alleged by
Hume, from cases ofsudden palsy, Biran silently

passes by ; yet these present by far the most
perplexing difficulties for his doctrine of con-

scious efficacy. In another and subsequent

work (Responses, Ac, p. 386) he, indeed, inci-

dentally considers this objection, referring us

back for its regular refutation to the strictures

on Hume, where, however, as stated, no such
refutation is to bo found. Nor does he in this

latter treatise relieve the difficulty. For as

regards the argument from our non con-

sciousness of loss of power, prior to an actual

attempt to move, as shown in the case of pa-

ralysis supervening during sleep,— this, it

seems to me, can only be answered from the

fact, that we are never conscious of force, as

unexerted or in potentia, (for the ambiguous
term power, unfortunately after Locke em-
ployed by Hume in the discussion, is there

equivalent to force, vis, and not to mere poten-

tiality as opposed to actuality,) but only of

force, as in actu or exerted. For in this case,

we never can possibly be conscious of the

absence of a force, previously to the effort

made to put it forth.—The purport of the

sixth argument is not given, as Hume, not-

withstanding the usual want of precision *n

his language, certainly intended it;—which

was to this effect :—Volition to move a limb,

and the actual moving of it, are the first and

last in a scries of more than two successive

events ; and cannot, therefore, stand to each

other, immediately, in the relation of cause

and effect. They may, however, stand to each

other in the relation of cause and effect, me-

diately. But, then, if they can be known in

consciousness as thus mediately related, it is

a necessary condition of such knowledge, that

the intervening series of causes and effects,

through which the final movement of the limr

is supposed to be mediately dependent on the

primary volition to move, should be known to

consciousness immediately under that relation.

But this intermediate, this connecting series
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28. Our conceptions of the Primary
are clear and distinct ; of the Secundo-
primary, both as secondary and quasi-

primary qualities, clear and distinct ; of

the Secondary, as subjective affections,

clear and distinct, as objective, obscure

is, confessedly, unknown to consciousness at

all, far less as a series of causes and effects.

It follows therefore, a fortiori, that the de-
pendency of the last on the first of these events,

as of an effect upon its cause, must be to con-
sciousness unknown. In other words :— having
no consciousness that the volition to move is

the efficacious force (power) by which even
the event immediately consequent on it (say
the transmission ofthe nervous influence from
brain to muscle) is produced, such event being
in fact itself to consciousness occult; multo
minus can we have a consciousness of that
volition being the efficacious force, by which
the ultimate movement of the limb is mediately
determined? This is certainly the argument
which Huuie intended, and as a refutation of
the doctrine, that in our voluntary movements
at least, we have an apprehension of the cau-
sal nexus between the mental volition as cause
and the corporeal movement as effect, it seems
to me unanswerable. But as stated, and
easily refuted, by De Biran, it is only tanta-
mount to the reasoning—That as we are not
conscious how we move a limb, we cannot be
conscious of the feeling that we do exert a
motive force. But such a feeling of force, ac-
tion, energy, Hume did not deny.

II.

—

Historical notices touching the recognition

of the Locomotive Faculty as a medium of per-

ception, and of the Muscular Sense.—That the re-

cognition of the Locomotive Faculty, or rather,

the recognition of the Muscular Sense as a
medium of apprehension, is of a recent date,

and by psychologists of this country, is an
opinion in both respects erroneous.—As far

as I am aware, this distinction was originally

taken by two Italian Aristotelians, some three
centuries ago ; and when the observation was
again forgotten, both France and Germany are
before Scotland in the merit of its modern
revival.

It was first promulgated by Julius Caesar
Scaliger about the middle of the sixteenth
century (1557.) Aristotle, followed by philo-

sophers in general, had referred the percep-
tion of weight (the heavy and light) to the
sense of Touch; though, in truth, under
Touch, Aristotle seems to have comprehended
both the Skin and Muscular senses. See Hist.

An. i. 4. De Part. An. ii. 1, 10. De Anima,
ii. 11. On this particular doctrine, Scaliger,
inter alia, observes :

' Et sane sic videtur,
Namque gravitas et levitas tangendo depre-
henditur. Ac nemo est, qui non putet, attrec-

tatione sese cognoscere gravitatem et levi

<atem. Mihi tamen haud persuadetur. Tactu
motum deprehendi fateor, gravitatem nego.
Est autem maximum argumentum hoc. Gra-
vxtas est objectum motivae potestatis : cui s.uie

competit actio. At tactus non fit, nisi patiendo.

Gravitas ergo percipitur a motiva potestatc,

and confused. For the Primary, Secun-
do-primary, and Secondary, as yubjective
affections, we can represent in imagina-
tion ; the Secondary, as objective powers,
we cannot.

29. Finally—The existential judgments

non a tactu. Nam duo cum sint instrumenta
(do nervis atque spiritibus loquor,) ad scnsuin
et ob motum, a so invicem distincta: male
confunderemus, quod est motricis objectum,
cum objecto motae. Movetur enim tactus, non
agit. Motrix autem movet grave corpus, non
autem movetur ab eo. Idque manifestum est in

paralysi. Sentitur calor, non sentitur gravitas
Motrici namque instrumenta sublata sunt.-
An vero sentitur gravitas ? Sentitur quidem a
motrice, atque ab ea judicatur : quemadmo
dum difficile quippiam enunciatu [enunciatur ?]

ab ipsa intellectus vi : quae tamen agit, non
patitur, cum enunciat. Est enim omnibus
commune rebus nostratibus hisce, quae pen-
dent a materia : ut agendo patiantur.—Poterit
aliquid objici de compressione. Nam etc. . . .

Sunt praeterea duae rationes. Quando et sine

tactu sentimus gravitatem, et quia tactu non
sentimus. Nempe cuipiam gravi corpori ma-
nus imposita contingit illud : at non sentit gra-
vitatem. Sine tactu, vero, virtus motrix sentiet.

Appensum filo plumbum grave sentitur. Manus
tamen filum, non plumbum tanget. Deinde
hoc. Brachium suo pondere cum deorsum
fertur, sentitur grave. At nihil tangit.' (De
Subtilitate, contra Cardanum, ex. 109.)

It should, however, be noticed, that Scaliger
may have taken the hint for the discrimina-
tion of this and another sense, from Cardan.
This philosopher makes Touch fourfold. One
sense apprehending the four primary qualities,

the Hotand Cold, theDry and Humid ; a second
the Pleasurable and Painful ; a third the Ve-
nereal sensations; a fourth the Heavy and
Light. (De Subtilitate, L. xiii.)

This doctrine did not excite the attention it

deserved. It was even redargued by Scalig-
er's admiring expositor Goclenius. (Adver-
saria, p. 75—89) ; nor do I know, indeed, that
previous to its revival in very recent times,
with the exception to be immediately stated,
that this opinion was ever countenanced by
any other philosopher. Towards the end of
the seventeenth century it is indeed comme

.

morated by Chauvin, no very erudite autho-
rity, in the first edition of his Lexicon Philo-
sophicum (vv. Tactile and Gravitas) as an
opinion that had found supporters ; but it is

manifest from the terms of the statement, for

no names are given, that Scaliger and Scali-

ger only is referred to. In the subsequent
edition the statement itself is omitted.
By another philosophical physician, the

celebrated Caosalpinus of Arezzo, it was after-

wards (in 1569) still more articulately shown,
that only by the exercise of the motive power
are we percipient of those qualities which I

denominate the Secundo Primary ; though he
can hardly be said, like Scaliger, to have dis-

i
criminated that power as a faculty of percep.

I
tion or active apprehension, from touch as a
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we of the Primary assertory ; of the

Secundo-primary, in both their aspects,

assertory ; of the Secondary, as modes of

mind, assertory, as modes of matter, pro-

blematic. (See par. 11, 12, 13.)

capacity of sensation or mere consciousness of

passion. It does not indeed appear that Css-

Balpinus was aware of Scaliger's speculation

at all.

' Tactus igitur si unus est sensus, circa

ttnam erit contrarietatem, reliqua? autein ad
ipsam reduceniur. [Compare Aristotle, De
Anima, ii. 11] Patet autem Calidum et Fri-

gidum maxime proprie ipsius tactus esse
;

solum enim tangendo comprehenduntur. Hu-
midum autem et Siccum (Fluid and Solid).

Durum et Molle, Grave et Leve, Asperum et

Lene, Rarum et Densum, aliaque hujusmodi.
ut tactu comprehendantur, non satis estea tan-

gere, sed necesse est motum quendam adhibere, aut

comprimendo, aut impellendo, aut trahendo,

aut alia ratione patiendi potentiam experiendo
Sic enim quod proprium terminum non reti

net, et quod facile dividitur, Humidum esse

cognoscimus; quod autem opposito modo se

habet, Siccum : et quod cedit comprimenti,
Molle, quod non cedit, Durum. Similiter

autem et reliquas tactivoe qualitates sine

motu non percipiuntur. Idcirco et a reliquis

sensibus cognosci possunt, ut a visu. [But
not immediately ] Motus enim inter commu-
nia sensibilia ponitur. [There is here through
ambiguity a mutatio elenchi ] Nihil auteni

refert, an motus in organo an in re fiat.' [?]

(Qusestiones Peripateticse, L. iv. qu. 1.)

In more recent times, the action of the vo-

luntary motive faculty and its relative sense

in the perception of Extension, Figure, Weight,
Resistance, &c, was in France brought vaguely
into notice by Condillac, and subsequently
about the commencement of the present cen-

tury more explicitly developed, among others,

by his distinguished follower M. Destutt de
Tracy, who established the distinction between
active and passive touch. The speculations of

M Maine de Biran on muscular effort (from
1803,) I do not here refer to ; as these have a

different and greatly higher significance.

(Condillac, Trait£ des Sensations, P. ii. cc. 3, 12.—De Tracy, Ideologic, t. i. cc. 9-13; t. iii. cc.

5, 9.—Compare Degerando, Histoire des Sys-

temes, t. iii. p. 345, sq. orig. ed., and La-
bouliniere, Precis, p. 322, sq.)—In Germany,
before the conclusion of the last century, the
same analysis was made, and the active touch
there first obtained the distinctive appellation

of the Muscular Sense (Muskel Sinn.) The
German physiologists and psychologists not
only—what had been previously done—pro-
fessedly demonstrated the share it had in the
empirical apprehension of Space, &c, and es

tablished its necessity as a condition even of

the perceptions of Touch proper—the Skin
Sense ; they likewise for the first time endea
Voured to show how in vision we are enabled
to recognise not only figure, but distance, and
the third dimension of bodies, through the con

.

jcious adjustment of the eye. (Tittel, Kantis-
cbeDenkformen,(1787,)p.l83,sq.

—

Tiedemann,

c)—As both in Sensitive Apprehension
and in Thought ; as in relation both to

Sense and Intellect.

" SO. In the order of nature and of ne-

ta Hessische Beytraege (1789,) St. i. p 119,
sq.; Theaetet (1794,) passim; Idealistische
Briefe (1798,) p. 84, sq. ; Psychologie (1804,)
p. 405, sq.—Schulz, Pruefung (1791,) i. p. 182,
sq.

—

Engel, in Memoires de l'Academie de Ber-
lin (1802.)

—

Gruithuisen, Anthropologic (1810,)
pp. 130, sq. 361, sq. and the subsequent works
of Heroart, Hartmann, Lenhossek, Tourtual, Bc-
neke, and a host of others.) But see Reid, 188, b.

Britain has not advanced the enquiry which,
if we discount some resultless tendencies by
Hartley, Wells, and Darwin, she was the last

in taking up ; and it is a curious instance of
the unacquaintance with such matters preva-
lent among us, that the views touching the
functions of the will, and of the muscular
sense, which constitute, in this relation cer-
tainly, not the least valuable part of Dr
Brown's psychology, should to the present
hour be regarded as original, howbeit these
views, though propounded as new, are mani-
festly derived from sources with which all in-

terested in psychological disquisitions might
reasonably be presumed familiar. This is by
no means a solitary instance of Brown's silent

appropriation ; nor is he the only Scottish me-
taphysician who has borrowed,withoutacknow
ledgment, these and other psychological ana.
lyses from the school of Condillac. De Tracy
may often equally reclaim his own at the hands
of Dr John Young, Professor of Philosophy in

Belfast College, whose frequent coincidences
with Brown are not the marvels he would in-

duce us to believe, when we know the common
sources from which the resembling doctrines
are equally derived. It must be remembered,
however, that the Lectures of both Professors
were posthumously published ; and are there-
fore not to be dealt with as works deliberately

submitted to general criticism by their au-
thors. Dr Young, it should likewise be noticed,

was a pupil of the late Professor Mylne of

Glasgow, whose views of mental philosophy
are well known to have closely resembled those
of M. De Tracy. I see from M. Mignet's elo-

quent eloge that this acute philosopher was,
like Kant, a Scotsman by descent, and ' of the
clan Stutt,' (Stott ?)

These notices of the gradual recognition of

the sense of muscular feeling, as a special

source of knowledge, are not given on account
of any importance it may be thought to pos-

sess as the source from which is derived our
notion of Space or Extension. This notion, I

am convinced, though first manifested in,

cannot be evolved out of, experience ; and
what was observed by Reid (Inq. p. 126, a,/

by Kant (Cr. d.r. V. p. 38,) by Schulz (Pruef. i

p. 114,) and by Stewart (Essays, p. 564,) in

regard to the attempts which had previously

been made to deduce it from the operations of

sense, and, in particular, from the motion of

the hand, is equally true of those subsequently

repeated. In all these attempts, the expert
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cssary thought, the Primary qualities are

prior to the Secundo-primary and Secon-
dary ; but in the order of empirical

apprehension, though chronologically si-

multaneous, they are posterior to both.

encc itself is only realized through a substitu-

tion of the very notion which it professes to

generate; there is always a concealed petitio

principii. Take for example the deduction so

laboriously essayed by Dr Brown, and for which
he has received such unqualified encomium.
(Lectt. 23 and 24.)—Extension is made up of

three dimensions ; but Brown's exposition is

limited to length and breadth. These only,

therefore, can be criticised.

As far as I can find his meaning in his cloud
of words, he argues thus :—The notion of Time
or succession being supposed, that of longitu-

dinal extension is given in the succession of

feelings which accompanies the gradual con-
traction of a muscle ; the notion of this suc-
cession constitutes, ipso facto, the notion of a
certain length ; and the notion of this length
[he quietly takes for granted] is the notion
of longitudinal extension sought, (p. 146. a.)

— The paralogism here is transparent.—
I ength is an ambiguous term ; and it is

length in space, extensive length, and not
'ength in time, protensive length, whose notion
it is the problem to evolve. To convert,
therefore, the notion of a certain kind of length
(and that certain kind being also confessedly
only length in time) into tho notion of a length
in space, is at best an idle begging of the ques-
tion.—Is it not ? Then I would ask, whether
the series of feelings of which we are aware in
the gradual contraction of a muscle, involve
llic consciousness of being a succession or
length, (1) in time alone? or (2) in spaccalone?
—or (3; in time and space together ? These
three cases will be allowed to be exhaustive.
If the first be affirmed, if the succession appear
to consciousness a length in time exclusively,
then nothing has been accomplished ; for the
notion of extension or space is in no way con-
tained in the notion of duration or time.

—

Again, if the second or the third be affirmed,
if the series appear to consciousness a suc-
cession or length, either in space alone, or in
space and time together, then is the notion it

l»ehoved tr generate employed to generate
itself.

In the deduction of the notion of superficial

extension he is equally illogical; for here,
too, his process of evolution only in the end
openly extracts what in the commencement
it had secretly thrown in The elements, out
ofwhich he constructs the notion of extension,
in the second dimension, he finds in the con-
sciousness we have of several contemporaneous
series of muscular feelings or lengths, stand-
ing in relation to each other, as proximate,
distant, intermediate, &c.— Proximate! In
What? In time? No; for the series are sup-
posed to be in time coexistent ; and were it

otherwise, the process would be unavailing'
for proximity in time does not afford proxi-
mity in spare. In space, then ? Necessarily
On this alternative, however, the notion

\

For it is only under condition of the Sen-
sation of a Secondary, that we are per-
cipient of any Primary, quality.

31. The apprehension of a Primary
quality is principally an intellectual cogni-

of space or extension is already involved
doubly deep in the elements themselves, out
of which it is proposed to construct it ; for

whentwo or more things are conceived as proxi-
mate in space, they are not merely conceived
as in different places or out of each other, biU
over and above this elementary condition in

which extension simply is involved, they are
conceived as even holding under it a secon-
dary and more complex relation. But it is

needless to proceed, fpr the petition of th»
point in question is even more palpable if VM
think the series under the relations of the
distant, the intermediate &c.— The notion of

Space, therefore, is not shown by this expla-
nation of its genesis to be less a native notion
then that of Time, which it admits. Brown'?
is a modification of De Tracy's deduction, the
change being probably suggested by a remark
of Stewart (1. c.) ; but though both involve a *
paralogism, it is certainly far more shrewdly
cloaked in the original.

III.

—

Historical notices in regard to the dis-

tinction of Nerves and nervous Filaments into
Motive and Sensitive ; and in regard to the pecu-
liarity of function, and absolute isolation, of the
ultimate nervous Filaments. — The important
discovery of Sir Charles Bell, that the spinal
nerves are the organs of motion through their
anterior roots, of sensation through their pos-
terior ; and the recognition by recent physio-
logists, that each ultimate nervous filament is

distinct in function, and runs isolated from its
origin to its termination ;—these are only the
last of a long series of previous observations
to the same effect,—observations, in regard to
which (as may be inferred from the recent
discussions touching tho history of these re-
sults) the medical world is, in a great mea-
sure, uninformed. At the same time, as these
are the physiological facts with which psy.
chology is principally interested ; as a contri-
bution towards this doctrine and its history, I
shall throw together a few notices, which
have for the most part fallen in my way when
engaged in researches for a different purpose.
The cases of paralysis without narcosis

(stupor,) and of narcosis without paralysis
— for the ancient propriety of these terms
ought to be observed— that is, the cases in
which either motion or sensibility, exclusively,
is lost, were too remarkable not to attract
attention even from the earliest periods ; and
at the same time, too peremptory not to
necessitate the conclusion, that the several
phaenomena are, either the functions of differ-
ent organs, or, if of the same, at least regu-
lated by different conditions. Between these
alternatives all opinions on the subject are
divided; and the former was tho first, as it

has been the last, to be adopted.
No sooner had the nervous system been re-

cognised as the ultimate organ of the animal
and vital functions, aud the intracranial me-
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tion, in so far as it is, in itself, a purely

mental activity, and not the mere sensa-

tion of an organic passion ; and second-

arily, a sensible cognition, in so far as it

is the perception of an attribute of mat-

dulla or encephalos (encephalon is a modern
misnomer) ascertained to be its centre, than

Erasistratus proceeded to appropriate to dif-

ferent parts of that organism the functions

which, along with Herophilus, he had distin-

guished, of sensibility and voluntary motion.

He placed the source—of the former in the

meninges or membranes, of the latter in the

substance, of the encephalos in general, that is,

of the Brain-proper and After-brain or Cere-

bellum. And while the nerves were, medi-
ately or immediately, the prolongations of

these, he viewed the nervous membranes as

the vehicle of sensation, the nervous substance

as the vehicle of motion. (Rufus Ephesius,

L. i. c. 22; L. ii cc. 2, 17.) This theory

which is remarkable, if for nothing else, for

manifesting the tendency from an early period

to refer the phsenomena of motion and sensa-

tion to distinct parts of the nervous organ-

ism, has not obtained the attention which it

even intrinsically merits. In modern times,

indeed, the same opinion has been hazarded,

even to my fortuitous knowledge, at least

thrice. Firstly by Fcrnelius (1550, Physio-
logia, v. 10, 15 ;) secondly by Rosetti (1722,
Raccolta d'Opuscoli, &c, t. v. p. 272 sq. ;)

thirdly by Le Cat (1740, Traite des Sensations,

CEuv. Phys. t. i. p. 124, and Diss, sur la Sensi-

bility des Meninges, § i.)—By each of these
the hypothesis is advanced as original. In the
two last this is not to be marvelled at; but it

is surprising how the opinion of Erasistratus
could have escaped the erudition of the first.

I may observe, that Erasistratus also antici-

pated many recent physiologists in the doc-
trine, that the intelligence of man, and of ani-

mals in general, is always in proportion to the
depth and number of the cerebral convolutions,
that is, in the ratio of the extent of cerebral
surfaee, not of cerebral mass.
The second alternative was adopted by

Galen, who while he refutes apparently mis-
represents the doctrine of Erasistratus ; for
Erasistratus did not, if we may credit Rufus,
an older authority than Galen, derive the
nerves from the membranes of the encephalos,
to the exclusion of its substance ; or if Galen
be herein correct, this is perhaps the early
doctrine which Erasistratus is by him said in
his maturer years to have abandoned;—a doc-
trine, however, which, under modifications,
has in modern times found supporters in
Rondeletius and others. (Laurentii Hist.
Anat. iv. qu. 13.)— Recognising, what has
always indeed been done, the contrast of the
iwo phsenomena of sensibility and motion
Galen did not, however, regard them as neces'
sarily the products of distinct parts of the
nervous system, although, de facto, different
parti of that system were often subservient
to their manifestation. As to the problem --

ter, and, though not constituted by, still

not realized without, the sensation of an
organic passion.—The apprehension of a
Secondary quality is solely a sensible

cognition ; for it is nothing but the sen-

Do the nerves perform their double function

by the conveyance of a corporeal fluid, or

through the irradiation of an immaterial
power?—Galen seems to vacillate; for texts

may be adduced in favour of each alternative.

He is not always consistent in the shares
which he assigns to the heart and to the
brain, in the elaboration of the animal spirits;

nor is he even uniform in maintaining a dis-

crimination of origin, between the animal
spirits and the vital. Degrading the mem-
branes to mere envelopments, he limits evory
peculiar function of the nervous organism to

the enveloped substance of the brain, the after

brain, the spinal chord and nerves. But as

the animal faculty is one, and its proximate
vehicle the animal spirits is homogeneous, so the
nervous or cerebral substance which conducts
these spirits is in its own nature uniform and
indifferently competent to either function ; it

being dependent upon two accidental circum.
stances, whether this substance conduce to

motion, to sensation, or to motion and sensa-

tion together.

The first circumstance is the degree of

hardness or softness; a nerve being adapted
to motion, or to sensation, in proportion as it

possesses the former quality or the latter.

Nerves extremely soft are exclusively compe-
tent to sensation. Nerves extremely hard are
pre-eminently, but not exclusively, adapted to

motion; for no nerve is wholly destitute of

the feeling of touch. The soft nerves, short
and straight in their course, arise from the
anterior portion of the encephalos (the Brain
proper ;) the hard, more devious in direction,
spring from the posterior portion of the brain
where it joins the spinal chord, (Medulla
oblongata ?) the spinal chord being a continua-
tion of the After-brain, from which no nerve
immediately arises; the hardest originate from
the spinal chord itself, more especially towards
its inferior extremity. A nerve soft in its

origin, and, therefore, fitted only for sense,
may, however, harden in its progress, and by
this change become suitable for motion.
The second circumstance is the part to

which a nerve is sent ; the nerve being sensi-

tive or motive as it terminates in an organ of
sense, or in an organ of motion—a muscle

;

every part being recipient only of the virtue
appropriate to its special function.

This theory of Galen is inadequate to the
phsenomena. For though loss of motion with-
out the loss of sense may thus be accounted
for, on the supposition that the innervating
force is reduced so low as not to radiate the
stronger influence required for movement, and
yet to radiate the feebler influence required
for feeling ; still this leaves the counter case
(of which, though less frequently occurring,
Galen has himself recorded some illustrioTia
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sation of an organic passion.—The ap-

prehension of a Secundo primary quality

is, equally and at once, an intellectual and
sensible cognition ; for it involves both

examples) not only unexplained, but even
renders it inexplicable. In this theory Galen
is, likewise, not always consistent with him-
self. The distinction of hard and soft, as cor-

responding with the distinction of motory and
sensitive, nerves, though true in general, is,

on his own admission, not absolutely through-
going. (I must observe, however, that among
other recent anatomists this is maintained by
Albinus, Malacarne, and Reil.) And to say
nothing of other vacillations, Galen, who in

one sentence, in consistency with his distinc-

tion of cerebral and (mediately) cerebellar
nerves, is forced to accord exclusively to those
of the spine the function of motion ; in an-

other finds himself compelled, in submission
to the notorious fact, to extend to these nerves
the function of sensation likewise. But if

Galen's theory be inadequate to their solution,

it never leads him to overlook, to dissemble,
or to distort, the phaenomena themselves ; and
with these no one was ever more familiarly

acquainted. So marvellous, indeed, is his

minute knowledge of the distribution and
functions of the several nerves, that it is

hardly too much to assert, that, with the ex-
ception of a few minor particulars, his patho-
logical anatomy of the nervous system is prac-
tically on a level with the pathological anatomy
of the present day. (De Usu Partium, i. 7,
v. 9, 7, 14, viii. 3, 6, 10, 12, ix 1, xii. 10, 11, 15.

xiii. 8, xvi. 1, 3, 5, xvii. 2, 3—De Causis
SSympt. i. 5.—De Motu Muse. i. 13—De Anat.
Adin. vii. 8.— Ars parva, 10, 11.—De Locis Aft

7
.

i. 6, 7, 12. iii. 6, 12.—De Diss. Nerv. 1.—De
Plac. Hipp, et Plat. ii. 12, vii. 3, 4, 5, 8.)

The next step was not made until the middle
of the fourteenth century subsequent to Galen's

death j when Rondeletins (c. 1550,) reasoning
from the phaenomena of paralysis and stupor,

enounced it as an observation never previously

made, that ' All nerves, from their origin in the
brain, are, even in the spinal marrow itself,

isolated from each other. The cause of para-

lyais is therefore not so much to be sought for

in the spinal marrow as in the encephalic

heads of the nerves ; Galen himself having,

indeed, remarked, that paralysis always super-

venes when the origin ofthe nerve is obstructed
or diseased.' (Curandi Methodus, c. 32.)

This observation did not secure the attention

which it deserved; and some thirty years
later (1595,) another French physiologist, an-

other celebrated professor in the same univer-

sity with Ttondelet, I mean Laurcntius of Mont-
pcllier, advanced this very doctrine of his

predecessor, as ' a new and hitherto unheard,
of observation.' This anatomist has, however,
the merit of first attempting a sensible demon-
stration of the fact, by resolving, under water,

the spinal cord into its constituent filaments.
' This new and admirable observation,' he says,
* explains one of the obscurest problems of

the perception of a quasi-primary quality,

and the sensation of a secondary. (Soe
par. 15, sq., and Note D*, § 1.)

nature; why it is that from a lesion, say of

the cervical medulla, the motion of the thigh

may be lost, while the motions of tho arms and
thorax shall remain entire.' In tho second
edition of his Anatomy, Dulaurens would seem,
however, less confident, not only of the abso

lute originality, but of the absolute accuracy,

of the observation. Nor does he rise above
the Galenic doctrine, that sensibility and motion
may bo transmitted by the same fibre. In fact,

rejecting the discrimination of hard and soft

nerves, he abolishes even the accidental dis-

tinction which had been recognised by Galen.

(Compare Hist. Anat., later editions, iv. c. 18,

qq. 9, 10, 11 ; x- g. 12, with the relative places

in the first.)

The third step was accomplished by VaroU
lius, (1572,) who showed Galen to be mistaken
in holding that the spinal chord is a continua-

tion of tho After-brain alone. He demon-
strated, against all previous anatomists, that

this chord is made up of four columns, seve-

rally arising from four encephalic roots ; two
roots or trunks from the Brain- proper being

prolonged into its anterior, and two from the
After-brain into its posterior, columns. (Ana-

tomia, L. iii : De Norvis Opticis Epistolae.)

At the same time, the fact was signalized

by other contemporary anatomists, (as Coiter,

1572, Laurentius, 1595,) that the spinal nerves

arise by double roots ; one set of filaments

emerging from the anterior, another from the

posterior, portion of the chord. It was in

general noticed, too, (as by Coiter, and C.

Bauhinus, 1590,) that these filaments, on
issuing from the chord, passed into a knot or

ganglion ; but, strange to say, it was reserved

for the second Monro, (1783,) to record the

special observation,that this ganglion is limited

to the fibres of the posterior root alone

Such was the state of anatomical knowledge
touching this point at the close of the sixteenth

century; and it may now seem marvellous,

that aware of the independence of the motory
and sensitive functions,—aware that of these

functions the cerebral nerves were, in general,
' limited to one, while the spinal nerves were
competent to both,—aware that the spinal

nerves, the nerves of double function, emerged
by double roots and terminated in a twofold

distribution,— and, finally, aware that each

nervous filament ran distinct from its peri-

pheral extremity through the spinal chord to

its central origin ;—aware, I say, of all these

correlative facts, it may now seem marvellous

that anatomists should have stopped short,

should not have attempted to lay fact and fact

together, should not have surmised that in the

spinal nerves difference of root is correspon-

dent with difference of function, should not

have instituted experiments, and anticipated

by two centuries the most remarkable physio-

logical discovery of the present day. But our
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wonder will be enhanced, in finding the most
illustrious of the more modern schools of

medicine teaching the same doctrine in greater

detail, and yet never proposing to itself the

question—May not the double roots correspond

with the double function of the spinal nerves?

But so has it been with all the most momentous
discoveries. When Harvey proclaimed the cir-

culation of the blood, he only proclaimed a

doctrine necessitated by the discovery of the

venous valves; and the Newtonian theory of

the heavens was but a final generalization,

prepared by foregone observations, and even
already partially enounced.
The school I refer to is that of Leyden—the

school of Boerhaave and his disciples.

—

Boer-

haave held with Willis that the Brain.proper

is the organ of animality; a distinct part thereof

being destined to each of its two functions,

sense and voluntary motion ;—that the After-

brain is the organ of vitality, or the involuntary

motions ;—and that the two encephalic organs

are prolonged, the former into the anterior,

the latter into the posterior, columns of the

spinal chord. In his doctrine, all nerves are

composite, being made up of fibrils of a tenuity,

not only beyond our means of observation, but
almost beyond our capacity of imagination.

Some nerves are homogeneous, their constituent
filaments being either for a certain kind of

motion alone, or for a certain kind of sensation

alone; others are heterogeneous, their consti-

tuent fibrils being some for motion, some for

sensation;—and of this latter class are the
nerves which issue from the spine. On Boer-
haave's doctrine, however, the spinal nerves,

in so far as they arise from the anterior
column, are nerves both of sensation and
voluntary motion—of animality; in so far as

they arise from the posterior column, are
nerves of involuntary motion—of vitality. A.

homogeneous nerve does not, as a totality, per-
form a single office; for every elementary
fibril of which it is composed runs from first

to last isolated from every other, and has its

separate sphere of exercise. As many distinct

spheres of sensation and motion, so many dis-

tinct nervous origins and terminations ; and as

many different points of local termination in the
body, so many different points of local origin in

the brain. The Sensorium Commune, the centre
of sensation and motion, is not therefore an
indivisible point, not even an undivided place;
it is, on the contrary, the aggregate of as
many places (and millions of millions there
may be) as there are encephalic origins of
nervous fibrils. No nerve, therefore, iu pro-
priety of speech, gives off a branch; their
sheaths of dura inater alone are ramified; and
there is no intercourse, no sympathy between
the elementary fibrils, except through the
sensorium commune. That the nerves arc
made up of fibrils is shown, though inade-
quately, by various anatomical processes; and
that these fibrils are destined for distinct
fcnd often different purposes, is manifested by
the phaenomena of disjoined paralysis and
tupor. (De Morbis Nervorum Praelectiones,

by Van Eems. pp 261. 490-497, G96, 713-717.
Compare Kaau Boerhaave, Iuipetum faciens,

} 197-200.)

The developed doctrine of Boerhaave od
this point is to be sought for, neither in hia

Aphorisms, nor in his Institutions and his

Prelections on the Institutions—the more pro-
minent works to which his illustrious disciples,

Haller and Van Swieten, appended respectively

a commentary.—The latter adopts, but does
not advance, the doctrine of his master. (Ad
Aph. 701, 711, 774, 1057, 1060.)—The former,
who in his subsequent writings silently aban-
doned the opinion, that sensation and motion
are conveyed by different nervous fibrils, in
two unnoticed passages of his annotations on
Boerhaave, (1740,) propounas it as a not im-
probable conjecture—that a total nerve may
contain within its sheath a complement of
motory and of sensitive tubules, distinct in
their origin, transit, and distribution, but
which at their peripheral extremity communi-
cate ; the latter, like veins, carrying the spirits
back to the brain, which the former had, like
arteries, carried out. (Ad Boerh. Instit. §
268, n. 2, § 293, n. 2.)

The doctrine of the school of Leyden, on

i

this point, was however still more articulately
evolved by the younger (Bernard Siegfried)
Albinus; not in any of his published works,
but in the prelections he delivered for many
years, in that university, on Physiology. From
a copy in my possession of his dictata in this
course, very fully taken, after the middle of
the century, by Dj William Grant, (of Rothie-
murcus,) subsequently a distinguished medical
author and practical physician in London, com-
pared with another very accurate copy of these
dictata, taken by an anonymous writer, in the
year 1741; I am enabled to present the fol-

lowing general abstract of the doctrine taught
by this celebrated anatomist, though obliged
to retrench both the special cases, and the
reasoning in detail by which it is illustrated
and confirmed.

j. The nerves have a triple destination as they
minister (1.) to voluntary motion, (2.) to sen-

j

sation, (3.) to the vital energies—secretion,

;

digestion, <fcc. Albinus seems to acquiesce in
the doctrine, that the Brain- proper is the ulti-

;
mate organ of the first and second function,

i the After-brain, of the third.

Nerves, again, are of two kinds. They are
either such in which the function of each ulti-

I

mate fibril remains isolated in function from
centre to periphery ( the cerebro - spinal
nerves) ; or such in which these are mutually
confluent (the ganglionic nerves.)
To speak only of the cerebro-spinal nerves,

and of these only in relation to the functions
of motion and sensation ;—they are to be dis-
tinguished into three classes according as de-
stined, (1.) to sense, (2.) to motion, (3.) to
both motion and sensation. Examples—of the
first class are the olfactory, the optic, the au-
ditory, of which last he considers the portio
mollis and the portio dura to be, in pro-
priety, distinct nerves ;—of the second class,

are the large portion of those passing to
muscles, as the fourth and sixth pairs ;—of the
third class, are the three lingual nerves, espe-
cially the ninth pair, fibrils of which he had
frequently traced, partly to the muscles, partly
to the gustatory papillae of the tongue, and
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the subcutaneous nerves, which are seen to

give off branches, first to the muscles, and
thereafter to the tactile papillae of the skin.

The nervous fibres which minister to motion
are distinct in origin, in transit, in termina-

tion, from those which minister to sensation.

This is manifest, la the case of those nerves
which run from their origin in separate

sheaths, either to an organ of sense (as the

olfactory ami optic), or to an organ of motion,

(as the fourth and sixth pairs, which go to the

muscles of the eye) ; but it is equally, though
not so obtrusively, true, in the case where a

nerve gives off branches partly to muscles,
partly to the cutaneous papillae. In this lat-

ter case, the nervous fibrils or fistulae are,

from their origin in the medulla oblongata to

their final termination in the skin, perfectly

distinct.—The Medulla Oblongata is a con-

tinuation of the encephalos; made up of two
columns from the Brain-proper, and of two
columns from the After-brain. Immediately
or mediately, it is the origin, as it is the organ,
of all the nerves. And in both respects it is

double ; for one part, the organ of sense,

affords an origin to the sensitive fibrils ; whilst
another, the organ of motion, does the same by
the motory. In their progress, indeed, after

passing out, the several fibrils, whether homo-
geneous or not, are so conjoined by the invest-

ing membranes as to exhibit the appearance of

a single nerve ; but when they approach their

destination they separate, those for motion
ramifying through the muscles, those for sen-

sation going to the cutaneous papillae or other
organs of sense. Examples of this are afforded
—in the ninth pair, the fibres of which (against
more modern anatomists) he holds to arise by
a double origin in the medulla, and which,
after running in the same sheath, separate
according to their different functions and des-
tinations;—and in the seventh pair, the hard
and soft portions of which are respectively
for motion and for sensation, though these
portions, he elsewhere maintains, ought rather
to be considered as two distinct nerves than
as the twofold constituents of one.
The proof of this is of various kinds.—In

the first place, it is a theory forced upon us by
the phenomena; for only on this supposition
can we account for the following facts :—(1)
That we have distinct sensations transmitted to
the brain from different parts of the same sen-
sitive organ (as the tongue) through which the
same total nerve is diffused. (2; That we can
send out from the brain a motive influence to
one, nay, sometimes to a part of one, muscle
out of a plurality, among which the same total
nerve (e. g. the ischiatic) is distributed. (3)
That sometimes a part is either, on the one
hand, paralysed, without any loss of sensi-
bility; or, on the other, stupifled, without a
diminution of its mobility.

In the second place, we can demonstrate
the doctrine, proceeding both from centre to

periphery, and from periphery to centre.
—Though ultimately dividing into filaments
beyond our means of observation, we can still

go far in following out a nerve both in its

general ramifications, and in the special dis-

tribution of its filaments, for motion to the

muscles and for sensation to the skin, Ac. ; and
how far soever we are able to carry our inves-
tigation, we always find the least fibrils into
which we succeed in analysing a nerve, equally
distinct and continuous as the chord of which
they were constituent.—And again, in fol.

lowing back the filaments of motion from the
muscles, the filaments of sensation from the
skin, we find them ever collected into larger
and larger bundles within the same sheath, but
never losing their individuality, never fused
together to form the substance of a larger
chord—The nerves are thus not analogous to
arteries, which rise from a common trunk,
convey a common fluid, divide into branches
all similar in action to each other and to the
primary trunk. For every larger nerve is

only a complement of smaller nerves, and every
smallest nerve only a fasciculus of nervous
fibrils ; and these not only numerically different,

but often differing from each other in the cha-
racter of their functions.

In the third place, that in the nerves for
both motion and sensation are enveloped dis-

tinct nerves or fibrils for these several func-
tions—this is an inference supported by the
analogy of those nerves which are motive or
sensitive, exclusively. And in regard to these
latter, it becomes impossible, in same cases, to
conceive why a plurality of nerves should have
been found necessary, as in the case of the
two portions of the seventh pair, in reality
distinct nerves, if we admit the supposition
that each nerve, each nervous fibril, is com-
petent to the double office.

In the fourth place, the two species of nerve
are distinguished by a difference of structure.
For he maintains the old Galenic doctrine, that
the nerves of motion are, as compared with
those of sensation, of a harder and more fibrous
texture;—a diversity which he does not con-
fine to the homogeneous nerves, but extends to
the counter filaments of the heterogeneous.

—

This opinion, in modern times, by the majo-
rity surrendered rather than refuted, has been
also subsequently maintained by a small num-
ber of the most accurate anatomists, as Mala-
carne and Reil ; and to this result the recent
observations of Ehrenberg and others seem to
tend. (See Memoirs of the Berlin Academy for

1830, p. 605, sq. ; Mueller's Phys. p. 598.)
Finally, to the objection—Why has nature

not, in all cases as in some, enclosed the motive
and the sentient fibrils in distinct sheaths?—as

answer, and fifth argument, he shows, with
great ingenuity, that nature does precisely
what, in the circumstances, always affords the
greatest security to both, more especially to

the softer, fibrils; and he might have added,
as a sixth reason and second answer—with the
smallest expenditure of means.
The subtilty of the nervous fibres is much

greater than is commonly suspected ; and
there is probably no point of the body to which
they are not distributed. What is the nature
of their peripheral terminations it is, however,
difficult to demonstrate ; and the doctrines of

Ituysch and Malpighi in this respect are, as he
shows, unsatisfactory.

The doctrine of Albinus, indeed, of the whole
school of Boerhaave, in regard to the nervou s
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system, and, in particular, touching the dis-

tinction and the isolation of the ultimate ner-

vous filaments, seems during a century of inter-

val not only to have been neglected but abso-

lutely forgotten; and a counter opinion of the

most erroneous character, with here and there

a feeble echo of the true, to have become
generally prevalent in its stead. For, strange
to say, this very doctrine is that recently pro-

mulgated as the last consummation of nervous
physiology by the most illustrious physiologist

in Europe. " That the primitive fibres of all

the cerebro.spinal nerves are to be regarded
as isolated and distinct from their origin to

their termination, and as radii issuing from
the axis of the nervous system," is the grand
result, as stated by himself, of the elaborate

researches of Johann Mueller ; and to the earli-

est discovery of this general fact he carefully

vindicates his right against other contemporary
observers, by stating that it had been privately

communicated by him to Van der Kolk, of

Utrecht, so long ago as the year 1330. (Phys.

p. 596-603.)
Ie conclusion, I may observe that it is greatly

to be regretted that these Prelections of Albi-

nus were never printed. They present not

only a full and elegant digest of all that was
known in physiology at the date of their de-

livery, (and Albinus was celebrated for the

uncommon care which he bestowed on the

composition of his lectures;) but they likewise

contain, perdue, many original views,all deser-

ving of attention,andsome whichhavebeensub-
sequently re-produced to the no small celebrity

of their second authors. The speculation, for

example,ofJohn Hunter and Dr Thomas Young,
in regard to the self-contractile property of

the Chrystalline lens is here anticipated; and
that pellucidity and fibrous structure are com-
patible, shown by the analogy of those gela-

tinous mollusca, the medusae or sea blubbers,

which are not more remarkable for their tran-

sparency, than for their contractile and dilative

powers.
As I have already noticed, the celebrity of

the Leyden School far from commanding ac-

ceptance, did not even secure adequate atten.

tion to the doctrine of its illustrious masters

;

and the GaleniG theory, to which Haller lat-

terly adhered, was, under the authority of

Cullen and the Monros, that which continued

to prevail in this country, until after the com-
mencement of the present century. Here
another step in advance was then made by Mr
Alexander Walker, an ingenious Physiologist

of Edinburgh ; who, in 1809, first started the

prolific notion, that in the spinal nerves the

filaments of sensation issue by the one root,

the filaments of motion by the other. His at

tribution of the several functions to the several

roots—sensation to the anterior, motion to the

posterior— with strong presumption in its

favour from general analogy, and its confor-

mity with the tenor of all previous, and much
subsequent, observation, is, however, opposed
to the stream of later and more precise ex
puriment. Anatomists have been long agreed
that the anterior column of the spinal marrow
la in continuity with the brain -proper, the

posterior, with the after-brain. To say nothing

of the Galenic doctrine, Willis and the School
of Boerhaave had referred the automatic,
Hoboken and Pouteau the automatic and
voluntary, motions to the cerebellum. Lat-

terly, the experiments of Rolando, Flourens,

and other physiologists, would show that

to the after-brain belongs the power of re-

gulated or voluntary motion ; while the pa-

rallelism which I have myself detected, be
tween the relative development of that part
of the encephalos in young animals and their

command over the action of their limbs, goes,

likewise, to prove that such motion is one, at

least, of the cerebellic functions. (See Monro's
Anatomy of the Brain, 1831, p. 4—9.) In

contending, therefore, that the nervous fila-

ments of sensation ascend in the anterior

rachitic column to the brain-proper, and the

nervous filaments of motion in the posterior,

to the after-brain ; Mr Walker originally pro-

posed, and still maintains, the alternative

which, independently of precise experiment,
had the greatest weight of general probability

in its favour. (Archives of Science for 1809;
The Nervous System, 1834, p. 50, sq.)

In 1811, Sir Charles Bell, holding always the
connexion of the brain-proper with the ante,

rior, of the after brain with the posterior,

column of the spinal chord, proceeding, how-
ever, not on general probabilities, but on ex.

periments expressly instituted on the roots

themselves of the spinal nerves, first advanced
the counter doctrine, that to the filaments

ascending by the posterior roots belongs ex-

clusively the function of sensation ; and there-

after, but still, as is now clearly proved, pre-

viously to any other physiologist, he further

established by a most ingenious combination of

special analogy and experiment, the correlative

fact, that the filaments descending by the ante-

rior roots are the sole vehicles of voluntary

motion. These results, confirmed as they have
been by the principal physiologists throughout

Europe, seem now placed above the risk of re-

futation. It still, however, remains to reconcile

the seemingstructuralconnexion,andthe mani-

| fest functional opposition, of the after-brain and
posterior rachitic column ; for the decussation

in the medulla oblongata, observed, among
others, by Rolando and Solly, whereby the

cerebellum and anterior column are connected,

is apparently too partial to reconcile the dis-

cordant phenomena. (Bell's Nervous System
;

Shaw's Narrative; Mueller's Physiology, Ac.)

As connected with the foregoing notices, I

may here call attention to a remarkable case

reported by M. Rey Regis, a medical observer,

in his 'Histoire Naturello de l'Anie.' This

work, which is extremely rare, I have been

unable to consult, and must therefore rely on

the abstract given by M. de Biran in his 'Non-
velles Considerations,' p. 96, sq. This case, as

far as I am aware, has escaped the observa-

tion of all subsequent physiologists. In its

phenomena, and in the inferences to which
they lead, it Btands alone; but whether tho

phenomena arc thomselves anomalous, or that

experiments, with the same intent, nob having
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been made in like cases, they have not in these
been brought in like manner into view, I am
unable to determine.—A man lost the power
of movement in one half of his body, (one
lateral half, probably, but in De Biran's ac-

count the paralysis is not distinctly stated as

hemiplegia;) while the sensibility of the parts
affected remained apparently ontiro. Experi-
ments, various and repeated, were, however,
made to ascertain with accuracy, whether the
loss of the motive faculty had occasioned any
alteration in the capacity of feeling : and it

was found that the patient, though as acutely
alive as over to the sense of pain, felt, when
this was secretly inflicted, as by compression
of his hand under the bed- clothes, a sensation
of suffering or uneasiness, by which, when the
pressure became strong, he was compelled
lustily to cry out ; tut a sensation merely
ironeral, he being altogether unable to localize

the feeling, or to say from whence the pain
proceeded. It is unfortunately not stated
wijcther he could discriminate one pain from

|
another, say the pain of pinching from the
pain of pricking ; but had this not been the
case, the notice of so remarkable a circum-

, stance could hardly, I presume, have becc

j

overlooked. The patient, as he gradually re

I
covered the use of his limbs, gradually also

i

recovered the power of localizing his sensa

!
tions.— It would be important to test th«

|
value of this observation by similar ex peri

mcnt3, made on patients similarly affected

Until this bo done, it would be rash to esta
Wish any general inferences upon its facts.

I may notice also another problem, the solu-

tion of which ought to engage the attention of

those who have tho means of observation in

their power. Is the sensation of heat depen-
dent upon a peculiar set of nerves ? This to

me seems probable ; 1°, because certain sen.

ticnt parts of the body are insensible to this

feeling; and, 2°, because I have met with
cases recorded, in which, while sensibility in

general was abolishod, the sensibility to heat
remained apparently undiminished.



NOTE D.*

PERCEPTION

;

PERCEPTION PROPER AND SENSATION PROPER.

I.

—

Principal momenta of the Editor's doctrine of Perception, (A) in itself and (B)
in contrast to that of Reid, Stewart, Royer Collard, and other philosophers of ths

Scottish School.

II.

—

Historical notices in regard to tlie distinction of Perception proper and Sensation
proper.

["References.—From Inq. 182 b; from I. P. 729 a, 313 ab; from Supplementary
Dissertations, passim.}

I.— Principal momenta of the Editor's

doctrine of Perception.

A)

—

In itself:

i.

—

Perception in general.

1. Sensitive Perception, or Perception

* A word as to the various meanings of the
terms here prominent

—

Perception, Sensation,

Sense.

i—Perception (Perceptio ; Perception ; Per.

cezionej Perception, Wahrnehmung) has dif-

ferent significations; but under all and each
of these, the term has a common ambiguity,
denoting as it may, either 1° the perceiving

Faculty, or 2° the perceiving Act, or 3° the
Object perceived. Of these the only ambiguity
of importance is the last ; and to relieve it I
would propose the employment, in this relation,

of Percept, leaving Perception to designate both
the facility and its act ; for these it is rarely

necessary to distinguish, as what is applicable

to the one is usually applicable to the other.

But to the significations of the term, as ap-

plied to different faculties, acts, and objects ; of

which there are in all four :

—

simply, is that act of Consciousness
whereby we apprehend in our body,

a.) Certain special affections, whereof
as an animated organism it is contingently
susceptible; and

b.) Those general relations of extension

under which as a material organism it

necessarily exists.

1. Perceptio—which has been naturalized in

all the principal languages of modern Europe,
with the qualified exception of the German, in

which the indigenous term Wahrnehmung has
again almost, superseded it—Perceptio, in its

primary philosophical signification, as in the
mouths of Cicero and Quintilian, is vaguely
equivalent to Comprehension, Notion, or Cog-
nition in general.

2. From this first meaning it was easily de-

I fleeted to a second, in which it corresponds

I

to an apprehension, a becoming aware of, in a
word, a consciousness. In this meaning, though

\ long thus previously employed in the schools,

it was brought more prominently and dis-

tinctively forward in the writings of Descartes.

From him it p isscd, not only to his own dis-

ciples, but, like the terra Idea, to his antago-
nist, Gassendi, and, thereafter, adopted equally
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Of those Perceptions, the former, which
is thus conversant about a subject- object,

is Sensation proper ; the latter, which is

thus conversant about an object-object, is

Perception proper. ( See 808 b, 858 a.)

2. All Perception is an act of Con-
sciousness ; no Perception, therefore, is

possible except under the conditions

by Locke and Leibnitz, it remained a household
word in every subsequent philosophy, until its

extent was further limited, and thus a third

signification given to it.

Under this second meaning it is, however,
proper to say a word in regard to the special

employment of the term in the Cartesian and
Leibnitio-Wolfian philosophies.—Perception
the Cartesians really identified with Idea (using

this term in its unexclusive universality,

but discounting Descartes' own abusive appli-

cation of it to the organic movement in the
brain, of which the mind has, ex hypothesi, no
consciousness) and allowed them only a logical

distinction;—the same representative act being
called Idea, in as much as we regard it as a
representation, i. e. view it in relation to what
through it, as represented, is mediately known,
and Perception, in as much as we regard it as

a consciousness of such representation, i. e.

view it in relation to the knowing mind.— The
Leibnitio-Wolfians, on the other hand, dis-

tinguished three acts in the process of repre-
sentative cognition :—1° the act of represent-
ing a (mediate) object to the mind; 2° the
representation, or, to speak more properly,
representamen, itself as an (immediate or vi-

carious) object exhibited to the mind; 3° the
act by which the mind is conscious, immedi-
ately of the representative object, and, through
it, mediately of the remote object represented.
They called the first Perception; the last Ap-
perception; the second Idea—sensual, to wit, for
what they styled the material Idea was only an
organic motion propagated to the brain, which,
on the doctrine of the pre-established harmony,
is in sensitive cognition the arbitrary conco-
mitant of the former, and, of course, beyond
the sphere of consciousness or apperception.

3. In its third signification, Perception is

limited to the apprehensions of Sense alone.

This limitation was first formally imposed
upon the word by Reid, for no very cogent
reason besides convenience (222b;) and, there-
after by Kant. Kant, again, was not altogether
consistent ; for he employs ' Perception ' in the
second meaning, for the consciousness of any
mental presentation, and thus in a sense cor-
responding to the Apperception of the Leibnitz-
ians, while its vernacular synonymc ' Wahrneh-
mung'' he defines in conformity with the third,

as the consciousness of an empirical intuition.

Imposed by such authorities, this is now the
accredited signification of these terms, in the
recent philosophies of Germany, Britain,
France, Italy, «fcc.

4. But under this third meaning it is again,
since the time and through the authority of
Reid, frequently employed in a still more re-

stricted acceptation, viz. as Perception (proper)

under which Consciousness is possible.

(See Note H.) The eight following con-
ditions are partly common to Perception
with the other acts of Consciousness;
partly proper to it as a special operation.

3. The first is a certain concentration
of consciousness on an object of sense ;

—

an act of Attention, however remiss.*

in contrast to Sensation (proper.) The import
of these terms, as used by Reid and other phi-

losophers on the one hand, and by myself on
the other, is explained in the text.

ii.— Sensation (Sensatio ; Sensation, Senti-
ment ; Sensazione ; Empfindung) has various
significations; and in all of these, like Percep-
tion, Conception, Imagination, and other ana-
logous terms in the philosophy of mind, it is

ambiguously applied ;—1°, for a Faculty—2°,
for its Act—3-*, for its Object. Here there is

no available term like Percept, Concept, <fcc,

whereby to discriminate the last.

There are two principal meanings in which
this term has been employed.

1. Like the Greek eesthesis, it was long and
generally used to comprehend the process of

sensitive apprehension both in its subjective
and its objective relations.

2. As opposed to Idea, Perception, &c. it was
limited, first in the Cartesian school, and there-
after in that of Reid, to the subjective phasis
of our sensitive cognitions; that is, to our
consciousness of the affections of our animated
organism,—or on the Neo- Platonic, Cartesian,
and Leibnitian hypotheses, to the affections
of the mind corresponding to, but not caused
by, the unknown mutations of the body. Under
this restriction, Sensation may, both in French
and English, be employed to designate our
corporeal or lower feelings, in opposition to
Sentiment, as a term for our higher, i.e., our
intellectual and moral, feelings.

iii.

—

Sense (Sensus ; Sens; Senso; Sinn) ig

employed in a looser and in a stricter appli-
cation.

Under the former head it has two applica-
tions ;— 1°, a psychological, as a popular term
for Intelligence : 2Q, a logical, as a synonyme
for Meaning
Under the latter head, Sense is employed

ambiguously;— 1°, for the- Faculty of sensitive

apprehension; 2°, for its Act; 3°, for its

Organ.
In this relation, Sense has been distinguished

into External and Internal ; but under the
second term, in so many vague and various
meanings, that I cannot here either explain or
enumerate them.
On the analogical employments of the word,

see above, p. 750 sq.

* St Jerome—' Quod mens videat et mens
audiat, et quod nee audire quidpiam nee vi-

dcre possumus, nisi sensus in ea qua? cerni-

mus et audimus intentus, vetus sententin.'

(Adv. Jovin. ii., 9.) See Aristotle, (Probl. xi.,

33,) whom Jerome manifestly had in his eye

;

Strato Physicus as quoted by Plutarch, (De
Sol. An. Opera, t. ii., p. 961 ;) and Plutarch
himself, (ibid.)
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4. The second is ( independently of

the necessary contrast of a subject and an

object,) a plurality, alteration, difference

on the part of the perceived object or ob-

jects, and of a recognition or discrimina-

tion thereof on the part of the perceiving

subject.*— This supposes the following:

— Quality proper ; Quantity, Protensive

(Time,) Extensive (Space,) Intensive (De-

gree ;) and Relation. Therefore

—

5. The third is Quality, quality strict-

ly so called. For one affection is distin-

guished from another as it is, or is not,

such and such ; in other words, as it has,

or has not, this or that quality (suchness.)

6. The fourth is Time; which suppo-

ses Memory, or, to speak more correctly,

a certain continuous representation of the

late and latest past, known with and in

contrast to our apprehension of the pass-

ing present. For without such continuity

of consciousness, no consciousness is pos-

sible.

7. The fifth is Space. For we are

only conscious of perceiving, as we are

conscious of perceiving something as dis-

criminated from other co-existent things.

But this in perception is to be conscious

of one thing as out of another, that is, as

extended, that is, as in Space.

8. The sixth is Degree. For all sen-

sations are, though possibly of any, actu-

ally of one definite intensity ; and distin-

guished not only by differences in Quality,

Time, Space, but also by differences in

Degree.
9. The seventh is Relation. For dis-

crimination, which all perception supposes,

is a recognition of a relation, the relation

of contrast ; and differences in Quality,

Time, Space, Degree, are only so many
various kinds of such relativity.

10. Finally, the eighth is an Assert-

ory Judgment, that within the sphere of

sense an object (a) exists, and (b) exists

Jius or thus conditioned, f All conscious-

• It has been well said by Hobbes, in regard

to the former,—< Sentire semper idem, et non

sentire, ad idem recidunt,' (Elem. Philos. P. iv.

c. 25, § 5;) and by Galen and Nemesius in

reference to the latter,
—

' Sensation is not an

alteration, (affection, modification,) but the re-

cognition of an alteration.' See p. 830 b.

f Aristotle in various passages asserts that

Sensitive perception is a discrimination or

a judgment. (Anal. Post. L ii., c. 19, § 5.

—

Top. L. ii., c. 4, § 2 —De An. L. hi., c. 1,§ 10;

c. 10, § 1 ; alibi.) And the Aphrodisian :—
' Al-

though sensation be only brought to bear

through certain corporeal passions, yet Sensa.

tion itself is not a passion, but a judgment.'

(On the Soul, f. 138 b, ed. Aid.) Reid has the

merit among modern philosophers of first ap-

ness is realized in the enunciation— That
is there (or This is here.) All Percep-
tion consequently enounces— That is there ;

but in this case, there is especially under-
stood by the That—an object manifested
through one or more qualities, Second-
ary, Secundo-primary, Primary; and by
the is there—apprehended in, or in im-
mediate relation to, our organism. %

11. Such being the general conditions

of Perception, it is manifestly impossible
to discriminate with any rigour Sense
from Intelligence. Sensitive apprehen-
sion is, in truth, only the recognition by
Intelligence of the phsenomena presented
in or through its organs)

||

proximating to the recognition of judgment as

an element or condition of consciousness in

general, in laying it at the root of Perception,

Sensation, Memory, and [Self] Consciousness
;

though he unfortunately fell short of the truth

in refusing an existential judgment also to tho

acts of the representative faculty, his Concep-
tion, Imagination, or Simple Apprehension.

\ In this qualitative judgment there is only

the consciousness of the quality perceived in

itself as a distinct object. The judgment,
again, by which it is recognised of such a class

or such a name, is a higher energy, and ought

not, as is sometimes done, to be styled Per-

ception ; it is Judgment, emphatically so called,

'a simple act of, what I would call, the elabor-

ative, or dianoetic, or discursive faculty, the

faculty of relations, or comparison.

\ Tertullian :
—

' Non enim et sentire intelli-

gere est, et intelligere, sentire.—At quid crit

Sensus, nisi ejus rei quce sentitur intcllectusf

Quid erit intellectus, nisi ejus rei quae intel-

ligitur sensus ? Unde ista tormenta cruciandao

simplicitatis, et suspendendae veritatis ? Quis

mihi exhibebit sensum non intelligentem quod

sentit; aut intellectum non sentientem quod

intelligit ?'—(De Anima, c. 18; compare De
Carne Christi. c. 12.)—To the same effect St

Gregory of Nyssa. (De Opif. Horn. cc. 6, 10

;

and De Anima et Resur., Opera, t. ii. p. 623 ed.

Paris, 1615. )— See also St Jerome as quoted

in note • 877. — But this doctrine we may
trace back to Aristotle and his school, and

even higher. ' There is extant,' says Plutarch,
1 a discourse of Strato Physicus, demonstrating

That a Sensitive apprehension is wholly impos-

sible without an act of Intellect? (Op. Mor p.

961.) And as to Aristotle himself:— * To

divorce (he says) Sensation from Understand-

ing, is to l educe Sensation to an insensible

process ; wherefore it has been said

—

Intellect

sees, and Intellect hears.' (Probl. xi. 33.)

This saying, as recorded by Aristotle, con-

stitutes in the original (a difference of dialect

discounted) the first hemistich of the famous

verse of Epicharmus :

—

Kovs itf **» N«5f kkovii, tZxX* **>$* xa\

TV<PXU.

ffird it seeth, Mind it heareth; all beside it deaf

and Hindi
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12. All Perception is an immediate or

presentative cognition : and has, therefore,

in either form, only one univocal object

;

that, to wit, which it apprehends as now
and here existent. ( See Note B. § i. 4, 8, 1 1 .)

13. All Perception is a sensitive cog-

nition ; it, therefore, apprehends the ex-

istence of no object out of its organism,

or not in immediate correlation to its or-

ganism ; for thus only can an object exist,

noiv and here, to sense.

ii.—Sensation proper and Perception

proper, in correlation.

14. In Perception proper there is a

higher energy of intelligence, than In

or less literally

—

What sees is Mind, what hears is Mind ;

The ear and eye are deaf and blind.

Though overlooked as a quotation, by both

the commentators on the Problems, by Eras-

mus, and many others, it has never been sus-

peeted that these words, as quoted, are not a

quotation from the Syracusan poet. This ne-

gative I, however, venture to maintain, at

least, as a probable thesis ; for I am inclined

to think that the line, however great its merit,

does not ascend to Epicharmus, but was forged

and fathered on him in an age considerably

later than Aristotle's. My reasons are these :

—

1. Epicharmus was a Pythagorean philo-

sopher and a Doric poet, But to fabricate

Pythagorean treatises in the Doric dialect

seems to have become in the latter ages a

matter of exercise and emulation among the

Greek Sophistse and Syncretists. In fact, of

the numerous fragments under the names of

Pythagoras, Theano, Timseus, Ocellus, Archytas,

Hippodamus, Euryphamus, Hipparchus, Thea
ges, Metopus, Clinias, Crito, Polus, Lysis,

Melissa, Mya, &c. ; there are hardly any to a

critical eye not manifestly spurious, and none
whatever exempt from grave suspicion. On
general grounds, therefore, forgeries on Epi-

charmus are not onlynot improbable, but likely.

2. And that such were actually commit-
ted we are not without special evidence. "We

know from Athenaeus (L. xiv.) that there

were many Pseudoepicharmia in circulation.

Besides Apollodorus, he cites, as authorities

for this, Aristoxenus (who was a scholar of

Aristotle) in the eighth book of his Polity, and
Philochorus (who lived about a century later)

in his treatise on Divination. Among the

more illustrious fabricators, the former of

these commemorates Chrysogonus the flute-

player ; the latter, Axiopistus of Locrus or

Sicyon, with the names of his two supposititious

works, the Canon and the Gnomce. Of either

of these, judging from their title, the line in

question may have formed a part ; though it is

not improbably of a still more recent origin.

3. The words (and none could be more direct

and simple) which make up the first hemistich

•f the verse, we find occasionally quoted as a

proverbial philosopheme, subsequently to the

time of Plato. To Plato's doctrine, and his

language, I would indeed attribute its rise;

for it is idle to suppose, with Jacobs, that

Sophocles ((Ed. T. 389) and Euripides (Hel.

118) had either the verse or dogma in their

eye. Aristotle, at least, the author of the

Problems, is the oldest testimony for such a

usage ; and long after Aristotle, after, indeed,

the lino had been already fathered on Epi-

charmus, we have Pliny (H. N. xi. 37,) Cassius

Felix (Pr. 22,) St Jerome (Adv. Jovin. ii. 9,)

the manuscripts of Stobaeus (iv. 42,) and the

Scholiast of Aristophanes (PI. 43,) all adducing
it only as an adage. It is not, however, till

nearly six centuries after Epicharmus, and con-

siderably more thanfour centuries after Aristotle,

that wo find the saying either fully cited as a
verse, or the verse ascribed to the Syracusan.

But from the time of Plutarch, who himself

thrice alleges it, its quotation in either fashion

becomes frequent; as by Tertullian, Clement
of Alexandria, Maximus Tyrius, Julian, Theo-

doret, Olympiodorus (twice,) and TzetzeB (four

times.) Porphyry (thrice) records it—but as

a saying of Pythagoras ; and Iamblichus, as

a dictum of the Pythagorean school. These
authors both had learning, though neither,

certainly, was ever critical in its application.

Their statements can only, therefore, bo held

to favour the opinion that they were unaware
of any decisive evidence to vindicate the verse

to Epicharmus.
4. But if improbable, even at first sight,

that such a verse of such an author should not,

if authentic, have been adduced by any writer

now extant, during the long period of six hun-

dred years, the improbability is enhanced when
we come to find, that during that whole period

it is never quoted, even under circumstance!

when, had it been current as a lino of Epi.

charmus, it could not but have been eagerly

appealed to. Plato, as observed by Alcimua

and Laertius, was notoriously fond of quoting

Epicharmus ; and there were at least two
occasions—in the Theaetetus (§ 102, sq.,) and
in the Phaedo (§ 25 [11 Wytt.])—when this

gnome of his favourite poet would have con-

firmed and briefly embodied the doctrine he

was anxiously inculcating. Could he fail to

employ it * In fact, it comes to this ;—these

passages must cither be held to follow, or to

found, the philosopheme in question.—In like

manner Cicero, in his exposition of the first

passage, (Tusc. i. 20,) could hardly have

avoided associating Epicharmus with Plato,

as Tertullian and Olympiodorus have 4one in

their expositions of the second—had tho line

been recognised in the ago of the former, as it

was in the age of the two latter. Nor could

such an apophthegm of such a poet have been

unknown to Cicero,—to Cicero, so generally

conversant with Hellenic literature,—and who,

among other sayings of Epicharmus himself,

adduces in Greek, as his brother Quintus

paraphrases in Latin, the no less celebrated

maxim

—
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Sensation proper. For though the latter i

be the apprehension of an affection of

the Ego, and therefore, in a certain sort,

the apprehension of an immaterial quality

;

still it is only the apprehension of the

fact of an organic passion ; whereas the

former, though supposing Sensation as its

condition, and though only the appre-

hension of the attributes of a material

Non-ego, is, however, itself without cor-

poreal passion, and, at the same time, the

recognition not merely of a fact, but

of relations. (See 22, 29, and p. 858,

notes f and J.)

15. Sensation proper is the conditio

sine qua non of a Perception proper of

the Primary qualities. For we are only

aware of the existence of our organism,

in being sentient of it, as thus or thus

affected ; and are only aware of it being

the subject of extension, figure, division,

motion, &c, in being percipient of its

affections, as like or as unlike, and as out

of, or locally external to, each other.

" 16. Every Perception proper has a Sen-
sation proper as its condition ; but every

Sensation has not a Perception proper as

its conditionate— unless, what I think

ought to be done, we view the general

consciousness of the locality of a sensorial

affection as a Perception proper. In this

case, the two apprehensions will be always

coexistent.

17. But though the fact of Sensation

proper and the fact of Perception pro-

per imply each other, this is all ;— for

the two cognitions, though coexistent,

are not proportionally coexistent. On
the contrary, although we can only take

note of, that is perceive, the special rela-

tions of sensations, on the hypothesis that

these sensations exist ; a sensation, in pro-

portion as it rises above a low degree
of intensity, interferes with the percep-

tion of its relations, by concentrating con-

sciousness on its absolute affection alone.

It may accordingly be stated as a general

rule— That, above a certain point, the

stronger the Sensation, the weaker the Per-
ception ; and the distincter the perception

the less obtrusive the sensation; in other
words— Though Perception proper and
Sensation proper exist only as they co-

exist, in the degree or intensity of their

existence they are always found in an in-

verse ratio to each other. (See 862 b, sq.)

Be sober, and to doubt inclin'd

:

These are the very joints of mind ;

or on the other reading

—

Be cool, and eke to doubt propense

:

These art the sinews of good sense.

18. The organism is the field of appre-
hension, both to Sensation proper and
Perception proper; but with this diffe-

rence:—that the former views it as of

the Ego, the latter, as of the Non-ego

;

that the one draws it within, the other
s>uts it out from, the sphere of self. As
animated, as the subject of affections of

which I am conscious, the organism be-
longs to me; and of these affections,

which I recognise as mine, Sensation pro
per is the apprehension. As material, as

the subject of extension, figure, divisi-

bility, and so forth, the organism does
not belong to me, the conscious unit; and
of these properties, which I do not recog-
nise as mine, Perception proper is the
apprehension.* (See 38, 39, and p. 858
a f.)

19. The affections in Sensation proper
are determined, (a) by certain intra-

organic, or (b) by certain extra-organic,

causes. The latter, as powers in bodies,

beyond the sphere of perception, and their

effects in us, the objects of Sensation, are

both (thereforeambiguously) denominated,
either, in the language of modern philo-

sophers, the Secondary Qualities of Mat-
ter, or, in the language of Aristotle and
his school, the Proper Sensibles. (Note D.)

• It may appear, not a paradox merely, but
a contradiction, to say, that the organism is,

at once, within and without the mind ; is at

once, subjective and objective; is, at once,
Ego and Non-ego. But so it is; and so we
must admit it to be, unless, on the one hand,
as Materialists, we identify mind with matter,
or, on the other, as Idealists, we identify mat-
ter with mind. The organism, as animated,
as sentient, is necessarily ours; and its affec-

tions are only felt as affections of the indivisi-

ble Ego. In this respect, and to this extent,

our organs are net external to ourselves. But
our organism is not merely a sentient subject,

it is at the same time an extended, figured,

divisible, in a word, a material, subject ; and
the same sensations which are reduced to unity
in the indivisibility of consciousness are in the
divisible organism recognised as plural and
reciprocally external, and, therefore, as ex-
tended, figured, and divided. Such is the fact

:

but how the immaterial can be united with
matter, how the unextendedcan apprehend ex-

tension, how the indivisible can measure the
divided,—this is the mystery of mysteries to

man. " Modus (says the Pseudo-Augustin)

—

Modus quo corporibus adhaerent spiritus, om-
nino mirus est, nee comprehendi ab honiinibus

potest; et hoc ipse homo est." Thus para-

phrased by Pascal :
—" Man is, to himself, the

mightiest prodigy of nature. For he is unable
to conceive what is Body, still les? what is

Mind, and, least of all, how there can be united

a body and a mind. This is the climax of his

difficulties
;
yet this is his peculiar nature."
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20. Sensation proper has no object but

a subject-object, i.e. the organic affection

of which we are conscious. The cause of

that affection, whether without the organ-
ism or within, that is, whether or not a
secondary quality of body, is immediately
or in its own nature unknown; being
known oidy, if known it ever be, medi-
ately, by observation, induction, infer-

ence, conjecture. Even in the perception

of the Secundo-primary qualities, where
there is the perception proper of a quasi-

primary quality, in some degree of resist-

ance, and the sensation proper of a second-
ary quality, in some affection of the sen-

tient organism, its effect ; still to Sensa-

tion proper there is no other object but

the subjective affection; and even its

dependence, as an effect, upon the resist-

ance, as a cause, is only a conclusion

founded on the observed constancy of

their concomitance. (See 36, 37, and p.

857 b,sq.)

21. Nay, the Perception pro; er, ac«.

companying a sensation proper, is not an
apprehension, far less a representation, of

the external or internal stimulus, or con-

cause, which determines the affection

whereof the sensation is the consciousness.

—Not the former ; for the stimulus

-^ iv.—Perception proper.

concause of a sensation is always, in itself,

to consciousness unknown. Not the lat-

ter; for this would turn Perception into

Imagination— reduce it from an imme-
diate, and assertory, and objective, into a
mediate, and problematic, and subjective,

cognition. In this respect, Perception

proper is an apprehension of the relations

of sensations to each other, primarily in

Space, and secondarily in Time and De-
gree. (See 31.)

Hi.—Sensation prop r.

22. Sensation proper, viewed on one

side, is a passive affection of the organism
;

nut viewed on the other, it is an active

apperception, by the mind, of that affec-

tion. And as the formed only exists for

us, in as much as it is perceived by us;

and as it is only perceived by us, in as

much as it is apprehended, in an active

concentration, discrimination, judgment,

of the mind ;—the latter, an act of intelli-

gence, is to be viewed as the principal

factor in the percipient process, even in

its lower form, that of Sensation proper.*

(See 4, 10, 11, 14, with notes.)

* This is the true doctrine of Aristotle and
his school, who are, however, nit unfrcquently

23. In Perception proper the object-

ooject perceived is, always, either a Pri-
mary quality, or the quasi-Primary phasis

of a Secundo-primary. (See p. 857 b, sq.)

24. The Primary qualities are perceived

as in our organism; the Quasi prim-try

phasis of the Secundo-primary as in cor-

relation to our organism. (See 8(50 a ^

25. Thus a perception of the Primary
qualities does not, originally and in itself,

reveal to us the existence, and qualitative

existence, of aught beyond the organism,
apprehended by us as extended, figured,

divided, &c.

/ 26. The primary qualities of things
external to our organism we do not per-
ceive, i.e., immediately know. For these

we only learn to infer, from the affections

which we come to find that they deter-

mine in our organs;— affections which,
yielding us a perception of organic ex-

tension, we at length discover, by obser-

vation and induction, to imply a corre-

sponding extension in the extra-organic

agents.

1^7. Further, in no part of the or-

or ganism have we any apprehension, any

y

misrepresented, by relation to the extreme
counter-opinion of the Platonists, as viewing
in the cognitions of Sense a mere passion;

—a misrepresentation to which, undoubtedly,
a few of the Latin Schoolmen have afforded
grounds. It is, indeed, this twofold charac-
ter of the Sensitive process that enables us to

reconcile the apparent confliction of those
passages of Aristotle, where (as De Anima, L.

ii. c. 4. §8; c. 5. | 2 ; c. 11. § 14; c 12 § 1;
De Scnsu et Sensili, c. 1. § 5; Physica, L. vii.

c. ii. § 12. Pacian division) he calls Sensation a
passion or alteration of the Sentient ; and those

others where (as De Annua, L. iii. c 8. § 2) he
asserts that in Sensation the Sentient is not
passively affected, In the former passages the

. sentient faculty is regarded on its organic

side, in the latter on its mental. Compare De
Soinno et Vigilia, c 1. § 6, where it is said,

that " Sensation is a process belonging exclu-

sively neither to the soul nor to the body, but,

as energy, a motion of the soul, through the

[medium of the] body;"—a text which, how-
ever, may still be variously expounded.—See
Alexander, in note f p. 878 ; who, with the
other Greek interpreters, Ammonius, Simpli-

cius, Philoponus, solves the difficulty by saying,

that it is not the sentient mind that sutlers,

but the sentient organ. To the same effect are

Galea and Nemcsius, as quoted in note * p. 878.

Iteid is partly at one with the Peripatetics

;

with whose doctrine, indeed, he is more fre-

quently in accordance than he is always him
self aware. (Inq. .114 a.)

3 K
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immediate knowledge, of extension in its

true and absolute magnitude
;
perception

noting only the fact given in sensation,

and sensation affording no standard, by
which to measure the dimensions given in

one sentient part with those given in

another. For, as perceived, extension is

only the recognition of one organic affec-

tion in its outness from another;— as a

minimum of extension is thus to percep-

tion the smallest extent of organism in

which sensations can be discriminated as

plural ;—and as in one part, of the or-

ganism this smallest extent is, perhaps,

some million, certainly some myriad, times

smaller than in others ; it follows that, to

perception, the same real extension will

appear, in this place of the body, some
million or myriad times greater than in

that.* Nor does this difference subsist

only as between sense and sense ; for in

the same sense, and even in that sense

which has very commonly been held ex-

clusively to afford a knowledge of abso-

lute extension, I mean Touch proper, the

minimum, at one part of the body, is some
fifty times greater than it is at another.

^ (See p. 863 ab, note.)

v^* 28. The existence of an extra-organic
' world is apprehended, not in a perception
of the Primary qualities, but in a percep-
tion of the quasi-primary phasis of the

Secundo-primary ; that is, in the con-
sciousness that our locomotive energy is

resisted, and net resisted by aught in our
organism itself. For in the conscious-

ness of being thus resisted is involved, as

a correlative, the consciousness of a resist-

ing something external to our organism.
Both are, therefore, conjunctly appre-
hended. (See p. 866 a, note.)—This ex-
perience presupposes, indeed, a posses-

sion of the notions of space and motion in

space.

* This difference, in the power of discrimi-
nating affections, possessed by different parts
of the body, seems to depend partly on the
minuteness and isolation of the ultimate ner.
vous fibrils, partly on the sensation being less
or more connected with pleasure and pain. In
this respect the eye greatly transcends all the
other organs. For we can discriminate in the
retina sensations, as reciprocally external,
more minutely than we can in touch—as over
the greater part of the body, two millions five
hundred thousand fold—as at the most sensi-
tive place of the hand, a hundred thousand
fold—as at the tip of the tongue, where tac-
tile discrimination is at its maximum, fifty

thousand fold. I am, however, inclined to think
for reasons already given, that we must re-
duce millions to myriads. (See p. 862, note.)

29. But on the doctrine that space, as '»

necessary condition, is a native element of

thought ; and, since the notion of any cne
of its dimensions, as correlative to, must
inevitably imply the others ; it is evident

that every perception of-sensations out of

sensations will afford the occasion, in ap-

prehending any one, of conceiving all the

three extensions ; that is, of conceiving

space. On the doctrine, and in the lan-

guage, of Reid, our original cognitions of

space, motion, &c, are instinctive ; a view
which is confirmed by the analogy of"

those of the lower animals which have the

power of locomotion at birth. It is truly

an idle problem to attempt imagining the

steps by which we may be supposed to

have acquired the notion of extension

:

when, in fact, we are unable to imagine
to ourselves the possibility of that notion

not being always in our possession.

30. We have, therefore, a twofold cog-

nition of space : a) an a priori or native

imagination of it, in general, as a necessary

condition of the possibility of thought

;

and b,) under that, an a posteriori or

adventitious percept of it, in particular, as

contingently apprehended in this or that

actual complexus of sensations.*

B.) Editor's doctrine ofPerception, in con-

trast to that of Reid, Stewart, Royer
Collard, and other philosophers of the

Scottish School,f

31. Perception (proper) is the Notion
or Conception of an object, instinctively

suggested, excited, inspired, or, as it were,

conjured up, on occasion or at the sign of

• This doctrine agrees with that of Kant
and Reid in the former : it differs certainly

from that of Kant, and probably from that of

Reid, in the latter. But see B.

f I here contrastmyown doctrine ofperception

with that of the philosophers in question, not

because their views and mine are those at far-

thest variance on the point, but, on the con-

trary, precisely because they thereon approxi-

mate the nearest. I have already-shown that

the doctrine touching Perception held by Reid,

(and in the present relation he and his two

illustrious followers are in almost all respects

at one) is ambiguous. For while some of its

statements seem to harmonize exclusively with

the conditions of natural presentationism,

others, again, appear only compatible with

those of an egoistical representationism. —
(See 820-823 ; also 8 1 2-815.) Maintaining, as

I do, the former doctrine, it is, of course, only

the positions conformable to the latter, which
it is, at present, necessary to adduce.
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a Sensation (proper.*) Reid, Inq. Ill b,

121 a, 122 a, 123 b, 128 b note 130 b, 150

a, 183 a, 188 a. I. P. 258 ab, 259 b, 2G0
b, 318 ab, 327 a;—Stewart, El. vol. i. pp.

92, 93;— Royer Collard, in Jouffroy's

Reid, vol. iii. pp. 402, 403.—(Compare
820 b, 821 ab.)

On the contrary, I hold, in general,

V at as Perception, in either form, is an
immediate or presentative, not a mediate
or representative, cognition, that a Per-
ception proper is not, and ought not to be

called, a- Notion or Conception. And, I

hold, in particular, that, on the one hand,
in the consciousness of sensations, out of
each other, contrasted, limited, and vari-

ously arranged, we have a Perception
proper, of the primary qualities, in an ex-
ternalty to the mind, though not to the
nervous organism, as an immediate cogni-
tion, and not merely as a notion or con-
cept, of something extended, figured, &c.

;

and, on the other, as a correlative con-
tained in the consciousness of our volun-

tary motive energy resisted, and not re-

sisted by aught within the limits of mind
and its subservient organs, we have a Per-
ception proper of the secundo- primary
quality of resistance, in an extraorganic
force, as an immediate cognition, and not

• This is not the doctrine, at least not the
language of the doctrine, of real presentation-
ism It is the language, at best, of au egoisti-

cal representationism ; and, as a doctrine, it

coincides essentially with the theory of mediate
perception held by the lower Platonists, the
Cartesians, and the Leibniiiaus—as properly
understood. The Platonizing Cudworth, in
different parts of his works, gives, in fact,

nearly in the same terms, the same account of
the process of Sensitive Perception. He- sig-

nalises, firstly, the bodjly affection, determined
by the impression of an externarsoinething,
[precisely as Reid;] secondly, the sympathetic
recognition thereof by the soul, [Reid's Sen-
sation;] thirdly,

-
to~~qu»te his expressions,

1 whereby according to nature's instinct, it hath
several Seemings or Appearances begotten in it

of those resisting objects, without it at a dis-

tance, in respect of colour, magnitude, figure,
ami local motion,' [Reid's Conceptions or No-
tions of which Perception is made up.] (Imm.
Mor. B. v. ch. 2. § 3. Compare B. iii. ch. 1. §
5.) See also, above, the Neoplatonic doctrine,
as stated, p. 262 b. note * ; the Cartesian Syl-
vian Regis, as quoted, p. 821 a; and the Car-
t. sian Andala, as quoted, p. 257, b. note * ; and
to tliese may be added the Aristotelian Comp-
ti.n Carlton, (who did not reject the doctrine
< f a representative perception of the Common
Stnsibles,) as quoted, p. 830 a.—But that Reid
Blight possibly employ the terms notion and
conception in a vague and Improper sense, for
c 'tuition in general, see p. 821, b. 4.

merely as a notion or concept, of a resisting

something external to our body ;—though
certainly in either case there may be, and
probably is, a concomitant act of imagi-
nation, by which the whole complex con-
sciousness on the occasion is tilled up.
(See 21, and Note R § ii.)

32. On occasion of the Sensation (pro-
per,) along with the notion or conception
which constitutes the Perception (proper,)
of the external object, there is blindly

created in us, or instinctively determined,
an invincible belief in its existence. (Reid,
Inq. 159 a, 122 ab, 183 a, LP. 258 a, 327 a,

alibi; Stewart and Royer Collard, 11. cc.)

On the contrary, I hold, that we only
believe in the existence of what we per-
ceive, as extended, figured, resisting, &c.,
in as much as we believe that we are con-
scious of these qualities as existing; con-
sequently, that a belief in the existence
of an extended world external to the
mind, and even external to the organism,
is not a faith blindly created or instinc-
tively determined, in supplement of a re-
presentative or mediate cognition, but
exists in, as an integral constituent of,

Perception proper, as an act of intuitive S
or immediate knowledge.

33. The object of Perception (proper)
is a conclusion, or inference, or result,

(instinctive, indeed, not ratiocinative,)
from a Sensation proper. {Reid, Inq.
125 a, 186 b, I. P. 310 ab, 319 a;—Rover
Collard, 1. c.)

On the contrary, I hold, that the object
of Perception proper is given immedi-
ately in and along with the object of
Sensation proper. (See 822 a 7.)

34. Sensation (proper) precedes, Per-
ception (proper) follows. (Reid, Inq.
186 b, 187 b. I. P. 320 b; Stewart and
Royer Collard, 11. cc.)

On the contrary, I hold, that though
Sensation proper be the condition of, and
therefore anterior to, Perception proper
in the order of nature, that, in the order
of time, both are necessarily coexistent

;

— the latter being only realised in and
through the present existence of the for-
mer. Thus visual extension cannot be
perceived, or even imagined, except under
the sensation of colour ; while colour,
again, cannot be apprehended or ima-
gined without, respectively, a concomi-
tant apprehension or phantasm of exten-
sion.

35. Sensation (proper) is not only an
antecedent, but an arbitrary antecedent,
of Perception (proper.) The former is

only a sign on occasion of which the lat-

ter follows ; tliey have no necessary or
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even natural connexion ; and it is only by
the will of God that we do not perceive

the qualities of external objects indepen-

dently of any sensitive affection. This

last, indeed, seems to be actually the case

in the perception of visible extension and
figure. {Reid, Inq. Ill b, 121 a, 143 b,

122 a, 123 b, 187 b, 188 a. I. P. 257 b,

260 b, alibi ; Stewart and Royer Collard,

11. cc )

On the contrary, I hold that Sensation

proper is the universal condition of Per-

ception proper. We are never aware
even of the existence of our organism
except as it is somehow affected ; and are

only conscious of extension, figure, and
the other objects of Perception proper, as

realized in the relations of the affections

of our sentient organism, as a body ex-

tended, figured, &c. As to colour and
visible extension, neither can be appre-

hended, neither can be even imagined,

apart from the other. (V. 831 a, foot-

note, et alibi ; but especially Note E, § 1.)

36. In a Sensation (proper) of the

secondary qualities, as affections in us, we
have a Perception {proper) of them as

properties in objects and causes of the

affections in us. {Reid, I. P. 310 ab, and
Inq. passim ; Royer Collard, 1. c.)

On the contrary, I hold, that as Per-

ception proper is an immediate cognition

;

and as the secondary qualities, in bodies,

are only inferred, and therefore only

mediately known to exist as occult causes

of manifest effects; that these, at best

cnly objects of a mediate knowledge, are

not objects of Perception. (See 20, 21,

and p. 858.)

37. In like manner, in the case of vari-

ous other bodily affections, as the tooth-

ache, gout, &c, we have not only a Sen-

sation proper of the painful feeling, but a

conception and belief, i.e., a Perception

{proper) of its cause. {Reid, I. P. 319 a,

alibi.)

On the contrary, and for the same
reason, 1 hold, that there is in this case

no such Perception.

38. Sensation (proper) is an affection

purely of the mind, and not in any way an
affection of the body. {Reid, Inq. 105 a,

159 ab, 187 a, I. P. 229 ab, 310.)

On the contrary, I hold with Aristotle,

(De An. i. 5, De Som. c. 1. § 6,) indeed,

with philosophers in general, that Sensa-

tion is an affection neither of the body
alone nor of the mind alone, but of the

composite of which each is a constituent

;

and that the subject of Sensation may be
indifferently said to be in our organism (as

animated) or in our soul (as united with

an organism.) For instance, hunger or
colour are, as apprehended, neither modes
of mind apart from body, nor modes of

body apart from mind. (See 18.)

39. Sensations (proper) as merely affec

tions of the mind, have no locality in the
body, no locality at all. {Reid, I. P. 319
ab, 320 ab.) From this the inference is

necessary, that, though conscious of the
relative place and reciprocal outness of

sensations, we do not in this consciousness

apprehend any real externality and ex-
tension.

On the contrary, I hold, that Sensation
proper being the consciousness of an affec-

tion, not of the mind alone, but of the

mind as it is united with the body, that

in the consciousness of sensations, rela-

tively localized and reciprocally external,

we have a veritable apprehension, and,

consequently, an immediate perception of

the affected organism,as extended,divided,
figured, &c. This alone is the doctrine

of Natural Realism, of Common Sense.

(See 18.)

40. In the case of Sensation (proper)

and the Secondary qualities, there is a

d terminate quality in certain bodies, ex-
clusively competent to cause a determinate
sensation in us, as colour, odour, savour,

&c. ; consequently, that from the fact of

a similar internal effect we are warranted
to infer the existence of a similar exter-

nal concause. {Reid, Inq. 137-142. I. P.

315, 316, alibi.)

On the contrary, I hold, that a similar

sensation only implies a similar idiopathic

affection of the nervous organism ; but
such affection requires only the excitation

of an appropriate stimulus ; while such
stimulus may be supplied by manifold
agents of the most opposite nature, both
from within the body and from without.

(See 854, b—856, a.)

41. Perception excludes memory ; Per-

ception (proper) cannot therefore be ap-

prehensive of motion. {Royer Collard,

supra, 844, ab.)

On the contrary, I hold, that as memory,
or a certain continuous representation, is

a condition of consciousness, it is a con-

dition of Perception; and that motion,

therefore, cannot, on this ground, be de-

nied as an object apprehended through

sense. (See 6, and Note H.)

42. An apprehension of relations is not

an act of Perception (proper.) {Royer

Collard [apparently,J ibid.)

On the contrary, I hold, in general,

that as all consciousness is realized only

in the apprehension of the relations of

plurality and contrast ; and as perception
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is a consciousness ; that the apprehension

of relation cannot, simpliciter, be denied

to perception : and, in particular, that

unless we annihilate Perception proper,

by denying to it the recognition of its

peculiar objects, Extension, Figure, and
the other primary qualities, we cannot

deny to it the recognition of relations;

for, to say nothing of the others, Exten-
sion is perceived only in apprehending
sensations out of sensations—a relation

;

and Figure is only perceived in appre-

hendingone perceived extension as limited,

and limited In a certain manner by another

—a complexus of relations. (See 9, pp.
844 a, 869 a, and infra Note E. )

43. Distant realities are objects of Per-
ception (proper.) (Reid, Inq. l()4b, 145a,
158 b, 159 ab, 100 a, 18Gb; I P. 299 a,

302 a, 303 a, 304 a, 305 b ; Stewart, El.

i. 79 sq.)

On the contrary, I hold, that the mind
perceives nothing external to itself, ex-
cept the affections of the organism as

animated, the reciprocal relations of these

affections, and the correlative involved in

the consciousness of its locomotive energy
being resisted. (See 814 a, 822 ab.)

44. Objects not in contact with the

organs of sense are perceived by a me-
dium. (Reid, Inq. 104 b, 186 ab, 187 b

;

I. P. 247 ab.)

On the contrary, I hold, that the only

object perceived is the organ itself, as

modified, or what is in contact wit a the

organ, as resisting. The doctrine of a

medium is an error, or rather a confusion,

inherited from Aristotle, who perverted,

in this respect, the simpler and more accu-

rate doctrine of DemocriCus.

45. Extension, and Figure are first per-

ceived through the sensations of Touch.
(Reid, Inq. 1J3-125. 188 a; I. P. 331;
Stewart, El. i. 349, 357 ; Ess. 564.)

On the contrary, 1 hold, that (unless by
Extension be understood only extension

in the three dimensions, as Reid in fact

seems to do, but not Stewart, ) this is

erroneous, for an extension is apprehended
in the apprehension of the reciprocal ex-

ternality of 'all sensations. Moreover, to

allow even the statement as thus restricted

to pass, it would be necessary to suppose,

that under Touch it is meant to compre-
hend the consciousness of the Locomotive
energy and of the Muscular feelings.

( See 864 b, sq.)

40. Externality is exclusively perceived

on occasion of the sensations of Touch
(Reid, Inq. 123, 124, 188 a; I. P. 332
and alibi; Roger Cullard, Jouffroy's Reid,

u. 412.)

On the contrary, I hold, that it is, pri-

marily, in the consciousness of our loco-

motive energy being resisted, and, secon-
darily, through the sensations of muscular
feeling, that the perception of Externality
is realized. All this, however, might be
confusedly involved in the Touch of the
philosophers in question. (See 28.)

47. Real (or absolute) magnitude is an
object of perception (proper) through
Touch, but through touch only. (Reid,

I. P. 303.)
On the contrary, I hold, that the mag-

nitude perceived through touch is as

purely relative as that perceived through
vision or any other sense ; for the same
magnitude does not appear the same to

touch at one part of the body and to

touch at another. (303 b, note ; 863 ab,

note ; and n. 27.)

48. Colour, though a secondary quality,

is an object not of Sensation (proper) but
of Perception (proper) ; in other words,
we perceive Colour, not as an affection of
our own minds, but as a quality of exter-
nal things. (Reid, Inq. 137 ab, 138 a

;

I. P. 319 b.)

On the contrary, I hold, that colour,
in itself, as apprehended or immediately
known by us, is a mere affection of the
sentient organism ; and therefore like

the other secondary qualities, an object

not of Perception, but of Sensation, pro-
per. The only distinguishing peculiarity

in this case, lies in the three following
circumstances :— a) That the organb
affection of colour, though not altogether
indifferent, still, being accompanied by
comparatively little pleasure, compara-
tively little pain, the apprehension of this

affection, qua affection, i. e., its Sensation
proper, is, consequently, always at a mini-
mum.—b) That the passion of colour first

rising into consciousness, not from the
amount of the intensive quantity of the
affection, but from the amount of the ex-
tensive quantity of the orga*nism affected,

is necessarily apprehended under the con
dition of extension—c) That the isola-

tion, tenuity, and delicacy, of the ultimate
filaments of the optic nerve, afford us
sensations minutely and precisely distin-

guished, sensations realized in conscious-
ness only as we are conscious of them as

out of each other in space.—These cir-

cumstances show, that while in vision

Perception proper is at its maximum, and
Sensation proper at its minimum. (17,)
the sensation of colour cannot be realized

apart from the perception of extension :

but they do not warrant the assertion*,

that colour is not, like the other second-
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ary qualities, apprehended by us as a

mere sensorial affection, and, therefore,

an object not of Sensation proper but of

Perception proper. (See 855 ab, 858 ab.)

§ II.

—

Historical notices in regard to the

distinction of Perception proper and
Sensation proper.

This distinction is universally supposed

to be of a modern date ; no one has endea-

voured to carry it higher than Male-

branche ; and, in general, the few indi-

cations of it noticed previous to Reid,

have been commemorated as only acci-

dental or singular anticipations.* This is

altogether erroneous ; the distinction is

ancient ; and adopting, for the standard,

ray own opinion of what the distinction

ought to be, I find it taken more simply

and less incorrectly by Aristotle, than by
any modern philosopher whatever.

Aristotle's discrimination of the Com-
mon and Proper Sensibles or Percepts
(which has been already explained, 828 b
sq.) embodies not only the modern dis-

tinction of the Primary and Secondary
Qualities of matter, but also the modern
distinction of the two Perceptions, Per-

* The only attempt of which I am aware, at

any historical account of the distinction in

hand, is by Mr Stewart, in Note F of his

Essays. It contains, however, notices, and
these not all pertinent, only of Hutchescn,
Crousaz, Baxter, and D'Alembert, and none of
these have any title to an historical commemo-
ration on the occasion For Hutcheson (as

already once and again mentioned, 124 ab,

829 b) only repeats, indeed, only thought of
repeating, Aristotle; while the others, at best,
merely re-echo Malebranche and the Carte-
sians.

I may here observe, that in that Note, as
also repeatedly in the Dissertation, Mr Stewart
(who has been frequently followed) is wrong
in stating, unekclusively, that Reid's writings
were anterior to Rant's; founding thereon a
presumption against the originality of the lat-

tor. The priority of Reid is only true as
limited to the ' Inquiry;' but, on the ground
of this alone there could be proved, between
the philosophers, but little community of
thought, on points where either could possibly
claim any right of property. But though
Kant's first ' Critik' and ' Prolegomena' pre-
ceded Reid's 'Essays' by several years, no
one will assuredly suspect any connexion
whatever between these several works. In
general, I must be allowed to say, that the
tone and tenor of Mr Stewart's remarks on the
philosopher of Koenigsoerg are remarkable
exceptions to the usual cautious, candid and
dignified character of his criticism.

ception proper and Sensation proper.

The generalization of these two correla-

tive distinctions into one, constitutes in-

deed, the first peculiar merit of Aristotle's

analysis and nomenclature. But a second
is, that in his hands at least, the Common
Sensibles, the immediate objects of Per-
ception proper, are viewed as the object-

objects of an intuitive, and not perverted
into the subject-objects of a representative

cognition. For in the writings of Aris-

totle himself I can find no ground for

regarding him as other than a presenta-

tionist or natural realist. In this re-

spect his doctrine stands distinguished

from all the others in which the distinction

in question has been recognised ; for the

Neo-Platonic, the Neo-Aristotelic, the
Scholastic (with certain exceptions) and
the Cartesian, all proceed on the ideality

or representative character of the objects

of which we are conscious in Perception
proper. Even Reid himself, as we have
seen, and the Scottish School in general,

can only with doubt and difficulty be held

as qualified exceptions. (See § I., B of

this Note, and § II. of Note C;
Nay, the canon I have endeavoured to

establish of the universal co existence hi

an inverse ratio of Perception proper- and
Sensation proper (and in general of Feel-

ing and Cognition) though not enounced
in its abstract universality by Aristotle,

may still be detected as supposed and spe-

cially applied by him. In his treatise On
the Soul (ii. 9. 1.) speaking of the sense
of Smell, and of the difficulty of deter-
mining the nature and quality of its

objects—odours, he says :—' The cause
is, that we do not possess this sense in

any high degree of accuracy, but are, in

this respect, inferior to many of the brutes;

for man smells imperfectly, and has no
perception of things odorous, unaccom-
panied by either pain or pleasure; the
organ of this sense not being nicely dis-

criminative.' And the same is implied, in

what he adds touching the vision of the
sclerophthalma. Does not this manifestly
suppose the principle—that in proportion
as a sense rises as a mean of information,
it sinks as a vehicle of pleasure and pain ?

—Galen, I may notice, has some remark-
able observations to the same effect. In

considering 'the causes of pleasure, and
pain in the several senses;' and after

stating, in general, the order of intensity

in which these are susceptible of such
affections, to wit, Touch or Feeling

—

Taste— Smell— Hearing — Vision ; he
goes on to treat of them in detail. Ar\<*

here it is evident, that he also deems the
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capacity of pain and pleasure in a sense to

be inversely as its power of cognitive dis-

crimination. For, inter alia, he says of

Hearing :
—

' The pleasurable is more con-

spicuous in this sense [than in that of

Vision,] because it is of a coarser nature

and constitution ; but the pleasurable be-

comes even more manifest in the sensa-

tions of Smell, because the nature and
constitution of this sense is coarser still.'

(De Sympt. causis L. i. c. 6.)

The distinction of the Common and
Proper Sensibles, and virtually therefore,

the distinction in question, was continued,

with some minor developments, by the

Greek and Latin Aristotelians. (See 830
a, 860 ab.) As to the interesting doc-

trine, on this point, of those Schoolmen
who rejected intentional species in Per-

ception, I may refer, instar omnium, to

BieL (Collect. L. ii. dist, 3. qu. 2.)

Sensation proper and Perception proper

were, however, even more strongly con-

tradistinguished in the system of the

lower Platonists. They discriminated,

on the one hand, in the body, the organic

passion and its recognition—that is Sen-
sation proper; and on the other, in the

impassive soul, the elicitation into con-

sciousness (through some inscrutable in-

stinct or inspiration) of a gnostic reason,

or subjective form, representative of the

external object affecting the sense—that

m Perception proper. (See 262 b Note *.)

There might also be shown, in like man-
ner, an analogy between the distinction in

question, and that by the Schoolmen of

t he sprci s impressa et expressa ; but on

this 1 shall not ins st. Nor on the Neo-
lMatonic theory of Perception which has

rarely been touched upon, and when
touched on almost always misrepresented

(even Mr Harris, for instance, has wholly

misconceived the nature of the gnostic

reasons ;)—nor on this can I now enter,

though, as recently noticed, it bears a

striking analogy to one phasis of the

doctrine of Reid. In special reference

to the present distinction I may, however,
refer the reader to a passage of Plotinus.

(Enn. III. vi. 2)
In the Cartesian philosophy, the dis-

tinction was virtually taken by Descartes,

but first discriminated in terms by his

followers. In general, Perception proper,

and the Primary qualities as perceived,

they denoted by Idea ; Sensation proper,

and the Secondary qualities as felt, by
Sensation (sensatio, sentiment). See De
Raci, (Clavis, &c, p. 299 alibi, ed. 1677;)—De la Forg<>, (De l'Esprit, ch. 10, p.

109 sq., ch. 17, p. 276, ed. Amst. et supra

834 a;)

—

GluHhx, (Dicfata in Principia,

pp. 45, 48, alibi, et supra 834 a;)—Ro-
hault, (Physique, passim;)

—

Malebranche
(Recherche, L. iii. P. ii. ch. 6 and 7, with
Eeclairc. on last, et supra 835 b ;)

—

Silcain Regis, (Cours, t.i. pp. 60, 61, 72»

145;

—

Bossuet, (Connaissance de Dieu, ch.

iii. art. 8 ;)—while Buffier, S' Gravesand*>,

Crousaz, Sinsert, Keranfiech, Genovesi,

with a hundred others, might be adduced
as showing that the same distinction had
been very generally recognised beforo

Reid ; who, far from arrogating to him-
self the credit of its introduction, remarks
that it had been first accurately esta-

blished by Malebranche. (265 b.)

As already noticed, (835 b,) it is pass-

ing strange that Locke, but truly mar-
vellous that Leibnitz, should have been
ignorant of the Cartesian distinction of

Sensation and Idea (Sentiment, Idee.)

Locke's unacquaintance is shown in his

' Essay,' besides other places, in B. ii. ch.

13, § 25, but, above all, in his ' Examina-
tion of P. Malebranche's Opinion;' and
that of Leibnitz, elsewhere, and in L. ii.

ch. 8 of his ' Nouveaux Essais,' but moro
particularly in the 4 Examen du Sentiment
du P. Malebranche,' both of which works
he wrote in opposition to the relative

treatises of Locke. As for Locke, he
seems wholly unaware that any difference

subsisted in the Cartesian school, between
Idea and Sensation; while Leibnitz actu-

ally thinks that Malebranche ' entend par
sentiment une perception d' imagination '

!

In his own philosophy, Leibnitz virtually

supersedes the discrimination. I am,
therefore, doubly surprised at the obser-

vation of M. Royer Collard, that ' Male-
branche is the first among modern philo-

sophers, and, with Leibnitz, perhaps the
only one before Reid, who accurately

distinguished perception from the sensa*

tion which is its forerunner and sign.

(Jouffroy's Reid, iii. 329.)
In the Kantian school, and generally

in the recent philosophy of Germany, the

distinction is adopted, and marked out by
the terms Anschauung or Intuitio, for the
one apprehension, and Empfindung or

Sensatio for the other. In France and
Italy, on the other hand, where the dis-

tinction has been no less universally re-

cognised, Reid's expressions, Perception
and Sensation, have become the prevalent

;

but their ambiguity, I think, ought to have
been avoided, by the addition of some
such epithet as

—

proper.
Since generalizing the Law of the co-

existence, but the co-existence in an inverse

ratio, of Sensation and Perception, <>/' the
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subjective and objec'ive, and, in general,

offeeling and cognition ; I have noticed,

besides those adduced above from Aris-

totle and Galen, other partial observations

tending to the same result, by sundry

modern philosophers.

—

Sulzer, in a paper

published in 1759 (Vermischte Schriften,

vol. i. p. 113,) makes the remark, that

* a representation manifests itself more

clearly in proportion as it has less the

power of exciting in us emotion ;' and

confirms it by the analogy observed in

the gradation of the agreeable and dis-

agreeable sensations.

—

Kant in his An-
thropologie (1798, § 14,) in treating of

the determinate or organic senses (Sen-

sus fixi,) says :
—'Three ofthese are rather

objective than subjective—i. e., as empiri-

cal intuitions, they conduce more to the

cognition of the external object, than they

excite the consciousness of the affected

organ ; but two are rather subjective

than objective—i. e., the representation

they mediate is more that of enjoyment

[or suffering] than of the cognition of the

external object The senses of the

former class are those—1) of Touch (tac-

tus,) 2) of Sight (visus,) 3) of Hearing

(auditus ;) of the latter, those—a) of

Taste (gustus,) b) of Smell (olfactus.)'

—

This and the Galenic arrangement will

appear less conflictive, if we recollect,

that under Touch Galen comprehends
Feeling proper, whereas Feeling proper

is by Kant relegated to his vital sense or

sensus vagus, the coenaesthesis or common
sense of others. See also Meiners, Un-
tersuchungen, i. p. 64 ; Wetzel, Psycholo-

gie, i. § 225 ; Fries, N. Kritik, i. § 14-

19 ; Anthropologic i. §§ 27, 28, &c. &c.

M. Ravaisson, in an article of great

ability and learning on the ' Fragments
de Philosophic' which M. Peisse did me
the honour to translate, when speaking of

the reform of philosophy in France, ori-

ginating in Maine de Biran's recoil against

the Sensualistic doctrine, has the follow-

ing passage :
—

' Maine de Biran commence
par separer profondement de la passion

l'activite, que Condillac avait confondue

avec elle sous le titre commun de Sensa-

tion. La sensation proprement dite est

une affection toute passive ; l'etre qui y
serai t ruduit irait se perdre, s'absorber

dans toutes ses modifications ; il devien-

drait successivement chacune d'elles, il ne

se trouverait pas, il ne se distinguerait pas,

et jamais ne se connaitrait lui-meme. Bien

loin que la connaissance soit la sensation

seule, la sensation, en se melant a elle, la

trouble et l'obscurcit, et elle eclipse a. son

tour la sensation. De la, la loi que M.
Hamilton a signalee dans son remarquable
article sur la theorie de la perception : la

sensation et la perception, quoique insepar-

ables, sont en raison inverse Vnne de Vautre.

Cette loi fondamentale, Maine de Biran

l'avait dccouverte pres de trente ans

auparavant, et en avait suivi toutes les

applications ; il en avait surtout appro-

fondi le principe, savoir, que la sensation

resulte de la passion, et que la perception

resulte de Taction.' (Revue des Deux
Mondes, Nov. 1840.)—It is perhaps need-

less for me to say, that when I enounced
the law in question (in 1830,) I had never

seen the printed memoir by De Biran,

which, indeed, from the circumstances of

its publication, was, I believe, inaccessible

through the ordinary channels of the

trade, and to be found in no library in

this country ; and now I regret to find

that, through procrastination, I must send

this note to press before having obtained

•the collective edition of his earlier works
which has recently appeared in Paris.

All that I know of De Biran is comprised

in the volume edited in 1834 by M.
Cousin, from whose kindness I received

it. In this, the * Nouvelles Considerations

sur les Rapports du Physique et du Moral
de l'Homme,' the treatise in which, as his

editor informs us, the full and final de-

velopment of his doctrine is contained,

was for the first time published. But
neither in that, nor in any other of the

accompanying pieces, can I discover any
passage besides the following, that may
be viewed as anticipating the law of co-

existence and inversion :
—

' Souvent une

impression percue a tel degre cesse de

l'etre a un degre plus eleve ou lorsqu'elle

s'avive au point d'absorber la conscience

ou le moi luimeme qui la devient. Ainsi

plus la sensation serait cminemment ani-

male, moins elle aurait le charactere vrai

d'une perception humaine.'



NOTE D."

CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS

A HISTORY

OP THE DOCTRINE OP

MENTAL SUGGESTION OR ASSOCIATION.

[References omitted, and to be supplied from pp. 204, 386, &c.]

The doctrine of, what is most fami

Harly styled, the Association of Ideas,

would be an interesting subject for histo-

rical inquiry.—The importance of this

principle has, in later times, been fully

recognised,—sometimes, perhaps, exag-
gerated ; but to the older philosophers,

and to the schoolmen in particular, the

Excitatio Specierum afforded, likewise, a

peculiar object of interest and speculation.

Poncius, for example, pronounces it

—

" ex difficilioribus natural arcanis ;" and
Oviedo,—" maximum totius philosophise

sacramentum, nunquam ab aliquo satis

explicandum." Joseph Scaliger informs
us, that touching two things especially,

his proud and subtle father professed cu-

riosity and ignorance ;—the cause of

reminiscence and the cause of gravity.

Association and Gravitation, indeed, pre-

sent, in themselves, a striking parallel

;

in the history of their exposition, a strik-

ing contrast.

Each (as observed by Hume) is a spe-

cies of Attraction ; and the effects which,

in the mental world, are referred to the

one, are not less multiform, extraordinary,

and important, than those which, in the

material, are referred to the other. The
causes of both are equally occult ; the

speculation of these causes equally unphi-

losophical ; and each is to be reduced to

science only by observing its effects, and

carrying up its phenomena into universal

facts or fact, laws or law. Rut in the

progress of this reduction the analogy

ceases ;—it is actually reversed. For whilst

the laws of Gravitation were only slowly

developed by the labours of success ve

generations, and their application only

gradually extended from the earth to the

universe of matter; the not more obtru

sive laws of Association, whose evolution

modern philosophers fondly arrogated to

themselves, are, after these have tried

and tired themselves in the attempt, found
1 already developed and applied,— I may
i say, indeed, even generalized into unity,

—

' at a single jet, by a single philosopher of

antiquity, who, for this—but not alone for

this—stands the Copernicus and Kepler

;;nd Newton of the intellectual world.

The singular circumstances of this in-

verted history have not, however, found a

competent historian;—nay, the circum-

stances themselves have yet to be signal-

ised and rerified. Some attempts have

indeed been made under the name of

Histories of the Association of Ideas : but

comparing what has been, with what ought

to be, accomplished; these, at best, are

only fragmentary contributions by writers,

unaware of the real authors of even the

most remarkable movements, and com-
pensating their omissions, or their meagre
and inaccurate notices of important mat-
ters, by tedious excursions on others of

no interest or difficulty. These inade-
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quate attempts have been also limited to

Germany ; and, in Germany, to the trea-

tises of three authors ; for the historical

notices on this doctrine, found in the

works of other German psychologists, are

wholly borrowed from them. I refer—to

the "Geschichte" of Hissmann (1777); to

the " Paralipomena" and " Beytraege" of

Maass (1787, 1792) ; and to the " Ves-

tigia" of Goerenz, (1791). In England,

indeed, we have a chapter in Mr Cole-

ridge's " Biographia Literaria," entitled,

" On the law of Association—its history

traced from Aristotle to Hartley /" but

this, in so far as it is of any value, is a

plagiarism, and a blundering plagiarism,

from Maass ;* the whole chapter exhibit-

ing, in fact, more mistakes than para-

graphs. We may judge of Mr Coleridge's

competence to speak of Aristotle, the

great philosopher of ancient times, when
we find him referring to the De Anima
for his speculations on the associative

principle ; opposing the De Memoria and
Parva Naturalia as distinct works ; and
attributing to Aquinas, what belongs ex-

clusively and notoriously to the Stagirite.

We may judge of his competence to speak
of Descartes, the great philosopher of
modern times, when telling us, that Idea,

in the Cartesian philosophy, denotes
merely a configuration of the brain ; the
term, he adds, being first extended by
Locke, to denote the immediate object of
the mind's attention or consciousness.

But, in truth, it might be broadly as-

serted, that every statement in regard to
the history of this doctrine hazarded by
British philosophers, to say nothing of
others, is more or less erroneous.—Priest-

ley, for example, assigns to Locke the
honour of having first observed the fact

* To be added to my friend Professor Fer-
ner's " Plagiarisms of 8. T. Coleridge;" in

Blackwood's Magazine, March 1840. This
paper is remarkable for the sagacity which
tracks, through the u Hercynian brakes " of
philosophy and poetry, the footsteps of the
literary reaver; whose ignorance of French
alone freed France from contribution. Cole
ridge's systematic plagiarism is, perhaps, the
most remarkable on record,—taking all the
circumstances into account, the foremost
of which, certainly, is the natural ability of
the culprit. But sooth to say, Coleridge had
in him more of the ivy than of the oak,

—

was better able to clothe than to crea e. The
publication of his literary Table-Talk, Ac,
shows that he was in the habit of speaking,
M his Biographia, <toc, show that he was in

the habit of writing, the opinions of others,
—an his own.

of Association, (Hartley's Theory by P.

Intr. p. xxv.) ; and Hume, as we have
seen, arrogates to himself the glory of

first generalising its laws.* (Hum. Und.
sect iii.)—Mr Stewart, but at second
hand, says, that " something like an at-

tempt to enumerate the laws of Associa-
tion is to be found in Aristotle."- Sir

James Mackintosh, again, founding on his

own research, affirms that Aristotle and
his disciples, among whom Vives is speci-
fied, confine the application of the law of

association " exclusively to the phamo-
mena of recollection, without any glimpse
of a more general operation, extending to
all the connections of thought and feel-

ing :" while the enouncement of a gene-
ral theory of Association, thus denied to
the genius of Aristotle, is, all, and more
than all, accorded to the sagacity of
Hobbes. The truth, however, is, that
in his whole doctrine upon this subject,

name and thing, Hobbes is simply a silent

follower of the Stagirite ; inferior to his

master in the comprehension and accu-
racy of his general views ; and not supe-
rior, even on the special points selected,

either to Aristotle or to Vives.f (Disser-
tation, &c. Note T.)

* Among his other dreaming errors, Cole
ridge charges Hume with plagiarising from
Aquinas (who, by the way, herein only repeats
Aristotle) his whole doctrine of Association.

Imt Coleridge charging plagiarism I "Quia
tulerit Gracchum, de seditione querentem ? ''

—<5ee my ingenious friend, Mr Burton's excel

lent Biography of David Hume, lately pub
lished.

f Let it not be supposed, that, in these
o'>servations, I would insinuate aught like a

charge of plagiarism, against The Philosopher
of Malmesbury; or that, though disinclined

to many of his opinions. I am a lukewarm
admirer of his philosophical talent. It is an
egregious error to consider Hobbes as an
unlearned man; or, as one, who wove only

what he span and grew. Among English,

—

among modern philosophers, he towers a

shrewd and intrepid, an original and inde-

pendent thinker. But these qualities are

exhibited, not so much in the discovery of

new materials, as in the new elaboration of

old. He is essentially an eclectic. But he

chooses and rejects freely; illustrating the

principles he adopts with admirable inge-

nuity, and carrying them out with unshrink-
ing consistency to their most startling results.

This is more especially true of his psycho-

logy; which is original ravher for what it

omits, than for what it contains. It is, in

substance, an Aristotelic doctrine, retrenched,

not to say mutilated. Of the writings of the

Stagirite himself, Hobbes was even a zealous

student ; of which his " Briefe of the Art of
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But, that Aristotle's merits in regard
J

to the theory of Association have not, as !

yet, been fully recognised by philosophers,

is not to be marvelled at ; when we con-

sider the extra brevity and occasional

corruption of the treatise in which his

doctrine on that subject is contained, and
when it is known that the editors, trans-

lators, and expositors of that treatise

have all misapprehended its theory of

Association in the most important points.

Without, therefore, attempting aught
like a history of this doctrine, for which,

the materials I have collected, it is, at

present, impossible to employ ; I shall

confine myself to the principal object of

such a history—endeavour to render jvs-

ti e to the great author of that theory; by.

translating, from his treatise on Memory
and Reminiscence, all that has any bear-

ing on the subject ; at the same time, re-

storing the text from its corruptions, and
illustrating its veritable import.—I shall

likewise translate what, (but only what,)

of any moment, is to be found in the rela-

tive commentary of Themistius ; because

this, both in itself and in reference to Aris-

totle, is, on the matter in question, a

valuable, though wholly neglected, monu-
ment of ancient philosophy ;—because,

from the rarity of its one edition, it is

Rhetorique '' is only one of many proofs that

could be shown : and though he occasionally

abuses the schoolmen when in his way, he
was neither ignorant of, nor unindebted to,

their writings. There is, however, another
philosopher whose relation to Ilobbes has
never been observed, but whose influence, if

not on the general character of his specula

tion, at least on the adoption of several of

his more peculiar opinions, appears to me
almost demonstrable. I mean the Frenchman
Bcrigardus, (Beauregard;) who, when Ilobbes

visited Pisa, in 1637, was in the meridian of

his academic reputation, and who, in his great
work, the " Circulus Planus," first published

in 1643, takes, or rather makes, an occasion

to speak of the English philosopher, then
known only by his recent work " De Give,"

in terms manifestly the suggestion of per-

sonal regard. The counter alternative will

hardly be maintained,—that it was Hobbes
who privately acted upon Berigard.

I may be permitted to take this opportu-

nity of acknowledging for myself the obli-

gation which Sir William Molesworth has

conferred upon all who take an interest in

philosophical pursuit", by his recent edition

of the collected works of this illustrious

thinker;— an undertaking in which ho has

not only done honour to himself, but taken off

a reproach which has long weighed heavily

upon our country.

accessible to few even of those otherwise

competent to read it ;—but, above all,

because we herein discover the origin of

those misconceptions, which, bequeathed

by the first, have been 'nherited by the

last, of Aristotle's interpreters.

In other respects, I shall neglect no
subsidia within reach ; and my Aristo-

telic collection is tolerably full, more com-
plete, indeed, than that extant in any
public library in this country. Though
statements may therefore sometimes ap-

pear sweeping, the reader should not be-

lieve that I hazard them without an ade-

quate foundation.*

* 1°.—Of commentators on the De Mrmoria
I have the following.—The Greek Paraphrase
of Themistius which dates from the fourth cen-

tury.—The only edition is that of Aldus in

1534.—The Greek commentary of Michael

Ephesiue, in points of difficulty seldom more
than a transciipt of Themistius, is of a com-
paratively recent, but uncertain, date. If

Allatius (De Psellis, § 32.) be right in his

plausible conjecture, and the Scholiast and
the Ex-Emperor Michael Ducas, who died

Archbishop of Ephesus, be the same, it will

not ascend higher than the latter part of the

eleventh century. Of this, also, there is only

one edition—the Aldine, of 1527 — I am well

acquainted with the scholastic commentaries
of Averroes, (+1206,) Albertus Magnus, (+1280,)

and Aquinas, (+1274 )—Subsequent to the re-

vival of letters, I have the expositions of

—

Faber Stapulensis, 1500,

—

Leonicus, 1520,

—

JavelJus, 1540,

—

Schegkius, 1546,

—

Labittus (in

MS), 1553,

—

Oesner, c. 1560, but only printed

1586,—Simonius, 1566,—Crippa, 1567.—the
Coimbra Jesuits, 1600,—Pacius, 1 600,

—

Haven-
neuter, 1600.—Of these the commentary of

Leonicus is of especial moment ; not for any
original merit of its own, but as the principal

medium through which the views of the Greek
expositors, on the Parva Natwalia, were pro-

pagated in the west.—To these are to be add
ed illustrations of this treatise occasionally

met with in psychological writings of the
Aristotelic school ; of which i t is only necessary

to notice one—the remarkable work " De
Anima" of Vives, 1538.—The Paraphrase of

the Greek Monk, Theodorus Mctocbita,

(+ 1332,) has escaped me.
2°. Of versions, some of which have the

authority of MSS., I have those of Leonicus,

Schegkius. Vatablus, Perionius, Labittus, Simo-

nius, Crippa, and the anonymous version extant

in the Venice editions of the combined works
of Aristotle and Averroes. That of Alcyonius

I have not seen. Taylors English translation

is mere rubbish.
3°. In regard to the text itself, besides

Bekker't admirable recension, with the varia-

tions of six MSS , in the edition of the Berlin

Academy, I shall compare, when requisite, the

Camotio Aldine, Eramnian, MoreUian, Shno-
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By Memory (fi fivn/xv, to ^v^ovsue/v.)

Aristotle, in his treatise on that subject,

does not simply denote the conservative

power of mind— mere retention. He
j

there employs it, proximately to desig-
j

nate the faculty of reproduct'on, in so far i

as that is direct and immediate

—

simple
\

remembrance or recollection ; while, to

the process of mediate or indirect repro-

duction of something heretofore in

memory, but which we cannot now call

up, except through the intervention of

something else, he givos the name of Re-
miniscence, (h ava/tv <ra.)

But though the term Reminiscence be

properly and principally applied to this

intentional process of recovery, and which
it is the purpose of the present treatise to

consider ; he extends it also to the obtru-

sion of thoughts on our remembrance,
rhrough the course of spontaneous sugges-

tion, of which, however, he has here occa-

sion only to speak incidentally.—This is

enough to prepare the reader for the

Aristotelic extract which follows ; and
this, though divided, for the sake of illus-

tration, into segments, ought, in the first

instance, to be read continuously and by
itself

§ 1. Aristotle here enounces the one
proximate cause or condition of Reminis-
cence— the determined consecution of
thought on thought (And, be it observed,

that I shall here employ the term thought
in its widest signification, for every con-

scious mode of mind.)

Auistotle.
* Reminiscences take place,* in virtue

nian, Sylburgian, Casaubonian, Pacian and Du-
vallion editions ; but above all, the quotations

in Themistius, and the pntrus in Michael Ephe
tins.

When not otherwise stated in the notes, the
text of Bekker is that from which the transla-

tion will be made
• '• Oblivio imperfecta," (says Vives,) • in-

stauratione. indiget, ut vestigatione, et quasi
gradibus, ad id veniatur quod quserimus : ut
ab annulo in aurifabrum ; ex hoc in monile
regince : hinc in bellum quod gesserit vir ejus ; a
bello in duces; a ducibus ad eorum progenitores

ant liberos; hinc ad disciplinas quibus stude-

bnnt ;—in quo nulla est ad sistendum meta.

—

Gradus hi per omnia argumentorum genera
late sese diffundunt :—a causa ad effectum ; ab
hoc ad instrumentum ; e parte ad totum; ab isto

ad locum; a loco ad personam; a persona ad
•priora ejus et posteriora ; ad contraria ; ad si-

milia

;

—in quo discursu non est finis —Et
sunt transitus quidam longissimi—immo sal-

tus. Ut ex Scipione venio in cogitationem
patentim Turcica', propter victorias ejus de

of that constitution of our mind, where-

by each mental movement* is determined

Asia, in qua regnabat Antiochua : ex nomine
Ciccronis venit in recordationem Lactontius,

qui fuit ejus imitator ; et ex hoc de chalco-

graphia [cogifanius,] nam ejus liber dicitur

formulU a^neis excusus, vel primus, vel de
primis." (De Anima, I. ii. c. De Mem. et

Kern)
* It is necessary to say a word in regard to

the Aristotelic employment of the term mo-
tion or movement, (xm.<r«£,) in a psychological

relation It has been generally either mis-

taken or inadequately understood.—Hissmann
supposes that Aristotle means by it some local

motion, akin to the vibrations of certain ner-

vous fibres, or the flow of certain nervous
spirits, by which so many ancient and modern
physiologists have pretended to explain the
phaenomena of thought. Maass and Goerenz
reject, for the Stagirite, this mechanical hy
pothesis ; but, unacquainted with the general
analogy of Aristotle's language, they have not

established their rejection on its broad and
proper basis.

Change or Mutathn, (^s<r«£eXn,) according to

Aristoth*, is a genus containing under it four

(or six"* species ;—each species affecting a

subject pertaining to a different category —
1°. If in Substance, (xa« to ri or <ro$t,) it i»

generation and destruction, (ytyio-is, p6opk ,)—2°. if in Quantity, (x«t<* to iro<ro\,) it is

augmentation and diminution,(ai,£neis. fti**t .)

—3° if in Quality, (x«t« to «ro/dv, or <rddot
t )

it is variation, (jxkXolwo-is ;)—4°. if in Place,

{x.ctra. to toZ, or totov.') it is local mo ion,

i<pogu.) (Metaph. xii. 2.)

i\ow Aristotle, sometimes makes motion

convertible with change, and thus a genus
containing under it the same four species,

—

(as in Phys. III. 1 ;)—sometimes he makes it

a subgenus to change, containing under it only

the last three species, (as in Metaph. XI. II,

12. Phys. V. 1. 2 —VII. 3. De Anima, I. 3.

—in which last the species of motion are
called four, increase and diminution being
counted as two.)
Now, by the generic term motion, or move-

ment, Aristotle, in its psychological applica
tion, simply means to denote change in quality,

or the species variation,—the nature of which
he more than once expounds, (Gen. et Corr.
I. 4. text 23. Phys. VII. 2.) ; and variation,

to accommodate a more ancient to a more
modern nomenclature, may be fairly translated

by the more familiar expression

—

modi/cation.

In this, Aristotle only follows the example of

Plato ; who, in the Timseus and Parmenides,
constituting two species of tdmple motion,

lation and variation (to (pigso-tiat and to aXXoi-

outrfat) commonly employs the generic term
for the latter species, in designating the men-
tal modes. As a psychological substitute for

these terms, Aristotle also very commonly
employs affection or passion (raHo;).

These three terms, then, Ari-totle uses in
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differently to denote both the activities and
tlie passivities of mind; and (De Anima ii. 5

§ (i) he explains " how the same [mental

phenomenon, in different points of view,] is

variously styled affection, or movement, or

passion, or energy " — Further, u Sensitive

perception (he says) consists in a certain

movement and affection, for it seems to be a
kind of variation." (De An. ii 5. § 2. Sec
also Phys. vii. 3. § 12.)— "The phantasm,
the object represented in imagination, is an

affection—a movement of the common sense.''

(De Mem. 1. § 8 —De Ins. 2. §§ 16, 17. 20.)—
But as ** there is no intelligence possible ex-

cept by relation to a phantasm," (De An. iii.

8. §§ 5. 8 9 § 4. De Mem. i. § 8;) and as me
mory is, along with phantasy, a function of

the common sense, " we remember our intel-

lections only secondarily and accidentally,

through our remembrance of the relative

phantasms." (De Mem. 1. §§ 8, 11 )—These
intro. sensitive movements thus proximately
constituting our whole suggestive series of

thought.—To these movements are to be re-

ferred our Feelings. " Pleasures and Pains

are movements caused by a sensible object

—

are variations of the sensitive part of the

soul," (Phys. vii. 4, § 10;) while, in regard to

the Appetencies,—(the desires, emotions, and
affections proper, "of which pain and pleasure

are the concomitants,")—there is no room for

question (Etb. Nic. ii. 4. Magn. Mor. i. 13.)

It is thus, in the first place, manifest, that

in employing the term movement, in this, as in

his other psychological treatises, Aristotle

never dreamt of insinuating any mechanical
hypothesis, by which to explain the phaeno-

mena of thought and suggestion; and, in the

second, that he here and elsewhere employs it,

as a general word, by which to denote all the

various modifications of the conscious mind.

—

Under this last, a word in reference to Sir

James Mackintosh.
u What," (says Sir James,) " Mr Coleridge

has not told us is, that the Stagirite confines

the application of this law exclusively to the

phenomena of recollection, without any glimpse

of a more general operation extending to all

connections of thought and feeling." And he

add", that the illustrations * of Lndovicus

Vives, as quoted by Mr Coleridge, extend no

farther."— (L. c.) This, I must be pardoned
in saying, is altogether erroneous.

In the first place—Sir James is wrong, in

asserting, that Aristotle attempts to reduce to

law '• the phaenomena of recollection alone,"

meaning by that, the phaenomena of inten-

tional reminiscence ; for (see § 5. and rcla

tive notes.) Aristotle declares that the same
laws govern the voluntary, and the sponta

neous, course of thought.

In the second place, he is wrong, in saying,

that Aristotle " had no glimpse of a more
general operation, extending to all connections

of thought and feeling;" for, we have now
shewn, that the term movement, as employed
by the philosopher, comprehends, indifferent

ly, every mental mode, be it one of cognition,

whether a presentation, representation, or

thought proper,— one of feeling, whether

|

to arise, as the sequel of a certain

other." *

Themistius.
" What, then, is Reminiscence, has been

shewn ;— it is the renovation of Memory.
How this is brought to hoar is also mani-
fest." Having quoted the preceding
text, he proceeds:—" For as in a chain,

painful or pleasurable,— one of appetency,

|

whether a volition or a desire.— Ilobl.es's

" train of imaginations or conceptions or

thoughts " and Locke's " association of ideas.
"

j
are objectionable expressions, because, in

j

propriety, only applicable to the phenomena
! of cognition; to which it is certain, that
I Locke, at least, had no thought of lestricting

|
the connection. On the contrary, Ail totle's

* train of mental movements" states the fact,

and his view of the fact, fully and uuauibigu-
ously.

In the third place, in regard to Vives,

though Sir .lames be right, in so far as he
limits his assertion to " Vives, as quoted by
Mr Coleridge;" yet as Coleridge only quotes
the scraps which he chanced to find in Maass,
It is proper to state that any negative pre-
sumption founded upon these would be erro-

neous; for in other passages, the Spanish
Aristotelian extends the principle of associa-

tion M to all the connections of thought and
feeling."—Thus :

—" Ad aspectum loci, de eo
venit In mentem quod in loco scimus evenisse,

aut situm esse. Quando etiam cum voce, aut
sono aliquo quippiam contingit laitum. eodem
sono audito, delectamur ; si triste, tristamur.

Quod in brutis quoque est annotare ; qua;, si

quo sono vocata, gratum aliquid accipiunt,

rursum, ad eundein sonum facile ac libenter

accurrunt; sin credantur, sonitum eundem
deinceps reformidant, ex plagarum recorda-

tione.— Eundem in modum, de sopore, de
odore. Puer, quum Valentia; febri hiborarem,

et, depravato gustu, cerasa edissem, multis

post anniti, quoties id pomum gustabam, totios,

|

non solum de ftbri memineram, sed habere

\
mihi ilium videbamV (L 1 ) 1 am unable to find in

1 Hobbes (whom Sir James Mackintosh would
elevate not only above Vives, but above Aris-

totle) any passage which shews that he had
taken so comprehensive a view of tke influ-

ence of the associative principle as the Span-
ish philosopher.—On the other hand, the

reader may compare Cartesii, Epist. i. 36, and
Locke, Essay ii. 33, § 7.

* By rill fAtra. rhvli,—by p*0' ire^etv Usfvii,

j
and the like, Aristotle here and in the sequel,

(see n. +, p. 894, b, «fcc.) denotes the follow-

ing of this determinate mode of consciousness

upon that other, and not merely the following

of some one upon some other, or, as Hobbes
expresses it, of " any thing to any thing.*

This the commentators have st.rai gely over-

looked, and in consequence thereof, as we
' shall see, (§ 5,) sadly perverted Aristotle'i

doctrine.
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if one ring be lifted, tho link therewith

connected will of necessity be moved,

and through that the next again, and

so forth ;* this likewise is the case, in

those impressions of which the soul is the

subject. For if the soul be once moved
by an impression, forthwith, the one

thereon following, and then the other

after that, move it likewise. For exam-

ple :— I have seen Coriscus, the musician,

with his lyre ; and there has remained

impressed in my mind an image, both of

the lyre and of Coriscus. Thereafter,

let us say, I behold Socrates holding a
lyre. Incontinently, I am reminiscent of

the lyre of Coriscus, and then of Coriscus

himself.—Again :—I have heard a person

singing [the religious song, (?) ]

' Two souls the body leaving,

One to the other said

:

—
Ah I whither now to wend us,

[And join the happy dead ? ']

After a season, I hear another singing the

same air, but to words of a different cha-

racter, as [in the amatory ditty,(?)]

4 My heart to hope uplifts me,

Then sinks me to despair.'

f

Though now moved by the melody alone,

there yet rises therewith a reminisc nee

of the former words, * Two souls the body
leaving,' and of the person by whom they

were sung." J

§ 2. Thought being only manifested as

consecutive and determined, the law of

consecution, absolutely considered, is thus

universal and necessary. But by relation

to the following of this individual thought

* Before Themistius, Carneades had com-
pared the consecution of thoughts to •' a
chain, in which one link is dependent on
another." (Sext. Emp. adv. Math L. vii. §.

176.) It is resembled by our countryman,
Joannes Major, to a cobbler's brittle and thread

;

"una notitia aliam trahit, ut seta sutoris,

filum;" (In Sent. L. i. d. 3. q 3) Hobbes
likens it to the following cf water upon a table

whithersoever it is guided by the finger.'*

(Hum. Nat. ch. 3, and Lev. ch. 3.) Hume,
finally, compares it to attraction, and repre-

sents the attraction of association in the
mental, as analogous to the attraction of gra-

vitation in the material, world. (Hum Nat.

B 1 P. 1. S 4.)—On these see § 9, note 1st.

•f
This and the preceding -fragment have

escaped the collectors of Greek Scolia

i Michael Ephesius says—" "We are first

reminiscent of the former words, then of the
former place, and then of the former singer."

on that, there is a distinction to be taken
;

for in this respect, the sequence is either

necessary or habitual.

Aristotle.
" If the consecution be necessary,* it is

manifest that, whenever the mind is de~

termined to that individual movement, it

will, also, be determined to this/'f
" If, again, the consecution be not of

necessity, but only the effect of habit

;

the [individual] movement will follow, not
as the invariable, but only as the ordinary,
rule."+

Themistius.
" Some impressions are consequent to

each other, necessarily. For he who is

reminiscent of Fire, must at the same
time have an imaginatiou of Heat ; and
he who was struck by Socrates, in the re-

miniscence of Socrates, cannot but be cor-
reminiscent, that by him he was struck,

and in such or such a place §

* By necessary or natural consecution Aris-

totle probably means the dependence subsist-

ing between notions, one of which cannot be
thought, without at the same time our think-
ing the other ; as all Relations, Cause and
Effect, Means and End, Premises and Conclu-
sion, &c. (See nn p. 894, a, b ) He did not, it

maybe observed, fall into the error ofmany mo-
dern philosophers, in confounding the natural

and necessary, with the habitual and acquired
connections of thought. He makes no fruitless

attempt to shew the genesis of the former;
far less does he attempt to evolve the laws
under which we think, from the tendencies
generated by thinking. Locke, indeed, very

properly limits the term * association of i deas "

to their habitual or subjective connection, to

the exclusion of their logical or objective or
"natural connection." (Essay, B. II. ch. 33,

§ 5.) Mr Stewart, again, (Elem. i. p. 291,
takes a distinction, corresponding to this of

Aristotle, as u important" but one u which,"
he says, '* as far as I am aware, has not hitherto

attracted the attention of philosophers."

f The expositors not observing that Aris-

totle does not here relax the condition of

determined consecution absolutely, but only

the determined consecution of this particu-

lar thought on that, (see n. •, p. 893, b Ac ;)

have all of them been led, as will be seen, to

the actual reversal of his doctrine, in sup-
posing him to admit the possibility of thought
arising without suggestion—at least without
suggestion according to the laws which he
lays down. See § 5.

I This applies to the consecution of any
two individual thoughts, not necessarily con-
nected, as well in different persons, as in the
same person, at different times, under different

circumstances, in different frames of mind.

§ These examples are unfortunate. If we
think Fire and Heat, in the relation of Cause
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* Other impressions, again, are not

connected of necessity, but in virtue of

habit or custom ; and of these, the subse-

quent follow the antecedent, not always,

but only for the most part. An example
will illustrate this. It frequently hap-
pened, that wishing to employ lycabas,

[archaic word for year,] I could not re-

call it. To remedy this I accustomed
myself to connect it in thought with the fa-

miliar term lycos [
wolf], both words com-

mencing with the common syllable ly[c.]

Obtaining thus a starting impulse from
lycos, I henceforward was enabled easily

to recollect lycabas. Another finding it

difficult to remember Tauromenites [in-

habitant of Tauromenium], used himself

to think of tauros [a bull] ; and a third

was wont, by departing from pleura [the

side], to call up Pleuron [the town.]

But in these the antecedent is not always
followed by the consequent ; we often, for

example, think of pleura [the side] with-

out any reminiscence of Pleuron [the

town.]"—See § 9, Themistius.

and Effect, in that case, certainly, the notion

of the one necessarily suggests the notion of

the other. But it is only by experience of

their coadjacency in time and space, and by
habit, that we come to think them under this

relation. The other example is one of a strong

habitual, (in Aristotle's sense of the word
habit,) but not of a necessary connection. The
example by St Thomas is better. The thought
of Socrates, he says, necessarily suggests the

thought of Man, and the thought of man
necessarily suggests the thought of Animal.
But this too is exceptionable; for it may be

said, that animal, being a part of man, man of

Socrates, the former notion is not properly

suggested by the latter, but already given in it.

This may indeed be applied to all relatives.

For a relation being an indivisible thought,

made up of two or more terms, to say, that

one relative term suggests another, is impro-
per ; for, in point of fact, neither exists,

neither can exist, in thought apart from, or

prior to, the other. (See nn. p. 900, a, b.)—As
examples of necessary suggestion, take the

following :—We are aware of a phenomenon.
That it exists—only as known—only as a phe-
nomenon—only as an absolute relative, we
are unable to realise in thought; and there

is necessarily suggested the notion of an
unimaginable something, in which the phaeno-

j

menon inheres,—a Subject, or Substance.— !

Again;—a thing appears, as beginning to be. :

Think we cannot, aught absolutely to com- I

mence—to start of itself from nonentity into
|

being j and there is necessarily snggested the
j

notion of something (vague perhaps and unde-

termined) in which the complement of exis
j

lence, appearing to begin, is thought as having

previously been realised in a different form,

and as now only relatively commencing under

§ 3. The necessary consecution or con-
comitancy of indiv idual thoughts, being in-

volved in the very fact of the several

thoughts themselves, (the conception of

each being only realised through the con-

ception of the other); this requires and ad-

mits ofnofarther explanation. To the habi-

tual consecution, therefore, Aristotle ex-

clusively confines himself. And here, before

proceeding to enounce the laws by which
the habitual consecution is governed, he
indicates, in the first place, the circum-
stances by which, in different minds va-

riously constituted, and in the same mind
under different affections, thoughts are

more or less promptly associated, and
consequently the general or abstract laws
of association modified in their particular

or concrete applications. These have by
modern philosophers been sometimes
treated as secondary laws of association

;

but from their contingent, variable, in-

definite, and latescent character, they can-
not be reduced to rule, and are, therefore,

undeserving of the name of Laws. In
doing this, he shows that by the term
habit he does not mean merely to express

the result of a frequent repetition of the

same action or passion, but generally the

simple fact of association, whether that

be the effect of such repetition, or of

some extraordinarily intense attention,

determined by peculiar circumstances

upon certain objects.—Text emended.

Aristotle.
u But [in regard to habit it is to

be observed, that] with certain things,

certain minds* become more habitual-

a novel aspect,—a Cause.—The impossibility

we find of imagining extension without colour
—not to say colour without extension—is

also an example.
• All the editions and collated MSS. have

hlovs ; one Vatican codex, however, exhibiting

hia, (and the correlative trt^a) as a variation

or a correction. The natural and obvious mean.
ing of hiovs is some persons or minds; but,

among the commentators, Michael Ephesius

supposes the ellipsis may be of ri-rovt, im.

pressions. Themistius with hiovs, reads, in.

stead of ecXXovs, (or iri^ovs for the MSS. vary,)

Wi^a-i and Kivovptvrif.—All this manifests the

well-founded discontent with the present lee-

tion, which affords a sense inadequate to that

required; while the causal dependence, by

ho of the following sentence, or clause, from

the present, is, as the text stands, inept. I

therefore read

—

hiovs hict. This affords the

meaning desiderated; and at the cheapest

rate. For in transcription nothing is more
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ised,* at the first movement, than other
minds, though this be frequently repeated.
Hence is it that some objects which we
have seen but once, are more perfectly

remembered by us, than others which we
have oftentimes beheld."

Themistius
Reads :

—" ' But certain minds become
more habitualised with this movement at

once, than with that, though frequently re-

peated.'' " No illustration given.

likely than the omission of one or other of
such semi- identical words.

* By hahit {iSof) is commonly understood a

certain quality generated by custom ; (i.e. the
frequent iteration of the same action or pas-
sion)—though these words are frequently
commuted; in English, and in Greek, the
same term stands for both. Aristotle here,
however, uses the term in a less limited
sense; and it might, perhaps, at present, be
more adequately translated by Association
than by Habit. In like manner Aristotle often
uses the term ?£/y, (which we inadequately

translate by habit or possession,) not only
for the acquired, but also for the natural.

Aristotle means simply to state the fact,

—

that two mental movements having once co-

existed, each tends, if reproduced, to repro-
duce the other ; the force of this tendency
being in proportion, 1°, to the frequency of
their co-existence, and 2°, to their mutual
affinity;—this affinity being dependent on the
greater power of attention and retention na-
tural or acquired for this or that class of
objects, and on the temporary states of mind,
in which certain things and thoughts exert a
stronger influence than they do in others.

This Vives thus illustrates ; and his obser-
vations comprise, in brief, nearly all of prin-
cipal moment that has been said upon this

subject, either before or since. " (1.1 Nee
memoriam habent omnes pariter ad omnia.
Sunt qui verba, sunt qui res meminerunt fa-

cilius; ut Themistocles rerum, Hortensius
verborum recordatione dicuntur valuisse;

quod exemplum positum sit pro toto et ho-
minum et rerum in genere. Nam alii curiosa,
alii recta et simplicia, alii publica, alii privata,
alii Vetera, alii nova, alii sua, alii aliena. alii

vitia, alii virtutes recordantur citius et melius;
ut est cujusque ingenii pronitas, et attendit
ad haec aut ilia libentius.—(2.) Memoriae plu-

riinum confert naturalis contemperatio corporis,

quali fuisse praeditos illos credibile est quo-
rum magnitudo memoriae monumentis litera-

rum celebratur—Themistocles, Cyrus, Cineas,

Hortensius.—(3.) Adjuvatur tota ratione vie
tus, . . . (4 ) Alte descendunt in memoriam,
quae attente sunt a primo accepta et cum
cura; quo fit ut ingeniosissimi saepe homines
et bona memoria prolixe instructi non tarn

recordentur multa, quam qui illis non sunt
pares his dotibus, quod neglectim multa vi-

dent, legunt, audiunt.—(5.) Si se adfectus

§ 4. In the second place, Aristotle pro-
ceeds to enounce the general laws of the
habitual consecution, suggestion, or asso-
ciation, on which Reminiscence is depen-
dent. This he does first in relation to
Reminiscence intentional or voluntary,
and then in relation to Reminiscence un-
intentional or spontaneous ;—in regard to
both of which it is shewn, that these laws
are absolutely identical.

In regard to intentional Reminiscence
he generalises one supreme or universal

aliquis concitatus, primae rei cujusque memo-
riae admiscuit, recoi datio est deinceps facilior,

promptior, diuturnior; ut quae maxima lseti-

tia vel dolore sunt in animum ingressa, horum
louglssima est memoria; eaque de causa mos
est quarundam gentium in statuendis agrorum
limitibus acriter cojdere pueros qui adsint,
ut firmius et diutius recordentur illorum
finium. [Does Vives allude to what takes, or
took, place in the perambulation of the English
parishes ? ]—(6 ) Exercitatiom et meditotione
crebra magnum memoria suniit robur. Fit
enim et ad accipiendum pronipta, et ad pluta
capienda latior, et tenacior ad continendum

;

nee est ulla in toto animo functio, quae \ e-
rinde cultum sui desideret, . . . —(7 ) Quae
vacuo animo et tranquillo accepimus, facilius
haerent in mente, si modo attente animum
applicamus. Qua de causa, quae prima sntate
vidimus atque audivimus ca diutius recorda-
mur etintegrius. Est enim tunc soluta cui is

et cogitationibus mens —(8.) Turn etiain atten-
dimus diligenter; quippe aetate ilia admit a-

mur omnia tanquam nova, at quae admiratio-
nem nobis movent ea solicite spectamus,
alteque in animum descendunt," &c.—Aris-
totle, or whoever was the author of the Pio-
blems, makes a similar observation, and adds
that—" In like manner we remember best
what first occurs to us in the morning, our
memory falling off as the day advances, in

consequence of the multitude of objects by
which we are distracted."—(Sect. XXX. § 5.)

An instance of the way in which our ha-
bitudes of thought and feeling regulate the
points of view in which we contemplate objects

andconsequentlydetermine—often capri ciously

—the course of our reminiscence, is unwit-
tingly afforded, i n himself, by the Lutheran com •

mentator, Simon Simonius of Lucca. This is

the general example of consecution which he
proposes:— u Hydra, ab Hercule sagittis et

igne interfectae, memoria Papm mihi memo-
riam suggerit; haec Romce / qua deinceps
Babylonim, remimscor." Compare Shylock,
(Merchant of Venice, Act I. Scene 1.) " My
wind, cooling my broth," <fcc. The Ethology
and Pathology in the second book of Aristotle's

Rhetoric, more especially the chapters on the
different tendencies of the different ages and
conditions of life, supply a rich magazine of

observations on the practical influence of asso-

ciation and habit. Add John Barclay's Icon
Animarum.
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law, divided into three special or subordi-

nate laws. The one universal law,—to

which I would give the name of Redinte-

gration—is : Thoughts vjhich have, at

ami time, recent or remote, stood to each

other in the relation of coexistence or im-

mediate consecution, do when severally re-

produced tend to reproduce each other ;

in other words : The parts of any total

thought when subsequently called into con-

sciousness are apt to suggest, immedi-
ately, the parts to which they were proxi-

mately related, and, mediately, the whole

of which they were co- constituent. The
terms in which this great law is enounced
by Aristotle, have not been understood by

his expositors ; and the law itself has, in

consequence, altogether escaped their ob-

servation. Text, therefore, explicated.

The three laws, ofwhich the one preced-

ing is an absolute expression, are the law of

Similars, the law of Contraries, and the

law of Co-adjacents ; for to these three

heads may be reduced all the relations

into which a thing, having once been
thought as a relative, tends subsequently

to relapse ; and thus to recall into con
sciousness all else with which it had then

stood in correlation
—

"What is the import
of these terms, is considered in the notes

Aristotle.
" When, therefore, we accomplish an

act of Reminiscence, we pass through a
certain series of precursive movements,
until we arrive at a movement, on which
the one we are in quest of is habitually con
sequent. Hence too it is, that we hunt

* u For as dogs," (says Longinus,) u having

once found the footsteps of their game, follow

from trace to trace, deeming it already all

but caught ; so he, who would recover his

past cognitions from oblivion, must speculate

the parts which remain to him ol these cogni-

tions, and'the circumstances with which they

chance to be connected, to the end that he
may light on something which shall serve

him for a starting-point, from whence to follow

out his recollection of the others." See the

interesting chapter on Memory, in the rheto-

rical treatise, restored by Ruhnkenius from
Apsines to Longinus; (Rhetores Gra?ci—of

Aldus, p. 719 j— of Walz, t. ix. p. 574.) It is

not amongst the fragments in Weiske's Lon-
ginus.

Vives, too, compares the process of remin-

iscence to the tracing by dogs, and also to the

ascending the steps of a ladder or stair.

u The term 0n£ii>to (says Sir James Mackin-

tosh, speaking of the passage in the text,) is

as significant as if it had been chosen by

Hobbes. ' In point of fact, it was chosen by

through the mental train,* excogitat-

ing [what we seek] from [its Concomitant
in\ THE PRESENT f OR SOME OTHER %

Hobbes, and in illustration of this very pro-
cess j—but borrowed from Aristotle, along with
the correlative terms, seeking, beginning, &c.
(See Hum. Nat. ch. iii. §§ 3, 4.—Lev. P. i.

ch. 3.)

• The expressions ro i<p*£rf and h x.Lvn<rn

n$i (tira, «n')v2{, commonly rendered by Aris-

totle's Latin translators

—

motuum animce, <fec.

consequentia, series, sequela, insecutio, <fec. were
among others adopted by Hobbes ; whose
" consequentia vel series imaginationum" in

Latin, and in English, " consequence, series,

train, succession of imaginations, conceptions

or thoughts," have been often ignorantly sup-

posed expressions original to himself. Even
Hissmann and Maass seem guilty of this.

Subsequently to Aristotle, Carneades employed
the term rt/vJga/*») tmv tya.vca.ailiiv\ but, with

him, this is not to be viewed as simply con-

vertible with what we understand by the

mental train. (Sext. Emp. adv. Math. 1. vit.

§ 176-182.

f The Present (to vuv) is not of course to be

taken rigidly for the infinitesimal point of

transition from the past, but (as might even
be shewn from Aristotle's previous discussion)

in its common signification,—for a certain lat-

ter portion of the past. In fact, before we
are conscious of the Now, in its strict signifi-

cation, it is already fled. Concomitance, or

Simultaneity, is also to be taken in a certain

latitude ;—viz, not only for that which is

strictly coexistent, but also for that which is

proximately antecedent or consequent.

I find, however, that all Aristotelians have
not been so blind to Aristotle's meaning, in

this passage, as his regular commentators.
i Timpler seems to have fairly, if not fully,

understood it.
u Adjuvans causa (recorda-

tions) est consideratio, partim circumstantial

rum, praisertim temporis praiteriti, quo homo
rem, vel per sensum, vel per intellectum,

cognovit
;
partim similium et affinium, partim

contrariorum. (Empsychologia L. iii. c. 3,

pr. 17.)—I should observe also, that Maass,
who, if we are to judge from one and all of

his Greek quotations, could not pretend to a

knowledge even of the alphabet of that lan-

guage, was yet too forward in philosophy, not

to see, at once, what, in this instance, Aris-

totle's meaning must necessarily be. Aris-

totle has been here so long misapprehended,
only because he was so far a-head of his expo-
sitors. Nor is there a higher testimony to

his genius than that it required a progress in

philosophy of two thousand years, before phi.

losophers were prepared to apprehend his

meaning, when the discovery of that meaning
was abandoned to their own intelligence.

\ The Commentators and Translators of this

treatise have, one and all, here marvellously
mistaken Aristotle's meaning, and thus mis-

represented his doctrine in its most important
point. They have not perceived that 1 «XA«v
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[time],* and from its Similar or Con-

rivos means

—

"or some other time," and not " or

some other thing." Looking to the preceding

words, the sub-intelligence ofx^ovov or nutgov is

demanded, as a correlative, byrovvv; and look-

ing to the context, before and after, it is

demanded, as that which alone satisfies the

natural, and even necessary, sense. The inter-

of the Commentators, on the otherpretation

hand, is, at once, grammatically perverse, and gucj1 inadequate generalisation of this prin

followeth, by coherence of the matter moved,

in such manner a3 water upon a plane table

is drawn which way any one part of it i*

guided by the finger." (Lev. P. i. ch. 3.

—

compare also Hum. Nat. ch. 4, § 2, and Elem.

Philos. c. 25, § 8.)

But while it is impossible, to hold with Sir

James Mackintosh, that Hobbes, as opposed to

Aristotle, is the original discoverer " of this

fundamental law, of this prolific truth which

forms the basis of all true psychology;" it is

even impossible to allow him the priority of

philosophically absurd. It does violence to

Aristotle's language. And to what end ? To

prevent him from consummating the theory

of association in the enouncement of its uni-

versal law. Nay more—actually to make him

throw up the attempt at reducing the pheno-

mena of Suggestion to determinate laws at all.

ATistotle, in their view, appends to an imper-

fect series of four stated causes of association,

a fifth, under the title of a " some other,"—thus

literally, and in sober earnest, making him

forestall Dean Aldrich in his joke :

—

" Si bene quid speculor, causae sunt quinque Bi-

bendi:
Hospitis adventus

;
praesens sitis ; atque futura

;

Et vini probitas ; et qucelibet altera causa."

* The law, I style that of Redintegration,

and which is here enounced by Aristotle, may
be viewed as a corollary of his doctrine of

Imagination and Memory. The representa-

tions of Imagination or Phantasy he views as

merely the movements continued in the organ

of internal sense after the moving object itself

has been withdrawn, (De Insom. c. 1. § 9

—

c. ii. §§ 11, 15, 16, 18, 20, ed. Pac.;) and

though there are passages which would shew,

that he considered sensible perception as

something more than the mere recognition of

a subjective affection; he yet, when popularly

ciple as his materialism allowed, in competi-

tion with many subsequent philosophers.

Passing over St Augustine, whose doctrine

of Reminiscence is too important to be here

spoken of by the way, this law is, after Aris-

totle, explicitly enounced by Vives.—" Qua
simul sunt a Phantasia comprehensa, si alteru-

trum occurrat, solet secum alterum represen-

tare." (L. c.)

Omitting others,—prior also to Hobbes,

whose " Human Nature," " Leviathan," and
" Elementa Philosophise," appeared in 1650,

1651, and 1655, this law was enounced by

three of his own immediate contemporaries

and friends;—philosophers from whose mecha-

nical hypotheses of perception and memory it

flowed equally as from his own, and who,

howbeit their names have not hitherto been

adduced in connection with the doctrine of

Association, proclaimed it—two of them at

least—not less clearly than himself. These

are Berigard, Digby, and White.

In 1643, Berigard, in the course of a dis-

cussion, otherwise well deserving of attention,

states the law of Redintegration, as regulating

the current of our thoughts;—"quae sicut

necessario acquiruntur, ita et moventur ; frus-

traque fingimus [NB.] internam aliquam

facultatem quae incumbat in cogitationem

speaking, defines imagination to be—a kind
j

quamdiu vult, mox ad aliam sese transferat,

of feeble or decaying sense, (Rhet. 1. i. c. 11. ;) etenim illae omnes sunt simulacrorum motus

qui se necessario consequuntur," &c. (Circ.

Pis. P. vi. c. 19.)
" We see," says Sir Kenelm Digby, in 1644,

" that things of quite different natures, if they

come in together, are remembered together; upon

which principle the whole art of memory
dependeth, &c." (Treatise of Bodies, ch. 33,

§3.)
Finally, in 1647, Thomas White (De Albiis

or Anglus ;)
—" /Since those things which enter

together and at once must necessarily attain a

kind of connection ; when, by any means, they are

again brought to the fountain of sensation, [con

sciousness ?] they must needs meet there together,

and in a kind of order." (Instit. Peripat. Lib.

ii. Lect. 20, § 6. English translation.)

In conclusion of this matter I may briefly

notice, in supplement and correction of what

has been stated by the German historians :

—

1°- That Malebranche, whom Hissman very

erroneously considers as the original disco-

verer of the law of Redintegration, can bo

shewn to have borrowed it from the illustrious

father to whom he is indebted for many other

of his opinions. I mean St Austin; a philo-

aense; in so much, as the former coming again
\
sopher whose merits, in regard to the doc-

k> take place, and be predominant, the latter
;

trine of Association, have been, marvellous to

definition which Des Cartes and Hobbes
adopt without qualification, and in scientific

rigour.—Again :—Memory Aristotle does not

view as a faculty distinct from Imagination

;

but simply as the recalling those impressions,

those movements into consciousness, of which
Phantasy is the complement. In these cir-

cumstances, as there is no reason, why the

movements should hold any other co-arrange-

ment when in, than they held when coming

into, the mind; and as there is no reason,

why they should be recalled to consciousness,

in any other co-ordination, than what they
hold previously to such revocation;—the law
of Redintegration is, consequently, a rule

which follows naturally and of itself.

To Hobbes, who had, pro tanto, adopted
Aristotle's doctrine of Imagination, this law
would, of course, present itself; but it might
also present itself, as a consectaiy of the
mechanical theory of cognition which he had
espoused. " All fancies are motions within
us, relics of those made in the sense; and
those motions that immediately succeeded one.

another in the sense continue also together after
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tiiart or Coadjacent.* . '« Through this process Reminiscence is

say, wholly overlooked. See his Confessions,
L. x. cc. 8—19, and especially this last; De
Musica, L. vi. c. 8. § 22.

2o- That Wolf, whom Maass considers (for
the " Nouvcaux Essais " of Leibnitz were then
unpublished) as «* the first who not only clearly
promulgated the universal law of Association,
but also recognised its importance for Psycho-
logy and Morals ;" was, certainly, herein anti-
cipated by his contemporary, and brother
Leibnitian, the celebrated Bilfinger—whose
merits in this respect have, also, remained
altogether unnoticed. See of this latter the
"Dilucidationes," §§ 254, 255, and Oratio de
Keductione Philosophica," § 2; both some
three years prior to the very earliest work of
Wolf, enouncing the law in question.

• An important, but altogether neglected
question, is,—In what comprehension are these
three terms employed by Aristotle ?

i. The Similar (to o'poiov) affords little diffi-

culty, and may pass without comment. It com-
prebends, of course, not merely simple, but
also analogical, resemblance.

ii. The Contrary (to evetvriov) is not an
unambiguous expression : for Aristotle some-
times usurps it even for the opposition of
possession and privation (i%'t, ffri^n<rts)', some-
times he does not carry it beyond the oppo-
sition of genus and genus, of species and
species j and sometimes he restricts it to the
opposition of incompatible attributes. But I
recollect n.» instance, in which he uses it for
the opposition of relatives proper. With this
exception, we may presume, that Aristotle does
not here mean to employ the term in any
exclusive rigour ; and may, therefore safely
apply it in its most extensive meaning. The-
mistius thrice renders it by ro avrixttptvov,
the opposite i but what comprehension he
gave to that equally vague term, he does not
explain.

iii. The Coadjacent (to trvvtyyvt) is of some
difficulty ; for I do not now think it probable,
that Aristotle by this intended to denote mere
vicinity in space. It is evident, that it must
comprehend all that is not comprehended in
the other two ; but it is not easy to see how
it is to do so much, and yet not comprehend
these also.

It is manifest, in general, that Aristotle,
under this head, intended to include whatever
stands, as part and part of the same whole. Of
these there are various kinds:

—

1°—We must admit that the integrant parts
of an integrate whole suggest each other, as co-
adj i cent. The thought of any thing which we
had previously known as such a part, is not
usually, when reproduced, viewed as an irre-
spective object, but tends to call up the other,
and, in particular, the proximately adjacent
parts, jointly with it constituent of a certain
total object. Such parts may be cither coad-
jacent in space or coadjacent (coexistent or
Immediately consecutive) in time; and, in both
ccses, may possess either, a.) an objective
vuity in themselves, (as the parts of a house

or poem)—a unity, however, subjectively
recognised by us; or b.) objectively unconnected
and even incongruous in themselves, (as the
parts of any common view,) they may obtain
a subjective unity for, and from, us, as form-
ing the partial objects of some totalising act
of our cognition.—To this head are to be re-
duced Hume's " Contiguity in time or place,"
and his " Cause or Effect," in so far as the
latter does not fall under the category of
necessary suggestion.

2o—We may safely also refer to this head
the parts of a formal or comprehensive whole

;

the several qualities and the several relations
of the same subject, suggesting each other as
coadjacent.—For example: The Sagacity of
Socrates calls up his Justice, his Fortitude,
and so forth; and thinking him as Son, we
are prone to think him as Father, Husband,
Citizen, &c. Here the attributes and rela-
tions are mutually suggestive, in virtue of
their proximity, as parts of a system or sys-
tems, of which Socrates is the centre and
principle of union.

3°—The parts of a universal or extensive
whole may be likewise viewed as suggesting
each other, from their coadjacency. For,
though the conspecies of a genus are formed
by the combined principles of Similarity and
Contrast;—yet, once formed, they arrange
themselves in scientific thought, as the co-
ordinate parts of a common whole, and can
thus mutually suggest each other as coadja-
cents. Accordingly, Dog may suggest Wolf
as its coadjacent. But this, only in one
point of view; for, in another, it may do this
'as its similar, and in a third, again, as its con-
trary.

4°—The parts of an essential whole,—matter
and/ortn, subject and accident,—may suggest
each other, as coadjacents; although this
they may do also as contraries.

5°-—The different signs of the same signifi-
cate, and the different significates of the same
sign, are also reciprocally suggestive, as co-
adjacents ; for, in different respects they con-
stitute parts of a certain whole or commov
system of thought.

6°«—To this head, and on the same princi-
ple, also belong things, viewea not only as
different parts of the same whole, but as dif.

ferent wholes of the same part—viewed not only
as different effects of the same cause, bat as
different causes of the same effect—viewed not
only as different accidents of the same sub-
ject, but as different subjects of the same acci.

dent. TheBe are all reciprocally suggestive,
in as much as they are cogitable as parts of
the same total thought.

7°«—The mutual suggestion of conjugates—
the abstract and concrete—in to be referred also
to coadjacency.

8°—The whole suggests the parts, the parts
suggest the whole, as coadjacent ;—in truth,
they are only the same thought, viewed in
different relations.

9°—The sign and the thing signified are ma.
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effected.* For the movements [which,

and by which, we recollect,] are, in these

cases, sometimes the same, sometimes at

the same time, sometimes parts of the

tually suggestive, as coadjacent,—if the sig-

nification be not in virtue of a natural resem-

blance. In this case, it may be referred more
properly to the head of similarity

IQo.—Are the terms of a relation suggestive

of each other, as coadjacent ? It is manifest,

that all relatives being cogitable, only through

each other, and thus constituting only parts

of the same thought, fall naturally under the

class of coadjacents ; and it is also manifest,

that there are relatives which cannot, with

any propriety, be reduced to either of the

other two classes,—the similars or the con-

same whole ;f so that [having, from

one or other of these, obtained a com-
mencement,] the subsequent movement is

already more than half accomplished."J

* Were we to adopt the distribution and
combination of this and the preceding sen-

tence, as given by Themistius, for the true

reading, the antithesis and relative supre-

macy of the law of Redintegration would bo

more emphatically signalized. In the text

he quotes, d/a roZro commences, and yUirea

h avotftvriris concludes a sentence, of which
koX ffvviyyvf constitutes the middle.

f If it be held (as may plausibly be done,

and as I wa3 originally inclined to do, (p. 294,

b. n. f) that the first—concomitancy in time
—is only one of four co-ordinate laws; this

traries. Such are what have obtained the
' clause suffices, however, to shew, that Aris

name of relatives proper. Socrates, for ex
ample, suggesting his father Sophroniscus

or his wife Xantippe, and Tobias suggesting

his Dog, cannot, without violence, be said to

do so in virtue either of similarity or of con-

trast. But if such relatives are to be brought
exclusively under the class of coadjacents,

the question arises,—Why not simply reduce
all relatives, whether of similarity or of con-

trast, to coadjacents, likewise? Nor is it easy

to give a satisfactory answer to this question.

For if, on the one hand, we admit all relatives

to be coadjacents,—the special law of Coad-

jacency then absorbs the other two, and rises

to a level with the universal law of Redinte-

gration ; and on the other, if we do not, there

then only remains an arbitrary line of demar-
cation between the laws of Similarity and Con-

trast and the law of Coadjacency.

But if, considered in itself, Aristotle's re-

duction be not above criticism; compared
with that of others—with Hume's, for in

stance, which is at once redundant, defective,

and erroneous—it shews almost as perfect

See Reid, pp. 294, b., 386, ab. I may only

notice, that besides a host of the older psy-

chologists, who professed only to follow in

his steps ; sundry of our more recent philo-

sophers, though incognisant of his higher
law, have had the shrewdness to borrow
(but not the candour to confess the obliga-

tion) Aristotle's three special principles of

association. This, for instance, has been
done by Dr Gerard, under the names of Re-
semblance, Contrariety, and Vicinity; and that

this distribution, in contrast to Hume's, is

alone exhaustive and complete, he has shewn
with considerable ingenuity. Nor, in his

case, can there be any presumption of origi-

nality on the ground of ignorance ; for in the
same work, but in reference to other matters,

he quotes among the other Aristotelic treatises

that on Memory.—("Essay on Genius," pp.
109, 267.) Of the later British philosophers,

indeed, there is hardly to be found another,
who has studied the works of Aristotle more
attentively and to better effect.

Themistius, as synonymes for the coadja

eent, uses the terms tk lyyvs, t« ££>?», to.

totle was perfectly aware of the higher prin-

ciple : for he here states that Concomitant,
Similar, Contrary, Coadjacent modifications

suggest each other, because, wholly or partially,

they had already coexisted in the mind.

X On the general doctrine in this §, I must
here make two observations—one cautionary,

the other supplementary

:

—
The first is, that Aristotle is not to be un-

derstood as meaning, that things thought as

Coexistent, Similar, Contrary, Coadjacent,

are habitually suggestive of each other ; for,

in this case, being thought as the terms of a

relation, they have, eo ipso, already been
thought together, and thus fall under the

category of necessary consecution; but, that

things which may stand to each other in such
relations, and having, once at least, been
thought together as so standing, if afterwards

introduced into the mind, as absolute and
sole, do, in virtue of custom, tend again to

fall back into relation, and consequently to

reproduce the objects with which they had
been formerly correlative. For example : If

we think Socrates as son or as husband, we
cannot but think of a parent or a wife, say

Sophroniscus or Xantippe. But while we can

think Socrates, without thinking him in any
domestic relation, the thought of Socrates is

not necessarily suggestive of parent or wife,

of Sophroniscus or Xantippe; though, in pro-

portion as we have been used to think the

philosopher under the filial or marital rela

tions, will the thought of Socrates tend more
habitually to run into one or other of these

channels, and thus to suggest the thought of

the correlatives. The preceding explication

applies to the statements made, on this head,

by other philosophers as well as by Aristotle.

The second observation is, that thoughts

associated and mutually suggestive do not

suggest each other with equal certainty and

force. The rule is this :

—

Of two thoughts, the

one is suggested by the other, in proportion—1°.

to its comparative importance, the thoughts being

considered in themselves; and, 2°> to its compa-

parative interest (be it from love or loathing) the

thoughts being considered in relation to us. Thus,

the Foot suggests the Head more promptly
than the Head suggests the Foot; and t.ic
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TllEMISTlUS
Quotes Aristotle from " When"—to—

" whole ;" and the following (see n. *,

p. 000 b ) he reads thus remarkably co-

arranged :
—" ' other [time.] Through

this process, and from its Similar or
Contrary or Coadjacent, Reminiscence
is effected.' "—He then proceeds :—" For
example, I see a painted lyre, and moved
by this, as the prior and leading image,
I have the reminiscence of a r>.al lyre ;

this suggests* the musician; and the
musician, the song I heard him play.

Frequently, however, this result is deter-
mined ' by some other ' thing. For should
it have happened, that, in connection with
the original impression of the song, there
was impressed the image, say, of a cer-
tain Column, the view or representation
of the column will suggest the recollec-

tion of the Son?.
" From the similar and the contrary :

—[In the former case,] as when from the
portrait of Socrates, I become reminiscent
of Socrates himself; [in the latter,] as

when the black suggests the white, the
hot suggests the cold. From the co-
adjacent :—As when the one clause

—

* Ye would count, I think, no cost, O men
of Athens,'' calls up the other:— ' were it

shewn, that the measures now before you
are, indeed, for the welfare of the state.' f

" Now, the beginning [according to the
proverb,] is the better part of the whole;
and this once discovered, what follows

thereon is, comparatively, a small matter.
Hence, [in the case of reminiscence,] hav-
ing obtained a principle or originating

movement, the other movements follow in

a concatenated train.

" We ought not, however, to marvel,
should it happen that, though a beginning
be found, and the first part of the series
set in motion, the movement is not pro-
pagated farther. For when an impres-
sion is completely vanished, it has, of
course, no longer any consecution."

§ 5. Having stated what were the laws
of habitual consecution, in reference to
those reminiscences, accomplished, inten-
tionally, or through an act of will ; Aris-
totle proceeds, in the second place, to
shew, that the same laws equally govern
the other class of Reminiscences—those
which arise spontaneously, or without any
intentional effort, any conscious volition.

And, in subordination hereto, he elimin-
ates, as superfluous, the question, as to the
mode in which, when seeking to recall one
thing, others, wholly foreign to our quest,
obtrude themselves on our remembrance

;

—this being manifestly only a particular
case of spontaneous suggestion, and one
exclusively governed by the general
rules.

It is, in consequence of his very mani-
fest meaning having been here, not mere-
ly misunderstood, but actually reversed,
by his interpreters, that Aristotle's doc-
trine did not exert its merited influence

;

and that he himself has not, as yet, been
universally acknowledged, at once, the
founder and finisher of the theory of As-
sociation.—Text illustrated.

Aristotle.
" In this manner [reminiscence is

brought to bear] when we [intentionally]
seek out a remembrance. J But also,

sight of Tobias's Dog calls up the image of

Tobias in the mind of his mother, with a far

greater vehemence, than does the sight of
Tobias call up in her mind the image of the
Dog. This, I should notice, did not escape
'the observation of Vives

:

—" Illud usu evenit,

ut ex re minore veniat nobis de majore in

mentem saipius, non e contrario." (§ 9.)

• Let it not be supposed, that the terms
suggest and suggestion (which in translating

from an ancient, I thus venture to employ)
ire, in their psychological relation, of recent,

>r even modern, application; for so applied

ihey are old—the oldest we possess.—In this

relative signification, Suggero, the verb, as-

cends to Cicero ; and suggeslio, the noun, is a
household expression of Tortullian and 8t
Augustine. Among the earlier modern phi-

losophers, and in this precise application,

they were, of course, familiar words;— as is

•hewn, among five hundred others, by the

writings of Herniolaus Barbaras, the elder

Scaliger, Melanchthon, Simonius, Campanella
—to say nothing of the Schoolmen, «fcc. They
were no strangers to Ilobbes and Locke;
and so far is Berkeley from having first em-
ployed them in this relation, as Mr Stewart
seems to suppose, Berkeley only did not dis.
continue what he found established and in
common ase.—I may notice, that Association,
under the name of Suggestion, was styled in the
theology of the schools, " The Logic of Luci-
fer " or " The Devil's Dialectic," (Luciferi
Logica, Diaboli Dialectica.) Why ?—is mani.
fest.

f Opening of first (or third) Olynthiac.

t Znrovffi piv evv, o'jtu. Themistius,
though leading the subsequent expositors
astray in the following sentence, is here ex-
clusively correct. They all view £ur#Eri

as the verb, and connect with it *vra> : he,
again, regards the former as the participle,
;umI connects the latter with yntrat a

aviivrxrti, understood
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when we do not so seek, it is still, in this

same manner, that we are [unintention-

ally] reminiscent,* so often as this par-

ticular movement follows upon that par-

ticular antecedent. But it is the usual

case, [though there are exceptions in the

spontaneous as in the intentional reminis-

cence, from special causes to be imme-

diately noticed,] that the particular

movement does ensue, when the relative

movements, of the nature we have speci-

fied, actually precede. -

}

- [The laws stated,

are therefore universal, applying both to

the voluntary, and to the spontaneous,

current of thought.]
" Nor is there any necessity to consider

Teti
:—thus I punctuate. Themistius, and all

the other expositors, connecting {rtrovvra V
evruf, make Aristotle say—*' But also when
we do not so seek (i.e. from the concomitant,

the similar, &c.) still are we reminiscent,"

there being further understood— "though
from none of these causes of suggestion."

—

But—1°- Looking to the consecution of the

immediate words, this interpretation is con-

strained ; for had Aristotle intended so to

speak, he would have naturally said, xal ph
etrus fyrovvTif.—2°« It renders the remain

der of the clause, " so often," &c, an idle su-

perfluity ; and is altogether inconsistent with

the whole sequel of the paragraph.—3°- Look-
ing to the general meaning which it affords,

such is odious and strictissimi juris. For it

makes Aristotle, without reason, nay, in oppo-

sition to the whole analogy of the context,

not only limit, but frustrate his reduction of

the phenomena of reminiscence to necessary

and universal laws.

In looking again over the commentators,
to be assured that my sweeping statement in

regard to them is not inaccurate, I find that

Havenreuter ought perhaps to be excepted

—

who says,—" Itaque recordamur, si vel al-

terum ex altero inquirimus, vel si non inqui-

rimus ; attamen alterum post alterum movetur.'"

But this is ambiguous.

Before him, however, Vives seems to have
had a clear perception of the truth. He
says—" Reminiscentia hajc vel naturalis est,

cogitatione ultro ab aliis ad alia transeunte
;

seu jussa, quum animus in recordationem rei

alicujus conatur pervenire."

It has not been noticed, I think, that Hob
bcs varies in regard to the universality of the

law of connected consecution. In his " Hu-
man Nature," 1650, he divides the "series
succession, or consequence " of conceptions in

the mind, " into casual or incoherent, and into

orderly or coherent." In the latter case, the
antecedent thought is the cause of the conse
quent; in the former it is not. The casual

succession prevails in dreams; the orderly

in our waking hours. To this last exclusively,

he gives the name of Discursion, which he
divides and subdivides, in a confused manner.
See ch. iv. § 3; ch. v. § 1. In his Leviathan,
published in the subsequent year, when treat-

ing of the " Consequence or Train of Thoughts,
or the Mental Discourse," he says nothing of
any casual or incoherent succession, whether
awake or sleeping; on the contrary, he asserts
that " we have no transition from one imagi-
nation to another, whereof we have never

had the like before in our senses." This de-

termined sequence he divides into the un-

guided and the regulated. So also in the Ele-

menta Philosophise, 1655, (c. 25, § 8.) In

his earlier doctrine, Hobbes thus harmonises
with the erring expositors of Aristotle; in

his later, with Aristotle himself In the Le-

viathan, he says i

—

" This train of thoughts or mental dis-

course, is of two sorts. The first is unguided,

without design and inconstant; wherein there
is no passionate thought, to govern and direct

those that follow, to itself, as the end and
scope of some desire, or other passion : in

which case, the thoughts are said to wander
and seem impertinent one to another, as in a

dream. . . . And yet in this wild ranging of

the mind, a man may oft-times perceive the

way of it, and the dependence of one thought
upon another. For in a discourse of our pre-

sent civil war, what could seem more imper-

tinent, [see Aristotle, §8,] than to ask, as one

did, what was the value of a Roman penny ?

Yet the coherence to me was manifest enough.

For the thought of the war, introduced the

thought of the delivering up the king to his ene-

mies} the thought of that, brought in the

thought of the delivering up of Christ ; and that

again the thought of the thirty pence, which
was the price of that treason; and thence

easily followed that malicious question, and
all this in a moment of time; for thought is

quick. [See Aristotle, § 8.]
" The second is more constant; as being re-

gulated by some desire and design, &c."

—

(Lev. P. i. ch. 3.)

f It is to be noted, that Aristotle does not

here, as the commentators suppose, admit
the non universality of the law of determined
consecution, contending for it merely as the

ordinary rule. He admits the non universa-

lity of the consecution, only of that individual

consequent (hxtin xivntrts) upon this individual

antecedent (g«g* xivruris) ; as, for example, of

the thought of Tobias, on the sight or imagi-

nation of his Dog, which, though it usually,

does not always, take place. As' Aristotle

afterwards explains, (§ 9,) the same thought,

having more than a single association, may
atone time suggest one consequent, at another

time, another; and howbeit the thoughts, in

themselves most strongly associated, will, in

general, call up each other, still, in particu-

lar circumstances, an association weaker in

itself may obtain, for the moment, a higher

relative intensity, and consequently prevail

over another, absolutely considered, more
powerful. But still there is always sugges-

tion,—suggestion according to law.
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things remote* [and irrelevant,]- how
these rise into memory; but only the
matters coacljaeent [and pertinent to our
inquiry]. For it is manifest that the
mode is still the same,—that, to wit, of
consecution, f—[in which a thing recurs

to us, when] neither pre - intentionally

seeking it, nor voluntarily reminiscent.

For [here too], by custom, the several

movements are concomitant of one another
—this determinately following upon that.\

Themistius.
" ' In this manner, wlien we [intentional-

ly~\ saek out aremembrance,' is reminiscence

effected from the sources enumerated,

—

the similar, the opposite, or the continu-

ous (r«v i£ns). But when a reminis-

cence takes place without our thus inten-

tionally seeking to remember aught, it is

determined by none of these. For if re-

membering a song, we haply become
reminiscent of Socrates ; in this case, the

reminiscence is caused neither by the

similar, nor the opposite, nor the adjacent,

(tJSv lyyvt.) But this is rare. For in

most cases, the reminiscence follows as

the sequel of certain antecedent move-
ments. §

" ' Nor is there any necessity' for those
treating of Reminiscence, ' to consider
things remote'' [in space?] and old, [in

time,] ' how these rise into memory, but
only things adjacent,'

||
and which we have

recently observed or learned ; for, by
reason of their proximity, the latter are
more conducive to instruction than the

former. The mode of reminiscence, in

• T« iroppM.—By this the interpreters,

after Themistius, all suppose that Aristotle

means old thoughts in contrast to recent. This
error is a corollary of the misprision of Aris-

totle's general doctrine, in regard to the in-

voluntary train. And yet, the no-meaning
which their interpretation, here again, af-

fords, might have rendered them suspicious
nf its validity; whereas, independently of its

own evidence, the light which the interpre-

tation I propose, receives from, and reflects

back on, that general doctrine, is a satisfac-

tory confirmation of the truth of both. Veri-

tas, index sui et falsi.

f I read v^oTof, <rZ; (Xiyeo Se to l<p£^Sf)

'u &c ; both as that which affords the best

dense, and that towards which the MSS. and
?<litions, taken together, all gravitate. Most of
the editions, as those of Morell, Sylburgius,
Simonius, Casaubon, Pacius, Duval, give a

second irS>s after Vi. Bekker (apparently
with half his MSS.) omits it altogether. Again,
if Xsyu be read with Themistius and Michael,

half the MSS., the Erasmian and Camotio-
A Mine editions, and the versions in goneral,

both, is one and the same. For as, la

matters proximate and recent, starting

on our search from some internal prin-

ciple or point of departure, we evolve
and are reminiscent of a certain subse-
quent train of thought

;
[so also in mat-

ters distant in time or space]. * For, (as

observed,) by custom the several move-
ments are toncomitant of one another—thw
determinately following upon that.' But
the same takes place, when we call into

reminiscence those cognitions which we
had long previously acquired,"f

§ 6. Aristotle now returns from the in-

voluntary Reminiscence, on which he has
only touched incidentally, in consequence
of its relation to the voluntary Reminis-
cence,—the professed and special object

of this treatise. The transition here has
also been mistaken. Here, along with
the result, he enounces two corollaries of
the theory previously established; both
having reference to the perfection of Re-
miniscences, as determined by the relation

of the subjective to the objective.

The first,—that Reminiscence is per-

fect, in proportion as the principle and
consecution of the reminiscent thoughts
run parallel with the principle and evolu-

tion of the existences to be remembered.
The second,—that Reminiscence is per-

fect, in proportion as the objects to bo
recollected exhibit a definite arrange-
ment.

Aristotle.
* When, therefore, we are desirous to

accomplish an act of Reminiscence we

a tolerable sense is obtained, to this extent

.

" For it is manifest, that the mode is here
the same as that in which a man repeats
some rote, without forethought or active
reminiscence."

t It is to be observed that this latter para-
graph, likewise, exhibits a sense incompatible
with the interpretation, given by the com-
mentators of Aristotle's doctrine. Themistius
it will be seen, in reference to the last sen.
tence, (to say nothing of his other misrepre.
sentations,) exactly reverses Aristotle's appli-
cation.

§ Themistius, (followed by Micbael, Leom-
cus, and the commentators in a body,) thus
makes Aristotle admit the non-universality of the

law of connected consecution. So Hobbes, in his

earlier work :—See note *, p. 902, a.

|
" Adjacent," lyyvt ', ffvviyyus, co-adjacent

y

is the reading of Michael and of all the MSS.
and editions.

% Themistius, in these two latter sentences,
just inverts Aristotle's statement: applying
proximately to the one, what the philosopher
applies proximately to the other.
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will do this,—endeavour to find that prin-

ciple or initiatory movement, in the train

whereof the one of which we are in quest

will turn up.

" The Reminiscences most prompt and
perfect are therefore those which are

evolved from principles, which are as their

objects;* for the same dependency of

prior and posterior, that obtains among
objects, obtains among the relative mental

movements.
" Such things, also, as display an orderly

arrangement are well and easily remem-
bered.—Mathematics, for example ; while

others [confusedly disposed] are imper-

fectly [retained] and with difficulty [re-

collected.]"!

§ 7. Distinction of Reminiscence and
ReUarning.

Aristotle.
" And Reminiscence is hereby distin-

guished from learning anew ; that, as

reminiscent, the mind exerts, in some sort,

a power of self-determined motion, in

relation to a certain pre-originated train;

• The term A^n, principle, has here an

emphatic and special meaning. All reminis-
cences, according to Aristotle, proceed from
A beginning or principle of movement, that
is, from a certain mode of mind, which origi-

nates the evolution of a certain subsequent se-

ries ofdependent modes ; the dependence how-
ever, being, perhaps, only determined by some
personal or subjective association. But here,
Aristotle, as the following sentence manifests,
intends not a merely subjective principle,

but a principle, which, though subjective,

has an objective correlation and validity.

But he could hardly employ the word in this

restricted meaning, without, at least, some
premonition. Perhaps the word •rgwy/ueircov

originally stood after ug%*s ; or rather oc.vot.fjt.-

vhtrus was followed by the words oos t« <rpay-

ftxret—words, which, from their proximate
repetition, were very likely to be omitted in

tianscription.

f Aquinas (Lectio v. ad locum)—" Sic ergo
»d bene memorandum vel reminiscendum, ex
praemissis, quatuor documenta utilia addis-
cere possumus. Quorum primum est, ut
studeat quae vult retinere in aliquem ordi-

nemdeducere: secundo, ut profundeetintente
eis mentein apponat : tertio, ut frequenter me-
iitetur secundum ordinem: quarto, ut incipiat
reminisci a principio."

X Mspvver&xi.— Themistius and Michael
seem to have read ava.fttft

i
vr>trx.z<rBoc.i, in the

seme of which, at least, the other must here
be taken.

§ bvvapu;—Thus Bekker after half his

MSS. The common reading is Suva^/v, which
Themistius and Michael exhibit, but explain
In conformity to the other

whereas, when it has not this power, but

receives its direction from without, it is

no longer said to remember."
§ 8. Question mooted and solved :—

Why essaying we do not (though abso

lutely competent) always accomplish a

Reminiscence ? One corollary ; two inci-

dents. Text restored.

Aristotle.
" It however often happens that the

mind attempts, and is foiled in, a Re-
miniscence. But it has the power of

seeking ; and seeking it at last finds.

This it does when, essaying many various

movements, it at length excites the move-
ment of which the matter sought is a
sequel. For to recollect + is to have
potentially § the moving faculty [or

inceptive motion] within ; and moreover,
as already said, to be self-moved, and to

movements which itself contains. But [in

this casting about] it is necessary always
to start from some primary movement

—

some principle or other.
||
Hence we some-

times become reminiscent from principles,

)|

il Necesse est (says Javellus) reminiscen-
tem incipere ab aliquo principio, quod me-
moria tenetur, et ab illo procedere ad aliquo<1

memorandum, et ab illo ad aliud, donee de.

veniamus ad principale quod desideramus ad
memoriam reduci. Quod quidem principiuin

aliquando est res memoria retenta, aliquando

tempus, aliquando locus. . . • Exemplum
temporis

:

—Volo reminisci, quo die, constitutus

in itinere, fui Bononice, et incipio sic ;—heri

fui Parmae, nudiustertius Mutinae, et illic

per diem quievi, deinde itineratus sum, et non
pernoctavi extra Bononiam ; ergo, quarto, die

jam elapsa, fui Bononiae. Exemplum loci

:

—
Volo reminisci, constitutus in itinere, quo loco

perdidi pecuniam. et incipio sic ;—in tali loco

habebam pecuniam, quoniam solvi ccenam in

hospitio, et in tali habebam, quoniam solvi

equitaturam, et in tali habebam quoniam emi
panes, in tali autem loco non habebam, quoniam
non potui solvere in hospitio ; ergo, in tanta

distantia cecidit bursa, et tunc, facta reminis-

centia, incipio queerere deperditam pecu-
niam." (Epit. Parv. Nat. tr. ii. c. 3.)

From this Hobbes seems to have taken the
hint in the following passages ; which, at any
rate afford a good amplification of Aristotle's

meaning.
u There is yet another kind of Discursion

beginning with the appetite to recover some,
thing lost, proceeding from the Present back-

ward, from the thought of the Place where
we miss at, to the thought of the place from
whence we came last ; and from the thought
of that, to the thought of a place before, till

we have in our mind some place, wherein we
had the thing we miss : and this is called

Reminiscence." (Hum. Nat. ch. 4.)
" Sometimes a man seeks what he ha'hloU
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which [in relation to the result] appear
impertinent and absurd.* The reason of

this is the rapidity with which the mind
passes from thought to thought ; as from
milk to white, from white to the [clear]

atmosphere, from that to wet weath<r,

which finally suggests autumn ;— this

season being what we are supposed seek-

ing to remember, [but which, at first

sight, would seem to have no conceivable

connection with the principle from which
it has been evolved.]

" But it would seem in general, that

the exordial movement or principle, is

also the central movement of a series.

For if not before, we shall, on this being

suggested, either find in itself the object

to be recollected, or obtain from it ex-

clusively the media of recollection. For
example, let the letters

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
represent a series of thoughts. If, then,

[on the suggestion of] D E, we do not

find what we would remember, we shall

find it on [traversing] E - - - - H ; for

from the centre, we may be moved
either backwards by D, or forwards by E.

and from that Place and Time, wherein he
misses it, his mind runs back, from place to

place, and time to time, to find where, and
when he had it ; that is to say, to find some

j

limited time and place, In which to begin a

method of seeking. Again, from thence his

thoughts run over the same places and times

to find what action, or other occasion might
make him lose it. This we call Remembrance,

or calling to mind; the Latins call it Reminis-

centia, as it were a Re-conning of our former

actions. Sometimes a man knows a Place

determinate, within the compass whereof he

is to seek; and then his thoughts run over

all the parts thereof, in the same manner as

one would sweep a room to find a jewel ; or

as a spaniel ranges the field till he find a

scent; or as a man should run over the alpha-

bet to start a rhyme." (Lev. P. i. ch. 3.)

An excellent illustration of Aristotle's doc

trine, in another view, is to be found in

Plautus, Trinummus, Act iv. scene ii., v.

05—78.
* The reading, hitherto received, is uto

totuv, " from places ;" and the commentators

have been more anxious to enumerate all the

meanings which this expression could possi-

bly bear, than to shew how any one of these

could possibly be tolerated in the present

passage. In this relation all are indeed

absurd; and the expositors needed only to

pronounce Aristotle's righteous Judgment on

their attempts

—

ktoto. !—and they had re-

covered Aristotle's veritable words (««•'

mri*tjv.) This emendation, I make no scruple

of proposing, as absolutely certain. For, by

the mere change of an * into an «— and be it

But, if we are seeking none of those [in

the forward series, in the backward,] com-
ing on C, [C being suggested as a centre ?]

we shall accomplish our recollection in

it ; or, if seeking B or D, [through it,] in

them. But if none of these be what we
seek, this we shall find at all events o-:

[reaching] A. And thus is it always." f

Themistius.
_ - . " ' To be reminiscent is to have

the moving faculty within.' By faculty, I

understand the inexistent principle ; for

this excites the discursive faculty to an
analysis [read resumption J] of the rest.

- - - " Therefore * it is necessary

always to skirt from some primary move-
ment—some principle or other ; on which
account, we appear most rapidly ' some-
times to be reminiscent from places? §
' Places y'—meaning either [1°] the prin-

ciples or primary movements which, we
said, behoved to be inexistent in the soul;

||

or [2°] such heads, as Conjugates, Simi-
lars, Opposites, treated of in Dialectic

[and Rhetoric] ; or [3°] external locali-

ties, and the positions therein, f

remembered, that words were anciently

written continuously—the whole passage,
previously unintelligible and disjointed, be-
comes pregnant with sense, every part of it

supporting and illustrating every other. No
better elucidation of the truth and necessity
of this correction can be given, than the pas-
sage, (in n. *, p. 902, b.) from Hobbes,who in

this whole doctrine is an alter ego of Aristotle.

f In the preceding paragraph, Aristotle's

meaning in general,—in so far at least as it can
interest us at present, is sufficiently apparent.
But it is probable that something has been
lost in the details of his illustration. In the
readings also, more especially of the symbols,
the Greek expositors, the manuscripts and
the editions, are all at variance. The text I

have chosen affords, I think, as good a mean-
ing as can be purchased at as cheap a rate

;

but to assign the reasons of preference

—

non
tanti. Those curious to see in how many
phases the notion of Aristotle can be viewed,
may consult the various hypotheses of The-
mistius, Faber, Amerbach, Crippa, Simonius,
Havenreuter, Ac.

Jin Themistius, we now have avakunt;
and that this is an old reading, is shown by
Michael, who gives it also. Can there be a

doubt that iveiXti^iv is the true lection?

§ Themistius not only mistakes the purport
but reverses the order of Aristotle's thought.

| Novs, Intellect, is called in the Aristotelio

philosophy the Place of Principles. Aristotle,

however, never styles principles, intellec-

tions, native or a priori cognitions, Ac, bj

the name of places.

«[ To these fftrw alternative possibilities
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" ' But it would seem, in general, that

the exordial movement, or principle, is also

the cenral movement of a series;' and
the discovery of this is of capital im-

portance, leading us, as it does, to the

apprehension of what we seek. To illus-

trate this process, let us typify it by let-

ters, corresponding in number, and pro-

portional to the thoughts set in movement
towards the retrievement of a lurking

remembrance.
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H.

Now as E is here the central thought,

(?) if, in finding it, we do not recover

what we seek, we shall certainly do so

when we arrive at H. For, the centre

once gained, we may, from thence, move
either backwards or forwards in the series.

Nor is there any thing to prevent a sug-

gestion of the thoughts per saltum, or in

any perverse order;—to think, for in-

stance, H immediately after E, and, after

H, to think, first F, and then G.—-If, then,

the thought we seek lie in the progressive

series, we shall consequently, as already

said, find it [at furthest] on reaching H.
If, on the contrary, it lie in the regres-

sive series, it will be found [certainly]

on attaining A. The thoughts denoted
by the symbols, we shall say, are

—

Athens [A]

—

the Lycian Suburb* [B]

—

the House of Plato [C]

—

the time of
New Moon [D]

—

the Banquet [E]

—

Socrates [F]

—

the being struck by So-
crates [G]

—

the Lyre [H]."

Michael Ephesius
Thus continues :

—" Nothing prevents us,

on recollecting the Banquet, to recollect,

first, the Lyre and men the being struck*

consequently, that it was by Socrates;
although, in the order supposed, the

recollection of Socrates follows imme-
diately on that of the Banquet, then the

being struck, and, last of all, the Lyre.
For we may suppose, that the person was
struck with the lyre and not with a stick.

In saying, that ' the exordial seems also

the central movement,' he assigns the rea-

son,—* because from the centre we may be

moved either forwards or backwards ;
'

for E is the road to the series subsequent
—F, G, H, and to the series preceding

—

D, C, B, A. And it is competent for us,

at will, as from H, to call up either G or

F, so, from A, to call up any one of the

series consequent upon it. If E, however,
be not the centre, but C ; in the sugges-
tion of C we shall terminate our reminis-

cence ; or, if C be not our end, we shall

find it in A, in like manner, as E, not
contenting us itself, did so by helping us

on to H."
§ 9. Question mooted and solved :

—

Why the same principle does not always
effectuate the same result?—Collateral

observations.—Text restored.

Aristotle.
" The reason why, though departing

from the same principle or inceptive

movement, the same thing is sometimes
recalled to mind, and sometimes not, is to

be found in the circumstance, that the

same principle, [having more than a single

connection,] can determine a resuscitating

movement upon one or other of euplural-

ity.f If for example, [F and D be both

dependent upon C,] from C the resusei-

Simonius, followed by Pacius. adds, and pre-

'

fers a,fourth ; the places, to wit, so called, em-
ployed in the Art of Memory—Mnemonic.

• Avxiev. If we suppose this an error for

At/xsTov, Lyceum, Themistius is guilty of an
anachronism, (see Plutarch, Op. Mor. Xyl. p.
790;) and, at any rate, the Lyceum was not
the place where Plato's house either would or
could be. I therefore suppose, that by this is

meant the extra mural quarter designated
from the temple of Apollo Lycius. (See Pau-
sanias.) And does this give us the true lo-
cality of Plato's residence?

f The fact,— that the same one thought
may, and commonly has, many connections,
and consequently may suggest, and be sug-
gested by, many different movements, (N 1,

p. 900, b ;) shows, that the old and familiar
simile of a Chain is inadequate to the pheeno-.
menon. (See N. *, p. 894, a.) For it implies—
l°- Coexistence, to the exclusion of succes-
sion in consciousness

;
2"- equal and reci] lo-

cal suggestion. But these vices are common
;

the chain has others peculiar to itself. For,
3°- it would lead us to suppose, that the mind
could run only backwards and forwards, on
one simple series; each consequent thought
having, like the link of a simple chain, only a

single determinate connection, before and
after ; whereas, the concatenations with every
ring of the mental series, are indefinitely nu-
merous. In this respect, instead of a mere
cbain, the simile of a hauberk, or chain web,
would be better; and better still, a sphere oj

chainwork. But one defect there is in all of
these similitudes :—any ring being moved,
moves, and that equally, all the rings attached
to it; which is not the case in the momenta
of the mental dependency.

Association of Ideas is an expression the in.

troduction of which is universally attributed
to Locke; but erroneously. For some twenty
years previous to the publication of the Es-
-ay, another philosophical physician, M La
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tating movement may tend, either upon ! then, not be through a natural n cetsity,*

F or upon D. Should the movement,
|

[in which ca6e, as there is no alternative,

Chambre, in his M Systeme de l'Ame," (L. iv.

c. 2, art. 9,) speaks of " the Union and Con-

nection of Images (V Union et la Liaison des

Images,) as an integrant action in our know-
ledge by Imagination and Understanding,''

&c. With the writings of this author, which
were, in that age, not undeservedly, popular,

Locke could hardly fail to be acquainted;

though we cannot presume that he was aware
of "the mutually consecutive movements" of

Aristotle. But of these three forms, the first

and second are, in both their parts, objec-

tionable.

Like the Chain

—

Association, Union, Con-

nection— is faulty.— 1°- It implies coexist-

ence; a connection between coexistences ac-

tually known.—2°- It implies a bilateral—an

equal correlation. If B is associated with A,

A is no less associated with B. But in the

mental train, it is rare that any two thoughts

call each other up with equal force; and this

inequality may vary, from perfect equilibrium,

to a maximum in the one co suggestive, and
a minimum in the other. Thus A suggests B,

far more strongly than B suggests A ; thus

the Dog suggests Tobit, far more strongly

than Tobit suggests the Dog. (See n. f, p.

900, b. a.) For the same reasons tho simile

of Attraction, by Themistius ('§ 9,) anu Hume
(n. *, p. 894, a.) is at fault. Major's homely
illustration (ibid.,) by a cobbler's bristle and
thread, is better, as more unilateral; where-
as, that of Hobbes (ibid.,) by the following of
water through the guidance of the finger, is, on
all accounts, as bad as can be. In the third,

on the contrary, Mutual Consequence, («*oX-

ov6lx aXkhXccts,) states the phenomenon more
accurately than any of the others,—though
not yet accurately enough.
The expressions, Association, Union, Con-

nection, of Ideas or Images, are fas already no-

ticed of Hobbes' language, p. £93, b. note,

and p. 898, b. note,) objectionable, inasmuch
as these terms are apt (even though not in-

tended by their authors) to limit the depen-
dency to modes of Cognition, to the exclusion
of those of Appetency and of Feeling. It

has, indeed, been held, even by some recent
and acute philosophers, that the secondary or
suggested movement is always a cognition

—

an Idea. That a representative cognition is

here necessary, is indubitable. But that sug-
gestion is only of cognitions, must be denied;
for how, under this limitation, can the nume-
rous phaenomena be saved, like what Van
Swieten comemorates of himself ? He never
passed, he says, a place, where he had once
seen and smelt the putrid carcass of a dog,
without a recurrence of sickness. See also

Vivos in note p. 893, b. On the other hand,
Aristotle's word Movement, (n. *, p. 892, b,)

as comprehending cognitions, feelings, and ap-

petencies, is praiseworthy.

The term Subnotion, {Subnotio,) as expressive
of the present phamomenon, is good ; but would
require 'what cannot here be given) expla-
nation, aloi>g with a statement of the remark

able but neglected doctrine of the ingenious
philosopher, and more illustrious poet, by
whom it was propounded.

The words of Aristotle, and the Greek
Aristotelians

—

Movement, Train, Series, Cham,
Concatenation, Mutual Consecution, Subsequence,

Dependence, Determined Sequence, Resumption,
Subsumption, Seeking, Hunting, Discursion,

Principle, Precursive Series, Beginning, Incep.

tive, Prior, Leading Movements, <bc, and their

correlatives—words which mediately, but ge-

nerally have been adopted by modern philo-

sophers, are the oldest, and in so far as they

denote nothing but the simple fact, are, to say

the least of them, not exposed to objection.

(N. •, p. 897.)

Upon the whole, as among the earliest,

so I think, perhaps the best terms for the

process of reproduction are tp be found in

Suggest, Suggestion, Suggestive, Co- suggestive,

with their conjugates. These were terms,
in this relation familiar to the Fathers and
the Schoolmen,—to say nothing of modern
psychologists. The metaphor implied is not

inappropriate; but, in English at least, the

tropical have long subsided into proper
terms. (N. •, p. 901, a.)

The other scholastic, and almost equivalent,

expressions (which Locke and others also

employ,)

—

Excite, Excitation) <fcc, are likewise

laudable. (P. 889, a.)

• Mij £/& vecXuiou. Thus, all the manuscripts,

editions,translators, commentators ;—with the

exception of Themistius and two MSS. which
with him omit the negative—and (strange to

say!)without either injuring or improving the

sense.—In regard to the import of vrccXutov,

opinions are also divided. Some, as Themis-
tius and Michael, explain it by " old and worn
out "

—

effete. Lconicus, the echo of the Greek
expositors, seems, in copying the latter of

these, to have read rixos <rwht)nt, instead of

tuV«; iurvvhdns, or t0 nave so found it in his

MS. ; for, be it observed, neither Greek com-
mentary was then printed. Leonicus, accord-
ingly, interprets it "old and worn in"—inve-

terate; in which he is followed by Simonius,
Crippa, and others. Nor is this latter expo-
sition, though founded on a blunder, a whit
inferior to the former; the two opposites,

here again, affording each just the same mi-
nimum of sense—maximum of non-sense.

The expositors and translators, indeed, seem,
in general sensible of this; and prudently
pass by the difficulty altogether. It is, how-
ever, easily solved. Mb J/« ira.\u.io\> is mani-

festly a false reading; and I think it equally

manifest, that the true is found in (jt.n di ctvay-

Kaiov. This, exactly, and exclusively, supplies

the meaning which the context impetrates

—

and for which the previous discussion had
prepared us, (§ 2;) while it is obtained at tho
expense of only an interchange of two and
three easily commutablc letters. This con-

jectural lection I have accordingly adopted i»

the translation, as indubitable.
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there is no question,] it will be turned,

among different objects, on that which

has to it the strongest habitual affinity.

For Habit obtains in a certain sort the

force of Nature. Hence, those things on

which we frequently think, we easily re-

member. For, as in nature, this conse-

quent follows [pronely] that antecedent,

so also in the operations or energy of

mind.* But an iteration of the same, at

length generates a nature. As some
things, however, occur, even in the works
of nature [proper,] beside [the course of]

nature, from the intervention of acci-

dental causes, [as in the case of mon-
sters] ; this will happen still more fre-

quently in the formations of habit, in which
[the acquired] nature is not of a deter-

mination equally intense. Thus it is, that

the mind may be sometimes moved at

once in one direction and anotner ; and
this especially when something f [like]

shall turn it aside from the course on
which it was proceeding. This, [for in-

stance,] is the reason why, when we have
occasion to call up a name, we are apt to

call up another somewhat similar, and so

blunder in a sort, J with regard to that of

which we are in quest."

Themistius.
" If, for example, from pleura, [the

side, strictly, the membrane lining the

chest,] we be moved towards, both pleu-

ritis [inflammation of that membrane—
pleurisy,] and Pleuronia, [Pleuron, Pleu-

* For ineyiitt, Themistius seems to read
edii.—But on the common reading, does
Energy mean act of mind ? or, (as the inter-

preters in general suppose,) act of habit ? If

the latter be preferred, the meaning will be
this ;

—" For as in [the works of] nature this

consequent follows [pronely and invariably]

upon that antecedent, so in the operations of

habit." I decidedly prefer the former : both
as the one meaning which the context re-

quires; and because, while Aristotle could
hardly by energp simply mean to denote habit,

(which is a power, as opposed to energy,) it

was the natural expression whereby to denote
an act of mind—a cognition, thought, fac.

f For vrr>, which is otiose, I would read

rt, that is, " something [similar,] " which, at

any rate, must be understood.

1 " Quoniam Similitudo" (says Vives,) " ex
multis velut unum reddit, facilis est et usi-

tatus, non memoriae solum, sed cogitationis

quoque error, ut a simili transeat ad simile.

Pro Gregorio, sumimus Georgium, pro enthy.

memate, prollema, Pindarus pro Pandaro

;

Quas similitudo est in vkrbis, ex medio, prin-

cipio, tine : Turn in rebus, ex eo quod in

rone, the town] ;—should, then, pleuritia

be more familiar than Pleuronia, it will

attract^ towards itself the mind, in the

same manner as the more brilliant colours

draw upon themselves the sight. [§ 2.

Themistius.]
" But in the case, that one of the im-

pressions is old, the other new : the new
will prevail in moving its own reminis-

cence, by preference ; unless the old has

been deeply inscribed on the mind, as

part of a scientific acquirement, and be,

likewise, the more familiar. For thus, it

is, as it were, renovated, every time we
have occasion to turn our attention on it.

" But, ' as in Nature, this consequent

follows that antecedent

;

' (for, in the na-

tural reminiscence, the thought of heat

follows, necessarily, that of fire, and the

thought of light, that of the sun ; §) 'so

also in Habit.'** For, through the force

of Habit, there are things, which, on their

own reminiscence, forthwith cause the con-

comitant reminiscence of certain others.

But what we are frequently accustomed
to, becomes, as it were, a [second] nature.

And as, among the products of nature

itself, aberrations may occur from the

rule of nature ; this also is possible in the

operations of habit. It may, therefore,

easily happen, that starting correctly from
the prior and suggestive thought, we shall

fall out, in consequence of a deflective

movement, in passing to the subsequent
and suggested ; as when, [departing from
pleura,'] pleuritis attracts the movement

illis attentio considerat : ut Xenocrates, pro
Aristotele, in philosophia et disciplina Plato-
nis; Scipionem pro Q- Fabio in bellis Punicis;
Irum pro Codro, in paupertate ; Demosthetiem
pro Cicerone, in eloquentiaj Narcissum pro
Adonide in pulchritudine ; allium pro cepis,

in odore. Eodem modo, de loco, tempore, de
actionibus aut qualitatibus, quorum exempla
patent latissime —Hoc vitium vel in prima
attentione nascitur, quod intelligentia non satis

animadvertit qua? offeruntur, ut integra ea
distinctaque posset memorise commendare;
vel in ipsa memoria, quae parum sincera fide

custodiit; vel in secunda attentione, quum
perperam ea quae integra erant in memoria
reposita depromit. Perturbatur item cor^

sideratio vel secunda attentio, quum jussae

aliquid quaerere, aut depromere objicitur ex-
trinsecus, diversum quid vel alienum. Sa-
lutavit me heri in foro Petrus Toletanus,

nee satis animadverti, nee satis memini. Si

quis ex me quacrat,— Quis te in foro hen
salutavit ? si nihil addat facilius respondere
quam si dicat.

—

Joannes Manricusne an Lodo<
vicus Abylensis ? " (L. 1.)

t See Hume; (n.*, p. 894, a.)

§ See n. § ; p 894. ** See n. *, p. 908.
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from Pleuronia to itself. ' For this rea-

son, when we have occasion to call up a
name, we are apt to call up another some-
what similar, and so blunder in a sort,

with regard to that of which we are in

quest* Wishing, for example, to recollect

Leophanes, we recollect Leosthenes, and
[substituting this,] thus blunder in rela-

tion to Leophanes.""

§10. After other observations, which
it is not necessary to adduce, Aristotle

goes on to show, that Reminiscence—re-

miniscence intentional or proper,—is to a
certain extent, a rational— discursive

procedure.

Aristotle.
- - - - " That, in the same indi-

.

vidual, the power of Memory and the
power of Reminiscence stand in no mutual
proportion, has been already stated.

—

And, independently of the difference of

their manifestation, in the order of time ;*

Reminiscence is distinguished from Me-
mory in this,—that of memory, many of

the other animals are participant, whereas,
it may be safely affirmed, that, of the

* Reminiscence, chronologically considered.

Is both prior and posterior to Memory (in Aris-

totle's meaning of this term.) For reminis-

cence starts from a Memory, which affords it

a principle or point of departure ; and it

results in a Memory, as its end, this being a
memory of the matter sought.

f This Aristotle also states in his History

of Animals, (Book i. ch. 2.) The expositors

do not, I think, fully or correctly apprehend
Aristotle's view- Themistius, for example,
supposes that Reminiscence is a rational pro-

cedure, because, like syllogism, it connects a

lesser with a greater. But Memory, or simple

recollection, equally connects a lesser with a

greater; and this Aristotle accords to the

brutes, whilst he denies them intentional

reminiscence. At any rate, this subordination

is, in reminiscence, one merely accidental ; for

the same two thoughts, in alternately sug-

gesting each other, are alternately to each
other as the greater and the less. Aristotle.

I presume, refers to the analogy subsisting

between the acts of Reminiscence and Rea-
soning, in both being processes to a certain

end; both being processes from the known
to the unknown ;—and in both evolving their

conclusion, under certain lawe, and from cer-

tain general sources;—Reminiscence, contin-

gently educing the thing to be recollected, in

conformity to the laws, and out of the com-
mon places, of Mnemonic, as universal princi-

ples or inceptive movements, by a process of

investigation, and subjective suggestion of the

connected by the connected;—Reasoning,

necessarily educing the thing to be proved,

in conformity to the laws, and out of the

animals known to us, man alone is en-
dowed with Reminiscence.-}- The reason
is, that Reminiscence is, as it were, a kind
of syllogism or mental discourse. For he
who is reminiscent, that he has formerly
seen or heard or otherwise perceived, any
thing, virtually performs an act of syl-

logism. Here also there is instituted, as

it were, a question and inquiry. But
inquiry is competent, only as deliberation
is competent; while deliberation, in like

manner, is a sort of syllogism."

TnEMlSTIUS.----"' Of the animals known
to us, man alone is endowed with Reminis-
cence ,•

' because to whom reminiscence is

competent, to the same syllogism is com-
petent. For as, in the act of syllogising,

this [minor] proposition is connected with
that [major] ; so in the act of reminiscence
we connect lesser [movements] with
greater. But the power of syllogising
implies the power of inquiry, [for we only
syllogise as we inquire] ; and the power
of inquiry implies the power of delibera-
tion, [for we only inquire aswe deliberate.]

[The power of reminiscence, therefore,

common places of Logic, as universal princi-
ples or major propositions, by a 'process of
investigation, and objective subsumption of

the contained under the containing.

Aristotle, though he assimilates, does not
identify rational or logical subsumption, with
voluntary, far less with spontaneous, sugges-
tion. At most he only shews that reminis-
cence, qua intentional, as it involves an appli-

cation of means to end, involves deliberation,
which again involves discursion.

This discursion of Reminiscence the Latin
commentators, in general, refer, not to the
inorganic Intellect, not to Aoyes, Atmyota,

or Ratio proper, but to that Analogon Ration!*

or Particular Reason, possessed, in some mea-
sure, by the brutes ; and which among other
Arabian Aristotelians, Averroes introduced,

as one of the internal senses, under the name
of Cogitativa. " Ex quibus patet, (says Ja-

velins,) quod in reminiscendo, syllogizamus et

discurrimus, non quidem per propositiones
universales, id enim est proprium intellectns,

sed per singulares. Discurrimus enim ab uno
singulari memorato ad aliud memorando; et

ideo fit a cogitativa qua? dicitur ratio parti-

culars apud commentatorem."—Now, if we
discard the higher faculty of thought, and admit,

exclusively, the lower, we have at once the
scheme of Hdbbes. It should be also noticed,

that while Aristotle and his followers limit,

and properly, the expression " mental dit

course" to the intentional process of reminis

cence, Hobbes, borrowing the term, unwar-
rantably extends it to the tpontaneov* train

of thought.
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implies the power of deliberation]. But

man alone deliberates; man, therefore,

alone, is reminiscent. That Reminiscence,

consequently, is a function of the discur-

sive intellect, (huvoius,) is demonstrated

;

for deliberation is an act of intellect,

(vov)
;

[and Themistius had previously

stated, that] discursion is only the energy

of intellect and imagination combined—
evtitv bte^ov itrriv h o^tuvoicc h vov lAira. <&«v«

TKoit&i ivBgynot.

NOTE !).***

OUTLINE

OP A THEORY OF

MENTAL REPRODUCTION, SUGGESTION, OR ASSOCIATION.

I.—Laws of Mental Succession, as General—(A.) Not of Reproduction proper,

uniform.—(B.) Of Reproduction proper, not uniform : as possible ; as actual ; as

direct,—Abstract or Primary lav) of Repetition ; as indirect,—Abstract or Primary

law of Redintegration, Concrete or Secondary law of Preference.

II.—Laws of Mental Succession, as Special— Of Reproduction:—(A.) Abstract or

Primary,—modes of the laws of Repetition and Redintegration, one or both ;
—(B.)

Concrete or Secondary,—modes of the law of Preference.

[References omitted, and to be supplied from pp. 294, 386, &c]

§ 1.

—

General Laws of Mental Succession.

A—As not of Reproduction proper.

Human Consciousness being realised,

(see Note H,) only under the two condi-

tions of contrast and continuity in time, is

necessarily astricted to a ceaseless varia-

tion of state ; and its variations (called

likewise more or less adequately mental
modifications, modes, states, movements,
thoughts, activities, passivities, fyc.,) are
thus successive, and uninterruptedly suc-

cessive. The two highest laws of thought
are, therefore,

i.—The Law of Succession :— That
we are only conscious, as conscious of suc-

cession ; and

ii.—The Law of Variation:— That
we are only conscious of succession, as

conscious of successive variation.

But these successive variations do not

follow on each other in a row, as isolated

phsenomena, related only as before and
after on the thread of time; nor is

their manifestation determined always

by causes, external to the series itself,

although this be frequently the case. On
the contrary, the train, though ever

changing, is ever continuous ; each ante-

cedent movement running into each con-

sequent ; and, abstracting from the inter-

vention of foreign influences, each ante-

cedent standing to each consequent as

its cause. Thought is thus evolved, not
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only in a chronological, but in a causal

sequence; and another of its Laws is,

therefore,

iii.—The Law of Depkndence or De-
termined Consecution :

—

That every
consequent modification in the mental train
is the effect of that immediately antecedent.

iv

—

Thoughts are dependent on each
other, only as they stand together as the

relative parts of the same common whole.
This may be called the Law of Relati-
vity or Integration.

But this whole is of two kinds. It is

either an objective (necessary and essential)

unity, constituted by, and intrinsic to, the
thoughts themselves ; or it is a subjective

(contingent and accidental) unity, extrin-
sic to themselves, and imposed on them
by the mind—the mind in general. In
the former case, a certain thought being
given, it necessarily, of, and along with
itself, evolves a certain one, exclusive,
other; in the latter, a certain thought
being given, it only moves the mind,
according to definite subjective laws, to
pass on to this or that of a certain plu-
rality of others. In the one instance,
there is a determination to an individual
consequent ; in the other, only a determi-
nation to a class of consequents, the pre-
ference of this or that class, of this or
that individual under it, being regulated
by circumstances, external to the nature
of the antecedent thought itself. The
former constitutes what may be called the
logical or objective ; the latter, what may
be called the psychological or subjective
train of thought.
The logical consecution is shewn in

those thoughts, which, though denoted
by a single and separate expression, im-
plicitly contain a second ; which second,
the process of thinking explicates but
does not determine to succeed. Such are
all relatives. The conception of the one
term of a relation necessarily implies that
of the other ; it being of the very nature
of a relative, to be thinkable, only through
the conjunct thought of its correlative.
For a relation is, in truth, a thought, one
and indivisible ; and while the thinking a
relation, necessarily involves the thought
of its two terms, so is it, with equal neces-
sity, itself involved in the thought of
either. It is therefore improper to say,
that the thought of one relative follows,
or is consequent on, the thought of the

\

other,—if thereby be denoted a succes-
j

sion in time ; since the thought of both
is, in truth, already given in the thought
of each. Aristotle expressly says of re-
latives, that they are things which exist

together (Sf*».) in Iho mind. It is conse-
quently also improper to say of such
terms, that they are associated or mutu-
ally suggestive. Not the former, for this

supposes that they can be dissociated
;

not the latter, for this supposes them not
to be given as necessary reciprocals.

Such are whole and parts, means and
end, cause and effect, reason and conse-
quent, substance and accident, like and
unlike, great and small, parent and child,

husband and wife, &c. &c-
To this head, I may simply notice,

though I cannot now explain, are to be
referred those compulsory relatives, im-
posed upon thought by that great, Sut as

yet undeveloped, law of our intellectual

being, which I have elsewhere denomi-
nated the Law of the Conditioned :

—

That all positive thought lies between two
extremes, neither of which we can conceive

as possible, and yet, as mutual contradic-

tories, the one or the other we must recog-

nise as necessary. From this impotence
of intellect, we are unable to think auglit

as absolute. Even absolute relativity is

unthinkable. But to this I merely allude,

that I may shew to what head such com-
pulsory connections are to be referred.

See, however, p. 743, n. *, p. 599n.*. Logi-
cal consecution is thus governed by :

—

v.—The Law of Intrinsic or Objec-
tive Relativity :

—

That one relative term

being thought, there is virtually thought

also its correlative.

General Laws of Mental Succession.

B—As of Reproduction proper.

The other kind of dependence, the
psyschological consecution, is that which
subsists between two thoughts, the one of
which preceding, entails the sequence of
the other, not necessarily, or in virtue of

its own intrinsic relativity, but of a cer-
tain extrinsic relativity, of a contingent
imposition and indefinite obtrusive force
which inclines them, though perhaps un-
equally, to call each other into conscious-
ness, and which, when not counteracted
by a stronger influence, inevitably ope-
rates its end. The terms (chronological)

suggestion, association, succession, are
properly applied to this dependence
alone ;—for under it, exclusively, have
the thoughts a before and after, in the
order of time, or in themselves any sepa-
rate and irrespective existence. Psycho-
logical consecution is equivalent to Re-
production. [I may parenthetically ob-
serve, that the power of reproduction
(into consciousness,) supposes a powftr of
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retention (out of consciousness.) To this

conservative power I confine exclusively

the term Memory ; with this, however,

we have at present nothing to do.]

There are three subjective unities, wholes

or identities, each of which affords a

ground of chronological succession, and
reciprocal suggestion, to the several

thoughts which they comprehend in one.

In other words, Reproduction has three

sources.

These are :—1°- the unity of thoughts,

differing in time and modification, in a

co-identity of Subject ;—2°- the unity of

thoughts, differing in time, in a co-iden-

tity of Modification ;—3°- the unity of

thoughts, differing in modification, in a

co-identity of Time.

Of these, the first affords a common prin-

ciple of the possibility of association, or

mutual suggestion for all our mental move-

ments, however different in their character

as modifications, however remote in the

times of their occurrence ; for all, even

the most heterogeneous and most distant,

are reproducible, co-suggestible, or asso-

ciable, as, and only as, phsenomena of the

same unity of consciousness—affections

of the same indivisible Ego. There thus

further emerges :

—

vi The Law of Associability or

Possible Co-suggestion:—All thoughts

of the same mental subject are associable,

or capable of suggesting each other.

But the unity of subject, the funda-

mental condition of the associability of

thought in general, affords no reason

why this particular thought should, de

facto, recall or suggest that. We require,

therefore, besides a law of possible,

a law or laws of actual reproduction.

Two such are afforded in the two other

unities—those of Modification and of

Time.
And now let us, for the sake of subse-

quent reference, pause a moment to state

the following symbolic illustration :

—

AB C
A'
A"

Here the same letter, repeated in per-

pendicular order, is intended to denote

the same mental mode, brought into con-

sciousness, represented, at different times.

Here the different letters, in horizontal

order, are supposed to designate the par-

tial thoughts integrant of a total mental

state, and therefore co-existent, or im-
mediately consequent, at the moment of

its actual realization.

This being understood, we proceed :

—

Of these two unities that of modifica-

tion affords the ground, why, for example,
an object determining a mental modifica-

tion of a certain complement and charac-

|
ter, to-day, this presentation tends to

1

call up the representation of the same

j

modification determined by that object,

j

yesterday. Or suppose, as in our sym-
! bols, the three As to typify the same

j

thought, determined at three different

I times, be the determining movement of a
I presentation or a representation. On the

j

second occasion, A' will suggest the re-

|

presentation of A. This, it will not be

j
denied, that it can do ; for, on the possi-

bility hereof, depends the possibility of

simple remembrance. The total thought,
after this suggestion, will be A' -f- A ;

and on the third occasion, A" may sug-
gest A' and A ; both on this principle,

and on that other which we are imme-
diately to consider, of co-identity in time.

We have thus, as a first general law of

actual Reproduction, Suggestion, or Asso-
ciation :

—

vii.—The Law of Repetition, or of

Direct remembrance :

—

Thoughts co-

identical in modification, but differing in

time, tend to suggest each other.

The law which I here call that of Re-
petition, seems to be the principle of

remembrance referred to by Aristotle,

in saying, that " the movements [which
and by which, we recollect] are, in these

cases, sometimes the same," &c. (See
above, p. 900 a.) If this be correct,

Aristotle has here again made a step

a-head of subsequent philosophers ; for,

if I be not mistaken, we must recur to

Repetition as an ultimate principle of

reproduction, and not rest satisfied, as

has been done, with that of Redintegra-
tion alone. But of this anon.

The unity of time affords the ground,

why thoughts, different in their character

as mental modes, but having once been
proximately coexistent, (including under
coexistence immediate consecution,) as

the parts of some total thought, and a

totality of thought is determined even by
a unity of time ; do, when recalled into

consciousness, tend immediately to sug-

gest each other, as co-constituents of that

former whole, and mediately, that whole
itself. Thus, let (A, B, C, D, E, F,) be

supposed a complement of such concom-
mitant thoughts. If A be recalled into

consciousness, A will tend to reawaken
B, B to reawaken C, and so on, until

the whole formerly coexistent series has

been reinstated—or the mind diverted by
some stronger movement, on some other

train. We have thus as a second general
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law of actual Reproduction, Suggestion,

or Association,

—

viii.—The Law of Redinteoration, of

Indirect remembrance, or of Reminis-
cence :— Thoughts once coidentical in

time, are, however different as mental modes,
again sugg stive of each other, and that in

the mutual order which they originally

held.

To this law of Redintegration can easily

be reduced Aristotle's second and third

suggestives—" the movements [which and
by which, we recollect/] . . . are some-
times at the same time, sometimes
parts of the same wnoi.E, &c. (See
p. 900, a.)

Philosophers, in generalising the phe-
nomena of reproduction, have, if our
exception of Aristotle be not admitted,
of these two, exclusively regarded the
-aw of Redintegration. That of Repeti-
tion was, however, equally worthy of
their consideration. For the excitation

of the same by the same, differing in time,

is not less marvellous, than the excitation

of the different by the different, identical

in time. It was a principle, too, equally

indispensable, to explain the phenomena.
For the attempts to reduce these to the
law of Redintegration alone will not stand
the test of criticism ; since the reproduc-
tion of thought by thought, as disjoined

in time, cannot be referred to the repro-
duction of thought by thought, as con-
joined in time. Accordingly, we shall

find in coming to detail, that some phe-
nomena are saved by the law of Repetition

alone, while others require a combination
of two laws of Repetition and Redinte-
gration.

Movements thus suggest and are sug-

gested, in proportion to the strictness of

the dependency between that priorand this

posterior. But such general relation be-

tween two thoughts—and on which are

founded the two Abstract or Primary
laws of Repetition and Redintegration

—is frequently crossed, is frequently

superseded, by another, and that a par-

ticular relation, which determines the

suggestion of a movement not warranted
by any dependence on its antecedent.

To complete the general laws of repro-

duction, we must therefore recognise a
Secondary or Concrete principle—what
may be styled, (under protest, for it is

hardly deserving of the title Law) :

—

ix The Law of Preference :

—

Thoughts are suggested, not merely by

force of the general subjective rein lion

subsisting between themselves, they are

also suggested, in proportion to the rela-

tion of interest (from whatever source,)

in which these stand to the individual
mind.

§ II.

—

Special Laws of Mental Success
sion. Those of Reproduction.

A—Primary; modes of the laws of
Repetition and Redintegration.

The first special law under this head
is

—

x—The Law of Similars :— Things—
thoughts resembling each other (be the re-

semblance simple or analogical) are mu-
tually suggestive.

From Aristotle downwards, all who
have written on Suggestion, whether in-

tentional or spontaneous, have recogniz-
ed the association of similar objects. Hut
whilst all have thus fairly acknowledged
the effect ; none, I think, (if Aristotle be
not a singular exception,) have specu-
lated aright as to the cause.

In general. Similarity has oeen lightly

assumed, lightly laid down, as one of the

ultimate principles of associations. No-
thing, however, can be clearer than i hat

resembling objects— resembling mental
modifications, being, to us, in their resem-
bling points, identical ; they must, on the

principle of Repetition, call up each other.

This, of course, refers principally to sug-

gestion for the first time. Subsequently,

Redintegration co-operates with Repeti-

tion; for now, the resembling objects

have formed, together, parts of the same
mental whole ; and are, moreover, associ-

ated both as similar and as contrasted.

It is, however, more important to prove,

that the law of Similarity cannot be re-

duced to the law alone of Redintegra-

tion. This reduction has often been as-

sumed ; seldom a demonstration of it pro-

pounded. Discounting Wolf, who can-

not properly be adduced, I recollect only

four philosophers who have attempted
such probative reduction. As two of

these, however, are only repeaters of a
third, there are found, in reality, among
them, only two independent arguments;
and these, though both aiming at the

same end, endeavour to accomplish it on
different principles.— The one is by

Maass, (followed by Hoffbauer and Bi-

unde;) the other by Mr James Mill.

Of these, the former is as follows :

—

" Similar representations," says Maass,
" can only be associated, in as much as

they, or their constituent characters, be-

long to the same total representation
;

and this, without exception, is the case

with them. The two representations, A
3m
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and B resemble each other, in so far as

both contain the common character b.

If then, B, to which belong the charac-

ters b d e, is associated with A, to which

belong the characters b a c, in that case

a c are associated with b [B ?], and these

consequently, taken together, are all parts

of the same total representation."—There

seems to be here so egregious a petitio

pri<ncipii, that I am almost doubtful whe-

then I correctly apprehend the purport

of the argument.—No doubt, " if B is as-

sociated with A" all will follow as stated.

For after one representation has, in vir-

tue of their similarity, been associated

with, and has suggested another; they

become associated anew as parts of the

total representation which that original

suggestion caused ; and may, of course,

subsequently re-suggest each other, sim-

ply on the principle of Redintegration,

and apart from their similarity alto-

gether. But the question here to be an-

swered is
—" How do the similar repre-

sentations B and A become associated or

mutually suggestive ?—on the hypothesis,

always, that they have not been previ-

ously associated, as mentally coexistent

;

—and the reasoning violates the hypo-

thesis.

Mr Maass goes on :—* Further, the

Similarity of two representations could

not, in itself, be any reason of their asso-

ciation. For Similarity is an objective

relation, subsisting between them ; but

from this "there follows not in the least

their subjective inter-dependence in ima-

gination" (Versuch, &c, § 20.)—Here
again, I can hardly think that I understand

aright. Is it intended to be said,—that

we know, or can know aught of objec-

tive Similarity in things, except through

our subjective consciousness, or feeling,

of the partial sameness of certain subjec-

tive movements determined by them in

us ?—that representations are in them-
selves aught but subjective modifications,

and that the consciousness or feeling of

them, and their identity or difference, are

not also purely subjective ?

On the statements of Hoffbauer, who
manifestly, and of Biunde, who professed-

ly, adopts the preceding reasoning from
Maass, it is unnecessary to make any ob-

servation. They are as follows :
—" We

call things," says the former, " recipro-

cally similar when certain attributes are

common to them. The [common] attri-

bute which is found in one of these must
therefore also be met with in the others.

In the representation of the object A,
which resembles another object, B, there

is involved the representation of the com-
mon attribute, found also in B, and this

is likewise contained in a total represen-
tation along with B." (Naturlehre, &c,
Br. 23.)—" Were there," says the latter,

"in similar (and analogous) representa-
tions no coexistence, the representations,
as Maass rightly observes, would be with-
out any internal bond of connection, and
no conceivable reason could be any longer
assigned, why a representation should
awaken its co-similars and not rather
any other representation." (Versuch,
&c , § 70.)

The other attempt at such a reduction
is by the late Mr Mill, in his ingenious
" Analysis of the Phenomena of the Hu-
man Mind ;" who thus, after Hobbes and
Hartley, enounces what I have called the
law of Redintegration as the general law
of association, with its causes : " Our ideas
spring up or exist, in the order in which
the sensations existed, of which they are
the copies." He adds :

—" The causes of
strength in association seem all to be
resolvable into two ; the vividness of the
associated feelings and the frequency of
the association." (i. pp. 56, 61.) Again,
treating of Hume's principles of associa-

tion, he thus endeavours to recall that of
Resemblance to these causes :

—" I believe

it will be found that we are accustomed
to see like things together. When we see

a tree, we generally see more trees than
one ; when we see an ox, we generally see

more oxen than one ; a sheep, more sheep
than one; a man, more men than one.

From this observation, I think, we may
refer resemblance to the law offrequency,

of which it seems to form only a parti-

cular case." (i. p. 79.)—I confess my-
self unable to perceive the cogency of
this reasoning,—if I rightly apprehend
its tenor. Admitting, " that we are ac-

customed to see like things together,"

(though are we not far more accustomed
to things unlike together ?) ; the follow-

ing objections occur to this, as a ground
on which to reduce the principle of simi-

larity exclusively to the principle of ac-

customed mental concomitance.

I - It could only enable us to explain

the mutual suggestion of those things

which have actually been seen together.

But there are innumerable cases of simi-

lars suggesting similars, in which the

objects having never previously been wit-

nessed in conjunction, nor even mentally

compared together, the fact of their asso-

ciation cannot be thus accounted for.

2°- Even in relation to things usually

seen together, the pervading Similarity
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[will not] servo as a principle for their

reciprocal suggestion. The sheep, or ox,

or man A does not suggest the sheep, or

ox, or man B, on the score of any generic
similarity. For such suggestion, this

generic similarity is as zero. It is only
similarity in the midst of difference that
associates ; and instead of being in pro-

portion to the frequency, it is strong ex-

actly in proportion to the rarity, of its

occurrence.*
3°, The association of similarity is com-

paratively strong; that of coexistence
comparatively weak. The latter cannot,
therefore, afford the reason of the former.

4°, Many of the very strongest sugges-

tions by resemblance are of, and by, ob-
jects which have never beforo been men-
tally coexistent.

The Law of Analogy,t******
The Law of AFFiNiTY.f******
xi.—The Law of Contrast.^

* This argument may bo illustrated by the

remark of Hume (Treat, of Hum. Nat. B. i P.

i. s. 5),
—'Though resemblance be necessary to

all philosophical relation, it does not follow that

it always produces a connexion or association of

ideas. When a quality becomes very general,

and is common to a great many individuals, it

leads not the mind directly to any one of them,
but, by presenting at once too great a choice,

does thereby prevent the imagination from fixing

on any single object.'

—

Ed.

t Of these laws the titles only have been found
among the Author's papers : the further account
of them, if ever written, has been lost. It is

probable, however, that the Author finally in-

tended to include them under the Law of Simi-

lars ; for which reason they have not been num-
bered as xi. and xii.

—

Ed.

X The following historical notices concerning

the Law of Contrast are extracted from the

author's Common-Place Book. The views of

Stiedenroth have been mainly followed in the

fragmentary remarks printed in the text.—Ed.
The Law of Contrast has been reduced

—

1. To Frequency, or Frequency and Vividness,

by Mr James Mill. [Analysis, &c. i. p. 80. 'A
dwarf suggests the idea of a giant. How ? We
call a dwarf a dwarf, because he departs from a

certain standard. We call a giant a giant, because

he departs from the same standard. This is a

case, therefore, of resemblance—that is, of fre-

quency. Pain is said to make us think of plea-

sure ; and this is considered a case of association

by contrast. There is no doubt that pain makes
us think of relief from it ; because they have been
conjoined, and the great vividness of the sensa-

tions makes the association strong. Relief from

pain is a species of pleasure ; and one pleasure

leads to think of another, from the resemblance.

This is a compound case, therefore, of vividmss

1°, All contrast is of things contained
under a common notion. Qualities are
contrasted only as they are similar. A
good horse and a bad syllogism have no
contrast. Virtue and vice agree as moral
attributes

;
great and little agree as quan-

tities, and as extraordinary deflections

from ordinary quantity. Even existence
and non-existence are not opposed as of

different genera, but only as species of

and frequency. All other cases of contrast, I be-

lieve, may be expounded in a similar manner.
'J

2. To Resemblance under a higher notion, by
Stiedenroth. [Psychologie, p. 92. ' Doch ist ea

merkwuerdig, dass die Erinnerung mehr von der
widrigen Seite des Contrastes nach der entgegen-

gesetzten geht, als umgekehrt, obgleich auch die-

ser Gang sich allerdings findet. Wie wird sich

diese ganze Erscheinung mit der Aehnlichkeit
vergleichen? Vor alien Dingen darf nicht ver-

gessen werden, dass es keinen Contrast giebt,

ausgenommen unter demselben hoeheren Begriff.

Eine reiche Gegend und Geistesarmuth bildeh an
und fuer sich keinen Contrast. Die contrasti-

renden Vorstellungen sind also immer theilweise

einerlei ; sie sind Gegensaetze unter demselben
hoeheren Begriff, und zwar Gegensaetze, die,

wenn gleich concret, dennoch durch Contradic-

tion schlechthin gedacht werden. Nun ist der

Begriff und seine Verneinung zugleich, und dieses

Verhaeltniss wurde daher frueher zu deu naech-

sten psychologisch aehnlichen gezaehlt. Wird
daher ein Begriff vorausgesetzt, so involvirt eine

besondere Fassung unter ihiu zugleich mit dem
Hauptbegriff in dieser Fassung, d. h. mit dem
Begriff, der die Fassung des Besonderen vorzugs-

weise bestimmt, den Gegensatz. Daher wird
begreiflich seyn, wie Contraste an einander erin-

nem koennen, und wie sich dieses Verhaeltniss

der Aehnlichkeit keineswegs entzieht.'] So
Alexander Aphrodisiensis (in Top. i. 18) makes
contrariety equivalent to similarity, inasmuch as

contr&ries, &c, have common attributes.

3. To a mixture of Causation and Resemblance,

by Hume. [Essay on the Association of Ideas.
' Contrast or contrariety is also a connection

among ideas ; but it may, perhaps, be considered

as a mixture of Causation and Resemblance.

When two objects are contrary, the one destroys

the other—that is, [is] the cause of its annihila-

tion, and the idea of the annihilation of an object

implies the idea of its former existence.']

4. To Simultaneity and Interest of Understand-

ing or Feeling, by Schulze. [Anthropologic, § 72,

p. 156, 3d. ed. 1826. ' Die Folge der Bilder in der

Einbildungskraft nach dem so genannten Gesetze

des Contrastes ist, in den meisten Faellen, eine

durch den Einfluss des forschenden Verstandcs

oder des Hanges des Herzens zu gewissen Gcs-

fuehlen auf jene Folge nach dem Gesetze der

Gleichzeitigkeit bestimmte Verbindung. Sic

entsteht naemlich hauptsaechlich dadurch, dass

man Dinge vermitbelst der Vergleichung mit

ihrem Gegentheile aufzuklaeren, von unangeneh-

men Gefuehlen aber durch die Vorstollnng erhei-

terndcr Qegenstaepde sich zu Ixfreien sucht.'J
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1

existence—positive existence and nega-

tive existence. Conspecies thus (as wolf

and dog) may be associated either as

similars or as contraries — similars as

opposed to animals of other genera—con-

traries, as opposed to each other. [Con-

traries are] thus united under a higher

notion.

But 2°, Affirmation of any quality in-

volves the negation of its contradictory

—

the affirmation of goodness is virtually the

negation of badness ; and many terms for

the contradictory qualities are only nega-

tions and affirmations—just, unjust—
finite, infinite—partial, impartial. Hence
logical contradictory opposition is even a

stronger association than logical contrari-

ety, because only between two.
3°, Contrast is a relation—the know-

ledge of contraries is one. So in passive

feeling—pain—pleasure.

4°, Consciousness is only of the distin-

guishable. Ergo, contrast most clearly

distinguished must heighten conscious-

ness.

N.B.— Consciousness is activity ofmind
rising above a certain degree or intension.

Where it is dissipated—divided—falling

under this degree, there is unconsciousness.

Unconsciousness is not equal to inactivity

of mind, but to [that which is below] this

degree of activity.

[xii. The Law of Coadjacency.]
Cause and Effect—Whole and Parts

—

Substance and Attribute—Sign and Sig-

nified.*

B

—

Secondary ; modes of the Law of
Preference.

Under , the laws of possibility, one
thought being associated with a plurality,

and each of that plurality being therefore

suggestible, it suggests one in preference

to another, according to two laws.

1°, By relation to itself, the one most
strictly associated with itself.

2°, By relation to the mind, the thought
most easily suggestible.

That there must be two laws is shown.

* Prom p. 899, n. *, it seems probable that the
Author intended to include these relations, the
titles of which are given in his papers, under
the general head of Coadjacency. This law has
accordingly been supplied. In reference to this

classification, it should be observed that, though
Cause and Effect, "Whole and Parts, &c, when
considered generally as relative notions, fall under
the Law of Relativity or Integration (see above,

p. 911), yet when considered specially as regards
the suggestion of this particular effect by this

particular cause, &c, they are instances of asso-
ciation proper, and may be fitly considered in
this place. Seep. 900, n. J.—Ed.

because two associated thoughts do not
suggest each other with equal force. B
may be very strongly associated with A,
but A very slightly associated with B.

This twofold, 1° in order of time, 2° in

order of interest.

[Under the first head, that of suggestion

by relation to the thought suggesting,

may be stated the following special

laws :

—

xiii.—The Law of Immediacy.]

Of two thoughts, if the one be immedi-
ately, the other mediately connected [with

a third], the first will be suggested [by the

third in preference to the second],

[xiv.—The Law of Homogeneity.]
A thought will suggest another of the

same order [in preference to one of a differ-

ent order].

Thus, a smell will suggest a smell, a

sight a sight, an imagination an imagina-

tion [in preference to a thought of a dif-

ferent class].*

[Under the second head, that of sug-

gestion by relation to the mind, may be
stated as a special law.

xv.—The Law of Facility.]

A thought easier to suggest will be roused

in preference to a more difficult one.

The easier are

—

a.—Those more clearly, strongly im-

pressed, than the reverse.f [Such are

ideas] more undistractedly, attentively,

[received] ; in youth, in the morning
;

[assisted by] novelty, wonder, passion,

&c. [See above, p. 896, n. *] Hence,
also, sights are more easily suggested than

smells, imaginations than thoughts, kc.%

b Those more recent, than older

(cseteris paribus).

§

c.—Those more frequently repeated

(caeteris paribus).
||

d.—Those which stand more isolated

from foreigu and thwarting thoughts.^]

e.—Those which are more connected with

homogeneous and assisting thoughts.**

f.—Those more interesting to (1.) na-

* Pries, Neue Kritik (1807), p. 110. Schmid,

Metaphysik der inneren Natur, p. 243.

t Ueberwasser, [Anweisungen zum regelmaessi-

gen Studium der Empirischen Psychologie, 1787],

p. 122. Cf. Biunde, Empir. Psychol, i. p. 328 ;

Baumgarten, Metaph., § 422.

t Fracastorius, f. 123 D. [Turrius, sive de In-

tellectione, Fracastorii Opera, Venet. 1584.—Ed.]

§ Ueberwasser, p. 125. Cf. Biunde, p. 330.

Baumgarten, § 422.

|| Ueberwasser, p. 126, Brown. Lecture xxxvii.

p. 236, ed. 1830. Cf. Biunde, p. 331.

H Ueberwasser, p. 130. Cf. Biunde, p. 334.

** Ueberwasser, p. 132. Cf. Biunde, p. 335.
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tural cognitive powers, talents
; (2.) ac- Editor has been able to put together from

quired habits of cognition, studies ; (3.)

temporary line of occupation.

g.—Those more in harmony with affec-

tive dispositions, (1.) natural; (2.) habi-

tual ; (3.) temporary.
* * * « #

[The above fragments .are all that the

the papers apparently intended for the
completion of Note D. * * * Another ex-

position of the Author's views on Asso-

ciation, more finished in writing, though
less developed in thought, will be found
in the Lectures on Metaphysics, Lect.

xxxi. xxxii.

—

Ed.]

NOTE E

ON THE CORRELATIVE APPREHENSIONS

OF COLOUR,

AND OF EXTENSION AND FIGURE.

§ I.

—

On the Correlation of Colour with Extension and Figure in visual Perception
and Imagination.

§ II.

—

On the Philosophy of the Point, the Line, and the Surface: in illustration of
the reality, nature, and visual perception of breadthless lines.

[References.—From Inq. 145 a b ; from Supplementary Dissertations, 844 a, 859 a,

860 b, 885 a, et alibi.]

§ I.

—

On the Correlation of Colour with
Extension and Figure in visual Per-
ception and Imagination.

There may be here mooted four ques-

tions, in reference to both cognitions. In
reference to the former, we may ask, Can
there be seen—

1°, Extension without colour?
2°, Figure without colour]
3°, Colour without extension ]

4°, Colour without figure ?

The same questions, if the response be
negative in regard to vision, may be fur-

ther asked in regard to imagination ; but
if the answer be affirmative in the former
case, multo magis must it be affirmative

in the latter.

The first question {Can ice see, can we
imagine, Extension apart from Colour t)

must, I think, be at once negatived in re-

ference to both. For there is no actual,

no conceivable, object of vision which is

not coloured. Which is thus demon-
strated :

—

Physically speaking, Colour is

coextensive with Light. As a genus con-
tain tug under it, as species, the various

modifications of light, it excludes, of
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course, the privation of light. The black

or dark is not therefore, physically con-

sidered, a eolodr. But psychologically

speaking, as we are at present, and in

common language, this is not the case.

For colour is used as a word equivalent

with visual state, and as a genus (or, per-

haps, more properly as an equivocal term)

contains under it every mode of our visual

organism, whether one of excitement (a

positive affection or colour, as the white,

blue, red, yellow, &c), or one of non-

excitement (a negative affection or colour,

as the black or dark). In this relation,

colour thus comprises two contradictory

or repugnant opposites. But if so, every

visible object must be seen, every visible

object must be imagined, with the attri-

bute of colour ; for on the laws of contra-

diction and excluded middle, of two re-

pugnant predicates, the one or the other

must be affirmed of every object of

thought. The same holds true of the

other senses. But in these, there being

no generic or equivocal term, as in vision,

comprising both their excitements and
non-excitements—both their positive and
negative states—there is no ambiguity

which stands in need of explanation.

The terms sonorous, sapid, odorous, tactile,

cL-c, denote only the positive, to the exclu-

sion of the privative, alternative ; but had
we words to denote at once the sonorous

and noiseless, the sapid and tasteless, &c,
these words we could apply, these words
(if we thought thoroughly) we could not
but apply, as predicates to every sensible

object, precisely as at present we must (on

the same hypothesis) attribute to every

such object one or other of the contradic-

tory epithets they would contain. Why
this difference should have arisen between
the nomenclature of the objects and affec-

tions of vision, and of the other senses, it

is not difficult to discover.

This is the simple solution of a diffi-

culty which has perplexed so many philo-

sophers, and of the objection which has

so often been triumphantly advanced to

the quality of necessity as the ground and
index of our native notions, in contradis-

tinction from our acquired. If Space and
Time (it has been said) are to be held as

a jyriori concepts, because we are unable
not to think them, Colour, on the same
criterion, must be held as also a priori,

because we are equally unable to imagine
the extended in space, or even space itself,

as uncoloured. But to return.

This doctrine is no novelty of mine.
It was held by Aristotle ; who, while he
recognises colour as the proper sensible

of v ;sion, maintains also " that colour and
j

magnitude (extension) always accompany
each other." (De Anima, L. iii. c. 1, § 5

[11] ; De Sensu et Sensili, c. 1, § 9 ; c. 3,

§§ 6, 8, 14.) It was, however, more expli-

citly enounced by the Aristotelic The-
mistius, among others, in the following

passage of his Paraphrase on the Posterior

Analytics :
" It is impossible to find in

nature, or to realise in thought, a surface

destitute of colour." (Opera, ed. Aid., f.

78 b.) Hence it was that, as noticed by
Aristotle, "the Pythagoreans called the
Surface of bodies by the name of Colour

"

(De Sensu et Sensili, c. 3) ; a statement
reversed by the Pseudo-Plutarch, who
says, that they called Colour by the name
of Surface. (De Plac. Philos. L. i. c. 15.)

Both statements, however, may be right

;

for it is probable that the terms (€7n-

<pdveia, xpotc were used indifferently ; and
the former, be it remarked, the common
Greek term for surface, itself denotes a

surface only by relation to the apprehen-
sion of sight.

Mr Fearn has exaggerated this truth in-

to an error, in asserting unconditionally

that "we think in colours." He is also

mistaken in supposing that the fact, as

limited to the imagination of extended
objects, had been first noticed by himself;
though I am far from doubting the per-

sonal originality of this perverse, but acute,

psychologist. (First Lines, and Manual
of Mind, passim.) *

As for Reid (Inq. 145 b), in holding,

under the second question, that the visual

perception of Figure is not necessarily

dependent upon a sensation of Colour, he
must, a majore, maintain the same, uuder
this, of the visual perception of Extension.

The second question (Can we see Figure
apart from Colour ?) is affirmed by Reid
(1. c.) ; and on valid grounds denied by
Stewart, in the passage from his Disserta-

tion, quoted in the relative footnote,t

although it be impossible to reconcile

this with his other and earlier statements,

to which I shall immediately refer. This
second question, however, receives its

solution in that of the two last, to which
I, therefore, proceed.

* The following authorities, who maintain

that we cannot imagine extension without colour,

are added from the Author's Common -Place

Book. Berkeley, Theory of Vision, § 130 ; Princ.

of Hum. Knowledge, P. i. § 10 ;—Hume, Treat,

of Hum. Nat., B. i. P. ii. s. 3 ; — D'Alembert,

Disc. Prel., Melanges, &c, t. i. p. 30 ;

—

Tonr-

tual, Die Sinne des Menschen (Muenster, 1827),

p. 23 ;—Royer Collard, Jouffroy's Reid, t. iii. p.

427.—Ed.

t See p. 144, n. t.—Ed.
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The third question (Can we see Colour

apart from k\rtenxlo/t .') and the fourth

(( 'an we tee < '"/oar apartfrom Figure ?) are

to be taken together, as the answer to

either involves the answer to both. It is

likewise evident, that to answer these

two questions in regard to sense, we must
answer them in regard to imagination ;

—

for as a colour can or cannot be imagined
visible apart from extension and figure, it

can or cannot be visible, in reality, apart

from these.

These questions have, by philosophers

in general, either not been proposed at

all, or peremptorily answered in the nega-

tive. The doctrine of Aristotle seems to

have been that silently recognised by
philosophers. Not only has the percep-

tion or imagination of extension and
figure been supposed to imply that of

colour, the perception or the imagination

of colour has been equally supposed to

imply that of extension and figure. By a

small number of philosophers they have,

however, been mooted ; and by a still

smaller, decided in the affirmative.

Of these last, the first I am aware of is

Condillac, in his work On the Origin of
Human Knowledge ; but in his later writ-

ings he apparently abandons the paradox
which he had originally maintained.*

The next is Reid (1. c.) ; but, in like

manner, the doctrine advanced in his In-

quiry is silently withdrawn in his Essays.

It is certain that he did not borrow this

opinion from Condillac, with whose works
he seems never to have been acquainted

;

but it is not, I think, impossible that it

may have been suggested to him by a

passage in Berkeley's New Theory of Vi-

sion, § exxx.

In this opinion Reid is followed by Mr
Stewart ; but, also, only in his writings

previous to the Dissertation, in which it

is manifestly, though not professedly, sur-

rendered. In these works this philoso-

pher admits the fact, as a constant, though

* It is in his later work, the Traite des Sen-

sations (part i. ch. xi. ; part ii. ch. iv. v.), that

Condillac maintains the opinion mentioned in

the text; and it is against this work that the

arguments of Daube, mentioned below, are di-

rected. In his earlier work, the Origine des

Connoissances Humaines, Condillac maintained

the opposite opinion, that the idea of colour ne-

cessarily involves that of extension. (Part i. sect.

6.) In his later view, Condillac has been anti-

cipated by Berkeley, against whom the arguments
in his earlier work are directed. Compare Lec-

tures on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 160, and the edi-

tor's note, p. Ml, in which Condillac 's view is

further explained.

—

Ed.

contingent, experience,—that we never do
actually perceive colour apart from exten-
sion ; and on this ground he endeavours
in various passages to account by associa-

tion for our inability to imagine colour
apart from extension. To quote one :

—

" I formerly had occasion to mention
several instances of very intimate associa-

tions formed between two ideas which
have no necessary connexion with each
other. One of the most remarkable is,

that which exists in every person's mind
between the notions of colour and exten-
sion. The former of these words expresses,
at least in the sense in which we commonly
employ it, a sensation in the mind ; the
latter denotes a quality of an external ob-
ject ; so that there is, in fact, no more
connexion between the two notions than
between those of pain and of solidity.

And yet, in consequence of our always
perceiving extension at the same time at
which the sensation of colour is excited in
the mind, we find it impossible to think
of that sensation, without conceiving ex-
tension along with it." (Elem., i. 349.*
Compare also pp. 73, 74, 575-579, octavo
edition ; Essays, pp. 100, 563, 564, quarto
edition. +)
The view which Reid and Stewart thus

originally countenanced was adopted, and,
according to his wont, without acknow-
ledgment, by Brown, who has attempted
an elaborate, but unsuccessful, argument
in its favour. (Lect. xxix ) It has like-

wise found favour with other psycholo-
gists of this country, among whom I have
to mention a philosopher of great acute-
ness, Mr James Mill, in his Analysis of
the Human Mind (vol. i. pp. 72, 265), and
Dr Johu Young, in his Lectures on Intel-
lectual Philosophy (p. 121 sq.).

This paradox appears to me untenable.
We are conscious of the affection of colour
either as one colour, or as a plurality of
colours. On the former alternative, one
homogeneous colour occupies the whole
field of vision ; on the latter, this field is

divided among several.

To take the second first : the very
statement of the supposition implies a
negation of the paradox.

For, in the first place, we are only aware
of the coexistence of a plurality of col-

ours in being aware of them as exterior

to each other ; but such reciprocal exte-
riority supposes a relation between them
of extension.

* Collected Works, vol. ii. p. 305.—Ed.
t Collected Works, vol. ii. pp. 98, 495-497

;

vol v. pp. 119, 431, 432. -Ed.
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But, in the second place, the several

colours themselves are necessarily appre-

hended as extended. For they limit each

other ; this limitation constitutes a line
;

and this line, if it return upon itself, con-

stitutes a figure. But a line and a figure

are both, extensions ; and that which con-

stitutes a line or figure must itself be ex-

tended. This simple refutation of the

paradox in question is not new. I find it

in D'Alembert, who had probably Condil-

lac's earlier doctrine in his eye ; and it is

marvellous how it should have escaped, in

particular, the notice of Mr Stewart, by
whom D'Alembert's philosophical writings

were held in the highest esteem. " La
vision seule nous donne l'idde de la couleur

des objects. Supposons maintenant des

parties de Vcspace, differemment colorees, et

exposLes a nos yeux ; la difference des coul-

eurs nous fera remarquer necessairement

les homes ou limites qui separent deux coul-

eurs voisines, et par consequent nous don-

nera une idee de figure; car on concoit une

figure dds qu'on concoit des homes en tous

sens." Elemcns de Philosophic, Eclair-

cissemens, § vii. [Mdlanges, t. v. p. 110.]

Subsequently, the same fact is alleged,

expressly in refutation of Coudillac, by
Daube, in his Essai dlIdeologic (p. 66).*

" On ne peut voir a la fois plusieurs cou-

leurs, saus voir leur limites. Or, voir les

limites des couleurs, c'est avoir la sensa-

tion de figure." A similar doctrine was,

however, apparently intended by Zeno,

the stoic, in saying "that colours are the

primary figurations of matter" (Pseudo-

Plutarch, De Plac. Philos. L. i. c. 15;
Pseudo-Galen, Hist. Philos. c. 15) ; and
by the elder Scaliger in the statement

—

" Corpus videmus quia coloratum ; figur-

am quia coloratse superficiei terminus est."

(De Subtilitate, Exerc. ccxcviii. § 15
;

compare Exerc. lxvi. § 2.) Mr Fearn
applies the same fact in refutation of the

paradox of Reid and Stewart ; but he over-

rates the importance, as well as novelty,

of the observation, and is still more griev-

ously mistaken, in supposing that a dis-

proof of this individual opinion (which the
latter seems ultimately, and of his own
accord, to have abandoned), is equivalent

to a subversion of the general doctrine of

perception held by these philosophers +
[The other alternative,—that we can be

* See above, p. 919 a, n. *. Compare also

Daube, p. 242, where Condillac's arguments are

examined more at length.

—

Ed.

t Mr Stewart seems latterly to have tacitly re-

nounced the opinion in which he had originally

coincided with Reid ; for the passage from his

Dissertation quoted above (p. 144, d. t)» can-

conscious of a single colour without ex-

tension,—is equally untenable.] In the

first place, while, on the one hand, we are

conscious of extension only as Ave are con-

scious of one affection as out of another,

so, on the other, we cannot be conscious of

one sensation as out of another, without
being, ipso facto, conscious of extension.

But in vision, where every affection is an
affection of colour, we cannot be conscious

of a colour, without being conscious of that

colour in contrast to, and therefore out of,

another colour,—without, therefore, being

conscious of the extended. For we are

only conscious of a homogeneous affec-

tion or single colour, as occupying either,

1) a part, or 2) the whole, of the field of

vision.

In the former case the part may be
either (a) a smallest part—a minimum visi-

bile, or (b) not a smallest part. If a smallest

part, this minimum is, and is apprehended
to be, only as it excludes, or is the nega-

tion of, other colour or colours (positive or

negative), by which it is surrounded. But
in all this, reciprocal outness, extension, is

involved. Again, the same is still more
manifest on the supposition that the

single colour is not a minimum ; for in

this case the colour is not merely appre-

hended as out of other colour or colours

by which it is limited—the hypothesis

itself, that it is not a minimum, involves

the apprehension itself of parts exterior to

parts.

The apprehension of parts exterior to

parts is, in like manuer, but even more
obtrusively, involved in the latter case,

where a homogeneous colour is supposed
to occupy the whole field of vision. For
this field has a right and a left, an upper
and an under side, and may be divided

into halves, quarters, &c, indefinitely.

[The above portion of this Note pro-

bably represents very nearly, if not exact-

ly, the form in which it would ultimately

have been published. Another disserta-

tion on the above and some cognate

questions, will be found in the Lectures

on Metaphysics, Lect. xxvii. and xxviii.

The remainder of the Note is left incom-
plete, but the following fragments seem to

have been intended for the second part of

it.—Ed.1

not, I think, be reconciled with the doctrine

of his earlier publications. [This note in the MS.
concludes with an account of Mr Fearn's contro-

versy with Stewart, which has been already pub-

lished in a corrected form in the Author's edition

of Stewart's works. Vol. i., Advertisement, p.

ix.—Ed.]
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§ II.

—

On the Philosophy of the Point,

the Line, and the Surface : in illus-

tration of the reality, nature, and
visual perception of breadthless lines.

1. The Superficies, Line, Point, are not

positive entities, but negations. They do
not constitute extension, but are them-
selves constituted by its cessation ; the

cessation of extension in solidity being

the superficies, in superficiality the line,

in linearity the point.

2. The Superficies, Line, Point, are the

limits of extension, but in the sense not of

causes, but of effects of limitation ; for

they emerge only by the sublatiou of one
extended by the position of another.

3. The Superficies, Line, Point, do not

exist of themselves, but only as in some-
thing else ; they are not substances, but
accidents.

4. Again, of accidents, they are not

qualities, neither are they in propriety

quantities; they are relations—the recip-

rocal relations of two extensions, each

limiting the other.

5. But a limitation is a negation, and a

reciprocal negation is in itself a nothing.

Considered absolutely, or in themselves,

they are therefore nonentities.******
In illustration of the preceding doctrine

in regard to the mere negativity of our
perception of terminal lines, I may refer

to some confirmatory opinions held by
previous speculators.

Of these, the first I shall adduce is Aris-

totle's ; and his doctrine, in so far as it was
developed, is apparent from the following

passages.

In his Metaphysics (L.x., (or xi., orxiii.),

c. 2), objecting, to those who would make
lines and surfaces the constitutive prin-

ciples of things,* that these are not separate

or separable, not self-subsistent entities,

but either mere " sections and divisions,"

or mere " terminations," he says:

—

" A Surface is the mere section or termi-

nation of a body (or solid), as a Line is of

a surface, which again is either cut or ter-

minated by a Point. All these are only

as they are in something else ; apart and
by themselves, they are nonentities." In

1 he same work (L. ii. (or iii. ), c. 5), the same
doctrine is, though less explicitly, asserted,

where, on a similar occasion, he maintains

that the Surface, the Line, the Point,
" seem all to be only divisions of body,

one in breadth, another in depth, a third

in length." And in his De Anima, (L. iii.

c. 6), he further says, that " a Point, and
whatever is as a division, itself indivisible,

is manifested to the mind as a privation."

Another speculation of Aristotle on this

subjectis imperfectly preserved by Sextus

Empiricus (Adv. Geom. § 57-59 ; I. Adv.
Phys.§ 412), probably from his lost treatise

or treatises on Mathematics. But is it not

an error for Apollonius ?
*

* Compare also (against the Platonists and
Pythagoreans) De Casio, iii. 1 ; De Gen. et Corr.

i. 2 ; De Lin. Insec. ; Phys. vi. 1, 2.

* Additional notes from Aristotle on Lines, *c.

1. In his Problems (xxv. 3), speaking of Mm
air as superincumbent on the water, he supposes

"their extremes to be together, and thus one

plane (or surface) to be common to both."—Cf.

Phys. iv. 6, § 9.

2. Phys. v. 3, § 2. — " Things are said to

be, locally considered, together, in as much as

they coexist in one primary or proximate place

[i.e. are in the same space] ; apart, in as much as

they exist in different places. Things touch each

other in so far as their extremes exist together"

[i.e. are in the same space]. But if so, not ex-

tended—not corporeal.

3. Ibid. § 5, 6.—"The coherent is what, while

it follows, is in contact The con-

tinuous is a species of the coherent; for I say that

things are continuous when their several limits,

in which they coalesce or touch each other, be-

come one and the same"—in other words, when
each immediately limits the other.

4. Ibid. iv. 11, § 13.—" A point in a certain

sort continues length, and limits it; for it is

the beginning of one [length] and the end of an-

other." So Phys. viii. 8, texts 68, 69, where

it is expressly said that M one point is common
to two continuous lines, being the end of the one.

the beginning of the other."— Simplicius, f. 32,

perverts Aristotle's doctrine. So Averroes.

5. Categ. c. 6.—After dividing quantity into

continuous and discrete, defining the former that

which does, the latter that which does not, con-

sist of parts having a position to each other, and
enumerating, as species of the continuous, aline,

a surface, a solid, and also place (or space) and
time—he proceeds to consider these in detail.

" But a line is continuous; for we can take in it

a common limit [or common limits] at which its

parts coalesce or mutually touch— a point [or

points]. In like manner in a surface [we may
take] a line ; for the parts of a plane coalesce at a

certain common limit. So likewise in a body [or

solid] you may take a common limit, to wit, a

line or surface, at which the parts of the body

coalesce. Of the same class are time and place

[or space]. For the time Now coalesces with both

the Past and the Future. And on the other hand

place [space] is a quantity continuous; fbr the

parts of body occupy a certain place [space], and

these parts coalesce at a certain common limit;

consequently the parts of place [space] which

each of these parts of body occupy, coalesce

at the same limit at which the parts of body

coalesced. Place [space] will, therefore, likewise

be continuous; for its parts coalesce at one com-

mon limit." The parts and limits here spoken of
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The preceding doctrine received no ex-

plication of any consequence until the

time of Proclus ; in whose commentary
on the elements of Euclid there is con-

tained, in relation to the Second Defini-

tion, the following memorable statement.

After noticing the mode in which Apol-

lonius and his followers explain the for-

mation of our conception of a Line—by
measuring the length alone of a road or

wall, he subjoins:—" But we may obtain

the sensible perception of a line by looking

at the discriminations of lighted from
shaded places, or on the moon and on the

earth. (The text is here imperfect.) For
this medium in respect of breadth is un-

extended ; but it has length, that, to wit,

which co-extends with the light and the

shade." (Ed. Basil. 1533, f. 28.)

The same observation, but more ex-

plicitly stated, is found in the Commen-
tary of Ammonius Hermiae, the disciple

of Proclus, on the Categories of Aristotle.

It is not, however, unlikely that Proclus

and Ammonius only followed Aristotle in

his work, not now extant, on the Exist-

ence treated of in Mathematics. In the

chapter on Quantity, speaking of a line

and its mathematical definition, he says :—" That the existence of length without

breadth is not a figment of our under-
standings, but that such also exists in the

nature of things—this is clearly shown by
the discrimination of light and shade.

For if the sunshine fall, for instance, on,

and partially illuminate a wall, it is ne-

cessary that what discriminates the shiny
from the shady portion should be a length

destitute of breadth. For grant that it

have breadth ; the breadth behoves to be
either shine or shade, as between these

there is no medium. But if the former,
it will fall in with the shiny, if the latter,

with the shady part. Betwixt these, how-

are potential and not necessarily actual. For in

Phys. iv. 5, § 2:—"Some things are in place

[space] potentially, others actually. Wherefore,

when that whose parts are reciprocally similar is

continuous, its parts exist potentially in place

[space]; whereas when they are separate but in

mutual contact, as a heap, they exist actually."

The counter doctrine is also to be found in

Aristotle, but only in those works in which he
adopts vulgar opinions by accommodation. Thus,
in the Topics (L. vi. c. 4, § 3; cf. L. i. c. 18, §

13), it is assumed that absolutely, in the order of
nature, a point is prior to a line, a line to a sur-

face, a surface to a solid. I see that Professor
Trendelenburg adheres to this (Logische Unter-
suchungen, i. p. 224). But I am surprised that
so learned an Aristotelian should quote the
Topics, as a work from the examples in which
we could infer the genuine doctrine of Aristotle.

ever, a line is clearly seen, extended only
in length and dividing the surface in the
light from the surface in the shade. For
if these are discriminated from each other,

it must be, that there is something be-

side themselves, by which they are dis-

criminated, and which itself is neither

shiny nor shady. But this will be with-

out breadth. For that has breadth which
is necessarily either shine or shade. It is,

however, neither of these, being their

mutual distinction. Wherefore it is ab-

solutely necessary, that the discrimination

of the shiny from the shady parts should

be a length without breadth—that is, a line.

Again if a line be not
infinite but bounded, there is an absolute

necessity that its termination should have
one extension less than itself possesses.

But as a line possesses only a single ex-

tension (viz. in length), its termination

will, consequently, have no extension

(whether in breadth or depth). But such
is a point; the distinction of which, ac-

cordingly, is—what has no part." (f. 68

b., ed. Aid., 1546.)

There is only one inaccuracy in this

passage—an inaccuracy, however, perhaps
rather of expression than of thought; viz.

where it is said that, besides the light

and shade, there must be something dif-

ferent from both, by which they are mu-
tually distinguished. This is erroneous,

if by this something be meant aught ab-

solute or positive. For the line is nothing
but a negation of the light by the shade,

and of the shade by the light. Each dis-

criminates itself from the other. Apart
from both or from either, the line has no
existence, even in thought. It is nothing
absolute, being only a relation ; it is no-
thing positive, being only a privation.

But independently of this inaccuracy,

neither Proclus nor Ammonius have suf-

ficiently generalised the phenomenon by
showing, 1°, that (to say nothing of a

point) a Line is merely the negation of
superficial extension : and, 2°, that in so

far as visible, it is only the reciprocal

limitation of two contrasting colours.

The inaccuracy here noticed was not
committed by the Nominalists, whose
reasonings I have next to notice ; but, on
the other hand, they did not, like the two
Platonists, approve their arguments by the

evidence of a sensible demonstration.

Occam, in his Quodlibets (i. qu. 9), in

his Logic (under the category of Quantity),

and more fully in his Treatise on the Eu-
charist (cc. 1, 2), maintains with all his

usual subtlety, that a Surface, a Line, a

Point are nothing positive out of the mind,

and neither really distinguished from each
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other nor from the essence of body (cor-

poreitas) : that these <are merely privations

of extended substance in its threefold

dimensions; a surface being simply the

negation of the farther continuation of a
Solid, a Line simply the negation of the
farther continuation of a Surface, a Point
simply the negation of the farther con-
tinuation of a Line. The same doctrine
was ably supported by Durandus, and,
with some unessential modifications, by
Gregory of Rimini, in their several Com-
mentaries on the Sentences (L. ii. dist. 2.

qu. 4. § 13, sq., and L. ii. dist. 2. qu. 2.

art. 1). But the arguments, theological

and philosophical, of the Venerable In-

ceptor, of the most Resolute and Authentic
Doctors, did not secure to their opinion a
favourable reception among cither their

contemporaries or successors : it remained,
indeed, a doctrine not merely peculiar to
the Nominalists, but peculiar to a small
number of them. With the exception of

Schegkius (Gonnn. in Organ, p. 362), who
seems inclined to this opinion, I do not
recollect any of the Aristotelians, subse-
quent to the revival of letters, by whom
it was adopted ; while, among other later

philosophers the question seems never to
have been agitated at all. On modern
mathematicians, who have in general been
guiltless of metaphysics, the observation
of the philosophical expositor of Euclid
was thrown away. Clavius, indeed, and
one or two geometers beside, may slav-

ishly repeat from Proclus the individual
illustration, but without expansion, far

less a perception of its general bearing

;

and Euclid's definition of a line—length
without breadth—is to the present hour
laboriously and erroneously expounded as

only a theoretical abstraction of intellect,

though, in truth, at every turn practically

realised by observation even through sense.

I am aware only of one, and that a qualified

exception ; though I speak with hesitation,

for I take no particular interest in mathe-
matical and physical literature. In the
" Lectures on Natural Philosophy," by the
late Dr Thomas Young, published in 1807,
there is at least the indication of a sounder
doctrine; this indication has, however,
likewise remained unnoticed. After de-

fining a Solid as " a portion of space limited
in magnitude on all sides "—a Surface as
" the limit of a Solid "—a Line as " the
limit of a Surface"— a Point as "the
limit of a Line "—he adds the following

scholium, illustrated by two triangular

figures ; the first appearing as a black spot

upon a white ground, the second described,

in the usual manner of mathematical dia-

grams, by narrow strokes. " The paper of

which this figure [the first] covers a part,

is an example of a Solid ; the shaded por-

tion represents a portion of Surface ; the
boundaries of that Surface are Lines ; and
the three terminations or intersections of

those Lines are Points. In conformity
with this more correct conception, these

definitions are illustrated by representa-

tion of the respective portions of space of

which the limits are considered ; and also

[in the errnnd figure] by the more usual

method of denoting a Line by a narrow
surface, and a Surface by such a line bur-

rounding it." (Vol. ii. p. 8.)

It is hardly to be supposed that this in-

genious and learned physician had any
knowledge of the observation of Proclus
and Ammonius, far less of the specula-

tions of the Nominalists. This is shown,
indeed, by the comparative vagueness and
inaccuracy of his language, which we are

compelled to blame, in order to allow him
credit for the thought he would express.

His definition of a Solid is not only in-

exact but erroneous. It is trinal exten-

sion, and not omnilateral limitation, which
determines the notion of Solidity simply;

for space, or what occupies space, body,
though not conceived as limited, would
still necessarily be conceived as solid—as

trinally extended. Limitation is thus the

accident, not the essence of solidity ; and
Euclid's definition of a Solid by length,

breadth, and thickness is exclusively cor-

rect. Euclid's is also the definition whirl)

alone gives us a distinct notion of the thing

defined ; for Young's is only significant t<:

him who already knows what space is and
how many dimensions it has. Further, the

definition of a Surface, of a Line, of a

Point, by the term limit, is, without a de-

finition, inexplicit, if not wrong. For it

leaves us to suppose that this limit may
be something more than a mere negation

of that which it is said to limit. In other

respects, the whole statement is so meagre
and cursory, that we are left in doubt
whetherthe doctrine be notwhat the author
partially stumbled on, rather than fully

understood.
Mr Fearn is the only modern philoso-

pher I am aware of, who clearly appre-

hended the truth of the doctrine in its full

extent ; and his merit is the greater, inas-

much as there is no reason whatever for

surmising that he is indebted for any hint

to any previous speculator. It will be
found stated in almost all his various

writings; and these I may recommend
as worthy the attention of all those who
can appreciate a rare metaphysical talent

though unendowed with even an ordinary

faculty of expression.



NOTE F.

ON LOCKE'S NOTION

OF THE CREATION OF MATTER.*

[Reference.—From I. P. 286 b.]

[In the interpretation of Locke {Essay,

B. iv. c. 10, § 18)] Stewart does not coin-

cide with Reid. In quoting the same
passage of Locke, he says of it, that " when
considered in connection with some others
in his writings, it would almost tempt one
to think that a theory concerning matter,

somewhat analogous to that of Boscovich,
had occasionally passed through his mind;"
and then adduces various reasons in sup-
port of this opinion, and in opposition to

Reid's. (Philosophical Essays, Ess. ii. ch. i.

p. 63. Collected Works, vol. v., p. 94.)
The whole arcanum in the passage in

question is, however, revealed byM. Coste,

the French translator of the Essay, and of

several other of the works of Locke, with
ivhom the philosopher lived in the same
family, and on the most intimate terms, for
the last seven years of his life ; and who,
though he has never been consulted, affords

often the most important information in

regard to Locke's opinions. To this passage
there is in the fourth edition of Coste's

translation, a very curious note appended,
of which the following is an abstract :

—

" Here Mr Locke excites our curiosity

without being inclined to satisfy it. Many
persons, haviug imagined that he had com-
municated to me this mode of explaining
the creation of matter, requested, when my
translation first appeared, that I would
inform them what it was ; but I was ob-
liged to confess that Mr Locke had not
made even me a partner in the secret. At
length, long after his death, Sir Isaac
Newton, to whom I was accidentally speak

-

* The following Note is reprinted from the
Author's Discussions, pp. 201, 202.

—

Ed.

ing of this part of Mr Locke's book, dis-

covered to me the whole mystery. He told
me, smiling, that it was he himself who
had imagined this manner of explaining
the creation of matter, and that the
thought had struck him one day, when
this question chanced to turn up in a con-
versation between himself, Mr Locke, and
the late Earl of Pembroke. The following
is the way in which he explained to them
his thought :

' We may be enabled (he
said) to form some rude conception of the

creation of matter, if we suppose that God,
by his power, had prevented the entrance of
anything into a certain portion of pure
space, which is of its nature penetrable,

eternal, necessary, infinite; for hencefor-

ward this portion of space would be endow-
ed with impenetrability, one of the essential

qualities of matter : and as pure space is

absolutely uniform, we have only again to

suppose that God communicated the same
impenetrability to another portion of space,

and we should then obtain in a certain sort

the notion of the mobility of matter, an-
other quality which is also very essential to

it.' Thus, then, we are relieved of the em-
barrassment of endeavouring to discover
what it was that Mr Locke had deemed it

advisable to conceal from his readers

;

for the above is all that gave him occasion
to tell us^-' Ifwe would raise our thoughts
as far as they could reach, we might be
able to aim at some dim and seeming con-
ception how matter might at first be
made/ " &c. This suffices to show what
was the general purport of Locke's ex-
pressions, and that Mr Stewart's conjec-

ture is at least nearer to the truth than
Dr Reidr

s. Compare Newtoni Opt., qu. 31.



NOTE G.

ON THE HISTORY OF THE WORD IDEA.

[References.—From Inq., 204 a; from I. P. 224 b, 267 a, 296 a, 360 a; from Supple-
mentary Dissertations, 806 a.]

In regard to the precise signification of

the terms employed, it is requisite to say
a word.

Idea may be used to denominate merely
a Notion,—properly a simple thought, in

opposition to a composite thought or

judgment. In this sense, ideal will mean
merely what exists subjectively in our
thought, contrasted with real—that is,

what exists objectively in the universe
(internally of mind, externally of matter).

But this is not the acceptation in which
the words idea and ideal are specially em-
ployed by philosophers, and particularly

in the polemic of Reid, of Stewart, and in

general of the Scottish school. In their

mouths, the Ideal Theory designates the

theory of cognition brought to bear

through the hypothesis of ideas, in one
or more of the faculties of knowledge

;

and idea designates distinctively a vicari-

ous, mediate, or representative object,

through which we take cognisance of a

mode of matter or mind, which, though
really existing, is not, as existing, that is,

in itself, immediately or presentatively by
us known. To refute the Ideal Theory,
to them means simply to evince that cog-

nition, pro tanto, is not dependent on the

hypothesis of ideas ; or that, pro tanto, an
immediate or presentative knowledge of

a mode of matter or mind, as existing in

itself, is competent to man. *

The history of the word idea seems
completely unknown. Previous to the

* The preceding paragraph is from a paper
written in the autumn of 1855. The two next

paragraphs, with the exception of the notes, are

reprinted from Discussions, p. 70.—Ed.

age of Descartes, as a philosophical term,
it was employed exclusively by the Pla-

tonists,—at least exclusively in a Platonic

meaning;* and this meaning was precisely

the reverse of that attributed to the word
by Dr Brown ;—the idea was not an object

of perception,—the idea was not derived

from without. In the schools, so far from
being a current psychological expression,

as he imagines, it had no other application
than a theological, f Neither, after the re-

vival of letters, was the term extended by
the Aristotelians even to the objects of

intellect. Melanchthon, indeed (who was
a kind of semi-Platonist), uses it, on one

occasion, as a synonym for notion or in-

telligible species (De Anima, p. 187, ed.

1555) ; but it was even to this solitary

instance, we presume, that Julius Scaliger

alludes (De Subtilitate, vi. 4), when he
castigates such an application of the word
as neoteric and abusive. " Melanch." is

on the margin. Goclenius also probably

* On the word idea before Plato, see Braudis,

Gesch. d. Phil., pp. 242, 299, 307. Theognis is

quoted by Goclenius (Lex. Phil. Gr. v. Idea), as

using the word in sense of species animo concepla,—
iroWaKi yap yvwfivv Qanarwa'' Itidal,

[1. 128, where, however, the word seems to be

used in its ordinary sense of visible appearance.

—Ed.]
t The word is used by the Schoolmen, after

Augustin, only in a theological, not in a psycho

logical sense, for the reasons of things in the in-

telligence of God, by whose exemplar the world

was formed, and in whose image the universe is

contemplated. "Mundum mente gerens, simi-

lique in imagine formans." [Boethius, De ConsoJ.

Phil., Lib. iii. metr. ix. Cf. Heerebord, Melete-

mata Philosophica, p. 290 sq.—Ed.]
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founded his usage on Melanchthon.* We
Bhould have distinctly said that, previous

to its employment by Descartes himself,

the expression had never been used as a

comprehensive term for the immediate
objects of thought, had we not in remem-
brance the Historia Animse Humanso of

our countryman, David Buchanan. This
work, originally written in French, had
for some years been privately circulated

previous to its publication at Paris in

1636. + Here we find the word idea fami-

liarly employed, in its most extensive

signification, to express the objects not

only of intellect proper, but of memory,
imagination, sense ; and this is the earliest

example of such an employment. For
the Discourse on Method, in which the

term is usurped by Descartes in an equal

latitude, was at least a year later in its

publication—viz. in June 1 637. Adopted
soon after also by Gassendi,+ the word,

under such imposing patronage, gradually

won its way into general use. In Eng-
land, however, Locke may be said to have
been the first who naturalized the term
in its Cartesian universality. Hobbes
employs it, and that historically, only once
or twice. § Henry More and Cudworth
are very chary of it, even when treating of

the Cartesian Philosophy ; Willis rarely

uses it; while Lord Herbert, Reynolds, and
the English philosophers in general, be-

tween Descartes and Locke, do not apply
it psychologically at all. When in com-
mon language employed by Milton and
Dryden, after Descartes, as before him,
by Sidney, Spenser, Shakspeare, Hooker,
&c, the meaning is Platonic. Our Lexico-
graphers are ignorant of the difference.

The fortune of this word is curious.

Employed by Plato to express the real

forms of the intelligible world, in lofty

* ' Ideae sumuntur nonnunquam pro concep-
tionibus seu notionibus anirai communibus.'

—

Goelenii Lexicon Philosophieuin (Lat.) v. Idea.—
Ed.

t See the Dedication prefixed to the first Latin
edition (Paris, 1637). This Dedication is dated
"Octavo Calendas Apriles Gregorianas anno
sera? Christianorum vulgaris, 1636."

—

Ed.

% Inst. Log. Pars I., Opera, I. p. 92.

—

Ed.
§ Hobbes uses the word idea, both in Latin and

English, in the sense of phantasm or image in the
mind, or even in the sense. See his Elementa
Philosophise, Pars I. c. i. § 3—c. ii. § 14—c. v.

§§ 8, 9 ; and his Leviathan, Part iv. c. 45, p. 649,

ed. Molesworth. Previously, in the " Objectiones
Tertiae in Meditationes Cartesii," which were
written by Hobbes, the word idea is frequently
used in the same sense, which Descartes notices
as different from his own.

—

Ed.

contrast to the unreal images of the sen-

sible, it was lowered by Descartes, who
extended it to the objects of our consci-

ousness in general. When, after Gassendi,

the school of Condillac had analysed our
highest faculties into our lowest, the idea

was still more deeply degraded from its

high original. Like a fallen angel, it was
relegated from the sphere of divine intel-

ligence to the atmosphere of human sense;

till at last Ideologic (more correctly Idea-

logic), a word which could only properly

suggest an a priori scheme, deducing our
knowledge from the intellect, has in France
become the name peculiarly distinctive of

that philosophy of mind which exclusively

derives our knowledge from the senses.—
Word and thing, ideas have been the crux
philosophorum, since Aristotle sent them
packing (xalP*'T axrav ideal), to the present

day.

[The following references, extracted

from the Author's Common-Place Book,
will shew how carefully he had studied
the subject, and represent probably the

greater part of the materials which would
have been employed, had he lived to re-

write the above note in the form contem-
plated for the present work.

—

Ed.]

On history of opinions about Ideas, see

Zimmermann, Dial, de Idearum Natura,
Opuscula, t. i. p. 604 sq., Tiguri, 1751;
Hillerus, Logica, § 33 ; Lossius, Real-Lexi-
kon, v. Angeborne Begriffe.

That idea used for notion in intellect

rarely before Descartes, (Mem. Melanch-
thon and Fracastorius, below), see Ruiz,

Comm. et Disp. de Scientia, [Disp. lxxxi.

§ 1, ed. 1629] ; Goclenius, Lex. Phil.

(Lat.) v. Idea ; Scharfius, Metaph. Ex-
empl. [L. L c. i. p. 19, ed. 1628}; Scheg-

kius, Comm. in Arist. Organ, [pp. 91, 344,
411 sq., ed. 1570]. Compare also Micrac-
lius, Lex. Phil., v. Idea; who, with the
Peripatetics, makes it equivalent to gene-

ral notion.

[Historical notices of the use of the term
Idea.]

1.

—

Theognis is said to have used 'Idea

for phantasm. See Goclenius, Lex. Phil.

(Grsec), v. Idea. [But see above, p. 925 b,

n.*.—Ed.]
2.

—

Aristotle, De Ccelo, I. 7, for

form, figure. See Patricius, Discuss.

Peripatet. p. 327.

3.

—

Melanchthon, once for intelligible

species, or general notion, De Anima, ed.

Lugd. 1555, p. 187. [' Noticia est mentis
actio, qua rem adspicit, quasi formans
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imagiuem rei quara cogitat. Nee aliud

sunt imagine* Mie scu idea, nisi actus

intelligcndi.'] But see Erotemata Dial-

ectica, p. 60-3, ed. 3, Strigelii, 1579; De
Dialectica, pp. 11, 7(5, ed. Lugd. 1542.

Compare J. C. Scaliger, De Subtilitate,

Exerc. vi. § 4.

4.

—

Fracastorius, likewise in same
sense. De Intellectione, L. i. Opera, 3

ed., 1584, f. 130 A. [' Sicut autem e lacte

et nive universale albedinis fit, ita et con-

junctorum sua universalia et idem extra-

huntur. Quare et universale loci, et

figura?, et quantitatis, et numeri, et alio-

rum conficitur. Propter quod potentia

hajc animaj, qua) ideis est plena, divina

quodammodo est, et solus hie intellectus

appellatur.']

5.

—

Sib John Davies, Nosce Teipsutn

(1599), never uses 'idea;' but 'form,"image.'
6.

—

Charron, De la Sagesse (1601)

—

' images,' ' especes ; ' never ' ide'es.'

7.

—

Bacon never [psychologically] ; but
contradistinguishes and contrasts ' hum-
ance mentis idola et divince mentis idecc.'

Nov. Organ, aph. 23, et alibi pluries.

8.—Caspar Bauhinus, Theatrum Ana-
tomicum (Basilea3, 1621), L. hi. c. 40, p.

402, speaking of the retina, says :— Et
rerum visibilium ideas ad cerebrum tan-

quam judicem deferat.' Compare Ibid,

c. 42, pp. 408, 410.

9.

—

David Buchanan, Hist. Animae
Humanse (Paris, 1637), in full extent—
before Descartes. [See pp. 39, 113-14,

214 sq., et alibi pluries.

—

Ed.]
1.0.

—

Descartes. His ' De la Methode'
first published in 1637 ; and idea there

used, as well as in the subsequent Latin
translation; and in ' Meditationes,' 1641.

N.B.—The Cartesians did not apply the
term idea to smells, tastes, &c. See Regis,

Cours entier de Philosophic, t. i. p. 145, ed.

1691 ; Malebranche [Recherche, L. iii. P.

ii. c. 7, and relative Eclaircissement].

Locke (Essay, B. ii. c. 13. § 25) wrong in

thinking they did. Compare Bayle, Lettre
& M. Coste, (Euvres, t. iv. p. 831 ; and
Coste's Locke (ed. 1755), p. 131, note.

11.

—

Gassendi used idea, but only in

works after Descartes.

12.

—

Hobbes seldom uses the word ; but
* species,' ' phantasm,' ' image,' ' appari-

tion/ * conception,' ' visible show,' ' as-

pect,' 'notice,' 'imagination,' &c. Only
once in Treatise of Human Nature (1640*)

c. i., idea mentioned as a synonym.
[' The Imagery and Representations of the
qualities of the things without, is that we

* The dedication is dated 1640, but the work
as not actually published till 1650.

—

Ed.

call our Conception, Imagination, Ideas,
Notice, or Knowledge of them.'] And in

Elementa Philosophise (Lond. 1655) p.

224, [Pars. iv. c. 25, § 1,] idea occurs as an
equivalent for phantasma. [The latter ia

thus explained, §§ 2, 3] :
—

' Sensio est ab
origine seusorii conatu ad extra, qui gene-
ratur a conatu ab objecto versus interna,

eoque aliquamdiu mauente per reactionem
factum Phantasma * * * Phantasma
enim est seutieudi actus ; neque differt a
sensioue aliter quam^eri differt a factum
esse ; qua? differentia in instantaneis nulla

est. Fit autem Phantasma in instante/ *

13.—-Reynolds, Treatise of the Pas-
sions and Faculties of the Soul of Man
(1640). Ideas Dot used.
14.—Sir Kenelm Digby, On the Nature

of Bodies, &c. (1644). Term not used.

15. — Lord Herbert of Chekbury
(1645), not 'idea;' but 'notitia,' 'concep-

tus,' ' apparentia,' ' species,' ' ectypus.'

16.—Fbomondus, De Anima (1649),
never uses idea.

17.— De La Chambre, Systeme de
l'Ame (1664).—After Descartes. Only
' image,' ' espece,' &c.

18.

—

Glanvill used term idea in its

Cartesian sense, before Locke. See Vanity
of Dogmatising (London, 1 66

1 ), pp. 91, 97,

et alibi. [P. 91 :
* I would not that the

Idea of our passions should be applied to
anything without us, when it hath its

subject nowhere but in ourselves.'—P. 97

:

' When we would conceive a triangle, man,
horse, or any other sensible, we figure it

in our Phancies, and stir up there its sen-

sible Idea.'] Cf. also his Scepsis Seien-

tifica (London, 1665), pp. 67, 71, et alibi.

19.

—

Locke appears, from the author f
of ' Solid Philosophy, asserted against

the Fancies of the Heists, Lond. 1697,'

p. 3, to have been the first to introduce
the use of the word in England. And
Locke himself acknowledges that it is new.
(Reply to the Bishop of Worcester, Works,
vol. i. p. 410.) But Glanvill before him.

20.

—

Henry More, chary in use, even
when speakingof the Cartesian philosophy.
21.—Hon. Robert Boyle, Discourse

of Things above Reason (1681), uses it,

passim, in the vaguest way for image of

Imagination, or notion of Understanding.
22. — Sidney, Spenser (Sonnet 45),

Shakspeare, Hooker, Milton, Dryden,
&c, use it in Platonic sense. [See quo-
tations in Johnson's Diet., v. Idea.]

* For further notices of Hobbes see above, p.

926 d, n. §. —Ed.
t John Sergeant. See Discussion*, p. 80 n.*.—

Ed.
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Poiret (Cogitationes Rationales, p. 175

note, 3 ed. 1715) gives five different exten-

sions of the term Idea. [The following is

the passage referred to:— (1.) 'Sunt
quibus idea et perceptio unum et idem
significant; atque his licet dicere Dei

Mentisque ideas dari, Deumque Mentem-
que per ideas suas agnosci ; (2.) Sunt
quibus non perceptio aut conscientia

mera, sed perceptio contemplativa vel in-

tuitiva, ut sic loquar, et intellectiva sit

idem ac idea : atque his dolor, verbi gra-

tia, colores, passiones animge, non dicuntur

idea directe cognosci seu percipi, sed

sensu et conscientia : quod utique ipsis ita

efferre licet ; modo et aliis permittant sua

quemque uti nomenclatura ; (3.) Sunt
qui solam perceptionem, cujus terminus

extra nos, ideam vocant : et hoc sensu

Animai cujusque suae perceptio idea non
erit nominanda ; (4.) Si quibusdam per-

ceptionem solam rei finitoe et limitatse

placeat ideam vocare, his idea Dei non
veniet nuncupanda; (5.) Denique illi

quibus perceptionem solam, cujus termi-

nus extra nos est corporeus, ideam dicere

volupe est, solius corporis et rerum hue
spectantium ideas dare concedent : cetera

vero dicent alio modo, sensu nempe sive

conscientia vel conjectura, cognosci. —Ed.]

[As a psychological term, idea has been

used]—
1. Of an individual object, whether in

perception or imagination,—equivalent to

the German Anschauung.—Baumgarten,

Acr. Log. § 51 (v. Bolzano, Wissen-

schaftslehre, i. p. 344).

2. Exclusive of object of perception,

and always of the past,—equivalent to

both image and notion.—Hume, Essays,

&c, vol. ii. p. 29.

3. Equivalent to image—representation

of past perception, and opposed to notion.

—Daube, Essai dTdeologie, p. 61 ; Sam.
Johnson (Life by Boswell, p. 560, ed.

Croker, 1848); Oleig, Encycl. Brit., 7th

ed., art. Metaphysics, p. 601 ; Author*
of ' Two Dissertations concerning Sense

and the Imagination,' [pp. 58, 104-107]
;

Ernesti, Init. Doctr. Solid. [De Mente
Humana c. i. § 35] p. 134.

4. Equivalent to notion, and opposed to

image.—Leibnitz, CEuvres Philosophiques,

ed. Raspe, pp. 93, 219-21, 503; Spinoza,

Eth. Pars. i. [Op. Posth. 1677], p. 87 ;

Segner, Specimen Logicse universaliter

demonstrate, Sect. i. def. 1 ; Toussaint,

* Probably Zachary Mayne.—See DiscussionSt

pp. 48, 49.—Ed.

De la Pense'e, p. 155 sq. ; Burihogge,

Essay upon Reason and the Nature of

Spirits, p. 10.

5. Inclusive of past and present, general

and particular,—equivalent to 'represen-

tatio rei quatenus objective consideratur.'

— Wolf, Psych. Emp. § 48; Descartes*

Resp. et Obj. Tertise R. v. Medit. p. 114 ;

Beusch, Syst. Metapn. § 325; Wytlen-

bach, Prsec. Phil. Log. P. i. c. 3. p. 31

(ed. 1810).

6. Of extension and primary qualities,

as opposed to sensation of secondary qua-

lities.

—

Malebranche [Recherche, L. iii. P.

ii. c. 7, and relative Eclaircissement.]

7. Including all the phenomena of con-

sciousness, or modifications of the con-

scious subject.

—

Bonnet, Essai Analytique,

t. i. pp. 14, 170 (but he distinguishes

ideas and notions) ; Destutt Tracy, Elem.

dTde"ol., i. pp. 27-29, 419 ; Thurot, In-

trod. a l'Etude de la Philosophic, Disc.

Pre!., t. i. p. xxxvi. ; Laromiguilre (v.

Toussaint, De la Pense'e, p. 1 58 ; Jacquier,

Elemens, &c. p. 64) ; Cardaillac, Etudes

Elem., t. ii. p. 185; Degerando, Des Signes,

t. i. p. 34. ' Je comprendrai sous le nom
general d'idees, et ces images et les ele-

mens ou rapports que l'esprit apperyoit

en elles, et les circonstances qui les accom-

pagnent ; en un mot, j'y comprendrai tout

ce qu'on imagine.'

Gassendi (Instit. Log. P. i., Opera,

t. i. p. 92), uses Idea for image or repre-

sentation of aught in the mind, compre-

hending species, imago, notio, promotio,

anticipatio, anticipata notio, conceptus,

phantasma,—in a word, any incomplex

object of cognition. So Locke applied

the term to every modification of mind
as an object of thought.*)* (Essay, Introd.

§ 8 ; B. ii. c. 8. § 8.) So also Descartes

and the Port Royal Logicians. (See Jac-

quier, Ele"mens, &c, p. 64.) J

* But he varies. Holds it properly for image,

but not merely in imagination, also in intellect.

(See Gassendi, Opera, t.. iii. p. 322.) He allowed

also ideas of colour and other secondary quali-

ties.—Principia, P. i. § 66.

t That Locke made passions, feelings, sensa-

tions, fee., in prsesenti, of which we are consci-

ous, ideas, like the Vorstellungen of Wolf, see

Hume, Essays, <fcc, Note [A], vol. ii. p. 545, ed.

1788. Locke's ambiguity and vacillation in the

use of the term idea, is castigated by Sergeant

(Solid Philosophy Asserted, p. 3), Z. Mayne (Two
Dissertations, <fec. p. 136), and Bishop Browne

(Procedure, Extent, and Limits of Human Under-

standing, pp. 72, 133, et alibi).

t On Locke and Descartes, see Baxter's En-

quiry, fee., vol. ii. p. 281.
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ON CONSCIOUSNESS.
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§ II.

—

Conditions and Limitations of Consciousness.

[References.—From I.
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P. 223 a, 231 b, 297 b ; from Supplementary Dissertations,

§ I.

—

Reid's reduction of Consciousness to a
special faculty.

In all legitimate speculation -with re-

gard to the phenomena of mind, it is Con-
sciousness which affords us at once, (1

.
) the

capacity of knowledge; (2.) the means of

observation
; (3.) the point from whence

our investigation should depart; (4.) the
limit of our inquiry

; (5. ) the measure of

its validity; and, (6.) the warrant of its

truth.

1. Consciousness is not to be consider-

ed merely as a separate and specific faculty

of self-knowledge,—as that power which is

conversant about the other intellectual

operations and passions, from which it is

distinguished, as about its peculiar ob-

jects ; but, on the contrary, it is to be re-

garded as a general expression for the
primary and fundamental condition of all

the energies and affections of our mind,
inasmuch as these are known to exist.

For while knowledge, feeling, and desire,

in all their various modifications, can
only exist as the knowledge, feeling, and
desire of some determined subject, and as
this subject can only know, feel, desire,

inasmuch as he is conscious that he knows,
feels, and desires, it is therefore manifest
that all the acts and passions of the intel-

lectual self involve Consciousness as their

generic and essential quality. On the
other hand, as there exists no intuitive or
immediate knowledge of self as the absol-

ute subject ofthought, feeling, and desire,

but, on the contrary, there is only possible
a deduced, relative, and secondary know-
ledge of self, as the permanent basis of
those transient modifications of which we
are directly conscious,—it follows that,

independently of the particular present
energies and affections of our minds, Con-
sciousness can have no possible existence
as a distinct, peculiar, and co-ordinate
faculty.

And, therefore, while Consciousness, in

reference to the subaltern capacities of the
intellectual subject, may be considered as

their absolute and universal form, so these
subordinate capacities, in reference to this

universal concomitant of their existence,

may with propriety be regarded as the re-

lative and special modifications of Consci-
ousness. And in particular,—to speak only
at present with regard to our faculties of

knowledge, which have necessarily refer-

ence to something different from the con-

scious subject,—as all existences different

from our mind are only known in refer-

ence to the intellectual self, as the subject
and condition of that knowledge, and by
self as conscious of its own activity ; and,
on the other hand, as we are only consci-
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ous of self as existing in some particular

state, which state again is always relative

to something foreign, which, mediately or

immediately, determines its existence as

its cause,—it follows that all knowledge is

to a certain extent necessarily self-know-

ledge, and that again all self-knowledge

involves Consciousness of a correlative,

actually or possibly, really or hypotheti-

cally, different from our mind. The dis-

tinction between consciousness and our

particular faculties of knowledge, consists,

not in any real intrinsic difference of them-

selves, but only in the order in which we
ourselves contemplate the terms of the

same relation.

For, if, looking from the concentric

unity of the subject, we consider only

the particular and multifarious modifi-

cations of Consciousness in excentric rela-

tion to the world without, we shall natu-

rally view it as separated into an infin-

ite number of different acts, correspond-

ing to the infinity of its objects, and to

the various relations, direct or mediate,

in which these may stand connected with

the thinking subject. / see this house,

I hear this sound, I feel this pain, T ima-

gine this chimera, are examples. These con-

stitute the individual facts of Conscious-

ness, and are infinite as their objects. But
if these individual facts are considered

only in what they possess in common, or

in that quality of activity by which several

of them are arranged in Consciousness to-

gether, these facts, as thus conjoined, then

obtain the character of a general fact ; and
the species of conscious activity which
afforded the principle of their classifica-

tion receives the name of a faculty. 1

perceive, 1 feel, I imagine, &c, are exam-
ples of concrete expressions for the gene-

ral facts ; wad perception, feeling, imagina-

tion, &c, are abstract expressions for the

faculties. These facts are, however, only

facts of consciousness ; and the several

faculties are only special forms of ohe ac-

tivity of Consciousness in excentric rela-

tion to what is different from self.

On the other hand, if, looking from the

multifarious and complicated modifica-

tions of thought, as determined by the

various relations of mind to the external

objects of its knowledge, we regard these

modifications only in their concentric

identity in the unity of the conscious sub-

ject, we naturally view these different

faculties of knowledge as essentially one,

and to this single principle we give the

general name of Consciousness. But as

this distinction between absolute Con-
sciousness and its relative modifications,

as subordinate faculties of knowledge, is

only a logical and not a real difference, it

is evident, on the one hand, that an act

of Consciousness is only possible through
some particular energy of a subordinate
faculty, and on the other, that every
simple act of a subordinate faculty is a
simple, though relative, energy of Con-
sciousness. Consciousness may therefore

be univocally predicated of all our facul-

ties of knowledge, and in relation to all

their objects, as it is coextensive with the

sphere and determines the boundaries of

our knowledge. Thus the propositions,

I feel pain or pleasure, I perceive an ex-

ternal object, I imagine an existence, I re-

member an occurrence, &c, are only shorter

expressions for the following facts of Con-
sciousness,—I am conscious of an absolute

affection of self, which I call pain or plea-

sure,—I am conscious of something as

existing different from self,—I am con-

scious of a certain modification of mind,
not as absolute in itself, but as represent-

ing, and therefore relative to, the possible

existence of an external something,—I am
conscious of a modification of mind, not
as absolute in itself, but as representative

of the object of a former consciousness.

How Consciousness in general is pos-

sible ; and how, in particular, the con-

sciousness of self, and the consciousness

of something different from self, are pos-

sible ; in what manner we can have a
consciousness of any absolute affection of

the thinking subject, and a consciousness

of self in representative relation either to

an external possibility or to a previous

act of consciousness :—all these questions

are equally unphilosophical, as they all

equally suppose the possibility of a facul-

ty exterior to Consciousness and conver-

sant about its operations. But all philo-

sophy of mind, if it does not wander into

the region of hypothesis, must employ
Consciousness as the only instrument of

observation. Consciousness gives us the

existence both of the absolute and of the

relative affections of the mind ; and it

gives all these as facts equally ultimate

and inexplicable.*

Reid seems to have borrowed his nar-

row limitation of Consciousness as a spe-

cial faculty from Hutcheson, (Synopsis

* The preceding dissertation appears to have

been left unfinished. The following notes on

Reid's doctrine, which were probably intended

as materials for its conclusion, have been ex-

tracted from the Author's Common-Place Book.
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Metaphysicse, pars ii. c. 2),* or Male-
branche. f
Locke is directly opposed to Reid,

making Consciousness the condition of

all thought {Essay, B. ii. ch. i. § 19, 1

Works, i. p. 37) : " If they say, the i

man thinks always, but is not always
j

conscious of it, they may as well say i

his body is extended without having
parts. For it is altogether as intelligible

to say that a body is extended without
parts, as that anything thinks without
being conscious of it, or perceiving that

;

it does so. . . . If they say that a

man is always conscious to himself of

thinking, I ask how they know it ? Con-
sciousness is the perception of what passes

in a man's own mind. Can another man
perceive that I am conscious of anything,

|

when I perceive it not myself ? No man's
knowledge here can go beyond his experi- i

ence, &c." So Descartes, &c.:J: But Mon-
j

boddo agrees with Reid. (Antient Meta- i

physics, B. ii. ch. 2, vol. ii. p. 87.) On
\

the question generally, see De Tries, De .

Ideis Innatis, Sect. iii. p. 26.
" Non sentimus nisi sentiamus nos sen- i

tire," say the learned. And Aristotle,

Probl. sect. xi. § 33—

x

&,P t<r^e '<ra &* a1°~~

dnais Siavoias itaddircp avaiadnrov tt6vov

€Xe '» &cnrep slpnrai to, Nods opa Kal vovs

a.Kov€i.§ Compare De Anima, L. iii. c. 2,

texts 136, 137 ; and there Themistius (p.

88), Philoponus, and the Conimbricenses

(p. 370 sq.) Aristotle had no word for

Consciousness ; || but here he shews the

I

* The passage of Hutcheson is as follows :—
|

"Altera percipiendi vis est Sensus quidam in-

terims, aut Conscientia ; cujus ope nota sunt ea

omnia, quae in mente geruntur. Novit quisque

sensationes suas, judicia, ratiocinia, volitiones,

desideria, et consilia: neque haec mentem, cui

insunt, latere possunt. Hac animi vi se novit

quisque ; et sui habet perceptionem : atque in se

ct actiones suas, animum convertere potest.

Unde et spirituum aeque plena potest esse noti-

tia ac corporum : intima latet natura ; notse sunt
utriusque affectiones."

—

Ed.

t For Malebranche, see Recherche, L. iii. P.

ii. ch. 7, and Eclaircissement xi. He held that

we perceive the affections of our mind directly by
consciousness, while we are cognisant of bodies

by ideas in God. Hence it may, perhaps, be in-

ferred that we have no direct consciousness of the

objects, but only of the acts, of intelligence.

—

Ed.

t Principia, i. 9 :
" Cogitationis nomine intel-

ligo ilia omnia quae nobis consciis in nobis fiunt,

quatenus eorum in nobis conscientia est."—Ed.

§ See Chauvin, Lex. Phil. v. Sensatio; and
Clauberg, Exerc. Ixxxvii. § 3.

|| Tennomann (Gesch. d. Philosophic, iii. p. 194)

absurdity of holding a faculty for the act
which is not also of the object. Even the
word for Attention was first introduced
by Philoponus. (Conimbricenses, Comm.
De Anima, p. 371.)

Aristotle's doctrine as to sense {De
Anima, 1. c.) is well applied by Plotinus
to intellect. Enn. ii. L. ix. c. 1. Com-
pare Proclus, Instit. Theol. §§ 83, 168.

On Aristotle's intellect conscious of

itself, see De Anima, L. iii. c. 4, texts 8,

15, and Conimbricenses, p. 503. Com-
pare Philoponus, In De Anima, Sign. A.
iv., ed. Venet., 1535, quoted by Monbod-
do, Antient Metaphysics, vol. i. p. 136.

On the whole controversy, whether the
senses know their own operations, see

Conimbricenses, p. 369 sq. Plato (These-

tetus*) says that sense feels that it feels,

and that it does not feel. See also Alex.
Aphrod., De Anima, f. 135.

St Augustin (quoted in De la Forge,

Traite", &c. Pre"f. p. xi.) shews that, in the
perception of an object, the mind has not
only a knowledge of that object, but also

of the operation by which it perceives. +
See also a long and curious passage in De
la Forge. (PreT. p. xiv.)

Strato (De la Forge, Pre"f. p. xxxviii.) of

sense. [See Plutarch, De Solert. Animal,
c. 3.—Ed.]

Varii, in De Villemandy, Scepticismus
Debellatus, pp. 121, 122.

notices the want in the Greek language of a word
for consciousness, and the inconvenience thereof.

See also Gillies, Introduction to Aristotle's Rhe-
toric, p. 102.

* The reference to the Theaetetus is given by
the Conimbricenses (In Arist. De Anima, ii. 2.)

The passage referred to is probably Theaet. p.

192. 'ASvvarov '6 alo-dduerai ye, eVepdV ri

&v alo-Odverai olnOwai elvat, Kal '6 alaOd-

veTai,wv ri fx)] alo-Qdverai, k.t.K This pas-
sage, however, is not exactly in point. Compare
Lectures on Metaphysics, vol. i. p. 198.

—

Ed.

t De Libero Arbitrio, L. ii. c. iv. : "Arbitror
etiam illud esse manifestum, sensum ilium inte-

riorem non ea tantum sentire quae acceperit a
quinque sensibus corporis, sed etiam ipsos ab eo

sentiri. . . . Quod si adhuc obscurum est, elu-

cescet, si animadvertas quod, exempli gratia, sat

est in uno aliquo sensu, velut in visu. Namque
aperire oculuin, et movere aspiciendo ad id quod
videre appetit, nullo modo posset, nisi oculo

clauso vel non ita moto se id non videre sen

tiret. 8i autem sentit so non videre dum non
videt, necesse est etiam sentiat se videre dum
videt ; quia cum eo appetitu non movet oculum
videns, quo movet non videns, indicat se utrum-
que sentire." Another passage to the same
effect is quoted by De la Forge from the spu,-

rious work De Spiritu ct Anima, c. 32.—Ep.
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§ II.

—

Conditions and Limitations of Con-

sciousness.

We are only conscious as conscious of

some mode, of such or such a quality or

qualities. But to be conscious of such or

such a quality, is virtually to affirm that

what we are conscious of is this, to the

negation of that. Consciousness^ there-

fore, necessarily supposes a discrimination,

and consequently a judgment. As Hobbes

has well expressed it,—" Sentire semper

idem et non sentire ad idem recidunt."
*

The first law of thought- using that

word in its widest sense as coextensive

with consciousness—is, therefore, what

we may call

I. The Law of Variety — that we are

conscious only as we are conscious of dif-

ference. This variety may be either

simultaneous or successive. Without

denying that we are actually conscious of

different phenomena at once, were there

no successive variation, or were we unable

to compare our actual consciousness with

our past, it could hardly be said that we

were conscious at all. Another law of

thought is therefore

II. The Law of Succession—that we are

conscious only aswe are conscious of a pre-

sent in contradistinction to a past. But

contradistinction supposes an apprehen-

sion, comparison, and judgment of that

which is distinguished ; and consciousness

is only of the actual or present. How,

therefore, can consciousness apprehend,

eompare, and judge, what is not actual or

present—the past? This would be im-

possible, were nothing left in the mind of

the various modes or movements, of which

it is the subject, beyond the actual now

of their existence ; in other words, were

the consciousness, determined by a present

external cause, the only cognition of which

the mind is capable. But the modes or

movements of which we have been con-

scious do not cease to exist, so soon as we

eease to be conscious of their existence
;

they remain, when out of consciousness,

as it were in an obscured or rather a sub-

dormant state ; ready, however, to be re-

aroused, by the appropriate agency, to

that pitch of vivacity which shall reinstate

them anew within the sphere of conscious-

ness ; nor is there any reason to suppose

that a movement once determined in the

mental ego is, absolutely considered, ever

again utterly abolished. In virtue, how-

ever, of this constitution it is that Con-

sciousness is able, in a certain sort, to re-

* See above, p. 878 a, n. *.—E».

present its past energies in its present,

to contrast them with each other, and

thus to realise itself. Consciousness thus

involves a retentive, a reproductive, and

a re-manifestative power ; in other words,

it supposes in its subject the faculties of

Memory, of Suggestion and Reminiscence,

and of Imagination—by faculties always

understanding no separate operations, but

only different relations of the same in-

divisible activity. Consciousness also is

not to be regarded as aught different from

the mental modes or movements them-

selves. It is not to be viewed as an

illuminated place, within which objects

coming are presented to, and passing be-

yond are withdrawn from, observation;

nor is it to be considered even as an ob-

server—the mental modes as phsenomena

observed. Consciousness is just the move-

ments themselves, rising above a certain

degree of intensity. Consciousness is thus

not coextensive with the attributes of

mind ; for the movements beyond the

conscious range are still properties—and

effective properties, of the mental ego.

Consciousness, being thus realised only

under the laws of variety and succession,^ is

necessarily astricted to a ceaseless varia-

tion. But the same condition is also im-

posed upon it by the disproportion be-

tween what we are actually conscious of at

any given moment, and what we may poten-

tially be conscious of at successive times.^

Consciousness is very limited. It is

only a comprehensive word for those men-

tal movements which rise at once above a

certain degree of intension; and as the

extensive quantity of such movements is

always in the inverse ratio of its inten-

sive, that consciousness will be most per-

fect which is concentrated within
_
the

smallest sphere. But while Conscious-

ness is thus of its very nature limited to

the very smallest complement of actual

cognitions, the sum of our potential cog-

nitions—those which may be recalled from

latency into consciousness—is aimost in-

finite. It is, therefore, only by succession

and rapid succession, that the signal dis-

proportion between our intellectual pos-

sessions and our capacity of employing

them can be diminished.

But, further, the same condition of cease-

less variation is involved in the fact that

Consciousness is only realised in a certain

degree. But it is a general law, that the

protension or continuance of a mental

energy is in the inverse ratio of its inten-

sion or degree, its degree, as already stated,

in the inverse ratio of its extension or

complexity. The stronger the exertion,

the sooner is lassitude induced ; the more
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vehement the pleasure, the more prompt
is the alternation of disgust. Thus the
various movements, after rising to the
conscious pitch, tend naturally of them-
selves to a gradual remission, the result
of which is their relapse into a state of
latent subactivity ; while in proportion as
they cease to occupy the disposable amount
of conscious energy, this is transferred to
other movements, which, rising in conse-
quence from latency, maintain unbroken
the consecutive series of thought.
But this effect of ceaseless variation is

determined not only by the tendency of
the movements in consciousness to evacu-
ate their place : it is equally determined
by the tendency of the movements out of
consciousness to occupy their room.******
[The preceding fragment, treating of

the general conditions under which Con-
sciousness is possible, may be regarded as
introductory to the following, which treats
of the special characteristics of Conscious-
ness as actually manifested. The transi-
tion, however, from the one to the other,
is abrupt, and some intermediate remarks
would be required to connect them into
a whole.

—

Ed.]

>

1. Consciousness is the necessary condi-
tion of all knowledge— all knowledge is a
consciousness; knowledge, e converso, is the
necessary condition of all consciousness—
all consciousness is a knowledge. Consci-
ousness and knowledge are, in fact, the
same thing considered in different rela-
tions, or from different points of view.
Knowledge is consciousness viewed in
relation to its object; Consciousness is
knowledge viewed in relation to its sub-
ject. The one signalises that something
is known (by me); the other signalises
that I know (something). These differ-
ent points of view determine, however, a
difference in signification.*

2. Consciousness is a more limited term
than knowledge. For Knowledge is aknow-
ledge, 1°, either immediate or mediate ; 2°,
either potential or actual: whereas Consci-
ousness is a knowledge only immediate, and
only actual. It may be said an object is
known, though only knownorknowablein
a representation, and though not now be-
fore the mind either in itself or in its re-
presentation. But it cannot be said that
/ am conscious of an object, unless that
object be immediately and actually known.
But though the term consciousness is

* See Lectures on MdapJiysics, vol. i.

—Ed.
p. 193
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thus less extensive than the term know-
ledge, the truth of the proposition—that
all knowledge supposes consciousness— is
not invalidated. For all knowledge of a
mediate or represented object exists only
in and through the consciousness of an im-
mediate object or representation; and a
potential knowledge is only a knowledge
in so far as it is, or may be, realised in an
actual. In asking, therefore, what are the
conditions of knowledge, we simplify the
problem in asking only what are the con-
ditions of consciousness ; and from what
has been now said, the four first or most
general limitations are already manifest.
These, however, it may be proper to re-
state articulately in their order.*

3. The first limitation of Consciousness
is

—

that it is a knowledge. For whether I
be conscious—that I know,— that I feel a
pain or pleasure—or that I will or desire;
in all these different classes of the mental
phenomena there is one common and
essential quality. They exist only as they
are known.

4. The second limitation of Conscious-
ness is—that it is a knowledge known by me
—by an Ego, a Self, a Subject of know-

5. The third limitation of Conscious-
ness is—that it is an immediate not a me-
diate knowledge.

6. Thefourth limitation of Consciousness
is—that it is an actual not a potential
knowledge.

7. Thefifth condition of Consciousness ia—that it is an apprehension. For to know
we must know something ; and immediate-
ly and actually to know anything is to
know it as now and here existing, that is,
to apprehend it.

8. The sixth condition of Consciousness
is

—

that it is a discrimination, and supposes
therefore plurality and difference. For
we cannot apprehend a thing unless we
distinguish the apprehending subject from
the apprehended object.—I find this con-
dition explicitly taken in the Wolfian
School. Wolf, Vernunftige Gedanken, §§
728, 733; Psychologia liationalis, § 10-
1 3 -,—Bilfinger, Dilucidationes, §§ 242, 269;
—Thummig, Psychol. Rat. § 171 ;—Canz,
Psychol. § 31 ',—Baumgartm, Log. § 3.

9. The seventh condition of Conscious-
ness is—that it is a judgment. For we can-
not apprehend a thing, without, pro tanto,
affirming it to exist. Though this condi-
tion be virtually contained in the preced-

With these limitations of Consciousness,
compare Lectures on Metaphysics, vol. i. p. 201
sq.— Ki>.
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ing, Reid has the merit of being, among
modern philosophers, the first who trench-

ed upon a recognition of this truth. Or'

Consciousness (to him a special faculty of
j

self-consciousness), Sensation, Perception,
|

and Memory, he once and again says,
j

that judgment is involved in, or necessari- I

ly accompanies, their acts (Inq. 106 b, 107 !

a; I. P. 414 b; alibi); but this again he

explicitly denies in regard to the opera-

tion of the faculty, which he variously de-

nominates Conception, Imagination, and
Simple Apprehension. (I. P. 223 a, 243

a, 375 a, 414 a b.) This limitation is in-

correct; though it is easy to see how Reid,

contemplating only a judgment affirma-

tive of objective or real existence, was led

to overlook the judgment affirmative of

subjective or ideal existence in which all

consciousness is realised.

10. The eighth condition of Conscious-

ness is — that whatever is thought is

thought under the attribute of exist-

ence; existence being a notion a priori

or native to the mind, and the primary

act of consciousness an existential judg-

ment. For if we are only conscious as

we apprehend an object, and only appre-

hend it as we affirm it to exist, existence

must be attributed to the object by the

mind. But such could not be done unless

this predicate were a notion which had a

virtual pre-existence in the mind. For
suppose it derived from, and not merely

elicited on the occasion of, experience

;

suppose, in a word, with Locke, " that

existence is an idea [not native but] sug-

gested to the understanding by every

object without, and every idea within;"*

in thi3 case it must perforce be ad-

mitted that what suggests the notion

of existence is itself an object of con-

sciousness ; for what we are not con-

scious of, that can suggest nothing.

But where is the object of consciousness

not already thought under the very attri-

bute which this doctrine would maintain

it originally to suggest ? Till this ques-

tion be answered—till the possibility of

its being answered can be even conceived,

we may safely reject the hypothesis that

would contingently evolve the notion of

existence out of an antecedent knowledge,

instead of making the notion of existence

the condition which all knowledge neces-

sarily supposes. Ens, accordingly, has

been viewed as the primum cognitum by a

large proportion, if not the majority of

philosophers, more or less prominently,

on stronger or on weaker grounds ; as by

Aristotle, Alexander, Themistius, Simpli-

cius implicitly, and explicitly by Avi-

cenna, Averroes, Albertus Magnus, St

Thomas with the whole Thomist school,

and many other of the principal School-

men and Aristotelians. In more recent

ages, without enumerating a long list of

names, I may state in general that no
philosopher has admitted the doctrine of

cognitions a priori, who has been found

to disallow the pre-eminent claims to this

distinction which the notion of existence

may prefer. Among contemporary meta-

physicians, the Abbate Rosmini merits

commemoration ; who has, with great in-

genuity and perseverance, endeavoured to

develop this notion into a systematic, and
in many respects, an original, philosophy

of mind. This attempt would, I am con-

fident, have been more successful, had it

taken the following lower limitation of

consciousness as its point of departure.

11. The ninth limitation of Conscious-

ness is

—

that while only realised in the re-

cognition of existence, it is only realised in

the recognition of the existent as condi-

tioned ; and even this requires a still

further limitation, for we are conscious of

the conditioned itself only as not uncon-

ditionally conditioned. Of the uncon-

ditioned, of the absolute or the infinite,

we have no cognition, no conception,—in a

word, no consciousness ; and these, in

themselves incognisable and inconceivable,

we can talk about only as negations ^'

what is positively cognisable and conceiv-\

able—the conditioned in its various phases

of the relative, the finite, &c. The de-

I

velopment of this limitation would con-

j

stitute a philosophy of the Conditioned in

direct antithesis to the philosophy of the

Absolute, maintained under diverse forms

by many of the profoundest thinkers of

the last half-century, among whom Fichte,

Schelling, Hegel, and my illustrious friend

M. Cousin, are the most distinguished.

This I may hereafter attempt ; not cer-

tainly presuming to mete my own strength

with that of such opponents, but confiding

solely in the strength of the cause itself

which I maintain. Of the nature of the

present limitation, and of the polemical

relations of a philosophy of the uncondi-

tioned, some indications may be found in

an article by me, entitled, " The Philoso-

|

phy of the Absolute, &c," in immediate

reference to M. Cousin, in the Edinburgh

Review, vol. L. p. 194 sq. ;
* to be found

also in Crosse's " Selections," and in the
" Fragmens Philosophiques, &c," trans-

* Essay, B. ii. cli. 7. § 7. Reprinted in Discussions, p. ] -Ed.
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lated by M. Peisse, whose preface to the
volume is on this subject especially worthy
of attention. At present I can only

enounce the priuciple to shew its place in

an evolution of the conditions of Con-
sciousness ; and, where ample illustrations

would be requisite, I can with difficulty

afford room for a few scattered hints in

regard to one or two of its [manifold ap-

plications. ]

The principle, that we are conscious only
of the conditioned, and only of the condi-

tionally conditioned, is valuable as an im-
portant truth : it is likewise valuable as

affording a genesis of some of the most
momentous, and at the same time most
contested, phenomena of mind. For
example, in the principle of the Condi-
tioned, the two great principles, the law
of Substance and Accident, and the law of

Cause and Effect, find their origin and ex-

planation. They are no longer to be
regarded as ultimate data of intelligence

;

they appear now as merely particular

cases, merely special applications, of this

higher principle. Take the former—the

law of Substance. I am aware of a phe-
nomenon—a phenomenon be it of mind
or of matter; that is, I am aware of a

certain relative, consequently a condi-

tioned, existence. This existence is only

known, and only knowable, as in rela-

tion. Mind and matter exist for us
only as they are known by us ; and they
are so known only as they have cer-

tain qualities relative to certain faculties

of knowledge in us, and we certain facul-

ties of knowledge relative to certain quali-

ties in them. All our knowledge of mind
and matter is thus relative, that is, condi-

tioned ; and so far in conformity with the

principle that we are conscious only of

existence as conditioned. But further;

—

I am aware of a certain phenomenon, be
it of mind or matter. This phenomenon,
—a manifestation of what exists for me
only as known by me, and of what as

known by me exists only in relativity to

my faculties,—how is it that I cannot
even conceive it to exist solely in the re-

lativity in which solely it is known, that

I cannot suppose it to be a mere pheno-
menon, an appearance of nothing but it-

self as appearing, but am compelled by a

necessity of my nature to think that out

of this relativity it has an absolute or

irrelative existence

—

i. e., an existence, as

absolute or irrelative, unknown, and in-

comprehensible ? why, in short, am I

constrained to suppose that it is the known
phenomenon of an unknown Substance 1

Philosophei-s answer and say— it is an
ultimate law of mind. I answer and say

— it is a particular case of the general law
which bears that not only the uncondi-
tioned simply, but even the unconditioned
of the conditioned, is unthinkable. Take
an object; strip it by abstraction of all

its qualities, of all its phenomena, of all

its relativities ; reduce it to a mere uncon-
ditioned, irrelative, absolute entity, a mere
substance ; and now try to think this sub-
stance. You cannot. For either in your
attempt to think you clothe it again with
qualities, and thus think it as a condi-

tioned ; or you find that it cannot bo
thought,— except as a negation of the
thinkable. This is an instance of the
unconditioned simply, and an ordinary
application of the law.

Take now of the same object a quality

or phenomenon. A phenomenon is a
relative — ergo, a conditioned— ergo, a
thinkable. But try to think this relative .

as absolutely relative, this conditioned as

unconditionally conditioned, this pheno-
menon as a phenomenon and nothing
more. You cannot ; for either you do
not realise it in thought at all, or you sup-
pose it to be the phenomenon of some-
thing that does not appear

; you give it a
basis out of itself; you think it not as
the absolutely, but as the relatively rela-

tive ; not as the unconditionally, but as

the conditionally conditioned; in other
words, you conceive it as the Accident of

a Subject or Substance. This is an in-

stance of the Conditioned, and constitutes

the special case, the particular law, of Sub-
stance and Phenomenon. The law of

Cause and Effect is another subordinate
application of the same general principle

;

but in connection with another limitation

of Consciousness, which it is necessary [to

state before proceeding.] *******
[12. The tenth limitation of Con-

sciousness is that of Time.] This is the

necessary condition of every conscious

act ; thought is only realised to us as in

succession, and succession is only con-

ceived by us under the concept of Time.
Existence, and existence in Time, is thus
an elementary form of our intelligence.

But we do not conceive existence in time
absolutely or infinitely,—we conceive it

only as conditioned in time ; and Exist-

ence conditioned in Time expresses, at once
and in relation, the three categories of

thought, which afford us in combination

* The Author's MS. breaks off here. What
follows has been supplied, partly from his Lectures

on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 399, and partly from his

Discussions, p. 618.

—

Ed.
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the principle of Causality. What does
existence \conditwned or] relative in time

imply ? It implies, 1°, that we are unable
to realise iu thought : on the one pole of

the irrelative, either an absolute com-
mencement, or an absolute termination of

time ; as on the other, either an infinite

non-commencement, or an infinite non-
termination of time. It implies, 2°, That
we can think, neither, on the one pole, an
absolute minimum, nor, on the other, an
infinite divisibility of time. Yet these

constitute two pairs of contradictory pro-

positions ; which, if our intelligence is

not all a lie, cannot both be true, whilst,

at the same time, either the one or the

other necessarily must. But, as not rela-

tives, they are not cogitables.

Now the phenomenon of Causality

seems nothing more than a corollary of

the law of the Conditioned, in its applica-

tion to a thing thought under the form or

mental category of Existence Relative in

Time. We cannot know, we cannot think

a thing, except under the attribute of Ex-
istence ; we cannot know or think a thing
to exist, except as in Time; and we cannot
know or think a thing to exist in Time,
and think it absolutely to commence or ter-

minate.* Now this at once imposes on
us the judgment of causality. Unable
positively to think an absolute commence-
ment, our impotence to this drives us
backwards on the notion of Cause ; un-
able positively to think an absolute termi-

nation, our impotence to this drives us
forwards on the notion of Effect. More
articulately thus :—An object is given us,

either by our presentative, or by our re-

presentative, faculty. As given, we cannot
but think it Existent, and existent in Time.
But to say, that we cannot but think it to

exist, is to say, that we are unable to

think it non-existent,—to think it away,

—

to annihilate it in thought. And this we
cannot do. We may turn away from it

;

we may engross our attention with other
objects; we may, consequently, exclude
it from our thought. That we need not
think a thing is certain ; but thinking it,

it is equally certain that we cannot think
it not to exist. So much will be at once

* How easily the difficulty from the simultaneity
of Cause and Effect, or rather from the identity

of Causation and Effectuation, is solved on this

theory, and on this theory alone, it would he out
of bounds here to explain. I may notice, how-
ever, that the whole difficulty is developed by
A.enesidemus, in Sextus Empiricus ; and that
those who have recognised it in modern times,

seem to have been wholly unaware of the more
ingenious speculation of the ancient sceptic.

admitted of the present ; but it may pro-

bably be denied of the past and future
Yet if we make the experiment, we shall

find the mental annihilation of an object
equally impossible under time past, and
present, and future. To obviate, how-
ever, misapprehension, a very simple ob-
servation may be proper. In saying that
it is impossible to annihilate an object in

thought, in other words, to conceive as
non-existent, what had been conceived as

existent,—it is of course not meant, that
it is impossible to imagine the object
wholly changed in form. We can re-

present to ourselves the elements of
which it is composed, divided, dissipated,

modified in any way ; we can imagine
anything of it, short of annihilation. But
the complement, the quantum, of exist-

ence, thought as constituent of an object,—that we cannot represent to ourselves,

either as increased, without abstraction
from other entities, or as diminished,
without annexation to them. In short,

we are unable to construe it in thought,
that there can be an atom absolutely
added to, or absolutely taken away from,
existence in general. Let us make the
experiment. Let us form to ourselves a
concept—an image of the universe. Now,
we are unable to think, that the quantity
of existence, of which the universe is the
conceived sum, can either be amplified or
diminished. We are able to conceive,

indeed, the creation of a world ; this in

fact as easily as the creation of an atom.
But what is our thought of creation 1 It

is not a thought of the mere springing of

nothing into something. On the con-

trary, creation is conceived, and is by us
conceivable, only as the evolution of ex-

istence from possibility into actuality, by
the fiat of the Deity.* Let us place our-

selves in imagination at its very crisis.

Now, can we construe it to thought, that,

the moment after the universe flashed in-

to material reality, into manifested being,

there was a larger complement of exist-

ence in the universe and its author to-

gether than, the moment before, there

subsisted in the Deity alone 1 This we
are unable to imagine. And what is true

of our concept of creation, holds of our

* The creation a Nihilo means only : that the

universe, when created, was not merely put into

form, an original chaos, or complement of brute

matter, having preceded a plastic energy of in-

telligence ; but, that the universe was called into

actuality from potential existence by the Divine

fiat. The Divine fiat, therefore, was the proximate

cause of the creation ; and the Deity containing

the cause, contained, potentially, the effect.
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concept of annihilation. We can think

no real annihilation,—no absolute sinking

of something into nothing. But, as crea-

tion is cogitable by us, only as a putting

forth of Divine power, so is annihilation

by us only conceivable, as a withdrawal of

that same power. All that is now actual-

ly existent in the universe, this we think

and must think, as having, prior to crea-

tion, virtually existed in the creator ; and
in imagining the universe to be anni-

hilated, we can only conceive this, as the

retractation by the Deity of an overt

energy into latent power.—In short, it is

impossible for the human mind to think

what it thinks existent, lapsing into abso-

lute non-existence, either in time past or

in time future.

Our inability to think, what we have

once conceived existent in Time, as in

time becoming non existent, corresponds

with our inability to think, what we have
conceived existent in Space, as in space

becoming non-existent. We cannot rea-

lise it to thought, that a thing should be
extruded, either from the one quantity or

from the other. Hence, under extension,

the law of Ultimate Incompressibility ; un-

der protension, the law of Cause and Effect.

I have hitherto spoken only of one in-

conceivable pole of the conditioned, in its

application to existence in time,— of the

absolute extreme, as absolute commence-
ment and absolute termination. The
counter or infinite extreme, as infinite re-

gress or non-commencement, and infinite

progress or non-termination, is equally

unthinkable. With this latter we have,

however, at present nothing to do. In-

deed, as not obtrusive, the Infinite figures

far less in the theatre of mind, and exerts

a far inferior influence in the modification

of thought, than the Absolute. It is, in

fact, both distant and delitescent ; and in

place of meeting us at every turn, it re-

quires some exertion on our part to seek

it out. It is the former and more obtru-

sive extreme,—it is the Absolute alone

which constitutes and explains the mental
manifestation of the causal judgment. An
object is presented to our observation

which has phenomenally begun to be.

But we cannot construe it to thought,

that the object, that is, this determinate

complement of existence, had really no
being at any past moment ; because, in

that case, once thinking it as existent, we
should again think it as non-existent,

which is for us impossible. What then
can we—must we do ? That the pheno-
menon presented to us, did, as a pheno-
menon, begin to be. — this we know by
experience ; but that the elements, the

constituents of its existence only begau,

when the phenomenon which they make
up came into manifested being,—this we
are wholly unable to think. In these

circumstances how do we proceed ? There

is for us only one possible Way. We are

compelled to believe, that the object, (that

is the certain quale and quantum of being,

whose phenomenal rise into existence we
have witnessed,) did really exist, prior to

this rise, under other forms; (and byform,
be it observed, I mean any mode of exist-

ence, conceivable by us or not.) But to

say, that a thing previously existed under
different forms, is only to say, in other

words, that a thing had causes. (It would
be here out of place, to refute the error of

philosophers, in supposing that anything

can have a single cause ;—meaning always

by a cause that without which the effect

would not have been. I speak of course

only of second causes, for of the Divine cau-

sation we can pretend to no conception.)

I must, however, now cursorily observe,

that nothing can be more erroneous in it-

self, or in its consequences more fertile in

delusion, than the common doctrine, that

the causal judgment is elicited, only when
we apprehend objects in consecution, and
uniform consecution. No doubt, the ob-

servation of such succession prompts and
enables us to assign particular causes to

particular effects. But this assignation

ought to be carefully distinguished from
the judgment of causality, absolutely.

This consists, not in the empirical and
contingent attribution of this phenome-
non, as cause, to that phenomenon, as

effect; but in the universal necessity of

which we are conscious, to think causes

for every event, whether that event stand
isolated by itself, and be by us referable

to no other, or whether it be one in a

series of successive phenomena, which, as

it were, spontaneously arrange themselves

under the relation of effect and cause.

Of no phenomenon, as observed, need we
think the cause ; but of every phenome-
non must we think a cause. The former
we may learn, through a process of induc-

tion and generalisation ; the latter we
must always and at once admit, constrained

by the Condition of Relativity. On this,

not sunken, rock, Dr Brown and others

have been shipwrecked.*

* The above extracts, being the exposition of

the Author's theory of causation, have been sup-

plied as necessary to the completion of the pre-

sent Note. For some further remarks in support

of the theory as compared with others, see Dis-

cussions, p. 622, and Lectures on Metaphysics, vol

ii. p. 100.—Ed.
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[The following references from the
Author's Common-Place Book relate to
the second portion of the present Note.

—

Ed.]

I.

—

On the conditions of Consciousness.

Plotinus (Enn. vi. L. vii. c. 39) states

admirably the conditions of knowledge,
which he makes five in number : 1°,

Change ; 2°, Diversity ; 3°, [Compari-
son ; 4°, Kelation ; 5°, Multiplicity. ]

*

[ The passage is as follows : — Aib Kal

opdcas erepSrvra Xafifidvei, '6irov vovs Kal

ovcria. Ae? yap rbv vovv del ereporrjra

Kal ravrorrjra \afx/3dveiv, eVirep voi)o~er

eavrSv re yap ov SiaKpive? airb rod vowrov,

rfj irpbs avrb erepov crx^cei, rd re irdvra

ov decop-fjaei, /nvSefiias erep6ri}ros yevojxevns,

els rb irdvra char ovSe yap av ovSe Svo.

"Eireira el voiicrei ov S-ffirov eavrbv /j.6vov

vo^o-ei, elirep SAcos vorjaer Sia. rl yap ovx
airavra

; $ aSvvarr\crei ; oAwy Se ovx ^"rAous

yiverai vouv eavrbv, aXKa Se? rV v6rn<riv r^v
irepl avrov erepov elvat, eX ri HXws Svvarai
voetv avrb' e\eyo/xev Se, '6ri ov vSnaris rovro,
el Si) &Wov avrbv eOeAoi iSeTvf voi\ffas Se

avrbs, trohvs yiverai, vorjrbs, voSov, ttivov-

fxevos, Kal oca ttXKa irpoo-i\Kei v§. Upbs Se

rovrois KCLKeivo bpav irpocrrjKei, Sirep eXpurai

tfSn ev &K\ois, ws eKaari) v6wo~is, eXirep

vivais ecrrai, ttoikiKov ri Se7 elvar rb Se
airXovv Kal rb avrb irav oTov Kivijfia, el roi-

ovrov eXij oTov eiraty)), ovSev voepbv exei ' Tt
ovv; otire ra, #AAct ovre avrbv elS-fjaei, aAAet
eejxvbu effrri^erai ; to jxev ovv &Wa vcrrepa

avrov, Kal i\v irpb avrav '6 ^v, k. r. A.]

So Jordanus Brunus (De Imaginum
Siguorum et Idearum Compositione, De-
dicatio, p. iv.) :

' Intelligere nostrum
(id est, operationes nostri intellectus)

aut est phantasia, aut non sine phantasia.
Rursum, non intelligimus nisi phantas-
mata speculemur. Hoc est quod non in
simplicitate quadam, statu, et unitate, sed
in compositione, collatione, terminorum
pluralitate, mediante discursu atque re-

flexione, comprehendimus.'
Cicero, De Natura Deorum, L. i. c. 29

:

['Si una omnium (sc. Deorum) facies

est, florere in coelo Academiam necesse
est. Si enim nihil inter deum et deum

* It is evident that the Author intended to
enumerate the five conditions given in the sum-
mary of Ficinus, from which the last three have
been supplied. It may be questioned, however,
whether these can be fairly inferred from the
text of Plotinus.

—

Ed.

t So Creuzer. Ficinus seems to have read el jx^
ws &\\ov avrbv edeKoi lSe?v. He renders,
" Diximus autem hoc ipsum non esse intelligen-
tiam, nisi se contueatur ut alium."

—

Ed.

differt, nulla est apud deos cognitio, nulla
perceptio.']

Burthogge, Essay upon Reason and the
Nature of Spirits (London, 1694), pp. 4, 5 :

[ ' Consciousness seems to me to arise,

ordinarily, from the distinction and dif-

ference that is in Conceptions ; for, should
any person have his eye perpetually tied

to one object, without ever closing of, or
turning it to another, he would no more
be sensible that he saw that object, or
know any more what it was to see, than
if he had been blind from his birth. For
since consciousness of seeing is nothing
but a perceiving by the eye, that one is

affected, or otherwise affected than he
was, with the appearance of Light or
Colour; if a person had never seen but
one thing, and never but seen it, he could
have no perceivance (that) he is so affect-

ed, that is, he could not be sensible or
conscious (that) he did see. ... I con-

clude, that as difference of conception
arises from different affections of the
faculties by objects, so Consciousness, or
Sense of Conception, arises from the dif-

ference of Conceptions, &c.']

See also, to the same effect, Brown's
Philosophy of the Human Mind, Lect. xi.

p 66 (ed. 1830).

II. On acts of mind beyond the sphere

of Consciousness*

Are there acts of mind beyond the

sphere of consciousness 1

Affirmative; Leibnitz, Nouv. Ess., Avant-
propos, p. 8-9, and L. ii. cc. 1, 2, p. 69-

72 (ed. Raspe); Monad. §§ 14, 20-23;

Princ. de la Nature et de la Grace, § 4

;

alibi ;

—

Bilfinger, De Harmonia Prsesta-

bilita, Sect. vi. § 68, pp. 182, 183 (3d

edition) ;
— Cam, Philosophia Wolfiana,

Psych. L. i. § 36 (ed. 1737) ; Med. Phil.

§ 830 (Tubingae, 1750) -,—Feuerlin, Phil.

Saetze von klaren und dunkeln Begrifien,

B. ii. Th. i. pp. 39, 69 sq. ;— Karnes,

Essays, &c, P. ii. Ess. iv., On Matter and
Spirit, p. 289 to end (3d edition) ;

—

Schau-

bert, Diss, de Idearum in Anima Conser-

vation (Altorfii Noricorum, 1744), om-
nino ;

—

Platner, Phil. Aph., i. p. 70 ;

—

Tetens, Phil. Versuche, i. p. 265, quodam-
niodo ;

—

Beausobre, Ueber die Natur und
ueber die Nothwendigkeit dunkler Ideen

(in Hissmann's 'Magazin fuer die Philo-

* See above, pp. 932. 933. This question has

been partly discussed in the Author's Lectures

on Metaphysics, Lectt. xviii. xix. It is probable

that he contemplated a fuller treatment in tlie

present work, for which the following references

would have served as materials.

—

Ed.
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sophie unci ihro Gesohichte,' v. p. 145

sq.);

—

Sulzer, Venn. Schriften, i. pp. 99

sq., 109 (ed. 1808) ;— Boerhaave, De Morb.
Nerv. t. ii. p. 360 sq. ;

—

Maass, Versuch,

&c, § 24, p. 65 sq. (ed. 1797) ;—Kant,
Anthrop,, § 5 ;—Fries, N. Kritik, i. §§ 23,

30; Authrop., §24, ed. 1820 (§ 20, ed.

1837);

—

Jacob, Erkl. des Grundr. der Emp.
Psych., § 49 ;—Schwab, Ueb. d. dunkeln
Vorstellungen (Stuttgart, 1813) ;— Met-
ners, Untersuchungen, &c, i. pp. 56, 57

;

— Graevell, Der Mensch, pp. 73, 135;

—

Schulze, Phil. Wissenschaften, i. p. 16-17;

Anthropologic, § 61 ;

—

Denzinger, Instit.

Log. §260, t. i. p. 226 (ed. 1824) ;—Beneke,
Lehrb. d. Psych., § 96 sq. p. 72 (ed. 1833);
Psych. Skizzen, i. p. 353-360 ;—Hibbert,

Sketches of the Philosophy of Appari-

tions, P. iv. ch. 5, p. 284 sq. (2d edition)

;

—Cardaillac, Etudes Element, de Phil.,

t. ii. p. 124 sq. (See Damiron, Ess. sur

l'Hist. de Phil., Supplement, p. 460 sq.) ;

—

H. Schmid, Versuch, &c, pp. 23, 232 sq.

;

Damiron, Cours, &c, i. p. 190 (ed. 1834)

;

Geruzez, N. Cours de Phil., p. 67;

—

Hiunde, Versuch, &c, i. p. 345 sq. ;

—

Reinhold, Theorie d. mensch. Erkenntniss

u. Metaph., i. p. 279 sq.

Negative: Locke, Essay, B. ii. ch. i. §
10 ; Condillac, Sur l'Orig. des Connoiss.

Hum., Sect. ii. c. 1. § 4-13 (On him see

Meriau in Hissmann's ' Magaziu,' t. vi. p.

199) ;

—

Merian, Ueber die Apperzeption
(Hissmanu's ' Magazin,' i. p. 155 sq.);

—

Tkdcmann, Untersuchungen, i. p. 40 sq.;

Psychologie (1804), p. 28-29 ; —Galluppi,
Elementi di Filosofia, i. § 105 (ed. 1837)

;

—Stewart, Elements, [Part i. ch. ii— Coll.

Works, vol. ii. p. 120 sq.]

On the question generally, see the fol-

lowing authorities, in addition to those

above referred to. Walch, Lexikon, i. p.

2034-5;— Coasar, De Animi et Obscur-

arum Idearum Natura (Lipsise, 1789)
omnino;

—

Ancillon, Melanges, t. i. p. 40-

41;

—

Hennings, Von Geistern undGeister-
sehern (Leipzig, 1780) p. 3-5 ;

—

Feuerbach,

Darstellung Entwicklung und Kritik der

Leibnitz'schenPhilosophie,§§ 6,7,p. 54 sq.

On Obscure Ideas before Leibnitz, see

Feuerbach, Darstellung, &c, Anmerk., pp.

217, 224, ed. 1837. [Feuerbach refers to

the Pythagorean saying, irav yap rd <paiv6-

fievov e| a<pavcov d<pel\ei avvlcrTaadai ....
cos yap to tt)j A€|eo>s crrotxeta ovk ettrl

Ae'£ety, ovtco /cat ra ruv (Twf/.d.Tcov aroix^a
ovk ear i awfiara (v. Sext. Emp., Adv. Phys.

L. ii. §§ 250, 253, pp. 674, 675, ed. 1718),

and to Cudworth's Dissertation on the

Plastic Nature, Intell. Syst. B. i. ch. iii.

sect. 37, subs. 17. 'It is certain that our

human souls themselves are not always

conscious of whatever they have in them.

.... We have all experience of our do-

ing many animal actions non-attendingly,

which we reflect upon afterwards ; as also

that we often continue a long series of

bodily motions by a mere virtual inten-

tion of our minds, and as it were by half a

cogitation.'

—

Ed.] Arnauld (Oeuvres, t. xL

p. 173) attacks the hypothesis of thoughts

of which we are not conscious, as held by
Malebranche. That the Stahlians held

obscure perceptions, see Camerarius, De
Unione An. cum Corp., in Bilfinger, De
Harm. Prae&tab., p. 273.

That Descartes denied Obscure Ideas, see

Leibnitz, Principia Philosophise, (Monado-
logie) §§ 14, 20-23, and Canz, Psychologia,

p. 820. Compare Descartes himself, Resp.

ad Medit. iv. p. 158 (ed. 1658):—' Quod
autem nihil in mente, quatenus est res

cogitans, esse possit, cujus non sit conscia,

per se notum mihi videtur, quia nihil in

ilia sic spectata esse intelligimus quod
non sit cogitatio, vel a cogitatione de-

pendens, alioqui enim ad mentem, quate-

nus est res cogitans, non pertineret ; nee

ulla potest in nobis esse cogitatio, cujus,

eodem illo momeuto quo in nobis est,

conscii non simus. Quamobrem non
dubito quin mens, statim atque infantis

corpore infusa est, incipiat cogitare, si-

mulque sibi suae cogitationis conscia sit,

etsi postea ejus rei non recordetur, quia

species istarum cogitationum memoriae

non inhserent.'



NOTE L

ON THE H1STOEY OF THE TERMS

CONSCIOUSNESS, ATTENTION, AND REFLECTION.

§ I.

—

Extracts explanatory of Sir W. Hamilton's view of the distinction between Con-

sciousness, Attention, and Reflection, with special reference to the opinions of

Reid and Stewart.

§ II.

—

Historical Notices of the use of the terms Consciousness, Attention, and Reflection.

[References.—From I. P. 232 a, 239 b, 346 b, 347 b ; from Supplementary Disser-

tations, 756 b, 775 b.]

[N.B.—From the reference at p. 231 b, it appears that the Author had originally

intended to include the history of Consciousness in Note H. Subsequently, however,
he seems to have transferred it to Note I.

—

Ed.]

[The materials collected for this Note
comprise only a few historical extracts

and references, which are given below,
under § II. In .relation to these, it is

important that the reader should be
aware of the Author's critical opinion on
the distinction indicated by the above
terms, as it may be gathered from pre-

vious publications. Extracts for this

purpose have accordingly been prefixed,

as § I.—Ed.]

§ I.

—

Extracts explanatory of Sir W.
Hamilton's view of the distinction betiveea

Consciousness, Attention, and Reflection,

with special reference to the opinions of
Reid and Stewart.

(1.) From Lectures on Metaphysics, vol.

i. pp. 232, 233.

"Mr Stewart seems inadvertently to

have misrepresented the opinion of Dr
Reid in regard to the meaning and differ-

ence of Attention and Reflection. Reid
either employs these terms as synonymous
expressions, or he distinguishes them
only by making attention relative to the
consciousness and perception of the pre-

sent; reflection, to the memory of the

past.* .... Mr Stewart, in the chapter

on Attention in the first volume of his

Elements,^ says, ' Some important obser-

vations on the subject of attention occur
in different parts of Dr Reid's writings ;

particularly in his Essays on the Intellec-

tual Powers of Man, p. 62, and his Essays

on the Active Powers of Man, p. 78 et seq.%

To this ingenious author we are indebted

for the remark, that attention to things

external is properly called observation;

and attention to the subjects of our con-

sciousness, reflection.' " §

* For instances of this use of the terms in

Reid, Sir. W. Hamilton refers to Intellectual

Powers, Essay ii. ch. 5, and Essay vi. ch. 1.

(See above, pp. 258, 420.) The latter of these

passages seems to show that the two terms are

used by Reid as convertible. The same conclu-

sion may be inferred from a passage in the Active

Powers, Essay ii. ch. 3, p. 537. The distinction

noticed by Stewart is, however, accepted by Sir

W. Hamilton, though not as Reid's.—Ed.

t Collected Works, vol. ii. pp. 122, 123.

j Pp. 240, 537 of the present edition.

—

Ed.

§ This distinction has been attempted by others.

See Keckermann, Syst. Phys., L. iv. c. 5. (Opera,

t. i. p. 1612) ; Goclenius, Lex. Phil. (Lat.) v. Re-

fiexus ; Maine de Biran [Oeuvres Philosophiques,

tome iv. p. 204]. On the other hand, see Wol/,
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(2.) From Lectures on Metaphysics, vol.
i. pp. 236, 237.

"Taking, however, Attention and In-
flection for acts of the same faculty, and
supposing, with Mr Stewart, that reflec-

tion is properly attention directed to the
phaenomena of mind—observation, atten-
tion directed to the phenomena of matter;
the main question comes to be considered,
Is attention a faculty different from con-
sciousness, as Reid and Stewart maintain ?

*

. Dr Reid has rightly said thatatteu-

(3.) From Lectures on Metaphysics, vol.
i. pp. 247, 248.

" I think Reid and Stewart incorrect in
asserting that attention is only a volun-
tary act, meaning by the expression vol-
untary, an act of free will. I am far from
maintaining, as Brown and others do, that
all will is desire ; but still I am persuaded
that we are frequently determined to an
act of attention, as to many other acts,
independently of our free and deliberate
volition. Nor is it, I conceive, possible

tion is a voluntary act. This remark might I to hold that, though immediately deter-
have led him to the observation, that at-

j

mined to an act of attention by desire, it

is only by the permission of our will that
tention is not a separate faculty, or a
faculty of intelligence at all, but merely
an act of will or desire, subordinate to a
certain law of intelligence. This law is,

that the greater the number of objects to
which our consciousness is simultaneously
extended, the smaller is the intensity
with which it is able to consider each, and
consequently the less vivid and distinct
will be the information it obtains of the
several objects.f This law is expressed
in the old adage,

'Pluribus intentus minor est ad singula sensus.'

Such being the law? it follows that, when
our interest in any particular object is

excited, and when we wish to obtain all

the knowledge concerning it in our power,
it behoves us to limit our consideration to
that object, to the exclusion of others.
This is done by an act of volition or de-
sire, which is called attention. But to
view attention as a special act of intelli-

gence, and to distinguish it from consci-
ousness, is utterly inept. Consciousness
may be compared to a telescope, attention
to the pulling out or in of the tubes in

this is done ; consequently, that every act
of attention is still under the control of
our volition. This I cannot maintain.
Let us take an example :—When occupied
with other matters, a person may speak
to us, or the clock may strike, without
our having any consciousness of the sound;
but it is wholly impossible for us to remain
in this state of unconsciousness intention-
ally and with will. We cannot determi-
nately refuse to hear by voluntarily with-
holding our attention ; and we can no
more open our eyes, and, by an act of
will, avert our mind from all perception
of sight, than we can, by an act of will,

cease to live. We may close our ears or
shut our eyes, as we may commit suicide

;

but we cannot, with our organs unobstruct-
ed, wholly refuse our attention at will. It,

therefore, appears to me the more correct
doctrine to hold that there is no conscious-
ness without attention,— without concen-
tration, but that attention is of three de-
grees or kinds. The first, a mere vital
and irresistible act; the second, an act
determined by desire, which, though in-

accommodating the focus to the object ; I
voluntary, may be resisted by our will

;

and we might, with equal justice, distin
guish, in the eye, the adjustment of the
pupil from the general organ of vision, as,

in the mind, distinguish attention from
consciousness as separate faculties. Not,
however, that they are to be accounted
the same. Attention is consciousness and
something more. It is consciousness vol-
untarily applied, under its law of limita-
tions, to some determinate object ; it is

consciousness concentrated."

Psych. Emp., § 257; Canz, Medit., § 841 (who
makes Reflection twofold—external and internal);

Destutt Tracy, Etemens d'Ideologie, t. i. pp. 81,

234, 442 ; AruMon, Essais Philos., t. ii. p. 184.
* For Reid, see above, p. 239. For Stewart,

see Collected Works, vol. ii. p. 134.—En.
t Cf. Steeb, Ueber den Menschen, ii. 673 ; Fries,

Anthropologic, i. 83 ; and Schulze, Ueber die

menschliche Erkenntuiss, p. 65.

the third, an act determined by a delibe-
rate volition. An act of attention,—that
is, an act of concentration,— seems thus
necessary to every exertion of conscious-
ness, as a certain contraction of the pupil
is requisite to every exercise of vision.
We have formerly noticed, that discrimi-
nation is a condition of consciousness

;

and a discrimination is only possible by a
concentrative act, or act of attention.
This, however, which corresponds to the
lowest degree,—to the mere vital or auto-
matic act of attention, has been refused
the name ; and attention, in contradis-
tinction to this mere automatic contrac-
tion, given to the two other degrees, of
which, however, Reid only recognises the
third.

"Attention, then, is to consciousness,
what the contraction of the pupil is to

I sight ; or to the eye of the mind, what tho
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microscope or telescope is to the bodily

eye. The faculty of attention is not,

therefore, a special faculty, but merely
consciousness acting under the law of

limitation to which it is subjected. But,

whatever be its relations to the special

faculties, attention doubles all their effi-

ciency, and affords them a power of which
they would otherwise be destitute. It is,

in fact, as we are at present constituted,

the primary condition of their activity."

[The following translation from the

Commentary of Philoponus on the De
Anima, (L. iii. c. 2,) has been found among
the Author's papers. " This passage is no-

ticed in Discussions, p. 51, Lectures on

Metaphysics, i. p. -201, as " the first indi-

cation in the history of philosophy, of

that false analysis which has raised At-
tention into a separate faculty."

—

Ed.]

"Butthe more recent interpreters, stand-

ing not in awe of the frown of Alexander,
not listening to Plutarchus, and even re-

pelling Aristotle himself, have devised a

new interpretation. They say that it is

the function of the attentive part (tov

irpocrcKTiKov fiepovs) of the rational soul

to take cognisance of the energies of sense.

For, according to them, the rational soul

not only comprehends the faculties of in-

telligence (vovs), thought (Siduoia), opinion
(86£a), will (jSotfArjcm), and election (irpo-

aipecris), they also thrust into it another
sixth faculty, which they call that of At-
tention. The attention, they say, assists

in all that goes on in man. It is that

which pronounces / understand, 1 think,

I opine, I resent, I desire. The attentive

function of the rational soul, in fact, per-

vades in all the powers without exception
—the rational, the irrational, and the vege-

tative. If then, they proceed, the attentive

faculty be thus thorough-going, why not
let it accompany the sensations and pro-

nounce of them, I see, I hear, &c. ? for to

do this is the peculiar office of what is re-

cognisant of the several energies. If,

therefore, it be the attention which pro-

nounces this, attention will be the power
which takes note of the energies of sense.

For it behoves that what takes note of all

should itself be indivisible and one ; see-

ia:g also at the same time that the subject
of all these operations, Man, is one. For,
if this faculty took cognisance of these
objects, that faculty of those others, it

would be, as he himself [Aristotle] else-

where says, as if you perceived that, I

this. That, therefore, must be one to
which the attentive function appertains

;

for this function is conversant with the

faculties—both the cognitive and the vital

[practical ?].* In so far as it is conversant

with the cognitive energies it is called

Attention. Hence, when we would cor-

rect a person whose mind is wandering
from any intellectual occupation, we call

out to him, Attend ! When, on the other

hand, it has to do with the life [and moral
action ?] it is called Conscience (avveidSs,

not o~6vodos). Hence in the tragedy,

[Men.— ' How now ? What illness quells thee ?

Orest.]—Intelligence ! for I am conscious of my
dreadful deed.' t

Attention is therefore that which is cog-

nisant of our sensitive energies. And Plu-

tarchus (they say) falsely attributed this

function to opinion {561-a). For what is

cognisant of the operations of all the

faculties behoves to be one. But opinion

does not take cognisance of the energies

of intelligence (uovs). For opinion does

not say / intelligise (iv6n<ra), or even /

reason (Sievo-f}6r)v) ; for although it may
say I opine, I am indignant, it is unable

to contemplate the energies of the higher

faculties."—[Sign. 0. v., ed. Venet. 1535.]

§ II.

—

Historical notices of the use of the

terms Consciousness, Attention, Reflec-

tion.

[Nothing appears to have been written
on this subject, except what has been al-

ready published in the Lectures on Meta-
physics, vol. i. pp. 196, 201, and pp. 234,

235. The following references have been
found among the Author's papers.

—

Ed.]

'S.waiffQna'is—crvuaKTddvoficu.

1°. Sympathy, fellow-feeling, to feel

along with.

Plutarch, Solon, Opera, i. p. 88 (ed.

1599).

[De Adul. et Amici Discr.], ii. p. 63.

Clemens Alex., Strom. L. i. p. 282 (ed.

1688) ; L. ii. p. 383.

2°. Having a common knowledge with

others.

Plutarch, AgisetCleon, Opera, i. 822.

[De Adul. et Amici Discr.], ii. 54.

3°. To feel as a bodily affection—

a

* By vital (^wtikuv) Philoponus means appe-

tent. See Introduction. {Ylpooifiiov, f. 2 a.

ra>v Se opeKTiKwu kcu fari/cuv f] fiev iarl

Qvjx6s, 7) Se iiridv/xia.—Ed.]

t Euripides, Orest. , 395 :—

MEN. Ti XRVH-c- ira0"Xeis > T ' s & anr6Kkv<riv

voffos
;

OP. 'H }-vve<Tis, '6ti avvoiba Seiv elpyaff-

fievos.—Ed.
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poison acting—a disease—equivalent to
consciousness of sensations.

a.—As a medical term

—

Plutarch, Dem., Opera, i. 859.
Galen, De Diff. Puis., L. iv. c. 11.*

Therapeut. L. xiii. c. 1. There
(rvi/aiord'qats said to be proprius sen-
sus, self-perception of a symptom,
in contrast to its perception by
others.

Dioscorides, viii. 2.

b.—Of sense strictly

—

Alex. Aphrod., [De Anima, L. i. c.

22. f. 135.]

Hierocles, apud Steph. Thesaur. v.

crvvulo'B-qoris.

4°. To become discriminating —aware
of—perceive.

Plutarch, Aratus, Opera, i. 1021.
[De Profect. Virt. Sent.], ii. 75, 76.
[De Sanitate Tuenda], ii. 123.
[De Solertia Animalium], ii.977,983.

Theodoti Epit., apud Clem. Alex,
p. 795.

5°. Conscious,— consciousness, and of
Bupersensibles.

Plutarch, [De Profect. Virt. Sent.]
Opera, ii. 82 (may be 4°.)

Antoninus, De Rebus Suis, L. vii. §
24,

—

tov afxaprdvciv (may be 4°).

Epictetus, Diss., L. ii. c. 1 1. (may be 4°).

Hierocles, In Carm. Pyth. p. 213, ed.
1654.

Dionysius Alexandrinus, apudEusebi-
um, Praep. Evang. 778 d.

Dionysius Theologus (which?) apud
Budaeum, Comm. Ling. Graecae, p.

528.

lo <rweiB6s—for ' conscience.'

Plutarch, Poplicola, Opera, i. 99.

De Sera Num. Vind., ii. 554, 556.
[De Profect. Virt. Sent.], ii. 84, 85.

Demosthenes, p. 263,Reiske. [De Cor-
ona, c. 32. Here, however, it rather
means Consciousness in sense of
1 common knowledge with others.'
—Ed.]

Orphica, [Hymn, lxiii. (62), 5, p. 332,
ed. Hermann.

—

Ed.]
Hierocles, In Carm. Pyth. p. 213, ed.

1654.

Pythagoras apud Stobaei Flor. T. 24, 8.

Epictetus [Fragtn. 97, vol iv. p. 98,
ed. Schweigh.

—

Ed.]

* Galen has no name for consciousness of sen-
sations, <fec, though he uses o~vvaio-67)o~is in a
medical sense (v. Hofmann, Coram, in Galenum,
p. 185). This [sc. consciousness of sensations]
he attributes to to f}ye/jLoviK6v—i. e. the imagin-
ing, recollecting, and reasoning mind—might be
called common sense. See Hofmann, pp. 170, 192.

Plutarch apud Stobaei Flor. T. 24,
15 [De Animi Tranquillitate, c. 19,
Opera, ii. p. 476. Stobaeus quotes
Ti> <ruvet86s ; but the word in Plu-
tarch is avveais, introduced by the
line of Euripides, Orestes, 395, as
referred to below Ed].

2w€<rij—for conscience.

Menander apud Stobaei Flor. T. 24, 3.

Clemens Alex., Strom. L. ii. p. 371, ed.
1688.

Herodian, L. iv. c. 7, but some MSS.
have <rvveidr)<ns. [Vide Gale, Philo-
sophia Generalis, 1676, p. 867.—
Ed.]

Euripides, [Orestes, 395], quoted by
Plutarch, as above, and by Clemens
Alex., Strom. L. vii. p. 714.

Not used for ' to be morally con-
scious,' though sometimes 'to be
aware of in relation to self,' as
Lucian [Dial. Deor., ii. 1, quoted
by Gale, 1. c—Ed.]

~2,vv€t6s— awer-hs— aavveros— ao-vvtaia
-ei/avveros— evo-vv€o~la

f
&c.

Not used in relation to conscience.

IlpoVefts.

Used only once by Plato, Rep. iii. p.

407, Steph.

npoo-€x<jo.

Used commonly with vovv, to mean
' attend,' sometimes by itself. Out
of 36 times in Plato, 27 with vovv,
and 9 absolutely in this sense.
N. B.—Plato only joins vovv with
it, and never yvu/x^v or Sidvoiav.

Tlpoo~oxh>

Not used by Plato; but by Lucian,
ii. 63 [Quomodo Hist. Conscr. Sit,

§ 53], Suidas [v. eiVjSoA??], Psellus
[De Omnifaria Doctr., § 46], Plu-
tarch [De Garrulitate, c. 23, and
elsewhere. See Wyttenbach's In-
dex.

—

Ed.]

TipoaeKTiKos.

Used for ' attentive ' by Aristotle,

(Rhet. iii. 14), but never by Plato.

[The following references from the
Author's Common-Place Book have been
added, as relating to the same subject.]
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I.

—

Consciousness.

On Consciousness in general, see Z.

Mayne, Two Dissertations, &c., [p. 141
sq.] ; Sulzer, Vermischte Schriften [i. p.

201 sq.]; 0. L. Reinhold, T)as menschliche
Erkenntnissvermoegen, pp. 108 sq., 227
sq. ; Dalberg [Von dem Bewusstseyn als

allgemeinem Grunde der Weltweisheit],

omnino. Add Weiss, Ueber d. Wesen und
Wirken d. Seele, § 29, p. 134 sq.; Tiede-

mann, Psychologie, p. 24; Untersuchun-
gen, &c, i. p. 53 sq.

Reinhold (11. cc.) gives the meaning
affixed to the expression by Descartes (p.

227), Leibnitz (228), Wolf (229), Locke
(231), Hume (235), Kant (237), Reinhold
himself (old opinion, 239—new opinion,

109), Fichte (242), Schelling (244), Fries

(244), Bouterwek (245).

Wolf distinguishes, 1. Perception— act of

mind representing object, i.e. forming idea.

This may be without consciousness or ap-

perception. 2. Apperception—act by which
mind conscious of its perceptions, repre-

sentations, ideas. 3. Cogitation—thought,

including the two former. Wolf, Psych.

Emp. §§ 23-26, 48 ; Psych. Rat. § 12

;

Baumeister [Philosophia Recens Contro-
versa, Deff. 660, 662], p. 104.

'Suvai(T07]<ris*—ffvvaia66.vop.ai.

1.—Procltjs.—Instit. Theol., c. 39—of
consciousness in general.

2.—Alexander Aphrodisiensis gives

ffwalffdyffis to the common sense. De
Anima, L. i. c. 22, f. 135 a, ed. Aid. 1534;
Quaest. Nat. f. 22 b, ed. Trincav. 1 536.

3.

—

Simplicius.—a.— InArist. DeAnim.
f. 52, ed. Aid. 1527 uses these words to

express Aristotle's meaning of sense

knowing its own operations. He makes
ffvvaiffOriffis cognisant not only of the pre-

sence and absence of the object of percep-

tion, and perception itself, and non-per-
ception, but of the attempt at perception.

This ffvvaiffOrjffis he attributes not only to

* [As a psychological term] ffvvaiffOrjffis may
t>e used

—

1. For simple perception, see Hofmann, Comm.
in Galenum, p. 185.

2. For the perception of two things, either ac-
tually or potentially. Thus sight may be said
auvaiffOdveffOai colour and magnitude, darkness
and light. See Themistius, Opera, ed. Venet
1534, ff. 84 b, 98 b.

3. For sensitive apperception, see Alexander
Aphrod., De Anima, L. i. c. 22, f. 135 a, and
Qusest. Nat. f. 22 b.

4. For consciousness in general, and is thus
applied to intellect. This frequent after it came
into use. See the authorities referred to in the text.

the common sense (though this has it

purer and better), but also to the several

senses. His translator, Asulanus, renders
by conscientia and consensus. So Budaeus
has conscientia morbi in a medical sense.

Comm. Ling. Grsec, p. 528.

b.—In Epicteti Enchiridion, c. i. p. 28,

Heinsii (p. 49, Schweigh.) — ffvvaiffOrjffLs

rod d4\eiv Kal fir) 0eAet»/, k. t. A.

4.

—

Eugenios op Bulgaria.— AoyiKr)

(1766), p. 113, avvaiaOrjats for conscious-
ness.*

That (rwai(rdr)<Tis belongs only to ra-

tional beings, see Anon. ap. Cramer,
Anecd. Grsec. Paris, vol. iv. p. 390.

^vveloycris—ffvvotSa.

Plato.—Ion, p. 533. 'AAA' e'/mvo i/j.av-

t<£ ffvvoioa Sri, k. t. A., ' sed illius mihi
conscius sum quod,' &c.—Ficini. On this

use of ffvvoida, &c, v. omnino Wytten-
bach ad Phaedonem (Platonis Opera, ed.
Valpy, vol. v. p. 298).

DlOG. LAERT., vii. 85 [irpurov olne?ov

Ae7a.11/ elvat iravrl ^dxp rrjv avrov ffvffra-

criv, Kal ttjv ravrvs ffvveiSwffiv], referred to
in Harris' Philological Enquiries, eh. xvii.

But there ffvv8e<riv appears to be the right
reading. [See Lectures on Metaphysics.
vol. i. p. 199.—Ed.]

StWota—for 'consciousness.'

Hippocrates, De Morb. Epidem., L.
vi. § 8, rrjs yv(!>jjLT)s ^vvvoia avri) Kaff

eavrijv.

Conscientia—conscius, &c.

1.

—

Tertullian has conscientia for 'con-
sciousness. ' a.—De Carne Christi adversus
IV. Haereses, c. 3. Arguing, against Mar-
cion, that the birth and body of Christ
were real and not phantastic,—he sup-
poses Marcion to say, that Christ's sub-
jective belief of his body was enough.
' Sed satis erat illi, inquis, conscientia sua.

Viderint homines, si natum putabant,
quia hominem videbant.' (This argu-
ment he had used before.) ' Quanto ergo
dignius, quantoque constantius humanam
sustinuisset existimationem vere natus,

eandem existimationem etiam non natus
subiturus cum injuria conscientice suae,

quam tu ad fiduciam reputas, ut non natus
adversus conscientiam suam natum se

existimari sustineret? Quid tanti fuit.

* Eugenios uses ffvvei^ffis and ffvveiriyvooffit

in the same sense. AoyiKr), ibid. Compare his

VvxoXoyia (1805), p. 5.
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edoce, ut consciens Christus quid esset,

esse se quod non erat, cxhiberet.'
*

b.—De Testimonio Animae, c. 5. Speak-
ing of the natural testimonies of the mind,
he says :

—
' Qui ejusmodi eruptiones ani-

mal non putavit doctrinam esse naturae, et

congenita) et ingenitae conscieutia; tacita

commissa, dicet, &c/ Afterwards, in the
same chapter, conscieutia is used for the
place of principles—the faculty of native
cognitions.

c—Do Anima, c. 18. 'Conscientia
communis' of sense, opposed to a higher
consciousness of intelligence.

But all these examples of conscientia in

Tertullian may be translated by 'knowledge?
2.—St Augustin.—De Trinitate, L. x.

c 7. (Opera, ed. Benedict., t. viii. p. 894).
' Et quia sibi bene conscia est [mens] prin-
cipals sui quo corpus regit; hinc factum
est, &c.'

3.

—

Petrarch, De Contemptu Mundi,
Dial, i., Opera, ed. Basileae 1581, pp. 334,
335, has conscientia, [but in a moral sense
for conscience.]

4.

—

Keckermann.—Opera, t. i. pp. 342,
731 , 798. He saj's there is a practical and a
speculative consciousness. See also his Or-
gani Aristotelis Analysis, pp. 103, 158, 159.

5.

—

Descartes was the first to give cur-
rency to the word in his definition ofthought
as everything of which we are conscious, i. e.

equivalent to consciousness. [Princ. P. i.

§ 9. ' Cogitationis nomine intelligo ilia

omnia quae nobis consciis in nobis fiunt,

quatenus eorum in nobis conscientia est.']

Conscience (French and English)

—

Used as convertible with 'penseV by
De i,a Forge, Traits' de l'Esprit, p. 14.

[' Je vous dirai done que je prens ici la
Pensde pour cette perception, conscience,
ou connoissance inte"rieure que chacun
de nous ressent imme'diatement par soi

meme, quand il s'apercoit de ce qu'il fait

ou de ce qui se passe en lui.']

On French ' Conscience,' see foot-note
in Coste's Translation of Locke's Essay,
B. ii. ch. 27, § 9, [p. 264, 5th ed. 1755.]
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 7. § 2, speaks

of the 'conscience of their own ignorance'
as in the ' simpler sort'

Consciosite—
Used by Leibnitz, to express conscious-

ness. Nouv. Essais, Liv. ii. ch. xxvii. §§
9, 16, 18—Oeuvres Phil., ed. Raspe, pp.
194, 195,199, 200.

* See Barthius, Adversaria [L. xxix. c. 1.], p.
1348, who notices this as a peculiar use of con-
tcientia.

II.

—

Attention.

[Attention is recognised as a special
faculty by]

1.

—

Philoponus.—In Arist. De Anima,
p. 167 [Lat. Trausl., Lugd. 1544; Sign.

0. v., Or. ed. Venet. 1535], where is no-
i
ticed at length the opinion of ' some

!
recent interpreters,' with whom he agrees
touching to irpoasKTiKOv {jxepos), which, in

their view, includes both Consciousness
and Attention— if not Keflection. [See
above, p. 942 a.

—

Ed.]
2.

—

Michael Ephesius (or Eustratius).
—In Arist. Eth. Nic. L. ix. c. 9 (f. 160 b,

ed. Gr. 1536
; p. 388, ed. Feliciani, 1542.)

3—By Michael Psellus, trpoaoxh is

mentioned as a middle faculty of mind.
De Omnifaria Doctrina, § 46. Tlpoaoxh 8«
iffrt icaO' %v irpoaexofAfv ro?s epyois ols

TrpaTTOfifu Kal to?s \6yois ols Keyo/xev.

Mr Stewart (Elem. i. c. 2—Coll. Works,
vol. ii. p. 122) thinks that no psychologist
has treated of Attention as a separate
faculty. But see Wolf, Condillac, Can-
zius (Meditationes, 709), Bonnet, Contzen,
among modern philosophers, and of an-
cient as above. [Compare Lectures on
Metaphysies, vol. i. p. 235-6.

—

Ed.]
On Attention as faculty of directing and

concentrating Consciousness, see De liaei,

Clavis Philosophiae Naturalis, p. 273 (where
Scaliger, Aristotle, and Descartes) ; Fries,
Anthropologic, i. p. 83 sq.; Kant, Anthro-
pologie, ['§ 3 sq. ; and Menschenkunde, ed.
Starke, p. 53.—Ed.]
On Attention in general, see St A ugustin

(in Duhamel, p. 488).* He notices well

* The passage of St Augustin is from the De
Musica, L. vi. c. 5. • Et ne longum faciam, vide-
tur mihi anima, cum sentit in corpore, non ab
illo aliquid pati, sed in ejus passiouibus atten-
tius agere, et has actiones, sive faciles propter
convenientiam, sive difficiles propter inoonveni-
entiam, non earn latere : et hoc totum est quod
sentire dicitur Cum autem ab
eisdem suis operationibus aliquid patitur, a seip-
sa patitur, non a corpore ; sed plane cum se ac-
commodat corpori : et ideo apud se ipsam minus
est, quia corpus semper minus quam ipsa est.

Conversa ergo a Domino suo ad servum suum,
necessario deficit: conversa item a servo suo ad
Dominum suum, necessario proficit, et pnebet
eidem servo facillimam vitam, et propterea mini-
me operosam et negotiosam, ad quam propter
summam quietem nulla detorqueatur attentio;
sicut est aifectio corporis quae sanitas dicitur:
nulla quippe attentione nostra opus habet, non
quia nihil tunc agit anima in corpore, sed quia
nihil facilius agit. Nam in omnibus operibus nos-
tris tanto quidquam attentius, quanto difficilius

operamur.
' Quoted by Duhamel, De Corpore Ani-

mate Lib. i. cap. 2.—Ed.

3o
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that in health no attention to state of

body—so ' tanto attentius quanta dijjicilius
j

operamur.' See also Vives, De Anima, L.

ii., p. 54, ed. 1555*—Steeb, Ueber den I

Menschen, ii. 675 — Tiedemann, Unter- i

suchungen, i. p. 98; Psychologie, p. 121 I

— lrwing, Erfahrungen und Untersuchun-

gen ueber den Menschen, i. § 107 j ii.

§ 147-50.

St Augustin, De Trinitate, L. xi. c. 2,

makes ' animi intentio' (equivalent to
' animi voluntas') a necessary element in

every act of Perception. See Fromondus,
j

Phil. Christ, de Anima, p. 557 sq.

Hieronymus, Adv. Jovin. ii. 9. ' Quod
mens videat et mens audiat, et quod nee

audire quidpiam nee videre possimus, nisi

sensus in ea quae cernimus et audimus !

fuerit intentus, vetus quoque sententia est.'

Plinius, Hist. Nat., L. xi. c. 54. ' Ani-

mo autem videmus, animo cernimus

:

oculi, ceu vasa quaedam, visibilem ejus

partem accipiunt atque transmittunt, &c.'

Cicero, Acad. Quaest. iv. c. 10. 'Mens
ipsa quae sensuum fons est, naturalem
vim habet, quam intendit ad ea quibus

movetur.' (Quoted in Mazure, Etudes,
I

&c. i. p. 77.)

Laromiguiere makes Attention a power I

of intellect. Cousin reprehends this (De
Biran, Nouv. Consid., preX, p. xxix.) and
makes it a power of will.

Tlpdcre^is, avvrovla. ypvxys irpos rd Kara- i

/j.a6e?v. Definitiones Platonic*.

III.

—

Reflection.

Mr Stewart (Dissertation, Note Y—
j

Coll. Works, vol. i. p. 556 : compare
j

Essays, Part i. Ess. i. ch. 1—Coll. Works,
j

vol. v. p. 56) says that ' Mr Locke seems
j

to have considered the use of the word i

reflection as peculiar to himself
;

' and
j

does not himself know that it is common
to the whole School philosophy,t

1.

—

St Augustin (in De la Forge, De
l'Esprit, pref.,p. xiv. ; who himself uses
' reflexion,' prdf., p. xi.) This passage of St

Augustin probably suggested to Leibnitz

* Vives says :— * Et ut necessarium est ad
cernendum, ut sit oculus apertus ; ita et intelli-

j

gentiae, ad intelligendum, necessaria est attentio,

seu adversio quaedam animi, quod Graecis dicitur

icpo<r4x*lv T°v vovv. Haec est veluti mentis

quaedam apertio, ad recipiendum quod offertur.'

—Ed.
t We have the scholastic dictum— ' Reflexiva

cngitatio facile est deflexiva ' —pointing at the

difficulty of turning inwards upon self.—Kecker-
mann, Opera, t. i. p. 406.— [Compare Lectures on
Metaphysics, i. p. 234.—Ed.]

his acute rejoinder to the argument against

innate principles—' nisi intellectus ipse.'*

2.

—

Duns Scotus, Super Universalibus

Porphyrii, qu. iii., where our knowledge is

said to be either from sense or from re-

flection, just as Locke. ['Ad tertium dico

quod ilia propositio Aristotelis, nihil est in

intellectu quin prius fuerit in sensu, vera

est de eo quod est primum intelligibile,

quod est scilicet quod quid est rei mate-

rialis, non autem de omnibus per se in-

telligibilibus
;
quia multa per se intelligun-

tur, non quia speciem faciunt in sensu, sed

per reflexionem intellectus.'] +
3.

—

Durandus, In Sent. L. ii. Disp. iii.

qu. 6. § 21, says that Reflection on the

operations of our minds affords certain

knowledge, and that it is experimental.

4.—J. C. Scaliger, De Subtilitate, Ex-

erc. cccvii. § 2. J [' Intellectus noster non
intelligit se per speciem sicuti cetera entia

materialia, sed per reflexionem^ &c] See

also §§ 18, 28; and Exerc. ccxeviii. § 14.

5.

—

Melanchthon, De Anima, ed. Lugd.

1555, p. 183. [' Intellectus est potentia

cognoscens, judicans, et ratiocinans, . . .

habens et actum reflexum quo suas ac-

tiones cernit et judicat, et errata emen-
dare potest.']

6.

—

Fracastorius, De Intellectione, L.

ii., Opera, f. 137. 'Jteflectente se intellectu

super conceptus factos.'

7.

—

Gul. Camerarius, Select. Disp.

Philos. (Paris, 1630), p. 27, discusses the

question whether entia rationis—relationes

rationis are made by a direct or by a reflex

act of the intellect. That made by a re-

flex act held by the Thomists.

* The passage of Augustin is from the spurious

treatise, De Spiritu et Anima, c. 32 :
' Mens ergo

cui nihil seipsa praesentius est, quadam interiori,

non simulata, sed vera praesentia, videt se in se.

Nihil enim tarn novit mens quam id quod sibi

praesto est ; nee menti quidquam magis praesto

est, quam ipsa sibi. Nam cognoscit se vivere,

se meminisse, se intelligere, se velle, cogitare,

scire, judicare. Haec omnia novit in se, nee ima-

ginatur, quasi extra se ilia aliquo sensu corporis

tetigerit, sicut corporalia quaeque tanguntur. Ex
quorum cogitationibus si nihil sibi affingat, ut tale

aliquid sese putet ;
quidquid ei de se remanet,

hoc solum ipsa est. Nihil enim tarn in mente

est, quam ipsa mens ; nee quidquam sic mentem

cognoscit, quemadmodum mens, &c.'—Cf. De
Trinitate, L. x. c. 8.—Ed.

t By the Scotists the act of intellect was re-

garded as threefold

—

rectus, reflesous, and collativus.

See Constantius (a Sarnano), Tract, de Secundis

Intentionibus, ad calcem Scoti Operum, p. 452,

ana Castanaeus, Distinctiones Philosophic*

Lugd. Bat. 1651, pp. 11, 151.

\ Compare Goclenius, Adversaria ad Scaligeri

Exercitationes (159i), p. 192.
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8.

—

Bernardus, Thes. Plat., vv. Intel -

lectus, Conversio, Circulus.
9.

—

Jordanus Brunus, De Imaginum
Signorum et Idearuin Compositione, De-
dicatio, p. iv. [See above, p. 938 a.

—

Ed.]
10. — Philippus Mocenicus, Contem-

plationes Philosophic^ (1581), has the
word in all its forms, passim.

11.

—

Keckermann, Sy^tema Physicum,
L. iv. cc. 3, 5 (Opera, ed. 1614, t. i. pp.
1600, 1612.)

12.

—

Goclenius, Lexicon Philosophi-
cum(Lat), ed. Francof. 1613, v. Reflexus.
1 Reflecti, 1°, Proprie est vel rursus seu
iterum flecti, vel retro flecti. 2°, Trans-
late est revocari, reprimi, sedari, cui oppo-
nitur incitari. Sic Cicero usurpavit, vide
Nizolium. 3°, Tralatitium etiam est, quod
Physici Reflexionem intellectui tribuunt.
Reflexio enim intellectus eis est, cum, post-
quam intellectus concepit rem aliquam,
rursus concipit se concepisse earn, et con-
siderat ac metitur, qua certitudine et modo
illam cognoverit, et, si opus fuerit, iterum
atque iterum convertit se seu revertitur
ad se et ad actus suos. (Hoc dicunt
Scholastici reflecti supra actus ipsos re-

flexos.) Quod argumento est, intellectum
esse divinum et immaterialem. Breviter,
Reflexio intellectus est intima actio, qua
recognoscit turn seipsum, turn suos actus
et suas species.

' Itaque Reflecti metaphorice etiam tri-

buitur motui mentis, quo mens quasi in
se redit. Aliud est intelligere rem, et
aliud intelligere ipsam intentionem intel-

lectam, (id est, similitudinem acceptam
in intellectu de re intellecta, quam verba
exteriora significant,) quod intellectus facit

dum supra opus suum reflectitur.' This
passage is commented on by Wolf, Psych.
Emp. § 257 ; Wolf wrong.

13.—D. Buchanan, Hist. An. Hum.
(Paris, 1637), pp. 114,250—that reflection
necessarily of an inorganic faculty.

14. —Descartes (in Gruyer, Essais Phi-
losophiques, t. iv. p. 118). [Epist. P. ii.

ep. 6.—Ed.]
15. — Gassendi, Physica, Sect, iii.,

Memb. Post., L. ix. c. 3 (Opera, Leyden,
1658, t. ii. p. 451) : 'Ad secundam vero
operationem praesertim spectat ipsa intel-

lectus ad suam operationem attentio,

reflexiove ilia supra actionem propriam,
qua se intelligere intelligit, cogitatve se
cogitare.'

16.

—

Duhamel, Philosophia Burgundiae,
t. i. pp. 617, 621, 651, 652, 655, (4th ed.

Lond. 1685.)

line—De Anima, L. iii. c. 4, text 10:
compared with Averroes, in locum (Aris-
totelis Opera, Venetiis, 1560, t. vii. p. 108),
and Ant. Andreas, Qusest. Metaph., L. vii.

qu. 13.
rH iiriffTpcxp}) irpbs iavr6— to irpbs

eavrb iiuo-TpeirTiK6v— rd irpds eavrd iiri-

aTpe\l/ai. [Used by] Plotinus, Enn. v.

L. iii. c. 1, 8, et alibi; Proclus, Institut.

Theol. [cc. 15, 32, 33, 42, 43, et alibi]

;

Philoponus, In Arist. De Anima, Sign.
A. iv. ;* compare Sign. B. v., ed. Venet.
1535; Simplicius, In Arist. De Anima, f.

52, ed. Aid. 1527. t
Phrases :—Plotinus, Enn. i. L. iv. c.

10—'H avTi\rj\pis eoiKev elvai Kal yiyvearOai,

avaKd/LnrrovTOs rod vor)fiaTos, Kal tov eVep-

yovvros rod Kara, to (fjv tt)s ^pvxvs, oJov
airacOivTos iraXiv, K. T. A. St Augustin,
De Immortalitate Anima3, c. 4 (Opera, ed.

Benedict., t. i. p. 390),
—

' Intentionem in
ante cogitata reflectere.' Balde, Lyrica,
L. i. Ode 22,—' Mira potentise Figura mens
in se reflexce.' Ficinus (in Bernardi Thes.
Plat., v. Circulus),—' Animadversio mentis
in seipsam.'

Immateriality and immortality of the
mind proved from power of reflecting on
self :

—

Plotinus, ut supra ; Proclus, Inst. TheoL

The origin of the word Reflection may
perhaps be traced to Aristotle's compari-
son of a straight and spiral or crooked

* OvShv Tuv aafxdTav ai>Tb eavTo yiy-
vuo'Kei, ou5e irpbs eavTb iirio~Tp4<peTai' ov
yap o75ei> ccii/tV t) X€

ty>> ^ &\\6 ti tuv
aa/xaTau. 'AAA' ovSe ai &Xoyoi dvvd/xeis,

Kahoi aad/xaToi ovaai, kavras taaaiv ov
yap olSev tavTrjv t) 8\f/is r) t) clkot) r) air\as

7) aXaQnais, ovbe ^VjT6? voias ecrl <pvo~sas'

dAA' 6 \6yos iffTlv 6 irepl avTav foray.
'H fxevToi tyvx'h V XoyiKi) auTi) eavTrjv

yivwaKei' auTw yovv io~Tii> t) faTovaa, avrn
V (vTovfievr), avTi] 7) fvpiaKovca, ouVrj r)

€vpio-ico/j.€vn, T] yivao-Kovaa Kal yiuaaKO-
/j.4vv' aaufiaTos &pa tvapyas airoSedeiKTai.

—Ed.
+ Tb 5e alo~ddveo~6ai '6ti ala6av6/j.e6a

t

avQpairov fxoi fiovov ttiiov elvai So/ce?"

\oyiKr\s yap £ar)s epyov Tb irpbs iavTrjv

iTTio-TpeirTiKSy. Kal heUvvTai Sia tovSc
Kal /xexpi Trjs alaO-fjcreas r)/nav Tb XoyiKbv
SirJKov etye Kal aXo-6i}o-is r) avdpaireia eav-

tt)s avTiXnitTiKi)' yiyviiffKei ydp iras eauTO
Tb alo-dav6fj.evov, ore alcGavd^vov eavTb
yvapifcr Kal 5m tovto iirio~Tp€<pov irpbs

eavTb Kal aurb kavTov 6v—and then he shews
that this is a power higher than a bodily faculty,
and therefore separable from body ; for the par-
ticles of body, lying each without the other,
cannot be converged (cvvvevoi) on self.
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cc. 15, 16, 43, 82, 83, 187, 188 (See Eu-

genios, Psych., p. 78 eq.) ; Philoponus,

In Arist. De Anima, Prooem. Sign. A. iv.

;

Aonius Palearius, De Immortalitate Ani-

morum, L. ii. v. 125 sq. ; D. Heinsius,

De Contemptu Mortis, L. ii. v. 315 (Poem-

ata, ed. 1640, p. 397) ; B. Buchanan,

Hist. An. Hum., p. 534. ;
Gassendi, Pby-

sica, Sect, iii., Memb. Post., L. ix. c. 2 ;

Henry More, [VvxaOavacria Platonica, or

a Platonicall Poem of the Immortality of

Souls, &c. (Cambridge, 1642), Book ii.

Cant. iii. Stanza 27 ; Book iii. Cant, ii.,

Stanza 23-25] ; Sir John Davies, Poem on
the Immortality of the Soul, [Sect, ii.]

;

Goclenius, Lex. Phil., v. Reflexus (Wolf,

Psych. Emp., § 257) ; Descartes, passim
[See Epist. P. ii. ep. 2, 6.—Ed.]; Be la

Forge, in note on Descartes' De Homine,

art. 77, et alibi pluries ; Glanvill, Defence
of the Vanity of Dogmatising (1665), p. 20;
Mayne, Essay on Consciousness, p. 217.

NOTE K.

THAT THE TERMS IMAGE, IMPRESSION, TYPE, ETC.,

IN PHILOSOPHICAL THEORIES OF PERCEPTION,

ARE NOT TO BE TAKEN LITERALLY.

[References.—From I. P. 254 a, 256 b, 257 a, 353 b, 355 a.]

[This Note does not appear to have
]

been written. The following fragment
relates to one of the subjects intended

to be discussed in it. See above, p. 353,

note t-

—

Ed.]

Reid is wrong in stating, that Aristotle

imputes the defect of memory in children

and old persons, to the brain, in the one
case, being ' too soft to retain impres-

sions,' and, in the other, ' too hard to

receive them.' In the first place, the

primary sensorium, where these impres-

sions are to be made, is not, in Aristotle's

doctrine, the brain, but the heart. In the
second, Reid and other philosophers do
Aristotle, here and elsewhere, injustice,

|

in taking his expressions in a strictly lite-
|

ral signification. His statement, on the
j

subject in question, is found in the first

chapter of his treatise On Memory and Re-
miniscence. Themistius, in his paraphrase

on this chapter, literally following the

Aphrodisian (Ilepl Vvxvs— Keep, wepl $av-

Taaias), and literally followed by Michael

of Ephesus (els rb irepl Mv-^/jlvs ical 'Ai/a-

fivrjaews— irpooifi.), declares it to be the

doctrine of Aristotle and the Peripatetics

—that the term impress (rviros) is one
abusively employed, from the poverty of

the language, and that it serves only to

indicate, vaguely and in general, a certain

organic affection, not, as it would properly

imply, any depression, eminence, and
figure in the sensorium. For what, they
ask, would be the figure of white, or in

general of colour ? What the figure of the

objects of smell, taste, and hearing ? This

reduces it to Reid's own opinion ; for he,

equally with Gassendi, admits the depend-

ence of memory on some organic disposi-

tion of the sensorium, (p. 354 b). It is,

perhaps, hardly worthy of notice that

Brown (Lect. xxx. p. 191) attempts to
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refute the doctrine of Species, only by
fastening on it the very absurdity ridi-
culed by the most illustrious interpreters
of Aristotle

; he was also ignorant that
the common opinion, even of the Latin
Schoolmen, denied species to every sense,
except those of sight, and hearing, &c.

IMAGE, IMPRESSION, TYPE, &c.

[The following translations of the pas-
sages of Alexander, above referred to,
have been found among the Author's
papers. They are from the treatise Ilepl

Vvxys, printed at the end of the works of
Themistius, Aid. 1534, ff. 135 b, 136 a.—
Ed.]

1 Now what Phantasy (or Imagination)
is, we may thus explain : Let us conceive
that from the energies about objects of
sense, there is formed, as it were, some
type or impress (tvttos), and picture (ava-

(coypdcpvfia), in the primary sensory (i.e.

that part of the body with which the sen-
sitive part of the soul is connected), being
a relict of the motion determined by the
sensible object— a relict which, when the
sensible object is no longer present, re-
'mains, and is preserved, as a kind of image
(elic&v) thereof, and which, in consequence
of being thus preserved, becomes the
cause to us of memory. Now, such type
or impress, as it were, is called Phantasy
{(pavraaia, but I would read (pavTaa/xa)

;

and therefore Phantasy is defined an im-
pression (Tinrwais) in the soul, and an im-
pression in the mind (iv yy efioviKcp). The
type or impress itself is not, however, to
be called imagination ; for imagination is

properly the energy of the imaginative
faculty about this impress as' its object,
&c. . . .

* It is necessary to understand the
term type or impress (rviros) in a looser
signification in reference to Imagination.
In its proper meaning, this word conveys
the notion of elevation and depression, or
the figure made by something impressing
Komething impressed, as we see exempli-
fied in the case of a seal and wax. But
the relicts in us from sensible objects are
not of this nature; for the correspondent
apprehensions in the primary acts of sense
were not realised through any figure. For
of what figure is white, or in general
colour ? or, again, of what figure is smell?
It was, however, necessary, from the want
of any proper appellation, to employ a
metaphorical expression to denote the
vestige and relict which remains in us
from sensible objects.'
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Following Alexander, like cautions are
given by two other of the Greek Inter-
preters of Aristotle in regard to the same
or similar expressions—viz., by Themis-
tius in his Commentary on the Third
Book De Anima, f. 93 a, ed. Aid. 1534,
and in his Commentary on the De
Memoria et Reminiscentia, f. 96 b ; and
by Michael Bphesius in Ids Commen-
tary on the latter work, f. 127 b, ed.
Aid. 1527.

In like manner Plotinus guards against
misconception in the employment of such
terms, by observing that the things they
denote have no magnitude, no configura-
tion, no elevation or depression, and even
in some cases are not produced by im-
pulse. Enn. iv. L. iii. c. 26.*

[The following additional references
from the Author's Common-Place Book
relate to the subject of this note.—Ed.]

Excellent passage of Simon Simonius
(De Mem. et Rem. p. 290 D.), to show that
words, image, impression, &c., only meta-
phorical and from penury of language, as
Themistius also notices.+
See also De Villemandy, Scepticismus

Debellatus, &c, p. 184. [' Sed haec omnia
sunt metaphorica vereque typica. In
hisce imaginibus nullus fere color, qui
splendeat ; in his umbris nullus est lucis
radius, qui emicet. Verum cum nulli suc-
currant nobis characteres, quibus earum
conditionem circumscriptius definiamus,
necesse est his simus contenti, &c.']

* The words of Plotinus are : 'hWh irpunov
fiev ol tvttoi ov fieyeOrf oi>8' &(nrep eu iv-

<r<ppayio-ets, ov& avTepelcreis, fj Tvirdccreis,

'6ri jxi\T wdio-fibs, fi-qd' wo-trep eV Kvpcp,
&AA' 6 rpSiros olov vSvais, nal iirl tuv a«r-
dnruv.—Ed.

t The passage of Simonius is as follows. Sub-
stantially, though not verbally, it is taken from
Themistius. ' Quare cum sentimus, idem fere
accidit, quod cum aliquid sigillo obsignatur.
Namque sicuti effigies tantum, quae a sigillo im-
primitur, in cera manet, sigillum vero ipsum
abjungitur, ita a rebus extrinsecus objectis quasi
effigies et figura quaedam mediis sensibus exteri-
oribus in primo Aestheterio, nempe corde, qui
sensus origo et fons est, pingitur et insculpitur,
in quo demum effigies et figura ilia, quamvis res
ipsa sensilis abjungatur, manet. Hanc figuram
ct effigiem, nunc speciem, mine simulacrum, ali-

quando imaginem, aliquando impressionem, nec-
non motionem, sensionem, et passionem vocnre
sohmus, non tamen proprie, ut Themistius monuit,
scd penuria aptiorum vocabulorum,' «&c—En.



NOTE L.

ON THE PLATONIC DOCTEINE OF PEKCEPTION.

[References.—From I. P. 296 a, 368 b.]

[No part of this Note appears to have

been written. The following extracts

from the Author's Common-Place Book
exhibit some of the materials which would
probably have been employed for it. A few

further remarks may be found in the Lec-

tures on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 32.

—

Ed.]

On the Platonic doctrine of Perception,

see Bernardus, Seminarium Philosophise

Platonicse, p. 821 ; Tennemann, Plat.

Phil., ii. pp. 15-36, 156 sq.; Gesch. der

Phil., ii. p. 248.

The itbwKa only modifications of the

mind itself, determined by the impres-

sions {Kivh<reis) of the external something

(tivos) on the organ of sense, as affected

by them—irddos, -KaO^ara. N.B.—Sense

(in mind) is not an alteration—affection

—

passion, but the recognition of it in the

living organ of sense.*

On Plato's theory of vision, see Galen,

De Plac. Hippocr. et Plat., L. vii. c. 6, ed.

Chart.

Empedocles and Plato (though not con-

stant) held that vision accomplished by
light going out of the eye, as from a

lantern; Aristotle, De Sensu et Sensili,

[c. 2, § 6], who refutes them. Compare
Simon Simonius [Comm. in eundem lib-

rum], p. 63. Galen adopted the same
theory, and is abused for it by Scaliger,

{De Subtilitate, Exerc. ccxcviii., § 16) ; also

* The remark of Galen. See De Plac. Hippocr.

et Plat., L. vii. c. 6, ed. Chart. Ovkovv a\-

koiaxris i<rriu T) atcdnffis, us eviol (pa<riv,

aAAa Sidyvwais aWotcbaews.—Ed.

the ancient Mathematicians or Opticians

in general, who are attacked by Aristotle

(De Sensu et Sensili, c. 2, § 14), and by

Alexander Aphrodisiensis on that book

(f. 98, ed. Aid. ) See an excellent discus-

sion on this in Simon Simonius, p. 82 sq.

St Augustin (De Quant. Animse, c. 23)

platonizes on Vision, but is not consistent.

See De Trinitate, L. xi. c. 2.

That Plato did not really hold so absurd

an opinion, (which is given up by Ficinus),

see Scaliger, De Subtilitate, Exerc. cccxxv.

On Platonic ideas, see Balforeus, in

Arist. Organ., p. 65 ; Norris, Miscellanies,

p. 435, ed. 1687 ; A. Smith, Essays, p. 119,

ed. 1795; Herbart, Lehrbuch zur Einlei-

tung in die Philosophic, § 120-25, p. 207

sq., 3 ed. 1834.

The Platonists do not explain (do they

not?) how maintaining the mind to be

merely active in sensation, and only oper-

ating about affection in organ—how the

mind is determined,without being affected,

to act thus—what is the mode of connec-

tion between the suggestion of the \6yos

and the bodily passion.

In treating of Plato's theory of percep-

tion (oXaQnais) we have nothing to do with

his theory of the higher powers (viz.,

Sidvoia, reason, and (ppowncris or vovs, in-

tellect)—nothing to say to the relation of

sensation to the intellect and reason ; and

the eftaXa of the senses have nothing to

do with the objects of the higher powers.

It is nothing to our present purpose that

Plato held that the senses give us no real

knowledge, i.e., no representation of the

essences of things in themselves. Tenne-

mann, Plat. Phil., ii. p. 200.



NOTE M

ON THE DOCTRINE OF SPECIES,

AS HELD BY ARISTOTLE AND THE ARISTOTELIANS.

[References.—From I. P. 254 a, 267 a, 268 a, 271 b, 296 a, 313 a, 326 b, 368 b.]

The hypothesis, that the immediate
object of perception is something dif-

ferent both from the external object and
from the mind itself, owes its origin not
merely to a metaphysical opinion in regard
to the impossibility of an immediate com-
munication between two substances so

opposite as Mind and Matter; but has
been likewise introduced as a physical

supposition, to account for the communi-
cation between the external object and
the mind. And, as a physical hypothesis,
it has been used, not merely in the infancy
of natural science, to afford a medium of

communication between the external ob-

ject and the sense ; but it has likewise

been employed by some philosophers, who
limited the mind to the region of the brain,

to connect the intellectual perception with
the affection of the organ.
By Democritus and Epicurus,* who

* Leucippus and Empedocles—s<?e Aristotle, De
Sensu et Sensili, [c. 2, § 10 ; where, among the
theories of Empedocles regarding sight, is men-
tioned one which ascribes it rah curofyoiais

rats aird rS>v dpcaficucov. (Cf. Plato, Meno, p.

76.) Empedocles and Leucippus, as well as De-
mocritus, are also probably among the apxaioi,
mentioned in c. 3, § 15, in connection with the
same theory. More express mention of all these

philosophers is made in De Gen. et Corr., L. i. c.

8. See also Theophrastug, De Sensu, §§ 7, 50;
Pseudo-Plutarch, De Plac. Phil., iv. 8, 9. For
Epicurus, see Lucretius, iv. 33, 726; Diog. laert.,

x. 49. All these philosophers held the soul to be
material, and, consequently, adopted the theory

of representative effluxes, not to account for the

both believed only in the existence of

Matter, the medium of communication
between the organ and the object, and the
whole process of sensation and thought,
was transacted by the intervention of

certain fine images or exuviae (elSwAo,

airofip'oiai, airocrrao-cts, exuviae, imagines
species, simulacra rerum), which were con
tinually thrown off from the surfaces of

bodies.*

1 Esse ea quae rerum simulacra vocamus,
Quae, quasi membranae summo de corpore rerum
Dereptae, volitant ultro citroque per auras.'

—

[Lucretius, iv. 34.]

This theory found little favour among the
other philosophers of Greece ; and Aris-

totle, to whom a similar opinion is com-
monly attributed, contented himself with

intercourse between mind and matter, but to ex-

plain the mode of communication between the

organ of sense and its object.

—

Ed.]
* The species (air6{ip*oiat

y ft^ifiara) of Demo-
critus and Epicurus were only given by these

philosophers in sight. The other senses had
qualities of things themselves for objects. See
Gassendi, Opera, ii. p. 338, and i. p. 443, &c.

[This distinction must be understood as relating

not to the emanations themselves, but only to

their representative character. This is expressed
in the words of Gassendi :—

' Atque haec quidem
fuisse causa videtur, quamobrem Epicurus et alii

species seu spectra, et imagines simulacrave

rerum ita dixerint ac descripserint, ut res visi-

biles solum attinerent; sujiponentes videlicot

pertingere ad caeteros sensus non imagines son-

orum, sed sonos, non simulacra odoruni, sed

'—Six]
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the observation, that the mind obtains a
perception of external objects through an
impression on the organs of sense, without
determining the nature of this impres-
sion, or explaining the connection between
the sensual affection and the intellectual
knowledge.* But, although Aristotle had
not attempted to expound the origin of
our perception of external objects after
the manner of Democritus, nevertheless
the greater number of those who professed
themselves his followers, deceived by a
mistaken interpretation of his language,
and believing, as their master had taught,
that all sensation was a passive affection
of the mind, [lield] that, consequently, it

was necessary to suppose, for the causes
of this affection,—more especially where
the object was at a distance from the
sense,—certain effluxes from the object,
which, penetrating the organ, might
affect the soul, and determine it to a
mediate and representative perception of
the outward reality.

According to the opinion which gene-
rally prevailed among the Peripatetic
philosophers of the middle ages, our
faculties of knowledge required for their
activity a certain representative medium,
different both from the mind itself and

* [See De Anima, ii. 7, § 11, Tldo'xovros 7<*P Tl

tov aladriTiKov ylverai rb opav, k. t. A. In
the same work (ii. 12, §1), the impression is com-
pared to that of a seal on wax, which communi-
cates its form without its matter. 'H /j.ev cu<r-

d-qais icrri rb SeKTiKbu tuiv aladrjrajv el8u>v

&vev ttjs vArfs, oTov 6 KVpbs tov SaKTvXiov
avev tov aid-fjpov kcu tov xPv0~°v 8eX€Tat
Tb arj/nuov, Aa/nffdvei Se to xpvaovv 3) to
Xa^Kovv o-T]jue7ov, aAA' ox>x V XPV<T0S %
XaA/coV dfjLoioos 5e nal r] a'lo-dyais €Kaarov
VTTO TOV exovTos XP^M01 ^ Xv

l
xov ^ Tpdcpov

7ra(rX 6t 5 aAA' obx fj
ckclcttov eiceivccv Aeye-

tcu, aAA5

y toiouS'l, Kal koto t6v Koyov. The
point of the comparison seems to be, that each
sense perceives, not the entire nature of the in-

dividual object, but only certain qualities, such
as colour, savour, &c. , adapted to the sense in

question. Thus interpreted, it affords no founda-
tion for the doctrine of sensible species. Sir W.
Hamilton's opinion, that Aristotle is a natural
realist (see above, pp. 827, 8S6), is also that of M.
St Hilaire. See the preface to his Translation- of
the De Anima, p. xxii.—Ed] That Aristotle did
not hold the doctrine of species usually attribut-
ed to him, see Gassendi, Opera, i. p. 443, ii.

pp. 339, 373 ; Piccolornineus, Physica, p. 1308 [De
Humana Mente, L. iii. c. 8J; Th. Albius (White),
Sciri, in answer to Glanvill. Zabarella, Comm.
in De Anima p. 405, says, ' Species recepta nihil
aliud est, quam cognitio ipsa.' Cf. De Rebus Na-
turalibus, p. 986 sq.

from the external object of thought.
These intermediate and vicarious objects
were called Intentional Species;—Species

{formce, similitudines, simulacra, idola),

because they represented the object to
the mind

—

intentional* to express the
relative and accidental nature of their
manifestation. These intentional species
were held to be the formal or virtual
similitudes of their object, and which

* On the meaning of intention and intentional,

see Zabarella, De Rebus Naturalibus, Francof.,

1607, p. 871. ' Ego dico intentionem nil aliud
esse, quam attentionem ao diligentiam animae in

alicujus rei consideration, quo fit ut intentum
etiam sumamus pro attento. Haec est vere Latina
hujus vocis significatio, sed traducta postea a
philosophis nostris haec vox est ad omnem anirni

conceptum significandum, etiamsi absque dili-

gentia fiat, et omnem speciem, sive sensilem sive

intellectiiem ; hsec enim, quatenus est species
spiritalis reale objectuin repraesentans, dicitur

esse ejus intentio, id est, imago in anima : hinc
orta est distinctio ilia, qua omnes utuntur, pri-

marum et secundarum intentionum
Sed postea traducta est hujus vocis significatio

etiam extra animam, ut id quod est imago alterius

reprsesentativa, etiamsi non sit in anima, dieatur
ens intentionale ; hujusmodi est species objecti
sensilis in medio, ut species coloris in aere, sive
etiam in solido aliquo corpore recepta. ' Compare
Stier, Quasstiones Controversy (1632), p. 91.

' Species sensiles vocantur intentionales, non
quasi non sint reales, quo sensu entia rationis di-

cuntur habere esse intentionale ; sed quia : 1, ha-
bent esse aliquod incompletum et imminutum, de-
generans a realitate objectorum quae repraesen-
tant: .... 2, quia hae species requiruntur ad
cognitionem quae vocatur intentio • 3, quia sunt
id quo potentia tendit in sua objecta.' Iren-
aeus a Sancto Jacobo, In Arist. De Anima (1655),

p. 45, gives several explanations, ' Dicuntur inten-

tionales, ut ostendatur discrimen talis manifes-
tationis ab ea quam faceret objectum per seip-
sum: enimvero objectum tunc alio non tenderet
quam ad seipsum ; species autem illae non ten-
dunt ad seipsas, sed ad objectum, cujus sunt
species. Vel iterum sic denominantur, quodhabe-
ant esse quoddamdiminutum, et admodum simile

intentioni, . . . non quod sint entia fictitia,

sed accedant proxime ad esse spirituale, ideoque
videantur similia actibus intellectus et voluntatis,

quos appellant intentiones. Vel iterum sic di-

cuntur, quod secum vehendo objecti effigiem, for-
mam, ac speciem, tribuant tali objecto in potentia
modum existendi, quem non habet in se ; quem-
admodum intellectus cogita'ndo de rebus, illis

tribuit quaedam attribute, v. c. quod sint sub-
jectum, praedicatum, genus, species, &c, quibus
carent citra considerationem mentis : unde fit,

ut siouti Logici appellant ista attributa inten-

tiones, quasi fabricationes intellectus tendentis

in rem Mam ; ita Animastici vocant esse datum
objecto per tales species, intentionale, id est, non
Actum, sed reale diminutum, ut jam diximus.'
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likeness they impressed on the particular

faculty of kuowledge to which they be-

longed, whether that faculty were the

intellect or the sense, and whether the

sense were the external or internal.*

These Species were distinguished, both
in the intellect and in the sense, either as

specie* impresses or as species expressce.f

A species impressa was the vicarious exist-

ence itself, as emitted by the object, as im-

pressed on the particular faculty, and as

concurring with that faculty in its opera-

tion. A species eccprcssa was the opera-

tion itself, elicited by the faculty and the

impressed species together ; that is, a

perception or an intellection, as including

both the object and the act.X The species

impressa was the partial cause of the cog-

nition as co-operating with the mind
;

the species cxpressa was the result and
consummation of the act : the former was
to the mind the virtual, the latter the

formal, similitude of the object. A
species fitted to affect the sense, was
called a sensible species (species sensibilis) :

it proceeded immediately from the object,

cither by instantaneous transition or by
continuous propagation, to the sense

; §

and, if not altogether immaterial, was of

an intermediate nature between matter
and spirit. The senses were either the

• See Irenseus, In Arist. De Anima, p. 45.

' Per species intentionales intelliguntur minimis

qusedam entitates, qua? similitudinem objecti, a

quo exeunt, continent, imprimuntque cognosci-

tivse potential, ad quam tendunt : sive ea potentia

sit intclleetus ; sive sensus, isve internus aut

externus. Dixi cognoscitivce, nam de iis solum
potentiis nunc agimus : utrum vero etiam dentur

respectu voluntatis et appetitus sensitivi, con-

stabit ex dicendis de modo, quointellectusmovet

voluntatem, et pliantasia appetitum.'

t ' Species alia impressa, quam objectum im-

primit in potentia ; alia exprcssa, quam potentia

in se exprimit et format. Existimo earn ita vocari

quia exprimit objectum; exprimo enim opponitur

verbo adumbro; hoc significat obumbratam sive

umbra tectam figuram, illud vero elaram et aper-

tam.' Hurtarlo de Mendoza, Universe Pbiloso-

pliia, p. 553. ' Species impressa est qualitas quse

loco objeeti prabetur potentia; cognoscitivae, ut

simul cum ilia conourrat ad actum,' Ibid., p. CIO.

X Irenseus, In Arist. De Anima, p. 45, ' Appel-

lantur quoque species impresses, ad distinctionem

aliaruni, quas vocant species ewpressas. Impresses,

sunt ilia?, quas objecta emittunt, seu imprimunt
potentto pro elieienda operatione. Expresses,

sunt ipsa-mct operationes clicitpe a potentia et

impressa specie, id est, sensationes et intellec-

tiones. Quaritur utrum dentur ejusmodi irn-

pressae species ? Quid sint ? Quodnam illarum

munus proprium?'

| Rco Gassendi, Opera i. p. 443. [Cf. Biel, In

ii Bent. Dist. iii. qu. 2.C.—Ed.}

external—sight, hearing, &c.—or the in-

ternal. These were generally accounted
four:—the common sense (sensus com-
munis), the imagination (phantasia), the

sensitive judgment (potentia sestimativa

or cogitativa), the sensitive memory (me-
moria sensitiva). Many, however, counted
only three, not distinguishing the sensi-

tive judgment from the imagination ; some
acknowledged only two, the common sense

and the imagination; while others again

admitted only the common sense.* The
species of the intellect were called intel-

ligible species (species intelligibiles), and
were altogether immaterial.

The intellect was twofold—the Active
(agens), and the Passive or Possible (pas-

sibilis, patiens, vel possibilis), which a
few held to be distinct principles, many
to be distinct powers, and some to be
the same power manifested in different

relations. The function of the Active
Intellect was, on occasion of the species

in the internal senses, to fabricate from
itself species impresses for the Passive
Intellect. These intelligible species were

* The following note has been compiled from
memoranda in the Author's Common-Place Book.
On the Internal Senses, and the different divi-

sions, and number of them, given by different

Schoolmen, see Toletus, In Arist. de Anima, L.

iii. c. 3, qu. 6 ; Piccolomineus, Physica, p. 1190

sq. ; Conimbricenses, In Arist. De, Anima, L. iii.

c. 3, qu. 1, art. 1 ; Eustachius, Summa Philoso-

phise, Phys., P. iii. tract, ii. disp. 3, qu. 1; Irenwus,
In Arist. De An., p. 66; Gassendi, Phys., Sect,

iii., Memb. Post., L. viii. cc. 1, 2 ; La Chambre,
Systeme de l'Ame, L. ii. c. 3, p. Ill (ed. 1664);

Tosca, Comp. Ehil., t. vii. p. 194 ; Krug, Lexikon,
v. Sinn.—Avicenna, Algazel, Albertus Magnus,
and Jandunus (see Toletus, 1. c.) agree in giving

five: Sensus Communis, Imaginatio, dSstimatio

(vir6\7]\pis), Phantasia, and Memoria; but differ

in their account of them (in re). St Thomas
(Summ. Theol , P. i. qu. 78, art. 4) and Averroes
(In De Anima, L. iii. comm. 6) give four : Sensus
Communis, Imaginatio, Mstimatio (quse in Ho-
mine est Cogitatio), and Memoria. Toletus (1. c.)

and Zabarella (Comm. De Anima, L. ii. c. 12)

hold three: Sensus Communis, Phantasia (vel

Imaginatio vel Mstimatio), and Memoria; and
the former thinks that Aristotle and the Greeks
held as he does (but see Gassendi, L c). Galen
and his followers (Conimbricenses, La Chambre,
11. cc.) also give three: Imaginatio, Cogitativa,

and Memoria. — Averroes (De Anima, L. ii.

comm. 63, and L. iii. comm. 6, 20) first (?) dis-

tinguished Cogitatio from Phantasia and Me-
moria. This faculty of Cogitatio versant about
particulars, comparing them together ; different

from Mens. See Simon Simonius, De Mem. et

Rem., p. 269. On Cogitativa, as a material
faculty, called also Ratio particularis, v. Ber-

nardi Sem. Phil. Arist., p. 261.—Ed.
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not, however, formed or abstracted from
the phantasmata or sensible species,

because the intellect, as wholly imma-
terial and not conversant about mat-

ter, as it could not contemplate, so

it could not fabricate from the mat-

erial species of the internal senses, an
immaterial species proportioned to its

nature and qualified to concur in an act

of intellectual knowledge.* By a con-

version of the Active Intellect towards
the phantasms or sensible species, a cer-

tain similitude of the external object,

abstracted from its individual conditions,

is occasioned in the Passive Intellect,

which similitude constitutes its impressed

species,—the species intelligibilis impres-

sa.f It was the common opinion that in-

telligible species were wholly the work
of the mind itself. The function of the

Passive or Possible Intellect is to receive

the species impresses from the Active In-

tellect and to co-operate with them unto
a perfect act of knowledge—an intellec-

tion—a species intelligibilis expressa. It

was not, therefore, called passive, as if

without an energy, but as receiving the

species produced by the Active Intellect,

by which, as it were impregnated, it could

produce an actual cognition. In point of

fact, its activity, though subsequent, is of

a higher and more enduring character than

that of the subordinate and ministering

intellect specially- denominated active,

—constituting, as it does, the supreme
energy of conscious intellection.J

* Those who held the absolute immateriality of

sensible species of course held tiieir immediate

contemplation by the intellect, which was then

said, not converti supra phantasmata, but specu-

lari phantasmata. We shall have to notice the

correspondence of this doctrine with that of

Descartes.

t Vide S. Thomam, apud Irenseum, p. 140. [The

passage referred to is from Summa, P. i. Qu.

lxxxv. art. 1. ' Phantasmata cum sint similitu-

dines individuorum, et existant in organis cor-

poris, non habent eundem modum existendi quem
habet intellectus humanus, ut ex dictis patet, et

ideo non possunt sua virtute imprimere in intel-

lectum possibilem. Sed virtute intellectus agen-

tis resultat qusedam similitudo in intellectu pos-

sibili ex conversione intellectus agentis supra
phantasmata, quae quidem est repraesentativa

eorum quorum sunt phantasmata, solum quan-

tum ad naturam speciei. Et per hunc modum
dicitur abstrahi . species intelligibilis a phantas-

matibus.'—Ed.]

J On a passive and active intellect, the former

as the holder of principles unevolved in conscious-

ness, the latter as the thinking principle by
which they are evolved, as held by Plato, and as

affording Aristotle the hint for his active and

We should err, however, if we should sup-

pose that this was the doctrine universally

received among the Schools; for the opin-

ions were various, and contradictory, in

regard to all the details of the theory, and
there were not a few who regarded the

whole hypothesis as a fiction. No doubt,

indeed, can possibly arise in regard to the

existence of the species expressa?, in so far

as they are viewed as acts of knowledge,

—

as phsenomena of consciousness. But the

case is different with the species impresses,

as these are not revealed to us as facts,

but only excogitated as hypotheses. Nor
was this doctrine ever universally ad-

mitted. So erroneous, indeed, is the

belief in regard to its exclusive preva-

lence during the middle ages, that some
of the acutest Schoolmen regarded them
entirely, in Sense and Intellect, as an idle

theory, unsupported by the authority

either of reason or of Aristotle ;
* while a

still greater number rejected them in

part. For some, allowing them for Sense,

disallowed them for Intellect ; t while

passive intellects, see Tennemann, Gesch. d.

Phil., ii. p. 307. These only two relations of the

same faculty.—(Note in Author's Common-Place

Book.)
* Both sensible and intelligible species are

denied by Ockam, (In ii. Sent., Qu. "15, 18), by
his epitomator, Biel, (In ii. Sent., Dist. iii. qu. 2),

byDurandus, (In ii. Sent., Dist. iii. qu. 6), and by
Adam, On the Sentences, (see Capreolus, In ii.

Sent., Dist. iii.qu. 2, p. 176); also by Buccaferreus,

(apud Piccolominei Physica, p. 1304), and by Pic-

colomineus himself, (p. 1308). Cf. Lalemandet,

Cursus Philosophicus, p. 558. Nor did the Nomi-
nalists allow that in their opinion touching species

they were opposed by the authority of Aristotle.

'As to the texts of the philosopher quoted in sup-

port of this hypothesis, where he says, for exam-

ple, that Intellect is receptive of species,—and the

place of species,—that a stone itself is not in the

mind, but its species, <fec, we answer ;—That by

species. Aristotle means simply the cognitive acts

themselves, which are called species, because

involving a similitude (a representation) of the

object cognised. For a stone is not in the mind
of him who thinks of a stone, but the cognition

(or act representative) thereof, during which the

intellect is in the state of understanding a stone
;

and of these cognitions (representations) the mind

is the place.' Biel, [In ii. Sent. , Dist. iii. qu. 2,

BB, KK.] ; compare Ockam, In ii. Sent., Qu.

17, R. [For Durandus, see Conimbricenscs, In

Arist. De Anima, p. 188, ed. 1617, and the ex-

tracts quoted in a note to the Author's Lectures

on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 36. For Plato's and

Aristotle's theories, see above, pp. 262 b, n. *,

827, n. *, and Lectures on Metaphysics, 1. c.

—

Ed.]

t This was done by those who held the phan-

tasms to be sufficient, without the aid of intel-

ligible species. This view was maintained by
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others admitting them for Intellect, de-

nied them for Sense. * Some again, ac-

cording them in Sense, limited their ad-

mission to the external senses ;+ while in

these, few allowed them in all ; smell,

taste, and touch being usually supposed
to require nothing vicarious of their ob-

jects. X
Opinions touching the Intelligible Spe-

cies were divided into two hostile classes,

according as the many maintained the

intelligible species and the intellection to

be two things really distinguished from
each other, in nature and in time ; while

the few denied intelligible species as aught
really different from, or existent before

or after, intellection. §

Joannes Bacconius, (In i. Sent. Prolog qu. 2, art.

2, § 5;)—Gotfredus, (Quodl. ix. qu. 19 ;}—HenHcus
Gandavensis, (Quodl. iv. qu 7, 8; Quodl. v. qu. 14.)

See Conimbricenses (In De Anima, p. 429), who
also refer to Theophrasius, TJiemistiiis, and
Avempace, as holding a similar view. Cf. Cap-

reolus, 1. c, and Zabarella, De Rebus Naturali-

bus, p. 982. Henricus (Quodl. v. qu. 14) al-

lows the species expressa, but denies the species

impressa; see Capreolus, t. ii. p. 153. Compare
Casmann, Psychologia Anthropologica, p. 101.

* See Gregorius Ariminensis, In i. Sent., Dist.

iii. qu. 2; In ii. Sent., Dist. vii. qu. 3. Cf. Dan-

dinus, De Corpore Animato, ff. 1153, 1981. For
various theories, see Philippus a S. Trinitate,

Summa Philosophica, Lugd. 1648, p. 581. [He
mentions, as denying species in sense, Galen,

Plotinus, and others ; in intellect, Themistius

and others ; in both, Ockam, Biel, Burandus,

and others. See also Toletus, In Arist. De Ani-

ma, L. ii. qu. 33; L. iii. qu. 21.—Ed.]

t This is partially done by F. Bonoz Spei, (Phy-

sica, Pars iv. Disp. vi. § 32 ; Disp. x. § 2,) who
allows species in the sense of sight, while he

agrees with the nominalists in rejecting them
for the internal senses. On the other hand, they

are maintained in both by Suarez, Hurtado, Ar-

riaga, Oviedo, Tellez, Murcia, Poncius, Fromon-

dus, and, in general, by the Thomists and Scotists.

[The nominalist doctrine, however, as regards

the internal senses, has been variously repre-

sented. See Toletus, In Arist. De Anima, Lib. ii.

qu. 33 ; Dandinus, Do Corpore Animato, f. 1153.

—Ed.]
t See Arriaga, Curs. Phil., De Anima, Disp. iv.

;

Hurtado de Mendoza, Universa Philosophia, De
Anima, Disp. xii. Sect.l. Cf. Vallesius, Controv.

Medic, et Philos., L. ii. c. 31. Thus in those

senses in which objective perception predomi-

nates, species were usually given ; in those in

which subjective sensation predominates, they

were usually denied.

§ That species (intelligible) are only modifica-

tions of the mind itself, see Melanchthon, De
Anima, [De Intellectu, p. 187, ed. Lugd. 1555];

Piccolomineus, De Mente Humana, L. iii. c. 7.

Some of the Schoolmen held them to have no

entity, and that intellectual cognition was only a

In the former class, however, opinions

differed ; some holding that the intellect

had a peculiar species, as a peculiar ope-

ration, of its own ; while others main-
tained, that, though it energised after its

own fashion, it did this only in turning

towards the phantasmata or species of in-

ternal sense, which thus served, in a sort,

as vicarious objects to the higher as to

the lower faculties of cognition.* Ac-
cording to the former opinion, (which
was the one generally adopted, and of

which Aquinas and Scotus were illustri-

ous leaders), the species impressa is some-
thing superadded to the intellect, being

a certain spiritual accident elaborated by
the active intellect from the rude ma-
terial of phantasms, and impressed in the

passive intellect as its subject; and, while
preceding the act of intellection in the
order of time, is preserved in the faculty

after the cessation of its act, ready to be
anew called out of habit into conscious-

ness,—the intellection and the impressed
species constituting together the species

expressa intellectus—verbum mentis. Ac-
cording to the latter opinion, (of which
Henry of Ghent and Joannes Bacconius
were the original representatives), there

is no species impressed in, no new quality

superadded to, the passive intellect ; the
phantasms alone, as sublimated by the
active intellect, and (by reference to the
phantasy) under the name of species ex-

presses, being held sufficient to cause or

to occasion intellection.

f

As to the modes of the operations of the
Active Intellect on the phantasms, in spi-

ritualising the material, in denuding the
singular of its individuating conditions

—

processes necessary, on either opinion, to
assimilate the faculty and its object—as

was to be expected, all is vague, and vary-

ing, and controversial. + [This indeed is

the case with the details of the theory in

general, as regards both sensible and in-

telligible species : the following varieties

of opinion may be cited as instances.]

Some held that the mind had the
power within itself of suggesting or creat-

ing the species, when determined to this

act by the external affection of the senses.

Some held that the mind had innate

habit or certain relation to an object present.

See Casmann, Psychol. Anthropol., p. 101. (Nott

in Author's Common-Place Book.)
* See Conimbricenses, In Arist. De Anima, pp.

429, 430—Ed.

t See above, p. 954, note t.

t See on this point Zabarella, De Rebus Natu«
ralibus, p. 1008.
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species, which were merely excited by the
impression of the outward object.*
Some held, with St Austin, in regard

to intelligible species, that we know every-
thing in the divine intellect, rationibus
ceternis, like Malebranche.f
Some held that the Active Intellect did

not exist. J
The Nominalists in general held the

Active and Passive Intellects to be only
the same power in two different relations.

Indeed, after Scotus and St Austin, they
allowed the various faculties to be neither
really distinct from the soul nor from
each other, but all to be only the same
indivisible principle operating differently
only as operating in different respects. §
Some held the substantial distinction

of the Active and Passive Intellects ; and
of these, some held that the Active In-
tellect is a substance distinct from the hu-
man mind, and that it is one and the same
in all men, and not different from God

; ||

while others maintained the unity of the
passive or possible intellect really sepa-
rate from the mind of the individual, but
assisting it and conjoined by the images
in the phantasy : from these images, il-

luminated by its light, they held that the
intellect receives the intelligible species,

* Avicenna and other Arabians, Albertus Mag-
nus in some degree. See Genuensis, Elementa
Metaphysicse (Venet. 1748), Pars ii. pp. 143, 144.

t Genuensis, 1. e. [who cites St Thomas, Sum-
ma, Pars i. Qu. 84, art. 5. But see below, Note
P.—Ed.]

t Durandus, Tsaacus Narbonensis, and others.
[See Conimbricenses, In De Anima, p. 417.—Ed.]

§ See St Av.gustin, De Trinitate, L. x. c. 11.
' Haec tria, memoria, intelligentia, voluntas, quo-
mam non sunt tres vitse, sed una vita ; nee tres
mentes, sed una mens; eonsequenter utique nee
tres substantias sunt, sed una substantia.' Cf.
Pseudo-Augustin, De Spiritu et Anima, c. 13.
1 Dicitur anima, dum vegetat; spiritus, dum con-
templatur; sensus, dum sentit; animus, dum
sapit; dum intelligit, mens ; dum discernit, ratio;
dum recordatur, memoria ; dum consentit, vo-
luntas. Ista tamen non differunt in substantia,
quemadmodum in nominibus; quoniam omnia
ista una anima est : proprietates quidem diversae,
sed essentia una.' The same view is maintained
by Scotus, In ii. Sent., Dist. xvi. qu. 1 ; and, among
the Nominalists, by Ockam, In ii. Sent. qu. 24

;

GrcgoHus Ariminensis, In ii. Sent., Dist. xvi.
qu. 3; Biel, In ii. Sent., Dist. xvi. qu. 1. Other
authorities are also quoted by P. Bonse Spei,
Physiea, Pars iv. Disp. iii. § 4.— Ed.

II Alexander Aphrodisiensis, Priscianus Lydus,
also Avicenna, Avempace, and Marimts, a Greek
mentioned by Philoponus. (These three last how-
ever did not identify it with God.)— Cajetanus
and Zabarella. [See Conimbricenses, In De Anima,
p. 417; Genuensis, Elem. Metaph.,ii. p. 145.—Ed]

by which ' consignatus/ it obtains a know-
ledge of things.*

Some held that species were not the natu-
ral effluxions from the objects,but the super-
natural production of some higher power, f

Questions without number were agitat-

ed concerning the nature of the species

:

whether immediately or mediately pro-
duced ; whether substance or accident, or
between both ; whether possessing real or
only representative existence; whether
themselves the objects or only the con-
ditions of perception; whether formally
or really different from their objects;
whether those of the sense were material
or spiritual ; whether material in subjecto
and spiritual in modo; whether virtual or
formal in their similitude ; whether divi-
sible objectively or subjectively ; whether
they multiply themselves in the external
medium ; whether proper to the cogni-
tive faculties, or common also to those of
will, &c, &c.

The doctrine, however, of Intentional
Species continued, notwithstanding its

manifest incongruities, to be the dominant
and orthodox opinion in the schools of
philosophy until after the middle of the
seventeenth century, when it sunk under
the new spirit of inquiry which at that
period had been excited in all the de-
partments of human knowledge. It was
chiefly to the arguments of Hobbes, Gas-
sendi, Berigard, and Descartes, that we
owe the final refutation of this doctrine;
and the theory was perhaps the more
easily abandoned, that the new hypothesis
of a subjective representation in our per-
ception of material objects, whichwas then
introduced by the last of these philoso-
phers, afforded, as it seemed, a more
intelligible explanation of the great prob-
lem in regard to the origin of our know-
ledge of an external world. Traces of
the ancient theory may still be found in
some of the philosophical speculations of
a later age, but from the period of Des-

* Averroes, apud Conimbricenses, In De Anima,
p. 107. A similar view was held by Themistius,
De Anima, Lib. i. cont. 60; Lib. iii. cont. 20.
[if. 70, 90, ed. Aid.] Simplicius, not very different;
see Simpl. In De Anima, Lib. iii. cont. 2. [f.

62, ed. Aid.] On these, compare Cardan, De
Animarum Immortalitate, Opera, Lugd. 1663,
vol. ii. p. 505, who notices some differences of
detail between them. [See also Zabarella, De
Rebus Naturalibus, p. 962.—Ed.]

t Buccaferreus made heaven the cause of spe-
cies ; Sxiessanus, God. See Berigard, Circulus Pis-
anus (1661), p. 656. [The opinions of Suessanus
and Buccaferreus are examined at some length by
Zabarella, De Rebus Naturalibus, p. 833.—Ed.]
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cartes wo may confidently affirm that the

hypothesis of a representative perception
—where the immediate object was some-
thing different from the mind—had been
almost universally superseded by the re-

presentative hypothesis, in which the vica-

rious object was held only for a modifica-
tion of the mind itself. * The nomencla-
ture of the ancient theory was not, how-
ever, abandoned along with the reality;

and many even of the followers of Des-
cartes continued to employ the terms
species, image, &c, when the acceptation
in which they had been originally em-
ployed had become obsolete.*t*******
[This Note has been put together from

different papers containing separate out-
lines, all left unfinished. The following
translations and abridgments of passages
exhibiting the nominalist doctrine of spe-
cies, were probably intended for the same
Note. The language adopted is generally
that of Biel.—Ed.]

A. In reference to the lower cognitive
faculties,—the Sensibility, External
and Internal.

1. " That by the represented object
there is caused in the medium between it

* On the ambiguity in the Cartesian use of the
term idea, see above, p. 273. On the subordinate
question, whetherthe mental modification has any
existence apart from the act of consciousness, the
opinion of Descartes was variously interpreted
by his followers. See Discussions, p. 74. Some
exceptions may also be noted in those philoso-
phers, such as Newton and Clarke, who main-
tained the hypothesis of images in the brain. See
above, p. 273, and Discussions, p. 80.—Ed.

t De la Forge occurs first to my recollection

;

but the following passage from Chauvin, who
flourished not long posterior to Descartes, may
supply the place of other references. ' Sunt ta-

men inter Reeentiores philosophos non pauci qui
retinent nomenclationes speciei impressse et ex-
pressae. Illis autem species impressa nihil aliud
est, quam motus aliquis ab objectis mediate, vel
immediate, exterioribus corporis partibus impres-
sus, indeque per nervos ad cerebrum transmissus

;

vel certa fibrarum cerebri commotio, ex spiritu-

um animalium, in cerebro decurrentium, agita-

tione procedens: quae, cum nullam habeant cum
rebus objectis naturae similitudinem, nulla alia

de causa earum habentur repraesentamina, quam
quod ipsorum occasione mens res sibi faciat prae-

sentes, easdemque in ideis suis exinde nascenti-
bus coutempletur Expressa
verc species nihil aliud quicquam est, praeter earn
animi notionem, quae ad speciei impressae presen-
tiam exprimitur, cujusque attentione et intuitu
res ipsa cognoscitur.' Lexicon Rationale, sive
Thesaurus Philosophicus, v. Species Intelligibilis.

and the organ a species wholly diverse in

nature from itself and previous to tho
act of sensitive perception—this is dis-

proved on the principle that a plurality
of causes is not to be postulated without
necessity. For there is no necessity to
warrant the hypothesis of such species

;

it being impossible to assign any manifest
and sufficient reason for its adoption.
Such a reason must proceed, either on tho
ground of experience, or of some self-evi-

dent principle a priori. Not the former
—for as the advocates of this theory ad-
mit, that Species are not themselves per-
ceived, we have consequently no possible
experience of their existence, as a fact.

Not the latter— for the principle that
the mover and the moved must coexist
in reciprocal propinquity, is incompetent
to legitimate the assumption. For," &c.
—the demonstration I must omit. Ockam,
In Sent. L. ii. qu. 18 F. ; Biel, In Sent.
L. ii. dist. iii. qu. 2 E. Compare also
Durandus, In Sent. L. ii. dist. iii. qu. 6,

§ 15.

2. " That in the outer sense, either
organ or faculty, there is impressed a
Species previous to the sensitive act and
necessary for its causation, is disproved,
like the foregoing assumption, on the score
of its gratuity. For to determine such an
act in the organ of the external sense,
there is required alone the material object
and the unimpeded sensitive power."
Ockam, Biel, 11. cc. ; Durandus 1. c. § 21.

3. " Moreover, if such Species were ad-
mitted as a concause with the sensitive
power in producing the act of sensitive
perception, it would be a natural cause.
Suppose then that by God it were pre-
served in the sense, the object represented
by it being annihilated. On this hypo-
thesis, the Species would, along with the
power, continue to cause the act of sensi-
tive perception, seeing that it remains
unchanged either in its existence or in its

nature. But the act of sensitive percep-
tion is an intuitive cognition, and there
would thus naturally be determined an in-
tuitive cognition of a non-existent object

;

which is impossible." Ockam, Biel, 11. cc*

* It should havo been added— there would
thus also be rendered problematical the exist-
ence of an external world; but Idealism, as such
a consequence, was not yet developed.—It ought,
however, to have been shewn, that the hypothesis
of Species in sensible perception is in truth a
negation of a true intuitive, or immediate, appre-
hension of external things. But the same objec-
tion might have been brought against Ockam's
own doctrine of perception ; nor did this escape
the observation of another acute nominalist anj
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4. " Nor for the internal sense, or Imagi-

nation, is there need of supposing any
Species distinct from the cognitive energy.

For," (and this is a profound observation

in which modern philosophei-s are antici-

pated,) "along with the act of intuitive

cognition in external perception, there is

always a concomitant act of abstractive

(representative) cognition by the phan-

tasy, which, when the external object is

removed, tends ever, through the well-

known influence of habit, to repeat itself;

consequently, to explain the phsenomena
of imagination and memory, there is no
necessity of resorting to the idle hypo-

thesis of representative entities, distinct

from the mind, and remaining in it after

the conclusion of its acts." Ockam aud
Biel, 11. cc. [Ockam, Qu. 15 H. I., 17 N.j
Biel, L. ii. dist. iii. qu. 2 H.]

5.
u That thing through which, as a re-

presentative, the knowing faculty is car-

even more thoroughgoing expugnator of Species

than himself,—I mean Durandus.
In reference to his doctrine, that the first act of

abstractive (representative) knowledge in imagi-

nation is a simultaneous concomitant of the act of

intuitive cognition in perception or intellection,

Ockam says :
—" In regard to the first abstrac-

tive cognition, that which accompanies the in-

tuitive, it is to be observed, that the former

cognition is caused by the latter, whether in In-

tellect or Sense, in conjunction with the imagi-

native power, and to the exclusion of the object

of the intuition, albeit the contrary may have

been previously stated. Because, were the in-

tuitive cognition to subsist, its object being ab-

solutely annihilated, the abstractive cognition

would subsist also. These two partial causes are of

themselves sufficient to determine the first act of

imagination, of which the external object is not

a cause, but only a cause of its cause. For, were

God to destroy the external object of sense, con-

serving, however, in sense the intuitive cognition

thereof, the power of phantasy would still be

competent to an imaginative act in reference to

that object. But if the intuitive cognition were
destroyed, whether the external object remain or

not, it is impossible that the act of imagination

could, except supernaturally, be brought to bear."

Ockam, Qu. 16 G. G, and Biel, 1. c. H. The
real object being, on this doctrine, excluded from
the sphere of consciousness in perception, that

object is consequently not intuitively, or in it-

self, apprehended; the object of which we are

conscious in perception is therefore only a vica-

rious object; and a scheme of representationism,

though in its simpler form, emerges. Now, though
the Venerable Inceptor be not named in the fol-

lowing strictures, I make no doubt that his doc-

trine is the one which the Most Resolute Doctor
had in his eye. '

' But some one may say ....
that the cognition alone of a thing in a cognitive

faculty makes that object present to the faculty,

not in the capacity of a thing existent, but in the

ried to another thing, is necessarily first

known itself. But, for example, the

species of colour in the eye is not first

known or seen by the eye, nay in no man-
ner of way is it ever seen or known at all

;

consequently it is impossible that through
it, as through a representative, the visive

faculty can be conducted to aught else.

The major is thus proved:—Whatever
stands in the relation of an object (ob-

jective se habet) to a knowing faculty, as

knowing, is necessarily knowable or known
by it. But whatever represents anything

to a knowing faculty holds to that faculty

the relation of an object, (for it is vicari-

ous of the thing it represents, which, were
it itself present, would hold the relation

of an object to the knowing faculty)

;

therefore every such representative entity

is necessarily knowable or known. And
since it conduces to the knowledge of

another, it is consequently known pre-

capacity of a thing apprehended (non in ratione

existentis, sed in ratione agniti). For the act

alone constitutes this presence, and no other pre-

sence of the object is required for its cognition,

except when the cognition is determined as an

effect by the object; because, in this case, there

is certainly required the actual presence of the

object in its real existence, for what is not really

in act cannot possibly operate. But God can do

immediately of himself, what he does mediately

by the object. Therefore it is manifest that God
can cause in the intellect the knowledge of a

thing not present to the intellect, and this, too,

immediately according to its actual existence,

and not through any medium or species.

" This doctrine, in its very statement, may
seem passing marvellous. For, according to it,

God can cause the. eye to see a colour not really

present to it, nay, not even extant in the universe

of things ; a corollary whereof is, that the act of

a faculty does not require any real existence of

an object when that object does not move the

faculty to act, which is tantamount to saying, that

God might supply the place of the motive object.

On this ground it could be asserted, that the sight

can see a colour which is not, the hearing hear a

sound which is not, the taste taste a savour which

is not, and the feeling feel a heat which is not,—
a doctrine that many would regard as impossible.

"

Durandus, In Prolog. Sent. Qu. 3, §§ 13, 14.

Durandus, I may notice, seems to deny, like

Reid (see p. 301), absolutely and without reserve,

the affection of sense by the agency of the object.

He requires only the mutual approximation of

the sense and its object; and then ensues the

sensitive perception, simply because the one is

capable of perceiving, the other capable of being

perceived. See L. ii. dist. iii. qu. 6, § 21, and dist.

viii. qu. 4, §§ 2, 3, 4. This doctrine is only correct

if limited to the primary qualities ; but it is a

nearer approximation to the truth than, before

Reid, was accomplished by any modern philo-

sopher.
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viously to that other, in the order of time
or of nature. Such is the major: the
minor is self-evident. For the species of

colour in the eye, is by the eye neither
seen, nor in any way capable of being
seen, as the experience of every one testi-

fies; therefore, &c." Durandus, In Sent.

L. ii. dist. iii. qu. 6. § 10.

6. " Further, if such a Species lead to the
knowledge of aught else, it can only do
this by reason of its similarity. Hence it

is that the Species is generally described
as the likeness of the thing. It thus per-

forms the part and holds the relation of
an image. But an image, in leading to
the knowledge of that of which it is the
image, is itself previously known ; this

cannot, however," (as is indeed admit-
ted), " be said of the Species in question

;

therefore, &c. And in truth it appears
self-evidently absurd that the faculty

knowing should be conducted to the
knowledge of aught by a representative
to it utterly unknown; whereas it is most
certain that only by the known can it be
led to a knowledge ofthe unknown." §11.

B. In regard to the higher cognitive

faculty,—the Intellect.

" Species are only supposed, to ac-
count, 1°, for the assimilation of an im-
material intellect with a material object;
2°, for the representation of what cannot
be known in itself; 3°, for the determina-
tion of the faculty to energy; 4°, for the
bringing into union when reciprocally re-

mote, that which moves with that which
is moved." Ockam, In Sent. L. ii. qu. 14,

1 5 T.; Biel, In Sent. L. ii. dist. iii., qu. 2 L.
1°. Assimilation.—It has been an almost

universal assumption of philosophers, that
the relation of knowledge infers similarity
of nature between the object known and
the subject knowing. Hence the common
ground on which the advocates and op-
ponents of species contend. Among other
arguments under this head, I select the
following :

—

a.) " The object is a substance, the
intellect is a substance, whereas the
species, if admitted, will be an accident.
The intellect and object, therefore, as
substances, are already more assimilated
to each other than either to the proposed
medium of assimilation ; and it is, there-
fore, easier to suppose the intellect re-

presenting to itself the object, than to
suppose this represented by a Species."
Ockam, Biel, 11. cc.

b.) " The Species are either material
or immaterial; for these are mutual con-

tradictories. But if immaterial, how can
a material object be assimilated by an im-
material Species with which it holds no
analogy, to an immaterial intellect when
the extreme assimilated behoves the ra-

ther to be assimilated to the mean by
which, than to the extreme to which, it

is assimilated?" Ockam, Biel, 11. cc.

2°. Representation. — a.) " Species are

not necessary for representation. For,
while the object is present, it needs no-
thing vicarious of itself; and when repre-

sentation is required, there is implied a
previous knowledge of the thing repre-
sented, and the representation only leads
to a recollective cognition thereof, &c.
Hence to represent is convertible with to

present again. Species, therefore, as sup-
posed pre-existent to cognition, cannot
be proposed as representative of objects."
Ockam, Biel, 11. cc. Compare Durandus,
ibid. § 12.

3°. Determination.—a.)
w Nor is it ne-

cessary to suppose Species, to account for
the determination of the power to act.

For every passive or recipient power is

sufficiently determined by a competent
active or impressive power; and this more
especially when the passive power itself

is also active, as in the case in question.
For the intellect is an active power re-

cipient in itself of intellection, and, along
with the object, co-operating to the pro-
duction of this energy." Ockam, Biel,

11. cc. Compare Durandus, ibid. § 13.

b.) " Nor ought we to suppose Species,
in order to account for the causation of
intellection, on the ground, which they
maintain, that the corporeal cannot act
upon the incorporeal, and therefore that
the admission of Species is necessary
as a medium of operation between the
material object and the immaterial intel-

lect. But, on their own shewing, their
hypothesis is idle. For the intellectual

Species is as immaterial as the intellect

its subject. Therefore, as the material
object cannot with the passive intellect

be the immediate concause of its intellec-

tion, so it cannot co-operate with the
active intellect in the production of in-

telligible Species — a product not less

spiritual than intellection itself." Ockam,
Biel, 11. cc.

4°. Union of the Motor and the Moved—" Nor need we suppose Species, in order
to explain the union of a remote object
with the relative power, on the principle
that the distant cannot act upon the dis-

tant,—in other words, that a thing cannot
operate where it is not. This principle,
as necessitating the hypothesis of sensible
Species, has already been disproved."
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(This omitted as involved iu the Ockamist
theory of perception.) " But, in reference

to the immediate question, it is incompe-
tent, because the object is as distant from
the intelligible Species as from the act of

intellection; for both are in the intellect.

In these circumstances, the object either

acts by immediately causing the intelli-

gible Species, on which alternative the prin-

ciple is surrendered, the approximation

of agent and patient not being required.

Or again the object acts by causing the

intelligible Species through the mediation

of another Species. On this alternative,

the Species present in the intellect has,

prior and immediately determining its

existence, another Species; this Species

again another; and so on indefinitely to

the object. But this is false. For the

Species prior to the last or intelligible

Species behove to be either material or

immaterial. If material, they would then

not be of the same nature (ejusdem ratio-

nis) with that which is present to the in-

tellect, for material and immaterial are

opposed in Species. They could not

therefore be multiplied the one by the

other; for the condition of this multipli-

cation is identity of nature ; and thus the

immaterial Species in the intellect could

not, as is supposed, be produced by the

material Species in the medium. If again

it be supposed that the previous Species

are spiritual, then these immaterial and
indivisible accidents will proceed from,

and inhere in, a material and divisible sub-

ject; which is not to be without necessity

presumed, &c." Biel, 1. c, with Ockam,
1. c.

Hence, concludes Ockam, it is manifest

that certain cognitive Habits in the in-

tellect are to be admitted, in order to save

the phenomena, but not Species.

To these arguments of Ockam and his

expositor—for the latter ought not to be

regarded as a mere abbreviator—may be

added the more summary mode of reason-

ing adopted by Durandus.
u That this hypothesis of Species is as

inept in reference to the Intellect as to

the Sense is manifest, and for the saui«

reason—viz., that it behoves the Species

to be known prior to the reality it repre-

sents, but this we all experience to be
the converse of the truth.

" Again, the intellect is the faculty of

reflection (virtus reflexiva), and it knows
itself and its contents with certainty, and,

as it were, by observation and experiment.
Thus we knowby experience thatwe under-

stand, and have in us a principle by which
we understand. If then there existed in

our intellect any such Species, it appears

that we could not but know with cer-

tainty that such there were; as we know
with certainty of the existence of our
other intellectual furniture, whether these

be acts or habits. But we do not. There
seems, therefore, no better reason to sup-

pose, in intellect, Species representative

of its objects, than in sense; and in regard

to sense we have already proved that there

was none." Durandus, ibid. §§ 12, 13.

The air6ppoiai, effluxm, of Democritus
and Epicurus, are decidedly non-egoistical

and material ; but the species of the Aris-

totelian schoolmen in their various mo-
difications cannot be simply referred to

the class either of corporeal or incorporeal,

though there can be no doubt that in

general they belong to the category of

non-egoistical media. The same of the

Cartesian ideas, as of Malebranche. The
cognitive reasons (\6yoi yi/ucrriKol) of the

lower Platonists appear again to belong to

the forms of egoistical representationism,

as do the ideas of Arnauld and many of

the Cartesian school.



NOTE N.

THE CARTESIAN THEORY OF PERCEPTION AND IDEAS.

[References.—From I. P. 256 a, 267 a, 269 a, 274 a, 296 a b, 297 b, 306 a, 368 b.]

[The materials for this Note are very
imperfect. The text is printed from two
unfinished papers of an early date, neither
of which appears to have been revised for

the present work. The footnotes have
been chiefly compiled from jottings and
references scattered over various papers,

and occasionally filled up from the article

on the Philosophy of Perception in the
Author's Discussions.—Ed.]

The theory of Descartes relative to our
perception of external objects,—separat-

ing from it what is merely superfluous, and
translating his terms, as far as that can
be done, without prejudice to his opinions,

into language more familiar to us in its

application,—is contained in the following
positions.

The essential attribute of matter is ex-

tension ;* the essential attribute of mind
is consciousness.*!*

* Principia, Para. ii. § 4. Cf. Tennemann, Ge-
schichte der Philosophie, vol. x. p. 252.

t De Methodo, iv. ; De Passionibus Animae,

Parsi. art. 4, 17; Principia, Pi. § 8; Epistol, Pars

i. Ep. 105 ; Pars ii. Ep. 6. Cf. Tennemann,
Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. x. pp. 230, 258,

260. For Consciousness, Descartes says TJiought

;

but as he includes under this term thought,

properly so called, feeling, and desire, that is, all

the energies and affections of which we are con-

Bcious, and nothing more, the conversion is both
legitimate and convenient. Principia, P. i. 5 9.

It is needless to say that by Consciousness I

mean, here as elsewhere, the fundamental
form of all our mental modifications, and not
that determination of consciousness, by which,

through an act of will, we can attend with greater

intensity to the laws under which our mind acts

or is affected, than to the external object of the
energy or passion. Conseiousnes i properly is con-

Extension and Consciousness are quali-

ties not only different, but opposite ; con-
sequently the substances to which these
attributes essentially belong, are not only
necessarily distinct, but even can have no
natural intercourse or relation.

Mind and body are, however, united

;

but as their union cannot originally or
subsequently depend on their natural affi-

nity or physical influence on each other,

it must be constituted and maintained by
some power different from either. The
will of God is the immediate cause of this

union, and his concourse is the medium
of the alliance.*

versant equally with the objective and with the
subjective. The different faculties and affections

are only modified consciousness.
* Cf. De la Forge, Traite de l'Esprit, p. 230 [ed.

Amsterdam, chap, xv.] That Descartes was the
author of the theory of assistance or occasional
causes, and that his explanation of the connection
between mind and body rests fundamentally on
this hypothesis, it is impossible to doubt. For
while lie rejected all physical influence in the
motion of bodies, which he referred to the gene-
ral will of the Deity (Principia, P. ii. § 36,

&c), he necessarily a fortiori adopted the same
supposition in illustrating the influence of mind
and body. The fundamental position of the sys-
tem is not on all occasions explicitly stated by
him, though his reasoning always necessarily
supposes it ; and he has sometimes allowed him-
self, in confpnnity to ordinary language, expres-
sions, which, if taken literally, are inconsistent
with his general theory. This has frequently led
those who had not studied his works in their ge-
neral relations, into a misrepresentation of his

opinions on particular points. Dr Reid does not
seem to have been aware of the fundamentas
principle of the Cartesian philosophy, and has
accordingly been unable to reconcile the apparent

3 p
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This union consists in the harmony and
reciprocal action of these two principles

:

consequently the assistance of God is the

hyperphysical and immediate cause of

their mutual influence, while the antece-

dent movement in either is only the occa-

sional and mediate cause of the conse-

quent modification in the other *

To the body belongs not merely the

mass of organised matter potentially cap-

able of life (according to the doctrine of the

Aristotelians), but the principle of animal
life itself—a subtle and attenuated fluid,

which, in connection with the cerebral or

nervous system, is the immediate cause of

the manifestations of life, and of all cor-

poreal movement."!*

To the mind (or soul) belongs all that

is within the sphere of consciousness, and
as consciousness is necessarily conversant

about nothing but what is immaterial, the

mind can have no immediate and natural

knowledge of body, or of anything beyond
its own modifications.

Although the mind (or soul) is exclu-

sively conscious of its own modifications,

yet in this state of union it is not solely

modified by its intrinsic energy, but in

many instances it is affected, in conse-

quence of the antecedent affections of the
body, according to the laws under which
the two principles are allied. Of the mo-
difications of the mind some, therefore,

are affections which owe their origin, and
are principally relative to the body; others

again, though not altogether independent
of corporeal concourse, are more especially

to be considered as affections of the mind

;

while a third class are in themselves
purely and absolutely intellectual ener-

gies in their origin, continuance, and ter-

mination.+

contradictions he found in his writings in regard

to his doctrine of perception. Whether his dis-

ciples Genlinx, De la Forge, Bekker, Deurhof,
Voider, Malebranche, Spinoza, &c, have not car-

ried this theory farther than their master in-

tended, is a question foreign to the present sub-
ject. [See Discussions, p. 72.

—

Ed.]
* De la Forge, pp. 263, 264, [chap, xvi.]

t Descartes, De Methodo, v. ; Clerselier, Praef.

Cartesii Tractatus De Homine. Cf. Tennemann,
vol. x. p. 258; Buhle, p. 15- [Histoire de la Philo-

sophic Moderne, traduite par Jourdan, tome iii.

The references to Buhle correspond throughout
to the pages of the French translation, from
which the quotations in the following notes
have been made.

—

Ed.]

1 Descartes, De Passionibus Aniniae, P. i. art. 17-

22 ; Tennemann, x. p. 261, cf. p. 243. [The distinc-

tion may be illustrated by citing the words of

Descartes himself. ' Facile est cognoscere nihil

in nobis restare quod debeamus tnbuere nostrse

Although the mind (sonl), asunextend-
ed, cannot in itself be said to occupy any
topical seat, yet in relation to the body
as an extended substance, its union must
necessarily have reference to place. The
mind is not united to the body universally,

but its connection is effected at a single

point. The point of alliance is the central

point of the bodily organisation, which is

found somewhere in the brain [the exact
spot being probably the] pineal gland.*

At this point all organic changes from ex-

ternal causes terminate, and in this cor-

poreal change the mind is, by the nature
of its union, hyperphysically determined
to a relative modification.^ At this point,

likewise, all corporeal movements, in obe-

dience to the will, commence; for the
animal spirits are here in the same man-
ner determined to produce the bodily

movement correspondent to the volition

of the mind. To speak only of that mo-
dification of the mind which constitutes

the perception of an external object, it is

evident that the mind perceives at the

animae, exceptis nostris cogitationibus, quae praeci-

pue duum generum sunt ; quaedam enim sunt Ac-
tiones animae, alise ejus Passiones sive Affectus.

Quas ejus Actiones voco, sunt omnes nostras vo-

luntates, quia experimur eas directe venire ab
anima nostra, et videntur ab ilia sola pendere.
Sicut e contrario possunt in genere vocari ejus

Passiones, omnes species pcrceptionum sive cog-

nitionum, quae in nobis reperiuntur
; quia ssepe

accidit ut anima nostra eas tales non faciat, quales
sunt, et semper eas recipiat ex rebus per illas

repraesentatis. Rursus nostras voluntates sunt
duplices. Nam quaedam sunt actiones animae,

quae in ipsa anima terminantur ; sicuti cum vo-
lumus Deum amare, aut in genere applicare

nostram cogitationem alicui objecto, quod non
est materiale : alias sunt actiones, quae termin-
antur ad nostrum corpus ; ut cum ex eo solo quod
habemus ambulandi voluntatem, lit ut nostra
crura moveantur et progrediamur.

' Perceptiones nostrse sunt etiam duaruni speci-

erum ; et quaedam animam pro causa habent, alia?

corpus. Eae quae animam causam habent, sunt
perceptiones nostrarum voluntatum, et omnium
imaginationum aut aliarum cogitationum quae ab
ea pendant. Nam certum est nos non posse quic-

quam velle, quin percipiamus simul nos id velle.

Et quamvis respectu nostras animae sit Actio ali-

quid velle, potest etiam dici in ilia esse Passi-

onem percipere quod velit Inter percep-
tiones quae corporis opera producuntur, maxima
pars earum pendet a nervis, ' &c.

The twofold division of actions is omitted in

the text.

—

Ed.]
* De Passionibus, P. i. art. 31, 35. The prin-

ciple of life, as well as thought, was placed by
Descartes in the pineal gland. See Buhle, t.

iii. p. 18. [But see above, p. 234, n. *.—Ep.J
f Prineipia, P. iv. § 189 sq
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central point of the brain, and not at the

point of affection in the organs.*

An external object affects a sense,t that

is, determines it as a living organ to cer-

tain movements ; these are propagated to

the central point of the animal system in

the brain, where a certain ultimate move-
ment is produced. This ia likewise the
immediate point of union with the mind

;

consequently the ultimate organic move-
ment at this point is, in relation to the
external object, the proximate cause of

its perception. But the ultimate organic

motion at the point of union is not in it-

self an object of consciousness, for the
mind is conscious of no affection of matter;
that motion likewise does not resemble
the original affection of the organ, nor did

that original affection of the organ re-

semble the external object by which that

affection was itself excited :J consequently
there can exist no natural connection be-
tween the mental perception of the ex-

ternal object and the organic affections

which constitute the conditions of that
perception. Neither is it possible that

the mind should, on occasion of these

corporeal modifications, be determined to

the immediate perception of the external

object independently of the body ; for

neither in consequence of its state ofunion
can the mind perceive anything material

except indirectly through its hyperphy-
sical alliance with the body, nor indepen-
dently of this union is it possible that it can
have an intuitive perception of the quali-

ties of matter,—that is, it is impossible
that an unextended substance can have any
consciousness, and consequently any im-
mediate and direct knowledge, of what
exists only as extended.§ This ultimate
modification of the organic system at the
point of union, is, therefore, only the occa-

sion on which, by the Author of our na-

ture, the mind is hyperphysically deter-

* Dioptrice, c. iv. § 1. Principia, P. iv. § 196.

t On the Cartesian theory of Perception, see

Buhle, p. 20. [' Descartes expliquait de la man-
iere suivante la possibility de connaltre les objets

qui frappent les sens. Les choses exterieures

mettent les esprits vitaux en mouvement par les

impressions qu'elles produisent : ces esprits re-

montent au cerveau, et y forment un canal ou
un type, qui correspond aux impressions et a leur

nature d^terminee. Ce type n'est pas l'idee de
l'ohjet lui-meme, mais l'ame en prend connais-

sance, et alorsnaiten elle-m&nel'idde, qui differe

done totalement du type et de l'objet qui cause
l'impression. L'anie combine et elabore ensuite

ces id^es d'apres ses lois inteneures.'

—

Ed.]

J Descartes, Principia, P. iv. § 197. Dioptrice,

c. vi. §§ 1, 2.

§ On the relation of mind to body in the Car-

tesian Philosophy, see Buhle, iii. pp. 328-339.

mined to represent to itself the external
object; and this immediate representation
and vicarious object is that alone which is

known to us in itself, for it is that alone
which is within the sphere of consciousness.

The mental representation of the external
object is properly termed an idea* The
organic movement at the point of union
in the brain,—though a motion, may meta-
phorically be termed an impression, inas-

much as it is the result of an external im-
pulse,—though bearing no natural resem-
blance to the external object, it may be

* Whether the Cartesian idea is to be regarded
as having an existence independent of the act of
consciousness or not, was a point disputed among
the followers of Descartes. Arnauld (Des vraies

et des fausses idees, c. vi. ) holds that Descartes
meant by ideas nothing really distinguished from
our thought, but our thought itself, in so far as

it contains objectively what is formally in the ob-

ject. In support of this view, he quotes the lan-

guage of Descartes, in the reasonings to prove geo-

metrically the existence of God, which conclude
the Responsio ad Semmdas Objectiones, appended
to the Meditationes : ' Idem nomine intelligo cu-

juslibet cogitationis formam illam, per cujus im-

mediatam perceptionem ipsius ejusdem cogitati-

onis conscius sum ; adeo ut nihil possim verbis

exprimere intelligendo id quod dico, quin ex hoc
ipso certus sim in me esse ideam ejus quod verbis

illis significatur Per realitatem objectiv-

am idece intelligo entitatem rei representatae per
ideam, quatenus est in idea ; eodemque modo dici

potest perfectio objectiva, vel artificium objectiv-

um, &c. Nam qu»cunque percipimus tanquam
in idearum objectis, ea sunt in ipsis ideis objec-

tive.' Malebranche, on the other hand, denies

this, and treats the attempt of Arnauld to infer

that Descartes denied ideas ' in the common ac-

ceptation,' as contrary at once to • sound sense
and justice.' Reponse de Malebranche, chap,

xxiv. § xi. Cf. Arnauld, Lettre a M. le Marquis
De Roucy, GMvres, tome xxxviii. p. 388. [Sir

W. Hamilton himself is of opinion that Amauld's
interpretation is right. See above, p. 296 b, n. *

—Ed.]
Other Cartesians, while not going so far as

Arnauld, in identifying the idea with the act of

perception, yet differed from Malebranche, in so

far as they considered the ideas of external

things to be not distinct entities, but modifica-

tions of mind. Thus Regis, Cours de Philosophic,

i. p. 190 (Metaph. Liv. ii. P. i. ch. xvi.), expressly

says, that the ideas of bodily objects are but
modifications of the mind's substance. [In

another passage (ch. xx.) he describes these

ideas, in their special character as representative

of particular objects, as being produced in the

mind by God, through the medium of the objects

as second causes. See also Roell, Dissertationes,

i. § 43, who speaks of ideas as modes or forms of

thought, which the mind by attention discovers

in itself, as implanted there by God.] Descartes
recognised three classes of ideas in the mind-
See Buhle, p. 18. [Cf. Descartes, Medit. Tertia,

p. 17; Epist. P. i. ep. 99, 115.—Ed.]
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called an image, as arbitrarily suggesting

the representation to the mind,—it may be

styled a corporeal species, though nothing

similar to itself is transmitted from the

object,—it may be denominated an idea,

though it is not the immediate object of

the mind,*—and, finally, the mind may be

said to contemplate this material motion,

impression, image, species, idea, &c,
though it has no consciousness of this

bodily affection in itself, and only turns or

applies itself to this conformation of the

brain, in order to find the corporeal ante-

cedent, which, according to the laws and

nature of its union, must precede and ar-

bitrarily determine the mental represen-

tation of the outward existence which is

the immediate object of its perception.+

* Epist. P. ii. ep. 54, ' Alio sensu ineludo

imaginationes in definitione cogitationis ; alio

sensu excludo ; nempeformal sive species corporece,

quce debent esse in cerebro, ut quid imaginemur, non
sunt cogitationes ; sed operatio mentis imaginantis,

sive ad istas species se convertentis, est cogitatio.'

Descartes did not verbally distinguish between
the motions in the brain, which are the occasions

of perceptions in the mind, and the representa-

tions in the mind itself. He called them both

ideas. The ambiguity is removed by De la Forge,

who applies the term ' corporeal species' to the

.affection in the brain, and the terms ' idea,' ' intel-

lectual notion,' to the spiritual representation in

the conscious mind. De l'Esprit, e. 10. Tlie image

or modification of the brain in the Cartesian, cor-

responds to what in the Leibnitio-Wolfian School

was called the material idea: the idea, properly

so called, of Descartes, or the mental represen-

tation, answers to what was termed the sensual

idea, by Wolf.

t [See the Responsiones Quintse, De iis quae in

Sextam Meditationem objectae sunt. * Hie quee-

ris, quomodo existimem in me subjecto inextenso

recipi posse speciem, idcamve corporis quod exten-

sum est. Respondeo nullam speciem corpoream
in mente recipi, sed puram intellectionem tarn

rei corporeae quam ineorporeae fieri absque ulla

specie corporea ; ad imaginationem vero, quae non
nisi de rebus corporeis esse potest, opus quidem
esse specie quae sit verum corpus, et ad quam
mens se applicet, sed non quae in mente recipia-

tur.'

—

Ed.] Compare Le Grand, Institutio Philo-

sophiae secundum Principia Renati Descartes, P.

viii.c. x. (ed. 4, Lond. 1680, p. 537):
—'Itaenimsu-

mus a Natura comparati, ut occasione quorumdam
motuum, qui in organis fiunt, quasdam in mente
ideas rerum ac figuras nobis repraesentemus.'

Ibid., c. xxii. p. 578 :
— 'Phantasia, seu Imaginatio,

aliud non est, quam quaedam facultatis cognosci-

tiyae applicatio, ad corpus (scilicet cerebrum) ipsi

intime praesens. Imaginations enim species

earum rerum imaginem concipere faeiunt, tan-

quam mentis nostrae oculis praesentem. Nam
quando objectum aliquod imaginamur, mens se

ad corpus convertit, ad ibi imaginem, aut effl-

giem, quam apprehendit, yeluti suae cogitationi

interne praesentem, contemplandum.' Gf. Ibid.,

If it be said, that, on this theory of me-
diate perception, we retain no evidence of
the reality of an external world corre-

sponding to the representations of ourown
minds, the Cartesian answers, that our as-

surance for the existence of material
architypes of our perceptions rests on
our knowledge of the character of God ;

for to suppose that there existed no ex-

ternal substances, as represented by our
minds by the necessity of our nature,
would be to suppose the Creator a de-
ceiver of his creatures—an hypothesis in-

consistent with the moral and physical

perfections of the Deity. And if it further
be objected, that we have the same evi-

dence of consciousness for the immediate
perception, as for the actual existence, of

external objects,— nay, that our belief of

the latter is only the necessary conse-

quence of our conviction of the former,

and consequently that either God is a de-

ceiver in the one instance, or the hypo-
thesis of a vicarious perception is false

in the other,—Descartes is forced to main-
tain that, notwithstanding the universal

belief of mankind, that the immediate
object of the mind in perception is the
material reality itself, and that, as we
perceive that object under its actual con-

ditions, so we are no less conscious of its

existence, independently of our minds,
than we are conscious of the existence of

our own mind, independently of external

objects,—notwithstanding this belief, he
was bold enough to maintain that we are

not precisely conscious that the immedi-
ate object of our perception is external

and independent of our faculties, although
it is difficult, if not impossible, to institute

a criticism of the contents of this consci-

ousness, in consequence of the early and
deep-rooted prejudice by which we are

led to attribute to the immediate objects

of our perceptions an external and prin-

cipal, instead of an internal and vicarious,

existence.*

The statement I have here given of the

P. ix. c. iv., p. 598, where the motions from the

organs of sense are described as giving occasion to

the mind to form its ideas, the motions them-

selves not being conceived.

* Principia, P. i. § 66-69, P. ii. § 1-3; cf. Tenne-

mann, x. pp. 248-51. In Principia, P. iv. § 196,

Descartes maintains that it is a mere self-deceit

to suppose that things are perceived in the organ

of sensation (e.g. scents in the nose, savours on

the tongue, hardness or softness with the fingers),

these being really perceived only in that part of

the brain which is the root of the soul. Cf.

Schulze, Kritik der theoretischen Philosophic,

vol. ii. p. 35. See also Le Grand, Institutio,

P. viii. c. xi., p. 540,
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Cartesian doctrine of Perception, is the

result of an acquaintance with the whole
works of Descartes himself, and with the

writings both of the most eminent philo-

sophers of his school, and of its most dis-

tinguished antagonists. In particular, I

may mention the excellent treatise of

De la Forge De l'Esprit de l'Homme,'
the ' Cours de Philosophie ' of Silvain

Regis, the 'Institutio Philosophise' of Le
Grand, the Work of Du Hamel, ' De
Mente Humana,' the ' Clavis Philoso-

phise ' of De Raei, to say nothing of the
writings of Derodon, Huetius, Gassendi,
Chauvin, Vries, Wolf, Malebranche, Ar-
nauld, Purchot, &c, which contribute
more or less to illustrate the doctrines of

Descartes.

The doctrine of Descartes in regard to

the relation of the mind to the organs of

sense, proceeds on two principles, of which
the one has been boldly postulated as self-

evident from the earliest ages of philoso-

phy, and the other has almost universally,

though secretly, influenced the doctrines
of psychology since the period of Des-
cartes himself.

The former,—which more immediately
regards the relation of the mind to the
objects of its knowledge,—is contained in

the proposition, that the thinking sub-
stance can have no immediate knowledge
of the qualities of another different from
it in the essential properties of its nature.

The latter,—which more immediately re-

gards the relation of the mind to the or-

gans of sense,—is the supposition that an
immaterial substance cannot be intimate-
ly or universally united with the body
without arguing its own materiality. The
operation of the former principle has
either degraded the mind to the nature of

the material objects of its sensations, or it

has elevated the objects of its sensation

to the spiritual nature of the mind : in

the former instance it has occasioned the
hypothesis of materialism, in the latter all

the theories of a vicarious perception,

idealism, &c. The latter has likewise

produced similar results. Those philoso-

phers who were not disposed to sacrifice

the evidence of their consciousness to

philosophical hypothesis, held that our
perceptions were in fact in the places in

which we are conscious of the sensation

—an opinion which, from their confidence

in the principle, they could not distin-

guish from materialism; while others sacri-

ficed the evidence of their consciousness,

and held that the mind is limited, and
only perceives and feels in the region of

the brain—a doctrine which they imagined
was more easily reconcileable to the im-
material nature of the soul.

As these two [principles] lie at the
bottom of almost all philosophical theo-

ries, as I believe they have never been
fully developed, and as they must neces-

sarily be [examined] in relation to the
present discussion, I say a few words in

regard to them ; and first, of the first.

1. That all knowledge consists in a

certain relation of the object known to

the subject knowing, is self - evident.

What is the nature of this relation, and
what are its conditions, is not, and never
can be, known to us; because we know
only the qualities of our own faculties

of knowledge, as relations to their ob-

jects, and we only know the qualities of

their objects, as relations to our minds.
All qualities both of mind and of matter,
are therefore only known to us as rela-

tions—we know nothing in itself. We
know not the cause of this relation, we
know nothing of its conditions ; the fact

is all. The relation is the relation of
knowledge. We know nothing conse-
quently of the kind of the relation ; we
have no consciousness and no possible

knowledge whether the relation of know-
ledge has any analogy to the relations of
similarity, contrariety, identity, differ-

ence—we have no consciousness that it is

like any other, or any modification of any
other. These are all relations of a differ-

ent kind between object and object ; this

between subject and object : we can insti-

tute no point of comparison.



NOTE 0,

LOCKE'S OPINION ABOUT IDEAS.

[References.—From I. P. 256 a, 273 a, 296 a, 368 b ; compare also I. P. 226 *,

275 b, 279 a.]

[No materials for this Note have been
discovered, beyond those which have been
already published in the Discussions, p.

7^ sq., and in the Lectures on Meta-

physics, vol. ii. p. 53 sq. Some refer-

ences to Locke, in relation to the history

of the term idea, have been given above

in Note G.—Ed.1

NOTE P.

ON malebranche's theory.

[References.—From I. P. 264 b, 358 a, 368 b.]

In so far as the Malebranchian is a

modification of the Cartesian doctrine, the

genealogy is manifest. But in so far as

it differs from the Cartesian, the attempts
that have hitherto been made to trace it

to anterior sources have not been success-

ful. The passages quoted from ancient

authors by Bayle, Dutens, &c.,* have only

* For Bayle, see Dictionnaire, art. Amelius,

Democrite, Zenon, and (Euvres Philosophiques, i.

p. 26. For Dutens, see his Recherche sur Vori-

gine des Decouvertes attribuees aux modernes,

Part i. ch. 2. He refers to the Chaldsean Oracles,

apud Proclum [in Parraen. Plat. L. iii. p. 23,

Cousin]; to Pythagoras, apud Nicom. Arithin.

an apparent,—only a verbal, plausibility,

from not distinguishing the different, nay,

opposite, meanings in which the term
idea is used. Malebranche employs it in

its Cartesian laxity ; the older philoso-

phers in its Platonic rigour. The theory
attributed to Plato, and held by St Austin,

St Thomas,* and many other philosophers,

[p. 3, ed. 1538] ; to Heraclitus, apud Aristot.

Metaph. xii. 4; to Demoeritus, apud Cicer. De
Nat. Deor. i. 43 ; to Plato, Tim. pp. 28, 52 ; and

to St Augustin, De Divers. Quaest. lxxxiii. qu.

46.—Ed.
* Sumina, P. i. Qu. 84, art. 5.

—

Ed.
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and the theory of Malebrauche in regard

to cognitions in the Divine mind, are pre-

cisely the reverse of each other. The
former resorted to the Deity, in order to

explain the possibility of an intellection

by a finite mind of necessary and eternal

truths ; the latter, to explain the percep-
tion by an unextended, spiritual, and
immanent subject of extended, material,

and external objects. The one, there-

fore, does not afford the anticipation of

the other. For the same and other
reasons, the Malebranchian hypothesis
cannot be traced to that of Alexander,
Themistius, Averroes, and other Maho-
medan philosophers, Cajetanus and Za-
barella,* in regard to the unity of in-

tellect (active or passive) in the human
species, and the identity of that intellect

with God. That Malebranche, however,
was forestalled in his peculiar hypothesis
may, I think, be shown.
A distant approximation to this may

be seen in the opinion of Buccaferreus,
that the species or immediate object of

sensible perception is the product of a
celestial agency ; and still more in the
parallel opinion of Suessanus, that this

agency is the Divine. The following,

however, is a far more explicit enounce-
11 lent of the Malebranchian doctrine in

regard to our vision of external objects in

the Deity. It is from the Physica Parti-
culars of Petrus Galtruchius, forming
the first part of his Philosophic totius In-
stitutio, and from the chapter De Natura
Speciei Impresses; the edition I quote
from is the second, published at Caen in

1665, that is, nine years before the appear-

ance of the Recherche de la VeriU, but
the first remounts to the year 1601. It

is curious that this preoccupation of the
Malebranchian theory is by a Jesuit—one
of that order by whom the philosophy of

Malebranche was, with that of Descartes,
most zealously opposed, and even pro-

scribed. Speaking of the function of

species impressa, in regard to sense, he
says :

—
" Notabis 2°. Proprium quidem

illud munus debere esse objecti, quantum
est de se, ut determinet potentiam ad
sui cognitionem, cum ipsa concurrendo
ad inferendum cognitionis actum. Earn
enkn ob causam objectum sufficienter

potential unitum, ab ea cognoscitur sine

specie impressa : ut quidem fert com-
munis sententia de Angelo seipsum cog-
noscente, et de Deo fungente vices Speciei

* For the theory of these philosophers, as for

those of Buccaferreus and Suessanus mentioned
below, see above, Note M, p, 956.—Ed.

impressa) in intellectu beatifico. Quippe
Angelus ad cognoscendum alium Angelum,
aut aliud creatum objectum, indiget specie

impressa ipsius vicaria, cum de se hujus-

modi objectum non postulet esse illi

semper et necessario intime prsesens ; et

quidem ilia prsesentia, quae dicitur per il-

lapsum, potentiam cognoscitivam pene-
trando intime per jugem influxurn ipsius

efficienter conservativum. Deus autem
sic intime est prgesens omni creato intel-

lects, per suam essentiam : quamobrem
potest in eo fungi vices Speciei impressa?,

turn ad cognitionem creaturae cujuscunque;
turn ad visionem ipsius Divinse essentia?.

Neque idcirco haec Dei actio ad extra erit

magis necessaria, quam actio Divinse om-
nipotentise ad creandum Mundum ; siqui-

dem ilia omnia est veluti subordinata ejus
Libero Arbitrio, unde, veluti imperative
saltern, ac denominative, est libera; ut
scribit Suarez De Deo, Lib. ii. c. 12 n. 22.

Ne quid etiam dicam de libero ejus con-
cursu universali ad actum* visionis beati-

ficse, a quo prseterea multiplex genus de-

terminationis accipit, quemadmodum ex-

plicatur Disp. de Deo, c. 7, Ass. 1 . Nee
contra hanc doctrinam objicias, Animam
rationalem, etsi praesens est intime et

per illapsum intellectui suo, indigere

tamen specie impressa ad cognitionem sui

ipsius, quod a pari dicendum foret de
Angelo, &c. Respondeo, Animam quidem
separatam non habere opus specie im-
pressa ad sui cognitionem, ob rationem
allatam ; verum, in corpore adhuc exis-

tens, pro hoc statu, siquidem nihil cog-

noscit, nisi per conversionem ad Phantas-
mata, ut suo loco exponam, ideo accipit

speciem sui impressam, quo, hunc saltern

in modum, notitiam sui obtineat."

In the system of Malebranche the ex-

istence of a material world is an otiose

hypothesis.* This incumbrance to the
simplicity of his system was not rejected

by Malebranche, and his philosophy mo-
dified to an absolute idealism, only, as 1

have already stated (p. 358 a, n. *), be-

cause the negation of the reality of body
was apparently inconsistent with the
Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation.

This likewise seems to have been the
reason, as formerly noticed (p. 285 b,

n. f), why the Schoolmen were pre-

* Malebranche, in his Premier Entretien sur la

Metaphysique, § 5, supposes that God should an-

nihilate the material world, and should, the world
being gone, still produce in our miDd the ideas

which are now related to it,—all, [lie says,] would
be as it now is. The supposition is identical with
Berkeley's Idealism. The same supposition is

ct'tcii made by the Schoolmen.
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vented from fallling over into Idealism,

to the verge of which the prevailing doc-
trine of species carried them, and, they
were fully aware, left them no means of

philosophical salvation. Since these foot-

notes were written, I have given some
detailed proofs upon this point in the
08th volume of the Edinburgh Review,

p. 337, sq.,* and the passages there ad-

duced from the Fathers might be forti-

fied by many others from the Schoolmen
of a still more precise application. I may
notice that the difference between the

* Reprinted in Discussions, p. 198.—Ed.

Idealism of Malebranche, Berkeley, and
Collier, and the Idealism of Fichte, is this,

that, on the former hypothesis, God is

supposed to represent to us a world un-
known, as Malebranche, a world non-
existent, as Berkeley and Collier hold,
whereas, on the latter hypothesis, the
Mind, the Ego, is supposed to do this in

conformity to certain unknown laws to
which its agency is astricted. The The-
istical and the Egoistical Idealism, con-
sidered as philosophical constructions,

have each their peculiar merits and de-

fects : on these, however, this is not the
place to enter.

NOTE Q.

ON HUMES ASSERTION

ABOUT THE IDEAS OF POWER AND CAUSE,

AND BROWN'S CRITICISM OF REED.

[References.—From A. P. 522 a; from Supplementary Dissertations, 754 a.]

[Of this Note, nothing appears to have
been written beyond two short papers of

memoranda, the substance of which is

comprised in the following remarks.

—

Ed.]

Reid not wrong in substance in his cri-

ticism of Hume, in saying that Hume
denied us the idea (notion) of power or

necessary connection. For Hume ad-

mitted the notion of necessary connection
as an ideal or subjective phenomenon, as

a fact
; [but,] by tracing its genealogy, he

attempted to subvert its real or objective

validity. This was the very strongest

Scepticism—to shew that belief actual,

irresistible—but that belief delusive. (See

Ess. II. p. 84.)

The mode he takes to shew that no-

tions of necessary connection—power

—

cause and effect—are illegitimate, is the

following.

Accepting the admitted [hypothesis] of

Locke that all our knowledge— all our

notions—formed a posteriori, or from ex-

perience, he shews that the notion in

question cannot be derived from that

source—from any objective information.

But, as aphenomenon, it must be admitted

to exist subjectively. How, then, is it to

be accounted for ] On the admitted hypo-

thesis always of Locke's philosophy, he

shews, what is true, that we can attempt

to explain it only in one other way, viz.,

by custom or habit. But this basis is in-
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sufficient to warrant its universality and
necessity, and its objectivation—ergo, no-

tion worthless, delusive.

Now Reid, when he says that Hume
subverted the certainty of causation— de-

nied the notion of power or necessary

connection— says nothing but what he
was entitled to do. Hume subverted the

reality, the truth {i.e. objective validity)

of the notion—ergo, the notion itself.

—

[For]
1°. Anterior to the formation of the

habit out of which the idea comes, the

idea could not have existed. It was
therefore only after a time that we were
trained to it.

2°. When obtained it was wholly illegi-

timate :
—

a.—Because a necessity which we get

by being accustomed, we could lose

by being unaccustomed. The feel-

ing of necessity is not, therefore,

itself necessary.

b.—Because it is, ex hypothesi, a ne-

cessity got by a certain limited

number of experiences—ergo, we
cannot on it logically infer that
1
all' and ' must.'

c.—A blind principle—only of our

animal, not of our intellectual, con-

stitution—we cannot on this hy-

pothesis see that it has any claim.

Reid was therefore warranted in saying

that as Hume denied the legitimacy of

the phamomenon of the idea (notion) of

power, [he virtually denied] the existence

of that notion.* Dr Brown seems igno-

rant of the whole tendency of Hume and
Sceptical philosophy. As in Perception he
thinks that Hume, in admitting the irresis-

tibility of the belief in an external world,

admits that belief to be decisive of its

reality, so in regard to the notions of

Cause and Effect, Power, &c, he dreams
that Hume, in admitting the subjective

feeling of necessary connection, admits the

objective validity of it. + Brown is wholly

wrong in saying that Reid and Hume
coincide. {Caiise and Effect, p. 466, 3d
edition.:}:)

* Price also says that Hume holds we have no
idea of Cause, &c. (Review of the principal

Questions in Morals, p. 41, ed. 1758.)

t See Schulze, ./Enesidemus, p. 117, ed. 1792.

t Part IV. Sect, vi.—Ed.

NOTE R.

ON THE CARTESIAN DOUBT.

[References.—From Inq. 100 a ; from I. P. 269 a, 463 a.]

[On this subject nothing has been dis-

covered except the following references in

the Author's Common-Place Book.

—

Ed.]

Beuchlin, Dubitatio Cartesiana, disser-

tatione philosophica explicata, vindicata,

refutata (1685). Clauberg, De Dubita-

tione Cartesiana, Opera, p. 1131 sq.

Werenfelsius, Opera, t. ii. p. 18, ed. 1739.

Le Grand, Apologia pro Cartesio, c. 3.

Gamier, Precis d'un Cours de Psychologie,

p. 213. Gatien-Arnoult, Doctrine Philoso-

phique, p. 39. Cousin, Cours de l'Histoire

de la Philosophic Morale (xviii. Siecle), t.

ii. p. 336, ed. Vacherot.



NOTE S.

ON REID'S BORROWING FROM GASSENDI

THE OPINION OF

ALEXANDER AND THE NOMINALISTS.

[Reference.—From I. P. 301 b.]

The analogy between Reid's doctrine of
Perception and that held by the Aphro-
disian, and, independently of him, again
asserted as true, and the true doctrine of
Aristotle, in the latter ages of scholasti-

cism by Occam, Durandus, Gregory of
Rimini, Biel, and other of the later Nomi-
nalists, had long struck me as remarkable;
but I had no suspicion that an opinion
which had again so completely fallen into
oblivion, could have had any influence on
the speculations of an author who was so
little excursive in his reading. I am now,
however, rather disposed to believe that
Reid met with some information at second
hand of the rejection of species by these
philosophers, and also of their denial of
the action—the physical influence— of
objects on the percipient mind ;—nay, I

am even confident, if my surmise be cor-
rect, of being able to point out the very
passages in which this information was
conveyed.

Let the reader consider the tenor of
the argument against the agency of the
object on the mind, and of the mind on
the object, and observe the occurrence of
the scholastic expression ' external deno-
mination.' This being done, I think it

will be admitted, as at least a not impro-
bable supposition, (though there are cer-
tainly various adverse difficulties), that
Reid, in the relative paragraph, had one
or both of the following passages in his
eye ; and this not only by reason of the
singular analogy of doctrine and expres-
sion, but because they are both taken
from a philosopher with whose writings
Reid appears to have been acquainted, at
least if this can be inferred from his refe-

rence on one occasion, if not on more, to
certain of that philosopher's opinions.
This philosopher is Gassendi.

In one passage, after speaking of the
Intentional Species of the Schools, and in
special reference to the sense of Sight,
Gassendi adds :

—
"Cum Aristoteles porro

ipse tale nihil somniarit, sed dixerit solum
Colorem rei visibilis movere ipsum actu
perspicuum, a quo deinceps oculus move-
atur ;* cumque Alexander reputarit hunc
motum esse externam solum denominatio-
nem, utpote qui ne motus quidem altera-
tions dici debeat ; t fuere nonnulli qui
agnoscentes ea, quae poterant objici, dis-

sensere a cseteris, ut pernegare omnes
omnino [species], quam admittere tales

sustinuere. Hujusmodi autem fuere
maxime, qui Nominales sunt appellati,

quique idcirco nihil aliud ad videndum
exigi, quam, solam objectorum, rerumve
visibilium coram positarum pro3sentiam,
censuerunt" (Physicce, Sectio I. Lib. vi.

c. 13. Opera, t. i. p. 443.)
In the other passage treating of the

nature of that motion supposed to be de-
termined by the primary object of sight,

colour, and having enumerated and reject-

ed several other theories, he proceeds :—

•

" Neque est etiam simplex qusedam de-

nominate extrinsica, qualis approbatur
ipsi Alexaudro, dum perspicuum solum
ita pati dicit, ut si quis ad motum alterius,

dexter illi ex sinistro evadat; quoniam
talis denominatio reale nihil ponit in re;

* De Anima, ii. 7.

t De Aniiiia, f. 132 a.b. ed. Aid., [appended to
the Aldine edition of Themistius, 1534.—E». ]
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motio autem qua visus percellitur, est

quidpiam reale. Tale porro quidpiam
deinceps Peripatetici aliqui sensere : cum
sicut visio est in re visa denominatio ex-

trinseca, sic existimarunt nihil esse ncccsse,

v.t res visa motionem ullam in ipsum visum
exprimat ; ac nihil aliud ad visionem esse

neeessarium voluervnt, quam ut objectum

visibile sistatur coram oculo, et in luce

sit, debitaque distantia. Hujusmodi fuere

prsosertini quos Norninales appellarunt,

qui etiam admissas a cceteris Peripateticis

species, seu imagines repudiarunt." {Phy-

sicce Sectio III. Lib. vii. c. 5. Opera, t. ii.

p. 373.)

Of the doctrine of Alexander and of

the Nominalists I may take another op-
portunity of treating, (along with the
other theories of Perception), in detail.

For such a history I am in possession of

materials which are not without the
greatest difficulty to be obtained. At
present I shall only say that Ockam's
doctrine on this point may put to shame
the pretensions of most modern psycho-
logies.

NOTE T.

ON THE QUALITY OF NECESSITY

AS A CRITERION

OF THE

ORIGINALITY OF A COGNITION.

[References.—From A. P. 521 b, 524 b ; from Supplementary Dissertations, 753 b,

755 a.]

[The following Note has been compiled,

partly from a MS. Fragment apparently
intended for the projected Memoir of
Stewart, but cognate in its contents to

the matters reserved for discussion in this

place; and partly from two papers already

printed, the first in the Appendix to the

Lectures on Metaphysics, vol. ii. p. 526,

and the second in the Addenda to the

second edition of the Discussions, p. 833.

-Ed.]

Experience, in the philosophy of Matter,

is accomplished through External Percep-

tion or Sense ; in the philosophy of Mind,
through Self- consciousness or Internal

Perception. By this method we take
cognisance simply of Phenomena. These
may be Causes and Effects ; but (at least

out of quantity) they are known merely
as phenomena in a relation of proximity
in Time or in Time and Space ; whilst
it is only, objectively, by inference and
generalisation, subjectively, by custom or

association, and in virtue of the necessity

we are under to think a cause for every
event, that we regard as causes and effects,

phaenomena which experience gives us
only as closely successive and coadjaccnt.

By experience we learn the fact that (#ti),

not the reason why (5t6ri) : for as what we
thus know is known merely as existing,
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contingently it may be, but not as neces-

sarily existing ; so experience informs us

only of what is, not of what must be. This,

—that is, what we cannot but think—it

consequently behoves us not to refer to

mere Experience ; for Experience cannot,

mediately or immediately, enable us to

account for such a phenomenon as a

necessary thought. Custom and Associ-

ation are founded on Experience ; and
as far as Custom and Association go, Ex-
perience avails. But the customary,—the

associated, have their commencement,
and are not presupposed in thought as

united ; they may incline to unite in

action, they tend to a mutual suggestion

in thought. But the problem to be
solved is not a strong inclination, but an

inevitable compulsion, so to think ; and
such an original necessity can never be
resolved into an acquired propensity.

Philosophers who rely exclusively on
the process of Experience in the explana-

tion of psychological phenomena, have
erred in two ways. For, on the one
hand, they are at fault, either in over-

looking the phenomena of mental neces-

sity altogether ; or, on the other, in

attempting to account for them on the
ground of experience alone.

There are three degrees or epochs which
we must distinguish in philosophical

speculation touching the Necessary.

In the first, which we may call the
Aristotelic, or Platonico-Aristotelic, the
Necessary was regarded, if not exclusively,

principally and primarily, in an objective

relation ;—at least the objective and subjec-

tive were not discriminated; and it was
defined that of which the existence of the

contrary is impossible,—what could not but
be.

In the second, which we may call the
Leibnitian, or Leibnitio - Kantian, the
Necessary was regarded primarily in a
subjective respect ; and it was defined that

of which the thought of the contrary is

impossible,—what ice cannot but think. It

was taken for granted, that what we can-
not think, cannot be, and what we must
think, must be; and from hence there
was also inferred, without qualification,

that this subjective necessity affords the
discriminating criterion of our native or a
priori cognitions, notions, and judgments.

But a third discrimination was requi-
site; for the Necessity of thought be-
hoved to be again distinguished into two
kinds, the Positive and the Negative ; the
one the necessity of so thinking, (the im-

possibility of not so thinking), determined
by a mental Power ; the other the neces-
sity of not so thinking, . (the impossibility

of so thinking), determined by a mental
Impotence. *****
For, 1°, we may not only be able, but be
positively determined, to think one alter-

native, whilst impotent to conceive its

counter ; and 2°, we may be negatively

unable to think one contradictory, and
yet find ourselves equally impotent to

conceive its opposite. The former, from
a Power, is thus primarily inclusive and
secondarily exclusive ; the latter, from an
Impotence, is thus simply and bilaterally

exclusive. And while it has always been
acknowledged, that of contradictories the

one or the other must be, and be thought,
as indiscriminately necessary; we are

brought by this novel doctrine to the
further confession, that even of contra-

dictories we may, however, not be able to

realise in thought the discriminate pos-

sibility of either.

This distinction also affords us the all-

important contrast of legitimate and il-

legitimate thought; thus enabling us to
explain some of the most inveterate and
pervasive hallucinations in philosophy.
For whilst the Positive Necessity of so

thinking never illudes, is never even the
occasion of illusion ; the Negative Neces-
sity of not so thinking is, even naturally,

the source of deception. For if, on find-

ing one alternative to be incogitable, we
recoil at once to the conclusion,— that

this is false, and the contradictory opposite

therefore true, (and our right—our obliga-

tion even, to do this, has been explicitly

asserted, especially in the Leibnitian

school) : the inference, though this be
even difficult not pronely to admit, will

be logically false,—the consequent con-
taining more than the antecedent; and
thus in philosophy (whether of theory or

of practice) we shall be precipitated into

a variety of errors.*

The development and application of the

latter of these Necessities, (in combina-
tion however always with the former),

constitutes the Philosophy of the Condi-
tioned; the Philosophy of the Condition-

ed is, therefore, the unexclusive comple-
ment of a recognised and of an overlooked
principle of mind.

[The following references, extracted
from the Author's Common- Place Book,
relate to the subject of the present Note.]

* Sec above, p. 377 a, uote \.
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Origin of our knowledge as discriminat-

ed by the character of necessity and con-
tingency.

Aristotle says, that Sense (in actu) not
cognisant of aught universal—vide Anal.
Post, (l'acii) L. i. c. 31, §§ 1 .7, (et ibi

Zabarella, Op. Log. p. 994, ed. 1608); L.

ii. c. 19, § 7; Metaph. L. i. c. 1, (et ibi

Fonseca, Comm., p. 55.) Conimbricenses,
Comm. in Arist. Org. ii. p. 436 sq.

Descartes says, that experience cannot
give the universal (a majori, not the neces-

sary), Epist., Pars i. ep. cxviii. p. 363, ed.

1 668, [ep. xcix. p. 327, ed. 1682.] Cf . Gruyer,
Essais Philosophiques, t. iv. pp. 88, 115.

Hobbes, Treat, on Hum. Nat., c. iv. §
10. ' Experience concludeth nothing uni-

versally,' &c.

Spinoza, De Intell. Emend., § 108.

Opera Posth. p. 391 (ed. 1677). 'Ideas

quas claras et distinctas formamus, ita ex
sola necessitate nostrae naturse sequi vi-

dentur, ut absolute a sola nostra potentia

pendere videantur ; confusae autem contra.'

Leibnitz, Nouveaux Essais (ed. Raspe),

pp. 5, 30 - 36, 171, 326 - 31, 376
;

[Avant-
Propos; L. i. ch. 1, §1-10; L. ii. ch. 21,

§ 73 ; L. iv. ch. 2, § 1 ; ch. 7, § 7.] Opera
(ed. Dutens),t. ii. pars i. p. 233; t. iv. pars
i. p. 62; t. v. p. 358; t. vi. pars i. p. 274.

Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, Ein-

leitung, § 2 (p. 3, ed. 1790).*

* On the analogy between Kant and Leibnitz,

L'Art de Penser, [Port Royal Logic],

Partie iv. ch. vi. p. 481-3 (ed. 1708).

M. Duncan, Institutio Logica, [L. v.

c. 2, § 5], p. 232, ed. 1643.

Tetens, Philosophische Versuche, i. p.

466 sq, et alibi.

Ancillon, Ess. Philos. (1817), ii. p. 187.

Maine de Biran, Nouv. Considerations,

pp. 193-211, 395.

Cousin, [Concours General, a. 1819],
Frag. Philos. (1826), p. 427; Cours de
l'Histoire de la Philosophic (xviiie. Siecle),

Lecon xvii. (space) ; Lecon xviiL (time)

;

Lecon xix. (cause).

Caro, Cours elementaire de Philosophie,

i. p. 176 sq. (resume* of Cousin).

Mazure, Cours de Philosophie (1835), i.

p. 41 sq.

Reid, I. P. 323 a, 455 b, 460 a; A. P.

521 b—explicitly enunciates and applies

the principle. Stewart neglects it, and
accordingly his vacillation and error in

regard to the origin of space and time.

Dissertation, Part ii. Sect, iii., and Note
Y Y,—Coll. Works vol. i. pp. 293, 595

;

Philos. Essays, Part i. Ess. ii. ch. 2, § 2,

— Coll. Works, vol. v. p. 116 sq.

Stewart, Phil. Essays, Part i. Ess. iii.

Works, vol. v. p. 135, homologates Leib-
nitz's doctrine.

see Herder, Metakritik, p. 9 (Carlsruhe edition);

Jenisch, Ueber Kant, p. 93-188 (Berlin, 1796).

NOTE U.

ON THE ARGUMENT FROM PRESCIENCE AGAINST LIBERTY.

[References.—From A. P. 629 b, 631 b. Compare 599 a, 602 a b.]

[This Note does not appear to have
been written in the form intended for

the present work. The substance of the

Author's doctrine may, however, be gath-

ered from the remarks published in his

Discussions, pp. 623-633. The portion
directly relating to the subject of the
present Note will be found in the follow-

ing extracts. Some footnotes and addi-

tional remarks have been supplied from
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memoranda found among the Author's
papers.

—

Ed.]

To suppose a positive and special Prin-

ciple of Causality, is to suppose that there

is expressly revealed to us, through intel-

ligence, an affirmation of the fact, that

there exists no free causation; that is,

that there is no cause which is not itself

merely an effect, existence being only a

series of determined antecedents and de-

termined consequents. But this is an
assertion of Fatalism. Such, however,
many of the partisans of that doctrine

will not admit. An affirmation of absolute

necessity is, they are aware, virtually the

negation ofamoral universe, consequently,

of the moral Governor of a moral universe;

in a word, Atheism. Fatalism and Atheism
are, indeed, convertible terms. The only
valid arguments for the existence of a God,
and for the immortality of the human soul,

rest on the ground of man's moral na-

ture ; consequently, if that moral nature

be annihilated, which in any scheme of

thoroughgoing necessity it is, every con-

clusion, established on such a nature, is

annihilated likewise. Aware of this, some
of those who make the judgment of cau-

sality a positive dictate of intelligence,

find themselves compelled, in order to

escape from the consequences of their

doctrine, to deny that this dictate, though
universal in its deliverance, should be al-

lowed to hold universally true ; and ac-

cordingly, they would exempt from it the

fact of volition. Will, they hold to be a

free cause, a cause which is not an effect;

in other words, they attribute to will the
power of absolute origination. But here
their own doctrine of causality is too

strong for them. They say that it is un-
conditionally promulgated, as an express

and positive law of intelligence, that every
origination is an apparent only, not a real,

commencement. Now, to exempt certain

phenomena from this universal law, for

the sake of our moral consciousness, can-

not validly be done.—For, 1°, this would
be, as observed, an admission that the
mind is a complement of contradictory

revelations. If mendacity be admitted of

some of our mental dictates, we cannot
vindicate veracity to any. If one be de-

lusive, so may all. " Falsus in uno, falsus

in omnibus." Absolute scepticism is here
the legitimate conclusion.—But, 2°, waiv-
ing this conclusion, what right have we,
on this doctrine, to subordinate the un-
exclusive affirmation of causality to our
consciousness of moral liberty,— what
right have we, for the interest of the lat-

ter, to derogate from the universality of

the former ? We have none. If both be
equally positive, we are not entitled to

sacrifice to the other the alternative which
our wishes prompt us to abandon.
But the doctrine which I propose is not

obnoxious to these objections. It does
not maintain that the judgment of cau-

sality is dependent on a power of the mind,
imposing, as necessary in thought, what
is necessary in the universe of existence.

It does not, at once, universally affirm and
specially deny ; include without excep-
tion and yet except. On the contrary, it

resolves this judgment into a mere mental
impotence, — an impotence to conceive
either of two contradictories. And as the
one or the other of contradictories must be
true, whilst both cannot ; it proves that

there is no ground for inferring a certain

fact to be impossible, merely from our in-

ability to conceive its possibility. At the
same time, if the causal judgment be not
an express affirmation of mind, but only
an incapacity of thinking the opposite ; it

follows, that such a negative judgment
cannot counterbalance the express affir-

mative, the unconditional testimony, of

consciousness,—that we are, though we
know not how, the true and responsible

authors of our actions, nor merely the
worthless links in an adamantine series of

effects and causes.* It appears to me, that

it is only on such a doctrine that we can
philosophically vindicate the liberty of the

human will, that we can rationally assort

to man—" fatis avolsa voluntas, "-f How
the will can possibly be free, must remain
to us, under the present limitation of our
faculties, wholly incomprehensible. We
are unable to conceive an absolute com-
mencement ; we cannot, therefore, con-

ceive a free volition. + A determination
by motives cannot, to our understanding,

escape from necessitation. Nay, were we
even to admit as true, what we cannot
think as possible, still the doctrine of a

motiveless volition would be only casual-

ism ; and the free acts of an indifferent,

are, morally and rationally, as worthless

* That the notion of Causality is not so proxi-

mate as that of Liberty, see Ancillon, [Ueber
Glauben una Wissen, 1824, p. 109.—Ed.]

t Lucretius, ii. 257.

—

Ed.

J That a true, a creative Liberty is necessarily

incomprehensible, and that the domain of freedom

is ignorance, see Laurentiug Valla, De Libertate

Arbitrii, Opera (1540), p. 1009 ; Jacobi, "Werke, ii.

p. 317. Jacobi defines Liberty, p. 315, ' Ich ver-

stehe unter dem Worte Preiheit dasjenige Ver-

moegen des Menschen, kraft dessen er selbst ist

und alleinthaetig in sich und ausser sich handelt,

wirkt, und hervorbringt.

'
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as the pre-ordered passions of a determin-

ed, will. How, therefore, I repeat, moral
liberty is possible in man or God, we are

utterly unable speculatively to understand.

But, practically, the fact, that we are free,

is given to us in the consciousness of an
uncompromising law of duty, in the con-

sciousness of our moral accountability ;
*

and this fact of liberty cannot be red-

argued on the ground that it is incompre-
hensible, for the philosophy of the Con-
ditioned proves, against the necessitarian,

that things there are, which may, nay
must be true, of which the understanding
is wholly unable to construe to itself the

possibility.

But this philosophy is not only compe-
tent to defend the fact of our moral liberty,

possible though inconceivable, against the

assault of the fatalist ; it retorts against

himself the very objection of incompre-
hensibility by which the fatalist had
thought to triumph over the libertarian.

It shews, that the scheme of freedom is

not more inconceivable than the scheme
of necessity. For whilst fatalism is a re-

coil from the more obtrusive inconceiv-

ability of an absolute commencement, on
the fact of which commencement the

doctrine of liberty proceeds ; the fatalist

is shewn to overlook the equal, but less

obtrusive, inconceivability of an infinite

non-commencement, on the assertion of

which non-commencement his own doc-

trine of necessity must ultimately rest.

As equally unthinkable, the two counter,

the two one-sided, schemes are thus theo-

retically balanced. But practically, our

consciousness of the moral law, which,

without a moral liberty in man, would be

a mendacious imperative, gives a decisive

preponderance to the doctrine of freedom
over the doctrine of fate. We are free

in act, if we are accountable for our

actions.

Such ((fxavavra (Tvvcto7<tip) are the hints

of an undeveloped philosophy, which, I

am confident, is founded upon truth.

. . . Specially, in its doctrine of Cau-
sality, this philosophy brings us back
from the aberrations of modern theology,

to the truth and simplicity of the more
ancient church. It is here shewn to be

* The fact of Liberty may be proved :—
1. From the direct consciousness of Liberty.

See Creuzer, [Skeptische Betrachtungen ueber
die Freiheit des Willens, 1793] p. 8-9.

2. Even if we were not immediately conscious,

yet from the Moral Law as ratio cognoscendi.

See Sieffert, [Dissertatio de libera, quam dicunt,

hominum voluntate, 1824] p. 12.

as irrational as irreligious, on the ground
of human understanding, to deny, either,

on the one hand, the foreknowledge, pre-

destination, and free grace of God, or, on
the other, the free will of man ; that we
should believe both, and both in unison,

though unable to comprehend either, even
apart. This philosophy proclaims with
St Augustin, and Augustin in his maturest
writings :

—" If there be not free grace in

God, how can He save the world ; and if

there be not free will in man, how can the
world by God be judged ?"— (Ad Valen-
tinum, Epist. 214.) Or, as the same doc-

trine is perhaps expressed even better
by St Bernard :—" Abolish free will, and
there is nothing to be saved ; abolish free

grace, and there is nothing wherewithal
to save."—(De Gratia et Libero Arbitrio,

c. i.) St Austin repeatedly declares the
conciliation of the foreknowledge, predes-

tination, and free grace of God with the
free will of man, to be "a most difficult

question, intelligible only to a few." Had
he denounced it as a fruitless question,

and (to understanding) soluble by none,
the world might have been spared a large

library of acrimonious and resultless dis-

putation. This conciliation is of the things

to be believed, not understood.* The
futile attempts to harmonise these anti-

logies, by human reasoning to human
understanding, have originated conflictive

systems of theology, divided the Church,
and, as far as possible, dishonoured reli-

gion.

" Vain wisdom all, and false philosophy !

"

* That the conciliation of the liberty of man
and prescience of God is to be believed but not
understood, is maintained by Alexander Aphrodi-
siensis, De Fato, [ad calcem Themistii, f. 170 b
ed. Aid. 1534] ;

—

Cajetanus in Thomse Suramam,
P. i. qu. 22, art. 4 [quoted in Discussions, p. 627] ;

—

Ockam, [Ini. Sent., Dist. xxxviii. qu. 1 L.] ;—Biel,

[Ini. Sent., Dist. xxxviii. qu. 1 M] ;—Ochinus, La-
byrinthi, hoc est, De Libero aut Servo Arbitrio,

de divina Praenotione, Destinatione, et Libertate

Disputatio (Basilese, 1563), c. xix. p. 245 sq. ;—
Franciscu8 Stadianus, (cited by Melanchthon,
Resp. ad Artie. Bavar. Opera, Witeb. 1580, i. p.

370 : see Copleston, Enquiry into the Doctrines
of Necessity and Predestination, p. 188) ;—Des-

cartes, Epist. P. i. Ep. 8, 9, (quoted by Stewart,

Dissertation, Note MM, Collected Works, i. p.

575) ;—Locke, Letter to Molyneux, (quoted by
Stewart, Coll. Works, i. p. 297) ;—Tucker, Light

of Nature pursued, c. 25, quoted by Copleston,

Enquiry, p. 85 ;—Archbishop King, Discourse on
Predestination, § 29.

Other authors are quoted by Ruiz, [Comm. et

Disp. de Scientia, de Ideis, de Veritate, ac de

Vita Dei, 1629], pp. 246, 554, 564 ; and by Gen-

uensis, Elem. Metaph., ii. p. 184, ed. Venet 1718.
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Reid has absurdly argued in favour of

Liberty from the analogy of Memory. He
says that upon the doctrine of Necessity
every thing that is past would be neces-

sary.* And so it is. Whatever has been
in past time, is necessary ; and so likewise,

everything that is, is necessary by the

very fact of being. In regard to the past,

[Aristotle says] e% et T° yeyovbs avayicriv.\

in regard to the i>resent, the scholastic

brocard [says] omne quod est, eo quod est,

necesse est. Freedom, contingency, can
only regard the future— what is not
already realised—the difficulty from pre-

science (divine or other) arises from the fact

that what is future is supposed or made
past or present. For example, being sup-

posed that it is foreseen that I shall rise I

on my right side, we get into the insoluble

dilemma, 1°, If I cannot rise on my left

side, I am determinatus ad unum; in which
case I have no liberty of rising on my
left side, but am necessarily determined
to my right. On this alternative Liberty
is gone. 2°, Supposing that Liberty re-

main, and accordingly I rise on my left

side ; in that case the foreknowledge is

false ; that is, there was no foreknowledge.
In this way it is absolutely impossible for

the human mind to reconcile Liberty and
Prescience.

The conviction of this impossibility led

men, 1°, to give up the prescience of God
in respect of future contingents

; £ or, 2°.

* See above, p. 631. St Austin makes the same
reasoning about memory as Reid in regard to

contingents. See Genuensis, ii. p. 184. [The
passage of St Austin is from the De Libero Arbi-

trio, L. iii. c. 4:— 'Sicut tu memoria tua non
cogis facta esse, quae praeterierunt ; sic Deus prae-

scientia sua non eogit facienda, quae futura sunt.

Et sicut tu qusedam quae fecisti meministi, nee
tamen quae meministi omnia fecisti; ita Deus
omnia quorum ipse auctor est praescit, nee tamen
omnium quae praescit ipse auctor est.'

—

Ed.]

t Rhet. iii. 17. t) fxev yap irepl rb jxeWov,

7) Se irept 6vto)V r) fir) ovtoov, ov fxaKKov

arrSSei^is iari Kal avdyKip €%et yap rd ye-

yovbs avdyK7]V. Compare Cicero, De Fato,

c. 7. ' Omnia enim vera in praeteritis necessaria

sunt, ut Chrysippo placet.'

—

Ed.

t A denial of the prescience of God in respect

of future contingents has been attributed to :—
Aristotle, who does not expressly deny it, but
has been held by some writers implicitly to

do so, as by Gregorius Ariminensis and
Suarez. [This is an inference from a passage
in De Interpretatione, c. 9, where Aristotle

denies the determinate truth of one or the
other contradictory in the case of future con-

tingent propositions. From this it has been
inferred byGregorius Ariminensis, (In i. Sent.,

Dist. xxxviii. qu. 1, art. 1) and by Suarez,

to bring down the impossibility to a lower,

and this [by one of] two means—either,

1°, to annihilate the futurity in respect of

God ; or, 2°, to annihilate the contin-

gency. As to the first of these,—the an-

nihilation of time in relation to God

—

futura jam facta sunt*— this they en-

deavoured to explain by various subordi-

nate hypotheses
;
[but it is] evident that

the contingency of the future is thus really

reduced to the necessity of the past.\ As
to the second, [some] thought that, by
shewing that the act of prescience was
not the cause or antecedent, but the effect

or consequent of the futurition, [it could
be shewn] that the certainty—the inevit-

ability it supposed was not an absolute

(Opusc. De ScientiaDei, Lib. i. c. 2; Metaph.,

Disp. xix. sect. 10) that Aristotle implicitly

denies the Divine prescience. Aristotle's

doctrine is defended against Gregory by Ca-

tharinus, De Veritate Enunciationum, p. 27

sq., ed. 1550.—Ed.]
Cicero, De Divinatione, ii. 7; De Fato, c. 14.

[See below, p. 977, n. t.—Ed]
Aureolus, [In i. Sent., Dist. xxxviii. qu. 1], see

Eckius, [De Praedestinatione], iv. 59, Ruiz,

[Commentarii ac Disputationes, <fec, 1629],

p. 1 89 ; and other Parisienses, mentioned by
Vallius, [Logica, 1622], t. i. p. 671.

Socinians. [See F. Socinus, Praelect. Theol., c.

8 ; Crellius, De Deo ejusque Attributis, c.

24; Wolzogen, In Evang. Matth., c. 4, Append.

I.—Ed.]
Conrad Vorstius, [DeDeo ; vide Leibnitii Opera,

ed. Dutens, vol. i. p. 44.

—

Ed.]

Thomas Bonartes, Nordtanus, Jesuita Anglus

Pseudonymus ; v. Leibnitz, Theod. Praef.

[Leibnitii Opera, ed. Dutens, vol. i. p. 45.

Concerning Thomas Bonart or Bonartes, an

anagram of Barton, see ibid, p. 115.

—

Ed.]

The necessity of Divine prescience has also

been questioned by :—
Episcopiusin some degree, see Waterland, [Im-

portance of the Doctrine of the Trinity,

Works, iii. p. 448, ed. 1843.—Ed.]
Hey, [Lectures on Divinity, iv. xvii. 90.

—

Ed.]

Stewart, Active Powers, [Appendix; Collected

Works, vol. vi. p. 398.—Ed.]
For authors who have denied the determinate

truth of future contingents, admitting the pre-

science of God, see Balforeus, [Comm. in Aristo-

telis Organon], p. 408 ; Arriaga, [Cursus Philoso-

phicus, p. 204]; Vallius, [Logica], t. i. pp. 671, 672.

For those who affirmed the determinate truth of

future contingents, see Balforeus [p. 407] ; Arriaga

[p. 205] ; Vallius, t. i. p. 671.

* Augustine, De Trinitate, v. 16. ' Deus ....
apud quem nee praeterita transierunt, et futura

jam facta sunt. '

—

Ed.

t That God sees everything in his eternity as

present, thoxigh in different ways, see Boethius,

De Consol. Phil., Lib. v. Pr. 6 ; Aquinas, Summa,
Pars i. qu. xiv. art. 13. Cf. Vallius, Logica, t.

i. p. 677.
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but a conditional necessity, not a ncces-

sitas consequentis, but only a necessitas

consequential*

[Others] admitted absolute necessity

—

no contingency,—no liberty.******
For the argument, that prescience, as

implying a fixed series of causes, is in-

compatible with freedom, see St Augus-
tine, De Civ. Dei, L. v. c. 9, § 2, Genuen-
sis, Elem. Metaph., ii. p. 184.— Cicero

was so struck with this argument, that he
denied the prescience of God, to save the
free will of man.+ Augustine says ele-

gantly of him, " dum vult facere liberos,

fecit sacrilegos."— For Augustine's solu-

tion, that our wills are included in the series

of causes, see Genuensis, 1. c. Augustine
also replies, that if all foreseen actions

are necessary, God's own future actions

are necessary. J

* See F. Bonae Spei, Logica, p. 172-3. ['Nota

necessitatem esse duplicem, unam absolutam,

alteram ex suppositione. Absoluta est, quae

habetur nulla facta suppositione, ut necessitas

existentise Dei. Necessitas ex suppositione est,

quae non habetur nisi facta aliqua suppositione,

ut necessitas ambulationis Petri, supposito quod
videam Petrum ambulantem. Necessitas ex sup-

positione est triplex; scilicet, ex suppositione

antecedente, ex suppositione . concomitante, et

ex suppositione consequente. Prima est, ubi

aliquid supponitur, quod necessario antecedit,

per modum causa? vel conditionis inferens, ut
necessitas existential caloris ex prawia supposi-

tione, quod ignis existat, necessitas combustionis

stupparum siccarum, ex suppositione, quod sit

approximatio ignis ad illas. Secunda, ubi aliquid

supponitur concomitans, ut necessitas existentise

loquelse mesa, vel ambulationis, ex suppositione,

quod loquar, vel ambulem. Tertia, ubi ahquid
supponitur consequens, ut necessitas loquelae,

vel ambulationis Petri, ex suppositione, quod
audiam ipsum loquentem, vel videam ambulan-
tem. .... Adde, necessitatem ortam ex sup-
positione antecedente, non male aliter vocari

necessitatem consequentis ; quia per illam unum
necessario alteruin tanquam causam suam ne-

cessariam consequitur. Necessitatem vero ortam
ex suppositione concomitante vel consequente
vocari necessitatem consequentice tantum, quia
per illam unum ex alio per legitiniam consequen-

tiam infertur.*]

f De Divinatione, ii. 7. ' Nihil est tam con-
trarium rationi et constantiae, quam fortuna ; ut
mihi ne in Deum quidem cadere videatur, ut
sciat, quid casu et fortuito futurum sit.' See
also De Fato, cc. 10, 14.—Ed.

X [De Libero Arbitrio, L. iii. c. 3.

—

Ed.] To
the argument—human actions cannot be free,

for free actions cannot be foreseen even by the

Deity—the answer, that this objection abolishes

all freedom of action in the Deity himself, is

given by Voltaire, [Correspondance avec le Roi de

[Of the opposite argument,which denies
the freedom of man to save the prescience

of God, there is a] good statement in

Pererius, De Principiis, Lib. ix. c. 11 :

—

" Stoici existimantes non posse constare

et cohserere contingentiam cum Dei provi-

dentia, ut hanc retinerent, illam e rebus sus-

tulerunt, hac utentes ratione : Si est pro-

videntia, non erit contingentia ; sed est pro-

videntia; ergo non est contingentia. Major
(nam de minori non est in prsesentia cer-

tandum) ita probatur. Providentia Dei
includit tria, prcescientiam, voluntatem, et

dispositionem Dei ; quae tria excludunt a
rebus contingentiam. Nam quod est pro-

visum a Deo, hoc est, quod Deus prcescivit,

voluit, disposuit, seu constituit ut aliquando
eveniat, id non potest non evenire ; neque
enim potest aut prcescientia Deifalii, aut
voluntas frustrari, aut ordinatio impediri;

sed omnes res sunt a Deo provisse ; ergo

omnes necessario et immutabiliter eveni-

unt, quare nullus contingentiae locus re-

linquitur."

See for other arguments in regard to

the possibility of contingency in nature,

ibid. On the whole opinion of the
ancients touching Fate, Contingency, &c,
see Schegkius, In Arist. De Ortu et In-

teritu, p. 237, ed. Basil 1550.

The Calvinist theologian maintains the
predestination and foreknowledge of God
in conjunction with the liberty of man,
nor ventures to reject either article of his

faith, because he is unable to comprehend
the mystery of their union. Humbly ac-

knowledging our necessary dependence
upon God, he likewise vindicates to man
a personal freedom, not wrested from the
prerogative, but conceded by the grace, of

the Divinity,—not granted for the honour
of the creature, but for the glory of the
Creator,—and not withdrawn from God's
dominion, but affording the noblest sub-
ject of his rule.* Asserting the contin-

Prusse, Lettre 32], and by Stewart, Dissertation

[Note NN ; Coll. Works, vol. i. p. 578.]
* " In the Confession of Faith of the Church of

Scotland (the Articles of which are strictly Cal-

vinistic), the freedom ofthe human will is asserted

as strongly as the doctrine of the eternal decrees
of God. ' God (it is said, chap, iii.) from all eter-

nity did, by the most wise and holy counsel of

his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain

whatsoever comes to pass. Yet so as thereby
neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence

offered to the will ofhis creatures, nor is the liberty

or contingency of second causes taken away, but
rather established.' And still more explicitly in

chap, ix., God hath endued the will of man with

3Q
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gency (not the casualty) of human action,

he does not reduce omniscienoe to the
foreknowledge of a necessitated order

;

and maintaining the universal infallibility

of the divine decree, he denies that it im-
poses an universal necessity. Attributing

to man in his unfallen state a full and
perfect liberty to good and ill, spiritual as

well as moral, he still postulates his free-

dom in actions of natural and civil im-
port ; and while he asserts the concourse
of the Deity, he still preserves all activity

proper to our personality. The loss of

man's spontaneous energy, and his subjec-

tion to a physical necessity, he declares to

be tantamount to the negation of God in

the extinction of man as a moral and re-

ligious subject. The Calvinist has thus
been careful, on the one hand, not to de-

rogate from the perfections of the Deity
as the author of our salvation ; and on the
other, not to destroy the liberty of man as

its condition. " Tolle liberum arbitrium,

et non erit quod salvetur ; tolle gratiam,
non erit unde salvetur.'"

*

[The following remarks from the Au-
thor's Common-Place Book on the terms
connected with this question, were proba-
bly intended to be employed in the pre-

sent Note.

—

Ed.]

1. Contingent {to 4uS^x^vov) — its

meaning, true and false.

a.—True— ' that which when it happens
is neither necessary nor impossible.'

Aristotle, An. Pri., L. i. c. 13, § 2.

Plutarch, De Fato, Opera Moralia,

p. 570-4.

Alex. Aphrod., [In Arist. Anal.
Pri. f. 52, ed. Aid.]

Ammonius, [In Arist. De Interp.,

ff. 99, 100, ed. Aid. 1546].

Piccolomini, De Rerum Definitioni- I

bus, (Francof. 1600), p. 221 sq.

Biel, In Sent., L. i. dist. 38 A.
Nemesius, De Natura Hominis, c.

34, p. 287, ed. Matthsei.

Leibnitz, Opera Philos. (ed. Erd-
mann), pp. 447, 669.

that natural liberty, that it is neither forced, nor
by any absolute necessity of nature determined to
do good or evil.'" Stewart, Dissertation, Note
MM. ; Collected Works, vol. i. p. 575 (restored in

collected edition). Passages to the same effect

from the writings of Calvin himselfhave been col-

lected by Mr Mozley in his work on the Augusti-
nian Doctrine of Predestination, Note xxi.

—

Ed.
* St Bernard, De Gratia et Libero Arbitrio, c.

1. See above, p. 975 b.

—

Ed.

Budaeus, Comm. Ling. Grsec. [pp.
565, 566, ed. Paris. 1548.]

Walch, Lexicon, v. Contingens.
Micraelius, Lexicon, v. Contingens.
Goclenius, Lex. Phil., v. Contingens.
'S Gravesande, Introd. ad Phil.,

p. 18.

Melanchthon, Erotemata Dialecti-

ces, L. ii. p. 613, ed. 3, Strigelii,

1579.

b.—False—' that which while we are

not sure whether it has happened or
will happen, we are not sure of the
reverse.'

Copleston, On Necessity and Pre-
destination, pp. 80, 81.

Whately, Elements of Logic, Ap-
pendix No. I., vv. Certain, May,
Possible.

Monboddo, Anc. Metaph., vol. i. p.

294.

Spinoza, Eth., Pars i. Prop, xxix.,

xxxiii. Sch. 1 ; Cogitt. Metaph.,
Pars i. c. 3, § 8.

Hobbes, Of Liberty and Necessity,

Works (folio edition), p. 478.

[Vol. iv. p. 259, ed. Molesworth.]
That equivocally contingent includes ne-

cessary, Aristotle, [Anal. Prior. L. i. c. 3,

§5; c. 13, § 2], pp. 131, 177, Pacii.

2. Necessary (to avaynaiov), meanings
of. Melanchthon, Erot. Dial., L.

ii. p. 604 sq.

3. Possible and Impossible (to Swarbv—to aZvvaTov), meanings of.

Melanchthon, Erot. Dial., L. ii. p.

612.

Budseus, Comm. Ling. Grsec, p.

566.

Wolf, De Differentia Nexus Rerum,
&c. (1724), p. 14 sq.

Whately, On King, p. 91 ; Logic,
Appendix, No. I., vv. Possible,

Impossibility.

That possible includes necessary, see

Plutarch in Budeeus, 1. c. [De Fato, c.

6.—Ed.]

4. Certain (certus).

Goclenius, Lex. Phil. (Lat.), v.

Certitudo.

Conimbricenses, Comm, in Arist.

Org., ii. p. 696.

Boethius, De Cons. Phil., L. v. pr. 5.

Copleston, On Necessity, &c, p.

81 sq.

Whately, Logic, Appendix No. I.,

v. Certain.

5. Mechanical.
Defined, Jacobi, Werke, ii. p. 316,
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nnd iv. 2, p. 93. ' Mechanical=
concatenation of mere efficient

causes, which eo ipso is a neces-

sary concatenation ; as also a ne-

cessary concatenation is, so far

as it is necessary, eo ipso a me-
chanical.'

[The following extracts from Aquinas
and his commentator Cajetanus appear to
have been intended for the present Note.
A portion of the latter has been translated
in Discussions, p. 627.

—

Ed.]

Aquinas. — Summa totius Theologise,
Pars Prima, Quaestio xxii., Articulus 4.

Utrum providentia rebus provisis necessi-

tatem imponat.
"1°. Videtur quod divina providentia

necessitatem rebus provisis imponat. Om-
nis enim effectus qui habet aliquam cau-
sam per se, quae jam est vel fuit, ad quam
de necessitate sequitur, provenit ex neces-
sitate, ut Philosophus probat in sexto Me-
taphysicorum.* Sed providentia Dei (cum
sit seterna) praeexistit, et ad earn sequitur
effectus de necessitate : non enim potest
divina providentia frustrari. Ergo pro-
videntia divina necessitatem rebus pro-
visis imponit."

(Having stated a second and third argu-
ment which might be advanced in favour
of the affirmative, and one which had
been employed in support of the negative,
Aquinas proceeds to pronounce his own
decision of the question, and to refute the
three reasonings opposed to it. The pas-
sage to be quoted from his Commentator
has exclusive reference to his answer to
the first of these.)

" Respondeo, dicendum, quod providen-
tia divina quibusdam rebus necessitatem
imponit, non autem omnibus, ut quidam
crediderunt. Ad providentiam enim perti-
net ordinare res in finem. Post bonitatem
autem divinam, quae est finis a rebus sepa-
ratus, principale bonum in rebus ipsis ex-
istens est perfectio universi : qua? quidem
non esset, si non omnes gradus essendi in-

venirentur in rebus. Unde ad divinam
providentiam pertinet omnes gradus en-
tium producere. Et ideo quibusdam ef-

foctibus pneparavit causas necessarias,
ut necessario evenirent

; quibusdam vero
causas coutingentes, ut evenirent contin-
genter, secundum conditionem proxima-
rum causarum.f

* L. v. c. 3, ed. Bekker.—Ed.
i Aquinas is here followed by the authors of

" Ad primum ergo dicendum, quod ef-

fectus divina) providentia? non solum est

aliquid evenire quocunque modo, sed ali-

quid evenire, vel contingenter, vel neces-
sario. Et ideo evenit infallibiliter et ne-
cessario, quod divina providentia dis-

ponit evenire infallibiliter et necessario :

et evenit contingenter, quod divina? pro-
videntiae ratio habet, ut contingenter eve-

niat,"

Cajetanus.—" In responsione ad pri-

mum, dubitatio occurrit valde ardua, et

forte ab humano intellectu insolubilis. Ad
cujus evidentiam, ut melius percipiatur in

quo consistit dubitatio, advertendum est

quod aliud est (1°) 'A contingenter even-
ire,' et aliud est (2°) ' A necessario even-
ire,' et aliud est (3°) ' A infallibiliter seu
inevitabiliter evenire ;

' tarn primum enim
quam secundum importat ordinem effec-

tus ad causam in actu positam ; illud qui-

dem, quod sua causa habet potentiam ad
utrumlibet; hoc vero, quod sua non po-
test deficere ab ipsius causalitate : sed ter-

tium communius est utroque, quoniam et

contingentia et necessaria sequuntur divi-

nam providentiam positam in actu infal-

libiliter, seu inevitabiliter; et cum hoc
ilia sequuntur contingenter, et ista neces-
sario. Ex his enim, quamvis quiescat in-

tellectus, attendens ad responsionem in

Litera positam circa salvationem con tin-

gentise, fluctuat tamen circa connexionem
prmdictoz infallibilitatis cum libero arbitrio,

—imo, ut rectius loquar, cum libero even-

tu ipsarum operationum, quas liberas did-
mus, et similiter cum ambiguo eventu con-
tingentium aliorum.

" Cum enim in operatione libera sit con-
siderare ipsam voluntatem, illius causam,
et eventum, seu executionem ipsius nunc,
ita quod non opposite ;

* quamvis difficile

non sit salvare naturam talis causae (scili-

cet libera?) cum prsedicta infallibilitate, eo
quia hujusmodi infallibilitas nihil dat
vel aufert causae ad utrumlibet : sed [ta-

men] (cum ipsa stat, quod causa Iwheat
potentiam indifferentem ad illud infallibile

et ad ejus oppositum, et propter hoc, di-

vina providentia non adimat contingentian
a rebus) verum salvare prcedictam infalli-

the Westminster Confession of Faith, chap. v.

Of Providence, § 2—" Although in relation to the
foreknowledge and decree of God, the first cause,

all things come to pass immutably and infallibly;

yet, by the same providence, he ordereth them to
fall out according to the nature of second causes,

either necessarily, freely, or contingently." See
also chap. iii. § 1.

• " Ita quod non opposite ;" "so that there should
be no inconsistency among them. " There is per-

haps, however, some omission.
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bilitatem cum indifferentia seu libertate exe-

cutionis seu eventus—hoc opus, hie labor

est. Si enim infallibile est, me diluculo

prirno futuro scribere
;
quamvis potentiam

Iiabeam ad utrumlibet, (id est, ad scriben-

dum tunc, vel ad non scribendum tunc)

;

attamen potentia ista atque libertas non
exbit in actum negationis scribendi, sed

affirmationis, sic quod inevitabile est quin
affirmatio eveniat. Et si sic est, cum jam
ab aeterno divina providentia sit in actu

determinata respectu omnium, et immuta-
bilis et infallibilis, &c sequitur quod, de

facto, omnia inevitabiliter eveniant, quam-
vis quaedam contingenter, et quaedam ne-

cessario. Notanter autem dixi, de facto,

quia de possibili, absolute loquendo, po-
test Deus non determinare providentiam
suam ad haec, vel ilia futura. Sed cumjam
determinata est, repugnat immutabilitati

efficaciae, universalitati atque certitudini

suae, evitabilitas evenientium. Et si omnia
inevitabiliter eveniunt de facto, ut quid
consiliamur et conamur ad hsec magis
quam ilia prosequenda vel vitanda ? Nil
enim minus videtur ex hoc destrui pars
moralis, omnisque conatus Ecclesioz atque

exhortatio ad bonum, quam ex negatione

contingentia. Quamvis enim negatio evita-

bilitatis, et negatio contingent^ non sequi-

valeant, ut jam patet ex dictis, quoad
proposita tamen inconvenientia aequaliter

videntur. Nullus enim consiliatur de in-

evitabili, nee aliquis conatur, aut horta-

tur, aut orat circa inevitabilia.
" Ad hanc dubitationem nihil scripturn

reperi in S. Thoma ;
quoniam nullibi eum

movisse hanc recolo, sed semper studuit ad
salvandam contingentiam. In aliis quoque
Doctoribus nihil hactenus comperi ad
quaestionem istam, nisi quae communiter
dicuntur de sensu composito et diviso—de
necessitate consequential et consequentis—de
libertate electionis divinos in aztemitate—
deque natura causarum ad utrumlibet in

universo inventarum. Sed haec omnia,
ut ex dictis patet, intellectum non quie-

tant; quoniam, ut jam dictum est, non de
Deo secundum se considerate, sed secun-

dum quod de facto est ; et similiter non de
ipsis naturis causarum aut rerum, nee
de necessitate aut contingentia, sed de
compossibilitate inevitabilium eventuum cum
contingentia et libertate eorundem, est quae-

stio. Non enim satisfit quaesito, dicendo,
quod actus eveniens est evitabilis et inevit-

abilis:—evitabilis quidem secundum se; in-

evitabilis vero secundum quod estprovisus.

Licet enim hoc sit verum, non tamen solvit

nodum : quoniam actus eveniens de facto

est jam provisus ab aeterno, et esse provisum
vincit conditiones ipsius secundum se; et

consequenter actus eveniens est simplici-

ter (id est, omnibus eonsideratis) inevita-

bilis, et secundum quid (id est, solitarie

sumptus) evitabilis; sicut projectio mercis

tempore naufragii est simpliciter volita,

(quia omnibus eonsideratis est volita,) et

secundum quid est nolita, (quia secundum
se projectio ipsa displicet.)—Nihil quoque
ad propositum facit dicere, quod esse 'pro-

visum nihil ponit in actu eveniente; in hoc
enim exemplo manifesto apparet nihil ad
rem referre, an ponat vel non ponat. Esse

namque volitum, nihil ponit in projecta

merce, et tamen, &c.—Nee etiam evadi-

tur dicendo, quod, quia actus eveniens

est provisus a Deo, et inevitabilitas ejus

sequitur esse provisum, ut res respectiva

ad Deum ; actus eveniens est de facto in-

evitabilis respectu Dei, non autem respectu

nostri. Hoc enim aequivalet nihilo : quo-

niam si de facto inevitabilis est a Deo,
ergo et de facto inevitabilis est, et sim-

pliciter, et a nobis ; quoniam impossibile

est a quocunque vitari, quod a Deo de
facto vitari non potest, propter ipsius

summam efficaciam.
" Oportet igitur, si quaestionis hujus Ve-

ritas quietare debet intellectum nostrum,
alteram duorum dicere ;—aut quod esse

provisum non sequatur inevitabilitas; aut

quod inevitabilitas eventus provisi non de-

roget evitabilitati eorundum eventuum.—Et
hoc secundum quidem, propter rationem
supra adductam, non capio quomodo pos-

sit verificarL Liquet enim, quod non nisi

secundum quid evitabilitas salvari apparet.

— Primum, autem, quamvis communiter
a Doctoribus destruatur, dicentibus quod
esse provisum, seu volitum, seu prozdestina-

turn (pro eodem enim quoad hanc diffi-

cultatem omnia accipio) sequitur inevita-

bilitas; ego tamen, non ut opponam me
contra torrentem, nee asserendo, sed stante

semper captivitate intellectus in obse-

quium Christi, suspicor, quod, quemad-
modum esse provisum, nee contingentiam

nee necessitatem ponit in eventu proviso,

(ut in Litera dicitur,) eo quia Deus est

causa superexcedens,eminenter praehabens
necessaria et contingentia (per hoc enim
evadit Sanctus Thomas ab ilia ratione VI.
Metaphysicorum hie allata; intendit enim
quod propositiones Aristotelis verificantur

in causis particularibus, quarum aliae sunt

necessariae, aliae contingentes, aliae per se,

et aliae per accidens, non autem in causa

universalissima excedente necessarias et

contingentes per se et per accidens, quo-

niam ad earn spectat producere, ut effectus

electos, non solum res, sed omnes rerum
et eventuum modos) ;—ita elevando altius

mentis oculos, ipse Deus, ex sua altiori,

quam cogitare possimus, excellentia, sic

rebus eventibusque provideat, ut esse provi-
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sum ab eo sequatur aliquid altius quam
evitabilitas vel inevitabilitas, ut sic ex pas-
siva provisione eventus, neutrius combina-
tionis altenim membrum oporteat sequi.

" Et si sic est, quiescet intellectus, non evi-

dentia veritatis inspector, sed altitudine in-

accessibili veritatis occulta;. Et hoc inge-
uiolo meo satis rationabile videtur;—turn
propter rationem praedictam; turn quo-
niam, ut ait Qregorius, minus de Deo sentit

qui hoc tantum de Mo credit, quod suo in-

genio metiri potest. Nee propterea negan-
dum aliquid eorum, quae ad divinam immu-
tabilitatem, actualitatem, certitudinem,
atque universalitatem, et similia, spectare
scimus, aut ex fide tenemus, suspicor : sed
aliquod occultum latere, vel ex parte ordi-
nis qui est inter Deum et eventum provi-
sum; vel ex glxUino inter ipsum eventum et

esse provisum, arbitror; et sic intellectum
anhncc nostrce oculum noctuce esse consi-

derans* in ignorantia sola quietem illius

invenix). Melius est enim, tarn fidei catho-
licce quam philosophic, fateri caxitatem
nostram, quam asserere tanquam evidentia,
qua; intellectumnon quietant; evidentianam-
que quietativa est. Nee propterea omnes

* He refers to Aristotle. [Metaph. A minor,
e. 1.] Note in Discussions, p. 627.

Doctores prsesumptionis accuso, quoniam
balbutiendo, ut potuerunt, immobilitatem
ac efficaciam summam et oeternam divini
intellectus, voluntatis, potestatisque insi-
nuare intenderunt omnes, per infallibilita-

tem ordinis divinse electionis ad eventus
omnes

; quorum nihil prsefatae suspicioni
obstat, quae altius quid in eis latere credit.
Et vere, si sic praedicaretur, nullus forte
circapraedestinationem erraret Christianus,
sicut non errat in materia Trinitatis;* quia
dicitur et scribitur et ita est, quod occulta
est humano intellectui, et sola fides sufflcit.

Optimum autem atque salubre consilium
est in hac re inchoare ab his, quoc certo
scimus et experimur in nobis—scilicet quod
omnia quai sub libero arbitrio nostro con-
tinents, evitabilia a nobis sunt, et propterea
digni sumus poena vel pramiio. Quomodo
autem, hoc salvo, divina salvetur provi-
dentia ac praedestinatio, &c, credere quod
sancta mater Ecclesia credit. Scriptum
est enim

—

' AMora te ne quazsieris; ' plu-
rima enim sunt tibi supra sensus hominum
revelata. Et hoc est unum de illis."

* This was written before 1507 ; consequently
long before Servetus and Campanus had intro-
duced their unitarian heresies. Note in Ditciu-
8iom, p. 628.

NOTE U*.

ON SCIENTIA MEDIA.

[Reference omitted, and to be supplied from A. P. 632 b.]

There is a good account of Scientia
Media in Fonseca, Comm. in Arist.
Metaph., vol. iii. pp. 119, 120. The doc-
trine was invented by Fonseca, adopted
aud developed by Molina, Suarez, Vas-
quez, Mendoza, and others. Fonseca does
not make the scientia visionis and sim-
plicis intelligences equivalent to scientia

libera and naturalis, but makes scientia
media between the two latter, not as given
above [p. 632 b, n. *] after Leibnitz.

[The title of this Note is given in the
Author's list ; but no portion of its con-
tents has been found, except a memoran-
dum, the substance of which is given
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above. The Note appears to have been
intended as a supplement to p. 632 b, n.

*

to explain an apparent discrepancy be-

tween the account there given, after Leib-

nitz (The'odice'e, Partie i. § 39-42), and
that of Fonseca, as regards the origin of

the name sckntia media. Fonseca dis-

tinguishes between scientia naturalis, or

that knowledge which God cannot but

have ; as of things possible and their pos-

sible relations to each other ; and scientia

libera, or that knowledge which God may
or may not have, according to his own
will; as of things actually existing or des-

tined to exist, which are actual, and there-

fore known as actual, only in consequence
of God's will to bring them into existence.

Between these two, there is a knowledge
called by Fonseca scientia conditionata or

mixta, and by others scientia media, which
in one point of view may be regarded as

natural, in another as free. This is the

knowledge of the future actions of volun-

tary agents ; which is free, inasmuch as

it is in the power of the agents to act

otherwise, and therefore the actions as

foreknown might have been different

;

but natural, inasmuch as God knows

how they will act. This is divided into

scientia conditionata futurorum, or the
knowledge of free acts which will here-

after come to pass, and scientia pure con-

ditionata, or the knowledge of acts which
would have come to pass under certain

conditions never actually realised. As
an instance of the latter, Fonseca cites

the case of Tyre and Sidon, which would
have repented had the works been done
in them which were done in Chorazin and
Bethsaida. A similar account is given
by Molina, Concordia, Disp. lii. * In i.

Partem D. Thomse, Disp. xvii.

This account slightly differs from that
given by Leibnitz, inasmuch as Fonseca
does not identify the scientia naturalis and
libera with the scientia simplicis intellig-

entice and visionis respectively. This iden -

tification is made, however, by some other

exponents of the doctrine, with whom
Leibnitz's account agrees. See e.g.

Suarez, Opusc. de Scientia Dei futur. con-

ting., Lib. ii. c. 3 ; Vasquez, In primam
Partem S. Thomee, Disp. lxvii.; Mendoza,
Disputationes Philosophies, De Aniina
Disp. ix. Sect. vi. subs. 5 ; Ruiz, Commen-
tarii ac Disputationes, pp. 799, 802.

—

Ed.]

NOTE V.

ARISTOTLE S MERITS AS A LOGICIAN

HIS OWN AND KANT'S TESTIMONY.

[Reference.—From P. 708 b.]

Aristotle.—Soph. Elench. c. 34.
' It is thus manifest that we have

brought to a satisfactory conclusion what
we originally proposed ; but the circum-
stances, under which this doctrine has
been evolved, ought not to be passed over
in silence.

1 Of things invented or discovered,*

* We distinguish in modem English between
invention and discovery, which few other lan-

guages do ; but we want a generic word to express
both at onoe. It is, therefore, necessary so to

translate.
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all of them [are found in one or other of

two stages of progress; for they are] either

such, as, received from foreign hands, and
in a state of previous cultivation, have
obtained a more articulate development
from those to whom they have been lat-

terly transmitted; or they are such as are
still in the hands of their original authors,
and, as is then usually the case, only on
the first step of their advancement,— a
step, however, of far greater importance
than all the progress they can ever accom-
plish by the aid of any subsequent pro-
moter. For the principle—the commence-
ment— (according to the proverb) is in

everything more than half the whole.*
But, for that reason, it is also in every-
thing the point of difficulty. For whilst

a principle, as in effect the mightiest, is

in magnitude the least, nothing is found
more difficult than its detection. But this

once discovered, all else it is comparative-
ly easy to add and amplify.

* This is what took place in the art

of Rhetoric; but nearly the same might
be affirmed of every other. Those who
first discovered the principles of that art,

brought it out but a little way in its de-

velopment; but by those who are now
celebrated as its cultivators, it was only
amplified to what it is, as an inheritance
gradually accumulated from the acquisi-

tions of a long series of predecessors. Thus
Tisias after the founders, Thrasymachus
after Tisias, Theodorus after Thrasyma-
chus, and many others, made many partial

contributions ; so that we need not marvel
if the art of Rhetoric be now, in certain
respects, not only full, but overflowing.

1 But of the doctrine on which we are

engaged,f it cannot be said, that, prior to
us, one part had been elaborated and
another not. There was, in fact, nothing
done whatever. For those who made a
mercenary profession of teaching the art

of disputation, followed a mode of instruc-

tion similar to that of Gorgias. For, as he
(lege 6 fj.ev) gave ready-made rhetorical, so
they gave ready-made questionary, discus-

sions, to be learned off by their disciples,

which, as in both cases was intended,
should comprise the more usual topics in

which an argument on either side could
be maintained. With them, indeed, the
pupil learned rapidly,—but without prin-

* See Arist. De Ccelo, L. i. c. 6; Eth. Nic. L. i.

c. 8 ; Probl. x. 15. Cf. Erasmi Adagia, pp. 10,

509, ed. 1629; Magirus, (Polymnemon), v. Prin-
cipium.

t Alexander leaves it doubtful whether Dialectic
or Logic.

ciple or method; for the scope of their in-

struction was to communicate to him, not
the art, but certain products of the art.

It was as if a man, professing that he would
expound the science of protecting the feet,

should then, in place of teaching the craft

of shoemaking and its subsidiaries, hand
you an assortment of every variety of shoe.
This, it is true, might satisfy your present
need, but not furnish you with the art of
always doing so.

' But while on Rhetoric there has been
much written, and from an early period,

on Syllogism—on the art of Reasoning,*
there is absolutely nothing extant previous
to our own researches ; and these have cost
us not a little time and trouble. If, there-

fore, it may appear to you, upon examina-
tion, that this system, in which, from the
foundation, everything had to be supplied,
may yet worthily stand a comparison with
those others which have been built up by
the labours of successive generations; it

remains for you to accord your indulgence
to what in it may be found wanting, and
your very grateful acknowledgment for

the discoveries which it contains.'

Kant.— Kritik der reinen Vernunft,
Vorrede zur zweyten Auflage, p. viii.

1 That Logic has, from the earliest times,
proceeded in this secure course—that it

has never been compelled to fall back in

search of another path,—is manifest from
this : since left by Aristotle it has not
needed to retrace a single step, unless we
choose to reckon as improvements—what,
however, pertain more to the elegance
of the science than to its certainty—the
omission of some unessential subtleties,

and a more perspicuous exposition of the
doctrines. But, moreover, it is remarkable
in regard to Logic, that, to the present
hour, it has been unable to advance a
single step, and thus presents itself, to all

appearance, as concluded and complete.'

[The following translations of other tes-

timonies to the same effect have been
found among the Author's papers.

—

Ed.]

1.

—

Degerando.—Des Signes, &c, t. iv.

p. 28. ' The philosopher who reflects at-

tentively on the rules of the ancient
Logic, is astonished to see how far its

authors have carried the analysis of rea-

soning. With the most severe impar-
tiality, he cannot but confess, that each

See above, p. 708 b, note t.
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of these rules is of a rigorous exactitude,

and that, as a whole, they are so com-
plete that not one of the possible forms

of reasoning has escaped them. Aris-

totle, undoubtedly, was often destitute of

the aid which experience supplies,—this

was the misfortune of the age in which
he saw the light; but he was, perhaps,

the profoundest of thinkers, a genius the

most eminently didactic, which has arisen

ou the horizon of philosophy. I question

if there have ever subsequently been an-

nounced theories so beautiful as those

which he has left us for a model. He
combined views the most extensive with
an eye for details the most acute. He
created the art of classification, and then
carried it almost to perfection. He exe-

cuted a work, of all, perhaps, the most
astonishing for those who know the march
of our intellect ; he conceived the method
of science, when as yet the sciences did

not exist ; he pointed out with certainty

the way which led to truth as yet un-

known ; he seemed to reason with pre-

science of all the future progress of the

human mind.'
2.

—

Pelisson.—a.—Letter to Madame
de Brinon, 1690. (Leibnitii Opera, ed. Du-
tens, t. i. p. 699.) ' He (Leibnitz) very

well observes, that the Scholastic phi-

losophy is the product engendered of the

Dialectic or Logic of Aristotle, applied

to religion; Dialectic or Logic, which,

for my own part, I regard as one of the

most beautiful discoveries of the human
intellect. For who but must marvel, that

a single man has, by his own contempla-

tion, been able to reduce and comprehend
within certain classes, and under certain

forms, the infinite modes in which men
reason, and to give us, so to speak, the

external marks which may enable us to

distinguish the true reason from the false.'

b.— Letter to Leibnitz, 1691. (Leib-

nitii Opera, ed. Dutens, t. i. p. 726.) ' I

was brought up in the philosophy of

Aristotle, and with a great veneration
for him ; but this veneration was greatly

increased when, having returned to my
Greek in those years of solitude'— (he

had just spoken of ' four years and four

months of the Bastille, and of leisure

perforce'), — 'I read him in himself,

and found him of an infinite elegance,

and beyond comparison clearer than all

his commentators. I am aware of no

genius more extended or more elevated

than his.'

3.

—

Bilfinger.— a.— De Reductione
Philosophise ad usus publicos, 1725, Varia,

Fasc, ii. p. 62-63. * To Aristotle we owe
the noble design of collecting into the
form of a discipline whatever conduces to

the exercise of the art of demonstration,
and to a security against the arts of de-

ception. And he so accomplished his

purpose, that, to the present day, few and
small have been the additions made by
others ; additions made, too, only by fol-

lowing his guidance and method.'

b.— De prsecipuis quibusdam Discendi
Regulis ex comparatione Corporis et Ani-
mi erutis, 1726, "Varia, Fasc. ii. p. 247. ' I

avail myself of this occasion to state my
opinion of the Organon, since this has ex-

perienced at different times so different

a destiny ; for what is now neglected,

and even despised, had formerly, in all

the Universities, a peculiar professor set

apart for its interpretation. I do not say

this that he may be again recalled into the

chair, since the form of the sciences, and
of scientific disputations, is at present so

different from what it was of old. But this

I say confidently, and with a full know-
ledge of the cause :—That the Organon of

Aristotle is a book the first of its class,

in order as in excellence, (see Sophist.

Elench. c. 34), that it is complete, and
demonstrated, and useful, and of consum-
mate execution. If there be any of my
readers skilled in the art of invention, let

them examine the books of the First and
Second Analytics, of the Topics, and of the

Sophistics, according to the precepts of

that art, and they will admire of it a spe-

cimen to which nothing similar is to be
found out of Mathematics, nor even within

them, if we regard the difficulties which
it behoved to conquer in the accomplish-

ment. If any one undervalue this labour
of Aristotle, let him go and discover for

himself even one of these forms of rea-

soning. I shall laud the man, if he produce
a better ; laud him, even if he produce an
argument as good. And yet the first in-

ventors are very different from those who
follow,' &c.

c.—Preecepta Logica, 1739, p. 2. 'Aris-

totle has reduced Logic into the form of

an art. By him the matter was handled
to perfection. The moderns who despise,

do not understand him.'



NOTE W.

THE SCIENCES OF OBSERVATION TO BE STUDIED

BEFORE THOSE OF REFLECTION.

[Reference—From p. 711 a b. Compare p. 420 a.]

[The following references have been
found among the Author's papers. Other
testimonies would probably have been
added, had the Note been completed.

—

Ed.]

1.

—

Plato, in Sauteri Institutiones Lo-
gicee, § 8. [' Quam maxime, inquit Plato
de Repub. vii.,* prazcipiendum est, ut, qui

pulcherrimam hanc habitant civitatem, nul-

la modo geometriam spernant. Scimus
enim, ad disciplines omnes facilius perdis-

cendas interesse omnino, attigeritne geo-

metriam aliquis, an non.'—Ejusdem Pla-

tonis ap. Theon. Smyrn. Cap. i. hsec est

sententia : Adolescentibus eorumque cetati

convenient discipline mathematical, quoz

animam praiparant et defcecant, ut ipsa ad
philosophiam capessendam ideonea redda-
tur. De arctissimo matheseos cum phi-

losophia nexu adeo persuasum erat Pla-

toni, ut neminem geometriae ignarum in

scholas suas recipiendum putavit. Acade-
mic, ab ipso institute, foribus inscriptum
legebatur : Nemo geometrioz expers acce-

dito.'f]

2.

—

Aristotle.—a.—Eth. Nic, L. i. c.

[3] :

—

[Aib rris 7toAitjktjs ovk ecrriv oIkcIos

aKpoaT^s 6 veos' aireipos yap ru>v nark rbu
fiiov irpd^uv ol Xoyoi 8k e/c tovtwv Kal

irepl toutwj/.]

b.—Ibid., L. vi. c. 8 :

—

\2n^1ov 8' eVri

rod tlpnfitvov Kal Si6ti y^ufMcrptKol /xev

veoi Kal fiaGvfiariKol yivovrai Kal aotyol

* P. 527, Steph.—Ed.

t See Discussions, p. 278.

—

Ed.

to Toiavra' <pp6vijAos 8' ov SoKiT yiveaOat.

Mriov 8', '6ti twv naff eKaarrd icrriv 7] <pp6-

vt]<Tis, a yiu€rai yvdpifia e£ ifxiteipias, v4os
8' efiireipos ovk tare irhrjdos yap XP6

"-

vov iroie? r)\v 4/j.ireipiaw incl Kal rovr &y

ris (TKei|/ojTO, dia ri fxadnfiaTiKbs fiey trals

ysvoiT av, ao<pbs 8e ^ (pvciKbs o&.]

3.— Milton. — [Of Education], Prose
Works (ed. 1835), p. 99.—* And for the

usual method of teaching arts, I deem it

to be an old errour of universities, not yet

well recovered from the scholastic gross-

ness of barbarous ages, that instead of

beginning with arts most easy, (and these

be such as are most obvious to the sense,)

they present their young unmatriculated
novices at first coming with the most in-

tellective abstractions of Logic and Meta-
physics; so that they having but newly
left those grammatic flats and shallows

where they stuck unreasonably to leara

a few words with lamentable construc-

tion, and now on the sudden transported

under another climate, to be tossed and
turmoiled with their unballasted wits in

fathomless and unquiet deeps of contro-

versy, do for the most part grow into

hatred and contempt of learning, mocked
and deluded all this while with ragged

notions and babblements, while they ex-

pected worthy and delightful knowledge,

&c.']

4.—Leibnitz.—[Schreiben an Wagner],
Opera Philosophica (ed. Erdmann), pp.
423 b, 426 a.—[' Ich bin selbst der Mei-

nung, man thaete wohl, dass man die Ma-
thematik, Historie, und anderes vor der

ausfuehrlichen Logik lernte ; denn wio
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will der die Gedanken wohl ordnen, der

noch wenig bedacht
' Schliesslich bin ich mit meinem ge-

ehrten Herrn einig, dass man ohne allzu-

viel Wesen von der Logik und der glei-

chen zu machen, die Jugend sofort auf
die thaetlichen Wissenschaften fuehren
solle, &c.']

5.—Vico.—Opere Complete, I. p. xxx.—
' Hence we may readily understand

with how much injury to the cultivation

of youth two pernicious practices, in the
method of study, must be attended, which
some now adopt—The first is, that to

boys, who have scarcely left the school of

Grammar, is presented the philosophy of

Logic, which, as described by Arnauld,
is the depository of the most rigorous

judgments, exercised upon materials ac-

cumulated by the higher sciences, and
altogether removed from the common ap-

prehension of mankind. The effect of

this is to stunt and dislocate those facul-

ties in the youthful mind which ought to

be regulated and developed each by its

appropriate discipline; as the memory by
the study of languages ; the imagination
by the perusal of poets, historians, and
orators ; the ingenuity by linear Geome-

try, which in a certain sense is a painting,

that invigorates the memory by the great

number of its elements—refines the imagi-

nation by its delicate figures, like so many
designs, defined by the subtlest lines

—

exercises the ingenuity in the necessity of

running rapidly through all, and among
all, of selecting what is needed to demon-
strate the magnitude required: and all

this to produce a harvest, when the time
of mature judgment arrives, of a wisdom
eloquent, vivid, and acute. But by such
logics young men are prematurely hurried

on to critical philosophy, in other words,

made to judge before they are made to

apprehend ; thus reversing the natural de-

velopment of thought which first appre-

hends, then judges, and lastly, reasons.

By such a method youth becomes arid and
blighted in its evolution ; and taught with-

out preliminary knowledge to decide on
everything

' The other practice is, that of giving

to young men the elements of the scienee

of magnitude on the Algebraic method.'*

* For a continuation of this extract, see Discus-

sions, p. 818.—Ed.

NOTE X.

ON THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN

CONCEPTIONS (BEGRIFFE) AND INTUITIONS (ANSCHAUUNGEN).

[References omitted, and to be supplied from I. P. 291 a, 360 a, 365 b, 407 b, 412 b.]

[The title of this Note is given in the

Author's MS., with a reference to Bol-

zano, Wissenschaftslehre, i. p. 344. A
translation of this passage is appended.
—Ed.]

Bolzano, Wissenschaftslehre, Sulzbach,

1837, § 77, vol. i. p. 343-4.

[" Kant is acknowledged to have the

merit of having brought the distinction
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between Intuitions and Conceptions into

general recognition. Others indeed, long
before him, had observed that some of

our representations have only an indivi-

dual object, others a plurality of objects.

Thus Aristotle remarks, (Analyt. Post. i.

31):— AlcrddvecrOai fj.fi/ yap avdyKv naff

%ko.<ttov 7) 5e iiriaT^/xr] Tcp rd KaddAou
yuwpi£civ iariv . . . to dpcfv /xeu

\opls i<p' eKaarns, vortaai 8c a/xa '6ti iwl

naawu ourcas. And in Wolf's Logic, (§ 43,)

it is said :
—

' Quidquid sensu percipimus,
sive externo, sive interno, aut imagina-
mur ; id singulare quid est, soletque In-
dividuum appellari

;

' and in [Psychologia
Empirica] § 49 :

' Keprsesentatio rerum in

universali, seu generum et specierum,
Notio a nobis appellabitur.' But the
clearest distinction is expressed in the
words of Baumgarten (Acroas. Log. §
51) :— 'Objectum conceptus vel est ens
singulare seu individuum, vel universale,

h . e. pluribus commuu e. Conceptus singu-
laris seu individui idea, (as we now say,

intuition), conceptus communis, seu ejus-

dem in pluribus, est notio (conception).'—
Such remarks and divisions might, indeed,
have led to the proper distinction, which
obtains between Intuitions and Concep-
tions, as explained above ; but as we do not
find them further followed up, we cannot
say that any one before Kant had a clear

apprehension of this distinction ; still less,

that any made use of it. With regard to
the above definitions ; in the first place,

the expression individuum is liable to
be misunderstood; for, unless it be more
exactly defined, it might be interpreted
to mean that the object of an intuition

must be simple, which is by no means the
case. In the second place, without the
addition that the Intuition must be a
simple representation, the definition is

too wide, inasmuch as there are some
complex representations which in like

manner represent only a single, (nay, only
a simple) real object, and yet are not In-

tuitions.

" Kant's own statement of the distinc-
tion is given in two forms. 1. In his
Logik, § 1, he says,—' All Representations
relative to an object are either Intuitions
or Conceptions. The Intuition is an
individual representation (reprsesentatio
singularis) ; the Conception is an uni-
versal or reflected representation (reprse-

sentatio per notas communes, reprse-

sentatio discursiva). The Conception is

opposed to the Intuition, for it is an
universal representation, or a representa-
tion of that which is common to a plurali-

ty of objects ; therefore a representation
in so far as it can be contained in several
things.' 2. In his Kritik der reinen Ver-
nunft, § 11 [p. 377, ed. 1799], we find In-
tuition denned as a representation ' which
is related immediately to an object;'
whereas Conceptions are related to ob-
jects only 'mediately'—that is to say, by
means of the Intuitions."

Both Kant's definitions are criticised at
considerable length by Bolzano in the con-
tinuation of the above passage. The criti-

cisms have not been transcribed, as the
purpose of the reference in Sir W. Hamil-
ton's MS. seems to have been historical
rather than critical.

To the above anticipations of Kant's
doctrine may be added that furnished by
the scholastic distinction between intui-

tive and abstractive cognition, some ac-

count of which has been given by Sir W.
Hamilton, above, p. 812, and also in Dis-
cussions, p. 54, and in Lectures on Meta-
physics, vol. ii. p. 71. The definition ofDu-
randus (In Prol. Sent. Qu. iii. § 7) nearly
resembles one of those above quoted from
Kant. " Vocant cognitionem intuitivam,
illam quse immediate tendit ad rem sibi

prsesentem objective, secundum ejus actu-
alem existentiam : sicut cum video colorem
existentem in paiiete, vel rosam quam in
manu teneo. Abstractivam autem vocant,
omnem cognitionem quse habetur de re
non sic realiter prsesente in ratione objecti
immediate cogniti."— Ed,]



NOTE Y.

ON EGOISM.

[Reference omitted, and to be supplied from I. P. 293 b; compare also 2«9 a.]

[From a reference in the Author's MS.
it is probable that he intended in this
Note to give some account of the oration
of Pfaff, a copy of which he had procured
after the printing of the foot-note to p.
293. Pfaff's work is a small pamphlet of
27 pages, entitled "Christoph. Matthsei
Pfaffii, Theologi Primarii et Cancellarii
Tubingensis Oratio de Egoismo, nova
Philosophica Haeresi, Tubingse d. IV.
Nov. MDCCXXII. in Aula Nova publico
recitata, Tubingse, a. 1722." In the begin-
ning the author speaks of Egoism as a
new philosophical heresy, lately sprung up
in France, England, and Ireland ; and re-
fers to Wolf's " Vernuenftige Gedancken
von Gott, der Welt, und der Seele des
Menschen," (c. 1, § 2; c. 6, § 944,) as
containing mention of a sect of Egoists
lately arisen in Paris, and a refutation of
their opinions. The greater part of the
pamphlet, however, is occupied with a
criticism, or rather a denunciation, of Ma-
terialism and Idealism ; and the only fur-

|

ther historical evidence advanced to shew
the existence of persons professing Egoism
is the following quotation from the Me-
moires de Trevoux, 1713, p. 922,—"Un
de nous connoit dans Paris un Malebran-
chiste, qui va plus loin que M. Berkeley;
il lui a soutenu fort serieusement, dans
une longue dispute, qu'il est tres pro-
bable qu'il soit le seul etre cree" qui existe,
et que non seulement il n'y ait point de
corps, mais qu'il n'y ait point d'autre
esprit cre'e' que lui."

Sir W. Hamilton's MS. contains also a re-
ference to Fuelleborn's "Beytraege zur Ge-
schichte der Philosophie," Part V. p. 143,
where there is a short notice of a certain
Brunet, the author of some philosophical
writings, at the beginning ofthe eighteenth
century, one of which was entitled " Pro-
jet d'une nouvelle Metaphysique." His
philosophy is characterised by Fuelleborn
as " der unverholenste und entschlossenste
Egoismus der sich nur denken laesst,"—
Ed.]

END OP SUPPLEMENTARY DISSERTATIONS.
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]

ADDENDA

P. 12 b, 1. 29, add (*), and subjoin the
following footnote :

—

* The Rhetorician Aquila Romanus. See
Stewart's Essays, Prelim. Diss. ch. ii., Col-
lected Works, Vol. v. p. 46.—H.

P. 123 b, 1. 7, n., insert :—
See, however, below, p. 842 b.

P. 682 b, 1. 4, n., add :—
See Scaliger, " De Subtilitate," Exerc.

295. [Aristoteles, ttxcos &v, gotKev, Bokci,

ws \byip, ws eiireip, 0cuVercu, et ejusmodi.]

P. 763 a, ult. n. :—
St Augustin's expression " miris modis

secretum et publicum lumen" (De Lib. Arb.
L. ii. c. 12), is well illustrated by Father
Andre in the fifth discourse of his ' Traite
de l'Homme,' (Euvres, Paris, 1766, torn. i.

p. 189.

P. 765 b, 1. 41, add :—
Under this head the term Axiom has

been arbitrarily restricted by individual
philosophers to some partial signification.

Thus Kant employs it, to denote exclu-
sively what he calls constructive (or mathe-
matical) principles, those, to wit, which
rest on sensible intuitions (Anschauungen)
a priori, that is, the necessary imagina-
tions of Space and Time, in contrast to

what he calls discursive (or philosophical)
principles, that is, such as are founded on
notions or concepts (Begriffe) of the un-
derstanding. From the Axioms or proper
mathematical principles he, however, ex-
cludes all those which are merely logical,

analytic, or explicative, that is, merely
special applications of the principle of
contradiction; such arethe first seven Com-
mon Notions or Axioms of Euclid, and the
ninth. (Critik der reinen Vernunft, p. 143,
ed. Rosenkranz.) This is more explicitly
done by his friend Johann Scbultz. On
the other hand, Mr Stewart (who was un-
aware of the Kantian speculations on this
subject) would bestow the term Axiom on
those very judgments to which Kant re-

fuses it, and would refuse to them the
term principle. In either case, the limi-
tation is arbitrary, and contrary to uni-
versal usage. [See Stewart's Elements,
Part ii. ch. i., Collected Works, vol. iii.

pp. 31, 32.]

P. 772 b, 1. 57 :—
Metaph. L. iv. (I\) c. 4,—quoted by

Stewart, Elem. vol. ii., Coll. Works, vol.
iii. p. 46, footnote. ' But there are some
who, through ignorance, make an attempt
to prove even this principle—[That it is

impossible for the same thing to be and
not to be.] For it is a mark of ignorance,
not to be able to distinguish those things
which ought to be demonstrated, from
things of which no demonstration should
be attempted. In truth, it is altogether
impossible that everything should be sus-
ceptible of demonstration ; otherwise the
process would extend to infinity, and, after
all our labour, nothing would be gained.'

P. 773 a, at beginning of 1. 46 insert
"Cudworth,"* and subjoin the following
footnote :

—

* For Cudworth see Stewart, Elements,
vol. ii., Coll. Works, vol. iii. p. 18, foot-
note.

P. 776 b, 1. 56, add :—
See No. 15, c.

P. 778 b, 1. 13, add :—
See Letter (June 29, 1530) to Melanch-

thon, Luther's Briefe, ed. De Wette, iv.

53, Berlin, 1827, ['Finis et eventus causae
te discruciat, quia non potes eum depre-
hendere. At si eum comprehendere posses,
nollem ego istius causae me esse participem,
multo minus autorem. Deus posuit earn
in locum quondam communem, quern in
rhetorica tua non habes, nee in philosophia
tua ; is vocatur fides, in quo loco omnia
posita sunt ov pXeTrdfj-eva xal /at] {paivdfitva,

quae si quia conetur reddcrc vi.sibilia, ap-
parentia et comprehensibilia, sicuti facis

tu, is referat curas et lachrymas pro mer-
cede laboris.']
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P. 778 b, after No. 25 :—
25*. Calvin.— Institutio Christianae

Religionis, L. ii. c. 2, § 12.—' Perpetuse

eoecitatis ita eum damnare, ut nihil intel-

ligentise ullo in genere reram reliquum

facias, non modo verbo Dei, sed scnsus etiam
communis experimento repugnat.'

P. 779 a, after No. 29 :—
29*.

—

Ociiinus.—[Labyrinthi, hoc est,

De libero aut servo Arbitrio, de divina

Pramotione, Destinatione, et Libertate

Disputatio, c. i. p. 2.
—'Dices nos esse

liberos, neque necessario ea facere quae

facimus, idqne adeo esse perspicuum atque

manifestum, ut nihil clarius demonstrari

queat. Quinimo primum esse moralis

philosophise principium: adeo rem esse

manifestam, eumque plane stupidum et

onmis judicii expertem esse, qui negat

liberum arbitrium hominis, cum res sit

etiam communi sensui nota. Itaque

tales homines non esse dignos cum quibus

disputetur, quippe qui se rationes expertes

esse ostendant; sed esse bestiarum more
tractandos, utpote qui sint bestise, et fus-

tibus usque adeo contundendos, ut confi-

teantur eos a quibus vapulent, libertatem

habere desinendi verberare.']

P. 780 b, after No. 32 :—
32*.—Hooker.—Eccl. Pol. i. 8. 5.—

'The main principles of Reason are in

themselves apparent. For to make no-

thing evident of itself unto man's under-

standing were to take away all possibility

of knowing anything. And herein that

of Theophrastus is true, " They that seek

a reason of all things do utterly overthrow
Reason.'"

P. 782 b.

[In reference to Descartes], see ' British

Quarterly Review,' vol. v. p. 301 ; also,

' Edinburgh Review,' vol. xcv. pp. 33, 34,

[reprinted in Henry Rogers's ' Essays,' vol.

iii. pp. 49, 50.]

P. 783 b, after No. 45 :—
45*.

—

Joseph Glanvill.—Philosophia

Pia, 1671, p. 160 sq.—'By the Princi-

ples of Reason we are not to understand
the grounds of any man's Philosophy, nor
the critical rules of Syllogism ; but those

imbrcd fundamental notices, that God hath
implanted in our souls ; such as arise not
from external objects, nor particular

humours or imaginations, but are imme-
diately lodged in our minds, independent
upon other principles or deductions, com-
manding a sudden ascent, and acknow-
ledged by all sober mankind. Of this sort

are these : Thai God is a being of all per-

fection; That nothing hath no attributes;

That a thing cannot be and not be; That

the whole is greater than any of its parts:
and such like others, which are unto us

what instincts are to other creatures.

These I call the Principles of Reason.'

P. 783 b, after No. 46 :—
46*.

—

Sir Matthew Hale.—Primitive

Origination of Mankind, 1677, p. 60.

—

' I come now to consider of those rational

instincts, as I call them, the connate prin-

ciples engraven in the human soul, which,
though they are truths acquirable and
deducible by rational consequence and
argumentation, yet they seem to be in-

scribed in the very crasis and texture of

the soul, antecedent to any acquisition by
industry or the exercise of the discursive

faculty in man ; and therefore they may
be well called anticipations, prenotions, or

sentiments characterised and engraven in

the soul, born with it, and growing up with
it, till they receive a check by ill customs
or educations, or an improvement and
advancement by the due exercise of the

faculties.'

P. 784 b, at end of No. 50 :—
See Cousin, Des Pensees de Pascal,

(Paris 1843,) Avant-propos, p. xxx. note.

P. 786 b, 1. 19, add :—
See Cousin, Des Pensees de Pascal,

Avant-propos, p. xxvi. note.

P. 789 b, add at the end of the second

paragraph :

—

In Dr Franklin's Autobiography (a.

1725) the author of this book, Lyons, is

said to have been a surgeon; he was a

friend of Mandeville, Pemberton, and
even of Sir Isaac Newton. See p. 40,

Bohn's edition.

P. 790 b, after No. 70 :—
70*.

—

Baxter.—Enquiry into the Na-
ture of the Human Soul, &c, 2d ed.,

1737, vol. i. sect. i. p. 7 ; et alibi. "Com-
mon Sense" word and thing.

P. 807 b, 1. 47, n., to " Locke " add (*)

and subjoin the following Note :

—

* Locke, in fact, in The Epistle to the

Reader, uses the word objectively in a

sense exactly counter to the modern
meaning, and as equivalent to subjectively.

P. 831 a, 1. 29, to "it" add (t) and sub-

join the following Note :

—

t But Rovere, I find, only follows Gal-

luppi.

P. 861 b, 1. 50, n., add after reference to

St Gregory of Nyssa

:

—
St Augustin, [De Trinitate, vi. 6. ' Ideo

simplicior est corpore, quia non mole dif-

funditur per spatium loci, sed in unoquo-

que corpore, et in toto tota est, et in qua-

libet ejus parte tota est.']
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P. 894 b, 1. 24, n. add :—
But see Stewart's quotation from Bruc-

ker in the additions to Note S. of the
first volume of his Elements (Collected
Works, vol. ii. p. 499.) [' Intelligitur per
associationemidearumnon quams naturalis
et necessaria earundem conjunctio, sed quae
fortuita est, aut per consuetudinem vel
affectum producitur, qua idea?, qua? nullum
naturalem inter se habent nexum, ita co-
pulantur, ut recurrente una, tota earum
caterva se conspiciendam intellectui pra>
beat.'J

P. 896 a, at beginning of note *, insert
the following :—

See Gamier, Traite" des Facultes de
l'Ame, t. ii. pp. 256, 264, 272.

P. 898 b, 1. 6, add :—
But see Hobbes and others as quoted

by Stewart, Elements, vol. i., note S.

P. 898 b, 1. 35, add :—
Digby and White and Hobbes are all

three, in fact, honourably mentioned by
Berigard in the second edition of his Cir-
culus Pisanus (1661), pp. 257, 617 ; and
are evidently those, or among those, "viri
nobiles Angli, eruditse philosophise per-
cupidi, " at whose instances, copies of the
first edition being exhausted, the second
was published as is noticed in the Dedica-
tion. Hobbes is evidently an indebted
student of Berigard; has borrowed from
him, and without acknowledgment.

P. 898 b, L 15, n., add the following
paragraph :

—

The law of Redintegration is clearly
expressed by Telesius, De Rerum Natura,
L. viii. c. 2. The full work appeared
in 1586; the two first books in 1565.
'At et passionum quas patitur, motuumque
quibus movetur, nequaquam simul ac pati
moverique cessat statim eorum oblivisci-

tur, nihilque eos recolere spiritus potest,
sed in summe ipso sentiente summeque
mobili (ubi prsesertim valide aquibusdam
commotus est, et saepe, et diu) motuum
passionumque quibus commotus, et quas
passus est, habitus quidam, et qusedam
cognitio, quae memoria dicitur, et ipsi
pene remanent motus, quibus ubi vult
moveri potest, et movetur omnino. Qiue-
cunquc igitur sensu percipimus, imaginari
ea licet omnia, ct navigationis memores,

nausea afficimur, et horribile quid iinagi-
lianlcs, nihil interdum minus quam id
conspicientes tremore corripimur. Qualis
nimirum saltandi canendique et citharam
pulsandi, artesque omnino quasvis addis-
centibus nobis motuum, quibus in illis

movemur, cognitio remanet, talis eorum
itidem, quibus a sensibilibus agitamur.
Neque enim vel substantia alia in illis, in
his vero alia, vel alia movetur ratione, sed
idem ubique spiritus, eodemque commove-
tur modo. Quin et (quod reminisci dici-
tur) rerum itidem, quarum cujuspiam
modo partis, et perexigua interdum cog-
nitio servata est, eas etiam imaginari, et
veluti ante oculos ponere potest spiritus,
quarum memoria nulla superesse videtur.
Motum enim, cujus cognitio servata est,

ssepius diligenterque recolens, ad reliquos,
quibus cum illo moveri solebat, veluti ex-
citur et quasi manuducitur. Id vero et In
extends, quos didicimus, evenire motibus
passim intueri licet : quorum scilicet por-
tionis quantulsevis interdum cognitione
remanente, ubi ea saepe intenteque move-
mur, reliquarum itidem cognitio emergit,
quaj scilicet non penitus evanuerat, sed
veluti latebat.

'

P. 898 b, 1. 60, insert the following
paragraph :

—

Descartes, in a posthumous work, first

published in 1662, (Tractatus de Hominc,
Art 73,) has also enounced the law of Re-
dintegration, as observed in the notes to
the new edition of Coleridge's Biographia
Literaria, 1847, vol. i. p. 91. But that pas-
sage is more properly to be considered as
only recognising the influence of Custom

;

and, at any rate, is after the others.

P. 899 a, 1. 3, n., insert :—
See Andre, Traite de l'Homme, 9eme

Discourse, t. i. pp. 360-378, ed. 1766.

P. 900 a, L 36, n.,

See Gamier, Traite des Facultes de
l'Ame, ii. p. 273. According to him,
Hume's Causality is equivalent to Succes-
sion.

P. 909 b, 1. 4, n., add :_
Reminiscence and Reasoning have this

in common, that they educe one thing or
notion out of another ; simple apprehen-
sion and simple memory (Recollection)
agree in being immediate cognitions.
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POSTSCRIPT.

The peculiar state in which Sir William Hamilton's edition of Reid

was originally published, and in which it has continued to the present

time, would make it almost ir-^'s^ensable to attempt to supply a few

pages in conclusion of the worx. , even apart from all consideration of

the value of the papers now submitted to the public.

The work, as originally published, ended, as is well known, at p.

914, in the middle of Note D*** It is believed that the remainder

of this Note was prepared for publication in a more perfect form than

that in which it now appears ; but the paper containing this revision

cannot be recovered, and it has been found necessary to compile a

conclusion to the Note from the fragments of an earlier and very rough

copy. The remaining Notes appear in very different states of com-

pleteness. One or two of them seem to have been finished, or nearly

so, in a form ready for publication. Others have been put together,

either from fragments apparently intended for this purpose, or from

earlier papers, written on the same subject, but not revised with a

view to the present work ; to which additions have been sometimes

made from the Author's published writings. Others, again, do not

appear to have been written at all ; and the only materials available

in connection with them consist of references to, or extracts from,

other writers. A complete list of the titles of the intended Notes

has been found among the Author's papers, and the reader is thus

furnished with an outline of the entire work as designed.

In putting together the papers intrusted to him, the aim of the

Editor has been to publish as much as possible of Sir William

Hamilton's, and as little as possible of his own. It would no doubt

have been practicable, by making further use of the Author's abundant
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materials, not indeed to complete the work as he designed it, but to

produce a more finished result than he has actually accomplished.

But the reason which partly influenced the editors of Pascal (whose

practice, however, was by no means faithful to their profession), is

decisive in determining the rule to be adopted in all similar cases

—

" Ce n'eut pas 6t6 donner son ouvrage, mais un ouvrage tout diffe-

rent." A fragment, however imperfect, from the pen of a Pascal or

a Hamilton, has a value which would not belong to a more finished

production of doubtful authorship.

The few additions which the Editor has found it necessary to make

are carefully distinguished from the original matter of the Author's

own papers. Those which have been incorporated with the contents

of the papers, whether to complete the sense or to supply references

or quotations, are included within square brackets. Entire sentences

added by the Editor are distinguished by the signature "Ed."*

In those Notes which are compiled from separate fragments, the

Editor is responsible for the selection and arrangement. In this, as

in the whole of his task, he has received most valuable advice and

assistance from the Author's son, Hubert Hamilton, Esq., who has

most zealously and efficiently taken part in the endeavour to complete

this monument to the memory of his Father.

H. L. M.

Oxford, August 23, 1862.

* In reference to this signature, it is necessary to point out an ambiguity which

was not discovered till it was too late to correct it. In the portion of the work pub-

lished by Sir W. Hamilton, he is in the habit of distinguishing Reid as " the Author,"

and himself as "the Editor." In preparing the subsequent papers for publication,

the usual distinction of Author and Editor was adopted, and the discrepancy was

not noticed till after some sheets had been stereotyped. In this latter portion of the

work, including the Memoranda for a Preface and the Supplementary Dissertations

from p. 915, "the Author" is Sir W. Hamilton, and the signature "Ed." denotes the

present Editor.
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INDEX I.

W-OKKS OF DR THOMAS REID.

[References to Sir W. Hamilton's Foot-Notes are distinguished by the initial H.—Ed.]

Abelahd, his Nbmit,alism,406ai really a Concep-
tualise 406 II.

Abernethy, (Rev. John,) quoted, 377 a.

Abstraction, Essay on, 389-412 ; see General Con-
ceptions, General Words, Universale, &c.

;

Abstraction (proper) distinguished from Gene-
ralisation, 394; we may abstract without gene-
ralising, but we cannot generalise without ab-
stracting, 394 b; the operation of, in forming
General Conceptions, 394, 395.

Absurdities, of mental philosophers, alluded to,
358 b, 359 a.

Academics, (the,) held the senses to be fallacious,
334 a.

Accidens, as a predicable, 686.
Accountableness, Moral, argument from, in favour

of Free-Will, 620-622.
Action, Active power, meaning of the words, 514,

515, 603, 604.

Action, Principles of : Essay on, 543-599; on, in
general, 543-545; defined, everything that in-
cites us to act, 543 ; difficulty of a knowledge of,

543, 544 ; various opinions held by philosophers
regarding, 544 ; divided into, 1. Mechanical, 545-
551; 2. Animal, 551-579; 3. Rational, 579-599.

Active Power, the notion of, 512-518; see Power.
Active Powers, Essays on the, 511-679 ; the distri-
bution of our powers into Speculative and Active
Objectionable, 511 II.

Activity, Dr. James Gregory's opinions on, criti-

cised, 81, 82; as a source of enjoyment, 493 b,
494 a

Addison, quoted to the effect that Colour is not a
quality of bodies, but only an idea in the mind,
139 a ; his division of the objects of Taste, 493 a

;

quoted on the attractiveness of Beauty, 499 a,
500 b.

Adelandus the Arabian , referred to, 263 H, 300 II.

./Encsidemus, referred to, 203 H.
Atfections: on, in general, 558-570 ; have persons

for their object, 558; how distinguished from
Passions, 558, 559; the Benevolent, (to wit, of
Kindred, of Gratitude, of Pity, of Esteem, of
Friendship, of Love, of Public Spirit,) consider-
ed, 560-566; the Malevolent, (to wit, of Emu-
lation, of Resentment,) considered, 666-570;
Benevolent Affections accompanied with an
agreeable feeling, 559 ; imply a desire of good
and happiness to their object, 559, 560 ; general

reflections, 564-566 ; Malevolent Affections
sources of pain, 570 b.

Agent, meaning of, in connection with that of
Cause, 607 ; every operation supposes an agent,
232.

Agents, Moral, Essay on the Liberty of, 599-636.
Aguilonius, his Optics referred to, for a case of
double vision, 169 b and H.

Akenside, his division of the objects of Taste, 493 a

;

held that Beauty dwells originally in the Mind,
503 a.

Alcibiades, Second, not Plato's, 583 H.
Alcinous, quoted in regard to Memory, 353 b.
Alcmaeon, his theory of Knowledge, 300 H.
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, quoted in regard to
Phancy or Imagination, 353; states admirably
the purely formal character of Logic, 695 II

;

quoted in defence of Aristotle's rules for the con-
version of propositions, 696 II ; on Formal Ne-
cessity in syllogisms, 701 II ; referred to, 300 II,
372 H. •

'

Alison, (Rev. Archibald,) Letter from Reid to,
89 ; his Essays on the Nature and Principles of
Taste, ib. H.

J

Alphonso X., (King of Leon and Castile,) his cele-
brated saying, 460 H.

Ambiguity of words, frequently arises from the
same name being given both to the cause and to
the effect, 113 b ; a great impediment to the ad-
vancement of knowledge, 219; of the words
cause, effect, action, and active power, 605-608.

Ambition, (see Power, Desire of,) one of the most
universal passions of the human mind, 517, 518 ;

distinguished from Emulation, 566 b.

Amelius the Platonist, his supposed anticipation
of Malebranche, 264 b.

Ammonius Hermise, referred to, 242 II, 263 II
629 II, 689 II.

Analogy, opposed to Reflection, as a means ofstudy-
ing the mind, 201, 202; the old philosophy
purely analogical, the new more derived from
reflection, 202 b ; as an instrument of reasoning
236-238 ; its uses, 236 b, 237 a ; a fruitful source
of error, when applied to the mind and its ope-
rations, 237 b ; instance of the ass between two
bundles of hay, 238 a.

Analogy of Existence, as implied in knowledge,
doctrine of, 300 H.

Analysis, of the human faculties, necessary, 99 b ;

3 R
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intellectual, compared with chemical, 396, 397 ;

we cannot reason from the one to the other,

897, 398 ; see General Conceptions.
Analytics, First, of Aristotle, account of, 693-704 ;

Last, of Aristotle, account of, 705, 706.

Anatomists, their employment of Analogy, 237 a.

Anatomy, mental, compared with physical, 9S a.

Anaxagoras, referred, to, 203 H j his theory of

Knowledge, 300 H.
Anaximander, referred to, 203 H,
Anaximenes, referred to, 203 H.
Andala, (Ruardus,) quoted as holding a doctrine of

Perception similar to that of Reid and Stewart,
257 H.

Anepigraphus, (Joannes Rudolphus,) his fanciful

account of the Idomenian philosophy, 150, 151.

Anepigraphus "the Philosopher," 151 H.
Anger, the nature of, 568 ; characterised as a short

fit of madness, 619 b.

Animal Spirits, theory of, 179, 248 b.

Animal Principles of Action, (to wit, Appetites,
Desires, Affections,) 551-579 ; Reid's wide use
of the term criticised by Stewart, 551 H ; re-

quire intention and will in their operation, but
not judgment, 579 b.

Animal Resentment, see Resentment.
Animals, Brute, laws of vision in, 166, 182 IT;

their memory, 359, 360; do not measure time,

300 ; the instinct of, 545, 546 ; whether they have
belief, 548 b; how far they have desires, 554,

555 ; parental affection in, 560, 561 ; gratitude
in, 562 ; whether they have opinions, 577 5 have
no conception of Good upon the Whole, 581 a ;

have no conscience, 596, 597 ; incapable of testi-

mony or promise, 665.

Anschauungen, (Intuitions, ) see Begriffe.

Anteprcedicainenta, account of the, 683, 684.

Antigonus Carystius, referred to, 259 H.
Apollonius, noticed, 241, 701 b.

Apperception, according to the system of Leibnitz,
308, 222 H, 551 H.

Appetites: considered as Animal Principles of Ac-
tion, 551-554 ; definition and characteristics of,

551, 552 ; are three in number, (Hunger, Thirst,

and Lust,) 551 b; obeying appetites neither vir-

tuous nor vicious, 552, 553 ; ueither social nor
selfish, 553 a; some principles like appetites,

but which do not commonly get that name, ib.

;

besides the Natural, there are Acquired appe-
tites, 553 b.

Apprehend, two meanings of the word, 223.

Apprehension, Simple, why so called, 106 b and II,

243 a and H ; performed by analysing an original

judgment, 107 a, 376 a; impossible without
Judgment, 243 H, 375 H, 414 H : with Judg-
ment and Reasoning, belongs to a logical, not a
psychological, distribution of the cognitive facul-

ties, 242 H, 692 H ; on, in general, 360-368 ; see

Conception ; erroneously represented as the first

operation of the Understanding, 376 ; distin-

guished from Judgment, 414 a.

Approbation (and Disapprobation), Moral, con-
sidered, 592-594 ; the object of, 646-651 ; see

Morals; argumeut that it implies a real judg-
ment, 670-679 ; the contrary maintained by
Hume, 670, 671, compare 651 ; his arguments
examined, 676-678 ; consequences of the oppo-
site doctrine, 678, 679.

Aquapendens, (ab Aquapendente,) noticed, 181 a.

Archelaus, referred to, 203 H.
Archimedes, noticed, 241, 625 a.

Archytas of Tarentum, said to have written on
the Categories, 686 a ; treatise on the Nature of
the Universe ascribed to him, spurious, 686 H.

Aristotle, his four causes, 75, 526, 690 a and H, 705
b; reckoned eight species of simple Tastes, 116
H ; ignored the distinction of Primary and Se-
condary Qualities, 123 a, 131 a, 316 b ; but com-
pare 131 H, 316 H ; his doctrine of Common
Sensibles, 124 H, 301 H ; called Imagination
a decaying sense, 140 H, 227 H ; held that the

senses never deceive us in relation to their pro-
per objects, 194 II; compared with Bacon iit

point of originality, 200 a; his definitions of tlie

Soul, 202 H, 203 b and H ; account of the sys-
tem of Species vulgarly attributed to him, 204,
225, 372 ; materialistic tendency of his system,
205 ; his definitions, 220 a and H, 512 b and II

;

on Man as a social being, 244 H, 557 H ; likens
the mind to a tabula rasa, 253 II ; impression,
type, &c, are with him mere metaphors, 254 H,
353 H ; whether he derived all our notions from
experience of sense, 255 a and H, 705 H; his
theory of Perception, 267, 268 ; his division of
the functions of the soul, 267 H ; the extent of his
influence over the minds of philosophers, 268;
his doctrine of Generation and Corruption, 269,
270; the doctrine of Substantial Forms receives
no countenance from hid authority, 270 H : was
a declared advocate of experiment, 271 H ; his
classification of the Principles of Association,
294 H ; his theory of Knowledge, 300 H ; his dis-
tinction of Subjective and Objective Qualities,
310 H ; quoted touching the evidence of sense,
as compared with that of reasoning, 328 H ; held
that contingent events cannot be foreknown,
have no certain futurity, 341 b, 629; his theory
of Memory misapprehended by Reid, 353 b and
H ; his distinction between Memory and Re-
miniscence, 359 b; his use of the terms elSos and
iS4a, 372 H ; his opinion about Universals, 405
b 5 has been considered as a Realist, a Concep-
tualist, and a Nominalist, 405 H ; held that de-
monstrative evidence is to be found in abstract
knowledge only, 428 b ; admitted to be the fixer
of the received rules of deduction, 437 b, 637 a;
extent to which he demanded first principles,

462 ; his distinction of active and passive power,
519 H ; what is called the Pythagorean system
of Morals a plagiarism from, 540 H, 588 H ;

referred to on the distinction of Emulation and
Envy, 566 H ; on the Passions, 571 H ; on the
saying Corruptio optimi pessima, 575 H ; on
the value of national education, 578 H ; his
the best development of the theory of Pleasure,
579 H ; his portraiture of the Magnanimous
Man referred to, 592 H j his doctrine of Cause,
607 a and H ; quoted on the necessity of past
events, 631 H ; Brief account of his Logic,
681-714 ; his character as a man and as a philo-

sopher, 681-683; eulogies on, 681 H, 682 H;
fortune of his writings, 683 H ; Porphyry's In-
troduction, 683 ; Book of the Categories, 683-685

;

Book concerning Interpretation, 685 ; four Pre-
dicates of, 687 ; Categories of, analysed, 687 H ;

many of his Distinctions merely verbal, 689, 690;
his doctrine of Definition, 690, 691 ; its defects,

691 ; his theory of Propositions, 692, 693; First
Analytics, 693-704 ; his rules for the Conversion
of Propositions, 693, 694 ; his theory of the Pure
Syllogism, 694, 695 ; his rules for the invention
of a Middle Term, 695 ; remarks on his rules of
Conversion, 696, 697 ; additions made to his

theory, 697, 698 ; his use of Symbols to illus-

trate his rules, 698 ; his demonstration of the
theory of syllogisms, 699-701 ; founder of Logic,
700 H, 708 H; his definition of the syllogism,

701 H ; criticism of his Syllogistic Theory, 701,
702; his doctrine of the Modality of propositions

and syllogisms, 702, 703 ; his enumeration of im-
perfect syllogisms, to wit, Enthymeme, Induc-
tion, Example, 704 ; Last Analytics, 705, 706

;

Topics, 706 ; Book concerning Sophisms, 707,

708 ; his classification of logical Fallacies, 707

;

criticised, 707, 708 ; his Organon contrasted with
that of Bacon, 712 H ; notices the distinction of

proper and improper Quantity, 716 a ; casually

noticed, 264 H, 375 a, 415 b, 432 b, 435 H, 455
H, 476 H, 548 a, 550 a, 621 H, 642 H.

Arnauld, his controversy with Malebranche, 266 b,

295, 296; his theory of ideas, 295-298; his dis-

tinction between Perceptions and Ideas, 290 II

;
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his opinion followed by tlie later Cartesians and
by Leibnitz, 807 11 ; casually noticed, '217 b, 231

a, 275 b, 434 b, 464 a, 408 a.

Arthur, (Archibald,) l)r Reid's assistant and suc-

cessor in the Chair of Moral Philosophy at Glas-
gow, notice of, 56 b.

Arts, Fine, see Fine Arts.
Assent, does not admit of definition, 327 b.

Association of Ideas, not to bo confounded with
the Inductive Principle, 199 ; extends to all our
mental modifications, 199 II ; Principles of, 294
II ; Hume's opinions on, 294 b and II ; Hume's
doctrine of, controverted, 386-388.

Atheuacus, referred to, 683 II.

Atomists, (the,) distinguished Primary and Second-
ary Qualities of Matter, 316 a.

Attention, distinguished from Consciousness, 231,

232, 239, 240, 258 a ; a voluntary act, 239, 537 ;

on the difficulty of attending to the operations of

our own minds, and its causes, 240, 241.

Attributes, every attribute must have a subject,

232 b; see Quality; are expressed by General
Words, 389 b, 390 a ; by ancient philosophers
called universal* and predicates, 390 a, 395 b

;

we have general conceptions of, 392 ; General
Conceptions of, formed by Analysis, 394, 395;
by Combination, 398-403; considered as ideas,

429 ; the communication of, 501 b.

Augustin, (St,) quoted in illustration of Reid's
doctrine of suggestion, 111 II ; the theory of

Malebranche in vain sought for in his works, 2G4
b ; recognised the incompatibility of Idealism
and Catholicism, 285 11 ; quoted on the injustice

of punishing a person for what he cannot avoid,

614 II.

Authority, legitimate influence of, in matters of

opinion, 439 b, 440 a, 450 b, 451 a, 469.

Averroes, referred to, 300 H.
Avicenna, referred to, 300 H.
Axioms, (see Principles,) nature of, 230 b, 329 a,

434 b ; of Mathematics, 230 b ; their truth im-
mediately perceptible, 259, 260 ; in Morals, 637-

640.
Aytoun, (Sir Robert,) quoted, 36 H.

Bacon, his inductive method first applied by Reid
to mental philosophy, 8 ; quoted, 9 ; Reid's
high estimate of, 11 b ; his influence on physical
discovery, 12 ; his works studied by Descartes,
13 II ; his influence on the Continent, ib. ; his

services in the creation of the inductive sys-

tem, 200, 712; misinterpreted Plato's similitude
of the cave, 263 H, 473 H ; his classification of

Idola illustrated, 468-475; see Prejudices ; quoted
on Aristotle, 682 H, 685 H ; casually noticed, 121

b, 124 H, 202 a, 217 b, 251 a, 268 b, 271 b, 272
a, 436 b, 683 H.

Bayle, anticipated Berkeley, 142 II, 464 II ; no-
ticed, 264 b, 266 b, 617 11, 683 a.

Beaton, (James, Archbishop of Glasgow,) high
character of, 727 H.

Beattie, (Dr,) adopted the phrase common sense in

a technical sense, 27 b; his agreement with
Buffier, 468 b.

Beaumont, (Sir Harry,) see Spence.
Beauty, variety in the degrees and kinds of, 491

:

on, in general, 498-508 ; no common quality in

the things called beautiful, though they all agree
in producing an agreeable emotion, accom-
panied by an opinion of their having some per-

fection or excellence, 498, 499 ; the reality of, as
an objective quality, maintained, in opposition

to Hutcheson, 499, 500 ; distinction of the
Sense of, into Instinctive and Rational, 600,

501 ; distinction of Beauty itself into Original

and Derived, 501, 502; vague meaning of the
word, 502 a ; distinguished from Grandeur,
502 b ; dwells originally in the moral and in-

tellectual perfections of the mind aud in its

active powers, 502, 503 ; thence extended to

objects of sense, 503 ; this illustrated by a refer-

ence to, 1. inanimate matter, 503-505 ; 2. the
vegetable kingdom, 505; 8. the animal king-
dom, 505, 506 ; 4. the human species, 506-508

;

elements of, in the human countenance, 565,

508 ; Hume's opinion, that it is not a quality of
the object, considered, 677.

Bees, nature of the instinctive art displayed in the
construction of their cells, 546.

Begging the question, as a sophism in the Aristo-

telian Logic, 707 b.

Begriffe (Conceptions) distinguished from An-
sdiauungen (Intuitions) and Bilder (Images),
'21)1 II, 365 H, 407 H, 412 H.

Belief, Locke's theory of, criticised, 106 b, 107 b,

compare 420-434 ; Hume's theory of, criticised,

107, 198, 358, 359; cannot be defined, 108 a,

327 b ; Belief in human Testimony, 196, 197, 450,

451; an instinctive principle, 548, 549; see

Credulity ; Belief in the Continuance of the

present course of Nature, 197-201; an instinc-

tive principle, 549 b; see Inductive Principle;

on, in general, 326-330 ; only unaccountable
when not the consequent of knowledge, 327
H ; is an ingredient of many mental opera-

tions, e. g. of Perception, 327 a, compare 122
a b, 159 a, 183 a, 198 b, 258 a, 309 b ; of

Memory, 327 b, compare 198 b, 340 a, 444 b

;

of Consciousness, 327, compare 442. 443; but
not of Conception (or Imagination), 368 a, com-
pare 198 b, 223 a ; illustrations of universality

of, 440 ; in demonstration, with reference to

Hume's theory of fallibility, 484-489.

Belsham, referred to, 616 H, 618 H.
Benevolent Affections, see Affections.

Bentham, his defence of Usury examined, 73 a.

Bentley, (Dr,) Reid's visit to, 5 a ; noticed, 423 a
Berkeley, (Bishop,) his ideal system at one time
embraced by Dv Reid, 7 a, 283 a ; on the relation

of his philosophy to scepticism, 101 b, 103 b, 206,

207 ; held that nothing exists in nature but ideas

and spirits, 109 a, 142 a ; was the author of Reid's
doctrine of Natural Signs, 122 H ; discarded the
distinction of Primary and Secondary Qualities,

123 a, 313 b ; shewed that the qualities of matter
cannot resemble our sensations, 131 b, 313 a,

compare 122 b, 129 a ; his solution of certain
phenomena of Vision examined, 154, 155 ; on his

Idealism in general, 280-287 ; his appeal to the
"Common Sense" of mankind, 283-285, 299,
423 ; sketch of the rise and progress of Idealism
with reference to Berkeley's theory, 285-287;
his sentiments concerning Ideas, 287-292 ; his

distinction of ideas and notions, 288 sq., 291 H ;

of ideas of sense and ideas ofimagination, 289 a;
what he meant by the former, 289, 290 ; what by
the latter, 290, 291; his use of the term sensa-

tion, 289 H ; his distinction of Visible and
Tangible extension, &c, 324-326 ; followed
Locke in his use of the word perception, 361
b; doctrines of, regarding Abstraction, 406-

409 ; his idealism anticipated by Locke and
Bayle, 464 H ; noticed, 29 a, 126 b, 127 b, 132,
141 a, 146 b, 147 H, 174 b, 177 b, 191 a, 193 a,

204 b, 207 H, 210, 217 b, 263 b, 266 a, 270 b,

279 a, 293 a, 294 a, 432 a, 441, 445, 464 a, 468 a.

Bilfiuger, referred to, 287 H.
Biran, (Maine de.) his doctrine of Causality re-

ferred to, 523 H.
Bisset, (Rev. J.,) preached at moderation of call

toDrReid,38H.
Black, (Dr,) his doctrine of latent heat, 42 b, 44 b,

45 a ; noticed, 41 a, 45 b, 47 b.

Body, its qualities, how apprehended by the Mind,
140 sq. ; metaphysical axiom as to existence of,

454, 455 ; our notion of, merely relative, 513 b.

Boerhaave, noticed, 116 II, 169 a.

Boethius, reprehends the Stoics for likening the
mind to a tablet on which -characters are im-
pressed, 253 H ; quoted for his statement of

the Platonic doctrine of Perception , 263 H

;

as to everything that exists being an individual,
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389 II ; touching the Passions, 571 II ; mis-
translation of Aristotle by, (585 H.

Bolingbroke, Ms paraphrase of a passage in Bacon
touching mental culture, 17 b

;
quoted on con-

ceivability as the criterion of possibility, 377 a.

Bonnet, referred to, 53 H, 248 H, 253 H, 291 H.
Borrichius, noticed, 151 b
Boscovich, anticipation by Locke of his theoi-y, 286
H ; probable origin of his hypothesis that mat-
ter is composed of a definite number of mathe-
matical points, 323 b.

Bossuet, quoted, 231) H.
Brain, no ground for holding that in perception
images of external objects are conveyed to the
brain, 156, 157 ; of impressions on the organs of

sense, nerves, and brain, 247, 248 ; hypotheses
concerning, 248-252 ; false conclusions drawn
from the impressions made upon it in percep-
tion, 253-257 ; regarded by many philosophers
as the seat of the soul, 255 b ; the theory of

images in the brain cannot account for Me-
mory, 353, 354.

Brandis, referred to, 683 H.
Brings, (Dr,) his Nova Visionis Theoria referred

to, 169 b ; his theory of the Optic Nerves, 179,

248, 24S.

Brown, (Simon,) his hallucination, 576.

Brown, (Dr Thomas,) erroneous criticism of, 297 II

;

his erroneous statement of the Nominalist con-
troversy, 412 H ; his reduction of Will to a
modification of Desire destroys the foundation of
morals, 531 II ; his theorv of Causality, 604 H

;

referred to, 197 II, 300 II.

Browne, (Bishop,) referred to, 291 H.
Bruckerus, his book on Ideas noticed, 225 a.

Brutes, see Animals.
Buchanan, (David,) referred to for his use of the

term Idea, 360 H.
Buchanan, (George,) quoted, 571 H.
Buffier, (Father,) one of the first to use the phrase
common sense in a technical sense, 27 b, 423 a ;

speaks of Egoism as the speculation of a Scottish
philosopher, 269 II ; the opinions of, on First
Principles, 467, 468, 713 b ; noticed, 217 b, 297 II,

351 H ; his treatise on First Truths not known
to Reid when he wrote the Inquiry, 713 H.

Buffon, his theory of squinting, 168 H ; noticed,
124 H, 461 a, 683 H.

Burgersdyk, referred to, 686 b, 687 a, 703.
Buridanus, (Joannes,) the ass of, 238 H, 609 b.

Burke, quoted on the advantages of a study of
mental philosophy, 29 a ; on the dignity of the
Passions, 218 b ; his theory of the Sublime, that
it involves the Terrible, 498 a.

Bursar, origin of the term, 728 II.

Butler, (Bishop,) Reid's high estimation of him,
32 b ; his use of analogical reasoning, 237 a ;

distinguished between Sudden and Deliberate
Resentment, 568 a ; referred to on the distinc-
tion of Emulation and Envy, 566 H ; casually
noticed, 84 a, 217 b, 350 a and H.

Cssalpinus, noticed, 180 b.

Cajetanus, referred to, 300 H.
Calvin, noticed, 268 b.

Campbell, (Dr George,) strictures by, on Priestley's

Examination of Dr Reid's Inquiry, 27 a, 37 b,

38 a ; his treatise On Miracles referred to,

194 H ; noticed, 468 b.

Campanella, quoted, 681 H.
Capacity, meaning of the word, 221 b ; properly

applied to a natural and passive Power, 221 if.

Carburi, (Count Marco,) notices of, 41 a and II,

42 b, 43 a.

Carmichael, (Gerschom,) the real founder of the
Scottish School of Philosophy, 30 H.

Carmichael, (Mrs,) daughter of Dr Reid, notice
of, 30 a, 31 a. -

Carmichael, (Patrick, M. D,,) son-in-law of Dr
Reid, 30 a.

Cartesians, see Descartes.

Castle-building, as a Train of Thought, 381 a.

Categorical, the term used by Aristotle only in tlia

sense of Affirmative, 693 H.
Categories, explanation of the, 683-685 ; as a sys-

tem of division, 687-689 ; a metaphysical not a
logical division, 687 H ; simplication of, ib. ; see

Aristotle.

Cato, noticed, 600 b.

Causality, Causation : the notion of, deduced by
some philosophers from the consciousness of ac-
tivity, 523 H, 604 H ; origin of the notion of, 78
a, 523, 524 ; by Hume made a principle of As-
sociation between ideas, 386; considered in re-

ference to the Leibnitian theory of a Sufficient
Reason, 624-626 ; in reference to Priestley's
doctrine of Necessity and llume's definition of

Cause, 626-628.
Caiise, considerations regai ding the various mean-

ings of the word, 65-67, 75-79, 81-84, 526, 527,
603-608 ; term applicable to all the coefficients of

an effect, 607 II.

Cause and Effect, meaning of, in the operations of

Nature, 199 a ; in relation to Action and Active
Power, 603, 604 ; causes of the ambiguity of the
terms, 605-608.

Cause and Effect : Efficient causes not within the
sphere of Natural Philosophy, 58 a, 525-527;
the Aristotelic distribution of causes into four
kinds, 75 a, 82 a, 526 a, 690 a and H, 705 b

;

origin of our notion of, 75 b, 78 a, 523, 524 ; dis-

tinction of Physical and Metaphysical (or Effi-

cient) causes, 76 a ; natural propensity of men
to search after Causes ; 113, 260 ; llume's theory
of, 294, 386, 451, 627; First Principles regard-
ing, 455-457, 603, 604 ; these principles not
gained by Reasoning or Experience, 455, 456,

457-460; the law of, considered in connection
with the doctrine of Necessity, 626-62S.

Cerebellum, function of, 182 H, 569 H.
Chancellor, office of, in the Universities, 721 b
andH.

Chances, Doctrine of, bearing of, on belief in de-

sign, 459 b ; as furnishing a kind of probable
evidence, 483 b, 484 a.

Change, the nature of, in connection with the
ideas of Power and Cause, 519, 603.

Chemical analysis, nature of, 396 b, 397 a.

Cheselden, his case of couching noticed, 136 band
II, 145 b and H, 157 H, 176 a, 177 H ;

quoted on
a case of double vision, 175 b.

Children, naturally inclined to speak the truth,
196, see Veracity ; and to believe the testi-

mony of others, 196, 197, 450, 549, see Credulity;

growth of the Imagination in, 383, 384 ; sub-

ject to mechanical government, 615 ; Children
and Parents, nature of the affections between,
560-562.

Chillingworth, noticed, 709 a.

Choroid membrane, 162 a.

Chrysippus's Top, 6 1 7 H.
Cicero, illustration borrowed from his treatise

De Natura Deorum, 54 H ; referred to on the
distinction between Mind and its Organs
of sense, 247 a

;
quoted to the effect that the

learned and unlearned differ little in Judg-
ment, 367 a ; as to the phrase sensus communis,
424 b ; in support of the argument from Design,
458 b ; as to the distinction of Reason and Pas-
sion, 536 b, 588 b ; referred to on the word Con-
vivium, 559 a ; quoted as to the difference be-

tween Man and Brute, 581 a; on the meaning
of Officium, 588 a, 649 b ; of the term Cause,

604 b ; adopted from the Stoics the distribution

of the Cardinal Virtues, 642 H ; his definition

of Honestnm, 651 b ; casually noticed, 203 II,

338 H, 372 a, 422 H, 449 a, 458 H, 657 b, 667 b,

706 b.

Clarke, (Dr Samuel,) his doctrine as to the seat of

the soul, 255 b ; as to the images of things being
in the sensorium, 273 a ; his argument against

immediate perception examined, 300-302 ; hi*
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controversy with Leibnitz, 807 a, 610 H ; his

argument a priori for the existence of God, 343

1> ;
quoted as to conceivability being the test of

possibility. 377 a; touching Liberty of Spon-

taneity, 001 II ; incompetence of his inference

of the fact of liberty from the conditions of self-

activity, 607 11 ; bis demonstration that the

First Cause must be a free agent, 023 b, 628 b

;

noticed, 32 b, 84 a, 455 b, 609 a.

Classes, formation of, 390.

Classification, advantages of, to science, &c, 401-

403.

Clay, on the conversion of, into vegetable mould,

52, 53.

Clearness, as a quality of Conceptions, 360, 367.

Cognitive Reasons, of the Platonists, 225 II, 262

H, 300 II.

Cold, 119a; see Touch.
Ciilojium, an ambiguous term, 723 II.

Collier, (Arthur,) account of bis Clavis Univer-

$dU$, 287 a and H ; his theory as to the non-

existence of an external world, 287 b, 464 a

;

noticed, 468 b.

Colour, 132 sq. ; see Seeing ; a blind man's notion

of, 134 ; cannot be seen nor imagined apart

from Extension, 143 H, 145 II; Beauty of,

504 b.

Combination, the general conceptions formed by,

398-403.

Command, nature of, as distinguished from Will,

532.

Common Sense, Burner one of the first to use

the phrase in a technical sense, 27 ; afterwards

adopted by Rcid, Oswald, and Beattie, 27, 28 ;

the root of all philosophy, 101 b ;
principles of,

108 b, 20J); practically acknowledged by the

idealists, 110 a ; Common Sense and the Ideal

Philosophy contrasted, 120 sq., 209; on, in gene-

ral, 421-426 ;
popular and philosophical mean-

ings of the word sense, 421, 422 ; the only appeal

when first principles denied, 422 b, 437 b, 637 a;

equivalent to commonjudgment, 423 ; the nature

of, illustrated by a reference to the opinions of

Shaftesbury and Fenolon, 423, 424; the ex-

pression employed, among others, by Cicero,

Hume, Priestley, 424,425; only another name
for one branch or degree of Reason, 425; the

province of, more extensive in refutation than in

confirmation, 425, 426 ; the ignorant and learned

on a par in appeals to, 438, 456; J;he faculty

of primary truths, like the Greek vovs, 550 H.
Compassion towards distress, the Affection of, 562,

503.

Complexion, as an element of beauty, 506.

Conceive, two meanings of the word, 223 ; ought
not to be used as equivalent to understand,

336 II, 375 II.

Concept, -propriety of the term, 271 H, 291 H, 863

H, 393 H.
Conception, ambiguous use of the term, 279 II,

:!»3, 394, 403 b; proper use of, 291 H; Reid's

use of, in relation to Perception, 183 II, 327 II.

Conception: distinguished from Perception, 183

H, '222 a, compare 368 a; immediate object

ot, 278 II, compare 369 a ; distinguished from
Imagination, 291 II, 360 H, 364 H, 366 a
and II, 407 II ; from Understanding, 366

U, 375 II, 377 H; on, in general, 360-308;

is synonymous with Simple Apprehension,

223 a, 300 a ; is an ingredient in every opera-

tion of the mind, 300, 301 ; does not involve

judgment, 861, 302, 375 ; but on the other side,

243 II, 375 II, 414 H ; cannot be true or false,

301, 862; general analogy lie: ween Conception

and Painting. 302, 303; special analogy between
the different kinds oi bur conceptions and the

different works of the painter, 863-865: liveli-

. M a quality of, 305, 300 ; clearness and

distinctness, as qualities of, 300, 307; cannot
create its materials, 307 ; but may arrange and
combine them in endless variety, 307, 308; is

not employed solely about things which have
existence, 308 ; theories concerning, 868-874 ;

prejudices giving rise to theories, 308, 309 ;

Platonic theory, 370, 371 ; Aristotelian theory,

372 ; Alexandrian theory, 372 ; modem theories,

372; mistakes concerning, 375-379; to wit, 1.

That Conception is not included in Judgment
and Reasoning, 375; 2. That Sin. pie Apprehen-

sion (Conception) may be divided into Sensation,

Imagination, and Pure Intellection, 375, 376;

3. That Simple A pprehension (Conception) is the

first operation of the understanding, 376 ; 4.

That our conception of things is the criterion of

their possibility, 376-379 ; error of Reid touch-

ing the use of the term by previous philosophers,

377 11 ; not possible of anything infinite, 378 II ;

with reference to the Train of Thought in the

mind, 379-388, see Train; how related to judg-

ment, 417 ; direct and relative, distinguished,

513, 514.

Conceptions, General, see General Conceptions.

Conceptualists, notice of the sect of, 406.

Conditioned, Philosophy of, enounced, 602 H.
Condillac, an anticipation of Reid by, 145 H.
Condorcet, agrees with Reid as to our belief in

the continuance of the present course of nature,

24 a.

Conduct, plan of, argument in favour of free-will

from the carrying out of a, 622-024.

Conjecture, Reid's erroneous use of the term, 07 II.

Conjectures, true value of, in philosophy, 50 b, 57

a ; how far a foundation for science, 234 ; feeble-

ness of, as an instrument of discovery, 235, 236.

Conscience, an original faculty in man, 5SV b|
its operation, 592 a ; feelings accompanying it,

593, 594; its authority, 594 b, 597 b ; observa-

tions concerning, 594-599; like other faculties,

it comes to maturity by degrees, and may be

strengthened by proper culture, 595, 596 ; pecu-

liar to man, 590, 597 ; intended by nature to be
the immediate guide of our conduct after we
arrive at the years of understanding, 597, 598;

both an active and an intellectual power, 598,

599; axioms for the guidance of, 637-640; moral
character of its object, 646-650.

Consciousness, phenomena of, beyond scepticism,

129 H, 231 b and II, 442 H, 713 11 ; not regarded

by Descartes as a special faculty, 205 II ; made
by Descartes the foundation of knowledge, 206

;

meaning of the word, 222, 223, 341 ; distin-

guished from Perception, 222 a, 223 a, Sf7

b ; from Memory, 222 b, 340 a, 351 b ; from
Conception, 223 a, 368 a; degraded by Reid, and,

before him, by Hutcheson, into a special faculty,

223 II ; distinguished from Attention, 231, 232,

239, 240, 258 a ; from Reflection, 232 a, 239 b,

258 a, 347, 420 b, 443 b ; supposes Judgment,
243 H, 375 II, 414 b and II ; the operations of

our minds known by, 258, 419 ; coexists with

Perception, and with every operation of mind,

308 ; its objects, like those of sense, presented

at first iu complexity, 347 b, 367 b, 376 a, 420 a 5

with reference to Locke's theory of personal iden-

tity, 350-353 ; an internal sense, 419 b ; com-
pared with external senses, 420 a; operation

of judgment on, 419 b, 420 a ; existence of the

objects of, a first principle of contingent truths,

442, 443; presumption in favour of the veracity

of, 447 H.
Contingent Existence, naturoof, 523; events only

contingent as future, 631 II.

Contingent Tenths, nature of, 441, 442 ; First Prin-

ciples of, see Principles.

Contract, on the nature and obligation of a, 663-070;

though not definable, the nature of, easily un-

derstood, 668; belongs to the class of social ope-

rations, 603 sq.; the faculty of contracting a pre-

rogative of the human race, 665 ; ends for which

this faculty is given us, 605, 000 ; will to engage

distinguished from will to perform, 007; Hume's
argument that the motives of civilised men for
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keeping faith would be unintelligible to savages,

668, 669 ; Hume's doctrine about will and con-

sent, 66!), 670.

Contradictories may be both inconceivable, yet

one must be true, 377 H.
Contrariety, as a principle of Association, Hume's
theory of, 386.

Conversion of Propositions, according to the Aris-

totelians, 693, 694, 696, 697, 702.

Conviction, does not admit of definition, 327 b.

Corax and his pupil, story of, 704 II.

Correspondence of Dr Reid, 39-92 ; editorial notice

of, 39.

Corresponding points, anatomically and physiolo-

gically, 164 H ; see Seeing.

Cotta, the academic, noticed, 461 a.

Countenance, certain features and arrangements of

the, indicative of particular thoughts, &c, 449,

450.
Cousin, (M.,) the best critic of Locke on personal

identity, 351 H ; his edition of Abelard, 406 H
;

referred to, 274 II. 343 H, 372 H, 523 H.
Craig, the mathematician, referred to, 473 b.

Credence, see Belief.

Credulity, an original and instinctive principle,

196, 450, 451, 549 ; the counterpart of the prin-

ciple of Veracity, 196, compare 665, 6(16 ; is

strongest in childhood, 196, 450 ; in relation to

education, 197, 549.

Crombie, fAlex., LL.D.,) remarks on his Essay on
Philosophical Necessity, 87, 88 ; notice of his

works, 87 H.
Crousaz, referred to, 297 H.
Cudworth, his criterion of Truth, 376 b.

Curiosity (see Knowledge, Desire of), the true

source of the pleasure derived from Novelty, 491.

Custom, what is and is not owing to, in the phasno

mena of the senses. 175.

Cuvier, referred to, 683 II.

Dalqarno, preceded Bishop Wilkins in planning

a philosophic language, 403 II.

Daniel, (Father,) his criticism of Descartes, 98- II.

Darwin, (Dr), quoted, 19 a ; referred to, 26.

Da8ypodius and Herlinus, their edition of Euclid,

702 H.
Davies, (Sir John,) quoted, 203 H, 473 H.
Dean of Faculty of Arts, ought to be elected by the

Graduates, 729 H.
De Chales, referred to, 177 H.
Dedications of works, opinion on, 73 b.

Deductions, seldom difference as to, when none as

to premises, 437 ; as distinguished from First

Principles, 637 a.

Definition of terms, general principles concerning,

219; limitation of the power of, 220, 413 ; nature
and utility of, 401, 402 ;

practical importance
of, 437; logical definition considered, 690, 691,

compare 714; Verbal and Real, distinguished,

691 H.
Definitions, Aristotle's and Wolfs use of, criticised,

220 : Aristotle's, defended, 220 H.
Degerando, quoted on the Syllogism, 710 H.
Deity : the existence of, a necessary truth, but de-

duced from contingent truths, 430 a ; a know-
ledge of the existence of, inconsistent with
Idealism, 432 ; on the argument for, from
Final Causes, 460, 461, see Design.; conceived as

necessarily active, 607 H.
De la Forge, referred to, 265 H.
Deliberation, nature and general rules of, 538, 539,

617 ; considered in relation to motives, 609.

Democritus, held that all the senses are only
modifications of Touch, 104 H, 247 H, 305 H

;

his doctrine of the Qualities of Matter, 123 a,

131 a, 139 b and H, 316 a and H ; (with Leucip-
pus,) held the soul to consist of spherical
atoms, 203 H ; his doctrine of Perception, com-
pared with the Peripatetic, 204 H, 226 a, 255 a ;

referred to on the fallacy of the senses, 334 a.

Demonstration, (Demonstrative Evidence,) com-

pared with the evidence of Sense, 328 ; is to be
found in abstract knowledge only, 428 b ; (De-
monstrative Reasoning,) the incapacity of some
minds to see the force of, 366 ; on, in general,

476-478, see Reasoning; whether morality is

capable of, 478-481 ; the nature of, according to
the Aristotelians, 705.

Deontology, another name for Ethics, 540 H.
Depression of mind, characteristics of, 576.

Descartes, his knowledge of Bacon's works, 13 H ;

called his own hypotheses " Philosophical Ro-
mances," 98 H ; his Doubt, 100, 205, 268 ; mis-
apprehended by Reid, 100 II ; scepticism the
natural issue of his system, 103 b, 206, 207 ; re-

cognised the distinction of Primary and Second-
ary Qualities of Matter, 123 a, 313 b ; his
doctrine on this subject, 131 a ; his solution
of the phenomenon of our seeing objects erect

by inverted images, 153, 154 ; the father of the
new philosophy of mind, 202 b; remarks upon
the spirit and tendency of the Cartesian sys-

tem, 204-208 ; his use of the term idea, 204 H, 207
H, 210 H, 265 H, 267 a, 273 H, 296 H, 297 b ;

did not commit Reid's error of making Conscious-
ness a special faculty, 205 H ; his distinction

between primitive, derivative, and formal quali-

ties, 205 H ; according to Reid, the first who ob-
served that words which signify things perfectly

< simple, cannot be logically defined, 220 a ; his

use of the term perception, 222 H ; his doctrine
as to the seat of the soul, 234 b and II , 255 b ;

his natural philosophy all hypothesis, 241 b ; de-

nied to the mind all consciousness of matter, 256
H, 272 II ; his doctrine of divine assistance, 257
H, 265 H; held that the existence of external

objects of sense is not self-evident, but requires

proof, 263 b, 281 a, 306 a, 434 b ; his theory of

Perception, 263 H, 270-275 ; his use of the term
thought, 265 H ; made extension the essence of

Matter, thought the essence of Mind, 270 b, 273
b ; his doctrine of innate ideas generally mis-
understood, 273 H ; his arguments for the exist-

ence of matter, 286 a; his criterion of Truth, 328
a, 376 b ; referred to on the fallacy of the senses,

334 b
;
quoted as to all men being very much on

a level in point of Judgment, 366 b ; rejected the

argument from Final Causes, 461 a ; accord-

ing to him, Matter and Motion are sufficient

to account for all the phenomena of the na-

tural world, 526 a, 607 a; thought that the

human body is merely an engine, and that

all its motions are mechanical, 623 b ; casually

noticed, 84 a, 98 a, 101 b, 102 b, 109 b, 126 b,

130 a and II, 132 a, 141 a, 142 H, 231 a, 236 a,

242 a, 250 b, 256 a, 263 a, 264 b, 269 H, 275 b,

277 b, 287 a, 293 b, 295 H, 298 a, 314 b, 316 b,

321 b, 361 b, 375 b, 417 a, 424 a, 433 a, 445 a,

468 a, 495 a, 499 b, 670 b, 713 b.

Design, nature of the principle—that Design in

the cause may be inferred, with certainty, from
marks or signs of it in the effect, 457, 458 ; this

principle is learned, neither by reasoning, 458,

459 ; nor by experience, 459, 460 ; the argument
from Final Causes, in proof of the existence and
perfections of the Deity, reduced to a syllogism,

460, 461 ; of this the minor was denied by the
Ancient Sceptics, the major by Descartes, 461 a ;

Hume's sceptical argument examined, 461 b.

Desire, distinguished from Will, 531, 532.

Desires : to wit, of Power, (Ambition,) of Esteem,
of Knowledge, (Curiosity,) on, in general, 554-

557 ; how distinguished from appetites, 554 ; are,

in themselves, neither virtuous nor vicious, 555

b ; are highly useful to society, 556 ; more noble

than our appetites, 556 b ; besides the natural,

there are acquired desires, for instance, the de-

sire of Money, 557 a.

Determination, the nature of, as a voluntary ope-

ration of the mind, 539.

Determinism, doctrine of, 87 H, 601 ; not first

enounced by Hobbes, 601 H.
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P ." Vrics, Iiis controversy with Roell, 273 II.

Dialects, the acquisition of, an instance of instinc-

tive imitation, 548.

1 >i. iearchus, referred to, 203 H.
Dichotomic division, the, of Ramus and others,

688 a.

Dieraerbroeck, referred to, 181 a.

Differentia, as a predicable, 686.

Dilemma, the, as a disjunctive syllogism, 704.

Diogenes, (the Cynic,) anecdote of, 714.

Diogenes Laertius, see Laertius.

Disapprobation, Moral, see Approbation.
Discipline, benefits of, 578 a.

Discrete quantity, nature of, 342 b.

Discrimination, natural and acquired, 394 b.

Disjunctive propositions, how convertible, 697 II.

Disposition, meaning of the term, 221 H.
Disposition, the, indicated by features, voire, and

gestures, 449, 450 ; nature of, as influencing the
Animal Principles of Action, 575-577 ; specially,

of Good Humour, 575, 576 ; Bad Humour, 576

;

Elation and Depression of mind, 576, 577.

Disputation, a valuable exercise, 706 H.
i >i-tance in time and place, distinction between, 343.

Distance, perception of, in vision, acquired, 177 II
;

how apprehended by the lower animals, 182 H
;

how computed by the eye, 189, 304.

Distinctions, with relation to Aristotle's Logic,

689, 690.

Distinctness, as a quality of Conceptions, 366, 367.

Divisibility, of matter, 323, 324; of time and space,

349 b, 350 a.

Divisions, opinions on, in connection with the
Categories, 687-689.

Divine veracity, appeal to, often inconsistently

made by philosophers, 130 H.
Doubt of a fact of consciousness impossible, 129

II, 231 H, 442 H, 713 H.
Dreaming, letter of Dr Reid on, 33, 34.

1 >u Cange, refered to, 151 H.
Du Hamel, referred to, 177 H.
Duration (Time), a conception and belief of, ac-

companies Memory, 340, 342; distinguished
from Extension (Space) and Number, 342 b

;

the notion of, how formed, 342, 343 ; difficulty

of comprehending, 343, 344 ; Locke's account
of the origin of our idea of, discussed, 346-350.

Du Tour, referred to, 165 H.
Dutv, Regard to, a Rational Principle of Action,

580 a, 586 b, 588 b ;
(Rectitude, Moral Obli-

gation,) abstract notion of, 586-589 ; does not
admit of definition, 586. 587; not resolvable

into the notion of Interest, 587 ; identified with

the principle of Honour, ib. ; corresponds with
the Honestvm of the ancients, 588 ; consists in

a relation between the agent and the action,

688 ; Sense of, 589-592 ; called otherwise Moral
Sense, the Moral Faculty, Conscience, 589 b ;

the term Sense, In this application, defended,

589, 590 } the source both of moral conceptions

and of moral judgments, 590 ; the first principles

of morals the immediate dictates of this faculty,

590-592; relation of, to Right, 643.

Eoitation, national, advantages of, 578 a.

Effect, see Cause.

Efficient cause, origin of the notion of, 524, 525
;

theories concerning, considered in relation to

necessity, 624-628.

Effluvia, the total object of perception in smell,

104 II.

Ego and Non-Ego, preferable terms to the I and
"the Not-I, 100 II. ; compare 52 II.

Ego, the, reference of succession of thoughts to,

443 b, 444 a.

Egoism of the French philosophers, letter on, 52.

Egoists, supposed sect of, 269 a and II, 293 b
and 11, 464 b, 465 a.

Elation of mind, characteristics of, .
r>7f>.

EI|>hinston, (Bishop,) account of, 727 II.

Empedocles, his theory of the nature of the soul,

203 ; his theory of knowledge, 300 11 ; made love
and strife the causes of things, 526 11.

Empiricus, (Sextus.) noticed, 438 b.

Emulation, on, 566-568 ; why classed as a Male-
volent Affection, 566 b ; is the Desire of Supe-
riority, accompanied with uneasiness at being
surpassed, ib. ; distinguished from Envy, 507 b.

Energy, meaning of the term, 221 II, 515 II.

'Ej/TeAe'xeio, Aristotle's use of the term, 203 b,

and II.

Enthymeme, nature of an, 475 b and II ; the, ac-

cording to the Aristotelians, 704.

Enunciation, Aristotle's book on, 685.

Epicharmus, quoted, 246 H.
Epicureans, (the,) their moral system compared

with Hume's, 651.

Epicurus and the Epicureans, their distinction of

Primary and Secondary Qualities, 123 a, 131 a,

139 b, 334 a and II ; their theory of Perception,

204 b and II, 255 a, 326 b ; their moral teach-

ing, 5S2 b, 5SS a, 594, 651 b, 067 b, casually

noticed, 496 b, 555 b.

Ersisistratus, referred to, 255 H.
Error, see Prejudices, Truth.

Eschenbach, (Professor,) referred to, 287 H.
Essence, employmentoftheterm by the Schoolmen,
404 ; nominal and real, of Locke, 404 b, 691 II.

Esteem, Desire of, 554-557 ; is highly useful to

society, 556 b ; A flection of, 563 ; doubtful
whether it should be placed among the Animal
Principles of Action, ib.

Eternity, our notions concerning, 343, 344.

Euathlus and Protagoras, story of, 704 b.

Euclid, extent of his contributions to Geometry,
462 a ; alleged purpose of his Elements, 471 a

;

his definitions criticised, 512 b ; edition of the
first six books, with syllogistic demonstrations,
702 H ; casually noticed, 241, 304 b, 538 b,

677 a, 701 b, 710 a.

Eudemus, referred to, 695 H, 697 H.
Euripides, quoted, 600 II.

Eusebius, on the doctrine of Necessity as an incen-

tive to profligacy, 636 H.
Evidence, what, 328 ; the different kinds of, have
no common nature, 328 ; the evidence of Sense
compared with that of Reasoning, 328 b, 329 a ;

of Axioms, 329 a; of Testimony, 329; of Me-
mory, 329 b ; (Probable, ) philosophical and
popular meanings of, distinguished, 482.

Evil, argument of the necessitarians from tho per-
mission of, examined, 632-636.

Example, an imperfect induction, 704.

Excluded Middle, Law of, 377 H, 477 H.
Exercise, difference between its effect on the per-

ceptive powers, and on sensations, 330 b, 331 a ;

effect of, on the imagination, 384 b.

Existence, first principles concerning, 232, 442,

445; with relation to identity, 344; formation
of the notion of, 417 ; effect of the ideal system
on the belief in, 432 ; cannot begin without au
efficient cause, 603 a.

Experience, what it teaches, 196, 197, 521, 522

;

useless without the Inductive Principle, 200

;

with reference to Hutne's doctrine of memory,
357 ; informs us only of what is or has been,

never of what mut,t be, 455 b, 456 a, 459 b, 460
a, 521 b, 524 b.

Experiment, as a means of discovery, 235 ; the
proper means of studying the mind, 97 b.

Exponible propositions in Logic, 704 a.

Expression, Beauty of, 506 b
Extension, notion of, 123-126, 142-144 ; see Seeing,

Sight, Touch ; Reid's and Kant's theories con-
cerning, contrasted, 123 II ;

possibility of an a
posteriori perception of something extended, 126
H ; cannot be seen nor imagined apart from
Colour, 145 H t possible argument in favour of

materialism from the notion of, 210 II ; Tan-
gible and Visible extension distinguished by
Berkeley, 282 a; neither the object of Geometry,
88S 11 ; with reference to Spare, 324.
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Extension and Comprehension, of General Terms,
390 b; of Propositions, 391 a; the counter
Wholes of, in Logic, 702 H.

Externality, perception of, in Vibion, natural, 177
H.

Extravagance, considerations as to the moral re-

sponsibility for the consequences of, 621.

Extremes, the avoidance of, 635, 636.

Eyes, parallel motion of, 152, 173 ; concentration
on one object, 173, 174 ; see Seeing.

Fabriciu3, noticed, 151 b.

Fabry, (Honoratus,) his hypothesis of cerebral
fibres, 248 H.

Faculty, meaning of the word, 221 ; opposed to

Operation, &c, and properly applied to a natu-
ral and active power, 221 II.

Faculties, (Cognitive,) logical and psychological
distribution of, 242 H, 511 H.

Fallacy of the senses, 334-339 ; see Senses.
Fallacies, as causes of error in philosophy, discus-

sed, 468-475, see Prejudices ; the nature and divi-

sion of, according to the Aristotelians, 707, 708.

Fallibility, considerations as to, with reference to

probability and demonstration, 485-489.

Family affections, characteristics and nature of,

560-562.

Fancy, a common name for Imagination in old

English writers, 379 H ; can only arrange ob-

jects actually existing, 367 ; the operation of, in
Trains of Thought, 380-382; see Imagination.

Fatalism, see Liberty, Necessity.

Favorinus, (as cited by J. Picus Mirandulanus,)
quoted (anonymously), 217 H.

Favour, the conception of a, as illustrating the
conception of justice, 654, 655.

Fearn, (Mr.) his observations on Cheselden's ease,

and criticism of Reid, 145 H, 177 H.
Feeling, two meanings of the word, 229, 230

;

distinguished from Sensation, 230, 312 ; pheno-
mena of, to be distinguished from those of Un.
derstanding and Will, 511 H ; Feeling and Judg-
ment contrasted, 671, 672; is distinct from
Thinking, 671 b.

Fees, academic, history of, 725 H.
Fenelon, his views on Common Sense, 424 ; ad-
mitted the argument from Final Causes, 461 a.

Ferguson, (Dr Adam,) his commendation of Reid's
Inquiry, 9 b

;
quoted on the instinct of ma-

ternal affectiou, 23 a ; noticed, 42 b.

Fichte, idealism of, characterised, 129 H; referred

to, 206 H ; his confidence in his system, 281 H.
Figure, knowledge of, principally obtained by

Sight, 125 H ; cannot be seen nor imagined apart
from Colour, 145 II ; how perceived by the eye,

193 b ; considered with reference to Space, 324.

Final Cause, equivalent to end or motive, 87 H,
608 H.

Final Causes, argument from, see Design.
Fine Arts, the, how far axioms or first principles

applicable to, 453.

First Principles, see Principles.

Fluids, pressure of, letter on, 60.

Folkes, (Martin,) Reid's visit to, 5 a; noticed
175 b.

Fonseca, his theory of scientia media, 632 II.

Forbes's Life of Beattie, referred to, 41 H.
Form, Beauty of, examined, 505.

Formal and Real, distinction of, 687 H, 691 H.
Foster, (Mr,) case of, 175 b.

Fracastorius, quoted (anonymously), 262 H.
Free agent, nature of a, 601.

Free-will, Dr Gregory's remarks on, criticised, 82,
83 ; a consciousness of, in all minds, 523, 524.

Freedom of action, see Liberty.
Frendraught, (Viscount,) referred to, 68 H.
Friendship, Affection of, 563 b.

Function, meaning of the term, 515 H.
Future, cannot be immediately known, 340 II,

342 H. ; cannot be both contingent and certain,

629 H.

Galen, referred to, 26 1>, 116 II, 163 b, 203 II,

218 b, 255 II, 316 11,697 1).

Galileo, (before Bacon,) exhibited a very perfect

model of inductive reasoning, 200 H, 712 II;

was the first who explained the uniformly ac-
celerated velocity of falling bodies, 261 a ; re-

ferred to, 217 b.

Gassendi, did not employ the terms species and
phantasm, in their Peripatetic signification,

226 H ; an Anti-Cartesian, 361 H ; referred to,

163 b, 177 H, 226 a, 265 H, 361 b, 465 a.

Gastriloquism, 338.

Genera and species, classification by, 390 ; con-
sidered as general conceptions, 391-394.

General Conceptions, 391-394 ; the generality from
which they take their name not in the act of the
mind conceiving, but in the objects conceived,
391 b, 394 a, 403 b ; of Attributes, 391, 392 ; of

Classes of things (genera and species), 392-394
;

formed by Analysis, 394-398 ; formed by Com-
bination, 398-403

;
judgment necessary to the

formation of, 416.

Generalisation, distinguished from Abstraction
(proper), 394; the operation of, in forming
General Conceptions, 395, 396.

General Words, opposed to Proper Names, 389;
in every language General Words make the
greatest part, Proper Names the least, this phe-
nomenon accounted for, 389, 390; utility of,

390, 391.

Generation and Corruption, Aristotle's doctrine of,

269.

Genius, adulterates philosophy, 99 b ; definition of,

384 a ; misapplication of, in theorising on the
phsenomena of nature, 472 ; in judging and
reasoning, analysed into Attention, 537.

Genovesi, referred to, 255 H.
Genus, as a predicable, 686 ; in Aristotle's Topics,

706.

Geometry, object of, 77 a, 282 II ; history of the
science, 241, 462 ; nature of, 324 b, 378 H ; ap-
plication of the faculty of judgment to, 419.

Geometry of Visibles, 147 sq. ; see Seeing.

Gerard, (Dr Alexander,) his method of accounting
for the pleasure derived from Novelty, 493 b.

Gestures, certain, indicative of particular thoughts
and dispositions, a first principle, 449, 450.

Geulinx, referred to, 265 H.
Gillies, (Dr,) his erroneous criticisms of Reid, 684 H.
Glasgow, characteristics of the inhabitants of, 40

b, 41 b ; interests of the merchants of, involved
in the American war, 43 b ; University of,

author's description of his routine of duties in,

39 b, 40 a, 42 b, 46, 47, 48 a ; characteristics of

the professors and students of, 40, 43, 46 a ; state

of science in, 41 ; Chair of Medicine in, 45 b, 46;
Statistical Account of, 721-739.

Gnostic Forms of the Platonists, 225 H, 262 H,
300 H.

Gnostic and Orectic powers, 242 H, 511 H.
God, fallacy of conjectures as to the works of, 235

;

see Deity.

Good upon the Whole, the notion of, one of the
most abstract we have, 580 b ; how formed,

580, 581 ; the offspring of Reason, 581 a ; Re-
gard to, a Rational Principle of Action, 581,

582, 588 b; its tendency, 582-584; its defects,

584-586.

Good breeding, the nature of, 652 b ; wherein it

consists, 501 b, 502 a.

Good humour, characteristics of. 575.

Government, shown to be consistent with liberty,

613-616 ; mechanical, distinguished from moral,

613.

Grace, as an element in beauty, 507.

Grammatical first principles, 452 a.

Grandeur, on, in general, 494-498 ; nature of the

emotion raised by the contemplation of, 494

;

defined—such a degree of excellence as merits

our admiration, ib. ; is an inherent quality of

objects and not a mere sensation, 494, 495; as
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exhibited in tlic qualities of Mind, 495-407

;

an opinion indicated that Grandeur in Material

objects is merely a reflection of something in-

tellectual, 497, 498 ; in relation to Beauty, 502.

Gratitude, the Affection of, 60S.

Gravitation, illustrations of the notion of power
from, 525, 696.

Green, referred to, 274 H.
Gregory, letter and note on the family of, and

Raid's connection with them, 68-70.

Gregory, (Alexander,) murder of, by Viscount
Frendraught, 68 b and II.

Gregory, (Charles,) uncle of Pr Reid, Professor of

iMatlitmatics in St Andrews, 4, 68 II.

G regory, (David, ) Savilian Professor of Astronomy
in Oxford, 4 b, 68 H, 72.

Gregory, (David, the younger,) first Professor of

Modern History in Oxford, 68 b and II, 72 band H.
Gregory, (James,) great uncle of Dr Reid, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics at St Andrews and Edin-
burgh, and inventor of the reflecting telescope,

1, 68 H.
Gregory, (James,) uncle of Dr Reid, Professor of

Mathematics in Edinburgh, 6S H, 69, 70, 72 ;

bis two Categories, 68 b, 473 b, 688 b.

Gregory, (James,) Professor of Medicine in Edin-
burgh, 39, 68 ; Reid's letters to, 62 88 ; his Essay

. on the difference between the relation of Motive
and Action, and that of Cause and Effect in
Physics, noticed, 65 II ; criticism on the Philo-

sophical and Literary Essays of, 73-88: dedica-

tion to, 215 ; referred to, 238 H.
Gregory, (John,) Professor of Medicine at Aber-
deen and Edinburgh, along with Dr Reid,
founded a literary society at Aberdeen, 7 a, 41
H ; notice of, 68 H.

Gregory, (Margaret,) mother of Dr Reid, 4 a.

Gregory, (Rev. William,) referred to, 62 a.

Grew, (Dr Nehemiah,) enumerates sixteen simple

tastes, 116 b.

Grotius, his system of Natural Jurisprudence, 645 a.

Habit, distinguished from Faculty, 221 b ; is used
both in an active and in a passive sense, 221 H

;

influence of, in the improvement of the Senses,

333 a ; used to explain the Train of Thought in

the mind, 387 a ; implies neither Judgment nor
Will. 533 b; the nature of, as a Mechanical
Principle of action, illustrated, 550, 551 ; many
of the phenomena of, explained by the doctrine

of Latent Modifications, 551 H.
Haller, referred to, 116, H.
Halley, (Dr), noticed, 134 a.

Happiness, the production of, the criterion of good,

580 b ; connection of, with virtue, 580-586.

Hardness, 119 b, 123 ; see Touch.
Hardouin, (Le Pere,) accused Malebranche of

Atheism, 266 H.
Harris, (James,) author of Hermes, noticed, 353 a,

389, 404.

Hartley, (Dr,) quoted on reducing all kinds of

evidence and inquiries to mathematical forms,

22, 251 ; his theory of vibrations in the nerves,

249 ; held that all knowledge is originally de-

rived from the senses, 294 a ; quoted touching
Judgment, 433 b ; noticed, 616 H.

Hearing, analysed, 116 sq. ; variety of sounds,

116, 117; their place and distance learned by
custom, without reasoning, 117 a ; the sense of,

distinguished from what is called a musical ear,

117 b ; sound as a medium of language, 117, 118.

Heat, 119 a ; see Touch ; latent, the doctrine of,

44, 45.

Ileermann, his observations on Vision, 166 H,
Hegel, referred to, 206 II

;
quoted, 681 H.

Henry, his translation of Cousin, 343 II.

Heraclitus, referred to, 203 II ; his theory of

knowledge, 300 H.
Herbartian psychology, referred to, 717 H.
Herlinus and Dasypodius, their edition of Euclid,

702 II.

Hermolaus Barbarns, referred to, 203 H.
Hipparofaus, referred to, 203 H.
Hippo, referred to, 203 H.
Hire, (M. de la,) noticed, 169 a.

Hobbes, speaks with coutempt of experimental
philosophy, 12 b j called Imagination a decaying
sense, 140 H, 227 II ; a Nominalist, 406, 410 a

;

erroneously considered to be the author of tho
modern scheme of Determinism, 601 H; his

theory of a State of Nature, 657, 061 b, 666 a ;

noticed, 102 b, 386 a, 455 b, 465 a, 600 b.

Home, (Henry,) see Kames, Lord.
Homer, the poetry of, as an illustration of the

train of thought, 385 ; the sublimity of, 496 b
;

quoted, 82 11, 216 H, 264 11, 602 II.

Hommel, quoted concerning Liberty, 616 II.

Honestum, {see KoAof,) distinguished from Utile,

588 ; Cicero's definition of, 651 b.

Honour, regard to, as distinct from regard to in-

terest, 587, 593.
Hook, (Dr Robert,) his doctrine of the fabrication

of ideas by the mind, 276 b.

Horace, quoted, 386 a, 527 b, 579 a, 5S3 b.

Hudibras, quoted, 144 H.
Hume, (David,) effect of his Treatise of Unman
Nature upon Reid, 7 ; letter of, to Reid on the
hiquiry, 7, 8 ; Reid's reply, 91, 92 ; did not fully

appreciate Bacon's method of philosophy, 8 ; hi.}

definitions of belief'and memory, 19; likens Associ-

ation to physical attraction, 22 b, compare, 3S6 a;
his notion of Cause, 67 b, 83 b, 84, 604 b, 627 a

;

his use of the expressions constant conjunction
and necessary connection criticised, 79; his

chief argument for Necessity, 87 a ; the author,

through Reid and Kant, of all subsequent phi-

losophy, 91 H ; his Treatise of Human Nature
considered, 101, 102 ; reduces Berkeley's system
to scepticism, 103 b, 208 a; his theory of Belief

examined, 107, 198, 358, 359, 445 ; his theory,
that the mind is a succession of ideas and im-
pressions, 108, 10.9, 293, 299, 306 b, 444 ; con-
fessed that at times he was under a necessity

of believing with the vulgar, 121 a, 209 H, 234 a,

432 a, 4 -1H b ; a sceptic, not a dogmatist, as

Reid's criticism erroneously assumes, 129 II,

444 H, 457 H, 489 H ; follows Locke in his

wide use of the term perception, 222 b and II,

227 a and II, 294 a, 361, 362; confounds the
operations of the mtud with their objects, 224 a,

279 b ; his di-^tinction between impressions and
ideas, 226, 227, 267, 293-295; his use of the
word impression, 226, 227, 254 a, 263 a, 298 b

;

his enumeration of the Principles of Association,

294 b and H ; his argument against the imme-
diate perception of external objects examined,
302-304 ; his views on Memory discussed, 356-

360 ; quoted on conceivability as the test of pos-

sibility, 377 a ; his theory of Association, 386;
his account of the formation of complex ideas,

399 b ; his views on Abstraction discussed, 409-

412 ; his opinions on Geometry, 419, 452; on Com-
mon Sense, 424 b, 425 a ; on Judgment, 433 b

;

his denial of the idea of power, 446, 513, 518,
520-522 ; his views on carisation combated, 455-

457, 608, 627 ; his attack on the argument from
final causes, 461; his views on first principles,

464, 465; his scepticism with regard to reason

examined, 484-489; his use of the word fxmio»,
571 ; paradox of.'that Reason is the servant of the
passions, 581 b ;

quoted on the reality of moral

distinctions, 587, 588 ; according to him, Moral
A pprobation not an act of the judgment, but a
feeling, 651, 670, 671, see Approbation; Virtue,

whatever is agreeable or useful to ourselves or

others, 651 ; his system of Morals compared with

the Epicurean, ib. ; his division of the Virtues

into natural and artificial, 652; his principle,

that Justice is an artificial virtue, controverted,

652-663, see Justice ; his doctrine on the nature
of contracts and obligations, controverted, 603-

670; his so called Prodicables, 687 b & II ;
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his two Categories, fi$8; casually noticed. 122 b,

127 b, 132 a, 141 a, 142 a, 204 b, 206 H, 210 b,

217 b, 231 a, 242 a, 244 b, 270 b, 313 b, 341 a,

378 b, 438 b, 451 b & H, 495 b.

Hunter, (Dr William,) notice of, 62 a.

Hunger, nature of the appetite of, 551, 552.

Hutcheson,(Dr Francis,) his application nf algebra

to Morals opposed by ( >r Reid, 6 a ; doctrines of,

anticipatory of Reid, 124 II ; before Reid, re-

garded Consciousness as a special faculty, 223
II ; his account of the origin of our ideas of

Beauty and Virtue, 347 a; his doctrine of in-

ternal senses, 421 b ; called the senses of Beauty
and Harmony reflex or secondary senses, 492 b ;

followed Locke in his notion of Beauty, 499 ; re-

ferred to on the beauty of form in inauimate
objects, 505 a

;
quoted on the influence of the

Passions, 535 a ; his division of the Principles of

Action into the calm and the turbulent, 571,

572 ; refers the Passions to the latter class, 572 ;

according to him some Passions are benevolent,

others selfish, 537 b ; referred to on the phrase
moral sense, 589 b ; noticed, 217 b.

Hutton's Mathematical Dictionary, referred to,

92 H.
Huygens, noticed, 701 b.

Hypotheses, their nature and use, 56, 57, 234 ;

feebleness of, as an instrument of discovery, 235,

236, 250, 251.

Hypothesis, Reid's erroneous use of the term, 97
H.

Hypothetical propositions, how convertible, 097 H.

Idea, Darwin's definition of, 19 a ; how used by
Reid, 106 H, 326 H, 368 H ; how by Descartes,

204 H, 207 H, 210 H ; how by Plato and Aris-

totle, 372 H; earlier and later meanings of

the word, 204 H ; various modern meanings,
224-226 ;

properly denotes an act of thought
considered in relation to an external object,

279 H.
Idea and notion, distinction between the terms,

291 H.
Idealism, ruder and finer forms of, 128 H, 130 H,

446 H ; egoistical, doctrine of, shown to rest

on the groundwork laid down by Reid and
Stewart, 128 H ; not developed by the School-

men nor by Malebranche, being inconsistent

with Catholicism, 206 H, 285 H, 358 H, 464 H.
Ideal philosophy, the system of Descartes and his

followers so named, 103 b ; the theory of sensa-

tion, memory, belief, and imagination, intro-

duced by it, considered, 107 a; psychological

history of the ideal philosophy, 108 b, 109, 207 ;

no reason why its followers, discarding the qua-
lities of matter, should not discard impressions

and ideas, 129, 130 ; whether the ideas them-
selves are the only objects of perception accord-

ing to these doctrines ? 263 ; system, Reid's
thoughts of writing a history of the, 62 b.

Ideas, the doctrines of ancient philosophers about,

204, 225; Platonic, nature of, 204 H, 225, 264 H,
370 H; Cartesian, 207 H, 210 H ; Locke's theory
of, discussed, 275-280, 346-350, 356 ; Berkeley's

theory discussed, 287-292 ; his ideas of sense,

290 ; of imagination, 290, 291 ; the vulgar no-

tion of ideas distinguished from the philoso-

phical, 292, 293 ; Hume's distinction of, from
impressions, 293; Arnauld's and Malebranche's
controversy as to, discussed, 295-298; distin-

guished from operations of the mind, and from
the objects of perception, 298, 299; whether
they convey an immediate perception of ex-

ternal objects, 300 ; diversity of opinions on
ideas, 305 ; limits of our knowledge on the sub-
ject, ib. ; Leibnitz's theory, 307-309 ; succession
of, with reference to duration, 349 ; the doctrine
of, considered in relation to memory, 357, 358

;

Platonic system of, and the prejudices that gave
rise to it, 370-372, 404 ; Peripatetic system, 372 ;

Alexandrian, 372 ; modern philosophers, 372

374; judgment necessary to the formation of,

416, 417 ; agreement and disagreement of, in con-
nection with knowledge and judgment, 426-434;
Hume's opinions on, described as an attempt at
induction with insufficient data, 520 ; the train
of, 379-388, see Train.

Identity, source of our notions of, and connection
with memory, 344-346 ; a relation between
our cognitions of a thing, not between things
themselves, 344 H ; does not admit of defini-

tion, 344 b ; consciousness of our own identity
distinguished from that of other persons and
things, 345, 346 ;

(Personal,) Locke's account of,

considered, 100, 350-353; must be admitted,
though incapable of proof, 232, 445 ; a first

principle of contingent truth, 445 ; Identity of

Indiscernibles, Leibnitz's principle of the, 624 b ;

Identity and Non-contradiction, Principles of,

466 H.
Idiots, the characteristic of, 619 a.

Idols, Bacon's division of, illustrated, 468-475.

Image, Reid's use of tbe term, 106 H, 305 a; dis-

tinguished from Imagination, 363 H.
Imagination, term used as a translation of the

Greek (pavraala, 379 II ; as necessary to the

metaphysician as to the poet, 99 II ; necessarily

accompanied with a belief in the existence of

the mental representation, 105 H ; called by
Aristotle and Hobbes a decoying sense, 140 H,
227 H ; only possible through a representative
medium, 278 H ; ambiguous use of the term,
291 H ; definition of, 375 b ; distinguished from
Perception, 183 H, 222, 375 ; Berkeley's ideas of
the, 289, 290 ; distinguished from Conception, 360
H, 364 H, 365 b, 366 a and H, 407 H ; not to be
limited to the repi-esentation of visible objects,

366 H, 407 H ; the name given by modern phi-
losophers to the traiu of thought in the mind,
380 b, see Fancy.

Imagine, two meanings of the word, 223.

Impossibility, inconceivability no criterion of, 377-

379, 411.

Impression, explication of the term, 226-228, 227
H ; Hume's use of, censured, 226, 227 ; impro-
perly applied to operations of the mind or their

objects, 228 ; not introduced into philosophi-

cal use by Hume, 294 H ; used by Ari-totle in

an analogical, not in a literal signification, 353
H.

Impressions, considered with reference to sensa-

tions, 186, 187; on the mind, the Peripatetic

theory of, 205; on the organs of sense, &c, 247,

302 ; false conclusions drawn from the theories

on impressions, 253-257 ; reference of memory
to, considered, 353, 354, 357.

Improvement of the senses, 330-334 ; see Senses.

Incitements, influence of, upon the will, 533-536
;

see Will.
Inconceivability, not the criterion of impossibility,

377 H.
Indifference, liberty of, 601 H.
Induction of generals from particulars, 402; inap-

plicable to necessary truths, 455 b ; according to

the Aristotelians, 704, 705 b ; compared with
syllogistic reasoning, 712.

Inductive Principle, the name given by Reid to

our Belief in the continuance of nature's laws,

199 ; is not derived from Experience or Reason,
197-199, 549; cannot be resolved into Association,

199 b, 549 b ; its capacity, 200 ; system, the,

271, 272.

Inertia of Mind, Dr Gregory's use of the phrase,

and Dr Reid's criticism, 84 b.

Ingolstadt, University of, referred to, 726 H.
Ingratitude, Hume's remarks on the nature of,

criticised, 676.

Injuries, animal instinct of resentment for, 568-

570.

Innate ideas with relation to belief in first princi-

ples, Locke's views on, considered, 465-467.

Insanity, what it consists in, 209.
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Instinct: implies neither Judgment nor Will, 533 ;

the nature of, aa a Mechanical Principle of

action, examined, 545-54<> ; in Man (infants)

with reference to the operations of breathing,

sucking, swallowing, fcc, 646-647 ;
(the mature),

with reference to motions of the nerves, muscles,

&c, actions frequently repeated, actions done

suddenly. 547, 548 ; iu Brutes, 545-547 ; Instinc-

tive Imitation, its nature and influence, 548;

Instinctive Beliefs, 184 b, 54S, 549 ; specially of

Belief in the testimony of others, 549, see Cre-

dulity ; Belief in the constancy of Nature, 549 b,

tee, Inductive Principle; Stewart's censure of

Reid's use of the term, 569 H.
Intellectual Powers, Essays on, 213-508; Reid's

classification of, erroneous, 242 11, 243 11, 511

II ; intellectual world distinguished from mate-

rial, 216.

Intelligence, in cause, to be interred from signs of

it in effect, a first principle, 457-461 ; whether it

can exist without activity, 537.

Interest, the influence of, estimated, 586 b.

International law, systems of, considered, 643-645.

Interpretation, Aristotle's Book on, 685.

Invention, power of, 383, 384 ; of proofs, in reason-

ing, 476.

Ionic philosophers, Panspermia of, 53 II.

Imgoge, the, of Porphyry described, 683.

Italy, purity of the atmosphere of, 191 a.

Jacobi, referred to on the idealistic tendency of

Kant's doctrine, 129 II ; on perception as " a

miraculous revelation," 188 H.
Jardine, (Professor,) noticed, 38 a, 721 H.
Jerome, (St,) quoted in praise of Aristotle, 681 H.

Jesuits, Spanish, excogitated the scheme of Scien-

tia Media, 632 H.
Job, quotation from, 341 a.

Johnson, (Dr Samuel,) referred to on the phrase

common sense, 423 a; ou the meaning of the

word ought, 675 b.

Jouffroy, (M.,) referred to, 216 H, 218 II, 262 H.

Judgment, nature of, in contradistinction to Simple

Apprehension and Reasoning, 243, 375, 376;

all consciousness supposes a judgment, 243 H,
375 H, 414 b and H, 590 II ; all men very much
on a level in point of, 366, 367 ; on, in general,

413-421 ; remarks upon the definition of an-

cient logical writers, 413 ; is an act of the mind
specifically different from Simple Apprehension

(Conception,) 414; is the source of certain no-

tions or ideas, 414; necessarily accompanies

Sensation, Perception, Consciousness, and Me-

mory, but not Conception, 414 416; is neces-

sary in the formation of lUwtrnet and general

conceptions, 416-421 ; this last observation illus-

trated by a reference to objects of sense, 418,

419 ; objects of consciousness, 419, 420 ; the re-

lations of things, 420, 421 ; with reference to

Common Sense, 421-426, see Common Sense

;

sentiments of philosophers concerning, 426-434 ;

Locke's distinction betweenjudgment and know-

ledge, criticised, 426, compare, 415 ;
Watts's

definition, 426 ; Locke's account of, in connec-

tion with ideas criticised, 427-433; Hume's
opinion, 433; Hartley's opinion, 433, 434;

Priestley's definition, 434; with reference to

First Principles, 434-441, see Principles; is an

ingredient in all determinations of taste, 534,

535 ; does Moral Approbation imply a real judg-

ment? 670-679; in connection with this ques-

tion, judgment and feeling distinguished, 671,

672.

Judgments, formation of, with reference to Hume s

theory of human fallibility, 484-489.

Juriu, (Dr,) his experiments and opinions on

squinting considered, 169 sq.

Jurisprudence, Natural, systems of, considered,

643-645.

Justice, a natural or an artificial virtue? 651-663;

Hume's theory, that the merit of justice con-

sists in utility, examined, 652,653 ;
Justice found-

ed on an intuitive judgment of conscience, 654 ;

Hume inconsistent, 653, 654; conception of

a favour involves that of justice and injustice,

654, 655 ; notion of justice carries with it that

of moral obligation, 655, 656 ; natural rights

of man to liberty, reputation, property, and
enforcement of obligations, 656, 657 ; Humo
and Hobbes, 657 ; the foundation of property,

657, 658 ;
permanent and evanescent elements

of property, 658; right to labour, 658, 659;
individual right abridged for the public benefit,

659; Hume's argument that property must
exist before justice and injustice can, 659, 660

;

Hume's arguments from suspension of justice,

660 ; from the necessity of society to justice,

660 ; from the rules < f justice tending to public

utility, 661 ; from the idea of property not being

innate, 662.

Juvenal, quoted, 583, 584.

Ka\6u (t6), same as Honestum, 588 a.

Kinies, (Henry Home, Lord,) Reid's friendship

for, 32, 33 ; Reid's letters to, 50-61 ; his chief

argument for Necessity, 87 a ; praise of, 215

;

his method of explaining the words he had occa-

sion to use, 23U a; remarks of Dr Reid on Per-

sonal Identity published by, 3.03 H ; referred to i

on the distinction of Instinctive and Deliberate

Resentment, 568 ; admitting a natural convic-

tion of freedom from necessity, maintained it to

be illusive, 616 H.
Kant, his philosophy a recoil from that of Hume,

91 II, 95 H ; held the notion of extension to be a
priori, 123 H, 126 U ; first proclaimed the doc-

trine that time is a fundamental condition of

thought, 124 H; his doctrine, in its legitimate

issue, absolute idealism, 129 H ; first fully ap-

plied criterion of Necessity to judgments, 323

II ; his Practical Reason corresponds to Moral
Faculty of Reid and Stewart, 592 H ;

parallel be-

tween, and Reid, 715 II ; referred to, 300 H, 708 H.

KaOrJKOV (rd), same as Officium, 588 a and H.

KardpOwfia, same as Perfectum Officium, 588 a

andH.
Keckermann, noticed, 703.

Kepler, his solution of the phenomenon of our see-

ing objects erect by inverted images, 153 b, 154

a; noticed, 177 H, 217 b.

Kinds, the distribution of things into, the work

not of nature, but of man , 364 a.

Kindness, nature of gratitude for, 562 ;
influence

of on society, 566.
.

Knowledge, unaccountable, 327 11 ; the objects of,

(in Sense and Consciousness,) at first given in

complexity, 347 b, 367 b, 376 a, 418 a, 420 a;

the Leibnitzian distinction of, into Intuitive and

Symbolical, 300 H, 412 II ; meaning given to the

term, 415, 426 ; distinguished by Locke from

Judgment, 415 b, 426; civilising influence of

530 ; Desire of, or Curiosity, 554-557, see Desires.

Kopp, referred to, 683 H.

Labour, as an instance of power, 529; free, in-

justice of infringements on, 65*<.

Laertius, referred to, 102 a, 259 H, 683 H.

Langenbeck, referred to, 181 H.

Language, on the origin, progress, and theory of,

70-72; imperfection of, an impediment to the

study of mind, 98, 99 ; natural, considered, 117-

119 121, 664, 665; natural and artificial, dis-

tinguished, 117, 664; the latter supposes the

former, 117, 118; natural to man, 245 H ; simi-

larity of structure in languages indicative of com-

mon principles of thought, 229, 233, 238, 440,

441 ; application of, to conceptions, 364, 365

;

fallacies arising from the defects and abuse of,

474; structure of, as illustrating the notion of

active power, 515-517, 605, 606 ; exceptions to sys-

tematic regularity accounted for, 515, 516 ; treat-

ment of, in Aristotle's Logic, 085, 691, 602.
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La Place, referred to, 702 H.
Laromiguiere. referred to, 273 II.

Latent Heat, Dr Black's doctrine of, 42 b, 44 b, 45 a.

Latent Modifications of Mind, 308 H, 551 H.
Lauder, (William,) editor of Poetarum Scotorum

Musk. Sacrce, 36 11.

Lauraguais, (Comte de,) 43 a.

Law, (Edmund,) referred to, 274 H.
Law, conditions necessary to the being subject to,

586 b.

Law of Nature and of Nations, this name given by
Cicero to Moral Duty, 645 a.

Laws of Nature, can neither act nor be acted upon,
66; improperly called causes, 73 b, 607 a; their

character, 157, 159, 163, 261; belong to Mind
as well as to Matter, 157; ignorance of, the
source of errors often ascribed to the fallacy

of the senses, 337, 338; our knowledge of, rests

upon probable evidence, 484 ; end and limits of

the study of, 526, 527; divided into Physical and
Moral, 628.

Leibnitz, applauded Aristotle's definition of Mo-
tion, 220 H ; his theory of perception, 263 H,
264 II ; adopted Amauld's theory of ideas, 297
H ; his system of Monads and Pre-established

Harmony, 307, 308, 309 H, 323 b, 526 a; his

controversy with Clarke, 307 a, 610 H; his

distinction of Perception and Apperception, 308,
compare 222 II ; his doctrine of latent modifica-
tions of mind, 308 H, 551 H ; first enounced cri-

terion of Necessity as distinguishing native from
adventitious judgments, 323 H; his argument
against Locke's doctrine of Personal Identity, 351
H ; his distinction of Intuitive and Symbolical
Knowledge, 360 H, 412 H ; his theory of the
Train of Thought, 382 a; quoted on the compari-
son of motives to the weights of a balance, 610
H ; as rejecting the phenomenon of a sense of

liberty, 617 H ; his principle of the Sufficient

Reason examined, 024-626
;
quoted in regard to

the signification of Motives, 625 II ; his measure
of Force, 718 ; referred to, 266 II, 273 II, 300 11,

406 H.
Leidenfrost, (Professor,) quoted in reference to a

peculiar case of restored vision, 158 H.
Leiss, (Thomas,) founder of a chaplainry in Glas-

gow, 727 H.
Leucippus, held the soul to consist of spherical

atoms, 203 II.

Levesque de Pouilly, referred to, 312 a.

Liberty, (Moral,) the fact of liberty inconceivable,

but not therefore false, 88 11,599 H, 602 II, 611
H, 624 II; a first principle, 446, 447 ; Essay on,

599-636; notion of, 599-602; defined, 599 a; Pla-

tonic definition of, 599 H ; various meanings of

the word, 601 b and H; Liberty of exercise and
Liberty of specification distinguished , 607 H ;

its consistency with government maintained,
613-616 ; arguments in favour of the existence

of, 616-624; 1. We have a natural conviction

that we act freely, 616-620 ; 2. We are moral
and accountable beings, 620-622; 3. We are able

to carry out a pre-determined system of action,

622-624 ; the ratio essendi of Morality, 624 H
;

arguments for Necessity considered in relation to,

624-632 ; see Necessity.
Light, 132 sq.; see Seeing.
Linnaeus, noticed, 48, 49, 116 H, 334 a, 505 b.

Liveliness, as a quality of conceptions, 365.

Locke, his theory of Personal Identity considered,
100 b, 350-353 ; his definition of Knowledge criti-

cised, 107, 426, 435
;
quoted as to the extent of

Man's dominion in the worlds of Mind and
Matter, 128 a, 367 a ; his doctrine of Primary
and Secondary Qualities discussed, 131, 139, 141,
313-318, 499 ; was not the inventor of the terms
by which this distinction is expressed, 141 H

;

misinterpreted by Reid, 205 b and H ; Keid's
strictures on his classification of ideas censured,
208 H, 290 II ; his doctrine concerning Defini-

tion, 220 a and H, 690 b and H; his use of the

term sensation, 208 II , 290 H, 317 II
;
percep-

tion, 222 H ; idea, 224 b, 225 a, 220 a, 265 II,

267 a, 300 a, 360 a ; confounds Reflection with

Consciousness, 239 b, 420 b and II
;
quoted, 240

b ; his hypothesis, that in Perception images of

external things are conveyed to the brain, ex-

amined, 256, 257 ; his theory of Perception dis-

cussed, 275-2^0 ; not entitled to praise for preci-

sion, 275 II ; first naturalised the word idea in

English, in its Cartesian extension, 275 H, 360
II ; inconsistency of his doctrines on ideas, 277,

278 ; his speculation on the creation of matter,

286 ; derived all our knowledge from experience,

294 H, 465 H, compare 519 H ; his account of

the origin of our ideas, 294 ;
paradoxes of, 306

b ; his criterion of Truth, 328 a ; his account of

the origin of our idea of duration considered,

346-350 ; anticipated by the Schoolmen in re-

gard to the sources of knowledge, 346 II ; his

theory ofmemory considered, 355-356 ; confounds
Perception with Conception, 361 b, 362 a ; mis-

take of in regard to the origin of our complex
ideas, 376 a ; referred to on the Association of

Ideas, 387 b; his nominal and real essence,

392 b, 404 b, 691 H; doctrines of, regarding

Abstraction, 406-409; a conceptualist, 406; his

distinction between Knowledge and Judgment,
415, 426 : calls Consciousness an internal sense,

419 b, 421 b ; views of, on First Principles, 435

a, 465-467; anticipated the Berkeleian idealism,

464 H ; his opinion that morals might be made
a demonstrative science considered, 478-480; his

account of our idea of power criticised, 518-520,

522, 523 ; did not invent the phrase passive

power, 519 H; his definition of volition, 531;
his so-called Predicables, 687 a ; his three Cate-

gories, 6S8 a ; casually noticed, 101 b, 103 b, 109

b, 126 b, 132 a, 137 b, 140, 204 b, 207 b, 217 b,

218 a, 231 a, 254 a, 263, 270 b, 293 a, 295 a,

299 a, 322 a, 341 a, 397 a, 445 a, 454, 455, 464 a,

468, 473 b, 474 b, 495 a, 513, 670 b.

Logic, the nature and limits of logical definition,

219, 220 ; logical axioms, 452 a ; Aristotle's, Brief
Account of, 681-714; see Aristotle; a formal

science, and not an instrument of discovery, 695

H, 698 H, 701 H ; supposes an abstraction from

all consideration of the matter of thought, 695

H, 698 H, 701 H ; the science of the laws of

thought as thought, 698 II ; reflections on the

utility of, 708-711 ; and on the means of its im-
provement, 711-713 ; ought not to be taught too

early, 711 a.

Longinus, quotes " Let there be light," &c, as an
example of the Sublime, 496 a.

Love, the Affection of, 563, 504.

Lucian, referred to, 602 H.
Lucretius, referred to in explanation of the Epi-<

curean doctrine of films, 204 b, 209 a.

Luther, noticed, 268 b.

Maclaukw, his defence of Newton against a
charge of mysticism, 21 ; noticed, 546 b.

Madmen, wherein distinguished from the sane,

533, 534.

Madness, nature of, explained, 50 b.

Magendie, referred to, 181 II.

Magnanimity, delineation of, by Aristotle, 592 II.

Magnitude, real and apparent, distinguished,

303 b.

Malebranche, his doctrine of Primary and Second-
ary Qualities, 123 a, 131, 141, 142 ; took this

distinction more precisely than Descartes, or

any previous philosopher, 142 II, 265 II ; his

theory of Perception, 204, 225, 204, 200, 273,

295, 309 ; no analogy between it and the Pla-

tonic, 204 II, 264 II ; developed the doctitine

of divine assistance, 265 II ; his controversy with

Arnauld, 295 ; not a Jesuit, as Reid states, 266

H ; his merits as a writer, 266 II ; wrote against

the Peripatetic doctrine of sensible species, 268

a; rested the existence of an external world
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on the authority of revelation, 281, 280, 464;
held that we may have knowledge without ideas,

288 b ; would have been an idealist if he had
not been a Catholic, 358 H ; his theory of Causa-
tion, 620 II ; casually noticed, 80 b, 100 b, 101 b,

109 b, 126 b, 182 a. 207 If, 217 b, 231 a, 275 b,

288 b, 300 b and H, 306 a, 358, 434 b, 445 a,

468 a, 528 b.

Malevolent Affections, see Affections.

Man, by nature, a social animal, 231), 244 b and 11

;

an imitative animal, 3S4 a, 548 a ; improvable
nature of, 529,530.

Manifest and occult qualities, 322 a.

Manilius, quoted, 221 II.

Manufactures, the spirit of, opposed to that of

education, 578 II.

Mariotte, his discovery of the insensible part of

the retina, and theory regarding the choroid,

162 II, 168 b; referred to, 177 H.
Material "World, see "World.
Materialism, Priestley's system of, 52; suggested
argument in favour of, 210 H ; tho doctrine of
Necessity in connection with, 635 b.

Mathematics, sophistry excluded from, 219 ; sim-
plicity of, 219 H, 701 II ; compared with mental
science, 241 ; mathematical Demonstration, in-

capacity of some minds to perceive, 366 ; illus-

trative of a science based on first principles, 436 ;

mathematical Axioms, as first principles of ne-

cessary truths, 452, 453 ; mathematical Reason-
ing, classed as demonstrative, 477 ; cited to

disprove the theory that impossibilities cannot
be conceived, 378 ; considered as an exercise of

reason, 701 b and II ; as a mental discipline,

701 H, 709 b and H, 710 a and H.
Matter, acts only by being acted upon, 221 ; Aris-

totle's theory of, 269, 270 ; as a subject of quali-

ties, 322; divisibility of, 322, 324; opinions of an-

cient philosophers as to the formation of, 370,371.

Maupertuis, referred to, 340 H, 461 a.

Maxims, Locke's opinions on, considered, 465-467.

.See Principles.

Mayne, (Robert,) Professor of Logic and Medicine
in Glasgow, 730 H.

Mayne, (Zachary,) referred to, 291 H.
Mayo, referred to, 181 H.
Mechanical Principles of Action, (to wit, Instinct,

Habit,) 545, 551 ;
produce their effect without

any will or intention on our part, 579 b.

Meckel, referred to, 181 H.
Melancholy, characteristics of, 576. (/' 0<*

Memory, distinguished from Perception, 198, 298,

329 ; defined, an immediate knowledge of things

past, 106, 339 a, 351 b ; this definition criticised,

278 H, 329 H, 339 H, 351 H ; on, in general,

339-360 ; implies a belief of that which we remem-
ber, 340, 444 b, 445 a, see Belief; a conception

and belief of past duration, 340, see Duration;
a conviction of our own existence at the time the
thing happened, 340 b, 445 b, see Identity

;

an original faculty, 340-342 ; compared with
prescience, 341, 342, 631 ; with reference to

duration, 342-344; with reference to identity,

344-346 ; with reference to Locke's views of dura-
tion and identity, 346-353 ; theories concerning,
353-360 ; the Peripatetic, 353-355 ; Locke's, 355,

356 ; Hume's, 356-359 ; Aristotle's distinction

between Memory and Reminiscence considered,

359, 360 ; the testimony of, on a different footing

from that of simple Consciousness, 444 H.
Metaphor, origin and use of, 395, 396, 497.

Metaphysics, not to be confounded with Natural
Philosophy, 58 a : vulgar prejudices against

philosophy launched against the expression, 104

a ; metaphysical Axioms or First Principles

stated and indicated, 454-461 ; as to existence

of body and mind, 454, 455; as to a first

cause, 455-457 ; as to intelligence in cause being
inferrible from marks in the effect, 457-461

;

metaphysical Reasoning, classed as demonstra-
tive, 477.

Microscope, 193 a, 194 b.

Middle Term, the, of a syllogism, discovery of,

OK.
Milton, quoted in illustration of the Sublime, 496.

Mind, on the importance of the study of, 97 ; can
only be studied in one way, by observation and
Experiment, 97, 98 ; impediments to our know-
ledge of, 98, 99 ; anatomy of the Mind com-
pared with anatomy of the Body, 9S a ; diffi-

culty of procuring extensive data, 98 b ; dilli-

culty of separating the original phenomena
from those created by art, 99 a ; the systems of

Descartes, Malcbranche, and Locke, considered,
99-101 ; of Berkeley and Hume, 101-103 ; the
existence of mind inferred from thought, but
impossible to shew how, 110 b ; in sensations,

is the mind active or passive? 114, 115 ; opera-

tions of, two ways of treating, 201 ; names of

mental operations borrowed from sensible

images, 202 b ; the philosophy of, one of the great

branches of human knowledge, 216, 217: dignity

of its object, 217 a and H ;
prejudices against

the study of, 217 b ; is the root of the other
sciences, 218 b ; simple operations of, cannot
be defined, 220, 360 ; succedaneum for a defini-

tion of, 220, 221 ; operations, powers, and
faculties of, what understood by, 221 ; things
in the mind, and things external to it, dis-

tinguished, 221, 222 ; to perceive, remember,
be conscious, &c, operations of, 222 ; the exist-

tence of, a first principle, 232, 454, 455 ; opera-
tions of, distinguished from their objects, 233 ;

proper means of studying, 238-240 ; to wit,
attention to the structure of language, 238 b

;

attention to the course of human actions and
conduct, 239 a ; attentive reflection upon the
operations themselves, 239 b, 240 a ; difficulty

of the study, and its causes, 240, 241 ; this diffi-

culty accounts for the slow advance of mental
science, 241 ; and for the paradoxes into which
philosophers are apt to run, 241, 243; powers
of, divided into those of the Understanding and
those of the Will, 242 a and H, 511 a and II ;

not really separable from each other, 242 b and
H, 537 a ; why the division into Simple Ap-
prehension, Judgment, and Reasoning, not
adopted, 242, 243 ; social operations of, as op-
posed to solitary, 244 ; erroneous classification

of the former, ib. ; not to be placed at the centre

of the sensitive organism, 248 H, 320 H ; our
notion of, merely relative, 513 b ; improvability

of, 530 ; operations of, which may be called

voluntary, 537-541.

Modality of propositions, the Aristotelian doctrine
of, 702, 703 ; a metaphysical, not a logical, affec-

tion, 702 H.
Modes of mind, meaning of the phrase in the Car-

tesian philosophy, 295 H.
Molina, his theory of the Divine Knowledge,
632 H.

Molyneux, urged Locke to compose a system of

morals, 478 ; referred to, 177 H.
Monads, Leibnitz's system of, explained, 307, 308,

526 a.

Monboddo, (Lord,) referred to, 58 b, 70 b, 77 b,

684 H.
Money, nature of the desire of, 557.

Moor, (Dr James,) notice of, 10, 37 a.

Montaigne, referred to, 571 H.
Moral Agents, Essay on the Liberty of, 599-636

;

see Liberty; consideration whether inanimate
objects may have to each other the same rela-

tion as, 077, 678.

Moral Approbation (and Disapprobation), see Ap-
probation.

Moral Axioms, specimens of, 453 b, 454 a.

Moral Evil, the permission of, considered in rela-

tion to liberty and necessity, 632-636.

Moral Government, distinguished from mechanical,
613, 614.

Moral Liberty, see Liberty.
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Moral Obligation, see Duty.
Moral Sense, proper sphere of, 51 a ; examination

of, and comparison with the external senses,
589-592; of Reid and Stewart, corresponds to

the Practical Season of Kant, 592 H.
Morals, on the doctrine of Necessity in relation

to, 50-52; Essay on, 637-679; first principles of,

637-640 ; relating to virtue in general, 637 ; to

particular branches of virtue, 638, 639 ; to the
comparison of virtues where they seem to clash,

639, 640 ; the evidence of these principles com-
pared with that of mathematical axioms, 640 ;

systems of, considered, 640-643 ; morality im-

provable by instruction, 640, 641 ; the ancient

moralists, 641 ; influence of Christianity, 641-

642 ; extensive application of moral principles,

642 a : the Theory of, what, 642, 643, 646 ; dis-

tinguished from Natural Jurisprudence, 643

;

whether an action deserving approbation must
be done in the belief of its being morally good,
646-651 ; the conscience approving, disapproving,

or neuter, 646, 647 ; obligation to take all pains

to consider the morality of an action, 647 ;

Hume's opinion combated, 648-650
;
general de-

ductions, 650, 651 ; Hume's philosophy concern-
ing, examined, 651, 652,

Morality, whether it be capable of demonstration
considered, 478-481 ; Locke's opinion, 478-480 ;

necessity of first principles, limits of what may
be demonstrated, 480, 481 ; existence of, depend-
ent on the operation of the will, 542 ; variety of

the opinions on, 587 b.

More, (Dr Henry,) noticed, 461 a, 473 b.

Motion, laws of, 54, 56 ; on the accelerated motion
of falling bodies, 61 ; absolute, not an object of
sense, 336 ; of the body, an immediate effect of

human power, 527, 528.

Motive, remarks on Dr Crombie's use of the word,
87, 88 ; called an end or final cause, 608 H.

Motives, the influence of, examined, 66, 608-613
;

distinguished from efficient causes, 608, 609 ; ac-

tion influenced by motives, yet still free— criticism

of this distinction, 608 H, 609 H ; deliberate ac-

tion may be done without motive, 609
;
power of

resisting, 610
;
grades of strength in, and com-

petition among them, 610-612; animal and ra-

tional motives, 611 ; reasoning from motive to
action, 612 ; resistance to motives distinguished
from caprice, 612; influence of reward and
punishment, 612, 613; influences of, upon the
will, 533-536. Sec Will.

Mueller, (Johannes,) the physiologist, referred to,

164 H, 166 H, 181 H.
Mueller, (Johann von,) the historian, his eulogy

of Aristotle, 681 H.
Muscular motion, nature of, 528 ; correlative,

connected with correlative nerves, 152 H.
Musschenbroek, referred to, 177 H.
Mystics, doctrines of the, 264.

Napier, (Professor,) his paper on the Baconian
Philosophy referred to, 13 H.

Nations, Law of, systems of, considered, 643-645.
Natural Jurisprudence, systems of, considered, 643-

645.

Natural Language, see Language.
Natural Philosophy, conjectures and hypotheses

to be excluded from, 56, 57; analytical and
synthetical parts of, 57 ; the meaning of the
word Cause, when used in, 57, 58; Efficient
Causes not within the sphere of, 58 a, 527 a

;

not to be confounded with Metaphysics, 58 a
;

the progress of, in modern times, illustrates the
importance of a science being based upon self-

evident principles, 219 a, 231 a, 241 b, 436, 437,
525 ; the first principles of, from mathematical
axioms, 231 a, 436 a ; the object of, 527 a.

Natural rights, enumeration of, 656.
Nature, the works of, superior to those of men,

103 a, 472 a ; our belief in the uniformity of,

an original and instinctive principle, 197-199. 451,

452; this belief called by Reid the Inductive
Principle, 199 ; wider and narrower meanings
of the term, 216 H,628 H; judgments of, what,
416 a ; how the phenomena of, should be inter-
preted, 472 ; taste described as the power of re-

lishing the beauties of, 490 a ; employment of the
term, 522 ; efficient causes of the phenomena
of, 525-527 ; Laws of, see Laws of Nature.

Necessary Truths, first principles of, 452-461 ; see
Principles.

Necessary Propositions, incapable of proof from
experience, 323 II , 445 b, 521 b, 524 b.

Necessity, doctrine of, in relation to morals,
50-52 ; the employment of the phrase Philoso-
phical Necessity censured, 82; two schemes
of, 87 II ; the counter-schemes of Liberty
and Necessity mutually contradictory, 88 II,

599 II, 602 II, 628 II; unpublished Remarks
on, by Dr Reid, 88 H ; notion of, in relation to
Moral Liberty, 600 b ; involved in determination
by motives, 611 H ; doctrine of, subversive
of religion, 617 H ; examination of arguments
in favour of, derived from doctrine of determin-
ism, 624-628; from the presumed hurtfulness
of liberty, 629 a ; from the prescience of the
Deity, 629-632 ; from the permission of evil,

632-636.

Nerves, description of, 247 b ; various theories
concerning, 179, 249; Hartley's theory of ner-
vous vibrations combated, 249, 253.

Newton, (Sir Isaac,) on the axioms and definitions

contained in his Principia, 54-56, 716 b ; his

conception of Natural Philosophy, 57, 527 ; his
theory of an elastic ether, 58, 249 ; anecdotes
illustrating the question of his descent from a
Scottish family, (53. 64, 89-91 ; his reguke phllo-
sophandi, 97, 236, 251, 271, 436, 467; attempted,
from the colour of bodies, to discover the size

of their constituent parts, 115 b, 334 a ; lii-i

query on single vision, 166, 180 ; his conjecture
that all the phaenomena of the material world
are produced by attracting and repelling forces,

154 b, 206 b, 471 b ; followed Bacon's rules of
inductive reasoning, 200 a, 712 b ; held species
to exist in the sensorium, 210, 255, 273 ; his

rejection of hypotheses, 236 b, 250 a, 526 b ; his

query concerning the nerves, 249 ; spoke of

space as the sensorium of the Deity, 255 b ; his

theory concerning time and space, 343 ; on uni-
versal properties of matter, 435, 436 ; casually
noticed, 113 b, 132 b, 207, 217 b, 241 b, 249 b,

251, 256, 301 a, 307 a, 321 a, 497 a, 520, 537,
626 a, 701 b.

Nomenclature, utility of, 401, 402.

Nominalism and Conceptualism, 406; controversy
of, founded on ambiguity of terras, 412 H.

Nonius Marcellus, referred to, 422 H.
Norris, (John,) his arguments to shew that ma-

terial things cannot be perceived immediately,
266, 300 ; thought that at best, the existence of
this material world is only probable, 281 a, 464
a ; noticed, 275 b, 287 a, 291 H, 468.

Novelty, as an object of taste, 493, 494.

Nous, equivalent to Reason, as the governing

principle of action, 536 b ; corresponds to

what Reid has called Common Sense, 550 H.
Notion, meaning of the word, 64 b, 279, 289, 360

;

proper use of, 291 H, 360 H.
Notions, general, observations on the names given

to, 403-405
;
positive and negative, distinction

of, 323 H ; all positive notions relative, ib.
;

first and second, distinction of, 687 H.
Number, nature of, 342 b.

Object, improperly usedas a synonym for purpose,

end or aim, 97*11, 583 II; proper use of the

term, 97 H, 221 H ; necessary to the exertion
of the will, 531, 532.

Objects, external, perception of, see Perception

;

distinguished from the operations of the mind,
292 b.
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Obligation, Moral, see Duty.
Occam, his Nominalism, 406 a ; really a Concept-

ualise 406 H.
Occult qualities, 321, 322.

Offspring, love of, nature and characteristics of,

560-562.

Operation, act, energy, terms opposed to faculty,
221 H, compare 515 H.

Opinion, formation of, necessary to the existence
of truth or falsehood, 361 ; meanings in which
the term used, 426 ; legitimate influence of
authority in matters of, 450, 451 ; in connection
with affection, 567; the influence of, on the
animal principles of action, 577-579.

Optic nerve, 156 b, 162 a, 179; decussation of,

181 H.
Organs of sense, 245-247 ; not in their own nature

necessary to perception, 246 ; not to be con-
founded with the being that perceives, 246 ; no
object perceived except by impression on the
organs, 247 ; conveyance of impressions to the
nerves and brain, 247, 248.

Organon, of Aristotle, account of, 681-714 ; con-
trasted with that of Bacon, 712 H.

Oswald, (Dr,) noticed, 27 b, 468 b.

Ought, meaning of the term, 589 a.

Pactum, definition of, in the Civil Law, 663 a.

Pain, iu relation to sensation and perception, 319
;

distinguished from its cause, 319, 320 ; nature of
compassion with, 562-563.

Painter, abstracts with regard to visible objects, 135.
Painting, analogy of, with conceptions, 362, 304,

see Conception.
Panspermia of the Ionics, analogy of an opinion of

Reid's to, 53 H.
Pappus, noticed, 241.

Parcimony, law of, 236 H.
Parental affection, characteristics and nature of,

560-562.

Parmenides, referred to, 203 H.
Parr, (Dr,) referred to, 287 H.
Pascal, quoted, 209 H, 636 H ; referred to, 220 H.
Passion, moral and civil responsibility for acts of,

considered, 50 ; effect of, on judgment, 419 a

;

influence of, as a moving cause, 533, 534; as
popularly distinguished from Reason, 535 ; on,
in general, 571-575 ; meaning of the word, 571

;

effects of, on the body and mind, ib. ; various
meanings attached to the word by the Ancients,
ib. ; by Hume and Hutcheson, 571, 572; differs

from the Affections and Desires not in kind, but
in degree, 572, 558 ; makes us liable to strong
temptations, 572, 573 ; leads to good as well as
to evil, 573, 574 ; the involuntary effects of, good
and useful, 574, 575.

Passion, as opposed to action, 515, 603.

Passive Power, authority for the use of the phrase

;

Reid's objections to it founded on error, 519 H.
Paterculus, quoted, 600 H.
Pearce, his edition of Cicero's Offices referred to,

649 H.
Percept, propriety of the term, 356 H.
Perception, the term used by Descartes, Locke, and
Hume, convertibly with consciousness, 222 b and
H, 227 a and H ; ambiguous use of, 279 H, 356
H : Reid's limitation of, 280 H.

Perception, on, in general, 182-188, 258-260; dis-

tinguished from Sensation, 182, 186, 310, sq.

;

principle of this distinction : Perception the ob-
jective, Sensation the subjective, element, each
always in the inverse ratio of the other, 182 II,

313 H, 319 H; distinguished from Imagination,
183 a and H, 222 a ; from Memory, 183 a, 222
a, 339, 340 ; implies a conception of the object
perceived, and h Belief of its present exist-
ence, 183, 258 ; this belief irresistible, 183,
184, 258, 259; and immediate, 185 a, 259,
260 ; our perceptions divided into Original (or

Natural) and Acquired, 184. 185, 331 ; the
latter more numerous than the former, 185 a,

331 a; involves no exercise of reason, 185;
relation of, to Common Understanding and
Science, 185, 186; our perception of objects tho
result of a train of operations, of whose nature
and connection we are ignorant, 186-188; the
true object of, immediate, 186 H, 247 H, 299 II,

301 H, 303 H, 304 H, 305 U ; analogous to Tes-
timony, 194-201 ; abnormal perception, 246 II ;

opinions of philosophers concerniug, 262-298

;

general remarks, 262-264 ; Malebranche's theory,
264-267; opinion of the Peripatetics, 267, 288;
of the Cartesians, 267-275 ; of Locke, 275-280 ; of
Berkeley, 280-292; of Hume, 292-295; of Ar-
nauld, 295-298; reflections on the common
theory of ideas, 298-306; argument against the
immediate perception of external objects, ex-
amined, 300-305 ; in perception does the object
act upon the mind, or the mind upon the ob-
ject? 301 ; Leibnitz's theory of, 307-309 ; objects
of, considered, 313-322 ; to wit, Primary and
Secondary Qualities, 313-318, see Qualities

;

States of our own Bodies, 319-321 ; Mechanical
Powers, &c, 321.

Peripatetics, (the,) their system of Species, 204, 225,
256, 262 ; their tendency to materialise mind,
205 ; held that all knowledge is derived originally
from the senses, 294 a ; their complaints of the
fallacy of the senses, 334 ; their theory of Me-
mory, 353 ;

gave to our general notions the
names of universals and predicables, 404 a ;

their division of Universals probably borrowed
from the Pythagoreans, 405 b: assumed a mul-
titude of first principles, 462 ; their use of induc-
tion, 462 H ; noticed, 141 a, 142 b, 234 b, 255,
313 b, 321 b, 361 a, 499 b, 646 a.

Persius, quoted, 557 H.
Person, the permanent subject of successive

thoughts, 345, 443, 444.
Personal Identity, see Identity.
Pfaff, (Chr. Matth.,) referred to, 293 H.
Phantasms, in the Peripatetic philosophy, 204, 225,

226, 262, 277 ; proper use of the term, 291 H.
Phantasy, Phansy, Fancy, 379 H; Peripatetic
theory of, 353.

Phenomena of nature, uniformity of, a first prin-
ciple of contingent truth, 451, 452; efficient
causes of, 625-527.

Philoponus, referred to, 242 H.
Philosophers, their notions concerning the Soul,

202 ; opinions of, about Perception, 262, 263 ;

about Universals, 405-412.
Philosophical Necessity , the phrase condemned, 82.
Philosophy, divided into that of the Body and that

of the Mind, 217.
Physical Philosophy, originally included sciences

of Mind as well as those of Matter, 216 H.
Picture, why it appears more natural to one eye
than to both, 190.

Pity, the Affection of, 562 b, 563 a.

Planets, speculations on their resemblance to this
world, 217 a, 236 b.

Plants, letter on the generation of, 53, 54.
Platner, referred to, 125 H.
Plato, his system of ideas, 203, 204, 225, 370, 371,

404, 405; his ideas probably not independent
of the divine mind, 204 H, 264 H, 370 11

;

his theory of perception, 204 H, 225 II, 246 11

262 H ; likened the mind to a tabula rasa, 263,
H ; his comparison of the cave, 255 a, 262, 263,
306 a, 326 b ; misapprehended by Reid, 255 II;

explained, 262 H ; his three eternal first princi-
ples, 264, 526, 607 ; held that the senses give us
no real knowledge, 334 a ; that demonstrative
evidence is to be found in abstract knowledge
only, 428 b ; compared the mind to a state or
commonwealth, 573 b ; not the author of the
Second Alcibiades, 583 H ; the Platonic defini-
tion of Liberty corresponds to that of Rei<i,
599 H ; his four cardinal virtues, 642 H ; his
definition of man, 714; noticed, 110 a, 116 II,
203 H.
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Platonists, their notion of the soul, 203 a and H ;

their theory of sensible perception, 204 II, 225 II,

262 H ; casually noticed, 270 a, 353 b, 431, 471.
Playfair, (Professor,) noticed, 30 b.

Pleasure, defined as the reflex of unimpeded
energy, 579 H.

Plotinus, held the human soul to be an emanation
from the Anima Mundi, 203 H ; his work over-
looked by philosophers, 262 H.

Plutarch, referred to, 683 H.
Pneumatology, a name given to the Philosophy

of Mind, 217 a.

Poetry, the train of thought evolved in, con-
sidered, 3S5, 386.

Politics, nature of the science of, 591 b.
Polybius, called History the mother city of Philo-

sophy, 218 H.
Pomponius Marcellus, noticed, 400 b.

Pope, quoted, 28 a, 31 b, 422 b, 497 a.

Porphyry, the Isagoge of, described, 683 ; on Uni-
versal^ 406 a ; referred to, 263 H.

Porta, (Baptista,) noticed, 163 b.

Porterfield, (Dr,) on the direction of visible objects,

158, 160 b ; his account of Single and Double
Vision, 163 b, 169 a, 176 sq. ; noticed, 172 a, 301.

Port-Royal Logicians, referred to, 220 H.
Possibility, conception as a test of, considered,

376-379, 411.

Power, Dr Gregory's remarks on, critcised, 80, 81

;

what meant by the phrase powers of the mind,
221 ; the possession of power over our own
actions, a first principle, 446, 447 ; Active, the
notion of, 512-518 ; cannot be defined, 512 ; is

not an object of the external senses, nor even of
consciousness, 512, 513, compare, 446 b ; our
conception of it relative, not direct, 513, 514; is

a quality, 514 ; a quality with a contrary, 514 ;

arguments to prove that all men have the
notion : 1. Many things can be affirmed or
denied concerning it with understanding, 514 ;

2. Many things are so related to it, that we can
have no notion of them if we have none of
power, 515 J 3. In the structure of all languages
the distinction of action and passion is recog-
nised, 515-517; 4. Many operations of mind im-
ply a belief of active power in ourselves and
others, 517 ; 5. The desire of power is one of the
strongest passions of human nature, 517, 518

;

Locke's account of our idea of, 518-520 ; his dis-
tinction of Active and Passive power contro-
verted, 519 ; Sensation and Reflection not, as
he supposes, the exclusive sources of the idea,
519, 520 ; Hume's opinion, that we have no
idea of, criticised, 520-522 ; whether beings that
have no will nor understanding may have active
power, 522-525 ; little light on this question to
be derived from attention to the course of na-
tural events, 522 b ; if Locke's opinion correct,
there can be no active power without will, 522,
523 ; consciousness of free-will and responsibility
in all minds, 523-524 ; origin of notions of effici-

ent cause and active power, 524, 525, 604 ; effici-

ent causes of the phenomena of nature consider-
ed in reference to, 525-527 ; power ascribed only
popularly to such phenomena, 525 ; indefinite
application of the word cause, 526 ; hopelessness
of inquiry into primary causes, 526-527; the
extent of human power, 527-530 ; to be esti-

mated by the effect which it is able to produce,
527 ; immediate effects, 527-529 ; remote effects
529, 530.

Power, the Desire of, one of the strongest passions
of human nature, 517, 518 ; explained and illus-

trated, 554-556.

Powers, mental, classification of, 221 H, 242 a,
511 H ; Intellectual, Essays on the, 213 sq. ;

Active, Essays on the, 512 sq.
Predetermination, theory of, 632 H.
Predicable, meaning of the term, 390 ; distin-

guished from attribute, 390 H.
Predicables, the five, 395 b, 405 b, 685-087 ; Por-

phyry's treatise on the, 683 ; Reid's mistake as
to the nature of, 687 H.

Prejudices, as the causes of error, discussed, 468-

475 ; Bacon's division of, into four classes 469 :

Idola tribus—those common to the whole hu-
man species, 469-473 ; undue regard to autho-
rity, 469; disposition to measure things un-
known by things known, 470 ; love of simpli-
city, 470-472 ; misapplication of the power of

invention to purposes for which it is incompe-
tent, 472 ; tendency to rush into extremes, 472,
473 ; Idola specus—peculiarities of training,
profession, or character, 473, 474 ; Idola fori—
imperfections and abuse of language, 474 ; Idola
theatri—false systems, 174, 475.

Premises in reasoning described, 475.

Prescience, Divine, difficulty of reconciling with
liberty, 341, 342, 342 H ; compared with me-
mory, 342 a, 631 b ; arguments in favour of

necessity from, 629-632 ; reconciliation of the
permission of evil to, 632-636.

Present, with reference to time, meaning of the
word, 348 ; tense, in verbs, nature of, 348 a.

Presently, altered use of this adverb, 96 H.
Prevost, (M., of Geneva,) referred to, 14 b.

Price, (Dr,) opposed Locke's account of the origin

of our ideas, 347 a, 495 a ; quoted on conceiv-

ability as the criterion of possibility, 377 a ;

noticed, 217 b, 498 b, 581 a.

Pride, characteristics of, 576.

Priestley, (Dr,) his objections to Reid's philosophy
considered, 23-25 ; seems substantially to agree
with him on the doctrine of Common Sense, 27
a; strictures on his Examination, <&c, by Dr
Campbell, 37, 38 ; on his materialism, 52 ; his

employment of the expressions Philosophical
Necessity, Necessarians, criticised, 82 ; held
that all knowledge is originally derived from
the senses, 294 ;

quoted on the meaning of the
term sense, 421 b ; of common sense, 425 a; his

definition of judgment, 434 a; acknowledges
that men have a conviction of some active power
in themselves, 604 a ; his notion of cause, 604 i>,

608 a, 627 a ; his argument against the know-
ledge of contingent events examined, 630; re-

ferred to or quoted, 58 b, 87 b, 197 H, 198 H,
208 H, 282 H, 468 b, 616 H, 618 a, 635 b.

Primary and Secondary Qualities, see Qualities.

Principles, (First,) do not need, nor admit of, proof,

230 a ; are the foundation of all reasoning and
science, 230 b, 637 a ; in Mathematics, 230 b

;

in Natural Philosophy, 231 a ; those taken
for granted (by Reid) in treating of the mind,
231-234; on, in general, 434-441; of our judg-
ments, some are intuitive, others founded on
argument, 434 a, 712 b; the former called

axioms, first principles, principles of com-
mon sense, common notions, self-evident truths,

434 b ; differences of opinion as to what are,

and what are not, 434, 435 ; all knowledge got
by reasoning founded on, 435; some yield certain,

others probable, conclusions, 435, 436 ; advan-
tage of ascertaining, in the various branches
of knowledge, 436, 437; when first principles

denied, common sense the only reference, 437,
438 ; may be judged of by all men, 438 ; opin-

ions which contradict them not only false but
absuid, 438, 439 ; methods by which they may
receive support from reasoning, 439-441 ; First

Principlesof ContingentTruths, 441-452 ; to wit,

that everything of which one is conscious ex-
ists, 442, 443 ; that the thoughts of which one
is conscious are those of self, 443, 444 ; that
things distinctly remembered really happened,
444, 445 ; our own identity, so far back as

memory goes, 445 ; that things distinctly per-

ceived by the senses, really exist, 445, 446;
that we have some power over our actions, and
the determinations of our will, 446, 447 ; that the
natural faculties, by which we distinguish truth

from error, arenot fallacious, 447, 448 ; that there
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is life and intelligence in those we converse with,

448, 449 ; that features, sounds, gestures, indi-

cate thoughts and dispositions, 449, 450 ; that a
certain regard is due to testimony in matters of

fact, and even to authority in matters of opinion,

450-457; that there are events depending on
maa'a will, in which there is a certain probability,

451 ; that, in the phaenomena of nature, what is

to be, will probably be like what has been, 451,

452 ; First Principles of Necessary Truths, 452-

461; Grammatical, 452; Logical, ib. ; Mathe-
matical, 452, 453 ; in matters of Taste, 453 ; in

Morals, 453, 454; Metaphysical, 454-461 ; opi-

nions, ancient and modern, about, 462-468

;

specially, of the Peripatetics, 462 ; of Descartes
and his followers, 463, 465 ; of Locke, 465-467

;

of Burner, 467, 468.

Priscianus Lydus referred to, anonymously, 262 II.

Probable Reasoning, see Reasoning.
Probability, exists in relation to events depending
on human will, 451 a; Hume's reference of all

knowledge to, examined, 484-489.

Professor, the term originally convertible with
Magister and Doctor, 724 H.

Promises, Hume's doctrine regarding, contro-
verted, 663-670.

Pronunciation, how acquired, 550.

Property, origin and division of, 657-659.

Propositions, nature of, 414 a, 671 b ; what, ac-

cording to Aristotle, 692, 693 ; conversion of,

693, 694.

Proprium, as a Predicable, 686.

Protagoras and Buathlus, story of, 704 b.

Psychology, proper term for the Philosophy of

Mind, 217 H.
Public Spirit, the Affection of, 564.

Punishments, influence of, in connection with
motives, 612, 613.

Purkinje, referred to, 169 H.
Purpose, a voluntary operation of mind, 539

;

particular and general, distinguished, 539, 540.

Pyrrho the Elean, noticed, 102, 259 H, 438 b.

Pythagoras, noticed, 225 a, 241, 262 a, 264 a.

Pythagoreans, (the,) their views regarding a First

Cause, 370 ; their supposed theory of ideas, 225
a, 270 a, 370 a, 404 a, 405 b, 429 a, 430 a, 431 b ;

of perception, 255 a, 306 a ; their views regard-
ing a First Cause, 370 ; compared the mind to

a state or commonwealth, 573 b ; the so-called

Pythagorean fragments, spurious, 225 H, 405
H, 540 H, 573 H, 588 H, 686 H ; uncertainty

of our knowledge regarding the Pythagorean
School, 573 H ; referred to, 203 H, 462 a, 471,

607 a, 686 a.

Qualities (in general,) every quality supposes a
subject, 232,322, 454, 455; Manifest and Occult,
distinguished, 322 a ; in relation to general con-
ceptions, 395; effect of observing the connection
between latent and sensible, in improving the
senses, 333 b, 334 a.

Qualities, Primary and Secondary, the distinction

of, 123 a, 131a and II, 141 b and H, 142 H;
the terms not invented by Locke, 141 H, 316 H

;

on, in general, 313-318 ; foundation of the dis-

tinction, 313, 314 ; reduced to a higher principle,

313 H ; opinion of the vulgar regarding, 315,
316; opinions of philosophers regarding, 316-318

;

specially of the Atomists, 316 a ; of Aristotle,

316 b; of Descartes and Locke, 316-318; of

Berkeley, 318 ; the distinction how far available

against idealism, 318 H.
Quantity, Essay on, 715-719 ; written to oppose

Hutcheson's application of algebra to morals,
5, 6 ; Reid's earliest publication, 715 H.

Quantity, of propositions, 692 b.

Ramsay, (Chevalier,) referred to touching the
Egoists, 269 H.

Ramus, (Peter,) his Dichotomy by contradiction,
689 a and H ; noticed, 268 a, 697 b.

Rational Principles of Action, (to wit, Regard to
our Good upon the Whole, Regard to Duty),
examined, 579-599 ; evidence that there are
such principles in man, 579, 5S0 ; distinguished
from Mechanical ami Animal principles, 579.

Ravaisson, referred to, 681 H.
Raynal, (Abbe\) quoted to the effect that where-

ever savages see motion which they cannot ac-

count for, there they suppose a soul, 605 a.

Realists and Nominalists, 406.

Reason, iu connection with Common Sense, 100,

127, 425 ; inaccurate use of the term by Reid,
100 H, 127 H ; in relation to our Instinctive Be-
lief in testimony, 197, 549; the conviction of
our Identity necessary to the exercise of, 344 a ;

Hume's scepticism with regard to, considered,
484-489 ; Hume's opinion, that it cannot give
rise to any original idea, criticised, 521, 522 ; as
opposed to Passion, 535, 536, 581 b ; its influence
on our voluntary actions, 536; compared with
instinct, 548, 558 ; insufficient to supply the
place of parental affection, 561 b ; two offices

of, 579 b, 582 a, 676 a ; is Reason a principle of
action ? 580 a ; Hume's abusive use of the term,
581 b, 674 b ; extent to which it is assisted by
Logic, 708-711.

Reason, (the Sufficient,) see Sufficient Reason.
Reasoning, Darwin's account of, 19 a; defined,

243 ; the evidence of, defined, 328 ; all knowledge
got by, founded on first principles, 435, 482 ; on, in

general, 475-478 ; distinguished from Judgment,
434, 475, 476 ; difficulty of defining, 476 a ;

gift of

nature capable of artificial culture, ib. ; divided
into probable and demonstrative, 476-477 ; re-

spective fields, 477 ; demonstrative, divided into
two classes, mathematical and metaphysical,
477 ; direct and indirect demonstrations, 477-478:
reasoning as applied to morals, 478-481 ; probable,
481-484 ; field, contingent truths, 481 ; admits
multiplicity of arguments, 482; probable evi-

dence, philosophical aud popular meanings dis-

tinguished, ib. ; various kinds—testimony, au-
thority, recognition of identity, anticipation of
men's future conduct, judgment of character from
acts, chances, laws of nature, 483 484.

Rectitude, the notion of, 586-589 ; see Duty.
Heductio ad absurdum, the nature of, 439 b.

Reflection, the only means by which ihe opera-
tions of the mind can be known, 201 ; Locke's
account of, combated, 208, 346, 420 ; naturejof,
232 a, 239 b, 347 ; confounded with Conscious-
ness, 239, 347, 420, 443 ; the term not first in-

troduced into psychology by Locke, 239 H, 346
H ; of all the powers of mind, the last to be de-
veloped, 240 a; proper and improper meanings
of, 347 H, 420 H ; operation of, in relation to
consciousness and the objects of the senses, 420

;

meaning of the term as used by Locke, 420 H.
Regens in Artibus. meaning of, 724 H, 726 H.
Regis, referred to, 177 H.
Regularity, as an element in beauty, 505 a.

Reid, (Adam,) an ancestor of Dr Reid, his trans-
lation of Buchanan '8 History of Scotland, 4 a , 85.

Reid, (Alexander,) an ancestor of Dr Reid, notice
of, 4 a, 38H ; his works, 36 b.

Reid, (Dr Thomas,) Account of the Life and
Writings of, 3-38 ; his birth and parentage, with
notices of his ancestors, 3, 4, 35, 36, 38 a aud
H; his education, 4, 5, 38 H ; pursuits at col-

lege, 4, 5 ; excursion to England, 5 ; appoint-
ment to the living of New Machar, ib. ; circum-
stances connected with his charge there, ib.

;

publication of the Essay on Quantity, 5, 6 ; con-
sideration of its merits, 6 a ; elected Professor
of Philosophy in King's College, Aberdeen, 6 b;
comprehensive character of the duties of this

office, ib. ; along with Dr John Gregory, founded
a literary society there, 7 a, 41 H"; publica-
tion of his Inquiry into the Human Mind, 7 a;
his early philosophical views, ib. ; letter of Mr
Hume to, after reading the manuscript of the

8i
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Inquiry, 7, 8 ; object of this treatise, 8 ; the
first to apply Bacon's method of induction to

mental philosophy, 8, 9, 13 ; impression pro-
duced by the publication of the Inquiry, 9, 10

;

removal to Glasgow University, 10 ; state of this
University at the time, ib. ; his merits as a
public teacher, 10, 11 ; retirement from public
life, 11 ; observations on the spirit and scope of

his philosophy, 1 1-29 ; chiefly distinguished by
his adherence to the inductive method, 11 ; his

high opinion of Bacon, ib. ; the value of his

teachings, 14, 15; aimed at vindicating the funda-
mental laws of human belief against the attacks
of scepticism, 15, b ; his analysis and classifi-
cation of our powers, its merits and defects, ib. ;

review of the more important objections against
his doctrines, 17-28 ; specially of four : 1. That
he assumed gratuitously the theory concerning
the soul, which materialism calls in question,
18-21 ; on this point his philosophy peculiarly
invulnerable, 18 a; how opposed to materialism

,

18 b; holds that the terms expressing simple
powers of the mind cannot be defined, 19 b ; 2.

That his views tend to damp the ardour of
philosophical curiosity, 21,22; vindicated from
the charge of mysticism, 21 ; letter of, to Dr
Gregory on his theory of Perception, 22 a ; 3.

That by an unnecessary multiplication of ori-

ginal principles, he has made the science of
mind more perplexed than it was before, 22-26

;

this objection might be most strongly urged
against his classification of our active principles,

but even here with little effect, 23 a ; defended
against Priestley, 23-25, 37 ; 4. That by sanc-
tioning an appeal from the decisions of the
learned to the voice of the multitude, he has
restrained a spirit of free enquiry and lent stabi-
lity to popular errors, 26-28 ; the difference be-

tween Reid and Priestley on this point seems
only verbal, 27 ; what Reid means by an appeal
to common sense, 28 ; remarks on his style, 29 a ;

list of his publications, 29 b ; his History of the

University of Glasgow, 29 H
;
pursuits towards

the close of life, 29, 30 ; death of his wife, letter

on the subject to Mr Stewart, 30; visit to

Edinburgh, ib. ; last illness and death, 31 ;
per-

sonal appearance, ib.
;
portrait, ib. ; character,

31-33 ; specially as a philosopher, 32 ; charac-
teristics of his correspondence, 33 ; letter of, on
dreaming, 33, 34 ; letter of, to a friend, (Dr
James Gregory,) on the occasion of the death
of his wife, 34 ; merits as a teacher of youth,
34, 35 ; instrumental in improving the system
of education at Aberdeen, 38 H ; Correspon-
dence of, 39-91 ; his account of his duties as
Professor in Glasgow, 39, 40 ; unpublished works
of, 88 H ; various editions of his Inquiry, 94 H

;

compared with Kant, 715 H.
Reid , (James,) in ancestor of Dr Reid, notice of, 3 b.

Reid, (Rev. Lewis,) father of Dr Reid, his char-
acter, 3a; his family, 38 a.

Reid, (Thomas,) an ancestor of Dr Reid, notice of
his life and literary attainments, 3, 4, 35, 36 ;

Aytoun's elegy on, 36 a ; his works, 36 H ; fur-
ther notice of, 38 H.

Reinesius, referred to, 151 H.
Relation, notions of, judgment operating in the

formation of, 420-421.

Relations, nature of the affections between, 560-562.

Relative, conceptions described, 513 ; notion, im-
proper use of the term, 322 H, 513 H.

Remembrance, (see Memory), distinguished from
perception, 222 ; cannot be taken out of con-
sciousness, 231 H.

Reminiscence, nature of, 359; whether possessed
by brutes, 359, 360.

Remorse, nature of, 594 a.

Resentment, nature of, as a Malevolent Affection,

568-570 ; distinguished by Bishop Butler into
Sudden and Deliberate, 568 ; the former called

by Lord Kames instinctive, by Reid animal,

568 ; in Sudden Resentment, is there a momen-
tary belief that the object is alive ? 569 ; its use

and abuse, 569, 570 ; Deliberate Resentment,
its nature, 570.

Resolution, or Fixed Purpose, as a voluntary
operation of the mind, 539-541.

Responsibility, moral, argument in favour of the

existence of liberty from, 620-622.

Restraint, the advantages of, 578-579.

Retina, how rays of light affect, 146-162, set

Seeing ; how objects fall upon, 164.

Revival of perceptions, Locke's view on, with re-

ference to his theory of memory, 355.

Rewards, influence of, in connection with motives,
612-613.

Reynolds, (Sir Joshua,) the motto prefixed to his

Academical Discourse*, applicable to Bacon's
philosophy, 12 b.

Richter, referred to, 372 H.
Ridicule, service of, to philosophy, 438 b, 439 a.

Rights, what, as corresponding to duties, 643, 644 ;

natural, the ordinary kinds of, enumerated, 656.

Robison, (Professor,) letter of Reid to, on Sir Isaac

Newton's descent, 89-91.

Roell, his controversy with De Vries, 273 H.
Rohault, referred to, 177 H.
Romance, origin and nature of, 380-382.

Roscelinus, Nominalism of, 406 a.

Rousseau, noticed, 200, 201.

Royer Collard, referred to, 198 H, 262 H, 273 H,
343 H.

Rudolphi, referred to, 162 H, 181 H.

Sagacity, nature of, 543.

St Hilaire, (Barthe'lemy,) quoted, 682 H.
Sanctity, as neutralising ridicule, 439 a.

Sanscrit, numerous inflections of, 516 H.
Saundersou, (Nicholas,) the blind mathematician,

noticed, 125 b, 134 a, 143 a, 155.

Savage state, the, illustrated in the formation of

language, 605.

Savages, their possession of the seeds of those

qualities which adorn civilised life, 98 b.

Scaliger, (Julius Csesar,) his sixth sense, 124 H ;

referred to, 228 H ;
quoted (anonymously) on

the utility of disputation, 707 H.
Scepticism, found in the philosophy of Des Cartes,

Malebranche, Locke, and Berkeley. 101 b, 103 b,

206, 207; animadverted on, 1S3 b, 233, 259, 448;

not possible touching the facts of consciousness

in themselves, 129 H, 442 H, 713 H ; vocation

of, 129 H ; see Doubt; origin of, 207, 446 ; dif-

ference between the ancient and the modern,
438 b.

Scheiner, his experiments on the eye, 160 b ; re-

ferred to, 177 H.
Schelling, referred to, 206 H.
Schiller, quoted, 384 H ; referred to, 516 H.
Schneider, referred to, t'83 H.
Schoolmen, their additions to Aristotle's theory ot

ideas, 226 ; the vulgar opinion in regard to their

philosophy, erroneous, 268 H ; understood the

arguments in favour of idealism, 285 H; anti-

cipated Locke's distinction of Sense and Reflec-

tion as the two sources of our knowledge, 346 H.
Sciences, divided into material and intellectual,

218 ; how the maturity of a science may be

judged of, 241.

Scientia Media, the doctrine of, 632, ib. H.
Secondary, Primary and, Qualities, see Qualities.

Seeing, on, in general, 132 sq. ; excellence and dig-

nity of, 132, 133; discovers almost nothing which
the Blind may not comprehend, 133 ; the reason
of this, 133, 134 ; necessity of distinguishing the

visible appearances of objects from the things

suggested by them, 134, 135 ; the visible ap-

pearance of an object analysed, 135-137; sel-

dom made the object of reflection, 135 b ; how
it would affect one newly made to see, 136, 137 ;

Colour a quality of Bodies, not a sensation
(idea) of the mind, 137, 138 ; this quality dis-
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tinguished from what is calhd the appearance
of Colour, 137 ; the latter a sign of the former,
137 b, 138 a; the name of Colour, how applied,
138 ; no real difference between philosophers
and the vulgar In this matter, 138-140; no re-

semblance between Colour and the idea or
sensation by which it is represented to the
mind, 140 a ; Visible Figure and Extension
(Magnitude), 142-144 ; have a necessary con-
nection with real Figure and Magnitude, 142 b;
Viaibk Figure, what conception a blind man
may form of it, 14:> ; this conception compared
with the appearance presented to the eye in
vision, 143, 144 ; queries concerning Visible
Figure answered, 144-147 ; Geometry of Visi-
bles, 147-152 ; what knowledge of external ob-
jects may be obtained through this sense alone,
149, 150; illustration of the Idomenians borrowed
from Anepigraphus, 150-152 ; certain pheno-
mena of Vision examined, 152 sq. ; 1. The
parallel motion of the eyes, 152, 153 ; this not
the result of custom, 152 ; but of a natural
instinct, 152, 153 ; power of varying the par-
allelism, 153 a ; 2. Our seeing objects erect by
inverted images, 153-163 ; Kepler's and Des-
cartes' solution, 153, 154 ; Berkeley's solution,

154, 156; Reid's solution, 156-160; how the
picture on the retina causes vision, 157; ac-
counted for as a law of nature, 157-160

;

Scheiner's and Portertield's experiments, 160,
161 ; 3. Seeing objects single with two eyes,
163-166 ; opinions reduced to two supreme
classes, 163 H ; objects falling on points of
the retina similarly situate, 164 ; illustrative

experiments, 165; laws of vision in brute ani-
mals, 166, 167 ; theory as to animals which
have their eyes placed adverse, 167 ; Squinting
considered hypothetically, 167-172 ; not probable
that two objects can be attended to at once,
168 a; defect of sight at point of entrance of optic
Derve, 168 b ; experiments on squinting sug-
gested, 168, 169 ; double and single vision with
reference to squinting, 169, 170 ; Dr Jurin's hy-
pothesis, 170 ; facts relating to squinting, 172 ;

notices ofattempts to cure it, 172, 173 ; the effect

of custom in seeing objects single, 173-176; the
accurate direction of both eyes to the object the
effect of custom, 173, 174 ; the correspondence be-

tween certain points ot the retinoz an original pro-

perty of human eyes, 174 ; Dr Smith's reasoning
controverted, 174-176 ; Dr Porterfield's account
of single and double vision, 176-178 ; Dr Briggs's
theory of the optic nerves, 178, 179 ; Newton's
conjecture, 180 ; strictures on it, 180, 181 ; theory
concerning the sensorium controverted, 181 b

;

how wc learn to perceive distances by the eye,

188 ; changes in the form of the eye, 189 ; incli-

nation of optic axes, 189, 190 ; degrees of bright-

ness in colour, 190, 191 ; comparison with inter-

vening objects, 192 ; diminution of apparent mag-
nitude, 192, 193 ; visible and real figure, 193, 194.

See Sight, Vision.

Seghet, (Sir Thomas,) referred to, 35 H.
Self, the permanent subject of successive thoughts

232, 345, 443, 444.

Self-interest, defects of, as a principle of action,
584-586.

Seneca, quoted, 35 a, 384 H.
Sensation, cannot be defined, 107 a ; belongs to

a sentient being, 110 b, 289 b ; suggests both
the correlate and the relation, 111 a ; none of

our sensations resemblances of any qualities of

body, 140-142 ; distinguished from Perception,
182 b, 310-313; principle of this distinction

—

Sensation the subjective, Perception the ob-
jective, element, each always in the inverse
ratio of the other, 160 H, 182 H, 313 H, 319 H ;

Sensation and Reflection, as the two sources of

our ideas, this division considered, 208, 346, 519
H ; meaning of the term, 229 ; distinguished
from Memory, 339 b.

Sensations, distinguished from the qualities causine
them, 112, 114, 119, 120, 131, 137, 138, 289,
316 ; theu- alleged connection with vibrations of
the nerves, 252 ; their nature, 290 ; divided into
the agreeable, the disagreeable, and the indiffer-
ent, 311 ;

difference between Sensations and Feel-
ings, 312.

Sense, the organs of, 245 sq.; see Organs; the evi-
dence of, compared with the evidence of Rea-
soning, 328, 329 ; of Axioms, 329 ; of Testimony,
329, compare 194-200 ; of Memory, 329, 330 ; in-
forms us only of the Present, 348 ; objects of,
our notion of, in connection with the faculty of
judgment, 418 a

; popular meaning of the word,
421, 422; not to be identified with Judgment,
590 H; Common, see Common Sense; Moral,
see Moral Sense.

Senses, (External,) in all the Senses the only ob-
ject perceived is that in immediate contact with
the organ, 104 H, 160 II, 247 H, 299 H, 301
H. 303 H, 304 H ; division into five, inadequate,
119 H, 124 H ; systems of philosophers con-
cerning, 130-132; do not deceive, 194 a and
H ; general belief in the evidence of, 259 ; ex-
tent of the knowledge given by, 290 ; improve-
ment of, 330-334 ; by use and exercise, 330, 331 ;

original and acquired perceptions distinguished,
331-333 ; by a due care of the organs of sense,
333; by attention to the objects of sense, 333;
by the use of instruments, contrived by art,
333 ; by discovering the connection which sub-
sists between the sensible and latent quali-
ties of objects, 333, 334 ; fallacy of, 334-339

;

complaints of philosophers concerning, 334

;

fallacy impossible in sensation, 335 ; supposed
fallacy in perception, ib. ; due to inconclusive
reasoning, 335, 336 ; to errors of acquired per-
ception. 336, 337; to ignorance of the laws of
nature, 337, 338 ; to a disordered state of the
organ, nerves, &c, 338, 339; existence of things
perceived by, a first principle, 445, 446.

Sensorium, that part of the brain to which im-
pressions are conveyed by the optic nerve, 156 b

;

theories concerning, 179-181 ; by some philoso-
phers made the seat of the soul, 255.

Sentence, the true natural unit in speech, 71 a
aud H.

Sentiment, on the term, 262 H, 641 H, 674 b
andU.

Sergeant, (John,) his criticism of Locke's theory of
identity, 350 11 ; referred to, 291 H.

Shaftesbury, account of his treatise entitled Sensus
Communis, &c, 423, 424 ; casually noticed 503,
559 a, 589 b, 598 b.

Sight, the sense by which we principally obtain
our knowledge of Figure, 125 H ; true object of
perception in, 160 H, 299 H, 301 H, 303 H, 304
H ; does not give us a knowledge of real Mag-
nitude or Extension, 303 b, 326 H ; original and
acquired perceptions of, 331, 332 • minuteness
that the sense is capable of reaching, 349, 350.
See Seeing, Vision.

Sign, connection of, with the thing signified, 121,
122, 194 sq. ; transition from, to thing sig-

nified, 331 b.

Signs, natural, different classes of, distinguished,
121, 122 ; power of, to signify sontiments, pas-
sions, &c, 450; innate faculty of recognising,
664, 665.

Simple Apprehension, see Apprehension, Concep-
tion.

Simplicity, love of, as a source of error, 206,207,
470-472.

Simplicius, referred to, 263 H, 316 H, 686 H.
Sin, argument of the necessitarians from the per-

mission of, examined, 632-636.
Skene, (Drs Andrew and David,) notice of, 39 II

;

Dr Reid's Letters to, 39-50.

Skene, (Dr George,) notice of, 46 H.
Smelling, on, in general, 104-115 ; the medium, of

certain effluvia constantly emitted by bodies.
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104 b; the organ of, 104, 105; tlie sensation
considered abstractly, 105 ; compared with the
remembrance and imagination, 105, 106 ; im-
plies a sentient being, 108 a ; there is a quality
in bodies which we call their Smell, 112 a ; in

the imagination this quality is closely connected
with the sensation, 112 b ; the notion of the ex-

ternal quality, as cause of the sensation, whence
derived ? 112, 113 ; the name of Smell, though
applied both to the sensation and to the exter-

nal quality, more properly belongs to the lat-

ter, 114 ; in the sensation is the mind active or

passive? 114, 115.

Smith, (Adam,) quoted on systems of Moral Phi-
losophy, 14 a ; on the principle of Credulity, 23,

24; Ids remark as to the pleasure of returning
in old age to the studies of youth, 30 a ; criti-

cism of his theory of Sympathy, 92, 565 ; noticed,

194 H, 557 a.

Smith, (Dr,) his Si/stem of Optics noticed, 154 a,

166 a, 172 a, 174 b, 175, 176, 177 b, 179 a, 191 a,

192, 193 a.

Social, as distinguished from solitary, operations of

the mind, 244, 664; neglected by philosophers, 245.

Socrates, his doctrine of the connection of beauty
with real perfection, 502 b ; his four cardinal vir-

tues, 642 H ; noticed, 540 b.

Soemmering, discovery of, touching the retina,

174 H ; referred to, 181 H.
Softness, 119 b ; see Touch.
Solitary, as distinguished from social, operations

of the mind, 244, 663.

Solomon, Wisdom of, quoted, 547 H.
Sophisms, the nature and division of, according

to the Aristotelians, 707, 708.

Soul, opinions regarding the nature of, 202 b, 203 a

and H ; regarding the seat of, 234 b and H,
248 H, 255, 319 H.

Sound, 116 b ; see Hearing.

Space, Reid's and Kant's doctrines of, compared,
123 H, 126 H, 128 H, 324 H ; represented by
Newton as the sensorium of the Deity, 255 b ;

origin of our notion of, 324 ; tangible and visi-

ble, distinguished, 324, 325 ; Reid's doctrine of,

criticised, 334 H, 343 H ; considerations regard-

ing, 335, 336, 343, 349 ; inadequacy of our notion

of, 349 H.
Speaking, art of, an example of habit, 550.

Species, (sensible,) Peripatetic and Scholastic

.theories of, 139 b and H, 204 b and H, 267 a, ?S8
H, 278 H ; as employed by Descartes, Gassendi,
and Locke, 226 H ; Species impresses and ex-

presses, 267 H, 312 H, 375 H.
Species, (logical,) 686, 690.

Speculative and Active Powers, error of the distri-

bution into, 511 11.

Speech, faculty of, one of the mental powers, 245

H ; structure of, according to the Aristotelians,

691, 692.

Spence, referred to as the author (under the name
of Sir Harry Beaumont) of Crito, or a Dialogue
on Beauty, 506 H.

Spinoza, his system of Necessity referred to, 608 a,

628 b
;
quoted concerning Liberty,617H ; noticed,

206 H.
Spirit, public, as a benevolent affection, 564.

Spontaneity, as characterising Trains of thought,

380, 381 ; see Train ; Liberty of, 601 H, 614 H.
Squinting, 167 et seq. ; see Seeing.

Stahr, referred to, 683 H.
Stair, (Lord,) referred to, 220 H.
State, a term applied by Necessitarians to all modi-

fications of mind indifferently, 85 H.
Statistical Account of Scotland, Reid's Account

of Glasgow University first published in, 721

H.
Stevenson, (Professor,) his candid acknowledg-
ment of the merit of Reids Inquiry, 9 b, 10 a.

Stewart, (Dugald,) his Account of the Life and
Writings of Dr Reid, 1-38; is mistaken in

supposing that Descartes was not acquainted

with Bacon's Works, 13 H : his remarks on
Reid's observations concerning Colour and Vi-
sible Figure, 138 H, 144 H ; his principle of
belief in the permanence of the laws of nature,
327 H ; misstates Reid's use of the term Re-
flection, 420 H ; his theory of Habit, 551 H

;

censures Reid for applying the term Instinct
to an acquired dexterity, 569 H ; concedes
that no action is performed without some mo-
tive, 609 H ; quoted, on the order of university
studies, 420 H ; on the Pythagorean definition of
Virtue, 540 H ; on the consciousness of Free-
Agency, 616 H ; on Gillies's criticism of Reid,
684 H ; on the benefit of mathematical study,
709 H ; referred to, 64 b, 194 H, 198 H, 208 II,

217 H, 220 H, 253 II, 259 H, 273 II, 286 H, 294
H, 343 H, 362 H, 407 11 , 408 H, 425 H, 436 11,

442 H, 451 H, 452 H, 461 H, 465 H, 467 II,

475 H, 545 H, 549 H, 566 H.
Stewart, (Sir James,) noticed, 49 a.

Stillingfleet, referred to, 291 H.
Stimulants, the effect of, In creating artificial appe-

tites, 115, 116, 553.

Stoics, (the,) likened the mind to a tabula rasa, 253
H ; their opinions on virtue and happiness, 583 ;

their division of officia, 588 H, 649 H ; their

wise man, 598 a ; their definition of virtue, 638
b ; their distribution of the virtues, 642 H.

Strabismus, noticed, 178 b.

Strabo, quoted, 681 b ; referred to, 683 H.
Stronach, (Rev. William,) his testimony to Dr

Reid's popularity at New Machar, 5 b.

Stuart, (Professor John,) referred to, 44 a and H.
Subject and object, proper and improper use of

these terms, 97 H, 221 H.
Subjective and Objective Qualities, distinction of,

310 H.
Sublimity, nature and producing causes of, ex-
amined, 494-498, see Grandeur.

Substance (of attributes), conception of, apart from
its qualities, involves a contradiction, 323 H.

Substance (category of), division and properties

of, 684, 685.

Substantial Forms, doctrine of, 270 a and H.
Succession, (the idea of,) Locke's account of, criti-

cised, 347, 348 ; can the idea of Duration be de-

rived from ? 348, 349.

Suetonius, quoted, 400 H, 636 H.
Sufficient Reason, the Leibnitian doctrine of, con-

sidered, 624-628 ; ambiguity of the principle of,

624 H ; applicable to hyperphysical events, 626
H ; equivalent to sum of causes, 626 H.

Suggestion, as a power of the mind, explained, 111

;

Reid's use of this term anticipated not only by
Berkeley, but by Tertullian, 111 H ; criticism

of Reid's doctrine of, 128 H, 130 H.
Suidas, referred to, 683 H.
Superiority, Desire of, (see Emulation,) considered,

566-568.

Swift, noticed, 438 b.

Syllogism, whether it can be simply apprehended,
375 a; account of the Aristotelian, 694-708,

see Aristotle } Aristotle's definition of, 701 H
;

Degerando quoted on, 710 H j compared with
Induction, 712.

Sympathy, Adam Smith's theory of, 92, 505;
called out by the benevolent affections, 566 ; as
an effect of approbation, 593.

Systems, prejudices arising from, 474, 475.

Talbnt, how judged of in men, 458.

Taste, (the sense of,) analysed, 115; organs at
entrance of alimentary canal, 115 b ; uses, ib.

;

how far a separate genus from smell, 116 a ;

varieties, 116 ; enumeration of simple tastes by
various philosophers, 116 H.

Taste, (as an intellectual power,) there are First

Principles in matters of, 453 ; Essay on, 490-

508 ; on, in general, 490-492 ; defined, 490 ; com-
pared with the external sense of taste, ib. ; emo-
tion produced distinguished from quality produ-
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cinp. ili.; diversity in tlie kinds of beauty, 491 ;

healthy state of the power exhibited in admi-
ration of wlmt is really excellent, ib. ; effect of

custom and associations in producing varieties

of, ib. ; a standard, 491. 492 ; implies judgment,
492 ; the quality admired cannot be perceived
without perception of the nature of the object,

ib. ; objects of, 493-508 ; to wit, Novelty, 493,

494 ; Grandeur, 494-498 ; Beauty, 498-508
; pro-

gress of, in individuals, 507, 508 ; judgment in

matters of, 534; Hume's opinions on, contro-

verted, 677.

Teaching, importance of, as a means of learning,

725 H.
Telescope, the, 193.

Temper, natural, how constituted, 578.

Temptation, liability to, caused by passion, 572,

573.
Terms, of a proposition, according to the Aristote-

lians, 692 ; of a syllogism, 694.

Tertullian, his anticipation of Reid's philosophy,
111 H.

Testimony, evidence of, compared with that of
Sense, 194-201, 329 ; origin of our belief in,

traced, 196 ; distinguished from Judgment, 413 ;

first principle concerning, 450, 451 ; as a kind
of probable evidence, 482, 483 ; instinctive belief

of children in, 549.

Tetens, referred to, 111 H, 253 H.
Thales, noticed, 241.

Theages, spurious treatise attributed to, 540 H.
Themistius, referred to, 263 H, 300 H.
Theophrastus, referred to, 116 H, 263 H, 300 H,

316 H, 695 H, 697 H.
Theories, their nature and use, 234, 235.

Theory, hypothesis, and conjecture, terms erro-

neously used by Reid as convertible, 97 H.
Theory of Morals, impropriety of the name, 642b;
forms no part of the system of Morals, 642, 643.

Thinking, an active operation, 221 a ; meaning of
the term, 222 a ; as distinct from feeling, 671 b.

Thought and thinking, more and less restricted

significations of these terms, 222 H ; how used
by the Cartesian school, 265 a and H.

Thought distinguished from its object, 277 b.

Thoughts, reference of, to a "self," 443 b-444 a ;

the train of, 379-388, see Train ; indicated by
features, voice, and gestures, 449-450.

Thummig, quotation from his defence of Leibnitz
against Clarke, 611 H.

Tiberius, a fatalist, 636 H.
Tillotson, quoted on Design, 459 ; noticed, 466 a.

Timaeus, (the Locrian,) noticed, 225 a ; the trea-

tise under the name of, a forgery, 225 H.
Time, notion and measurement of, 343 ; origin of

our notion of, 343 H ; inadequacy of our notion
of, 349 H ; see Duration.

Tisias, see Corax.
Topics, account of Aristotle's treatise so called,

706.

Torricelli, noticed, 217 b.

Touch, all the senses modifications of, 104 H, 247
II, 305 H ; analysed, 119 sq. ; variety of quali-
ties perceived by, 119 a and H ; Heat and Cold,

119; Hardness and Softness, 119, 120; distinc-
tion in these cases between the sensation and
the quality causing it, 120; the latter a sign

of the former, 121 ; Hardness and Softness,

Roughness and Smoothness, Figure, Motion,
considered as Primary qualities, 123; Extension
a notion involved in these qualities, 123-126;
existence of a material world as indubitable as
that of ideas and impressions, 126-130; varies
in different parts of the body, 126 H, 303 H ;

inadequate to ascertain Figure, independently of
Sight, 133 II ; not the test of real Magnitude
and Figure, 303 H, 326 H.

Tracy, (M. de.) referred to, 682 H.
Train of thought, on, in general, 379-388 ; various
names given to it by philosophers, 379 b ; is not
confined to ideas, strictly so called, 379, 380,

compare 199 H ; either Spontaneous, or Directed,
or (what is most common) Mixed of both kinds,
B80 ; Spontaneous Trains considered, 380-385 ;

distinguished as historical or romantic, accord-
ing as Memory or Fancy acts the most consider-
able part, 3S0, 381 ; specially of what is called
castle-building, 381, 382 ; the arrangement of
thought in spontaneous trains, how produced?
382-385 ; not by any mechanical or unthinking
cause, 382 ; probably the result of judgment,
382, 383 ; this opinion confirmed by tracing the
progress of the human fancy, 383-385 ; children
furnished with regular trains, in the first in-

stance, by imitation of others, 383 ; then by the
exercise of their own invention, 383, 384 ; these
trains, when acquired, made familiar by exercise
and habit, 384-885 ; Directed Trains considered,
385, 386 ; Hume's (and Hobbes') theory of the
Attraction of Ideas, examined, 386-388; his enu-
meration of the relations upon which this attrac-
tion is founded, at once redundant and incom-
plete, 386; Habit sufficient to explain the at-
traction of ideas, 387

; practical reflections sug-
gested by the subject, 388.

Training, moral, the influence of, 578 a.

Transubstantiation, the Catholic doctrine of, in-

compatible with idealism, 358 H ; explained,
518 H.

Treviranus, referred to, 181 H.
Trevoux, Memoirs de, referred to, 269 H.
Truth, an innate principle of, contended for, 196,

666 ; that the natural faculties by which we
distinguish Truth and Error are not fallacious,

a first principle, 447-448 ; cannot suffer by in-

quiry, 455 n, 478 b ; faculty of perceiving, as
distinct from existence of, 676 b.

Truths, necessary and contingent, distinguished,

429, 430, 441, 442 ; self-evident, nature of, 434

;

contingent, First Principles of, 441-452, see

Principles ; the field of Probable Reasoning, 481
b ; necessary, First Principles of, 452-461, see

Principles ; the field of Demonstrative Reason-
ing, 477 a.

Tschirnhausen, referred to, 377 H.
Turgot, referred to, 7 b, 24 a.

Turnbull, (Dr George,) notice of, 4 b, 36 b, 37 a.

Tutorial system in English Universities, criticised,

72 H.

Undkrstanding, powers and operations of, as dis-

tinguished from those of Will, 242, 537; division
of the operations of, by Logicians, into Simple
Apprehension, Judgment, and Reasoning, 242,
375, 692 ; biasses of, as causes of error, 468-475

;

see Prejudices ; whether beings that have no will

nor understanding may have active power, 522-

525, see Power ; necessary to the supposition of
a moral agent and will, 599.

Understanding and Will, as a division of the mental
powers, 242 a and H ; objectionable, 511 H.

Universal, Attributes so called in the ancient phi-
losophy, 389 b, 390 a ; the five classes of, 395 b,

405 b, 6S6 b ; see Predicables ; opinions of philo-
sophers about, 405-412; of the Pythagoreans,
Platonists, and Peripatetics, 405 ; of the Nomin-
alists, Realists, and Conceptualists, 406 j of
Hobbes, ib. ; of Locke and Berkeley, 406-409

;

of Hume, 409-412.

Universitas, original use of the term, 723 H.
Universities, British, their constitutional principles

systematically violated, 730 H ; of Glasgow and
St Andrews, absurdity of their system in post-
poning Physics to Mental Philosophy in curri-
culum, 420 H.

University Commissioners' Report, referred to,

725 H.
Utility, as the source of justice, Hume's opinions

on, controverted, 651-663.

Valois, (Le Pere dej accused Malebrancho of
heresy, 266 H.
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Valverda, noticed, 181 a.

Variety, as an element in Beauty, 505 a.

Varro, quoted, 259 b, 281 H.
Veracitv, Principle of, 196, see Truth.

Verbs, flexion of, in relation to necessary truths,

442 a ; action and passion as represented by,

515, 605, 606; origin of the distinction, 515;
exceptions accounted for, 516, 517.

Vesalius, noticed, ISO, 181.

Vibration in the nerves, Hartley's theory of, exa-

mined, 249-253.

Vice, existence of, dependent on the operation of

the will, 542 ; argument of the necessitarians

from the permission of, examined, 632-636.

Vienna, University of, referred to, 726 H.
Virgil, adduced in illustration of the Sublime,

497 a ;
quoted, 207 a, 285 H, 575 H.

Virtue, Pseudo-Pythagorean definition of, 540

H ; acquires strength by temptation, 573 ; First

Principles relating to, 637-640, see Morals.

Virtues, the cardinal, according t© the Stoics, '

Plato, and Socrates, 642 H ; Hume's division

of the, into natural and artificial, 652.

Vis inertise, 321.

Visible direction, line of, law maintained by vari-

ous writers before Porterfield, 177 H.
Visibles, Geometry of, (see Seeing,) 147-152 ; the

thought of, original to Berkeley, 147 H, 282 H.
Vision, 132 sq., see Seeing; crossing points of

rays in, ascertained to be behind the crystalline

lens, 156 H ; hypotheses regarding single vision

with two eyes classified, 163 H ; true object of

perception in, 160 H, 299 H, 301 H, 303 H,
304 H.

Vives, (Ludovicus,) quoted, 682 H.
Volition, signifies the act, as distinguished from

the power of willing, 79 b, 530, 531, see Will
;

implies a conviction of active power, 446b, 447 a,

523.

Volkmann, his observations on Vision, 166 H,
169 H.

Voltaire, his criticism of Descartes, 98 H ; noticed,

438 b.

Wallis, (Dr,) employed Induction in mathe-
matics, 481 b.

Warburton, quoted on Mathematics as an exercise

of reason, 701 H.
Watt, his earlier improvements ofthe steam engine,

42 a.

Watts, (Isaac,) quoted touching Judgment, 426

b ; noticed, 274 H.
Weber, his observations on Touch, 126 H, 303 H ;

on Vision, 166 H.
Wells, (Dr,) his strictures on Reid's doctrine of

Single Vision, 166 H, 173 H.
Winston, his Memoirs referred to, 72 a and H.
Wilkins, (Bishop,) his attempt to frame a philo-

sophical language, 403 a.

Will, ambiguity of the word, as applied both to the
power and to the act of willing, 79 b, 530, 531

;

powers and operations of, as distinguished from
those of the Understanding, 242, 531, 537 ; ex-

istence of power over the determinations of, a
first principle, 446, 447 ; how far probability can
be applied to events depending on, 451 a ; whether
beings that have no will nor understanding may
have active power, 522-525, see Power ; Essay on,

530-543 ; does not admit of logical definition,

531; every act of will must have an object, ib. ;

this object must be an action of our own, ib. ; Will
thus distinguished from Desire and Command,
531, 532 ; further, this object must be something
believed to be in our power, 532 ; in certain cases

volition accompanied with an effort, 532, 536 ;

implies an antecedent motive or disposing cause,

533 ; influence of incitements and motives upon,
533-536 ; by instinct and habit, we do many
things without any exercise of judgment or
will, 533 ; in other actions the will is exerted,

but without judgment, 533, 534 ; in others

there is a deliberate comparison and choice of

goods, 534, 535 ; two parts of the human consti-

tution that influence our voluntary actions, to

wit, Passion and Reason, 535 ; the nature of

these two principles explained and illustrated,

535, 536 ; operations of mind which may be
called voluntary, 537-541 ; to wit, Attention,

537, 538; Deliberation, 538, 539; Fixed Purpose
or Resolution, 539-541 ; acts of will distin-

guished as transient and permanent, 541, 542

;

nothing, wherein the will is not concerned, can
justly be accounted virtuous or vicious, 542 ; all

virtuous habits consist in fixed purposes of act-

ing according to the rules of virtue, 542, 543.

Wilsons, (the,) of Glasgow, notice of, 10, 37 a.

Winslow, quoted on the union ofthe optic nerves,

181a.
Wolf, (Christian,) his abuse of definition, 220;
quoted touching the Egoists, 293 H ; noticed as

the chief interpreter and advocate of the Leib-
nitian system, 307 a ; adduced on conceiv-
ability as the criterion of possibility, 377 a and
H ; referred to, 300 H.

Woolaston, referred to, 181 H.
Words, nature and use of, and the sources from
which the meaning derived, 364 b, 365 a.

Wordsworth, referred to, 516 H.
World, (material,) existence of, a first principle,

126-130, 206, 209, 445, 446 ; distinguished from
the intellectual, 216 : how far the object of im-
mediate perception, 300 ; effect of the ideal sys-

tem on the belief in, 446 ; opinions of philoso-

phers as to existence of, 464, 465.

World, knowledge of the, its nature and utility,

543, 544.

Young, (Patrick,) noticed, 3 H, 36 H.

Zababella, referred to, 300 H.
Zeno, fifteen philosophers of the name, 102 H ; (of

Elea,) his demonstration of the impossibility of

motion, 102 b ; fallacy of that demonstration
hitherto undetected, 102 H ; his problem of
Achilles, 486 b ;

(the Stoic,) a fatalist only in

theory, 616 H.
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SUPPLEMENTARY DISSERTATIONS.

Abelard, saying of, referred to, 760 b.

Abercromby, (David,) 785 a, see Common Sense.
Absolute, (tlie,) what, as one of the poles of the

Conditioned, 936 sq. ; as contrasted with the
Infinite, 937 a ; Absolute Idealism, 817 a ; this

and Natural Realism the only systems worthy
of a philosopher, 817 b, n. ; Absolute Identity,
749 a.

Al>stract Knowledge, see Intuitive.

Active and Passive Intellects, the Aristotelian and
Scholastic distinction of, 953 sq.

Activity of mind, in cognition, what meant by,

859 a, n.

Actual and Potential, the distinction of, in the
Aristotelic philosophy, 828 b.

Adam, denied species both in sense and intellect,

954 b, n. *

^nesidemuB, developed the difficulty from the
simultaneity of Cause and Effect, 936 a, n.

Affective Qualities, Affections: Aristotle's doc-
trine of, 826, 827.

Affinity, Law of, in Mental Reproduction, 915 a.

Albertus Magnus, quoted on the word Maxim,
767 b ; referred to on the nature of Principles,

778 a; viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum,
934 b; his division of the Internal Senses,

953 b, n. ; cited, 956 a, n. *.

Albinus, (Bernard Siegfried,) abstract of his doc-

trine touching the Nerves, 872 sq. ; his Prelec-

tions eulogised, 874 a.

Albius, see White.
Alexander Aphroriisiensis, on the comparative

certainty of our original beliefs, 755 a ; 775 a,

see Common Sense; referred to, 764 b, 771 b, n.
;

that Sensation is &judgment, 878 a, n. t ; viewed
Ens as the Primum Cognitum, 934 b; his em-
ployment of <TvvaiaQn](Tis, 943 a, 944 a; quoted
on the terms impress, type, &c, 949 a; cited
on the Active Intellect, 956 a, n.

||
; on the

conciliation of Liberty and Prescience, 975
b, n. ; on the terra contingent, 978 a.

Ab«W| 776 b, see Common Sense; referred to,

850 b, 851 a; his division of the Internal Senses,
953 b, n.

Alstedius, his ' Archelogia,' 770 a.

Amherst, 789 b, see Common Sense.
Ammonius Hermiap, 776 b, see Common Sense

;

referred to, 764 b, 881 b, n.
;
quoted in illustra-

tion of the doctrine touching the negativity of

our perception of Terminal Lines, 922 ; on the
term contingent, 978 a.

Amputated limb, sensation of pain in relation to,

explained, 861, n. *.

Analogy, how far presumptions from, afford a
criterion of truth, 854 a, n. ; Law of, in Mental
Reproduction, 915 a.

Analytic and Synthetic judgments a priori,

Kant's distinction of, question concerning the
originality of, 787 b, n *

; anticipated by Burner,
ib. ; borrowed from Burner by Campbell, ib.

Anaxagoras, 850 b.

Ancillon, (le fils,) 798 b, see Common Sense;
cited on acts of mind beyond the sphere of

consciousness, 939 a ; against the distinction of
Observation and Reflection, 940 b, n. § ; on
Necessity as a quality of cognitions, 973 b; on
the notion of Causality in relation to Liberty,

974 b, n. *.

Andala, (Ruardus,) maintained a doctrine of Per-
ception analogous to that of Reid, 883, n.

Andreas, (Antonius,) the first to enounce the
Principle of Identity, 778 a ; see Common Sense.

Andronicus, regarded the Affective Qualities as,

in strict propriety, wot qualities but powers, 827 b.

Andronicus, (Pseudo,) see Heliodorus Prusensis.
Annihilation, as conceived by us, 937 a.

Anschauung, (intuition,) as opposed to Begriff,
(conception,) 986, 987.

Anselm, (St,) saying of, referred to, 760 b;
776 b, see Common Sense ; notices the distinc-

tion of Abstract and Intuitive Knowledge, 812 b.

AuriKelfxcvou (to) , how used by Aristotle, 806 b, n.

Antoninus, his employment of arvvaiadrjO'is,

943 a.

Aonius Palearius, cited, 948 a.

Apperception, of the Leibnitio -Wolfians, 877 a, n.,

944 a.

Apprehension and Judgment really one, but logi-

cally double, 806 n.

A priori, a posteriori, on the terms, 762 ; earlier

and Kantian uses of, ib.

Aquinas, (Thomas,) on the term Intelligent-ice,

769, n. f ; 776, 777, see Common Sense ; re-

solves all the Common Sensibles into Quantity
or the Continuous, 829 ; referred to, 833 a ; his
example of Necessary Consecution in thoughts,
895 a, n. ;

quoted on Reminiscence, 904 a, n. f ;

viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum, 934 b ; his
division of the Internal Senses, 953 b, n.

; quoted
on the Active and Passive Intellects, 4)54 a, n. t

;

cited, 976 a, n. J ; held that God sees everything
in his eternity as present, 976 b, n. t ; extracts
from, touching divine Prescience, 979 a.

Arabian Philosophers, devised the theory of Sub-
stantial Forms, 827 a, n.

Archimedes, the oldest authority, after Aristotle,

for the use of the term Axiom in a mathematical
relation, 765 b.

Aristides, (Aelius,) 401 b, 402 a, see Common
Sense.

Aristotelians, (the,) their doctrine of Species, 951-
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Aristotle, quoted in vindication of the argument
from Common Sense, 752 ; on the comparative
certainty of our original beliefs, 755 a ; cited on
the term Sense, 756 a; held that intelligence

proper (vovs) is a Sense, 757 b, 771 a, 799 a,

n. X ; assimilated intellec to Touch, 757 b ; dues

not apply the epithet common to intellect, 758

a, n. ; Principle, how defined by, 761 b ; his

use of the terms a priori, a posteriori, 762 a ;

his Categories, what, 762 b ; his employment of

the term Axiom, 764-766 passim ; wrote a trea-

tise (now lost) on Mathematics, 765 a; his divi-

sion of Reason, 768 a ; contrasts Reason and
Intelligence, 768 a, 771 a ; his use of the term

vovs, 769 b ; 771-773, see Common Sense ; ap-

parently contradictory doctrines of, with re-

gard to first principles, reconciled, 771 b, n.

;

Subject and Object, how far discriminated in

his writings, 806 b, n.
;
quoted in illustration

of the doctrine of Representative Knowledge,
809 b, n. ; cited, 826 a ; distinguished the
Primary and Secondary Qualities of Matter,
826 sq. ; more particularly : 1. Discriminated
with great .precision the difference of corpo-
real qualities considered objectively and sub-
jectively, 826 a -827 b; 2. Signalised the am-
biguity which arises from languages not always
affording different terms by which to distin-

guish these relations, 827 b-828 b; 3. In dis-

criminating the Common and Proper Sen-
sibles anticipated the distinction afterwards
taken by Descartes, Locke, &c, of Primary and
Secondary Qualities of Matter, 828 b-830 b;

his use of the term Tra9j]TiK6s, 826 b, n. ;

the theory of Substantial Forms unjustly at-

tributed to him, 827 a, n. ; his doctrine of the
assimilation of subject and object, in the sensi-

tive process, explained, ib.; his employment of

the term Motion or Movement (Kivycris), 829 a,

n. * 892 b, n. * ; what he meant by Number, 829
a, n. t ; his division of corporeal qualities, in a
physical point of view, explained, 836 b, n. t

;

notice of his opinion as to the Secundo-primary
class of qualities, 849 b sq. ; quoted as hold-
ing that Sensation is not a purely objective
cognition, 855 b, 856 a; virtually held that
the Primary Qualities are perceptions, not sen-

sations, 859 b, n. t ; his doctrine that the soul
contains the body, rather than the body ilie

soul, 861 b, n. ; asserts that Sensitive Percep-
tion is a judgment, 878, n. t ; that it involves
an act of Intellect, 878, n.

||
; recognised the

twofold (active and passive) character of the sen-
sitive process, 881, n., 884 a; his discrimination
of Common and Proper Sensibles, its merits,
886 ; a Natural Realist, 886 b, 952 a, n. ; was
aware of the law of the co-existence, in an
inverse ratio, of Perception and Sensation, ib.

;

his doctrine of Mental Association stated and
explained, with translations from the treatise Be
Memoria and relative commentary of Themistius,
892-910 ; his three laws of Reminiscence ex-
plained and criticised, 899, n. * ; what he means
by calling Reminiscence a rational procedure,
909 a, n. t ; held that colour and extension " al-

ways accompany each other," 918 a; quoted in
illustration of the doctrine in regard to the nega-
tivity of our perception of terminal lines, 921

;

on Lines, 921 b, n. *
; his use of the word idea,

926 b ; had no special term for Consciousness,
931 b ; viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum,
934 b; his employment of irpoo~€KTiK6s, 943 b

;

the term tvttos as used by, not to be taken
literally, 948, 949 ; cited on the Platonic doctrine
of Perception, 950 a; did not hold the doctrine
of Species usually attributed to him, 951 b, 952
a ; that Sense (in actu) not cognisant of aught
universal, 973 a; has been held to deny the Di-
vine Prescience, 976 a, n. t ; cited on the term

contingent, 978 a; his merits as a Logician, 982-
9S4; his own testimony, 9S2, 983 ; the testimony
of Kant, 983 b ; of Degerando, Pelisson, and
Bilfinger, 983, 984 ; on the propriety of studying
the sciences of Observation before those of Re-
flection, 985; on Conceptions and Intuitions,
987 a.

Aristoxenus. referred to, 878, n. ||.

Arnauld, acknowledges that his theory of Percep-
tion involves a surrender of all immediate know-
ledge of an external world, 815 b, 823 b ; cited,

939 b ; his ideas characterised, 960 b ; his ex-
planation of the Cartesian idea, 963 b, n.

Amobius, 776 a, see Common Sense.
Arriaga, referred to, 813 b, n.; maintained Species

in both the external and internal senses, 955
a, n. t ; cited, 976 a, n. J.

Assistance, theory of, Descartes its author, 961
b, n. *

Associability, or Possible Co-suggestion, as one of
the general laws of Mental Suggestion, 912.

Association, or Suggestion, Mental, contribution
towards a history of the doctrine of, (Note D.**,)
889-910 ; interest and importance of the subject,

889 a ;
parallel and contrast between the prin-

ciples of Association and Gravitation, 889 a b ;

imperfections of the existing Histories of Asso-
ciation, 889, 890 ; the present, an attempt to
render justice to Aristotle as the author of the
theory, 891 ; his doctrine of, stated and ex-
plained, with translations from the treatise Be
Memoria and relative commentary of Themis-
tius, 892 sq. ; Memory and Reminiscence, how
distinguished, 892 a ; the latter term applied
to mediate reproduction, whether intentional or
spontaneous, ib. ; Reminiscence (intentional)
dependant upon the determined consecution of
thought on thought, 892-894 ; this consecution
either necessary or habitual, 894, 895 ; habitual
consecution, special circumstances by which
controlled, 895, 896 ;

general laws, to wit, of
Similars, of Contraries, of Coadjacents, 896-

901 ; these laws govern spontaneous, as well as

intentional, Reminiscences, 901-903 ; on the
perfection of Reminiscences, 903, 904 ; distinc-

tion of Reminiscence and Relearning, 904 ;

questions mooted and solved, 904-909; Remi-
niscence, a rational procedure, 909, 910. See
Reproduction.

Association of Ideas, the expression criticised, 893
b, n., 906, n. t ; its introduction erroneously at-

tributed to Locke, ib. ; its proper application,

911b.
Athenaeus, cited, 878, n. ||.

Atheism, implied in Fatalism or the doctrine of
Necessity, 974 a.

Atomists, (the,) anticipation of Locke by, 839 b.

Attention, as a condition of Perception, 877 b;
the Greek word for, first introduced by Philo-
ponus, 931 b, 942 a; Reid's employment, 940;
not a faculty different from Consciousness, 941 a ;

possible without an act of free-will, 941 b ; of
three degrees or kinds, ib.; nature and impor-
tance of, 941 b, 942 a ; by whom recognised as
a special faculty, 945 b ; various opinions touch-
ing, 945 b, 946 a. See Consciousness, Reflection.

Attraction, simile of, applied to the Association

of Ideas, 889 a, 894 a, n. * ; its impropriety,

907, a, n.

Augustin, (St,) held that the facts of conscious-

ness, as mere phenomena, are above scep-

ticism, 744 a ; quoted, 744 a, 760 b ; contrasts

Reason and Reasoning, 768 b ; calls the first

principles of knowledge intelligentice, 770 a

;

776 a, see Common Sense ; uses passivus to

translate ira6T)TiKos, 826, n. ; from him Male-
branche borrowed the law of Redintegration,

898, n. * ; an authority for the term sugge&tio,

901, n. * ; first used the word idea in a theo-

logical sense, 925 b, n. t ; cited on the mind's
self-consciousness, 931 b ; on the terms consci-
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entia, conscius, 945 a; on Attention in general,

945 b ; makes Attention a necessary element in

every act of perception, ib. ; on Reflection, 946 a ;

phrase from, 947 b ;
platonizes on Vision, 96(1 b

;

quoted on the unity of Mind, 956 a, n. § ; his

conciliation of Free Grace with Free Will, 975 b ;

re:iM>ns from Memory in favour of Liberty, in the
same way aslleid, 976 a, n. *; quoted, 976 b,

n. * ; cited for the argument that Prescience is

incompatible with Freedom, 977 a, and n. J.

Augustin, (Pseudo,) referred to, 769 b, n. t

;

quoted on the mystery of the union of Mind
with Body, 880 b n. ; on the unity of Mind, 956
a,n. §•

Aureolus, denied the prescience of God in respect
of future contingents, 976 a, n. J.

Avempace, disallowed Species in intellect, 954 b,

n t ; cited on the Active Intellect, 956 a, n. ||.

Averroes, referred to on the nature of Principles,

778 a ; his cogitativa, 909, n. t ; viewed Ens as
the Primum Cognitum, 934 b; his division of

the Internal Senses, 953 b, n. ; cited on the Ac-
tive and Passive Intellects, 956 b, n. *.

Avicembron, referred to, 850 b, 851 a.

Avicenna, viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum,
934 b ; his division of the Internal Senses, 953
b, n.; referred to on Species, 956 a, n. *.

Axiom, three different meanings of the term : 1.=
a judgment true, primary, immediate, and com-
mon : so employed by Aristotle, Theophrastus,
the Mathematicians, &c , 764, 765 ; 2.=an enun-
ciation or proposition, in general : so employed
by Aristotle (?), the Stoics, &c, 765, 766 ; 3.=
an empirical law : so employed by Bacon, 766 a ;

how translated into Latin, 766.

Axiopistus, a fabricator of Pseudoepicharmia,
878, n. ||.

Bacconius, denied Species in intellect, 954 b, n. f.

Bacon, called empirical generalisations axioms,
766 a ; his use of the word idea, 927 a.

Baer, referred to, 862 a, n.

Balde, quoted on Reflection, 947 b.

Balforeus, referred to ou the Platonic Ideas, 950
b; cited, 976 a, n.f.

Balzac, 782 b, see Common Sense.

Barbarus, (Hermolaus,) his translations of a^iw/xa,

766 ; referred to on the term Suggestion, 901, n. *.

Barclay, (John,) cited on the practical influence of
Association and Habit, 896, n.

Barthius, cited, 945 a, n.

Bauhinus, (Caspar,) referred to on the Spinal
Nerves, 871 b, n.; on the word idea, 927 a.

Baumeister, cited on Wolf's distinction of Percep-
tion, Apperception, and Cogitation, 944 a.

Baumgarten , held that Consciousness is a discrimi-
nation, 923 b; quoted on the distinction of Con-
ceptions and Intuitions, 987 a; cited, 916 b,
nn. * §, 928 a.

Bautain, referred to on the Common Sense of La
Mennais, 771 a.

Baxter, (Andrew,) referred to, 850 b ; has nothing
original on Perception and Sensation, 8S6 a, n.;
referred to on the Lockian and Cartesian uses of
the word idea, 928 b, n. $.

Bayle, referred to on the supposed anticipations of
Malebranthe's theory, 966 a and n.

Beattie, his faulty application of the argument
from Common Sense, 752 b ; futile attack on, by
the English translator of Buffier, 788 b ; 792 a,
see Common Sense ; his definition of Common
Sense unjustly reprehended by Stewart, 792.

Bcausobre, cited on acts of mind beyond the
sphere of consciousness, 938 b.

Belief, its relation to Feeling, 760 a ; distinguished
from Knowledge, 760 b ; authorities for the use
of the term, in relation to the original warrants
of coguition, ib.; Jacobi's testimony to the ne-
cessity of, 793-796.

Beliefs, Primary, as the ultimate criterion of truth,
742 sq. ; question as to the authority of, 746 a, n.

Bell, (Sir Charles,) cited on the subjective charac-
ter of our sensations, 856 a; on the hypothesis
of a Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n.; curious case
of paralysis recorded by, 865 b, n. ; important
discovery of, regarding the spinal nerves, 869
b, n.; notice of his doctrine, 874 b.

Beneke, acknowledged the existence of a natural
belief in realism, 748 b; cited on the Muscular
Sense, 868 b, n.; on acts of mind beyoud the
sphere of consciousness, 939 a.

Bentley, 785 a, see Common Sense.
Berard, cited, 861 b, n.

Berigard, cited, 850 b, 856 a ; his connection with,
and influence on, Hobbes ; 890 b, n. t ,* his
statement of th»j law of Redintegration, 898, n.;

assisted in Anally refuting the doctrine of Spe-
cies, 956 b.

Berkeley, (Bishop,) quoted on the testimony of con-
sciousness in perception, 747 b ; 786 b, see Com-
mon Sense ; his use of the term objective, 808 a, n. ;

appeals to the common sense of mankind not
less confidently than Reid, 817, n. ; Reid's ap-
plication of the term sijn conformable to his
philosophy, 820 b, n. ; iiis employment of the
word Solidity misunderstood by Stewart, 840
b, n ; demonstrated, on the principles of Des-
cartes, &c. , the subjectivity of Space or Ex-
tension, 841 a; not the first to employ the
terms suggest, suggestion, in a psychological re-

lation, 901, n. *; maintained that we cannot
imagine Extension without Colour, 918, n. *

;

anticipation of Condillac by, 919 a, n. * ; his
idealism, identity of, with a supposition of Male-
branche, 967 b, n. ; contrasted with the idealism
of Fichte, 968 b.

Bernard, (St,) his conciliation of Free Grace with
Free Will, 975 b, 978 a, n. *.

Bernardus, (J. Bap.,) cited on Reflection, 947 a ;

on the Platonic doctrine of Perception, 950 a ;

on cogitation, 953 b, n.

Bernouilli, (James,) referred to, 850 b ; his expla-
nation of Cohesion, 851 a.

Bernouilli, (John,) cited, 851 a.

Bessarion, quoted, 779, n.f.
Bessel, experiments of, 854 a, n.

Biel, (Gabriel,) quoted, 813, n. ; his explanation of
Cohesion, 851 a ; cited on the subjective character
of our sensations, 856 a; on Sensible Species, 953
a, n. § ; denied Species both in sense and intellect,

954 b, n. *, 955 a, n. *
; quoted in explanation of

Aristotle's doctrine, 954 b, n. *
; his doctrine of

mental faculties, 956 a, n. § ; passages from, exhi-
biting the Nominalistic doctrine of species, 957
sq. ; cited on the conciliation of Liberty and
Prescience, 975 b, n. ; on the term contingent,
978 a.

Bilfinger, referred to, 850 b ; anticipated Wolf in
regard to the universal law of Association, 898,
n.* ; held that consciousness is a discrimina-
tion, 933 b ; cited on acts of mind beyond the
sphere of consciousness, 938 a ; his testimony to
Aristotle's merits as a logician, 984 b.

Biunde, referred to on the Common Sense of La
Mennais, 771 a ; followed Maass in regard to
Similarity as a principle of Association, 913 b,

914 a ;
quoted, 914 b ; cited as to certain thoughts

being more easily suggested than others, 916,
nn. ; on acts of mind beyond the sphere of con-
sciousness, 938 a.

Blair, referred to, 851 a.

Blancard, cited on the hyp thesis of a Sensorium
Commune, 861 a, n.

Boerhaave, cited on the subjective character of
our sensations, 856 a ; on the hypothesis of a
Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n. ; his doctrine re-

garding the Nerves, 872; cited on acts of mind
beyond the sphere of Consciousness, 939 a.

Boethius, his employment of the term dignitas,
766 a; of the phrase maxima propositio, 766,
767 ; contrasts Reason and Intelligence, 768 b ;

his rendering of vovs> 769 b; of ira07}T<Kds,
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826 b, n.
;
quoted, 925 b, n. t ; cited on God

seeing everything in his eternity as present,
976 b, n. t.

Bolzano, referred to on the meaning of the word
idea, 928 a ; quoted on the distinction of Con-
ceptions and Intuitions, 986, 987.

Bonse Spei, (Franciscus,) allowed species only in

the sense of sight, 955 a, n. t ;
quoted on the

different kinds of Necessity, 977 a, n. *.

Bonartes, (Thomas,) denied the prescience of God
in respect of future contingents, 976 a, n. J.

Bonnet, his use of the term idea, 928 b ; treats of

Attention as a separate faculty, 945 b.

Borger, quoted, 758.

Boscovich, referred to, 850 b.

Bossuet, notice of his doctrine touching the infal-

libility of our Intelligence, 784 a ; 784 b, see

Common Sense ; Reid's application of the term
tign conformable to his philosophy, 820 b, n.

;

cited on the Cartesian distinction of Idea and
Sensation, 807 b.

Bouterwek, a follower of Jacobi, 796 b.
Boyle, (Hon. Robert,) his doctrine of Primary
and Secondary Qualities, 833 ; probably sug-
gested to Locke the names by which this dis-
tinction is expressed, 833 a, 837 a; referred to,

839 b ; his use of the term idea, 927 b.

Brandis, referred to on the Common Reason of
Heraclitus, 771 a ; on the word idea before Plato,
925 b, n. *.

Breadthless lines, see Point.
Brown, (Dr Thomas,) a Cosmothetic Idealist, 819
b ; plagiarisms of, 868 b, n., 919 b ; doctrine of,

as to Extension and Colour, 860 b, n ; his de-
duction of the notion of Extension shewn to be
illogical, 869, n. ; cited, 916 b, n.

||
; mistake of,

touching the use of the term idea, 925 b ; cited
on the conditions of Consciousness, 938 b ; his
misconception of the doctrine of species, 948 b,

949 a ; his ignorance of Hume's philosophy,
969 b.

Brown, (Sir Thomas,) 782 b, see Common Sense.
Browne, (Bishop,) censured Locke for his vacil-

lating use of the term idea, 928 b, n. t.

Brunet, an Egoist, 988 b.

Bruno, (Giordano,) referred to, 850 b ; on the con-
ditions of Consciousness, 938 a ; on Reflection

,

947 a.

Buccaferreus, denied both sensible and intelligible

species, 954 b, n. * ; made heaven the cause of
species, 956 b, n. t ; his doctrine a distant ap-
proximation to Malebranche's theory, 967 a

Buchanan, (David,) the first to employ the word
idea in the sense afterwards given to it by Des-
cartes, 926 a, 927 a ; cited on Reflection, 947 a,

948 a.

Budseus, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a

;

778 b, see Common Sense; on the terms pos-
sible, impossible, 978 b.

Buffier, cited as holding that the facts of conscious-
ness, as mere phenomena, are above scepticism,
744 a ; on the absolute truth of Consciousness,
750 b ; quoted on the evidence and certainty of
our original beliefs, 755 a; 786-789, see Common
Sense; the first to recognise and designate the
distinction of Analytic and Synthetic judgments
a priori, 787, n. ; referred to, 791 b, 835 a.

Buhle, quoted on the Cartesian theory of Percep-
tion, 962 a, n. t, 963 a, n. 1, et alibi.

Burmannus, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a.

Burthogge, cited on the word idea, 928 b ; on the
conditions of Consciousness, 938 b.

Burton, (John Hill,) his Biography of David
Hume referred to, 890 b, n. *.

Cksalpinus, his speculations on the Motive Fa-
culty, as a medium of perception, 867 b, n.

;

quoted, 868 a, n.

Csesar, cited, 939 a.

Cajetanus, cited on the Active Intellect, 956 a,
n. H ; on the conciliation of Liberty and Pre-
science, 975 b, n. ; extracts from, in illustration
of his doctrine, 979-981.

Calorific, a preferable term to Caloric, 833 n.

Calovius, referred to on the epithet ' common ' as
applied to Principles, 763 b ; his ' Noologia,'
770 a

;
quoted on the word objective, 807 b, n.

Calvinists, (the,) maintain the predestination and
foreknowledge of God in conjunction with the
liberty of man, 977 b, 978 a.

Camerarius, quoted on the Stahlian doctrine of
Obscure Perceptions, 939 b ; cited on Reflection,
946 b.

Cameron, (Joannes,) 782 a, see Common Sense.
Campanella, referred to on the term Suggestion,

901, n. *,

Campanus, his Unitarian heresy, 981 b, n.

Campbell, (Principal,) before Kant signalised the
distinction of Analytic and Synthetic judgments
a priori, 787, n. ; his doctrine borrowed from
Buffier, ib. ; cited, 789 a.

Canter, (William,) extracts made by, from MS. of

Horatian scholiasts, 774, n. t-

Canz, referred to, 850 b ; cited on the conditions
of Consciousness, 933 b ; on Descartes' denial
of Obscure Ideas, 939 b ; on acts of mind be-
yond the sphere of consciousness, 940 b ; his
twofold distinction of Reflection, 940 b, n. §

;

treats of Attention as a separate faculty,

945 b.

Cardaillac, cited on the term idea, 928, b ; ou
acts of mind bevond the sphere of consciousness,
939 a.

Cardan, his fourfold division of Touch, 867 b, n.

Carleton, (Compton,) referred to, 813 b, n.
;
quoted

on the Common Sensibles, 830 a ; held a doc-
trine of Perception similar to that of Reid,
883 a, n.

Carneades, comparer! the consecution of thoughts
to a chain, 894 a, n. *.

Caro, cited, 973 b.

Cartesians, (the,) their use of the expression
pure knowledge, 763 a, n. *

; their distinction of
Idea and Sensation, 832 b, 887 ; viewed vis in-
ertias as a quality, derivative and contingent,
851 b ; coincidence between their doctrine of
perception and that of Reid, 883, n. ; did not ap-
ply the term idea to smells, tastes, &c, 927 a.

Cams, (R. G,) cited, 861 b, n.

Casmaun, (Otto,) referred to, 779 a.

Castanaeus, cited, 946 b, n. f.

Category, Aristotle's and Kant's uses of the term,
762 b.

Catharinus, defended Aristotle against Gregory
of Rimini, 976 a, n. J.

Causality, Causation, Cause and Effect, Reid's
doctrine of, 753, 754 ;

judgment of, explained by
a new theory, that of the Conditioned, 935-937

;

moral and religious character of this theory, 974,
975 ; see Liberty.

Causes, always more than one, 937 b.

Certain, authors cited on the term, 978 b.

Certainty, as a character of our original beliefs,

755.

Chain, simile of a, applied to the consecution of

thoughts, 904 a, n. *
; inadequate to the phe-

nomenon, 906 a, n f.

Chanet, 782 b, see Common Sense.
Charron, never uses ' idee,' 927 a.

Chauvin, referred to on Instinct as a philosophical
term, 761 a; notices Scaliger's doctrine as to

the perception of Weight, 867 b, n. ; referred

to, 931 a, n. § ;
quoted on the Cartesian Species,

957 a, n. f.

Chrysogonus, a fabricator of Pseudoepicharmia,
878, n. ||.

Cicero, his employment of sensus communis,
757 a, 759 a ; of intelligent**, 769 b, 770 a ; 774 a,

see Common Sense ; referred to, 826 a ; may
have given a hint of the expression Primary
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and Secondary Quuliti,:--, B69, n. t; his use of

Percept io, S7(i, n. ; employs the verb suggero, in

a psychological relation, 901, n. *
; quoted on the

conditions of Consciousness, 938 a; ou Atten-
tion, 946 a ; on the necessity of past events,

976 a, n. t ; Ids denial of tho prescience of God,
076a, n. J, 977 a.

Clarke, (Dr Samuel,) his so-called a priori de-

monstration properly an argument a posteriori,

76S I) ; referred to, 850 b; his hypothesis of

images in the brain, 957 a, n. *.

Clauberg, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a

;

referred to, 931 a, n. § ; on the Cartesian Doubt,
969 a.

Clavius, the geometer, noticed, 923 a.

Clemens Alexandrinus, 775 a, see Common Sense
;

his employment of o'uvalaO-qo'is, 942 b. ; of

<rvveais, 943 b.

Clerselier, cited, 962 a, n. f.

Coadjacency, a special law of Mental Succession.
916 a.

Coadjacents, law of, one of Aristotle's three prin-

ciples of Reminiscence, 897 a ; explained, 899,
n. *

Co-attraction, tho resistance of, subdivided into
Gravity and Cohesion, S4S b.

Cancesthesis, term applied b> certain German phy-
siologists to the Sensus Vagus, 756 b.

Cogitation (Cogitatio,) of Averroes, 909 b, n.,

953 b, n.

Cognition, see Knowledge.
Cohesion, the resistance of, 848 sq. ; not an essen-

tial attribute of body, 849 ; this proved by the
variety of opinions regarding its nature, 951 a ;

and by a reference to our individual conscious-

ness, 952 a.

Coiter, noticed, 871 b, n.

Colden, referred to, 850 b.

Coleridge, (S. T.,) plagiarisms of, 748 a, 890 a ; his

character, 890 a, n. *.

Collard, (Royer,) see Royer Collard.
Collier, (Arthur,) referred to on the testimony of

consciousness in perception, 747 b ; his Ideal-

ism compared with that of Fichte, 968 b.

Colour, a secondary quality of body, 854 b ; sensa-

tion of, produced by various causes, 855 b ; a
passive affection of the sentient ego, 858 n., 885
b ; not apprehended without extension, 860 b, n.,

885 b ; an object, not of perception, but of sensa-
tion, 885 b; on the correlation of, with Exten-
sion and Figure, in visual Perception and Ima
gination, (Note E,) 917-920 ; can we see, can
we imagine, 1. Extension without Colour?
917-918; 2. Figure without Colour? 918 b;
3. Colour without Extension ? 4 Colour with-
out Figure ? 919, 920.

Common, three reasons of the application of this

term to principles, 763 b.

Common Places, in Logic and Rhetoric, 737 a.

Common Sense, (the term,) see Sensus Communis.
Common Sense, on the Philosophy of, (Note A,)

742-803; the meaning of the doctrine, and pur-
port of the argument, of, 742 s<q. ; there are
primary elements of cognition, 742 b, 743 a ;

this acknowledged even by those philosophers
(as Locke) who profess to derive all our know-
ledge from experience, 743 b; the argument
from, stated generally, 743 b ; the data of con-
sciousness, as mere phenomena, above scepti-

cism, 744 a ; as attestations of more than their

own existence, do not repel even the possibility

of doubt, 744 a b ; the argument from, to be
considered only as it enables us to vindicate
the truth of these data viewed under the latter

limitation, 745 a ; the testimony of conscious-
ness must, in the first instance, be presumed
true, 745 a b ; can only be disproved by showing
that its deliverances are contradictory of each
other, 745 b ; the incomprehensibility of these
deliverances no ground for doubting their trust

worthiness, 745 b, 746 a; an example given,

746 a j
propositions as to the connection between

philosophy and consciousness, 740-747 ; maxims
for a philosophy of consciousness, 747 a; the tes-

timony of consciousness not ambiguous; philo-

sophers usually agreed about the fact and pur-
port of the deliverance, differing only as to the
mode in which they may evade or qualify its

acceptance, ib. ; for example, the fact of
the testimony of consciousness in perception
not denied, 747 b; authorities cited, 747 b,

748 a b ; different philosophical systems that
arise according as the truth of this testi-

mony is or is not admitted,— Natural Real-
ism, Nihilism, Absolute Identity, Idealism,
Materialism, Cosmothetic Idealism or Hypo-
thetical Realism, 74S b, 749 a ; conditions of
the legitimacy, and legitimate application, of
the argument from, (to wit, of Originality,
of Absolute Truth,) stated and illustrated,

749 sq. ; both of these conditions violated by
the Cosmothetic Idealists, 749 b, 750 a ; the
argument from, one strictly philosophical and
scientific, 751 sq. ; is not an appeal from philo-

sophy to blind feeling, 751 b ; does not deny
the decision to the judgment of philosophers
and accord it to the verdict of the vulgar,
751 b, 752 a; the way in which sometime*
applied (e.g. by Beattie, Oswald, and, to a cer-

tain extent, Reid) calculated to bring it into
disfavour, 752 b ; Kant's criticism, in so far as
it applies to Reid, not well founded, 752 b,

753 a ; quotation from Galluppi, and remarks
on his criticism of Kant, 753 b, 754 a ; the essen-
tial characters of tho principles of, (to wit, 1.

Incomprehensibility, 2. Simplicity, 3. Neces-
sity and Universality, 4. Comparative Evidence
and Certainty,) explained and illustrated, 754-

755 ; various appellations by which the prin-

ciples of, have been designated, 755 sq. ; Names
suggested, by the Immediacy of these princi-

ples, 756-759 ; by their Incomprehensibility,
759-761 ; by their Originality, 761-763 ; by their

Natural and Native character, 763 ; by their

Necessity, ib. ; by their Regulative character,
ib. ; by their Universality, ib. ; by their Trust-
worthiness, ib. ; by their character as Know-
ledges, 763-770 ; by their Potential character
before they are elicited into consciousness by
experience, 770 a ; the universality of the
philosophy of, or its general recognition, in

reality and in name, shewn by a series of testi-

monies from the dawn of speculation to the
present day, 770 sq. ; Authorities in alphabeti-

cal order:—Abercromby, 785 a, Alexander Aph-
rodisiensis, 775 a, Algazel, 776 b, Amherst, 789 b,

Ammonius Hermiae, 776 b, Ancillon (the son,)

798 b, Andreas, 778 a, Anselm, 776 a, Aquinas,
776 b, Aristides (Aelius,) 801 b, Aristotle, 771
a, Arnobius, 776 a, Augustin, 776 a, Halzac,
782 b, Reattie, 792 a, Rentley, 785 a, Rerkeley,

786 b, Bossuet, 784 b, Brown (Sir Thomas),
782 b, Budaeus, 778 b, Buffier, 786 b, Cameron,
782 a, Chanet, 782 b, Cicero, 774 a, Clemens
Alexandrinus, 775 a, Cousin, 801 a, Creuzer,

796 b, Crusius, 790 b, D'Aguesseau, 786 b,

D'Alembert, 790 b, Davies (Sir John,) 780
b, Degerando, 797 b, Descartes, 782 a, Duha-
mel, 783 b, Duns Scotus, 777 a, Eschenbach,
791 a, Fenelon, 786 a, Feuerlin, 785 b,

Fichte, 796 a, Fries, 798 a, Genovesi, 790 b,

Gerlach, 800 a, Gesner, 791 a, Giphanius, 780 a,

Goveanus, 779 a, Heidenreich, 796 b, Hemster-
huis, 792 a, Heunert, 792 b, Heraclitus, 770 b,

Herbert (Lord,) 781 a, Hermes (George,) 800 a,

Hesiod, 770 b, lliller, 792 a, Horace, 774 b,

Huber, 790 a, Hume, 790 b, Irenaeus (a Sauctc
Jacobo.) 782 b, Jacobi, 793 a, Kant, 792 b,

Keckermann, 780 b, Koeppen, 798 a, Krug, 797

b, La Chambre, 783 b, Lactantius, 776 a, La
Mennais, 801 b, Loibnitz, 785 a, Lescalopier,
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783 a, Locke, 784 b, Lucretius, 774 a, Luther,
778 b, Lyons, 789 b. Malebranche, 784 a, Mari-
ana, 780 b, Melanchthon, 778 b, More (Henry,)
783 b, Muretus, 779 a, Nunnesius, ib., Oetinger,
790 b, Omphalitis, 779 a, Pascal, 783 a, Platner,

796 b, Pliny (the Younger,) 775 a, Poiret, 784
a, Price, 791 b, Proolus, 776 a, Quintilian, 775
a, Rapin (Le Pere,) 783 b, Reid, 791 b, Ridiger,

7S5 b, Scaliger (Julius Caesar, ) 778 b, Seneca, 774
b, Sergeant, 785 a, Shaftesbury, 786 b, Simpli-
cius, 802 b, Stattler, 792 b, Storchenau, ib.,

Tertullian, 775 b, Tbeodoret, 802 a, Theophras-
tus, 773 b, Thomasins, 785 b. Toland, ib., Tur-
retini, ib., Vico, 790 a, Vulpius, ib., Wolf, ib.,

Wollasron, 789 b.

Common and Proper Sensibles, Aristotle's distinc-

tion of, explained, 828 b, sq. ; embodies the
modern distinction of Primary and Secondary
Qualities of matter, 830 a b ; also that of Per-
ception proper and Sensation proper, 886 a b.

Conception, Notion, the scholastic distinction of,

into formal and objective, 807 b, n.
;
(the terms)

in propriety only applicable to our mediate and
representative cognitions, 821 b ; by Reid some-
times employed for cognition in general, ib., 883
a, n.

Conceptions (Begriffe) and Intuitions (Anschauun-
y gen), on the difference between, (Note X,) 986,

987.

Condillac, demonstrated, on the principles of Des-
cartes, &c, the subjectivity of Space or Exten-
sion, 841 a ; the distinction of Primary and
Secondary Qualities superseded in his philo-
sophy, 845 a ; doctrine of, as to the connection
in imagination of Extension and Colour, 86 b,

n., 919 a; in France, called attention to the
Motive Faculty, as a medium of perception,
868 a, n.; denied the existence of mental acts
beyond the sphere of consciousness, 939 a; treats
of Attention as a separate faculty, 945 b.

Conditioned, (the,) law of, enounced, 743 n. *, 911
b ; philosophy of, the inverse of the philosophy
of the Unconditioned, 934 b ; explains the law of
Substance and Accident, 935 ; and the law of
Cause and Effect, 935, 936; the development
of the Negative Necessity of thought, 972 b ; its

moral and religious aspects, 975.
Confession of Faith, (Westminster,) asserts the
freedom of the human will as strongly as the
doctrine of the eternal decrees of God, 977 !>,

n. *
; follows Aquinas in regard to the Fore-

knowledge of God, 979 a, n. •
Conimbricenses, (the,) cited, 771 b, n. *; on the
Common Sensibles, 830 a; on the question,
whether the senses know their own operations,
931 b; on the Internal Senses, 953 b, n. ; on
the doctrine of Dnrandus touching species, 954
b, n. * ; referred to, 973 a; cited on the word
certain, 978 b.

Conscience, (French and English,) as equivalent to
consciousness, 954 a.

Conscientia, conscius, as used by Tertullian, 775
b, n. , 944 b ; by St Augustin, Petrarch , Kecker-
mann, and Descartes, 944 b, 945 a ; Descartes
the first to give currency to the word, 945 a.

Consciosite, used by Leibnitz to express conscious-
ness, 945 a.

Consciousness, evidence and authority of, 744 sq.;
see Common Sense ; no special term for, in an-
cient Greek, 756 b, 931 a, n.

[|
; an intuitive

knowledge, 810 a ; comprehends every cognitive
act, ib. ; the activity of mind rising above a cer-
tain degree, 916 a, 932 b ; on, in general, (Note
H,) 929-939; Reid's reduction of, to a special
faculty, 929 sq. ; the primary and fundamental
condition of all our mental energies and affec-

tions, 929 a, 961 a, n. f ; how far to be distin-

guished from the particular faculties of know-
ledge, 930 a b ; the only instrument of observa-
tion in mental philosophy, 930 b ; Reid's limi-

tation of, probably borrowed from Hutcheson

or Malebranche, 930 b, 931 a ; what, according
to Locke, Descartes, &c, 931 a ;

general condi-
tions, under which possible, 932 sq. : 1. The law
of Variety, 932 a ; 2. The law of Succession, 932
a-933 a ; consciousness and knowledge involve
each other, 933 a ; these, how distinguished, 933
a b ; special characteristics of, as actually mani-
fested, 933 sq.; implies: 1. Knowledge, 933 b;
2. Knowledge known by me, ib. ; 3. immediate
knowledge, ib. ; 4. actual knowledge, ib. ; 5. ap-
prehension, ib. ; 6. discrimination, ib. ; 7. judg-
ment, 933 b, 934 a ; 8. the recognition of existence,

934 a b; 9. of existence as conditioned, 934
b-935 b; 10. of existence conditioned in Time, 935
b-937b; the conditions of,according to Plotinus,
Bruno, Cicero, &c, 938 ; are there acts of mind
beyond the sphere of consciousness? authorities
for and against, 938 b, 939 a ; on the question ge-
nerally, 939 a ; see Obscure Ideas ; in relation to
Attention, 941, 942 ; historical notices of the use
of the term, its Greek and Latin equivalents,
942 sq. ; authors cited on, in general, 944 ft

;

according to Descartes the essential attribute
of mind, 951 a.

Constantius a Sarnano, cited, 946 b, n. t-

Contingency, opposed to Necessity, as a quality
of cognitions, 973; incompatibility of, with
Prescience, 976.

Contingent, true and false meanings of the term,
978; authorities cited, ib.; Contingent Truths,
see Truths.

Contradictory Predicates, one or other must be
attributed to every object, 831 a, n. *, 839 a,

860 b, n., 918 a.

Contraries, law of, one of Aristotle's three prin-
ciples of Reminiscence, 897 a ; explained 899,
n. *.

Contrast, a special law of Mental Succession, 915,
sq. ; reduction of, by Mill, Stiedei troth, Hume,
Schulze, 915 a, n. t ; explained, 915 b, 916 a.

Contzen, treats of Attention as a separate faculty,
945 b.

Copernicus, referred to, 850 b.

Copleston, (Bishop,) cited on the words Contin-
gent, Certain, 978 b.

Cosmothetic Idealism or Hypothetical Realism or
Hypothetical Dualism, 749 a, 817 b; violates
the conditions of the argument from Common
Sense, 749 b, sq. ; subverts the only ground on
which a psychological dualism can be main-
tained, 751 b; a system philosophically absurd,
817 b,n.

Coste, (M.,) his explanation of a passage in Locke
touching the Creation of Matter, 927 a ; reler-

red to on the word Conscience, 945 a.

Cotes, referred to, 850 b, 851 a.

Cousin, (M.,) held that the facts of consciousness,
as mere phenomena, are above scepticism, 744
a; quoted in vindication of Descartes' philoso-

phy, 744 b, 745 a ; referred to in connection
with Aristotle's doctrine of the origin of our
knowledge, 771 b, n. ; 801 a, see Common Sense

;

criticised, 866 b, n.; makes Attention a power
of will, 946 a ; cited on the Cartesian Doubt,
969 b ; on Necessity as a quality of cognitions,
973 b.

Creation of Matter, on Locke's notion of, (Note F,)
924 ; creation conceivable only as the evolution
of existence from potentiality into actuality,

936 b; Creation a nihilo, what it means, 936
b, n.

Creuzer, (Leonhard,) 796 b, see Common Sense
;

cited as to how the fact of Liberty may be
proved, 975 a, n.

Crosse, his Selections from the Edinburgh Review
referred to, 746 a, 805 a, 820 a, n., 934 b, et alibi.

Crousaz, borrowed the distinction of Perception
and Sensation from Malebranche, 886 a, n.

Crusius, anticipated Kant in the distinction of

Vernunft and Verstand, 768 b ; 790 b, see Com-
mon Sense.
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Cudworth, his account of the process of Sensitive

Perception compared with that of Reid, 883 a,

n. ; chary of using the word idea, 926 a : before

Leibnitz, held a doctrine of Obscure Ideas, 939 b.

Cidverwell, (Nathaniel,) praised, 782 a, n.

Custom, what, in relation to Habit, 89G, n. ; can-

not explain the necessity of thought, 972 a.

Cyrenufian philosophers, adopted the Atomist dis-

tinction of the Qualities of matter, 898 a.

D'Aguksssau, 786 b, see Common Sense.

D'Ailly, referred to, 851 a,

Dalberg, cited on Consciousness, 944 a.

D'Alembert, quoted, 751 b, 752 a ; 790 b, see Com-
mon Sense ; divided the vis inertke into two,

851 b ; maintained that we cannot imagine In-
tension without Colour, 918, n. *

; quoted, 920 a.

Damiron, cited on acts of mind beyond conscious-

ness, 939 a.

Darwin, referred to, 868 b, u.

Daube, his refutation of Condillac's paradox re-

garding Colour, 920 a ; cited on the term idea,

928 a.

Davies, (Sir John,) 780 b, see Common Sense ;

never uses 'idea,' 927 a; referred to on the
mind's power of reflecting on self, 948 b.

De Biran, see Maine.
Degerando, 797 b, see Common Sense ; cited on the
Motive Faculty, 868 a, n. ; on the word idea,

928 b ; his testimony to Aristotle's merits as a
logician, 983 b, 984 a.

Degree, a condition of Perception, 878 a.

De Guericke, referred to, 850 b.

De la Forge, his doctrine of Primary and Second-
ary Qualities substantially that of Descartes,

833 b, 834 a; his employment of the term
species, 834 a, 857 a, n. t ; cited on the Cartesian

opposition of Idea and Sensation, 887 a; on
the mind's knowledge of its own operations, 931

b ; his employment of ' conscience,' 945 a ; cited

on Reflection, 948 b; on the Cartesian theory
of Perception, 961 b, n.

De Luc, referred to, 851 a.

Democritus, his distinction of the Qualities of

Matter, 825 b, 826 a ; its conformity with that
of Aristotle and Descartes, 828 a, 832 b ; re-

ferred to, 850 b ; liis theory of Species, 951, 960
bj held that species limited to the sense of

Sight, 951 b, n. *.

Demosthenes, his employment of <rvi>ei$6s, 943 a.

Density, (and Rarity,) a Primary Quality of body,
847 b, 848 a.

Denzinger, cited, 939 a.

Dependence or Determined Consecution , Law of, a
General Law of Meutal Succession, 911 a.

De Raei, quoted on the testimony of consciousness

in perception, 747 b; referred to, 773 a ; cited on
the Cartesian opposition of Idea and Sensation,

887 a ; on Attention, 945 b ; on the Cartesian

doctrine of Perception, 965 a.

Derodon, his doctrine of Actual and Potential qua-
lities, 832 b, 833 a.

Descartes, confessed that the facts of consciousness,

as mere phenomena, are above scepticism, 744 a

;

his Cogito ergo sum explained, 744 a; quoted
on the testimony of consciousness in perception,

747 b; his appeal to the veracity of God as a
ground of belief in an external world, 751 a, 964

b; 782 a, see Common Sense; true meaning
of his doctrine of Innate Ideas, 782 b ; did not,

as is generally supposed, originate the distinction

of Primary and Secondary Qualities, 831 b, 832

a b ; conformity of his distinction with those of

Aristotle and Democritus, 832 b ; compared and
contrasted with the doctrines of Malebranche,
Locke, Reid, &c, S34-844 passim; his explana-

tion of the cause of Cohesion, 851 a ; cited on the

hypothesis of a Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n.

;

his employment of the word Perceptio, 876, n.

;

of the word Idea, 890 a, 926 a, 927 a, compare
834 a ; quoted, 931 a, n. J ; denied Obscure Ideas,

939 b ; first gave currency to the word co».<ri-

rntiii, 945 a ; cited on Reflection, 947 a, 948 b
;

assisted in finally refuting the doctrine of Specie*,

956 b, 957 a ; the theory of Perception and Idc:is

held by, 961-965 ; see Perception and Ideas ; his

Doubt, 969; held that experience cannot give

the universal, 973 a ; cited on the conciliation of

Liberty and Prescience, 975 b, n.

Destutt de Tracy, see Tracy.

De Villemaudy, quoted, 949 b.

" Devil's dialectic," 901 b, n.

De Vries, cited, 931 a.

Digby, (Sir Keneltn.) referred to, 850 b ; his state-

ment of the law of Redintegration, 898, n. ; does
not use the term idea, 927 b.

Diogenes, (of Apollonia,) referred to, 850 b.

Diogenes Laertius, see Laertius.

Dionysius, (Alexandrinus,) his employment of

o-vj/aio~dr)(Tis, 943 a.

Dionysius, (Theologus,)hisemployment of arvvaicr-

e-no-is, 943 a.

Dioscorides, employed o~vvalo'Q7)0~is as a medical

term, 943 a.

Discussions on Philosophy, Sir W. Hamilton's,
referred to, 924 a, n. , et alibi passim.

Distant realities, an immediate perception of, im-
possible, 810 b, 814 a, 822 a, 885 a.

Divisibility, contained under Aristotle's Number,
829 a, n. t ; convertible with Number, 837 a, n. *,

844, nu. t X If 5 according to Purehot, 840 a ; ac-

cording to Leclerc, 840 a ; according to Kames,
840 b ; according to Reid, 844 a, n. t ; meaning
of, as used by these philosophers, 844 b, n. ^f ; a
primary quality of body, 847 a, 848 a.

Doubt, of a fact of consciousness impossible, 743 b,

744 a, et alibi ; on the Cartesian, (Note R,)969.

Drummond, (Capt. Thomas,) referred to, 851 a.

Dryden, his use of the word idea, 926 a, 927 b.

Ducange, referred to on the word Maxim, 766 b, n.

Duhamel, 783 b, see Common Sense ; cited touch-

ing the Common Sensibles of Aristotle, 830 a

;

recognised the distinction of Primary and Second-
ary Qualities, 834 b ; his testimony to the merits

of Aristotle in reference to this distinction, ib
;

referred to, 850 a, 850 b ; cited on Reflection,

947 a.

Dulaurens, see Laurentius.

Duncan, (Mark,) cited on Necessity as a quality of

cognitions, 973 b.

Duns Scotus, held that the facts of consciousness,

as mere pluenomena, are above scepticism, 744 a

;

777 a, seeCommon Sense; like Locke, derives our
knowledge from Sense and Reflection, 777 b, 778 a,

946 b ; the most convenient edition of his works
that by the Irish Franciscans, 778 a, n. ; referred

to on the origin of the word intuitive, as applied

to knowledge, 812 b.

Durandus, maintained the negativity of our con-

ceptions of Point, Line, Surface, 923 a; that

Reflection affords certain knowledge, and that it

is experimental, 946 b ; denied Species, both in

sense and intellect, 954 b, n. *, 955 a, n. *
; his

arguments against Species, 957 sq. ; his stricturas

on Ockam's doctrine, 957 b, n. * ; in regaid

to Perception, approximated more nearly to the

truth than any modern philosopher before Reid,

ib.
;
quoted on Intuitive and Abstractive know-

ledge, 987 b.

Dutens, referred to for supposed anticipations of

Malebranche's theory, 966 a.

Effbct, see Causality.

Ego and Non-Ego, opposition of, explained and
illustrated, 806 sq.

Egoism, on, (Note Y,) 988.

Egoistical Idealism, 817 a; Egoistical Represcn-
tatonism, 807 a, 818 a.

Empedocles, his theory of Vision, 950 a ; of Species,

951 a, n.

Einpiricus, (Sextus,) confessed that the facts of
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consciousness, ns mere phenomena, are above
scepticism, 744 a

; quoted on the philosophy of
Heraclitus, 770 b ; cited, 826 a ; referred to,

857 a, n. t ; speculation of Aristotle preserved by,
921 b ; referred to, 939 b.

Engel, cited, 868 b, n.

Ens, by the majority of philosophers viewed as the
Primum Cognitum, 934 a. See Existence.

Entia Rationis, discussions of the Schoolmen re-

garding, 813 b, n.

Epicharmus, quoted, 802 a, 880 a, n. ; the verse

(Nous dprj, k. t. A..) attributed to him, pro-

bably a forgery, 878 b, n. ||.

Epictetus, his employment of the expression

KOivbs vovs, 757 b, n. ; of <rvvei56s, 943 a ; of

<rvvai(rdr)(ris, 944 b.

Epicureans, (the,) their employment of the term
Axiom, 766 a ; anticipation of Locke by, 839 b.

Epicurus, an expression of, explained, 774 a

;

adopted the Atomist distinction of the qualities
of matter, 826 a ; referred to, 850 b ; his theory
of Species, 951, 960 b.

Episcopius, questioned the necessity of Divine pre-
science, 976 a, n. t.

Erasmus, a saying of, quoted, 752 b.

Erasistratus, appropriated to different parts of the
nervous organism the functions of Sensibility and
Motion, 870 a. n. ; anticipations of more recent
physiologists by, ib.

Erdmann, overlooked the Cartesian distinction of
Primary and Secondary qualities, 845 n.

Erice, referred to, 813 b, n.

Ernesti, cited on the word idea, 928 a.

Eschenbach, 791 a, see Common Sense.
Euclid, does not employ the term Axiom, 765 a

;

his definition of a Solid, 923 b.

Eugenios, (of Bulgaria,) his employment of avv-

alo-drjo'is, 944 b.

Euler, referred to, 850 b.

Euripides, referred to, 878 b, n.
||

; has crivsffis for
* conscience,' 942 b, 943 b.

Eustachius, cited on the Internal Senses, 953 b, u.
Eustratius, observes that Intelligence and Sense

are both immediate cognitions, 757 b : referred
to, 771 b, n.

Evidence, of our original beliefs, 755.
Excluded Middle, logical law of, in relation to

perception, 831, a, n. *, 839 a, 860 b, n., 918 r..

Existence, as a category of thought, 943. See Ens.
Experience, informs us only of what is, not of
what must be, 971 b, 972 a ; therefore cannot ac-
count for the phenomena of mental necessity,
972 a ; opinions of philosophers touching, 973 a-

Extension, a common percept in Aristotle, 828 b

;

the apprehension of, according to Aristotle,
829 a and n. * ; theories of philosophers con-
cerning, 832 a, 837 a, 840 a, 841 a, 843 a, 844
b ; not really to be distinguished from Solidity,
837 b ; a primary quality of body, 847, 848

;

the apprehension of, belongs to the activity of
mind, 858 b, n. J ; cannot be seen nor Imagined
without colour, 86p b, n., 917 b, 918 a b;
whether first perceived through the sensation of
Touch, 861 a, n.*, 885 a ; laws of the perception
of, in relation to different parts of the nervous
organism, 862, n. ; the essential attribute of mat-
ter, according to Descartes, 961 a. See Space,
Magnitude.

External World, grounds of our belief in the ex-
istence of, 749 b, 750 a : apprehended in the
consciousness of resistance to our locomotive
energy, 822 a.

Externality, how perceived, 885 a b.

Fabricius, (J. A.,) cited on the transference of
the term Sense to the higher faculties of mind,
756 a.

Facility, Law of, a special law of Mental Sugges-
tion, 916, 917.

Facts—Data, (of Consciousness or Intelligence,)
terms applied to our primary cognitions, 761 b.

Faith, authorities for the use of the term, as applied
to the original warrants of cognition, 760 b.

Fatalism, convertible with Atheism, 974 a.

Fate, Contingency, <fcc. , on the opinion of the
ancients touching, 977 b.

Fatio, referred to, 850 b.

Fearn, (Mr John,) his assertion, that " we think
in colours," an exaggeration of the truth, 918
b; merit and originality of his speculations,

918 b, 923 b ; observed the fact that figure is

perceived only by the variety of colours, 920 a.

Feeling, as a term applied to our original beliefs,

760 a ; its relation to Belief, ib. ; Jacobi's testi-

mony concerning, 793-796
Fenelon, 786 a, see Common Sense ; referred to,

791b.
Ferguson, (Dr Adam,) referred to, 839 a, n., 850 a,

852 b.

Fernelius, noticed, 870 a, n.

Ferrier, (Professor,) article by, in Blackwood's
Magazine, 890 a, n. *.

Festus, referred to, 838 b, n.
Feuerbach, overlooked the Cartesian distinction

of Primary and Secondary qualities, 845 a, n.
;

cited on acts of mind beyond the sphere of con-
sciousness, 939 a ; on Obscure Ideas before
Leibnitz, 939 b.

Feuerlin, 785 b, see Common Sense ; cited on acts

of mind beyond the sphere of consciousness,
938 b.

Fichte, acknowledged the existence of a natural
belief in realism, 748 b ; his employment of

the term Intuition , 759 b, 769 a ; of the term
Reason, 769 a; 796 b, see Common Sense ;

quoted, 799 a, n. *
; demonstrated on the princi-

ples of Descartes, &c. , the subjectivity of Space
or Extension, 841 a ; his idealism contrasted
with that of Malebranche, &c, 968 b.

Ficinus, referred to, 938 a, n. *
;
quoted on Re-

flection, 947 b.

Figure, a common percept in Aristotle, 828 b ;

theories of other philosophers concerning, 832 a,

833 a, 837 a, 840 a, 841 a, 843 a, 844 b ; a pri-

mary quality of body, 847, 848 ; the perception
of, belongs to the activity of mind, 858 b, n. } ;

whether first perceived through the sensation of

Touch, 885 a. See Colour.

Fischer, (F.,) cited, 861 b, n.

Flender, quoted on the representationist doctrine
of perception, 815 b.

Flourens, referred to, 874 b.

Fonseca, cited, 771 b, n. ; referred to, 813 b, n.

See Scientia Media.
Forcellini, an inaccuracy of, noticed, 757 b, n. *.

Fortescue, referred to on the word Maxim,
767 b.

Fracastorius, bis use of the word, idea, 927 a

;

quoted on Reflection, 946 b.

Franke, referred to, 757 b.

Free-will, see Liberty.
Freind, referred to, 850 b.

Fries, acknowledged the existence of a natural
belief in realism, 748 b ; his error in regard to

Reid's use of the term Common Sense, 757 a, 798
a ; 798 a, see Common Sense ; cited on the law of

the coexistence of Sensation and Perception, 888
a ; on Homogeneity, as a principle of Associa-
tion, 916 b, n. *

; on acts of mind beyond con-
sciousness, 939 a ; on Attention, 941 a, n. t,

945 b.

Fromondus, never uses idea, 927 b : maintained
Species in both the internal and external senses,

955 a, n. f.

Fuelleborn, referred to for a notice of Brunet, an
Egoist, 988 b.

Galen, cited, 826 a ; did not hold the doctrine of

Substantial Forms, 827 a, n. ; an authority for

the distinction of Primary and Secondary quali-
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ties, 830 b, 831 a ; referred to, 849 b, 861 b, n. ;

his theory of the nervous organism, stated and
criticised, 870-871, n. ; quoted, 878 a, n. *; was
aware of the law of the coexistence, in an in-

verse ratio, of Sensation and Perception, 886 b,

887 a; employed crvualcrdriaris as a medical term,

943 a ; had no name for consciousness of sensa-

tions, Ac, ib., n. *; cited on Plato's theory of
vision, 950 a ; his division of the Internal Senses,

953 b, n. *
; denied Species in Sense, 955 a, n. *.

Galen, (Pseudo,) referred to, 920 a.

Galileo, preceded Desoartes in tlie distinction of

Primary and Secondary qualities, and antici-

pated Locke in the nomenclature, 831 a, 836 b,

837 a ; abstract of his doctrine, 831 ab; re-

ferred to, 832 b, S39 b, 844 a, n. ».

Galluppi. (Baron,) his defence of Reid against

the strictures of Kant, 753 b, 754 a ; criticised,

754 a ; his doctrine as to the objective character
of Sensation, untenable, 856 a; denied the
existence of mental acts beyond consciousness,

939 a.

Galtruchius, (Petrus,) anticipated Malebranche's
theory of Perception, 967 a ; quoted, ib.

Gamier, cited on the Cartesian Doubt, 969 b.

Gassendi, carefully criticises Lord Herbert of
Clierbury, 781 a ; not fully appreciated by his

countrymen, 787 b, n. ; inadvertence of, no-
ticed, 826 b, n. ; cited on the Common Sen-
sibles of Aristotle, 830 a ; suggested to Regis
his subdivision of (objective) Light into radical

and derivative, 836 a ; referred to, 837 b, 850 b ;

adopted the terms Perceptio, Idea, from Des-
cartes, 876 b, n., 926 a, 927 a; the latter term,
how used by him, 928 b ; quoted on Reflection,

947 a ; cited, 948 a ; on the Species of Demo-
critus and Leucippus, 950 b, n. ; that Aristotle

did not hold the doctrine of Species usually at-

tributed to him, 952 a, n. ; on the Internal
Senses, 953 b, n. ; assisted in finally refuting

the doctrine of Species, 956 b ; to him Reid
probably indebted for his knowledge of the
Nominalist doctrine of Perception, 970, 971.

Gatien - Arnoult, cited on the Cartesian Doubt,
969 b.

Geilfussius, his • Intelligentia,' 770 a.

Genevieve, (StJ Pinnacle of, in St Andrews,
815 b, n.

Genovesi, (Genuensis.) quoted, 790 b, see Common
Sense; referred to, 975b, n., 976 a, n.*, 977 a.

Gerard. (Dr,) borrowed from Aristotle his distri-

bution of the principles of Association, 900 a, n.

Gerlach, acknowledged the existence of a natural
belief in realism, 748 b ; 800 a, see Common
Sense.

Geruzez, cited, 939 a.

Gesner, 791 a, see Common Sense.
Geulinx, his distinction of Idea and Species

noticed, 834 a, 887 b ; his language, occasion
of an unfounded charge against the sect of Car-
tesians, 834 a.

Gilbert, referred to, 850 b.

Gillies, (Dr,) cited, 931 b, n. f.

Giphanius, 780 a b, see Common Sense.
Glanvill , an authority for the distinction of Primary
and Secondary Qualities, 833 a ; before Locke,
used the term idea in its Cartesian sense, 927 b

;

cited, 948 b.

Glavbe, in German, denotes both philosophical
Belief and. theological Faith, 793 b, n. *, 794 a.

Gleig, (Bishop,) cited on the term idea, 928 a.

Gley, referred to, 797 a.

Gocleniu8, (Rodolphus,) referred to on the word
Maxim, 766 b, n. ; adopted Scaliger's doctrine
of Intellectual Instincts, 779 a ; cited, 860 b, n.

;

redargued Scaliger's doctrine as to the percep-
tion of Weight, 867 b, n. ; quoted and referred
to on the word idea, 926 b and u. *, 927 a, n. *

;

distinguished Reflection from Observation, 940
b, n. *

; cited on Reflection, 946 b, n. J, 947 a,

848 b ; on the word Certain, 978 b.

Goerenz, his attempt to supply a history of Asso-
ciation, 890 a ; referred to on the Arh.tot.-iic

employment of the term Motion, 892 b, n. *.

Gotfredus, disallowed Species for intellect, 954
b, n. t.

Goveanus, (Antonms,) 779 a, see Common Sense.
Grace (Free), of God, in relation to Free Will of
man, 975 b.

Graevell, cited, 939 a.

Grant, (Dr William,) referred to, 872 b.

Gravesande, cited on the term Contingent, 978 b.

Gravitation, compared and contrasted with the
Association of Ideas, 889.

Gravity, the resistance of, 848 sq. ; not a neces-
sary quality of body, 849 a ; this proved by the
variety of opinions regarding its nature, 850 a b,
851 a ; and by a reference to our individual con-
sciousness, 852 b. ; unsuccessful attempts to de-
monstrate it as a fundamental condition of mat-
ter, 853.

Gravius, referred to, 782 b.

Gregory, (of Rimini,) referred to on the origin of
the word Intuitive, as applied to knowledge,
812 b ; distinguished between an immediate and
a mediate object, in our cognitive acts, 815 a ;

maintained the negativity of our conceptions of
a 'Point, Line, Surface, 923 a ; denied Species
in sense, 955 a, n. *

; his doctrine of mental
faculties, 956 a, n. § ; held that Aristotle im-
plicitly denied the Divine Prescience, 976 a, n. J.

Gregory, (of Nyssa,) cited on the scholastic doc-
trine touching the relation of the soul to the
body, 881 b, n. ; on the connection between sense
and intellect, 878, n. ||.

Gren, maintained the positive lightness of bodv,
850 b.

Gronovius, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a.

Grotius, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a.

Gruithuisen, cited, 856 a ; on the Muscular Sense,
868 b, n.

Gutkius, his ' Intelligentia,' 770 a.

Habit, use of the term in relation to first prin-
ciples, 770 a ; Aristotle's use of the term ex-
plained, ib. 896 a, n. *

; observations of Vives
on, as determining the course of our remin-
iscence, 896 a, n. *.

Hales, referred to, 778 b.
Haller, referred to, 862 a, n. ; his theory as to the
nervous organism, 872 b.

Halley, referred to, 850 b.

Hamberger, referred to, 850 b.

Hardness, a secundo - primary quality of body,
848 b; the sensation and the perception of,

discriminated, 857 a, n t, 859 b, n.

Harris, (James,) inaccuracy of, corrected, 757 b,
n. ; misconceived the nature of the Gnostic
Reasons, 887 a.

Hartley, referred to, 868 b, n., 914 b.

Hartmann, cited, 868 b, n.

Heat, problem regarding the sensation of, 875 b.

Heerebord, cited, 925 b, n. t.

Hegel, his employment of the term Reason, 769
a; paradox of, 797 b ; saying of, referred to,

801 a, n. ; inaccuracies of, in regard to the
Cartesian doctrine of Primary and Secondary
qualities, 845, n. ; referred to, 850 b.

Heidenreich, 796 b, see Common Sense.
Heinsius, (D.,) referred to, 773 a; cited on Re-

flection, 948 a.

Heliodorus Pnisensis, (the Pseudo-Andronicus,)
referred to, 773 a.

Hemsterhuis, 792 a, see Common Sense ; referred
to, 857 a, n. X-

Hennings, cited on mental acts beyond conscious-
ness, 939 a.

Henricus Gandavensis, (Henry of Ghent,) doctrine
of, referred to, 814 b, n. ; denied Species in in-

tellect, 954 b, n. f.
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Heraclitus, 770 b, see Common Sense ; his doc-

trine compared with that of La Menuais, 770 b,

771a.
Herbart, acknowledges the existence of a natural

belief in realism, 74S b ; cited on the Muscular
Sense, 868 b,n. ; on the Platonic Ideas, 950 b.

Herbert, (Lord,) 781 a, see Common Sense ; his

speculations overlooked by philosophers in Great
Britain, 781 a ; justly appreciated by Culverwell,

782 a, n. ; does not use the word idea, 926 a,

927 b.

Herder, cited, 973, n.

Hermes, (J. G. ,) 800 a, see Common Sense.

Hermes Trismegistus, referred to, 776 b.

Hermolaus Barbarus, see Barbaras.

Herodian, has avvecris for ' conscience,' 943 b.

Herophilus, referred to, 870 a, n.

Hesiod, 770 b, see Common Sense.
Hey, questioned the necessity of Divine pre-

science, 976 a, n. J.

Hibbert, cited on mental acts beyond conscious-

ness, 939 a.

Hierocles, his employment of o~waio~dT)0~is, 943 a.

Hieronymus, see Jerome.
Hildanus, (Fabricius,) cited on the hypothesis of

a Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n.

Hiller, 792 a, see Common Sense ; cited on Ideas,
926 b.

Hippocrates, has avvvoio. for ' consciousness,'

944 b.

Hispanus, (Petrus,) referred to on the term Maxim,
767 b.

Hissmann, his attempt to supply a history of Asso-
ciation , 890 a ; misapprehended the term motion,
as employed by Aristotle, 892 b, n. *.

Hobbes, cited on the subjective character of our
sensations, 856 a

;
quoted on Perception, 878 a,

n. *, 932 a ; not original in his doctrine of Asso-
ciation, 890 b, 898 b, n. ; his character as a phi-
losopher, 890 b, n. f ; likens the consecution of
thought to the following of water through the

guidance of a finger, 894 a, n. *, 907 a, n. ; his
statement of the law of Redintegration, 898 a,

n. *
; varied in regard to the universality of the

law of connected consecution, 902 a, n. ; quoted
on Reminiscence, 904 n.

||
; criticised, 909 b, n.

;

his employment of the word idea, 926 a, n. §,
927 a b ; assisted in finally refuting the doctrine
of Species, 956 b ; quoted, 973 a ; cited on ths
word Contingent, 978 b.

Hoboken, referred to, 874 b.

Hoffbauer, followed Maass in regard to Similarity
as a principle of Association, 913 b ;

quoted,
914 a b.

Hofmann, referred to, 943 a, n.

Homogeneity, Law of, a special law of Mental
Suggestion, 916 b.

Hooke, referred to, 850 b.

Hooker, his use of the word idea, 926 a, 927 b.
Horace, his employment of Sensus Communis, 758

b, 759 a ; 774 b, see Common Sense.
Horsley, referred to, 851 a.

Huber, (Mademoiselle,) cited as an authority for

the word consciousnesses, 764 a ; 790 a, see Com-
mon Sense.

Huet, (M.,) referred to, 814 b, n.

Hugo a Sancto Victore, uotices the distinction of
Abstract and Intuitive Knowledge, 812 b.

Hume, (David,) confessed that the facts of con-
sciousness, as mere phsenomena, are above scep-
ticism, 744 a

;
quoted on the testimony of con-

sciousness in perception, 747 b ; 790 b, see Com-
mon Sense ; demonstrated on the principles of
Descartes, &c, the subjectivity of Space or Ex-
tension, 841 a ; De Biran's examination of his
reasoning in regard to our notion of Power,
criticised, 866 n. ; compares Association to At-
traction, 889 a, 894 a, n. *, 907 a, n. ; arrogated
to himself the glory of first generalising the
principles of Association, 890 b ; his enumera-

tion of these principles at once redundant, de-
fective, and erroneous, 900 a, n. ; quoted on the
law of Resemblance, 915 a, n. *

; reduced the
law of Contrast to a mixture of Causation and
Resemblance, 915 a, n. J ; maintained that we
cannot imagine Extension without Colour, 918
b, n. * ; cited on the word idea, 928 a ; on
Locke's Ideas, 928 b, n. t ; his assertion about
the ideas of Cause and Power, Reid's account
of, shewn to be substantially correct, 968, 969.

Hunter, (Dr John,) speculation of, anticipated by
Albinus, 874 a.

Hutcheson, (Dr Francis,) his employment of Sen-
sus Communis, 759 a ; anticipated Reid's doc-

trine of natural signs, 820 b, n. ; only repeated

Aristotle in regard to the concomitant ideas of

Sensation, 829 b, n. , 886 a, n. ; from him Reid
borrowed his limitation of Consciousness, 930 b,

931 a.

Huygens, referred to, 850 b.

Hypothetical Realism, or Hypothetical Dualism,
or Cosmothetic Idealism, 749 a, 817 b ; see Cos-

mothetic Idealism.

Idea, Ideal, various significations of the terms,

925 a ; signification in the polemic of Reid and
Stewart, ib. ; Idea, how employed by Jacobi
and Kant, 796 a, n. *

; by Malebranche, 835 b,

966 b ; history and fortune of the term, 925 a-

926 b ; used for Notion in intellect rarely before

Descartes, 926 b ; historical notices of its use,

926 b-927 b ; five extensions given to, by Poiret,

928 a ; as a psychological term, 928 a, b : how
employed by Gassendi, Locke, Descartes, 928 b ;

tbe Cartesian idea, what, 834 a, 835 b, 887 a,

963 b, n. *.

Idealism, genesis of, 749 a ; its various degrees or

species, 817 a. See Cosmothetic Idealism.

Identity, (Absolute,) system of, 749 a.

Identity, (Personal,) failure of proof of, in the

hands of Cosmothetic Idealists, 751 a.

Image, as a philosophical term, not to be taken
literally, 948, 949.

Imagination, (or Phantasy,) defined, 809 a.

Immediacy, Law of, a special law of Mental Sug-
gestion, 916 b.

Immediate, meaning of the term in relation to

knowledge, 804 a, 805 a, see Knowledge.
Impenetrability, ambiguity of the term, 837, n. t,

844, n. §§, 847 b
Impression, as a philosophical term, not to be

taken literally, 948, 949.
Incomprehensibility, as a character of our origi-

nal beliefs, 754 a, 759 b, 760 a.

Incompressibility, Ultimate or Absolute, a pri-

mary quality of body, 847, 848.

Induction, how far regarded by Aristotle as a

source of first principles, 771 b, n. *.

Inertia, resistance from, 848 sq. ; not a necessary

quality of body, 849 a; this proved by the

variety of opinions touching its nature, 851 a b ;

by a reference to our individual consciousness,

852 a.

Infinite, (the,) contrasted with the Absolute, 936 a.

Innate Ideas, meaning of, in Descartes, 782 b.

Inspiration, metaphorical use of the term in re-

lation to first principles, 761 b.

Instinct, Instinctive : Reid's use of the terms de-

fended, 760 b, 761 a ; authorities for the use of,

in relation to the elementary facts of conscious-

ness, 761 a.

Integration, Law of, see Relativity.

Intellect, Intelligence, various uses of the terms,

769 b, 770 a.

Intellect and Sense cannot be rigidly discrimin-

ated, 844 a, n. i, 878 b ; authors quoted to that

effect, 878, n.
||

; Intellect called in the Aristote-

lic philosophy the Place of Principles, 905 b,

n.
|| ; tbe scholastic distinction of, into Active

and Passive, 953 sq.

Intellectu8purus, origin of the expression, 763 a, n.*.
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Intention, Intentional, meaning of the terms, 952

b, n.

Intentional Forms or Species, doctrine of, not lield

by Aristotle, 827 b, n., 952 a, n. *
; Intentional

Species, what, 953 a, n. *.

Internal Sense, a term used by the Cartesians aa

convertible with Conscious-nets, 759 a.

Internal Senses, divisions of, by the Schoolmen,
953 b, n.

Inl a it ion, various uses of the term, 759.

Intuitions and Conceptions, distinction of, 986,

987.

Intuitivo and Abstract Knowledge, the scholastic

distinction of, 812 a b ; an anticipation of Kant's
distinction of Intuitions and Conceptions, 987 b.

Irenseus a Sancto Jacobo, 782, see Common Sense ;

cited, 814 a, 830 a, 953 b, n. ; quoted on Inten-
tional Species, 953 a, u. *.

Irwing, cited, 946 a.

Jacob, cited on acts of mind beyond conscious-
ness, 939 a.

Jacobi, acknowledged the existence of a natural
belief in realism, 748 b ; bis Vernunft, 758 a,

769 a, 793 a, n. ; quoted, 771 b ; analogy be-
tween his doctrine and that of Aristotle, 771 b

,

795 b ; referred to, 773 a ; on the critical phi-
losophy of Kaut, 792 b ; 793 a-796 b, see Com-
mon Sense ; his use of the term Idea, 796 a, n.*;
his definition of Liberty, 974 b, n. % ; of the
term Mechanical, 978 b, 979 a.

Jaequier, cited, 928 b.

Jandunus, referred to, 803 b, n. ; his division of

the internal Senses, 953 b, n.

Javellus, quoted on Reminiscence, 904, n. ||, 909,
n. t-

Jenisch, cited, 973 a, n.

Jerome, (St,) quoted, 754 b ; on Attention as a
condition of Perception, 877 b, n. *, 946 a.

Joannes Scotus, noticed, 815 a.

Johnson, (Dr Samuel,) cited on the term idea,
928 a.

Jouffroy, (M.,) referred to, 746 a, n. ; his edition
of Reid's Works referred to, 843 b, 887 b.

Judgment, a condition of Perception, 878 a b ; of
Consciousness in general, ib., 933 b, 934 a.

Juvenal, his employment of Sensus Communis,
758 b, 759 a.

Kames, (Lord,) recognised the distinction of Pri-
mary and Secondary qualities, 840 b ; his classi-

fication open to objections, 839 a, n., 840 b,

851 b, 858 a ; referred to, 850 b ; cited on acts
of mind beyond consciousness, 938 b.

Kant, his strictures on the Scottish Philosophy of

Common Sense, 752 b, 753 a ; these shewn to be
unfounded, as regards Reid, 753 a b ; criticism
of, by Galluppi, 753 b, 754 a ; his employment of
the terms Intuition, 759 b ; a priori and a pos-
teriori, 762 a; category, 762 b; transcendent,
transcendental, ib. ; pure, 763 a ; maxim, 767 b

;

reason, 768 b, 769 a ; referred to in connection
with Aristotle's doctrine of the origin of our
knowledge, 771 b, n. ; his distinction of Analy-
tic and Syntheticjudgments a priori, anticipated
by Buffior, 787 b, n. ; 792 b, 793 a, see Common
Sense; his vacillating use cf the terms subjective
and objective, 804 b ; these terms used in their
modern acceptation long before the time of,

808 a, n. ; demonstrated on the principles of
Descartes, &c, the subjectivity of Spaco or
Extension, 841 a, 845 a; referred to, 850 b;
cited on the genesis of the notion of extension,
868 b, n. ; his employment of the term Percep-
tion, 877 a, n. ; his doctrine of Space referred
to, 882 b, n.*j his originality vindicated against
the criticism of Stewart, 886 a, n. ; enunciated
the law of the coexistence, in an inverse ratio,

of Sensation and Perception, 888 a; cited on
acts of mind beyond consciousness, 939 a ; on
Attention, 945 b; on Necessity as a quality of

cognitions, 973 a ; his testimony to Aristotle's
meritl as a logician, 9S3 b ; his distinction of
conceptions and intuitions, 987 b.

Keckcrinann, 780 b, 781 a, see Common Sense;
his employment of Conscientia, 780 b, 945 a

;

distinguished Reflection from Observation, 940
b, n. § ; referred to, 946 a, n. t, 947 a.

Koill, referred to, 850 b.

Keppler, first generalised inertia, as an attribute
of matter, 851 b.

King, (Archbishop,) cited on the conciliation of
Liberty and Prescience, 975 b, n.

Kircher, referred to, 850 b.

Knowledge, primary elements of, 743 a, and n. *
;

evidence of their veracity, 743 b ; how far pos-

sible of first principles, 755 b; subjective and
objective, 846 a, n. ; relativity of, 935 a, 965 b.

Knowledge, Presentative and Representative,
(Note B,) 804-815; Immediate and Mediate,
804 a b ; importance of the distinction, 804 b ;

Immediate knowledge, also called Presentative
or Intuitive, Mediate Knowledge also called
Representative, 805 a; an Object of, what, ib. ;

various kinds of objects distinguished, 805 b,

806 a; the Subject of, what, 806 a b ; the re-

presentative object distinguished as Egoistical

and Non -egoistical, 807-809 a ; a representation
considered as an object not really different from
n representation considered as an act, 809 a b

;

all our mediate cognitions contained in our im-
mediate, 810 a; actual (or present), past, and
possible objects, whether known immediately or
mediately, 810 a b, 811 a ; these two kinds of
knowledge compared by reference to their sim-
plicity or complexity, as acts, 811 a; the number
of their objects, ib. ; the relativity of their ob-
jects, ib. ; the character of the existential judg-
ments they involve, 811 a b ; their character as
cognitions, 811 b ; their self-sufficiency or de-
pendence, 811 b, 812 a ; their intrinsic complete-
ness and perfection, 812 a; parallel distinction,

taken by the Schoolmen, of Intuitive and Ab-
stract Knowledge, 812 a b ; errors of Reid and
other philosophers in reference to the distinction

of Presentative and Representative Knowledge,
812 b, 815 b.

Knowledges, term used by Bacon, &c, ought not
to be discarded, 763 b, n.

Knutzen, employs objective and subjective in their
modern meaning, 808 a, n.

Koeppen, 798 a, see Common Sense.

Koivii atcrOrtais of Aristotle, 756 b.

Krueger, referred to, 857 a, n. J.

Krug, 797 b, see Common Sense ; the Transcen-
dental Synthetism of, 797 b ; referred to on the
Internal Senses, 953 b, n.

Laboclinikrb, cited, 8C8 a, n.

Lactantius, 776 a, see Common Sense.

Laertius, confessed that the facts of conscious-
ness, as mere phenomena, are above scepti-

cism, 744 a ; cited, 826 a ; his employment of

o~vvt'ib*T)o~is, 944 b ; referred to, 851 a, n.

La Mennais, (Abbe
-

de,) referred to, 758 a ; his
doctrine of Common Sense compared with that
of Hcraclitus, 770 b, 771 a ; 801 b, see Common
Sense.

Lana, referred to, 850 b.

Laromiguiere, his employment of the word idea,
92S b ; makes Attention a power of intellect,

946 a.

Laurentius, (Dulaurcns,) his observations on the
Nerves, 871, n.

Le Cat, noticed, 870 a, n,

Le Clerc, his doctrine of Primitive and Derivative
qualities, S4<> a.

a Metaphysics, Sir W. Hamilton's, quoted
or referred to, 019 a, n., et alibi passim.

Lee, (Dr Henry,) referred to on Locke, 849 b, n. t.

Le Grand, quoted ou the Cartesian theory of Per*

3T
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ception, 964 a, n. t, 964 b, n. *
; cited on the

Cartesian Doubt, 9C9 b.

Loibnitz, quoted on the absolute truth of consci-
ousness, 750 b ; on the Necessity and Univer-
sality of our original beliefs, 754 b; referred to,

773 a ; 785 a, see Common Sense ; his doctrine of
Natural Light and Instinct, 785 a ; saying of, re-

ferred to, 801 a, n. ; his employment of the term
objective, 807 b, n. ; was ignorant of the Cartesian
distinction of Idea and Sensation, 835 b, 887 b

;

made Impenetrability as an attribute of body
prior to Extension, 838 a, n.; demonstrated on
the principles of Descartes, &c. , the subjectivity

of Space or Extension, 841 a; the distinction of
Primary and Secondary Qualities, superseded
in his philosophy, 845 a; referred to, 850 b ; his

twofold division of vis inertias, 850 b; his em-
ployment of the term perceptio, 877 a, n. 5 of the
term idea, 928 a ; maintained that there are acts
of mind beyond consciousness, 938 b ; cited,

939 b ; used consciosite" for ' consciousness,' 945
a ; cited on Necessity as a quality of cognitions,

973 a ; on the meaning of the word contingent,

978 a
;
quoted on the propriety of studying the

sciences of Observation before those of Reflec-
tion, 985 b, 986 a.

Leibnitians, (the,) their use of the expression
pure knowledge, 763 a, n. *; coincidence be-
tween their doctrine of perception and that of

Reid, 883 a, n.

Leidenfrost, referred to, 773 a; cited, 861 b, n.

Lonhossek, referred to, 868 b, n.

Lo Sage, referred to, 850 b.

Leocalopier, 783 a, see Common Sense.
Loucippus, his distinction of the Qualities of mat-

ter, 825 b, 826 a ; referred to, 850 b ; his theory
of Species, 851 a, n.

Lexicographers, (English,) ignorance of, touching
the word Maxim, 766 b, n.

Lexicon Septemvirale, error in, noticed, 826 b, n.

L'Huillier, referred to, 851 a.

Liberty, (Moral,) on the Argument from Pre-
science against, (NoteU.) 973-981 5 considered
in relation to the doctrine of Causality, 974 ; the
notion of, more proximate than that of Cau-
sality, 974 b, n. *

: inconceivable, 974 b, 975 a

;

authors cited to that effect, 974 b, n. t 5 the
fact of, how it may be proved, 975 a, n. ; its

conciliation with Prescience of God to be be-

lieved, but not understood, 975 b ; authors
cited to that effect, 975 b, n. *; Reid's argument
in favour of, from the analogy of Memory, cri-

ticised, 976 a ; the same argument used by St
Austin, 976 a, n. *

; impossible for the human
mind to reconcile Liberty and Prescience, 976
a ; various opinions to which the conviction

of this impossibility has led, 976 a-977 a ; au-
thors cited, 976 a, n. J ; two counter arguments
touching the connection of human Liberty and
divine Prescience, 977 a b; the Calvinist doc-

trine, what, 977 b, 978 a ; remarks on the terms
connected with this question, 978 a-979 a ; ex-

tracts from Aquinas and his commentator Ca-
jetanus, exhibiting their doctrine, 979 sq.

Lichtenberg, quoted, 752 a.

Light of Nature, as used by the Schoolmen, 763 a,

n. t ; by Descartes, 782 a ; by Leibnitz, 785 a.

Line, see Point.
Locke, acknowledged the existence of primary
elements of cognition, 743 b; his employment of

the term Axiom, 767 b ; notices Lord Herbert
of Cherbury, 781 a ; misunderstood the Carte-
sian doctrine of Innate Ideas, 782 b, 784 b

;

784 b, 785 a, see Common Sense ; failed to ap-
prehend the distinction of Analytic and Syn-
thetic judgments a priori, 787 b, n. ; refer-

red to, 870 b, n. ; borrowed from the Carte-
sians the observation that the secondary
qualities, as in objects, are not so much
qualities as powers, 827 b, 839 b ; his ignor-
ance of the Cartesian distinction of Idea and

Sensation, 835 b, R39 b, 8S7 b ; an authority
for the distinction of Primary and Secondaiy
qualities, 836 b ; abstract of his doctrine, with
remarks showing that it contains nothing origi-

nal, 836 b-839 b ; his error with regard to Bo-
lidity, 837 b, n.t; vagueness of his language,
839 b ; his theory of Primary Qualities com-
pared with that of Reid, 841 a sq. ; Hegel's
criticism of, 845, n. ; classed the Secundo-
primary qualities as Secondary, 849 b, n. t ;

regarded the cause of Cohesion as inconceiv-
able, 851 a ; his employment of the term per-
ceptio, 876, n. ; correctly limits the term "as-
sociation of ideas" to their habitual, in op-
position to their logical, connection, 894 b, n. *

;

passage on the Creation of Matter, explained,
924} in England, the first who naturalised the
term Idea in its Carte; ian universality, 926 a,

927 b ; his employment of the term, 928 b and
n. t ; makes Consciousness the condition of all

thought, 931 a; quoted, 934 a; denied the ex-
istence of mental acts beyond consciousness,
939 a ; his opinion about Ideas, 966 ; cited 011

the conciliation of Liberty and Prescience, 975
b, n.

Locomotive Faculty, (the,) on , in relation to Per-
ception, 864 b-867 a, n. ; through this faculty,

and not through the Muscular Sense, are the
Secundo-primary qualities, in their quasi-pri-
mary phasis, apprehended, 864 b, n. ; histori-

cal notices regarding the recognition of, as a
medium of perception, 867 a-869 b, n.

Loensis, (Nicolaus,) referred to, 766 b.

Longinus, quoted on Reminiscence, 897 a, n.

Lossius, cited on Ideas, 926 b.

Lucian, his use of o-vvi7]/j.i, 943 b.

Lucretius, quoted on the absolute truth of con-
sciousness, 750 b ; 774 a, see Common Sense ;

referred to, 826 a, 951 a, n. J quoted, 951 b,

974 b.

Luther, 778 b, see Common Sense.
Lyons, 789, see Common Sense.

Ma ass, his attempt to supply a history of Associa-
tion, 890 a ; referred to on the Aristotelic em-
ployment of the term Motion, 892 b, n. * ; error

of, regarding Wolf, 899 a, n; his attempt to

reduce the law of Similarity to the law of Re-
dintegration, 913 b, 914 a b; cited on acts of

mind beyond consciousness, 939 a.

Mackintosh, (Sir James,) censures Reid for his

adoption of the terms Common Sense and In-
stinct, 758 b, 760 b ; his ignorance of the his-

tory of the doctrine of Association, 890 b

;

criticised, 892 b, n. *
; quoted, 897 a, n.

Magendie, cited, 861 a, n.

Magnitude, as a common percept in Aristotle,

828 b ; as a quality of body in Descartes, Boyle,
and Purchot, 832 a, 833 a, 840 a ; as perceived
through Touch, 885 b. See Extension.

Maine de Biran , his examination of Hume's reason-
ing in regard to the notion of Power, considered,

866-867, n. ; remarkable case of paralysis, re-

corded by, 874-875 ; did he discover the law of

the coexistence, in an inverse ratio, of Sensa-
tion and Perception? 888; distinguished Re-
flection from Observation, 940 b, n. §; cited

on Necessity as a quality of cognitions, 973 b.

Major, (John,) distinguished an immediate and a

mediate object in cognition, 815 a ; many curi-

ous anecdotes relative to Scotland scattered

through his writings, 815 b, n. ; compared the
consecution of thoughts to a cobbler's bristle and
thread, 894 a, n. *, 907 a, n.

Malacarne, referred to, 871 a, n., 873 b.

Malebranche, acknowledged the existence of a

natural belief in realism, 748 b ; 784 a, see Com-
mon Sense ; an authority for the distinction of

Primary and Secondary qualities, 834 b ; charges

by and against, 834 b, 835 a ; his distinction of

Idea and Sensation, 835 b, 887 b ; referred to.
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850 b ; his explanation of Cohesion, S51 a ; er-

roneously considered by Hissmann as the dis-

coverer of the law of Redintegration, 898 b, n. ;

cited, 927 a ; bis employment of the term tdta,

928 b ; from him or llutcheson, Roid probably
borrowed his narrow limitation of Consciousness,

930 b, 931 a ; his doctrine explained , 93 1 a, n. t

;

before Leibnitz, held the hypothesis of thoughts

of which we are not conscious, 939 b ; his ideas

characterised, 960 b ; referred to on the Cartesian
idni, :•(!:{ I>, n. ; on his theory of Vision in God,
(Note P,) 966-968 ; attempts hitherto made to

trace it to anterior sources not successful, 960

a b, 967 a ; distant approximation to it in the

opinions of Buccaferreus and Suessanus, 967 a;
more explicit enouncement by Galtruchius,
967 a 1) ; in his system the existence of a mate-
rial world an otiose hypothesis, 967 b ; supposi-

tion of, identical with Berkeley's Idealism,

967 b, n. ; his Idealism compared with that of

Fichte, 968 b.

Mnlpighi, referred to, S73 b.

Mamiani della Rovere, see Rovero.
Mariana, 780 b, see Common Sense.

Martial, quoted, 776 a.

Martinius, referred to on the word Maxim, 766
b, n.

Materialism, 749 a.

.Matter, Locke's notion of the Creation of, 924;
our knowledge of, merely relative, 935 a, 965 b.

Maxim, the term explained, 766 b- 767 b; ignor-

ance of lexicographers regarding, 766 b, n.

;

Boethiusthe earliest author bywhom employed,
766 b, 767 a ; from him and Cassiodorus it passed

to the Schoolmen, 767 b ; Kant's use of the term,

767 b ; Dialectical Maxims all contained within

the sphere of one or other of the four logical

laws, 767 a, n. *.

Mayne, (Zachary,) held that the facts of conscious-

ness, as mere phenomena, are above scepticism,

744 a ; cited on the term idea, 928 a, 928 b, n. t

;

on Consciousness, 944 a; on Reflection, 948 b.

Mazure, cited, 973 b.

Mediate, meaning of the term as applied to know-
ledge, 804 a, 805 a ; see Knowledge.

Meiners, cited on the law of the coexistence of

Perception and Sensation, 888 a; on acts of

mind beyond consciousness, 939 a.

Mejeras, his ' Noologia,' 770 a.

Merian, denied the existence of mental acts be-

yond consciousness, 939 a.

Melanchthon, 778 b, see Common Sense; referred

to, 791 b ; on the terra Suggestion, 901, n. *

;

his employment of the word idea, 925 b, 926 b ;

quoted on Reflection, 946 b; held that species

(intelligible) are only modifications of the mind
Itself, 955 a, n. § ; cited on the terms contingent,

necessary, <fcc. , 978 b.

Melissus, referred to, 850 b.

Memoria et Reminiscentia, De, Aristotle's treatise,

passage of, translated, 809 b, n. ; other passages

translated and explained, 892 sq. ; list of Com-
mentaries, &c, on this work, 891 b, n.

.Memory, not viewed by Aristotle as a faculty

distinct from Imagination, 898 a, n. *; dis-

tinguished from Reminiscence, 909 a b; see

Association; what, 912 a; Reid's comparison
of, to Prescience, criticised, 976 a; see Liberty.

Menander, referred to, 8'26 b; has avi/«Tis for

' Conscience,' 943 b.

Mendoza, (Ilurtado de,) referred to, 813 b, n.

;

quoted on apaeitt impresses and expresses, 953
a, n. t ; maintained species in external and in-

ternal senses, 955 a, n. t ; developed the doc-
trine of Scientia Media, 9S1 a.

Michael Ephesius, his commentary on the De
Memoria of Aristotle, 891 b, n. ; quoted, 894 a,

n. J ; recognised Attention as a special faculty,

945 b; referred to on image, type, A?c, as psy-

chological terms, 948 b, 949 b.

Micraelius, quoted or referred to on the terms

Instinct, 761 a ; Maxim, 766 b, n. ; Idea, 926 b
;

Contingent, 978 b.

Mignet, (M.,) his Eloge on M. De Tracy refcrrod
to, 80S b, n.

Mill, (James,) doctrine of, as to the connection of
our ideas of Extension and Colour, 860 b, n.,

919 b ; attempted to reduce the law of Similarity

to that of Redintegration, 914 b; his reasoning
criticised, 914 b, 915 a.

Milton, his employment of Sensvs Communis,
758 b ; of tho term idea, 926 a, 927 b ;

quoted
on the propriety of studying the sciences of
Observation before those of Reflection, 985 b.

Mind, our knowledge of, merely relative, 935 a,

965 b ; theories concerning its union with Body,
951 a, 961 b; incomprehensibility of this union,
880 b, n. *

; its essential attribute and modifi-
cations in the Cartesian philosophy, 961 a, 962 a.

Mirandulanus, (J. Picus.) referred to, H13 b, n.

Mobility, a primary quality of body, 847 b, 848 a.

Mocenicus, (Philippus,) cited on Reflection,
947 a.

Molesworth, (Sir William,) his edition of Hobbea'
Works commended, 891 a, n.

Moliere, quoted, 768 b.

Molina, developed the doctrine of Scientia Media,
981a.

Monboddo, (Lord,) referred to, 851 a, 931 b;
cited on the term Contingent, 978 b.

Monro, (Dr,) secundus, observation of, regarding
the ganglion of the nerves, 871 b, n.

More, (Dr Henry,) referred to, 758 a; 783 b, see

Common Sense ; referred to, 850 b ; his em-
ployment of the term idea, 926 a, 927 b ; cited
on Reflection, 948 b.

More, (Sir Thomas,) character of, by Erasmus,
752 b.

Motion, Movement, the Aristotelic employment of
the term, 829 a, n. *, 892 b, n. *

; as a common
percept in Aristotle, 828 b ; as a quality of body
in Descartes, Boyle, Locke, Purchot, Reid,
832 a, 833 a, 837 a, 840 a, 841 a.

Motion, Voluntary, its nature and conditions,

864, n.

Mozley, (Mr,) his work On Augustinianism re-

ferred to, 977 b, n. *.

Mueller, (Johaun,) referred to, 850 b; cited on
the subjective character of our sensations, 866 a

;

on tho hypothesis of a Sensorium Commune,
861 a, n. ; on the constitution of the retina,

862 a, n. ; quoted as to the result of his re-

searches on the Nerves, 874 a.

Murcia, referred to, 813 b, n. ; maintained Species
in external and internal senses, 955 a, n. f.

Muretus, quoted on dignitas, as a translation of

a£ia)/j.a, 766a; 779a, see Common Sense; his

eloquence, 779 b; remains of, still uncollected,

780 a, n.

Muscular Sense, (the,) on, in relation to Percep-
tion, 864 b-867a, n. ; see Locomotive Faculty;
historical notices touching the recognition of,

867 a-869 b, n.

Mylne, (Professor,) of Glasgow, noticed, 868 b,n.

Natural Realism or Natural Dualism, 748 b,
816 a ; cannot be adequately developed and dis-

criminated without the distinction of Presenta-
tive and Representative Knowledge, 804 b, 812
b, et alibi; this and Absolute Idealism the only

systems worthy of a philosopher, 817 b, n.

Nature, Light of, see Light of Nature.
Necessary, meanings of the term, 978 b.

Necessitus Consequential et Necessitas Consequentis,

or Absolute and Conditional Necessity, 977
a, n. *.

Necossity, as tho criterion of native or o priori
notions, fully recognised by Reid, 753 b, 973 b

;

a character of the principles of Common
Sense, 754 b, 755 a ; of two kinds, 754 b ; on,

in general, (Note T,) 971 97:5; inadequacy of

experience to account for the phenomena of.
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972 a, 973 a; three epochs in philosophical

speculation touching the Necessary, 972 a b

;

the Necessity of thought distinguished into the
Positive and the Negative, 972 b ; authorities
cited or referred to, 973.

Necessity, (Moral,) doctrine of, implies Atheism,
974 a; inconceivable, 975 a; of past events,
976 a.

Neeb, referred to, 796 b.

Neniesius, indebted to Galen for his doctrine of

Sense, 830 b, n. ; cited on the hypothesis of a
Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n. ; quoted, 878 a,

n. * ; on the term Contingent, 978 a.

Nerves, Nervous Filaments, their connection with
sensation, and the perception of extension, 861,

n. *; historical notices of the distinction of,

into Motive and Sensitive, 869 a-874 b, n. ; spe-
culations of Erasistratus, Galen, Rondeletius,
Laureutius, Varollius, Boerhaave, Albinus, Mr
Alexander Walker, and Sir Charles Bell, ib. ;

remarkable case of paralysis noticed in con-
nection with the same subject, 874 b-875 a b, n.

Newton, (Sir Isaac,) his opinion touching gravity

referred to, 850 b, 851 a; experiments of, 854
a, n. ; his theory of the Creation of Matter,
924 ; his hypothesis of images in the brain,

957 a, n. *.

Nicole, his Prijugis Legitimes conlre les Calvin-
istes referred to, 762 a, n.

Niethammer, referred to, 752 b.

Nihilism, 748 b.

Nominalists, (the,) speculations of, touching the
Surface, the Line, and the Point, 922, 923;
rejected both sensible and intelligible Species,

954 b, n. * ; their doctrine of mental faculties,

956 a; their doctrine of Perception, passages
from Biel, &c, exhibiting, 957 sq. ; borrowed
by Reid from Gassendi, 970, 971.

Non-Ego, see Ego.
Non-egoistical Idealism, 817 a ; Non-egoistical
Representatiouism, 807 b, 818 b.

Norris, his use of the terms objective and subjec-
tive, 808 a, n. ; cited on Platonic Ideas, 950 b.

Notion, see Conception.

Nods, (see Intellect,) two principal meanings of,

in Aristotle, 769 b ; called in the Aristotelic phi-
losophy the Place of Principles, 905 b, n.

fl.

Number, what, according to Aristotle, 829 a, n. t

;

a Primary quality of body, 847 a, 848 a. See
Divisibility.

Nunnesius, 779 a, see Common Sense.

Object, meaning and history of the term, 806 b, n.
. See Subject.
Objective, see Subject.
Obscure Ideas, held, before Leibnitz, by the Py-

thagoreans, Cudworth, Malebranche, and the
Stahlians, 939 b ; denied by Descartes, ib.

Observation, distinguished from Reflection, 940
b ; the sciences of, to be studied before those of
Reflection, 985, 986.

Occasional Causes, theory of, 818 a ; Descartes its

author, 961 b, n. *.

Ochinus, cited on the conciliation of Liberty and
Prescience, 975 b, n,

Ockam, cited on the subjective character of our
sensations, 856 a ; speculations of, touching the
Surface, the Line, and the Point, 922 b, 923 a

;

denied Species both in sense and intellect,
954 b, n * 955 a, n. * ; his doctrine of mental
faculties, 956 a, n. § ; passages from, exhibiting
the Nominalist doctrine of Species, 957 sq.

;

his doctrine of Perception, criticised by Duran-
dus, 957 b, n. ; praised, 971 b ; cited on the
conciliation of Liberty and Prescience, 975 b, n.

Oetinger, 790 b, see Common Sense.
Oldfield, his use of the terms objective and subjec-

tive, 808 a, n.
Omphalitis, 779 a, see Common Sense.
Organism, sentient, its relation to Sensation pro-

per and Perception proper, 880 b ; at oncq

within and without the mind, 858 a, n. t, 880
b, n. * ; its relation to Primary, Secundo-Pri-
mary, and Secondary Qualities of Body, 857 b.

Original convictions, how distinguished from de-
rivative, 754 a.

Oswald, his faulty application of the argument
from Common Sense, 752 b; futile attack on,
by the English translator of Buffier, 788 b.

Ovid, quoted, 761 a.

Oviedo, referred to, 813 b, n.
;
quoted on Excitatio

Specierum, 889 a ; maintained Species in exter-
nal and internal senses, 955 a, n. f.

Pantheism, the corollary of the system of Abso-
lute Identity, 749 a.

Paralysis, curious case of, 874 b, 875 a b.
Parcimony, Law of, 751 a.

Pascal, his saying, that " Nature confounds the
Pyrrhonist," 754 b ; 783 a, see Common Sense

;

quoted on man's ignorance of his own nature,
880 b, n.

Past, (the,) an immediate knowledge of, impos-
sible, 810 b.

HadrjTiKos, meaning of the term in Aristotle,

826 b, n. *
; its Latin equivalents, ib.

Tladr)T6s, the term not used by Aristotle, 826

b, n. *.

Patricius, referred to, 926 b ; anonymously, 772
a, n.

Paul, (St,) quoted, 776 a.

Peisse, (M.,) his Fragmens PhilosopMques refer-

red to, 746 a, 805 a, 820 a, n. , 888 a, 934 b, et

alibi.

Pelisson, his testimony to Aristotle's merits as a
logician, 984 a b.

Percept, propriety of the term, 876 a, n.

Perception, various meanings of the term, 876
a, n.

Perception, External and Internal, defined, 809
a; External, on the various theories of, (Note
C,) 816 - 824 ; systematic schemes of these

theories, and of the various systems of philosophy
founded thereon, 816 sq. ; I. Presentationism or

Intuitionism, subdivided into (A) Natural Real-
ism or Natural Dualism, and (B) Absolute Ideal-

ism or Idealist Unitarianism, 816, 817 ; this last

again subdivided into Egoistical and Non-egois-

istical Idealism, 817; II. Representationism,
(Cosmothetic Idealism or Hypothetical Realism
or Hypothetical Dualism,) subdivided into (A) a

finer (Egoistical) form, and (B) a cruder (Non-
egoistical) form, 817, 818 ; Reid's doctrine of, its

character, 819-824 ; see Reid.
Perception, Perception proper and Sensation pro-

per, (Note D*,) 876-888 ; Sir W. Hamilton's doc-

trine of, in itself, 876 sq. ; Percept ion simply,wl lat,

876, 877 ; its conditions, 877, 878 ; an immediate
or preservative cognition, 879 ; a sensitive cogni-

tion, ib. ; Sensation proper and Perception pro-

per, in correlation, 879 sq. ; in the latter there

is a higher energy of intelligence than in the

former, 879, 880 ; each implies the other, 880 a ;

though coexistent, always found in an inverse

ratio to each other, ib., compare 863, n; tho

organism the field of apprehension tp both, but
in a different way, 880 b, 881 a ; Sensation pro-

per, what, 881 a ; Perception proper, what, 881

b, 882 a b ; Sir W. Hamilton's doctrine of, in con-

trast to that of Reid, Stewart, Royer Collard, and
other philosophers of the Scottish School, 882-

886 ; historical notices in regard to the distinc-

tion of Perception proper and Sensation proper,

886-888.

Perception and Ideas, the Cartesian theory of,

(Note N,) 961-965; between Matter (Body)
and Mind there is no natural intercourse or rela-

tion, 961 ; their union is constituted and main-
tained solely by the will and assistance of God,
ib. ; in what this union consists, 962 a ; locally

it is limited to a single point in the ch»4»,
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902 !», 903 a ; when an external object affects
a sense, a certain ultimate movement is pro-
duced at the point of union in the braiu,
968 a ; and on occasion of this movement
the mind is hyperphysically determined to re-
present to itself the external object, 988 I l> ;

the mental representation of the external object
properly termed an idea, 963 b ; the organic
movement in the brain termed an impression,
(mag$, corponal species, or iilea, 963 b, 964 a

;

oar assurance for the existence of external reali-
ties, ou what it rests, according to this theory,
964 b ; two principles, on which the doctrine
proceeds, 966.

Peripatetics, (the,) see Aristotelians.
Perrault, reforred to, 850 b ; cited, 861 b, n.
Petrarch, his use of the term conscientia, 945 a.
1 * faff, account of his Orutio de Egoismo, 988.
Phaedrus, his use of the term Sensus Communis,
758 b.

Philippson, wrong in stating that Aristotle assigned
the Common Sensibles as objects to the Common
Sense, 829 b, n.

Philochorus, referred to, 879 a, n.
Philoponus, cited, 771 b, n., 826 a ; on Aristotle's
Number, 829 a, n.f ; on tho Common Sensibles,
829 b, n. ; the first to introduce the Greek word
for Attention, 931 b ; passage of, translated,
942 ; recognised Attention as a special facultv,
945 b ; cited on Reflection, 947 b,948 a ; quoted,
947 b, n. *.

Philosophy, its dependence on Consciousness, 746
a ; the past history of, in a great measure, onlv
a history of variation and error, 747 a ; ground
of hope for its future destiny, ib. ; distribution
of philosophical systems from the whole fact of
consciousness in perception, 748 b, 749 a ; see
Common Sense ; from the relation of the object
to the subject of perception, 816 sq. j see Per-
ception ; its primary problem, 752 a ; as the
Science of Knowledge, supposes the distinction
of Subject and Object, 808 a, n.

Phocylides, quoted, 752 a.

Piccolomini, referred to on the term Instinct, 761
b ; on Aristotle's doctrine of species, 952 a, n. ;

on tho Internal Senses, 953 b, n. ; denied both
sensible and intelligible Species, 954 b, n. *

;

cited on the term Contingent, 978 a.

Pineal Gland, according to Descartes, tho point of
alliance between mind and body, 962 b; the
seat of life as well as of thought, ib. , u.

Tlateau, cited, 856 a.

Platner, confessed that the facts of consciousness,
as mere phenomena, are above scepticism, 744
a; referred to on Kant's philosophy, 793 a ; 796
b, see Common Sense ; maintained the existence
of mental acts beyond consciousness, 938 b.

Plato, preceded Aristotle in making Intellect a
source of knowledge, 772 a, n. ; recognised the
Atomist distinction of the Qualities of matter,
820 a ; referred to, 850 b, 879 b, n. ; his em-
ployment of the term Movement in a psycho-
logical relation, 892 b, n. *

; his residence,
where situated, 906 a, n. *

; his Ideas, what,
«jii6 b, 950 b ; his doctrine in regard to self-

apprehension of Sense, 931 b; his employ-
ment of 7rpoo-6X«, 943 b ; of o-tjvoitia, 944 b ;

his doctrine of Perception, 950 ; cited, 951 a, n. ;

his Active and Passive intellects, 954 a, n. t ; no
analogy between his theory and that of Male-
branche in regard to cognitions in the Divine
mind, 966 b, 907 a ; quoted on the propriety of
studying the sciences of Observation before
those of Reflection, 985 a.

riatonists, (the lower,) correspondence between
their doctrine of perception and that of Rcid,
883 a, n. j distinguished Seusation proper and
Perception proper, 8S7 a.

Plautus, referred to in illustration of Aristotle's
doctrine of Reminiscence, 905 a, u.

Playfair, referred to, 851 a.

Pliny, (the cld<r,) roferrod to, 879 b, n.
; quoted

on Attention, 94G a.

Pliny, (the younger,) 775 a, see Common Sense.
Plotinus, cited on the absolute truth of conscious-

ness, 750 b ; assimilated Intellection to the sense
of Touch, 757 b ; referred to, 779 b, n. ; refuted,
in anticipation, the scholastic doctrine of per-
ception. 815 b ; his own doctrine no less subjec-
tive than that which he assails, ib. ; bit rtato
ment of the conditions of knowledge, 938 a;
quoted on Reflection, 947 b ; on the terms image,
type, &c, 949b; denied Speciesin sense, 955a, n.*.

Plutarch, his usecf the term common as applied to
intellect, 758 a, n. ; cited, 826 a ; his interpreta-
tion of the term Motion, as used by Aristotle,
829 a, n. *

; cited on the hypothesis of a Sen-
sorium Commune, 861 a, n. ; on Attention as a
condition of consciousness, 877 b, n.* j referred
to, 879 b, n., 906 a, n.», 931 b ; his employment
of o-wai<r6r}0-is, 942 b, 943 a ; of (TuvftMsj
943 a b.

Plutarch, (Pseudo,) referred to, 918 b, 920 a.

Point, Line, Surfaco, on the philosophy of, in
illustration of the reality, nature, and visual
perception of breadthless lines, (Note E, § ii.,)

921-923
; perceived merely as negations, 921 a ;

opinions confirmatory of this doctrine, to wit, of
Aristotle, 921 ; of Proclus, 922 ; of Ammoniiis
Hermiae, ib. ; of the Nominalists, 922, 923 ; of
Dr Thomas Young, 923 ; of Mr Fearn, ib.

Poiret, (Peter,) 784 a, see Common Sense ; gives
five different extensions of the term Idea, 928 a;
quoted, ib.

Pomponatius, referred to, 773 a.

Poncius, on excitation of species, 889 a ; main-
tained Species in external and internal sensos,
955 a, n. f.

Porphyry, quoted, 768 b.

Port Royal Logicians, their use of the term idea,
928 b ; cited on Necessity as a quality of cogni-
tions, 973 b.

Porterfield, referred to, 862 a, n.
Pouteau, referred to, 874 b.

Power, see Hume.
Pre-established Harmony, theory of, 818 a.

Preference, law of, see Reproduction.
Prescience, see Liberty.
Presentative Knowledge, see Knowledge.
Prevost, referred to, 851 a.

Price, (Dr,) 791 b, see Common Sense; quoted in

praise of an observation of Hutcheson, 829 b.
n. ; on Hume's doctrine of Cause, 969 b, n. *.

Priestley, (Dr,)his attempt to ridicule Reid's use
of the terms Instinct and Instinctive, 760 b

;

his ignorance of the history of the doctrine of
Association, 890.

Primary and Secondary Qualities, see Qualities.
Principle, the term, how defined by Aristotlo,

761 b ; denotes both an original law and an
original element, 762 a ; in either signification
may be applied to our primary cognitions, ib.

;

its meaning explained, in connection with Aris-
totle's doctrine of Reminiscence, 904 a, n. *.

Principles of cognition, on the analysis and classi-

fication of, 743 a, n.

Priscian, before Boethius employed dignitas as a
translation of Axioma, 766 a.

Prisciauus Lydus, referred to, 829 a, n. *
; pro-

bably the real author of the Commentary on the
De Anima attributed to Simplicius, 836 a, 860
a, n. ; doctrine of, touching the Common Son-
sibles, 800 a, n. ; held the substantial distinction

of the Active and Passive Intellects, 956 a, n.

Proclus, referred to on the term Axiom, 764, 7(!5,

pluries; 776 a, see Common Sense ; quoted in illus-

tration of the doctrine in regard to our percep-
tion of terminal lines, 922 a ; his employment of

rrvi>ai(Tdr)<ris, 944 a; cited on Reflection, 947 h,

npoo"e'xw, irpoo~€KTiK6s, ?rpoVe£is, TrpotroxVt

on the employment of the terms, 94'i b.
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Protagoras, recognised the Atomic distinction of
tlie Qualities of matter, 826 a ; referred to,

828 a.

Proximate and remote, on the distincton of, as

applied to objects of perception, 805 b, n. *.

Psellus, (Michael,) his employment of irpoaoxh,
943 b ; recognised Attention as a special faculty,

945 b.

Purchot, an authority for the distinction of Pri-
mary and Secondary Qualities, 839 b, 840 a ; his

doctrine corresponds, in certain respects, with
that of Sir W. Hamilton, 839 b ; stated in de-
tail, 840 a ; regarded the Secuudo-primary qua-
lities as Secondary, 849 b.

Pure, the term, as applied to cognitions, 763 a;
Pure Knowledge, Pure Intellect, the expressions
explained, 763 a, n. *.

Pythagoras, his employment of (Tvv€id6s, 943 a.

Pythagorean saying, referred to, 939 b.

Quality, the term, improperly applied to the pri-
mary attributes of matter, 836 b, n. *, 856 b, n.

Qualities, Primary and Secondary, of Body, the
distinction of, (Note D,) 825-875 ; historically
considered, 825 sq.

; philosophers by whom re-
cognised : — Leucippus and Democritus, 825,
826 : Protagoras, 826 ; Plato, ib. ; Cyrenaean
philosophers, ib. ; Epicurus, ib. ; Aristotle, 826-
830 j Galen, 830, 831 ; Galileo, 831 ; Descartes,
831, 832; Derodon, 832, 833; Glanvill, 833;
Boyle, ib. ; De la Forge, 836, 834 ; Geulinx,
834; Rohault, ib. ; Duhamel,ib. ; Malebranche,
834, 835; Regis, 835, 836; Locke, 836-839;
Purchot, 839, 840 ; Leclerc, 840 ; Kames, ib.

;

Reid, 840-843; Stewart, 843 ; Royer-Collard

,

843, 844 ; why overlooked in the philosophies of
Leibnitz, Condillac, Kant, <&c, 845 a ; critically
considered, 845 sq.

; Qualities of Body, divided
into three classes :—1. Primary or Objective;
2. Secuudo-primary or Subjectivo - objective

;

and 3. Secondary or Subjective, 845 b
;
points

of view (general and special) from which regard-
ed, 846 a ; the Primary qualities may be deduced
a priori, the Secundo-primary and Secondary
must be induced a posteriori, 846 b, 848 a; de-
duction of the Primary, 846 sq. ; all evolved
out of the two Catholic conditions of Body—(I.)

the occupying space ; and (II.) the being con-
tained in space, 846, 847 ; of these the former
affords (A) Trinal Extension, explicated again
into (i. ) Number or Divisibility, (ii.) Size, con-
taining under it Density and Rarity, (iii.)

Figure ; and (B) Ultimate Incompressibility,
847 ; while the latter gives (A) Mobility ; and
(Ii) Situation, 847, 848; induction of the Se-
cundo-primary, 848 sq. ; two-fold character of
this class, as involving both an objective (quasi-
primary) and a subjective (secondary) element,
848 a b ; all contained under the category of
Resistance or Pressure, 848 a ; considered
physically, they are to be reduced to classes
corresponding to the sources in external nature
from which the resistance or pressure springs

—

to wit (I.) Co-attraction, subdivided into (A)
Gravity and (B) Cohesion, (II.) Repulsion, and
(III.) Inertia, 848 b, 849 a ; considered psycho-
logically, how to be distributed, 849 a ; the
doctrine that Gravity, Cohesion, and Inertia are
conceived by us as necessary properties of matter
destitute of foundation, 849 a b ; tliis shewn in

detail, 1° from the vacillation of philosophical
opinion in regard to the nature of these proper-
ties, 849-851, and 2° from the voice of our indi-
vidual consciousness, 851-853 : induction of the
Secondary, 853 sq. ; these, as manifested to us,
are not qualities of body at all, but only subjec-
tive affections of our sentient organism, 853,
854 ; the various kinds of, enumerated, 854 b ;

their subjective character, 854, 855 ; authors
cited to this effect, 855, 856; the doctrine of

Baron Galluppi on this point, untenable, 856

;

the three classes of qualities, compared and
contrasted, 856 sq. ; A. — What they are in
general, 856, 857; B.—What they are in par-
ticular ; and 1°, Considered as in Bodies ; 2*,

Considered as Cognitions, 857-871 ; only Pri-
mary Qualities of body apprehended in them-
selves, 755 a ; objects of immediate cognition to
Natural Realists, of mediate to Cosmothetic
Idealists, 810 a ; Secondary Qualities immedi-
ately known as present affections of the con-
scious subject, 810 b.

Quintilian, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a ;

his employment of Sensus Communis, 759 a,

775 a, see Common Sense ; his employment of

Perceptio, 876 b, n.

Ramus, (Peter,) his use of the term axioma, 766 a.

Rapin , 783 b, see Common Sense.
Rarity, sec Density.
Ratio particularis, of Averroes, 909, n. t, 953 b, n.

Ravaisson, (M.,) attributes to De Biran the dis-

covery of the law of the coexistence in an in-

verse ratio of Perception proper and Sensation
proper, 888.

Real, various meanings and oppositions of the
term, 805 b, n. t.

Realism, Natural and Hypothetical, 748 b, 749 a.

Reason, its relation to Belief, 760 b
;
(as a philo-

sophical term,) meanings of, distinguished, 768,

769 ; Kant's and Jacobi's employment of, 768 b,

769 a, 795 b, n. t.

Reasoning, see Reminiscence.
Redintegration, Law of, as generalised by Aris-

totle, 897, 898 ; a corollary of his doctrine of

Imagination and Memory, 898 a, n. *
;
philoso-

phers by whom enounced previous to Hobbes,
ib. ; stated, 913 a.

Reflection, the doctrine of Scotus touching, as a
source of knowledge, 777 b, 778 a, 946 b; Reid's
opinion regarding, 940 a; Attention and Re-
flection acts of the same faculty, 941 a ; historical

notices of the use of the terra, 946, 947 ; im-

materiality and immortality of the mind proved
from power of reflecting upon self, 947 b, 948 a

b. See Observation.
Regis, (Rey,) curious case of paralysis, reported

by, 874, 875.
Regis, (Sylvain,) his statement of the Cartesian

doctrine of perception, 821 a, 883 a, n. ; an
authority for the distinction of Primary and
Secondary Qualities, 835 -b, 836 a ; his distinc-

tion of Primitive or Radical and Secondary or

Derivative Light, 836 a; borrowed from Gas-
sendi, ib. ; cited, 849 b, n. *

; on the distinc-

tion of Idea and Sensation, 887 b ; referred to

on the Cartesian Idea, 927 a, 963 b, n.

Reid, (Dr Thomas,) held that the facts of con-

sciousness, as mere phenomena, are above
scepticism, 744 a ; cited on the absolute truth
of consciousness, 750 b ; his use of the argument
from Common Sense defended from the stric-

tures of Kant, 753 ; signalised the criterion of

Necessity and Universality, as discriminating

our a priori cognitions, 755 a, 973 b ; examples
cited by, of the philosophical use of the term
Common Sense, 757 a ; his employment of the
term Reason, 768 b ; vindicated against the

attack of the English translator of Buffier,

788 b, 789 a ; 791 b, see Common Sense ; an
especial favourite with Jacobi, 793 b ; defects of

his philosophy, 804 b, 805 a ; errors of, in refer-

ence to the distinction of Presentative and Repre-
sentative Knowledge, and of Object Proximate
and Remote, 812 b, sq.; abolished the distinc-

tion of presentative and representative cogni-

tion, 813 a; maintained that in our cognitions

there must be an object (real or imaginary) dis-

tinct from the operations of the mind conver-
sant about it, 813 a b ; inaccuracy of, in regard
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to the precise object of perception, 814 a; of

what character is his doctrine of Perception ?

819 b, sq. ; circumstances explaining why lie

left this the cardinal point of his philosophy

ambiguous, 819 b; Dr Thomas Mrown's opinion,

that hewasaCosmothetic Idealist underthe finer

form of egoistical representationism, 819 b, 820a;
Sir W. Hamilton's opinion, that ho intended a
doctrine of Natural Realism, 890 ft : statements
conformablo to the former view, 820-822 ; state-

ments comformable to the latter view, 822, 823 ;

.summary of the ambiguities and contradictions
involved in his doctrine, 823 b, 824 a b ; asserts

that Aristotle ignored the distinction of Primary
Mid Secondary Qualities, 826' a; referred to,

885 :» ; recognised Cohesion as a primary quality,

83!) a, n., 852 b ; an authority for the distinction

of Primary and Secondary Qualities, 840 b-843
a ; general conformity of his doctrine with that
maintained by Descartes and Locke, 841 b, 842
a; defects of his doctrine in regard to the cog-

nition of Extension, 842 a b ; held Space (Ex-
tension) to be a native, necessary, a priori

form of thought, 842 b, 843 a : considered the
Secundo-primary qualities as Primary, 850 a ;

referred to, 860 b, n., 868 b, n. ; first limited

the term Perception to the apprehensions of

Sense alone, 877 a, n. ; first approximated to

the recognition of Judgment as a condition of

consciousness in general, 878, n. t» 934 a ; on
his doctrine our original cognitions of space,
motion, &c, instinctive, 882 b'; his doctrine
of Perception, in contrast to that of Sir W.
Hamilton, 882 b-886 a; held that we can
see Figure apart from Colour, 918 b ; that we
can see Colour apart from Extension and
Figure, 9iy a ; his reduction of Consciousness
to a special faculty, 929 sq.

;
probably borrowed

from Hutcheson or Malebranche, 930 b, 931 a
;

940, see Attention, Reflection; statement of,

corrected, 948 a ; not wrong in his criticism of

Hume's assertion regarding the ideas of Cause
and Power, 968, 969 ; on his borrowing from
Gassendi the opinion of Alexander and the

Nominalists touching Perception, 970, 971.

Reil, referred to, 871 a, n., 873 b.

Reinhold, (C. L.,) confessed that the facts of con-
sciousness, as mere phenomena, are above
scepticism, 744 ; referred to, 752 b ; cited on
acts of mind beyond consciousness, 939 a ; on
Consciousness, 944 a.

Relativity or Integration, Law of, 910 a.

Relativity, Intrinsic or Objective, Law of, 911 b.

Reminiscence, Aristotle's doctrine of, 892 sq. ; see

Association ; distinguished from Memory, 892a;
chronologically considered, is both prior and pos-

terior to Memory, 909, n. *
; analogy between the

acts of Reminiscence and Reasoning, 909, D. t.

Repetition, or Direct Remembrance, haw of, 912 b.

Representation, use of the term by Sir W. Hamil-
ton,805 a, n. t ; in the Leibnitiau philosophy, lb.

Representative Knowledge, see Knowledge.
Reproduction, Suggestion, or Association, (Men-

tal,) outline of a theory of, (Note D v **,) 910-

917 ; General Laws of Mental Succession : (A.

—

A 8 not of Reproduction proper :) i. Law of Suc-
cession, 910 a; ii. of Variation, 910 b, 911 a;
iii. of Dependence or Determined Consecution,
911 a ; iv. of Relativity or Integration, 911 a b ;

v. of Intrinsic or Objective Relativity, 911 b ; (B.—As of Reproduction proper :) vi. of Associ-
ability or Possible Co-suggestion, 912 a b ; vii.

of Repetition or Direct Remembrance, 912 b,

913 a; viii. of Redintegration, r Indirect Re-
membrance, or Reminiscence, 913 a ; ix. of
Preference, 913 a b ; Special Laws of Mental
Succession : (A.—Primary ; modes of the Laws
of Repetition and Redintegration :)x. of Similars,

913 b, 915 a ; xi. of Contrast, 915 a-916 a ; xii.

[of Coadjacency,] 916 a b; (B.—Secondary;
modes of the the Law of Preference :) xiii. [of

Immediacy,] 916 b: xiv. [of Homogeneity,] ib.
;

xv. [of Facility,] 916 b, 917 a. See Association.
Rouchlin, cited on the Cartesian Doubt, 96'9 a.

Reusch, cited on the term idea, 9'J8b.

on, metaphorical use of the term to de-
note the apprehension of first principles, 761 b.

Reynolds does not use the term idea, 926 a, 927 b.

Richardson, his account of the term Maxim
erroneous, 766 b, n.

Ridiger, 785 b, see Common Sense.
Rttell, on the Cartesian Idea, 963 b, n.

Rohault, an authority for the distinction of

Primary and Secondary Qualities, 834 a b ; re-

ferred to, 850 b ; cited on the Cartesian distinc-

tion of Idea and Sensation, 887 b.

Rolando, referred to, 874 b.

Rondeletius, unnoticed observation of, on tho
Nerves, 871 a, n.

Rosetti, referred to, 870 a, n.

Rosmini, (Abbate,) referred to, 862 a, n. ; endea-
voured to develop the notion of existence into a
systematic philosophy of mind, 934 b.

Royer Collard, cited on the Common Sensibles,
830 a ; referred to, 835 a ; mistake of, as to the
quality of Number, 837 a, n. % 844, nn. * t ; re-

cognised Cohesion as a primary quality, 839
a, n., 852 b ; referred to, 843 a ; an authority
for the distinction of Primary and Secondary
Qualities, 843 b, 844 a b* ; his dootrine criti-

cised, ib. ; considered the Secundo-primary
qualities as Primary, 850 a; his doctrine of
Perception, in contrast to that of Sir "W. Hamil-
ton, 882 b, sq. ; observation of, quoted, 887 b

;

maintained that we cannot imagine Extension
without Colour, 918 b, n. *.

Rufus Ephesius. referred to, 870 a, n.
Ruiz, cited on the term idea, 926 b ; referred to,

982 b.

Ruvius, referred to, 813 b, n.

Ruysch, referred to, 873 b.

Sai.masius, cited on the transference of the term
Sense to the higher faculties of mind, 756 a.

Saurin, referred to, 850 b.

Siussure, referred to, 850 b.

Scaliger, (J. C.,) referred to, 773 a; 778 b, 779 a,
see Common Sense; exposes the doctrine of re-
presentative perception held by certain of the
Schoolmen, 814 b, 815 a ; cited on the Common
Sensibles, 830 a ; on the word solidus, 838 b, n

;

the first distinctly to recognise the Locomotive
Faculty as a medium of perception, 867 a, n.

;

quoted on the perception of Weight, ib. ; his
curiosity regarding Reminiscence, 889 a; re-
ferred to on the term Suggestion, 901, n. *;
touching the perception of Figure through the
variety of Colours, 920 a ; castigates Me-
lanchthon's application of the term itlea, 925
b ; referred to, 927 a; quoted on Reflection, 946
b ; censures Galen's theory of Vision, 950 a.

Sceptics, (the ancient,) referred to on the term
Axiom, 766 a.

Schad, confessed that the facts of consciousness,
as mere phaenomena, arc above scepticism,
744 a.

Scharfius, cited, 926 b.

Schaubert, cited on acts of mind beyond conscious-
ness, 938 b.

Schegkius, referred to, 923 a ; cited, 926 b.

Scheibler, cited, 860 b, n.

Schelling, quoted on the testimony of conscious-
ness in perception, 748 a; his employment of
the word Intuition, 759 b; of tho word Reason,
769 a ; referred to, 850 b.

Schlegel, (F.,) referred to, 769 a.

Schleiermacher, referred toon the Common Reason
of Hcraclitus, 771 a.

Schmid, (H.,) cited on Homogeneity as a principle
of association, 916 b, n.* ; on acts of mind be-
yond consciousness, 939 a.

|
Schoolmen, (the,) distinction taken by, of Intui-
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tive and Abstract Knowledge, 812 a; see Know-
ledge; doctrine of, touching the apprehension
of the Common Sensibles, 880 a, 860, n. ; as to

the connection of .s<>ul with body, 861 b, n.

;

certain of, distinguished Perception (proper)
from Sensation (proper), 887 a; regarded the
excitation of species with peculiar wonder, 889 a;
their use of the word Idea, 925 b, n.f; a large
majority held the doctrine of species, 952 sq.

;

but some of the acutest rejected it, in whole or

in part, 954 b, 957 aq. ; their division of the Inter-

nal Senses, 953 b, n. ; why they were prevented
from falling over into Idealism, 967 b, 968 a.

Schoppenhauer, referred to, 793 a.

Schulz, cited, 868 b, n.

Schulze, confessed that the facts of consciousness,

as mere phaenomena, are above scepticism, 744
a; cited on acts of mind beyond consciousness,

939 a; on Attention, 941 a, n. t; on the Car-
tesian doctrine of Perception, 964 b, n. ; on
1 1 nine's doctrine of Cause, 969 b.

Schwab, cited on acts of mind beyond conscious-
ness, 939 a.

Scientia Media, on, (NoteU*,) 981, 982 ; the doc-
trine of, invented by Fonseca, 981 a; his ac-

count of the origin of the name different from
that given by Leibnitz, 982 a b.

Scotists, (the,) referred to on Species, 955 a, n.f.
Secondary Qualities of body, see Qualities.

Secundo-primary Qualities of body, see Qualities.

Seiner, cited, 928 a.

Selden, ignorance of, touching the word Maxim,
766 b, n.

Seneca, his employment of the term Sensus Com-
munis, 759 a ; 774 b, see Common Sense.

Sensation, improper use of the term by Jacobi,
795 b, n. t ; how used by Malebranche and other
Cartesians, as distinguished from idea, 835 b,

887 a ; various significations of, 877 b, n.

Sensation, see Perception.

Sense, on the analogical meanings of the term,
756 a; other meanings, 877 b, n. See Intellect.

Sense, Common, Internal, see Common Sense, In-
ternal Sense.

Sensorium Commune, theory of, 861, n. *
; how re-

conciled with natural realism, ib.

Sensus Communis, various meanings of the term ;

As restricted to sense proper—a. = the koip^j

<x1<rQrio-is of Aristotle, 756 b ; As not limited to

the sphere of (ense proper— b. = the comple-
ment of our natural cognitions or convictions,

756 b, 757 a ; this emphatically its philosophi-
cal signification, 757 a; authorities referred to,

ib. ; objections considered, 757, 758; c. = (with
emphasis on the adjective,) an ordinary mea-
sure of intelligence ; or, (with emphasis on the
substantive,) natural prudence, mother wit,
&c, 758 b, 759 a; d. =an acquired perception
of the common duties and proprieties of society,

a sense of conventional decorum, &c, 759 a.

Sergeant, (John,) 785 a, see Common Sense; re-
ferred to on Locke's use of the word idea, 927 b,
928 b, n. f.

Servetus, referred to, 981 b, n.

'S Gravesande, see Gravesande.
Shaftesbury, 786 b, see Common Sense.
Shakspeare, quoted in illustration of Habit, as

affecting the course of our reminiscence, 896 b,

n.; uses idea in Platonic sense, 926 a, 927 b.

Shaw, (Alexander,) referred to, 874 b.

Sidney, (Sir Philip,) his use of the word idea,
926 a, 927 b.

Sieffert, cited as to how the fact of Liberty may be
proved, 975 a, n.

Signs, natural, Reid's doctrine of, characterised,
820 b, n.

Similars, law of, one of Aristotle's three principles
of Reminiscence, 897 a; explained, 899, n.* ;

a special law of Mental Succession, 913 sq.

;

resolvable into the two principles of Repetition
and Redintegration, 913; attempts (by Alaass

and Hume) to reduce it to the law of Redinte-
gration alone, examined, 913-915.

Simouius, (Simon,) referred to in illustration of
Habit, as affecting the course of our reminis-
cence, 896 b, n.; on the term Suggestion; on
image, impression, &c, as psychological terms.
949 b ; on the Platonic theory of Vision, ,%0
a b; on the faculty of Cogitatio, 953 b, n.

Simplicity, a character of our original convictions.
754 a.

Simplicius, probably not the author of the com-
mentary on the Be Anima, which bears his
name, 836 a, 860 a, n. ; doctrine of that commen-
tary touching the Common Sensibles, 860 a, n. ;

viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum, 934 b ; his

employment of crwa(o-07]o'ts, 944 a ; quoted on
Reflection, 947 b, n.f ; referred to, 826 a, et alibi.

Situation, a primary quality of body, 847 b, 848 a.
Size, a primary quality of body, 847 b, 848.
Smell, ambiguity of the term, 828 a, n. *

Smith, (Adam,) referred to on the Platonic Ideas,
950 b.

Smith, (Dr John,) quoted, 758 a.

Socinians, (the,) deny the prescience of God in
respect of future contingents, 976 a, n.f.

Solidity, various significations of the word, 837,
n. t; not really to be distinguished from Exten-
sion, 837 b; error of Locke regarding, 838, n. ;

how employed by Berkeley, 840 b, n.
Sonerus, referred to, 771 b, n.

Sophocles, referred to, 878, n. p.

Soul, theories concerning the seat of, 861, n., 962
b ; see Mind.

Space, (or Extension,) twofold cognition of, 841 a,
847 a, 882 b ; a necessary form of thought, 846
b; conceived as infinite, or rather inconceivable
as not infinite, 847 b ; a condition of Perception

,

878 a ; every perception of sensations out of sen-
sations affords us the occasion of apprehending,
861 a, n., 882 b.

Species, use of the term by Geulinx and De la
Forge, 834 a.

Species, on the doctrine of, as held by Aristotle
and the Aristotelians, (Note M,) 951-960; its

origin, 951 a; theory of Democritus and Epi-
curus, 951 a b ; a similar opinion attributed, but
erroneously, to Aristotle, 951 b, 952 a, compare
827, n.*; doctrineof the Aristotelian Schoolmen,
952 sq. ; species impressw and expresses, 953 a

;

Sensible aud Intelligible, 953 a b; functions of
the Active and Passive intellects, in the appre-
hension of, 953 b, 954 a ; variety of opinions
regarding the details of the doctrine, 954 b-956
b ; by whom finally refuted, 956 b ; the nomen-
clature not, however, abandoned along with the
reality, 957 a; passages from Biel, &c, exhibit-
ing the Nominalist doctrine, 957-960 ; various
doctrines of, characterised, 960 b.

Spenser, his Platonic use of the word idea, 926 a,
927 b.

Sperlingius, (J.,) adopted Scaliger's doctrine of
Intellectual Instincts, 779 a,

Spinoza, referred to, 849 b ; his use of the word
idea, 928 a ; quoted on Necessity as a quality ofcog-
nitions, 973 a ; cited on the term Contingent, 978 b.

Stadianus, (Franciscus,) cited on the conciliation
of Liberty and Prescience, 975 b, n.

Stair, (Lord,) his explanation of Cohesion, 851 a.
Stattler, 792 b, see Common Sense.
Steeb, cited on Attention, 941 a, n. t, 946 a.

Stewart, (Dugald,) opinion of, touching the two
classes of Primary Truths, 743 a, n. ; mistake
of, as to the authority of consciousness, 744 b

;

as to the proper meaning of Common Sense,
758 b ; adduces only Boscovich and D'Alembert
as using the terms Instinct and Instinctive in
Reid's signification, 761a ; hisemployment ofthe
term Principle, 762 a ; his favourite expressions
for the Principles of Common Sense, 762 b, 763 b;
notices Principal Campbell's doctriue of judg-
ments, 787 b, n.

; praises the English trans-
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lator of Huffier, 788 b? referred to, 789 aj

unmerited attack of, upon Huffier, 792 a ; his

opinion that perception is possible of distant

objects, criticised, 814 b, 822 a, 885 a ; his doc-

trine one only of representative perception, 820

b, et alibi ;
quoted in pralN of an observation of

Huteheson, 929 b, n. ; censure of Locke by, in-

correct, 837 a, n. *
; recognised Cohesion as a Pri-

mary quality, 939 a, n., 852 b ;
misrepresents

Berkeley's employment of the term Solidity, 840

b, n. ;
quoted and criticised touching the origin

of our notion of Space or Extension, 843 a ; an

authority for the distinction of Primary and

Secondary Qualities, 843 a b ; his reduction of

the former criticised, ib. ; regards Hardness Soft-

ness, &c, as Primary qualities, 850 a ; doctrine

of astotheconnection.in senseand imagination,

of Extension and Colour, 860 b, n. , 919 a b ; that

our notion of Space or Extension cannot be

evolved out of experience, 8(58 b, n. ; his doc-

trine of Perception, in contrast to that of Sir W.
Hamilton, 882 sq. ; his the only attempt at a his-

tory of the distinction of Perception proper and

Sensation proper, 886 a, n. ; wrong in stating,

unexclusively, that Reid's writings anterior

to Kant's, ib. ; character of his remarks on

Kant, ib ; on Aristotle's enumeration of the

laws of Association, 890 b; touching the pro-

per application of the term Association, 894

b, n. *
; referred to, in connection win Berke-

ley's employment of the term Suggestion, 906,

n**; denied the existence of mental acts be-

yond consciousness, 939 b; misapprehended

Reii's opinion touching the difference of Atten-

tion and Reflection, 940 a ; notices the distinc-

tion of Observation and Reflection, 940 b ;

error of, as to Attention, 945 b; as to Reflec-

tion, 946 a ; neglected the principle of Neces-

sity as a quality of cognitions, 973 b
;
questioned

the necessity of the Divine prescience, 976 a,

n. t ; his answer to anargument from Prescience

against Liberty, 977 a, n. J.

Stiedeuroth, quoted on the testimony of conscious-

ness in perception , 748 a ; reduced Contrast as an

associative principle to Resemblance under a

higher notion, 915, n. J.

Stoeger, acknowledged the existence of a natural

belief in Realism, 748 b.

Stoics, (the,) their employment of the term Axiom,

766 a ; real authors of the brocard, nihil est in

intellectu quod nonpriusfuerit insentu, 772 a, n.

Storcheuau, (Von,) 792 b, see Common Sense.

Strabo, referred to, 850 b ; on Attention as a con-

dition of Perception, 877 b, n. *
; on the mind's

consciousness of its own operations, 931 b.

Strato Physicus, referred to, 878, n.
|| ; on the

self-apprehension of sense, 931 b.

Stuart, (Alexander,) cited on the hypothesis of a

Sensorium Commune, 861 a, n. ; on the connec-

tion of mind with body, 861 b, n.

Stunnius, referred to, 850 b.

Suarez, referred to, 813 b, n. ; cited, 860 b, n. ;

maintained Species in the external and internal

senses, 955 a, n. f ; developed the doctrine of

Bcientia Media, 981 a.

Subject, Subjective ; Object, Objective : the history

and meaning of the terms, 8»6 b, n. *.

Subject and Object, the opposition of, explained,

806 a b; subjective and objective knowledge
distinguished, 846 a, n. * ; the distinction as

applicable to the objects of sensation and per-

ception, 858 a, n. t, as manifested in the exer-

cise of the senses, 863, u.

Subnotion, a good expression for the phenomenon
of Association, 907 a, n.

Substance and Accident, law of, explained by the

principle of the Conditioned, 935.

Substantial Forms, theory of, 827 a, n. *
; sec Aris-

totle, Galen.
Succession, the term, how properly applied, 911 b.

Succession, law of, as a law of thought, U10 a,

932 ah, 933 a; set; Consciousness, Reproduction.

Sucssanus, made God the cause of species, 956 b,

n. t ; his doctrine an approximation to Male-
hranche's theory, 967 a.

Suggest, Suggestion, terms used in relation to first

principles, 761 b ; the oldest and best terms for

the process of reproduction, 901 a, n. *, 907 b,

n. ;
proper application of, 911 b.

Suggestion, see Keproduction ; Reid's theory of

the suggestion of primary qualities through the
secondary, criticised, 820 b, 821 a.

Suiilas, cited, 943 b.

Sulzer, quoted on the law of the coexistence, in an
inverse ratio, of Perception and Sensation, 888 a ;

cited on acts of mind beyond consciousness,

939 a : on Consciousness in general, 944 a.

"2,vvaiaQi)(Tis, avvaiaddvo/jLCU : on the employ-

ment of, to denote the primary condition of

knowledge (consciousness), 756 b, 944 a ; various

meanings of, 942 b, 943 a ; as a psychological

term, 944 a, n.

2w€i57jo~ts, cvvoida, on the terms, 944 b.

SuveiSoj, (rd,) for ' conscience,' 943 a.

2tWtm, avyi^/JLi, for ' conscience,' 943 b.

1,vuvoia, for ' consciousness,' 944 b.

Surface, see Point

Tabor, cited, 861 b, n.

Taste, ambiguity of the term, 828 a, n. *.

Tennemann, acknowledged the existence of a
natural belief in realism, 748 b ; notices the

want in the Greek language of a word for con-

sciousness, 931 a, n.
|| ; cited on the Platonic

doctrine of Perception, 950 a ; on the distinction

of an active and passive intellect, 954 a, n. \ ; on
the Cartesian doctrine of Perception, 961 a, n. *,

et alibi.

Tertullian, quoted, 761 b ; his use of Conscientia,

764 a, 775 b, n., 780 b, 944 b, 945 a ; 775 b, 776 a,

see Common Sense ; quoted on the connection of

Sense and Intellect, 878 b, n.
|| ; referred to, 879

b, u. ; an authority for the term Suggestio, 901

a, n. *.

Tetens, acknowledged the existence of a natural

belief in realism, 748 b ; referred to, 845 a ; cited

on acts of mind beyond consciousness, 938 b ;

on Necessity as a quality of cognitions, 973 b.

Themistius, quoted on the term Axiom, 765 a;
referred to, 771 b, n. ; simile of, 779 b, n. t;

held that Colour is a necessary concomitant
of every perception and imagination of extended
substance, 839 a, 918 b ; referred to, 850 b

;

passages of his Commentary on the De Memoria,
translated, in illustration of Aristotle's doctrine

of Association, 893 sq. ; illustrated, explained,

or corrected, 894 a, nn., et alibi ; cited, 931 a ;

viewed Ens as the Primum Cognitum, 934 b;
on Aristotle's use of the terms impress, type, Ac

,

948 b, 949 b ; deuied Species in intellect, 954 b,

n. t, 955 a, n. *
; cited on the Active and Passive

intellects, 956 b, n. •.

Theodoret, 802 a, see Common Sense ; referred to,

879 b, n.

Theodotus, his employment of <Tvuaiadrj(rtst

943 a.

Theognis, his use of the term idea, 925 b, n. »,

926 b.

Theophrastus, assimilates intellection to the sense

of Touch, 757 b ; his definition of Axiom, 765 a

;

773 b, 774 a, see Common Sense ; cited, 826 a ;

rejected Aristotle's reduction of the Common
Sensibles to Motion, 829 a, n. *

; recognised tho

subjective character of our sensations, 855 b

;

doctrine of, touching the Common BaaiibJda,

860 a, n. ; cited, 951 a, n. ; denied Species in

intellect, 954 b, n. t-

Thomasius, (Christian,) 785 b, see Common Sense.

Thomists, (the,) maintained Species in both senso

and intellect, 955 a, n. t.

Thought, positive, limitations of, 743 a, 934 sq. ;

laws of, mc Consciousness, Reproduction; used
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by Descartes, as equivalent to Consciousness,

901 a, n. t.

Tliummig, held tliat consciousness is a discrimina-

tion, 933 b.

Thnrot, Ills employment of the term idea, 928 b.

Tiedemann, cited on the connection of mind with

body, 861 b, n. ; on the Muscular Sense, 868 a,

n.; denied the existence of mental acts beyond
consciousness, 939 a ; cited on Consciousness in

general, 944 a ; on Attention, 946 a.

Time, a condition of Perception, 878 a; of Con-
sciousness, 935 b, sq.

Timpler, quoted, 897 b, n. t.

Tittel, cited on the Muscular Sense, 868 a, n.

Toland, 785 b, see Common Sense.

Toletus, cited on the Common Sensibles, 830 a,

860 b, n. ; on the Aristotelic Number, 844 a,

n. 1 5 on the Internal Senses, 953 b, n.

Torrentius, referred to, 874 b.

Toi-ricelli, referred to, 850 b.

Tosca, cited on the Internal Senses, 953 b, n.

Touch, physiological and psychological conditions

of, 863, n.; its relation to Feeling, 863, n., 864,

n. ; what comprehended under, by Aristotle,

867 a, n. ; Cardan's fourfold discrimination of,

867 b, n. See Extension, Figure, Magnitude.
Tourtual, referred to on the Muscular Sense, 868 b,

n. ; maintained that we cannot imagine Exten-
sion without Colour, 91S b, n. *.

Toussaint, cited on the term idea, 928 a.

Tracy, (M. de,) followed D'Alembcrt in his division

of Vis Inertias, 851 b ; established the distinc-

tion between Active and Passive touch, 868 a,

n. ; many of his psychological analyses silently

borrowed by Dr T. Brown and Dr J. Young,
868 b, n. ; a Scotsman by descent, ib. ; cited on
the term idea, 928 b ; against the distinction of

Observation and Reflection, 940 b, n. §.

Transcendent, how distinguished by Kant from
transcendental, 762 b.'

Transcendental, meaning of the term, as used by
the Schoolmen, Kant, &c, 762 b, 763 a.

Trembley, (M.,) of Geneva, noticed, 762 a, n.

Trendelenberg, interprets Aristotle as meaning by

Kivrjo'is local motion, 829 a, n. *.

Treviranus, referred to on the Optic Nerve, 862 a,

n. ; on the constitution of the retina, 862 b, n.

Trevoux, Memoires de, quotation from, on Egoism,

988 b.

Truths of Reason and of Fact, or Necessary and
Contingent Truths, distinguished, 743 a, n. , 754

b ; the argument from Common Sense of principal

importance in reference to the latter class, ib.

Tucker, cited on the conciliation of Liberty and
Prescience, 975 b, n.

Turretinus, (A.,) 785 b, 786 a, see Common Sense.

Tusanus, his Lexicon referred to, 826 b, n.

Type, as a psychological term, not to be taken
'literally, 948, 949.

Tyrins, (Maximus,) referred to, 780 b, 879 b, n.

Tzotzos, referred to, 879 b, n.

Ueberwasser, cited on the law of Facility as an
associative principle, 916 b, nn.

Umbreit, cited on the connection of mind with

body, 861 b, n.

Understanding, meaning of the term, as compared
with Reason, 768 ; see Intellect.

Universality, (absolute,) as a character of the Prin-

ciples of Common Sense, 754 b, 755 a.

Vat.esius, referred to, 813 b, n.

Valla, (Laurentius,) held that Liberty is incom-
prehensible, 974 b, n. J.

Van Swieten, adopted the doctrine of Boerhaave
touching the Nerves, 872 b ; curious case of sug-

gestion, commemorated by, 907 a, n.

Variation or Variety, Law of, 910 b, 932 a. See

Consciousness, Reproduction.
VariiMion, referred to, 850 b.

Varillius, notice of his doctrine touching the

Nerves, 871 b. n.

Vasquez, developed the doctrine of Sciontia Media,
981a.

Velthuysen, referred to, 761 b.

Verrius Flaccus, referred to, 838 b, n.

Vico, 790 a, see Common Sense; quoted on the

propriety of studying the sciences of Observa-
tion before those of Reflection, 986 a b.

Villemot, referred to, 850 b.

Vives, (Ludovicus,) quoted in illustration of Remi-
niscence, 892 a, n. *

; vindicated against the criti-

cism of Sir James Mackintosh, 893 l>, n.; quoted

in illustration of Habitual consecution, 896, n. *

;

previous to Hobbes, enounced the law of Re-
dintegration, 898 b, n. ; divided Reminiscence
into Natural and Directed, 902 a, n. ; quoted,

908, n. % ; on Attention, 946 a, n. *.

Volkmann, cited, 862 a, n.

Voltaire, saying of, stolen from Buffier, 758 b ; re-

ferred to, 857 a, n. J ; his answer to an argument
from Prescience against Liberty, 977 a, n. J.

Vorstellung, vague generality of, in the Leibni-

tian and subsequent philosophies, 805 a, n.

Vorstius, (Conrad,) denied the prescience of God
in respect of future contingents, 976 a, n. %.

Vossius, (Isaac,) referred to, 850 b.

Vulpius (Volpi), 790 a, see Common Sense.

Wagnerus, his ' Noologia,' 770 a.

Walch, cited on acts of mind beyond conscious-

ness, 939 a ; on the term Contingent, 978 b.

Walker, (Alexander,) valuable speculations of, on
the Nerves, 974 a b.

Weber, experiments of, on tactile discrimination,

863, n. ; his supposition, that Weight is tested

by the Touch alone, criticised, 865, n. *.

Weight, see Gravity.

Weiske, his Longinus referred to, 897 a, n.

Weiss, cited on Consciousness, 944 a.

Werenfels, (S ,) quoted anonymously, 746 b ; cited

on the Cartesian Doubt, 969 b.

Wetzel, cited on the law of the co-existence of Per-

ception proper and Sensation proper, 888 a.

Whately, (Archbishop,) cited on the words Con-
tingent, Possible, Certain, 978 b.

Whewell, (Dr,) his M Demonstration that all Mat-
ter is Heavy" criticised, 853 b, n.

White, (Thomas,) De Albiis or Anglus, previous to

Hobbes, enounced the law of Redintegration,

898 b, n. ; cited on Aristotle's doctrine of species,

952 a, n.

Willis, referred to, 872 a.

Wolf, (Christian,) 790, see Common Sense ; referred

to, 850 b ; divided Vis Inertiae into two, 851 b

;

statement of Maass regarding, corrected, 899 a,

n. ; his employment of the term idea, 928 b;
held that Consciousness is a discrimination, 933 b

;

his distinction of Perception, Apperception, and
Cogitation, 944 a : cited on the terms Possible

and Impossible, 978 b
;
quoted on the difference

between Conceptions and Intuitions, 987 a ; re-

ferred to on Egoism, 988 a.

Wollaston, 789 b, 790 a, see Common Sense.

World, External, see External World.
Wyttenbach, his use of the term idea, 928 b.

Young, (Dr John,) doctrine of, as to the connec-

tion in imagination of Extension and Colour, 860

b, n., 919 b
;
plagiarisms of 868 b, n.

Young, (Dr Thomas,) speculation of, anticipated

by Albums, 874 a
;
quoted as holding that per-

ception of terminal lines is merely negative, 923

ab.

Zabarella, cited, 860 b, n. ; quoted on Aristotle's

doctrine of Species, 952 a, n. ; on the words in-

tention, intentional, 952 b, n. ; his division of

the Internal Senses, 953 b, n. ; his opinion touch-

ing the Active and Passive intellects, 956 a, n. |

;

referred to, 956 b, nn., 973 a,

Zedlerian Lexicon, referred to, 766 b, n.

Zeidlerus, his ' Noologia,' 770 a.

Zimmermann, cited, 926 b.



ERRATA.

Page 10 a, 1. 17, for 1763, read 1763 [1764].

„ 11 a, 1. 61, for 1781, read 1781 [1780].

„ 33 b, 1. 35, for fifteen, read sixteen.

„ 803, among the authorities, Omphalitis should be entered as German,

not as French.

„ 861 b, 1. 51, n,for L. ii. c, read L. i. e. 8.
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